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OCEANIC ICHTHYOLOGY.

INTRODUCTION.

Our purpose has been to present in Oceanic Icn'rnYOLOGY a discussion of all forms

of fishes found in tbe seas of the world, both pelagic species and those occurring- at depths

greater than 500 feet, especial prominence being given to those species which are found in

the Atlantic Ocean, most of which we have had opportunity to study. All oceanic fishes

are included, partly because it is not yet possible to distinguish strictly between the two

classes, and ])artly because the pelagic forms have, in part at least, been mentioned in the

discussions by all previous writers on "deep-sea fishes."

By Oceanic Jiahes we mean those deep sea and pelagic species which dwell in the open
ocean far from the shore, either at the surface, at the bottom, beyond a depth of 500 feet, or,

if such fishes thei-e be, the intermediate zones.

Oceanic Ichthyology is that branch of ichthyology which is concerned with their study.

Deep-sea _fishes are those which are found at a depth of 1,000 feet or more, witliout

reference to the (juestiou whether or not they also occur in shallower water. The limit of

500 feet is taken for convenience in the study of the origin of local deep-sea faunas. The

limit of 100 fathoms is that ordinarily in use. The Reports of the ChalleiKjcr class as

"deep-sea deposits "all those below 100 fathoms depth. The zone between the litteral

zone, and the bathybial zones, 500-1000 feet, is called the "hemibathybial zone"

I'claffic fishes are those which live far from laud and at a distance from the bottom,

rarely ai)proaching the shore except when driven by wind or current. It is these which

are most closely associated with the "Plankton," and were included in it before the mean-

ing of the term, as proposed by Hensen, was limited by Ha'ckel. Some of these, which

occur at considerable depths, we call "
bathypelagic."

We cannot claim that in the present memoir we have brought forward any conclusions

which are new to science, though a great number of new facts are recorded, ^^'e hope,

however, that we have succeeded in the attemi^t to bring the information which we have

ourselves been able fo obtain into proper relationship with the mass of similar knowledge

already recorded, and that our descriptions are so accurate and full that the deterioration

or loss of the nuiterial studied, much of which was in very fragmentary and precarimis con-

dition when it ('ame to us, may not be entirely disastrous. We have tried to assemble all

existing data about oceanic tishes and to arrange them in such a manner that they may be

serviceable to naturalists in other. fields for comparison and study, as well as to ichtliyolo-

gists for ready reference, when at a distance from the rather extensive group of books which

must now be consulted even for the casual identification of a deep-sea fish. We have also

endeavored to sum up the conclusions reached by previous .students before incorporating
our own results with those of our predecessors.*

NoTK.— I liave iivprejiaratioii .and sb.all soon pulilish an oxteuded study of tbe geographical distribution

of deep-sea aud pelagic fishes, and of the origin of the several bathybial lish faupas.

G. Browx (Joode.
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When this volume was begun, it was not intended to inchide so large a field within its

scope, but unexpected delays have brought us to a time wiioii tlicit; is an entire discontinu-

ance of deep-sea work, and wlicn tlie final ichtliyolo.uical results of all past expeditions

have been published.
lu 1885 Prof. Collett, of the University of (Jhristiania, published a volume upon the

fishes of the Xorwegiau North Sea Expedition. In 1887 Dr. ( ! iinthcr, of the P.ritish ^Museum,

publislied his great work on " The Deep-Sea Fishes of the Challenger l-^xpcditiou ". In 1888

Dr. Vaillant, of tiie Museum of Natural History in Paris, reported ujjouthe Deep-Sea Fishes

of the TracoilleKr and Tdlisnidit Fx)iedition, and in the same year Mr. Alexander Agassiz

presented his adnurable "Contributions to American Thalassography", in which, for the

first time, were presented in compact form the results of the ichthyological work of the (Joast

Survey and the Fish Commission.

These four magnificent works, together with the various short papers since published

by American and Scandinavian naturalists and by ISIr. S. Alcock upon the deep sea fishes of

India, relate to a group of animals concerning which, until recently, naturalists knew almost

nothing.
The study of oceanic ichthyology is still in its infancy and yet many very remarkable

results have been obtained. Although not more than G00(?) ditt'erent kinds of fishes have

been obtained from the depth of 1,000 feet and more, it would appear that a very good

general idea of the character of the fauna has already been ac(iuired. This is indicated

by the fact that fishes are constantly being rediscovered in the most remote localities. A
form obtained by Lowe in Madeira in 187(5 was rediscovered by us off" the New England
coast in 1881, and by flerman naturalists in the Japanese Sea in 1879, by the Blahe near

Barbadoes in 1880, and a year or two later oft' the coast of Soudan. Several i>reviously

known only from New Zealand have been obtained by the Fish Commission off the New

England coast, and some of our own genera and species have lately been discovered in the

Bay of Bengal.

Although the capture of certain individual forms in widely remote localities in the

oceanic abyss might be interpreted to mean that the field has been somewhat fully

explored, and that it is now being gone over a second or third time, such an interpretation

would be misleading. Our knowledge of altyssal life is still exceedingly imperfect. New

species and genera are obtained every time the nets are lowered to the bottom in an

untried spot. Very many forms have been taken in only one locality, and are represented

in the museums by unique si)ecimens, so that the ichthyologist has not material enough to

enable him to study the structure of the organisms to which he has given a name. Then,

too, the appliances for the capture of the fishes of any region, especially those which are

believed to live suspended in the middle strata of mid-ocean, are so imperfect, and the like-

lihood is great that there are many forms so organized that they can not well be taken

by small slow-moving nets, tliat naturalists will surely fall into error if they su])pose

themselves in possession of anything like an adequate equipment for a final study of the

subject.

It seems probable that there are many inhabitants of the depths which are too swift,

too wary and cunning, or too large thus to be taken. It cannot be doubted, for example,

that somewhere in the sea, at an unknown distance below the surface, there are living

certain fish-like animals, unknown to science and of great size, which come occasionally to

the surface and give a foundation to such stories as those of the sea serpent.

To appreciate the meager extent of our knowledge of what is going on in nudocean it

is only necessary to think of such a fish as Ckianmodon and its history. Chiaamodon is

one of those grotesque looking pelagic fishes with yawning, flexible jaws and a vastly

distensible stomach, which is able to engorge other fishes equal, or more than equal, in size

to itself. This practice is natnially attended by disaster, and the Vliiasniudoii, in the event

of death, is brought to the surface by the expansion of the gases in its tissues. Such

accidents evidently happen very often. The chancres were few, nevertheless, that waifs of

this kiiul should fall into the hands of naturalists, and yet within forty years Chiasmodon
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has occurred five times. On the other hand, Chiasmodon, although so abundant, has only
ouce beeu taken by the deep-sea nets.

Another ocean dweller which the exploring ships have not yet discovered is

Rcfjalecns, or the ''Oar-fisli," a serjient shaped, rapidly swimming form, usually from IS

to 24 feet in length, which occasionally is stranded on the shore in the stormy season.

Within the past one hundred and fifty years individuals have visited the shores of Nor-

way, Finmark, the Faroe Islands, Scotland, Ireland, England. ^leditenanean, France,

Bermuda, the Cape of Good Hope, Hindustan, and New Zealanil. (iiintlier gives a list

of 44 seen by naturalists, aud this is of course but an insignificant part of those which
have actually been stranded. Its worldwide distribution and the nundjcr of waifs give
evidence that it is abundant in mid-ocean, ye-t the exploring sliips in all the years of their

combined searchings have found no vestiges of it, old or young.

jMany similar cases might be cited, but our object is siini)ly to call attention to the

great necessity for further exploration of the depths.
The distinctions between the inhabitants of deep water, those of the middle depths,

and those of the surface strata of mid-ocean are not yet absolutely fixed. Such are the

imperfections in the methods of trawling and dredging that the naturalist, when he has

sorted out the fishes from his nets after a haul in mid ocean, is often in doubt as to where

his captures have been made. If he has takeu a tlounder from a haul of SOO fathoms, or

finds a macrurid, a brotulid, a stomiatid, a synodontid, or a nemichthyid in a net which
has been below the 2,(IO()-fathom line, he feels reasonably sure that he has biought it u|»

from the bottom. But who shall say where Argyyopclccus, Sfcnwptyr, Myctophuin, having
allies among the pelagic fishes in the same net, have come from"? It may be from the

bottom, or they may have become entangled in the meshes of the trawl when but a few

fathoms from the surface, coming up or going down.

The receut investigations of Mr. Agassiz in the Pacific, with the Tanner net, seem to

show pretfy conclusively that there are but few living forms below a depth of 1,800 or 2,000
feet aud that the Mtictuphidw stay for the most part, if not entirely, between that depth and
the surface. It is possible to draw inferences from the experiments in regard to mauy forms

which, like the Mi/ctophida; are known frequently to occur swinnuing at the surface at

night, but there are also doubtful cases, like Bathyoi)his, RhodichthyK, Microstoma, aud many
others, which need further consideration.

Another great need is for more, and miu'e perfect, nuiterial. Fully one-half of the deep-
sea forms are now represented only by single specimens, and many important anatomical

questions can not be solved, because these uniques may not be sacrificed to dissection. Half

of the families of Malacopterygians mentioned in this report can not be assigned to their

proper places, because their skeletons have not beeu fully examined.

Besides this, tlu^ imperfection of the existing specimens is a great drawback. The
nuiterial is of a kind which it is peculiarly difiicult to study. Not only are the forms

strange and difficult to assign to their proper taxonomic relationships, but, owing to the

soft, cavernous skeletons, and the tlabby muscles, tender skins, deciduous scales, aud fragile

ap])endages which are characteristic of many of tiicm, they are very liable to injury. After

these delicate animals have been drawn up from a depth of 2 or 3 miles iu rough nets, they

are, as might be expected, iu a very dilapidated condition. It has often been found Tieces-

sary to exanune a score of more of individuals, in order to be able to api)reciate characters

which could commonly be made out from a single specimen.
The studies which have led to the writing of this book were begun iu the summer of

1S77, wheu the first deep-sea fishes were caught by American nets on the coast of North

America. This took place in the Gulf of Maine, 44 miles east of Cape Ann, on the l!*th of

August, when from the side of the U. S. Fish Conunission steamer /Sjxmlwell the trawl net

was cast in IGO fathoms of water. The writers were both standing by the mouth of the net

when, as the seaman lifted the end of tlu; bag, two strange forms fell out on tlu' deck. .\

single glance was enough to tell us that they were new to our fuuia, ami probably unknown
to science. They seemed like visitors from another world, and none of the strange forms
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which have since passed through our laboratory have brought lialf as much interest and
enthusiasiu. Macrurus Bairdii and Lycodcs Verrillii were simply new species of well-

known deep-dwelling genera, and have since been found to be very abundant on the con-

tinental slope, but they were among the first fruits of that great harvest iu the field of

oceanic ichthyology which we have had the pleasure of helping to garner in the fifteen

years which have passed since that ha])py and eventful morning. It seems incredible that

American naturalists should not then have known that a few miles away there was a fauna

as unlike that of our coast as could be found in the Indian Ocean or the seas of China.

It should be remembered that although the Challeniicr has been back more than a year
from her long cruise, her treasures were as yet undescribed, and that no one knew what a

marvelous wealth of material she had gathered except the naturalists on board. Even

they can scarcely have exi)ected that year after year the great (juarto volumes of these final

reports would continue to l)e printed, until to-day there are forty of them—the magnificent
outcome of the most liberally equipped exploring expedition ever sent out by any nation.

Oceanic ichthyology was as yet unborn.

A year later Dr. (liinther began to publish the preliminary descriptions of the Clial-

lenger fishes in the London Annals and Magazine of Natural History, and a new interest was

added to the study of ichthyology. From that time until now we have never been without

a wealth of attractive oceanic material for study, and the genera and species announced

by us from the western Atlantic have been more in number than those brought back by the

Challenger, yet the discoveries made in those earliest years have always seemed the most

interesting.

It may be asked how it happened that no deep-sea fishes had been taken by the Coast

Survey vessels which began dredging in 1SG7, or by those of the Fish Commission which

began in 1871. The answer is a simple one. The Fish Oommission vessels were small,

and did not venture outside of the hundred fathom line until 1877, and the Coast Survey
in those day^ collected with the dredge only. When Mr. Agassi/, took charge of the bio-

logical work of the Coast Survey, in 1877, he introduced the trawl net, and began to collect

fishes, but these did not come into our hands until 1883. The nets were not really per-

fected until 1883, wlien the Albatross and the TrdvaiUenr began their cruises.

In 1878 the headquarters of the Fish Commission was at (Houcester, and we began to

receive from the Cape Ann fishermen deep-sea forms taken by them on the offshore banks.

In this way came our Ilaloporphijrus viola and Lycodes pa.vilh(s, brought by Capt. J. W.
Collins, then of the halibut schooner Marion and since well-known by his writings upon
the fisheries; onv AryenHiia s;/rtensiiim, (1. & B. (since identified with A. silus of Europe);

Lijeodes Vahlil, a Greenland form, brought by Capt. Hawkins, of the schooner Gwendolen;
Anarrhiehas latij'nms, Alepidosaurus ferox, Alepocephalus Bairdii, G. & B.; Synaphobranchiis

pinnatus, Simenvheh/.s parasificns, Gill; Chinuvra plumhea, Gill
{

—
affinis, Hoc. &Cap.); Cen-

troscyllium Fahricii and Gentrosvymnus crelolepis, Eehiostoma harbatum, Chauliodus iSloanei,

Reinhardtiiis hippiij/lossoides, Macrurus rupestris, Lopholatllus rhamwlconticeps, G. & B.—all

received iu time to be catalogued in our Fishes of Essex County, Massachusetts, published

lu 1879, together with Phycis Ghenteri, G. & B., and Eumicrotremus spinostis, obtained in the

same year by the Fish Commission vessels.

In 1880 the Fish Commission began its explorations of the Gulf Stream off the south

coast of New England. Dr. Bean was on the Pacific coast and the following were described

by Dr. Goode: Monolcne ses.iilirauda, Citharichthys nrctifrons, G. unicornis, Thyris pellucidus,

Hypsicometvs gohioidcs, Prristedium. uriniafum, ]\[acruru.s varminatus, llalieuUcu scnticosa,

TAmanda Beanii, Amitra liparina, Gottunculus torvus, Hetarches parmatxis, Ghlorophthalmus

chalybcius, Xotacfnithusphasyanorns, Monolene, Hypsicometes, and Amitra being new genera,

and Mnncalias urauoscopus, Ghauna.r pictus, and Gottunculus Tliomsoni were added to the

fauna.

Apogon payidionis and Benthodcsmus elnngatus were found in the same year.

In 1881 we undertook, at the request of Prof. Baird and Mr. Agassiz, to produce a

work upon the fishes of the Coast Survey and the Fish Comnussion together, and discon-
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tinned the publication of preliminary descriptions, it being our liope to print a final memoir

upon them without much delay. It was not until 1801, however, that we were able to

complete our studies, the illness and death of Prof. I>aird having interrupted the work

and thrown upon each of us new responsibilities which left little time at our command.
We had, however, prepared for Mr. Agassiz preliminary reports upon the deep-sea fishes

of the Blale, taken in ISSO (published in 1883), and upon those taken in 1878 and 1S7!> (pub-

lished in 1S8(!), and had also furnished the notes upon the fishes for his general work. Three

Cruises of the Blake. Besides the Blake fishes of 1878-'79-'80, we continued to receive those

from the AlhatrOSS until that vessel passed into the Pacific in 1888. Her more recent collec-

tions are being worked up by Prof. C. H. Gilbei-t and by Dr. Bean, who is studying those

of the Alaskan seas, and by Mr. (Jarman, wlio is reporting ui)on thoseobtained off the west

coast of Central America, partly made under the direction of Mr. Agassiz in 1891.

The work, as it now appears, is in many respects very unsatisfactory to its authors. It

has been written at odd hoiu's snatched from administrative duties, too often in the very

midst of them—always under the pressure of haste, and always with the feeling of impa-
tience that more exhaustive studies could nr)t be made. Later, serious illness delayed its

printing.

As first planned it was to include only the oceanic fishes of the east coast of North

America, but it gradually expanded to embrace all those species of the Atlantic Basin and

all the oceanic genera of the world.

It was first ready for the press in 1885, then revised and rewritten in 1888, then again
in 1891, and again in 18'J-l as it was going through the press.

The appearance of Gunther's final reports upon the Challem/er fishes, 1887, of Vaillant's

upon those of the Trdvailleur in 1888, of Alcock's Inreniiijalor papers in 18.s9-18'.»t!, of Col-

lett's Hirondellc notes in ISSD, have each, in their turn, caused much revision and rewrit-

ing, and the appearance of Liitken's Spolia Atlantica, Part li, printed in 1892, has made it

necessary to reset a number of pages.
In its present form it stands as a compendium and sunimaiy of existing knowledge in

regard to Oceanic Ichthyology. No one knows when there will be oiiportunity for its

further study. There are no expeditions and there seems to be no prospect for new ones.

Even the Albatross, built by the United States expressly for this service, is diverted to

police duty about the Seal Islands.

Public interest is sated by the crude preliminary results already obtained. The scien-

tific world knows that the knowledge of to-day, in all branc-hes of thalassograi)hic work, is

incomplete and rudimentary in the extreme, and that, with the experience now acijnired,

the results of future exploration will be immensely greater. We can only hope for a

renaissance in this field.

In making acknowledgments to those who have aided in this work, we think first of

our dear friend, the late I'rof. Baird, of the pains with which he jnovided every facility,

and of the interest with which, twice a day, when studies were in progress, he came to the

laboratory to talk oVer the discoveries and discuss them. To his successor as Commissioner

of Fisheries, Col. McDonald, we owe the granting of every retiuest we have made, and our

requests have been many. To Mr. Alexander Agassiz we are likewise indebted for cour-

tesies many and great, not the least of which is the patience with which he has waited

ten years for a report which was promised in three. To Prof. Theodore (!ill we ofier our

thanks for counsel and information, lavishly and ungrudgingly bestowed, out of the fullness

of his ichthyological wisdom. To Commander Z. L. Tanner, IT. S. N., in command of the

Albatross, imd. Mr. J. E.Benedict, naturalist of the ship, much is due for the manner in

which the collections were gathered and preserved. To Dr. (iiiuther we owe inspiration

and kindly advice; to Dr. Sauvage, of the Museum of Natural History in Paris, to Dr.

Liitken, to Prof. Collett and to Dr. Alcock, to Dr. Ililgendorf, President Jordan, and

Mr. Garman, frequent letters and the use of specimens; to Prof. Giglioli, the use of his

matchless collection of Italian vertebrates, among which were the fishes collected by
the steamer Washhu/ton in the Mediterranean. Capt. H. T. Brian, of the Government
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Printing Office, bus also aided materially in the work by Ids advice. Mr. Barton A. Bean

has aided in the handling of the collections and illustrations and measurement of speci-

mens, and Mr. J. Tj. Willige has rendered useful service iu the preparation of the tables of

locality and distribution aiul in proof reading.

Only twenty years ago the flsh fauna of the deep sea was represented in collections by

forty or fifty specim<>ns, representing not more than twenty species at the most—acci-

dental waifs picked up at the surface or cast ashore by the waves—"like the few stray

bodies of strange red men which tradition reports to have been washed on the shores of

the Old World before the discovery of the New, and which served to indicate the existence

of unexplored realms inhabited by unknown races, but not to supply information about their

character, habits, and history."
'

If the coming twenty years shall produce one-tenth so much in the way of discovery in

the life of the deep seas, it will be more than it now seems reasonable to expect.

G. Brown Gooue.
Tableton H. Bean.

Smithsonian Institution,

Washington City, April 1, 1895.

' Edward Forbes.
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LIST OF THE NEW GExNERA AND SPECIES OF DEEP-SEA FISHES, DESCRIBED BY

THE AUTHORS, WITH ETYMOLOGIES.

NEW GENERA.

AbYssicoLA Dwelling in the abysses of the 8e;i (afivddoi, a Ijottomli-ss pit, aud

ACROTUS Without oars
;
iu allusion to the abseuce of ventral fins («, privative, and

KpoTo'^, an oar or paddle).

jEtiioprora With a flashing light ahead {A'Agdv, flashing, and 7tp(^pa, the prow of a

vessel).

Aldkovanuia In honor of Aldrovandi, the Italian ichthyologist of the sixteenth

century.

Amitra Without a belly-plate («, privative, and iilrpa, a plate worn below the

cuirass by Greek warriors) ;
in allusion to the abse)ice of the ventral

disk.

Baratiirodkmus A dweller iu the depths (ftdpnOpov and dijfioi).

Barathronvs An (>««.3-liko (ish from the deiiths (fJdpaOpof and oVo5).

Batiiylaco A warrior of tlie ocean depths (fiaOi'i and A a km/-).

Benthocometes A dweller in the depths {(Uvljoi, the depths, aud xufD'/fi/i).

Bentiiodesmus A deeji-sea ribbon (/isyfJoi and SftJ/u)!).

Benthosaurus A lizard-like fish from the depths of the sea {ftevOoi and 6avpoi).
Benthosema A deep-sea coustellation {ftey'ioi aud dij/-ia ) ;

in .allusion to the number
and brilliancy of its luminous spots.

BoNAPARTiA In honor of Lucien Bonaparte, Prince of Cauino, the illustrious Italian

ichthyologist.

BoTiiRorARA With cavities in the head (/ioOpo!, a pit, aud xapa, liead).

Caiilopiiryne A /7in/«e-like fish with the cephalic tentacle supported on a stem-like

base (xavXoi, a stem, and (ppvtn/, a toad).

Celejia A fanciful name, from mfXypxa, a charm.

Cbtomimus "
Very like a whale'' {yif)ro^ and n'lf-iui).

C'halinura With a tail like a strap (^orA/co; aud ovpa),

CoLLETTiA In honor of Dr. Robert Collett, the Norwegian ichthyologist.

CoNocARA With a conical head (««ii'o?, a cone, and Hctpa, head).

Cyclothone With rounded opercular flaps (kl'kAoS, round, and oOovr/, a veil).

Dasy'COTTu.s A thick-tailed Cottiis (Sadvi and «orroS).

Delotuy'RIS Transparent as a window (i5);AoS, clear; Ovpii, a window).
Durolene ." With forked pectoral fins (Sinpo?, cleft; ibXii'ti, an arm).

DicuoJUTA Having the ventrals represented by a pair of thread-like rays (Sinpo?,

double, aud /iiroS, a thread).

Electrona Full of light (ijXeHTpov).

GiOLioi.iA In honor of Commendatore Enrico HillyerGiglioli, the Italian ichthyolo-

gist, director of the Royal Museum of Natural History iu Floreuce.

Gramjiatostomias A Sloiiiiii«, ornamented with stripes {ypdi-ina, a line, and Stumias).

Haliei'Tell.v A snuiller HnUi'iitaa.

Haruiotta In honor of Thomas Harriott, the first Eluglish man of science who
made explorations in America.

Helicolenus With strong ]iectoral fins {t'jXiho?, strong, and chXsvr), an arm).

Hilgendorfia In honor of Dr. Franz Hilgendorf, the German ichthyologist.

Hy'POCLVDo.nia From far beneath the waves (imo and KXvSoav).

HvPSicoMKTES A dweller in deep water (i'0', in <leep water, and HwiiifTt;^, a dweller).

Investigator To perpetuate the name of H. M. S. Investvjator, engaged in deep-sea

exploration iu tlic Indian Ocean.

Lampadena Having a lamp-like organ on its tail {Xa^7ld'i and d<h)t', a gland).
XXXI



XXXII LIST OF THE NEW GKNEHA AND SPECIES OF DEEP-SEA FISHES.

LiP()(iENYS Without an under j;iw (A.£;?r&), to lack. :uicl yf'yv:, tlio under jaw).

LopiuoDKs Allied to Lophius.

Loi'lIOi.ATll.us A crested I.atihia (X6q>t>i and Laliliia).

Lycodonus A genus resembling Lijvodcs. (The termination onus is without siguili.

cauce.)

Mai.acocotti's A soft-bodied Coitus (iiaXaHoi and Korro5).

Manducus A voracious feeder (Manducun, a grotesiiuo, marked tigure representing

a person chewing, used in the Koman theater in classical days).

MiEBiA In honor of Prof. Karl Miibius, director of the Berlin Zoological

Museum.

MoNoi.KNE With a single pectoral fin (woj'oS, single; cbXevt/, an arm.)

MoNOMlTRA Without a ventral disk {ftoyoi, deprived o(, jiirpa. a shield for the

belly).

MosELEYA In honor of Henry Nottidge Moseley, F. R. S., one of the naturalists of

the Challenger.

Neobythites A newly discovered genus allied to liijlhilea (yeoi and /jvOin/i).

NoroSEMA With a banner-like dorsal tin (i'mtoi', the back, and dif/ta, a banner).

Penopu.s With thread-like ventral fins {xijvr/, a thread, and tiov?, a foot).

POROGAUUS A r;nrfH8-like fish, with openings in its skin (jrdpoS and Gadua).

PoROMiTKA With openings in its shields (;ropo? and //i'r/aa) ;
in allusion to the central

depression in each round, concentrically-grooved scale.

EONDELETIA lu houor of GuiUaume Hondelet, the French ichthyologist of the six-

teenth century.

Steindachneria In honor of Dr. Franz Steiudachiier, the Austrian ichthyologist.

Talismania For the French steamer Ta/isnin/i, engaged in deep-sea esplorafion in

the northeast Atlantic.

Yaruella In honor of William Yarrell, the British ichthyologist.

NEW SPECIES.

^quatoris (Talism.ania) Taken under the equator.

AgaSSIZII (AU-pocephalus) In honor of Alexander Agassi?,, director of the Museum of Comparative

(Bathysaiirus.) Zoology and of several deeji-sea cxjiloring expeditions
—the leading

(Dicromita.) spirit in American thalassographic research.

(Scorpieua. )

alascanus (Sebastolobus) Found in Alaska by Dr. Bean.

ALATUS (Lampany ctus) Having long, wing-like fins.

(Prionotus.)

Alcocki Argyropelecus In honor of Capt. Surg. A. Alcock, director of the Indian Museum, Cal-

(Diplacauthopoma.) cutta, and of his discoveries in the deep-sea ichthyology of the Indian

Ocean.

ANTILLARUM (Talismania) Taken among the Antilles.

aquilonaris (Anthias) Northern (aquilo. the north wind).

ARCTIFRONS (Cltharichthys) With a narrow forehead (arceo and/roiis).

ARGENTEA (Bathyclupea) Glittering like silver.

(Steindachneria.)
ARCUATUS (Bathygadus) With a curved or arched jirofile {arcua, a bow).

ATLANTICU.S (Benthodesmus) An Atlantic form.

(Bregmaceros.)
ATRIMANA (Monolene) Black-handed (nii-r and manus) ; in allusion to the dark ti]i of the single

pectoral.

Bairdii (Macrurus) In honor of Prof. Spencer FuUcrton Baird, secretary of the Smithsouian

Institution, founder of the United States Fish Commission.

BARHATULA (Lajiiionenia) With a little beard.

Beanii (Limanda) Named by Mr. Goode In honor of his colleague. Dr. Bean.

(Prionotus.)
BELLA (Hypoclydonia) Beautiful

Benedicti (Batbylagns) In honor of James E. Benedict, naturalist of the AlhatroKn.

BicoLOR (Barathronus) Of two colors.

(Rondeletia.)

Blackfordi (Yarrella) In honor of Eugene G. Blackford, of New York, lisli (iiHniistand angler,

president of the New York State Fish Comniission

brevibarbls (Chalinura) Short-bearded.

brevipe.s (Lycodes) With short ventral fins.

brunnea (Maynea) Brownish, tawny.



LIST OF THE NEW GENERA AND SPECIES OF DEEP-SEA FISHES. XXXIII

CAriTO ( Poromitra) Large-headed.
CAKAi'iNis (CorypliH'iioides) Resembling in form the gouus Carapus.
CAUiBii.Kus (Ca'lorhynchus) From the Caribboau Sea.

CASTANEUS (Notoscopeliis) Chestnut-hucd.

CATENA (Bassozetus) Having a chain-like row of pores along the lateral line (catena, a chain).

CAVERNOSUS (Hymcnocephalus) Witli depressions in the skull.

CEUVINUM (Leptophidiiim) Spotted like .a fawn.

ciiALYBEius (Chlorophthalmus) Of a stecl-liko luster {XaXvfte'ioi).

ciiAiMELEONTlcErs (Lopholatilus) ..Having a head with a muchal appendage suggesting that of tlio African

chameleon, (ChanieJeu).

CuESTEKi (Phycis) In honor of Capt. Hubbard C. Chester, of the United States Fish Com-

mission, sailing master of the Arctic exploring steamer I'ulaiia, and
later engaged in deep-sea work.

ciniiATUS (Phycis) Bearded (cirra).

C'OPKi (Paraliparis) In honor of Prof. Edward Drinker Cope, of the University of Penn-

sylvania, a leader in American vertebrate zoology.

CUUENTIFEU (Pisoodonophis) Sanguinary, cruel; in allusion to its habit of boring into the llesh of

living fishes.

DENTATCS (Graramatostomias) With conspicuous teeth.

DiLECTA (Notosema) Admired, beloved (diligo) ;
in allusion to the beauty of the species.

DINOCEROS (Citharichthys) With a strong spine or "horn" ui)on the forehead (Ssivo? and Hiftojioi

XEpOOi).

DiOMEDlANA (Aphoristia) To perpetuate in ichthyological literature the name of the deep-sea
DiOMEDiANUS (Hoplunnis). exploring steamer -liftaiross. See Pardionis.

Eaullii (Phycis) In honor of R. Edward Earll, of the United States Fish Commission
and National Museum, Ijy whom the species was discovered.

EFFULGENS (^thoprora) Gle.aming, phosphorescent.
EGRETTA (Prionotus) In allusion to the elongate dorsal ray, resembling the plume of an

Egretta.

EURVOPS (Bathylagus) Large-eyed (swpus and wip).

(Icelus.)

K.\vosus (Bathygadus) Cavernous (from/a»its, a honeycomb); in allusion to the cavities in the

skull.

FIMBRIATA (Cyclopsetta) With fringed fins (fimbria:, fringe).

FLAVA (Congermunena) Tawny-hued.
FULVUS (Physiculus) Tawny.
GEMMIFER (Lampauyctus) Covered with gem-like studs.

(Astronesthes.)

GiLLii (Bassogigas) In honor of Dr. Theodore Gill, the Nestor of American Ichthyology,

(Cetomimus.) 1895.

(Labichthys.)

(Lipogenys.)

(Neobythites.)

(Stephanoberyx.)
GOBioiDES (Hypsicometes) Resembling a Gohiiis.

GRACILE (Aldrovandia) Slender and graceful in form.

(Jlyctophum.)

(Peristedion.)^

(Photonectcs.)

GR.U.LATOR (Bcnthosaurus) Having extremities like stilts.

HiMAM'oPHORUS (CalUouymus) Having a thong-like extension of the middle ray of the tail fin (i'fio:?

and tps'psiv).

HOLOLEPis (Cyttus) Completely covered with scales (o.lia? and Af/T/?). in distinction from

certain species in the same genus which are partly naked.

INTRONIGRA (Dicrolene) Black within; in allusion to the dark peritoneum.
Jordan: (Caulophryne) In honor of David Starr .Jordan, president of Leland Stanford .Junior

University, one of the most learned and jiroductive of ichthyologists.
LACERTA (Lauipanyctus) With a lizard-like head.

LAPPA (Ualieutella) A spiny species (lappa, a burr).

LiPAUiNA (Amitra) Resembling the genus Liparis.

LONGispiNis (Pontinus) With very long spines in the first dorsal lin.

i.ucn>A (.Ethoprora) Shining, bright, full of light.

MacDonaldi (Conocara) In honor of Col. Marshall McDonalil. United States Commissioner of

(Nannobrachium.) Fisheries since 1888.

(Penoi)us. )

19868—No. :>. 111
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MaCOI'NI (Cliaiiliodus) Named by Dr. lican in Iioiior of I'idI'. .Iulm ('. M:icouii, of th(^ (ioolonical

Survey of Canada.

JIACKOI-Ens )Poiitiiiiis) Covered with large scales (ndnpoi and Xtnii).

niACUOPS (Batliygadus) Large-eyed.

MAiiKUENSis (IIclicoleiiiiB) Jladeiran.

MANATiNl'S (Baratlirodeiims) With a head shaped like (hal. of a Nea low (Miinalun).

Maugarita (Echiostoma) In eoniplinient to Miss Margaret .

MAHGAltlTlFEllUS (Notoscopelus) . ..Ornamented with pearl-like studs.

MARGlNATA (Aphoristia) With a marginal line at base of vertical fins.

IIAROINATDS (Ncobythites) With dark margins to the vertical tins.

MARMORATUM (Lcptophidium) Marbled.

MELANiiRUM (La-mouema) With a black tail (/(EAa5 and ovpa).

MILES (Porogadus) Warlike (»n7es, a soldier).

MILITARIS (Prionotus) Soldier-like; in allusion fo the i)lumo-liko rays iu tlie dorsal fin.

MINIATUM (Peristedion) Ciuuabar-rcd {minium, eiuuabar).

MiiiAiiiLis (Lycodouus) Remarkable ; in allusion to peculiar strncturo of dorsal and anal fins.

MOLLIS ( Aphyouus) Soft, flabby, gelatinous.

(Bothrocara.)

MosELEYi (Gigliolia) In honor of the late Heury Nottidge Moseley, F. R. S., Linacre professor
in the University of Oxford, and one of the naturalists of the Chul-

lengcr Expedition.

NEBUL08A (Aphoristia) With cloudy colorations.

OCCA (Cfclorhynclms) Rough-scaled {occa, a harrow).

OCCIDENTALIS (Chalinura) From the Western Atlantic.

(Epigonus.)

(Malacocephalus.)

OPALlNCM (Myctophum) Decorated with opal-like studs (npahis, an opal).

r.ETULUS (Cithariehthys) Slightly cross-eyed.

I'ALLiDA (Aldrovandia) Pale; colorless.

Panuionis (Glossamia) To preserve iu ichthyological literature the memory of the deeji-soa work
of the United States Fish Commission steamer Fish Hawk, (raiidiun,

the generic name of the American ilshhawk.)

PARADOXUS (Psychrolutes) Astonishing, and hard to identify relationship.

PARMATUS (Set.arches) With scales like round shields {itapMr/).

PARVipiNNis (Dicrotus) With feeble fins.

PAXILLOIDES (Lycenchelys) A little peg or spike (paxilhis) ;
in .allusion to the spindle-like body.

PAXILLUS (Lycenchelys) Spindle-shaped.

PECTORALis (Nematonus) Having conspicuous pectoral (ins.

PEDALIOTA (Bonapartia) Having a rudder-like fin (TTt/daAiairoi).

PUASGANORUS (Notacanthus) Scabbard-shaped {qidSyavov, a scabbard).

piGRA (Aphoristia) Sluggish and slow (jpiger).

PLATYCEPHALUM (Peristcdion) Fl.at-headed.

PROCERA (Venefica) Elongate.

PROFUNDORUM (Scylliorhiuus) Out of the depths.

PUSILLA (Aphoristia) Small, insignificant.

(Maynea.)
QUERCiNUS (Notoscopelus) In color like a dry oak le.af.

Kaleighaka (Harriotta) In honor of Sir Walter Raleigh, explorer and niau of science.

RANULA (Careproctus) Like a tadpole in looks {ranula, a little frog).

Rathbuni (Pontinus) In honor of Dr. Richard Rathbuu, natiir.alist, long chief of the division

of scientific inquiry in the United States Fish Commission.

remiger (Myctophum) Having loug, oar-like pectoral (ins {n'miia .-iiid gcru).

EiMosu8(Etropus) Kough-looking, full of cracks and fissures {rima).

ROUUSTUS (Benthocometes) Heavy-bodied, robust.

scutiger (Icelus) With scales like shields.

8ENTICOSA (Halieutiea) Prickly.

SERRULA (Chalinura) With a saw-edged fin spine (scrrtila, a little saw).
SESSILICAUDA (Monoleiie) Having no caudal peduncle {sesailia, sessile, and cauda).

setiger (Da.sycottus) With a bristle-like fin ray.
SIMULA (Chalinura) Pug-nosed (simulns).

speculigera (Lampadeua) Covered with glistening mirrors {speculum and gcro).

Storeri (Cetomimus) In honor of the Late Dr. David Humphreys Storer, of Boston, a ])ioneer

in American ichthyology.
striata (Argentina) Alluding to the furrow-like stripe along the lateral line.

SULCATUS (Coryphx'noides) Furrowed {sulca).
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TORVUs (Cottunculus) Gloomy and savage in asjiect.

TUUCULENTi's (Chloiojilitlialnius) ..Savage-looking.

UNICOUNI.S (Citliariclitli.vs) With one liorn upon the forehead.

VKNTKALis (Tricliopsetta) With couspicuoiis ventral lins.

Veurillii (Lycenchelys) In honor of Prof. Addison E. Verrill, of Yale University, a leader and

pioneer in American deeii-sea research.

VKiLA (Antimora) Violet-hued.

vioLACEUS (Thyrsitops) Of a violet color.

WiLLOUGUBYi (Acrotus) For Mr. Charles Willoughby, of Damon. Washington, who collected the

type specimen.
ZEiiKA (Psychrolntes) Striped like a zebra.

ZOARCHUS (Lycodes) Resembling the genns Zoarcen.

ZONURUS (Malacottus) With a baud of color ou the tail O^aivt/ and ovpd).
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of plates, except in tlu^ case of outlines copied from published figures and of large sjiecies of very variable length, such as

the sharks and rays. Where no reference to length appears either upon the plate or in the list of figures, it may bo
assumed that the figure is of natural size, or nearly so.

PLATE I.

Text page.
1. Myxine gliitinosa, Linnit'us 2

IJruwiiiK Ijy II. L. Toild, from No. 23466, U. S. N. M. (Gloucester Donation No. 287), N. lat. iS'^

33', W. Ion. 52'^ 10', 300 fathoms.

2. Myxine australis, .Tonyus 3

Drawing by A. H. Baldwin, from a specimen collected by the steamer ^i6a(ross at Station 2770,
ill S. bit. 48

'

37' 00", W. Ion. 65'^ 46' 00", at a depth of 58 fathoms.

3. Petromyzon marinus, Linnicus.. 4

Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 10654, U. S. N. M., collected at Wood's HoU, Mass., by Viual

N. Edwards.

PLATE II.

4. Scymnorhinus lichia, (Bonnatorro), Bonaparte 7

Druwinj;- from Bonaparte, Fauna Italica, PI. 142.

5. Etmopterus pusillus, ( Lowe), Giinther 10

Drawing by II. L. Todd, from a specimen collected by the steamer Blake at Station cviii, oft'

St. Kitt's, West Indies, in 208 fathoms. (About three-fourths natural size.)

•i. Scylliorhinus retifer, (Garinaii), .Jordan 10

Drawing by H. L. Toild, from a specimen collected by the steamer Blake at Station cvii, otf

Barbados. (Sliglitly reduced.)

7. Ceutroscylliiim Fabricii, (Roinhardt), Miiller and Henle 11

Drawing by A. H. Baldwin, from No. 22879, U. S. N. M., collected by George W. Scott, in N. lat.

44^ 23', W. Ion. 53*^ 25', at a depth of 200 fathoms.

PLATE III.

8. Somniosus microcephalus, (Schneider), Goode and Bean 7

Outline from Day, Fishes of Great Britain and Ireland, PL CLXII, Fig. 1.

'.I. Echinorhinus spinosus, (Gmeliu), Blainville 8

Outline from Day, Fishes of Great Britain and Irol.and, Vol. ii, PI. n.xii, Fig. 2.

10. Pristiurus nielastomus, (Ralinesciue). Bonaparte 20

lira wing from Annates du Mns(=e d'Hist. Nat. Paris, Vol. xviii, PI. vi.

11. Centrophorus granulosus, Miillor and Henle 12

Uutline from Jliilkr and lionle, Elasmobranchs, PI. 33.

1*
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PLATE IV.
Text jL-ijif.

12. Scymnodon ringens, Bocage aud Capello 1 1

OrawiDii from Bocafje and Capello, Peix. Plagiost., Vol. i, PI. i. Fig. 1.

lo. Ceuti oscyniuus coelolepis, Bocage and Capello 14

Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 26219, U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Fidli HanU at

Station 893, off Marthas Vineyard, N. lat. 39^ .52' 20", W. Ion. 70- 58' 00 ",
in 372 fathoms.

(About two-thirds natural .size.)

14, 15. Scylliorhiuus retifer, (Garman), Jordan ^ 16

Drawings by H. L. Todd, from No. 26745, U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Fhh Hunk at

Station 896, in N. lat. 37^ 26 . W. Ion. 74'^ 19', at a depth of 5G fathoms,

PLATE V.

1 li. Scylliorhiuus profimdorum, Goude and Bean 17

Drawing by ^L M. .'^iiiitli, from No. 35646, V, S. N. M., collected by the steamer Alhdlross at

Station 2234, in N. lat. 3d^ 09', W. Ion. 72^^ 03' 15", at a depth of 810 fathoms.

17. Spiuax uiger, Bonaparte ID

Drawing from Bonajjarte, Fauna Italica.

18. Pseudotriacis microdon, Capello 18

Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 32516, U, S, N. M., from Amagau.sett, N. Y., collected by
.1. B. Edwards, keeper of Suffolk Life-Saving Station. (About ouc-scventeenth natural size.)

19. Cetorhiuus maximus, Gunner 21

Drawing from Annales du Mus^e d'Hist. Nat. Paris, Vol. xviii, PI. vi; reeugravcd from Fish.

Ind., PI. 249, upper figure.

PLATE VI.

20. Pristiurus atlauticus, Vaillaut 21

Outline from Vaillant, Explorations Scientifiques du Travaillcur it Tali.sman, PI. i. Fig. 1.

21 . Oxyuotus ceutrina, (Linnieus), Eafinesque 15

Drawing from Bonaparte, Fanua Italica, PI. 141.

22. Chlamydoselachus auguineus, Garman 22

Outline from Day, Fishes of Great Britain and Ireland, PI. ci.xxiv.

PLATE VII.

23. Raia Ackleyi, Garmau 25

Drawing by J. C. Van Hook, from No. 43726, U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Slake on

Y)icatau Banks, Gulf of Mexico.

24. Raia Ackleyi ornata, Garmau 26

Drawing by J. C. Van Hook, from No. 43727, U. 8. N. M., from the Museum of Comparative

Zoology, collected at a depth of 138-142 fathoms. (Slightly enlarged.)

PLATE VIII.

25. Raia circularis, Couch 27

Outline from Day, Fishes of Great Britain aud Ireland, PI. CLXXiv.

26. Raia plutonia, Garman 27

Outline by J. C. Van Hook, from a specimen collected by the steamer Blake, in about N. lat.

32^, \V. Ion. 78", at a depth of 229-334 fathoms,

PLATE IX.

27. Raia radiata, Donovan 2.5

Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 23514, U. S. N. M., collected by the I'. S. Fish Commission

off Provincetown, Mass. (About four-sevenths natural size.)

28. Raia hyperborea, Collett 28

Outline from Collett, Fishes Norwegian North Atlantic Expedition, PI. ix.

29. Raialoevis, Mitchill 28

Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 21577, U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer 7'i.s/i Hawk at

Station 771, in Narragansett Bay, at a depth of 8i fathoms.

30. Raia granulata. Gill 29

Drawing by II. L. Todd, from the type specimen, collected by Capt. .loseph W. Collins, of the

Gloucester fishing fleet, on Le Have Bank. (About one-fourteenth natural size.)
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PLATE X.
Text page.

;il. Chimaera monstrosa, Limuuus 31

Outlino from ISDnupaite, Fauna Italica, PI. 130.

3-'. Chimaera afiBuis, Capelli) 31

Drawiiii? by H. L. Todil, from a specimen collected on the southeastern portion of Le Have

Bank, in N. lat. 42- 40', W. Ion. 63° 23'. (About one-seventh natural size.)

33-35. Chimaera affiuis, Capello 31

Drawings by S. F. Denton, from a specimen collected by the schooner Centennial, Capt. D. C.

Murphy, off Banquereiu\-, in N. lat. 43'^' 46', W. Ion. 59° 19'. (Natural size.)

ol>. Callorhynchus antarcticus, (Linnieus) 32

Outline from Zoology of Beechey's Voyage, PI. xxiii.

PLATE XI.

37. oS. Harriotta Raleighaua, Goode and Beau 33

Drawings by M. JI. Smith, from No. 35631, U. S. N. Jl., collected by the steamer Albatruss at

Station 2235, in N. lat. 39° 12' 00
",
W. Ion. 72° 03' 30", at a depth of 707 fathoms.

39,40. Harriotta Raleighana, Goode and Bean 33

Ihawings by S. F. Dintim, from No. 3.5520, V. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Albatross, at

Stati.in 2210, iu X. lat. 39 37' 45
",
W. Ion. 71= 18' 45", at a depth of 991 fathoms. (About

one and three-fourths natural size.)

PLATE XII.

41. Alepocephalus rostratus, Risso 36

Outline frtim Cuvier and Valenciennes, Histoire Naturelle des Polssous de la France, PI. 566.

42. Alepocephalus uiger, Giiuther 38

Outline from Giinther, (Challenger Report, Vol. xxii, PI. lvi.

43. Couocara macroptera, (Vaillaut), Goode and Bean 39

Outline from Vaillant, Expeditious Scieutifiques du Travailleur et du Talisman, PI. xi, Fig. 2.

41. Bathytroctes macrolepis, Giinther 41

Outline from Giiuther, Challenger Report, Vol. xxn, PI. LVii, Fig. A.

PLATE XIII.

4.">. Alepocephalus Agassizii, Goode and Bean 37

Drawing by H. L. Todd, I'rom No. 33056, U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Albatross at Sta-

tion 2030, in N. lat. 39° 29' 45
",
W. Ion. 71° 43', at a depth of 588 fathoms.

46. Alepocephalus productus, Gill 37

Drawing by H. L. Tcidd, from type No. 33341, U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Albatrost

at Station 21135, in N. lat. 39° 26' 16", AV. Ion. 70° 02' 37", at a depth of 1,362 fathoms.

47. Alepocephalus Bairdii, Goode and Bean 38

Drawing by H. L. Todd, I'mni type No. 22468, U. S. N. Jl. (Gloucester Donation No. 305), col-

lected by Christian Johnson, of the schooner William Thompson, on the Grand Banks, in 200

fathoms. (About one-fourth natural size.)

48. Couocara McDonaldi, Goode and Bean 39

Drawing by S. F. Denton, from a specimen collected by the steamer Blake at Station CLXXii,

in N. lat. 24° 36', W. Ion. 84° 05', at a depth of 955 fathoms.

PLATE XIV.

4:i. Bathytroctes autiUarum, Goode and Bean 41

Drawing by SI. il. Smith, from type No. 43739, U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Albatross

at Station 2394, iu N. lat. 28° 38' 30", W. Ion. 87° 02', at a depth of 420 fathoms.

50. Bathytroctes ccquatoris, Goode and Bean H
Drawing by A. H. lialdwin, from a specimen obtained by the steamer Albatross at Station 2793,

in N. lat. 01° 03
,
\V. Ion. 80° 15', at a depth of 741 fathoms.

51. Aleposonius Copei, (Jill ^^

Drawing by H. L. Todd, from type No. 33551, U. S.N. M., collected by the steamer Albatross at

Station 2099, iu N. lat. 37° 12''20
",

AV. Ion. 69° 39', at a depth of 2,949 fathoms.
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'lV\t jia^e.

51'. Pterothiissus gissu, IliltjiiKloil' .">!

Outline liuiu Giiutln.!', Challuiiger Koporl, Vnl. xxii, Tl. lvi. I'ij;. A. (.Vhoiit one-lialf uatunil

size.)

I'LATE XV.

53. Platytroctes apus. Giiiitber Ifi

HutliiR- from (iiintlicr, Clialleiigei- Kcjiort, \\}]. xxii, I'l. i,\ in. Fig. A.

51. Aiiomalopterus pinguis, ^'aillant i'J

Outline from Vaillaut, Expeditious Scieutiliijues ilu TravailW iir et du Talisuiaii, I'l. xi, Vig. I.

55. Aulastomatomorpha phosphorops, Alcnck 50

Ontlini' t'ri)iii AVnod-JIasuu. Natural History Notes from H. M. ludiau survey steamer /«i7t'»tij/a(or,

No. I'l. Fii;. 1. (< Inc-lialt' natural size.)

5G. Leptoderma macrops, A'aillaiit 49

Outiinc i'roni \'aillaut., Expeditions .Scieutilii|nis chi Travailkur et du Talisman. I'l. xii. Fig. 2.

PLATE XVI.

57. Xeuodermichthys nodulosus, Giintber 46

t)utliue from (Uiutlier, Cballeuger Report, Vol. xxii, I'l. i.vili, Fig. C.

58. Aleposomus socialis, ( Vaillaut), Goode and Beau 4S

Outline from Vaillaut, Expeditions Scientifiques du Travailleur et du Talisman, I'l. xiii. Fig. 1.

59. Microstoma rotundatutn, (Risso), Giiuther 53

Outline from Cuvier aud Valencienues, Histoire Naturelle des Poissons de la Franee, \'ol. x\ in,

PI. 544.

611. Harpodon macrochir, Giintber 59

Outline from Giintber, Cballeuger Report, Vol. xxii, PI. .xlvii, Fig. A.

PLATE XVII.

61. Argentina silus, (Aseauius), Nilssou 52

Drawing l>y H. L. Todd, from No. 37801, U. S. N. M., collected by E. H. Bunker, Fletchers Neck

Life-Saviug Station, Biddeford, Me. (About one-balf natural size.)

62. Argentina striata, Goode and Beau 52

Drawing by A. II. Baldwin, from type No. 43858, U. S. N. M., collected by tbe steamer Albatrosn

at Station 2402, iu N. lat. 28° 36', W. Ion. 85° 33' 30", at a depth of 111 fathoms.

63. Bathylagus euryops, Goode and Bean 55

Drawing by A. II. Baldwin, from 31861, U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Albatross in N. lat.

39° 52', W. Ion. 70° 30', at a depth of about 600 fathoms.

64. Bathylagus Beuedicti, Goode and Bean 55

Drawing by \. II. Baldwin, from a specimen collected by the steamer Albatross at Station 2711,

iu N. lat. 38- 59', W. Ion. 70° 07', at a depth of 1,344 fathoms.

PLATE XVIII.

65. 66. Bathysaurus feros, Giiuther 58

Drawings liy H. L. Todd, from a specimen obtained by the steamer Blake at Statiou CCCXLI, iu

N. lat. 39- 38' I'll
',
W. Ion. 70'^ 56', at a depth of 1,241 fathoms.

67,68. Ipnops Murrayi, Giintber 67

Drawings by H. L. Todd, from a specimen <ollected by tbe steamer lilaki- at Station ccxxxiii,

in N. lat. 24° 36', W. lou. 84° 05', at a depth of 955 fathoms. (No. 67, three times uatural size;

No. 68, one and a half times.)

69. Bathylaoo nigricans, Goode and Bean 57

I)rawing by A. H. Baldwin, from tbe type specimen collected by the steamer Slake at Statiou

xxxix, oft' Santa Cruz, iu 2,393 fathoms.

PLATE XIX.

70. Chlorophthalmus Agassizii, Bonaparte 60

Drawing by A. 11. Baldwin, from a specimen ccdlected by the steamer Albatross at Station 2314,

ill N. lat. 32
 

43
,
AV. Ion. 77° 51', at a depth of 159 fathoms.

71. Chlorophthalmus chalybeius, Goode 60

Drawiug by II. L. Todd, from No. 26092, V. S. N. M., eolleeted by tbe steamer Fixh Uau-k at

Stations 876-878, off Marthas Vineyard, iu 120-142A fathoms. (About one and a half times

natural size.)
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Text page.

72. Chlorophthalmus truculentus, (Jnnde ami lieaii 61

1 iiMwiiif; l)y Jl. .\I. Smith, from thf type specimen oollected by the steamer Blake at Station i.ii,

dfl' lUirbados, in 21S fathoms.

73. Beuthosaurus grallator, Goode an<l Hean (i'2

Drawing by H. L. Todd, from a specimen collected by tlie steamer Jlhile at Station ci.xxiv,

in N. lat. 24" 23', W. Ion. 84^ 23', at a depth of 1,8.50 fathoms.

PLATE XX.

74. Bathypterois dubius, Vaillaut <U

< Hitline from VaiUant, Expeditions Soientihques du Travaillenr ct do Talisman, I'l. i\.

7.">. Bathypterois quadrifilis, Giintlier 65

I Ira wing by A. It. lialdwin, from a .speciuieu collected by the steamer Blake at Station xcviii,

oft' St. A'incent.

76. Bathypterois longipes, Giinther 66

Drawing by M. M. Smith, from No. 35635, U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Alhalruss at

Station 2225, in N. lat. 36^ 05' 30", W. Ion. 69° 51' 45", at a depth of 2,512 fathoms.

PLATE XXL

77. Rondeletia bicolor, Goode and Hean 68

1 Irawing by H. L. Todd, from tyjie No. 38202, 1'. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Albatross at

Station 2724, in N. lat. 36 '

47', W. Ion. 73- 25', at a depth of 1,041 fathoms. (Enharged one-

half.)

78. Cetomimus Gillii, Goode and Bean 69

Drawing by M. Jl. Smith, from type No. 35529, IT. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Albatross

at Station 2206, in N. lat. 39° 35', W. Ion. 71" 24' 30", at a depth of 1,043 fathoms.

""J. Cetomimus Storeri, Goode and Bean 69

Drawing by M. M. Smith, from type No. 35634, U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Albatross

at Station 2222, iu N. lat. 39" 03' 15", W. Ion. 70 .50' 45 ", at a depth of 1,.535 fathoms.

PLATE XXII.

80. Myotophum punctatum, Rafineaqne 71

Drawing by H. I.. Todd, from No. 23309, U. S. N. M., collected by Capt. Matt. Ryan and crew.

Gloncester fishing lleet, on the Grand Bank.

81. Myctophum opalinum, Goode and Bean 72

Drawing by J. (;. Van Hook, from No. 43798, U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Allialrus!<

at Station 2585, in N. lat. 39" 08' 30", W. Ion. 72" 17', at a depth of 542 fathoms. (Natnral

size.)

82. Myctophum Humboldtii, (Risso), Goode and Bean 73

Drawing liy .1. C. Van Hook, from No. 43772, U. S. X. >!., collected by the steamer Albatross

at Station 2727, in N. lat. 36" 35', W. Ion. 74 03' .30
,
at a depth of 1,239 fathoms.

83. Myctophum Beuoiti, (Cocco), Goodo and Bean 74

Drawing by A. H. Baldwin, from a specimen collected at Messina, Italy, by Prof. It. II. Giglioli.

84 . Myctophum remiger, Goode and Bean 75

Drawing by J. C. Van Hook, from type No. 43792, U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Albatross

at Station 257:!, in X. lat. 40" 34' 18", \V. Ion. 66- 09' 00", at a depth of 1,742 fathoms.

85. Benthosema Miilleri, Goode and Bean 76

Drawing by A. II. Baldwin, from No. 2K839, V. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Fish HuiHk

at Station 953, iu N. lat. 39" 52' 30", W. Ion. 70" 17' 30", at a depth of 724 fathoms.

PLATE XXIII.

86. Lampanyctus crocodilus, (Risso), (ioodo and Bean 79

Drawing by A. II. lialdwin, from a specimen collected at Nict^, and obtained through the

Royal Zoological JIusenm at Florence, Italy.

87. Lampanyctus Gemellarii, (Coooo), Goode and Bean 80

Drawing by A. H. Baldwin, from No. 44170, U. S. N. M., obtained from Messina by Prof. II. II.

Giglioli, director of the Royal Zoological Mnseum, Florence, Italy.

88. Lampanyctus gemmifer, (ioode and Beau 80

Drawing by A. II. Baldwin, from tyiie No. 3.5604, U.S.N. M., collected l)y the steamer Albatrots

at Station 2201, in N. lat. 39' 39' 45
', W. Ion. 71 35' 15", at a dci>tli of .5:fS fitljoms.
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PLATE XXIV.
Text pat;e.

89. Larapanyctus lacerta, Goode and Bean «1

Drawiu;!^ by A. H. Ualdwin, from type No. -1377S, V.S. N. M., collected by the steamer Alhalronx

at Station 2101, in N. lat. 28^ 38' 30", W. Ion. 85^ 52' 30", at a depth of 142 fatlioras.

90. Lampanyctus Guntheri, Goode and Hean 7!t

Drawing by A. H. Baldwin, from type No. 43777, U. S. N. M., (Gloucester Donation No. lllit),

collected by the .schooner John Smith, Capt. Peter Johnson, on Georges Bank, in 45 fathoms.

91. Ceratoscopelus maderensis, (Lowe), Goode and Beau 82

Drawing by J. C. Van Hook, from No. 43776, U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer AJbatrosn

at Station 2528, in N. lat. 41'-" 47', W. Ion. 65"^ 37' 30", at a depth of 677 fathoms. (Nearly

twice natural size.)

92. Lampanyctus alatus, Goode and Bean 79

Drawing by A. 11. Baldwin, from type No. 43769, U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Alba-

tross at Station 2393, in N. lat. 28° 43', W. Ion. 87° 14' 30", at a depth of 525 fathoms.

93. Diaphus theta, Eigeumanu and Eigenmann 89

Drawing by A. H. Baldwin, from the type specimen taken at moderate depth oli' Point Luma,
near San Diego, Oal.

PLATE XXV.

94. Notoscopelus resplendens, (Richardson), Goode and Bean , 83

Copied by .V. H. Baldwin, from Richardson, Voyage of the Erebus and Terror, PI. XXVII, Fig. 16.

95. Notoscopelus castaueus, Goode and Beau si

Drawing by A. H. Baldwin, from typo No. 31706, U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Fiah

Jfi(u-kat Station 1113, in N. lat. 39^ 57', W. Ion. 70° 37', at a depth of 192 fathoms.

96. Notoscopelus caudispinosus, (Johnson), Goode and Bean ,sl

Drawing by A. H. Baldwin, from No. 43768, U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Albatross at

Station 2569,. in N. lat. 39° 26', W. Ion. 68° 03' 30", at a depth of 1,782 fathoms.

PLATE XXVI.

97. Notoscopelus querciuus, Goode and Bean 83

Drawing liy A. II. Baldwin, from type No. 43789, U. S. N. M., (Gloucester Donation No. 822),

collected by Capt. Frank Carroll and crew, of the schooner I'olar IVave, ort' St. Peter's and

Banquereux.

98. Notoscopelus margaritiferus, Goode and Bean Xi

Drawing by A. H. Baldwin, from No. 43774, U. S. N. M., (Gloucester Donation 404), collected

by Capt. G. H. Curtis and crew, of the schooner Conductor, in N. lat. 44° 10', W. Ion. 58°, at

a depth of 300 fathoms.

99. Lampadeua speculigera, Goode and Bean 85

Drawing by J. C. Van Hook, from type No. 43797, V. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Fish

Hinvk at Station 797, oft' Newport, R. I., at a depth of lO.J fathoms.

100. CoUettia Rafinesquei, (Cocco), Goode and Bean 88

Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 33550, U. S. N. M., collected by the ste.amer Albatross, at

Station 2099, in N. lat. 37° 12' 20", W. Ion. 69° 39' 00", at a depth of 2,949 fathoms.

PLATE XXVII.

101. .aithoprora metopoclampa, (Cocco), Goode and Bean Xi)

Drawing by A. 11. Baldwin, from a specimen collected by the atemnev Albatross at Station, 2127,

in N. lat. 19° 45', W. Ion. 75° 04' 00", at a depth of 1,639 fathoms; and a specimen from Mes-

sina, obtained from Prof. H. H. Giglioli, director of the Royal Zoological Museum, Florence,

Italy.

102. .Sithoprora lucida, Goode and Bean S7

Drawing by A. H. Baldwin, from No. 44084, U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Albatross, at

Station 2127, in N. lat. 19° 45', W. Ion. 7.5° 04' 00", at a depth of 1,639 fathoms.

103. .aEjthoprora effulgens, fioode and Bean 87

Drawing by A. H. Baldwin, from No. 43770, U. S. N. M., collected by Capt. Cuddy and crew of

the schooner Joseph 0., ou Brown's Bank.
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PLATE XXVIII.
Text pajre.

104. RMuoscopelus Coccoi, (Cocco), Goode and IJean HO

Urawiug by ,J. C. Van Hook, from Xo. 43822, U. S, N. M., collected by the steamer Albatross,

in a towiag uet, hi N. lat. 39^^, \V. Ion. 72^. (.\bont twice natural size.)

10."). Tarletoubeauia tenua, Eigeiiniaun and Eigenmann 89

Drawing by A. H. Baldwin, from No. 41882, U. S. N. M., collected by C. H. Eigenmann, otf

Point Loma, near San Diego, Cal.

lOfi. Dasyscopelus asper, (Ricbardson), Goode and Beau 92

Copied by A. H. Baldwin, froniKicbardsou, Voyage of the Erebus and Terror, PI. xxvil, i ig.

105.

107. Electrona Rissoi, (Cocco), Goode and Bean 91

Drawing by A. H. Baldwin, frouiNo. 400B2, IT. S. N. 11., from the Central Collection of Italian

Vertebrata, Uoyal Zoological lluscnm, Florence, Italy. (Enlarged about one-half.)

PLATE XXIX.

108, 109. Neoscopelus macrolepidotus, John.son 93

Drawings l)y M. M. Smith, from a specimen collected by the steamer Blake, at Station .\Li, oft'

Dominique, in 333 fathoniH.

110. Nannobraohium McDonaldi, Goode and Bean > 94

Drawing by S. F. Denton, from Xo. 3.^44.5, U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Albatross, at

Station 2182, InN. lat. 39'^ 25' 30", \V. Ion. 71<^ 44", at a depth of 861 fathoms.

PLATE XXX.

111. Maurolicus borealis, (Nilsson), Olinther 9C

Drawing by A. H. Baldwin, from a specimen collected by the steamer Albatross, at Station

210.', in X. lat. 28 36', W. Ion. 8.5^ 33', at a depth of 111 fathoms.

112. Opisthoproctus soleatus, Vaillant 95

Dr.awing from Vaillant, Expeditions Scientifiques du Travailleur et du Talisman, PI. xiv. Fig.

1. (Nearly four times natural size.)

113. Ichthyococcus ovatus, (Cocco), Bonaparte 95

Outline from Vaillant, Expeditious Scieutitiques du Travailleur et du Talisman, PI. xiv. Fig. 2.

114. Cyclothone microdon, (Giinther), Goode and Bean 99

Drawing liy H. L. Todd, from No. 29833, U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Fish Hawk, at

Station 953, oft" Marthas Vineyard, in N. lat. 39^^ 52' 30", W. Ion. 70° 17' 30", at a depth of 724

fathoms. (Nearly twice natural size.)

PLATE XXXI.

115. Chauliodus Sloanii, Schneider 96

Drawing by II. L. Todd, from Xo. 23420, U. S. N. M., collected by Capt. Charles Anderson and

crew, of the Gloucester fishing fleet, in N. lat. 42'^ 08', W. Ion. 65- 35', at a depth of 185 fath-

oms. (Abiiut one-half natural size.)

110. Gonostoma denudatum, Ka(ines(iue 98

Drawing from Bonaparte, Fauna Italica, fcdin 119. Fig. 1.

117. Gonostoma brevidens, Kner and Steiudachner 98

Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 33368, U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Albatross, at Sta-

tion 2077, in N. lat. 41° 09' 40", W. Ion. 66° 02' 20", at a depth of 1,255 fathoms. (Slightly

reduced.)

118. Cyclothone bathyphila, (Vaillant). Goode and Bean 100

Drawing by A. II. Baldwin, from aspecimen collected by the steamer Albatross, at Station 2.534,

in N. lat. 40° 01', W. Ion. 67° 29' 15", at a depth of 1,234 fathoms.

PLATE XXXII.

119. Cyclothone elongata, (Giinther), Goode and Bean 101

Drawing by A. H. Baldwin, from X'o. 33291, U. S. N. M., collected by the .steamer Albatross, at

Station 203;t, in N. lat. 38° 19' 26", W. lou. 68° 20' 20
",

at a depth of 2,369 fathoms. (Nearly
twice natural size.)

120. Bonapartia pedaliota, Goode and Bean 102

Drawing by H. L. Todd, from the type .specimens, collected by the steamer Albatross, at Sta-

tion 2642, in N. lat. 25° 20' 30", W. Ion. 79° 58', at a depth of 217 fathoms. (Enlarged about

one-half.)
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Text pa-ie.

121. Yarrella Blackfordii, Goode and Beau lO.'J

Drawing by A. H. Baldwin, from type No. 44242, U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Alba-

tross, at Station2376, in N. lat. 29^ 03' 15", W. Ion. 88° 16", at a depth of 324 fathoms. (Slightly

reduced.)

122. Photichthys argeuteus, Hntton 104

Drawing from Giiiither, Challenger Report, Vol. xxil, PI. XLV. (About oue-half natural size.)

PLATE XXXIII.
123. Astronesthes niger, Richardson 105

Drawing by A. H. Baldwin, from No. 34538, U. S. N. M., collected by Capt. Field, on a voyage
from Mogador to New York, and presented to the National Museum by Mr. E. G. Bhukford.

124. Autroiiesthes gemmlfer, Goode and Bean 105

Drawing by A. H. Baldwin, from type No. 24645, U. S. N. M., obtained by the schooner Polar

Have from the stomach of a halibut, in N. lat. 44^25', W. Ion. 53° 12', at a depth of 300 fathoms.

125. Astronesthes Richardsonii, Poey IOC)

Drawing by M. M. Smith, from No. 3.5540, U. S. N. M., coUocted by the steamer Albatross, at

Station 2202, in N. lat. 39° 38' 00", W. Ion. 71° 39' 45 ", at a depth of 515 fathoms.

PLATE XXXIV.
126. Diplophos taenia, Giinther 104

Drawing from Giiuther, Challenger Report, Vol. xxii, PI. iv., (Enlarged mvirly five times.)

127. Stomias ferox, Reiuhardt 107

Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 23360, U. S. N. M. (Gloucester donation No. 190), collected

by Capt. David Cammel and crew, of the Gloucester fi.shiug fleet, at East Bauquereux.
(Three-fifths natural size.)

128. Stomias boa, (Risso), Cuvier lOH

Drawing from Cuvier and Valenciennes, Histoire Naturelle des Poi.ssons, Vol. xviii, I'l. 545.

129. StODiias afEnis, Giiuther 108

Drawing from Giiuther, Challenger Report, Vol. xxii, PI. uv. Fig. A.

PLATE XXXV.
130. Echiostoma barbatum, Lowe 109

Drawing by S. F. Denton, from No. 35624, U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Alhulnms, at

Station 2236, in N. lat. 39^ 11' 00", W. Ion. 72° 08' 30", at a depth of 636 fathoms. (Enlarged

one-third.)

131. Echiostoma margarita, Goode and Bean 109

Drawing by A. H. Baldwin, from ty))e No. 39282, U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Alba-

tross, at Station 2394, in N. lat. 28° 38' 30", W. Ion. 87° 02', at a depth of 420 fathoms.

132. Opostomias micripnus, Giinther 110

Drawing from Giinther, Challenger Report, Vol. xxii, PI. Liii. Fig. A. (About one-half

natural size.)

133. Grammatostomias dentatus, Goode and Bean 110

Drawing by H. L. Todd, from type No. 37370, U. S. N. M., collected by the .steamer Albatross,

at Station 2565, in N. lat. 38° 19' 20", W. Ion. 69° 02' 30", at a depth of 2,069 fathoms.

(Slightly enlarged.)

PLATE XXXVI.
134. Pachystomias microdon Giiuther Ill

Outline from (iiinthir, Challenger Report, Vol. x.xir, PI. liii.

135. Eustomias obscurus, Vaillant Ill

Outliue from Vaillant, Expeditions Scientificiues du Travaillcur et dn Talisman, PI. viii. Fig. 3.

136. Bathophilus iiigerrimus, Giglioli . Ill

Outliue from Giglioli, "Pelagos." (Enlarged one-third.)

137. Photonectes gracilis, Goode and Bean 112

Drawing by M. M. Smith, from the type specimen collected by th(i steamer lllake at Station x„,

off Martinique, in 472 fathoms.

PLATE XXXVII.
138. Malacosteus uiger, Ayres 114

Drawing l)y II. L. Todd, from No. 32169 U. S. N. M. (Gloucester Donation, No. 797), collected by

Capt. Charles Anderson and crew of the schooner Alice G. Wonsoii, on the northeastern edge
of Georges Bank, in 125 fathoms. (Enlarged two-thirds.)
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139. Malacosteus choristodactylus, Vaillaut 114

Uiaw ins t'liim Vailhuit. Kxpeditious Scientiliiiiies tin Travailleur et du Talisman, I'l. viii.

(Slif;litly enlarged, i

140. Photostomias Gueniei, Collett 115

Outline flora Liitken, .Spulia Atlautica, p. 281. (Three and a half time.s natural size.)

141. Thauniatostomias atrox, Aleock 115

Drawing from Aleock, Annals and Magazine of Natural History, Vol. VI, PI. viii, Fig. 7.

PLATE XXXVIII.

142. Alepisaxirus ferox, Lowe 117

Drawing liy U. L. Todd, from No. 20593 U. S. N. M., obtained in a New York market by E. G.

Blackiord.

143. Paralepis borealis, (Reinliardt), .lordau aud Gilbert 119

Drawing by H. L. Todd, frora a specimen in the Academy of Natural .Sciences, Montreal,
Canada.

143A. Paralepis coregouofdes, Risso 119

Outline from Bonaparte, Fauna Italica, PI. xxvii.

114. Sudls hyalina, Raltinesque 121

()ntlinefrom Bonaparte. Fauna Italica, PI. xxvii.

115. Odoutostonius hyallnus, Cocco 121

Outline from Giiuther, Challenger Report, Vol. xxii, PI. i.u. Fig. A.

PLATE XXXIX.

II ('). Steruoptyx diaphaiia, Lowe 124

Drawing by H. L. 'I'odd, from a specimen ohtaiued hy the .steamer filuke at .Station cccxvi, in

N. lat. tl2- 07', \V. Ion. 78^ 37' 30", at a depth of 229 liithoms.

HUB. Sternoptyx diaphana, Lowe 124

Drawing by H. L. Todd, fromaapecimen collected by the steamer /WaAv at Station cccx.viii, in

N. lat. 33^^ 19', \V. Ion. 76^ 12' 30", at a depth of 457 fathoms.

147. Argyropelecua hemigynuius, Cocco 126

Drawing by A. H. Baldwin, from a spocimou collected by the steamer Albatross at Station

2117, in .\. lat. 15 24' 40
',
W. Ion. 6.3-^ 31' 30", at a depth of 683 fathoms.

148. 148A. Argyropelecus Olfersii, (Cuvier), Ciivier aud Valenciennes 126

Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 33393 U. S. N. M., collected at Station 2075, in N. lat 41^

40' 30 ", W. Ion. 65- 35' 00", at a depth of 855 fathoins. (Natural size.)

149. Polyipnus spinosus, Giiuther 128

Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 37860 II. S. N. M.. collected by the steamer Alhtitruin at

Station 2393, in N. lat. 28^ 43' 00", W. lou. 87" 14' 30 ", at a deiith of .525 fathoms. (Twice
natural size.)

PLATE XL.

150. Omosudis Loiwei, Giiuther 122

Outline from Giiuther, Challenger Report, Vol. x.\ii. Pi. Lii.

151. Idiacanthus ferox, Giinther 129

Outline from Giinther, Challenger Report, Vol. xxii, PI. Lli, Fig. D.

1.52. Halosaurus Oweni, .Johnson 130

Drawing by A. II. Baldwin, from No. 34418 U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Albatross at

station 2181, in N. lat. 39- 29', W. Ion. 71^ 46', at a depth of 693 fathoms.

153. Halosaurus Johusouiauus, \'aillant 131

Drawing from Vaillaut, Expeilitious .Scientiliiiiies du Travailleur et du Talisman, I'l. xv,

Fig. 2.

PLATE XLI.

154. Aldrovandria rostrata, (Giinther), Goode and Bean 132

Drawing from Giinthir, Challenger Report, Vol. xxii, I'l. Lix.

1,55. 1.55A. Aldrovaudia macrochira, (Giinfher), Goode and Bean 133

Drawings by 11. L. Todd, from a specimen collected by the steamer ISlale at .Station l.iii, olf

Havana, in 242 fathoms.

156. Aldrovaudia phalacrus, (Vaillaut), Goode aud Bean 134

Drawing from Vaillaut, Expeditions Scientili(iues du Travailleur et du Talisman, I'l. .xvi.
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PLATE XLII.
Text page.

I.". Aldrovandia gracilis, Goode and Hean liil

Drawing by S. F. Dentou, from a specimen euUocted by tlie steamer liJakc at Station i.xx, oti'

(niadalupe, at a deptti of 769 fathoms. (About one-half natural size.)

158. Aldrovandia pallida, Goode and Bean 1 3.'>

Drawiny; by 11. L. Todd, from the type specimen collected by the Steamer lilahe at Station

CLXXUi, in N. lat. 24^ 36', W. Ion. 84'^ 05', at a depth of 9.55 fathoms, (.\liout seven-twelfths

natural size.)

159. Congermuraena flava, Goode and Hean 1 >•'<

Drawing hy 11. L. Todd, from a specimen collected by the steamer Alhafroan at Stations 2121 and

2122, between N. lat. 10^ 37' 40 ", \V. Ion 61= 42' 40
",
and N. lat. 10 37' 00", \V. Ion. til 44' 22

",

at a depth of 31 to 34 fathoms. (Five-sevenths natural size.)

160. Uroconger vicinus, Vaillant I'^S

Drawing by H. L. Todd, from a specimen collected by the steamer Albairons at Station 2161, in

N. lat. 2'i^ 10' 36", W. lou. 82^ 20' 28", at a depth of 146 fathoms. (Slightly reduced.)

PLATE XLIII.

161. Simeuchelys paiasiticus, Gill 139

Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 21673, U. S. N. M., collected by Capt. N. McPhrc, of the

Gloucester fishing fleet, near Sable Island Bank. (Seven-tenths natural size.)

162. Ilyophis brunneus, Gilbert Ill

Drawing by A. II. Baldwin, from type No. 44403, U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer AVm-

tross, otf the Galapagos Islands.

163. Hoplunnis Diomedianus, Goode and Bean .„ 116

Drawing by J. C. Van Hook, from type No. 44240, U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer MIki-

tross at Station 2402, iu N. lat. 28° 36', W. Ion. 86° 50', at a depth of 111 fathoms.

PLATE XLIV.

164. Synaphobranchus pinnatus, (Gronovius), Giinthcr 113

Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 21681, U. S. N. M., collected by Capt. Olseu, of the ( iloucester

tishing fleet, on Le Have Bank. (Three-fifths natural size.)

165. Histiobranchus infernalis, Gill 145

Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 38205, U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer JlbiilnixK at Sta-

tion 2727, in N. lat. 36^ 35', W. Ion. 74° 03' 30", at a depth of 1239 fathoms.

166. Pisoodouophis cruentifer, Goode and Bean 117

Drawing by A. H.Baldwin, from No. 28938, U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Fish Hawk
at Station 1035, in N. lat. 39° 57', W. Ion. 69° 28', at a depth of 120 fathoms. (Slightly re-

duced.)

167. Myrus pachyrhynchus, Vaillant 148

Drawing from Vaillant, Expeditious Scieutifiques du Travailleur et du Talisman, I'l. v. Fig. 1.

(About one-half natural size.)

168. Venefica procera, (Goode and Bean), Jordan and D.avis 149

Drawing by H.L.Todd, from a specimen collected by the Blake at Station ci.iii, iu N. lat.

16° 43' 45", W. Ion. 62° 16' 12", at a depth of 303 fathoms. (Seven-twelfths natural size.) .

169, 169A, B. Derichthys serpentinus. Gill 161

Drawings by II. L. Todd, fiom type No. 33.523, U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Albations,

at station 2094, iu N. lat. 39- 44' 30", W. Ion. 71° 04', at a depth of 1,022 fathoms.

PLATE XLVI.

170. Nemichthys scolopaceus, Richardson 152

Drawing by II. L. Todd, from a specimen collected by William Parsons, on East Georges Bank.

171. Labichthys carinatus. Gill and Ryder 1.53

Drawing by A. II. Baldwin, from type No. 33369, U. S. N. M., coll.-ited by the steamer Alba-

tross, at station 2076, iu N. lat. 41° 13', W. Ion. 65° 3.3' SO ", at a deptli of 906 fatlioms. (.Slightly

reduced.)

172. Labichthys elongatus. Gill and Ryder 153

Drawing by A. H. Baldwin, from type No. 33577, U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Alba-

trum, at station 2100, iu N. lat. 39° 22', W. lou. 68° 34' 30", at a depth of 1,62» fathoms.
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PLATE XLVII.
Text page.

17:;. Labichthys infans, (Giinther), Gooile and Beau 153

Drawiuff by A. H. Balilwin, from type No. 41239, U. S. N. M
,
lonr'itcd by tbf stiwnier AJba-

tross. at station 2859, in N. lat. 55'^ 20', W. Ion. 13(1- 20', at a clejitb of l,.">(i9 fatb.mis. (About
one-lialf natural 8ize.)

171. Labichthys iiifans (after Giinther) 1.54

Outline from Giinther, Challenger Report, Vol. xxii, PI. LXiii.

17.">. Serrivomei Beanii, Gill and Ryder 155

Drawing by A. H. Baldwin, from No. 33383, U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Alhatrum, at

.station 2075, in N. lat. 41*^ 40' 30", W. Ion. 65^ 28' 30", at a depth of 855 fathom.s. (About

one aud two-thirds natural size.)

PLATE XLVIII.

17(i. Cyema atrum, Giinther 154

Drawing from (iihithor, CbiUlcngcr Report, Vol. XXII, PI. Liv, Fig. D. (About natural size.)

177. Eurypharynx pelecanoides, Vaillant 159

Drawing from Vaillant, Expeditions Scientifiques du Travailleur et du Talisman, PI. xvii.

(About one-half natural size.)

17X. Saccopharyux flagellum, Mitchill 157

Drawing from Giinther, Challenger Report. Vol. xxil, PI. I.x\i. (Enlarged about one-half.)

PLATE XLIX.

179, 180. Saccopharynx flagellum, Mitchill 1.57

Drawings by II. L. Todd, from No. 37988, U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Alhairosa, at

station 2717, in N. lat. 38^ 24', W. lou. 7F 13', at a depth of 1,615 fathoms. (No. 179, one-

third natural size; No. 180, one-half.)

181,182. Gastrostomus Bairdii, Gill and Ryder l.'>9

Drawings by H. L. Todd, from No. 33386, U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Alhalrosa, at sta-

tion 2074, in N. lat. 41'^ 43', W. Ion. (S^ 21' 50", at a depth of 1,309 fathoms.

PLATE L.

183. Notacanthus nasus, Bloeh 161

Drawing from (!uvierand Valenciennes, Histoire Naturelle des Poissons de la France, PI. 241.

181. Notacanthus analis, Gill 165

Drawing by H. L. Todd, from type No. 37856, U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Albatross,

at st.ation 2677, in N. lat. 32^ 39', W. lou. 76-= 50' 30", at a depth of 478 fiithoms. (About one-

half natural size.)

185. Notacanthus Bonapartii, Risso 166

Drawing from Vaillant, Expeditions .Seleutilii|ues du Travailleur et du Talisman, PI. xxvii,

Fig. 2. (Reduced about one-third.)

186. Notacanthus phasganorus, Goode 167

Drawing by H. L. Todd, from type No. 25972, U. S. N. M., collected by Capt. Briggs Gilpatrick,

of the schooner (hilhcrcr, from the stomach of a Ground-shark, on the Grand Bank of Newfound-

land, (tlue-folirth natural size.)

PLATE LI.

187. Gigliolia Moseleyi, Goode and Bean 169

Drawing from (Jiintlier, Challenger Keport, Vol. XXII, PI. I,XI, Fig. C. (One-half natural size.)

188. Polyacanthonotus Rissoanus (Do Filippi and Verany), Giinther 170

Drawing from Vailliint, P>xpeditions Siientitifjues du Travailleur et du Tali.sman, PI. xxvii.

189. Macdonaldia rostrata, (Collett), Goode and Bean I'll

Drawing liy M. JI. .Smith, from type No. .35601, U.S. N. M., collected by the .steamer Alhulross,

at station 2216, in N. lat. 39^ 47', W. Ion. 70-^ 30' 30", at a depth of 963 fathoms.

190. Lipogenys Gillii, Goode aud Bean 173

Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 39212, U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Albatross, at sta-

tiiui 2742. ill \. lat. 37-^ 46' 30 ", W. Ion 73-- 56' 30", at a depth of 865 fathoms. (About one-

half natural size.)
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PLATE LII.
Text page.

191 A, R. Notacanthus analis, Gill 105

Diawiiifjs by A. II. Kuldwin, from No. 37856, U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Jlhatross, at

station 2(i77, in N. lat. 32- 39', W. Ion. 76° 50' 30", at a depth of 478 fathoms.

192A, B. Notacanthus sexspinis, Richardson 103

Drawings from Giinther, Challenger Report, Vol. xxii, PL i.xi. Fig. a.

193. Gigliolia Moseleyi, Goode and Bean '. lOO

Drawing from Giinther, Challenger Report, Vol. x.xii, PI. i.xi, Fig. C.

194A, B. Polyacanthonotijs Rissoanus, (De Filippi and Vcrany). Giinther 170

Drawings from Giinther, Challenger Report, Vol. XXll, PI. I.XI.

195A, B. Macdoualdla rostrata, (Collett), Goode and Bean 171

Drawings by A. H. Biildwin, from Nos. 35601-2, U. S. N. M., eoUicted bv the steamer AVmirmx,
at station 2216, in N. lat. 39^^ 47', W. Ion. 70° 30' 30", at a deptli of 963 fathoms.

196A, B. Lipogenys Gillii, ( Joode and Bean 173

Drawings bv A. II. Baldwin, from No. 39212, U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Albatross, at

station 2742, in N. lat. 37^ 46' 30
",
W. Ion. 73^ 50' 30", at a depth of 805 lathums.

PLATE LIII.

197. Beryx splendens, Lowe 176

Drawing by M. M. Smith, from a specimen collected by the steamer Albatross, at station 241.5,

in N. lilt. 30^ 44', \V. Ion. 79'^ 26', at a depth of 440 fathoms.

198. Melamphaes typhlops, (Lowe), Giinther 177

Drawing from Giinther, Challenger Report, Vol. xxii, PI. \', Fig. A.

199. Scopelogadus codes, Vaillant 182

Drawing fmni A'aiUant, Expeditions Scientifiques du Travaillenr et dn Talisman, PI. xxvi.

(.Slightly reduced.)

200. Poromitra capito, Goode and Bean 183

Drawing by H. L. Todd, from a specimen collected by the steamer lllakc, at station ccc.x.\ viii,

in N. lat. 34'^ 28' 45", W. Ion. 75^ 22' 50", at a depth of 1,032 fathoms. (Two and two-

sevenths natural size.)

200.\. Plectromus crassiceps, (Giinther), Goodo and Bean 180

Drawing from (iiiuther, Challenger Report, Vol. xxii, PI. vill. Fig. li.

PLATE LIV.
201. Plectromus suborbitalis, Gill 179

Drawing by H. L. Todd, from type No. 33271, U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Jlbatross.

at station 2030, in N. lat. 38^ 52' 40
", W. Ion. 69^ 24' 40", at a depth of 1,735 fathoms. (One

and three-tifths natural size.)

202. Plectromus Beaiiii, ((iiinther), Goode ,and Bean .". 179

Drawing by !S. F. Denton, from No. 33378, U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Albatross, at

station 2075, in N. lat. 41" 40' 30", W. Ion. 65-^ 35', at a depth of 855 fathom.s.

203. Anoplogaster cornutus, (Cuvier and V.alenciennes), Giinther 184

Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 33559, U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Albatross, at

station 2101, in N. lat. 39^ 18' 30", W. Ion. 08^ 24', at a depth of 1,686 fathoms.

PLATE LV.

^04. 204 A. Caulolepis longidens. Gill IS,")

Drawings Iiy II. L. Todd, from No. 33270, U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Albatross at

station 2034, in N. lat. 39- 27' 10", W. Ion. 69° 56' 20", at a depth of 1,346 fathoms.

205. Stephanoberyx Monae, Gill 180

Drawing by H. L. Todd, from Xo. 33115 U. .S. N. M., collected by the .steamir Albatross at

station 2077, iu N. lat. 40 '

09' 40", W. Ion. 66- 02' 20", at a depth of 1,255 fathoms. (About
three times natural siuc.)

PLATE LVI.

206. Stephanoberyx Gillii, Goode and Bean 187

Drawing by 11. L. Todd, from type No. .33.5.55, U. 8. N. M., eolb'i'teil liy tlic steaiiier .llhutruss at

station 2099, in N. lat. 37^ 12' 20", W. Ion. 69 39' 00", at a deplh of 2,9.. < fatln.ms
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ai7. Trachichthys Darwinnii, Johuson 188

Dniwiiij; friim Steimlachner and Doederlein, Denkschrift d. k. Akademie d. Wissenschafteu
Vdi. xi.vii, ri. II.

208. Hoplostethus mediterraneus, Ciivi«^r and Valenciennes 189

Drawing by A. H. Baldwin, from No. 43624, U. S. N. M., collected Ijy the steamer Albatross at

station 2G59, in N. lat. 28^ 32', W. Ion. 78= 42', at a (lei>th of 509 fatlionis.

PLATE LVII.

L'ort. Tliyrsitops violaceus, Bean 195

DrawiiiK by S. V. Denton, from type No. 39287, U. S. N. M., collected by Capt. Thomas

Thompson, of the Gloucester fishing licet, on Le Have Bank, at a depth of 125 fathoms.

(One-seventh natural size.)

210. Ruvettus pretiosus, Cocco 196

Drawing by J. C. Van Hook, from a specimen collected by Capt. Thompson of the schooner
M. A. Bmton on Georges Bank.

211. Epiunula magistralis, Poey 198

Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 37238, U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Albatross in the

CaiTibbean Sea. (About one-third natural size. )

212. Dicrotas parvlpinnis, Goode and Bean 201

Drawing liy H. L. Todd, from the type specimen, collected by the steamer Albatross at station

2601, ott' Cape Hatteras, in N. lat. 34° 39' 15'', W. lou. 75- 33' 30", at a depth of 107 fathoms.

PLATE LVIII.

213. Lepidopus caudatus, (Enphrasen), White 203

Drawing by A. H. Baldwin, from No. 10U5, U. S. N. M., collected by John Xantus, oft' Cape
St. Lucas.

214. Evoxymetopon taeniatus, Poey 204

Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 5735, U. S. N. M., collected by Prof. F61ipe Poey at Havana,
Cuba. (About two-ninths natural size.)

215. Benthodesmus atlanticus, Goode and Bean 205

Drawing by H. L. Todd, from type No. 29116, U. S. N. M., taken from the stomach of a halibut,

by Capt. E. Morrison, of the schooner Laura Xelson, on the west edge of the Grand Bank of

Newfoundland, in 80 fathoms. (About one-third natural size.)

PLATE LIX.

216. Apbauopus carbo, Lowe 207

Outline from GUnther, Challenger Report, Vol. xxii, PI. vii. Fig. A.

217. Trichiurus lepturus, Linua-us 208

Drawing liy H. L. Todd, from No. 18028, U. S. N. M., coUectedby Dr. Janeway, U. S. Na\'y, at St.

Augustine, Fla.

218. Pteraclis caroliuus, Cuvicr and Valenciennes 212

Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 37S()1, U. .S. N. JI., collected by tlie.steamcr Albatross at statii)n

2660, iu N. lat. 28- 40' 00", W. Ion. 78^ 46' 00", at a depth of 504 fathoms. (Enlarged oue-half.)

PLATE LX.

219. Cor3rphaena hippurus, Linnaeus (old male) 209

Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 16482, U. S. N. M., obtained in Fulton Jlarket, New York City,

by E. G. Blackford.

220. Coryphasna hippurus, Linmtus (young) 209

Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 16484, U. S. N. AI., obtained in the Fulton Market, New York

City, by E. G. Blackford.

220. A, B. Coryphaena hippurus, Linua'us 209

Sketches from Liitken, Spolia Atlautica, I, p. 486.

PLATE LXI.

221. Grammicolepis brachiusculus, Poey 218

Copied from a drawing by Shufeldt, Journal of Morphology, Vol. ii. (One-third natural

size.)
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222. Centrolophus pompilus, (Giueliu), Cuvier ami Valfiicicuiu's 211

Diawiug by S. F. Deutoii, Iroiii a specimeu obtained at Ueimi.s, Mass., by \iual N. Edwards.

(About two-thirds uatural size.)

223. Schedophilus medusophagus, Cocco -11

Drawing from Uiiutlier, Transactions of the ZoiJlogiial .Society of London, Vol. xi. PI. Lxvii.

PLATE LXII.

224. Icosteus euigmaticus, Lockiugton 215

Drawing by Giinther, Challenger Reiiort, Vol. xxil, PI. XLiv. (Slightly reduced.;

225. Acrotus Willoughbyi, IJean 217

Drawing by S. F. Deutou, from No. 3034(1, U. S. N. M., collected off the coast of Washington,

by (^'harles Willoughby. (About onc-uiuth uatural size.)

226. Icichthys Lockiiigtonii, Jordan and Gilbert 2Ui

Drawing by A. H. Baldwin, from No. 27397, U. S. N. M., collected off the coast of Washington.

(Slightly reduced.)

PLATE LXIII.

227. Nomeus Gronovii, (Omelin), Giiuther 220

Drawing l)y H. L. Todd, from a specimen collected by the steamer Albatross at station 2647, in

N. lat. 2.5- 48 00", W. Ion. 80° 04' 00", at a depth of 85 fathoms. (Enlarged one-third.)

228. Psenes pellucidus, Liitken 221

Drawing by M. M. Smith, from No. 3541.5, U.S.N. M., collected by the steamer Alhatroan al

station 2171, in N. lat. 37^ 59' 30", W. Ion. 73" 48' 40", at a depth of 444 fathoms.

229. Psenes maculatus, Liitken 221

Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 39329, U. S. N. M., collected by the stea.mer Albatross at sta

tion 2628, in N. lat. 32° 24', W. Ion. 76° 55' 30", at a dejUh of 528 fathoms. (Nearly twice

natural size.)

PLATE LXIV.

230. Luvarus imperialis, Eafinesque 222

Outline from Day, Fi.shes of Great Britain and Ireland, PI. xliii.

231. Glossamia pandionis, Goode and Bean 231

Drawn by IT. L. Todd, from type No. 26628, U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Fhh Hawk at

station 897, in N. lat. 37° 25', W. Ion. 74° 18', at a depth of 157J fathoms. (Enlarged about

one-fdurtli.)

232. Verilus sordidus, Poey 240

Drawing by A. H. Baldwin, from No. 12565, U. S. N. M., collected by Prof. Fi^lipe Poey, off'

Cuba. (Slightly le.ss than one-half uatural size.)

PLATE LXV.

233, 233A, B. Cyttus hololepis, Goode and Bean 225

Drawings by H. L. Todd, from type No. 39296, U. S. N. M., collected by tlie steamer Albatross

at station 2358, in N. lat. 20° 19', W. Ion. 87° 03' 30", at a depth of 220 fathoms. (Enhirged

nearly one-half.)

234. Diretmus argenteus, .Tohnson 21i

Drawing from .Johnson, Proceedings of the Zoological Society of London, PI. xx,x^•I.

235. Antigonia capros, Lowe 220

Drawings from Temminck and Schlegel, Fauna Japonica, PI. XLii.

PLATE LXVI.

236. Epigonus occidentalis, Goode and Bean 233

Drawing l)y H. L. Todd, from the type specimen, collected by the steamer Blaie at station

Liv, off' Barbadocs, in 237 fathoms. (Natural size.)

237. Hypoclydonia beUa, Goode and Bean 236

Drawiug by S. F. Denton, from No. 39338, U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Albatross at

station 2426, in N. lat. 36° 01' 30", W. Ion. 74° 47' 30", at a <lepth of 93 fathoms. (About one

and two-thirds natural size.)

238. Polyprion americauum, (Schneider), Jordan 238

Drawing by H. L. Todd, from a specimen collected by the U. S. Fish Commission, ou the Grand

Bank.
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239,240. Paeudopriacauthus altus, Gill 242

Drawings by H. L. Tudil, from a specimeu coilected by the steamer Albatross at station 2606,

in N. lat. 34^ 35' 15", \V. Ion, 75° 52' 00", at a depth of 25 fathoms. (No. 239, eight times

natural size; No. 240, four times.)

PLATE LXVII.

241. Polymisla uobilis, Lowe 243

Drawing from Giinther, Challenger Report, Vol. xxil, PI. I, Fig. B.

242. Scorpaeua cristulata, Goode and Bean 246

Drawing by II. L. Todd, from type No. 39326, U. S.N. M., collected liy the steamer Albatross at

station 2415, in N. lat. 30° 44', W, Ion. 79° 26, at a depth of 440 fathoms.

243. Scorpsena Agassizli, Goode and Bean 247

Drawing by Jl. M. Siuitb, from the type specimeu collected by the steamer Blalce at station

ccLix, ill N. hit. 23° 13', \V. lou. 74- 52', at a depth of 80 fathoms.

PLATE LXVIII.

244. Helicoleniis maderensis, Goode and Bean 250

Drawing by II. L. Todd, from No. 26627, U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Fish Hawk at sta-

tion 897, in X. lat. 37- 25', W. lou. 74° 18', at a depth of 157i fathoms. (Slightly reduced.)

245. Pontinus Rathbimi, Goode and Bean 255

Drawing by A. H. Baldwin, from No. 39526, U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Albatross at

station 2298, in N. lat. 35° 39', W. Ion. 74° 52', at a depth of 80 fathoms.

246. Pontinus longispiuis, Goode and Bean 258

Drawing by II. L. Todd, from type No. 39322, U. S. N. il., collected by the steamer Albatross

at station 2402, in N. lat. 28° 36', W. lou. 85° 33' 30", at a depth of 111 fathoms.

PLATE LXIX.

247. Pontinus macrolepis, Goode and Beau 257

Drawing by A. H. Baldwin, from a specimeu collected by the steamer Blake at station civ, oft'

Barbadoes, at a deiitli of 500 fathoms.

248. Sebastes marinus, (Linuieus), White 260

Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 10442, U. S. N. M., collected at Eastport, Me.

PLATE LXX.

249. Setarches parmatus, Goode 264

Drawing by H. L. Todd, from type No. 26084, U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Fish Hatek

at station 876, off Martha's Vineyard, in N. lat. 39° 57' 00", W. Ion. 70° 56' 00", at a depth of

120 fathoms. (Twiee natural size.)

250. Eumicrotremus spiuosus, (Miiller), GiU 272

Drawing by H. L. Todd, from a specimen collected ofl' Half Way Rock, Salem, Mass., at a depth
of 35 fathoms. (Al)out three times natural .size.)

251. 251A, B. Careproctus rauula, Goode and Beau 275

Drawings by H. L. Todd, from No. 22310, U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Speedwell at sta-

tion 117, off the mouth of Halifax Harbor. (Little less than twice natural size.)

252. Mouoniitra lipariiia, Goode 27S

Drawn by II. L. Todd, from type No. 26184, U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Fish Hawk at

station 891, in N. lat. 39° 46', W. lou. 71° 10', at a depth of 480 fathoms.

PLATE LXXI.

253. Paraliparis CopeJ, Goode and Bean 279

drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 35637, U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Albatross at sta-

tion 2232, in N. lat. 39° 12' 17', W. Ion. 72° 09' 30", at a dej)th of 520 fathoms. (Slightly re-

duced.)

254. Gymnolycodes Edwardsi, Vailhmt 281

Drawing from Vaillaut, Expeditions Scientifiques du Travailleur et dn Talisman, PI. XXVI.

255. Artediellus unciuatus, (Reinhardt), Jordan 267

Drawing by A. II. Baldwin, from a specimeu collected by the steamer Albatross at station 2477,

in N. lat. 44 29' 30", W, lou. 57° 11' 15", at a depth of 114 fathoms. (About two-aiid-a-balf

times natural size.)
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256. TrigJopsPiugelii, Kfinlianlt Xd
|ir;uviim by 11. L. Toiid. I'lom .-i spcciiiii'ii ciillfctcMl liy 111"', stouiiicr Sixcdivcll at utation 117, 8

milebi oil CUebucto, ;it Ji de^itli of 52 I'athoiu.s. (Kulaigcil ubuut oue-biilf.)

PLATE LXXII.

257. Cottunculus microps, Collitt 209

Drawing l)y H. L. To.lil, liom \(). 26087, U. S. N. M., colloct.Ml by tlic stoaiiR-r Fish IIiiwl- al

station SSO, in N. lat. 3.S
'

48' »l
",
W. Ion. 70- 51', at a depth of2.">21 fathoms. (Natnrul size.)

258. Cottunculus Thomsoiiii, Giinther 270

Drawing by II. L. Todd, from No. 37380, II. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Albatrosis at sta-

tion 2584, in N. lat. 39° 05' 30", W. Ion. 72° 23' 20", at a depth of 541 fathoms. (Seven-twelfths
natural size.)

259. Podothecus decagonus, (Schneider), .lordau 282

Drawing froni Collett, Norsk. Nordhavs Expedition, PI. li, Fig. 11.

260. Aspidophoroides mouopterygius, tBloih), tioodc and ISoaii 283

Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 21761, U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Spcedmll at

Sandwich Point, Halifax, in 18 fathoms. (Enlarged about one-half.)

PLATE LX.XllI.

201A. B. Cottunculus microps, C'oUett 269

Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 26087, U. S. N. M., collected Ijy the steamer fish Ilaivh at

station 880, in N. lat. 38'^ 48' 30", W. Ion. 70^^54', at a depth of 2.52} fathoms. (Natural size.)

262A, B. Cottunculus Thomsonii, Giinther 270

Drawings by 11. L. To<ld. from No. 37386, U. S.N. M., collected by the steamer .IHin/ivwv at

station 2584, in N. lat. 39^ 05' 30", W. Ion. 72;" 23' 20", at a deptli of .511 fathom.s. (Natural

size.)

PLATE LXXIV.

263. 203A, B. Hypsicometes gobioides, Goode 290

Drawings by A. 11. Haldwin, from a specimen collected by the steamer Albtilnisx at station 2377,

in N. lat. 29- 07' 30
',

\V. Ion. 88^ 08', at a depth of 210 fathoms.

264. 264A. Chiasmodou juger, Johnson 292

Drawings by H. L. Todd, from No. 25033, IT. S. N. M., collected at the surface by Capt. Thomr.s

F. Hodgdou of the schooner Bessie II . Sonus, on Le Have Bank.

PLATE LXXV.

265. Lopholatilus chamseleonticeps, Goode and Bean 284

Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 22899, U. S. N. M., collected by Capt. Kirby, 80 miles south

by east of No Man's Land.

PLATE LXXVI.

266. Pseudoscopelus scriptus, Liitkeu 292

Drawing from Liitken, Spolia Atlantica, PI. I, Fig. 3. (About three times natural size.)

267. Porichthys porosissimus, (Cuvier and Valenciennes), Giinther 294

Outline by A. H. Baldwin, from a specimen collected by the steamer J(&a(ross at station 2121,

in N. lat. 10 37' 40", W. Ion. 61- 42' 40" at a depth of 31 fathoms.

268. 268A, B. Callionymus himantophorus, Goode and Bean 296

Drawings by 11. L. Todd, from a specimen collected by tlie steamer IShikc at station x.\.\, oif

Barbados, in 20'J lathoms. (Natural size.)

PLATE LXXVIl.

269. Anarrhichas lupus, Linn:cu8 299

Drawing by II. L. Todd, from No. 21840, U. S. N. M., collected liy C'.ipt. John Gourville, of the

Gloucester fishing lleet, on Georges Bank.

270. Anarrhichas minor, Olafsen 301

Drawing by II. L. Todd, from No. 21618, U. S. N. M., collected by Capt. K. 11. llurlbert, in N.

lat. 42° 27', W. Ion. 64^' 20'.
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271. Auarrhichas latifrons, Stceustrup and llallgTimssou 301

Drawiiif; l>y H. L. Toilil, from No. 21373, U. S. N. M., collected Ijy Capt. Joseph W. Collius, of

the schooner Alarion, in N. lat. 43 ^
56', W. Ion. 59° 04'. (About one- fourth natural size. )

PLATE LXXVIII.

272. Lycodes Esmarkii, Collett 303

Drawing; by II. L. Todd, from No. 21991, U. S.N. M., collected by Capt. Z. Hawkins and crew,
of the schooner Gwendolen, on Le Uave Bank, in 400 fathoms. (About two-sevenths natural

size.)

273. Lycodes reticulatus, Reinhardt 305

Drawing by H. L. Todd, collected by Capt. R. Markuson and crew, of the Gloucester fishing

fleet, southwest of Banqiiereux, in 300 fathoms.

274. Lycodes frigidus, Collett 305

Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 32995, U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Albatross at sta-

tion 2018, in N. lat. 37^ 12' 22", W. Ion, 74° 20' 04", at a depth of 788 fathoms. (About two-
fifths natural size.)

275. Lycodes mucosas, Richardson 306

Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 16930, U. S. N. M., collected in Cumberland Gulf, by W. A.

Mintzer. (About two-fifths natural size.)

PLATE LXXIX.

276. Lycodes zoarchus, Goods and Bean 308

Drawing by S. F. Denton, from type No. 39298, U. S. N. M., collected by steamer Albatross, off

Nova Scotia in N. lat. 44° 46' 30", W. Ion. ,59° 55' 45", at a depth of 130 fathoms.

276A. Lycodes zoarchus, Goode and Beau 308

Drawing by S. F. Denton, from No. 39299, U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer ^{ftafross at

station 24,86, in N. lat. 44° 26', W. Ion. 57° 11' 15", at a depth of 190 fathoms.

277. 277A. Lycenchelys Verrillii,Goode and Bean 309

Drawings by H. L. Todd, from No. 21015, U. S. N. M., collected by the U, S. Fish Commission, 27

miles southwest of Chebucto.

PLATE LXXX.

278. Lycodes perspiciUum, Kriiyer 307

Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 39336, U. S. N. M., collected by steamer Albatross at station

24.-)0, in N. lat. 47 29', W. Ion. 52° 18', at a dei>th of 86 fathoms. (Twice natural size.)

278A. Lycodes perspicillum, Kroyer 307

Drawing by S. F. Denton, from No. 39337, U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Albatross at sta-

tion 2491, in N. lat. 45° 25' 30", W. Ion. 58° 35' 15", at a depth of 59 fathoms. (Nearly four

times natural size.)

279. Lycenchelys paxillus, Goode and Bean 311

Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 22177, U. S. \. M., collected by Capt. .Joseph Collins, of the

Gloucester fishing fleet, in N. lat. 42^ 48', \V. Ion. 63° 07'. (About one-half natural size.)

279A. Lycenchelys paxillus, Goode and Bean 311

Drawing by H. E. Todd, from a specimen collected by the steamer Blake at station CCCIX, in

N. lat. 40° 11'40 ", W. Ion. 68° 22', at depth of 304 fathoms.

280. Lycodonus mirabilis, Goode and Bean 312

Drawing by S. F. Denton, from No. 39207, U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Albatross at

station 2742, in N. lat. 37° 46' 30", W. Ion. 73° 56' 30", at a depth of 865 fathoms.

PLATE LXXXI.

281A, B. Lycodes reticulatus, Reinhardt 305

Drawing by II. L. Todd, from a specimen collected by Capt. R. Markuson, southwest of Bau-

qnereux, in 300 fathoms. (One-half natural size.)

282. Lycenchelys paxillus, Goode and Bean 311

Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 22177, U. S. N. M., collected by Capt. .Joseph W. Collius of

the Gloucester fishing fleet, in N. lat. 42° 48', W. Ion. 63° 07'. (Natural size.)
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283A, B. Lycodes mucosus, Richardson 306

Drawings by H. L. Todd, from No. 16930, U. S. N. M., collected by W. A. Mintzcr, in Cumber-

land Gulf. (Three-fourths natural size.)

283C. Lycodes zoarchus, Goode and Bean 308

Drawing by H. L. Todd, from type No. 39298, U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Jlbatruas,

off Nova Scotia, in N. lat. W^ 46' 30', W. Ion. 59° 55' -15", at a depth of 130 fathoms.

PLATE LXXXII.

284. Melanostigma gelatinosum, GUnther 314

Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 28853, U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Fhh Hauk at

station 952, in N. lat. 39° 55', W. Ion. 70° 28', at a depth of 396 fathoms. (Enlarged one-

half.)

285. Dicromita Agassizii, Goode and Bean 319

Drawing by II. L. Todd, from a specimen collected by the steamer Blake at station XCIU, off

Granada, in 291 fathoms.

285A, B. Dicromita Agassizii, Goode and Bean 319

Drawings by H. L. Todd, from type No. 26023, U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Fish Mawk
at station 869, in N. lat. 40° 02' 18", W. Ion. 70° 23' 06", at a depth of 192 fathoms.

286. Bassozetus catena, Goode and Bean 323

Drawing by S. F. Denton, from type No. 37341, U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Alhatroaa

at station 2379, in N. lat. 28° 00' 15", W. Ion. 87° 42', at a depth of 1,467 fathoms. (About
seven-ninths natural size.)

287. Bassozetus normalis. Gill 322

Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 49416, U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Albatross at

station 2380, in N. lat. 28° 02' 30", W. Ion. 87° 43' 45", at a depth of 1,430 fathoms. (About
seven-tenths natural size.)

288. Benthocometes robustus, Goode and Bean 327

Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 29057, U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Fish Hawk at

station 1043, in N. lat. 38° 39', W. Ion. 73° 11', at a depth of 130 fathoms. (One and three-

fifths natural size.)

PLATE LXXXIII.

289. Neobythites Gillii, Goode and Bean 325

Drawing by A. H. Baldwin, from type No. 37340, U. S. N. M., collected l)y the steamer

Albatross at station 2402, in N. lat. 28° 36', W. Ion. 85° 33', at a depth of lU fathoms.

(About twice natural size.)

290. Neobythites marginatus, Goode and Bean 326

Drawing by H. L. Todd, from the the type specimen collected by the steamer Blake at station

Lxxix, oft' Barbadoes, in 209 fathoms. (One and three-fifths natural size.)

291. Bassogigas Gillii, Goode and Bean 328

Drawing by A. H. Baldwin, from No. 39417, U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Albatross at

station 2684, oft' Cape Henlopeu, Delaware, in N. lat. 39° 35', W. Ion. 70° 54', at a depth of 1,106
fathoms. (Slightly more than one-third natural size.)

292. Porogadus miles, Goode and Bean 334

Drawing by A. H. Baldwin, from typo No. 35625, U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer

Albatross ,at station 2230, in N. lat. 38° 27', W. Ion. 73° 02', at a depth of 1,168 fathoms.

(Enlarged about one-half.)

PLATE LXXXIV.

293. Penopus Macdoualdi, Goode and Bean 336

Drawing by S. F, Denton, from type No. 39433, U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Albatross

at Station 2716, in N. lat. 38° 29' 30", W. Ion. 70° 57', at a depth of 1,631 fathoms.

294. Barathrodemus manatiuus, Goode and Bean 332

Drawing by H. L. Todd, from the type specimen collected by the steamer Blake at station

cccxxv, in N. lat. 33° 35' 20", W. Ion. 76°, at a depth of 647 fathoms. (Slightly enlarged.)
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295. Nematouus pectoralis, (Goode and Bean), Giinther 333

Drawing by S. F. Denton, from type No. 37342, U. S. N. M., collected by tbe steamer Albatross

at station 2380, in N. lat. 2!S- 02' 30", W. Ion. 87° 43' 45", at a depth of 1,430 fathoms.

(Slightly reduced.)

296A. Mixonus laticeps, (Jiinther 339

Drawing from Giinther, Challenger Report, Vol. xxil, PI. xxv. Fig. 15. (Five and a half

times natural size.)

296B. Tauredopbidium Hextil, Alcoek 336

Outline from Alcoek, Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist., S. 6, Vol. VI, PI. Vlll, Fig. 1. (Nearly twice
natural size.)

PLATE LXXXV.

297,297A, B. Dicrolene intronigra, Goode and Bean 338

Drawings by H. L. Todd, from a specimen collected by the steamer Blake in the Gulf Stream.

(No. 297, three-fourths natural size; Nos. 297A, B, natural size.)

298. Barathronus bicolor, Goodo and Bean 341

Drawing by M. M. Smith, from the type siiecimen collected by the steamer Blake, at station

Lxxi, off Guadeloupe, in 769 fathoms.

299. Aphyouis moUis, Goode and Bean 342

Drawing by H. L. Todd, from the type specimen, collected by the steamer Blake at station

CCXXI, in N. lat. 24° 36', W. Ion. 84° 05', at a depth of 955 fathoms.

PLATE LXXXVI.

300. Alexeterion parfaiti, Vaillant 343

Outline from Vaillant, Expeditions Scieutifiques du Travailleur et du Talisman, PI. XXV (en-

larged). (Four times natural size.)

301 . Hephthocara simum, Alcoek 344

Outline from Alcoek, Annals and Magazine of Natural History, 1892, PI. xvill. Fig. 1. (Nat-
ural size.)

302. Lamprogrammus niger, Alcoek 344

Drawing from Alcoek, Annals and Magazine of Natural History, 1891, viii. Fig. 2. (One-half
natural size.)

303. Rhodichthys regina, CoUett 342

Outline from Collett, Norsk. Nordhavs Exped. Fiske, PI. v.

^'LATE LXXXVII.

304. Ptillchthys Goodei, Bean 302

Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 26619, U. S. N. M., collected by Dall and Bean at the entrance

to Port Levasheft", Unalaska, in 10 fathoms. (About twice natural size.)

305. Otophldium omostigma, Jordan 345

Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 29670, U. S. N. M., taken from the stomach of a red snapper
at Pensacola, Fla. (Nearly twice natural size.)

306. Leptopbidium cervlnum, Goode .and Bean 346

Drawing by H. L. Todd, from type No. 28764, U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Fish

Hawk at station 941. in N. lat. 40° 01', W. Ion. 69° 56', .at a depth of 76 fathoms. (About
four-fifths natural size.)

307. Leptopbidium profundorum, Gill 347

Drawing by A. 11. Baldwin, from a specimen collected by the steamer Albatross at station 2042,

in N. lat. 39° 33', W. Ion. 68° 26' 45", at a depth of 1,555 fathoms. (Slightly enlarged.;

308. Leptopbidium marmoratum, Goode and Bean 348

Drawing by M. M. Hildebrant, from type No. 37237, U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Alba-

tross, at 8t.ation 2350, in N, lat. 23° 10' 39", W, Ion. 82° 20' 21", at a depth of 213 fathoms.

(Slightly reduced.)

PLATE LXXXVIII.

309. Phycis regius, (Walbaum), Jordan and Gilbert 357

Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 20923, U. S. N. M., obtained in New Tork City, by E. G.

Blackford. (Two-thirds natural size.)
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310. Phycis cirratus, Gootle and Beau 358

Drawiug by H. L. Toild, from type No. 39059, U. S. N. M., collected Ijy the steamer Albatroin,

at station 2376, in N. lat. 29-^ 03' 15", AV. Ion. 88'=' 16', at a depth of 324 fathoms.

311. Phycis chuss, (Walbanm), Gill 359

Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 28707, U. S. N. M., collected by tlie steamer Fish Hawlc, at

station 918, in N. lat. -iiP 20' 2i", W. Ion. 70^ 41' 30", at a depth of 245 fathom ^

PLATE LXXXIX.

312. Phycis tenuis, (Mitchill), De Kay 359

Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 21029, U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Si>eedwell. at

stations 73 and 74, in Halifax Harbor.

313. Phycis Chesteri, Goode and Bean 360

Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 21840, U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Speedwell, at

station 174, off Cape Ann, in 140 fathoms. (About two-thirds natural .size.)

314. Aprion macrophtbalmus, (Miiller), Jordan and Swain 239

Drawing by M. M. Smith, from a specimen collected by the steamer Blake, at station cci.xi, in

N. lat. 23*^ 13', W. Ion. Sg-^i 10', at a depth of 84 fathoms.

PLATE XC.

315. Lsemonema barbatu!a, Goode .and Bean 362

Drawing by \V. S. Haines, from No. 38331, U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Albalrosa, at

station 2397, in N. lat. 28° 42', W. Ion. 86° 36', at a depth of 280 fathoms.

315A. Laemonema barbatula, Goode and Bean .362

Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 29046, U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Fink Hawk, at

station 1045, in N. lat. 38° 35', W. Inn. 73° 13', at a depth of 312 fathoms.

316. Laemonema melanurum, Goode and Bean 363

Drawing by W. S. Haines, from typo No. 38270, U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Albatrons

at station 2415, in N. lat. 30° 44', W. Ion. 79° 26', at a depth of 440 fathoms.

317. Molva vulgaris, Fleming .364

Ojitline from Day, Fishes of Great Britain and Irel.and, PI. Lxxxvi.

PLATE XCI.

318. Physiculus Kaupi, Pooy 366

Outline from Giinther, Challenger Report, Vol. xxii, PI. xvii.

319. Physiculus fiilvus. Bean *
.366

Drawing by H. L. Todd, from type No. 28766, U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Fish Hawk, at

station 941, in N. lat. 40° 01', W. Ion. 69° 56', at a depth of 59 fathoms.

320. Uraleptus Maraldi (Risso), Costa 367

Drawing by H. L. Todd, from a specimen ecdlected by the steamer Blake,nt station i.xxxi, off

Neris. (Nearly twice natural size.)

PLATE XCII.

321. Lotella maxillaris. Bean 368

Drawing by H. L. Todd, from type No. 29832, U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Fish Hawk, at

station 952, in N. lat. 39° .55', W. Ion. 70° 28', at a depth of 396 fathoms. (Nearly three times

natural size.)

322. Mora mediterranea, Risso 369

Outline from Bonaparte, Fauna Italica, A'^ol. Iii, PI. 107.

323. Lepidioii Rissoi, Swainson 370

Outline from Vinciguerra, Ann. Mus. Civ. Genoa, Vol. xviii, T'l. iii.

PLATE XCIII.

324. Autimora viola (Goode and Bean), .Jordan 372

Drawing by H. L. Todd, from type No. 21837, U. S. N. M., collected by Capt. .Joseph W. Collins,
of the schooner Marion, on the edge of Le Have Bank. (Three-eighths natural size.)
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325. Halargyreus brevipes, Vaillant 375

Drawiug from Vaillant, Expeditious Siientiliques du Travailleur et du Talisman, PI. xxv.

(About one-third natural size.)

32(5. Strinsia tinea, Raiiuesque 380

Outline from Bonaparte, Fauna Italica, Vol. m, PI. 107.

PLATE XCIV.

327. Onos ensis, (Reinhardt), Gill 381

Drawing hj S. F. Peuton, from No. 39.321, U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer ^ /iotross, at

station 2550, in N. lat. 39° 44 '

30", W. lou. 70° 30' 45", at a depth of 1.081 fathoms.

328. Rhiuonemus cimbrius, (Linmeus), Goode and Bean 384

Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 2,721 U. .S. N. M., collected in Chaleur Bay, by Edward
Brown. (About three times natural size.)

329. Brosmius brosme, (Miiller), Gilnther 385

Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 29967, U. S. N. M., obtained in a Boston market, by W. A.

Wilcox.

PLATE XCV.

3.30. Merluciua bilinearis, (Mitchill), Gill 386

Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 21016, U. S.N. M., obtained by the U. S. Fish Commission in

a Halifax market.

331. Bregmaceros atlanticus, Goode and Bean 388

Drawing by H. L. Todd, from a specimen collected by the steamer Blake, at station cxill, off

Neris, in 305 fathoms. (Three and a half times natural size.)

332, 333. Ccelorhyuchus occa, Goode and Bean 400

Drawing by H. L. Todd, from type No. 37334 U. S. N. M. , collected by the steamer J Ihniross, at

station 2396, in N. lat. 28" 34', W. Ion. 86° 48', at a depth of 335 fathoms. (One-half natural

size.)

PLATE XCVI.

334. Macrurus berglax, Lac^pede 391

Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 15608, U. S. N. M. (Gloucester donation 490), collected on the

eastern part of Banquereux, at a depth of 200 fathoms, by Capt. David Campbell and crew of

the schooner ^rfmiroJ. (One-fourth natural size.)

335. Macrurus Bairdii, Goode .and Beau 393

I )rawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 21014, U. S. N. M., taken 40 miles east of Thatcher's Island, at

a depth of 160 fathoms. (About two-thirds natural size.)

336. Caelorhynchua carminatus, Goode 398

Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 26187, U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Fish ITawli, at sta-

tion 893, oft' Marthas Vineyard, in 372 fathoms. (Seven-twelfths natural size.)

337. Ccelorhynchus occa, Goode and Bean 400

Drawing by H. L. Todd, from type No. .37.334, U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Albatross, at

station 2396, in N. lat. 28'^ 34', W. Ion. 86° 48', at a depth of 3.35 fathoms. (Seven-twelfths

natural size.)

PLATE XCVI I.

338. CcElorhynchus caribbseus, Goode and Bean 401

Drawing by H. 1^. Todd, from type No. 37.333, U. S. N. M, collected by the steamer Albatross, at

station 2377, in the northern part of the Gulfof Mexico, in N. lat. 29° 07' 30", W. Ion. 88" 08',

at a depth of 210 fathoms. (About two-thirds natural size.)

339. Coryphsenoides carapinus, Goode and Bean 404

Drawing by H. L. Todd, from a specimen collected by the steamer Blake, at station CCXLii, in

N. lat. 390 43', W. Ion. 70° 55' 25", at a depth of 1,002 fathoms.

340. Hymenocephalus Goodei, (Giiuther), Bean '07

Drawing by II. L. Todd, from a specimen collected by thesteanier Blake, at station .56, in N. lat.

23" 09', W. Ion. 82" 21' 30", at a depth of 175 fathoms. (Four-fifths natural size.)

341. Hymenocephalus cavernosus, Goode and Bean "tOS

Drawing by S. F. Denton, from type No. 37337, II. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Albatross, at

station 2398, in N. lat. 28° 45', W. Ion. 86° 26', at a depth of 227 fathoms. (.Slightly enlarged. )
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342. LionuruB iUicauda, Gunther 409

Outline from Gunther, Challenger Report, Vol. xxii, PI. xxxiv.

343. Trachonurus sulcatus, Goode and Beau 410

Drawing by A. H. Baldwin, from type No. 37335, U. S.N. M., coUected by the steamer. Hfcatross,

at station 2394, in N. lat. 28° 38' 30", W. Ion. 87° 02', at a depth of 420 fathoms. (Slightly

enlarged.)

344. Cetonurua globlceps, Valllant 411

Outline from Valllant, Expeditions Scientlfiques du Travailleur et du Talisman, PI. XX, Pig. 1.

345. Chalinuras iniula, Goode and Bean 412

Drawing by II. L. Todd, from No. 39152 U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Albatross, at sta-

tion 2095, in N. lat. 39° 29', W. Ion. 70° 58' 40", at a depth of 1,342 fathoms.

PLATE XCIX.

345A. Chalinura mediterrauea, Giglioli 525

Outline by Prof. H. H. Giglioli, from a specimen in the Central Collection of Italian Verte-

brata, Koj'al Zoological Museum, Florence, Italy. (Slightly reduced.)

346. Nematonurua gigas, (Vaillaut), Goode and Beau 416

Outline from Giinther, Challenger Report, Vol. xxii, PI. LX.

347. Moseleya longifilia, (Giinther), Goode and Bean 417

Outline from Giinther, ChaUeuger Report, Vol. xxil, PI. xxxv.

PLATE C.

348. Abyssicola macrochira, (Giinther), Goode and Bean 417

Outline from Giiuther, Challenger Report, Vol. xxii, PI. xxix. Fig. B.

349. Trachyrhyuchua scabrus, (Rafinesque), Goode and Bean 417

Outline from Giinther, Challenger Report, Vol. xxii, PI. xli. Fig. C.

349A. Macrurus longifilia, Giiuther _ 417

Outline from Giinther, Challenger Report, Vol. xxii, PI. xxxv.

PLATE CI.

350. Macrurua Novae-zelandiae, (Hector), Giinther 418

Outline from Hector. Transactions of the New Zealand Institute, Vol. Ill, PI. xviii.

351. Steindachneria argeutea, Goode and Bean 419

Drawing by H. L. Todd, from type No. 37350, V. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Albatross, at

station 2378, in N. lat. 39^ 14' 30", W. hm. 88° 09' 30", at a depth of 68 fathoms. (About
four-fifths natural size.)

352. Bathygadua favoaua, Goode and Bean 420

Drawing by H. L. Todd, from the type specimen collected by the steamer Blnlc, at station

Lxxx, off Martinique, in 472 fathoms. (About one-half natural size.)

353. 354. Coelorhynchua carmlnatua, Goode 398

Drawings by H. L. Todd, from No. 26187, U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Fish Hawk, at

station 893, off Marthas A'^ineyard, in 372 fathoms. (Natural size.)

PLATE CII.

355A,B. Limauda Beauii, Goode 428

Drawings by H. L. Todd, from No. 26102, U. S. N. M., collected by the the steamer Fish Hawk,
at stations 875, 876, off Marthas Vineyard, in 120 to 126 fathoms. (About four-fifths natu-

ral size.)

3.55C, D. Limanda Beanii, Goode 428

Drawings by H. L. Todd, from a specimen collected by the steamer Albatross, at station 2401,
in N. lat. 28° 38' 30", W. Ion. 85° 52' 30", at a depth of 142 fathoms. (Enlarged about one-

half.)

356A. Glyptocephalua cynogloasus, (Linn.'Pus), Gill 430

Drawing by S. F. Denton, from No. 39487, U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer JllxdrasK, at

station 2552, in N. lat. 39° 47' 07", "W. Ion. 70° 35', at a depth of 721 fathoms. (Natural size.)

356B. Glyptocephalus cynogloasus, (Linnaeus), Gill 430

Drawing l)y .*>. F. 1 )(nton, from a specimen collected by the steamer Albatross, at station 2543,

in N. lat. 39° 58' 15", \V. Ion. 70° 42' 30", at a depth of 166 fathoms. (Natural size.)
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3.57A, li. Monoleiie sessllicauda, Ooode 452

Drawings liy H. L. Tddil, from No. 26120, U. S. N. M., collocted by tho steamer Fish Hawk, off

Ncwpiirt, R. I. (About five-sevenths natural size.)

358. Monoleue atrimaua, Goode and Bean 455

Drawing by H. L. Todd, from the type specimen collected by the steamer Blake, at station

XVI, off Rarbados, in 288 fathoms. (About four-fifths natural size.)

359. Monoleue atrimaua, Goode and Bean 455

Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 26005, U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Fish Hawk, at

stations 871 and 872, oft' Marthas Vineyard, in 86 to 115 fathoms. (Natural size.)

PLATE CIV.

360. Etropus rimosus, Cuode and Bean 450

Drawing by 11. L. Todd, from type No. 37332, U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Albatross,

at station 2408, in N. lat. 28° 28', W. Ion. 84° 25', at a depth of 21 fathoms. (Enlarged about

one-half.)

361. Etropus rimosus, Goode and Bean 450

Drawing by II. L. Todd, from a specimen collected by the steamer Albatross at st.ition 2543,

upon tho surface, in N. lat. 39° 58' 15", W. Ion. 70° 42' 30", at a depth of 166 fathoms. (Three
times natural size.)

362. Notosema dilecta, Goode and Bean 437

Drawing by H. L. Todd, from a, specimen collected by the steamer Albatross, at the surface, at

Station 2601, in N. lat. 34° 39' 15", W. Ion. 75^ 33' 30", at a depth of 107 fathoms. (Twice
natural size.)

PLATE CV.

363. HippogloBsua vulgaris, Fleming 434

Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 10439, V. S. N. M., collected by the U. F. Fish Commission,
at Eastport, Me.

361. Platysomatichthya hippoglossoides, (Walbaum), Goode and Bean 435

Drawing by H. L. Todd, from a specimen obtained in Fulton Market, New York City.

PLATE CVI.

365A, B. Notosema dilecta, Goode and Bean 437

Drawings by II. L. Todil, from a .specimen collected by the steamer Blake, at station CCCXill,

off Charleston, S. C, in N. lat. 32° 31' 50", W. lou. 78° 45', at a depth of 75 fathoms.

(Slightly reduced.)

366A, B. Citharichthys arctifrons, Goode 442

Drawings by H. L. Todd, from a specimen collected by tho steamer Fish Hawk, off Newport,
R. I., in 115 to 155 fathoms. (Slightly enlarged.)

PLATE CVII.

367. Hippoglossoides platessoides, (Fabricius), Gill 438

Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 21002, U. S. N. M., collected by the U. S. Fish Commission,
on Le Have Bank.

368. Cyclopsetta fimbriata, Goode and Bean 451

Drawing by II. L. Todd, from type No. 37330, U. S. N. M., collected by tne steamer Albatross,

at Station 2403, in N. lat. 28° 42' 30", W. Ion. 85° 29', at a depth of 88 fathoms. (Seven-
tcnths natural size.)

PLATE CVIII.

369A 11. Citharichthys unicornis, Goode 444

Drawings by H. L. Todd, from typo No. 26003, IT. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Fish Uaiik,

at stations 870, 871, off Marthas Viney.ard, in 115 to 1.55 fathoms. (Enlarged about one-half.)

370. Citharichthys spilopterus, Giinther 447

Drawing by H. L.Todd, from a specimen collected by tho steamer Blake, at station cc.kliv, in

N. lat. 23° 13', W. Ion. 89° 10', .it a depth of 84 fathoms. (Slightly reduced.)

371. Scianectes macrophthalmus. Alcock 440

Copied from Alcock, Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Vol, LVIU, Pt. 2, PI. xvi, Fig. 4.
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PLATE CIX.
Text pap«,

372. Trichopsetta ventralis, (Gootle and Bean), Gill 410

Urawiuj; by H. L. Todd, from No. 37372, U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Albatross, at

station 2378, iu N. lat. 29° 13' 30", W. Ion. 88° 09, 30", at depth of 68 fathoms. (Slightly en-

larged.)

373. Citharichthys peetulus, (Goode and Beau), Jordan and Gilbert 448

Drawing by II. L. Todd, from type No. 30180, U. S. N. M., collected by Silas Stearns, at Pen-

sacola, Fla. (About one-half natural size.)

PLATE ex.

374. Aphoristia fasciata, Goode aud Beau 458

Drawiug by H. L. Todd, from No. 37348, U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Alhatroas, at

Jamaica, West Indies.

'¥ib. Aphoristia uebulosa, Goode and Bean 458

Drawing by H. L. Todd, from the type specimen, collected by the .steamer Blake, at .station

ctcxQi, iu N. lat. 32° 07', W. Ion. 78° 37' 30", at a depth of 229 fathoms.

S7t). Aphoristia marginata, Goode and Bean 459

Drawiug by 11. L. Todd, from a specimen collected by the steamer Albatrosn, at station 2376, in

N. lat. 29° 03' 15", W. Ion. 88° 16', at a depth of 324 fathoms. (Slightly enlarged.)

377. Aphoristia pigra, (ioode and Bean 4fi0

Drawiug by 11. L. Todd, from the type specimen, collected by the steamer Blake, at station

xxiii, olf St. Kitt's, West Indies, in 250 fathoms.

678. Aphoristia diomediaua, Goode and Beau 460

Drawiug by 11. L. Todd, from tlie type specimen, collected by the steamer Albatross, at station

2414, in N. lat. 25° 04' 30", W. Ion. 82° 59' 15", at a depth of 26 fathoms. (About two-thirds

natural size.)

379. Aphoristia pusilla, Goode aud Beau 461

Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 28778, U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Fhli llaii-k. in N.

lat. 40° 01', W. Ion. 69° 56'. off Marthas Vineyard, iu 179 fathoms. CAbout seven-tenths nat-

ural size.)

PLATE CXI.

380. Prionotus militaris, Goode aud Bean 404

Drawing by H. L. Todd, from the type specimen, collected by the steamer Albatross, at station

2362, off Cape Catoche, Yucatan, iu N. lat. 22° OS' 30", \V. lou. 86° 53' 30", at a dtjpth of 25

fathoms.

381. Prionotus egretta, Goode and Bean 465

Drawiug by M. M. Smith, from a si)ecimen collected by the steamer Blake, at station LXIV, off

Barl>adoes, in 100 to 200 fathoms.

382. Prionotus alatus, Goode and Bean 467

Drawiug by H. L. Todd, from a specimen collected by the .steamer Blake, off Charleston, S. C,
iu N. lat. 32° 31' 50", \V. Ion. 78° 45', at a depth of 75 fathoms.

PLATE CXII.

383, 383B. Prionotus trinitatis, Goode aud Beau 468

Drawing.s by H. L. Todd, from type No. 39318, U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Albatross,

at station 2120, off Trinidad, in N. lat. 11° 07', W. Ion. 62° 14' 30", at a, depth of 73 fathoms.

384. Prionotus militaris, Goode and Beau 464

Drawiug by H. L. Todd, from the type specimen, cidlected by the steamer Albatrons, at Station

2362, off Cape Catoche, Yucatan, in N. lat. 22,
° 08' 30", W. Ion. 86° 53' 30", at a depth of 25

fathoms.

PLATE OX III.

385, 385A, B. Peristedion miniatum, Goode 470

Drawings by H. L. Todd, from type No. 26023, U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Fish Hawk,
at station 869, in X. lat. 40° 02' 18", W. Ion. 70" 23' 06", at a depth of 192 fathoms. (No.

385 reduced about one-half; Nos. 385A, B natural size.)
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PLATE CXIV.
Text page.

386. Peristedion longispatha, Goode and Bean 472

Ur.'iwiiiK by H. L. Tiidd, from the type siiecimen, collected liy the steuiiier lllakc. at statiim

I, VIII.. iiti' Havana, in 242 fathoms. (About seven-ninths natural si/e.)

387. Peristedion gracile, Goode and Bean 473

Drawing by II. L. Todd, from the type specimen, collected by tlie steamer AlbairuHs, at station

2401, in N. lat. 28^^ 38' 30", W. Ion. 85° 52' 30", at a depth of 142 fathoms.

388A, B. Peristedion platycephalum, Goode and Bean 474

Drawings by H. L. Todd, from the type .specimen, collected by the steamer Blake, at station

LX, oft' Barbados, in 123 fathoms. (Natural size.)

PLATE CXV.

389. Lophotes Cepedianus, Giorna 349

Drawiui; from Temminck and Schlegel, Fauna Japonica, PI. LXXI, Fig. 2.

390. Lophotes Capellei, Teuniiiuck and .Schlegel , 351

Outline from Temminck and Schlegel, Fauna Japonica, PI. LXXI.

391. Trachypterus iris, (Gmeliu), Cuvier and Valenciennes 477

Outline from Cuvier and ^'all'ncienues, Histoire Naturelle des Pois.sous de la France, PI. 297.

PLATE CXVI.

392. Trachypterus arcticus, ( Briinuich), Nilsson 479

Outline from Day, Fishes of Great Britain and Ireland, Vol. i, PI. i.xiii.

393. Stylephorus chordatus, Shaw 482

Oiitliiii' from Blainville, .lournal de Physi(ine, Vol. LX.xxvil, PI. i.

394. Stylephorus chordatus, Shaw 482

Outline from Shaw, Transactions ol the Linnsean Society of London, \n\. I, p. 90.

PLATE CXVII.

39.5. Regalecus glesne, Ascanius 480

Outline from Day, Fishes of Great Britain and Ireland. PI. 64.

39G. Macrorhamphosus scolopax, (Linmeus), Goode and Bean 483

Drawing l>y IT. L. Todd, from No. 28755, U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Fhh Hawk, at

station 940, in N. lat. 39" 54', W. Ion. 69^ 51' 30", at a depth of 130 fathoms. (Enlarged one-

fourth.)

397. Aulostoma longipes, Vaillant 484

Outline from Vaillant. Ex))edition8 Scientifi<n".es du Travailleur et du Talisman, PI. xxvil, Fig.

4. (Eight times natural size.)

398. Chaunax pictus, Lowe 487

Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 26021, U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Fish Iluuk, at

station 869, off Martha's Vineyard, in 192 fathoms. (Four times natural size.)

399. Ceiatias HolboUi, KrJiyer 489

Drawing from Gaimard, Voy. Skand., Poi-ssons, PI. ix.

PLATE CXVIII.

4(V), 400A, B. Lophius piscatorius, Liuusus 485

Drawings by S. F. Denton, from No. 39344, U. S. N. M., collected by the U. S. Fish Commis-

sion, 2(1 miles south of No Man's Laud.

PLATE CXIX.

401. Mancalias Shufeldtii, Gill 490

Drawing by H. L. Todd, from No. 335.52, U. S. N. M., collected Ijy the steamer .tlbatiomi, at sta-

tion 2(J99, in N. lat. 37^^ 12' 20", W. Ion. 69° 39', at a depth of 2,949 fiuhoms. (Al)ont two
and a half times natural size.)

402. Cryptopsaras Couesii, G ill 491

Drawing by II. L. Todd, from No. 33558, U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Jlbatrosn. at sta-

tion 2101, in X. lat. .-iX- 1.3' 30", W. Ion. 68° 24', at a depth of 1,686 fatlioms. (Three and

three'fourths times natural size.)
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403. Halieutaea stellata, Cuvier aud Valenciennes 499

Outline from Temminck and Sclilegel, Fauna Japonica, PI. 82.

404. Paroneh odes glomerosuE, Alrock 493

Drawing Inini Alioik, Annals and Magazine of Natural History, Vol. Ii, PI. ix, Fig. (i. (Very

slightly reduced.)

PLATE ('XX.

405. Corynolophus Reinhardtii, (Liitken), Gill 4SM

Hrawing from Liitken, Videusk. Selsk. Skr. Naturvid. og M.itli. .\fli.. n . PI. 334.

40(1. Melanocetus Johusonii, Giinther 494

Drawing liy H. L. Todd, from No. 38055, U. S. N. M., collected by the steamer Albairusn, at sta-

tion 2149, in X. lat. 13^ 01' 30 ", W. Ion. 81^ 25', at a depth of 992 fathoms.

407. Liocetus Murrayi, Giinther 495

Drawing from Giinther, Challenger Report, Vol. xxii, PI. xi.

PLATE CXXI.

408. Linophryne lucifer, Collett 496

Draw iug from Collett, Proceedings of the Zoological Society of London, 1><86, PI. xv.

409. Caulophryne setosus, Goode and Bean 496

Drawing by S. F. Denton, from type No. 39265, U. S. N. M.. collected by the steamer Jlhalrosn,

in N. lat, 39^' 27', W. Ion. 71^^ 15
,
at a depth of 1,276 fathoms. (Nearly three times natural

si/e. )

411). Halieutaea coccinea, Alcock ,500

Drawing from Alcock, .\nnals and Magazine of Natural History, Series G, Vol. \ iii, PI. \ 111.

411. Malthopsis luteus, Alcock 529

Drawing from Alcock, Anuals and Magazine of Natural History, Series 6, Vol. viii, PI. viii.

PLATE CXXII.

412A. Pi. Halieutella lappa, Goode and Bean .500

Drawings by H. L. Todd, from No. 31862, U. S. N. M., collected by the 8teaM:er Fish Haitk. at st.a-

tion 1151, in N. lat. 39'- 58 30", W. Ion. 70" 37', at a depth of 125 lathonis.

413. Dibranchus atlanticu?. Peters 501

Drawings by H. L. Todd, from No. 26088, U. S. N. JL, collected by the stcanii r Fi.ih Ilmrk. at sta-

tion 879, off Marthas Vineyard, in 225 fathoms. (No. 413A, natural size; No. 413H. enlarged
one-third.)

41 1.\, B. Halieutichthys aculeatus, (Mitchill), Goode .504

Drawings by H. L. Todd, from No. 2.3552, U. S. N. M.. collected at Key West, Fla., by ,1. \V. Nelie.

(Natural size.)

PLATE CXXIII.

415. Bathyclupea argentea, Gonde and Bean ]!I0

Drawiui; by A. II. Baldwin, from a specimen collected by the steamer JS?aAe, at station x.wvii,
otl' Neris, in 365 fathoms. (About one-half natural size.)

416. Schedophilopsis spinosus, Steindachner 216

Drawing by A. II. Baldwin, from a specimen obtained at Astoria, Oregon, by Dr. Aug. C. Kin-

ney. (I'our-fifths natural size.)

417. Tetragonurus Cuvieri, Risso 230

Drawing by M. M. Hildebrnnt, from No. 444.36, V. S. N. M., collected at Woods Holl, Mass.. by
Viual N. Edwards. (About two aud a half times natural size.)



OCEANIC ICHTHYOLOGY
BASED UPON A STUDY OF

THE DEEP-SEA FISHES OF THE ATLANTIC BASIN,

By George Brown Goode and Tarleton H. Bean.

A DISCUSSION OF THE SPECIES AND THEIR DISTRIBUTION.

Class MARSIPOBRANCHIL
Marsipohranchii, BoxArARTK, Trans. Linn. Soc. Loiulou, v. 18, pp. 2S9, 304, 1841.

MamqiiihrnncliUi , Gli.i., .loliDsou's Cydopn>di;i, iii, 31tj.

Dermojileri (part), OwiiN, Auatumy of Vertebrates, I, 7.

Skeletou of a very inferior type, the notocliord or embryonal vertebral column being-

persistent. Skull rudimentary and represented by a small brain case and capsules for

the organs of sense (auditory and olfactory), as well as by an ethmovomerine plate; the

inferior appendages developed as elements designated as the "subocular arch," with a

metapterygoid or "superior quadrate" and an "inferior (piadrate" portion, the "palato

pterygoid" element, and the "stylohyal process;" labial cartilages form also a prominent
feature of the skull; bones or cartilages, representing the upper as well as the lower jaws,

entirely wanting; the branchial apparatus sustained by a basket like skeleton; no limbs

developed, and no scapular arch or pelvic girdle. Brain small but distinctly developed,
differentiated into the brain proper and medulla oblongata; the former comi^osed, as in the

higher forms, of the "
mesencephalon,"

"
thalainencephalon," "prosencephalon," and " rhiuen-

cephalon;" the latter small, with a fourth ventricle conspicuous fi'om above, and the "cere-

bellum" very rudimentary. Auditory apparatus quite simple, represented by a single mem-
branous tube without any differentiation into canals and vestibules, as in the Hyperotreta,

or, at most, as in the Hyperoartia, with two semicular canals and a sacculated vestibule.

Olfactory apparatus consists of a median sac; is provided with but a single external aper-
ture. Heart distinctly develo])ed and divided into an auricle and ventricle, the former hav-

ing in front a venous sinus, and the whole inclosed in a "i)ericardiuni," wliich connects with

the peritoneal cavity. Intestinal canal simple; liver specialized as such, and kidneys well

developed, with ureters opening behind into the rectum. Organs of generation without

ducts, discharging into the abdomen, from which the products depart by an abdominal pore.
The species of the class are found iu both fresh and salt waters, the Petromyzoutids

having members in the fresh and salt waters of all temperate and subtemperate countries;
while the Myxinoids are represented in tlie cold waters of the northern hemisphere by
^f!/.l!ne, as well as along the shores of a considerable portion of the Pacific—in the

Japanese and Chinese seas, California, Chile, and Australia.
19868—No. 2 1 1
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Although no representatives of the class have been found in a fossil condition, their

absence in the older strata is undoubtedly due rather to tlie difficulty connected with the

preservation of the readily destructible cartilaginous skeleton than to their actual absence.

It is indeed i)rol)al)k' that the order was extensively represented in past times and that it

was more abundantly developed than any other tj^ie. [Gill.)

Order HYPEROTRETA.
Cyclostomnla htjperotrcta, MC'LLEr, Abhaudl. Akad. Wiss.

Hyperotreta, Gii.i., Jolinson's Cyclopanlia, ii, 1079.

An order of marsipobranchiates characterized by the construction of the cranial carti-

lages and the complete tubulati<m of the median nasal aperture, and its perforation of the

palate (hence the name). The branchial apertures are develoi)ed on each side far behind

the head, and arc variable in number; the inner branchial ducts communicate directly

M'ith the esophagus ;
the ova are large aud each is provided with an oval horny case con-

stricted at both ends, and with numerous tilameuts thereto. The embryology is still unknown.

In the adult condition the mouth has no lips and no plates on the disk, but a median tooth

is above the entrance of the esophagus, and two pectiniform rows of teeth on the tongue.

The order is composed of two families: (1) 3Iydlni(l(c, with one genus, Myxine, repre-

sented by .species in the northern and southern hemispheres; and (2) EdtUnsfomifla; whose

species are confined to the Pacific Ocean, one of them ascending as far northward as Cali-

fornia. {Oill.)

Family MYXINID^^.

Myxinidw, GCnther, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mms., viii. 1870, 510.

MYXINE, Linnaeus.

Myxine, Lixs.EUS, Systema Naturse, ed. x, 1. 1758, 650 (ty])e, Myxine (jVutinosa, L.).

Body eel-shaped, covered by a thin loose skin
;
two rows of mucous glands along the

lower side. Eyes absent. Skull little developed, cartilaginous. Mouth lipless, suctorial,

with barbels on each side. Nostril single, median, at front of head, with two pairs of

barbels. Teeth strong, a single one on the roof of the mouth, and two rows on each side

uf the tongue. Gill sacs at the sides of esophagus near the left branchial opening; a third

opening to esophagus and the branchial sacs. Ovary single, on right side. No oviducts.

MYXINE GLUTINOSA, Lixn^eus. (Figure 1.)

Myxine ghitinosa, Lin'N., Syst. Nat., ed. x, I. Golt; cd. xii, 1080.—GOnthkr, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., viil, 510.

A Myxine with 8-11 rather slender lingual teeth in each row, the two foremost strongest

and more confluent at the base than the others. Length of head contained 3.} to 4 times in

total length; tail 6.i to 10 times. Color grayi.sh brown to bluish brown above, whiti.sh below.

Linui^us included Tl/i/j-iwe among his "Fez-wcv Jnto^tHa," placing it between the leeches

and the shipworms, and described its habits briefly as follows: ''Inirat ef dcrornf pisces;

aquam in gluten mutat,'" aur' this sentence expresses nearly all that is known about the

habits of the animal at the present time. It may be said, however, that it is found only in

waters of low temperature, probably always below 50'3, and that on account of its parasitic

habits its capture is not likely to be effected except in connectioi: with .some larger fish on

which it is preying. Its presence, therefore, is not certain to be detected by the trawl and

dredge. The "slime-eel," as it is called, frequently penetrates into the abdominil cavity of

other fishes to feed upon their flesh. It secretes thick, glutiuous slime, in enormous quau-
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titles and witli wonderful i'ai)idity. A single hag will fill a two-gallon bucket with slime

mingled with water in a few seconds, and after a slight interval can repeat the operation
with ease. The eggs are elliptical in shape, and are supplied at each end with numerous
short threads for adhesion. Nansen has made an exceedingly interesting investigation into

the hermaphroditism of this form.

Myx'me occurs only in the North Atlantic. On the coasts of Europe it is found in the Nor-

wegian Fiords as deep as 70 fathoms, and it ranges as far south as Newcastle and the Firth

of Forth. In the western Atlantic it is known to occur on the offshore banks as far north

as the Grand Bank of Newfoundland, and probably still farther north through the Arctic

Sea; and it also occurs on the shoals in the Bay of Fundy, one of the best known colonies

being on the cod bank to the eastward of the north end of the island of Grand Manart.

The fishermen of the ofl'shore banks frequently pull them to the surface clinging to the fish

taken on their hooks. In the deeper waters of the western Atlantic they have been found

as far south as lat. 38° 31', Ion, 73° 25', off the capes of Delaware by the Fish Commis-
sion at a depth of 126 fathoms, and oft' Cape Fear, North Carolina, lat. 3-to, Ion. 76° 10',

at a depth of 178 fathoms. Off Marthas Vineyard they have been found by t4ie Fish Com-
mission at a depth of 201 fathoms, with a temperature of 47°, and farther out at sea in the

same region by the BJnT<e at 304 fathoms (lat. 40° 11' 40", Ion. (58° 22'), and 524 fathoms

(lat. 41° 32', Ion. 65° 55').

The form is so abundant off' the New England coast in depths of 100 to 250 fathoms that a

record of all the localities of its occurrence has not been kept. It is known, however, that

specimens were obtained from the following stations of the Blale: 309, 306, and 327; and
also from the following stations of the Fish Commission steamers : 869, 870, 871, 878, 939,

951, 1038, 1047, 1154, 2086, 2088, 2089, 2092.

MYXINE AUSTRALIS, Jexyns. (Figure 2.)

Myxine atislraUs, 3F,nY}^S, Voyage of H. M. S. Bcuglo, Zoiilogy (edited by Charles Darwin), 1839-'-13; Fishes;

159; GuNTHER, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., viii, 1870, 511; Challenger Report, xxii, 1887, 267.

Eieptairema cirrhatiim, Schlegel, Fauua .Japonica, Poissous, 310, pi. 143 (^(ie Giinther) .

A My.vine with ten or eleven slender teeth in each of the two series; the three foremost

strongest and confluent at the base, the other teeth remaining separate; in the second

series the two innermost teeth are confluent at the base.

M. australis was first described from Sandy Point and the Tyssea Island, at the south-

ern extremity of South America. It was found by the ChdUenger in the Japanese Sea,
where six specimens from 9 to 20 inches in length were taken on the Hynlonema ground at

a depth of 345 fathoms (Station 232). Dr. Giinther is of the opinion that Ileptatrema cirrha-

turn Schlegel, from Japan, should be referred to the same species. The Challenger obtained

specimens of M. australls from the Straits of Magellan, and the species is most probably an
inhabitant of the deeper waters to the east of Patagonia, and entitled to a place in the

fauna of the Atlantic basin.

Order HYPEROARTIA.
Cycloslomata hyperoarlia, MiJLLER, Abhandl. Akad. Wiss., Berlin, 1834, 77.

Hijperoartia, Gill, Johnson's Cyclopaedia, ii, 1079.

An order of Marsipobranchiates distinguished by the development of the skull and the

ccecal nature of the median external nasal aperture; no duct perforating the palate, which

is, therefore, left entire (whence the name). The branchial apertures are on each side

behind the head, and seven in mimber; the inner branchial ducts debouch into a separate
common tube. The ova are small and superficially like those of fishes. The young undergo
a complete metamorphosis after leaving the egg. The larva> have an elongated slit-like

mouth, and are without teetli or eyes. lu this condition tliey were formerly considered to

be members of a peculiar group (Ammoccetes). At maturity the mouth is circular, surrounded
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by a lip, and armed with deutigerous lainelhie cm its disk, as well as with lingual teeth
;

enlarged plates above and below the antrum of the esophagus have been called maxillary

and mandibular, but they have no homological rehitiou with t lie upper and lower jaws of

ordinary fishes, and the lower jaw in them is absolutely wanting.

This order embraces only a single family of existing species (the retromnzojitidw or

lampreys), of which there are at least live genera, three of which are represented in North

America. (Gill.)

Family PETROMYZONTID^^.
Petromyzontidce, Guntukh, Cat. Fish. IJrit. Mus., viii, 4;i;t.

PETROMYZON, Arledi.

reiromiizon, Artedi, Geuera Pisoium, 6-1.—Linx.euis, 8yst. Nat., etl. x, 1758, 5; eil. xil, 176G, i. 304.

Dorsal fins two, the second continuous with the caudal; maxillary teeth separate,

pointed, close together, not forming a crescent-shaped plate; mandibulary plate with seven to

nine cusps; lingual teeth serrated, forming two crescent shaped plates on each side.

PETROMYZON MARINUS, Linn.eus.

Fetromyzon marinm, Lisn.eus, Syst. Nat., ed. x, 1758, 230; ed. xii, 17G6, 394. GCxtheu, Cat. Fish. Brit.

Mas., vili, 501.

Petromyzon amcricnnitK, Lk Sueue, Trans. Am. Phil. Soc, i, 383.—Stoker, Hist. Fish. Mass., 251.

Specimens of a Petromyzon apparently not specifically distinct from P. mnrinus, have

been obtained from several localities at considerable depths. The Fish Commission trawled

it off Cape Ann at station 189, in 85 fathoms, and at 192 in 100 fathoms, ami also at station

9i6, off Marthas Vineyard (lat. 39° 55', Ion. 71° W), at a depth of 1!47 fathoms, and bottom

temperature of 47°. The occurrence of this form at so great a depth is interesting in con-

nection with the record of the following species, P. Bairdii.

PETROMYZON (B.\thymyzon) BAIRDII, Gill.

rdromyzoH (Bathymyzun) Bairdii, Gill, Forest and. Stream, xxi, Aug. 30, 1883; Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vi,

1883, 254.

This form of lamprey was described by Gill from a single specimen (Nat. Mus., No.

33311), obtained by the U. S. Fish Commission at station UOIS (lat. 40^ oi" 00", Ion. 08°

50' 30"), at a depth of 547 fathoms. No specific characters were mentioned except those

enumerated above under the generic diagnosis "supraoral and intraoral plates or lauiime

destitute of odontoid tubercles, the armature of the lamprey type being obsolescent."'

The form is very closely related to Petromyzon marinus, but the limits of generic and

specific variation in the Hyperoartia are by no means definitely agreed ui)oii, and Gill's

identification of this specimen is accepted without comment or criticism.

The following MS. descriptions, prepared in 1883, have been placed in our liauds by Dr.

Gill:

The head, from the snout to the first branchial aperture, is contained about scncii times

in the total length, while the eye is intermediate between the snout and fifth branchial

aperture. The diameter of the eye is equal to one-fourth of the distance of the intcrorbital

area.

The diameter of the circular disk ecjuals the interval between the eye and tilt li branchial

aperture; the margin is regularly fringed, as in the related species.

Indications of eight teetli are on the infroral lamina, and the tips of the two sujiroral

ones are barely perceptible; the pectinations of the lingual teeth are well marked and

differentiated.

The chest (/. e., space between first and seventh branchial apertures) is about as long

as the snout.

The fins are moderate, the anterior dorsal being somcwiiat higlicr in liont of tlic niichlle

than the diameter of the orbit, and the second dorsal about twice as high or ((inal to the

distance between the eye and first branchial aperture.
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The color is dark, except iipou the belly, which is grayish. The second dorsal is darker

across the middle in front and towards the margin behind, while the candal is blackish

throughout.
MEASUREMENTS.

Inches.

Total length 1 1

Snout to eye 1

Snout to first bramhial a]i('iture ._ li'^-

Snout to seveutU branchial aperture 2^^

Snout to commencement of tirst dorsal 5f

Snout to end of first dorsal 64

Snout to commencement of second dorsal ^^\

Snout to end of second dorsal 10

Snout to end of (-audal 11

Snout to counuencement of caudal below 9\^

Snout to corameuccmeut of caudal above 10

Snout to anus 7f

This hitherto undescrilMMl form is evidently most closely related to the tj^iical species

of the genus retromyzon^ but differs by the obsolescence of the armatiire of the suproral

and infroral laminae, while differences of proportion characterize the species; it is scarcely

generically distinct from retrnmyzon, but may be distinguished as a subgeiieric type under

the name Bnthymyzon witli the following characters:

BATHYMYZON.

Petromyzontinw with the sujiroral lamina contracted, its two converging teeth almost

completely fused together and only evident at the summit of the combined m.ass, infroral

lamina cresceutiform and spout-like at the middle, and with the denticles obsolete, discope-

ripheral teeth numerous and in obliquely-arched series of 4-7, declining downwards; the

innermost lateral teeth of the four rows diverging from the nioutli, in each side bicuspid,

with the cusps approxinr'ited, and diminishing downwards rapidly; the lingual teeth 3,

pectinate, the anterior deeply impressed and sulcate backwards at the middle and the pos-

terior correspondingly curved backwards at their inner lateral angles; the anterior dorsal

tin distinct from posterior. {Gill, MS.)

Class ELASMOBRANCHII.
Lyriferous vertebrates with cartilaginous skeleton, and destitute of membrane or der-

mal bones; no cranial sutures. Body with vertical and paired tins, the posterior pair ab-

dominal; caudal tin with elongated upper lobe; gills attached by their outer edges to the

skin, with an intervening gill opening between each; no gill cover; skin naked or covered

witii minute imbricated scales or hard plates, sometimes spinous; no air bladder; arterial

bulb with three series of valves; intestiues with a spiral valve; optic nerves united, not

decussating, or only slightly so; ova few and large, fertilized, and sometimes developed

internally; embryo with external deciduous gills; males with intromittent organs attached

to ventrals.
KEY TO SUBCLASSES OF ELASMOBRANCHII.

I. (;ill opcuiugs, 5-7, slit-liUc; jaws detached from skull Ski.achii (Sharks and Rays)

II. Hill openings single, four branchial clefts; jaw and palate attacLed to skull.. . HoloCepham (Chimieras)

The class ElaxmohrKHchii, intermediate between the true tishes and the Marsipobranchi-

ates, is sparingly represented in the abyss;il faunas.

Subclass SELACHII.
Elasmobranchiates with body more or less cylindrical or depressed, with gill openings

slit-like, tive {sometimes six or seven) in number, sometimes lateral or inferior; jaws de-

tached from the skull; opercular and pelvic bones lacking.
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KEY TO THE ORDERS OF SELACHII.

I. Tiunk more or less cylindrical, gradually tapering into the tail; fjill ojienings lateral Squali (Sharks)
II. Trunk depressed (in typical genera the highly developed pectoral lius forming a broad flat disk) ; gill

openings ventral Rai.k (Skates and Rays)

Order SQUALI.
The Sharks.

Sela(;hiiin.s, with body more or less cyHudrical (sometimes much depressed anteriorly),

gradually atteuiiatiuff into the tail. Brnnchktl oprii!n</,s lateral, slit-like, 5-7 in luiniber, either

entirely in front of or entirely behind the pectural, opening over their bases. I'ectorals

moderately developed, distinctly differentiated from the sides.

KEY TO THE DEEP-SEA FAMILIES OF SQUALI.
I. Anal tin lacking.

A. No spines in front of dorsal fins Sctmnorhinid/E
B. Each dorsal fin preceded by a spine Spinacid.k

II. Anal fin jiresent.

A. Dorsal fins two, without antecedent spines, the first above or behind the ventrals Scylliid.e

B. Dorsal fins two, without spines, the first in advance of ventrals; caudal crescentic, with a keel on

each side of its stem; gill openings enormous Cktoriiinid.*;

C. Dorsal fin single, without spine; caudal without notch posteriorly CHLAMYi)OsEl,A(jHn).K

In this key only those families are included representatives of wliicli have actually
been taken at jiicat depths. Oflier forms, such as Sehichc mti.rima, ])robably sink lioldw the

bundred-fathonis limif at times. Oanestrini records as living "<« luoyhi profomli,'^ iuthe Med-

iterranean, N'otkhiiiKu iiriseus, Heptanchus cinerem, Selache maxima, and Carcharodon Ron-
(leletU. Spiiia.v nitjer, however, Scymnits lichia, iuul Lamarriiis raKfrafioi, which dwell ''«

(irande profondita,^' a])pear to be the only iMediterranean forms entitled to admission in this

list, except perhaps Gentrophorm gramdosuH, which it may be strays in from the deeps of the

Atlantic, as far east as Sicil.y, aiul Echinorhinus.

Family SCYMNORHINIDyE.
Scymnido'. Gill, Johnson's Cyclopaedia, iv, 158.—Jordan and Gilbert, Hull, xvi, U. S. Nat. Mns., 1883, 13.

Spinacida' (in part) GCnther, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., viii, 425-429.

Scymnorhinida;, Gill, ms.

Scymnoid selachians, without anal fins and with spineless dorsals. Scales generally

developed in the form of shagreen or fine bristly spines; head oval, depres.sed; eyes

without nictitating membranes; nostrils with a simple anterior tag; mouth inferior and

somewhat arched; teeth with trenchant edges; branchial apertures five, in advance of tlie

pectorals; dorsals two, spineless, the first in advance of the ventrals, the second liir behind;

anal lacking; pectorals rather small; ventrals placed far back. (Gill.)

KEY TO THE GENERA OF SCYMNID.E.

I. First dorsal in advance of ventr.al. Lower teeth erect, triangular Scymnorhinus

A. Dorsal fiussimilar insize. Lower teeth i)bli(iuc, quadrate, with horizontal cutting edges. .SoMXiosus

B. Second dorsal longer than first. Upper teeth small, conical. Lower teeth larger, triangular, soiue-

what obliciue [ErPROToMicius.—Indian Ocean.]

II. First dorsal opposite ventrals.

C. Teeth equal in both .jaws, large, very oblique, each with .several small cusps. Skin with irregularly

placed round osseous tubercles and jirickles EeniNiU'.ni.vi's

1). Lower teeth much larger than upi)er, erect, not serrated. Skin granular.

[IsLsTirs.
—South Pacilic .'ind (!ulf of (iuinea.]

This family is not common in American waters, of tlie three genera occurring in tlie

Atlantic, one, Scymnus, has been found only in the Mediterranem and the adjacent parts of
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the Atlantic. Somnio.sus and Echinorhinns live cbiefly in mid ocean, tLe former nnques-

tionablj' breeding at considerable depth, though it is not certain that it descends below the

hundred-fathom line. They are more abundant in the eastern Atlantic.

SCYMNORHINUS, Bonaparte.

Scymuiis, CuviER, Regiie Animal, 1817, ii, 130.—MCllek anil Henle, S. B. Plag., 92.—GCnther, Cat. Fish.

Biit. Mus., VIII, 42(5.

Two short dorsal fins without spine, the first at a considerable distance from the veu-

trals; no anal tin. Skin uniformly covered with minute scales. Mouth transverse, a deep,

straight groove at each angle of the moutli, Nostrils at the extremity of the snout. Upper
teeth small, pointed; lower much larger, dilated, erect, triangular, not very numerous. No
membrana nictitans. Spiracles wide. Gill openings narrow. (Giinther.)

SCYMNOEHINUS LICHIA, Bo.naparte. (Figure 3.)

Squalm lichia, Bonnatekre, Tiibl. Encycl. Ii^hth., 1788, 12.

Sqiiale liche, LACKPfenE, Hist. Nat., 1, 279, pi. x. fig. 3.

Scymnus Jichia, Bonapakte, Fauna Italica, in, fasc. xiv-xvi, 1836.—MCli-er and Henle, S. B. riag.,92.—

DiM^KiL, Elasm., 452.—Boc.^^GE and Capello, I'eis. Plagiost., 34.—OCxthki!. Cat. Fish. Brit. ilus..

VIII, 425.—Collp;tt, Bull. Sue. ZodI. France, 219.

A Seym mis with seventeen or nineteen erect teeth in the lower jaw, with the edges ser-

rated. Scales minute, with a median keel, and terminating in a point. The first dorsal flu

is nearer to the root of the pectorals than to that of the ventrals.

This is the only species of the genus. It occurs in the western parts of the Mediterra-

nean and about Madeira. It should be sought for by the fishermen on the Halibut banks.

SOMNIOSUS, Le Sueur.

SomniOKiis, Le Sueur, Jour. Acad. Nat. Sci. Pliila., 1818, i, 222 (ty]ie, SomnioxiiH hrcriphimi. l.e Sueur).—
Gill, Piop. Acad. Nat. Sci. I'hila., 1864, 264.—.Jordan, loc. oil., 14.

Liemai-gns, MCllei: and Hi.nle, S. B. Plag., 1838, 93. [Preoccupied in Crustacea Uy Kriiyer.]

Uhinoscymnus (=.'?0Hin/»8"s part). Gill, loc. cit.

Scymnoid sharks with body elongate and two spineless dorsals; fins all very small, the

ventrals nearly opposite the second dorsal ; moutli transverse, with deep groove backward

from its angle; nostrils near the extremity of the snout; Jaws feeble; teeth in upper Jaw
in several rows, small, narrow, conical; teeth in h)wer Jaw numerous, in about six rows, the

point so much turned aside tliat the inner margin forms a cutting edge; spiracles moderate;

no nictitating membrane; gill openings narrow; skin uniformly covered with fine tubercles.

Two species are knowu; one, S. rostriitus, recorded by Risso and Canestrini from the

Mediterranean, off Nice and Genoa, where, according to Canestrini, it lives at great depths

(Fauna d' Italia, Pcsci, p. 43); the other, S. mivrocephalus, from the North Atlantic.

SOMXIOSFS M1CROCEPHAU:S,(Sciini:ii>hh), GcHini: and Bean. (FigureS.)

Squaliin carchariiix, Muller, Zoologicic Dauic;b Prodroiuus, 1776. 38 (not Linincus).

SqitahcH microceiihahi!!, Schneider in Blocb, Syst. Ichth, 1801. 135.

Scjimnus minocephtiliii, Kroykr, Daninark's Fiske, in, 18.53, 914, tig.
—Collktt, Xoigcs Fiske, 212.—M.VLM.

Fauna, 626.

Somnionns microeephalds, GooDE and Bean, Bull. Essex lust., 1877, 31.—.Iouda.n and Gilbeut, Bull.xvi, U. S.

Nat. Mus., 1883, In.

SomnioKitK breri])iiina, Lk Sui'.ur, .Journ. Aca<l. Nat. Si-i. Phila.. i, 1818, 122.—Storer, Rep. Fish. Mass., 189.

Sciimniis hrc'vipiiDia, Dk Kay, Zo(51. N. Y., Fish., 361, \i\. lxi, fig. 202.—Storer, Mem. .\m. Acad. Sci., Bos-

ton, IX, 1867, 235, pi. xxxviii, fig. 2.

Lwmarniis briviphnid, Du.meuil, Ichth., 4.51), pi. \-, ligs. 3-4.—Moueau, I'oiss. France, I, 361, tig. 63.

Sqiiahi.'< borealin, .ScoRESBY, Arctic Regions, 1820, i. .5:i8, pi. xv, figs. 3-4.—.Iexyxs, .Man. Brit. Vert. Anim.,

1835, 506.
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Sciimiiiis honalh, Fi.EMlxc;, lUitisli Animals, 1828, 166.—Yaruell. Brit. Fish., Ist eti.. II. 403. 2d p<I., ii, 527.—
SwAl.Nsox, Fisshcs, ii. 315.—Nii.ssd.v, Skaml. Fauna, iv, 721.—Tilo.Mi'sox, Nat. Hist. Iivlauil, iv. 2.55.

Lamiargiix hoiTulh, MCi.lkh and Hi:xi,K, op. cil., 1838, 93.—Gai.makd, Voy. Groenland, I'oiss., pl. .xxii.—Yak-

nv.iA., op. ril.. 3il ed.. II, 521—UiMEiiii,. IcUth.. i, 4.55, jil. V, figs. 1-2.—Gc-xtiier, Cat. Fi.sli. Brit. Mns.,

VIII, 426.

Sciimniis honalis, MCli.eu ami Hexi.i:, op. ril.. 93.

Sciimiiii.i !/lnci(i!is, Faber, Fisclio Islands, 1829,23.—Nil.s.so.x, Prodr. Iclitli. Skand.. 116.

Scjimniis Giiiiueri, Richardson, Fauna Boieali—Ameriraiia. iii, 313.

Sijiialua norwvijianus, Blainviu.e, Faunc Frangaise, 61.

Squaliis norvefilcas, Gray, Groiiow. Syst. Irlitli., 8.

Srymims mwroplvnut, Valencikxxes, Nouv. Auu. Mus., i, 1831. 151, ]>1. xx.

Li'iodoii icliinnliim. AVooD, Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., Ii, 171.

A Sumiiio.sn.'i with body robust, rnpidly tapi'riiiji bcliiiid, it.s jircatest doptli about oiio-

fiftli its length; iiioutli transverse, moderate, witli deep }>r<>ove at its aii};le; upper jaw with

five lows of small lancet -shai)od toeth, lower jaw with about six rows of broad, (piadraiij;nlar

teeth, divided in their centers by a i)erpeiidicnlar ridp' and directed outward; about

twenty-six teeth on each side; spiracles present, small; skin with tine tulien'les; tins small,

the first dorsal about as larg-e as the \entrals and larger tlian tiie second dorsal and both

spineless; pectorals short; caudal short and l)luntish

The Nurse Shark beloiij;'s to the northern parts of the Xortli Atlantic and the Arctic

Ocean. Twenty or more have Ijeen taken about the I'.ritish Isles within the past century,

chiefly along the northern shores, though one has been seen otf Suffolk, and one in l.S.')2 was
found in the estuary of the Thames. In the western Atlantic it has not been seen south of

Caiie Cod. Three came ashore at Provincetown in 1S4S-4!), one at Portland, Me., in lS4(i,

and one about Cape Ami before ISIS, when Le Sueur saw and described its stuffed skin at

Marblehead. About Greenland it is frequent near the shores, as it is also ott' Iceland and

Norway, and the jaws are often seen in ethnographical collections, being used by the Eski-

mo to make a rude tiara-like headdress. Curiously enough, this sluggish shark is a, deter-

niined enemy of the wlnile, and bites great lumps of flesh from its body, as Scoresliy has

recorded in his "Arctic Itegions."

Somniosus descends to considerable depths, and, as Liitl<en has shown. dc])osits its

numerous soft, globuhir (\ggs, devoid of protective covering, in the soft mud in the bottom
of the deep sea.—(Liitken, Vid.-Mcdd., 1S79-'S0, ])p. oti-til. Zoological llecord, 1S74. Day,
Fishes of Great Britain and Ireland, ii, 321].

SomninsK.^ roalrafiis [Scymnnx roxtrdtns, Tiisso=L*(7«rt/Y/(/.s rn.sfrdfiis., Caiiestrini), is a

form recognized by Italian naturalists from a very few individuals obseived about Nice an<l

Genoa. It lives a (/raiule 2»''>/'>ii<litu (Caiiestrini) and attains the length of ](» decimeters.

Family ECHINORH IN ID>E.

ECHINORHINUS, Blainville.

Echiiwrhiniis, Hi.aixvillk, Bull. Sci., 1S16, 121; Faunc Franvaise, 66.— lioNAPAiMi;, Icim. Faun. Hal., in. Cast-.

XIII, 1836, No. 138.—Mri.l.Eli and Hexle, S. B. Flag., 1841, 96.—OfNTliEit, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., viii,

428.—.Jordan and Gilbert, Bull, xvi, U. S. Nat. Mus., 1883, 13.

Goniodm, Aoas.siz, Poiss. Fuss., iii [lyjie (loniodiis spinosiis, pl. E, Ii;;. 13|.

Scymnoid sharks with t wo small siiineless dorsal tins, Ihe first o))posite the ventrals; anal

fins lacking, pectoral and caudal but slightly developed, the latter wiih no pit at its ba.se.

Mouth crescentic with a labial fold around its angle; nostrils midway between the nioutii and
the end of the snout. Teeth in both jaws very obliijue with smooth cutting edges, the points

being turned outward; two or more strong cusps on each side of the ])rincipal point. No
nictitating memltrane. Sj tirades small; gill openings of inodeiate width. Skin wilh .scat-

tered, round, ]irickly tuljercles, each leaving a scar when detached.

ECHINORHINUS SPINOSUS, (Gmeux), Bi.ainvii.i.e. (FiRureO.)

Sqiiahis npinoniin, Gmei.in, in Linn., Syst. Nat., 1788, I, 1.500.—LACtrEDF,, Hist. Nat. Poiss., i, 283, ]il. lii, fig.

2.—ScilXEiDER, Syst. Ichth. of Bloch, 1801, 136.—Risso, Ichth. Nici-, 42.

Sci/mnm apinosus, Cuviek, Kogiif Animal, 1817, ii, 131,—liisso. Hist. Nat. Eur. Mrrid., I'oiss., in, 130.
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Echinorliiiius splnomis, Ulaivville, Bull. Sti., 1816, 121.—Fanne Frauvaise, 6G.—Bonaparte, Icon. Fauu.

Ital., Pesci, III, pi. cxxxviii.—Mullek and Hknle, S. B. I'lag., 96, \>\. i.x.^Yakuei.i,, Brit. Fi.sh., 2<1 ed..

n, 532, fig. ; 3il eil., li, .'529.—Costa, Fauna, Nap. Clioud., XM.—DlJil^ntiL, Iditliytdogie, I, 459.—GCxriiKi:.

Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., viii, 428.—Goode and Beax, Bull. Essex Institute, 1877, 31.—Caxestkixi,

Fauna Italica, Pesci, 42.—.Ioudax, loc. cit., 13.—Giglioli, Pcsci Italici, Cat., .")3; Elenco, 1883, 113.—Day.

Fishes Gt. Brit. & Ireland, ii, 323, pi. ci.xii, fig. 2.

Goniodiis sjnuosim, Agassiz, Poi.ss. Foss., in, pi. E, fig. 13.

CinlroplKinis spiiioiius, Swaix.so.n, Fishes, ii, 315.

S(iiu(his hniciis:, BoXN'ATEiiiiE, Eneyclopt'-die Mi^thodique.

Efhiiioi-hhniii oheKKx, S.MITII, lllustratiiins of the ZoJilogy of Siiutli Africa. 1838-42, Pisces, pi. i.

Spiracles hehiud the (\ve, behind tlie vertical from the angle of the month. Teeth

2|^. Dor.sal fins close together. Each tubercle with a small spine in the center. Brownish

violet, with or without dark spots. (Gilnther.)

A single iiidividaal has been observed in the western Atlantic. Tiiis drifted ashore at

Provincetowu in December, 1S7S (Uoode and Bean, loc. cit.). In the ^Mediterranean it israre,

and lives at considerable depths (Oanestrini, Fauna d' Italia, Pesci, p. 42). Eis.so men-

tions one weighing 400 jiounds. Day records the occurrence of some thirty individuals in

liritish waters sincii 1S2S, tiie largest 9 feet in length; tlii.s was a female and contained

seventeen eggs, and was taken off the Eddystone in January, ISGO. Since captures in this

region luive been made at all seasons of the year, it would appear that its breeding place

and home is in the northeastern Atlantic, and that its infrequent capture is due to its habit

of living on theoffsiiore ledges and banks at considerable deptlis. As the synonymy shows,

it was recorded by Smitli from the (Jape of Good Hope. It may be regarded as peculiar to

the eastern part of the Atlantic Basin, the Cape Cod specimen being dovibtless a waif.

Family SQUALID^^, Gunther.

Spinacidce, Gunther, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., viii, 1870, 417-125.—.loiaiAX anii (iiLiiKijT, liull, xvi, U. S.Nat.

Mus., 1883, 15.

Selachians witli body somewhat elongate and head depressed; eyes lateral; nictitating

membrane absent; inoutii inferior, rather large, with a deep groove along either side; teeth

compressed, varied; nostrils inferior, lateral, near the front margin of the snout; spiracles

moderate; gill openings moderate, Ave on each side and all in ft-ont of the pectoral fins;

dorsal tins two, each armed with a spine; the first dorsal in front of the i)ectorals; anal fin

lacking; caudal fin with the h)wer lobe small or obsolete; ventrals far back.

Of the seven genera com])rising this family only two, Squalus {=Aeanthias) and Ory-

natus (
= Gc)itriit<i), are shallow water forms. Of the.se, all the species are reiu'eseuted in

the Mediterranean. Tlie family Spinaridw is peculiarly characteristic of the Mediterranean

fauna, all known species except three, one of which is from the northwestern Atlantic and

two are from Japan, occurring in that sea or wateis immediately adjacent. <SV/»r(/».s is the

most cosmopolitan of the genera, hut does not enter the North I'acilic.

The deep-sea forms of these little sharks are especially abundant in the great depths

outside the entrance to the Mediterranean, where an extensive fishery is carried on.

KEY TO THE GENERA OF SPINACIDvK.

(Adapted from Vaillant.)
I. Trunk more or less rounded.

A. Upper teeth hicuspid.

1. Lower teeth ol)li(iue, with trenchant inner edges Etmopterus
2. Lower teeth tricuspid Ci:nti!.)scyi,i.hm

B. Upper teeth oblique, with trenchant inner cdj;es; lower teeth similar. .. [Scjiai.cs.
—Shallow water.]

C. Upper teeth simple, iiointed.

1. Lower teeth more or less en^ct, triangular ScVJfNODON

2. Lower teeth oblique, with trenchant inner edges.

a. Dorsal spines prominent ;

"
npper teeth triangular," Vaillant CextropiiorU8

b. Dorsal .spines hidden
; "upper teeth conical," Vaillant Cextuoscymnos

3. Lower teeth simple, straight Paracicntro.scvixiu.m"

II. Trunk rather elevated, trihedral. Teeth erect, conical in upper jaw; trianirular, .serrated iu lower jaw.
OXYNOTnS

* A deep-sea genus from the Bay of Bengal, described byAlcockin Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., 1889, 379.
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ETMOPTERUS, Rafinesque.

Spinax, Cuvier, Efegne Animal, 1817, ii, 129.—Muller ami Heni.e, S. 1!. I'liis., 1841, Sfi.

Acanthidium, Lowe, Proo. Zoiil. Soc, 1839, 91, (type, A. jnisilhim Lowic).—Fislics of Madeira, 1843-60, '40.

Spiiiacoid sharks, w itli two dorsal fliis, eacli with a siMiie; no anal tin. Month but little

arched; a long, deep, strain lit, oblique groove on each side of the mouth. Teeth of the

lower jaw with the point so much turned aside that the inner margin of the tooth forms a

cutting edge. Upper teeth erect, each witii a long iiointed cusp and one or two small ones

on each side. No nuMubraiia nictitans. Spiracles wide, sui)erior, behind the eye. Gill

openings narrow.

North Atlantic, Mediterranean, and southeastern Tacitic.

ETMOPTERUS SPINAX (Linn^us). (Figure lU.)

Spiiiar spinax, Linn-.ecs, Syst. Nat., x, 1758, i, 233; xii, 1766, I, 398.

Spinax nitjer, Bonaparte, Fauna Italiia. Pesci, ni, 1832- '41, tig. 1, pi. CXLI.—Du.vifiRiL, Elasniohr., 441.—

GOnther, Cat., VIII, 424.—Coi.LETT, Norgcs Fiskc, 1875, 21.'').—CaI'ki.i.o, Cat. Peix. Port. 1880, 49.

A Spinax, with .scales tipped by short setitbrm spines, giving a villous ai>pearancetothe

skin. First dorsal shorter than second, midway between the second dorsal and eye.

Uniform brown or black, or with whitish longitutlinal band along the side of the abdomeu

and of the tail. Caudal sometimes with white margin, ((iiinther.)

The little spinous dogtisli with tricuspid teeth in its upper jaws has not yet been

found in the western Atlantic. Unless the naturalists of Europe have been careless,

its distribution on that coast is very remarkable. The Norwegians tind it ah)ng their entire

coast, from the Christiania Fiord to West Finmark (lat. 09° ;iO'), where it is abundant and

produces young in midsummer. In the Mediterranean it is also abundant, occurring at

gi-eat depths (ahUa a fintiiilc profiDidita, Canestrini), and it has also been taken in the Atlantic

ofit' Lisbon. We can tind no recoid of its having been observed by Frencli or English nat-

uralists, unless it has been confounded with the other Ibrin of spiny dogfish—Squalus

acauthias, L.,
—which is al)un(lant at both extremes of the recorded range of Spiiinx xpina.v,

and is abundant in tlie Mediterranean as well as in Norway, and al.so on the American

coast from New York (lat. 40° 30') northward to Labrador and doubtless to ( ireenland. It is

probable that a more careful search may reveal the presence of Spina.r on the Englisli and

French coasts, and it may be in America.

Etmopterun spinax is replaced about Madeira by JJ. piisilhis.

Etm. graniilosnn of Giinther (Challenger Report VI, Shore Fishes, 10, pi. ii, 2, tig. C),

occurs on the southwest coast of South America, where a single specimen l(»i inches long

was obtained by the Challenger.

ETMOPTERUS PUSILLUS (Lowe), .J. & E. (Figure 5.)

JcanthidiumjynsiUum, Lowe, Proc. Zoiil. Soc. London, 1839, 91.—Trans. Zool. Soc, in, 19.

Spinax pnsiUus, GCnther, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., Vlii, 425.—Vaillant, Voy. TravaiUeurand Talisman, 72.—

CoixETT, Bull. Soc. Zoiil. France, xv, 1890, 219.

Spinax hiinaniis, PoEV. Mem. Hist. Nat. (^uba, ii, 340.—Rep. Fis. Nat. Cnlia, 1868, 451 ijidr (iiiutlu^r).

A Spiniix witli Ixidy smooth, scales very small, each with minute tuberosity, but witliont

spines; the first dorsal tin much shorter than the second, midway between the second dorsal

spine and the eye; tail relatively shorter than on .S'. xpinax, its length less than tlic s|)ace

between the snout and tlie origin of the pectorals; color brown. (Giinther.)

The Bhdr took a single individual, believed to belong to this species, at Station cviii,

off St. Chri.stopher, in L'(»8 fathoms. It had previou.sly been known only from Madeira and

Cuba, the Cape Verdes, 290 fathoms {Trdvaillcur), and the licrmndas (Coodc). Lowe had

five or six from Madeira, where it is not very rare, never exceeding a foot in length. Tlu

species is there taken '• at moderate depths." but the line fisheries of Madeira are all at extra

ordinary depths below the surface.

le
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The Frencb expedition obtained an individual, 230 niillinicteis long, at Station CXI, in

the eliaiinel of St. Viut-ent, St. Antoine, in the Cape Verde Islands, at a depth of 580 meters.

CENTROSCYLLIUM, Muller and Henle.

CintroscijUium, Mi'LLER and Hkxlk, S. B. Flag., 1841,191 [t^-pe Sp'tnuj- Fubricii 'Rvinhaidt^.
—.Jordan' and

(Jll.BKUT, Joe. lit.

Spinacoid.s with teeth equal in both jaws, small, straight, pointed, each with one or two

smaller cusps on each side at base; mouth crescent-.shaped, with a straight, oblique groove
at angle; spiracles medium; branchial openings rather narrow; two dorsal fins, each with

a strong spine; the second entirely behind the ventrals.

CENTROSCYLLIUM FABRICII, (Rkixuardt), Mui-i.er aud Hf.ni.k. (Figure 7.)

Spinax fabrieii, Reinhardt, Dausk. Vid. Selsk. Forh., Iii, 1828, xvi.

CenlroscyUium fabrieii, Mt'LLEU and Henle, op. cit., 191.—Dum^ril, Elasniobr., 449.—Gunther, Cat. Fisb.

Brit. Mus., VIII, 425.—Goode and Bean, Bull. Essex Inst., xi, 1879, 30.—Vaillant, Travailleur and

Talisman, 73.—Jordan and Gilbert, Bnll. xvi, U. S. Nat. Mus., 1883, 6.

Body somewhat rounded, covered with miaute stellate scales; dorsal tins short, each

preceded by a strong .spine; teeth in both jaws tricuspid, small; color, dark Ijiown.

This little shark, x>i'eviously known only from the coast of Greenland, has, since 187S,

been found to be common on the offshore banks at depths of 150 or more fathoms in com-

pany with Centnm'i/iiniiis. \'aillant's assignment of a S2)ecimen from the Banc d'Aiguin,

750 fathoms, to this species, is at best very questionable.
A young individual, probably G. Fabrieii, was taken at station 2377, February 11,

1885. Colors: '-All the tins whitish, except caudal, which is yellowish; dorsals with a nar-

row black stripe anteriorly; tip and lower lolie of caudal with very broad black margin;
iris greenish golden ;

sides with several lines made up of dark dashes.''

CENTROSCYLLIUM GRANULATUM, Gunther.

Cenlrosci/lliiim (/riiniilaliim, Gi'nthek, C halleuger Report, xxii, 7.

This form is evidently, as Dr. Giinther indicates, very closely allied to Venfroscyliivm

Fabric!!, having the same disposition of the fins, size of teeth, and dorsal spines, but the

epidermoid productions of the head and body are much coarser and in the form of granula-

tions, whilst in Geiitroscyllium Fabrieii they are minute.

One .specimen, 11 inches long, badly mutilated, was obtained by the ChalleiKjer at

Port Stanley, Falkland Islands, station 311
; depth 245 fathoms.

SCYMNODON, Bocage and Capello.

Sciimnodoii, Bocaoe and Capello, I'roo. Znol. Soe., 1864, 2(53 [ty]ie .S. riiiiic>i.s, B. & C.].

Spinacoids, with teeth in upper jaw simply pointed, and teeth in lower jaw more or less

erect, triangular. Scales leaf shajjcd, with three strong ribs, each terminating in a point

below. Dorsal tins small, low, each preceded by a small spine.

A single species, <S'. ringens, from deep waters off the coast of Portugal, has been

described. [Bocage aud Capello, loc. cit.—Giinther, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., viii, 423.
|

SCYMNODON RINGENS, Bocage and Capello. (Figure 12.)

Scymnodon ringens, Bocage and Capello, P. Z.S., 1864, 263, fig. 5; Peix. Plagiost., i, jil. i, lig. 1.

Cimlrophorus ringens, GCnther, Cat., viii, 423.—Capello, .lorn. Acad. Sc. Lisboa, ii. 14."), fig. of the teeth;

Cat. Peix. Port., 1880, 49. Coasts of Portugal. Rare. (Lisbon and Setubal.)

A Scymnodon with labial groove extending for some distance along the margins ofjaws.

Upj)er teeth small, narrow, lanceolate; lower teeth more or less erect, triangular; the lateral

ones somewhat inclined backward. Distance betweeu nostrils one-half length of snout.

Lower angle of pectoral rounded, not produced. Dorsal spines feeble, projecting but
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slightly beyond skin. First dorsal much shorter than second
; length of base (without spine)

about one-fourth of its distance from the second dorsal. Extremity of vcTitral Atis behind

end of the second dorsal. Scales pedunculate, each with three strong ribs, tcrniiiuiting in

a point. Uniform brownish black. (Modified from GUnlhvr.)

CENTROPHORUS,(Muller and Henle), Socage and Capello.

Centrojinorus, MiJLLEU aiid Hkxle (part).
—Gunther (part), Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., viii, 419.

C'eiitrophoriis (Tuatrirti'd), Bocage and CArELLO, Proc. Zoijl. Sac, 1804, p. 2(')3 [t,yi)i' Cititrnplioriis qraniOoxiiH

(Schii.), M. aiKlH.].

Spinacoid sharks, with two dorsal fins, each with a s])ine, which is sometimes hidden

under the skin; no anal fin. Trunk elongate, without lateral folds. INIouth wide, but

slightly arched; along, deep, straight, oblique groove on each side of the mouth. Teeth

of the lower jaw with the point more or less inclined backward or outward. Upper teeth

erect, triangular, or narrow lanceolate, with a single cusp. Nomeinbrana nictitaiis. Spira-

cles wide, behind the eye. Gill openings narrow. [GUnther.)

CenlrophoruH has not yet been taken in the western Atlantic, although six species liave

been found in the Mediterranean and the neighboring parts of the ocean, viz:

1. CentriqilKirus i/iaiinloniis (SoHN.), M. aucl H. Mediterranean aud Madeira.

2. Cenlrophurm liisilunkiin, BocwGE and Capello. Off Portugal.
3. Ccntrophonis cnpiilaler, Boc.\ge aud Capello. Off Portugal, Madeira.

4. Centropliorua xquamnsns (Gmelin), M. aud H. OIF Portugal.
5. CenlroplwritH Diimcrilii, JOHNSON. Madeira.

6. Centr»pUoru8 calcciis, Lowe. Madeira, off Portugal.

The French expedition obtained C. sqiiamnlosns in considerable numbers atSetubal, as

well as two individuals of C. calveu.s. The Challcnr/er did not obtain a single individual of

the genus from the Atlantic, but took two undescribed Ibrms, C. folioceKS, Giintlier, and
C. squamnlosHs, GUnther, off Japan, "an additional jjroof," remarks GUnther, "of the

extraordinary resemblance of the Japanese and Madeiran marine faunas."

CENTROPHORUS GRANULOSUS, Mullek aud Hkni.e. (Figures 11.)

Cevtrophoriis iiranithisus. Muller aud Henle, Plagiost., 89, pi. 33.—Bocage and Capello, P. Z. S., 1868,

260; Peix., Plagiost., 25 (iiartiiu).—Capello, Jorn. Acad. Sci. Lisboa, ii, 113 (i)artiui); ('at. Peix. Port.,

0, 47.—GiiNTiiER, Cat. viii, 420.

The labial fold does not extend along the margin of the mouth. The distance between
the nostrils is rather more than one-third the length of the pra^iral jiortion of the snout.

The lower angle of the pectoral is produced into a narrow lobe, longer in adult examples
than in immature. The length of the base of the .second dor.sal (without the spine) is two-

thirds of that of th(! first (without the .spine); and the length of the first (without the spine)
is one-third of tlie distance between the two fins. Extremity of the ventral fins below the

second dorsal sjjine. Scales rather smooth in adult examples, without median keel, ribbed
in front. Young examples rough. Uniform brown; young examples witli tlie extremities

of the fins white. (GUuihcr.)

This form occurs in the Mediterranean and the neighboring i)arts of the Atlantic.

The British Museum has a ftBtus, which lias been provided with a name by Dr. Bleeker

{Centrophonts viojucccii.si.s, Act. Soc. Sc. Indo-ISreerl., VIII, .\ml)oyn;i, indies). Dr. Giintlier

says that no distinctive characters can be given from a single uude\elopcd examiile which
is not in good condition.

CENTROPHORUS LUSITANICUS, Bocage .-lud Cai'eli.o.

Cenirophoras Insitaniciix, I'roc. /oiil. Sue.. ISdl, 2t;0, lig. 1.— Bocage and Capkllo. .\|iiiMlMni>iii,is Iiliili.

de Portugal, Peixes Plagio.st., l.islion. ISfin. 230.—Gi'NTliKii, (at.. \ ill. ILM.—Capei.i.o (at. I'lix.

Port., 1880. Coast of Portugal.

Very similar to C. granulosKs, but with base of tlic first dorsal tin niiuli longer, etc.
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The labial fold extends a little way along the margins of the month. The distance

between the nostrils is rather more than one third of the length of the pneoral jiortion of

the snont. Teeth without serrature. The lower .ingle of tlie pectoral finis prodneed into

a tapering lobe. The length of the base of the second dorsal (withont the spine) is one-

half of that of the first (withont the spine); and the length of the base of the first (withont
the spine) is one-half of the distance between the two fins. Extremity of the ventral fins

below the hind part of the second dorsal fin. Scuh.s rutlur smooth, ivithout ineiliaii l;cd,

finvly .striated. Uniform brownish. (Giinthcr.)

This species has been found only off the coast of Portngal.

CENTROPHORUS CREPIDATER, Hocac.e and Capeli.o.

Cenlropliorm crcpUlalir, BocAGE andCAPELLO, Pruo. Zoiil. Soc, 1864, 262, i\^. 3.—Peix. Plagiost., 27, j)l. 2, fig.

2.—Capelh), .Joiu. Acad. Sci. Lisboa, n, 144.—GOxther, Cat., viii. 121.—Capeu.o, Cat. Puix. Port.,

1880, 48.

Labial groove prolonged forward, nearly meeting in the median line of the snout.

Upper teeth very small, narrow lanceolate. The distance between the nostrils is about two-

flftlis of the length of the pr<i3oral portion of the snout. Lower angle of the pectoral

rounded, not i^roduced. Dorsal fins short, nearly equal in length; the length of the base

of the first (without the spine) is less than one-third of the distance between the two fins.

Extremity of the ventral below the end of the second dcnsal. Scales pednnvntatv, with

five or six ribs each. Blackish brown, spotted with darker.

Coast of rortugal; Madeira. Scarce. A fisli of great depths and caught in the same

way as the Espinheis. JS^ot exceeding 35 inches in length. (Capcllo.)

CENTROPHORUS SQUAMOSUS, G.melix.

Ctntroj)li(>rus squumonHS, G.MEI.IX, 1788, I, 1502.—Du.meuii., Klasiiiobr., 44S.— P>(ic.v(iE ami C'.vpello, P. Z. S.,

1864, 260.—Peix. Plagiost., 27, pi. Ill, fig. 2 (tig. of scak-s).
—Capeli.o, Jorn. A('ad. Sc. I.isboa n, 144.—

Cat. Peix. Port., 1880, 48.—GONTnr.u, (.'at., vill, 422.

The labial fold extends a little way along the margin of the upper jaw, l)ut not along

that of the lower. Teeth ||, the upper inclined outward, with a notch on the outer side

of the base, but not on the inner; no median tooth in the lower jaw. The distance between

the nostrils is about one-third of the length of the pneoral portion of the snout. Lower

angle of the pectoral fin very sligiitly produced. The length of the base ot the second

dorsal fin (without the spine) is two-thirds that of the first (without the spine); and the length

of the base of the first (without the spine) is about one-third of the distance between' the

two fins. Extremity of the ventral fins beh)w the middle of the second dorsal fin. The

scales arc leaf-shiipcd, with a strony median keel, (ptitc free, inserted in the skin hy a short stalk.

Brown. [Giinther.)

C. s(ji((imosHs al.so occurs only off the coast of Portugal.

CENTKOPHORUS DUMEKILII,(.)(iiixson).

Alachtphiliis DumeriJii, Jmissoy, Proc. Zool. Soc, 1867, p. 713.

Most closely allied to ('. siiuamosus. The labial fold extends a little way along the mar-

gin of the upper jaw, but not along that of the lower. Teeth |^, the upper small, straight,

triangular, with a constricted cusp standing on a broad base; a median tooth in the lou-cr

jaw. The distance between the nostrils is a little less than one-third ot the lengtli of the

Ijrffioral portion of the snout. Lower angle of the jiectoral fin very slightly produced ;
the

length of the base of the second dorsal fin (without the spine) is two-thirds of that of the

first (without the spine), and the length of the base of the first (without the .spine) is nearly

one-half of the distance between the two fins; extremity of the ventral fins below the mi(Ulle

of the second dorsal fin. The scales arc leaf-shaped, with a strong median keel, qnitefrcc, in-

serted in the skin by a short stalk; brown, with dark spots, ((iiinther.)

The type of the species, a male, from Madeira, -13 inches long, was presented b.\-.I. \'.

Johnson, Esq., to the British Museum.
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CENTROPHORUS CALCEUS, Lowi:.

CiiitrophoruK calccus (Lowe), Uocaiik ami Capkllo, Aiiuutiiiiieiiliis Iclilli. di- I'lirlnnal, Pcixi'S I'lafiicist.,

Lislion, 1866, 28.

Acanthidium culreiis, LoWK, 1'. Z. S., Loud., IHIHI, 93.

Cvntrophorus calccus, Lowk, Ioc cit. 1843, 93.—HoCACi? ami CArKl.l.o. I'lixcs Plagiosi., 28, jil. 2, li^. 1.—

Capello, Joni. Acad. .Sc. Lisboa, ii, 144.—(iuxTiiKU, Cat., vm, 423.

Centrophoriis crcpidalhiia, Capki.lo, Pioc. Zool. Soc, 1864, 261, fij;. 2.—('at. Peix. I'oit.. 1880, 48.

The labial fold exteiid.s for some distance aloug the inargiu of the .jaws. Siiout spatulato,

much produced, the distance between the nostrils being less than one third of the length of

the pra-oral portion of the snout. Lower angle of the pectoral fin rounded, not produced;

the length of the bases of the two dorsal flus (without the spines) is nearly e(iunl, an<l one-

half of the distance between them; extremity of the ventral tins below the mitldle of tlie

second fhirsal fin. The scales are small, triensjnd, and so minute as to give a velvety appear-

ance to the skin. [GUnther.)

This form occurs off the coasts of I'ortugal and Madeira.

CENTROSCYMNUS, Bocage and Capello.

Centrosci/muits, Boc.V(tK and Capeixd, Proo. ZoiJl. Soc, 1864, 263; (type, Cenlriincymiinsciclolepia, Bocage and

Capello).
—Jordan ami GiLREitT, Bull, xvi, V. S. Xat. Mns., 17.

Centroscymnm (subgenus], Gi'NTMKR, Oat. Fisb. Brit. Mas., vill, 423.

Dorsal tins each with a spine, which is hidden hcUxr the skin. Mouth wide, but little

arched; a long, deep, straight, oblique groove on each side of the mouth. Teeth of the lower

jaw oblique, with the point more or less directed outwards; upper teeth lanceolate, on a

quadrangular base, with a single cusp. Spiracles wide, behind tlie eye. (Jill o]tenings narrow.

CENTROSCYMNUS CCELOLEPIS, Boiauk and Capf.i.i.o. (Figure 13.)

CentroBcymnim cwlolepi^, Bocace and Capello, Proc. Zoiil. Soc, 1864, 263, lig. 4; Peix. Plagiost., 39, pi. 2,

fig. 3.—C.VPELLO, .Torn. Aiad. Sc. Lisb., ii, 144, plate of teeth; Cat. Peix. Port., 1880, 49.—Whkmit,
Ann. and Mag. N. H., 1868, 426.—Goode and Bean, Bull. Essex Inst., 1877, 30.—Vaili.axt, Exp. Scient.

Trav. and Talisman, 63, pi. ii, Hg.l.

Ccnlrophonis cceloiepis, Guxthek, op.cil., vili, 423.

Labial groove prolonged forwards, but separated by a broad space from that of the

other side. Upper teeth very small, narrow and lanceolate. The distance between the nos-

trils is rather less than one-half the length of the prieoral portion of the snout. Lower angle

of the pectoral rounded, not i)roduced. Dorsal tins short, csjiecially the first, the length of

which (without the spine) is only about one-sixth its distance from the second; extremity of

the ventrals below the end of the second dorsal. Scales on the head and nape with stria-;

the others smooth, with a depression at the base. Uniform blacUisli brown. (Giinthcr.)

Capello records the species from Setubal, and J. Y. Johnson obtained an exam])le from

the sea of Madeira. The species is abundant on the offshore banks of New England, at the

depth of L'OO fathoms and more. It is ovoviviparous, like KqKalus.

The uaturali.sts of the French expedition made some very interesting observations ui)on

the breeding habits of this .shark, in August, 1881. Most of the females were in condition of

gestation. The number of young varied from thirteen to fifteen. These were of various

sizes—from 10 to KiO nnlliineters—and Vaillaiit, in his rejiort (p. Gli), gives interesting

details concerning thein. It is the idea of Yaillant that tiiese females, at the approach of

the breeding season, come nearer to the surface of the water in order to find a greater h(>at,

the temperature at tlie great depths where they are supi)osed ordinarily to live not being

sufficient to develop the young. He remarks, however, that the sjiecimeiLS taken near

Setubal, in deeper water were evidently very near the period of ]iarturition, and that it is

evident that the removal to warmer temperature is not always indisiieusable.
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Dr. Ij. Percival Wrigbt reported to Dr. Giiuther that he had seen the Portuguese fish-

ermen i-ai)turiiig this foiiii at a depth of 400 or ."iOO fatlionis, with hand lines l!,4<t() feet in

length, and tliat they came from tlic same depth witli Hynlnnrniti.

Centroscymnus obscurHs, Vaillant (V'oy. Travailleur et Talisman, (>7, pi. ii, tig. L'), is

doubtfully assigned to this genus, having close affinities also with Vcntroiihonoi. It was

taken ott' Soudan in I'OO fathoms and below.

OXYNOTUS, Rafinesque.

OxynotuK, Riifiue.s(|uc, Indice, 1810, lii.

Cviilrhia, CuviEK, Kegne Auimal, od. 1, 1817, ii, 130.

Spiuacoid sharks, with elevated, trihedral trunk, aud with a fold of skin along each

abdominal edge, and upon dorsal ridges between the tins; two dorsal tins, each with strong

spine; uoaual. Mouth uarrow, with deep lateral grooves. Lower teeth small, erect, trian-

gular, serrated; upper teeth slender, conical, grouped in front of jaw. Spiracles wide, im-

mediately behind eye. P>rancliial openings narrow. Xo nictitating membrane.

Mediterranean and adjacent parts of Atlantic.

OXYNOTl'.S CENTRINA,(Limi.), Rafine-sque. (Figure 21.)

Squnlus cenU-ina, LiNN.Eis, Syat. Nat., ed. x, 17.58, 1. 233 (from Mofllterrauean, based on descriptions of

Kondelet aud Salviaui).

Uxiinotiis centrina, Kafinesquk. Ind. d' Ittiologia Siciliana, 1810, 45, 60.—Gill, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist. X. V.,

VII, 40.-).

Hqmilits {.Icanthorhiniis) centrina, 1'l.^in'VILle, Fauue Franfaise, 61, pi. XV, fig. 1.

Ventrina Sulviani, Kis.so, Hist. Nat. Eur. M<?rid., Poiss., in, 13.5.—Boxapahtr, Icon. Faun. Ital., Pesei, cxi.i,

fig. 2.—MULLER and Hexle, S. B. Plag., 87.—BoCAGEand Capeli.o, Peixes Plagio8t.,32.
—Capello, Joru.

Acad. Sci. Lisboa, ii, 142, fig. of teeth.—Guxtiier, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., viii, 417.—Canesthini, Pesci

d' Italia, 41.—Guichenot, Explor. .Sii. d' Alg&ia, Poissons,126.—Day, Fisli. G. B. & Ireland, ii, 318.—

GiGLioLi, Elenco, 1883, 112.

Centrina oxijnoius, Swainson, Fishes, ii. 36.5.

Centrina. rnlprrnlii, AIorkai'. Poiss. de la France, I, 3.55, (ig. (U.

The Centrina, called in . Italy
^'

jx'Sce-porco,^'' ^^pucrvo," and ^^pourc-marin,''' in Por-

tugal
''
peixe-porco,,'''' in France '^

kHmiintin,"' is not nuusual in the Mediterranean, and indi-

viduals have been taken at considerable depths on the Setubal banks, by Portuguese natural-

ists, while Moreau records a straggler from the mouth of the Loire. In 1877 one was taken

in 2(3 fathoms off the- coast of (.'orn wall, and in ])ast .\('ars the species ajjpears to liiive strayed
as far north as Cornwall.

Its claim to a jtosition among the deep-sea fl.shes is doubtful, but in the o])inion of some

ichthyologists it is an inhabitant of great depths.

It has never been found outside of the northwest Atlantic.

Family SCYLLIORHINIDyE.

Scylliidw, GiNTUKU, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., viii, 1870, 400.—Gill, Faui. Fishes, I'l.—Day, Fishes Gt. Britain

& Ireland, li, 309.

A family of sharks distinguished by the position of their dorsal tins and tlicir laying

eggs like those of the rays. The body is more elongated than in the sharks generally; the

scales developed as tine shagreen; the head depressed and oval; the nostrils with large flaps;

the mouth inferior and arched
;
the teeth small (several series being in use at the same time),

compressed, and cuspidate; branchial apertures five, the posterior of which are above the

pectorals; si>iraeles behind the eyes well developed; dorsal tins two, the anterior above or

behind the ventrals; anal fin itresent, variable in i)osition; caudal fin extended toward the

end of the tail, and with the lower lobe little produced downward at its front margin; pec-

torals moderately developed and with rounded angles.
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The family, as thus defined, embi-aces Scyllium, Pristmriis, Stegostoma, Paratiri/llium,

Chiloscyllium, and related s'c'iH'ra. They are inhabitants entirely of the seas of the Old

World and Australia, none l)einj>' found in Ameriean waters. They are among the few

sharks which lay eggs invested in parchment-like cases, like those of the rays.

KEY TO THE ATLANTIC GENERA OF SCYLLIOKHIXID.E.

(Adapted from Giiiitbor.)

I. Nasal and bucral cavities si>{)arate.

A. Caudal fin witli upper odcrcs entirr.

1. First ilorsal short, elevated
;
anal origin in advance ol' siionil dorsal ScYi.l.lf)i;iilNrs

2. First dorsal long, very low
;
anal origin behind that of seeiunl dorsal PsErDOTKiACis

B. Caudal tin with upper edges serrated Pkistmhus

II. Nasal and buccal cavities confluent.

C. Second dorsal fm marly opi)osite anal Ginclvmostoma

Other genera, Stcnostoma, I'dniscj/lliiim, Chiloiiri/Uium, and CrosKorhiniis are peculiar to

oriental faunas. (IhH/lijMo.stoma is a shallow-water form, inhabiting warm wiiters. Few

species of Scyllium have been found at considerable depths.

This family is nearly cosmopolitan, but has no representatives in either the western

Atlantic or in the eastern Tacitic, except a single Scyllium on the coast of Chile.

SCYLLIORHINUS, Blainville.

Scullwrkinus, Bi.ainvii.i.k (Jordan and tiilbert, Bull, xvi, U. S. Nat. JIns., 1883, 869).

Sci/llium, CuviKR, Regne Animal, 1829, ii, 386.—MCller and Hexi.k, S. 15. I'lag., 3.—GOntiieI!, Cat. Fish.

Brit. Mns., viii, 400.—Day, Fish. Gt. Britain and Ireland, ii, 309.—Gii.1., Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist., iii, 107.

Spiracles behind the eyes. Nasal cavities distinct from that of the mouth. Teeth

small, in many rows, usually with a central and one or two lateral cusps. Origin of anal

flu in advance of that of the second dorsal; upper edge of caudal not serrated. {Day.\

.SCYLLIORHINUS RETIFEIi, (Gauman). (Figures 14, 15.)

Sci/lliiim rftifenim, CixRMAS, DnW.Mntt. Comp. Zool., 1881, vni, No. 11, 233.—Goode and Beax, Bull. Mus.

Conip. ZoJil., vol. X, No. 5, 226.

ScuUiorlihiiis rctifcf, Jordan, Cat. Fish. N. A., 188.5, 5.

Body moderate, portion behind the vent longer; head depressed, width nearly etjual to

its length in front of the spiiacles. IJistauce across the head at anterior angles of eyes, from

angle of eye to end of snout, between angles of mouth, between outer angles of nostrils, or

between angle of nostril and that of mouth, about e(|ual. Sliiipe of body similar to that of

S. canicula. Snout moderate, length from mouth less than the distance between the outer

margins of the nostrils. Nasal valves separated by an interspace of less than their \\ idth,

notreaching the mouth, somewhat folded, without a free cirrus, ^louth medium; the height

of the irregular arch formed by its outline is little more thiin half its width. Labial fold

on lower jaw extending nearly one-fourth of the distance to the symphysis; fold on upper

jaw rudimentary. Teeth snuxll, alike on ui)per and lower .jaws, bearing a sharp central

cusp, on eacu side of which are two smaller ones, several seiies in function at the same

time. No nictitating membrane. Spiracles small. Gill openings small, fourth and titth

over the base of the pectoral. Pectorals moderate, broad, short, anterior margins curved,

extremities rounded. Ventrals rather small, united for a short distance behind the claspers,

outer extremity broadly rounded, posterior angle acute. First dorsal much larger than the

second, about twice the length of its base in advance of the latter, extending forward above

the free portions of the ventrals, insertion very near the middle of the total length. Second

dorsal smaller than the anal, whic^h extends below the anterior half of its entire length, not

reaching the caudal. Oaudal not large, a shallow notch between its upper and lower

lobes, upper slightly indtiuted on its hinder margin. Scales of .shagreen small, unequal; on

those of the back there are three or five carina-, tlie median of which is prolonged into an

acute point.
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Liglit brownish, or reddish brown, crossed at irreffuhir intervals by groups of two to four

narrrow bhu;k lines whic-h are joined toward the flanks by short lines in such manner as to

inclose polygonal spaces, thus forming a network in which the meshes vary exceedingly in

size and shape. Uniform light yellowish below.

Total length, 12.25; snout to vent, 5.7.5 inches.

One specimen was obtained by the Blalce, lat. 38° 22' 35" ]Sr., long. 73° 33' 40" W.; 89

fathoms. The Fish Commission has since obtained several others.

A young individual, (J inches in length, was obtained by the Blake off Barbados, at

Station cvii, at a depth of 200 fathoms, the coloration of which is so unlike that of the tyi)i-

cal »S'. retifer that at first sight it would seem to belong to quite a different form, but a study

of its coloration reveals a general correspondence with the specimen described by (iarman.

The reticulations are scarcely visible, and tiie spaces between the lines at the base of each

of the dorsal fins iire tilled by a shading of uniform brown reenforced by darker blotch-like

lines, and a similar transformation is observable—two blotches on the tail and three in

advance of the lirst dorsal, as well as upon the base of the pectorals and in a spot upon each

side midway between the extremity of the pectoral and the base of the anal. Aijproxi-

mately in the track of the narrow lines observable in Garman's specimen may be found

various spots and blotches of blackish brown, so that at first sight it gives the impression

of being covered with blotches rather than with reticulations.

It was at tirst our intention to describe this as a separate species under the name of »S'. boa,

but it is doubtful if it can be regarded even as a color variety, the markings being doubtless

due to immaturity.

SCYLLIOKHINUS PROFUNDORUM, sp. nov., Goode and Beax. (Figure 16.)

Nasal valves confluent, with a short blunt cirrus on the posterior as well as on the

anterior flap, being nearly opposite; the length of nasal cavity about equal to the horizontal

diameter of the eye, the two cavities separated by a space equal to half that of the inter-

orbital area, and two-fifths the length of the snout; the distance of the posterior angle of

the nasal cavity from the root of the teeth at the nearest point equal to half the area

between the cavities; distance from the symphysis to the tip of the snout ecjual to the width

between the angles of the mouth. A well developed labial fold at the angle of the mouth,

extending on the lower jaw halfway from its angle to the symphysis, and on its tipper jaw

nearly in the direction of the nasal cavity, disappearing at half the distaTice. Teeth moder-

ate, with two small lateral cusps on each side of the longer middle cusj), in about five rows.

Gill openings narrow, somewhat less than the long diameter of the eye; the distance from

the anterior opening to tlie last, which, like the fourth, is above the angle of the pectoral

fin, is equal to half the leugth of the snout. Ventral fins thick, short, leaf-shaped, their

origin twice as far from the nasal cavity as is the last of the gill openings. The origin of the

anal fin under the tip of tlie first dorsal, and its end under the end of the dorsal; its base

eiiual to half the length of the head (without the gill openings), nearly equal to the com-

bined length of the bases of the two dorsals. Caudal continued in the line of the axis of

the body; lower lobe rounded, and in its greatest height not deeper than the height of the

caudal extension of the body at the same point. Color, uniform grayish brown.

A single individual (No. 35046, U. S. Nat. Mus.), 20J inches in length, was obtained by
the Fish Commission steamer Albatross at a depth of S16 fathoms, in lat. 3!)^ 9' N., long. 72°

3' 15" W.

PSEUDOTRIACIS, Capello.

Pseudoiriakis, Capello, .Torn. So. JIath., Phys. e Nat. Lisboa, iv, 1867.

Pseudotriach, GOnther, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mas., aim, 39.5.

Body elongate; mouth wide, with a very short labial fold around the angle; snout

depressed, rounded, moderately long; nostrils inferior, near the mouth, but not I'onflueiit

with it; eyes oblong, lateral, without nictitating meml)rane; spiracles well developed behind

19868—No. 2 2
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the eye; gill openings moderate, in advance of the i)ectoral; jaws armed with numerous

rows of small, tricuspid teeth; first dorsal fin opposite the space between pectorals and

ventrals, long and low, gradually increasing in height posteriorly ;
second dorsal behind ven-

trals, opposite and similar to anal; ventrals and pectorals well developed; no pit at the root

of caudal fin, the basal lobe of which is very low and hmg; skin with minute asperities.

PSEUDOTKIACIS MICRODON, Capello. (Figure 18.)

Paeudotriaeis microdon, Capello, .Jdfu. Sc. Math. Phys. e Nat. Lisb., iv, pi. 5, fij;. i; Joni. Acad. Sc. Lisboa,

I, 315, 321, pi. v; loc. cit., ii, 139; Cat. Peix. Port., 1880, 44.—Gunther, Cat., viii, 395.—Bean, Proc. U.

S. Nat. Mas., 1883, 147.

The following d'escriptioa and table of measurements are from Dr. Bean's account of

the species:

The greatest height of the body is at the origin of the first dorsal
;

it is contained eight

and three-sevenths times in the total length. The height at tlie origin of ventrals is con-

tained nine and oue-half times in total length. The height ot head at the first gill opeiiiug

is a little greater than that of body at the ventral origin, while the height of the head at

the angle of the mouth is a little less than one-eleventh of the total length. The least

height of the tail equals the height of the aual, and is contained twenty-five times in total

length.
The head is somewhat depressed in front, with moderately sharp snout, which is nearly

twice as long as the distance of its tip from the mouth. Tbe distance from snout to last

gill opening is contained five times in total length. The distance from snout to first gill

opening, mea.sured horizontally, equals twice the heiglit of body at origin of second dorsal.

The distance between the first and last gill openings e(|uals nearly twice the length of the

eye. The height of the first gill opening is about ecpial to the di.stance between the angle

of the mouth and the spiracle. The height of the head at angle of mouth is contained

eleven times and at the first gill opening nine times in total length. The length of the

snout equals oue-half the body height at origin of first dorsal. The distance of mouth

from snout, measured on the axis of the fish, equals one-third width of mouth. The dis-

tance from snout to angle of mouth, obliquely taken, equals one-fourth the distance from

snout to last gill opening. The distance between eye and spiracle equals that from juouth

to nostril. The distance from angle of mouth to spiracle is about equal to height of first

gill opening. The spiracle is moderately large, the length of its opening being contained

twice in the height of fourth gill opening. The oblong eye is placed near the dorsal })rofile;

the length of the orbit is about one-half the greatest height of second dorsal; the length of

the eye equals about one-fourth width of mouth. The length of upper jaw is slightly more

than that of lower, and nearly equals the distance between the spiracles. The distance

from the mouth to the nostril is about one-fourth least height of tail; the distance between

nostrils equals four times the distance from eye to spiracle. The interorbital space equals

one-half the length of second dorsal base. The distance between the spiracles equals four

times their greatest length.

The first dorsal is very long and low, highest behind its middle, the length of its base

equal to seven times its greatest height; its distance from the snout is a little more than

twice the greatest length of pectoral. The second dorsal is distant fi-om the end of the first

a length equal to nearly twice its greatest height; the length of its base is somewhat more

than the body height at origin of first dorsal.

The second dorsal begins at a distance from the end of the first, equal to the height of

body at ventral origin; the length of its base e(|uals twice the interorbital distance; its

height equals nearly twice the length of the orbit.

The anal is entirely under the second dorsal, but its base is a little less than five-sev-

enths as long as that of the latter; the greatest height of the ,.nal equals the least height
of caudal i)eduncle.
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The caudal originates at a distance from the end of tlie second dorsal about equal to

the height of the anal; it is divided by a notch into a sliort upper portion, whose leugth is

very little more thau the greatest height of first dorsal, and a very low and long lower por-

tion, the longest margin of whicii is nearly twice as long as the snout. The distance of the

caudal from the end of anal base e(pials one-fourth the length of second dorsal base.

The distance of pectoral from snout is contained five times in total length; the length
of ])ectoral equals nearly twice tlie width of its base, and is a little more than one-ninth of

total length. The greatest width of pectoral equals twice the height of anal, and is con-

tained twelve and one-third times in total length.

The origin of the ventral is slightly in advance of the end of first dorsal, and is behind

the middle of total length a distance equal to the interorbital space. Tlie length of ventral

equals that of lower jaw. The width of ventral base equals that of pectoral base ; the great-

est width of ventral slightly exceeds its length.

Color.—When received the margins of the fins were apparently faded; the original

color was probably grayisli brown with dark margins on all the fins except the first doisal.

Capello states that his example was chestnirt-brown.

The National Museum received February 12, 1SS.'3, in the fresh state, a fine example of

a species of PseiMlotrincix, whicli came ashore at the Amagansett Life-Saving Station on

Long Island, February S, 1883, forwarded by Mr. J. 1>. Edwards, keeper of the Sufl'olk

Life-Saving station. [The specimen is the one here described.]

No species of the genus Pseudotriacis has heretofore been recorded in the western At-

lantic.

The gills and mouth were obstructed by sand. The only parasites discovered on the

animal were a couple of isopods, one of which was found in the eye cavity.

MEASUREMENTS.

MiUi-
meters.

Hun
(Iredths

of

length.

Milli-

meters.

Hun-
rtredths

of

length.

Total length

Body :

U(!i';ht at origin of first dorsal

Hi'ight at origin of ventral

Height at origin of second dorsal

Height at cud of ventral base

Least height of cauilal peduncle

Width at origin of first dorsal

Head:

Distanre from tlie tip of snout to first gill

opening ;

Horizontally

obliquely ?

Distance from tip of snout to last gill open-

ing

Distance from first gill opening to fifth

Distance from first gill opening to fourth -.

Distance from first gill opening to third

Distance from first gill opening to second- .

Height of first gill opening

Heigiit of second gill opening

Heiglit of third gill opening

Height of fourth gill opening

Height of fifth gill opening

Height at angle of mouth

Height at first gill opening

Height at base of pectoral

Distance from tip of snout to eye (horizon-

tally)

Distance from tipof snout to nioutli (lioi-i-

zontally)

3,950 100.0

350
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MEASUREMENTS—Continued.

Second dorsal—Continued.

Greatest height

Length of posterior margin

Anal:

Distance from snout

Length of base

Greatest height

Length of anterior margin

Length of posterior margin

Caudal :

Distance from end of second dorsal

Distance of tip from end of si-coml dorsal

Greatest w idt h

Length uf upper lube

Greatest width of upper lobe

Milli-

meters.
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In tbe Mediterranean it is found at considerable deptlis. In July, 1S79, Prof. Giglioli,

Hsliing off Genoa with trawl lines, took 50 individuals at depths of 400 to 500 fatlioms.

PRISTIURUS ATLANTICUS, Vaillant. (Figure 20.)

T'riKihinis allanticits, Vaii.i.ant, Hxp. Sclent. Trav. et Tal., 1888, .59, ])1. i, fi;;. 1.

A Pristiiirus closely resembling P. melafitomus, liatinesi|ue, bat with its snout some-

what more obtuse, its length t'lom the extremity of the upper lip being less than the dis-

tance between the labial commissures, while in the other species it is equal or greater. The
teeth are somewhat stouter, less elongate, and on their sides are two deuticulations instead

of the single one. Tliey also appear to be more numerous—31 on each side of the upper

jaw, in i)lace of 28 in P. melanostomus. The cutaneous plates, although similar in character

and very like in form, liave the margin proportionately narrower, and the middle rib more
narrow and salient, the lateral teeth being less divergent. Tlie branchial openings decrease

in width i)osteriorly, tlie last not more than half the height of the first; while in F. melanos-

tomns it is at least three-fourths.

The above description is a translation of the description by Yaillaut, who, though

admitting that the differences taken singly are slight, considered that taken together they

impart to the animal a peculiar physiognomy, and that the comparison of a number of

specimens of the same size seemed to him to justify the establishment of a new species.

Vaillant is of the opinion that possibly this form may be that described by Lowe from

Madeira, under the name rristiurm mdanostomus.

A single female, 440 millimeters in length, was taken at a depth of 540 meters ofi' Cape

Spartel, from Station viii of the French expedition.

Family CETORHINID^^.

Cetorhinidw, Gill, Arr. Fain. Fish., 1872, 24.—.Iokdan and (iILBEut, Bull, xvi, U. S. Nat. Mas., 1883, 30.

Selachians with very wide gill openings in advance of pectorals, extending from the

back nearly to the midiUe line of tlie throat. Mouth moderate, the teeth small, numerous, con-

ical. Nictitating membrane lacking. A small spiracle between eye and first gill opening.
First dorsal large, above space between pectorals and ventrals

;
second dorsal and anal

small. Pectorals and ventrals large. Caudal fin lunate, a pit at its root, the upper lobe

considerably the larger. Sides of tail keeled.

CETORHINUS, Blainville.

Ccloihiniis, Blainville, Bull. Soc. Philom., 1816, 121.

Selache, Cuvier, Eegne Animal, 1829, 390.

PuIyproso})us, COL'CH, Brit. Fish.. I. G7-68, pi. XV.

Bye destitute of membrana nictitaus
;
a small spiracle between the eye and the first

gill opening. Gill openings v(ny large. Gills furnished witli gill lakers for filtering pur-

poses, and consisting of an elastic apparatus of dentine. Teeth small, conical, without

dilated bases, and their sides smooth. First dorsal fin above the interspace between the

pectoral and ventral; second dorsal and anal small. Caudal with a lower lobe and a pit at

its root; sides of the tail keeled. (Day.)

CETORHINUS MAXIMUS, Gunnek. (Figure 17.)

Sqiialits iiiaximiis, Urx.VER. Tromllij. Selsk. Skrift., 1765, iii, 33, pi. ii, iv, U, pi. in.—LiXN.Ers, Syst. Nat., e<l.

XII, 1766, 400.

Selache maxima, Cuvier, Regno Animal, 1829, 391.—Muller and Henle, S. B. Plagiost., 71.—Dum^ril,

Elasm., 143.—GOntiier, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., viii, 394.—Bocage and Capello, Peix. Plagiost., 14.—
Cetorhimis maximus, GooDE and Bean, Bull. Essex Inst., xi, 29.—Gioi.ioli. Elenco, 1883, 112.—Jordan
and Gilbert. Bull, xvi, U. S. Nat. Mus., 31.—Dav, Fish. G. B. & Ireland, ii, 303, pi. CLViii, fig. 1.

Squalus elephas, Le Sieir, .Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., ii, 343, fig.
— Dk Kay, Zotil. N. V., Fish., 357, pi.

LXiii, fig. 208.
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Selachiis maximus, Stoker, Hist. Fish. Mass., 1867, 253, xxxvii, 3.

Cetorhinus Guiuieri, Blanvillk, 1. c.

Cetorhiiiits lilainviUei, Capello, Joru. Acad. Sci. Lisboa, ii, 233, tig. 1-7.

Schiclic roHtrata, Pavesi (younw specimen).

Body rugose, the .skin very rough, with .siiiiill .spines; lioart small; snout blunt; eyes

small; teeth in six or seven rows in eaeh jaw, about two liuiulred iu each row; first dorsal

large, triangular, over the s))ace between pectorals and veutrals; second dorsal much smaller,

rather larger than anal
;
tail large.

This giant selachian appears to be most abundant in the far north. It is not unusual

about the British Lsles, especially around Scotland and tlie Orkneys. Its capture is very
unusual in the Mediterranean, but in Norway it is the occasion of a considerable fi.shery

on account of its liver. In the northwestern Atlantic it is rare, though sometimes encoun-

tered by the Gloucester fishermen, where they capture it for its liver, as is done in Norway.
Prof. Verrillhas recorded the occurrence in the summer of 1S7(», at Eastport, Me., of there

specimens 25 to 30 feet in length, and one previously taken in 1868, which measured 35

feet. Mitehill, writing in 1S14, spoke of its occasional occurrence at Provincetown. Storer

mentions a specimen measuring 30 feet 3 inches, harpooned in Pioviacetovvni Harbor in 1839.

It is unknown elsewhere than in the North Atlantic, and south of the Grand Banks on

the west and Scotland on the east may l)e regarded as an estray. To what extent it fre-

quents tlie depths is unknown, but since the young have never been seen it is believed to

breed in deep water.

Family CHLAMYDOSELACHID.^, Garman.

Chlamydoaelaehidw, Garmax, Bull. Essex Institute, xvi, 1884, 8

Body much elongate, increasing in size very little anteriorly ;
head depressed, broad

;

eyes lateral, without nictitating mendirane; nasal cavity in skull separate fi-om that of

mouth; mouth anterior; snout broad, projecting very little; cusps of teeth resembling
teeth ofserpents; spiracles small, behind the head; one dorsal, without spine; caudal without

pit at its root; opercular flap covering first branchial ai)erture free across the isthmus;
intestine with .s^iiral valve.

CHLAMYDOSELACHUS, Garman.

Chlamydoselachus, Garman, loc. cit.

Chlami/doaelache, GtjNTHER, Challenger Report.

Branchial apertures six; opercular flap broad, free across the isthnuis; teeth similar in

both jaws, with slender subconical cu.sps and broad backward produced bases; no teeth in

the middle in front above, a row on the symphysis below; mouth wide, anterior; no labial

fold; no nictitating membrane; fins broad, pectorals far in advance of the others; caudal

without a notch posteriorly; gill arches slender, long; basihyal not wide; intestine small.

CHLAJMYDUSELACHUS ANGUINEUS, Garman. (Figure 22.)

Chlamydoselmhus anguineua, Garman, Bull. Essex Inst., xvi, 1884, 3 (wood out).
—Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool.,

vol. XII, No. 1, 188.5, plates.

ChlamijdoxfJuche anguinea, Gunther, Challenger Report, xxii, 2, pis. Ixiv-lxv.

Body very long, slender, eel-like, increasing in size comparatively little anteriorly, com-

pressed near and behind the vent, which is in the posterior half of the total length. Head
broad, wider than high. Crown slightly convex, forming a rather sharji angle with the

snout and sides of the head from the eyes forward. Skull with an anterior foranuMi, begin-

ning a short distance in front of a vertical from the front edge of the orbit, resembling that

of Jioja. Behind this, juidway between the eyes, there is an elongate depression on the

crown as of a second foramen, while on the occij)ut, a little distance in front of the occipital

pores, a deep, rounded depression indicates what is commonly called the second, the poste-

rior foramen. Snout broad, rounded, hardly extending iu front of the jaws, rather acute
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angled or shovel-shaped at the top. Nostril moderate, vertical, separated by a fold from

each side into an upper opening looking forward and a lower one looking backward, situated

about midway from eye to end of snout and near the middle of the space from top of head

to mouth. Eye moderately large, orbit elongate, near a vertical from the middle of the

lengtli of the mouth. Spiracle very small, over the hyomandibular; its distance behind the

eye equal to that from eye to end of snout. Mouth cleft very deep, slightly curved, extend-

ing as far back as tlie skull. Roof and floor of mouth covered with sliarp scales, tlie former

curving upward very strongly behind the teeth between the nostrils. Upper and lower

Jaws about equal in length. Lips without a groove or labial fold. Glossohyal cartilage

(basihyal) xirominent above the floor of tlie mouth and free at its extremity about half an

inch, foi'ming a tongue. Teeth small, similar in both jaws, several in each row in function

at the same time, each with three long, smooth, curved, backward directed, slender, very

sharp casps, each of which bears some resemblance to a serpent's tooth. A small cusp on

the base at each side of the central. Bases of teeth broad, extending inward about the

length of the cusps, terminating in two prongs which, extending beneath the base of the

next tooth, prevent the possibility of reversion or turning the cusps forward. Fourteen

rows of teeth on each side on the upper jaws, no median series. A median row on the sym-

physis of the lower jaws, its teeth similar in size and shape to those of the thirteen rows on

each side of it. Hyomandibular and ceratohyal closely and somewhat firmly connected

witli the jaws at the hinge or hinder angle of the latter. Branchial arches long, very slen-

der, with sharp small scales on their inner edges. Without dissecting, twenty-two branchial

rays can be counted on the hyomandibular and ceratohyal (the first arch) and on the suc-

ceeding sis arches in order, 15, 1-1, 12, 9, 6, and 0, respectively. In most cases the outer

extremities of the rays are produced in a sharp, flexible point beyond the adjacent margin
of the gill covers. Gill openings very wide, oblique, the opposite series very narrowly sepa-

rated on the throat, the fourth in front of a vertical from the pectoral and the fifth and sixtli

extending back above the slnmlder. A broad opercular flap covers the first branchial aper-

ture and is continuous and free across the isthmus, forming a frill or ruffle; it is held in

place and prevented from turning forward by a thin fold or wall of membrane, nearly an inch

in height, attached immediately beneath the middle of the basihyal. The external distri-

bution of slime canals is about as follows: Starting above the nostril in front of the eye, a

line turns backward along each side of the skall and, after receiving a branch from behind

the eye, continues along the middle of each flank to the extreme end of the vertebral column

in the tail, where it makes an abrupt turn downwards for about a ([uarter of an incli; under

the chin on each side a line runs along the mandible and curving upwards disappears

behind ihe angle of the mouth; a branch of this, beginning nearly on a vertical beneath

the middle of tlie space between the eye and nostril, runs farther from the mouth and turn-

ing upward near the margin of the opercular flap, after receiving a short branch behind the

angle of the mouth, continues to a point a very short distance behind the spiracle, small

branch coming intoit near the end from the direction of the corner of the mouth. Pectorals

moderate, broad, rounded. Dorsal comparatively small, its posterior extremity extending

as far back as that of the anal, angle blunt. The upper margin of the dorsal is armed with

a series of enlarged, compressed, chisel-shaped scales, which extends forward on the back

t<i a vertical from the vent, a few of the anterior being hoi-izontally flattened. Veiitrals

large, broad, a little broader than long, nmnded, posterior angle acute. .Vnal broad, long,

rounded, aeute-angled posteriorly. Caudal long, very broad, rounded anteriorly, posterior

angle acute; produced into a filamentary point ; margin very thin or membranaceims. Above

the muscular vertebral i)ortion of the tail there is a narrow expanse of fin. widening back-

ward, the edge of which is armed by a sharp series of chisel -sliaped scales, and extended

downward behind the end of the vertebral column, where it becomes about three-sixteenths

of an inch in width. That it is the dorsal portion of the fin which descen<Is is proved by the

change in the direction of the iroints of the scales and of the mucus canal. The dorsal por-

tion of the fin is plainly indicated on the hinder margin of the tail about halfway down to

the filamentary point. The chisel-shaped scales are in reality formed from two series (one
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belonging to eacli side of tlie body) which have coalesced. Though small and harsh to the

touch, the scales on the body are not sharp; they ofter about the same resistance from what-

ever direction the finger may be passed over them. On the tail, however, they are very

sharp and the points are directed backward. Along the edges of the canals ou both l)ody
and tail the scales are compressed and flattened

; they form the only cover or protection for

these organs, which in the specimen described have the appearance of long seams or grooves.
On the skull these canals do not stand open as on the rest of the body. Near the mimth,
and especially toward its angle, the scales are larger and more prominent. Under the

middle of the l)elly, the skin forms two closely approximated rolls or ridges separated by a

groove, and inside of tliese the muscle is thicker tlian towards the flanks. Intestine very
small, valve spiral. Abdominal pores opening behind the vent, protected Ity a fold. Car-

tilages soft and flexible as those of Somniosus or Selache. Uniform brown, darker at the

thin margins of the fins.

This species was first described in 1884 from a specimen in the Museum of Comparative
Zoology, believed to have come from Japan. At this time it was suggested that it might
correspond very closely to an animal 2-t feet in length, observed in 1S80 at I'emaquid, Me.

(Bull. U. S. Fish Com., ill, p. 407, cut), and that it was one of the forms which had been

discussed under the name of sea serpent. Giinther has since had three specimens, the

largest 4 feet 10 inches long, from Yeddo Bay. The Prince of Monaco found it near Madeira,
March, 1889.

Order RAIv^.

Selachians with pectoral fins much developed, and ijroduced from the anterior margins
forward, and connected with the rostral cartilages, thereby constituting an integral part of

the form, and not abruptly differentiated from the body, as in the sharks and all true fishes;

the branchial openings are in two converging rows of five each on the inferior surface of

the body; spiracles are well develoi^ed behind the eyes. In other respects the order essen-

tially agrees with the Squall, and the two form a common superorder or subclass, the

Plagiostomi. The form varies considerably in the several members of the order; on the
one hand, the sawfishes have an outline nuich like that of the sharks, and with a long
caudal portion, and, on the other hand, the eagle rays and certain stingrays have a disk

extremely wide—much wider than long—and the caudal portion is reduced to a whip like

appendage. These two forms exemplify the extremes of the characteristics according to

which the order is divided into two suborders, viz: (1) Pachyitra (including the Jx'aiidcc,

Rhinobatidcv, Friatidce, and Torpedlnidw) and
(li) Masticura, including the "eagle rays"

{MyUohaUdw), "devil-fishes" {Cephnlopteridce), ami "stingrays" {Trygonidw).— Gill.

Of the several families which compose this order, only oue, the lialidce, is represented
in the dejiths of the sea.

Family RAIID.^.

Rajidw, GOnther, Cat. Fish. Brit. Miis., viii, 1870, l.w.

Disk broad, rhomboid, rough or spinous; tail stout, rather long, with a longitudinal
lateral fold, usually with two dorsal fins and on some species a caudal fin; pectorals extend-

ing to snout; ventrals large; no serrated spine on the tail; oviparous; egg cases leathery,
with hollow tendrils at each of the four angles.

RATA, Linnaeus.

Rata, LiNN.'EUS, Syst. Nat., 1758, 231, ed. x; type Haia clavafa, L.

Baiidw, with pectoral fius not continuous around the snout, with ventrals deeply notched,
and (-audal slightly developed or wanting; with tail quite distinct from the disk, and pro-
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vided with two-rayed dorsals; skin more or less spinous; dentition differing in the two

sexes; the niah' usually provided with a differentiated patch of sjjines on eaeh pectoral.

The genu.s Eniii is almost cosmopolitan, but most abundant in northern seas.

In this genus are included the forms usually known by the name of Skate. About forty

species have been provisionally described, of which i)erha]ts twelve are found in the Atlantic

basin below the lOO-fathom line. The genus has not yet been collected at a depth greater

than Oil' fathoms. Of the seven species of Rata occurring on the British coast, lour at least

have been found in deep water. Of the nine species of the Atlantic coast of North America,

live have been found in the depths.

Tlie Rays are believed to have been abundant in the Cretaceous and Tertiary periods,

but the species most characteristic of early geological times is allied rather to the forms

now living in shallow water than to those of greater depths.

The Kays of the eastern and western Athmtic liave not been compared with a suffi-

ciently large number of individuals at hand, and it is probable that when this shall V)e done

the number of species for the north Atlantic will be considerably reduced.

The curious egg cases of the Rays, rectangular, black, leathery, with tubular flexible

tendrils at each of the four angles, popularly known as '' devil's knitting sheaths " or " mer-

maid's purses," are well known to every stroller along tlie seashore. The large egg cases

of Rata hvris are especially familiar.

An unfamiliar form of egg, large, square, and with short tendrils, was f(mnd at various

depths off Newport in 1880, and young skates with extremely long tails were taken from

them. These have not yet been satisfactorily identified, but it will possibly be found that

they belong to Raia ratUatu.

RAIA RADIATA, Donovan. (Figure 27.)

Raja radiata, Donovan, Hist. I?rit. Fish., v, pi. 114, 1820.—Stouku, Kept. Fish. Mass., 201, 1839.—MulleR

and Henle, Plagiostomon, 137, 1811.—Dumkril, Elasmobrauch., Tom. i, Pt. ii, 531, 1870.—Gunther,

Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., viii, 460, 1870.—ChalliMiger Report, xxii, 8.—Garman, Proc. Best. Soc. Nat. Hist.,

xvii, 1874, 178.—Goode and liEAX, Bull. F.ssex Inst., xi, 28.—Jordan, Bull, xvi, XL S. Nat. Mus., 41.

Raja amerivana, DeKay, Zool. N. Y., Fishes, 368, pi. 66, fig. 215, 1842.—Storer, Syn. Fish. North Amer., 260,

1846.

Raja la'vis. Storer, Hist. Fish. Mass., 266 (description), 1867.

Rttid with large spinous plates or bucklers, in addition to the spines on pectorals, head,

back, and tail found in R. ocellata. These are large, strong spines, with broad stellate or

shield-like bases. They are arranged as follows : One or two in front of each eye ;
one on

each side between the eye and the spiracle; a pair on the shoulder, the smaller in front;

and fourteen or more forming a dorsal row, beginning just back of the head and extending

to the caudal. An irregular row of spines on each side of the tail, separated from the

membrane by a band of shagreen; males with two or more rows of claw-like spines on the

pectorals. Teeth with a long, sharp point, rising from the middle and hooking backwards

in the male, bluntish in the female; females larger than the males and more spinous.

[Garman.)
Raia radiata, which is not very uncommon at moderate depths off the New England

coast, but has not yet been found below the lOO-tathom line in the western Atlantic, has

been recorded by (Jollett from the region between Spitzbergen and Bear Island at a depth

of 127 to 259 fathoms, and also by Strom and CoUett, in Throndhjem Fjord in 250 fathom.'s.

RAIA ACKLEYI, Garman. (Figure 23.)

Raja AckleyijCiARMAS, Bull. ilns. Conip. /oi'd., viii, 1881, 235.

"Disk, including the ventrals, rhombic, longer than wide; anterior margins sinuous;

po.steri(u- outline convex; tail moderate, depressed, with a narrow cutaneous fold on each

side, tapering. The angle formed by the snout is less than right. Rostral cartilage rather

slender. Mouth moderate, much curved; width one and two-thirds times in distance from
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end of snout. Teetli small, cusps sharp, iu forty-two rows on tlic nY>\tQV jaw (male artult).

Eyes moderately large, intororbital space narrow, deeply (touc.ave; widtli three times iu

the distance from the end of the snout to the eye. Spiracles smaller than the eye. Ven-

trals medium; portion in front of the notch rather small. Dorsals small, separated by a

space with tubercles. A vertebral series of small tubercles on back and tail; two lateral

series on each side of the tail; a series on each orlntal ridge; a group of several above the

end of the rostral cartilage; a group on each pectoral opposite eye and spiracle; a group of

retractile spines opposite the shoulder neai the outer angle of the pectoral. Excepting tlie

above, in this specimen, the disk is smooth on the upper surface. The ventral surface is

smooth, with the exception of the portion anterior to the mouth, which is covered with fine

sharp scales or shagreen.
"
Differing from R. eglanteria(Liie.), which it resembles in shape, iu a simiewhat shorter

snout and in coloration.

"Disk, including ventrals, 9.5; width, it; tail, fnmi vent, it.O; and total length, 16.25

inches.
"
Light yellowish brown, sprinkled with small sjiots of brown intermixed with others of

white. On the base of each pectoral, a little behind the siioulder girdle, there is a trans-

versely oblong spot of brown, half an inch in diameter, surrounded by a ring of small spots

forming a sort of rosette. Uniform white beneath."

A specimen (No. 748, Mus. Comp. Zoiil.), of this form was obtained by the lihde, on the

Yucatan Banks, in the Gulf of Mexico. The depth at which it was captured is not recorded,

but B. ornata, regarded by Garman as a variety of E. avkleyi, was taken at 138 to 142 fathoms.

RAIA ORNATA, Garman.

Raja ornata, var. nov. /?. acMcyi, Garma.v, loc. cit., 235 (1881)

Raja ackteyi ornata, Jordan, Cat. Fish. N. A., 1885, 11.

Raja ornata, GooDE & Bean, Bull. Mas. Comj). Zoiil., X, 15.

"Disk, including the ventrals, little broader thnn long, anterior margins convex at the

extremities of the pectorals; tail depressed, becoming quite slender backward, with a nar-

row cutaneous fold on each side. Eostral angle obtuse. Snout not produced beyond the

convex margins on each side of it. Eostral cartilage slender, acute. Mouth medium, mod-

erately curved; width one and one-third times in the distance from the end of the snout.

Teeth small, smooth, in forty-four series in the upper jaw (young male). Eyes large, inter-

orbital space more than three times their distance from the end of snout. Spiracles smaller

than the eye. Ventrals medium; posterior jjortion elongate, anterior small. Dorsals small,

separate. Hinder margin of pectorals rounded. A vertebral series of spines on back and

tail
;
one lateral .series on each side of this on the back, and two on the tail

;
a series on each

orbital ridge; a single si)ine on the forehead between the eyes; a, group of several above the

end of the rostral cartilage; a spine on each shoulder; a group near each ventral on the

hinder angle of the pectoral, ;ind a gronp on the anterior extremities of the latter. Entire

upper surface rough with small, sharp asperities; smooth below.

"Disk to end of ventrals, 4.5; width, 4; tail from vent, 4.(5; and total length, 8 inches.

"Light brownish, freckled witli lighter, marked with scattered rosettes or groups of small

spots of darker. One of these groups stands on the pectoral a little back of the shoulder, a

couple near the hinder angle, and one opposite, or a little behind the spiracle. Wliite

beneath. Several spots on the tail
;
one at the base of each dorsal.

"Type Xo. 915, Mus. Comp. Zool.

"One specimen off Alligator Key, Florida; 138 fathoms.

"Tlu-ee specimens, lat. 3-'^ 1'4' X., Ion. 78° 44' W.; 142 fathoms.

"Of the latter, one has only the vertebral series of spines well developed; anotlicr li:is

the vertebral and one lateral on each side; and the third has the three series and the scat

tered spines in the second lateral. One has a third dorsal considerably in advance of the

usual pair, near the middle of the length of the tail. Tail extending behind the dorsals in a
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slender poiut. At present it seems likely that these young skates represent a variety of B.

acldeyi. Whether they are more distinct can only be determined by comjiarison of young
and adults of each." [Giirmnn.)

An individual obtained by the Alhatroxs at station 2377, February 11, 1885, believed to be

of this .species, was colored as follows: Puncticulate with brown on tlie dor.sal .surface, and

with a few scattered larger blotches of the same. The ground color is a grayish brown,

quite pale.

KAIA I'lA'TONIA. Gap.max. (Figure 2(i.)

Eajuplatunia, Garman, Bull. Mus Comp. Zo.il., Vol. viii, No. 11, 1881, 236.—Goiidk ami Bea.n, .^7. ri/.—(JiiN-

THEH, Challenger Report, xxii. 10.

'Disk, including ventrals, Inoader thaa long, subquadrangular, broadly rounded in

front and on the lateral angles; snout forming a very blunt angle; margin opposite the gill

openings nearly straight. Tail about one and one-half times tiie length of the disk, slender,

depressed, with a cutaneous fold on each side near the extremity. Rostral cartilage short,

not extending to the end of tlie snout. Mouth moderate, .slightly curved, widtli equaling

the distance between the outer angles of the nostrils, and contained twice in its distance

from the end of the snout. Teeth about thirty-two series (a young specimen). Eyes large,

longitudinal diameter of orbit greater than their distance apart. Interorbital space con-

cave, narrow; width rather more than two and one half times in the distance of the eyes

from the end of the snout. Spiracles small. Anterior nasal valve tubular; posterior reach-

ing the mouth, free on its outer margin. Hinder extremity of pectoral broad, rounded.

Ventrals deeply notched, anterior i)ortion narrow, extending farther from the middle of the

pelvis than the posterior.
* * *

" Back and tail covered with small, closely set, stellate based scales, which bear elon-

gate, slender, compressed, l)ackward directed points. Larger spines form a superorbital

row, and a single one stands on each side of the back of the head. The largest on the

body form a close vertebral series on back and tail. On each side of the shoulder girdle

there is an irregular series of five, and a short distance in front of each of these stands one

or a pair. On each side of the tail there are two series, little smaller than those of the

medial row. Smooth below. Very small specimens have not so many spines.

"Brown, grayish in small to purplish in the largest specimens at hand, with mcn-e or

less irregular transverse series of distinctly defined spots of brown, often confluent into

sliort bands, interspersed among which are spots of white of varying size and slia]ies.

Tail with cross bauds of light and of dark. Dorsals dark. Entire lower surface white."

{Garman.)
This species was obtained during the cruise of the Unitetl States steamer Blake, in

from 229 to 333 fathoms, ott' the coast of Florida, in lat. 32° N., Ion. 78° (stations 31(1, 317,

321).

In the speciiuen.»( described by Garman the rostral cartilage was undeveloped, and he

l)roposed tentatively the subgenus Malacorhiinis for their reception.

S))ecimens were obtained from the following stations: cccxvii, lat. 31° 57', Ion. 78°

18' .3.5", 333 fathoms, 1; CCCXVI, lat. 32° 7', Ion. 78° 37' 30", 229 fathoms, 5; CCCXXi, lat.

32° •i3' 25", Ion. 77° 20' 30", 233 fathoms, 1.

RAIA CIRCULARIS, Couch. (Figure 25.)

Uaja circiilaris, CoucH, Charleswortli'8 Mag. Nat. Hi.st., 1838, ii, 71; Corni.-ih F.auu., p. .53; Fish. Brit. lal.,

i, 115, pi. 28.—GfXTHKU, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., viii, 462; Challenger Report, x.xii, 8.—Day, Fish. G. B.

and Ireland. 11, 348, pi. CLXXiv.

''
Angles formed by tlic maigin of the snout obtuse, the extremity slightly jirojecting.

The width of the interorbital sjjacc^ e(|ual to the length of the orbit. Teeth pointed, in from

70 to 80 series in the upjier Jaw. Outer jiectoral angle obtusely roundeil. Upper part of

Mie body covered with minute asperities; a .series of spines all ahing the sui)erciliary ridge;

(( triangular upacc in the middle of the haelc eorered with similar npines; median line of the
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back and tail without spines, or icith a feio only; several series of spines on each side of the

median line of the body and tail. Generally a round blaek spot, marbled with yellowisli, on

each side of the body. Old examples without this ocellated spot, or with a few seattered

small white round spots.
" Adult male with the additional i)atches of spines usual in this seuns." {Gihither.)

This speeies, the "Sandy Kay" of British writers, is closely allied to Raia crinacea,

Mitcliill
{
= Raia efilaiiteria, as detiiied by Giinther), the most abtmdiiTit of all skates on the

coast of Xew Enjiland, whieh has, however, not yet been found below the KK) fathom line.

Giinther speaks as follows of the abyssal range of R. circularis :

"One specimen, a female. 1") inches long, was obtained on the cruise of the Triton, in

the Faroe Channel, at a depth of .'•lO fathoms (station 10, August 24, l.S8li). Also, Collett

reports its occurrence in 130 and .170 fathoms oft' the coast of Norway. The Faroe specimen
does not diff'er in its armature from specimens obtained on tlie soutli coast of England, only

the spines on the upper side of the snout and tlie iiiterorbitid space are somewhat more

developed, though in this respect literal specimens show likewise some variation. With

regard to color, it is notable that the spot on each side of the back which, in litbu'al specv

imens, is variegated with yellow, is much smaller in the (lc('])-sea specimen, and uniforndy

black, without yellow. The lower parts are nearly uniform blackish brown, which color laps

over to the upper side of the ventral fins. Tail witii irregular brownish cross bands."

KAIA HYPERBOKEA, Collett. (Figme 28.)

Raja kyprrborea, Collett, Forh. Viilensk. Selskab., Chrisliania, 1878, No. 14, 7 [11.5 kilometers West of

Norsk I'ds, Spitzbergen., 4.59 fathoms, ^, 518""" loug].
—Collktt, Fiske, Norsk. Nordhavs-Expeditioii,

Cliristiauia, 1880, !t, pi., i, lig.s. 1, 2.—Gunther, Challenger Report, xxii, 8, pi. iv.

The margins of the snout form a right or nearly right angle, its extremity being

rounded; the margin of the body between the snout and the extremity of the pectoral fin

is undulated. Width of the interorbital space considerably exceeding that of the orbit and

spiracle; eye rather small, about as long as the spiracle. Distance between the nostrils a

little more than their distance from the end of the snout. Tc^eth very slendei', acutely

pointed, widely set, with narrow base. Outer pectoral angle nearly a right one.

Sides of the trunk nearly smooth, but the greater part of the pectorals and the margin
of the head, al.so the snout and interorbital space, are studded with minute or very snnill

spines resting upon a stellate base. A series of larger siiines runs along the median line of

the back and tail, commencing immediately behind the occiput. A group of three similar

splines occupies each side of tlu^ shoulder; a short series composed (tf three or four spines

along the supraorbital margin and above the spiracle. Tlie s])ines along the ridges of the

snout are also somewhat enlarged. Grayish brown above witii a trace of a darker .spot on

each side of the body. Lower parts white with large subsymmetrical brown patches. In

very young .specimens the lower jjarts are uniform white.

"The only example hitherto met with is the male specimen now described, taken in hit.

about 80° N. and Ion. CP E., at sea, west of the northern coast of Spitsbergen, the most

northerly locality, too, in which this genus is yet known to occur." {Collett, op. rit., ISSO.)

Alarge male specimen, 21^ inches long, was obtained on the cruisi^ of tlie Kniqht Errant,

at station 9, on August 23, 1880, in 608 fathoms, together with three small ones, of which

two are males f>A inches long, and one a female 8 inches long. A fourth very young speci-

men was caught at station 4 in about 400 fathoms.

Dr. Giinther's remarks on the peculiar characters of this species (Challenger Report, loc.

cit.) .should be carefully considered.

KAIA E.EVIS, MiTcniLL. (Figure 2!!.)

Baja la^ns. Mitciiili,, Amer. .Month. M.ag., il, 1817, 327.—De Kay, Zocil. N. V.. Fishes, 1,S42, :J70.—Stokeu, .Syn.

Fish. N. Amer., 1846, 2.59.—Gakmax, Proe. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., xvn, 1874, 179.

Raja batis, Storer, Rept. Fish. Mass., 1839. 193.

Raja ocellata. Stoker, Syn. Fish. N. Amer., 1846, 2.59.

Raja hvris, Stoker, Hist. Fish. Mass., 1867, 266, pi. xxxix, fig 2.
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Angles of the disk iiiore acute than in the other North Anierieaii Raias; muzzle much

produced. Spines of the body few and small, some present above the eyes and spiracles, on

the snout, along the anterior border of the pectorals, and on the back (very small). Median

dorsal row of larger hoi)ked spines extending along the posterior i)()rtion of the back and

the tail. Usually two lateral rows on the tail. Female rougher. Color variable, brownish,

with paler spots, usually ringed with darker.

Specimens of a large skate, api)arently of this species, ha\ e been taken below the lOU-

fathom line by tlie Fii^h Haick and Albatros>i, and also by the lishermen.

RAIA GRANULATA, (iiLL. (I'ij^me ai.)

liuia graniitaia, Gill MS.—(ioooK and Ui:an', liiill. Essex Institute, ,\i, 1879, 28.—JoKL>a.n, Cat. Fish. N. .\.,

1885, 11.—GiiNTHEU, Challenger Report, xxii, 10.

"A remarkable species with back and ventral surface covered with minute sharp granular

ossifications, obtained by Capt. Joseph W. Collins on Le Have Bank. A species of the same

type as R, kevix, and having 3(»-.'3l teeth on each side; the back granulated and slate-col-

ored; the ventrals distinguished by reticulate markings, and tiie claspers slender and

scarcely expanded."
This form is closely allied to if not identical with R. la-vis.

RAIA BATIS, LiNN^us.

Raja batis, lASUJEVS, Syst. Nat., x, 1, 17.58, 231.—Guxther, Cat. Fisli. Brit. Mus., viii, 187.5, 463.—Stkom,

Norsk. Videusk. Selsk. Skrift., 1881, 80; 1884, 46.—Collett, Nyt Mag. f. Naturvirt., xviii, 1884, 119.

The "common skate" of Eurojie, which is generally found near the coast in rather slial-

low water, has been observed on the Norwegian coast to descend to 150 fathoms. It is very

similar to the North American Raia Icevis.

RAIA FULLONICA, Lixnjeus.

JUaja fulloiiica, LiSN.EUS, Syst. Nat., eil. x, 1758, 231.—Gun i her. Cat. Fish. Brit. Miis., viii, 467.—Collett,

ForhamU.Vidensk. Selsk. Christ., 1S80, 106; Nyt Mag. tVNaturvid., XV II, 1884, 119.—Vaiilant, Travail-

leur et Talisman, Poissnns, 1888, 79, pi. iv, figs. 1, la.—GiGLiOLi, Elenco, 1883, 114.

This form, the " Shagreen Ray" of English writers, is reported by Collett to occur locally

on the Norwegian coast at depths of from 80 to 250 fathoms, and also taken by the Travail-

leur, in 1882, at 614 meters, off the entrance to the Mediterranean. It occurs also in the

Mediterranean, especially off Sicily.

RAIA VOMER, Fries.

Eaja rome/-, Collett, Forhandl. Videusk. Selsk. Christ., 1880, 106; Nyt Mag. f. Natnrvid.. 1884, xviii, 119.—

Strom, lot: cil., 1881, 81; 1884, 46.—GOntiier, Challenger Report, xxii, 11.

Raia vomer is found on the Norwegian coast at greater depths than the common skate,

not rare at a depth of 70 fitthoms, and descending to, or even beyond, loO fathoms.

RAIA NIDROSIENSXS, Collett.

Raja nidronieiisia. Collett, Forhaudl. Videusk. Selsk. Christ., 1882, No. 7. 2, c. tab.; Nyt Mag. f. Natnrvid.,

xvm, 1884, 121.—Strom, Norsk. Viden.sk. Selsk. Skrift., 1881, 80; 1884, 47.—GCnther, Challenger

Report, xxii, 11.

" Snout long and i)()inted; the width of the interorbital space is coTitained about four times

and one-half in the length of tlie snout. Body above smooth, rough only on the snout and

the upper margin of the eye, in some old specimens also along the front margin of the disk ;

the body below thickly covered with minute asperities. No larger spines on the disk. The

tail in the males with a median series (containing about forty spines). l>ut none on the sides;

the old females with three series, the median series containing a varying number of spines.
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some of which are sometimes irregularly crowded tojiethcr. Between the dorsals there are,

as a rule, few spines. The teeth form from forty-oue to forty-four series iu the upper, aud

from forty-one to forty-three iu the lower jaw. Coloration dark grayish brown above; the

mucous pores marked with black vermicular spots. Lower surface blackish, without spots.

[Garman and Giinthcr.)

This species is locally not uncommon on the Norwegian coast; for instance iu Thi'oudh jem

Fjord, at a depth of MO to 200 fathoms. It is one of the larger skates, the specimens iu the

British Museum measuring from 38 to -16 inches in width.

Order HOLOCEPHALI.
HolocephaJa, Mi'LLER, Abhaudl. Akad. Wiss. Berlin. 1834, 74.—GOntheh, Cat. Fish, lirit. Mus., viii, :ils.

Holocephali, Gill, MS.

Selachians distinguished by the confluence of the hyomandibular bone with the cranium,

the coalescence of the ma.Killary and palatine elements with the skull, the development of

a rudimentary operculum, and the existence of a single external gill opening on each side

behind the head, ((iill.)

Family CHIM>ERID>E.

ChimaHdas, GC'NTHER, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., viir, 1870, 349.

Body rather robust, elongate, tapering posteriorly. Head comju-essed. MoutJi inferior.

Upper lip deeply notched. Nostrils confluent with the moutli, separated by a narrow-

isthmus. Jaws with the teeth confluent into four bony lamiuje above and two below. No

spiracles. Males usually with a cartilaginous hook on the ujiper ])ait of the snout, armed

with prickles at the tip, and turned forward. Pectoral fins free, placed low. Ventral (ins

abdominal, many-rayed, provided in the male with claspers. Dorsal fin usually divided,

anteriorly with a very strong spine, which is grooved beliind. (Caudal fin low, fold like.

Skin naked, rarely somewhat prickly. Lateral line present, usually with numerous branches

anteriorly. Three free gills and two half gills.

KEY TO THE GENERA OF CHIMiERID^.

I. Male with cephalic appendage.
A. Snout soft, not terminating in a cutaneous flap; tail not bent forward.

1. Posterior appendages tripartite CniM.KU.v

2. Posterior appendages bi|)artite HYDKOLAtiCS

B. Snout tenuinatiug in a cutaneous flap CALLOHHYiNXiius

II. Male without cephalic .ippendage ;
.snout very elongate Harriotta

CHIM^^RA, Llnnseus.

Chimara, Linn.eus, Mus. Ad. Frid., i, 53; Syst. Nat., ed. x, 1758, i, 2,S6.

Holocephali with head somewhat compressed, snout without appendage. Eyes lateral,

very large. Lateral line forking anteriorly, forming several series of mucous tulies on the

head. Male with a club-shaped, cartilaginous hook above snout, curved forward and down-

w^ard armed ^vith decurved spines at tip, and fitting into a depression in front of eyes.

Ventrals rather large, with large bifld or trifld claspers in the male. Male with also rough

appendages at the base of the ventrals, protruding from a sheath of skin. First dorsal

triangular, preceded by a strong serrated spine which is grooved behind. Second dorsal

and caudal low, often notched. Tail sometimes produced in a filament. Skin smooth.

KEY TO THE SPECIES.

I. Pector.ils long, extending to tips of ventrals C. moNstrosa

II. Pectorals short, terminating far iu advance of the veutrals C. .\KFINIS
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CHIM.EKA JIONSTKOSA, LiNN^us. (Figure 81.)

CMiiKcra vionstrona, LiN.v.Ers, Miis. Ad. Frid., i, 53, pi. xxv; Syst. Nat., ed. .\, 17.W, i, 236; od. xii, 401.—
GuNTHiiR, Cat. Fish. Brit. Miis., viii, 349.

Tail terminating in a very long Unless filament, about as long as the body and head.

The first dorsal tin close ti) and .snbfontiniious with the second low dorsal tin, the upper

margin of which is even, not notched, except just in front of tlie caudal fin, which is also

low. Each clasper of the male is divided into two long, slender brandies, which are rather

longer than the snout, and the inner branch is again longitudinally divided into a simply

cartilaginous styliform part and another coated with the spiny membrane. Brown, marbled

with lighter; dorsal fins with a broad black margin. (Giinther.)

This species has been found along the coast of Europe from Norway to Portugal, and

also ott' Soudan and at the Azores, but never as yet in North American waters. Individ-

uals have also been taken at the Cape of Good Ho^je and in the seas of Japan. The Knight
Erntnt and the Triton, in tlieir exploration of the Faroe Channel, obtained young individ-

uals with their bodies fioiii
l.;i

to 5 inches in length. These were from a depth of 505 to 553

fathoms. The Travailleur, in 1882, obtained in the (xulf of Gascony some very small indi-

viduals, the least one only l.'?0 millimeters in length, and still carrying the yolk bag. This,

according to Vaillant, was probably in the horny egg case when it was inclosed by the

dredge net, and fragments of the horny envelope were attached to it, which proved to be

very similar to those figured by ^liiller and Dumeril as the egg case of ('hima'ra.

This di.scovery is particularly instructive, since, even so late as 1887, Dr. Giinther has

expressed the opinion that the ova which had been described as Chiuneroid probably

belonged to Ckdlorhynchns. Ur. Giinther was of the opinion, in 188!>, that there was no well-

authenticated egg of Cliimwra in any collection ;
but the aduli (killorhynchxs has never been

found so far north as the Gulf of Gascony, and Vaillant is probably justified in his conclu-

sion that the familiar form of egg is tliat of Chimara mon.strosa or tlie t'losely allied Chi-

mcera affinis.

As Dr. Giinther has already said, these discoveries show that Chimn'ra is a deej)-sea

fish, and one which propagates its species in deep water, a circumstance which accounts for

the previous scarcity of young individuals in collections.

CHIM.ERA AFFINIS, Capello. (Figures 32-3.5.)

Chimn'ra nffinw, Capelli), .Jdrii. Math., I'h.vs. e Nat. Llsb., LV, 1868, 314. pi. iii, tigs. 1. In.

ClihiKirn pliiiiibea, Gill, Bull. I'liil. Soc. Washington, Dec. 22, 1877.

Ckimara ahhreeiaia, Gill, Proc. U. .S. Nat. Mus., vi, 1S84, 254.

A Cliinuvnt with the snout acutely produced, the ante-orbital fiexure of tlie suliorbital

line extending little above the level of the inferior margin of the orbit; body more elongate
than in C. monstrosa; second dorsal removed from the first by interval equal to the length of

the base of the latter. Second dorsal much lower than in the other species, and with the

free border straight, without undulations. The dorsal siiinc with its anterior surface rounded;
the ventrals trianguhir and pointed; the pectorals extending to the outer axil of the ven-

trals. Space between first dorsal and the ventral wide, 1 he jn'ctoial terminating much in

advance of the ventral. Caudal fin very small, terminating in a minute filament. Cephalic

appendages with five spines on inner surface. Posterior appendages tripartite, but the

division of the three portions takes place at two-thirds of the di.staiice from the ba.se; the

cylindrical portion is larger and presents a form different from that in the others. Color

uniformly plumbeous.
This form is closely allied to Chinuvra monstrosa. It was first described by Capello

from the coast of Portugal, and later by Gill from the North American side of the Atlantic,
at depths varying from -00 to I,L'O0 fathoms. It is very conimoii in the deep water on the

outer edges of banks north of Georges Banks, and was formerly often brought in by the

Gloucester halibut schooners.
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Other specimeus have been obtaiued as follows: No. -'27!t3, U. S. X. M., in 42° 40' N.

lat., 630 23' W. Ion., oft' Le Have, at a depth of '^W fathoms; No. 492, U. S. N. M., from

Noank Harbor; No. 219, U. S. N. M., in the Gloueester donation
;
No. 35603, U. S. N. M., in

39° 47' N. lat., 70° 30' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 9(13 tiithoms; No. 2385, U. S. N. M., in 28°

51' N. lat., 88° 18' W. Ion., at a depth of 730 fathoms; No. 20779, U. S. N. M., in 42° 40' N.

lat, 63° 23' W. Ion., at a depth of 350 fathoms; No. 22296, U. S. N. M. (237, Gloucester

donation); No. 22297, U. S. N. M., in 43° 23' N. lat., 60° 16' W. Ion., at a depth of 300

fathoms; No. 22498 (Gloucester donation), and Nos. 38221, U. S. N. M., from the lishiug banks

CALLORHYNCHUS, (Gronov.), Cuvier.

Callorhj/nchus, Guoxovn's., Mns. hhth., i, 59. C'lViER.—Eegiie Animal, ed. i, 1817, ll, 140.

Snout with a cartilaginous prominence, terminating in a cutaneous Hap. Two dorsal

fins, the anterior \Anth a very long and strong spine. Extremity of the tail distinctly turned

upwards, with a fin along its lower edge, but without one above. Anal ttu close to the cau-

dal, short and deep.

The typical species of this genus, C. caUorhynchiis (L.) \
= C. antnrcticd (Lacei)ede)

Cu\-ierj, has been hitherto found only in the Antarctic basin and the South Pacilic.

HYDROLAGUS, Gill.

Hydrolagus, Gill, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 186-2, 331.

HoUcephali closely allied to Chitncvra, but with no filament at the tip of the tail, and

with bipartite posterior appendages.

HYDBOLAGirs COLLIEI, (Bennett), Gill.

Chimaiia Colliei, Bennett, iu Beechey's Voy., Zool., 71, jil. 23, tigs. 1 antl 2.—Girakd, U. S. & Pac. K. K.

Exped., Fish. 360.—DcMltniL, Elasmobr., 689.

ffijdrnlagun Colliei, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sc. Phila., 1862, 331.

Tail .simply tai>eriiig, without filament. Tliree dorsal fins, besides the caudal: the first,

with the spine, is separated by a coiisiderabh! interspace from the second; tlic three otlu'r

fins low, subcontinuous. Each dasper of the male is divided into two clubsliaped branches,
which are rather shorter than the snout; both branches coated with the spiny membrane,
and the inner is not subdivided. Brown, silvery, ujiper parts with round yellow sixjts.

This form occurs only in the North Pacific. It is abundant about Puget Sound, and
in southeastern Alaska. It swims at the surface, and is abundant about the wharves at

Esquimalt, where it is called the "Eatfish."

There is no evidence that it descends to very considerable depths.

HARRIOTTA, Goode and Bean, n. g.

Snout exceedingly elongate, with a cartilaginous midrib, and foliaceous lateral expan-
sions of the skin at its base. Two dorsal fins, the anterior with an immense triangular

spine, finely serrated, upon its lateral edges. Anal fin reduced to a cutaneous fold. Lon-

gitudinal axis of the tail nearly the same as that of the trunk, very elongate, with filamen-

tous tip, the fin below much more extensive than that above. No cei)hahc organ. Gill-

openings lateral
; separated by a wide isthmus. Claspers small and simple.

This genus is named in honor of Thomas Harriott, the most eminent i)hilosopher and

naturalist of his day in England, who was a member of Kaleigh's Roanoke colony in Vir-

ginia in 1585, and who published the fir.st work in Engli.sh on American natural history.
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HARRIOTTA RALEIGHANA, Goode and Bean, n. s. (Figures 37-40.)

Tail extended in a very loDg filament, much longer iu the older individuals than in the

young, in which no fllanicnt exists. The first dorsal fin separated from the second by an
interval nearly equal to the diameter of the eye in the older individuals, very much greater in

the younger ones, in which the cartilaginous portion is exceedingly narrow and high. The
scconil dorsal flu long and low, its lieight about equal to the diameter of the eye, its length

equal to that of the head. The spine preceding' the first dorsal finis very strong; its length
in the older individuals equal to the distance from its own base to the origin of the second

dorsal; iu the young it is proportionately much longer and stouter, and there is also a

double row of stnnig spines in advance of the second dorsal, and iu the notch between
the second dorsal and its continuation upon the upper part of the tail; and there is

a similar group of at least six strong spines upon the top of the head back of the inter-

orbital space, and surrounded by the curve of the forward extension of the lateral line.

Traces of these spines may be felt beneath the skin iu older individuals of both sexes.

Claspers in the young male examined, small and simple, in length scarcely equal to two-

thirds of the long diameter of the eye. Pectoral fins immense, wing-like, rounded in the

young, subfalcate iu the older individuals; inserted slightly in advance of the origin of the

first dorsal, and extending in the older forms beyond the root of the ventral. Ventrals also

subfalcate; similar in form ami appearance to the pectoral, and extending to a point at two-

thirds of the distance from the origin to the end of the second dorsal; in length little less

than half the snout. In the young the ventrals are placed somewhat farther back and reach

to a point under the origin of the third section of the dorsal fin. The tail is prolonged in

a slender filament, and in the older individuals the cutaneous flap upon its lower edge is

three or four times as deep as that above, and extends beyond it anteriorly and posteriorly.

In the younger specimens the upper and lower flaps are about equal in height, and the

upper flap extends f:ir in advance of the insertion of the lower one. The lateral line extends
in a straight line from a point beneath the origin of the first dorsal approximately to the

middle of the lower caudal lobe, which it follows along its base for the remainder of its

course; iu advance of the dorsal fin it bends downward iu an elliptical course, and then

rises vertically from the occiput to join its counterpart from the t)ther side; bridle-Uke

extensions of the same system extend on the sides of the head under the eyes, cur\ing

upward in front of the eye, then downward and Joining on the under side of the snout to

a branch running from beneath the eye downward to the base of the pectoral fin iu the

young, or under the throat to a junction in the older ones, and also forward from the same

point under the eyes to join on either side the circle which surrounds the mouth. An elabo-

rate system of mucous poi-es upon all sides of the snout; on the under surface of the snout

in four longitudinal series. In the older individuals there is an extension of the lateral

line system on either side of the midrib on the snout to its tip, and there are also sym-
metrical continuations of the same upon the under surface f)f the snout. Color, brown

;

caudal filament pale.

The diameter of the eye is contained 5J times in the length of the snout in the older

specimens, and the distance between the eyes is equal to their diameter.

Of this species we have seen four specimens, the largest, a female (No. 39415, U. S. N.

M.), 25 inches in length, from 3d°W 30" N. lat., 70° 30' 45" W. Ion., in 1,081 fathoms, taken

by the steamer Albatross. Another, a male (So. 38200, U. S. N. M.), 19J inches in length,
was taken by the Albatross in 36° 4.")' N. lat., 74° 28' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 781 fathoms.

A third, a young individual (No. 35.320, U, S. N. M.), 4 inches in length, was obtained by
the Albatross in 39° 37' 45" N. lat., 71° 18' 45" W. Ion., in 991 fathoms. Still another. No.

35631, was taken at station 2235, lat. 39° 12', Ion. 72° 03' 30", 707 f;ithoms.

The species is named in honor of Sir Walter Ealeigh, by whom the first English scien-

tific explorer was sent to the New World.
19«68—No. 2 3
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Order MALACOPTERYGII.

Symplei'tic present. No iutLTclavicles. Amesocorncoid inch. Anterior vertebiiP sim-

ple. No Webbonun ossicles. Pharyngeal bones simple above and below, the lower not

falciform. Gills four, a slit behind the ftmrth. (Gill.)

KKY TO THE DEEP-SEA FAMILIES.

Mcsocoracoid wcU dcrelopcd as a bridge between the hyper- aiid hi/po-coraroid. ((Jill.)

I. Nobiirbel and uo jiliotophiiivs. Maxillaiies form margin of npper jaw.

A. Adipose tin .ibsent. liody soaly.

1. Dorsal fin similar to and opposite anal. No air-bladder ALEPOCEPII.U.ID.E

2. Dorsal tin similar to and opposite anal. Air-bladder present Ptkkuthkissid.e

B. Adipose fin present.

1. Gill meiubraues separate and free from isthmns. Stomach eieeal.

a. Brancliiostegals, 6 or more AnGENTiNiD.E

b. Branch iostegals, 4 or less Microsto.mid.e

2. GiU membranes joined, forming broad bridge across isthmns
; gill cavity closed behind.

a. Veutrals opposite po.sterior end of dorsal Batiiyl.vgiu.e

ilesocoracoid wanting or atrophied. (Gill.)

I. Post-temporal connected with back of cranium near sides. No photophores or liarbel.

A. Adipose fin typically present.' Body not very elongate-. Anal distinct.

1. Scales present, persistent (in all Atlantic forms). Teeth cardiform or villiform.

a. No photophores. Teeth cardiform, nsnally hinged.

I. Maxillary narrow or rudimentary. Hypocoracoids not divergent Synodoxtid.e

II. Maxillary dilated behind.
* Pectorals nonnal. Hypocoracoids divergent Aulopid.'E

* ' Pectorals subhumeral Benthosaukid-e
•** Pectoral rays elongate, in two groups Batiiypteroid.e

B. Adipose tin absent.

1. Scales large, thin, and deciduous. Teeth villiform, in bauds.

a. No photojihorcs on the scales, but a large, luminous, cephalic plate.

I. Maxillary dilated behind.
* Pectorals and veutrals well developed, approximate Ipnoimd.E

2. Body scaleless.

a. Teeth granular, in bands. Pectorals normal.

I. Veutrals ]>rcsent. Opercular apparatus incomplete Rondeletiip-E

II. Veutrals absent. Opercular apparatus complete; a' conspicuous lateral furrow.

Cetu.'mimid.e

II. Post-temporal impinging upon occiput.
* Vertebra- and neural spines normal.

A. Photophores present, barbel absent.

1. Psendobrauchiie present.

a. Premaxillaries forming margin of upper jaw. Body scaly Myctophid.e

b. Maxillary and intermaxillary together forming margin of upper jaw. Body naked. Oper-

cular apjiaratus incomplete Maui!0LIC1D.e

2. Psendobrauehia' absent. Mouth large, with strong canines. Scales deciduous.

a. Dorsal in front of veutrals. Anal short. Canines immense. Operculum incomplete.
Cn.\rLi()i)()N'Tii).E

b. Dorsal boliind veutrals. Anal long. Operculum well developed Go>'osTo.MII).E

B. Photophores ,and barliel liotli present.

1. Maxilhiries forming lateral margin of upper jaw.

a. Adipose fin present. Pectorals present.

I. Body naked. Dorsal behind vent, but in advance of anal A.stroxesthid.f

b. Adipose fin absent. Pectorals usually present (absent in I'hotonectes) Stomiatid^e

2. Premaxillaries only forming margin of upper jaw.
a. Pectorals rudimentary. Opercula membran.aceous.

I. Body scaleless. Dorsal short, postmedian Maxacosteid.e

C. Photophores and barbel absent.

1. Premaxillaries forming margin of upjier jaw. Fang-like teeth in mandibles au<l jialatines

and sometimes on vomer.

a. Dorsal long, occupying entire back. Body naked AiKPisAfKiD.E

'Absent in JienthosaiiriiK and sometimes in liathiisaurus.
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b. Dorsal short, posttnedian. Scales thin, caducous Paralepidid^
c. Dorsal short, median. Body naked Odoxtostomidjs

** Vertebric normal. Anterior neural spines abnormally developed, projecting through the skin of the

back, in advance of the dorsal.

1. Body compressed, ventradiform, carinated.

a. Mouth obliiiuely cleft, or subvertical Stersoptyculd.e
•** Vertebra; with spiny processes anteriorly which project through the skin of the back in front of dor-

sal rays.

1. Pectorals absent. Body elongate.

a. Body naked. Dorsal beginning in advance of the vent Idiacantiiid^

Family ALEPOCEPHALID^^.
Alepocephales, Cuvier & Valexciexnes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xix, 169.

AlepoccphalicUr, Richardson, Encyc. Britannica, 8th td., 1856, 25.5.—Gt'XTHER, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., vii,

1868,477.
—

Gill, Arrangement, Families of Fishes, 17.—Jordax and Gilbert, BuU. xvi, U. S. Nat. Mus.,
257.

Alepocephaloidei, Sleeker, Enum. Spec. Pise. Aich. lud., 1859, xxx.

Malacopterygiaus with body more or Jess compressed, covered with thin cycloid or keeled

scales, or with naked, i)rickly skin. Head naked. I^o barbels. Month moderate or large,

the margin of the npiier jaw lormed by the premaxillaries and maxillaries, the former placed

along the upper anterior edge of the latter. Opercular apparatus complete. Teeth feeble.

No adipose fin. Dorsal fin long and low, posterior, inserted opposite the anal; pectorals

short, jjlaced rather high; veutrals usually well back, sometimes wanting. Pseudo-

branchiie present. No air bladder. Stomach curved, without blind sac. Pyloric cceca in

moderate number. Gill openings very wide.

KEY TO THE GENERA OF ALEPOCEPHALID.^;.

I. Body covered with scales.

A. Ventrals present.

1. MaxiUaries toothless; month of moderate width ;
scales thin, cycloid.

a. Dorsal and anal similar and nearly equal ; body oblong Alepocephalus
b. Anal much longer than dorsal

; body elongate Conocara
2. Maxillaries toothed; mouth wide.

a. Gill openings narrow, teeth in premaxilla and mandible uniserial BATnYTROCTES
b. GUI openings wide, teeth in premaxLUa and mandil)le pluriserial N.\rcetes

B. Ventrals absent; scales small, keeled; body abbreviated, high, much comiiressed Platytroctes
II. Body scaleless.

A. Dorsal normal, equal in length to anal
;
scales replaced liy nodules.

1. Lateral line present Xenodermichthys
2. Lateral line absent Aleposomus

B. Dorsal normal, shorter than anal Leptoderma
C. Dorsal preceded liy a long adipose fold A-XOMALOPTERUS

III. Body with minute, hardly imbricate scales.

A. Pseudobranchiie quite rudimentary.
1. Bones of the head i)roduced in a long snout Ailostomatomorpha

ALEPOCEPHALUS, Risso.

Alepocephalus, Eisso, Mem. Accad. Nat. Sci. Turin, xxv, 1820, 270.—Ml'ller, Abhandl. Akad. AViss. Berlin,

1846, 171.—CuviERand Valexciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xix, 169.—GCxther, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus.,

VII, 477.—Jordan and Gilbert, Bull, xvi, U. S. Nat. Mus., 257.

Body oblong, compressed. Mouth moderate, the snout somewhat prolonged. Jaws

nearly even in front; a scries of small teeth in each jaw and on the vomer and palatines.

Eye very large. Gill membranes entirely separate. Brauchiostegals 0. Opercular bones

thin. Dorsal low and rather long, with a scaly base, opposite and similar to the anal. Pec-

torals and ventrals rather small. Caudal moderately forked. Scales rather large, thin and

cycloid.
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KEY TO THE SPECIES OF ALEPOCEPHALUS.

I. Opercular flaps voluminous
;
head large.

A. Head oue-tbird of total or nearly so.

1. Scales large (50-55, in lat. line). Snout, 10 in body length. Eye, 3} in head A. ijostratcs

2. Scales moderate (67 in lat. line). Snout, 9 iu body. Eye, 4 in head A. iMtouicns

3. Scales moderate (70 in lat. line). Snout lOi in body. Eye 3+ in head A. Bl.\nf()R1>ii

4. Scales small (about 90 in lat. line). Snout, 12 iu body. Eye, 3i in head A. Ac.as.si/.ii

B. Headless than one-third of total.

1. Scales very .small (about 140 in lat. line). Snout, 10 in total. Eye 6 in bead A. xuiKl;

1. Opercular flaps moderate; head moderate.

1. Scales large (65 iu lat. line). Snont 18 in body. Eye 4J iu head A. BAiitnii

2. Scales large (62 iu lat. line). Snout 15 in body. Eye 6 in head A. bicolou

3. Scales large (.50 iu lat. line). Snont 18 in body. Eye U in head A. edentulus

There are two distiuct groups in Alcpoctjjhahis, probably of subgeneric value. The

first group includes the type, A. rostratns, Eisso. It is characterized by a somewhat short,

compressed body, large head, with exteuded uiembrauaceous flaps, and by short dorsal and

anal fins, similar iu size and shape and nearly opposite each other.

A. roKtratus has the largest scales, 50 to 55 in the lateral line (Vaillant claims to have

counted 71 on a large individual), and has a comparatively large eye and snout.

A. Agassi^ii has somewhat smaller scales (about 00 in the lateral line), a comparatively

larger head (3 in total), and the eyes slightly larger (3J in head, 10| in body).

A. 2>fo(hict)is has a smaller eye than A. Af/assizii, and a longer snout, it being about

one-third of the length of the head. In ^4. rostratus, however, the snout length is one-

tenth of the total; in A. productus one-twelfth.

A. BlanforcJii, Alcock (Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., 1892, ii, 357), from the Indian Ocean,

has an immense eye.

A. niger of Giinther is a somewhat slenderer form, with very small scales.

All of these forms are dull in color and have the ventral fins weak and inconspicuous.

A. Bairdii represents another type, having a stout body, about as high in proportion to

its length as iu A. Agassizii, etc., but with a snialler head and less voluminous opercular flaps

The eye is comparatively much smaller (18 in total length), and is nearer the upper profile

of the head. The vertical fins are stronger and more muscular, and are heavily scaled at

then- bases. Lateral line nearly straight. Maxillaries slender, not expanded posteiiorly.

A. bicolor, Alcock (Ann. and Mag., 1891, ii, 133), is from the Indian Ocean, l.'40-7G

fathoms.

A. edentulus, Alcock, I. c. is from the Indian Ocean, 475 fathoms.

ALEPOCEPHALUS KOSTEATUS, Ei.sso. (Figure 41.)

Alepocejihnhis roslraiux, Risso, Mem. Accad. Torin., xxv, 1820, 291, pi. x, fig. 4; Hist. Nat. de I'Enrope M^ri-

dionale, 449, fig. 27.—CuviEit .and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xix, 169, pi. 532.—JonxsoN, Ann.

and Mag. N.at. Hi.st., x, 1862, 285.—GCnther, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., vii, 477.—Moreav, Hist. Nat. Poiss.

France, lu, 463.—Gegenbaur, Morphol. Jahrbuch, iv, Suppl., 1, jd. 1, 2 (sknll).—Giglioli, Elenco,

1883, 106.—Vaillant, Exp. Sci. Trav. et Talisman, Poissons, 148, pi. xi, tig. 1
; pi. xii, fig. 5.

The height of the body is a little more than one-fifth of the total length (without caudal) ;

the length of the head is a little less than one-third. Diameter of the eye contained thrice

and one-fourth in the length of the head, and longer than the snout. Scales much longer

than wide, with the anterior (radical) margin truncated. Origin ol' the dorsal fin opposite

to the vent. Pectoral fin longer than orbit. Distance of ventral fin Ironi the head three-

fifths the length of the latter. Uniform deep black. (G-ihiiher.)

Eadial formula: B. 6; D. 10, 17; A. 18, 19; P. 13; V. 8; h. lat. 55; Ccec. pyl. 12.

This species occurs in the deeper waters of the Mediterranean, and was described by
Eisso in 1820. Until 1874, when the Challenger began her work, this was the only repre-

sentative of the family known to ichthyology.

The French expedition obtained twenty-four .specimens from ofl' the coasts of Soudan

and Morocco, from about 830 to 2,190 meters, from the Banc d'Arguin ;
from the Canaries,

975 meters; the Azores, 2,235 meters, and the Cape Ycrde Islands, 3,655 meters. Giinther

is disposed to believe that Esunculus Costai is the young of this species.
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ALEPOCEPHALUS AGASSIZII, Goobe and Bean. (Figure 45.)

JlrpoccphaJus Agassicii, Ooode ami Bean, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zoiil., x, 218, 1882.—Joriiax, Cat. Fish. N. Amer.,

1885, 3i.—GixTHER, Challiuyir Report, xxii, 223.

Height of body slightly more than five times in its length ;
its width about halfits height;

caudal rays .somewhat compressed. Least height ofthe tail, 12 times in length of the body.

Scales ovate-lanceolate, parchment like, smaller than in ^4. Bmrdii (the specimen is

almost denuded of scales, and their arrangement in the drawing has been in part made out

from their impressions upon the skin). There are DO scales in the hiteral line, 10 between

lateral line and origin of dorsal, 11 between same and origin of anal. Base of dorsal is

squamose, anal slightly so.

Head somewhat coni]iressed, its length contained .3 times la the length of the body,

slightly exceeding twice the length ofthe lower jaw, and 1 times the least height of tail.

Snout conically elongate, the lower jaw slightly produced. Width of head slightly less than

length of operculum, and O.J times in length of body. Dentition as in A. Bmrdii.

Length of snout half that of mandible, which is one-sixth of total length. Diameter

of orbit 10| in total length of body.

Insertion of dorsal immediately above vent; the distance of its origin from the base of

middle caudal rays equal to one-third of distance from same to anterior margin of orbit,

and at distance from snout much greater than two-thirds total length of body. The length

of its l)ase is eipial to one-eighth of total length.

Origin of the anal is under second ray of dorsal; its length of base slightly more than

one-seventh of body length, and equal to height of the body at vent.

Distance of pectoral from snout equal to one-third of body length and 4i times least

height of tail. Its length equal to the diameter of orbit and contained lOi times in total

length. Origin of pectoral is close behind the end of the opercular flap, while in A. Buirdii

it is separated therefrom by four rows of scales.

Distance of ventral from snout considerably less than twice the length of the head. Its

length (probably) about one-sixth that of the head.

Eadial formula: D. 15; A. 17; C. 19; P. 11; Y. 1, .-)(!); L. lat. 00.

Color dark, head and fins nearly black.

A single specimen was obtained at station 338, in 922 fathoms, lat. 38° IS' 40" K, Ion.

73° 18' 10" W.
Other si)ecimens were obtained by the Albatross as follows: No. 3S209, U. S. X. M., Sj

inches in length, in 36o 30' N. lat., 7i° 33' W. Ion., at a depth of S.W fathoms; Xo. 3.5518,

U. S. N. M., from station 2201 in 39° 39' 45" iS\ lat., 71° 35' 15" W. Ion., at a depth of 538

fathoms; No. 33391, U. S. N. M., from station 2072 in 41° 53' N. lat., C5o 35' W. Ion., at a

depth of S5S fathoms; No. ,3.3377, U. S. N. M., from station 2075 in 41° 40' .30" N. lat., 05°

35' W. Ion., at a depth of 855 fathoms; No. 33325, U. S. N. ]M., from station 2051 in 39° 41'

N. lat., 690 20' 20^' W. Ion., at a dejith of 1,106 fathoms; No. 35030, U. S. N. M., from sta-

tion 2233 in 380 36'30"N. lat., 73^ 00' W. Ion., at a depth of 020 fathoms; and two others,

one from station 2530 in 40° 53' 30" N. lat., 60° 24' W. Ion., at a depth of 956 fathoms,

and one from station 2117 in 15° 24' 40" N. lat., 63o 31' 30" W. Ion., at a de])th of 683

fathoms.

ALEPOCEPHALUS PRODUCTUS, Gill. (Figure 46.)

.llepoccpltfiluxpidihiciiiK. ( lu.L ,Pr()c. U. S. Xat . Mus., \i, 1883, p. 256.— Gixtiifi:, Cliallcugrr Prpnit. 1S87. ii.
223.

An Ah'poccphdhis rcscndiling A. Ajjassizii in iorm and jiroportions, but with larger

scales, smaller eye, and long(T snout.

The body is quite robust, its height at the pectoral origin nearly one-fourth of the length

from the snout to the base of the median caudal rays. Least height of the tail about onc^-

half the body in length. Tlui head forms more than one third (35.5) of the total length.

The snout equals one-third of the length of the head, the eye nearly one-fourth, and tlic

posterior margin of the orbit is nearly ecjuidistant between the snout and the opercular
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margin. The upper Jaw extends a little beliinil the vertical from the posterior margin of

the pupil; the lower jaw is shorter anil included by the ui)per, ami is ni-arly one half as long
as the head. The width of the cranium between the orbits is one-seventh of the length of

the head, and behind the orbits, more than one-third. The insertion of the dorsal is above
the vent; the length of its base is twice the diameter of the eye. The anal base is under
the anterior portion of the dorsal, and the length of its base is about three fourths that of

the dorsal. The caudal flu has its median rays as long as the dianu^ter of the eye, and the

external rays at least oue-fifth of the total length of the tisli. The pectoral commences at

a distance from the snout equal to one-fourtli of the length of the body. The rentrals are

inserted considerably behind the middle of the length (0.57), and appear to have been at

least as long as the diameter of the orbit.

liadial formula: D. 17; A. 17; scales 9, 67, 12.

The tji^e of this species (No. 33341, U. S. N. M.) was obtained by the Albatross from

station 2035, in 39° 26' N. lat., 70° W. Ion., at a depth of 1,362 fathoms.

The preliminary description published by Gill was very brief. The fuller description
here presented was prepared by him at the time of his original studies.

AUpoeephalus niger (Figure 42) is a small-scaled black form inhabiting the seas north of

Australia, and obtained by the Challenger at a depth of 1,400 fathoms.'

ALEPOCEPHALUS BAIEDII, Goode and Bean. (Figure 47.)

Ahpocephalus Ikiudii, Goodk aud Bean, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mub., ii, 1879, 55 (with full measurements of

type).
—Jordan and Gilbert, Bull, xvi, U. S. Nat. Mus., 257.—Jordan, Cat. Fish. N. A., 34.—GOnther

Challeuger Report, xxii, 224.

Body comparatively elongate, somewhat compressed, its greatest height, at a point mid-

way between pectoral and ventral insertions, contained 5J times in its length to tlie origin
of the middle caudal rays, its greatest width equal to one tenth of total length, the least

height of tail contained 11 times in length of body.
Scales large, thin, oblong, triangular at the free end, those at the base of the anal fin

having the free end more produced than the others. Sixty-five scales in the lateral line,

seven rows between it and the origin of the dorsal, eleven between that of the anal and the

lateral line. Scales extend for a short distance upon the bases of the dorsal and anal fins.

Head moderately compressed, snout subconical, the lower jaw included. The length of

the head is contained 4J times in length of body, slightly exceeding twice the length of

the lower jaw. Width of the Lead equal to the length of the operculum and very slightly
less than that of the upper jaw. Width of interorbital area half of the least height of tail.

Length of snout half that of the mandible, which is one-ninth of the total length. Diam-
eter of orbit equal to length of snout.

Dorsal inserted directly above the vent, slightly in advance of the anal and at a dis-

tance from the snout nearly equal to two-thirds of the total length of the l>ody.

Length of longest ray of dorsal one-half that of the postorbital portion of the head.

The distance of the anal from the snout is almost 3 times the length of the head, its

first ray being about under the fourth ray of the dorsal. Its length of base is greater than

that of the dorsal by one fifth of the length of the latter; its longest ray slightly exceeds

the longest of the dorsal.

Middle caudal rays equal in length to longest I'ay of anal, the external rays somewhat
more than twice as long.

Distance of pectoral from snout 3 times as great as the least height of the tail; its

length one-tenth of total length and equal to width of bodj^, reaching to ninth row of scales.

Distance of ventral from snout 0([ual to twice the length of the head, its length slightly

greater than that of middle caudal rays.

Radial formula: B. 6; D. 22; A. 25; C. 19; P. 12; Y. 1, 9. PyL Ci3ec. 15.

'

Challeuger Report, xxii, 224, pi. lvi, fig. B.
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Color, uniform iudifjo-blue, this color extending to tlie inside of the mouth and the gill

membranes; tins and opercula black.

Tlie type of this species was obtained by Christian Johnson, of the schooner WiUiam

Thompson, of Gloucester, on the Grand Banks, at a depth of 200 fathoms.

CONOCARA, Goode and Bean, n. g.

Body elongate, compressed; in the type species strongly suggestive of the Barracuda

(S2)lii/rwiia). Mouth moderate. Snout prolonged. Jaws strong and powerful, the lower

^lightly included. Teeth in the jaws acicuhu", rather numerous; also on the vomer, very

small; absent from palatines. Eye large. Gill membranes entirely separate. Dorsal mod-

erate in length; anal very elongate, nearly twice as long as the dorsal. Pectoral and ven-

tral small. Caudal strongly forked. Scales minute and deciduous. Branchiostegals 0,

the membrane of the left series folded conspicuously over the origin of that of the right.

Opercular bones thin. Gill rakers rather short and stout, moderate in number.

CONOCARA McDONALDI, Goode and Bean, n. s. (FiKiire 48.)

Body elongate ;
its height o| in its length without caudal; thickness about 12 times.

The length of the head is contained about 3^ times in the total length. It is somewhat

elongate, and corresponds in appearance with A. macroptcnis, Vaillant. The snout is two-

tifths the length of the head, compressed, and with an obtuse point; the lowerjaw included

within the upper. Mouth large, the upper jaw about cue third of the length of the head;
the maxillary not reaching to the front of the eye. Mandible reaches to below the middle

of the eye. Teeth on the premaxillary, vomer, and palate very sharp, minute, widely sepa-

rated, in a single row in each jaw. Diameter of the eye contained 5 times in that of the

head, twice in that of the snout. Nostrils lateral; posterior very much larger, its distance

from the eye half the length of the eye. Gill openings wide
; opercular apparatus membran-

ous, its elements being very imperfectly ossified. Fifteen gill rakers on the first arch

below the angle. Scales very small, about 200 in the lateral line. Dorsal fin short, about

half as long as the anal fin, and its posterior rays inserted nearly over the last rays of the

latter. The distance of its insertion from the tip of the snout about o^ times its own length;
the anal inserted at a distance from the snout equal to 2^ times its own length. Ventral

inserted nearly midway between the snout and the base of the caudal. Pectoral short, in

length double the dianu^ter of the eye, and inserted below the median line of the body.
Caudal fin sliort, its middle rays not more than two-thirds the length of the snout, forked.

Color, uniform deep blue-black in life.

Radial formula: D. 18; A. 36; P. 10; B. 6; C. approximately 22; V. 0.

A specimen 8 J inches in length was obtained by the Blake at station CLXXii, in 24° 36'

N. lat., 84° 5' W. Ion., at a depth of 955 fathoms, and another, 6 inches long, from station

C1LXV in lat. 24° 36' N., Ion. 84'^ 05' W. at a depth of 955 fathoms. Another, 8^ inches long,

was taken by the Albatmx.s at station 2392 (lat. 28° 47' 30", Ion. 87° 27').

The species is dedicated to Colonel Marshall McDonald, TJ. S. Commissioner of Fish-

eries, who has aided so extensively and efficiently the study of the deep sea fauna.

CONOCARA MACROPTERA, (Vaillant), Goodi-. and Bean. (Figure 43.)

Alepocephahis mncroj>teruK, Vaillant, Exp. Sci. Travaillonr et Talisman, Poissons, 1888. 150, pi. xi, fig.

2«, 21), 2c.

Body very elongate; its height contained 8 times in the length of tlie body; its thick-

ness 11 times.

The head, which constitutes one-fourth ofthe total length, is elongated ;
the snout is two-

fifths of tlie length of tlie head, compressed, and witli an obtuse point Mouth moderate,

the upper jaw extending considerably beyond the lower, the maxiUary scarcely reaching to

the anterior margin of the orbit. Teeth on the premaxillaries, maxillaries, vomer, and pal-

atines, conical, elongated, rather small, and in a single row in each jaw. Nostrils wide, close
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together, the anterior near the middle of the length of the snout. Eye large; its diameter
three-elevenths ofthe length of the head ; iiiterorbital space two-elevenths. Gill opening wide ;

operculum for the most part membranaceous, its elements being very imperfectly ossified;

preoperculum curved, thickened on its anterior edge; the interoperculum and subopercnlum
not prominent, and apparently rejilaced in part by the branchiostegals. Gill rakers, about
15 below angle.

The vent is a little behind the middle of the total length. Lateral line extending from
the upper part of the branchial opening to the middle line of the body. Scales remarkably
small; those of lateral line very simple and more than a hundred in nund>er.

Dorsal witli its outline a little convex, lower behind and ending at a distance from the

caudal equal to the length of its own base, which is equal to about one-eighth of the length of

the body; anal more than twice as long, beginning near the vent and terminating a little

behind the dorsal. Its height nearly the same as that of the dorsal. Gaudal moderately long ;

its length equal to one-seventh of the length of the body, slightly emarginate; pectoral small
;

ventrals very short.

Color reddish brown; head a beautiful azure-blue; fins sepia; iris black; pupil azure-blue.

Scales very simple in form; those of the body are rounded in outline and measure from
l.n to l.(i mm., in diameter. Five pyloric ccpca, moderately elongated. No trace of a swim
bladder.

Itadial formula: B. 6; D. 21; A. 40; P. 8; V. 5.

Sixteen specimens of this species were obtained by the French expedition from the

coast of Morocco to Soudan, from the Banc d'Arguin, and from the Canaries, at deiiths

varying from 8G5 to 2,115 meters. A specimen 8 inches in length was obtained by the Alba-

tross at station 2751, lat. 10"= 57' N., Ion. G.'P 12' \V., in (J8 fathoms.

BATHYTROCTES, Gunther.

Bathytroctes, Gunther, Ann. ami Mag. Nat. Hist., ii, 1878, 241); Clialloiiger Report, xxii, 225; Study of

Fishes, 664.

Body rather elongate, compressed, covered with scales of moderate size. Cleft of the

mouth rather wide, the maxillary extending to below the nuddle of the eye. Both in-

termaxillary and maxillary armed with a series of minute teeth, as is also the mandible;
l)alatiue bones with similar teeth; those on the latter often weak and deciduous. Vomer-
ine teeth present or absent. No teeth on the tongue. Eye very large. Dorsal and anal

tins moderately long, the former behind the ventrals. Adipose fin none. Caudal forked.

Gills very narrow; pscudobranchia' present; gill rakers long, lanceolate. Pyloric ai)pend-

ages in moderate number. Ova rather small.

Batht/frocfrs is closely allied to Alcjwrephnlus, from which it differs chiefly in the pres-
ence of teeth on the maxillary. Ten species have been described, seven of which are from the

Atlantic. One of these, B. attritus, is, by the admissi(m of its describer, quite as likely to

belong to some other genus—i)erhaps Alcpoccphah(s.
The tyi>e of this genus is Bathytroctes macrolcpis, Giinther, from a depth of 2,150 fath-

oms, north of Celebes {Challouier station xcviii).
—B. siinnmosus, Alcock is from 740 fathoms

in the Arabian Sea. B. stovtias, Gilbert, is ti'om 877 fathoms, off Oregon and Washington.

KEY TO THE SPECIES OF BATHYTROCTES.

I. Dorsal fiu far in ailvance of the anal BATiivxiiocTES

A. Anal inserted nearly below middle of dorsal. Maxillary reatliiuj; to ImIow jiosti^rior third of orliit.

1. Scales large (42 in lat. line). Vertical fins short. (D. 15; A. 11.)

[Batiiytuoctes macuolepis]
2. Scales moderate (57 in lat. line) Vertical fins moderate. (1). 17; A. 14). Mouth very large.

[B. .STOMIAS]
3. Scales sm.iU (100 f in hit. line). Vertical tins moderate. (D. 20: A. 17.) B. uosTitATUS
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li. Anal inserted far behind middle of dorsal.

1. Maxillary extendin^j; to bidow posterior third of orbit. Scales moderate (70). Dorsal an<l anal

nearly eqnal in b'Uf^tli. (1). 16; A. 17.) B. MicKOLEPis

2. Maxillary extending behind posterior margin of orbit. Scales small (ca. 105 in lat. line). Dor.sal

longer than anal. (D. 14; A. 11.) B. MEL.\N-ocEPn.\LUS

II. T)r)rsal and anal nearly ojiposite and equal in length or nearly so Tai-isjiania

1. Maxillary extending about to vertical middle of orbit.

,a. Scales moderate (64 in lat. line). (D. 16; A. 17.) B. noMOPTERrs
b. Scales rather large (about 50 in lateral line), D. 17-18

;
A. 17-18 B. squamosus

1. Maxillary to vertical from anterior margin of orbit. (D.20; A. 22.) B. antillari:.m

2. Maxillary to vertical from posterior margin of orbit. (D. 22; A. 21.) B. .equatoris

BATHYTROCTES MACROLEPIS, Guntheu. (Figure 44).

Balhytroetes macrolepis, (iil.NTiiEU, Challenger Report, xxii, 225, 1887, jd. LVii, fig. b (two views of head).

A Bathytrocfes with the dorsal flu far in advance of the anal, and the maxillary reach-

ing to below the posterior third of the orbit. Large scales and short vertical fins. The

height of the body is two-elevenths of its length; the head slightly more than one-third.

Head depressed, elongate, scaleless
;
broad across the occipital region, tapering forward

;
its

upper surface deeply concave longitudinally. Eye large; its diameter greater than the

length of the snout and 3^ in length of head. Interorbital space half the diameter of the

eye. Snout pointed. Jaws equal. Cleft of mouth rather wide; the maxillary extending

beyond the vertical from the center of the eye. Dentition weak
;
teeth small, equal, ix)iiited,

uniserial; intermaxillary and front of maxillary toothless
;
vomerine teeth in two groups;

palatine teeth few, about 9.

Vent about midway between the branchial opening and the caudal. The dorsal inser-

tion is in advance of the vertical from the vent, and it last ray opposite the fourth ray of

tlie anal. Dorsal and anal both high in front. Pectoral lateral, its insertion opposite the

lower half of the gill opening. Pectoral with broad base, extending beyond the vent to the

end of the anal. Its insertion is midway between the root of the pectoral and the end of

the anal, and directly in advaiu'e of the vertical from the insertion of the dorsal. Scales

small, cycloid. Lateral line straight, with wide mucous apertures. Color, uniform black.

Eadial formida: D. 15; A. 11; V. 8; L. lat. 42.

A single specimen, inches in length, in poor condition, was obtained by the Challenger

at station cxcviii, north of Celebes, at a depth of ISO fathoms.

As the type of the genus its characters are here introduced, for purposes of comparison.

BATHYTROCTES ROSTRATUS, GfKTnER.

liatlujti-ocies rostraius, GiJNTHER, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., ii, 1878, 250; Chalknger Report, xxii. 1887, 227,

pi. i.viii, lig. 13.

The maxillary reaches to below the hind margin of the orbit; intermaxillary terminat

ing in front in a sliort projection.

The height of the body is nearly one-fifth of the total length (without caudal); the

length of the head one-third. Uones of the head very thin and very easily ruptured, like

all the other parts of the body. Head compressed, moderately deep, its depth at the occi-

put being three-fifths of its length; its ui)]>er surface longitudinally concave, the width of

the interorbital space being more than one-half of the longitudinal diameter of the eye.

Eye large, a little longer than deep, contained thrice and two-thirds in the length of the

head and equal to that of the snout. Infraorbital ring narrow, the broad and large maxil-

lary being separated from the orbit by a narrow strip of bone. Snout wedge-shaped, with

a pair of short and flat projections in front, each being formed by the intermaxillary and

toothed at its extremity. The cleft of the mouth is wide, the maxillary extending to below

the hind margin of the orbit. Dentition very feeble, all the teeth being minute and uni-

serial. The intermaxillary and maxillary are toothed throughout their whole extent; the

teeth of the mandible are particularly minute, and the series is interrupted close to the

symphysis, the symphyseal i)ortion being external to the lateral portion, which is implanted
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on the upper edge of the bone. The vomerine teeth are reduced to a pair of very small

teeth in the middle of the bone. Palatine teeth none, or reduced to a single tooth-like pro-

jection.

Branchiostegals long, narrow, slender. Gills as in JUithytroctcsmacrolepis. Gill rakers

long, lanceolate, closely set, 20+7 on the outer branchial arch.

Vent nearer to the gill opening than to the root of the caudal. Origin of the dorsal

fin somewhat in advance of the vent; it is much longer than high, the length of the ante-

rior rays incieasing to the sixth or seventh ray. Origin of the anal tin below the anterior

half of the dorsal, which it resembles in shape. Caudal fin deeply emarginate. I'ectoral

iuserted a short way above the lower profile, rather short and broad, about as long as the

eye. Ventrals broad, extending to the vent, their root being rather nearer to the base of

the caudal than to the extremity of the snout.

Scales simple, cycloid, in about 12 longitudinal series above and below the lateral line,

between the dorsal and ventral fins. Lateral line straight, running fi-om the upper end

of the gill opening along the middle ot the tail, with rather small mucous apertures.

Color, uniform black.

Eadial formula: D. 20; A. 17; V. 9; P. 16; L. lat. ca. 100.

A specimen 6^ inches long was taken by the Ghallmger off Pernambuco, station cxx;

depth, 675 fathoms.

A very snuill, pointed, osseous projection in fiout ofthe clavicular symphysis reminds us

of a similar peculiarity iu the following genvis Flatytroctes.

BATHYTROCTES MICEOLEPIS, GiiNTHER.

Bathytroctes niia-olepis, Gf'NTHER, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., 1878, ii, 249; Challenger Report, xxii, 1887, 226,

pi. LVii, fig. A.—Alcock, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., 1889, 451.

The maxillary extends to below the posterior third of the orbit. Height of the body

5J in total length (without caudal), the head 3f. Bones of head thin (as iu Batlujtrovtes

macrolejm). Head rather compressed, moderately deep, its depth at the occiput being two-

thirds of its length; its upper .surfiice is concave, the width of the interorbital space being
one-half of the longitudinal diameter of the eye. Eye very large, rather longer than deep,

one-third of the length of the head, and considerably longer than snout. Infraorbital ring

rather narrow, the broad maxillary separated from the orbit by a very uarrow strip of bone.

Snout somewhat wedge-shaped, with upper profile declivous, with jaws equal iu fi-ont and

with maxillary extending to posterior third of the orbit. Dentition feeble; all the teeth

equally minute and uniserial; intermaxillary and maxillary toothed throughout; vomerine

series transverse and straight, slightly interrupted in middle; palatine series nearly as long
as vomerine. Branchiostegals slender, rod-shaped. Gills four, that of fourth arch being
short and reduced to a horizontal series of lamina', which is only one third of the horizon-

tal series of the outer branchial arch. Gill lamina very short, especially on the convex

portion of the arches; gill rakers long, lanceolate, closely set, 24-4-11 on theouter branchial

arch.

Vent considerably nearer to root of caudal fin than to gill opening, whilst origin of

the dorsal flu is somewhat nearer to latter. Dorsal flu longer than high, its anterior rays

increasing in length to fifth or sixth ray. Origin of anal behind vertical from middle of

dorsal fin. Caudal fin deeply emarginate. Pectoral inserted a short way above lower

profile; it has a moderately broad ba.se, is three-fifths of the length of the head, and does

not extend to ventral. Ventrals close together, scarcely extending to vent, their root being

midway between root of caudal and anterior margin of orbit.

Scales decidu(ms, cycloid, with numerous fine concentric and radiating stria-; there

were probal)ly 9 scales in a transverse series between the lateral line ami the origin of the

dorsal fin and between the lateral line and the ventral fin. Lateral line straight, running
from the upper end of the gill opening along the middle of the tail, with rather narrow

mucous apertures. Color, uniform black, {(iiinther.)
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Eadial fornmla: B. 7; D. KJ; A. 17; V. 8; L. lat. ca. 70.

Oue specimen, 10 iuclies long, was taken by the ChalleiKjcr, southeast of Cape St. Vin-

cent (Station V), at a depth of 1,090 fathoms, and another by the Investigator, in the Anda-
man Sea, SOOfathoms.

BATHYTEOCTES MELANOCEPHALUS, Vaillant.

Bathijlroctes melanocephalus, Vaillant, Exp. Sci. TravailleTir et Talisman, 1888, 15."!, j)!. xi. figs. 3a, 3b.

Height of body one-fiftli of total length, its greatest thickness one-eighth. The length

of the head is two-fifths of the total lenj;th; the anterior ])r()file is somewliat olilicjue. The

length of the snout is equal to one-third of the distance from its tip to the posterior edge of

the operculum. The maxillary extends to a vertical slightly behind the posterior margin of

the orbit. The intermaxillary teeth and those on the mandible are elongate, fine, conical,

uuiserial, separated from each other by spaces scarcely equal to their own thickness. The

eye is very large; its diameter two-elevenths of the length of the head; interorbital .space

slightly less. In fresh condition the ftamework on the operculum, which is very delicate,

is hidden in the soft integument, forming a curtain, far extended posteriorly. After having

been in alcohol, a great number of radiating ribs, extending downward and backward on

the operculum, are seen. Vent considerably in advance of the anal, and near the middle of

the distance from the posterior edge of the o]ierculum to the base of the caudal. Lateral

line is in the median line of the body, except in its anterior part; the scales which compose
it are more conspicuous than on the rest of the body—twice as large, that is to say, one

of them corresponds ordinarily to two transverse rows—and there are about 64 of them in

the total length of the lateral line. The dorsal is inserted above the interspace between the

ventrals and the origin of the anal, the anal being shorter than the dorsal. Both anal and

dorsal are low. Caudal emarginate. Pectoral and ventral short, the former with 13 rays.

The body is grayish green; head deep, blackish blue; fins brown; eye with gray blue

iris and black pupil. Scales oval, those of the lateral line peculiar in form (fully described

and figured by Vaillant).

Four specimens were obtained by the Travqillenr in the middle eastern Atlantic; two

from the coast of Morocco, from 2,L'00 to 2,.500 meters; one from the coast of Soudan, 1,435

meters; one from the Banc D'Arg-uin, 1,670 meters. The type is 108 millimeters in length.

It would appear from the published descriptions that B. melanocephalus is well distin-

guished from J!, microlcxiis, although both have been taken in the same region. The most

salient diagnostic characters, as published, are included in the analytical key to the species

on a preceding page.

BATHYTROCTES (TALISMANIA) HOMOPTERUS, (Vaillant.)

Balhyirocles homoptcriis, Vaillant, Exp. Sol. Travailhnir ot Talisman, 1888, 153, pi. xii, fig. 1.

Body elongate; its height one-seventh of its total length; thickness one-thirteenth.

The length of the head is about one-third of the total length, and the snout one-third

of the length of the head. The maxillary extends nearly to the vertical fi-om the middle of

the eye, and, like the intermaxillary, it is armed with conical teeth, not very closely set.

Teeth on the mandible lancet-shaped, curved inward. Opercular apparatus membranous.

Vent twice as far from the snout as from the root of the caudal. The dorsal and anal fins

are nearly opposite and approximately equal in length (the type specimen was much muti-

lated, and an exact description has not been given); the origin of the dorsal is above the

vent, and the length of its base is slightly greater than the greatest height of the body;

the anal resembles it very closely and extends very slightly beyond it posteriorly. The

pectoral fin appears to have been somewhat elongate, pointed, with its tip extending beyond
the base of the ventral, which is situated almost in the middle of the length of the body.

Scales moderate, above and 14 below the lateral line.

Eadial formula: D. 19; A. 19+ ;
B. 9; L. lat. 64.
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A single specimen was ohtained by the French expedition at Station Lxxxvii, from the

Banc d'Arguin, at a depth of 1,113 meters. The type appears to have been very badly

mutilated, but M. Vaillaiit has made a careful restoration in the figiu-e which ho presents.

This species, lilce />. (infiJIanivi and B. avstralis, belongs to a, division of the genus

distinguished by having the dorsal and anal, equal in length, and nearly opposite. For this

group a subgenus is proposed under the name of Talismania.

BATHYTROCTES (TALISMANIA) ANTILLAEUM, Goode an.l Bean, n. s. (Figure 49.)

The maxiUary extends below the anterior portion of the orbit, and essentially to the

vertical from the anterior nuugiii of tlie i)upi]. The height of the body is contained 5 times

in the total length (without caudal); the head 3i. Tiones of the liead thin; head com-

pressed, moderately deep, its depth at the occiput being three-fifths of its length. The

profile of the head in advance of the oibit is sligiitly concave, the upper margin of the orbit

approaching very close to tlie upjx'r profile; the supraorbital rim forming a portion of tlie

dorsal profile of the head. The width of the iuterorbital space is nearly half the diameter

of the eye. Eye large, conspicuous, its diameter equal to oiu^ third of the lengtli of the

head; tlie pupil also large, its diameter two-fifths that of tlu^ orbit; its horizontal (li;imeter

considerably greater than the length of the snout, its vertical diameter equal to the length

of the snout, which is contained i times in the length of the head. Interorbital ring very

narrow : the maxillary is separated from the orbit by a very narrow strip of bone. Snout

sharply conical, its upper profile concave, jaws equal in fi'ont. Dentition feeble; all the

teeth equal, minute, uniserial. Intermaxillary and maxillary toothed throughcnit. Vomer-

ine series transverse and straight, slightly interrupted in the middle; i)alatine series neaily

as long as the vomerine; the two last-named series contluciit. Branchiostegals 7; exceed-

ingly slender and long. Gills 4; the fourth well developed, with a slit behind it. Gill

laminie short, especially on the convex portion of the arches. Gill rakers long, lanceolate,

closely set; 17 on the outer branchial arch below the angle; 7 above. Vent equidistant

between the root of the caudal and the gill opening; origin of the; dorsal nearer to the latter.

Dorsal fin longer than high, its anterior rays increasing in length from the eighth to the

nineteenth ray. Origin of the anal somewhat in advance of the dorsal, which is inserted

over the third ray at the i)oint where it emerges from its scaly sheath. Caudal fin deeply

emarginate. Pectoral flu inserted in the lower third of the height of the body; moderately
broad at its base; its upper rays nearly twice as long as the lower ones; its length half that

of the head, and its tip, when extended straight, in the vertical from the insertion of the

ventral, which passes through the twelfth scale of the lateral line. Ventrals close together,

not reaching to the vent, but to the origin of the sheath which incloses both the vent and

the base of the anal fin : its length equal to that of the lower rays of the pectoral and

to that of the snout. The root of the ventral midway between the tip of the snout and

the root of the anterior caudal rays. Scales large, deciduous, cycloid ;
about 9 horizontal

rows above the ventrals. Lateral line cul'viug in a concave sweep from near the upper

angle of the operculum to a point above the origin of the basal sheath of the anal, thence

in a straight line to the base of the caudal. Color of the specimen (denuded of scales and

long kept in alcohol), a rusty brown; head blackish.

Radial formula, B. 7; I). 20; A. 22; T. 13; V. 8. L. lat. 47.

A single specimen (No 43739, U. S. N. M.) was obtained by the Alhairosx at station

2394, lat. 28° 38' 30" N., Ion. 87° 02' W., at a depth of 420 fathoms.

BATHYTROCTES (TALISMANIA) ^QUATORIS, Goode and Beax, n. 8. (Figure 50.)

A species oi Bathytroctes resembling B. antillarum in the size of the scales, bu.. with a

mouth larger than that in B. ho»io2)f€yus:

The maxillary reaches to the vertical from the posterior margin of the orbit. The height

of the body is contained 5§ times in the total length; the length of the head 3.^. Bones of

the head thin; head large, compressed, the depth at the occiput being three-fourths its

length, its width about one-third. Its uppei- surtiice longitudinal, concave, and deeply con-
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cave between the orbits, with a convexity above the snout. Width of the interorbital space
about equal to the diameter of the eye. Tlie length of the snout contained 85 times in that

of the head. Eye large, a little longer than deep, contained 4g times in the length of the

head and IJ times in the length of the snout. Infraorbital ring very narrow. The maxil-

lary is bi-oad, large, and conspicuon.sly dilated at the extremity, its greatest width at this

point being more than two-thirds the diameter of the eye. Cleft of the mouth wide. Den-
tition fee))k'; no traces of teeth upon either vomer or palatine." Branchiostegals 5, long
and slender. Gills 4. Gill lamin.B short, especially on the convex portion of the arches.

Gill rakers long, strong, broad at the base; 6+17 on the outer arch.

Vent placed equidistant from root of caudnl and root of pectoral. The oiigin of the dorsal

over the vent; slightly in advance of that of the anal. Dorsal tin longer than high, its

anterior rays increasing in length to the middle of the fin, the longest ray contained 3| in

length of head, and about equal to the longest ray of the anal. Caudal tin deeply emargi-
nate. Pectoral inserted far below the middle of the body. It has a narrow base, and its

length in a perfect specimen is probably not greater than the diameter of the eye. Ventrals
close together, remote from the vent, the root being nearly midway between the root of the

caudal and the tip of the snout, and equidistant from the root of the anal and the base of

the pectoral.

Scales deciduous, cycloid, 45 or 48 in the lateral line, the lateral line beginning from a

point on a level with the top of the eye, and ascending in a broad curve to a point over the

ventrals, and thence in a straight line to the root of the caudal. Color, bluish black.

Eadial formula: B. o (!); D. 22; A. 21; V. 7; P. 8.

A single specimen, 14J inches in length, was obtained by the Fish Commission steamer

Albatross, from station 2793, Lat. 01° ((3' N., Ion. 80° 15' W., in 741 fathoms.

BATHYTROCTES ATTRITUS, Vaillant.

B<itltiilroch-s aUritus, Vaillant, Exp. Sci. Travailleur et Talismuu, Poissous, 1888, 158, pi. xil, fig. 2 (struc-

tural details).

This name was given by Vaillant to certain mutilated fishes obtained from the Azores,

Cape Verde, and Banc d'Arguin, at 1,550 to 3,G55 metres If they belong to Baihytroctes at

all, they appear to resemble most closely B. melanocephalus. Until fresh material shall be

obtained, it seems doubtful whether B. attritus is a valid species.

NARCETES, Alcock.

Narcetes, Alcock, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., 1890, 11, 305, vii, 1891, i, 10.

Body, as in Baihytroctes, rather elongate, compressed, covered with scales of moderate

size. Bye rather small. Cleft of mouth wide, the maxillary extending beyond the vertical

through the middle of the eye. Teeth in premaxillary and mandible fine, j)/Hmf'r««i; fine

teetli on maxillary, palatines and vomer; no teeth on tongue. Dorsal and anal fins rather

short, the fin-mer beginning in vertical from origin of ventral. No adipose dorsal. Caudal

symmetrically forked. Gill openings wide. Pseudobranchiie present. Gill rakers com-

plete; 7 branchiostegals; 4 gills, with narrow lamina'. Gill rakers long. Pyloric append-

ages in moderate number.

The type of this genus is Narcetes eremilas, Alcock (1. c.), obtained by the Investigator
in the Arabian Sea (station 105) at a depth of 740 fathoms. The description is based upon
two female specimens, measuring 13A and (U inches respectively.

PLATYTROCTES, Gunther.

Platytroctes, GiJNTHEK, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., 1878, 11, 249; Challenger Report, xxii, 229.

Body rather abbreviated, much compressed, and covered with small keeled scales.

Mouth of moderate width; the maxillary and intermaxillary and mandible armed with a

single series of small teeth. Palate smooth. Eye rather large. The dorsal and anal tins

' This may be due to the condition of the specimen. Should it be a good character it may necessitate the

formation of another subgenus.
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opjiosite to each other on the tail, moderately long. Adipose fin none. Caudal forked.

Pectorals small. Ventrals none. The humeral arch terminates in the middle of the chest

in a long, projecting, acute spine. Gill opening wide; six branchiostegals. Gills very

narrow; pseudobranchiae present; gill rakers lanceolate. Pyloric appendages rudimentary.

PLATYTROCTES APUS, GOnther. (Figure 53).

Platytroctes aptis, GiitmiKJi, Ann. aud Mag. Nat. Hist., 1878, ii, 249; ClKiUciigcr Report, xxii, 1887, 229, pi.

i.viii, fig. A.—Alcock, Ann. aud Mag. Nat. Hist., vi, 1890, ii, 307.

Body much compressed and deep; its greatest depth at about the middle of its length,
and contained in it 2^ times, not including the caudal. Head compressed, moderate, two-

sevenths of the length of the body, longitudinally concave above, the concavity bordered on

each side by a perforated muciferous canal, and broadest behind, tapering to a point between
the nostrils. Bones of Iiead are rather thin, but less so than in BathytroeteH. Bye large,
one-third of the length of the head, equal to snout, and situated close to upjier i)roflle.

Infraorbital ring incomplete. Mouth rather small, the lower jaw projecting. Maxillary

broad, short, extending to vertical from margin of oibit. Dentition very feeble; teeth uni-

.serial, uniformly minute, occupying the whole extent of intermaxillary and the maxillary,
but confined to the front part of the mandible; only a few rudimentary teeth are visible on
the side of the mandible. Vomer with a minute tooth on each side; palatines toothless.

Branchiostegals extremely slender, curved. Gills four; the inner one very short
; gill

laminpe short, especially on the convex portion of the arches; gill rakers long, lanceolate,

closely set, 20+10 on the outer branchial arch.

Vent is much nearer to root of caudal than to gill opening. Dorsal fin commences

immediately above it, the anal behind; these fins are very similar in shape and of moderate

height. Caudal peduncle more than half as deep as long, its depth being increased by a

fold of the integument between the vertical fins.. Caudal rather short and forked. Pecto-

ral very short, only half as long as the eye.

Scales small, cycloid, each with a longitudinal keel, and not spiiiigerous, as in jl/«fr»>«s,

but simple, as in the keeled scales of a snake; the striations, instead of continually crossing
the scale, are interrupted by the raised median line. Head entirely scaleless. Lateral line

straight, running along the middle of the body and tail, and composed of very small pores.

Brown; head, pectoral region, the vent, and fringes of the caudal peduncle black.

Eadial formula: D. 18; A. 17; P. 20; L. lat. about 100.

A single individual, 5A inches long, was taken by the VhaUenger at station 107, in the

middle Atlantic, at depth of 1,500 fathoms. Alcock records it from the Arabian sea, Investi-

gator station 105, in 740 fathoms.

XENODERMICHTHYS, Glinther.

Xenodermichtliya, GtiNTHER, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., ii, 1878, 250; Challenger Report, xxii, 1887,230.

Body rather elongate, comijressed, without true scales. The skin is rather tough, finely
wrinkled longitudinally, with numerous small nodules, regularly arranged, which possess
the structure and probably the functions of luminous organs. INIinute, rudiinentaiy, scale-

like productions are imbedded in the skin, especially on the trunk. Mouth very small, with
feeble jaws and rudimentary teeth in the intermaxillary and mandible, and a few in the

maxillary. Palate toothless. Dorsal and anal fins equal in length. Caudal forked. Gill

opening wide, but not extending niucli above the level of the pectoral fins. Gills well

developed; pseudobranchiae. Gill rakers long.

XENODERMICHTHYS NODULOSUS, GCntiiku. (Figure 57.)

Xenodermickthys nodulosus, GtJNTHER, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., 1878, ii, 2.^0; Cbalknger Report, xxii, 230,

pi. Lvni, fig. C.

Body compressed, elongate, resembling the Stomiatids; its depth nearly uniform

between the head and vent, and contained 6.^ times in the total length. Head longer than

deep; its length 5^ in total. Snout short, obtuse, with parabolic anterior profile. Mouth
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small, with minute teeth on intermaxillary and anterior portion of mandible. Maxillary

short, broad, very thin, reaching sli,uhtly beyond the \ertical from the anterior margin of

the orbit. Eye moderate, not entering into the upper protile; its diameter greater than the

width of the interorbltal space, and two-ninths the length of the head. Snout shorter than
the diameter of the orbit. Vent midway between the root of the caudal and the pectoral.
Dorsal and anal similar in form and equal in extent, the anal beginning slightly behind the

vent, and the dorsal inmiediately above it. The bases of the posterior rays of the two fins

opposite. The ultimate rays of these fins are the longest, the length of the rays gradually

increasing from beginning to end. Caudal peduncle nearly twice as long as its own height.
Caudal deeply forked, with filamentous lobes, preceded above and below by numenms rudi-

mentary rays. Pectoral placed low, narrow, pointed; its length three-fifths that of the head.

Ventrals narrow, reaching to vent; their length equal to half that of the head.

Skin tough, leathery, finely wrinkled, studded with small raised nodules, which extend

upon the rays of all the fins except the caudal; much more numerous below than above the

lateral line, wliicli is very conspicuous, broad, straight, originating close behind the eye and

extending along the middle of the body and tail to the base of the caudal rays.
liadial formula: D. 33; A. 33; P. 6; Y. 5.

A single specimen, 8 inches in length, was taken by the Challenger at station ccxxxil,
south of Yeddo, Japan, at a depth of 345 fathoms.

ALEPOSOMUS, Gill.

Alepoeomus, Gill, American Naturalist, xviii, 1884, 433.

Alepocephalids with body elongate, scaleless. The skin is thick, finely rugose, with a

considerable number of small nodules upon the belly, and sometimes also upon the sides

and the lower part of the head. Lateral line wanting. Mouth moderate, with minute teeth

upon the mandible and premaxillary. Palatines, tongue, and pharyngeal bones probably
toothless. Dorsal and anal fins opiiosite, similar in form and equal in length. Caudal

probably forked. Vent behind the middle of the body. Gill openings wide.

There are two species in this genus: A. Copei, Gill, with large oval orbit, large mouth,

high vertical fins, and witli numerous nodules upon the sides, and A.sociaiis (Vaillant), with

smaller eye, its outline projecting above the dorsal outline, smaller month, and nodules

apparently concentrated on the lower parts of the head and the anterior portion of the belly,

ALEPOSOMUS COPEI, Gill. (Figure 51.)

Aleposomus Copd, Gill, Arucricau Naturalist, xviii, 1884, 433.

Body compressed, its outlines sloping from head to middle of the caudal peduncle;
its height 5J in its length.

Length of the head 3§ in length of body. Snout short, declivous, its length half the

horizontal diameter of the eye and about one-fifth that of head. Mandible scarcely extend-

ing beyond upper jaw. Maxillary extends to vertical from middle of orbit. Small teeth

upon mandible and premaxillary. Eye very large ;
its diameter half the length of the head

;

its upper outline does not project above the dorsal profile, as in A. socidlis. Gill opening

large. Skin thick, slimy, no lateral line distinguishable. No scales present, but numerous

tubercles upon tlie sides of the body. None are perceptible on the head. Vent midway
between the origin of the ventral and the tip of the last dorsal ray. Dorsal origin equidis-

tant from the gill opening and the base of the middle caudal rays; highest in its middle

portion, rounding forward and behind. Anal inserted immediately under the dorsal; simi-

lar in shape and equal in extent. Caudal, though mutilated, was undoubtedly emarginate,

and i»robably forked. Accessory rays, characteristic not only of Aleposom tin but of Xenoder-

michthys, are not conspicuous. The pectoral is inserted very low down, close to the pos-

terior angle of the preopercular flap, and appears to have been feeble; its diameter not
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much greater ihan lialf tlie diameter of the eye. The ventral origin is equidistant from the

postei'ior margin of the eye and the base of the jjosterior dorsal ray ;
it is slender, and roaches

nearly, it nut ((uite, to the vent. Color, uniform blackish.

A single specimen (jSTo. 33551, U. S. N. M.), 3^ inches in length, was obtained by the

Albatross at station 2099 in 37° 12' 20" N. lat, 69° 39' W. Ion., at a depth of 2,949 fathoms.

ALEPOSOMUS SOCIALIS, (Vaillant), Goodic and 1!i;ax. (Figure 58.)

Xenodermiolith;is socialis, Vaillaxt, Exp. Sci. Travailleur et Talisman, 1888, 162, pi. xiii, fig. 1.

Body compressed, with upper and lower outlines parallel for the greater portion of tlicir

length. Its length is nearly G times its height.

Head one fourth of length of body. Snout very short, hardly one-fourtli length of tlio

head, while the mandible, which extends considerably beyond the upper jaw, is nearly lialf

as long as head. The maxillary reaches nearly to the line of the center of the eye. Small

teeth upon the mandible and premaxillary. The palatines, the tongue, and tlie ])liaryngcal

bones are toothless. The eye is enormous, its diameter two-tifths of the length of the bead.

It protrudes above the profile, forming a protuberance noticeable either at the side or from

below. Width of interorbital space scarcely one-sixth of the length of the head. Gill

opening large, although the opercular slit does not reach very far up, its upper edge being-

attached to the body by a membrane.
In the fresh individual the skin was slimy, covered by a thick mucus, so that the lateral

line can not be distinguished; is <loubtless merged in tlie fold between the upper and lower

muscular masses. No trace of scales. Vent situated behind middle of body.
The dorsal extends behind the caudal ])eduncle; it is not very high and is slightly raised

posteriorly in relation to the dorsal outline. Tlie anal resembles it precisely in size and

shape; the caudal is deeply emarginate, and is preceded above and below by very distincf

accessory rays, which occupy half of the distance between the dorsal and the anal. The

paired tins are but little de\eloi)ed, .short, and the pectorals have about 1(> rays.
Color uniforndy deep blackish, violet; the tins seem lighter on account of their trans

lucency. There are traces of black spots upon the niembratie of the anal, and also under
the eye upon the cheek and the opercular flap, and these continue also u)ton the belly;
these spots are more consi)icuous in the specimen when it is preserved than when it is fjesh.

The iris is violet; pupil opaline. ( Vaillant.)

This species was obtained in great abundance on the Banc d'Arguin, where 133 specimens
were obtained in one haul, at a dejjth of 1 ,230 meters. It was also obtained in small nund)ers
off the coast of Morocco from 717 to 1,350 meters, and on the coast of Soudan at SCO meters.

Vaillant seems to l)e somewhat uncertain whether or not this form belongs to the genus
Xeuodeniiirhthys, and remarks that, comparing it with the diagnosis of Dr. Giinther, he can

see nothing which absolutely rules it out. Assuredly, the skin presents no traces of rugosities
nor of any growth which can be compared to scales even in a rudimentary condition. At aU

events, it can be readily distinguished from Xcnodermichflii/s H(«/(f/(MH,s' of Giinther, which
has an arrangement of fins very different, and a nuich slighter development of the eye.

As Vaillant says, the great abundance in which this flsh was taken in one haul of the

deep-sea net would seem to indicate that it occurs in large schools in the depths of ocean.

Xenoilermkhthys Giintheri, Alcock, Ann, and Mag. Nat. Hist., 1S92, ii, 357, vol.

XVIII, fig. 3, from Investigator, station 133, Indian Ocean, 678 fathoms, seems likely to

belong to this genus.

LEPTODERMA, Vaillant.

Leptoderma, Vaillant, Exp. Sci. Travailleur et Talisman, Poissons, 1888, 165.

Body elongate, gradually diminishing posteriorly until it becomes almost thread-like.

Head moderate, but (in the only known species) with enormous eyes. Mouth small. Teeth

upon premaxillaries and maxillaries. A distinct submaxillary. Dorsal and anal elongate,
extended ujjon the caudal peduncle and ending sliglitly in advance of its extremity, the flns

very much larger than the dorsal. Gill opening wide, though not very high. No scales.
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The geuus is closely allied to Xenodermichthys, but is easily distinguished from it by its

general appearance, its smaller mouth, and by the great inequality in the extent of the dor-

sal and aual fins. The skin, eutiiely devoid of scales, adheres but sUghtly to the tissues

which it co\'ers.

LEPTODERMA MACROPS, Vaillant. (Figure 56.)

Leptoderma macrops, Vaillant, Exp. Sci. Travailleur et Talisman, Poissous, 165, pi xii, fig. 2.—Alcock,
Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., 1892, ii, 361.

Body elongate, its greatest height just behind the head being equal to one-fifteenth of

its length, and its thickness at the same place in about the same proportion. It is slightly
thinner about its middle, and posteriorly the compression is much more decided.

Head small but for enormous size of orbital spheres; its length one-fifth that of the

body; snout is obtuse, short, its length, hardly three-elevenths of distance separating its

extremity from posterior margin of opercular flap; mouth small, the maxillarj' not reaching

nearly back to the line of tlie anterior margin of the orbit. Each premaxillary armed with

a row of small conical teeth to the number of about four; maxillary toothless, the mandible
armed with teeth like those on the premaxillary, slightly developed, scarcely visible

except when strongly magnified; no teeth on the palatines. Iris is much developed, prt)-

truding; diameter of eye is three-eighths length of head. Gill openings wide and low.

Ventral far forward, at a di.stance from snout equal to about three-eighths length of

body; lateral line api)arently lacking ;
the tegument is so delicate that it has been impos-

sible to find a specimen in which it Mas not destroyed, since it adhered but slightly to the

muscular tis.sues. Dorsal and anal very low, unequal in extent, the origin of the former

opposite twenty-second ray of the latter, both terminating at about the same vertical and
close to the caudal. All the rays are divided and articulated. Caudal but slightly devel-

oped; pectoral lanceolate; ventrals seemingly connate.

Color, black, velvety; iris, gray; pupil, opaline.
Radial formula: D. 48; A. 71; Y. 5.

This species appears, like Xenodermiclithys, to occur in large schools upon the Banc

d'Arguin, 47 specimens having been taken in one haul at a depth of 1,495 meters. Others

were obtained in the same locality at 2,330 meters, and also on the coast of Soudan at 1,100

meters, and the coast of Morocco at 1,163 to 1,235 meters. M. Vailhint complains that not-

withstanding the abundance of specimens not one of them was in condition for description.
The Investigator (tbtained at station 134, in the Indian Ocean, 753 fathoms, a fish SJ

inches long, identified by Alcock with this form.

ANOMALOPTERUS, Vaillant.

AnomalojHenis, Vaillant, Exp. Sci. Travailleur et Talisman, Poissous, 1888, 160.

Body oblong,^hort; head very large. Teeth upon preinaxillaries, mandible, and pala-

tines. Soft, dorsal and anal upon the caudal peduncle, nearly equal in extent, the former

preceded by a kind of adipose fold or cushion, occupying the entire length of the back in

front of it. Gill opening broad and large. Skin naked.

In its deprivation of scales the genus resembles Xenodermichthys and Leptoderma, from

whicli, however, it is distinguished by its general form and by the adipose ante-dorsal cush-

ion, which occurs in no other genus.

ANOMALOPTERUS PIN6UIS, Vaillant. (Figure 54.)

Anomalopterus pingnis, Vaillant, Exp. Sci. Travailleur et Talisman, Poissons, 1888, 160.

Head nearly half entire length ofbody ; length ofsnout one-third that ofthe head. Mouth

very wide, the maxillary extending beyond perpendicular from posterior margin of orbit.

Upper jaw and mandible armed with small teeth; stronger teeth upon palatines; none upon
the vomer (the small size of the individual examined renders it impossible to be absolutely

1986&-NO. 2 i
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sure of this fact). Eye suiToimded by a cutanoous fold, which in a fresh specimen narrows

it very much, so that it measures only about one-twentieth of the length of the head. (The
size of the eye seems nuicli greater, however, in a specimen preserved in spirits.) Gill (ii)eu-

ing wide; the operculum covered in life by a membranaceous tegument.
Skin naked. The lateral line begins at upper angle of gill opening, descending iai)i(lly

to median line, after which it falls to the base of the caudal.

Dorsal occupies four-fifths of the length of the back, beginning above the upper angle
• of the gill opening. Its anterior portion (two-thirds of its entire length) iscomposed of a

low, cutaneous, adipose, fold or cushion, while its posterior ])ortion is a true fin supported by

rays. Anal extends to posterior jiortion of dorsal, though a little shorter and extending a

little further posteriorly. Caudal slightly emarginate, and equal in length to about one-

sixth of the length of the body. Pectorals very shortj the origin almost under that of the

rayed portion of the dorsal.

Color bluish; iris white.

Eadial formula: D. 17; A. 14; P. 9; V. 9.

The unique representative of this species was obtained off the coast of Morocco, in

1,100 meters. It is very small, and the action of alcohol has distorted it very much. Hap-
pily a sketch made from the fresh specimen has enabled M. Vaillant to give a figure and a

quite minute description. The length of the body is scarcely 60 millimeters; its height is

about one-fifth of its length, and its thickness is still less.

AULASTOMATOMORPHA, Alcoek.

Aulastomatomorpha, Ar.cocK, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., vi, 307, (Oct. 1890), vii, 10, Jan. 1891, with outline

figure. Type, A. p^wsphorups.

Body elongate, covered with minute, hardly imbricate scales. Head naked. Anterior

bones of head produced into a long tube terminating in a narrow mouth. Margin of upperjaw
formed by premaxillaries and maxillaries. Teeth uniserial and in the jaws only. Eye
large. Gill cover apparently complete. Gill opening wide below, contracted above, its

upper angle nearly on the level of the pectoral fin. GiUs 4, with narrow lamiuie. Pseudo-

branchiic rudimentary. Dorsal fin upon the caudal peduncle. No adipose dorsal. Anal fin

very long. Caudal forked. Pyloric Cieca few, small. No air bladder.

This genus is characterized especially by the rudimentary pseudobranchia>, and the

j)rolongation of the anterior bones of the head into a snout, like that oi Aulo.stoma.

The type of the species is A. x^liosphorops, Alcoek (1. c), obtained by the Investigator in

the Arabian Sea, station 104, at a depth of 1,000 fa thorns; a single specimen, believed to be an

adult male, 11 inches in length. (Figure 55.) Alcoek remarks that the head of this unique
fish is covered throughout by a thick, spongj', glandular skin, with dazzling white reflec-

tions, which is probably luminous in function. The eyes are very large and extremely

prominent.

Family PTEROTHRISSID.^, Goode and Bean.

Bathythrisaidw, Gunther, Challenger Report, xxii, 1887, 220.

Body oblong, with rounded abdomen, covered with cycloid scales ; head naked ; bar-

bels none. Margin of the upper jaw formed by the iutermaxillaries mesially, and by the

maxillaries laterally. Opercular apparatus complete. Adipose fin absent; dorsal fin much

elongate, mauy-rayed; aual fin short. Stomach with blind sac; pyloric appendages numer-
ous. Gill apparatus well developed; pseudobranchi;e ; gill openings wide; an aii' bladder.

Ova very small
;
ovaries without duct. {Gilnther.)

The name of the genus proposed by Gliuther falls into synonymy, and the family name

is, in accordance with common usage, changed to correspond to that of the typical genus.
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PTEROTHRISSUS, Hilgendorf.

Pterothrissus, Hilgemdorf, Act. Soc. Leopoklina Carol., xiii, Nos. 15, 16, September 3, 1877, 127.—Sitz-

uussber. Naturf. Frcunde, 1878, 156
; 1887, 187.

Balhythriisa, GuNTHER, Ann. ami Mag. Nat. Hi8t.,xx, 1877 (November 1), 433.—Challenger Report, XXII, 220.

"Body covered with scales of moderate size; head narrow, obloug, with mucilerous chan-

nels much developed. Bye lilir,>^•(^ Mouth narrow, coregonoid, with bands of minute teeth

embedded in the thick lips; maxillary with a marginal row of very small teeth. Candal tin

forked, with a dense layer of small scales. Air bladder with very thick walls, terminating
in two .short horns in front, iiointed behind." {Giinther.)

Pterotlirissm was published September 3, 1877, and Bathythrissa, November 1, 1877.

(See Sitzungsbericlite, Naturforschende Freunde, 1887, No. 9, 187, 188.)

The genns and family are known only from a single species, P. f/issn, Hilgendorf

(Figure 52) [
— Bathythrissa dorsalis, Giinther, Challenger Eeport, xsii, 222, pi. lvi, tig. AJ,

from Japan taken in 315
( ?) fathoms.

Family ARGENTINID.^.

Argentinina, Jordan and Gilbert, Bull, xvi, U. S. Nat. Mus., 1883, 288.

Argentinidce, Gill, Smithsonian Report, 1884, 619. Jordan, Cat. Fi.sh. N. A., 1885, 42.

Body elongate; .scales cycloid. Head naked. Month terminal, small or moderate; the

maxillary forming the lateral margin of the npper jaw ;
a supplemental maxillary bone

; pre-

maxiUaries not protractile. Teeth in jaws absent. Four gills, a slit behind the last. Pseu

dobranchiic present. Gill membranes separate, free from the isthmns. Branchiostegals

six or more. Dorsal short, nearly median
; adipose fin present. Caudal fin forked. Anal

fin moderate. Ventrals nuder the dorsal, nearly median, of moderate length, rays 9 to 14.

Pectorals placed low. A lateral line. Air bladder large. Stomach ca;cal. Pyloric ca;ca

few or none.

ARGENTINA, Artedi.

Argentina, Artedi, Genera Piscium, 8.—Cuvier, Rfegne Animal, 2d ed., 1829, ii, 308.—Gill, Proe. Acad.

Nat. Sci. Phila., 1862, 15.—Gunther, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., vi, 202.

Body fusiform, with mouth small
;

maxillaries and intermaxillaries short, the upper

jaw not reaching to vertical from anterior margin of orbit. Jaws toothless. Minute

teeth on head of vomer and on palatines in front. Tongue toothed. Ventrals behind dor-

sal. Caudal furcate. Branchiostegals well developed, C-8. Pyloric cceca present iu mod-

erate numbers. Scales rather large.

KEV TO THE SPECIES OF ARGENTINA.

A. Scales spinigerons.

1. Body low (height 8 in total). Diameter of eye less than or equal to snout A. SPHTRiENA

2. Body high (5 to 5+ in height). Diameter of eye greater than length of .snout A. siLUS

B. Scale.s smooth.

1. Body low.

A. Diameter of eye greater than length of snout; height of body 7 in total A. striata

B. Diameter of eye less than length of snout; .height of body 8 in total A. elongata

ARGENTINA SPHYR^NA, Linn^us.

Sphijrana pnrrn, Rondei.etics, Libri de Piscibus Marinis, 1554, i. 227.—Gesner, Fischbuch, 1558, 883, 1061.

Argentina, WiLLUGHBY, 1686.—Kav, 1713.—Artedi, 1738.

Argentina sphyrwna, Linn.eus, Syst. Nat., ed., xii, 1766, i, 513.—Rlsso, Ichth. Nice, 336.—Nilsson, Skand

Faun., Fisk., 476.—Guntheu, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., vi, 203; Challenger Report, xxii, 218.—Canestrini,.

Fauna d'ltalia, Pesci, 129.— Collett, Norges Fiske, 171; Forhandl. Vid. Selsk. Christ., 1880, 92.—

GiGLiOLl, Elenco, 102.

Goniosoma argentinum, Costa, Fauna Napolitana, pi. xxxvi.

Osmcrits hcbridiciis, Yarrell, Brit. Fish., 2d ed., ii, 133.
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Argentina hebridica, Nils8()n, op. ciU, 474.—Capello, Peix. Portugal, 35.

ArijenUna Cuvieri, CuviEU aud Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xxi, 418.

Argentina TarreUii, CuviEi! and Valenciennes, 7c. c, xxi, 418,

Argiiiliiui Vuxjhisnu, t'rviEH aud Valenciennes, /c. c.

Argentina decagun, Clarke, Trans. New Zealand Inst., xi, 1879, 295.

Height of body oue-eigiitli of its entire le'igtli, with head 4 to 4i in same; eye 3 in head,

and less than or e(i[ual to the length of the snout. Ventrals nearly median and under

dorsal. Scales min\itely spiuigerous, almost smooth in young. Head sealeless, diaphanous.

Radial formida: 1). 1(»-12: A. 12; P. 14; Y. 11; L. lat. 52.

This form is abundant iu shallow water in the Meiliterraneau and Adriatic, where it is

often taken by the fisliermen. It is known also ofi Portugal and in the northeastern Atlan-

tic from Scotland to 61'= and beyond. In Norwegian waters it occurs in the depths, Oollett

having obtained it in 200 lathoms. This distribution is paradoxical, aud is referred to in

another place.

A. sphyrwna spawns in April iu the Mediterranean.

Giinther considers A. decagon from Hokitika, ISlew Zealand, to be the same form.

Giglioli, after studying an extensive series obtained by him at Messina, has decided that

A. Uoglossa, C. & V., is al.so identical with A. sphyrana.

ARGENTINA SILUS,(Ascanius),Nilsson. (Figure 61.)

Salmo sihis, AsCiVNiUS, Icon. Rer. Nat., 1763, pars iii, 3, tab. xxiv.

Coregonus sUits, CuviEii, Kegne Animal, 2d. ed., 1829, ii, 308.

Argentina sUu8, Nilsson, Observationes lelitbyologicai, Lund, 1835, 1-7.—CcviEU aud Valenciennes, Hist.

Nat. Poiss., XXI, 421.—Nilsson, Skand. Faun., Fisk., 469.—(Uinther, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., vi, 203.—

Challenger Report, xxii, 217.—Collett, Norges Fiske, 173; Nyt Mag. f. Naturvid., xviii, 109.

Acantholepis silus, Krover, Daumark's Fiske, in, 98.—Gaimard, Voy. Skand., Poiss., pi. xvil.

Situs Aseanii, Reinhardt, Beuiiirk. ii. Skand. Ichthyol., 11.

Argentina syrtensium, Goode and Bean, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., i, 1875, 201.

Height of body 5.^ in its total length, with head 4 to 4 ^ in same. Eye, 3 in head and

longer than snout. Ventrals median, and uuder dorsal. Scales strongly si)inigerous.

Radial formula: D. 11; A. 14; P. 17; V. 12. Scales, 3J, GO, 4. (A full description with

measurements given by Goode and Bean, loc. cit.)

This form occurs in Norway at depths of 100 fathoms and less. The first taken in North

America—the tyi^e of A. si/rtensiam, Goode and Bean (U. S. N. M
,
No. 21624)—was found

in the stomach of a rhycix from Sable Island Bank, in 200 fathoms. In July, ISOl, a

specimen 18 inches long (U. S. N. M., No. 4370S) was caught by a boy with a hook and line

in the harbor of Belfast, ]Me. Another, No. 37801, 1.5 inches long, was taken at Biddeford

Pool, Maine. This distribution is even more pnzzling than that of A. uphyrwnu.

ARGENTINA STRIATA, Goode and Bean, n. s. (Figure 62.)

The height of the body is contained 7 times in its total length ;
the length of the head

3 times in total length. The eye is contained 2J times in the length of the head, and is

longer than the conical snout. Ventrals nearly median; their insertion under the penulti-

mate dorsal rays. Scales in the lateral line obliquely striate. Tongue with teeth. Origin

of the dorsal equidistant between snout and root of caudal. There appears to have been a

silvery, longitudinal band nnder the lateral line.

Radial formula: I). 10; A. 11; P. 17; V. 14.

The specimens studied were denuded of scales, but the impressions indicate that there

were 51 in the lateral line, 4 above and 4 below. The specimens (No. 4.'J858, U. S. N. M.)
were obtained by the Albatross from station 2402 in 28^ 36' N. lat., S.j^ 33' 30" W. Ion., at

a depth of 111 fathoms.

Aryentina elonyata, Hutton (Annals and Magazine of Natural History, iii, 1879, 53.—
Voy. Challenger, xxii, 218), was obtained at Port Campbell, New Zealand.
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Family MICROSTOMID.^.

Microstomatoidoe, Gill, Cat. Fish. E. Coast, N. A., 1861, 54.

Microstomida; Gill, Arr. Fam. Fishes, 1872, 16.

The family Microntomiilw, although never formally defined by Dr. Gill, is evidently a

valid one, separated from Argentinidw by the much smaller number of branchiostegal

rays, only three or four, instead of six to eight, as in Argcnthiida: The advanced position

of the ventrals is a collateral character.

MICROSTOMA, Cuvier.

Microstoma, CuviER, Ri-gue Animal, Ist etl., 1817, ii, 184; 1829, il, 285.—Gunther, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus.,

VI, 204; Challeuger Report, xxu, 218.

Microstomids, with small mouth, small intermaxillaries., short and broad maxillaries.

Small teeth, in narrow series in lower jaw, and on head of vomer. Ventrals in front of dor-

sal. Caudal tin furcate, its base squamose. Branchiostegals, 3-4. Pyloric c;eca absent.

Air bladder large. Scales large, thin, silvery. Adipo.se tin absent in adults.

"The evidence as to the bathybial habits of these small tishes," writes Giinther, "is

merely circumstantial. They seem to have the same vertical range as Argentina, but are

more rarely seen in collections, as the small size of their slender cylindrical body renders

their- capture very difficult."

MICROSTOMA ROTUNDATUM, (Risso), Gu>fTnER. (Figure 59.)

Gasteropelecus microstoma, Ris.so, Ichtb. Nice, 1810, •3.^6.

Mlerof.toma micrastuma, Cl'ViHR, Rpgne Animal, ed. 1, 1817, II, 184; ed. 2, 1829, 285.

Mirrosloma rotimdula, Risso, Eiir. Morid., 1827, III, 475, fig. xxxvi.

Microstoma rotundatiim, Gi'XTilER, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mas., vi, 204.—Canestrini, op. cit., 130.

Microstoma argnnteum, Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Pois.s., xvm, .358, ]>1. 544.

Body cylindrical, mouth sm:ill. Height of body 10 to 11 in length. Diameter of eye 2J in

length of head, the latter Si in total length. Ventrals midway from base of caudal and base

of pectoral. Adipctse tin usually wanting. Silvery.

Radial formula: D. 9-11; A. 8; P. 8; V. 10; L. lat. 52.

Known only from Nice and Sicily. It is placed among bathybial forms in deference to

the opinion of Dr. Giinther already quoted. The National Museum has a specimen (No.

40072) from Messina, sent by the Florence Museum, one of fifteen examples of this very

rare form, taken by Giglioli, September 25-28, 1875.

We have had no opiiortunity ofexamining another Mediterranean form recently described

by Facciolii (Micmstumu oblltum, Facciohi, Naturalista Siciliana vi, 193.)

MICROSTOMA GRCENLAXDICUM, Reinhardt.

Microstomus gra:nlandicus, Reinhardt, Vid. Selsk. Naturvid. og Math. Afliaiidl., viii. 1841, Ixxi\'.

Microstoma groenlandiciim, GUnther, Cat. Fisli. Brit. Mus.. vi, 205.—Gill, Cat. Fish. E. C. N. Amer.

"Height of body 10 in length. Length of head 5 in same. Ventrals under po.sterior

part of ventrals. Adipose tin (M)nspicuous."

Radial formula: D. 11; A. 10; V. 10.

This form was found at an early day in the waters of Greenland, but has not since been

observed.

Family BATHYLAGID.^.

BailujUgidir, Gill, Science, iii, G20, 1884. (Name only.)

The family Balhylagidn- of Gill was formed for the genus Bathylagus of Giinther. This

genus includes five species of small tishes, one of them {B. atlmiiicm) occurring in the

Atlantic in de])ths as great as 2,040 fathoms, another (J>. antarcficitx) inhabiting the Ant-

ajctic Ocean at a depth of 1,950 fathoms, and a third {B. padficus\ occurring off the coast
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of WasLiiigtou in G85 to 877 fathoms. All of these spedes were apparently black in life.

In all of them the eye is large and is believed to be intended for the utilization of phosjihor-

esceut light produced by other animals of the deep sea. These fishes are not predaceous.

Their bones are very thin, the fin rays feeble, and the scales easily deciduous. Dr. Giiuther

considers Bathylayus nearly allied to Microstoma.

Mr. Murray has made a very important observation on the circumstances attending the

capture of this fish, which has direct bearing on the question as to the bathybial range of

many of the fishes cai)tured by the deep-sea trawl. At this station the trawl was over the

side seven hours, but it never seemed to touch the bottom. Yet it contained, besides the

specimen of Bathylagiis, several large Medusa?, several bright scarlet shrimps, and other

animals. " It is impossible to say how near the trawl may have been to the bottom, l)ut

Mr. Murray considers it quite certain that most, if not all, of the animals above mentioned

\\ere captured in the intermediate water, between a depth of 100 fathoms from the surface

and a short distance from the bottom."

"Notwithstanding this circumstance," says Giinther,
" the thinness of the bones, the

fragility of the fin rays, the delicacy of the skin and scales, and the enormously large eyes,

seem to be sufficient evidence that these fishes are actually inhabitants of very great depths,

although there may be reasonable doubts as regards the exact depth at which Bathylagns
atlanlu'UH was obtained. These fishes must therefore be entirely dependent for vision on

the phosphorescent light which is produced by other abyssal creatures. Not being fish of

prey themselves, or only to a slight degree, they would be attracted by the light issuing

from the Pediculates and Stomiatids of the deep, and thus fall an easy prey to these fishes."

BATHYLAGUS, Gunther.

Bathylagus, GItntiter, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., 1878, 5th series, n, 248; ("hallenger Report, xxii, 219.

Body oblong, compressed, covered with thin deciduous scales of moderate size. No

phosphorescent organs. Head short, rather compressed, with thin membranaceous bones.

Mouth very narrow, transverse, anterior; the margin of the upper jaw is formed by the

intermaxillary and maxillary, which is short dilated. Teeth on the intermaxillary rudi-

mentary; those of the lower jaw extremely small, implanted on the edge of the bone, form-

ing a minute serrature; a series of minute teeth across the vomer and along the palatine.

Eye very large. Pectoral and ventral fins developed; the latter seven rayed and inserted

opposite to the dorsal, at a considerable distance from the pectoral. Dorsal fin in the mid-

dle of the length of the body; adispose fin small, not very far from the caudal. Anal fin of

moderate length or many-rayed. (Jill opening narrowed, commencing opposite to the root

of the pectoral, and extending across the isthmus, the gill membranes being united and not

attached to the isthmus. Gill rakers lanceolate, rather long; gills small; pseudobrauchiaj
well developed.

KEY TO THE SPECIES OF BATHYLAGUS.

I. Anal fin short, with 13 to 19 rays, D. 9.

A. Dorsal equidistant from snout and caudal, 13 anal rays BATnYi,Af;u8 atlaxtici's

B. Dorsal nearer to snout than caudal.

1. Length of head one-fourth of total, V. 7
;
A. 16 Hath ylaiu'.s euryops

2. Length of head two-ninths of fntal, V. 9; A. 19 Bathylacus Benemcii
II. Anal lin moderate, 22 or more rays, 1 ». 10.

A. Length of head two-ninths of total, body slender, A. 22; V. 8 Bathy-lagus antarcticl'S

BATHYLAGUS ATLANTICUS, Gunther.

Baihylagm atlantieus, GCnther, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., 1878, ii, 248; Challenger Report, xxil, 1887, 219.

The height of the body is a little less than the length of the head, which is one-fourth

of the total (without caudal); the eye one half of the length of the head. The width of the

iuterorbital space is only two-thirds of that of the eye. Snout very short, with steep ante-
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rior profile and trausvorso anterior mouth, the cleft of tlie mouth being nearly on the same

level as the lower uiargiu of the eye. All the bones of the head are very thin, seniicarti-

laginous; the head seems to have been scaleless. The gill eavity is closed behind, the gill

opening beginning opposite to the root of the j)ectoral fin, and the gill membrane forming a

broad bridge across the isthmus. This membranous bridge is not attached to the isthmus

and contains a layer of transverse muscular fascicles, by which the gill covers can be simul-

taneously firmly closed. The brauchiostegals are extremely thin and short and hidden in

the membrane. The dorsal fin commences nearly midway between the snout and caudal;

it is short and c()m])osed of feeble rays. Vent placed far l)ackwards, the length of the tail

not being much more than that of the head. Anal fin likewise composed of feeble rays,

terminating at a short distance from the caudal. The caudal fin is too much injured to

ascertain its shape. I'ectoral fin narrow, close to the lower profile. Ventrals opposite to

the hind i)art of the dorsal fin.

All the scales being lost, their size and number can be given only approximately fi'om

the remaining scale pouches; they must have been very thin, and the lateral line seems to

have run along the middle of the side of the body. Of tlie color nothing can be stated,

except that the scale i)ouches have a distinct black margin. (Criinther.)

liadial formula: B. 3; D. 9; A. 13; P. 7; V. S; L. lat. -10.

One specimen, in very bad condition and 6i inches long, was obtained by the Challenger

in the South Atlantic, at station 31S (depth, 2,04:0 fathoms).
The allied form, Bathylagus antarcticus, Gilnther (Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., 1878, li, 248;

Challenger Report, xxii, 220), was obtained in the Antarctic Ocean by the Challenger, at a

depth of 1,950 fathoms.

BATHYLAGUS EURYOPS, Goode and Bean, n. s. (Figure 63.)

Height of the body considerably less than the length ofthe head (equal to length of the

head without snout), the length of the head being one-fourth of the total (without caudal).

The diameter of the eye is one-half the length of the head
;
width of the interorbital space a

little more than one-half the diameter of the eye. Snout very short; steep profile; its angle
on a level with the lower margin of the eye. All the bones of the head very thin, semicar-

tilaginous. Gill apparatus as in the other species. Dorsal fin feeble, nearer tip of snout

than root of caudal. The vent far back, the length of the tail not being much more than

that of the head. Anal fin feeble, distance of its insertion liom the end of the base of the

dorsal being greater than the length of the head.

Radial formula: D. 19; A. 16; B. 7; P. 9.

Several specimens were obtained by the Alhafross: one (No. 35420, U. S. N. M.) in 39°

29' N. lat., 71° 46' W, hni., at a depth of 693 fathoms; another (No. 31861, U. S. N. M.)in
39° 52' N. lat., 70° 30' W. h)n., at a depth of about 600 fathoms

;
a third (No. 39477, U. S. N. M.),

a small indiv^idual, 4 inches in length, in bad condition, wliich appears to belong to this

species, taken at station 2571 in 40o 09' 30" N. lat., 67° 09' W. Ion., at a depth of 1356

fathoms.

BATnYLAGtlS BENEDICTI, Goode and Bean, n. s. (Figure 64.)

This species is in some respects intermediate between 7>. (ithinticus and B. antarcticus.

The height of the body is nearly equal to the length of the head, which is two-ninths of the

total (without caudal). The diameter of the eye is one-half the length of the head, as in

the other species. The width of the interorbital space is less than two-thirds of that of the

eye (proportionately narrower than in the other species). Snout very short, its length

about one-fourth the diameter of the eye. Mouth short, its angle being about on a level

with the lower margin of the eye. Bones of head thin, semicartilaginoiis; head apparently

scaleless; no traces of scales in the specimens before us. Gill cavity, membranes, and

brauchiostegals as in the other species. The origin of the dorsal fin is nearer to the end of

the snout than to the base of the caudal, and equidistant between the snout and the adi-

pose fin; its length equal to two-fifths of the length of the head. Tent placed farther for-
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ward than in B. atlantints, the length of the postanal portion of the body being greater

than that of the head, and contained 3i times in the total without caudal. The ventral iins

are placed opposite the posterior portion of the base of the dorsal.

Although the scales have all disappeared, it would seem that there had been about 32

longitudinal rows; and their size may be judged of by tlie fact tliat there were 7 rows

between the base of the pectoral and the vertical from the origin of the ventral. Adipose
tin slender and Inng, its length equal to one-half of the diameter of the eye.

Eadialfonnula: D. 9; A. 19; V. 9; P. 10.

Several specimens have been obtained by the Fish Commission steamer Albatross: One

(No. 33510, U. S. N. M.), 5^ inches in length, from station I'OOl, in 39° 44' 30" N. hit., 71"= 04'

W. Ion., at a^ depth of 1022 fathoms; another, 5!^ inches in length, from station 2711, in

380 59' N. lat., 70° 07' W. Ion., at a depth of 1344 fathoms; a third specimen (No. 39480, U. S.

N.M.), about 4J inches in length, from station 2572, in 40° 29' N. lat., 66^04'W. Ion., at a

depth of 1769 fatlioms.

This species is named in honor of Mr. J. H. Benedict, of the U. S. National Museum,
for several years the resident naturalist of the Albatmss.

Family SYNODONTIDv^.

Synodontidcp, Gill, Arr. Fam. Fishes, 1872, 16.—Jordan, Cat. Fisli. N. A., 1885, 39.

Body elongate, subcylindrical, or somewhat compressed, covered with cycloid or ctenoid

scales. Mouth wide, the entire margins of the upper jaw formed by the slender elongate

premaxillaries, to which are adherent the slender maxillaries, which are sometimes rudi-

mentary or absent. Teeth in jaws usually in cardiform bands, with larger teeth, usually

depressible, among them : teeth usually also on palatines and on tongue (absent in liatlnj-

synodus, and in some of the si»ecies of Chlorophthahnus). No barbels. Gill membranes seiJ-

arate, free. Adipose tin present (except sometimes in ButhysidtruH). Dorsal tin siiort, of

soft rays. Anal moderate. Pectorals and ventrals present. Caudal forked. A tendency
to erratic«development in the fin rays. Air bladder small or absent. No photophores.

KEY TO THE GENERA OF SYNODONTID^.

I. Maxillary narrow behind. Body subcyliudrical, rather elongate. Mouth very wide. Dorsal iindiau.

A. Snout conical; teeth not barbed.

1. Tongue with teeth. Ventrals close behind pectorals. Dorsals with 13 rays or less.

a. Palatine teeth in single b.md on each side Synodus
b. Palatine teeth in double bands [Saukida]

2. Tongue toothless. Ventrals I'ar behind pectorals. Dorsal witli 20 rays B.vtiiylaco

B. Snout broad, depressed. Teeth barbed; fang-like.

1. Tongue toothed. Ventrals close to pectorals. Dorsal with 18 rays Bathysaurus

II. Maxillary rudimentary or absent. Body elongate, rather compressed. Mouth extremely wide.

A. Snout short. Hca<l tliick. Teeth cardiform, unequal, the largest in the lower jaw barbed.

1. Tongue small, with teeth. Pectoral small, very high. Ventrals very far from pectoral.

Harpodo.v

SYNODUS, (Gronov.), Scopoli.

Synodus, Gronov. Scopoli, Int. Nat. Hist., 1777, 246.— ScnNEn)i:u, Bloch's Syst. Iditli., 1801, 3!16 (tyiie,

Ksox synodus, Gron.).—Jordan and Gilhert, Bull, xvi, V. S. N. M., 279.

Saurus, Cuvier, Eegne Animal, Isted., 1817, 169; 2d ed., ii, 313 (typo, Salmo aaurus, L.).—Cuvier and Vai.i:.\-

ciENNES, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xxii, 457.—Gunther, Cat. Fi.sh. Brit. Mas., v, 394.

Body elongate, subcylindrical. Head depressed, the snout triangular, rather pointed.

Interorbital region transversely concave. Mouth very wide; premaxillary not protractile,

long and strung, more than half length of the head; maxillary closely connected with it,

very small or obsolete. Premaxillary with one or two series of large compressed knife-

.shaped teeth, the inner and larger depressible. Palatine teeth similar, smaller, in a single

broad band. Lower jaw with a band of rather large teeth, the innci' and larger teeth

depressible; a patch of strong, depressible teeth on the tongue in front, and a long row along
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the hyoid bone. Jaws nearly equal. Eye rather large, anterior. Supraorbital forming a

projection above the eye. Pseudobrancliiiie well developed. Gill rakers very small, spine-

like. Gill membranes slightly connected. Top of head naked. Cheeks and opercles scaled

like the body. Body covered with rather small, adherent, cycloid scales. Lateral line pres-

ent. No i)hosphorescent spots. Dorsal fin short, rather anterior. Pectorals moderate,
inserted high. Ventrals anterior, not far behind pectorals, large, the inner rays longer

than the outer. Anal short. Caudal narrow, forked. Branchiostegals 12 to 16. Stomach

with a long, blind sac and many pyloric cieca. {Jordan.)

The genus has the appearance of being well suited for deep-water life, and its near allies

are some of the most characteristic of the bathybial forms.

SYNODUS SAURUS (Linn^us.).

SaJmo sauriis, LiNNiEWS, Syst. Nat., eil. x, 1758, i, 310.

.Saunis ndiinis, CuviKR, Ri-gne Animal, 1st ed. II, 1817, 169; 2d ed. 1829, ii, 313.

Sanriis laccrtu, Cuvikk and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xxii, 463.

Synodus lacerta, Goode, Fishes of the Bermudas, 68.

Saurtis griseus, Lowe, Trans. Zool. Soc. Loudon, ii, 188.—Gunther, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., v, 395.

Sauriis irimrgatm, Vai.encienne.s, Poiss., Isles Canaries, 72, pi. xv, fig. 1 (good).

Length of head 4 in total, snout broader than long, pointed, with jaws equal anteriorly,

or with the upper jaw slightly projecting. Dorsal slightly higher than the length of its rear

base. Pectorals extend to ninth or tenth scale of lateral line. Scales upon the tail .slightly

carinate. Color dusky gray above, yellow below. D. 11-12; A. 11-12. Scales 3^ |

.j8-62
|

«.

This form, the type of the genus Satirus, C. and V., is closely allied to ^'Esox synodus,''''

Linn., the type of Synodus, Schn., which is quite as likely to have been the common Ameri-

can Synodus f(rtens as any other form.

This form, rare in the Mediterranean, occurs also about St. Vincent, Madeira, and the

Canaries, and has been taken by the authors at Bermuda, where it is known as the "Snake

Fish." It occurs at moderate depths about Bermuda, but probably below the hundred-

fathom line. No observations have been made in regard to its bathic range. S. l-aiunus,

Giinthor, occurs about the Ki Islands at 110 fathoms; and Giinther is of the opinion that S.

atlan ticus, John.son, aMadeiran form, and S. intermedins, Spix, from tropical American waters,

also range into "deep water. Others are likely to do so. So is S(iurid((, an Indo-Pacific

genus.

BATHYLACO, Goode and Bean, n. g.

Body subcyhndrical, rather elongate, stout, similar in form to Synodns. (Scales are

absent in the specimen studied, and it is not even possible to determine wliether or not this

is a naked species.) Head conical. Snout short. Mouth very large, wide, oblique, lower

jaw slightly projecting. Maxillary narrow and long, with small teeth, which are somewhat

biserial in front, and uniserial behind; interrupted at the synipliysis. Mandible with a

narrow band of similar teeth. Palatine teeth in a narrowband; tongue toothless. Eye

moderately large, very far forward, its upper edge close to the dorsal profile. Pectoral

small, placed low. Ventral nearly median, a little in advance of the dorsal and far beliiud

the pectoral, with 8 rays. Dorsal origin nearly iu the middle of the length and extending

to above the middle of the anal. Adipose fln probably absent. The anal origin far back,

fin short. Gill opening very wide, as in Batliysaurus. the left mendjrane overlapping the

right, not attached to the isthmus. Branchiostegals numerous. Gill rakers short and few.

Opercidar bones very thin and feeble.

BATHYLACO NIGRICANS, Goode and Bean, n. s. (Figure 69.)

The length of the head one-fourth of total (without caudal); its depth one-half its

length. Snout scarcely more than one-half the diameter of the eye, and contained about 8

times in the length of the head. The lower jaw the longer. The eye is contained 4^ times

in the length of the head, its diameter equal to the width of the interorbital space. The

intermaxillary is nearly two thirds the length of the head. Tlie mandible is contained 3
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times in the distance from the tip of the snont to the origin of tlie dorsal. Dorsal fln

inserted at a distance from the tip of the snout equal to twice the length of the head, the

lengtli of its base nearly one-third of total (without caudal). The anal origin is under the

posterior third of the dorsal, the length of its base equal to half that of the head. Pecto-

ral small, placed low, immediately back of the branchial opening; apparently few-rayed.

Color, black.

Eadial formula: B. 8; D. 20; A. 10; V.S; P. 6.

The condition of the specimen is very bad, and it is only the desire to call attention to

this interesting form that induces us to give it a name.

A single specimen. Si inches in length, was taken by the Bluke olf Santa Cruz, at a

depth of 2,3'J3 fathoms.

BATHYSAURUS, Gunther.

Bathysaurus, Gunther, Ann. ;ni(l Mag. Nat. Hist., August, 1878, 181; Challenger Report, XXII, 181.

Shape of the l)ody similar to that of iSauriis, subcylindrical, elongate, covered with

small scales. Head depressed, with the snout produced. Hat above. Cleft of the mouth

rather wide, with the lower jaw projecting; intermaxillary very long, styliform, tapering,

not movable. Teeth in the jaws in broad bands, not covered by lips, curved, unequal in

size, and barbed at the end. A series of similar teeth runs along the whole length of each

side of the palate, a few teeth on the tongue, and groups of small ones on the hyoid. Eye
of moderate size, lateral. Pectorals of moderate length. Ventral S rayed, inserted imme-

diately behind the pectoral. Dorsal fin in the middle of the length of the body, with about

18 rays. Adipose fin absent or present. Anal of moderate lengtli. Caudal emarginate.

Gill openings very wide, the gill membranes being separate from each other and from the

isthmus. Eleven or twelve branchiostegals. Gill laminaj well developed, separate; gill

rakers tubercular
; i)seudobrauchi8e well developed. [Gunther.)

BATHYSAURUS FEROX, Gunther. (Fignros 65,66.)

Saihysauriif! fcror, GI'inthei!, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., 1878, 5th series, ii, p. 182.—Challenger Expedition,

XXII, p. 181, pi. XLVi, iif,'. A.

Bathysaurus Agassizii, Goode and I!ean, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zoo].,x, No.5, 215.—Jordan, Cat. Fishes N. Amer-

ica, 1885, 40.

Body very elongate, subcylindrical, with depressed head and tapering tail, its greatest

height contained 7 times in its length, without caudal, and 8 times in the length to tip of

upper caudal lobe
;

its greatest width 9 times in standard length; its height at origin of

anal about half its greatest height; length of caudal peduncle equal to greatest height of

body.
Scales irregularly ovate, with the free portion convex, thin, cycloid, leathery, deciduous;

those in middle of body with a vertical diameter nearly equal to that of the pupil ;
those of

lateral line with posterior margin truncate. In the lateral line, which extends upon the

caudal tin, descending below the median line of the body near the origin of this tin, are

78 specialized scales, larger than those of the body. Between the dorsal tin and the lateral

line are about 8 rows of scales
;
between the latter and the anal tin are about the same

number.

Head twice as long as the greatest height of the body, strongly depressed, alligator-

like, naked except upon the cheeks and a small area on the occiput, with strong nasal and

iiiterorbital ridges. The greatest width is somewhat more than half its greatest length,

the widtli of interorbital area nearly equal to one fourth the length of the lower jaw. The

length of the snout is equal to twice the horizontal diameter of the eye. The anterior nos-

trils are situated midway between the tip of the snout and the anterior margin of the orbit.

The cleft of the mouth is enormous, its angle posterior to the eye by a distance about equal

to the width of the interorbital space. The length of the upi>er jaw eiiuals one-sixth of the

standard body length ;
that of the lower jaw, one fifth. The margin ofthe upper jaw (formed

by the intermaxillary only) is armed with two irregidar rows of dejuessible teeth, some of

which are barbed; those in the inner row are much the largest, many of them being two-
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thirds as long as the horizontal diameter of the pupil and twice as long as those in the

outer series. The lower Jaws are enormously strong, and broad, flattened below, the width

measured on the under surface of the head equal to two thirds the widtli of the broad inter-

orbital space. The lower jaw projects outside of the upper jaw at the sides a distance

apparently equal to half its width, and considerably in front; the lower jaws are thickly

studded with depressible teeth, many of them, especially the larger inner ones, strongly

barbed, those in front claw like, recurved. On the palatines, three rows of teeth, the mid-

dle ones very nuich enlarged and most of them strongly barbed—these being the largest of

all the teeth. On the tongue a few weaker teeth, and groups of similar teeth upou the

vomer. Gill lamina', gill rakers, and pseudobranchipe as described by Dr. Giinther.

The dorsal fln contains 17 rays, and is inserted at a distance from the tip of the snout

equal to the length of its own base, and slightly greater than one-third of the standard

body length. The fourth or longest ray is equal in length to the greatest height of the

body. The tirst ray is a rudiment; the second is nearly half as long as the third; the third

shghtly shorter than the fourth
;
after the fourth the rays diminish rapidly in length to the

ninth, which is about half as long as the lower jaw, and subsequent to which the diminution

is gradual ;
the last ray is about as long as the first.

There is no adipose dorsal; if ever present, it was obliterated before the specimen came

into our jiossession.

The anal fln contains 11 rays, and is inserted considerably behind the vertical from

the termination of the dorsal, at a distance equal to the horizontal diameter of the eye; the

length of its base is equal to half tliat of the dorsal, the length of its longest ray (the third)

equal to that of the eighth of the dorsal.

The caudal is slightly forked, its middle rays two-thirds as long as those in the upper

lobe, and about equal to the seventh dorsal ray.

The pectoral tin consists of ir> rays, is inserted under the fourth scale of the lateral

line, and at a distance in front of the dorsal equal to half the greatest height of the body.

Its length is equal to that of the lower jaw, and the seventh ray is prolonged to a length

equal to that of the head, its tip extending to the perpendicular from the tw^elfth dorsal ray.

The ventral is composed of 8 rays, and its base is almost entirely in advance of the

perpendicular from the origin of the dorsal; its length equals half that of the head. The

two ventrals are far apart.

Eadial formula: 1). 17-18; A. 11; C. 10; P. 15; A. 8. Scales, 8
|

74-78
|

8.

Color brownish, the inside of the branchiostegal flap bluish-black.

A specimen (No. 38106, U. S. N. M.), 26J inches in length, was obtained by the Albatross

from station 2710, in a depth of 984 fathoms. A specimen (No. 33305, U. S. N. M.), lOJ

inches in length, was taken by the AUmfross from station 2051, in 1,10(5 fathoms. Another,

8J inches in length, was taken by the Albatross from station 2550, in 1,081 fathoms, and

another from station 2104, in 991 fathoms.

Vaillant identified a specimen obtained off the coast of Morocco, in 2,200 meters, with

B. AgassizU. Giinther originally described the species from a specimen taken by the dial-

lenger, at station 108, oft' the east coast of New Zealand, at a depth of 1,100 fathoms.

Bathysaurus mollin, Giinther (Challenger Report, xxii, p. 183, pi. XLVi, fig. B), comes

from the South Pacific, 2,385 fathoms, and from off Yeddo, 1,873 fathoms.

HARPODON, Lesueur.

Harpodon, Lesueur, .Journal Acad. Nat. Sci., Philadelphia, v, 50 (type, Salmo (Harpodon) microps, Lcs.=

Osmerus neherms, Hamilton Buchanan).—Alcock, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., 1891, il, 128; 1892, ii, 356.

The type is an Indo-racilic form which is caught in great quantities in the estuary ofthe

Ganges, and in a dried state is known as the "Bombay Duck." Giinther attributes to the

deep-sea fauna a Japanese form described by him as H. macrochir (Fig. fiO), (Challenger

Report, XXII, ISO, pi. xlvti, fig. A), being led to do this by the peculiar structure of the

specimen. II. sqiiamoxtis, Alcock, is from tlie Indian Ocean, 120, 240, 270, 300 fathoms.
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Family AULOPIDyE.

Aulopodini, Bonapartk, Trans. Linu;ean Society, xviii, 300, 1841.

Aulopido', Coi'E, Trans. Anier. Pbil. Soc. XIV, 455; Proc. American Assoc. Adv. Science, 1870, 333.

Aulopidw, (restricted) Gill, MS.

The family Aulopidw is characterized by the maxillary dilated beliiud, and the exten-

sion downwards of the hyijocoracoids, as in many Acauthopterygii [Gill, MS.). Cope's defi-

nition was iuaccnrate.

A. Dorsal preuiedian. Rays not fllameutouB.

1. Palatine and tongue with teeth. Adipose fin present, small.

a. Veutrals not in front of dorsal. Snout conical CllLOUdPiiTiiALMUS.

B. Dorsal postmedian. Rays of some of th(! tins tihimentons.

1. Second and third dorsal rays prolonged, filamentous. Palate and tongue toothed. .. [Aulopus].

CHLOROPHTHALMUS, Bonaparte.

Chloroplillialmits, Bonaparte, Fauna Italica, Pesci.—GiiNTHER, Cat. Fish., Brit. Mus., v, 403.

Hyphalonednu, GooDE, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1881, 483.

Body rounded, terete, mouth wide, maxillaries long-, posteriorly dilated. Teeth minute,
in narrow bands on jaws, and on palatines, vomer, and tongue. Ventrals behind origin of

dorsal. Adipose fin small. Anal short. Gill opening very wide. Branchiostegals 10.

Pseudobranchiae well developed. Scales pectinate.

CHLOROPHTHALMUS AGASSIZII, Bonaparte. (Figure 70.)

CMorophthnlmus Agasshii, Boxaparte, op. cil., pi. 121.—Co.sta, Fauna Napolitaua, part I, pi. xxxv, ?>i».—
GuNTHKK, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., v, 404 (not Voyage Challenger). Giglioli, Elenco, 100.

Aulopus AgassiHi. CuvinR and Valrnciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xxii, 521.—Vaili.ant, Exp. Sci. Travail-

leur et Talisman, 121, pi. xil, fig. 3.

Height of body 5J in total length ;
head 3.J in same. Eye very large, its diameter nearly

one-half length of head. Dorsal origin at one-third the distance from snout to base of caudal

rays. Its height is about equal to that of the ventral and is contained 5 times in total

length. Anal insertion about three-fourths of distauce from snout to base of caudal. Ven-
tral inserted under middle of dorsal. l*ectorals reach nearly to the middle of the length of

the body. Color greenish bronze, with silvery retiections.

Eadial formula: D. 11-12; A. 9; L.lat. 60-63.

This form occurs about Kaples and Sicily, where it is rare. The National Museum has

specimens from Messina (No. 40071), seat by the Florence Museum. It ahso occurs at con-

siderable depths in the eastern Atlantic. The French expedition obtained it off the Azores
in 1,440 meters, also iu the Sargasso Sea, 405 meters, and oft' the Cape Verdes, 460 to 580

meters.

The Albatross obtained specimens from various localities as follows: Stations 2314, lat.

32° 43' K, Ion. 77° 51' W., 159 fathoms; 2067, lat. 30° 53' N., Ion. 79° 42' 30" W., 273 fath-

oms; 2264, lat. 370 07' 50" K, Ion. 74'^ 34' 20" W., 107 fathoms; 2398, lat. 28° 45' K, lou.

86° 26' W., 227 fathoms; 2543, lat. 39° 58' 15" K, Ion. 70^42' 30" W., 106 fathoms; 2624, lat.

320 36'
JSr.,

Ion. 770 29' 15" W., 258 fathoms.

CHLOROPHTHALMUS CHALYBEIUS, Goode. (Figure 71.)

Hijphalonedrufi cliahibciiix, GooDE, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., in, sig. 31, 484, Feh. 16, 1881.—Goode and Bean,
Bull. Mus. Comp. Zoiil., x, 223.

Chlorophthalmus Agassizii, GuNTUER, Challenger Report, xxii, 192, pi. L. C.

Body terete, its height 6J iu its length, its width 7^. Tlie least height of the tail is

half that (jf the body. The scales are moilcrately strong, sharply pectinated at the edge, and

arranged iu regular transver.se rows, overlapping in such a manuer as to resemble oblique

plates upon the sides. The lateral line is prominent, straight, containing about 48 scales.
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Between the lateral line and the origin of the dorsal are 6J scales, the origin of the ventral

6. Tlie greatest length of the head to the end of tlie flexible flap of the opercnlum slightly

exceeds one-fourth of the body length, and is itself slightly more than 4 times the length of

the snout. The longitudinal diameter of the orbit is 4 times that of the iuterorbital space
and enters 3 in length of head. The maxillary, broad and flattened posteriorly, is in length

one tenth of the body, and extends back to perpendicular from the anterior margin of the

])upil. The articulation of the mandible is in advance of the posterior tip of the maxillary,
its length slightly greater, and it jjrotrndes beyond the snout, when the mouth is open, a

distance greater than the width of the iuterorbital area. When the mouth is closed its tip

still projects noticeably.

The dorsal flu is located almost midway between the snout and the adijiose dorsal. Its

height is almost ecjual to that of the ventral. The adipose dorsal is over the middle of the

anal, its length half the diameter of the orbit.

The distance of the anal from the snout is about three-fourths of the body length. Its

length of base is equal to the length of the snout; its height to that of the middle caudal

rays. The caudal is fiircate. The pectoral is long, subfalcate, inserted close to the bran-

chial cleft, its tip extending to the fourteenth ov fifteenth scale of the lateral line, its length
twice that of the mandible.

The ventral is located two-flfths of tlu; way from the snout to the base of the caudal,

and directly under the middle of the dorsal.

Radial formula: D. 11-f 1; A. 8; 0. 16; P. 17 or 18; V. 9 or 10; L. lat. about 48.

Color grayish mottled with brown, scales metallic, silvery.

Specimens were obtained by the Fish Hnirlc in five localities ranging in depth from 101

to 156 fathoms, and by the Albatross from eleven stations at depths of from 85 to 167

fathoms.

//'. chalybeius is not identical with €. AgassizH, but is well separated by the smaller eye,

longer, more conical snout, lower, more terete body, and larger scales. It closely resembles

it, however, in general form. Dr. Giinther's diagnosis of C. AgassizH in the Challenger

volume more nearly aijplies to C. chalybeius, and his figure is apparently of C. chalybeius.

C. productus, Giiuther, was obtained off the Fiji Islands, at a depth of 315 fathoms.

C. nif/ripinnis, Giiuther, is known only from a single individual, taken by the Challenger
off Twofold Bay, at a depth of 120 fiithoms.

CHLOEOPHTHALMUS TRUCULENTUS, Goode and Bean, n. s. (Figure 72.)

Body subterete, somewhat compressed, its height 5.J in its length, its width about 8.

The least height of the tail is contained about 2^ in the greatest height of the body at the

insertion of the dorsal. Scales moderate, cycloid, arranged in regular transverse rows,

overlapi)ing in such manner as to resemble oblique plates on the sides. The lateral line is

rather inconspicuous, containing between 40 and 50 scales (on account of denuded condition

of body, an accurate enumeration can not be made). There are about 6 scales between

the lateral line and the tnigin of the dorsal, and 6 or 7 between it and the ventral. The

greatest length of the head from the tip of the projecting lower jaw is a little more than

one-third of the length of the body, and is contaiued 2i times in the length of the snout.

The lower jaw projects beyond the tip of the snout a distance equal to one-fourth the length
of the snout. The diameter of the orbit is nearly equal to that of the snout, and about one-

third the length of the head. The width of the iuterorbital space is contaiued twice in the

longitudinal diameter of the orbit. The maxillary is broad and flattened posteriorly, is con-

tained about 8 times in the length of the body, and does not reach to the perpendicular from

the anterior margin of the orbit. The insertion of the dorsal is midway between the tip of the

snout and the adipose dorsal. Its height is greater than the length of the ventral, which is

equal to the greatest height of the body. The adipose dorsal is over the middle of the base of

the anal, its length two-fifths of the diameter of the orbit.

The distance of the anal from the snout is about three-fourths of the body's length ;
the
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length of its base is about two-thirds that of the snout; its heiglit equal to the diameter of

the orbit. C'audal furcate. Pectoral long and strong, its length equal to the distance fmin
the tip of the snout to the posterior margin of the orbit, au<l about twice that of the man-
dible. The ventral is inserted under the middle of the base of the dorsal, the distance from

the posterior margin of the orbit equal to the distances of the latter from the snout. Color,
brownish.

Radial formula: D. 1, 8; A. 1, 7; V. 9 or 10.

The species is described from a specimen about 8 inches in length, obtained by the

steamer Blaise, at station Lii, oft' Barbadoes, in 15s fatlionis,

Family BENTHOSAURID.^.
Benthosaitrida; Gill, MS.

Synodontoidea with well developed supramaxillaries widening backward and a])plied to

the dentigerous interniaxillaries; pectorals inserted near the shoulders, and very long
ventrals. {Oill.)

BENTHOSAURUS, Goode and Bean.

Benthosaiirus, Goode and Bean, Bull. Mus. Coinp. Zoiil., xii, No. 5, 165.

Body long, somewhat compressed, tapering into a slender, elongate, caudal peduncle.
Scales cycloid, of moderate size. Head slightly depressed; cleft of mouth wide, horizontal,
the lower jaw projecting at its extremity and anteriorly at the sides. The maxilla is long,
not stout, dilated posteriorly; the intermaxillary very long, styliforni, tapering, immovable.
The intermaxillary and mandible with bands of small teeth, of uniform size, interrupted at

the symphysis. A short oblong band of similar teeth on each side of the vomer, separated

by a rather wide interspace. Palate and tongue smooth. Eye very small, inconspicuous.
Gill opening extremely wide, the branchiostegal membrane free from the isthmus. Gill

rakers long and slender, numerous, about twice as many below the angle as above. Psen-

dobranchia^, absent. Branchio.stegals eleven. All the fins well developed; no adipose dor-

sal. Dorsal fin median, anal postmedian. ("audal forked, with lower lobe produced.
Ventral seven-rayed, inserted oi)posite the interspace between pectoral and dorsal, the outer

ray produced.
Benthosaurus is closely allied to Bathysaiiriis and Bathiipterois.

BENTHOSAURUS GRALLATOR, Goode and Bean. (Figure 73.)
*

BenthosauruB grallator, Goode and Bean, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool.;Xii, No. 5, 168.

Body elongate, somewhat compressed, depressed sliglitly forward, tapering behind into

a long slender tail, its greatest height contained 7i times in its standard length, and equal-

ing half the length of the head, its greatest width one-third the length of the head; its

height at the origiti of the anal, five-sixths of its greatest height. Least height of tail half

the height of the body at the ventrals. Length of caudal peduncle 6J times its least height.
Scales very thin, cycloid, leathery, deciduous; oval in form, except at the base of the

dorsal and anal fins, where they become more elongate; the horizontal diameter of a scale

in the lateral line equals twice the diameter of the eye. The lateral line is straight, above

the median line anteriorly, becoming median on the caudal peduncle, the tube-bearing scales

being prominent, and about 55 iji number. Between the dorsal fin and the lateral line are

about nine rows of scales; between the latter and the anal fin, eight or nine rows.

Head twice as long as the gTcatest height of the body, its length contained a little less

than 4 times in the standard body length, considerably depressed, scaleless except on the

vertex and the preoperculum. Operculum (perhaps accidentally) denuded.

The snoat is much produced, almost equal to the width of the interorbital space, which

is convex. The maxilla extends far behind the posterior margin of the ej'e, its length equal-

ing that of the postorbital part of the head. The mandible projects beyond the upper jaw
to a distance .slightly more than the diameter of the orbit, and receives the snout within its

extremity when the jaws are closed. The teeth have been fully described in the generic
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diagnosis. The mandible has a series of seven large pores on its lower surface. There are

several similar pores under the eye. Tlie nostrils are situated about midway between the

eye and the extremity of the snout, small, slit-like, the i)Osterior about twice as large as the

anterior one in each pair.

The dorsal fin contains 11 rays, and is inserted midway between the tip of the snout

and the base of the middle caudal rays. The flu is highest in front, the length of the rays

diminishing rapidly posteriorly. There is apparently no adipose dorsal.

The anal fin contains 12 rays and is similar in shape to the dorsal, the anterior rays

being the longest, and about ei[ual in length to the mandible; its distance from the snout is

about 3 times the length of its longest ray.

The caudal is forked, its middle rays two-fifths as long as those in the upper caudal

lobe; the lower lobe is much prolonged, the lower ray being more than -i times as long as

the middle rays. Its extremity is broken off in our specimen, but apparently it must have
been nearly twice as long as the stump which now remains.

The pectoral fin is normal, composed of 9 rays, and is inserted close to the opercular

flap; its length is slightly greater than that of the head (although mutilated), extending
beyond the origin of the dorsal.

The ventral is composed of 7 rays, and its base is entirely in advance of the perpendic-
ular from the origin of the dorsal; the inner rays reach to the vent, while its outer ray is

enormously prolonged, extending far beyond the extremity of the upper caudal lobe; the

length of the prolonged ray is fully 4 times that of the head. The two ventrals are close

together.

Eadial formula: D. 11; A. 12; P. 9; V. 7; B. 11. Scales, 9-55-8 or 9.

Color brown, the roof of the mouth and inside of the branchiostegal flap black, as well

as the operculum and branchiostegal membrane.
A single specimen, 392 millimeters (15.J inches) long to the tips of the prolonged ven-

tral rays, was taken by the BlaTce, at a depth of 1,850 fathoms, at station CLXXiv, in lat.

240 33' N., Ion. 840 23' W.
A second example of the same fish, and of nearly the same size, was taken by the steamer

Albatross, September 6, 1884, in lat. 39o3'15" N. and Ion. 70° 50' 45" W., at a depth of

1,537 fathoms. This is well preserved, and throws additional light on the extei-nal charac-

ters of the-species ;
the iius, especially, are more nearly i^erfect. Measurements of the two

are given below.

Length to base of middle caudal rays. . .mm

Body,—Greatest height do.

Greatest width do.

Height at ventrals do.

Least height of tail do.

Length of caudal pedtincle do.

Head Greatest length do.

Greatest width do.

Width of interorbital area do. . .

Length of snout do. . .

Length of upper jaw do. ..

Length of mandible do. .

Distance from snout to orbit do. .

Diameter of orbit do. .

Dorsal.—Distance from snout do..

Length of base do. .

Length of longest ray (iirst) do. .

Length of last ray do. .

Anal.—Distance from snout. . . .do. .

Length of base do - .

Length of longest ray <firat).. ..do..

Current n
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Family BATHYPTEROID^E.
Bathypteraida^, Gill, MS.

Synodontoideans witli the upper pectoral ray entirely detached, thickened and devel-

oped as a tactile organ, extensible upwards. (Gill.)

BATHYPTEROIS, Gunther.

Bathi/pteroia, Gunther, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., 1878, Sth scries, ii, 183.

Shape of the body like that of an Aulopm. Head of moderate size, depressed in front,

with the snout projecting, the large mandible very prominent beyond the upper jaw. Cleft

of the mouth wide; maxillary much developed, very movabh', much dilated behind. Teeth

in narrow vUliform bands in the jaws; on each side of the broad vomer a small patch of

similar teeth; none on the palatines or on the tongue. Eye very small. Scales cycloid,

adherent, of moderate size. Eays of the pectoral fin much elongate, some of the upper

being separate from the rest and forming a distinct division. Veiitrals abdominal, with the

outer rays j)rolonged, Srayed. Dorsal tin inserted in the middle of the body above, or

immediately behind the root of the ventral, of moderate length. Adipose flu present or

absent. Anal short. Caudal forked. Gill openings very wide; gill laminae well developed,

separate from each other; gill rakers long. Pseudobranchiic none.

ARRANGEMENT OF THE SPECIES OF BATHYPTEROIS.

I. Outer ventral rays filiform, simple, their extremities soft, swollen, lamelliform. Anal far liehind dorsal.

Dorsal origin over axis of vtntrals Subgenus Batiiypterois

A. Outer ventral rays not prolonged. Uppermost pectoral rays very elongate, bilid (longer tliaii total

length of fish) [B. i.ongifilis, Gthr., Kcrmadees.]
B. Outer ventral rays prolonged (extending beyond anal). Uppermost pectoral rays not prolonged

beyond caudal tip B. dfbius, Vaillant. E. Atlantic.

II. Outer ventral rays filiform, simple, prolonged, adpressed or inseparably united. End of dorsal and

origin of anal in same vertical or overlapping. Caudal with lower lobe usually prolonged
(except in B. qiiaclrifiUs) Subgenus Synapteketmus

A. Anal origin in nearly same vertical as end of dorsal. Dorsal origin over axis of ventrals or nearly
so. Ventral rays elongate.

1. Ventral outer rays adpressed. Lower caudal ray not prolo!iged. Upper pectoral ray not extend-

ing beyond upper lobe of caudal. A. 9; L. lat. 59 B. QUADiiiFiLi.s, Giinther. Off Brazil.

2. ^'entral outer rays inseparably united throughout. Lower caudal ray prolonged. Upper pec-
toral ray extending beyond caudal. A. 11; L. lat. .55. [B. GI'NTHEri, Alcock. Andaman Sea.]

3. Ventral outer rays coherent in basal half; two or three lower caudal rays prolonged. Upper pec-
toral rays reach to adipose dorsal [B. ixsularum, Alcock. Indian Ocean.]

B. Anal origin under middle rays of dorsal. Dorsal far back, far behind vertical from axis of pectorals.
1. Uppermost pectoral ray as long as the fish, bifid toward its extremity. D. 13; A. 10; L. lat. 55;

P. 2-17-8 B. LONGIPES, Giinther. Off cast coast South America.
2. Uppermost pectoral ray longer than fish, bifid from its middle. D. 12; A. 9; L. lat. 55.

[B. LONGlCAUDA, Giinther. Middle of Southern Pacific]

BATHYPTEROIS DUBIUS, Vaillant. (Figure 74.)

Bathypterois duhius, Vaillant, Exp. Sci. Trav. et Talis., Poiss., 1888, 124, pis. ix, xii, figs. 4, 4a: pi. xiv,

fig. 4; pi. XV, figs. 4, 4a, 4J.

This species does not appear to reach a large size; the largest of the many examples,
taken by the Talisman measuring 200 niillimeters. The height is about one-eighth of the

total length; the thickness nearly one-twelfth; the head two-elevenths, and the caudal

one-fourth. The eye is about one-sixteenth as long as the head; the interorbital s])ace

about equal to the distance from tip of snout to center of eye. Gill opening wide. Dorsal

origin a little behind origin of ventral, over about the seventeenth scale of the lateral line;

longest dorsal ray two-thii'ds length of head
;
base of dorsal a little less than its longest ray.
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The uppermost detached pectoral ray reaches beyond end of scales. The longest ventral ray
is three-sevenths of length without the caudal. Longest anal ray al>out one-half head.

Eadial formula: B. 12; D. 1, 14; A. 9; V. 2, 6; P. 2, 10; Sc. 6-60-8.

MEASUREMENTS.

Millimeters.

Length 243.00

Height 31.13

Thickness 20.08

Head 45.18

Millimeters.

Caudal 58.24

Snout 16.35

Eye 3.06

Interorbital space 16.35

Batliypfcrois dubitis, of Vaillaut, is represented in his collections by seventy examples,
among which he recognizes a great amount of individual variatiou, and more than one

species may be included under this name. It resembles most closely B. hiujipes.

Examples were taken off the coast of Morocco, in dej^ths ranging from 831 to 1,590

meters; off the Canaries, in 1,238 meters; off the Soudan coast, in 932 to 1,232 meters; on
the Arguin Bank, in depths of 1,113 to 1,495 meters, and at the Azores, in 1,257 to 1,412
meters.

BATHYPTEROIS QUADRIFILIS, Gunther. (Figure 75.)

Bathypterois quadrifilis, GCntheb, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., 1878, ii, p. 184.—Challenger Report, xxil, 188,

pi. x.xxiii, tig. B.

The uppermost and lowermost of the pectoral rays are fiUform, the former bifld for

more than two-thirds of its length, the latter simiile. Outer ventral rays much prolonged,
not dilated. Dorsal inserted close to root of ventrals. Adipose fin present.

This species differs somewhat more from the preceding tlian these do among themselves.

The greatest depth of the body is one seventh of the total length, without caudal, the length
of the head nearly one-fifth. The head is remarkably flat above, and the width ofthe inter-

orbital space exceeds the length of the snout. The eye is small, but larger than in the pre-

ceding species, about oue-thml of the length of the snout, and one-fifth or one-sixth of the

length of the postorbital portion of the head. The dentition and branchial apparatus do
not olfer any noteworthy peculiarity.

The dorsal fin occupies the middle between the extremity of the upper jaw and the root

ofthe caudal fin. A narrow adipose fin is present and midway between the dorsal and cau-

dal. The anal fin commences immediately behind the dorsal, its origin being equidistant
from the roots of the pectoral and caudal. Caudal fin emargiuate.

The principal distinctive feature of this species is that it possesses not only the long
detached upper pectoral ray, but al.so an equally long lower ray, which, however, is not

removed from the remainder of the fin. The upper ray becomes bifid in its proximate third,

and is accompanied by an extremely short rudimentary second ray; it scarcely reaches to

the caudal fin and is shorter than the lowermost ray, which may reach to the end of the

caudal, and is split only at its very extremity.
Tlie structure of the ventral fins is the same as in Bnthyptcrois longipes, but the strong

outer rays are .somewhat curved aiul do not reach the end of the anal.

The scales are cycloid, as in the other species, but those behind the basal portion of the

pectoral fin are deeply pectinated, provided with from 5 to 10 long and narrow teeth, of

which the middle ones are the longest. (Gilnther.)

Color blackish or black; pectoral filaments whitish.

Radial formula: B. 12; D. 14; A. 9; P. 2-9; Y. 9; L. lat. 59. L. transv. 6
|
8.

Tlie types of this specimen were obtained by the Cludlengir ofi' the coast of Brazil; two

specimens, one from station 12C, at a depth of 770 fathoms, one from station 121, at a depth
of 500 fathoms.

The liJale obtained one specimen at station xcvin, off St. Vincent, at a depth of 513

fathoms.

Two specimens, one of them G\ and the other 4i inches in length, were taken by the

AlhatroKK at station 23.S5, in 740 fathoms. Another (No. 34963, U. 6. X. M.), 6 inches in

length, at station 2117, in 683 fathoms.
19858—No. 2 5
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BATHYPTEROIS LONGIPES, GCntuek. (Figure 76.)

liathypterois longipes, Gunthki:, Aim. and Mag. Nat. Hist., 1878, ii, 184; Challeiigor Report, xxii, 188,

])l. xi.vni, fig. A.

The uppenno.st ])ectoral ray is the strongest, alxmt as long as the wliohi tish, l)ifid

towards its extieniity. Outer ventral rays much proloirged, strong, but not dilated at the

extremity. Dorsal fin inserted at some distance behind the root of tlie ventrals. Adipose
fin present or absent.

Similar to liathypterois longlfiUs, from which it differs only in the following points : Eye
minute. The dorsal tin is placed farther backwards, its origin being nearly midway betw'eeu

the end of the snout and the root of the caudal
; conseqinnitly the root of the ventral is some

distance in advance of the dorsal, and the end of the dorsal is vertically opposite to the

fifth anal ray. One specimen i)ossesses, the other lacks, adipose fin. ('aiidal fin deeply

forked, with the outer ray much produced. Of the two branches into which the posterior

third of the long pectoral ray is split, one is nuich shorter and weaker than the other. The
two outer ventral rays are closely adpressed from the root to the end, and much stouter and

longer than the other rays; they are articulated to the enil and without the soft pads
described in the preceding species. These fin rays extend beyond the end of the anal fin.

(Giinther.)

Color black, with white fins.

Radial formula: B. 12; D. 13; A. 10; I'. 2-7-8; V. 8; L. lat., 55; L. trausv. G
|
8.

The Challenger obtained two specimens, 9 inches long, from off the east coast of South

America, station 325; depth, 2,050 fathoms.

A specimen (No. 35635, U. S. N. M.), 9 inches in length, and another siiecimen (No.

31804, TJ. S. N. M.), 3 inches in length, were obtained by the Albatross.

A specimen, 2i inches long, was obtained by the Blake at station cxci, in 25° 83' N. lat.,

84° 35' W. Ion., at a depth of 539 fiithoms. It is too small to be studied, but appears to

have only 12 rays in the dorsal. It is distinctively marked bj' a brown blotch on the base

of the caudal rays, above and below.

Another was obtained by the Blake at Station CCXLVI, in 21° 36' N. lat., 81° 05' W.
Ion., at a depth of 955 fathoms.

Family IPNOPID^E.

Ipnopidw, Gill, Science, iii, 620, 1889—(name only).

Synodontoideans with a pair of frontal phosphorescent organs and the eyes entirely

aborted. (Gill.)

IPNOPS, Gunther.

Ipnops, GtyNTiiER, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., 1878, 5th series, ii, 186.—Challenger Report xxii, 190.—Nature,

July 2, 1885, 205.

Body elongate, subcyhndrical, covered with large, thin, deciduous .scales, and without

phosphorescent organs. Head depressed, with broad, long, spatulate snout, wliole upper
surface of which is occupied by a pair of large, transparent, lameUiform, membrane-bones
which cover a luminous organ longitixdinally divided into two synmietrical halves. Eye
absent. Nostrils reduced toaminute openingiu front (?) of each lamina. Bones of the head
weU ossified. Mouth wide, with the lower jaw projecting; maxillary dilated behind. Both

jaws with narrow bands of villiform teeth; palate toothless. Pectoral and ventral fins well

developed, and, owing to the shortness of the trunk, close together; adipose fin none. Anal
fln moderately long. Caudal snbtruncated. Pseudobranchiie none. Air bladder none.

Pyloric appendages none. {Giinther.)
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IPN0PS"MURRAYI, Gunther. (Figures 67,68.)

Ipnops Murrai/i, Guntiiei!, Aim. ;uiil Mag. Nat. Hist., 1878, ii, 187; Challenger Report, xxii, 101, pi. xLix,

fig. 15.

Body elongate, cylinclrical; tail compressed behind; head depressed. The depth of the

truuk diminishes but little backward.s, and is contained l.U times in the total length, with-

out caudal; the length of the head is one-si.x^th of the total. Head broad, much broader

than deep, its greatest depth being two-thirds of its length. Snout broad, much depressed,
with obtusely rounded anterior profile; cleft of the mouth very wide, the maxillary moder-

ately dilated behind and extending beyond the middle of the length of the head. Man-
dible projecting beyond the upper jaw, broad, but owing to the depressed form of the snout

its upper surface is nearly entirely at the lower side of the snout. Infraorbital chain of

bones very narrow, wedged in between the transparent lamina and the maxillary, with four

very distinct apertures leading into the mucous duct. The upper surface of tlie head, includ-

ing the snout, is wholly covered by the two cornea-like lamin;e of the luminous apparatus.

They are closely attached to each, other ah)ng the median line, each being divided by a

shallow transverse ridge iuto a larger anterior and a smaller posterior portion. The ridge
turns forward near and parallel to the median line, and marks the course of a superficial

mucous duct.

The gill lamiuic are well developed and the gill rakers long, needle-shaped, closely set,

about 22 in number on the outer branchial arch.

The vent is nearly twice as distant from the root of the caudal fin as from the end of

the snout, and rather more than the length of the head from the gill opening; it is placed
between the ventral tins.

The dorsal fin commences immediately behind the vertical from the vent; it is short,

but its longest rays are twice as high as the body. Origin of the anal midway between the

vent and the root of the caudal, composed of rays which are more slender and shorter than

those of the dorsal. Caudal tin narrow, subtruucated, more than half as long as the head.

Pectorals rather feeble, lateral, as long as the caudal, and extending to the ventrals. Yen-

trals are composed of stronger rays, horizontally placed and somewhat distant from each

other, as is frequently found in fishes habitually moving on the bottom
; they slightly exceed

the pectorals in length.

The scales are large, thin, deciduous, forming only six longitudinal series on each side

of the truuk. Lateral line faintly indicated along the middle of the body; the muciferous

channels on the head are also narrow, with small apertures. Brown, fins colorless. Buccal

and branchial cavities and lower side of head black. [Gunther.)

Eadial formula: D. 10; A. 13; P. U; V. S; L. lat. 55.

The ChaUen<ier obtained it from the coast of Brazil, station 124:; depth, 1,600 fathoms

(one specimen, 4 J inches long). Xear Tristan da Ounha, station 133; depth, 1,000 fathoms

(two specimens, .")i inches long); and north of Celebes, station 19S; depth, 2,150 fathoms

(one specimen, 4 inches long).

It was also obtained by the Blair, station ccxxxm, lat. 24° 36' N., Ion. 84° 05' W., 955

fathoms (one specimen), and station Lxvi, off Bequia, 1,507 fathoms (one specimen).

Family RONDELETIID^E, Goode and Bean.

Body more or less compressed, scaleless. Head naked. No barbels. Mouth largo.

Margin of the upper jaw formed by the premaxillaries only. Teeth coarsely granular.

Opercular apparatus complete; its bones very thin, membrane-like. No adipose fin. Dor-

sal flu far back; short and low; inserted opposite the anal. Pectorals short, placed rather

low. Ventrals present, abdominal. Gill opening very wide; membranes deeply cleft, free

from the isthmus. Pseudobranchite absent.
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RONDELETIA, Goode and Bean, n. g.

r>ody obloiiff, oniiipressed, scaleless. Mouth large, loAver jaw slightly projecting.
Teeth ill bands, coarsely granular in the jaws; voniei- and i)alatines toothless; a row of

large mucous pores on the lower surface of tlie mandible, and extending upward on the

l>reoperculuni. Posterior nostril with a slender tilanieut anteriorly. Eyes moderate;
near the d<irsal profile. Snout ratber long, obtuse. Supiaocciiiital bones with a jiair of

strong sjiines projecting horizontally foiwaid over the orbit. Gill uieinbiaiies entirely sep-

arate; gill rakers numerous, rather long and slender. Gills 4; a narrow slit behind the

fourth. Branehiostegals 7. Opercular bones thin, membranous. Dorsal short, rather low,

opposite and similar to the anal. Pectorals and vi'iitrals small. Caudal small, pidbably
forked. No vestiges of a lateral line.

Dedicated to Eondelet, the gi'eat French ichthyologist of the seventecntu century.

KONDELETIA BICOLOR, Goode and Hkan, n. s. (Figure 77. )

The height of the body is a little less than one-third of the total length; length of the

head nearly one-half. Diameter of the eye contained 6 times in the length of the head, and
twice in the length of the snout. The maxillar reaches to below the hind margin of the

eye, and the intermaxillary about as far. Origin of the dorsal fin nearly opposite the vent.

The anal origin immediately behind the vent, the terminations of the two opposite. The
fins are low, the rays pointing horizontally backward; the longest ray in the dorsal fin

about one-fifth of the length of the head, and the longest in the anal one-fourth. The pec-
toral fin inserted below the middle of the body, and under the end of the opercular flap ;

its length nearly one-fourth that of the head. Yentrals inserted behind the middle of the

total length, and still farther behind the tips of the extended pectorals; their length about

two-ninths that of the head, and when extended reaching beyond the vent. Color, puri)lish

black, with cherry-colored margins to the fins; whitish in spirits.

Eadial formula: B. VII; I). 14; A. 14; P.
it;

Y. .5.

A single specimen (No. 3S202, U. S. N. M.), 4J inches in length, was taken by the Fish'

Commission steamer Albatross at station 2124, lat. 30° 47' N., Ion. 73° 25' W., at a depth
ot 1,041 fathoms.

Family CETOMIMID^^, Goode and Bean.

Iniomi with body somewhat compressed, scaleless. Head naked. Lateral line con-

spicuous. No barbels. Mouth exceedingly large; the margin of the ujjper jaw formed by
the premaxillaries only; the lower jaw strongly curved, and slightly projecting beyond the

upper. Teeth in jaws in bands, granular. The vomer, the palatines, the pterygoids, and
also the first gill arch and the lingual bones (which are greatly enlarged), as well as the ujiper

pharjmgeals, are covered with teeth of a similar character. Opercular apparatus incom-

plete; its bones very thin, membrane-like. No adipose fin. Dorsal fin far back, short, high,
inserted opposite the anal, which it resembles. Pectorals short, placed rather low. Yen-
trals absent. Gill opening immense, the membranes deeply cleft, free from the isthmus.

GUIs 3. Pseudobrauchiie absent.

CETOMIMUS, Goode and Bean, n. g.

Body oblong, compressed, scaleless; similar in its vertical outline and prDjiortions to

that of the right whales {Balcenidw), a resemblance which is greatly enhanced by the shape
of the enormous mouth; and in the lower jaw strongly curved, projecting slightly beyond
the snout. Teeth in granular bands, covering all the bones of the mouth, tongne, and throat.

Mucous pores .sometimes present on the, back. Nostrils far forward; open slits without

flap. Eyes very small, and placed far below the dorsal profile. Gill membranes dee])ly deft,
not attached to the isthmus. (4ill rakers absent; replaced by granular tooth like .surface

upon the arch. Gills 3; no slit behind the third. Branchio.stegals 9. Opercular apparatus

incomplete, bones thin and membranous. Dorsal short, high, inserted very far back,
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directly opposite the anal, which it resembles in shape and size. Caudal peduncle short and

slender. Yentrals absent. Pectorals broad and short, i)laced low. Caudal small, weak,

probably euiarj;mate or trimcate. Lateral Hue broad, cousistiuji' of two furrows connected

vertically by numerous short cross grooves.

CETOMIMUS GILLII, Goode and 1!kan, ii. s. (Figure 78.)

The height of the body is a little less than one-fourth of the total length ; length of

head a little less than one-third. Eye minute; contained about 23 times in length of head,

and about S times in that of snout; inserted midway between the margin ofthejawaiidthe
dorsal profile, distant from the former a space contained about 2i times in the length of the

snout. The maxillary reaches very f;ir back, extending to a point behind the orbit equal to

1J times the length of the snout. The origin of the dorsal is directly above that of the anal,

which is inserted a short distance behind the vent; distance ft-om the snout equal to more

than 4 times the length of its own base, and the distance of its termination from the root

of the upper rays of the caudal equal to its own greatest height. The anal fin is similar in

shape and extent to the dorsal, but has the thirteenth to the fifteenth rays the longest,

while the eighth to the eleventh are tlie longest in the dorsal. The length of these longest

rays is about equal in the two fins, and is contained slightly less than 3 times in the

length of the head. The pectoral fin is inserted somewhat below the middle of the body
and close to the extremity of the opercular flap. It is broadly lanceolate, and its length is

contained about 3^ times in that of the head. Ventrals lackin g. Color, blue-black. The

lateral line sweeps in a bold curve fiom a point above the upper angle of the gill opening
to a i)oiiit in the middle of the body between the origin of the dorsal and anal fins, and

thence in a straight median line to the base of the caudal.

Radial formula: B. 'J; D. 16; A. 16; P. 16.

A single specimen (No. 35529, U. S. N. M.), 5 inches in length, was taken by the Alba-

tross, August 20, 1884, at station 2206, in 39° 35' N. lat., 71° 24' 30" W. Ion. at the depth of

1,043 fathoms.

CETOMIMUS STORERI, Godi.E and Bean, ii. s. (Figure 79.)

The height of the body is a little more than one-fourth of the total length; the length

of the head is contained 3J in that of the body. Diameter of the eye contained about 18

times in the length of the head, and about 7 times in that of the snout, the eye being inserted

nearer to the dorsal profile than to the jaw, its position in the vertical being twice as far

from the line of the upper jaw as from the dorsal line; it is nearly in the line of the vertical

erected from the middle of the upper jaw to the right angles of its edge. The lower jaw is

strongly curved, and i)rojects far beyond thd' upper. The origin of the dorsal fin is a little

in advance of that of the anal, whicli is inserted at a distance from the vent equal to 3 or 4

times the diameter of the eye. The dorsal fin is longer than the anal, the termination of

the latter being under tht^ fifth ray from the end of the dorsal. They are about c(iuiil in lieight,

and the direction of the rays when erected is backward and at an acute angle with the axis

of the body. The longest rays are contained about 2i times in the length of the head.

Pectoral fin is inserted very far doM-n, the lower jiortion of its peduncle almost on the

abdominal line; the fin is lanceolate, and, although nuitilated, is believed to have been about

half as long as the head. The lateral line SAveeps in a sinuous curve from a poiiit above the

upper angle of the gill opening to a point somewhat in advance of the insertion of the

dorsal, and thence in a straight line to the liase of the caudal. A line of mucous pores on

either side of the median dorsal line in advance of the dorsal fin.

Radial formula: D. 19; A. 16.

A single specimen (No. 35634, TJ. S. N. M.), 4^ iiu'hes in length, was taken by the Fish

Commission steamer Albatross at station 2222, on September 6, 1884. in 39° 03' 15" N. lat.,

70" 50' 45" W. Ion., at a deptli of 1,535 fathoms.

This species is provisionally described from a carefid drawing made by INIrs. Ililde-

brandt, December 11, 1SS4, under tlu^ criticism of Dr. Beau, the tj-i)e specimen being inac-

cessible at the time this study is made.
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This species is named in honor of the late Dr. David Humphreys Storer, in token of

our appreciation of the distinguished services of this pioneer of American ichthyology. •

Family MYCTOPHID.^.
Scnpelini, Muller, 1813.—Jordan & Gilhert, Bull., xvi, U. S. Nat. Mus., 279.

Scopelidtv, GiRARi), R(Ap. P. U. K. Survey, \, 18.58, 328.—Gunthek, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., v., 1867, 328.

Myctophido!, Gill, MS.

Body oblong or moderately elongate, compressed (except in Scopelo.saunis), covered

with scales, which are usually cycloid. Mouth wide, the entire margin of the upper jaw
formed by the long and slender premaxillaries, closely adherent to wliich are the slender

maxillaries. Teeth various, mostly villiform, and in bands in the .jaw; also pterygoids,

palatines, and tongue; also on vomer in adults. No barbels. Gill membranes separate,

free. Branchiostegals, 8-10. Pseudobranchia; well developed. Gill rakers long and

slender. Lateral line present, the scales prominent and often enlarged. Cheeks and

opercles scaly. Adi^iose tin i)resent. Dorsal tin short, median, of soft rays. Pectorals

and veutrals present. Aual tin moderate. Caudal forked. Air bladder small. Intestinal

canal short. Sides scaly, with phosphorescent sjiots.

For convenience of study and comparison, it would seem somewhat desirable that the

forms now usually grouped under the great jjolymorphous genus Scoju'his, should be divideil

into minor groups. We have, therefore, proposed the provisional plan formulated in the

accompanying key. Some of the groups are probably of subgeneric value.

Since the completion of our study of this family, two important papers have appeared:
the first by Dr. Fed. Kaflaele, published in the "Mittheilungen" of the Zoological Station

at Naples in 188'J, and secondly, Dr. Liitken's masterly and exhaustive paper on the Scope-
lids of the Zoological Museum of the University of Copenhagen, forming jiart 2 of "Spolia

Atlantica," printed in the Memoirs of the Eoyal Academy of Sciences and Letters of Den-

mark, sixth series, Vol. vii, part 6, Copenhagen, 1892.

The first of these papers announced an important new system of discriminating between

the species of fishes formerly grouped in the genus SvopeliDi, based upon the arrangement
of the luminous spots, which were classified by the author in eight groups.

At the time when Dr. Kaffaele's pa])er was brought to our attention, our book was being

put in tyije, so that, beyond reference to it in the synonymy, it was impossible to utilize the

work of the author, for it became evident that if his plan were adopted it would necessitate

an entire rev'ision of our plan of classification, and while it seemed to be full of suggestions
we were not yet satisfied as to the extent of the usefulness of the proposed new plan.

The publication of Liitken's work has, however, rendered it necessary to completely
revise our o])inions upon the relations of the species. A review of the group in the light

of Liitken's conclusions convinced us that the arrangement of the luminous spots is of the

greatest value in the classification of these fishes.

MYCTOPHUM, Rafinesque.

Myctophum, Rafinesque, Indice d'lttiologia Siciliana, 1810, 56; type, Myctophiim piinctaliim, Raf.—Bona-

parte, Faun. Ital., Pesci, fasc. xxvu.

Nyetoj)hii8, Cocco, Giorn. Sicil. 1829, 44 (iucl. M. metopoclampus) Lett, su Salmon, (iuil. 1. X. liufinencjiiei; 2.

N. Metopoclampus; 3. ..V. Gemelarii; N. Bonapartii).

Scopeliis, CuviER, Regne Animal, ed. 2d, 1817, ll, 169 (type, 5. Humboldti).—6t)NTHER, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus.,
V. 404 fpart).

Body oblong, compressed, covered -with cycloid scales, those in the lateral line not much

enlarged. Head short, compressed, with limb of preoperculum nearly vertical. Mouth

large, the jaws about equal; premaxillaries long and slender; maxillaries well developed.
Snout more or less blunt and declivous. Teeth in villiform bands on jaws, palatines, ptery-

goids and tongue. Eye large. Gill rakers long and slender. Branchiostegals, 7-16. Air-

bladder, small. Pyloric ca;ca, few. PseudobrauchiiE, large. Dorsal tin entirely in front



TENTATIVE ARRANGEMENT OF THE GENERA OF MYCTOPHIDJE.

I. Hody oljlono;, compressed. Teeth in jaws in villifoiiu l)anils.

A. Pectorals present.

1. Diii'.sal ami anal fins touclun<^ (or nearly so), the same vertical, or overlapping.
a. Lateral line not at all, or bnt slightly, enlarged. Scales cycloid, smooth.

i. Xu Inminoiis ijlanih on head or tail. { Luminous srnles Komctimra prrnenl on toil, dliore or

Inlow.)

X. Head short, witli limb of jireopercnlnm nearly vertical; snout more or less blunt

and declivons. Precaudal photophores 2.

Dorsal entirely in front of anal, and scarcely, or not at .'ill, overlapping. Superanal

photophores in two groups Myctophum
Dorsal overhijiping anal. Su])eranals in one or two gronps Bexthosema

XX. Headlong, limb of preoperculum oblique, snout conical and snake-like. Precaudal

])liotophore8 4 or 2+1.
Dorsal about equal to or shorter than anal, an<l not overlapping.

No orbital spines LampanYCTUS
Orbital spines Cekatoscopelus

Dorsal much longer than anal, and overlapping it.

Pectorals placed normally Notoscopelus
Pectorals placed very low Cat.vblemella

ii. Lnminoiis gJiiiidx on tail, bnt none on head.

X. Dorsal and anal nearly ecjual, not tonching same vertical.

Head somewhat conical, with liml) of ]>reoperculum slightly oblique.
Saddle-like gland on tail, above and below LAMPADE>fA

iii. Lartje Inminons (/lands on head, hnt none on tail.

X. Superanal photophores in two groups.
Precaudal photophores 4.

One large, irregular gland occupying entire front of head ^thoprora
h'onr luminous glands on head, one in front of each eye and one on each

infraorbital Collettia
Precaudal photophores none.

A gland in front of each eye below the nostril.

Photophores and cephalic glands all divided into halves by horizontal septa
of black pigment Diaphus

b. Lateral line obsolescent.

i, Xo Inminons {/lands. Photophores mweh as in ti/pical genus.

X. Headlong, with oblicjuo preojiercular limb.

Dorsal overlapping anal, the latter much the longer. Pectoral inserted high up.
Precaudal photophore 1. Apparently no photophores on head.TARLETONBEANiA

c. Lateral line with scales much enlarged; scales hard, persistent.
i. Liiminons glands or scales on top of candal peduncle; none on head.

X. Scales cycloid. Anal passing behind soft dorsal.

Body elongate, fusiform; head short, with i)rojecting snout.

Anal much longer than dorsal, but not overlapping. Caudal peduncle slender,

elongate.

One posterolateral photophore over break in superanal series.

Rhinoscopelus
Body ovate, compressed; head short, profile declivous; snout not projecting.

Anal somewhat longer than dorsal and overlapping it slightly. Caudal peduncle
short and stout.

No posterolateral photophore. Superanals in unbroken series. .Electrona
XX. Scales ctenoid. Anal terminating below soft dorsal.

Body elevated, somewhat compressed. Caudal peduncle rather rlender.

Anal longi'r than dorsal, but scarcely overlapping Da.syscopelus
2. Dorsal and anal short, similar, far apart.

ii. Scales large, very deciduous, covered with minute spines,
i. Xo Inminons glands on head or tail.

X. Si'ales along belly with luminous centers. Photophores far from normal.

Head conical; rictus short.

Dorsal and anal equal, the latter placed with its center under soft dorsal.

Neoscopei.us
b. Scales (if present) very deciduous.

i. Month very large ; maxillary much dilated at tip Scopelengys
B. Pectorals rudimentary.

1. Dorsal and anal overlapping considerably.
a. Lnniinous glands on tail, above and below. Photophores minute, irregitlarhi placed.

i. Head long, with oblique preopercular limb; snout conical; mouth terminal, hori-

zontal Xannobrachium
II. Body elongate, cylindrical. Teeth in lower jaw in several series Scopelosaurus



EXPLANATION OF TKRMS.

The names proposed for the several groups of photophores are explained by the diagrams and the

accompanying table of exjilanations. The names previously proposed by Dr. Ratfaele (Mittlieilttngen aus

tier zooloi/ischen Station cii Xtapel, IX, 1889, p. 181, PI. vil) and by Dr. I^iitkeu (Memoires de VAcademic Hoi/ale

des Sciences et des Lettren dc Duneiiiark, Copenhague, (i'' s(!rie, (.'lasse des Sciences \u, 1892, p. 234, tigure) are given
in paralb'l columns.

Only the latertil (tliree groups), nnni, and caudal photophores appear to have any special value in the

separation of closi'ly allii'd species.

NOMENCLATURE OF rHOTOPHORES.

GOODK.

AG. Anteorbital.

SO. ,s;aborl)ital.

M. Mandibular.

O. Opercular.
P. Pectoral.

AL. Anterolateral.

ML. Mediolateral.

PL. Posterolateral.

T. Thoracic.

V. Ventral.

A. Anal (or superanal).

C. Caud.al.

S(!. Supcrcaudal.

RAFFAELE.

Preorbitali.

Preoperculari.
Branchiali.

Laterali.

Do.

Do.

Ventrali.

Ventrali.

Auali.

i'ost-anali.

Codali.

Mandibulares.

Operculares.
Pectorales.

Supravtntrales.

Supra-analt'S.

Posterolaterales.

Thoracici.

Ventrales.

Anales anteriores.

Anales posteriores.

Caudales.



NOTOSCOPfLUS

Diagram showing arrangement of photopiiohes i.v tiie Mtctophik.e.
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of anal, overlappiug it little or not at all. Ventrals, S-rayed, under or but slightly in front

of tirst dorsal rays; pectorals well developed; soft dorsal slender.

Precaudal photopbores 2
; superanals in two groups, with one or two posterolaterals

above the interval between them.

I. Mediolateral photophores 3, in obliquely vertical line. Anterolateral 1. Posterolateral 1.

A. Pectoral short. Precaudal iiliotophores close together.

1. Posterolateral in front of soft dorsal. D. 12; A. 19; L. lat. 41-45 M. puxctatum
2. Posterolateral under soft dorsal or nearly so.

a. L.Iat.37. Superanals, 7-10+ 4-6. D. ?;A. ? M. affine

b. L. lat. 40. Superanals, 8+ 6. D. 12; A. 20 M. OPAiixcM
B. Pectoral long, falcate. Precaudal photophores somewhat apart.

1. Posterolateral in front of soft dor.sal.

a. L. lat. 38. Superanals, 6-7+ 7-9. D.12;A.21 M. PHENG0DE3
II. Mediolaterals 2, anterolaterals 2.

A. Posterolateral 1, over break in superanal series.

1. Pectoral long, falcate, passing second anterolater.al. Precaudals somewhat apart.

a. Posterolateral in advance of soft dorsal and behind middle of anal.

i. L. lat. 40-42. Superanals, 7-9+ 4-9. D. 12-14; A. 20-22 M. HUMBOLDtii

2. Pectoral moderate, not passiug second anterolateral. Precaudals close together.

a. Posterolateral far in advance of soft dorsal, and over middle of ana!.

i. L. lat. 41. Superanals, 5-7+ 11-14. D. 12; A. 19 M. gracile

B. Posterolaterals 2, over break in anal series.

1. Anterolaterals side by side, and contin\ious with first mediolateral.

a. Anterolaterals far apart; precaudals uear together, the last far below end of lateral line.

i. L. lat. 39-40. Superanals, 5-6+ 6-7. D. 12-13; A. 17-18 M. benoiti

b. Anterolaterals close together; precaudals well .separated; the last near end of lateral line.

i. L.lat. (?). Superanals, 4-7+ 7-8. D.ll; A. 16 M. reiniiakdtii

2. Anterolaterals not side by side, the first above and in advance of the second, and touching lateral

line.

a. L. lat. 38-42. Superanals, 7 + 6. D.12:A. 21-22 M. remiger
b. L.lat. (?). Superanals, 5-7 + 6. D. 12; A. 19 M. hygomii

MYCTOPHUM PUNCTATUM, Rafinesque. (Figure 80.)

Myctopkum punciatum, Rapines<ji'E, Ind. d'lttiologia Siciliana. 1810, .56, pi. ii. Fig. 5. (\yctliophum punctaium,

Coeco, in synonymy of his X Rafinesquei .)
—Bonaparte, Icon. Faun. Ital., fasc. xxxvii, Fig.

Scopelits caiiimanus, Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss, xxii, p. 445.—GOntheu, Cat. Fish. Brit.

Mus., V,409.
—Canestrin[, Fauna d'ltalia, Pesci. 124. —Giglioli, Elcnco, 100.—Raffaele, Mitt. ZoiJl.

Stat., Naples, ix, 183, pi. vii. Fig. 4.—LOtken, Vid. Med. Xaturh. F5rh., 1891, 207.

Scopelus MiiUei-i, GooDE, Fishery Industries, etc., 1889, Part 1, Atlas, pi. ccin.

Height of body 4 J in total length ;
width eijual to length of eye ; length of head 3f

times. Least depth of tail two-fifths of height of body. Greatest depth of head aliout

three-fourths of its length. Distance between posterior margiu of orbit and preopercular

edge one-third of diameter of eye. Snout very short, with a very inconspicuous keel on

upper edge; its length scarcely one-third diameter of eye. Gill rakers 7 above and 19 below

angle of first arch,~the longest two thirds diameter of eye. Eye very large, its diameter

three-sevenths of length of head. The intermaxillary reaches almost to angle of preoper-

culum. Origin of dorsal much nearer to tip of snout than to root of caudal; the fin is very

short, the length of its base equal to half that of liead and less than one-sixth of total; its

origin is over eleventh scale of lateral line, and is vertical with origin of ventral, the length
of its longest ray equal to two-thirds length of head. Ventral far from reaching origin of

anal; its length less than diameter of the eye. Pectoral reaches to middle of ventral, below

twelfth scale of lateral line, its length equal to that of postorbital part of head. Adipose
dorsal present, over antepenultimate ray of anal. Anal origin under twenty-first scale of

lateral line; its base as long as head, and its longest ray equal to length ot postorbital part
of head. Caudal rather small and deeply forked. Mediolateral photophores three, in

straight, obliquely ascending line; anterolateral photophore single; posterolateral single,

over break in row ot superanals and placed considerably in advance of soft dorsal.

Precaudal photophores close together. Radial formula: D. II, 12; A. II, 19; L. lat. 41-45.
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Two specimens (No. 23360, U. S. X. M.
;
Xo. 272, Gloucester Donations), 90 and 63 milli-

meters, were taken on the Grand Bank by the si-Iiodikt Lizzie. Individual, 0(1 niilliincters

iu length, is Xo. 43787, U. S. N. M.; No. 284, of the Gloucester Donations. Another (No.

23750, U. S. N. M.
;
No. 588, Gloucester Donations), 95 millimeters in length, washed aboard

the schooner Conductor on the Grand TJank. A specimen (No. 934, Gloucester Donations),

100 millimeters in length, w;is taken by schooner Manjucritf. oft" Bancpiero. Still another

specimen (No. 24646, U. S. N. M.; No. 007, Gloucester Donations), 90 millimeters in length,

washed aboard the schooner flathcrer on the Grand Bank. An indi\iilnal (No. 437S1, IT. S. N.

M.; No. 283, Gloucester Donations), 87 millimeters in length, with caudal somi^what imperfect,

was obtained January 30, 1879, iu about 44° 30' N. lat., 54° 3.5' VV. Ion. It washed aboard

in rough weather. One (No. 008, Gloucester Donations), 83 millimeters in length, washed

aboard the schooner Fli/moufh Bock on the Grand Bank during a storm. Anotht-r (No.

24648, U. S. N. M.
;
No. 604, Gloucester Donations), also washed aboard the schooner Mary

F. Chishohn on southern edge of the Grand Bank. x\. specimen (No. 43783, U. S. N. M.
;
No.

573, Gloucester Donations), three specinums (No. 43788, U. S. N. M.
;
No. 807, Gloucester

Donations), three specimens (No. 290S2, U. S. N. M.), and specimens (No. 43784, IT. S. N
M.

;
No. 281, Gloucester Donations) were also obtained by the Gloucester fisherman.

The Fish Hawh secured three specimens (No. 28999, U. S. N. M.) from station 1044, in

38° 37' N. lat., 73^ 12' W. Ion., at a depth of 224 lathoms; and the Albatross captured

several specimens (No. 43780, U. S. N. M.) at the surface at station 2549, in 39° 51' 30" N.

lat., 70° 17' W. Ion., a depth of 571 fathoms, and specimens (No. 35696, U. S. N. M.) from

station 2262, in 39^ 54' 45" N. lat., 69^ 29' 45" W. Ion., at a depth of 250 fathoms.

This species is evidently the M. punctatiim of Eatinesipie, as well as of Bonaparte.

"We have identified it with a number of specimens labeled "
Scojielus Camnianus,^^ obtained

at Messina and presented by the Eoyal Zoological Museum at Florence (No. 40057, V. S.

N. M.), and also with the figure and description of Bonaparte and Ratinesque. Though
Kafinesque's figure does not fully agree with the description, which is manifestly careless,

it lias the posterolateral photophores in front of the dorsal, as in all our specimens.

We are unable to determine exactly what form is that discussed by Liitken (p. 251),

under the name Soopeliis Gauinianus, Cocco, for it has the posterolateral photophore much
farther back iu relation to the termination of the second dorsal and anal fin tlian has our

M. punctatum, and is in this respect more closely allied to Liitken's Soopelus affinis (p. 252).

MYCTOPHUM AFFINE, fLuTKEN), Goode and Bean.

Scopelus affinis, Lutken, Sjinlia Atlautica, ii, 1892; 32, Fig. 10.

A species of Myctoplium closely resembling M.punctatum, bat having the posterolateral

photophore farther back, under the soft dorsal and not far in advance of the vertical from

thelastray of the anal, over which occurs the break in the series of superanal photophores,
the number of which is 7-10+4-6. Radial formula:—(?): L. lat. 37.

Liitken examined a considerable number of specimens of this species, presumably all

taken at the surface, between 38° 40' N. lat., 63° W. Ion., and 39° 54' S. lat., 41'= 30' E.lon.

MYCTOPHUM OPALINUM, Goode and Bean, n. s. (Figure 81.)

Height of body contained 4§ times in total (without caudal); head 4:^. Least height of

tail is two-fifths of height of body. Snout very short, declivous, with a well-developed
median keel, its length about one third of diameter of eye. Eye large, about 2^1 in the liead-

Intermaxillary reaches nearly to angle of ijreoperculum and is broadly expanded at its

extremity and partly concealed by the large scales of the cheek. Space between eye and
hinder edge of preoperculum only one-half diameter of eye. Origin of dorsal much nearer

to tip of snout than to root of caudal, midway between snout and adipose fin, over eleventh

scale of lateral line and very slightly behind vertical through origin of ventral. Length of
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dorsal base is twothirds that of head. Origin of ventral under tenth scale of lateral line;

it does not reach to vent. Pectoral short, its length nearly two-thirds that of head. Adipose
dorsal present; its origin over thirtieth scale of lateral line. Anal origin under eighteenth

scale of lateral line; the end of its base under thirtieth scale. Length of anal base equals

that of head. Caudal is rather small and moderately forked.

Mediolateral photojthores three, in straight, obliquely ascending line; anterolateral one;

posterolateral one, under soft dorsal and over and slightly in advance of break in row of

superanals, which is above rootof lastray of anal. Xumber of superanals S+C.
In most of the specimens of M. opalinum examined , the or S scales on the top of the

caudal peduncle, immediately in front of the caudal flu, are luminous.

MYCTOPHUM PHENGODES, (Lutken), Gooi>k mid Bean.

ScoiH'his phengodes, Lutken, Spolia Atlaiitica, ii, 1892, 253, Fig. 11.

A species resembling in general appearance our Myetophnm piiiicfatHm, from which it

is distinguished by having a long, falcate pectoral, the tip of which extends almost to the

vertical from the vent, and is nearer to the row of mediolateral photophores than to the

anterolateral. This formhati, aahi 31. puncfatiDn, the posterolateral considerably in advance

of the soft dorsal, and has the precaudal photophores much farther apart (a character upon
which some stress is laid by Liltken, but which seems to us of less importance than the

position of the posterolateral photophore). Number of superanals, fi-7 + 7-9.

liadial formula: D. 12; A. 21; L. lat. .38.

Lutken had it from the Atlantic, south of the equator, presumably from surface.

MYC'TKPIIUM IIITXIBOLDTII (Rlsso). (Figure S2.)

Gasteropelecus HiimboliUi, Risso, Ic.th. Nice, 358, pi. 10, fig. 38.

Scopelus Humboldti, RiGiO, Mem. Accad. Sc. Torino, xxv, 1820, 266, pi. ID, lig. 2.—Uimtueu, Cat. Fish. Brit.

Mus., V. 407.—GiQLiOLl, Elenco, 100.

Height of body is one-fifth of total length (without caudal), length of head two-sevenths.

Least depth of tail two-flfths of height of body; depth of head 1'^ in its length. Diameter

of eye a little less than one third of length of head; distance between iiosterior margin of

orbit and preopercular edge one- half diameter of eye. Snout short, obtuse, its upper pro-

file descending in strong curve. Maxillaiy reaches nearly to angle of preoperculum, and

slightly dilated behind. Origin of dorsal somewhat nearer to end of snout than to root of

caudal, above root of inner ventral rays; its last ray before vertical from origin of anal.

Pectoral extends to posterior third of ventral. Scales smooth, stiff. Mediolateral photo-

phores, 2; anterolaterals, 2; ])osterolateral, 1, (over break in anal series) which, as in M.

puiictutimi, is considerably in advance of the vertical connecting tlie root of the soft dorsal

with those of the last rays of the anal. Caudal photophores somewhat apart as in M. phen-

(jodcx. Superanals- 7-9 -f 4-9. Radial formula: D. 12-14; A. 20-22; L. lat. 40-42.

This species was first described from the Mediterranean about Nice, but appears to be

rare. The British Museum had specimens from the eastern Atlantic. The Albatross

obtained a spei-imen (No. 43772, TJ. S. N. M.) upon the surface, at 7 p. m., from station 2727,

in S(<°3r>' N. lat., 74° 03' 30" W. Ion., and also a very fine specimen (No. 43773, TJ. S. N.M.)
from station 2724, in 30^47' N. lat., 73= 2.5' W. Ion., at a depth of 1,641 fathoms.

Liitken had a number of specimens of M. Humboldtii {op. cit., p. 254, fig. 2) from the

following localities: N. lat. 34° 20', W. Ion., 18o 30'; N. lat. 12° 12', W. Ion. 28° 48'; S. lat.

70 C, W. Ion. 113 30'; S. lat 33^ 30', W. Ion. 11^; S. lat 37° 40', E.lon. 78° 34'; S. lat. 37°,

E. Ion. 50; S. lat. 39° 54', E. Ion. 41° 30'; S. lat. 29° 30', E. Ion. 12°; S. lat. 25° 40', E. Ion.

230
;
S. lat. 12°, E. Ion. 103'^ 50'

; S. lat. 11° 15', E. Ion. lOS^ 50' ; N. lat. 10° 40,' E. Ion. 110°.

Liitken unites M. hoops with .1/. EumholdUi. but since the latter has been as yet found

only in the northeastern Pacific, we prefer to hold them apart until specimens from the two

oceans have been studied side by side. The scales in lateral line are said to number 37-9.
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MYCTOPHUM GRACILE, (Lutken), Goode aud Bean.

Scopelus gracilis, I^i tken, SjiDlia Atlantica. ii, 1S92, 255, Ae;. 13.

A species closely allied to ^[. Humholdtl, liaviiig mediolatei-al photopliores two, antero-

lateral two, posterolateral one, over tlie break iu the anal series, which is much in front of

the soft dorsal and over the middle of the anal fin, the numlier of anal photopliores being

.5-7-1-11-14. The pectoral is moderate, not [Kissing the second anterolateral photophore.
The caudal photophores are close together as in M. punctaturn.

Eadial formula: D. 12; A. 19; L. lat. 41.

Liitken had several specimens, presumably from the surface, taken in the following
localities: M. lat. l'2o, W. Ion. 34° 30'; N. lat. 2L'o 12', W. Ion. 48°; S. lat. .'350 36', E. Ion.

270 40'; between S. lat. 32° 40', E. Ion. 55° 20', and S. lat. 11° 50', E. Ion. 8° 10'.

MYCTOPHUM BENOITI, (Cocco), Goode and Bean. (Figure 83.)

Scopelus Benoistti, Cocco, Lett. s. Salmon, 12, pi. 11, fig. 4.

Scopelus Senoiti, Bonaparte, Icon. Fauu. Ital., Peso., c. fig.

Canestrisi, Faun, d'ltalia, Pesci, Fasc. xxxvii.—GCnther, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., V. 406.—Giglioli,

Eleuco, 100.—Baffaelb, Mitt. Zool. Stat., Naples, IX, 181, pi. vii, fig. 2.—LOtken, Spolia Atlantica,

1892, II, 256, fig. 14.

The height of the body is contained 4 times in the total length (without caudal) ;
the

head 3J. The snout is obtuse, conical, the upper and lower profiles nearly equally carved.

The eye is lai'ge, its diameter a little less than half the length of the head. The dorsal is

postmedian, nearly midway between the snout and the root of the caudal, and behind the

base of the ventral. The pectoral extends nearly to the end of the ventral. The photo-

phores are arranged as follows: ]\Iediolaterals, 2; anterolaterals, 2; posterolaterals, 2, over

the break in the superanal series, which is not far in advance of the vertical connecting
the base of the last anal rays with that of the .soft dorsal. The two anterolaterals lar apart,
the caudals near together, the last far below the end of the lateral line. Number of super-

auals, 5-(5-f-G-7.

Eadial formula: D. 12-13; A. 17-lS; L. lat. 39-40.

Giinther gives Norway and Greenland as the range of this species, but cites no au-

thority for this, and appears to have examined only Mediterranean material. The species
has been observed at Nice and Messina, whence the National Museum has specimens (Cat.
No. 40063) received from the Royal Museum of Florence. Liitken had a specimen, 40 milli-

meters long, from N. lat. 34° 40', W. Ion. 24° 20'. His type, as well as the Messina speci-
men examined by us, has a luminous xilate on the top of the caudal peduncle.

MYCTOPHUM REINHARDTII (Lutken).

Scojielus lieinhardtii, LCtken, Spolia Atlantica, 11, 1892, 257, fig. 16.

A species of Myctophum resembling M. Benoiti in general appearance, but ha\ing the

anterolateral photophores much closer together than in that species, the foremost being, as in

M. Benoiti, almost directly above the root of the ventral tin. The precaudals are well sep-

arated, the posterior one considerably above the anterior, and touching the extremity of

the lateral line. Pectoral long, falcate, extending quite to the lower mediolateral photo-

phore, and almost to the vertical from the vent. The number of the superanals is 4-7-1-7-8.

Eadial formula: D. 11; A. 16.

The two examples studied by Liitken were obtained from N. lat. 34° 22', W. Ion. 18°

10', and N. lat. .5° 31', W. Ion. 2;5o 1.5'. One of these had a luminous plate on the top of

the caudal peduncle, the other a similar plate below.

MYCTOPHUM REMIGER, Goode and Beax, n. s. (Figure 84.)

Depth of body is one-fourth of total Icngtli. Length of head 3| times in total length.
Least height of tail about two-thirds of its greatest height. Snout very .short, the upper
and lower profile of the head being similar; its length a little less than one-half diameter
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of eye. Eye large, nearly two-flftlis length of the head. Intermaxillary reaches as far

back as maxillary, nearly to angle of the preopcrculum. Maxillary expanded posteriorly
and concealed under large scales of cbeek. Space between eye and hinder edge of pre-

operculum one-third diameter of the eye. Origin of dorsal nearer tip of snout than root of

caudal, being over eleventh scale of lateral line, and nearly over origin of ventral. Base of

dorsal two-thirds as long as head, and length of longest ray equals length of head without

snout. Ventral does not quite reach vent. Pectoral as long as head, and reaches to above

anal origin. Anal origin nearly under end of dorsal base. The length of anal base is a

little greater than that of head. Caudal rather small and forked.

Posterolaterals, 2, over break in superanal series and far apart, the anterior one, nearly
over middle of anal flu, the posterior one about one scale in advance of the vertical from

the root of the soft dorsal. Anterolaterals widely separated, the lirst obliquely in advance

of and above the second, and touching or upon the lateral line; the second far behind the

root of the veutral and over the interval between the first and second postventral photo-

phores. Superanals 7+ 0. Radial formula : D. 12; A. 21-22; L. lat. 38-42.

This species is closely related to, if not identical with, M. Hi/gomii of Liitken. If they

prove to be identical, Liitken's name has i^riority.

This species is described from eight specimens (No. 43792, U. S. N. M.) obtained at the

surface by the steamer Albatross at station 2573, in 40° 34' IS" N. lat., 04" 09' W. Ion.

They were attracted by the electric light. The largest example is 75, and the smallest 50

millimeters in length. Six specimens (No. 38193, U. S. N. M.) were also taken by the Alba-

tross at the surface at 7 p. m. at station 2727, in 30'^ 35' N. lat., 74° 03' .30" W. Ion.
; speci-

mens (No. 33482, U. S. N. M.) from station 2073, in 41° 54' 15" N. lat., 05° 39' W. Ion., taken

at the surface; No. 38171, IT. S. N. M., from station 2724, in 36° 47' N. lat., 73° 25' W. Ion.,

at a depth of 1,041 fathoms; No. 43793, U. S. N. M., from station 2742, in 37° 46' 30" N.

lat., 730 50' 30" W. Ion., in 805 fathoms; No. 43974, U. S. N. M., from station 'J731, in

30° 45' N. lat., 74° 28' 30" W. Ion. (probably at surface); and No. 43795, U. S. N. M., from

station 2719, in 38° 29' N. lat., 71° 58" W. Ion., at a depth of 1,.'")30 fathoms.

The Fish Hairl: also obtained three examples (No. 28942, U. S. N. M.) trom station

1034, in 39° 50' N. hit., 09° 26' W. Ion., at a depth of 140 fathoms.

MTCTOPHUM HYGOMII, (Lutken), Goode and Bean.

ScopeUm Hygomii, Lutken, Spolia Atlautica, ii, 1892, 257, fig. 15.

A species closely related to M. reniiger, Goode and Bean, if not identical with it, the

arrangement of the photophores being very nearly the same, except that the anterolaterals

are somewhat more widely separated vertically, the anterior and upper one being above the

origin of the ventral, the posterior and lower one above the second post-ventral photophore.
The pectoral, though long and ialcate, does not extend so far back, not closely approaching
either the most advanced of the mediolaterals or the vertical from the vent. The postero-

laterals are much closer together than in 31. reniiger, and the precaudals farther apart, the

posterior one being relatively higher and placed nearly upon the extremity of the lateral

line, instead of being quite below it, as in M. rvmiger. Number of superanals 7-|-G or .5-0+(i.

Radial formula J^ D. 12; A. 19; P. 14; V. 8.

Liitken had specimens from the following localities: N. lat. 38°, W. Ion. 22° 20'; S. lat.

350 12', E. Ion. 200
;
S. lat. 39° .54', E. Ion. 41° 30'; between S. lat. 23° 30', E. Ion. 81°, and

S. lat. 240 30', E. Ion. 75° 50'.

BENTHOSEMA, Goode and Bean.

This form differs from the typical Myeto'plmm by the fact that the dorsal is considerably

shorter than th3 anal, but overlaps it, reaching to the vertical from the middle. It has the

body elongate, the caudal i)C(luncle somewhat stout, the eyes large, the snout very short,

with declivous upper profile; maxillaries considerably dilated behind; scales of the lateral
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line considerably enlarged. Mediolaterals, 2, in subhorizontal line, continuous with the two
anterolaterals. (;9c'j"''"7, the ocean depth; ?i;',a«, a constellation of stars.)

To this genus apparently belong, in addition to tlie type species, B. Millleri (=B. gla-

ciaits, Reiuhardt, as identified by Liitken), the two species described by Liitken now under

the names Scopelus (ircticiis and Scopelns Colletti. The species described by us under the

name Benthosema GUnthert is now referred to our uioditied genus Lampanyvtus.

BENTHOSEMA MULLERI, (Gmelin), Goode and Bean. (Figure 85.)

Salmo MUlleri, Gmelin'.s Linnaeus, Systema Naturae, i, 1788, 1378.

Scoj>eJits MiiUeri, Collett, Norges Fiske, Tillaegsh. til Forh. VicL Selsk., Christiania, 1874, 152.—Norste
Nordbavs Expedition. 1876-1878, Fiske, 18S0, 158.—Goode and Bean, Bull. Mus. C'oinp. Zool. x.

Scopelus j/lacidlis, Reixhardt, Oversigt Kgl. 1). Vid. Selsk. Nat. Math. Afh. Copenhagen, b., vi, ex, 1837.—
Bausk. Vidensk. Selsk., 1838, VII, 115, 126.—Nils.son. .Sk.and. Faun., Fisk., 483.—IvRiiVER, Naturhist,

Tidsk., II, 1847, 230.—Gai.mard, Voy. .Skaud., Poiss. Atl., pi, xvi, fig. 2.—GO.vthisr, Cat. Fish. 15rit.

Mus., V. 407; Challenger Report, XXII, 06.—Liitken, Vid. Med. Nat., Foreu., 1891,204; Spolia Atlautica

II, 1892, 251, fig. 8.

Myctophum glaciate, Jordan and Gilbert, Bull, xvi, U. S. N. M., 283.

Height of body about equal to length of head, and is contained 4 times in total length;
the depth of head about equal to its length. Eye large, its diameter more than one-third

length of head. Snout very short, obtuse, with upper profile descending in a very strong
curve. Cleft of mouth oblicjue; maxillary reaching to angle of preoperculum and terminat-

ing in triangular dilation. Origin of dorsal a little nearer the tip of snout than root of

caudal, and inserted well behind root of ventral. Pectoral very small, its length equal to

diameter of eye. Ventral does not reach to the vent. Scales smooth, those of lateral line

larger. A luminous spot on the angle of the preopercuhiin. Mediolaterals, 2, in subhori-

zontal line continuously with the two anterolaterals; posterolateral, one, over break in series

of anals. Superanals 6-7-1-8-9. Radial formula: I). 12-14; A. 16-18; V. 8, L. lat. 36-40.

This species, until recently known only from the coast of Greenland and the northern

shores of Norway, has been frequently taken since 1881 by the U. S. Fish Commission off

the southern shores of New England, and also by the Blake at numerous stations mentioned
below. Collett believes it to have been obtained by the Norwegian North Atlantic Expedi-
tion in a dredge which was worked at a depth of 1,110 fathoms. The depth of the west
Atlantic was from 300 to 600 fathoms, and it was found as far south as the coast of South
Carolina. The specimens are usually in a very soft and battered condition, indicating that

they have been obtained at a considerable depth ;
and (Collett found in the stomach of one of

those examined by him an ostracod (Co«co?ci«6orert.iis), which has never been found nearer

the surface than at a depth of 300 fathoms. Giinther and Collett believe it to be truly

bathj'bial, and the testimony of the Fish Commission explorers tends in the same direction

with regard to these as to the majority of the other species of the family.

Specimens of this species were obtained by the Blal-e from the following localities:

One specimen from station ccoiii, in 41° 34' 30" N. lat., 05° 54' 30" W. loii., at a depth of

.306 fathoms; three specimens from station OOCXXXIV, in 38° 20' 30" N. lat., 73'3 26' 40" \V.

Ion., at a depth of 395 fathoms; one specimen from station cccix, in 40° 11' 40" N. lat.,

68° 22' W. Ion., at a depth of 304 fathoms; three specimens from station cccxxix, in 34°

39' 40" N. lat., 75° 14' 40" W. Ion., at a depth of 603 fethoms, and two specimens in bad
condition from station ccoxxxii, in 35° 45' 30" N. lat., 74° 48' W. Ion., in 263 fathoms.

Specimens were received from the Fish Hawk as follows: Three specimens (No. 288.51,

U. S. N. M.) from station 952, in 39° 55' N. lat., 70° 28' W. Ion., at a depth of .396 fathoms;
two specimens (No. 28950, l^. S. N. M.) from station 1029, in 39° 57' N. lat., 69° JO' W. Ion.,

at a depth of 458 fathoms, and three specimens (No. 28839, U. S. N. M.) from station 953,
in 390 52' 30" N. lat., 70° 17' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 724 fiithoms. Also by the A Ihnirim

at the following stations: Ten specimens (No. 32672, IT. S. N. M.) from .station 2002, in 37°
20' 42" N. lat., 74° 17' 36" W. Ion., at a depth of 641 fathoms; four .specimens (No. 35643, U.
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S. K M.) from station 2187, in 39° 49' 30" N. lat., 71° 10' W. Ion., at a depth of 420 fathoms;

eight specimens (No. 32005, U. S. N. M.) fi'om station 2001, in 37° 40' 30" N. lat., 74° 00'

W. Ion., at a depth of 519 fathoms; five specimens (No. 33473, U. S, N, M.) from station

2083, in 40° 26' 40" N. lat., 07° 05' 15" W. loti., at a depth of 959 fathoms; three specimens

from station 2110, in 35^ 12' 10" JST. lat., 74° 57' 15" W. Ion., at a depth of 516 fathoms; one

specimen from station 2428, in 42° 48' N. lat., 50° 55' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 826 fathoms;
one specimen from station 2470, in 44° 47' K lat., 56° 33' 45" W. Ion., at a depth of 224

fiithoms; one specimen (Xo. 32066, U. S. N. M.) from station 2003, in 37° 16' 30" N. hit., 74°

20' 36" W. Ion., at a depth of 641 fathoms: two specimens from station 2561, in 39° 38' N.

lat., 71° 42' W. Ion., at a deptli of 500 fathoms, and two specimens from station 2532, in 40°

34' 30" N. lat., 66° 48' W. Ion., at a depth of 705 fathoms; from station 2023, in 37° 48'

N. lat., 74° 01' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 377 fathoms; from station 2045, in 40° 04' 20" N.

lat., 68° 43' 50" W. Ion., at a depth of 373 fathoms; No. 35013, U. S. N. M., from station

2201, in 390 39/ 45/' N. lat., 71° 35' 15" W. Ion., at a depth of 538 fathoms; from station

2587, in 39° 02' N. lat., 72° 38' W. Ion., at a depth of 404 fathoms; No. 33313, U. S. N. M.,

from station 2039, in 38° 19' 2(>" N. lat., 68° 20' 20" W. Ion., at a depth of 2,309 fathoms;

No. 33470, U. S. N. M., from station 2076, in 41© 13' N. hit., 66° 00' 50" W. Ion., at a depth
of 906 fiitlioms; No. 33503, U. S. N. M., from station 2094, in 39° 44' 30 ' N. lat., 71° 04' W.

Ion., at a depth of 1,022 fathoms; No. 35454, U. S. N. M., from station 2188, in 39° 54' 30"

N. lat., 71° 08' W. Ion., at a depth of 235 fathoms; No. 33299, U. S. N. M., from station

2050, in 390 42' 50" N. lat., 69° 21' 20" W. Ion., at a depth of 1,050 fathoms; No. 33394, U
S. N. M., from station 2075, in 41° 40' 30" N. lat., 66° 35' W. Ion., at a depth of 855 fathoms

;

No. 33284, U. S. N, M., from station 2034, in 39° 27' 10" N. lat., 69° 56' 20" W. Ion., in

1,346 fathoms; from station 2427, in 42° 46' N. hit., Sl^ 0(»' W. Ion., in 523 fathoms; from

station 2546, in 39° 53' 30" N. lat., 10° 17' 30" W. Ion., in 538 fathoms, and No. 33547, U. S.

N. M., from station 2101, in 39° 18' 30" N. lat., 68° 24' W. Ion., in 1,686 fathoms.

Still other specimens were obtained by the Fish Hdirl; from the following- localities : No.

28884, U. S. N. M., from station 994, in 39° 40' N. lat., 11° .SO' W. Ion., at a depth of 308

fathoms; No. 28774, U. S. N. M., from station 936, in 39° 46' 30" N. lat., 60° 47' W. Ion
,

at a deptli of 705 fathoms; No. 28935, TJ. S. N. M., from station 1031, in 390 57' ]^. lat., (ilP

19' W. Ion., at a depth of 538 fathoms; No. 31757, U. S. N. M., from station 1125, in 40^03'

N. lat., 680 56' W. Ion., at a depth of 291 fathoms; No. 28877, U. S. N. M., from station 995,

in 390 40' 30" N. lat, 71° 31' W. Ion., at a depth of 358 fathoms; No. 31583, XJ. S. N. M.,

from station 1090, in 39° 53' N. lat., 09° 47' W. Ion., at a dej^th of 31 7 fathoms; Nos. 26139,

26091, and 26131, U. S. N. M., from station 880, in 39° 48' 30" N. lat., 10° 54' W. hm., at

a depth of 252i fathoms; No. 28945, U. S. N. M., from station 1030, in 39° 58' 30" N. lat.,

690 15' W. lon^, at a depth of 337 fathoms; No. 28775, U. S. N. M., from station 937, in 39°

49' 25" N. lat, 60° 49' W. Ion., at a depth of 506 fathoms; No. 26090, tJ. S. N. M., from sta-

tion 881, in 390 40' 30" N. hit., 70° 54' W. Ion., at a depth of 325 fathoms
;
No. 20169, U. S. N.

M., from stations «91, in 39° 40' N. lat., 71° 10' W. Ion., at a depth of 480 (?) fathoms, and

893, iu 390 52' 20" N. hit., 70° 58' W. Ion., at a depth of 372 fathoms; No. 31585, U. S. N.

M., from station 1095, in 39° 55' N. lat., 09= 47' W. Ion., at a depth of 321 tathoms
;
from sta-

tion 1157, in 40° 14' N. lat., 70° 29' 15" W. Ion., at a depth of 62 fathoms
;
No. 31779, U. S. N.

M., from station 1141, in 39° 32' N. hit., 71° 57' W. hm., at a depth of 389 fathoms; No.

28783, U. S, N. M., fi-om station 938, in 39° 51' N. lat., 69° 49' 15" W. Ion., at a depth of

317 fathoms, and No. 31764, U. S. N. M., from station 1140, in 39° 34' N. lat., 71° 56' W.

Ion., at a depth of 373 fathoms. And by the Alhafrosn, from station 2554, in 39° 48' 30"

N. lat., 10° 40' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 445 fathoms; from station 2569, in 39° 26' N. lat.,

68° 03' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 1,782 tathoms; at the snrface at station 2.528, in 41° 47'

N. lat., 650 37' 30" w. Ion., and at the surfoce in abont 39o N. lat., 12° W. Ion.

Liitkeii is disposed to believe that the two Mediterranean species, Scopdus Heideri and

Scopelm Veranyi are very closely allied to this species.
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BENTHOSEMA ARCTICUM, (LOtken), Goode and Bean.

Scopelus articus, LOtken, Spolia Atlantica, ii, 1892, 249, Fig. 6.

A species apparently more closely related to B. MiiUfri than to any other form, but

having no posterolateral photophore and no break in the series of snperanals, the uumber
of which is fitteen or sixteen. It has two mediolaterals iu subhorizoutal line, continuous

with the two anterolaterals. It is a much shorter-bodied form than 7>. (jhicidlis, and has a

much shorter and higher first dorsal. Liitken's figure shows only one opercular photophore,
instead of two, which are customary. Kadial formula: D. 9; A. 17; P. 14; V. 8.

Liitken's types were four specimens obtained from Greenland and one from Davis's

Strait, Two of them have a large supracaudal luminous plate, and three others small

intracaudal luminous plates.

BENTHOSEMA COLLETTI, (Lutken), Gooue and Hkan.

ffcnpelus Colletti, L'Jtkbn, Spolia Atlantica, ii, 1892, 249, Fig. 7.

A species having the photophores arranged somewhat as in B. arcticum, but with the

two mediolaterals in a subverticalliue continuous with the last of the ventral photophores,
instead of approximately with the anterolaterals. There is no posterolateral photophore.
The superanaLs are in a continuous row, 10-17 in number. Head somewhat blunt; pectoral

short, as in B. arcticum, reaching about to the vertical from the origin of the first dorsal.

Radial formula: D.15; A. 21; L. lat. 38.

This species is described from a single specimen in the Museum at Christiania, obtained

from the Pacific, 600 miles west of Cape Horn.

LAMPANYCTUS, Bonaparte.

Lampanyctus, Bonaparte, Faim. Ital., fasc. xxvii.—Gunther, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., v, 414 (as subgenr.s).

Myctophid flslies, with long head, conical snout, limb of preoperculum oblique; dorsal

about equal to or shorter than anal, and not overlapping. Lateral line not much enlarged.
Scales cycloid, smooth. No orbital spines. Scales smooth, those in the lateral line scarcely

larger than the others. Maxillary scarcely dilated behind. Precaudal photophores 4 or 2+ 1.

KEY TO THE SPECIES OP LAMPANYCTUS.

I. Pectorals loug; preoaudals in two groups (2+1, 3+1, or 2+2), the last on or near end of lateral line.

A. Mediolaterals 2; posterolaterals 2, nearly under soft dorsal.

1. D. 12-13; A. 14-15; L. lat. 38-9; super.anals 6-8+8-12 L. crocodilus.
2. D. 13; A. 15; L. lat. 32-3; superauals 7+6 l. alatus.

B. Mediolaterals 3; posterolaterals 2, iu advance of soft dorsal; preoaudals 3+1.
1. D. 12-13; A. 14-13; L. lat. 36; superanals 5+5.

a. Anterolaterals 2
; pectoral extending beyond mediolaterals and to middle of anal

L. GiJNTUERI.

2. D. 12-13; A. 13; L. lat. (?); superanals 7+5.
a. Anterolaterals none; pectoral not reaching mediolaterals or origin of anal L. warmingii.

II. Pectorals long; precaudals 4, in continuous, nearly horizontal, row, not approaching end of lateral line.

A. Mediolaterals 2; posterolaterals 2, nearly under soft dorsal.

1. D. 12; A. 16; L. lat. 38; superanals 7+8.
a. Anterolaterals 3, horizontal, nearly in line with lowest mediolateral L. gemmifer.

III. Pectorals short; precaudals 4, in low, nearly horizimtal line, not ajiproachiug end of lateral line.

A. Mediolaterals 3.

1. Posterolaterals 2, in advance of soft dorsal.

a. D. 14; A. 12; L. lat. 35; superanals 4-5+5-6 L. gemellarii.
b. D. 12-13; A. 19; L. lat. 33; snperanals 6+5 i.. CffiRULEUS.

2. Posterolateral 1, placed under soft dorsal.

a. D. 12' A. 12-13; L. lat. 36: superauals 5-7+5 l. lacerta.
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LAMPANYCTUS CEOCODILUS (Risso), Goodk and Bean. (Fig. 86.)

Gasteropelecus erocodihis, Risso, Ichthyologie de Nice, 1810, 357.

Scopeliis crocodiliis, Risso, Mem. Accad. So. Turiu., xxv, 1820, 265, PI. x. Fig. 1; Hist. Nat. Europe M(5ridi-

anale, 1826, iii, 466.—Raffaele, Mitt. Zool. Stat. Naples, ix, 181, PI. vii, Fig. 10.

Height of body oneflftl) of total length; length of head two-sevenths. Least depth
of tail slightly greater than half the height of body. Head three-fifths as high as long.

Eye moderate, contained 5 times iu length of head. Posterior margin of preopercnhim

obliquely descending backwards as in L. gemellarii, bnt in an even sliai-per angle, to allow

for the expansion of the enormous reptile-like mouth. The mouth is slightly obli(pie,

curved; the maxillary reaches nearly to the angle of the preoperculum, and is but slightly

dilated behind. Origin of the dorsal fin in advance of ii ])oint midway between the ex-

tremity of the snout and the root of the caudal by a distance equal to space from lobe of

snout to posterior margin of orbit and placed farther back than usual in relation to the

ventrals, its origin being above the axil of the latter. Caudal large, furcate. Pectoral

lanceolate, long, and strong, its tip extending to the vertical from the middle of the

dorsal. Scales smooth, those of the lateral line very slightly enlarged.

Mediolateral photophores, 13; posterolaterals, 2, one above the other, or nearly so.

Precaudal photophores in two groups, 2+1 or 3+1, the last at the end of the lateral

line. Number of superanals 0+8. Eadial formula: D. 12-13; A. 14; L. lat. 38-39.

This, one of the rarest of scopelids, has been obtained only from the Mediterranean, iu

the vicinity of Nice. Giglioli obtained it at Messina in September, 1S78. The National

Museum has one (No. 4001U) from Nice, obtained from the Florence Museum.

LAMPANYCTUS ALATUS, Goode and Bean, n. s. (Figure 92.)

Height of the body 5 times in total length (without caudal) ; length of head 3i times.

Least depth of tail about one-half greatest height of body. Eye large, its diameter equal
to one-third of length of head. Snout short; upper and lower profile deeply curved, aud
with a median crest; its length less than one-half diameter of eye. Mouth large; length of

upper jaw equal to greatest depth of body. Origin of dorsal nearer to tip of snout thau to

root of caudal. Pectoral fin very long, reaching to at least middle of anal base. Ventral

short, not reaching to origin uf anal. Anal origin under end of dorsal. Caudal moderate

and deeply forked. A small i)hospliorescent body on the upper and lower edges of the tail

at the root of the caudal
; length of lower jiatch a little greater than diameter of eye.

Mediolateral photophores, 2
; po.sterolateral, 2, the latter one above the other or nearly

so. Precaudals in two groups, 2+1 or 3+1, the last at the end of the lateral line. Postero-

laterals nearly under soft dorsal. Number of sui>eranals. 7+0.
Eadial formula: D. 13; A. 17-18; L. lat. 32-33.

This species is described from three specimens (No. 43709, U S. N. M.), the largest 55

millimeters in length, with an imperfect tail, taken by the Albatross from station 2393, iu

28° 43' N. lat, 87° 14' 30" W. Ion., 525 fathoms.

LAMPANYCTUS GUNTIIERI, Goode and Bean, n. s. (Figure 90.)

Height of body contained 5i times in total without caudal. Body much compres.sed.

Length of head is contained 3'^ times in total. Least depth of tail one-half greatest depth
of body. Eye nearly 4 times iu lengtli of head. Snout short, about one-half diameter of

eye. Mouth oblique, very large, the maxilla extending nearly to angle of preoperculum.
Maxilla very little dilated posteriorly. Length of upper jaw about two-thirds that of head.

Dorsal origin a little nearer to tip of snout than to root of ventral, immediately over origin

of ventral and eleventh or twelfth scale of lateral line. Anal origin under the sixteeuth

scale of lateral line, its base short, about two-thirds len^h of head. Adipose fin present,

small, entirely behind the base of the anal. Nine rows of scales betweeu its posterior
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margin and the root of the caudal. Pectoi'als very long, reaching to above middle of anal.

Ventral readies almost to anal origin. Caudal moderate, well forlied. Mediohiterals, 3;

])0!sterolaterals, 2. Precaudals, 3-4, the last at the end of the lateral line? Posterolaterals

in advance of the first dorsal, forming a gently curved series continuous with anterior half

of broken suijeranal series.

Radial formula: D. 13; A. 13. Scales, 36.

A single specimen (No. 43777, U. S. N. M.), 52 millimeters in length, was .obtained by
the Gloucester fleet, it being No. 1!)9 of the Gloucester series.

The species is dedicated to the author of the Catalogue of the Fishes of the British

Museum and the Fishes of the Chrdlciujer, monumental works, which are the foundations of

ichthyological work in the last half of the nineteenth century.

LAMPANYCTUS WARMINGII, (Lutkkn), Goode and Bean.

Scopelua (Notoseopehis) Wannhigii, Li'TKEN, Spolia Atlantica, II, 1892, 259, fig. 19.

Asijecies closely dUiedto Lam2)anyctus Oiintheri, having long pectorals, and precaudals

3-4-1, the last at end of lateral line. Superanals, 7+5. Kadial forinnla: D. 12; A. 13.

This species is distinguished from L. Giintheii by having one more precaudal plioto-

phores in the first group and by having a shorter pectoral, which does not reach to the

origin of the anal, while in L. Gilntheri it extends far behind the end of the pectoral and

nearly to the middle of the base of tlie anal. The posterolaterals, one or two in number,
are continuous in the gently curved series of the anterior half of the broken superanal series.

LAMPANYCTUS GEMMIFER, Goode and Bean, n. s. (Figure 88).

Height of body is contained 5i times in total length; lengtli of head 3| times. Least

depth of tail two-thirds height of body. Eye hirge, nearly one-fourth length of head. Dis-

tance between posterior margin of orbit and preopercular edge equals diameter of eye.

Snoutobtuse, very short, its length less than half diameter ot eye. Maxillary scarcely dilated

behind. Origin of dorsal midway between tip of snout aiul dorsal mirror. Base of dorsal

equal to length of jiostorbital part of head, and about e(|ual to longest dorsal ray. Ventral

origin slightly in advance of dorsal origin. Pectoral reaches slightly beyond origin of anal.

Scales smooth, those of the lateral line scarcely larger than others. Mediolateral photo-

phores, 2; posterolaterals, 2, the latter one above the other, or nearly so. Precaudals, 4-5

in nearly horizontal though curved row, the last far below the end of the lateral line.

Anterolaterals, 3, in nearlycontinuous line with lowest prepectoral and mediolaterals. Num-
ber of superanals 7-8. The pearly mirror upon the upper edge of the caudal peduncle as

long as the eye, and much longer than the one extending from the end of the anal to the

root of the caudal; slender and narrow, two-thirds as long as the head.

Eadial formula: D. II, 12; A. II, 16, V. 8, P. 15, 16. Scales 5, 38, 5.

Gill rakers, 6 above and 12 below angle of first arch; longest two-thirds as long as eye.
A single individual (No. 35604, U. S. N. M.), the type of the species, 7^ inches in length,

was taken by the Albatross at station 2201, in 3!»o 39' 45" N. lat., 71° 35' 15" W. Ion., at a

depth of 538 fathoms. Scojjelns Bonapartii of Cocco and Bonaparte is nearly allied.

LAMPANYCTUS GEMELLARII, (Cocco), Goode and Bean. (Figure 87.)

Nyctnphun G^emeVarii, Cocco, Alcuni Salmon, 1840, 26, pi. in, iig. 9 (Nittofo di Grmellaro).

Miictophiiiii eicmi'llarii, Bon.vpahtk, Faun. Ital. Pesc. fasc. 37, xxxvir, pi.

Scopelus Gemellnrii, CuviEi: and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xxii, 415.—GfiNTUER, Cat. Fieh. Brit. Mus.,

V, 415.—GiGLloLi, Elenco, 101.—Raffaele, Mitt. Zool. Stat. Naples, 183, pi. vii, fig. 8.

Scopelus uiaeoclanqms, Faccioi.a, NaturalLsta Siciliano.

Height of body one-fourth of total lengtli; length of head contained 3i times in total

length. Least depth of tail one half the height of body. Height of head cfjual to distance

from anterior margin of pupil to end of opercular flap. Eye moderate, its diameter 3§ in
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length of head. Snout moderate, with obtuse tip. Cleft of mouth slightly oblique, curved

downward below eye. Origin of dorsal slightly in advance of origin of ventral
; equidistant

from origin of adipose dorsal and anterior margin of orbit. Pectoral half as long as ventral.

Dorsal much taller and longer than anal, but closely resembling it in form.

Mediolateral photophores, 3j anterolaterals, one or two, the former in an obliquely verti-

cal row, as in M.punctufinii. Precaudals in low, horizontal line. A single posterolateral in

front of soft dorsal. Superanals, 4^5, 5-6. Kadial formula: D. 14; A. 12; L. lat, ;i5.

This species, described by Cocco, from Sicily, and named by him in honor of Dr. Carlo

Gemellaro, of Catania, a local geologist of note, has been found only about Messina, where

it is regarded as very rare, although Giglioli obtained nine individuals at the time of his

great capture of scopelids, in September, 1S78. One of these (Cat. No. 44170, U. S. N. M.)
was given by him to the National Museum.

LAMPANYCTUS CCERULEUS, (Klinzinger), Goode and Bean.

Scopelus cccruhim, Klfnzixger.
Scopiliis (Notuscojielus) caruleiis, LuTKEN, Spolia Atlantica, 260, fig. 20.

A sjiecies apparently closely related to L. GcmeUarii, though somewhat more slender, as

shown in the figure of Liitken. The main poiiit of difference appears to be in the compar-

atively elongate anal fin, which contains nineteen rays instead of twelve, as in i. Gtmcl-

larii, but the figure given by Liitken does not show an elongate anal fin.

LAMPANYCTUS LACERTA, Goode and Bean, n. s. (Figure 89.)

Height of the body one-fifth total length (without caudal ) ; length of head 3.J times in total
;

greatest depth of head two-thirds of its length. Eye moderate; its diameter contained 3i

times in length of head. Snout somewhat obtuse, rounded, with strong keel; its length

about one-half diameter of eye. Cleft of mouth stimewhat oblique, maxillary reaching to

angle of preoiierculum and somewhat dilated. Origiu of dorsal is much nearer tip of snout

than root of caudal. Pectoral slender, its middle rays elongate. Ventrals inserted slightly

behind the origin of dorsal, and reach to base of first anal ray. Anal inserted behind end

of dorsal base. Caudal large, forked. Photophores arranged somewhat as in M. lynnvtatum.

Mediolaterals, 3
; posterolateral, 1

;
the former in an obliquely vertical row, as in M.

punctntum, the latter under the soft dorsal. Precaudals in low horizontal line. Number of

superanals 7+5. Three large pits in the mandibles also show luminous qualities. Color,

apparently light brown; the scales opalescent.

Eadial formula: D. 13; A. 15; L. lat. about 36.

This species is described from three specimens (No. 43778, U. S. N. M.) obtained by the

Albatross from station 2401, in 28° ;W 30" N. lat., 85° 52' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 142

fathoms. The J. /iirtfrcss also obtained specimens from the following localities: No. 43779,

U. S. N. M., from station 2548, in 39o 56' N. lat., 70° 14' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 200

fathoms; No. 43780, U. S. N. M., a veiy fine specimen, 57 millimeters in length, taken at

the surface at station 2300, in 35° 41' 30" N. lat., li° 48' 30" W. Ion., in 671 fathoms; Mo.

43801, U. S. N. M., from station 2583, in 39° 50' 45" N. lat., 71° 43' W. Ion., in 131 fath-

oms; and at surface, after dark, at station 2426, in 3(io 01' 30" N. lat., 74° 47' 30" W. Ion.

The Fish Hairk obtained an individual (No. 28733, U. S. N. M.) at station 925, in 39°

55' N. lat., 70° 47' W. Ion., at a depth of 224 fathoms; and also specimens (No. 28893, U. S.

N. M.) from station 1026, in 39° 50' 30" N. lat., 11° 23' W. Ion., at a depth of 182 fathoms.

CERATOSCOPELUS, Gunther.

Ceratuscopehis, Gunther, Cat. Fish. Brit, llus., v, 18frt, 405 and 412 (as subgenus).

Myctophid fishes, having the dorsal and anal fins touching the same vertical, but

scarcely overlapping. Scales of the lateral line somewhat enlarged. Headlong; limb of

preoperculum oblique; snout conical and snake like. Orbital spines present. No luminous

glands on head or tail. I'recaudal photophores 1.

19868—No. 2 6
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CERATOSCOPELUS MADERENSIS (Lowe). (Figure 91.)

Scopiliis mnderensia, Lowe, Proc. Zocil. Soo., 1839, 87; 1850, 250; Trans. Zoiil. Soc, III, 14 (types from Ma-

deira, now preserved in the British Museum).—Raffaele, Mitt. Zool. Stat. Naples, i.\, 184, I'l. vii. Fig.

9.—LiTKKX, Vid. Med. Naturli. Foreu., 1891, 208.—GPnther, Cat. Fisli, Brit. Mus., v. 412.

Scopelus Bonupartii, CuviEU and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xxii, 449.—.Johnson, Ann. and Mag. Nat.

Hist., X, 1862, 281 (specimens from Madeira).

Height of body oue-flfth of total leiigth ; leugtli of bead nearly oue- third. Least height

of tail nearly oue-half greate.st height of body. Snout moderate. Month large, oblicjue;

jaws equal. Maxillary very slightly expanded beliiiid. Ventral reaches to vent, and pec-

toral almost as far back as ventral. Anal origia under about nineteenth scale of lateral line.

Radial formula: D. 13; A. 12; L. lat. 34-36 (36 in the specimen examined).
This species, as described by Lowe from Madeira, and afterwards obtained by Jolin.son

from the same locality, has also been found in the Mediterranean. The National Museum
has specimens from Messina, presented by the Koyal Zoological Museum of Florence. A
single specimen (No. 32811, TJ. S. N. M.) examined by us was obtained by the AilHitross

from station 2014, in 36° 41' 05" N. lat., 74° 38' 55" W. Ion., at a depth of 373 fathoms, in

1883. The range of this species is thus extended westward nearly 4,000 miles.

Two individuals (No. 21690, U. S. N. M.; No. 199, Gloucester Donations), the longer
80 millimeters in length, the other GS millimeters, were taken by one of the Gloucester Ash-

ing vessels on the fishing banks. Also, No. 21689, U. S. N. M. (No. 219, Gloucester Dona-

tions), 75 millimeters in length. Additional si)ecimens (No. 28978, U. S.N. M.), in very bad

condition, were taken by the Fish Hmr]; from station 1038, in SO-^ 58' N. lat., 70° 06' W.

Ion., at a depth of 146 fathoms. An example (No. 28934, U. S. N. M.), 72 millimeters in

length, was taken by the Fish Hawk from station 1031, iu 39° 57' N. lat., 69^ 19' W. Ion., at

a depth of 255 fathoms; two (No. 33564, U. S. N. M.), from station 2101. in 39° 18' 30" N.

lat., 08° 24' W. Ion., at a depth of 1,086 fatlioms; and a single individual (No. 43810, U. S.

N. M.), from station 1044, in 38° 37' N. lat., 73-3 12' W. Ion., at a depth of 224 fathoms;
another (No. 43776, U. S. N. M.), from station 2528, surface (electric light).

NOTOSCOPELUS, Gunlher.

Noioscopelm, GtJNTHKR, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., v, 1884, 405, 411 (as subgenus).

Myctophids, with the dorsal fin much longer than the anal, and overlapping the anterior

half of the latter. Body elongate. Snout obstusely conical; jaws equal iu front; cleft of

mouth nearly horizontal
; maxillary not dilated behind. No luminous glands on head or tail.

Arrangement of photophores irregular: anterolaterals, 1 or none; mediolaterals, 2 or 3;

posterolaterals, 1, 2, or 3. Precaudals 2+1, the last one high up, and between the flap of

the operculum and the lateral line.

The type of this genus is Lctmpavi/rtits resjAenrlens, Eichardson. The Eigenmanns have

set apart as a new genus, under the name " Catahlcmella" a form characterized by the low

pectorals," the type being Notoscopelus hrachychh: (Proc. Cal. Acad. Sci., 2d ser., in, 24.)

The National Museuiu has specimens from Nice (Cat. No. 40057, U. S. N. M.), sent by
the Eoyal Museum at Florence, labeled "

tScojyelus eloiii/atus,''^ which evidently belong to this

genus, having 21 rays in the dorsal, 17 or 18 in the anal, the height of the body contained

5 times in its length, and the eye one-fourth the length of the head. They would appear to

be closely related to N". resplendens, which, however, has not hitherto been announced from

the Mediterranean. This form is evidently that described and figured by Costa.

KEY TO THE SPECIES OF NOTOSCOPELUS.

I. Mediolaterals 3, in curved, subvertical line. Posterolaterals 2-3.

A. Posterolaterals 2, horizontally side by side. Precaudals 2-f-l.

1. Last posterolateral in advance of soft dorsal. Pector.al strong, falcate.

.a. 1). 21-24; A. 18. L. Lat. 38. Superanals 16 N. kesplf.ndens.

2. Posterolaterals under soft dorsal. Pectoral weak and short.

a. D. 21; A. 20. L. hit. 42. Superanals 8+8 '. N. quercinus.
b. D. 16; A. 11. L. lat, — . Superanals 9+7 N. margakitiferus.
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I. Mediolaterals 3, in curvod, swbvertical line.—Continued.

B. PosterolateraLs 2, horizontally side by side. Precaudals 2-4-2.

1. First posterolateral under soft dorsal, second behind it.

a. D. 21-24; A. 17-18. L. hit. —. Superauals 8-7+6-7 N. elongatl'S (of Liitken).
C. Posterolaterals 3, horizontally side by side. Precaudals 2-f 1.

1. Last posterolateral under soft dorsal. Pectoral short and weak.
a. D. 20-21; A. 16. L.lat. 46. Superauals 9-f4 N. Castaneus.

II. Mediolaterals 2. Posterolateral!.

A. Precaudals 2-fl, the last at end of lateral line.

1. Posterolateral 1, in advance of soft dorsal.

a. D. 20; A. 18. L. hit. 36. Superanals 7-f4 (?) N. CaUDISPINOSUS.

NOTOSCOPELUS KESPLENDENS (Richardson). (Figure 94.)

Lampanyctus resplendens, Riciiard.son, Voy. Ereb. and Terr., Ichth., 42, pi. 27, figs. 16-18.—Cuvier and

Valenciennes, xxii, 452.

Scopeliis resplendens, Gunther, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., v, 1864, 415.

Scopelus crocodiliis, Cuvier and Valenciennes, xxii, 447 (not Risso).

Height of body 5 times in total length (without caudal); length of head 3.i or 3f ;
least

depth of tail more than one-half height of body. Eye moderate
;
distance between posterior

margin of orbit and jireopercular edge less than diameter of eye. Posterior margin of pre-

operculum de.scendiiig obliquely backwards. Snout obtusely conical, with jaws e<iual in

front. Cleft of mouth nearly horizontal. Maxillary reaches to angle of preoperculum and

scarcely dilated behind. Origin of dorsal midway between the extremity of snout and

adipose tin, and above root of ventral; its last ray above middle of anal. Pectoral fin

shorter than ventral, and not extending beyond its root. Scales perfectly smooth, those of

lateral line rather larger than others.

Mediolaterals 3, in curved subvertical line; posterolaterals 2, horizontally side by side,

the posterior one in advance of the soft dorsal. Precaudals 2 + 1, the last slightly below

the end of the lateral line. Radial formula: B. 8; 1). 21-24; A. 18; V. 8; scales 3
|

38
|

5.

This species was described from the Gulf of Guinea. It is very desirable that the

Bohusliin species should be examined, as well as those in the museum at Milan.

NOTOSCOPELrS QUERCINUS, GooDE and Bean, n. s. (Figure 97.)

Height of body 5| in total length ; length of the head 3|-4. Eye moderate, contained

nearly 4 times in length of head (3^ in eye). Snout short, about one-half as long as the

diameter of the eye. Mouth oblique, and very large, the maxillary extending to angle
of preoperculum. Length of upper jaw about four-fifths that of head. Origin of dorsal

much nearer tip of snout than root of caudal, being over the twelfth scale of the lateral line

and immediately above origin of ventral
; length of its base equals that of head, and longest

ray two-thirds as long as head, its end over seventh ray of anal. Pectoral short, not

reaching to origin of ventral. Anal origin about under twenty-first scale of lateral line;

the length of the base equals that of head without snout, and the longest ray is about one-

half as long as head; Adipose fin very slender, its distance from end of dorsal equaling
one-half length of head. Caudal moderate, deeply forked.

Mediolaterals 3, in curved subvertical line; posterolaterals 2, under the soft dorsal : pre-

caudals 2+ 1, the last below the end of the lateral line. One of the precaudals very high

up, between the flap of the operculum and the lateral line.

Radial formula: D. 21-24; A. 19-20; L. lat. 42.

The species is described from a specimen (No. 43789, U. S. IST. M.; No. 822, Gloucester

Donations), 125 millimeters in length, taken by one of the Gloucester fishing vessels.

The Aibatrons obtained a specimen (No. 43790, U. S. N. M.) from station 2731, in 36°

45' N. lat., 740 28' W. Ion., at a depth of 781 fathoms, and also a young specimen (No.

43791, LI. S. N. M.), at the surface by electric light, at station 2528, in 41° 47' N. lat., 67°

37' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 677 fiithoms.

This species is very closely allieil to Scojjelm elongatus, as figured by Rafifaele (Mitt. Zool.

Stat. Naples, xx, 185, pi. vii, fig. 11), and also agrees with a specimen sent (from Nice)
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under that name by the Florence museum. We should identify our specimens with the

S. ^lom/ntus of Oosta, but for the unsettled state of opinions amonfr European ichthyologists.

Steiudachner, Vinciguerra, Rali'aelle, and Collett seem all dispo.sed to recognize but one

species of Xotoscopdus. We think we have distinguished four, but possibly our series is

not sufiflciently complete to justify us in positive opinions.

NOSTOSCOPELUS MARGARITIFERUS, GooDE aud Bkax, h. h. (Figure 98.)

Height of body one-lifth of total length (without caudal); length of head one-fourth.

Least height of tail one-half of greatest height of body. Snout very short audcomi)r('Ssed

ir+o a keel on its upper edge; its length scarcely more than one-half diameter of the eye.

Gill rakers, 9 or 10 above the angle, about 16 below; the longest about two-thirds the

diameter of eye. Eye moderate, about one fourth length of head. Intermaxillary reaches

almost to angle of preoperculum. Space between eye and hinder edge of preoperculum
much less thau diameter of the eye. Origin of dorsal mucii nearer tip of snout than

root of caudal. Length of dorsal base nearly one-third of total (without caudal); origin of

dorsal about over ninth scale of lateral line, and in same vertical with origin of ventral.

The ventral does not (juite reach to origin of anal. Pectoral very short, its length only
one-third that of head. No adipose dorsal. Anal origin under eighteenth scale of lateral

line. The base of the fiu is as long as head without snout. Gaudal mi)derately forked. Ou
top of tlie caudal peduncle a long, linear mirror, nearly one-half as long as head, its width
about one-third of its length. Several large phosphorescent spots ou inner edge of mandi-

ble, a large one near angle of preoperculum

Mediolaterals, 3, in curved, subvertical line. Posterolaterals, 2, under soft dorsal.

Superanals 9-|-7. Precaudals 2+2, the last below end of lateralline.

Radial formula: D. 10; A. 14.

A specimen of this species (No. 4:3775, U. S. N. M.
;
No. 933, Gloucester Donations) was

taken off Banquero by the schooner Alice 31. Williams. Another specimen (No. 43774, U.

S. N. M.; No. 404, Gloucester Bonatious) has also been obtained.

NOTOSCOPELUS CASTANEUS, Goode and Bean, n. s. (Figure <J5.)

Depth of body 5^ in total length; length of head, four times. Eye moderate, its diameter

nearly four in length of head, and more than twice in length of snout. Mouth exceedingly
wide, oblique, with jaws equal; maxillary extending backwards almost to angle of preoper-
culum. Intermaxillary as long as maxillary, and toothed throughout its entire length.

Maxillary very little expanded posteriorly. Origin of dorsal fin very mucli nearer tip of

snout than root of caudal, being as far from snout as from front of pearl colored i)atch on

top of tail
; origin somewhat in advance of origin of ventral

;
base is considerably longer than

head; the longest ray equals length of postorbital part of head. Caudal deeply forked.

Pectoral small, and does not reach nearly to ventral; its length not much more than one-

third that of head. Ventral insertion under fourth ray of dorsal; its length about one-half

that of head. Anal base nearly equal to head without snout.

Mediolaterals, 3, in curved subvertical line; posterolaterals, 3, horizontally side oy side.

Precaudals 2+1, last below the end of the lateral Hue. Last posterolateral under soft

dorsal. Number of superanals, 9+ 4. Radial formula : D. 20-21; A. 16; L. lat., about 46.

This species is described from a specimen (No. 31706, U. S. N. M.), 5.J inches long, taken

by the Fish Hawlc trom station 1,113, in 39° 57' N. lat., 70° 37' W. Ion., at a depth of 192

fathoms. Another example (No. 21688, U. S. N. M.; No. 189, Gloucester Donations), six

inches in length, was obtained on the fishing banks by the schooner William Thompson.

NOTOSCOPELUS CAUDISPINOSUS (Johnson). ( Figure 9(i.)

Scopelua caudisjnnosiis, Johnson, Proc. Zool. Soc, 18fi3, 42.—GtJNTHER, Cat. Fish. Brit. .Mus., v, 1864, 416.

Height of body contained 5J in total length ; length of head, 3"^. Eye moderate. Snout

obtusely conical, with jaws equal in front. Cleft of mouth rather oblique. Origin of dorsal
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fill midway between extremity of snont and adipose fin, and above base of outer ventral

rays; its last ray beliind vertical from middle of anal. A series of from -six to nine small

spines bent backwards, above and below, before the root of caudal. Tectoral fins shorter

than ventral, and not extending beyond its root.

Mediolaterals, 2; posterolaterals, 1; precandals, 2+ 1, the last at the end of the dorsal

line. The single posterolateral in advanceof the soft dorsal. Nmnber of superanals T-f-A ( ?).

Radial formula; D. 3(i; A. IS; V. 8; L. lat., 3fj-;5S.

This species, of which a single type in bad condition, ti;\ inches in length, is preserved

in the British Museum, has hitherto been recorded only from Madeira. A single specimen

(No. 43708, U. S. N. M.), eighty millimeters in length, was taken by the steamer Albaiross

from station 2509, in 39o 26' N. lat., 68° 03' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 1,782 fathoms.

The western Atlantic specimen has 19 rays in the anal and 38 scales in the lateral line.

LAMPADENA, Goode and Bean, n. g.

Myctophid fishes with elongate form of Benthosema, having dorsal and anal fins nearly

equal and not touching the same vertical. No luminous glands upon the head, but one

upon the caudal peduncle above and another in similar position below. Uead somewhat

conical. Snout short, obtusely conical, the upper and lower profiles nearly equal; cleft of

mouth and limb of openiulum slightly oblique; lowcn- jaw i)rominent, maxillary reaching to

the angle of pi-eoperculum, and terminating in a triangular dilation. Precandals two groups,

the last by itself at the termination of the lateral line. Pectoral not reaching to vertical

from origin of ventral or anterolateral photophore. Tubes of lateral line luminous.

LAMPADENA SPECULIGERA, Goode and Bean, n. s. (Figure 09.)

Height of body 4J in total length; length of head 4. Least depth of tail three-fifths

height of body. Greatest depth of head about three-fourths of its length. Eye very large

its diameter about one-third length of head. Distance between posterior margin of orbit

and preoperculum edge about one-half diameter of eye. Snout short, conical, its length,

about one-third diameter of eye. Oleft of mouth somewhat oblique, the lower jaw included.

Posterior tip of maxillary distant from angle of preopercvdum a space almost eijual to length

of snout. Origin of dorsal nearer tip of snout than root of caudal by a distaiu/e equal to

two-thirds the length of its own base, and inserted nearly over root of ventral, over elev-

enth scale of lateral line, its last ray over vent, in advance of origin of anal. Pectoral does

not reach nearly to vertical from origin of ventral, its length being equal to one-half that of

upper jaw, and a little greater than diameter of eye. The ventral does not reach to vent,

and its length is equal to about one-half that of head. Scales smooth ;
those of the lateral

line not larger than the others, the tubes passing through them luminous. Eight scales

between the adipose fin and the margin of the pearl-colored dorsal patch; there are 35 scales

in the lateral line, 4 above and 5 below it. The luminous spot, two thirds as long as the

diameter of the eye,-club-shaped, ou the top of the tail iminediately in front of the base of

the caudal ray. A similar spot on the lower edge of the caudal peduncle, a little in advance

of the origiu of the caudal rays, its posterior edge about in Hue with the center of the dorsal

patch; its length about three-fourths the diameter of the eye.

A luminous gland above and below on thecaud;il i)edunclc; no postanal series of super-

anal pliotophores, these being rcplactid by the subi)e(luncular glands. Anterolateral, 1;

])osterolaterals, 2; precandals in two groups, the anterior and lower,one of two pliotophores,

widely sc^piirated from tin; posterior and single one, which is plared at tlie end of the lat-

eral line. The single posterolateral is under the root of the soft dorsal, and considerably

behind the termination of the anal. Gill rakers 6 above and 13 or 14 hclow the angle, the

longest about one-half as long as the diameter of the eye.

liadial formula: I). 13; A. 14; V. 8; P. very small; Scales 4
|

39
|

5.

Color, purplish brown
; very glossy, almost iridescent.
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All individual (No. 4379(5, U. S. N. M.), 50 millimeters in length, was taken by the

Albatross at station 125r)3, in Sd^ -48' N. lat., 70° 36' W. Ion., at a depth of 551 fathoms.

^THOPKOKA, Goode and Bean, n. g.

Body oblong, compressed, resembling in general form Myctophum; covered with large

scales, those in the lateral line very slightly larger than the others. Head compressed.
Snout very obtuse, and short, prqiectiiig slightly beyond orbital margin, the jaws about

equal. Eye moderate. Dorsal tin premedian, entirely or almost entirely in advance of the

anal, which it closely resembles in shape aud dimensions. Ventral with 8 rays inserted

under the anterior portion of the dorsal. Pectorals moderate, placed low. Adipose fin long
and prominent. A prominent luminous gland of irregular form occupies the front of the

head in advance of eye, eacroachiug upon the anterior margin of the orbit, and extending

beyond it above and below. A luminous spot of greater or less extent upon the body at

the angle of the preoperculum and, in some species, others upon the interoperculum and

upon the sides of the lower jaw.

Superanal photophores in two groups; posterolaterals sometimes present, sometimes

absent. Precaudal photophores, -1, forming a more or less crescent-shaped line at the base

of the lower caudal lobe, a large, irregular gland occupying entire space in front of eye.

(Etymology: ^):''/"?=glow, and nfjwpa=& face).

KEY TO THE SPECIES OF .ETHOPRORA.

I. Scales in lateral line 40.

A. Autero aud meiliolaterals and superanal photoiibores irregularly arranged A. metopoclampa.

II. Scales in lateral Hue 35-36.

A. Anterolaterals 2, luediolaterals 2, posterolaterals none A. i.ucida.

B. Anterolateral 1, mediolateral8 3 or 4, posterolaterals 2 A. ekfulgens.

^THOPRORA METOPOCLAMPA (Cocco), Goode and Bean. (Figure 101.)

Nyctoplius metopoclampiis, Cocco, Gioru. Scien. Sicll. Palermo, 182i), No. 77, 141 {Sltlofo fronldniida) ;
Alcuni

Saliuonidi, 1S38, L'l, PI. iii. Fig. 8.—Bonaparte, Faun. Ital. Peso., fivsc., xxxvii, 1840, Fig.

ScopeluH iiietoiiDcliinipiim, Ccivier and Valencien.ves, Hist. Nat. Poiss, xxil, 442.

Scopehis metopoclaiiipiiK, GiiSTiUiR, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus. , V, 409.—Giglioli, Elenco, 100.—Rakfaele, Mitt.

Zoiil. Stat., Naples, IX, 183, PI. vii, Fig. 6.

Height of body contained 4J in total length (without caudal); length of head 3J times.

Least depth of tail half the height of body. Head slightly longer than high. Eye large,

diameter one-third that of head. Prortle almost perpendicidar, an elaborate luiuinous plate

occupying the entire space between the eyes, extending backward between the lower

margin of the orbit and the upper jaw to a point behind the vertical from the middle of the

orl)it, and also with a lobe on either side above, impinging upon the anterior upper limb of

the orbit. Cleft of mouth slightly oblique, its length nearly twice the diameter of the orbit.

The maxillary reaches the angle of the preoperculum, and is not dilated behind. The origin

of the dorsal and ventral fins is in the same vertical, that of the latter equidistant from tiie

tip of the snout and the adipose tin, that of the former eipudistaut from the anterior margin
of the orbit aud adipose tin. The insertion of the last dorsal ray over the origin of the

first anal ray. Pectoral two thirds as long as ventral, its tip reaching slightly beyond vertical

connecting origin of dorsal and anal. Scales smooth; those of lateral line slightly larger.

The photophores are small and not very conspicuous. In the exanqtle studied, there are

11 in superanal series, there being a broad break over the root of the last anal rays, with

5 in front and behind it, the .single posterolateral being placed far abo\o, near the lateral

line, aud forming an equilateral triangle with the two placed on either side of the break.

Mediolaterals, 2, iilaced obliquely and far apart, the anterior and highest above the origin

of the anal, the posterior and lower about midway between this and the tir.st in the anal

series, which is over the interval between the roots of the third, fourth and tifth branched rays
of the anal fin. Anterolaterals, 3, placed in the form of an isosceles triangle, the .apex of
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which is represeuted by the most anterior of the group, whicli is placed over tlie axil of the

ventral and about three-fourths of the way from its root to the latei-al line; a fourth photo-

phore, possibly also to be grouped here, is nearly midway between the axil of the pectoral
and the axil of the dorsal. Eadial formula: D. HI, 13; A. Ill, 14; L. lat. 40.

This species has been found only in the Mediterranean. Raifaele had six specimens from

Messina, and Griglioli obtained two otliers from the same locality in the latter part of Sep-

tember, 1878, one of which, presented by him to the National Museum (Cat. 44109), is the

type of the foregoing description. The species seems to be exceedingly rare, even in the

Mediterranean. The great extension and elaboration of the nasal luminous plate shown in

the figure, may be due to sexual conditions. At all events, as has been remarked, it is

unlike that shown by Eaffaele, though suflicieutly similar to that of Cocco and Bonaparte.

iETHOPKORA LUCIDA, Goode and Bean, n. a. (Figure 102.)

Ueight of body contained 4i times in total length; length of head 3| times. Least

depth of tail 2^ in height of body. Head considerably longer than high, its height equal to

distance from anterior margin of pupil to end of opercular Hap. Bye moderate, its diameter

nearly one-fourth length of head. Snout short, but less declivous and obtuse than in

A. metopoclampa. A pearl-colored luminous organ touching the limb of orbit, but separated
from it above and below, with posterior lobe not prolonged far back, and with a spac(A

between its lower margin and the opening of the jaw. ('left of mouth oblicpie and curved,
the maxillary reaching to angle of preoperculum and not dilated. Origin of dorsal and
ventral nearly in same vertical, that of former midway between anterior margin of orbit

and adipose tin; that of latter midway between tip of snout and adipose fin. Insertion of

the last ray of dorsal is over interspace between third and fourth rays of anal. Pectoral

(unless mutilated) only half as long as ventral, and its tip does not approximate the vertical

from its origin. Dorsal and anal similar, the former with its upper margin concave. Adi-

pose dorsal inserted over interspace between antepenultiiLatc and penultimate anal rays,
and as long as ultimate dorsal ray. Scales smooth, those of lateral line scarcely enlarged.

In the type there are thirteen photophores in the aiuil series; a wide break over the

roots of the last two rays of the anal fin. No posterolaterals. Two mediolaterals, the

anterior the lowest. Two anterolaterals, the anterior and highest very small, above the axil

of the pectoral or very near the lateral line, the posterior one somewhat more than midway
between this and the anterior of the mcdiolateral group, and forming, with the two photo-

phores in that group, an obtuse isosceles triangle, with the anterior of the medial group at

its apex. Of the four precaudal photophores the last three are the most nearly together,
and form a nearly vertical line at the base of the lower caudal lobe. There is a large,

apparently luminous, pearl-colored spot under the tip of the flap of the operculum.
Radial formula: D. Ill, 14; A. II, 14; L. lat. 35.

A single specimen (Cat. No. 44084, U. S. N. M.), about 4 inches long, was obtained by
the Albatross at station 2127, in 10° 45' N. lat., 75° 04' VV. Ion., 1,G3!> fathoms.

jETHOPEORA EFFULGENS, Goode and Bean, u. s. (Figure 103.)

Height of body one fourth of total length, length of head slightly greater. Least depth
of tail one-half height of body. Head considerably longer than high, the flap of opercu-
lum extending above and behind axil of pectoral. Eye large, diameter contained 2.J times

in length of head. Snont exceedingly short and obtuse, as in A. metopoclampa; the

piminous organ enormous, gland-like, overlapping entire anterior margin of orbit, extend-

ing down upon edge of Jaw and extending backwards almost as far as in A. metopodampa.
Cleft of mouth obliipie, somewhat curved, the maxillary reaching nearly to angle of pre-

operculum. Origin of dorsal somewhat in advance of vertical from that of ventral, which

touches root of second dorsal ray. Last dorsal ray over roots of short s|)ines preceding
anal. Insertion of ventrals considerably posterior to a point equidistant from root of adi-

pose dorsal and anterior margin of the orbit. Origin of adipose dorsal over interspace be-
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tween autepenultimate aud ultimate anal rays. Pectoral stout aud much shorter tliau ven-

tral, not reaching iimch more tlian half way to its root. Scales smooth, those in the lateral

line somewhat enlarged, shiny, and conspicuous; the lateral line descending in a gentle cat-

enary curve to a point above the origin of tlie ventral. Tlie arrangement of the photo-

phores is very peculiar, and can best be iinderstood by an examination of the figure. There is

a break in the series of superanals, there being five on tlie lower part of the caudal peduncle

behind the extremity of the anal. There are apparently two posterolaterals, the pos-

terior and highest near the lateral line, and forming tlu^ beginning of a series of 8, arranged
in the arc of a circle, the last being the highest in the group of mediolaterals, of whieh there

are 4. Tliere is but one anterolateral, which is above the axil of the ventrals, sliglitly

behind it ami about midway between it and tlie lateral line. There is a large, triangular,

luminous i)atch in the space between the axil of the pectoral and the llap of tlie operculum,

which covers its anterior portion, and is itself decorated with a circular photophore.

There appears to be a luminous patch along the anterior margin of the preoperculum.

Kadial formula: I). 11, 13; A. II, 14; L. lat. 35-3(!.

A single specimen (Gat. No. 4.'i770, IT. S. N. "M.) was taken from the stomach of a cod

captured by the schooner Joseph O., of Gloucester, on Brown's Bank; anotlier by the Alba-

tross from Station 2127, in 19° 45' K lat., 75° 04' W. Ion., at a depth of l,(i39 tathoms.

COLLETTIA, Goode and Bean, n. g.

Myctophids, similar in form to AetJwprora., with a pair of luminous bands on the ante-

rior part of the head and another on each side in the hollow of the first infraorbital boue.

Scales of lateral line somewhat enlarged. Type, Myctophum Bajiiiesqiiii, Cocco.

COLLETTIA RAFINESQUEI, (Cocco), Goode ami Beax. (Figaro 100.)

Nyctophus Rajiucsqiin, Cocco, Alcuui Salmon., etc., 1820, .sp. 1, tab. in, lig. 7.—BoN.\rAKTE, Faun. Ital., fasc.

XXXVII, pi. 120, fig. 2.

Scope!us Bafinisquii, GiJNTHER, Cat. FisU. Brit. Mus., v. 1804, 410.—Giglioli, EIcmico, 100.—Raffable, Mitt.

Zool. Stat. Naples, ix, 183, pi. vil, fig. 7.

A Myctophum with a stout, short body, moderately compressed; with a rounded, blunt

snout, very large mouth, comparatively small eye; comparatively short, triangular dorsal

and anal, the former entirely in advance of the latter aud inserted very far fm-ward.

Height of body 4 times in total length; length of head 3 times. Dejith of body one-

fourth of total length. Caudal peduncle stout; its height nearly one-half height of body.

Eye moder.ately large, its diameter contained 2| times in length of head
;
distance between

posterior margin of orbit and preopercular edge one-half diameter of eye. Snout very

short, obtuse, keeled, with profile abruptly declivous; its length one-third of diameter of

eye. Cleft of mouth slightly oblique, the lower jaw received within the upper.
Mouth rather large, the maxillary extending to angle of preoperculum and behind orbit a

distance equal to two-thirds diameter of eye; its posterior extremity not dilated, and

entirely concealed under the scales of the cheek. Origin of dorsal over that of ventral,

considerably nearer to tip of snout than to root of caudal; its last ray in advance of origin

of anal. Ventral stout and long, reaching to origin of anal. Pectoral small, reaching to

root of ventral. Anal origin under the twelfth scale of lateral line; its last ray is directly

under adipose dorsal. Scales in lateral line, somewhat enlarged, luminous.

Anterolaterals, 4, very irregular, the three posterior ones forming an isosceles ti-iangle,

as in AiltJioprora metopodamptt. ^lediolaterals, 3, arranged much as in Myctophum punc-
tatum. Posterolaterals, 2, arranged much as in A. cfftilgens (perhaps only one posterolat-

eral, if the photophore immediately below it should be recognized as belonging to the super-

anal series). Superanals in two groups; 5 or in the first; 4 in the last. I'recaudals, 4,

in nearly straight line, the last and uppermost at or near extremity of lateral line, the

others descending forward at an angle of approximately forty-five degrees with axis of body.

Kadial formula: D. 12; A. 15; L, lat. 32-35.
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This species, first described by Cocco from the Mediterranean, is abundant abont Sicily,

but has never before been found in the Atlantic. Tlie descriptions of (Jocco and Bonaparte

were too general for use in coiuparisou, also that of (iLiuthcr, beinj;' founded upon a small

number of very minute specimens, especially as it has few rays in the anal and the propor-

tions of the head and eye peculiar to very yonni;- specimens.

It is with peculiar pleasure that we add to the fauna of America a species identified

with the name of Rafiuesque, who was the first to call attention to the genus to which it

belongs. The three specimens (No. 33.550, U. S. N. M.) described by us, the largest of

which is 77 millimeters long, with imperfect tail, were taken by the steamer Alhatronn in

37° 12' 20" N. lat., 6'jo 3'J' W. Ion. These have been studied in connection with ample

material from ]\Iessina (No. 40058, U. S. N. M.), received from the Florence Museum.

DIAPHUS, Eigenmann.

Diaphus Eigenmann and Eigenmann, Proc. Cal. Acad. Sci., 2d ser., in, 1890, 3.

Myctopliids, similar in form and proportions to the typical genus of the family, though

stouter, with a very much wider and less oblique mouth, pectoral placed lower, and with

opercular apparatus much more obliquely articulated. Dorsal and anal similar, not touch-

ing the same vertical. The glandular photophore in front of each eye below the nostril, and

the pearl like p])i>tophores upon the sides divided into halves by a septum o'f black pig-

ment. No caudal photophores. Postlatcrals, 2, in obliquely ascending row.

The type of this genus is JMaphus fheta, Eigenmann and Eigenmann, loc. cii., from mod-

erate depths oft" Point Loma, near San Diego, Cal. (Figure D.'J.)

Scopelus engrauUs, Giiuther (Challenger Report, xxii, lt)7, pi. Li, tig. c), from 250

fathoms oft' the Philippines, is referred to the same group by Eigenmann.

TARLETONBEANIA, Eigenmann.

Tarlelnnbeania, Eigenmann and Eigenmann, Proc. Cal. Acad. Sci. (2d ser.) iii, 7, (1S90).

Myctophid fishes, having dorsal and anal fins considerably overlapping, the base of

the anal much longer than that of the dorsal. Lateral line obsolescent. Head long, with

oblique opercular limb. Pectoral very high. No luminous glands. Photophores much as

in typical genus, but none to be detected upon the head. One precaudal photophore.
The type of this genus, T. tciiua, Eigenmann, loc. cit. from near the Corouado Islands

(Fig. 105), and M. erenulare, of Jordan and Gilbert, are both Pacific forms.

RHINOSCOPELUS, Lutken.

Ahjsia, Lowe, Proc. Zoiil. Soc. London, 1839, 87; Trans. Zoiil. Soc. London, ni, 14.

Iihinoscoi)chis, Lutken, Vid. Selsli. Naturv. Copenhagen, vii, 1892, 2.37.

Body oblong, slender, compressed, with slender and elongate caudal peduncle cov-

ered with smooth, stift" scales, those in the lateral line much longer than the others. Head

compressed; cleft of moutli very wide; the jaws about equal. The premaxillary long and

slender; maxillary well developed, reaching nearly or quite to the angle of the preoper-

cnlum, without considerable posterior dilation. Teeth in villiform bands in the jaws, on
the palatines, pterygoids, and tongue. Eye moderate, its diameter less than one-third of

the length of the head. Gill rakers very long and slender. Dorsal fin premedian; pectoral

large; adipo.se dorsal small. Anal fin longer than dorsal. Pectoral narrow, elongate.

Precaudals, 2. Snperanals about 18, in two groups, the break being over the middle

of the long anal fin and at the end of the first third of the series, approximately. Antero-

laterals, 1 or 2; mediolaterals, 2 or 3; posterolaterals, 1.

Myclophum cornscans of Ivichardsou, from South Atlantic and Australian oceans, is

supposed to belong to this genus.
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RHINOSCOPELUS COCCOI (Cocco), Lutken. (Figure 104.)

Sooptliis Cmco, Cocco, Giorn. Sci. Litt. Art. Sicilia (No. 77). Palermo, 1829, 143 ("Scoi>olo dt' Cocco") Alcuni
Salmouidi del Mare de Messiua (Niiovi Auu. 8ci. Nat.), 1838, 18, PI. ii, Fig. G.—15on.\parte Fauna Italica,

Pesci. fasc. .\xvii, PI. 1840.

Scopelus Coccoi, Gunther, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., v, 1864, 413
; Challeuger Report, xxxii, Pelagic Fishes, 30.—

GiciLloi.i, Elenco, 100.

Alysia loriaita, Lowe, Proc. ZoJU. Soc, 1839, 87; Trans. ZoiU. Soc. iii, 14.

Height of body 4i (perbap.s in females) to 5 in total length. Length of head contained

rather more than 5 times in length (without caudal). Tail slender, elongate, its least deptli

one fourth of the height of the body. The diameter of the eye is contained 4 times in the

length of the head. Distance between the posterior margin of the orbit and the preoi)cr-

cular edge is two-thirds of the diameter of the eye. Preopercular edge obliquely descending
backwards. Snout conical, the upper part projecting beyond the lower, the upper and
lower jn-otiles nearly equally curved. The maxillary extends to the angle of the preoper-
culum and is scarcely dilated. The dorsal origin is nearer to the end of the snout than to

the root of the caudal, and behind the base of the ventral; the last ray of the dorsal is in

the vertical from the second or third anal ray. Pectoral extends to the middle of ventral.

In some specimens each of the scales on the back of the tail has a pearl-colored dot;
this is probably a sexual character of the male. The back and the nape are blackish; sides

silvery, with gold and silver reflections. The inside of the mouth is blackish, the iris

silvery, the pupil transparent. Eadial formula: D. 10-12; A. 20-21; Y. S; 1
|

41
|

.'i

This species, although said to be very rare in the Mediterranean, would ajjpear to be

one of the most abundant of the surface forms in the Western Atlantic, for many hundreds

of specimens have been obtained by the Alhafros,i at the surface, often from twenty to tifty

in a single locality taken with a dip net; sometimes by electric light after dark.

Specimens of this species were obtained by the Albatross from the following localities:

No. 43S17, U. S. N. M., from station 2.381, in 28° 05' N. lat., 87° 56' 14" W. Ion., at a depth of

1,330 fathoms
;
No. 43814, U. S. N.

j\I.,
at the surface at station 2509, in 3!to 26' N. lat., 68o03'

30" W. Ion., at a depth of 1,782 fathoms ;
Nos. 43820, 43821, and 43822, U. S. N. M., taken in a

towing net on September 19, 1885, in 39° N. lat. 72° W. Ion. (two of the individuals appear
to have been nearing the spawning time) ;

numerous specimens (No. 38191, U. S. N. M.), in 36°

45' N. lat., 740 28' 30" W. Ion.; No. 43813, U. S. N. M., from station 2571, in 40° 09' 30" N.

lat., 67° 09' W. Ion., taken at the surface iTi a tow net; No. 43818, IT. S. N. M., from station

2573, in 40° 43' 18" N. lat., OO"^ 09' W. Ion., in 1,742 fathoms; No. 43812, U. S. N. M., from

station 2506, in 37° 23' N. lat., 68° OS' W. Ion., at a depth of 2.020 fathoms; at the surface

from station 2285, in 35° 21' 25" N. lat., 70° 24' 25" W. Ion., at a depth of 13 lathoms; No.

43810, IT. S. N. M., at the surface at station 2584, in 39° 05' .30" N. lat., 70° 23' 20" W.
Ion., at a depth of 541 fatlioms; No. 43819, U. S. N. M., from station 2522, in 42° 20' N. lat.,

65-3 07' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 104 fathoms; No. 38171, U. S. N. M., from station 2724, in

36° 47' N. lat., 73° 25' W. Ion., at a depth of 1,641 fathoms; No, 43823, U. S. N.M., from

station 2727, in .30° .35' N. lat., 74° 03' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 1,239 fathoms; and No.

43824, U. S. N. M., from station 2724, in 30° 47' N. lat., 7.3° 25' "\V. Ion., at a depth of 1,041

fathoms. The British Museum has it from the Gulf of Guinea and the Congo expeditions.

Lowe's Madeira types are at Cambridge in the Museum of the Philosophical Society.

Additional specimens (No. 43825, IT. S. N. M., No. 4, Gloucester Donations) were taken

by the Gloucester tishing vessels on the Fishing Banks, The U. S. frigate Constitution

(Dr, W, H. Jones) obtained several fiom lat, 31° 30' N., Ion. 68° 36' W.

RHINOSCOPELUS ANDREW, LCtken.

Scopelus (Ehinoscojielus) Aiidreii; LCtken, Spolia.Atlantica, 245, fig. 3.

A species closely resembling S. Coccoi, in form, but having a single anterolatei-al photo-

phore, placed much as in iS'. Coccoi, and three posterolaterals iu an ol)li<iue]y vertical row,

arranged as in Mi/ctophum pimctutum. Pectoral fin long, falcate, passing far beyond the

anterolateral photophore and considerably beyond the vertical from the origin of the dorsal.
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Liitkea had numerous specimens from the following localities: N. lat. 42°, W. Ion. 12°

54'; N. lat. 35° 22'-36o 22', W. Ion. n^ 37'-48o 48'; JST. lat. 29° 31', W. Ion. 34° 33'; jST. lat.

290, W. Ion. 34°; H. lat. 28°, W. Ion 36°; N. lat. 22° 16', W. Ion. 78°; N. lat. 22° 12' W. Ion.

28° 48'; N. lat 20°, W. Ion. 480-50°; N. lat. 190-19° 30', W. Ion. 26° 5'-26° 10'; K lat. 15°

19', W. Ion. 24° 54'; N. lat. 14° 46' W. Ion. 28°; S. lat. 4° 20', W. Ion. 14° 20'; S. lat. 8°,
W. Ion. 130 20'; S. lat. 24° SO', W. Ion. 28=30'; S. lat. 25o 4', W. lou. 27o26'; S. lat. 33° 30',

W. Ion. 11°; S. lat. 5o 21', E. Ion. 81° 56'; S. lat. 15° 35', E. Ion. 109° 20'; S. lat. 16o, E.

Ion. 110° 20'; IS. lat. 23o 40', E. Ion. 57° 40'; S. lat. 23o 30', E. Ion. 81°; S. lat. 24° 30', E.

Ion. 750 50'; S. lat. 27° 40' E. Ion 58° 30'; S. lat. 28° 16'-30o, E. Ion. 970 30'-90O; S. lat. 29<;

54', E. Ion. 760 42'; S. lat. 32° 15', E. Ion. 58° 30'; S. lat.' 38°; and since examining bis

paper, we find them not uncommon in the collection of the National Musemii, mingled with

the specimens identified by us with is. Coccoi. It occurs in almost every lot, and therefore

a new list of localities is not given. It seems not impossible the form may eventually be

found to be a sexual variation of S. Coccoi.

KHINOSCOFELUS RARUS, LtVrKKN.

Scopelua (Bhino8coj)eli(s) rurim, L.i)TKEN, Si)olia Atlantica, 11, 1892, 246, lig. 4.

This species, described by Liitken, seems to differ from the other species of this genus in

many important particulars, and but for the unquestioned accuracy and thorough insight
which this authority has always manifested, an inspection of the figure would lead us to

question whether it properly belongs here. The peculiar arrangemeiitof the photophores, and
the presence of a luminous plate upon the top of the caudal i)eduncle distinguish it at once

from all the others, as well as does the shape of the body, which is more like that of Myc-

tophum, the short anal fin, the overlap of the dorsal with the anal, and the comparative
shortness and thickness of the caudal peduncle, and also the nearly vertical direction of the

preopercular limb. The most characteristic feature in the arrangement of the photophores
is the almost entire absence of the postventral series and the number of photophores in the

superaual series, comparatively much smaller than in H. Coccoi.

ELECTRONA, Goode and Bean, n. g.

Myctophids having dorsal and anal fins slightly overlapping. The lateral line with scales

much enlarged; scales bard, persistent. Luminous gland on toi) of the caudal iieduncle, but

none on head. Anal longer than dorsal, and passing behind the vertical from soft dorsal.

Body ovate, compressed ;
head short

; profile declivous ;
snout not projecting. Caudal pedun-

cle short and stout. No posterolateral photophore. (Tyj)e, Scopclus Eissol, Cocco.)

ELECTRONA RISSOI (Cocco), Goode ami Bkan. (Figure 107.)

Scopeliis ?-issoi, Cocco, Giorn, SiciL.fasc. 77,144; Lett, sii Salmon., 15, PI. 2, lig. 5.—Cuvier aud Valenciennes,
Hist. Nat. Poiss., xxii, 446.—GCnthei:, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., v, 40.5.

No description is necessary of this well known species, but for the first time is presented
a good figure of a »i)ecimen sent to the National Museum by the Koyal Museum in Florence.

We are greatly in doubt as to the relationships of this form, but it is iirovisionally placed
near Rhinoscopelus on account of the resemblance in the scales.

DASYSCOPELUS, Giinther.

Dasi/scopeUis, GiJNTHER, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus. v., 1864, 40.5, 4LL.

Myctophid fishes, having the dorsal and anal fins touching the same vertical, but not

overlajiping; somewhat emarginat<'. Sc-alcs of lateral line much enlarged, liard, persistent,

ctenoid. Anal terminating below soft dorsal. Body elevated, somewhat compressed. Caudal

peduncle rather slender ; luminous scales im the back of the caudal peduncle. The arrange-

ment of the photophores much as in Myctophum : 2 anterolaterals; 2 mediolaterals; one pos-

terolateral, far in advance of the break in the anal series, 2 precaudals, the last at the end

of the lateral line.

The type of this genus is Scopelus asper and Giinther assigns to it also S. subasper, from

the Pacific. (For D. spinosus, Steindachner, see Appendix).
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DASYCOPELUS ASPER (Richardson). (Fig. 106.)

Myctophum asperum, Richardson, Voy. Erel>. and Terr., Iclith,, 41, PI. xxvii, Fig. 105.

Scopeluacispci; CuviERaud Valencienxes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xxii, 454.—Guntiier, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., v,

1864, 411.

The height of the bod.y is one-fourth of the total h-ngtli (without caudal), the leugtliof

the head two-sevenths; the least depth of the tail is one-third of the height of the body;
the depth of the head is contained IJ times in its length. Eye very large, two-fifths of the

length of the head
;
distance between the posterior margin of the orbit and the preoperculur

edge equal to one-third of the diameter of the eye; posterior margin of the preoperculum
vertical. Snout extremely short and obtuse, with its upper profile abruptly bent down-

wards. Cleft of the mouth nearly horizontal with the lower jaw received within tlie u|)i)er.

The maxillary reaches nearly to the angle of the preoperculum, and is gradually and slightly

dilated behind. The origin of the dorsal fin is considerably nearer to the extremity of the

snout than to the root of the caudal, and immediately behind the base of the ventral; its

last ray is a little before the origin of the anal. The pectoral extends to the middle of the

ventral, which is the shorter. Scales with the margins strongly serrated; those of the

lateral line are much larger than the others. Some of the adult specimens have a ])earl-

colored matter imbedded in the substance of the scales on the back of the tail. (Giinther.)

Eadial formula: D. 13; A. 20; Y. 8; scales 2
|

37
|

3.

The British Museum preserves the types of the species, obtained by the Erehuis and

Terror at New Itelaud, and also others from the Gulf of Guinea.

DASYSCOPELUS SPINOSUS (Steindachner).

Scopelus spinosm, Steindachner, Lltken, Spolia Atlautica, ii, 1892, 239, jil. i, fig. 2.

A species described and figured by Liitken, of which he had a number of specimens
from the Atlantic from the following localities: K lat. 14° 11', VV. Ion. 29=32'; N. lat. !P,

W. Ion. 220; N. lat. (i°, 22', W. Ion. 220; N. lat 5° 31', W. Ion. 23° 15'; N. lat. 4°, W. Ion.

240; N. lat. 3° 10', W. Ion. 20° 30'; N. lat. 3° 10', W. Ion. 27° 50'; N. lat. 3° 9', W. Ion. 23°,

11'; S. lat. 0° 04', W. Ion. 25°; S. lat. 2° 30', W. Ion. 16° 4'; N. lat. 2°, W. Ion. 31° 30'; and
S.lat. 7° C, W. Ion. 7^30', as well as others from the central Pacific. It diflers from J), asper

chierty in the character of the lateral line, which in IJichardson's figure of 7>. asper has the

scales very much enlarged. The arrangement of the photophores is much the same.

DASYSCOPELUS SUBASPER (Gunthek).

Scopelus suhasptr, Gunther, Cat. Fish. Brit. JIiis., v. 411.—LtiTKEN, Spolia Atlantica, il, 1892, 240, fig. 1.

GtiDther described this species from the Pacific Ocean (lat. 73° 30' S. Ion. 123° E.)

and Liitken identifies from the Atlantic a species under this name, which he distinguishes

from the others l)y the absence of the break in the superaual series of photophores, the

absence of the ixjsterolateral photophore, the arrangement of the anterolaterals and inedio-

laterals in groups of two each, and also a peculiarly inverted triangular patch of the prc-

pectorals.

NEOSCOPELUS, Johnson.

Neoscopelua, Johnson, Proc. Zoiil. Soc. Loud., 1863, 44.—GCnther, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., v. 405 (as subgcuus).

Oblong, compressed, covered with large caducous scales. First dorsal placed over the

abdominal ventral fins. The pectoral fins long; their inferior rays not thicker than the

rest. Mouth-cleft not extending beyond eyes. The maxillary dilated below and furnished

with a small supplementary jiiece. The upper border of the mouth formed entirely of the

premaxillary; scobinate bands of teeth in both jaws, on the palatine bones, and on the

vomer; scobinate jiatches of teeth on the entopterygoids.
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NEOSCOPELUS MACROLEPIDOTUS, Johnson. (Figures 108-109.)

Neoscopeliis mairolepidotus, Johnson, Proc. Zoiil. Soc, 1863, 44, j)l. 7; Alcock, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist.,

1891, II, 129.

Scopelas macrolepidotus, Gunthek, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., v, 1864, 414.

Height of tbe body is a little more than one-fourth of total length (without caudal),

length of head one-third. Eye of moderate size, one-fifth of length of head, and equal to

width of interorbital space, aud to distance between its posterior margin and preopercular

edge. Snout conical, longer than eye, with lower jaw rather prominent. Maxillary
reaches only to vertical from posterior margin of eye, and is much dilated behind. Origin

of dorsal before root of ventral, nearer to extremity of snout than to root of caudal.

Pectoral fin long, extending nearly to vent. Posterior margin of each scale covered with

minute spines, but the margin itself is not serrated.

Radial formula: B. 9; U. i;5; A. 13; V. 8; L. lat. 3
|

30
|

5.

The type of this species is a single specimen, y.J inches long, in the British Museum,
obtained oft" Madeira in January, 1863. Th& Albatrons obtained a specimen on February 11,

188.J, from station 2370, in 2!)o 03' 15" K hit., 88° 10' W. Ion., at a depth of 324 fathoms.

The Blake obtained two specimens, one oft" Dominica, in 333 fathoms, and one from Sta-

tion XLii, off" Martinique, in 357 fathoms. The French expedition obtained it from oft" the

coast of Morocco, 1,350 and 1,500 meters. The Investigator took it in the Indian Ocean in

188-220 fathoms.

The color of the Albatross specimen, as noted immediately after capture by Dr. Bean,

was as follows: Grayish silver on sides, with narrow margins of claret red on the scales (or

scale impressions). All the fins with briclv-red on membrane covering tbe rays. Iris, pale

gold. Preoperculum and interopercle with narrow lines of red. Bone supporting branchi-

ostegal rays with a broad iridescent band. Phosphorescent spots on throat, also iridescent.

Each phosphorescent spot on lower surface pale gold, iridescent, and with a narrow, dark

bi'owu margin posteriorly. Iris with a claret blotch or blotches.

SCOPELENGYS, Alcock.

Scopelengys, AxcoCK, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., 1890, il, 303.

Head and body compressed. Eye small. Mouth very wide; the maxilla dilated behind.

Acute villiform teeth, in bands uncovered by the lips in the jaws, and in the palatines and

vomer. Gill openings very wide; gill covers complete. Pseudobranchise rudimentary.

Dorsal fin near the middle of the body short; an adipose dorsal. Anal fin short. Caudal

forked. Pectorals well developed. Ventrals with 8 rays. (Scales, if present, very decidu-

ous.) No air bladder. Pyloric ca'ca present in moderate number.

The type is <S'. tristls, obtained by the Investigator at station 104 in the Arabian Sea,

at a depth of 1,000 fathoms.

NANNOBRACHIUM, Gunther.

NannobracMum, GiJnther, Challenger Report, xxii, 1887, 199. (Type, JV. nigrum, pi. Lii, fig. b., from the

Indian Ocean, 500 fathoms.)

Body elongate, compressed, with large deciduous scales. Mouth wide, with well devel-

oped maxillary, not dilated posteriorly. Teeth in jaws, on vomer, palatines, and tongue in

narrow bands aud very small. Eye moderate. Pectoral flns rudimentary. A'entrals normal,

Srayed, inserted behind pectorals. Dorsal fln median, with 13 or 14 rays, its origin in the

interspace between ventral and anal. Anal moderate. Caudal forked or emarginate. Adi-

pose fin small, above end of anal. Gill openings extensive. Pseudobranchia? small. Phos-

phorescent organs in rows along lower parts, and numerous others ou the base of the tail,

above and below.
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NANOBRANCHIUM MACDONALDI, Goode and Bean, n. s. (Figure 110).

Height of body contained 5 in total lengtli; head 3i times. Eye moderate, its diameter

contained 5 times in length of head, and considerably greater than that of snout. Mouth

extremely wide; rather oblique; with lower jaw somewhat projecting, extending backwards
to end of preoperculuni. Intermaxillary as long as maxillary, toothed throughout its eutire

length; both bones narrow and rod-sliaped. Gill lamina; very short; gill ralcers long,

needle-shaped, the longest a little longer than eye. Origin of dorsal nearer extremity of

snout than root of caudal, its last ray opposite fourth or fifth ray of anal, while the origin

of anal is opposite tenth ray of dorsal; the longest ray of the latter equal to length of head

without snout. Adipose tin small, opposite penultimate ray of anal. Caudal uuich forked.

Pectoral composed of three or four small, short, delicate rays. Ventral inserted slightly

in advance of dorsal, and extending to vent. Phosphorescent organs arranged much as in

N. nigrum. The glandular oi'gan of white upon the top of the caudal peduncle is much
smaller than that described for If. nignim, but has possibly been partially obliterated; the

one on the lower part of the peduncle is much larger. Coloration, purplish brown.

Eadial formula: D. 13; A. 10—17; Scales 4
|

35
|
4.

Nannobranehimn McDonaldi is dedicated to the United States Commissioner of Fish-

eries. It appears clearly distinguished from N'. nigrum., Giinther, obtained by the Chal-

lenger south of the Philippine Islands, at a depth of 500 fathoms. This species is described

from a single si>ecimen (No. 39478, tT. S. N. M.) 5 inches in length, obtained by the

Albatross from station 2553, in 39° 48' N. lat., 70° 36' W. Ion., at a depth of 551 fathoms.

In an individual (iSTo. 49481, U. S. N. M.), taken by the Albatross from station 2549, in

39° 51' 30" N. lat., 70° 17' W. Ion., the pectoral is much more developed than in any of the

types, its length being two-fifths that of the head, and- reaches nearly to origin of ventral.

Other specimens were taken by the Albatross as follows: No. 35445, \J. S. N. M., 6\

inches in lengtli, was taken from station 21S2, in 3!to 05' 30" N. lat., 71° 44' W. Ion., at a

deptli of 801 fathoms; a specimen from station 2103, in 38° 47' 20" N. lat., 72° 37' W. Ion.,

at a depth of 1,091 fathoms; a specimen 4i inches in lengtli, from station 2379, in 28° 00'

15" N. lat., 870 42' W. Ion., at a depth of 1,407 fathoms; No. 2.S840, U. S. N. M., 2'^ inches

inlength,fronistation2540,iii390 53' 30" N. Iat.,70oi7'30" W.lon.,at adepthof 53Stathoms;
six specimens, the largest of them 5J inches in length, from station 2094, in 39° 44' 30" N.

lat., 71° 04' W. Ion., at a depth of 1,022 fathoms; specimens from 37° 20' 42" N. lat., 74°

17' 36" W. Ion., and 39° 57' N. lat., 69° 16' W. Ion., and from station 2080, in 39° 50' N.

lat., 70° 26' W. Ion., at a depth of 535 fathoms; and station 2553, in 39° 48' N. lat., 70° 36'

W. Ion., at a deptli of 551 fiithoms; No. 32666, IT. S. N. M., from station 2003, in 37° 16'

30" N. lat.. 74° 26' 36" W. Ion., at a depth of 641 fethoms; No. 35539, U. S. N. M., from

station 2202, in 39° 38' N. lat., 71° 39' 45" W. Ion., at a depth of 515 fatlioms; No. 35616,

U. S. N. M., from station 2201, in 39° 39' 45" N. lat., 71° 35' 15" W. Ion., at a depth of 538

fathoms; No. 35557, U. S. N. M., from station 2204, in 39^ 30' 30" K lat., 71° 44' 30" W.

Ion., at a depth of 728 fathoms; No. 35411, U. S. N. M., 110 millimeters in length, from

station 2181, in 39° 29" N. lat., 71° 46" W. Ion., at a depth of 693 fathoms
;
and a specimen,

106 millimeters in length, from station 2102, in 38° 44" N. lat., 72° 38" W. Ion., in 1,209

fathoms; from station 2,530, in 40° 53' 30" N. lat., 66° 24' W. Ion., iu 956 fathoms.

SCOPELOSAURUS, Bleeker.

Scopelosaurus, Bleekee, citation.

This genus stands far apart from all the others in the family, having a cylindrical body,

with small scales, median dorsal, and teeth in the lower jaw iu several series. It is repre-

sented by a single species, S. Hoedti, Bleekei", from Amboyua, and it is not known whether

or not it is abyssal iu its habits.
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Family MAUROLICIDyE.
Cocciina, GCnther, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mas., v, 1861, 387 (group under Sleriioptychicl(e).

MauroVicidir, Gill (MS.).

Body somewliat elongate, compressed, scaleless. Barbels none. Margin of the upper
jaw formed by the maxillary and intermaxillary, both of wliic-h are provided with teeth.

Opercnlar aiiparatus incomplete. Gill opening very wide, the onter branchial arch extend-

ing forward to behind the symphysis of the lower jaw. Psendobranchiae present. xVir

bladder none. Adipose fin rudimentary. Series of luminous phosjjhoresceut spots along
the lower side of the head, tail, and body. A single dorsal fin, without spinous rays. The
remarkable form Opisthoproctus^ Vaillaut (fig. 112), perhaps belongs here.

KEY TO THE GENERA.

I. Gill rakers very short, dorsal fin nearly in middle of length of body Ichthtococcus
II. Gill rakers very long, dorsal IJu on hinder half of body Maurolicus

ICHTHYOCOCCUS, Bonaparte.

lehthyococcut, Bonaparte, Faun. Ital., Pesci, Fasc. xxvn, 1840.

Coccia, GuNTHER, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., V, 1864, 387. •

Body compressed, naked, silvery; pho.sphorescent bodies upon the lower parts. Mouth
moderate. Maxillary bones dilated, forming nearly the entire margin of the upper jaw;
intcrmaxillaries small; lower jaw included. Teeth inconspicuous, a few near the symphysis
of the lower jaw, wliile the edge of the maxillary is finely serrated. Eyes moderate in size,

separated by a very narrow interorbital area. Pectorals placed very low. Veuti'als pres-
ent. Dorsal nearly median. Adipose fin rudimentary. Anal moderate. Caudal forked.

Gill opening extensive, outer branchial arch reaching to behind the symphysis of the lower

jaw, with numerous short gill rakers.

The recent tendencies of opinion among American zoologists are not in accord with the

action of Dr. Giinther in substituting Coccia for Ichthyococcus,

ICHTHYOCOCCUS OVATUS (Cocco), Bonaparte. (Figure 113.)

Gonostomus ovaliis, Cocco, Lett, su Salmoni, 9, pi. i, fig. 3.

Ichthyococcus oratus, Bonaparte, Faun. Ital., Pesci, Fasc. xxvii, 1840, figure.
—Vaillant, Exp. Sci. Travail-

leur et Tali.sman, 104, pi. xiv, fig. 2, 2a.

Scopelus ovatua, Cuvikr and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., 453.

Coccia ovata, GtJNXHER, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., v, 388. ,

This form, known since the days of Bonaparte, from the Mediterranean, was obtained

by the French explorers in 1882 off the coast of Portugal at JK'JO meters, and off Morocco at

2,030 meters. It has not yet been found in the western Atlantic.

MAUROLICUS, Cocco.

MauroUcua, Cocco, Lett. s. Salmoni, 32 (type, Maurolicus amethystino-puvctatus, Cocco).—Gunther, Cat.

Fish. Brit. Mus., v, 388.

Body oblong, compressed, naked, covered with silvery pigment; phosphorescent spots

along the lower parts. Head compressed, with bones thin, but ossified. Cleft of month

wide, oblique, lower jaw slightly prominent. Maxillary large, broad, much produced back-

wards, receiving the slender premaxillary in the upper concave part of its margin. Both

jaws with minute teeth. Gill opening very wide. Gill rakers very long. Pectorals and
ventrals developed. Dorsal on hinder half of body, but before anal. Adipose fin rudi-

mentary. Anal fin long, in two portions, the posterior halfwith its rays hidden beneath the

skia. Branchiostegals, 8 or 9. (Abridged from Giinther.)
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MAUROLICUS BOREALIS,(NiLSSON), Gunthku. (Figure 111.)

Scopeliia borealis, NiLSSON, Obseiv. Zool., it.

ManroUcmboreaUa, Glnther, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., v, 389.

Scoj>eliis Humboldti, De Kay, N. Y. Fauna, Fish., 246. (Not of Ciivier.) .storek, Hist. Fish. Slass., 328.

Body compressed. Mouth wide, the lower jaw much projectiufj. Teeth small. Eye
large, 3 in head. Five luminous spots on the throat, 1'2 between pectorals and ventrals,

above these a row of 8, 5 between ventrals and anal, vent to tail 24. Dorsal nearer tail

than snout. Adipose tin very small. Ventrals below dorsal. Caudal forked. Color: dark

greenish, sides silvery.

Head, 3^; depth, 3J. Radial formula : D. 10; A. 15.

A specimen of this species was i)icked up on the beach near Provincetown in August,

1879, by l)r. Bean. It had previously been found ofi' the coasts of Great Britain and Scan-

dinavia.

Specimens were obtained by the Albntrosx ft-om station 2402, in 28° 36' JST. lat., 85° 33'

W. Ion., at a depth of 111 fathoms; and No. 29000, U. S. N. M., from station 1044, in 38° 37'

N. lat., 73° 12' W. Ion., at a depth 224 fathoms. A specimen was also received by the

National Museum from Woods Holl, Massachusetts.

Family CHAULIODONTIDyE.
 

Chaulindortthm, GcNTriER, Cat. Fish. ISrit. llus., v, 1804, 391, 392 (Kron]i under SlenwptiicMdw).

Chauliodontidw, Bonaparte, Catologo Mctodico, 184(3, 5.—Gill, Arrangeuieiit Families of Fishes, 1862, 15.—
Jordan and Gilbert, Bull, xvi, U. S. Nat. Mus., 284.

Body oblong or elongate, compressed, covered with rather large, thin, deciduous scales.

Lateral line present. No barbels. Series of phosphorescent spots running along the lower

side of the head, body, and tail. Head much compressed, the bones thin, but ossified.

Mouth with the cleft extremely wide, its margins formed by maxillaries and itremaxillaries,

both ot which are provided with teeth. Teeth unequal, some of them long and pointed,

fang-like. Pectorals and ventrals well developed. Adipose fin present. Caudal forked.

Gill openings very wide. No pseudobranchise.

CHAULIODUS, Schneider.

ChauHodus, ScnNEiDEii, Bloch, Systema Ichthjologia^, 1801, 430.—GtiNTHEn, Cat. Fish. Hrit. Mus., v, 392.—
Jordan and Gilbert, Bull, xvi, IT. 8. Nat. Mus., 284.

Body elongate, compressed, covered with very thin, deciduous scales of moderate size.

Head short, much compressed and elevated, the lowerjaw projecting, the snout much shorter

than eye. IMouth extremely wide, the cleft reaching much l)eyond eye. Premaxillarics

attaclied to spine with 4 hmg, fang-like canines on each side. Mandible with jxunted,
wide-set teeth, the anterior ones excessively long; none of these large teeth received within

the mouth. Maxillaries with fine teeth
; palatine with a single series of small, pointed teeth

;

no teeth on the tongue. Eye moderate. I'ectorals moderate. Ventrals large. Dorsal fin

high, placed anteriorly, well in front of the ventrals. Adipose fin moderate, sometimes fim-

briate, opi)osite the low, short anal. Caudal moderate, forked. Gill openings very wide.

No pseudobranchiaj. No gill rakers, liranchiostegals numerous. {Jordan and GUbirt.)
The question of the presence or absence of the air bladder having never been inves-

tigated, a dissection by Dr. Bean has revealed the jjresence of a conspicuous but thin-walled

organ. The specimen (No. 35626, U. S. N. M.) taken by the Allxtlross shows long, slender

ovaries, with small but perfectly distinct eggs.

C.pammdas, Alcock (Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hi.st. 1892, ii, 355) is from the Indian Ocean,
Investigator and sttitiou 126, 1,310 fathoms. It is close to C. Sloani.

CHAULIODUS SLOANI, Schneider. (Figure 115.)

Chatdiodm Sloani, Schneider, Bloch's, Systema Ichthyologise, 1801, 430.—Cuvieu & Valenciennes, Hist.

Nat. Poiss., XXII, 383.—GCntiier, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., v. 392; C'liallenger, xxii, 179.—Ai.cocK, Bathv-
bial Fishes of Bay of Bengal, 1889, 25; Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., 6th Ser. vii, 11; 1891, ii, 127; 1892,
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II, 355.—GooDE, Proc. U. S. Nat. Slus., iii, 483.—Collett, Bull. Soc. Zoul., France, xv, 1890, 223.—Vail-

i,ANT, Exp. Sci. Travailleur ct Talisman, 102.

Chauliodiis setinolus, Schneider, I. c, pi. Lxx.xv.—Bonaparte, Faun. Ital., Pesc, fig.

Chauliodea Schndderi, Eisso, Hist. Nat. Eur. Mi^riil., in, 442, fig. 37.

Dorsal not far behind head, its first ray produced in a long filament. Pectoral fins

short. Ventral fins elongate, longer than liead. About .'30 jthosphoresceiit dots iu a series

from the chin to the ventrals. Scales of the body subhexagonal. Head nearly as deep as

long, 7 in total length ; depth abont same. {Giinther.)

Eadialformuhi: B. 17; U. «; A. 12; V. 7; Lat. 1. 5U.

Greenish above; sides silvery; belly blackish.

Tliis .species has been obtained iu the Mediterranean, off the coast of Morocco in 560

fathoms by the French; at Madeira (Collett); in the Bay of Bengal, 1,590 fathoms, and the

Gulf of Manaar, 597 fathoms, and at various stations in the deep waters of the Atlantic.

A single individual hns been taken from tlie stomach of a cod caught on Georges Banks by
Gloucester fishermen in 1874. This and one (No. 261(55, U. S. N. M.) taken oli' the New
England coast in 487 fathoms by the Fish Hawk were the first ever observed on the coast of

North America. A siiecimen has been taken by the Blake at Station cxxxviii, in the old

Bahama channel, at a depth of 500 fathoms; and specimens have been obtained by the

Albatross in the following localities: No. 35416, U. S. N. M., from station 2179, in 39° 30' 10"

N. lat., 71° 50' W. Ion., at a depth of 510 fathoms; No. 35620, U. S. N. M., from station 2230,
in 380 27' N. lat., 73° 02' W. Ion., at a depth of 1,108 fatlnmis; No. 35639, U. S. N. M., from

station 2231, in 3So 29' N. lat., 73° 09' W. Ion., at a depth of 965 fathoms; No. 35556, U. S.

N. M., from station 2204, iu39O30' 30" N. lat., 71° 44' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 728 fathoms;
No. 35633, U. S. N. M., from station 2222, in 39° 03' 15" N. lat., 70° 50' 45" W. Ion., at a depth
of 1,537 fathoms; No. 35538, U. S. N. M., from station 2202, in 38° 38' N. lat., 71° 39' 45"

W. Ion., at a dei)th of 515 fathoms; No. 33524, IT. S. N. M., from station 2094, in 39'3 44'30"

N. lat., 71° 04' W. Ion., at a depth of 1,022 fathoms; No. 34908, U. S. N. M., from station

2118, in 130 32' 40" N, lat., 62© 54' \V. Ion., at a depth of 690 fathoms; No. 32660, U. S. N.

M., fixim station 2001, in 37° 40' 30" N. lat., 74° W. Ion., at a depth of 519 fathoms; a speci-
men from station 2392, in 28° 47' 30" N. lat., 87° 27' W. Ion., at a depth of 724 fathoms; one
from station 2565, in 38° 1<)' 20" N. lat., 69° 02' :!0" W. Ion., at a depth of 2,069 fathoms;
one from station 2393, in 28° 43' N. lat., 87° 14' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 525 fathoms;
one fiom station 2549, in 39° 51' 30" N. lat., 70° 17' W. Ion., at a depth of 571 fathoms.

Two specimens were taken by the Fish Raid; one (No. 16165, U. S. N. M.) from station

892, in 390 46' N. lat., 71° 05' AV. km., at a depth of 487 fathoms; and another (No. 29068,
U. S. N. M.) from station 1048, in 38° 29' N. lat., 73° 21' W. Ion., at a depth of 435 fathoms.

It has also been obtained by the Inrcstit/afor in the Bay of Bengal, 738, 922, 1 ,260, 1,590

fathoms, and in the Gulf of Manaar, 597 fathoms. [Alcock.) Also in the Laccadive Sea,
the Andaman Sea, and the Bay of Bengal.

Family GONOSTOMIDyE, Goode and Bean.

Dorsal behind ventrals. Anal long. Teeth in jaws small, interspersed more or less

with longer ones. Gill rakers present. Pseudobrancbia' none. Adipo.se fin present or

absent. Scales moderate, very caducous, and possibly in some instances absent from all

or part of body.

KEY TO THE GENERA OF GONOSTOMID.E.

I. Dorsal on posterior half of body.
A. Dorsal opposite anterior r.ays of anal. Intermaxillary short. Air Madder absent.

1. Scales and adijiose (in i)resent. Lnniiiious spots larye and conspicuous. Vertical fins high and

long.
a. No vomerine teeth (iONOSTOMA

2. Scales and adipose fin absent.

a. Photophores sm.all. Vertical fins moderate in length Cycix)THONR
b. Photophores conspicuous. Anal long and high Bonapartia

19868—No. 2 7
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II. Dorsal nearly meflian.

A. Dorsal slightly in advance of anal, its posterior rays overlapping anterior rays of same.

A. Body rather elongate, its height about one-eighth of its length.

1. Teeth in double rows in intermaxillary and mandible. Fangs on vomer. Air bladder absent.

Scales present Yarrf.lla

B. Body very elongate, its height one-twelfth to one-eighteenth of its length.

1. Teeth small, unequal. Scales large, thin, deciduous DirLornos
III. Dorsal far in advance of ana), and but slightly behind ventrals.

A. Vomerine fangs. Air bladder present. Scales present. Teeth in maxillary eqvial in size

PUOTICHTHYS

GONOSTOMA, Rafinesque.

Gonostoma, Rafinesque, Ind. Ittiol. Sicil., genus xx vii, p. 64. Bonap^vete, Fauna Italica, Pesci, fasc. xxvii.

Body oblong, compressed, covered with large scales, subequal in size. Series of lumi-

nous (pbo-spliorescent) spots run along the brancbiostegous membrane, lower parts of tbe

body, and tail. Head conical,much compressed, Avitli the bones tbin. Cleft ofthe mouth very

wide; intermaxillary short, not extending far below the level of the eye; maxillary much

longer, forming nearly the entire margin of the jaw; jaws armed with a single series of

teeth, unequal in size, minute ones alternating with long, pointed teeth. A band of minute

teeth on the palatine and pterygoid bones; palatine with a few conical teeth in front. Eye
of moderate size. Pectoral and ventral fins well developed. Dorsal fin on the hinder half

of the body opposite the anal
; adipose fin small, sometimes fimbriated. Anal long. Cau-

dal forked. Gill oiiening very wide, the outer branchial arch extending forward to behind

the symi)hysis of the lower jaw, and beset with very long gill rakers. Branchiostegals,
To or 14. Pseudobrauchise none. Air bladder none.

GONOSTOMA DENUDATUM, Eafinesque. (Fig. 116.)

Gonostoma denudata, Rafinesque, Ind. Ittiol. Sicil., 65.—Bonapakte, Fauna Italica, Pesci, fasc. xxvii, 1840,

fig. 11. CuviER & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xxii, 376.—Johnson, Ann. and Mag. Nat.

Hist., X, 1862, 279.—GuNTHER, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., v, 391; Challenger Report, xxii, 172.—Vaii,-

LANT, Exp. Sci. Travailleur et Talisman, 102.

Ga8tero2>elecii8 acanthurus, Cocco, Giorn. Sc. Lit., 1829, No. 77.

Gonostomus acanthurus,C0CC0, Lett, su Salmoni
;
B. pi. 1, fig. 1

;
Nov. Ann. Sci. Nat., Bologna, fasc. 9, p. 3, pi.

I, fig. 1.

The height of the body is contained 5J times in the total length (without caudal) ;
the

length of the head 4 times. Jaws heterodout, the intermaxillary being armed with
L',

the

maxillary with about 12 large, distinct teeth, the spaces between them being filled with very
small teeth

;
lower jaw similarly armed with 10 or 11 large teeth. The entire cheek is cov-

ered by the enormously enlarged infiaorbital. {Gilnther.)

Eadial formula: D. 14-15; A. 30-31; P. 11-12; V. 8; L. lat. 30.

This species is known to be common in the Mediterranean and the neighboring parts of

the Atlantic, especially off Madeira.

Its first occurrence in the western Atlantic was in 1881, when it was trawled by the

Fish Hawk off the New England coast. It was also obtained by the AlhatroHs, at station

2665 in 263 fathoms, and by the French expedition, in 1,180 meters, off the coast of Morocco
and off the Cape Yerdes, in 400-580 meters.

GONOSTOMA BREVIDENS, Kner & Steindachner. (Figure 117.)

Oonostoma brevidena, Kner & Steindachner, Sitzb. Atad. Wissensch., Vienna, lxi, 1870, 443.

Body elongate, compressed, its height one-sixth of total (without caudal); length of
head nearly one-fourth. Diameter of eye equal to length of snout, and about one-fifth length
of head. Interorbital space about two-thirds diameter of eye. Mouth opening large, obhque,
lower jaw projecting; upjier jaw reaches back to the angle of the ])n'opercuIum, and is

convex on its lower edge. Intermaxillary, maxillnry, and mandible provided with a single
row cf sharp teeth, unequal in size. Tongue toothless. Two stronger teeth near the sym-
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physis of the lower Jaw. On the palatiues and possibly upon the pterygoids a few small,

sliarp, pointed teeth. Gill opening very wide; the gill rakers long and thin. Preopercnlum
rounded. Twelve short branchiostegals; at the base of each of the 8 anterior ones a lumi-

nous dot. No pseudobranchi.T?. Gill laminai large. Probably the lower pharyngeal bones
covered with teeth similar to those in the jaws, but in several I'ows. The dorsal has its

origin nearly midway between the ventral and the anal, and is composed of 13 or 14 rays.

Adipose fin thread-like. Ventral in front of the middle of the body (not behind, as stated

by Kner) with 7 rays, reaching to the vent. Anal with from 17 to 19 rays, beginning under
the last 3 or 4 rays of the dorsal, and the fin similar in height to the dorsal. The cau-

dal is equal in length to that of the head from snout to preoperculum, and is strongly
forked. Pectoral small, iwinted, and nearly as long as the caudal. The thin, caducous
scales with which the body is covered exhibit no radiating lines, simply delicate, concen-
tric rings. On either side two longitudinal rows of inconspicuous phosphorescent spots,
surrounded with black pigment; the lower row near the line of the belly begins near the
throat and ends at the origin of the anal. In the space from the pectoral to the ventral are
16 spots ;

between the ventral and the anal 11
;
the upper row commences with 2 large

spots upon the suboperculum, and continues back to the caudal. Color, dark gray ;
the back

and belly silvery; all the tins whitish, uniform color.

Radial formula: D. 13-14; A. 17-19; V. 7.

This form, described in 1870 by Kner from a single badly damaged specimen taken in

the Atlantic, is evidently a true GoHostoma. It closely resembles in many respe(^ts Mauro-
Ucus Toiceriw and Maurolicus attenuatus of authors, which seem to have little afQnity with
the typical species of Maurolicus.

We have before us a specimen taken by the Blake from' Station CCXLV, off Havana, at a

depth of 243 fathoms. Other specimens were taken by the Blake from Station xliii, off

Grenada, at a depth of 461 fathoms
;
from Station xliv, otf Grenada, at a depth of 1(51 fath-

oms; from Station xlt, in the old Bahama Channel, at a depth of 500 fathoms, and from
Station xi,vi, oft" Bequia, at a depth of 458 fathoms.

CYCLOTHONE, Goode and Bean.

Cyclothone, GoODE and Bean, Bull. Mus. Conip. Zoiil., 1883, 221 (type, Cycloihonc lii$ca=Gonostoma niicrodon,

GI'INTHER).

Neostoma, Vaillant, Exp. Solent. Tr.iTailleiiv et Talisman, 1888, 86 (type, JV". baihyphiJiim).

Body elongate, somewhat compressed, apparently devoid of scales;* lower parts with

inconspicuous series of luminous sjiots, with the latter arranged approximately as in Gono-

sioma, but usually much less conspicuous. Head conical, compressed; cleft of mouth very

wide, oblique, extending behind the eye. The lower jaw strongly projecting. Maxillary

long and slender, sickle-shaped; somewhat dilated posteriorly, but covering only an incon-

siderable portion of the cheek. Upper jaw with a single series of needle-like teeth, some
of which are enlarged; lower jaw with similar teeth, and in some species with a few canines

in front. Teeth on vomer sometimes in patches, sometimes reduced to a single iiair of

fangs. Palatine and pterygoid teeth present or absent. Eye moderate, not conspicuous.
Gill opening very wide, the membranes free from isthmus. Gill rakers numerous, long and
slender. PseudobranchiiB none. Branchiostegals. No air bladder. Dorsal and anal

moderate, opposite, the latter much the longer. Adipose fin sometimes jiresent.

CYCLOTHONE MICRODON, (Gunther), Goode and ISkan. (Figure 114.)

Gonostoma min-ndon, GfNTHER, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., 1878, II, 188; Voy. Chall., xxii. 175.—Alcock,

liatliybial Fishes of the Ray of Bengal, 1869, 25.

Cyclothone lusca, GooDE and Bean, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zoiil.. x, 1883, 221.—Jordax. Cat. Fish. N. Am., 46.

Body elongate, its greatest height contained 7§ times in its length to base of middle

*
It is possible that very thiu and exceedingly radncous scales may be present in life, but they are so

exceedingly loosely att.ached that not a single one has been found upon hundreds of individuals examined

by us, and at all events they arc very different from the more persistent scales of
Gonopfiina

denudatum.
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caudal rays, its width being less than two-thirds of its height. Its height at the ventrals

is contained 8^ times in standard length; the least height of tail is half that of the body at

the ventrals.

Cheek naked. Head length contained 4§ times in body length, its width about one-

third of its length. The intermaxillary is very short, extending to vertical from posterior
limb of anterior nostril. The maxillary is very strongly curved downward, and has a short

kujb at its anterior extremity, not visible without dissection. The maxillary extends back-

ward to a distance from the tip of the snout equal to the length of the head without the

snout. The peculiar arrangement of the teeth is described above in the generic diagnosis.

Most of those in the maxillary are inclined strongly forward. Gill rakers, 9 above the angle
and 13 or U l)elow.

The long lower jaw, with the exception of the projecting tip, is included within the

upper jaw; its length is equal to the distance from the anterior nostril to the end of the

head.

Eye circular, close to the profile, the interorbital area being very narrow. Its length
is equal to that of the snout, and contained 7 times in the length of the head.

Dorsal tin inserted at a distance from the tij) of the sn(mt e(iual to 3 times the length
of the lower jaw, its base being as long as the head; the first ray is minute and about two-

thirds as long as the eye; the second ray is about two-thirds the length of the base of the

fin, and the subsequent rays rapidly and uniformly decrease in length to the last, which is

about twice as long as the first. All the rays except the first arc bifid.

The aual fin is inserted under the second ray of the dorsal; its base is half as long again
as that of the dorsal, and nearly one-third as long as the body of the fish; its outline

resembles that of the dorsal, tliough slightly emarginate, its longest ray a little longer than

the longest of the dorsal, and half" as long as the base of the fin. All the rays except the

first are bifid.

Caudal forked, its middle rays less than half as long as the outer rays, equal in length

to least height of caudal peduncle.
Pectoral inserted under the tip of the opercular flap, its length equal to the greatest

height of the body.
Ventral inserted at a distance fiom the snout equal to twice the length of the head, its

length slightly exceeding that of the pectoral, anil contained 7 times in the standard body

length.
Radial fornrala: B. VII-IX; D. 1+11-12; A. 1+ 16-20; C. 17; P. 9-10; V. 5.

Color blackish brown, the luminous pores inconspicuous, in a row in each side from the

pectoral region to the tail, and another below it from the throat to the origin of the anal.

The Chnllcnfier obtained this form first from great depths near Bernuida, but subse-

quently at numerous localities in the Atlantic, Pacific, and Antarctic Oceans, at depths of

from 500 to 2,900 fathoms; and it has since also been obtained from very numerous local-

ities in the Atlantic by the Albatross and the Blale. Although many hundreds of

spwimcns are in the National Museum, the species is so exceedingly delicate and hard to

preserve that not one of them gives satisfactory op])ortunity for study.
Neostoma qitadrioculatum, Vaillant, jd. viii, fig. 2, must be very similar to this species

(Exp. Sci. Trav. et Talisman, 99).

According to Alcock, G, microdon has been found by the Investigator in the Bay of

Bengal, in 485 fathoms, and in the Andaman Sea, in 2G5 fathoms.

CYCLOTHONE BATHYPHILA (Vaillant). (Figure 118.)

Keostoma lathyphilnm, Vaillant, La Nature, 1884, 184 (name and rough figure only) ; Exp. Sci. Travailleur

et Talisman, 1888, 90, pi. viii, fig. 1, l.-i.

Body elongate, compressed; its greatest height about one-eleventh of its total length;
the length of the head two-ninths. Vent midway between tip of snout and end of caudal

rays. Eye moderate; its diameter equal to half the length of the snout, and also to tiie

width of the interorbital sjjace; it is placed far forward, so that the length of snout is greatly
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reiliicetl aiul unefourtli length of head. Cleft of mouth exceedingly wide, oblique. Maxil-

lary somewhat dilated, but not covering any considerable portion of the cheek, and its tip
separated from the angle of the operculum by a distance greater than the diameter of the

eye. Tlie teeth upon the interinaxillaries are moderate in size; upon the maxillaries and
the mandible larger, conical, separated by moderate intervals, which are filled with smaller
teeth. Teeth also on palatines, pterygoids, and pharyngeals. Opercular bones very thin.

The origin of the dorsal and anal tins o])posite, immediately behind the vent; the latter

is more than twice as long as the former and reaches nearly to the tail, which is forked. A
small adipose dorsal fin at a distance from the dorsal equal to the length of the base of the

latter, and about the same distance from the anal. Pectoral and ventral composed of weak
rays, the origin of the latter nearly midway from the base of the pectoral to the vent, and
the tips of the longest rays reaching to the vent. Branchial arches 4, long and slender;
very elongate gill rakers, 10 above and 15 below the angle of the lirst, the longest twice as

long as the eye. Velvety black, with a number of luminous spots.

Eadial formula: D. 12, 13; A. 21, 22; V. 7; P. 10. Branchiostegals, 13.

This species was obtained by the French explorers at de])ths of from 1,420 to 2,582
meters in the Gulf of Gascogne and off the Azores. It has since been found in considerable
numbers in the western Atlantic by the Albatross, in the following localities: From station

2103, in 380 47' 20" N. lat., 72° 37' VV. Ion., at a depth of 1,091 fathoms; from station 2140,
in 17^ 30' 10" N. lat., 76° 46' 05" W. Ion., at a depth of 'J«(J fathoms; from stati.m 2534, in

40O 01' N. lat., 07° 29' 15" W. Ion., at a depth of 1,234 fathoms, and No. 35514 U. S. N. M.,
from station 2196, in 39° 35' N. lat., 09° 44' W. Ion., at a depth of 1,230 fathoms.

CYCLOTHONE ELONGATA,(Gt)NTHKR). (Figvire 119.)

Gonostoma elongattim, GOnther, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., 1878, ii, 187.—Challenger Report, xxil, 173, pi.

XLV, fig. B.—Alcock, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., 1891, ii, 127; 1892, ii, 354.

Sigmops stigmaticus, GusL, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vi, 1883, 256.—Jordan, Cat. Fisb. N. Am., 46.

Height of body one-seventh of total length (without caudal) ; length ofhead two-ninths.

Vent midway between root of caudal fin and eye. Eye moderate, two-thirds length of

snout, about one-eighth length of head; its diameter less than width of interorbital space.
Mouth exceedingly wide, maxillary extending to the posterior angle of the operculum, with
a number of large teeth at considerable distances, with interspaces filled with smaller teeth;

intermaxillary with 2 and mandible with about 10 large teeth. Infraorbital bone dilated,

covering only about one-half of cheek. Opercular bones thin. Gill laminaj short. Gill

rakers long. Branchiostegals 11, very short. Dorsal fin inserted a little behind the ver-

tical from vent; greatest height exceeds that of the body at the point of its origin. Anal
fin directly under the dorsal, much longer, extending nearly to root of caudal, highest in

front. Pectoral narrow, slender, placed low; its length two-thirds that of the head. Dis-

tance of ventral from- vent contained one-lialf in its distance from pectoral. Scales have

apparently been present, on a i)art at least, of the body, namely, the tail and ventral line.

Luminous organs very pink, with silvery margins, in two rows on either side of the

abdomen.

Badiul formula: D. 13; A. 27-30; P. 11; V. 7. Color black.

This species was obtained by the Challenger from two localities in the South Pacific,

one, station 191, south of New Guinea, at a depth of 800 fathoms; one, station 194a, ofl"

Banda, at a depth of 3G0 fathoms, and has been found in considerable numbers in the deep
waters off tlie American coast by 'ootli the Blake and Vhallcnger,* and by the Inresiigator

in the Indian Ocean, station 107, 738 fathoms, and station 107, 1,200 ( !) fathoms.

*
Cyclothonc gracilis (Gonostoma gracile, GuNTnER, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., 1878, ii, 187; Challenger Re-

port. XXII, 174, pi. XLV, fig. c), found hy the ChaUengm- at depths from 24.5 to 2,425 fathoms, south of .lapan,

is elongate and apparently soaleless, .is in the other species of the genus. The eheek is only partially

covered by tin- interorbital; larger teeth in the upper jaw rather numerous. Height of body one-ninth of

total length; length of head oue-fifth. Adipose fin absent. D. 10; A. 26; P. 11; V.6.
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No. 33201, U. S. N.M., the type of Gill's genus Sigmops and ST^teciea Sigmo2)S sii(/mati-

CMS, is au imperfect individual, from which the lumiimus S])ots had been rubbed off before

it was examined by liim; at the time when he studied the si)ecies this specimen was the

only one which had been obtained, and the material was lacking for a complete comiiarison.

A single individual was taken by the £/«/>(> from Station xxxyiii; and specimens from

the following localities have been obtained by the Albatross: No. 33368, U. S. N. M., from

station 2077, in 41° 09' -10" N. lat., 060 02' 20" W. Ion., at a de])th of 1,2.55 fathoms; Ko.

35446, U. S. N. M., from station 2103, in 39'= 44' 30" N. lat., 70° 10' 30 ' W. Ion., at a depth of

1,122 fathoms; No. 33201, U. S. N. M., from station 2039, in 38° 19' 28" N. lat., 68° 20' 20" W.

Ion., at a depth of 2,360 fathoms; No. 35465, U. S. N. M., from station 2106, in :?90 35'N. hit.,

69° 44' W. Ion., at a depth of 1,230 fathoms
;
No. 38174, U. S. N. ]\1

.,
from station 2725, in 36°

34' N. lat., 73° 48' W. Ion., at a depth of 1,374 fathoms; No. 35606, from station 2219, in 39°

46' 22" N. hit., 69° 20' W. Ion., at a depth of 048 fathoms
;
and specimens from station 2718,

in 380 24' N. lat., 71° 52' W. Ion., at a depth of 1,569 fathoms ;
from station 2535, in 40o, 03' 30"

N. lat, 67° 27' 15" W. Ion., at a depth of 1,149 fathoms; and from station 2149, in 13° 01' 30"

N. lat., 81° 25' W. Ion., at a depth of 902 fathoms. No. 29060, U. S. N. M., Avas obtained by
the Fish Hawk from station 1048, in 38o 29' N. lat., 73o 21' \^^ Ion., at aoepth of 435 fathoms.

BONAPARTIA, Goode and Bean, n. g.

Body oblong, compressed, slender behind, as in Oonostoma; covered with large cycloid

scales, nearly equal in size. A continuous row of photophores on either side of the ventral

line upon the lowest row of scales, extending from the anterior part of the lower Jaw to the

extremity of the base of the anal; others upon the caudal x)cduncle. Head much com-

pressed, cleft of mouth very wide. Intermaxillary short; maxillary long, curved, forming
the entire margin of the upper jaw, extending to the angle of the preojierculum.. Jaws
armed with a single series of not very numerous, acicular teeth, uniform in size; minute

teeth on the palatines and pterygoids. Eye moderate. Pectoral and ventral fins small.

Dorsal tin on the hinder half of the Iwdy, opposite the anterior portion of the anal. Adipose
fin absent. Anal much longer and higher tlian dorsal. Caudal (probably) subtruncate.

Gill-opening exceedingly wide, the branchial aperture extending nearly to the dorsal line

on either side, and extending forward also to the symphysis of the lower jaw. Gill-rakers

very long.

This species is named in honor of the Prince of Canino, whose admirable work upon the

fishes of Italy, one of the most essential of the older works in the ichthyologist's library, is

especially full in its discussion of the fishes allied to the one now under discussion.

BONAPARTIA PEDALIOTA, Goodk and Bean, n. s. (Figiu-e 120.)

Body elongate, compressed, its height contained 4.J times in its total length (without

caudal) ; length of the head 3.J times. The diameter of the eye is about equal to the length
of the snout, and about one fifth of the length of the head; width of interorbital space less

than diameter of the eye. Mouth large, oblique, the lower jaw slightly projecting; the

upper jaw reaches back to the angle of the preoperculum, and is convex on its lower edge
between the verticals from the anterior and posterior margins of the eye. The pre-

operculum extends backward in a sharp angle. Tlie origin of the dorsal tin is equidis-

tant from the root of the ventral and the axil of the posterior anal ray, and in the vertical

Itom the base of the fourth or fifth anal ray; its length of base about two-fifths of that of

the aiml, and a little more than half the length of the head. Its greatest height, which is

anteriorly, about equal to the length of its base. The space between this and the root of

the caudal is equal to the length of the upper jaw. The origin of the anal is equidistant
from the ])Osterior margin of the orbit and the base of the middle caudal rays. Its ante-

rior third is greatly prolonged, falcate in form, giving to the lower outline! of the fin a para-
boloid curve. The length of the longest or third ray is about equal to the length of the

base of the fin, and nearly four times the length of the twelfth ray. Posteriorly to the end

of the dorsal the tin is low, decreasing from a length eijual to the diameter of the orbit, to
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about half tliis dimension in the ultimate rays. The jiectorals and veutrals are short and

feeble, the ventral inserted about midway between the tip of the snout and the root of the

caudal tin. Pectoral about midway from the tip of the snout to the origin of the anal. The

caiulal apparently about equal to the head in its length, but being mutilated, its form can-

not be accurately determined. The scales resemble those of Gonostoma, without radiating

lines. A single row of rather conspicuous phosphorescent spots extends from the lower

Jaw beneath the eye, to the end of the aual on either side, these dots being heavily mar-

gined and with black above. There are twelve of these between the branchial opening
and the origin of the ventral, five between the ventral and the anal, sixteen in the anal

series, and two upon the caudal peduncle, one at the origin of tlio lower caudal rays, the

other in the vertical above it and about one-fiftb of the distance from the dorsal outline. A
series of vertical, elongated spots, apparently pbosphoresceut, upon either side of the lower

jaw, giving it a pectinate appearance.
Color (in alcohol) brownish gray; the head with sihery reflections.

Radial formula: 1). 20; A. 30; L. lat. 46.

The types of this species are two specimens, about one and two inches long respect-

ively, obtained by the steamer Albatross from station 2042 in 25° 20' 30" N. Lat., 79° 58'

W. Long., at a depth of of 217- fathoms.

YARRELLA, Goode and Bean, n. g.

Body elongate, compressed, covered with rather large, thin, deciduous scales
;
the lower

parts with luminous spots. Head conical, compressed; cleft of mouth very wide, oblique,

extending behind the eye. Lower jaw strongly projecting. Intermaxillary comparatively

long, forming about half of margin of upper jaw. Tapper jaw with a single row of teeth in

the maxillary, and a double row in the intermaxillary, interspersed with occasional stronger

teeth; those in the intermaxillary directed downward or backward, those in the maxillary

somewhat forward. Mandible with double row of small teeth, outer row Avith some larger

ones. A row of short, weak teeth on the palatines ;
head of vomer with a short fang on

either side. Eye moderate; gill openings very wide, the membranes free from the isthnuis.

Gill rakers not very numerous, rather short and stout. Pseudobranchias none. Branchi-

ostegals numerous, 14. No air bladder. Dorsal and anal well developed, the former far in

advance, its posterior rays over the origin ofanal. No adipose fin. Caudal moderately forked.

This genus is in several respects intermediate between Gonostoma and Photichthys. It

is named iu honor of William Yarrell, P. L. S., (1789-1S5C), the English ichthyologist.

YARRELLA BLACKFORDI, Goode and Bean, ii. s. (Figure 121.)

Body elongate, its greatest depth equal to length of head without snout, and contained

Ii times in the total (without caudal). Length of head 4i times in total (without caudal).

Eye moderate, its diameter two-thirds length of snout, and contained 7 times in length of

head. The maxillary extends far behind the eye, its length equal to that of the i)ostorbital

part of the head. Length of intermaxillary nearly two-fifths length of head. Teeth as

described under genus. Gill rakers 6 above and 1?> below the angle of the first arch, the

longest about as long as the eye. Branchiostegals, 14. Dorsal origin a little nearer root

of caudal than tip of snout, its origin nearly over the middle of the space between thcA'en-

tral and the anal origin, and its jtosterior ray over the seventh ray of the anal; the length

of its base equals that of postorbital part of head
; rays imperfect, the longest fragment

remaining equal to longest of anal, and not much more than one-third length of head.

Distance of ventral origin from tip of snout contained 2i times in total (without caudal):

rays imperfect, the longest onlj' about one-fourth of length of head. Pectoral jilaced low,

on a narrow base. Scales have evidently been present, and of considerable size, but their

character and number can not be ascertained.

Eadial formula: D. 15; A. ii, 27; V. 0; P. 8.

Color, purjdish brown; 9 phosphorescent spots on the isthmus, 25 between the sjm-

physis of the mandible and the root of ventral, 12 between the origin of ventral and vent.
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and 26 from vent to tail. A second row of pearly spots extends ti'om above root of pecto-

ral to origin of anal.

This species is dedicated to E. G. Blackford, president of the board of fish commis-

sioners of the State of New York, in recognition of his services in the promotion of ich-

thyological studies.

The tj'])e of this species was obtained by the Alhnfro.ifi from station 2376, in 20° 03' 15"

N. lat., 88° 16' W. Ion., at a depth of 324 fathoms. Two other specimens, the larger one 94

inches in length, were taken by the Albatross at the same station.

DIPLOPHOS, Gunther.

Diplophos, Gunther, Journ. Mus. Godeffroy, II, 1873, p. 101
; Challenger, Report xxxi, 1889, p. 32.

Body much elongated, band-shaped (covered with largo thin deciduous scales?). A
double series of phosphorescent organs runs along the lower side of the body and tail.

Head compressed, with pointed snout and projecting lower jaw. Mouth very wide but

slightly oblique; jaws armed with small pointed teeth rather unequal in size; eye of mod-

erate size; paired flns well developed; dorsal fin in advance of the anal, behind the ven-

tral; adipose fin none; anal very long. (Gunther.)
This genus is represented by two species—the type, JDiplophos tania, and another from

the Pacific, Diplophos pacijiciis (Challenger Eeport), 1. c. 33. Both species were obtained

near the surface, but their relations with deep-sea forms are very intimate.

DIPLOPHOS TiENIA, Gunther. (Figure 126.)

Diplophos fwnia, GtJNTHER, Journ. Mus. Godeffroy, II, 1873, p. 104
;
Chal. Report, xxxi, 1889, p. 32, pi. iv, fig. c.

The length of the head is one-sixth of the total length, the greatest depth of the body

only one-sixteenth. Snout more than twice as long as the eye, pointed, with the lower jaw

longest. The maxillary reaches backwards far behind the eye. Dorsal fin short, its first

ray somewhat nearer to the end of the snout than to the root of the caudal; anal fin com-

mencing below the last dorsal ray, and ending at a short distance from the caudal. Paired

fins short; pectoral inserted near to the lower profile; ventrals reaching nearly to the ori-

gin of the dorsal. The phosphorescent organs are rounded black bodies, without silvery

centre; they are very numerous and arranged in two parallel series along each side of the

lower profiles. Those of the upper series are smaller than those of the lower, are quite nmnd
and do not extend so fiir towards the head and the caudal, as the lower. The lower are larger
and transversely oblong. A pair of still larger luminous organs occupies a j)osition in li'ont

of the base of the lower caudal rays. Brownish. {Gunther.)
Eadial formula: D. 8; A. ca. 43; Y. 8.

Taken in tow-net at night, lat. 30° S., Ion. 24° W., and lat. 22° N., Ion. 30° W.

PHOTICHTHYS, Hutton.

Phoaicliihiis, Hutton, Cat. New Zealaij<l Kibli., 55.

Photichthi/s, Hutton. Trans. N. Z. lust., v, pi. xv. fig. 90.—Gunther, Chall. Rep., xxii, 177.

This genus is closely allied to Gonosfotna, from which it difi'ers in the following points :

Both jaws are armed with a single series of teeth, those of the maxillary being small

and equal in size. The intermaxillary is armed with 2 large fangs besides the small

teeth; mandiVde with 7 large equidistant teeth, the spaces between them being filled

up with very small denticles. Vomer with a fang on each side of its head; jialatine with

strong, curved teeth, which gradually decrease in size backwards. The dorsal fin corre-

sijonds in position to the space between ventral and anal; adii)ose fin .small. Air bladder

present as a long, simple sac with thick walls. {Hutton, Giiuther.)

This genus is represented by a single species, P. argenteus, fig. 122 (A), described from

specimens thrown ashore at Cook Straits after severe gales. There are specimens in the

British Museum and the WeUiugton Museum.
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Family ASTRONESTHID,,^.

Astronesthidw, Gill, MS.

Stomatoid fishes, with adipose dorsal present, and scaleless body. Dorsal lin inserted

behiml vent, but in front of anal. (GUI, MS.)

ASTRONESTHES, Richardson.

Astronesthes, Richardson Voy. Sulph., Ichtli., 1845, 97.—GCntheh, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., v, 424.

Phainodus, Lowe, Proc. Zoiil. Soc. London, 1850, 250.

Body rather elongate, compressed, scaleless. Head compressed, the snout .short, the

mouth wide. Teeth pointed, unequal. Upper jaw with 4 long, curved canines; lower

with 2; maxillary teeth fine, subequal; palatines with a single series of small, pointed

teeth, sinular to those on tongue. Eye moderate. Throat with a baibel. Dorsal fin long,

in.serted in front of anal, behind ventrals; adipose fin present; caudal forked; paired fins

well developed. Gill rakers minute. No pseudobrauchiae. No air bladder. Lower parts
with phosphorescent spots. (Jordan and Gilbert.)

ASTRONESTHES NIGER, RicnARDSO.\. (Figure 123.)

Astrnneslhes nigra, Richardson, Voy. Suljih., Ichth. 97, pi. 50, figs. 1-3.

Ash-onesthes niger, Gunther, Cat. Fisli. Brit. Mus., v, 425.

Stomias Fieldii, CuviER ami Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xxii, 378.

Chauliodiis Fieldii, CuviER and Valenciennes, I. c, xxu, 389.

PIuenodoH ringens, LoWE, Proc. Zool. Soc, 1850, 251.

Black, with about 22 luminous spots between chin and ventrals. Barbel a little longer
than head. Dorsal beginning just behind base of ventrals; i^ectoral not reaching nearly
to ventrals. Jaws equal. Eye large, well forward.

Radial formula: Head 4; depth 5i. D. 17; A. 14.

This species is represented in the national collection by only a .single specimen (No.

34538, U. S. N. M.), the tye of Chauliodus Fieldii, G. and V., obtained by ( 'apt. Field, in May,
1819, on a voyage from Mogador to New York, probably at the surface. This specimen

passed from the hands of Dr. Mitchill to those of Mr. J. Carson Brevoort, then to Blr. E.

G. Blackford, by whom it was presented to the National Museum.

ASTRONESTHES GEMMIFER, Goode and Bean, n. s. (Figure 124.)

Length ofhead contained 4i times in the total (without caudal); its depth 8 times, and
the depth of the body 5J times. Barbel about equal in length to the head. Origin of the

dorsal fin a little nearer tip of snout than root of caudal; length of its base contained

nearly 4 times in the total (without caudal) ;
its longest ray two-thirds the length of the

head. Ventral origin directly under the dorsal origin; length of the ventral contained 5J

times in the total (without caudal); it does not nearly reach to the vent. The distance of

the anal origin ti-om the root of the caudal is a little more than one-fourth of total length

(without caudal). Eye longer than snout; one-fourth as long as the head. Pectoral is

nearly one-seventh as long as body (without caudal).

Radial formula: D. 17; A. 17; V. 7; P. 9.

The tj^ae of this species (No. 24C45, TJ. S. N. M.), about 7J inches in length, was taken

from a halibut's stomach, January 26, 1890, by the schooner Polar ^Yltve, in 44° 25' N. lat.,

530 12' W. Ion. The halibut was taken in about 300 fathoms.

This species may possibly prove identical with A. niger. The limits of variation of the

fin rays in this genus has not been determined for lack of sufiicient material. The species

has 17 anal rays and numerous gem-like dots on the lower part of the body, there being
about 30 in the series from the symjihysis of the mandible to the ventral.
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ASTRONESTHES EICHARDSONII, Poey. (Figure 125.)

Astronestbcs Itichanhonii. Poey, Mem. Hist. Nat. Cuba, i, 1853, 176.

Chauliodus IlichurclsonH, Poey, luc. cit., 1, pi. x, iig. 2.

Leugth of head contaiued 4§ times in total (witliout caudal) ;
its greatest depth nearly

two-thirds of its length. Body slender, its height at the dorsal origin ('(lual to length of

postorbital part of head, and one-eighth of total length (without caudal). Snout very short,

two-thirds diameter of the ej'e, which is contained nearly 4 times in length of head. No
teeth on the vomer, and a few scattered small teeth on the palatine bones. The origin of

dorsal is nearer to root of caudal than tip of snout. Length of dorsal base half that of the

head; rays all imperfect. Ventral origin immediately under the dorsal origin; it does not

nearly reach to the vent, and its length equals that of the postorbital part of the head.

Distance of anal origin from root of caudal ecjuals length of head. Length of anal base

eqirals postorbital part of head. Adipose fin directly over the tenth ray of the anal.

Pectoral narrow and slender, length of the longest ray now remaining being two-fifths that

of the head. Color, black
;
about 35 luminous dots between the symphysis of the mandible

and the origin of the ventrals.

Kadial formula: 1). 11; A. 14 or 15; V. 7; P. 9.

A single specimen (No. 35540, U. S. N. M.), 7J inches in length, from Cuban waters.

Family STOMIATID,^.

Stomiatidce, GDnther, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., v, 1861, 424.—Gill, Johnson's Cyclopfedia, iv, 1677.—Jordam
and Gilbert, Bull, xvi, U. S. Nat. Mus., 285.

Isospondylous fishes with elongate, tapering body naked or covered with very thin and

deciduous scales. Head ol)l()ng. Snout .short and rounded. Eyes large and far forward.

Opercular apparatus imperfectly developed. IMouth enormous with deep lateral cleft.

Lateral margin of upper jaw formed by the supramaxillary and provided with teeth along
the edges. Teeth usually strong, unequal, some of them often fank-Iike or barbed. Gill

membranes not joined, free from the isthmus. Branchiostegals numerous (12-17). A long
barbel at throat. No pseudobrauchia\ Dorsal fin short, median or posterior, without

spines. Anal free, far behind and small. Caudal distinct. Pectorals low down on the

scapular arch and narrow. Ventrals inserted far backwai'd. Stomach ctx'cal, and pyloric

appendages absent. Sides with phosphorescent spots. Skeleton feebly ossified. Eggs
excluded through oviducts.

KEY TO THE SUBFAMILIES AND GENERA.

A. Pectorals present.

I. Body covered with fine scales. Ventrals very far back STOMIA8
II. Body naked.

a. Pectorals with separate ray. Vomer with teeth. Teeth in jaw.s long.
1. Teeth, depressible. Palatines with teeth Echio.stoma
2. Teeth, not depressible. Palatines toothless. Luminous organs very numerous.. Opostomlas

b. Pectorals nornial. Vomer toothless.

1. Dorsal and anal similar in .size and opposite.

a. Teeth fang-like. Pigment spots in place of lateral line. Eye small.. Grammatostomias
b. Teeth small, subequal. Eye large Pachvstomias
c. Teeth stout. Eye small. Ventrals high on side of trunk BATnoPiiiLUs

2. Anal much longer than dorsal. Palatine teeth absent Eustomias
B. Pectorals absent.

1. Body naked.

a. Dorsal behind vent Photonbctes
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STOMIAS, Cuvier.

Stomias, Cuvier, Roguo Anim., ii, 1817 (type, Z-'sox boa, Risso, from the Meditenaueau).—Gunther, Cat.

Fish. Brit. JIus., v, 426.—Jordan and Gilbert, Dull, xvi, U. S. Nat. ilus., 286.

Stomiatids with body elongate, compressed, c•o^"el•ed with exceedingly fine and decid-

uous scales, which are scarcely imbricated, lying in subhexagonal depressions in the skin.

Head compressed, snout \ery short, and mouth cleft enormous. Mouth oblique, with lower

jaw i>rojectiiig. Teeth pointed, uneiiual, those of premaxillaries and mandible very large;

maxillary with fine teeth; vomer with a pair of fangs; palatines and tongue with smaller

pointed teeth. Eye moderate. Opercular portion of the head short; a large fleshy bar-

bel suspended from the hyoid region. Vent far back. Dorsal comparatively long, far

back, opposite anal. Pectorals and ventrals small, the latter far back. Caudal tin moder-

ate. Lower side of head, body, and tail with series of phosphorescent dots. Gill openings

very wide. No pyloric caica. (Giintlier.)

STOMIAS FEIiOX, Eeixhardt. (Figure 127.)

Stomias ferox, EeinhaRDT, Vidensk. Sel.sk. Naturv. ogMatbematik, Afhaiidl.,x,pl. xxvii.—Kroyer, Naturh.

Tidssk., II, 1846, 263.—Gaimard, Voy. Skand., Atlas, Toiss., pi. xxiv, fig. 1.—GCntiier, Cat. Fish. Brit.

Mu8., v, 426; Challenger Report, xxii, 205.—Goode and Bean, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zoiil., x, 220.—Jor-

dan and Gilbert, Bull, xvi, U. S. Nat. Mus., 286.

Height of body about one-twelfth of total length ; length of head about one tenth. Bar-

bel longer than head, tai^ering, not fringed. Pectorals and ventrals not produced. Color,

black.

Eadial formula: D. 17; A. 21; P. G; V.6.

This remarkable form was first found off the coast of Greenland by the Scandinavian

naturalist, and subsequently in the North Atlantic in 40° 41' :W" N. lat., (!r.o 08' W. Ion., at

a depth of ;304 and r,2i fathoms. Subsequently by the JJhde at Station ccoix, in 40° 11' 40"

N. lat, 68° 2U' W. Ion., at a depth of 304 fathoms, and at Staticm cccvi, in 41° 32' 50" N.

lat., 6.5° 55' W. Ion., at a depth of 524 fathoms, and at Station oxxxvii, off Bahama Chan-

nel. Also by the Albatross in the following localities: No. 290G7, U. S. N. M., from station

1048, in 38° 29' N. lat., 73° 21' W. Ion., at a depth of 43.") fathoms; from station 2570, in 39°

54' N. lat., 07° 05' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 1,813 fathoms; No. 35417, U. S. N. M., from

station 2180, in 39° 29' 50" N. lat., 71° 49' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 523 fathoms; No. 33556,
from station 2095, in 39° 29' N. lat., 70° 58' 40" W. Ion., at a depth of 1,342 fathoms; from

station 2427, in i2'^ 40' N. lat., 51° W. Ion., at a depth of 523 tathoms; from station 2571, in

40° 09' 30" N. lat., 67° 09' W. Ion., at a depth of 1,356 fathoms
;
No. 35623, U. S. N. M., from

station 2236, in 39° 11' N. lat., 72° 08' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 036 fathoms; No. 35453, U.

S. N. M., from station 2188, in 39° 54' 30" N. hit., 71 o 08' W. Ion., at a depth of 235 fathoms
;

No. 35614, U. S. N. M., from station 2201, in 39° 39' 45" N. lat., 71° 35' 15" W. Ion., at a depth
of.538 fathoms

;
No. 28870, U. S. N. M., from station 995, in 39° 40' 30" N. lat., 71° 31' W. Ion.,

at a depth of 358 fathoms
;
from station 2428, in 42° 48' N. lat., .50° 55' 30" W. Ion., at a depth

of 826 fathoms; from station 2532, in 40° 34' 30" N.lat., 66° 48' W.lon., at a depth of 705

fathoms
;
No. 3.5408, U. S. N. M., from station 2180, in 39° 29' 50" N. lat., 71° 49' 30" W. Ion.,

at a depth of 523 fathoms; No. 35409, U. S. N. M., from station 2181, in 39° 29' N. lat., 71° 46'

W. Ion., at a depth of 693 fathoms; No. 35456, U. S. N. M., from statiou 2191, in 39° 45' 30"

N. lat., 70° 17' W. Ion., at a depth of 961 fathoms; No. 33.561, U. S.N. M., fii-om station 2101,

in 39° 18' 30" N. lat., 68° 24' W. Ion., at a depth of 1,686 fathoms; fi-om station 2429, in 42°

.55' 30" N. lat., .500 51' W. lou., at a depth of 471 fathoms ; from station 2.5.53, in 39° 48' N. hit.,

70O 36' W.lon., at a depth of 551 fathoms; from station 2572, in 40° 29' N. lat., 66° 04' W.

Ion., at a depth of 1,769 fiithoms ;
from station 2554, in 39° 48' 30" N. lat., 70° 40' .30" W. Ion.,

at a depth of 445 fathoms
;
No. 28780, U. S. N. M., from station 936, in 39° 46' 30" N. lat., 69°

47' W. Ion., at a depth of 716 fathoms
;
No. 288.;8, U. S. N. M., from statiou 953, in 39° 52' 30"

N. lat., 70° 17' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 724 fathoms; and a specimen from the stomach of

a fish obtained on the western part of the Grand Bank, at a depth of 120 fathoms.
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STOMIAS BOA (Risso), Cuvusr. (Figure 128.')

Esox boa, Risso, Ichtli. Nice, 1810, 330, pi. x, fig. 34.—Risso, Hist. Nat. Eur. Mdri.l., iii, 1, 440, fig. 40.

Stomias boa, Cuvieu, Regue Animal, 1st cd., ii. 1817, 184, Cuviek and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xvii,

368, fig. 545.—Vaiixant, Exp. Sci. Travailleur et Talisman, 115.

Stomius hni-hatus, Cuviek, 1. c.—Bonaparte, Fauna Italica, Pesc. Fasc. xxvii (bad fig.).

The height of the body is contained 12J times hi the total length, without caudal; the

length of the head !);\ times. Barbel as long as the head, terminating in ?> filaments. Pec-

toral and ventral fins very narrow and elongate. Each of the median abdominal series of

luminous spots contains 54 between pectoral and ventral tins, 14 between ventral and anal,

and 15 between the origin of the anal and caudal. (Giinthcr.)

Radial formula: D. IS; A. IS; P. G; V. 5; L. lat. 88.

Stomias boa was obtained by the Frencli expedition in eleven different localities, one

individual from each, at various depths in the Gulf of Gascogne, on the (toasts of Portugal
and Morocco, on the Banc d'Arguin, and about the Cape Verde Islands, at depths from about

405 to 1,800 meters, the greatest depth being in the (Julf of Gascogne.
Dr. Peters also identified this form ll-om the Pacific. [Monatsbericht, Ak. Wiss., Ber-

lin, 1876, 1846.

Vaillant having examined a considerable amount of material, coincides with the opin-

ion of Gunther that Stomias boa and Stomias barbafus are identical, but reinforces recent

opinions as to the distinctness of Stomiasferox, which is well characterized by its coloration

and its slender body, as well as by the form of the mandibulary barbel, which, although it

is soft and extensible, so that the characters derived from its relative dimensions are not of

special value, has an unfringed tip which may be regarded as a satisfactory character,

although even upon this question there is some doubt.

STOMIAS AFFINIS, Gunther. (Figure 129.)

Stomias affinis, GiiNTnEU, Challenger Report, xxii, 1885, 205, pi. liv, fig. A.

Scaleless, but with the hexagonal divisions of the skin distinct. The height of the body
is one-twelfth of the total lengtli, without caudal, the length of the head one-eiglitli. Teeth

fixed. The barbel is about as long as the head, and terminates in 3 filaments (fig. a) ;
the

end of the stem of the barbel white, with a black i)igmeiit spot, and probably luminous.

Pectoral and ventral fins narrow and elongate, especially the latter, which taper into a fila-

ment and extend beyond the anterior anal rays. Anal tin higher than dorsal. Each of the

abdominal series of luminous spots contains 43 between the pectoral and ventral fins, 6

between ventrals and anal, and 15 (16) between the origin of the anal and caudal; another

parallel series runs below, and a third above the middle of the side of the body. Fins

white, dorsal, anal, and ventrals with black margins. (Gunther.)

Eadial formula: D. 17; A. 20; P. 6; V. 5.

Known from one specimen, 5 inches long, taken south of Sombrero Islands, Challenger
station 23, at a depth of 450 fathoms.

Stomias nebulosus, Alcock, a related form (Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., 1889, ii, 451),

is from the Gulf of Manaar, 597 fathoms. S. elongatus, AiCOCK (1. c, 1S91, li, 129), is from

the Indian Ocean, 738 fathoms.

ECHIOSTOMA, Lowe.
Echiostoma, Lowe, Proc. Zocil. Soo. Lond., 1843, 87 (type, ICehiostoma barbatum, Lowe).—GOnther, Cat. Fish.

Brit. Mus., V, 427.—Jordan and Gilbert, Bull, xvi, U. S. Nat. Mus., 286.

Body elongate, compressed, naked. Head compressed, with short snout and wide;
mouth cleft. Teeth pointed, unequal, those on premasillary and front of lower jaw being

longest; maxillary teeth in single series, those of its h)wer two-thirds being small; teeth

of hinder part of the mandible in double or triple series; vomer with a pair of fangs;

palatines with a single series of small pointed teeth; two groups of similar teeth on tongue.

Eye moderate. Opercular ])ortion of head very narrow and ilexiblc; a fleshy barbel on the

center of the hyoid region. Dorsal fin far back, opposite anal. Caudal forked. Vent not

far in advance of caudal fin. Pectorals and ventrals feeble, the latter behind the middle

of the body. Series of phosphorescent dots along the lower side of the head, body, and

tail. Gill openings very wide. Gill rakers minute. No pseudobranchiai. No air bladder.
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ECHIOSTOMA BARBATUM, Lowe. (Figure 130.)

Echiostoma barbatuin, Lowe, Proc Zoi'il. Soc. Londmi, 1843, 87.—GOntheu, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mns., v, 427;

Voyage Challenger, xxit. 206, pi. i.iii, lig. b.—Goode and Bean, Bull. Esses. Inst., 1879, 23.—Jordan
andGiLBEKT, Bull. 16, V. S. N. M., 287.

Uypcrchoristus Tanncri, Gill, Proc. U. S. N. M., vi, 1883, 236.^Jordan, Cat. Fish. N. Am., 1S85, 41.

Black, with an elougate, club-shaped (phosphorescent) rosc-colorcd spot between the

maxillary and the eye. Barbel us long as head (in specimen seen), fringed at its tip.

"Upper ray of pectoral produced in a long and slender filament, reaching nearly to the

root of the ventrals" (wanting in s]jecimens examined). Ventrals narrow, elongate. Head
6 in length ; depth 9.

Eadial formula: B. 12; D. 12-15; A. 17; P. 1+3; V. 8.

Until in 1879 a specimen of this species (No. 22364, U. S. N. M.), was brought in by one

of the Gloucester fishing vessels, this form was known only from Madeira, where a speci-

men 13J inches long was taken in a net close to the shore, prior to 1843, when it was

described by Lowe. Since 1879 numerous specimens have been obtained : two by the Blalte,

from Stations cxxxvi and cxxxvii, in the old Bahama Channel, at a depth of 500 fathoms;

and others by the Albatross, No. 35G24, U. S. N. M., from station 2236, in 39° 11' N. lat.,

72° 08' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 636 tathoms; No. 33444, U. S. N. M. (type of Hypercho-

risttis Tanncri, GiU), from station 2083, in 40° 26' 40" N, lat., 67° 05' 15" W. Ion., at a depth
of 959 fathoms.

ECHIOSTOMA MARGARITA, Goode and Bean, n. s. (Figure 131.)

The length of the individual to base of the caudal is 393 miUimeters (13i inches). The

greatest depth of the body, 51 millimeters, equals the length of tlie head and is contained

nearly 8 times in the total length. A stout barbel is situated at a distance of 23 millime-

ters from the tip of the lower jaw; its length, 28 millimeters, is somewhat more than one-

half the length of the head; at the extremity this barbel is divided into six fringes, one of

which is whitish; a whitish band on the barbel near the root of the fringes. There are

about 31 teeth on each side of the maxilla, and 36. on each side of the mandible; none of

the teeth in the jaws being enlarged. The vomer has a pair of depressible fangs on the

right side and a siHjfle one on the left. There are 5 depressible teeth on each palatine. Lin-

gual teeth in about four rows. The largest teeth in the jaws are scarcely more than 2 mil-

limeters long.

The length of the upper jaw; 40 millimeters, is four-fifths the length of the head. The

mandible, 48 millimeters, is nearly as long as the head. The diameter of the eye, 8 milli-

meters, equals the length of the snout and is one-fifth as long as the upper jaw. The man-

dible projects beyond the upper jaw when the mouth is closed a distance equal to one-half

the lengtli of the eye. Nostrils about midway between the eye and the tip of the snout.

The gill laininai arc all well di^veloped and increase in size backwards, not entirely con-

cealed by the opercular bones. The gill rakers consist of minute scattered spines.

The distance of the vent from the base of the caudal, <i4 millimeters, is contained 6^^

times in the total length. The anal begins immediately behind the vent and extends nearly

to the base of the tail. The dorsal is immediately over the anal. The origin of the ventral

is 211 millimeters from the tip of the snout and 109 millimeters from the base of the caudal.

The sixth and longest ray ofthe ventral, 43 millimeters, is five-sixths the length of the head.

Tiie pectorals of both sides have been torn off. Two rows of minute xihosphorescent dots

similar to those in U. barbatiim and similarly situated. A pearl-colored spot above the

maxilla, beginning at the hind margin of the eye; its length about two-thirds that of the eye;

Radial formula: D.18; A. 24; V. 7; P.O.
Color very ilark, extending even inside of the mouth.

On the 13th of March, 1885, the steamer Albatross trawled a large specimen oi Echio-

stoma at station 2394, N. lat. 28° 38' 30", W. Ion. 87° 02', in 420 fathoms (U. S. Nat. Mus., No.

392S2) ;
this locality is about in the middle of the Gulf of Mexico. The single example taken

is in bad condition, but it is named and described here simply to call attention to its exist-
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ence in tlie region. There is uo doubt that the species is distinct from JEchiostoma bar-

iatum, as it lias very small subequal teeth:

OPOSTOMIAS, Gunlher.

Echiostoma, sp., GuNTHEn, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., ii, 1878, 180; Narrative of ChaUongcr Expedition, i, 412.

Opostomias, Gt'NTHER, Challenger Report, xxii, 238 (type, C*. micri2>nus, GCntiiek, loc. cU., 208, pi. Liii.

tig. A).

A genus of stomiatoid fishes, closely allied to Echiostoma, but differing in dentition,
the jaws armed with few strong, nondeprcHHihlc teetli, received in deep hollows in the oi)po-

site jaws. INIa.Killaries and palatines toothless. Pectoral with separate ray. Body naked.

An immense number of luminous organs.
This genus is known from a single specimen, 15i inches long, captured Ijy the Challen-

gcr south of Australia, at a depth of 2,lo0 fathoms, described by Giinther as Echiostoma

micripnus, (Fig. 13i'.)

jRAMMATOSTOMIAS, Goode and Bean, n. g.

Similar in general appearance to Echiostoma. Head shori, compressed. Body com-

pressed, moderately elongate. Dorsal and anal with numerous rays, placed opposite each

other and close to the root of the caudal. Ventrals in advance of the middle of the body,
at a great distance from the vent. Pectorals placed near the abdominal outline, consisting
of a short lilament very slightly separated ti-om the rest of the tin, and several rays con-

nected by a membrane. Two rows of minute phosphorescent spots on the body similar to

those in EcMostoma. A very long and slender hyoid barbel. Mandibular teeth very

unequal in size, comparatively few in number, arranged in two rows, an outer row of fi.xed

teeth and an inner row of depressible ones. The first pair, near the tip of the mandible, is

very greatly enlarged and passes outside of the upper jaw when the mf)uth is closed. Inter-

maxillary teetli uniserial or nearly so, the edge of the bone posteriorly with minute cirri,

A pair of small, fixed, curved fangs in front, followed by a pair of larger movable ones.

Vomer toothless. Palatines with several weak teeth. No lingual teeth. Upper pharyn-

gals present. A pearl-colored spot ou the cheek, similar to that in Echiostoma. Four

gills ;
a short, narrow slit behind the fourth. Gill rakers not luimerous, short, spine-like.

Gill lamiuiTj increase in size backwards. A series of pigment cells along the median line of

the body, so arranged as to simulate a lateral line. Eye small, Caudal lobes apparently

unequal. Skin naked, its whole surface sprinkled with minute raised pigment spots, each

with a light center.

GEAMMATOSTOMIAS DENTATUS, Goode and Bean, n. s. (Figure 133.)

The greatest height of the body equals the lejigth of the head without the snout and is

one-seventh of the total length without caudal. The maxilla is long and slender; its length
is contained 6^ times in the total. The length of the mandiltie is contained 55 times in the

total. The eye is as long as the snout, about one-fifth as long as the head. The nostrils

are a little nearer to the eye than to the tip of the snout. The anterior nostril is placed

nearly in front of the middle of the eye in a very short tube
;
the posterior is ou a level with

the top of the eye and is merely a small slit. The supramaxillary and intermaxillary are

closely welded, but their separation is marked by a changing in the character of the teeth;
those on the supramaxillary being minute cirri. The large fangs in the tip of the mandible
are two-sevenths of the length of the upper jaw.

The hyoid barbel is placed at a distance ftom the symphysis of the mandible, which is

about equal to the enlarged fangs of the mandible, or one-fifth of the length of the mandi-
ble. The length of the barbel is nearly one-third of the total. The pectoral is situated close

behind the head and near the ventral outline; its first ray is distinct fi'om the other three,

although placed close to them, and is not produced. The greatest length of the pectoral is

about one-fourth that of the head. The ventrals are placed in advanee of the middle of

the total length, their distance from the origin of the pectorals being one-half as great as
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from the caudal base. The fourth aud longest ray nearly equals the greatest neight of the

body. The distance of the dorsal origin from the caudal base is contained 5J times in the

total length. The longest dorsal ray, which is in the middle of tho fin, is one-half as long as

the longest of the ventral rays. The length of the dorsal base is contained Ci times iu the

total length. Tlie base of the anal is slightly longer than that of the dorsal, aud its longest

ray is about three-fourths as long as the longest dorsal ray. The caudal lobes iu the only

specimeu available for study are unequal, the lower one being much longer than the upper,
but this may be the result of accident. There are two rows of luminous spots, one close to

the ventral outhne, which becomes obsolete before it reaches the origin of the anal, aud
another in the lower third of the height of the body, which becomes indistinct about the

middle of the total length ;
14 of these spots between the pectoral and the ventral in the

lower series and 11 in tho upper series.

Eadial formula: D. 20; A. 24; V. 7; P. 1+3; C. 17.

The type of the species is a specimen 160 millimeters long (Catalogue, No. 37370), taken

by the Albatross at station L'505, N. lat. 38° 19' 20", W. Ion. G9o 02' 30", from 2,009 fathoms.

PACHYSTOMIAS, Gunther.

EchioKtoma, sp., Gunther, Ann. and M.ig. Nat. Hist., ii, 1878, 180.

Fachi/slomias, GuNTHER, Challenger Report, xxu, 210 (type, P. microdon, Guijther, L c, 210, pi. Llii, fig.c).

A genus of Stomiatoid fishes, with naked body, normal pectorals, toothless vomer aud

maxillaries, and comparatively feeble dentition. Luminous organs large and numerous.

This genus is known by a single species, PacIiystoiiii((s micnxiou (fig. 134), captiu'ed

by the Challenger at the depth of 2,440 fathoms, to the northeast of Australia.

BATHOPHILUS, Giglioli.

Batliopldhis, Giglioli, Pelagos, p. 261, figure, GCnther, Challenger Keport, xxii, 215.

Body compressed, rather short, scaleless, minutely granulated; vent far behind the

middle of the length. Head compressed; cleft of the mouth very wide; teeth st^mt. Eye
smaU. Barbel none. Dorsal fin opj)osite to the anal, which commences behind the vent.

Pectoral tins long, ventrals narrow, inserted high upon the side of the trunk. No luminous

organs ( "?).
A single species, B. nigerrimus (fig. 136), taken at Messina by Giglioli, and

now iu the Florence museum.

EUSTOMIAS, Vaillant.

Eustomias, Vaillant, La Nature, 1884, 85 (name only mentioned); Exp. Sci. Travailleur et Talisman, 1888,

112 (type, .E. oftscMCHS, Vaill.).—GOntuer, Voy. Chall., xxii, 204.

Stomiatids, with anal fin uuich longer than dorsal and l)cgiiining farther forward.
" Barbel very elong'ate. Ventrals composed of two groui)s of rays. Jaws sti'ongly armed

with teeth in single rows ;
teeth absent from palatines, but present oh the tongTie. Body

entirely naked, but with numerous longitudinal luminous dots, aud a large luminous body

dii'ectly behind the eye." ( Vaillant.)

A single species, H. obscurtis, from off the Azores, at a depth of 2,792 meters.

EUSTOMIAS OBSCUEUS, Vaillant. (Figure 135.)

Eustomias obscurua, Vaillant, Exp. Sci. Travailleur ct Talisman, li:i, pi. iii, figs. 3, 3a.

Body elongate; height scarcely one-twentieth of length, and thickness one thirtieth.

The head, whose length is one-sevonth of the length ofthe body, is conical, compressed;
the lower jaw projects beycmd the ujjix'r; the snout lialf the length of tlie head: mouth

very large, although the maxillary does not extend far behind the orbit; the intermaxillary

has 2 long, fang-like teeth, and 11 others less conspicuous but strong; the first and the

fifth in the latter series are the strongest, the last the smallest. On the maxillary the

teeth are visible only with the aid of a magnifying glass; the teeth upon the mandibles are
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similar to tliose upon the maxillaries, aud are 14 in number on either side; the first two,

separated from the following by an intei'val, are the sti'ougest; the third, sixth, tenth, aud

eleventh are also conspicuous; the others, although shorter, are verj^ robust; no teeth

upon the palatines; fangs upon the tongue as strong as tliose in the jaws, 1 in front and

2 or 3 behind it. Diameter of the eye 11 times in the length of the head, interorbital

sjjace slightly less; length of barbel twice that of head, cylindrical, fringed at each end

with 7 long threads, at the end of each of which is a small ball. Branchial opening broad;

branchiostegal membrane supported by short rays, between which are luminous dots; a

small luminous body, conspicuous on account of its light coloi', under the eye. Body abso-

lutely scaleless, with numerous little, white, luminous dots in double series on each side of

the belly; vent tar back, distance from the snout equal to seven-tenths of length of liody.

Dorsal and anal extend nearly to the base of the caudal; the length of the anal is one-

third that of the body ;
it is inserted immediately behind the vent; length of the dorsal is

scarcely half that of the anal; caudal very short, its length one-twentieth of that of the

body; pectoral composed of 3 slender rays; ventrals inserted well behind the middle of

the body, separated in two parts, the upper composed of 3 short rays, the lower of 4 rays,
at least 4 times as long as the upper ones. Color, velvety black ; iris, silvery white.

Radial formula: D. 21; A. 35; P. 3; V. 7.

A single specimen from a depth of 2,792 meters, near the Azores.

PHOTONECTES, GCnther.

Lucifer, D5DERLKIN, Wiegm. Archiv f. Naturgeschicli., 1882, 26. (Preocnpied in Careinology.)

Photonectes, GuNxnER, Challenger Report, xxii, 1887, 212 (Type, Lucifer alhipinnis, Doderleiu, from Inosima).

Body compressed, rather long, scaleless; vent far behind the middle of the length.
Head compressed, with short snout and exceedingly wide mouth. Teeth in the jaws small,

unequal in size, in single series; vomer aud palatine with a small group of teeth on each

side. Eye small. Opercular portion of the head very narrow. A long hyoid barbel. The
dorsal fin opposite the anal, which commences behind the vent. Pectorals none. Ventrals

inserted behind the middle of the length. A small suborbital phosphorescent organ, and

two series of luminous dots ahmg the lower part of the sides, with numerous rudimentary
similar organs scattered over the skin of the body. (Giinther.)

Fhotoneetes (=:Luc>'fer, Doderleiu) has been known heretofore from a single species, P.

albipinnis, taken at Inosima, Japan.

PHOTONECTES GRACILIS, Goode and Bean, n. s. (Figrae 137.)

A species much more slender than P. albipinnis. The type of this description is in

very poor condition; the hyoid barbel is remarkably short and is pi'obably imjierfect. The

fins, also, are incomplete, and the luminous dots along the sides are so indistinct as to be
made out only with great difliculty. Its length, without including caudal, is 170 milli-

meters. The greatest height of the body (11 millimeters) is contained 15J times in the

length without caudal. The least height of the tail (2 millimeters) is nearly one-fifth of the

height of the body. The greatest depth of the head (12 millimeters) equals the length of

its postorbital portion. The snout is very short, nearly one-half as long as the eye. The

posterior nostril is immediately in front of the eye, and the anterior is near the end of the

snout and a little below the level of the posterior. Both are subcircular or oblong in shape,
and the posterior has a small, narrow fla]>. The diameter of the eye (5 millimeters) is

one-fouith the length of the head (20 millimeters). Below and behind the eye there is a

luminous body, which is nearly as long as the eye and somewhat club shaped. At the mar-

gin of the operculum there is a small, roundish, luminous dot. The maxilla is a very thin

and narrow bone extending backward almost to the end of the head; it is very slightly
curved and forms a very obtuse angle with the short interniaxilhi. The mandible is very

strongly curved upward, resembling a sled runner; its length (22 millimeters) equals twice

the greatest height of the body. Both jaws are armed with numerous fine teeth of unequal
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size; only 3 remain on each side of the intermaxilla. The maxilla has 20 true teeth on its

anterior half, and the posterior half has about 16 serrse. There arc about 35 teeth on each

side of the mandible. All the teeth of the jaws rake inward and backward, and are

depressible. Three teeth on each side of tlie head of the vomer, increasing in size back-

wards. A pair of teeth on each palatine bone. One fang near- the tip of the tongue and

3 farther back. Four gills, a small slit behiud the fourth. The gill lamina? not well cov-

ered by the operculum. Gill rakers very few, minute, and spine-like. Gill opening very

Avide, the membrane cleft almost down to the origin of the hyoid barbel. No pseudo-

branchiffi. The hyoid barbel is situated nearly under the tip of the tongue; it is evidently

imx^erfect, its length being scarcely one-half that of the eye.

The length of the head (20 millimeters) is contained Si times in length to base of cau-

dal. The origin of the dorsal is at a distance from the caudal base (44 millimeters), a little

more than one-fourth of the standard length. The length of the dorsal base (34 milli-

meters) is one-fifth of the standard length. The longest dorsal ray is a little longer than

the eye.

The anal begins immediately under the dorsal, and its base is slightly longer than that

of the dorsal; its rays are about as long as those of the dorsal. The distance from the end

of the anal to the origin of the middle caudal rays (10 millimeters) equals one-half the

length of the head. The distance of the ventral from the tip of the snout (87 millimeters)

is a little more than one-half of the standard length; consequently the origin of the

ventral is very slightly nearer to the root of the caudal than the tip of the snout. The

distance from the origin of the ventral to that of the anal slightly exceeds the length of

the anal base. Caudal and ventral imperfect. Pectoral wanting.

Eadial formula: D. 18; A. 21; V. 7; P. 0.

Color, very dark. A row of luminous dots along the margin of the branchiostegal

membrane; two rows lieginning on the isthmus and extending back along the edge of the

belly, passing between the ventrals and slightly above the base of the anal, disappearing

near the end of the body ;
another row higher up on the side, which cannot be traced back

farther than the origin of the ventral, on account of the bad condition of the specimen.

This specimen was obtained by the steamer Blake, at station XL, off Martinique, in

472 fathoms.

Family MALACOSTEID^E.

Malacosteidre, GiLL, Arr. Families of Fishes.

Body elongate, compressed, scaleless. Mouth immense. Snout very short. Cleft of

the mouth exceedingly wide, the ends of the jaws extending beyond the root of the pectorals,

and the jaws not connected with the sides of the head back of the orbit. Tail diphycercal.

Lateral margins of the upper jaw formed by the intermaxillaries only. No adipose fin.

No barbel. Pectorals rudimentary.

PROVISIONAL KEY TO THE GENERA.

A. Pectorals present Malacosteus

B. Pectorals absent.

1. Palatines smooth Photostomias

2. Palatines toothed Tiiaumastomias

MALACOSTEUS, Ayres.

MaJaeoste.us, Ayres, Jonrn. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., 1849. 53.—GCnthf.r, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., v, 428.

Body elongate, compressed, scaleless. Head rather compressed, the snout very short,

the cleft of the mouth very wide, extending to behind the root of the pectorals. Teeth

pointed, unequal, in single series on both jaws and tongue; none on the palate. Opercula
membranaceous. Dorsal far back, op])osite anal. Pectorals rudimentary. Ventrals rather

posterior. No barbel. {Ayres, Jordan and Gilbert.)
19868—No. 2 8
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KEY TO THE SPECIES.

A. Dorsal and anal moderate (D. 19; A. 20). Loral spot longer than eye Malacosteus nigek
B. Dorsal and anal short (D. 15

;
A. 15). Loral spot shorter than eye M. cuoristodactylus

MALACOSTEUS NKiER, Aykes. (Fijjure 138.)

Malacosteus niyer, Ayres, Journ. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., 1849, 53.—Guntiiee, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., 1864,

V, 4L'8.—GooDE and Bean, Bull. Essex Institute, 1879.

A Malacosteus with a somewhat slender body, its height about one-eight of its length,
without caudal; with large branchial opening, and with comparatively long dorsal and anal

flns, nearly oi>posite (the dorsal slightly in advance), falcate, strong. Luminous body almost

crescentic, its length greater than diameter of eye. Fangs shorter than diameter of eye.

Ventrals shorter than base of dorsal. Black, with numerous light dots over entire body.
Kadial fornnda: D. 19; A. 20 ("?); P. 3 ('}); V. 5.

For a long time only a single specimen of this species was known, the type of Ayres's

description, 8i inches in length, which was picked up at sea in 40° N. lat., 50° W. Ion.

The Blalce obtained a single specimen at Station CXLV, off Barbados, at a depth of 347

•fathoms. The Albatross obtained several specimens: No. 35526, U. S. N. M., from station

2211, in 390 35' N. lat., 71° 18' W. Ion,, at a depth of 1,064 Mhoms; No. 32109, U. S. N. M.,

(No. 797, Gloucester donation) ;
No. 39220, U. H. N. M., tiA inches in length, in 37° 46' 30" N.

lat., 730 50' 30" W. Ion.
;
a specimen from station 2,584, in 39° 05' 30" N. lat., 72° 23' 20" W.

Ion., at a depth of 541 fathoms.

Giinther has described a species very closely related under the name of Malacosteus

indicus (Challenger Eeport, xxii, 214, pi. iiv, fig. B.), from near the Philipi)ines, 500 fath-

.8,
and in the Andaman Sea {Alcocl;) 650 fathoms.

MALACOSTEUS CHOKISTODACTYLUS, Vaillant. (Figure 139.)

Malacostem ckoristodactylus, Vaillant, Exp. Sci. Travailleur et Talisman, xxii, 1888, 108, pi. vui, fig. 4.

A Malacosteus with a comijaratively stout body, its height nearly one-fourth of its

length, its thickness six one-hundredths of same, with immense branchial opening by the

extent of which the length of the head is seeiniugly reduced to one-eighth of the length of

the body, and with comijaratively short dorsal and anal fins inserted nearly opposite each

other, apparently rounded and not falcate; caudal fin very small; luminous body under eye

subcpiadrangular, its greatest length less than the diameter of the eye; ventrals longer
than base of anal, much longer than base of dorsal; the longest ray apparently equal to the

distance from insertion of anal to the end of middle caudal rays; length of strongest fangs

greater than diameter of eye. Black, apx)arently without small luminous dots upon the

body.
Eadial formula: D. 19; A. 20; C. 12+ ;

P. 5; B. 6.

This species was described by Vaillant from three specimens, two fiom the coast of

Morocco in 1,400 to 1,035 meters and one from the Azores in 2,220 meters. The species is

very distinct from M. niger and easily recognized.

PHOTOSTOMIAS, Collett.

Photostomias, Collett, Bull. SocictiS Zoologique de France, 1889, 291.

A genus allied to Malacosteus, characterized by the absence of pectoral and adipose-
dorsal fins, and the absence also of teeth upon the palatines. The body is compressed, skin

naked; ventrals in advance of the middle of the body; vent behind the middle of the body;
opercula rudimentary. A series of long, crooked teeth in the intermaxillary; teeth upon
the lingual and pharyngeal bones, but absent ujion the vomer. Two post-orbital ])hoto-

jihores. Two rows of photophores along the sides of the belly, and a great number of small

luminous points scattered over the entire surface of the body. Type, P. Querni, Collett.
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PHOTOSTOMIAS GUERNEI, CoLLETT. (Figure 140.)

Photostomias Guerni, Collett, Bull. Soc. Zool. France, 1889, 291.

The greatest height of the body, beliiud thcventrals, is inchided eight and a half times

in its total length ;
the length of the head tive and a half in total length. Eye moderate,

its diameter contained five and a half times in the length of the head. Mouth slightly

oblique, very large. Intermaxillary teeth about eight in number, those of the upper jaw
very small and serrated. The dorsal and anal are very far back, opposite. Veutrals

elongate, villiform, extending behind the vent. Caudal much furcate.

The anterior luminous organ above the maxiUary is rudimentary.
Eadial formula: D, 24; A. 27; P.O.; V. 15; C. 27.

Color, dull black, this color extending even into the inside of the mouth.

The type of this species, a single specimen, a female containing eggs nearly mature,
was taken on the 30th of June, 1887, by the Hirondelle, at a depth of 1,138 meters, oti

the Azores, in 38^ 31' ao" N. Lat., 30^ 13' 30" W. Long. The species is named in honor of

Baron Jules de Guerne, of Paris, who accompanied Prince Albert of Monaco on the

Hirondelle, in the capacity of zoologist.

THAUMASTOMIAS, Alcock. (Figure 141.)

Thaumastomias, Alcock, Ami. .and Mag. Nat. Hist., 1890, ii, 220, pi. viil, (ig. 7.

A genus allied to Photostomias, from which it is distinguished by the presence of teeth

upon the palatines. Body elongate, compressed, scalcless, with the vent not far distant

from the caudal fin. Ilead compressed, with the cranium small, the snout short, and the

cleft of the mouth exceedingly wide. A long, elastic muscular band passing from the hyoid
bone to the inner aspect of the mandibular symphysis. Teeth acute, unequal, in single

series in premaxillii;, mandibles, and palatines; none on the tongue. Eye moderate. Gill-

covers rudimentary. One dorsal fin opposite to the anal, situated in the posterior fourth

of the body near the caudal. No pectoral tins. Ventral fins situated in the anterior half

of the body. Gill-openings very wide. No air-bladder.

The type of this genus, T. atrox, Alcock, was taken off the coast of Madras, at a depth
of 1,310 fathoms, by the Investigator, station 97,

Family ALEPISAURID^^.

Alephlosnurina, GirNTHER, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., v, 1864 (group third iu family Scopelidw).

Aleplsaurouki, Bleeker, Eniim. Sp. Pise. Arch. Ind., xxii, 1859, 22.

AlepidosauridfE, Bonapaute, Cat. Metod., 1846, 8
; Conspectus, 1850.—Adams, Man. Nat. Hist., 1854, 99.—Gill,

Arrangement Families of Fishes, 1862, 16 (Family No. 161).
—Jordan and Gilbert, Bull, xvi, U. S. Nat.

Mus., 274.

AlepUloxauroulm, Gill, Proo. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., xvi, 1864, 187.

AlcpimurUlcv, Gill, Science, in, 620, 1884.

Sphyrmtidce, gen., Lowe, Trans. Zoill. Soc. London, 1835, 123.

Malacopterygians with the mesocoracoid wanting or atrophied. Post-tenqioral imping-

ing upon occiput. Vertebrre and interspinous processes normal. Photojjhores and barbel

absent.

Body elongate, compressed, scaleless. Snout produced, the mouth cleft very wide.

Premaxillary very long and slender, not protractile, forming entire margin of upper jaw.

Maxillary thin, long, immovable.

Teeth very unequal, immovable; a series of small teeth occupying entire length of pre-

maxillary; those in front sometimes larger and curved. Palatine teeth triangular, pointed.

Teeth on lower jaw like tho.se on palatines. Tongue toothless.

Gill membranes not united, free from isthmus. Gill rakers short, spine-like. Brau-

chiostegals 5-7. Pseudobranchire large. Opercular bones thin, membranaceous. Dorsal

Jin very long, occiqnjing ncarli/ the ichole of the back; adipose fin present; anal fin moderate;
caudal forked. Air bladder none.
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ALEPISAURUS, Lowe.

Alepisaiinis, Lowe, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1833, 104; Trans. Zool. Soc, i, 124.—Cuvier and Valenciennes,
Hist. Nat. Poiss. xxii, 529.—Gunther, Wicgmann's Archiv, 1860, 121.

Alepidnsaurus, Gunther, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., v, 1864, 420.—Jordan and Gilbert, Bull, xvi, U. S. N. M., 275.

P/aj//«dHS, GiJNTiiKR, Annals and Mag. Nat. Hist., 1867; Challenger Report, xxii, 1887, 203.—Jordan, Cat.

Fishes, N. America, 1885, 39.

Body elongate, compressed, scaleless; head compres.sed; snout produced ;
mouth cleft

wide; premaxillaiy long aud slender; maxillary thin, long, immovable. Teetli unequal,
immovable. Very small teeth run along entire length of intermaxillary. I'alatine teeth

compressed, pointed, the two or three anterior ones very strong and long, and the pos-

terior ones moderate. Teeth in lower jaw similar to those on the palatine bones, one

pair in front and two or three pairs in the middle much enlarged. Eye large. I'ectoral

and ventral fins well developed. Adipose fin ofmoderate size. Caudal forked. Gill opening

very wide. Branchiostegals, v-vii.

The name Plugyodus, Steller (PaUas, Zoogr. Ross. Asiat., Iii, 383), has been adopted by
Dr. Giiuther,* but it is doubtful whether Steller used the name Plagyodus in the sense of a

Liuna'an genus.
The following discussion of this genus is quoted from Giinther's great work :

"Like most other deep-sea fishes, AJepidomurus has been found at widely distant local-

ities, and it is probable that in time it will be obtained in the intermediate parts of the

ocean. Deep-sea fishes are much less subject to differences of climate than those inhabit-

ing the coasts or the surface, and theiefore we should not be suri^rised to find the repre-

sentatives of one and the same getius, and frequently even the same si^ecies, in high lati-

tudes of the northern and southern hemispheres.

"Every part of the Alepidosauri is so fragile that it is extremely difficult to obtain

perfect specimens. It is also impossible to preserve them in spirits without some portion
of the dorsal and of the other tins being broken. The entire structure of the dorsal fin is

so delicate, that it must even be liable to injury and alteration of outline while the fish is

in its native element. The fibrous ligaments connecting the vertebra^, are very loose and

extensible, so that the form of the fish is easily lengthened when its body is slightly

stretched. Therefore no reliance whatever is to be placed on trivial specific distinctions

founded on the form of the dorsal fin and on the relati\e proportions of the head and body.
A comparison of the two figures of J., ferox, given by Lowe, will show the truth of this

observation.
" The loose connection of the single parts of the body is found in numerous deep-sea

fishes, and is merely the consequence of their withdrawal from the pressure of the water to

which they are exposed in the depths inhabited by them. When within the Hunts of their

natural haunts, the osseous, muscular, and fibrous parts of the body will have that solidity
which is required for the rapid and powerful movements of a predatory fish. That the

fishes of this genus belong to the most ferocious of the class is proved by the dentition and
the contents of their stomach; l»ut it is worthy of notice that although the mouth is so

deeply cleft, the lower jaw can not be moved from the upper at a greater angle than about
40 degrees. The teeth are con.stautly changing and it is odd that an ichthyologist like

Lowe should have had so much difficulty in recognizing the nature of some immature teeth

lying in the gingiva."
P. Poey has described a specimen from Cuba, under the name of A. altivelis (Poey,

Mem. Hist. ISTat. Cuba, II, 302), and also referred to another form, which Gill has named
provisionally Caulopn^ Poeyi (Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Philad., 18G2, p. 131).

*
Description of a New Genus of Acanthopterygian Fishes. By the Rev. E. T. Lowe, B. A., Corr. Memb.

Z. S. (In a letter to the Secretary.) < Trans. Zool. Soc, London, v. x. pp. 123-128, pi. xix, 1835.

Additional Observations ou Alepisaurus ferox. By the Rev. R. T. Lowe, M. A., C. M. Z. S. < Trans.
Zool. Soc, London, v. i. pp. 395-400, pi. Ll.v, 1835.

t On Alepidosaurua, a Marine Siluroid Fish. By Dr. Albert Giinthcr. < Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., Series

III, v. VI, 150-1.

Giinthcr, A. On the identity of Alepisaurus (Lowe) with Plagyodus, StcUcr. Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hiat.,

London, March, 1867.
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Gill has also described a species from the Pacific coast of North America, under the

name o{ Cnulopiis horealis (Proc. Acad. Nat. Si-i., Pliihul., 18(52, x>. 128); and Beau another,

Alepisaurus ccscidaplus (Proc. U. 8. Nat. Mus., 1883, 3(;i); and there is also the doubtful

Caulopus serra of Gill from Monterey, California.

We are not thoroughly satisfied that more than one species has been found in the

Atlantic.

KEY TO THE GENERA AND SPECIES.

Ventral rays 7-10 Alepisaurus
Paixed fius moderate. (Ventrals about oui'-half length of head.) Veniral rays 9-10.

Alepisauru.s ferox
Paired tins short. (Ventrals about one-third length of head. ) Body shorter posteriorly. Ventral ray.s 7.

Alepis.vurus .ESCULAPirs, Bean (from abyss otf Unalaska).
Ventral rays 13 Caulopus

Paired fins moderate. (Ventrals about one-half length of head.) Dorsal much elevated.

Caulopus altivelis

Paired fins elongate. ("Ventrals as long as head".) Dorsal tin short
;
31 rays.

Caulopus boreaus

ALEPISAURUS FEROX, Lowe. (Figure 112.)

Alepisaurus ferox, Lowe, Proc. Zool. Soe, Loudon, 1833, 107.—Trans. Zoiil. Soc. London, i, 124, pi. xix; 395,

pi. Lix.—GOnther, Wiegmann's Archir., 1880, 121.

Alepiihmiurus ferox, GuNTUER, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., v, 421.

riayi/odus ferox, GiJNTHER, Challenger Report, xxii, 203.—Jordan, loc. cit.

Alepisaurus azureus, Cuvier and Vaxenciexnes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xxii, 1839, 530.

Length of the head is less than twice the height of the body, and rather less than one-

sixth of the total. Eye median, contained 5 to G times in length of head, as wide as the inter-

oibital space. Dorsal fin much elevated; pectorals elongated, equal in length to the head,
but reaching nearly two-thirds of the distance to the insertions of the ventrals; first rays of

dorsal, pectoral, and ventral serrated.

liadial formula: D. 38-44; A. 14-17; P. 14-15 ; V. 9-10.

A. ferox was first described from specimens obtained by Lowe in the deep waters near

Madeira. In addition to Lowe's types, and a few other specimens obtained by the Madeira

fishermen upon the deep-sea lines, the species appears not to have been captured, except in

the Western Atlantic.

From the Western Atlantic specimens have been sent to the National Museum. Of
three of these the locality is not known, but they were obtained in the New York markets

by Mr. E. G. Blackford, and forwarded to Washington by him. The Albatross obtained

one at the surface (Cat. No. 25262 U. S. N. M.) in 44° 30' N. Lat., 57^ 13' W. Long., and

another (Cat. 22292 U. S. N. M.) at a depth of 195 fathoms in 42© 45' N. Lat., 63° W. Long.
The Gloucester fishermen obtained two on Le Have Bank, one (No. 24245) at 275 fathoms,

another (Xo. 24244) at 120 fathoms; also, two others (Nos. 2429G and 24297) in 200 fathoms

at Lat. 42° 37' N., Lon. 62° 55' W., and another (No. 24243) in Lat. 43° 46' N., Lon. 61°

IS' W. in 200 fathoms. A skull of Alepisaurus, from Van Diemen's Land, preserved in the

British Museum, has been provisionally identified by Giinthcr with those species, but it

seems scarcely safe to regard A. ferox as an inhabitant of the Australian seas until more

material has been obtained for study.
A closely allied species, with somewhat shorter paired fins, has been described by Dr.

Bean under the nameof A. wsculnpins. The fish was speared at Unalaska in Octol)er, 1880,

just as it was swimming upon the beach. It undoubtedly had come to the surface from the

deep adjacent to Captains Harbor, where it was captured. The hundred-fathom line

at this point approaches rather dose to the shore. This individual had in its stomach twenty-

one individuals of the spiny lumpttsh. It was Dr. liean's oi)iuion that it had been driven

ashore by the torture of a parasitic worm found in its flesh. The "Wolf Fish", as it is

called in this region, frequently is stranded on the beach at lliuliuk.
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ALEPISAURUS (CAULOPUS) ALTIVELIS, Poey.

Alepisaurns altivelis, Poey, Mem. Hist. Nat. Ciil).a, II, 1858, 302.

Alepldosiiiiriis allivelis, GiJJiTnER, loc. cit., aud in Cliallenger Report, xxii, 203.

Length of the head is more than twice the height of tlie body, and contained CJ times

in the total (witii the caudal). Dorsal fiu much elevated; pectoral elongate, but terminat-

ing at a great distance from the ventral; ventral about half as long as the head. Caudal

lobes equal in length.

Radial formuia: D. 40; A. 17; P. 16; V. 13.

The type of this species was about 3 feet long, and was obtained by Cuban fishermen

at a great depth. Poey had another form, somewhat different, since described by Gill

uuder the name Caulopus FocyL*

Family PARALEPIDID>E.

Paralepidina, GtiNTHER, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., v, 18C4, 418 (group under Scopelidce).

rarultpididce, Gill, Arrangement, Families of Fishes, 1872, 16 (Family No. 162).

Body elongate, somewhat compressed, formed much as in a Barracuda, covered with

cycloid scales of moderate or rather large size. Head long, usually scaly on the sides.

Mouth very large, lower jaw projecting. Premaxillary not i^rojectile, very long and slender,

forming the entire margin of the upper jaw. Maxillary long and slender, closely adherent

to the premaxillary. Teeth rather strong, pointed, in single series on the jaws and pala-

tines; some of them on lower jaw and palatines sometimes very long and fting like, and

most of them freely depressible. Opercvdar bones thin. Pseudobranchia- present. Gill

membranes separate, free from the isthmus. Bianchiostegals, about 7. Gill rakers short,

sharp, spine-like. Eye large. Lateral line present, its scales usually enlarged. Dorsal tin

short and small, behind the middle of the body, nearly or quite over theventrals. Adipose
fin preseut; anal fin low, rather long; caudal fin short, narrow, forked; pectorals rather

small, placed low. Pyloric c;eca none. No air bladder. Phosphorescent spots few or none.

[Jordan.)
In this family are at present included six or more supposed species of pelagic fishes of

small size, which are believed to occur only in the deep waters of the Atlantic and Pacific,

which in structure recall to mind the genus Alepoeephalus, but which in general appearance
are more like Sphyiyrna. There are two groups.

Those of the Sudis type, which is distinguished by the presence of three or five very

long, fang-like teeth on each side of the lower jaw, has not yet been found in the Atlantic

Basin itself. Sitdis liyaUna of Risso has long been known from the Mediterranean. S. ringens

of Jordan and Gilbert was collected by Jordan in 1880 in the Santa Barbara Channel, Cal-

ifornia.

The Paralepis type is represented by four species : one, P.coregoitoides, from the Mediter-

ranean, P. sphyrcvnoides, from the Mediterranean and also from Madeira; one, P. borealis,

from the Arctic waters of North America, from the Gulf of St. Lawrence northward, and

one, P. coruscans, very similar to the latter, and found uuder similar conditions in Puget
Sound. It is probable that with more material the number of species may be considerably

lessened. There are two si>ecies described from Nice which we have not been able to study,

viz., /'. Cnvieri, Bonaparte, and P. speciosus, Bellotti. The types of the latter are said to be

in Milan.
PARALEPIS, Eisso.

raralepis, Risso, Hist. Nat. Eur. M<=rid., ill, 1826, 472.—GtiNTHER, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., v, 418.

Head and body elongate, compressed, covered with deciduous scales, those of the lateral

line being the largest. Cleft of the mouth very wide; maxillary developed, closely adherent

to the intermaxillary. Teeth unequal in size, some in the mandible and on the palatine

* Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Philadelphia, 18G2, 128.
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bones being ratlier larger than the others; they are arranged in single series, in the inter-

maxillary, mandible, on the palatine and pterygoid bones. Eye large. Pectoral fins well

develoi>ed; ventrals small, inserted at a great distance from the pectorals, below or immedi-

ately behind or in front of the dorsal fin. Dorsal fin short, on the hind part of the body;

adipose fin small; anal elongate, occnpying the end of the tail ; candal emarginate. Gill

opening very wide, the onter branchial arch beset with short, spine-like gill rakers; psendo-
branchiiie well developed; branchio.stegals, 7. Air bladder none. Pyloric appendages none.

PARALEPIS COREGONOIDES, Risso.

I'aralepis coregonoides, RiSSo, Hist. Nat. Europe M<?ridionale, ill, 1827, 472, pi. vii, fig. 15.—CrviER .and

Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., vii, 510.—Bonaparte, Icon. Faim. Ital., Peso., fasc, xxvii, fig.
—GuN-

THER, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mns., v, 18G4, 418.

Body elongate, its height contained about 12 times in its length. Head compressed,
its length nearly one-fourth of the length of the body. Snout long, conical; cleft of mouth

moderate; maxillary rod-like, adherent to intermaxillary. Teeth in a single row in the

intermaxillary, a few enlarged anteriorly; also on jialatines and pterygoids. Eye large, its

diameter contained 5 times in the length of the head. Ventral fin very short, inserted

below the anterior part of the dorsal. Gill openings very large, free from the isthmus; gill

rakers very numerous, minute. Color, silvery; slightly bluish upon the back; blackish

upon the beUy on account of the transparency of the black peritoneum. Along the lateral

line there are some blackish dots. The iris is silvery; the pupil blackish, silvery.

Radial formula: D. 10; A. 23; P. 13; Y. 9.

This form is rare in the Mediterranean, but has been found in the waters of Liguria.

The Albatross obtained a specimen (No. 378(50, U. S. N. M.) from station 2393, in 28° 43' N,

lat., 87° W 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 525 fathoms.

PARALEPIS SPHYR^NOIDES, Risso.

ParaUpis sphyrmioides, Risso, Hist. Nat. Europe M^ridionale, ill, 1827, 473, pi. vii, fig. 16.—Cuvier aud

Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., vii, 510.—GitNTHER, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., v, 418.

The length of the head is two-sevenths or one-fourth of the total, without caudal.

Pectoral and ventral fins very short. Dorsal inserted behind ventral origin.

The brief diagnosis given al)ove was derived by Giinther from a specimen 7J inches

long, obtained at Madeira by J. Y. Johnson, Esq. Giinther identifies this doubtfully with

the Mediterranean forms described by Eisso and others. The National Museum has spec-

imens from Nice (No. 40000).

PARALEPIS BOREALIS, (Reinhardt), Jordan and Gilbert. (Figure 143.)

Paralexia horealis, Reinhardt, Naturv. Mathem. Afhandl., vii, 115, 125.—Guntiier, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., v,

418.—Gaimaru, Voy. Scaud., Atlas, Poissons, pi. xvi, B., fig. 1.

Arctozeniia horealis, Gill, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Phila., 1864, 188.

Sudis horealis, .Iordan aud Gilbert, Bull, xvi, U. S. Nat. Mus., 277.

A form with snout as long as rest of head, mandible included, its upturned tip fitting

into an emargination of upper jaw. Pectoral and ventral fins small, the latter inserted

behind the dorsal. Head, 4.^ ; depth, 12.

Radial formula: B. 7; D. 10. A. 32; P. 11; Y. 9.

This form was first described from Greenland, and has heou obtained by the Gloucester

fishermen from the stomachs of fish on the banks, as well as from the Gulf of St. Lawrence,
where it was collected by Prof. Whiteaves.

Four specimens were obtained by the AUmirosn from station 2070, 407 fathoms, in fish

stomachs; four from 2077, 488 fothoms. In all of these the teeth had disappeared, lu-ob-

ably by the softening of the tissues.
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Another species has been described from Cuban waters, unknown depth, by Poey.

Since neither type nor illustration is at hand, the original description is here inserted.

PARALEPIS INTERMEDIUS, Poey.

Paralepis intermediue, Poey, Kep. Fia. Nat. Cuba, li, 1866-1868, 416.

"Cuvler habia colocado este gt^nero en los Percidios despues de las Picudas (Sphyrena),

a las cuales se parece por la prolougacion de la cabeza y del trouco; pero Miiller lo ha colo-

cado con razon en una division de Malacopterigios, doude se encuentran nuestros Lagartos.

El individuo que poseo es de 236 mil. visto una sola vez y pescado en Matanzas, donde me
ha sido regalado por D. Francisco Jimeiio, a quien la historia natural cubana debe notable

auxilio, gracias (\ sus gencrosos e ilustrados esf'uerzos, favorecidos por su posicion social.

Cuerpo comprimido; altura en longitud, 17 veces; la cabeza, 51; el ojo, en la cabeza, Cg,

distante de la extreniidad rostral, 3i
;
narices aproximadas al ojo. Los huesos del rostro

SOD transparentes; la boca, aunque bien hendida, no alcanza A la vertical del ojo; su arco

superior es compuesto por el intermaxilar, el maxilar, que es delgado, le es paralelo; las dos

mandibulas estan igualmeute adelantadas. El premaxilar tiene dos dientes caninos delan-

teros internos, y en su borde una serie de dientes sumaniente pecpienos, aproximados, la

punta vuelta In'icia atras, en numero como de 100. La mandibula inferior lleva tambien de

cada la lado dos caninos delauteros, y en el borde interno ima docena de dientes largos,

encorvados h;'icie adelaute, los del medio mayores, todos con la ciispide escotada por detnls

como un semi-hierro de lanza; estos alternan con una serie cxteiiia Av dientes pequeijos,

cuya punta mira hilcia atrsls. No hay dientes vomerinos; los pahitinos son largos y encor-

vados, principalmente los mas adelantados, todos en una serie. El iSr. Jimeno me asegura

que lo rccibit) eu grand)} estado de frescnra, antes de echarlo en el aguardiente; vino sin

escamas y sin vestigio de ellas; una sola encontre, sin estar seguro de que le pertenezca, y
era cicloidea del tamaiio de la pupila. La linea lateral es anclia, y se senala por medio de

elevaciones cut<4neas, como si otras tantas escanuis caducas linbieran alii estampado su

huella. La \entral es ])equeria, tan atrasada, que casi se iuserta en la mitad de la longitud

total; la insercion de la anal es 4 la mitad de la distancia que separa la base de la ventral

de la caudal; la dorsal es pequefia, igual distancia de la ventral y de la anal; la caudal es

corta y escotada. Todos los radios me parecen articulados; los radios de la dorsal son

endebles, en numero de 7 I'l 8; las ventrales tienen 10 radios, la pectoral 15, la anal en

numero considerable, cOnfundicndose los liltimos con los de la base caudal; no puedo
descubrir una 2 ' dorsal jiosterior, ni una adiposa, y creo que no existen. La abcrtura brau-

quial estii muy abierta; los radios branquiostegos son 8, pequenos, endebles; los arcos

branquiales, 3. La lengua es aplanada, llevando de cada lado una serie de dientes suma-

mente pequeiios. El color es de came, mate en el tronco ; la linea lateral plateada, lo mismo

que los huesos operculares."

SUDIS, Rafinesque.

SudU, Rafinesque, Caratten di Alcuni Nuovi Generi, etc., 1810, 60 (type, Sudh hi/aUva, a Mediterranean

form).—GOnther, Cat. Fishes Brit. Mus., v, 419.—Jordan and Gilbert, Bull, xvi, V. S. Nut. Mus., 277.

Head and body elongate, compressed, covered with deciduous scales. Cleft of the mouth

very wide; maxillary developed, closely adherent to the intermaxillary. Teeth in a single

series, unequal in size, some much larger in the lower jaw. Eye large. Ventrals small,

inserted opposite, or nearly opposite, the dorsal. Dorsal fin short, on the hinderpart of the

body; adipose fin small; anal elongate, occupying the end of the tail; caudal emarginate.

{Oilnthtr.)
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SUDIS HYALINA, Rafinesque. (Figure 144.)

Sudishi/alina, Rafinesque, loe. cit., Bonaparte, Icon. Faun. Ital., Pesc. fasp., xxvii, fig.
—Gt)NTHER, Cat.

Fish. Brit. Mus., v, 1864, 420.—Canestrini, Fauna d' Italia, Pesc, 127.

Paralepk hyalinus, Cuvier and Valenciennes, hi, 361.

The height of the body is contained about 11 times in the total length (without caudal),
that of the head 3i times. Eye very tar back, the cleft of the mouth not reaching to its

anterior margin, which is distant 3.J times the diameter of the eye from the tip of the snout.

The distance from the orbit to the margin of the operculum IJ times its own diameter. The
ventral is in front of the dorsal fin.

Eadial formula: D. 10; A. 2i; P. 12; V. 9.

This species has been found in the Mediterranean about Sicily, Naples, and the Ligurian
coasts. It is sufiiciently abundant to be considered a table fish. It has not yet been found
in the Atlantic. An allied form, S. ringens (Jordan and Gilbert), was obtained iu 1880, in

the Santa Barbara Channel, California.

Family ODONTOSTOMID.^.
Odontostomidw, Giix, MS.

Isospondylous fishes, characterized by oblon'g, compressed, naked body and head, wide
mouth cleft, margin of the upper jaw formed by the premaxillaries only ;

curved teeth upon
the intermaxillaries; large, curved, lanceolate, depressible teeth upon the mandible, vomer,
and palatine bones. Eye very large, with orbital cavity expanded downwards. Pseudo-

brauchiai well develoi^ed. Air bladder none. Gill opening very wide.

ODONTOSTOMUS, Cocco.

Odantoslomiis, Cocco, Lett, .su Alcun. ^>almon, 1838, 32 (type, O. hyalinus, Cocco).

Odontostomm, Guntheb, Cat. Fi-sh. Brit. Mu.s., v, 1864, 417.

Body oblong, comi)ressed, naked ; head large and thick
;
snout short

; cleft of the mouth

very wide; intermaxillary and nuixillary bones very slender, the former with small, cui'ved

teeth of equal size; the lower jaw, the vomer, and the palatine bones armed with long, mov-
able teeth, the points of which are lance-shaped. Eye large. Pectoral and ventral fins

well develoj)ed ;
the latter are inserted below the dorsal, at some distance behind the base of

the pectoral. Dorsal fin in the middle of the length of the body ; adipose fin small
;
anal

long; caudal forked. Branchiostegals, 8; pseudobranchiiB small.

ODONTOSTOMUS HYALINUS, Cocco. (Figure 14.5.)

Odontostomue hyalinui, Cocco, Lett, su Salmoni, 32, pi. 4, fig. 2.—Bonaparte, Icon. Fauu. Ital., Pesci.,

Fasc. XXVII, 1840, fig. lii.—Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xxii, 424.—GCnther, Cat.

Fisli. Brit. Mus., v, 1864, 417.—Challenger Report, xxii, 200, pi. lii, fig. A.

Scopclus balbo, Risso, Hist. Nat. Eur. M6rid., lii, 466.

Body elongate and much compressed posteriorily ;
its height is contained 6 to 6^ times

in its total length (without caudal); the length of the head 4J times. The wide cleft of the

mouth, which is oblique, extends far beyond the eye, but does not reach the angle of the

preoperculum. The eye is contained 5 times in the length of the head. Mandible broad, not

attenuated in fi-ont, projecting beyond the mouth. Teeth very large, depressible, the longest

exceeding in length the diameter of the eye; the teeth are much compressed, sharp-edged
in front and behind; those on the palate have their extremities bent forward. The origin ot

the dorsal is nearer to the extremity of the snout than to the root of the caudal; the fin is

higher than long. Anal origin behind the vent, which is placed midway between the ventral

and anal, and does not touch the vertical from the last dorsal ray. The anal is lower than

the dorsal, ending close to the base of the caudal tin. Adipose tin small. Pectoral inserted

very far down, truncated, not reaching to ventral. Ventral behind the origin of the dorsal,

shorter than the pectoral, extending to vent.

Kadial formula: D. 12; A. 31.
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This species is known only from the MediteiTanean, where it is very rare. The National

Museum has a specimon (No. 40054, U. S. N. M.) from Nice, presented by the Royal Museum
at Florence, which corresponds perfectly to Giinther's description and figure, and also to

those of Risso and Valenciennes. Canestriui appears to liave seen a dilfereiit type, which

he described as having the dorsal one-half as long as the anal, instead of one third (D. 14;

A. 28). It is not impossible that this was another specific form.

OMOSUDIS, Gunlher.

Omosudis, GCnther, Challenger Report, xxii, 1887, 201.

Body oblong, comiiressed, naked; head compressed; snout of moderate length; cleft of

mouth very wide; intermaxillary and maxillary bones slender, the former with a series of

very small teeth of equal size, only one or two anterior ones beiug somewhat enlarged; the

lowerjaw, the vomer, and jialatine bones with a few very large and lanceolate teeth. Lower

jaw broad, and, like the rest of the head, formed of very thin bone. The supraclavide and

post clavicles form a long rod extending from the occiput on each side downwards to the

abdomen, and partly free, not covered by skiu. Ventral fins inserted far lieUind the pecto-

rals, below the origin of the dorsal. Dorsal fin behind the middle of the length of the body;
adipose flu very small; anal fin long. Stomach very distensible. Branchiostegals, 8; pseu-
dobranchise well developed ; gills 4, with broad gill laminae and very short gill rakers,

OMOSUDIS LOWII, GCnther. (Figure 150.)

Omotudis Loioii, GOnther, Challenger Eeport, xxii, 201, pi. Lii, figs, c, c'.

The length of the head is two-sevenths of the total length (without caudal); the

greatest depth of the body immediately behind the head is one-fifth of the total length. The
head is strongly compressed, with rather flat upper surface

;
snout somewhat pointed, rather

longer than the eye, the diameter of which is one-third of the length of the head. The
bones of the head are extremely thin, the operculum being smaller than the suboperculum,
and separated by two or three ridges. The infraorbital ring is nearly membranaceous.

Preoperculum terminating below in a forked point. Cleft of the mouth extending back-

wards to the angle of the preoperculum.
The dentition is truly formidable for so small a fish

;
the longest tooth is one anteriorly

on the side of the mandible; in the British Museum specimens, only one is present either

on the right or left of the jaw; its length is nearly one-third of that of the head. The next

largest are those on the palate, where there are two on each side, besides sc-\'eral smaller

ones. Smaller teeth are also implanted on the hinder ]iart of the dentary bone. All the

large teeth can be laid baclcwards.

A semicircular scale-like, osseous lamella of extreme thinness covers the lower part
of the cheek, and is marked by very shallow, concentric striie.

The singular bone which supports the side of the anterior part of the abdomen is

styliform, slightly curved backwards. It starts from the top of the occiput and descends

towards the median line of the abdomen, which it reaches behind the pectoral fin. It is

composed of the two i)rongpd supraclavide, which is fixed by ligaments to the occii)ut, and
of three slender, needle-sliaped postclavicles ;

the upi)crmost postclavicle is suspended by
ligaments from the supraclavide, as is also the clavicle. The rod lies immediately below

the thin integument, and its lower portion is quite free.

The dorsal fin commences midway between the root of the caudal and the eye, and is

composed of very feeble rays ;
the anal commences at some distance behind the dorsal and

terminates not very far from the caudal. Caudal fin small, with a considerable number of

basal rays above and below. Pectoral fins (juite at the lowei' side of the body; ventral fins

very small and partly coalescent.

Light brownish on the back, with numerous brown pigment spots on the sides; abdo-

men black. (GUnthcr.)
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Gunther described this geuus :iiid species from a specimen ^ inches long, obtained
south of the Philippine Islands, at Challcnucr Station ccxiv, at a depth of .500 fathoms. He
had previously obtained, in 18G8, the specimen collected by Lowe at Magdaleua. The
Albatross obtained a single specimen from station 2392, in 28° 47' 30" N. lat., 87° 27' W.
Ion., at a depth of 724 fathoms.

The capacity of this form for swallowing fishes greater in size than itself appears to be
as great as that of Chiasmodus, as may be understood from an inspection of figure c' in

Giinther.

Family STERNOPTYCHID^^.
Sternojiti/chido!, Gunther, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., v, 1864, 384, (part group Sternoptychina).

—Gill, Arr. Fami-
lies Fishes, 1872, 15 (FamUy No. 153, name only) ;

Proo. U. S. N. M., vii, 1884^ 350 —Joudan and

Gilbert, BuU. xvi, U. S. Nat. Mus., 283.—Jordan, Cat. Fish. N. Am., 46.

Malacopterygians with compressed vcntradiform body, carinated contour, deeply and

obliquely cleft and subvertical mouths, whose upper margin is constituted by the supramax-
illaries as well as the intermaxillaries

; branchiostegal arch near and parallel with lower

jaw, scapular « itii an inferior projection, and with one or more of the neural spines abnor-

mally developed, and projecting above the back in advance of the dorsal fin. (Gill.)

KEY TO THE GENERA AND SPECIES.

I. Body naked.

Abdominal outline nearly continuous in a sigmoid curve, a single producedspike-like neural spine in front

of the dorsal tin, and about 5 branchiostegal rays Sternoptychina, Gill

A. Teeth in the jaws iu several series
;
dorsal flu with spinous dilatations Steknoptyx

1. Height of body eifual to length, without caudal Sterxoptyx diaphana
Abdominal outline abruptly contracted in advam-e of anal, several produced neural spines constituting

a uniform edge iu advance of dorsal, and about 9 branchiostegal rays Argyropelecinj;, Gill

A. Teeth in the jaws iu a single series, minute Argyropelecus
1. Tail spineless.

a. Mandible with flat spine at its lower angle.

i. Pectoral fin extending nearly to origin of .anal A. HEMIGYMN08
ii. Pectoral extending to ventral A. Olfeksii

b. Mandible without spine A. D'Urvillii

2. Double row of spines along side of tail A. aculeati'S

B. Teeth in jaws long and recurved Sternoptyciiides
II. Body covered with large, thin, deciduous scales. Anterior spinous dilatation of dorsal fin lacking.

Polyipnina
A. Lummous organs much developed Polyipnus

STERNOPTYX, Herm.vnn.

Sternoplijx, Hermann, Naturforscher, xvi, 1781-2.—Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xxii, 412.—
Gunther, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., v, 386; Challenger Report, xxii, 169, pi. xlv, figs. D, D'.

Body much elevated and compressed, passing abruptly into a short and compressed

tail, the angle made by the hind margin of the trunk and the lower edge of the tail being
filled up by a broad fold of the integument, of peculiar transparent appearance, resembling
thin cartilage. This fold bears the anal fin and is supported by interha-mal rays. The

greater portion of the body is scaleless and covered with a silvery pigment. A series of

luminous spots runs along the lo(ver edge of the abdomen and is separated from that of the

other side by a cartilaginous fold occupjang the median line of the abdomen; another series

runs on each side of the isthmus; a row of thi-ee above and behind the root of the ventrals,

and another I'ow of three above the vent. The luminous organs on the lower part of tlie

tail consist anteriorly of a row of four, of wliicli the first is prolonged along the back as a

narrow band, terminating about the middle of the depth of the body in a globular black

spot with a white center; posteriorly in front of the caudal I'ays there is another row offour

small spots.
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Pectorals well developed, dose to the lower profile; veutral.s small; pelvic bone with

a bifid spine in front ])ointing forwards. The dorsal fin occupies the middle of the back and

consists of a triangiihir bony lamella, very thin in front, but strengthened along its hiud

margin, and followed by several rays. Adipose fin al)sent, or repi'esented by a very low

membranous fringe of the dorsal margin of the tail. The anal fin is incompletely developed,

extending from the vent to the root of tUe caudal flu, its rays being rudimeutary, widely

set, and scarcely free. Caudal fin broail and forked. Gill opening very wide, the gill mem-

brane being attached to the isthmus, A lumiuous organ occupies the iuner side of the oper-

culum close to its end; another is placed at the anterior end of the ceratohyal, and, finally,

a very large glandular mass is lodged on the upper edge of the anterior end of the cla\'icle.

GUIs 4; the branchial arches are h)ng, not angularly bent, the branchial slits being closed

by a membrane in their upper portion. Only a few of the gill rakers are prolonged, needle-

shaped, and widely set, the others being quite rudimentary. Pseudobranchiaj present.

{Giinther.)

STERNOPTYX DIAPHANA, Lowe. (Figure 146.)

Sternopti/x diaphana, Hekmann, Naturforselier, 1781, xvi, 8, taf. 1. figs. 1 .and 2 (bad), and xvii, 249 (cop.

by Walbaum, Artedi, III, tab. 1, figa. 1 and 2.—Bloch, Syst. Icbtb. ed. Schneideu, 1801, 494, pi. 35).
—

CuviER, Regne Anim. 2nd edit., pi. 13, fig. 1.—Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xxii,

415.—Lowe, Proc. ZoiJl. Soc. London, 1843, 85.—Gcnther, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus.,v, 387; Challenger

Report, XXII, lti9-170, pi. XLV, figs. D, D'.—Vaiixant, Exp. Set., Travailleur et Talisman, 102.

Sternoptyx Heimanni, LACEPfeDE, Hist. Nat. Poiss. v, 613.

Height of the body equals distance between extremity of the snout and commencement

of the tail. Tail very short. Interorbital space slightly concave. Posterior limb of preoper-

culum borders hind part of the orbit, and descends in a very oblique line, terminating in

two points. Pectoral flu scarcely I'eachiugto the ventrals, which are very small. (Giinther.)

Kadial formula: B. 5; D. 10-12; A. 12; P. 10; V 3.

This grotesquely shaped and interesting flsh was flrst discovered in the West Indies in

1774 by Hermann.
It was described by him in 1781 in the Naimrforschcr. It was next observed in the

mid-Atlantic in August, 1842, when Lowe obtained a specimen taken between Madeira and

St. Marys, the southernmost of the Azores, about 80 miles to the southeast of the latter

island, in a calm, smooth sea. It was among the rarest of fishes until the tame of the Chal-

hiu/cr, which upon its cruise around the world obtained quite a number of specimens in the

mid-Atlantic, the Australian seas, and in various places in the South Pacific, and about the

same time the vessels of the U. S. Fish Commission and Coast Survey began to obtain it in

the western Atlantic. Tlie manner of its occurrence has been very puzzling. Although
two or thi-ee specimens were obtained at the surface, they were usually caught up in a

dredge or trawl from 500 to 2,500 fathoms, and the peculiarities of its distribution have

given rise to much speculation. A study of the list of specimens jiublished in tlie Chal-

lenger Report would seem to indicate that the fish inhabits all depths from the surfaee

downward. Dr. Giinther is unable to accept this as an indication of that state of affairs,

and is of the opinion that its fiequent capture would seem to be only a proof of its abun-

dance in all tropical seas and of the slowness of its movements, which prevent it from going
out of the dredge or net. He believes that although it and ArgyropelccuH are pelagic fishes

which live in shoals, it is possible that they may descend to or beyond the hundred-fathom

Hue during the daytime. Why during the daytime only is hard to understand, and it

seems to us perhaps judicious to admit that we do not know the conditions of its distribu-

tion as regards depth, and to wait for further information before forming any opinion. Dr.

Giinther has studied all of the GkaUenger^s specimens carefully and has arranged them in

groups with reference to the form of the body.
The numerous specimens collected by the Challenger difler not inconsiderably in the

shape of the body, which, in some specimens, is much more oblique than in others
;
in the

width of the u]iper surface of the head and neck, and, finally, in the size of the eye, which in a

specimen 50 millimeters long is 8 millimeters wide, and in another sijccimen of the same
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length only 7 inillinieters. Also the relative position of the luminous organs, which are

congregated in groups, is subject to unimportant variations.

Two forms are recognized by Giinther:

(1) In the first and more common (Fig. D) the eye is comparatively larger and its

diameter more than the depth of the triangular space, which is formed by the margins of

the preoperculum, of the jaws, and of the orbit; the upper part of the mouth is also con-

spicuously above the level of the lower margin of the orbit.

(2) In the second form (Fig. D') the diameter of the eye is not longer than the depth of

the triangular space described, and the upper part ol the cleft of tlie mouth is on a level

with the lower margin of the orbit.

Both forms occur in the Indo-Pacific as well as Atlantic, and seem sometimes to have

been obtained on the same occasion; and as, moreover, intermediate forms occiu' which

might be assigned to either of the two forms, it is evident that the differences mentioned

are not of specific value.

Very young specimens, of 1~> millimeters in length, were found by Giinther already to

possess all the characteristics of the adult.

Specimens of this species were taken by the Blake, from Station xxxv, off' Santa Cruz,
at a depth of .508 fathoms; from Station cccxxiii, in 33o 19' N. lat., 70° 12' 30" W. Ion., at

a depth of iol fathoms; and from Station CCCXVI, in 32° 7' N. lat., 78° 37' 30" W. Ion., at a

depth of 229 fathoms. Also by the Albatross ft'om the following localities: Cat. No. 32008,

U. S. N. M., from station 2003," in 37° 10' .30" N. lat., 74° 20' .36" W. Ion., at a depth of 641

fathoms; cat. No. 33471, U. S. N. M., from station 2070, in 41° 13' N. lat., 66° 00' M" \V.

Ion., at a depth of 906 fathoms; cat. No. 33503, U. S. N. M., from station 2101, in 39° 18'

30" N. lat., 68° 24' W. Ion., at a depth of 1686 fathoms; also specimens from station 2111

in 350 09' 50" N. lat., 74° 57' 40 W. Ion., at a depth of 938 fathoms; station 2118 in 13° 32'

40" N. lat., 620 54' W. Ion., at a debth of 690 fathoms; station 3553 in 39° 48' N. lat., 70° 36'

W. Ion., at a depth of 551 fathoms; and station 2.554 in 39° 48' 30" N. lat., 70° 40' 30" W.
Ion., at a depth of 445 fathoms. A single specimen (Cat. No. 26235, U. S. N. M.) was taken

by the schooner Guy Ciinningliam off the Grand Bank at a depth of 150 fathoms.

Ur. Giinther, after studying the specimens obtained during the voyage of the Challenger,

reached the conclusion that its frequent capture at all dej)ths from surface downward is

only a proof of its abundance in all tropical seas, and of the slowness of its movements,
which prevent it from getting out of the way of the dredge or net. He infers that, like

Argyropelecns, it is a i)elagic fish, which probably lives in shoals, as sometimes more than

one example were obtained in the same haul, and that possibly it may descend to or beyond
the 100 fathom line during the daytime. More information is needed upon all these

points.

ARGYROPELECUS, Cocco.

Argyropelccus, CocCO, Giorn. Sci. Sicil., 1829, fasc. 77, 146; Cuvier ami Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss.,

xxii, 392.—Gi'NTiiSR, Cat. Fish. Brit. Miis., v, 389; Challenger Report, xxil, 167.

Pleuroihyris, Lowe, Fish. Madeira, 64.

Trunk much elevated and compressed, passing abruptly into the tail, which is nairow;

body covered with a silvery pigment, without regular scales; series of luminous (phosphor-

escent) spots run along the lower side of the head, body, and tail. Head large, compi'essed,

and elevated, with the bones thin, but ossified. Clei"t of the mouth wide, with the lower

jaw prominent. The margin of the upper jaw is formed by the intermaxillary and max-

illary, both of these bones having a sharp edge, which is beset with a single series of

minute teeth; lower jaw and palatine bones with a siuies of small, curved teeth. Eyes
rather large, and, although lateral, directed upward and very close together. Pectorals

well developed, ventrals very small. The Ininieral arch and the pubic bones are prolonged
into fiat, pointed iirocesses, which project in the median line of the belly; a series of imbri-

cate scutes runs from the humeral to the ])ubic bone, forming a sort of serrature along the

belly. The dorsal fin is short and occupies about the middle of the length of the fish; it

is preceded by the first commencement of the formation of a spinous dorsal, several neural
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spines being proloiiffecl beyond tlie muscles, forming a triangular osseous plate. Adipose
tin rudimentary; anal fin short; caudal forked. Gill oi)ening wide; outer branchial arch

extending forward to behind symphysis of lower jaw and with very long gill rakers; bran-

chiostegals nine; pseudobrauchite present; air bladder present. Pyloric appendages
four. {Giiuther.)

AEGYEOPELECUS HEMIGYMNUS, Cocco. (Figure 147.)

Argyropelecus hemigt/mniis, Cocco, in Glorn. Sc. Sic, 1829, Case. 77, 146.—BoNArAKTE, Fauna Italica. Pcsci.

text.—CuviER and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xxn, 398.—GiiNTiiEn, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., v.

385.—Challenger Eeport, xxii, 167.—Vaillant, Exp. Sci., Travailleur et Talisman, 103.

Sternoptyx hemim/mniis, Valenciennes in Cuviek Kegne Animal, 111., Poiss. iil. 103, fig. 3.—(Jdode and

Bean, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zoiil. v, 10, 220.

Siernoplyx mediterranea, Cocco, in Giorn. II Faro, 1838, iv, 7, fig. 2.—Bonaparte, Fauna Italica, Pesci. fasc.

XXVII, figure.

Height of the body equals the distance between the gill opening and the caudal

base; posterior angle of mandible and angle of the prfeoperculum, each with a small trian-

gular spine ;
tail slender, without spines. Pectoral reaching nearly to insertion of the anal.

Eadial formula: B. 9; D. 7-8; A. 11; P. 9; V. 5.

A. hcmigymnus, is according to Giinther, common in the Mediterranean and neighbor-

ing jiarts of the Atlantic, and frequently caught at night in the surface net. During the

cruise of the rorcupine an adult example was obtained between Shetland and Faroe, at a

depth of 180 fathoms. Giinther concludes that this fish is of nocturnal habits, living dur-

ing the day at a depth below the surface which varies according to circumstances. The
French expedition obtained it in the Gulf of Marseilles in 1,0G0 meters; in the Gulf of

Gascony in 741-1,534 meters; off the Canaries in 1,200 meters; off the coast of Portugal, in

950-1,100 meters, and off the coast of Morocco in 1,123 meters.

This form, though usually very rare in the Mediterranean, sometimes is found in such
abundance that it is evident that in certain localities and depths it must be one of the

commonest of forms. Giglioli obtained in September, 1878, at Messina, over seven hundred
in three days, brought to the siu-face by the swift current passing through the Straits.

Two sijecimens of this species were obtained by the Blake, fi'om Station cccxv, in 32°
18' 40" N. lat., 78° 43' W. Ion., at a depth of 225 t<i-thoms. One specimen (No. 31709, U. S.

N. M.) was takenby the. Fish Hmck from station 1112, in 39° 56' N. lat., 70° 35' W. hm., at

a depth of 245 fathoms; and one by the Albatross from station 2117, in 15° 24' 40" N. lat.,

63° 31' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 683 fathoms.

A species closely similar was taken by the Investigator in the Indian Ocean, station 118,
in 103 fathoms. (Alcock, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., 1891, ii, 126.) It may be called A.
Alcocki.

AEGYEOPELECUS OLFEESII (Cuviek), C. and V. (Figure 148.)

Sternoptyx Olfersii, CuviER, Efegne Anim., 2d edit., ll, 316, pi. Xiil, fig. 2.—DOben and Koren, in Vet. Akad.

Handl., 1844, 80, tab. 3, fig. C.

Argyropelecus Olfersii, CuviER and VALENCIENNES, xxn, 408.—LoWE, Proc. Zool Soc, 1850, 247.—GCntdek,
Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., v, 386.—Vaillant, Exp. Sci. Travailleur et Talisman, 104.

Height of the body is equal to, or rather less than, distance between the shoulder and
the root of the caudal fin, tail at its base, below the end of the dorsal fin, as high as long.

Mandible with a short, flat spine at its posterior corner; angle of the preoperculum with a

spine directed downwards
;
tail without spines. Pectoral fin extends to ventral.

( Giinther.)

Radial formula: B. 9; U. 9; A. 11; P. 10; V. G.

This species, like the others ju.st described, has hitherto been considered to be a pclngic,

surface form, and has now and then been found as far north as the coast of Norway, and was

taken by the Frencii expedition ofl' Portugal in 950 and 1,615 meters. The Challenger dredged
a si>ecimen 2^ inches long, at a depth of 1,125 fathoms, at Station I, off Capo Finisterre.

Dr. Giinther, di.scussiug this occurrence, remarks: "The question arises whether the

fish was really cai)tured at this great depth, or whether it entered the dredge during its
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passage througli tlie surface strata; and 1 am very much iucliued to tliiuk that the hitter

took phace. We have very little positive iiiformatiou as to the habits of these hshes, but
we know that they are commonly obtained near the surface in mid ocean; and ti'om their

structure we may infer that, like all deep, compressed fishes, they are slow swimmers, and
that they can with ease maintain a free position in the water, without the necessity of a

support, remaining as it were at a certain distance fi'om the surface. This may be observed
in a fish of our own seas with a similar elevated body, viz, the John Dory, in which, how-

ever, a rapid undulatory movement of the soft dorsal fin is almost unceasing. The great

develo])ment of the luminous organs, combined with the large eyes, indicates the nocturnal

habits of the fish, which would induce it to descend to a greater depth during the day-
tiukc. Also the firm structure of the bones disproves the bathybial habits oi ArgyropelectiuP

The following specimens have been obtained by the steamer Albatross: Cat. No. 331i96,

U. S. N. M., from station 2043, in 39° 40' N. lat., 68° 28' 30" W. long., at a depth of 1,4G7

fathoms; Cat. No. 33393, U. S. N. M., from station 2075, in 41° 40' 30" N. lat., 06° 35' W.
long., at a depth of 855 fathoms; Cat. No. 33495, U. S. N. M., from station 2003 in 42° 22'

N, lat., 00° 23' W. long., at a depth of 144 fathoms; Cat. No. 33500, U. S. N. M., from sta-

tion 2101 in 390 18' 30" N. lat., 68° 24' W. long., at a depth of 1,680 fathoms; Cat. No. 35467,
U. S. N. M., from station 2195 in 39° 44' N. lat., 70° 03' W. long., at a depth of ] ,058 fathoms;
Cat. No. 35534, U. S. N. U., from station 2208 in 39° 33' 71" N. lat., ICo 15' W. long., at a

depth of 1,178 fathoms; Cat. No. 35561, U. S. N. M., from station 2209, in 39° 34' 45" N. lat.,

71^ 21' 30" W. long., at a depth of 1,080 fathoms; Cat. No. 38211, U. S. N. M., ft-om station

2728, in 30° 30' N. lat., 74'= 33' W. long., at a depth of 859 fathoms; Cat. 43855, U, S. N. M.,
from station 2717, in 38° 24' N. lat., 71° 13' ^\. long., at a depth of 1,615 fathoms (Sp. nova?) ;

and a specimen from station 2565, in 38° 19' 20" N. lat., 69° 02' 30" W. long., at a depth of

2,009 fathoms. A single sjtecimen was obtained from the Grand Banks by a Gloucester

fisherman.

ARGYROPELECUS D'URVILLII, Cuvier & Valkncienkes.

ArgyropeUcus d'Urvillii, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xxii, 405.—Gunther, Cat. Fish. Brit.

Mus., V. 1864, 386.

The height of Mie body equals the distance between the gill opening and the root of the

caudal; tail nuich higher at its base than in A.hemigymnus; mandible without prominent
spine at its posterior corner; angle of the preoperculum with a spine directed downwards;
tail without spines. The pectoral fin does not extend to the hind margin of the trunk.

( Valenciennes.)

Eadial formula: B. 9; D. 9; A. 10; P. 10; V. 6.

This form is known only from mid-Atlantic; it may possibly yet be found to be identical

with A. hemiyymnus.

ARGYROPELECUS ACULEATUS, Valenciennes.

ArgyropeUcus aeuleatus, Cm'lER & Valehciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xxii, 406.—Gunthek, Cat. Fish. Brit.

Mus., V. 1864, 386.

Argyropdccusacantkurus, Cuvier & Valenciennes, loc. cit., 408.

The height of the body equals the distance between the posterior margin of the pre-

operculum and the root of the caudal; tail very slender. Mandible with a very obtuse

spine at its posterior corner; preoperculum with a spine direi'ted downwards. A double

row of spines along the lower side of the tail.
( Valenciennes.)

B.9; D. 9; A. 14; P. 10; V. 7.

This form has only been found at sea off the Azores. It may probably prove to be a form
of one of the better-known species.

STERNOPTYCHIDES, Ogilby.

Sternoptychidea, Ogilbv, Proc. Linna;an Society, New South Wales (2d ser.), in, 1313, 1888.

"Pseudobranchiie luesent; head and trunk much elevated and compressed, the latter

passing gradually into the moderately long pedicle; the margin of the upper jaw formed by
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the intermaxillary and maxillary, each of wliich bears a row of long, recurved teeth at a con-

siderable distance from one another; mandible with a similar row, one of which on either

side is much more developed ;
two series of phosphorescent spots along the lower side of the

head, body, and tail."

The type species, S. amabilis, Ogilby, was described from three mutilated specimens

picked up dead on the beach at Lord Howe's Island.

The following brief statement of diagnostic characters is given by Ogilby.

Height of body, three-fifths of total length. Least height of pedicle, about one-tenth

of height of body. Length of snout, about one half of diameter of eye. Colors, silvery.

Radial formula: D, 5, 11-12; A. 13 ("?); V. (?); P. 10 ("?); 0. 6," 18, 6 (?).

POLYIPNUS, Gunlher.

Polyipuiis, GtJNTHER, Challenger Report, xxil, 1887, 170, (type, P. s^jihoshs, from the surface near the Pliilippine

Islands.)

Polyipnus differs from ^tcrnoptyx in having the body covered with very large anterior

scales and in lacking the anterior spinal dilatation of the anal fin. Its body is more reg-

ular in form, there being no deep indentation at the base of the tail; and there are other

salient characteristics, chief among them the extraordinary development of the luminous

organs in size and number, not less than 55 phosphorescent organs on each side.

The type of this genus is Poh/ijrniis spinosns (Fig. 149), obtained by the Challciif/er

between the Philippine Islands and Borneo at a depth of 250 fathoms (Giinther, Cliallengcr

Eeport XXII, 170, pi. li, fig. B.) and by the Investigator in the Bay of Bengal 188-210 fath-

oms. It differs from Sternoptyx in having the body a more regular sliape, there being no

deep indentation by which the tail is separated from the trunk, and in other characteristics

described by Giinther.

FAMILY IDIACANTHID^^.
Idiacaniliida', Gill, MS.

Malacoj»terygians, with spiny processes ft-om anterior portion of vertebrae projecting

through the skin of the body. Pectorals absent. Body naked. Dorsal fin beginning in

advance of the vent. {Gill.)

IDIACANTHUS, Peters.

Idiacanthus, Peters, Monatsber. Acad. Wiss. Berlin, 1876, 846.—GCnther (type, /. fanciola, Peters), Chal-

lenger Report, XXII, 215.

BaihyopMs, Gunther, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., 1878, 5th series, ii, 181.

Body extremely narrow and elongate, snake-like, naked. Vent far behind the middle

of the length of the body. Head large, compressed, with the snout of moderate length, and
with the cleft of the mouth nearly as long as the head. Teeth in the jaws extremely large,

numerous, of unequal size, depressible. Similar teeth on the tongue and on each side of

the vomer. Eye rather small. Opercular portion of the head narrow. A long barbel

anteriorly on the hyoid. The dorsal commences above the ventrals, and extends nearly
to the anal; the anal also is long, commencing behind the vent. Pectorals none. Ventrals

inserted before the middle of the body. A small i)hospliorescent organ above the mid-

dle of the upper jaw, and a series of small, luminous dots along each side of the abdomen
and along the outer ventral ray. Similar organs on the tail. Gill openings extremely
wide. (Giinther.)

Idiacanthus faseiola, the type of the genus, was described from two small surface

specimens iu the Berlin Museum, from the seas north of New Guinea and Australia.
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IDIACANTHUS FEROX, Gunther. (Figure 151.)

Untln/nphiKferor, GiiNTHER, Ann. anil Mag. Nat. Hist. 1S78, ii, 181.

IdiacanthiiK fcrox, GOnther, Challenger Report, XXII, 216, pi. LII, fig. 1).

Vent situated at the sixth eighth of the total length. Commencement of the dorsal fin

opposite to the root of the ventrals. Black. D. 60; A. 45; V. 6. {Gihither.)

The Challenger obtained one specimen, 8 inches long, at station 63, in the middle of the

,
North Atlantic; depth, 2,750 fathoms.

Order LYOPOMI.
Lyopomi, Gill, American Naturalist, 1889 (Nov.), J016.

Teleosts with the scapular arch constituted by the proscapula, postero-temporal and

post-temporal, the po.st-temporal discrete from the side of the cranium, and impinging on
the supra occipital; the hypercoracoid and hypocoracoid lamellar, and the fenestra or fora-

men in the upper margin of the hypocoracoid; the mesocoracoid absent; the actinosts

normal; the cranium with the condyle confined to the basi-occipital; the opercular appa-
ratus characteristic, the preoperculum being entirely detached from the suspensorium, rudi-

mentary, and connected only with the lower jaw; the operculum normally connected; the

suboperculum enlarged and partly usurping the usual position of the preoperculum, in com-

pany with the suborbital chain, which is extended backwards toward the opercular margin ;

jaw bones complete and normal
; palatines, entopterygoid, and ectopterygoid normally de-

veloped ;
the anterior vertebrae separate, and the ventrals abdominal.

Family HALOSAURID.^.
Hahsaurida; GItnther, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., vii, 1868, 482.

Body covered with cycloid scales; head scaly; barbels none. Margin of the upper jaw
formed by the intermaxillaries mesially, and by the maxillaries laterally. Opercular appa-
ratus incomplete. Adipose fin none. The short dorsal belongs to the abdominal part of

the vertebral column; anal very long. Stomach with a blind sac; intestine short; pyloric

appendages iu moderate number. Pseudobranchiie none; air bladder large, simple; giU

openings wide. Ovaries closed.

KEY TO THE GENERA AND SPECIES OF HALOSAURID^.

I. Ventrals uorm.al. No second dorsal fin.

A. Vertex covered with scales. Scales of lateralline scarcely enlarged. Snout obtusely rounded. Head
without angular ridges. Anal comparatively high Halgsaurus

1. Preoral portiop of snout equal to half its length.

Height of body nearly equal to half length of head and one-seventeenth of total. Diameter
of eye two-fifths po.storbital portion of head and much greater than width of interorbital

sjiace. About 60 scales iu lateral line in fnmt of vent H. Owenii. Johnson
2. Preoral portion of snout less than half its length.

Height of body about oue-third length of h(>ad and one twenty-fifth of total.

Diameter of eye nearly two-fifths of postorbital portion of head and equal to width of inter-

orbital space. About 55 scales in lateral line in front of vent .. ..H. JonN.soNlANUS, A'aillant

Diameter of eye half length of postorbital portion of head (which is equal to that of snout),
and much greater than width of interorbital space. About 67 scales iu lateral line in front

of vent H. Gt'NTHERi, Goode and Bean
1?. Vertex sealeless. Scales of lateral liue enlarged, provided with jihotophores. Snout pointed. Head

with prominent lateral ridges. Anal moderately high, its height one-third to one-fourth of

that of dorsal Aldrovanma, Goode and Beau
1. Suout much produced (length equal to or greater than distance from eye to root of pectoral).

a. Preoral portion of snout exceeds half its lingth. Diameterof eye considerably lessthan width
of interorbital space,. Twenty-four scales in lateral line iu front of veut.

A. ROSTKATA (GUnther)
19868—No. 2 9
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b. Preoral portion of snout nearly equals half ita length. Diameter of eye equal to width of

interorbital space. Twenty-niue scales of lateral line in front of vent.

[A. AFFiNis (Giinther). South of .Japan.]*

3. Snout moderately prodnood (its length not exceeding postocular portion of bead).

a. Preoral portion of snont contained 3 times in its entire length. Diameter of eye one-half

width of interorbital space (two-lifths postocular portion of head). About 26 scales in

lateral lino in front of vent A. MAtHDiiiiK (Giinther)

b. Preoral portion of snout 3J in its length. Diameter of eye less than one-half width of iuter-

orbit.al space (5 in postocular portion of head) A. Goodei (Gill)

c. Preoral portion of snout 3J in its length. Diameter of eye equal to width of interorbital space

(3 in postocular portion of head). Dorsal origin far behind root of ventral. About 20 sub-

ov.al scales in lateral line in front of vent A. Piialacri'S (Vaillant)

d. Preoral portion of snout 4 in its length. Diameter of eye two-thirds Avidth of interorbital space

(= one-fourth postorbital length of head). Dorsal origin behind root of ventral. About 18

scales in lateral line in front of vent... [A. MF.Di()HosrRis((;iinther). West of I'liilippines.]

e. Preoral portion of snout 2 J in its length. Diameter of eye exceeds width of interorbital space

(=2j in postorbital length of head). Dorsal origin behind root of ventral. Eighteen to

twenty scales in lateral line in front of vent. A slender species; its height 20J in total

length A. (iUACiLis (Goodo and Bean)

f. Preoral portion of snout about 2 in its length. Diameter of eye eijiial to width of interorbital

space (2J in postorbital length of head). Dorsal origin over base of last rays of ventral.

Twenty-seven scales in lateral line in front ofvent. A stout species; its height 15^ in total

length A. pallida (Goode and Bean)

g. Preoral portion of snout 2 in its length. Diameter of eye greater than the width of inter-

orbital space (2J in postorbital length of head). Scales of lateral line slightly enlarged. A
slender species [A. anguilliformis (Alcock). Gulf of Manaar.]

II. Ventrals united into a broad, flat flake. A rudimentary, keel-like second dorsal.

Vertex scaly. Scales of lateral line not enlarged. Snout elongate Halosaurichthys, Alcock

1. Snout produced, its lenth 3 times that of its preoral jiortion. Diameter of eye greater than

width of interorbital space (2^ in postocular portion of head).

[H. CARINICAUDA, Alcock. Andaman Sea.]

HALOSAURUS, Johnson.

Eahsauriis, Johnson, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lend., 1863, 406.

Body elongate, clothed with cycloid scales; belly rounded; tail compressed and tapering

to a point. Snout projecting much beyond the mouth, which is nonprotractile and of mod-

erate size, with the upper border formed by the premaxillary and maxillary bones, the

former small, the latter of moderate size and not reaching beyond the eye, both dentiferous.

Teeth in villiform bands, in the jaws, and on the vomer, palatines, and tongue. A short

dorsal over the space between the abdominal ventrals and the long anal, which is coalescent

with the caudal, the latter consisting of very few rays. Large gill openings. Branchiostegal
membrane with numerous rays. Stomach cfccal; pyloric ctcca in moderate number; a large

air bladder. No pseudobranchiai, no barbel nor adipose dorsal.

HALOSAURUS OWENI, Johnson. (Figure 152.)

Haloaaurus Oioein, Johnson, P. Z. S. Lond., 1863, 406, pi. xxxvi, fig. 2.—GOnther, Cat., vii, 428
;

Chal-

lenger Report, 1887, xxii, 236.

The type, from Madeira, 17J inches long, was long the only specimen known.

Snout produced, its preoral portion being nearly one-half of its length. Eye rather

large, the length of its diameter being two-fifths of the postocular portion of the head, and
much more than the \vidth of the interorbital space. The maxillary reaches the vertical

from the front margin of the eye. The length of the head is more than its distance from

the ventral fin, the base of which is entirely in front of and somewhat remote from the

base of the dorsal. Pectoral fin with narrow base, very long, extending nearly to the root

of the ventral. Scales of the lateral line scarcely larger than the others, without phosphor-
escent organs being visible in the only specimen known. Anterior portion of the dorsal fin

covered with small scales; anal fin scaleless. Brownish, silvery on the abdomen. (Giinther.)
* From S. of Japan, Challenrjer, 565 fathoms, and Andaman Hen, InvesiUjalo); 1,000 fathoms. M. Boski/iiii,

Alcock, is probably the same.
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Height, li^ in total length. Head, 7J. Eye, 2 in snout, 5 in head, reaching to profile.

Interoibital space less than long diameter of eye. Snout scaleless. Mouth moderate, not

nearly reachiug tip of snout. Dorsal fin over the space between ventral fins and vent.

Longest dorsal rays (second and third) twice as long as the base of the fin. Pectorals scale-

less, longer than ventrals. Veutrals scaly. Vent in anterior half of total length. Ko anal

papilla. Base of anal scaly. Caudal consists of two hair-like rays. Lateral hne very low
down and disappearing jiosteriorly.

lladial formula: B. 14; D. 11; A. 191; P. 11; V. 10; scales, 14-ca. 170-6.

The first individual obtained was caught in February. It was a female Avith eggs,
which were in two masses lying side by side, 5i inches long, not covered with a sac. Pyloric
Cieca 12, small. Air bladder 5 inches long and with a delicate silvery coat. Intestine

straight. Peritoneum black anteriorly, posteriorly with patches of black lines on a pale

grouDd. (JohiiHon.) Two specimens (No. 34418, U. S. N. M.), one 16| inches and the other
21 inches in length, were obtained by the Albatross at station 2181, in 39° 29' N. lat., 71° 46'

W. Ion., at a depth of 693 fathoms.

Others were obtained by the BlaJce at stations LXVii, 128-240 fathoms, and LXVIU,
243-458 fathoms, off Guadeloupe and Santa Lucia.

HALOSAURUS JOHNSONIANUS, Vaillant. (Figure 153.)

Halosaurua Johnsonianus, Vaillant, Exp. Sci. Travailleur et Talisman, 181, pi, xv, flg. 2, 2", 2", 2', 2^.

This Halosaurus is very similar to the preceding, but does not appear to reach so large
a size. The form is more slender, the height not exceeding one twenty-fifth of the total

length ;
the body is cylindrical, but it should be remarked that we have not obtained a sin-

gle example in a state of preservation comparable to that of certain individuals of the pre-

ceding species {Halosaurus Oweni).
Tlie form of the head, the proportions of the muzzle, those of the eye and the inter-

orbital space, the arrangement of the gill cover offer nothing distinctive. Moreover, if we
may be able to judge, this last is not scaled

;
but on the temples and the upper part of the

head scales are ijresent without doubt.

The vent is very little behind the anterior third of the body and is distant from the

end of the snout only 3 times the length of the head.

The origin of the dorsal is at a distance from the end of the snout equal to twice the

length of the head. The pectorals do not reach nearly to the insertion of the ventrals,
which is at a distance from the end of the snout less than twice the length of the head;
the ventral is wholly in advance of the dorsal.

The coloration, although approaching that of Halosaurus Oweni, Johnson, shows certain

difierences. Each scale shows at its free extremity a black spot, forming a reticulation in

check pattern. The dark scales of the lateral line form a pronounced band ; finally, as in the

following pages, the dark color of the branchial cavity is more extended on the scapular

regions, extends across the giU covers and on the whole head. These characters, together
with the accessory characters, are sufficient to distinguish this species from the preceding,
to which it is nearly related.

Radial formula: B.12; D.1,10; A. 186(?); V. 1, 8.

Total length of tj^e (millimeters), 390. Height, 15.04. Thickness, 12.03. Head, 47.12.

Snout, 22.47. Diameter of eye, 7.15. Interorbital space, 4.08.— VaiUant.

Ninety-six individuals are tabulated by Vaillant; the localities are off the Morocco

coast, the Canaries, Soudan, and on Aiguin Bank, the depths ranging from 834 to 2,115

meters.

HALOSAURUS GL'NTHERI, Goode and Bean, n. s.

Vertex scaly. Snout produced, its preoral portion contained 2^ times in its length.

Eye large, its length equal to half that of the snout, half that of postocular portion of the

head, and much wider than the width of the interorbital space, and contained 5 times in

the length of the head. Maxillary reaching nearly to front margin of the eye. Length of
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the head is less than its distance from the root of the ventral, the origin of which is slightly

in front of that of the dorsal, the origin of the dorsal being over the posterior jjortion of the

root of the ventral, and also over the thirty-first scale in the speciaUzed lateral line. Two
scales between lateral line and origin of the ventral

;
ventral broad, the length slightly

longer than that of longest tlorsal. Pectoral fin moderate, extending less than half way
from its owr- base to the root of the ventral, its length equal to half that of the head. Scales

on the lateral line not much enlarged, 67 in advance of the vent. The base of the dorsal

and anal scaly. Color brownish; under surface of head lighter.

Eadial formula: D. 11; P. 10; V. 1, 9; L. trans. 15
|

5.

A single specimen was obtained by the Albatross from station 27!22, lat. 39° 13' N., long.

72° 1' W., at the depth of 591 fathoms.

ALDROVANDIA, Goode and Bean, n. g.

Lyopomi, with ventrals normal
;
no second dorsal fin

;
vertex scaleless; scales of lateral

line enlarged, provided with photophores. Head with pointed snout and prominent lateral

ridges. Anal tin moderate, high; its height one-third to one-fourth that of dorsal. Type
Halosaurtis rosfratus, Giinther.

This genus is dedicated to Ulysses Aldrovandus, of Bologna, the founder of the first

natural history museum, whose name, strangely enough, has never been honored by asso-

ciation with a genus of animals or plants.

ALDROVANDIA ROSTRATA, (GtJNTHER). (Figure 154.)

Ealosaums rostratus, Gunthee, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., 1878, ii, 252. Challenger Report, xxu, 241, pi.

Lix, fig. D, 1887.

" The length of the head much exceeds the height of the body. The snout very much

produced, spatulate, its preoral portion being more than one-half of its length. Eye of

moderate size, its length being one-third of the postocular portion of the head, and consid-

erably less than the width of the interorbital space. Maxillary scarcely reaching the front

margin of the eye. The length of the head is a little more than its distance from the root

of the ventral, which is nearly entirely situated before the dorsal. Nearly all the scales are

lost, but some of the lateral line remain; they are much larger than the other scales; and

on the tail, where the lateral line approaches the lower profile, these larger scales till ui) all

the space between the lateral line and the anal fin.

" Distance of the snout from the mouth, 8i lines; distance of the snout from the eye, 1

inch 3 lines; distance of the snout from the root of the pectoral, 2 inches 7 lines; distance

of the snout from the root of the ventral, 4 inches 10 lines; distance of the snout from the

origin of the dorsal, 5 inches 8 lines; distance of the snout from the vent, 6 inches 11 lines;

total length, 20 inches.
'' Bones of the head very thin; operculum smooth, covered with a very fine membrane.

The lower jjart of the side of the head is occupied from the snout to the gill opening by two

exceedingly wide muciferous channels, of which one takes its origin on the preorbital, the

other on the mandible, and which open behind at the gill opening by a common and very
wide apertui'e. Branchial apparatus as in the other species. The dentition is very similar

to that of Halosaurus macrochir, but the palatine patches are crescent-shaped and rather

widely separated from the pterygoid band.
" The scales of the lateral line are about three times the size of the others, and about

twenty-four in number between the gill opening and the vent. Each bears a luminous

organ, vertically elongated and rhombic, but not extending to the upper and lower margins
of the scales. Light color, the lower part of the head and the gill cover black; abdominal

region blackish."

Radial formula: B. 9; D. 10; Y. 9, 10; L. transv. 13
|

6.

The type, a single specimen, 22 inches long, is from the Mid-Atlantic Challenger station

63; depth, 2,750 fathoms.
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ALDKOVANDIA MACROCHIEA, (GCnther). (FiRiires 15r,-155a:)

ffalosaurits macrochir, GuNTHER, Auu. :iiiil Mag. Nat. Hist., 1878, II, 2.51; Challenger Report, xxii, 1887, 237,

pl.Lix, li};. A.

Halosaiirus macrochir, Goode ami Bkax, Bull. Miis. Comp. Zool., x, 1883, 219.

Snout moderately produced, the preoral portion foniiiiig only one-third of its length.

Eye rather small, one-fourth of the postocular i)ortion of the head, and one-half of tiie

width of the iuterorbital space. Maxillary reaching to the front margin of the eye. The

length of the head is more than its distance from the root of the ventral, the origin of

which is immediately in front of that of the dorsal. Pectoral fin with narrow base, very

long, extending nearly to the root of the ventral. Scales of the lateral line larger than the

others, more or less hidden in a pouch of black skin, with a phosphorescent organ at the

base of the free portion. These large scales are continued for some length on the tail and
cover the base of the anal fin, which, like the dorsal, is covered in its basal half with small

scales. Uniform black.

The entire head is naked; only the ni)per portions of the gill cover and of the cheek are

covered with scales similar to those of the body.
The band of intermaxillary teeth is broader than the maxillary band. Palatine teeth

in two separate patches, each being of an oval shape, with tlie pointed end directed for-

wards; pterygoid teeth in a very narrow band, which extends far backwards in the cavity
of the mouth; basil )ranchials with a long and broad band.

Four well-developed gills. Outer branchial arch with l-i widely-set gill i-akers, of

which the middle ones are slender and as long as the eye, the others becoming shorter

towards the ends of the series.

Radial formula: B. 12; D. 13; V. 10; P. 11-13; L. trausv. 11
|

5.

This form is common in the central parts of the Atlantic, where it was first discovered

by the Challenge); ofl' the Strait of Gibraltar, Station v; depth, 1,090 fathoms; one speci-

men, 21J inches long. Near Marion Island, station 140; depth, 1,375 fathoms; four speci-

mens, 1>S to 20 inches long.

Specimens were also obtained by the Bhile, at Station cccviii, in 41° 24' 25" N. lat.,

65° 35' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 1,242 fathoms, and Station cccxxv, in 33° 35' 20" N. lat,
76° 00' W. Ion., at a depth of G47 fathoms.

The Albatross secured specimens from the following localities: No. 33312, U. S. N. M.
from station 2051, in 39^ 41' N. iat., 09° 20' 20" W. Ion., at a depth of 1,100 fathoms; No.

33365, U. S. N. M., from station 2077, in 41° 09' 40" N. lat., 66° 02' 20" W. Ion., at a depth
of 1,255 fiithoms, and also from station 2074, in 41° 43' N. lat., 05° 21' .50" W. Ion., at a

depth of 1,309 fathoms; station 2534, in 40° 01' N. lat., 07° 29' 15" W, Ion., at a depth of

1,234 fathoms; station 2110, in 35° 45' 23" N. lat., 74° 31' 25" W. Ion., at a depth of 888

fathoms; station 2140, in 17° 30' 10" N. lat., 76° 46' 05" W. Ion., at a depth of 966 fathoms;
station 2550, in 39° 44' 30" N. lat., 70° 30' 45" W. Ion., at a depth of 1,081 fathoms; station

2111, in 35° 09' .50" N. lat., 74° 57' 40" W, Ion., at a depth of 938 fatlioms; station 2106, in

37° 41' 20" N. lat., 73° 03' 20" W. Ion.
;
station 2563, in 39° 18' 30" N. lat., 71° 23' 30" W.

Ion., at a depth of ],422 fathoms; station 2562, in 39° 15' 30" N. lat., 71° 25' W. Ion., at a

(lei)th of 1,434 fathoms; station 2.550, in 39° 44' 30" N. lat., 70o 30' 45" W. Ion., at a depth
of 1,081 fathoms; station 2571, in 40° 09' 30" N. lat., 67° 09' W. Ion., at a depth of 1,;{.5(;

fathoms; station 2564, in 39° 22' N. lat., 71° 23' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 1,390 fathoms,
and station 2533 in 40° 16' 30" N. lat., 67° 26' 15" W. Ion., at a depth of 828 fathoms.

ALDROVANDIA GOODEI,(Gill.).

Haloaaurus Goodei, GiLi., Proc. U. S. Nat. Mils., vi, 1881,2.57.

The snout is moderately produced, its preoral portion forming two-sevenths of its

own length; the eye is small, equal to about one-fifth of the postocular portion of the

head, and measuring a little less than one-half of the width of the iuterorbital space. The
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head is louger than the distani'e between it aud the root of the veutral. The siijiraniaxil-

laiy reaches the vertical of the front margin of tlie eye. The dorsal is entirely behind the

ventrals; the anal commences as far behind the root of the ventrals as the latter is l)ehin<l

the preopercuhim; the pectorals nearly reach backward to the ventrals. The squamation
is similar to that of the A, macrochira.

Radial formula: B. 12; D. 1 10-11; V. I, 8.

The type of this description (No. 32281) was obtained by the AUxttross at station 20,17,

lat., SS-^ 53' K, Ion., 09^ 23' 30" W., at a depth of 1,731 fathoms. Otliers were obtained

from stations 2051, 1,106 fathoms; 2035, 1,362 fathoms; 2052, 1,098 fathoms.

ALDROVANDIA PHALACRUS, (Vaillant). (Figure 156.)

Halosaurita phaHerm, Vaillant, Exp. Sci. Travailleur et Talisman, 185, pi. XV, fig. 3; pi. xvi, ligs. 1—Xc.

In appearance and in general proportions this species approaches the Halosaurus

macrochir of Giinther, being, however, a little more slender, so that the height is less than

one-twentieth of the total length; the body is a little more compressed.
The head is one-ninth of tlie total length; it is equally dei)ressed below and notably

more elongate, so that the muzzle is spatuliform. The snout is three-sevenths of the length
of the head, the preoral portion occupying its anterior third. The horizontal diameter of

the eye equals the width of the interorbital space and is one-seventh of the length of the

head. Scales on the operculum and the temporal region; upper part of the head naked.

The origin of the dorsal is at a distance from the tip of the snout equal to the length of

the head. Pectorals not reaching to the insertion of the ventrals, which are at a distance

from the gill opening notably less tlnin the length of the head; the ventrals are short and

placed in advance of the dorsal. This fish in the fresh state shows a flesh pink tint; the

anal dusky, approaching to brown; the head bluish black. Total length (mUhmeters), 4'^();

height, 20.01; thickness, 13.03; length of the head, 53.12; length of the snout, 24.45; diame-

ter of the eye, 8.15; width of interorbital space, 8.15.

Radial formula: B. 10; D. 1, 9; A. 200; 1 V. 1, 7.

The examples recorded by Vaillant are from off the coast of Morocco, Soudan, and the

Azores, iu dei)ths ranging from 1,103 to 2,220 meters.

ALDROVANDIA GRACILIS, Goode and Bean, n. s. (Fignre 157.)

This is a very slender species and resembles IT. rostratus, from which it differs in having
a larger eye, a smaller number of modified scales in the lateral line, and iu having the vent

placed more posteriorly. The description is made from the Albatross specimen taken at

station 2380. The length of this individual is 490 millimeters. The greatest height of the

body (24 millimeters) is contained 20i times in the total length, and about 2.J times in the

length of the head. The greatest width of the body (17 millimeters) is two-thirds of its

greatest height. The length of the head (60 millimeters) is contained 84 times in the total.

The greatest width of the head (17 millimeters) equals the length of the maxilla. Distance

from the end of the mouth to the tip of the snout (11 millimeters) equals nearly one-fifth

the length of the head. The length of the snout (27 milhmeters) is a little greater than

the length of the mandible. The width of the interorbital space (7 millimeters) is about

one-fourth the length of the snout and three-fourths the length of the eye. The maxilla

extends to slightly beyond the anterior margin of the eye; the mandible a little behind the

end of the eye. At present the head contains a few scales in several series behind the eye.

The diameter of the eye (9 millimeters) is equal to one-third the length of the snout, and

about two-fifths of the length of the postorbital part of the head. The mouth is rather

large. Teeth on the intermaxillaries and mandible in somewhat broader bands than thf)se

on the maxilla. Vomerine patches broad, well separated in front. Tip of tongue free.

Integumentary flap not extending much beyond the margin of the subopeicle. Branchi-

ostegals, 10; gill rakers, 2 above, 12 below, tlie longest scarcely half as long as tlu^ eye

The distance of the dorsal from the tip of snout (122 millimeters) is twice the greatest
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lengtli of the head. The length of the base (17 millimeters) is two-thirds of the height of

the body. The longest ray is two-tlfths as long as the head and nearly equal to the height
of the body, about 34 rows of scales in front of the dorsal. The ventral is entirely in

advance of the dorsal; its distance from the end of the head (49 millimeters) equal to the

distance from tlie tip of the mandible to the end of the head. The length of the ventral

(18 millimeters) is about equiil to that of the dorsal base and twice the length of the eye.

The origin of the ventral is about under the twenty-eighth row of scales. The distance of

the vent from the origin of the ventral (06 millimeters) is greater than the length of the

head; it is close to the anal origin. The distance from the dorsal origin to that of the anal

(53 millimeters) equals 3 times the length of the dorsal base. Nine or 10 enlarged scales in

the lateral line in front of the ventral origin and about the same niunber between the

ventral and the vent.

The dorsal is scaly, less than one-half of its height; about 12 rows of scales between

the dorsal origin and the lateral line, and only about two rows below the lateral line.

Scales silvery, the light orange-brown body color showing through them. Branchios-

tegal membrane bluish; inner surface of gill covers nearly black; inside of mouth bluish.

Three specimens are known, one obtained by the BlaJce, at Station Lxx, off Guadaloupe,
769 fathoms; one at station 2380 by the Albatross, and another at station 2381 by the same

vessel. Station 2380 is in N. lat. 28° 02' 30", W. Ion. 87° 43' 45", from 1,430 fathoms. Sta-

tion 2381 is in N. lat. 28© Oo' 00", W. Ion. 87° 56' 15", 1,330 fiithoms.

It is not impossible that this species may be identical with H. Johnsonianus of Vaillant,

but the types of the French naturalist were so much mutilated that his description is not

sufficient to establish the relationship.

ALDROVANDIA PALLIDA, Goode and Bean, u. s. (Figure 158.)

Greatest height of the body at origin of the dorsal and is contained 15 times in the

total length, and is about one-half the greatest length of the head, which is, including

the subopercular flap, 78 millimeters, and contained about 1'} times in the total length.

The greatest width of the body (21 millimeters) is a little more than one-half its greatest

height. The greatest depth of the head (24 millimeters) is a little less*than one-third of its

length and nearly equal to its greatest widtli. The head is naked, with the exception of a

patch of scales beginning behind the eye; its greatest width (10 millimeters) nearly equal

to one-half the width of the body. The eye is midway between the tip of the snout and the

end of the head. Its long diameter (11 millimeters) equal to one-third the lengtli of the

snout (33 millimeters), also equal to the width of the interorbital space. The nostrils are

close to the front of the eye, the anterior in a short tube, which ends in a little pointed flap;

the posterior larger, nearly elliptical in shai)e. The distance from the front margin of the

mouth to the tip of the snout (10 millimeters) equals nearly one-half the length of the snout.

The maxilla extends to below the front margin of the eye. Teeth in broad, villiforin bands

on the intermaxillaj mandible, and vomer; in narrower bauds on the maxilla and palatines.

End of the tongue barely free. The integumentary flap projecting beyond the margin of

the suboperculum. The dorsal originates about over the end of the base of the ventral.

Its distance from the tip of the snout a little more than twice the length of the head. The

length of its base (23 millimeters) nearly equal to the greatest depth of the head. The basal

half of the tin is profusely covered with scales; it consists of two simple and nine divided

rays. The longest dorsal ray (30 millimeters) equals three-toiirths the greatest height of

the body. The last ray (12 millimeters) is two-fifths as long as the third. The ventral is

distant from the snout a space about equal to twice the length of the head. It consists of

two simple and seven divided rays; the longest ray (23 millimeters) equal to base of dorsal.

The pectoral is placed above the middle of the body not far from the head. Its length (35

millimeters) equal to one-half the distance of its base from the (u-igiii of the ventral ;
it reaches

to about the seventeenth row of scales. The vent is under the sixty-third scale of the lateral

line
;
there are about 12 rows of scales between the origin of the dorsal and the lateral line
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iuul about 2J rows bctwoen the lateral line and the origin of the ventral. The lateral line

is composed of enlarged and niodilied scales, and becomes obliterated about the middle of

the length of the tail. There are 15 or 16 of these enlarged scales between the head and

the origin of the ventral; about 27 between the vent and the head. The distance from the

origin of the ventral to the anus (73 millimeters) is nearly ci|ual to the length of the head.

The anal fin begins not far behind the vent and contains about KiG rays. The caudal, which

is long and slender, contains about 1 rays; the pectoral 13. The membrane covering the

anal rays is scaled throughout almost its entire length. Gill rakers rather short and few;

three above the angle, twelve below.

The color of the scales is a light silvery gray, through which the body color appears as

a light orange-brown. Brauchiostegal membrane and opercular bones bluish. Inside of

gill covers very dark blue.

A single individual, the type of the species, 600 millimeters in length, was taken by the

Blal-e at Station CLXXiii, in 24° 36' N. lat., 84° 05' W. Ion., at a depth of 955 fathoms.

Specimens were also obtained by the Albatross, as follows: No. 38140, U. S. N. M., fi-om

station 2729, in 36° 26' N. lat., 74o 32' W. Ion., at a depth of 679 fathoms; No. 33379, U. S.

N. M., from station 2072, in 41° 53' N. lat., 65° 35' W. Ion., at a depth of 858 fathoms; No.

35418, U. S. N. M., from station 2181, in 39° 29' N. lat., 71° 46' W. Ion., at a depth of 693

fathoms; No. 35551, U. S. N. M., from station 2216, in 39° 47' N. lat., 70° 30' 30" W. Ion., at

a depth of 963 fathoms; No. 35638, U. S. N. M., fi-om station 2231, in 38° 29' N. lat., 73° 09'

W. Ion., at a depth of 965 fathoms, and also from station 2381, in 28° 05' N. lat., 87° 56' 15"

W. Ion., at a depth of 1,330 fathoms
;
station 2380, in 28° 02' 30" N. lat., 87° 43' 45" W. Ion.,

at a depth of 1,430 fathoms, and station 2533, in 40° 16' 30" N. lat., 67° 26' 15" W. Ion., at

a depth of 828 fathoms.

HALOSAURICHTHYS, Alcock.

Halosanrirhfhi/s, Alcock, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., 1889 (Nov.), 4,54; Bathybial Fishes of the Bay of

Bengal, 30.

Halosaurids having body long and low, somewhat compressed. Scales of lateral line

not enlarged. Tail long and tapering. Snout overhanging the mouth. Mouth narrow. Teeth

villiform in broad bands on jaws and hyoid, forming a broad crescent in the prominent
loose palatines and a short, narrow band in the pterygoids. A long, rudimentary second dor-

sal and a short first dorsal over axil of ventrals. Anal confluent with caudal. Veutrals

united in a broad, flat plate.

A single species, H. carinicauda, represented by a single specimen taken by the Inves-

tigator in the Andaman Sea, 490 fathoms.

Order APODES.
Apodes, Kaup, Catalogue of Apodal Fishes in British Museuai, 1856.—,I(ii;dax and Oii.BEnT. Bulletin xvi,

U. S. Nat. Mus., 354.— Gii.i., Century Dictionary, 202.

Physostome fishes with the intermaxillaries atrophied or lost, the supermaxillaries lat-

eral, and with sca])ular arch but slightly developed and free behind the cranium. No ven-

tral fins. Symplectic boue lacking. Opercular apparatus and palatopterygoid arch but

slightly developed. Scales minute or wanting. No pseudobranchiaj. GUI openings mod-

erate. Air bladder (if present) with pneumatic duct. Vertebra? numerous. Vertical fins

spineless, usually confluent at caudal.

ARTIFICIAL KEY TO THE DEEP-SEA FAMILIES OF APODES.

I. Tongue with free in.argin, more or less broad.

A. Pectoral fin.'! ))resent.

1. Gill 0])euings distinct and sep.arate.

a. Gill openings lateral. Scales present or absent.
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* No scales. Jaws even. Teeth present or absent on vomer Leptocephalid^
" Scales present, miunte. Lower jaw projecting. Vomerine teeth [Anguillid.e]

b. Gill openings horizontal, inferior. Scales present. Lips obsolete, or nearly so.

* Snout obtuse. Jaws powerful. Teeth in jaws blunt, uniserial, with none on vomer.

SlMEXCnKI.YID.4;
** Snout conical. Jaws uioiler.ately strong. Teeth sharp, in bands in jaws :ind on vomer.

iLYOPlIIUiE

2. Gill openings inferior and coulluent.

a. Head conical
; tongue small.

* Posterior nostrils close to eye. Branchiostegals shortened SYNAPHoRRANC'HiDiE

B. Pectoral fms absent.

1. Gill openings distinct, lateral. Scales wanting. Moutli oblique, with projecting lower jaw
and short obtuse snout.

a. Body and tail very elongate. Teeth in bands injaws and on vomer Heterocongrid.*;

II. Tongue narrow, not free. No scales.

Gill openings rather wide.

A. Pectorals stroug.

1. End of tail normally surrounded by vertical fins. Sifeleton firm. SIvin thick.

a. Jaws moderate. Vomer dentigerous Mur.knesocid^
* Dorsal and anal well developed Muranexochia'

** Vertical fins scarcely developed except on tail {^Slilbincina:']

B. Pectorals moderate, weak, or absent.

1. End of tail more or less free.

a. Posterior nostrils iu lip (u- near it; anterior one sometimes tnl)ular OpniCHTHYiD.E
* Fins present, at least on back Ophichthyinm

** Fins absent Sphagebranchinm
2. Tip of tail more or less surrounded.

a. Dorsal well developed ; pectorals sometimes united Myrince

Gill openings small, subinferior.

A. Pectorals lacking.

1. End of tail prolonged in a filament. Skin thin. Skeleton weak,

a. Jaws straight, slender, the upper longest.
* Teeth sharp, recurved. Vomer with a long series Nettastomid^

Gill openings convergent forward, separate or confluent.

A. Pectorals present (in American genera).
1. Jaws very long, recurved at tip Nemichthyid^

Family LEPTOCEPHALIDvE.
Cnngeridfr, Kaup, Cat. Apodal Fish, in Brit. Mus.,1856, 108.

Cuiigriila; Jordan & Davis, Hep. U. S. F. C, 1888 (1801), 658.

Leptocephalidw, GiLi,, MS.

Body terete, moderately elongate, with the tip of the tail included between the connate

vertical iins. Scales absent. Head large, with stroug equal jaws. Tongue broad, its ante-

rior nortion comparatively free. Opercular and branchial bones well developed. Vomerine

teeth moderate. Anterior nostril remote from eye. Posterior nostril, near the eye, tube-

less, not touching the lip. Pectorals, well developed.
This family includes those eels which are scalclcss and have the tongue largely free

in front, tlie Ijody nuxlcratcly elongate, the end of the tail surrounded by a fin, the posterior

uostril remote from the upper lip and near front of eye, and the pectoral flus well developed.

All the s^iecies ar(> plainly colored, grayish or dusky above, silvery below, and have the

dorsal edged with black.

KEY TO THE GENERA OF LEPTOCEPHALID.E.

I. Vomerine teeth in bands, uniform iu size; lips thick.

A. Dorsal origin lichind root of pectoral.

1. Jaws with outer knife-like row of closely set teeth. Head with inconspicucius nuicous

cavities,

a. Tail considerably longer than body [LEPT()CEPnAHS=CONGER3
B. Dorsal origin over the gill opening.

1. Jaws with bands of sni.all teeth, the outer not forming a euttingedge. Hones of front of head

with largo nuiciferous cavities.

a. Tail one-half to two-thirds of total. Mouth rather small CONGERMUR^NA
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II. Vomerine tcetli iiniserial, some of them canine-like; ninxillary teotli biserial.

A. Dorsal beginning above root of pectoral.

1. Cleft of mouth extending beyond middle of eye.
a. Tail very long and slender Uroconger

III. Vomerine teeth absent.

A. Tail very short.

1. Teeth in a single nnbroken row in each jaw Coloconger
B. Tail as long as the trunk.

1. Teeth, villiform in broad bauds in the jaws and in a broad continuous i)atch on the palate.

Promyllantor

UROCONGER, Kaup.

Uroconger, Kaup, Apodes, 110.—Glnther, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., viii, 43.—Jordan & Davis, Rep. U. S. F.

C, 1888 (1891), 658.

Anguilloid apodals with long, whip-like tail and without scales. Maxillary teeth bi-

serial; vomerine teeth uniserial, some of them canine-lilie; dorsal fin inserted above the

pectoral origin ;
mouth-cleft passing beliind the middle of the orbit.

The unique species until 1888 was Uroconger lepturus (Richardson), Kaup, from the west-

ern and southern Pacific.

UROCONGER VICINUS, Vaillant.

Uroconger vicimis, Vaillant, Exp. Sci.,Travailleur ct Talisman, Poissons, 1888, 86, pi. vi, figs. 1, la, 15.

A species distingiiislied from U. lepturus by a more compressed, higher body and

tail, the thickness one-fiftieth, the height one-twentieth of total; by the presence of two

strong teeth, one behind the other, on the anterior portions of the vomer, and by a. space

separating the gill openings which is considerably greater than the diameter of these

openings.
U. vicinus, the sole representative of this genus in the Atlantic, was obtained by the

French exijlorers from the Banc d'Ai-guin, 1,495 meters; ofl' Soudan, 932 meters, and at the

Cape Verde Islands, in 633 meters depth ;
three from the first locality, one from each of the

others.

A young fish, provisionally placed in this species, was taken by the Albatross at station

2161, in 146 fathoms, (Figure 160.)

C0NGERMUR^«:NA, Kaup.

Ophisomn, SwAiNSON, Nat. Hist. Classn. Fish., ii, 1839, 334 (in part).—Jordan & Davis, Rep. U. S. F. C,
1888 (1891), 659.

Congermuratna, Kaup, Cat. Apodal Fishes, 1858, 108.

Congermrcfna, GuNTHER, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., viii, 1870, 200.

Gnathophis, Kaup, Aale Hamburg. Museum, 1859.

Anguilloid apodals characterized by a scaleless body, small mouth, large muciferous

cavities in the anterior porti(ms of the skull, teeth in jaws and on vomer small, those in

the outer row not forming a cutting edge, arranged in bands, dorsal origin above the gill

openings, mouth terminatuig below or in advance of the middle of the orbit. Lips thick.

A long, whip-like tail.

Gongermurwna occurs in the Mediterranean and on both sides of the middle Atlantic,
and in the deep water of the Pacific. G. f/Httiihitd, Oiinther (Challenger Report, xxir, 252),

was obtained by the Challenger off the Fijis in ;U5 iatlioms. C. longicauila, Alcock was
taken in the Andaman Sea, in 265 fathoms, and G. prorigerum (Gilbert) from off' California,
401 fathoms.

CONGERMUR^NA FLAVA, Goode and Bean, n. s. (Figure 159.)

Lips somewhat thickened. Snout long, about twice diameter of eye, wlii(;h is contained

six times in Icngtii of head. Lower jaw projecting far beyond the upper. Anterior nostril

in short tube, posterior nostril pore-like, in advance of eye, and above the horizontal line

of its diameter. Cleft of mouth extending very slightly behind middle of eye. Teeth iu
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very narrow bands, villiform, n dense cluster on the vomer. Length of head equal to that

of the trunk. Tail about twice as long as body. Dorsal beginning far in advance of gill

opening and pectoral. Color yellowish; blackish on termination of tail.

Specimens were obtained by the Albatross at stations 2121 and 2122, iu 31 to 34 fath-

oms, and at station 2402, in 111 fathoms; also by the Blake at station ccLxrv, in 84 fathoms.

COLOCONGER, Alcock.

Coloconger, Alcock, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., Nov. and Dec, 1889, 456.

Snout and tail very short. Muscular and osseous systems well developed. Four gills,

which communicate vdt\\ the pharynx by wide slits. Gill openings separate. Heart situ-

ated immediately behind the giUs. Eyes large. Posterior nostril superior. Cleft of mouth

wide, extending beyond the middle of the eye. Tongue free. Teeth in a single continuous

ridge in each jaw; none on the vomer. No scales. Vertical fins well developed, confluent;

the dorsal begins above the root of the pectoral. Pectorals well developed.

This genus contains one species, Coloconger raniccps, Alcock (loc. cit.), taken by the Iti-

vestigator in the Andaman Sea, off Koss Island, in from 205 to 271 fathoms.

PROMYLLANTOR, Alcock.

Promyllantor, Alcock, Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist., sixth series. Vol. 6, p. 310.

A genus allied to Congromura'iia, with body stout, with the muscular and osseous

systems well developed. Tail about as long as the trunk. Muciferous cavities of the head

well developed. Eye rather small.  Cleft of the mouth narrow, not extending behind the

middle of the eye. Villiform teeth in broad bands in the jaws and in a broad, confluent

patch on the palate. Tongue fi-ee. iSTostrils lateral. Gill openings widely separate; four

gills with wide clefts. No scales. Pectoral and vertical fins well developed, the latter

confluent. The dorsal begins some distance behind the occiput.

The genus is known from one species, P. purpureiis, Alcock, from 1,000 fathoms in the

Arabiaij Sea, by the Investigator at station 104.

Family SIMENCHELYID.<E.

Simenchelyidoe, Gill (with Goode and Bean), Bull. Essex Inst., v, 11, 27, 1879; Standard Nat. Hist., iii,

107, 1885; Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., xiii, 1890, 239 (No. 817).—Jordan, Rep. Com. Fish., 1885, v, 13, 844

(Sep., p. 56, 1885), 1887.—Jordan and Davis, Rop. U. S. F. C, 1888 (1891), 669.

Simenehehjina; J<irdan .and Gilbert, Syn. Fishes N. Am., 357, 1882.

Apodal fishes with snout blunt; anterior, transverse mouth; jaws massive and teeth

blunt, uniserial, on edge of jaws only; no teeth on vomer, gill oiienings horizontal, inferior,

moderately separated.

SIMENCHELYS, Gill.

Simenchclys, Gill (with Goode and Bean), Bull. Essex Inst., xi, 1880, p. 27.

Conchognatlms, Collett, Bull. S<>c. Zool. France, 1889, 122.

Body eel-like, with a short, blunt snout and an eel-like tail. The branchial apertures
are short logitudinal slits on each side of the throat below the pectorals, which are well

developed ;
the dorsal commences about a head's length behind the pectorals, the anal con-

siderably in advance of the second half of the total length. The .skin has scales like those

of AngviUo, linear, scattered, and dis])osed at right angles to each other. The liead is very

short; the premaxillaries and maxillaries of each side consoUdated into a single piece and

separated from that of the ojjposite side by the ethmoid, and )>rovided with lamelliform

])osterior margin and an expanded antero-terminal i)rocess; mandible very deep; teeth

blunt, uniserial; the operculum saber-shaped.

SIMENCHELYS PARASITICUS, Gill. (Figure 161.)

Simenchcliit paraKiticus, Gir.L (with GooDE and Bean), Fish. Essex Co. & Mass. Bay, 1879, 27.—Jordan and

GiUiERT, Bull. XVI, U. S.Nat. Mus., 363.—GfNTHER, Challenger Report, xxii, 252.— Gill, loc. cit.—Jor-

dan & Davis, loc. cit.—Conchognatlms Grimaldii, Collett, Bull. Zool. Soc. France, 1889, 122.

Head blunt, rounded, bulldog-like in aspect; angle of mouth midway between the tip
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Head blunt, rounded, bulldog-like in aspect; angle of mouth midway between the tip

of snout and anterior edge of eye. Body stout, its depth at origin of dorsal about equal to

length of head. Dorsal oiigiu a head's length behind gill openings; diameter of eye half

the length of the snout or a little more; length of pectoral two-fifths that of head; length

of body ten or eleven times that of the head
;
tail a head's length longer than head and

trunk. Color brown, uniform.

This very remarkable form was first known from a few specimens brought to Glouces-

ter in 1879 by the fishing vessels. It buri'ows in the muscles of living halibut and other

large fishes, after the manner of Myxine, and excavates large cavities in the thickest parts

of their bodies. These first examples were from depths of 200 to 300 fathoms. iSubse-

quently the Albatross obtained it from various bottom localities at depths of from 200 to

904 fathoms.

This fish has occasionally been found embedded in the flesh of larger fishes, but has

also been obtained in the trawl net by the Albatross at the following stations:

No.35662, TJ. S. N. M.,was from station 2238, in 39° 06' Jf.lat., 72° 10' W. Ion., in 904 fathoms ;

No. 35558, U. S. If. M., from station 2204, in 39o 30' 30" N. lat., 71° 44' 30" W. Ion., at a

depth of 728 fathoms; and from station 2553, in 39° 48' N. lat., 70° 3C' W. Ion., at a depth
of 551 fathoms, and station 2546, in 39° 63' 30" N. lat., 70° 17' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of

538 fathoms. Also by the Fish Hawl; as follows: No. 20070, IT. S. N. M., from station 1049,

in 380 28' N. lat., 73° 22' W. Ion., at a depth of 435 fathoms; No. 26172, U. S. N. M., from

station 892, in 39° 46' N. lat., 71° 05' W. Ion., at a depth of 487 fathoms; and No. 28758, U.

S. N. M., from station 937, in 39° 49' 25" N. lat., 69° 49' W. Ion., at a depth of 616 fothoms.

Also by the Gloucester fishing fleet, as follows: No. 21669, U. S. N. M. (179), Banquereau;
No. 21673, U. S. N. M. (226), near Sable Island Bank; No. 22791, U. S. N. M. (234), in lat.

420 47' N., Ion. 63° 10' W., at a depth of 375 fothoms; No. 24207, U. S. N. M. (353), in lat.

440 28' N., Ion. 56° 24' W., at a depth of 200 fathoms; No. 24724, U. S. N. M. (446), in lat.

42° 33' N., Ion. 64° 20' W., at a depth of 300 fathoms; No. 24267, U. S. N. M. (513), in lat.

42° 46' N., Ion. 65° 18' W., at a depth of 200 fathoms; No. 24264, U. S. N. M. (519), in lat.

430 48' N., Ion. 590 00' W,, at a depth of 250 ftithoms; No. 24266, U. S. N. M. (542), Ban-

quereau, at a depth of 200 fathoms; No. 24413, U. S. N. M. (484), in lat. 43° 42' N., Ion. 59°

10' W., at a depth of 300 fathoms; No. 24265, U. S. N. M. (526), in lat. 43° 52' N., Ion. 59^

09' W., at a depth of 200 fathoms.

In 1889 numerous examples of an anguilliform fish were taken in nets at the Azores

Islands at depths varying from 844 to 2,000 meters by the yacht Hirondelle, under the aus-

pices of the Prince of Monaco. These were subsequently determined to belong to a peciUiar

form called by Dr. Kobert Collett Conchof/iiatlnis GrimaMii. A comparison ofthe description

given indicates plainly that the supposed new generic type is identical with Simenchclys. It

has the same scaly skin, short, truncated head, small mouth, acrodont teeth, inferior branchial

slits, and large
" conchiform" lower jaw, reference to which is conveyed in the generic name.

The question naturally arises, says Gill, whether the Simeiichelys parasiticus and

Conelwgnathus GrimaMii are distinct. So far as can be judged from the description of Dr.

Collett this question must be answered in the negative. The measurements of two speci-

mens of nearly the same size corresixmd closely enough for specific i)urposes, except as to

height. That measurement for the Conchoynatlms GrimaldH has evidently been obtained

from a specimen with a very full belly,* and not at the pectoral or anal region. The meas-

urements from an American specimen are subjoined for comparison with measurement of an

Azorean one given by Dr. CoUett:

* Le corps est coiujirim^; le museau est trouqu(5; le ventre un piu pendant, tris dilatable.—Collett, op.

cit., p. 124.
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Measurements.

141

Total K-ngtli

Snout to Itraut-'hial slit

Suont to dorsal

Snout to auus

Height of trunk:

At pectoral

AtbeUy
At anus

Width of mouth

Diameter of eyeball . .

Length of pectoral . . .

Numbers

Teeth

Branchiostegala

Pectoral ravs

Ameri-
can.
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Family SYNAPHOBRANCHID.^.
St/naphohrnnchidcr, Johnson, Proc. Zoiil. Soc. London, 18G2, 169.—Giix, Arrangement Fam. Fishes, 1872, 20;

Standard Nat. Hist., Ill, 1885, 108 .
—Jordan and Gilbert, Bull, xvi, U. S. N. M., 1882, 364.—Jordan

and Davis, loc. <:it., 671.

Synaphobranchoidei, Bleekeu, Atlas Ich. ludo-Neerlaud., IV, 1861, 13.

Synaphoiranchina, Gunther, Cat. Fishes B. M., 1870, viii, 19, 22.

Apodal fishes with body slender, aiiguilliforni, moderately eompressed anteriorly, iiuieh

compressed toward end of tail, and with the anus in the anterior third of the total length.

Scales small, linear or ehmgate elliptical, arranged in small groups obliquely at right

angles to those of the neighboring groups. Lateral line distinct, more or less high up and

on each side of the back in front, but gradually declining, and near the middle behind.

Head moderate, compressed, oblong, conic laterally, with all the bones invested in the

skin. Eyes within the anterior half of the head, directed sideways, of moderate or large

size, covered by thin skin. Nostrils lateral, the posterior considerably in advance of the

lower half of the eye, the anterior near the tip of the snout and subtubular. Mouth with

the cleft slightly oblique, extending considerably beyond the eyes. Jaws well developed;
maxillines approximated close to the front of the vomer, with the clamping processes selli-

form and appressed closely to the sides of the vomer behind its head, with ledge-like exten-

sions within along the anterior half, and expanding vertically backwards; mandible slender,

the deutary with the c(n'onoid process obsolete, the surface of the bone having a corneous

appearance behind, eusheathing the articular, which extends well forward in front of the

condyle and scarcely at all backwards. Teeth conic, in a narrow band in the jaws and

vomer. Lips obsolete. Tongue little develojjed. Periorbital bones almost membranous.

Opercular apparatus feebly developed; operculum lamelliform and claviform, inserted

very low on the hyomandibular ; suboperculum expanding downwards and with an anterior

process continued in front of the operculum; interoperculum lamelliform, intervening
between the suboperculum and preoperculum ; preoperculum almost reduced to a muciferous

canal.

Branchial apertures inferior and confluent in a single external, longitudinal slit. Bran-

chiostegal rays in moderate number (about 15), attached to the sides of the compressed

ceratohyal and epihyal, slender, abbreviated, and moderately bowed, not being curved up
above the operculum.

Dorsal, anal, and caudal confluent in an uninterrupted fin, with the rays readily per-

ceptible througli the skin; dorsal variable, commencing behind or in front of the anus and

mostly low, anal deeper and commencing close behind the anus; caudal prominent.
Pectorals well developed, near tlie breast, with the rays distinct.

Branchial arches nearly complete, with slender glossohyal and urohyal, and with the

first, second, and third basibranchials ossified, first and second hypobranchials ossified,

tliird cartilaginous, ceratobranchials and epibranchials of four pairs, ossified; pharyngo-
branchials of second pair rod-like, of third pair developed as dentigerous epipharyngeals;

hypopharyngeals oblong, closely apposed to and superincumbent on the rudimentary fifth

arch. Interbranchial fissui'es extended. {Gill.)

KEY TO THE GENERA OF SYNAPHOBEANCHID^.

I. Origin of dorsal behind vent; pectoral longer than snout; snout slender; teeth in a single patch on

vomer SYNAPiionRANcncs

II. Origin of dorsal near head; pectoral not longer than snout; snout stout; teeth in two patches on

vomer Histiobranchus

SYNAPHOBRANCHUS, Johnson.

Syna})hobranchus, Johnson, Proc. Zoiil. Soc, London, 1862, 169.—GCinther, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., viii, 19.—

Gill, Standard Natural History, iii, 108; Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., xiii, 161.—Jordan & Davis, loc. cil.

Origin of dorsal fin far back, remote from the head and behind the \cnt and origin of

dorsal. Anterior nasal tubes i)romineut. Snout slender. Pectoral longer than snout.

Teeth on the vomer in a single patch.
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SYNAPHOBRANCHUS PINNATUS, (Gronovius), GCntiier. (Figure 164.)

Murwiia })!nnata, Gronovius, Syst. Ichth. (ed. Gray), 19.

SynaphubraHclius })iiinntii.t, GCnther, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mas., 1870, viii, 23; Challenger Report, xxir, 253, pi.

i.xii, fig. A.—GooDE ami Bean, Bull. Essex Inst. 1879, xi, 26; Hull. Mus. Comp. Zool., 1883, x, 223.—

Vaii.l.\nt, Exp. Sci. Travailleur et Talisman, Poiss., 88, pi. vi, figs. 2, 2a, 2b, 2c.

Synapluibninchiis Kaupii, JonN'soX, Proe. Zoiil. Soc., 1862, 169.

Synuphubruiicliiis affuiis, Gunther, Ann. ami Mag. Nat. Hist., 1877, xx, 445.

Jaws subequal in length, sometimes the lower, sometimes the upper the longer ;
the upper

with a projectiug fleshy tip; maxillary reaching to opposite gill openings, which are rather

longer than the large eye. Head 3J in distance from snout to dorsal, iJf in distance to anal,

8§ in length. Vomerine teeth uniserial. Eye broader than interorbital space, rather neai'er

tip of snout than end of maxillary. Tail about twice as long as body. Pectoral slender,

longer than snout. Uniform brown, rather darker below; the vertical flns darker behind,

light-edged anteriorly; inside of mouth blue-black; gill openings dark.

This remarkable eel was first made known by the Madeiran iclithyologists, Lowe and

Johnson, by whom it was found at 740 fathoms and in intermediate depths. The Challenger
obtained it near the coast of Brazil, in 1,200 fathoms; off Jiipau, in 345 to 565 fathoms; and
about the Philippines, in 375 to 500 fathoms. Its presence in the western Atlantic was first

detected by the Cape Ann fishermen, who in 1879 began bringing them in from the offshore

banks, where they had been taken on trawl lines at 200 to 300 fathoms. In 1879 the Fish

HawJc took it often in 2.50 to 305 fathoms, and subsequently the Albatross and the Blalce

brought it in from numerous stations at depths of 300 to 1,000 fathoms. The Travailleur

and Talisman took it in numerous localities
;
off Morocco, 912-2,210 meters

;
off the Canaries,

865-2,083 meters; off Soudan, 882-1,435 meters; on the Banc d'Arguiu, 1,113-1,550; off

the Cape Verdes, 405-3,200; off the Azores, 1,257-2,235 meters.

Specimens of this species were obtained by the Blahe ft-om the following localities:

Station cccix, in 38° 18' 40" N. lat., 73° 18' 10" W. Ion., at a depth of 304 fathoms; Sta-

tion ccciii, in 410 34' 30" K lat., 65° 54' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 306 fathoms; Station

cccxii, in 39° 50' 45" N. lat., 70° 11' W. Ion., at a depth of 466 fathoms; Station cccxxv,
m 33° 35' 20" N. lat., 76° W. Ion., at a depth of 647 fathoms; Station cccxxxvii, in 38° 20'

08" N. lat., 730 23' 20" W. Ion., at a depth of 740 fathoms; Station cccxxvi, 33° 42' 15" N.

lat., 76° 50" W. Ion., at a depth of 464 fathoms; Station cocxxix, in 34° 39' 40" K. lat,

750 14' 40" W. Ion., at a depth of 603 fiithoms; also five specimens, locality unknown.

Sitecimens wei'e also seciu-ed by the Fish Hawl- fiom station 881, in 39° 46' 30" N. lat.,

70° 54' W. Ion., at a depth of 325 fathoms; Cat. No. 26108, U. S. N. M., from station 880,

in 390 48' 30" K. lat., 70© 54' W. Ion., at a depth of 252J fathoms; Oat. No. 28746, U. S. N.

M., from station 925 in 39° 55' N. lat., 70° 47' W. Ion., at a depth of 224 fathoms; Cat. No.

26736, U. S. N. M., from station 898, in 37° 24' N. lat., 74° 17' W. Ion., at a depth of 300

fathoms; Cat. No. 28796, U. S. N. M., from station 947, in 39° 53' 30" N. lat., 71° 13' 30"

W. Ion., at a depth of 319 fathoms; Cat. No. 28759, U. S. N. M., fi-om station 937, in 39°

49' 25" N. lat., 69° 49' W. Ion., at a depth of 616 fathoms; Cat. No. 29072, U. S. N. M., from

station 1049, in 38o 28' N. lat., 73© 22 W. Ion., at a depth of 435 fathoms; Oat. No. 28944,

U. S. N. M., from .station 1030, in 39° 58' 30" N. lat., 69° 15' W, Ion., at a depth of 337

ftvthoms; Oat. No. 31777, IT. S. N. M., from station 1142, in 39° 32' N. lat., 72© W. Ion., at a

depth of 322 fathoms; Cat. No. 31769, U. S. N. M., from station 1143, in 39© 29' N. latl, 72©

01' W. Ion., at a depth of 452 fiithoms; Cat. No. 28895, U. S. N. M., from station 997, in 39©

42' N. lat., 71© 32' W. Ion., at a depth of 335 fathoms; Cat. No. 28914, TJ. S. N. M., from

station 994, in 39© 40' N. lat., 71© 30' W. Ion., at a depth of 368 fatlumis; Cat. No. 28944,

U. S, N. M., from station 1030, in 39© 58' 30" N. lat., 09© 15' W. Ion., at a depth of 337

fathoms; Oat. No. 26737, U. S. N. M., from station 898, in 37© 24' N, lat., 74© 17' W. Ion.,

at a depth of 300 fathoms; Cat. No. 28930, U. S. N. M., from station 1028, in 39© 57' N. lat.,

69© 17' W. Ion., at a depth of 410 fathoms; Oat. No. 31598, U. S. N. M., from station 1093,

in 390 56' N. lat., 69© 45' W. Ion., in 349 fathoms; Cat. No. 31776, U. S. N. M., from station

1138, in 390 39' N. lat., 71© 54' W. Ion., at a depth of 168 fathoms; Cat. No. 28940, U. S. N.
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M., from station 1029, in 39^ 57' 06" N. lat., 09° 16' W. Ion., at a depth of 458 fathoms; Cat.

No. 28844, U. S. N. M., from station 951, in 39° 57' N. lat., 70° 31' 30" W. Ion., at a depth
of 225 fathoms; and Cat. No. 28757, U. S. N. M., from station 938, in 39° 51' N. lat., 69°

49' 15" W. h)n., at a depth of 310 fathoms.

Specimens were taken by the Albatross from station 2075, in 41° 40' 30" N. lat., 05°

35' W. Ion., at a depth of 855 fathoms; from station 2115, in 35° 49' 30" N. lat., 74° 34' 45"

W. Ion., at a depth of 843 fathoms; Cat. No. 35419, U. S. N. M., from station 2181, in 39° 29'

N. lat., 71° 46' W. Ion., at a depth of 693 fathoms; from station 2415, in 30° 44' N. lat., 79°

26' W. Ion., at a depth of 440 fothoms; from station 2385, in 28° 51' N. lat., 88° 18' W.
Ion., at a depth of 7.30 fathoms; from station 2116, in 35° 45' 23" N. lat., 74° 31' 25" W. Ion.,

at a depth of 888 fathoms; from station 2529, in 41° 03' 30" N. lat., 66° 14' W. Ion., at a

depth of 662 fathoms; from station 2530, in 40° 53' 30" N. lat., 66° 24' W. Ion., at a depth of

956 fathoms; from station 2533, in 40o 16' 30" N. lat., 67° 26' 15" W. Ion., at a depth of 828

fathoms; from station 2534, in 40° 01' N. lat., 670 29' 15" W. Ion., at a depth of 1,234 fathoms;
from station 2535, in 40° 03' 30" N. lat., 67° 27' 15" W. Ion., at a depth of 1,149 fathoms;
from station 2532, in 40° 34' 30" N. lat., 66o 48' W. Ion., at a depth of 705 fiithoms; Cat.

No. 33565, U. S. N. M., from station 2096, in 39° 22' 20" N, lat., 70° 52' 20" W. Ion., at a

depth of 1,451 fathoms; Cat. No. 35315, U. S. N. M., from station 2201, in 39o 39' 45" N.

lat., 71° 35' 15" W. Ion., at a depth of 538 fathoms; Cat. No. 35535, V. S. N. M., from sta-

tion 2204, in 39° 30' 30" N. lat., 71° 44' 30" W, Ion., at a depth of 728 fothoms; Cat. No,

33374, U. S. N. M., from station 2072, in 41° 53' N. lat., 65° 35' W. Ion., at a depth of 858

fathoms; Cat. No. 25420, U. S. N. M., from station 2180, in 39° 29' 50" N. lat, 71° 49' 30"

W. Ion., at a depth of 523 fathoms; Cat. No. 3.3371, U. S. N. M., from staticm 2078, in 41°

11' 30" N. lat., 660 12' 20" W. Ion., at a depth of 499 fathoms; from station 2540, in 39° 53'

30" N. lat., 70° 17' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 538 fathoms; from station 2550, in 39° 44' 30"

N. lat., 70° 30' 45" W. Ion., at a depth of 1,081 fathoms; from station 2561, in 39° 38' N. lat.,

710 42' W". Ion., at a depth of 500 fathoms; from station 2548, in 39° 56' N. lat., 70° 14' 30"

W. Ion., at a depth of 200 fathoms; from station 2549, in 39^ 51' 30" N. lat., 70° 17' W. Ion.,

at a depth of 571 fathoms; from station 2561, in 39° 38' N. lat., 71° 42' W. Ion., at a depth
of 500 fathoms; from station 2547, in 39° 54' 30" N. lat., 70° 20' W. Ion., at a depth of 390

fathoms; from station 2553, in 39o 48' N. lat., 70° 30' W. Ion., at a depth of 551 fathoms;
from station 2078, in 41° 11' 30" N. lat., 60° 12' 20" W. Ion., at a depth of 499 fathoms;
Cat. No. 33298, U. S. N. M., from station 2046, in 40° 02' 39" N. hit., <)8o 49' W. Ion., at a

depth of 407 fathoms; from station 2025, in 40° 02' N. lat., 70° 27' W. Ion., at a depth of 2.39

fotlioms; from station 2083, in 40° 26' 20" N. lat., 67° 05' 15" W, Ion., at a depth of 959

fathoms; Cat. No. 35481, U. S. N. M., from station 2186, in 39° 52' 15" N. lat., 70^ 55' 30"

W. Ion., at a depth of 353 fathoms; from station 2110, in 35° 12' 10" N. lat., 74° 57' 15^'

W. Ion., at a depth of 510 fathoms; from station 2395, in 28° 36' 15" N. lat., 86° 50' W.lon.,
at a depth of 347 fathoms; Cat. No. 35485, U. S. N. M., from station 2196, in 39^ 35' N. lat.,

690 44' W. Ion., at a depth of 1,230 fathoms; Cat. No. 35488, IT. S. N. M., from station 2189,
in 390 49' 30" N. lat, 70° 26' W. Ion., at a depth of 600 fathoms; Cat. No, 33472, 11, S. N.

M., from station 2083, in 40° 26' 40" N. lat, 07° 05' 15" W. Ion., at a depth of 959 fiithoms;
Cat No. 35471, U. S. N. M., from station 2185, in 40o 45" N. lat, 70° 54' 15" W. Ion., at a

depth of 129 fathoms; Cat No. 35447, U. S. N. M., from station 2194, in 39° 43' 45" N. lat.,

70° 07' W. Ion., at a depth of 1,140 tathoms; and Cat No. 35524, TJ. S. N. M., from station

2201, in 390 39' 45" N. lat., 71° 35' 15" W. Ion., at a depth of 538 fathoms.

IS. brevklorsalis, from the Pacific Ocean, north of New Gninea, 1,070 fathoms, and oil

Japan, 345 fathoms (Giiuther, Challenger Report, xxii, 255, pi. lxiii, fig. c), resembles *S.

pinnatus in general .structure; but its dorsal fin Ijegins far behind the vent, rather tliaii

above it, as in the other species.

The species described by Dr. Giinther as S. affinis is now considered by him to be iden-

tical with the Atlantic form. It was taken by the Challenger, station 232, off Inosima,

Japan, 345 fathoms.
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HISTIOBRANCHUS, Gill.

Eittiobranchus, Gill, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1883; vi, 255, 1890, xiii, 161.—Jordan and Davis, loc. cit., 672.

Synapliobrancliids with origin of dorsal almost as far forward as the base of the pec-

toral and far in advance of the anal. Vent nearly in the middle of the length of the body.
Vomerine teeth in two patches, that in front being the larger. (Gill.)

HISTIOBRANCHUS INFERNALIS, Gill. (Figure 165.)

Histiobranchus infernalia. Gill, loc. cit.

Syiiaphobranchiis iufernalis, Gt'NTilER, Challenger Report, xxii, 254.

Body moderately elongated and comj)ressed; its height at the anus equals .56 of the

length and the greatest width above the stomach being less than two-thuxls of the

height. The head forms about one-ninth of the total length, and its width is a little less

than one-half its length; the snout is moderate, the length being less than the greatest

width of the head. The eye is also moderate, its diameter being much less than one-half

the length of the snout.

The upper jaw is nearly one-tenth of the total length and the lowei' jaw a little more.

The dorsal commences not far behind the vertical from the root of the pectoral, while

the anal arises little nearer the snout than the end of the tail; both are moderately devel-

oped.
The pectorals are considerably shorter than the snout.

The color in life is said to be an almost uniform dark jjlumbeous, but in alcohol the

trunk is dark yellowish brown, becoming almost black on the abdominal region and around

the pectoral as well as on the intermandibular integuments and around the pectoi'als, while

the dorsal and anal are whitish except towards the posterior fourth of the length, where

they are very dark or blackish.

A specimen, No. 33279, was taken by the Albatross at station 2037, hit. 38° 30' 30" N.,

Ion. 69° 08' 25", W., in 1,731 fathoms.

Another species of the same genus, characterized mainly by stouter body and lower

vertical fins, is HisUohranclins hathybius, Giinther {Synapkobranchus bathybius, Giinther,

Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist, xx, 1877, 415, Challenger Report, xxii, 251, pi. LXii, fig. B), a

stouter, chunkier form, with shorter snout and tail, and smaller fins, obtained in the

Pacific and Indian oceans, at depths from 1,375 to 2,050 fathoms.

Family MUR^ENESOCID^^.
Congriformes Mnranesoces, Bleeker, Atl. lehtli. lud. neerl., i, 1864, 19.

Muriniesocina, GtiNTHER, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., viil, 1870, 20.

Murwnesochiw, .Jordan .and Gilbert, Bull, xvi, U. S. Nat. Mus., 1882, 387.

Mtmruesocidw Cope, Proc. Am. Ass. Adv. Sci., 1871 (1872), 334.—Gill, Arr. Fam. Fish. 1870, 20; Proc. U. S.

Nat. JIns., 1890, 321.—Jordan and Davis, Rep. U. S. F. C, 1888 (1891), 643.

Anguilloid apodals, with thick skeleton, thin scaleless skin, and tail surrounded by
vertical fins; pectoral well developed ; jaws of moderate length; vomer well armed; pos-

terior nostril not lateral; tongue narrow, its margins adnate; gill openings rather wide.

"Branchiostegal membrane connecting the opposite sides below, the epiiiharyngeals

reduced to one pair, and the uypoiiharyngcals linguiform and encroaching on the fourth

branchial arch."

"The characters which apjiear to distinguish the Mnrcvne^oces best from the Anguillids

and Cougrids or Leptocephalids are the low position on the hj'omandibular of tlie condyle

for the operculum, the slender branchial arches and the development and position of the

hypopharyngeals and epipharyngeal s, the union of the opposite branchiostegals by the.

inferior branchiostegal membrane, and the want of freedom of the tongue. Whether the

other genera that have been closely associated with Murwnesox [Hoplimms, Oxyconger,Xeo-

conger, Xfttasfoma, and Saurenchelys) are related to the family can only be determined by an

19 08-No. 2 10
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examination of their skeletons. The species combined under the name Muranesox are the

only ones known to be certainly possessed of the characters provisionally assigned to the

family." {Gill.)

This family may provisionally receive, in addition to its typical form, a number of

genera, chiefly American. They occur chiefly in warm regions. Only three genera are as

yet known from the deeper waters, Xenomystax, Hoplunnis, and Sauromurmnesox.
b

XENOMYSTAX, Gilbert.

Xenomystax, Gilbert, with .Iordan & Davis, Eep. U. S. F. C, 1888 (1891), 618.

Teeth all conical, slender, and sharp, those of jaws in wide bands; maxillary with

deep groove, running the euth-e length of the bone and di^•iding the baud of teeth into two

portions ;
shaft of vomer with a medial series of conical teeth.

The genus is represented by a single species, X. atrarius, Gilbert {loc. cit), from 401 fath-

oms ofl' the west coast of Ecuador.

HOPLUNNIS, Kaup.

Soplunnis, Kaup, Aale H.amburg. Museum, 1859, 19 (type H. Schmidtii).—GtNTHKR, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus.,

VIII, 1870, 49.—Jordan & Davis, loc. cit., 643.

Murajuesocids, with scaleless body, with tail about four times as long as trunk. Snout

moderately produced. Teeth eight, biserial and small on jaws. Vomerines with a suigle

series of long-pointed teeth. Dorsal and anal well developed, the origin of the former above

the gill opening. Gill opening small. Posterior nostril in front of eyes.

HOPLUNNIS DIOMEDIANUS, Goode .aud Bean, u. b. (Figure 163.)

A Hoplunnis related to H. Schmidti, with height of body one-quarter length of head;

its width two-thirds of its height. Snout three to three and two-thirds times eye. Cleft of

mouth extends slightly beyond hind margin of eye. Teeth in jaws small, pointed, in narrow

bands, the inner series of the lower jaw consisting of enlarged, widely separated canines.

A pair of larger canines near the end of the lower jaw in the example figured. A row of

six to eight strong, large canines on the vomer.

A single individual (No. 44240 U. S. Nat. Mus.) was obtained by the Albatross at sta-

tion 2402, 111 fathoms, lat. 28° 36', long. 86° 50'.

SAUROMUR^^NESOX, Aleock.

Saiiromurmnesox, Alcock, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., Nov. and Dec, 1889, 457.

Form of the body widely departing from the typical, the trunk being high and well

marked off from the head and tail, which is a long, tapering appendage. Tissues well devel-

oped. Gills foiu-, opening into the pharynx by wide slits; gill openings separate. Heart

situated immediately behind the giUs. Nostrils lateral. Eye large. Tongue free. Verti-

cal fins Ul developed, confluent; the dorsal begins In front of the level of the gill opening.

Pectoral fins well developed. No scales. Snout long, pointed. Cleft of mouth extending

far behind the eye; the upper jaw overlapping the lower. One complete row of teeth in

each jaw and a second incomplete row in the maxilla
; premaxillary teeth and those at the

mandibularly symphysis fang like; a single row of large fangs in the vomer.

This genus is represented by one species, S. vorax, Alcock, fi'om Eay of Bengal, taken

at the depth of 193 fathoms.

Family OPHICHTHYID^E.

Ophichthyidw, Gill, Standard Natural History, iii, 1885, 107.

Ophimrida:, Kaup, Cat. Apod., 1856, i.—Jordan & Davis, Eep. U. S. F. C, 1888 (1891), 612.

Ophichthyoid, apodal fishes, with gill openings rather wide, lateral; scaleless body, and

tip of tail sometimes free from vertical fins (sometimes with filamentous caudal fin). Pec-
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torals moderate, weak, or absent. Posterior nostrils in lii) or near it; anterior nostrils

sometimes tubular.

This family includes a large number of genera, of which seventeen are recognized by
Jordan and Davis in their paper on the Apodal Fishes of America and Europe. Gill groups
them in three subfamilies, as shown in the key already ])resented.

These apodals are found chiefly in warm seas. Only one genus of the typical Ophisu-

roids, Finoodonophis, is found at any distance below the surface.

PISOODONOPHIS, Kaup.

Pisoodonopliis, Kaup, Cat. Apodal Fish. Brit. Mus., 1856, 15.—Jordan and Davis, Rej). U. S. F. C, 1888

(1«)1), 619.

PisodontopMs, GtJNTHER, Cat. Fish. Brit. SIiis., Vlll, 1870, 55.

Ophichthyoid apodals, with tip of tail free. Dorsal and anal fins well developed, the

former low, beginning far back. Teeth blunt, granular; vomer with teeth. Pectoral fins

present, small.

Of this genus, closely allied to Myrichthys, a single species has been found at consid-

erable depths in the western Atlantic. Four species from Indian seas are mentioned in

Giinther's "
Catalogue," and he refers to a half-grown individual obtained from Grenada,

in the West Indies, which seemed to him identical with P. boro, the type of the genus.
P. cruentifer, described by us below, is perhaps most closely allied to P. mncrivorus (Eich-

ardson), known from the East Indian Archipelago and Australia.

PISOODONOPHIS CEUENTIFEK, Goode ami Beajj, n. s. (Figure 166.)

Length of the head equal to one-fourth of the distance from the gill opening to the

vent, and the length of the body about two-thirds that of the tail. The cleft of the mouth
is rather wide, measiu-iug one-third of the length of the head, counting from the end of the

upper jaw. The snout is conical, dejiressed. The head is snake-like in appearance, with

powerful muscular enlargements of the cheeks and a constriction behind the head some-

what like that of Derichthys. Eye moderate, its length half that of the snout, and one-

tenth that of the head. Teeth granular, in conspicuous bands, a small oblong patch on the

premaxillaries and a long band upon the vomer. The length of the pectoral tin is about

two-sevenths that of the head. It is broad, spatulate. The dorsal begins far behind the

tip of the pectoral, its distance from the tip of the snout being one-seventh of the total

length, or from gill opening to dorsal origin two-thirds length of head. Dorsal and anal

fins of moderate height.

Color uniform brownish yellow.

This species has been found in the following localities : Types, two specimens. No. 28938,
station 1035 of the U. S. Fish Commission steamer Fish Hawlc, were taken in N. lat. 39°

57', W. Ion. 09° 28', in 120 fathoms. Another specimen was taken by the same steamer in

about the same locality, No. 30233, and three others, No. 31711, in N. lat. 39° 56', W. Ion.

70° 35', in a depth of 245 fathoms. The types of the description are 1()| and 14^ inches

long.

The peculiar and savage physiognomy of this fish suggests at once the idea that it is a

parasitic boring form, and in contirmation of this we have specimens taken by the fishermen

on Jeffrey's Bank and also another from New Bedford, taken by Mr. J. H. Thompson from

the body of a ttsh. We have occasionally taken the dried and shriveled remains of a fish

apparently closely related to this from salted halibut and codfish.

MYRUS, Kaup.

Mi/nis, Kaii-, Cat. Apod., 1856, 31.—GDnther, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., vni, 49.

Eclicliis, Kafinesque, Carattcri, etc., 1810, 64 (in part).
—Bleeker, Atlas Ichth. Mureiies, 1864, 30.—Jordan-

& Davis, Eep. U. S. F. C. 1888 (1891), 64.

Body elongate, subterete, with tail longer than rest of body. Dorsal origin well for.

ward, close behind base of iiectoral. Nostrils on, or very close to, the margin of the ui)ijer
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lip; the anterior tubular, the posterior lobed. Vertical aud pectoral fins well developed;
caudal rays very short. Teeth iu jaws on cardiform bands subequal in size. Vomer den-

tigerous.

MYRUS PACHYRHYIfCHUS (A^aillant) Jordan and Davis. (Figure 167.)

Mtinis pachijrhynchtis (Vaill^vnt), Exp. Scieut. Travailleur et Talisman, 1888, 11, pi. v, figs. 1, l.i, lb.

Echelua pavhiirhynchus, Jordan and Davis, Ioc. cit.

A Myrus with a short, thick snout, elongate body, and with a comparatively elongate

pectoral (its length 2§ in that of head). Origin of dorsal behind tip of pectoral. Length of

tail threc-Iifths of total length. Height and thickness of body 33 in total length. Length
of snout one-third of total length of the head; diameter of eye and of interorbital space

equal to one-fifth of same. Lateral line distinct. Color gray; fins paler. Gill openings
black.

Myrus pachyrhynchus is the abyssal representative, not very remote in its affinities, of

Myrus myrus (L.), a well-known Mediterranean form and M. uropterus (Schlegel) from

Japan, It has been found ofl' the Morocco coast, 1,050 to 1,435 meters, and also at the (Jape

Verdes in 460 fathoms.

Family NETTASTOMID^E.
Nettastomidw, Jordan and Davis, Rep. U. S. F. C, 1888 (1891), 649.

This family, as understood by us, contains a few species of deep-sea eels closely allied

to the Murwnesocidw in technical characters, but more resembling the Nemichilvyulw in

appearance, form of the head, and iu dentition. The family, which is a provisional one, may
be thus defined.

Enchelycephalous eels without pectoral fins, with the tongue not free, the posterior

nostrils remote from the lip, the gill openings small, separate, and subinferior, the vent

remote from the head, the tail ending in a slender tip or filament, the dorsal and anal fins

moderately developed, and the jaws produced, slender, and straight, the upper the lunger,

and both, as also the vomer, armed with bands of sharp, close-set, recurved, subequal teeth.

Three genera are known, deep-sea fishes with fragile bodies aud the thin skin charged
with black pigment. {Jordan and Davis.)

KEY TO THE GENERA OF NETTASTOMIDiE.

[After Jordan and Davis.]

I. Dorsal fin low, beginning nearly above gill opening.
A. No.strils nearly superior, the posterior above and in front of eye, the anterior at tip of bony portion

of snout; bead with numerous uiucous pores.

1. Snout without a lleshy proboscis, the anterior nostrils near its tip Nettastoma
2. Snout, with a long, slender, fleshy tip or proboscis, at the Ijase of which are the anterior nostrils

Venefica.
B. Nostrils lateral, the posterior slit-like aud placed just in front of eye; snout without fleshy tip.

Chlopsis

NETTASTOMA, Rafinesque.

Xettastoma, R.winesque, Carattori Alcuui Nuovi Generi, etc., 1810, 66 (type, X'eUastoma melaniira, Hat).
GiJNTHEK, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., viii, 48.—Jordan, Cat. Fish. N. Amer., 54, note.

ByoproruH, KOlliker, Vcrhandlung Phys. Med. Gesellsch. Wiirzburg, iv, 1854, 101.

Body scaleless, with tail tapering into a point. Snout much produced, depressed,
its anterior nostrils near its tip and nearly superior, the posterior above and in front of

eye. Jaws and vomer with bands of cardiform teeth, those along the median line of the

vomer being somewhat the larger. Vertical fins well developed. Doisal conimcnciug
behind gill opening; pectorals absent. Air bladder present. Gill openings moderate,

{Jordan.)
Nettastoma jparvieeps, a small-headed species, most resembling N. melanumm, from a

specimen 26J inches long, dredged by the ChaUcnger off Japan, in 345 fathoms. (Giinther,

Challenger Eeport, xxii, p, 253, pi. lxiii, fig. A.)
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NETTASTOMA MELANUEUM, Eatinesqde.

Netlastoma melanura, Rafixesque, Caratteri, 1810, 66, pi. x\l, fig. 1.—Kalp, Apodes, 119, fig. 75.—Gunther,
Cat. Fish. Brit. Mu8., vm, 48.—Challenger Report, xxii, 253.—DOdkhlkix, Att. Ace. Soc, 1877, 58.—
GiGLiOLi, Elenco, 1880, 47.—ViNclGfERRA, Ann. Mus. Civ. Genoa, 18S3, 585.—Vau-Laxt, Exp. Scient.

Travailleur et Talisman, Poissons, 83, pi. v, figs 2, 2a, 2b.

Miiiaiiiiiihis saija, Rlsso, Iehth.,Niee, 1810, fig. 39.

Hyuprorus messinensis, KoLLiKER, Joe. cif.—Vaillant, oj>. cit., 95.

A Xettastoma, with stout upper jaw, slightly projeftiuij beyond the lower and without

prominent cutaneous flap; with mouth cleft not extendino- behiud the vertical from the orbit.

Teeth strong. Tail threetifths the length of the body. Diameter of the eye three-tweu-

tieths the length of the head. Fins margined, with black posteriorly.
This form is found iu the western Mediterranean, where it has not yet been traced to

any considerable depth. It doubtless is more common in the deep than in the shallow

waters, for its bathybial distribution has been demonstrated in adjoining Atlantic waters.

Nettantoma brevirostris, Facciola (Natmalista Siciliauo, vi, 1887, 166, pl.iii, tig. 3) is

apparently a closely allied form.

Vaillant believes that he has recognized, in two small individuals of 95 and 142 milli-

meters, respectively, the young of Nettastovia, and probably of this species, and dissents

from the views of those ichthyologists who regard the Leptocej)halus form—Hyoprorus mes-

sinensis—as the young, or transformed, Xettastoma.

VENEFICA, Jordan and Davis.

Fenefica, Jordan and Davis, Rep. U. S. F. C, 1888 (1891), 651.

Closely allied to I^ettastoma, but with snout prolonged in a slender fleshy proboscis, with

the anterior nostrils at its base. The type is W. procentm, Goode and Bean.

VENEFICA PEOCERA, (Goode and Beax), Jordan and Davis. (Figure 168.)

Neitaftoma procerum, Goode and Bean, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zoiil., x, 1883, 224.—Jordan, Cat. Fish. N. Am.

1885, 55.—GtiNTHER, Challenger Keiiort, .\xii, 253.

Venejica procera, Jordax and Davis, Ioc. cit.

A Xittastoma with body very elongate, compressed, tapering to a very slender atten-

uate point; its greatest height contained nearly 4 times in the distance from the gill open-

ing to the tip of the lower jaw, and equals half the length of the snout. Head slender,

conical; jaws somewhat depressed; the upper jaw heavier and thicker, and projecting

beyond the lower a distance equal to the diameter of the eye. Length of snout equals the

distance from the posterior margin of the orbit to the gill opening ;
the cleft of the mouth

extends behind the eye to a distance equal to the diameter of the orl)it. On each side of the

upper jaw, and in advance of the eye, are twelve pores; behind each eye are three pores,
while on the median,line, on the top of the upper jaw, are several pores posteriorly arranged
in pairs, of which there are four, the ultimate pair being between the posterior nostrils.

There is also a pair of pores upon tlie nape, connecting the postorbital rows, and seventeen

on each side of the mandible. The mandibulary series is continued by another series

extending over the cheeks and nape. The snout is provided with a slender, filamentous tip,

whose length is equal to twice the diameter of the eye. The tongue is apparently absent in

the specimens examined by us. The teeth are arranged as in X. mchtniifum, but exceed-

ingly small, and much less conspicuous than in the figures of Kaup and Eisso.

Dorsal fln commences above the gill opening.
The anal fin is inserted uiuler the seventy-third dorsal ray at a distance from the snout

equal to 3'3 times the length of the head. The tail is twice as long as the body, head included.

The total length of the specimen is 727 millimeters, includiug the nasal tip, which measures
7 millimeters.

Lateral line highly specialized, with numerous pores, corresponding in general charac-

ter to those upon the head, and arranged iu a deep fiurow, their distances apart being about
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the same as in the case of those upon the head. Height of dorsal and anal fins about equal
to half the height of body.

Color, apparently, brownish; i)eritoneum black.

The types of V. procera were two fishes obtained at station 325, N. lat. 33° 35' 20", W.lon.

76°, at a depth of G47 fathoms. Another mutilated specimen, about 1!I0 millimeters long,

was taken at station 327. This species is in many respects closely allied to the NitUiittoma

melanurum ofthe Mediterranean, but appears to differ ft'om it in the greater length ofthe tail,

the much smaller teeth, and in the presence of a filamentous nasal tip.

VENEFICA PEOBOSCIDEA, (Vaillant), Jordan aud Davis

Nettastoma proboscideum, Vaillant, Exp. Sci., Travailleur et Talisman, Poissons, 1888, 89, pi. vii, fig. 3.

A Kettastoma, with upper jaw projecting quite beyond the lower, and prolonged in a

proboscis-like tip half as long as the upper jaw and 5 times the diameter of the ej'e, with

mouth-cleft extending far behind the orbit. Teeth small, in cardiformbandson jaws and

palatines. Tail one-half to three-fifths the length of body (head included). Diameter ofthe

eye one-twentieth the length of the head.

This, described from a single specimen obtained ort' JNIorocco, at 2,200 meters, is a

small-eyed form, with flue teeth and a nasal extension. Tlie length of the nasal tij) is,

essentially, an unreliable character, and the proportion of tail to body may prove to be sub-

ject to considerable individual variation.

CHLOPSIS, Rafinesque.

Chlopsis. Kafinesque, Ind. Itt. Siciliana, 1810, 58.—Jordan and Davis, Rej). U. S. F. C, 1888, 650.

Saurenchelijs, Peters, Berliner Mouatsberichte, 1864, 397.

A genus closely allied to Nettastoma, having the nostrils lateral, the posterior one
slit-like and placed near the eye. Body scaleless. Snout much produced. Jaws, vomer,
and palatine bones with several series of small, pointed teeth, those along the median line

of the vomer being somewhat the larger. Vertical fins well developed; pectorals none.

Nostrils lateral, the anterior near to the end of the snout, the posterior in front of the

eye. Air bladder and pyloric appendages absent. (Peters.)

Two species are known, one, C. equatorialis, Gilbert, taken by the Albatross off the

coast of Ecuador, in 401 fathoms, the other, C. bicolor.

CHLOPSIS BICOLOR, Rafinesque.

Chlopais himlor, Rafinesque, loc. cit.. .59.—Jordan and D.\vis, loc cit.

Saurenchelys cancrivora, Peters, loc. cit.—GOnther, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., viii, 48.

Tail tapering into a point. Gill opening one-fifth more distant from vent than from the
end of the snout. Diameter of eye one-third of the length of the snout. Length of head
two-fifths of total length. Dorsal fin commencing inunediately behind the gill opening.
Upper jaw the longer. Vertical fins with a black margin posteriorly. Peritoneum silvery.

[Peters.)

The unique specimen from which the above characters were taken was found by Dr.

Peters, in the Berlin Museum in a jar of fishes, chiefly from India. A crab found in the
stomach led Dr. Peters to believe that the flsh had been misplaced, and actually had come
from the Mediterranean or the Atlantic. Its resemblance to Nrftasfoma and the fact that
it is not known in any shallow-water fauna lead us to believe that it is probably a deej)-
water form.
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Family NEMICHTHYID^^.

Nemichthyina, GiJ'NTnER, Cat. Fish. Brit.- JIu.s., viii, 1870, 21.

NemichtJiyklw, Gnx, Arriiu^'emnnt, Families of Fislies, 1872, 20 (No. 20.3), name only.—Jordan and Gilbert,

Bull. XVI, U. S. Nat. Mus., 36.").—.Ioudan and Davis, Rep. IT. S. F. C, 1888 (1891), 652.

Body very slender, .somewluit couipressed, tapering into a long aud very slender tail,

and a very long and slender neck. No scales. Lateral line consisting of pores in three

series, tlie upper and lower alternating in position with the median row, or of a single series

of widely set pores. Head resembling that of Belone, the head proper small, short, and

rather broad, with flat top and vertical sides. Nostrils large, close together in front of the

eye, without tube or flap. Jaws prolonged, beak-like. Teeth in both jaws small, very num-

erous, close-set, retrorse. Gill openings rather large, running downward and forward, sep-

arated by a narrow isthmus. Pectorals well developed. Anal fin beginning near the vent,

higher than the dorsal, becoming obsolete on the caudal filament. Dorsal beginning close

behind occiput, or not far from end of pectorals. The soft rays of the fins are connected by
thin membrane, instead of being imbedded in thick skin, as in the eels. Stomach not dis-

tensible. Muscular and osseous systems well developed. Abdominal cavity extends far

behind the vent.

ARTIFICIAL KEY TO THE GENERA OF NEMICHTHYID^.

I. Pectorals present. Gill openings separate and distinct. Jaws exceedingly attenuate
;
the upper the

longer, and bent upward Nemichthyina:

A. Gill-slits lateral, vcrtiial. Vent (dose to the head. Dorsal rays slender and nearly free.

1. Lateral line with three rows of pores. The tail ending in a long tilanient. Color dusky, with

silvery reflections above Nemichthys

2. Lateral line witli single row of pores. Tail probably filamentous (but truncate, and perhaps

mutilated, in all existing specimens). Color black Labichthys

B. Gill slits separate, inferior. Vent remote from head and far behind pectoi'als.

1. Dorsal origin behind jiectorals and above vent. Jaws moderate C'yema

II. Pectorals present. Gill openings partly confluent. Vomerine teeth large SpinivomeriiKe

A. Jaws very long, attenuate. Vomiriue teeth conical Spinivomer

B. Jaws moderate (snout not longer tlian rest of head). Vomerine teeth lancet-shaped, close-set

SeRRIVOMER
III. Pectorals absent. Gill openings separate, but reaching nearly to middle line of abdomen. Snout spat-

ulate. Tail long and filiform GariaUcipiiinw

A. Vent somewliat remote from throat.

1. Teeth small, sliarp, in double row in each jaw ;
teeth in vomer larger G.avialiceps

NEMICHTHYS, Riciiardson.

Nemichthys, Richardson, Voyage of the Samarang, Fishes, 1848, 10 (typc,^V. sco?oj)flceMs).—GCnther, Cat.

Fish. Brit. Mus., viii, p. 21.—.Jordan and Davis, Rep. U. S. F. C, 1888 (1891) 656.

Leptorhynchus, Lowe, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., x, 1852, 54.

Belonopsis, Brandt, Mem. Ac. St. Petersb. Sav. Etrang., vii, 1854, 174.

Body very elongate, with slender, whip-like tail, which tapers to a point. Vent under

pectorals. Jaws greatly elongate, forming a long, slender bill, the upper formed by the

\CW<.'W\'WiWSS::^'<^^

Lateral line in Nemichthys.

vomer and intermaxillaries. Inner surface of thejaws covered with small, closely set teeth.

Eye large; nostrils close together in the hollow in front of the eye, witliout tube or flap.

Gill openings wide, running downward and forward, nearly confluent. Pectoral and ven-

tral tins well developed. Lateral line with three series of pores.
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NEMICHTHYS SCOLOPACEUS, Richardson. (Figure 170.)

Nemichthys scolopaceiis, Richardson, Voyiige Samarang, Fishes, 25, PI. x. Figs. 1-3.—Gi-nther, Cat. Fish.

Brit. Mas., VIII, 210; Challenger Report, xxii, 263.—Goode, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., iii, 1880,485.—
GooDE iiud Bean, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., x, 1883, 225.—.Jordan and Gilbert, Bui. xvi, U. S. Nat.

Mus., 366.—Vaillant, Exp. Sci. Travailleur et Talisman, Poiss., 93, Pi. vil, Figs. 2, 2a.—Jordan and
Davis, Rep.U. S. F. C, 1888 (1891) 657.

Leptorhynchus Leuchtcnberyii, Lowe, Mem. Sav. Etraugeres, St. Petershurg, vil, 1854, 171.

Belonopsis Leuchtenkergii, Brandt, op. cit.
, 174, figure.

Head comparatively stout, its depth one-seventh its greatest length. Eye moderate,
less than one-third the length of the head without snout. Length of pectoral fins slightly
less than height of the anal, which is less than the height of the body and rattier more than

the greatest depth of the head. Pale above, belly and anal fin blackish, the color not

abruptly changing, the back somewhat speckled.
This most remarkable species was first obtained by H. M. S. tSamarang in the South

Atlantic in 1846, and a little later by the indefatigable Lowe at Madeira. In 1879, when the

Fish Commission had its headquarters at Gloucester, a third specimen was obtained by us

from a George's Bank fisherman, who had preserved it in a whisky bottle, and who was
induced to part with it in barter for a five-dollar bill.

In 1881, the Fish Hawk while at work in 25li fathoms off Newport, brought up a small

specimen, clinging by its long Jaws to the outside of the trawl net. Since then, the Alba-

tross and the Blake have obtained numerous specimens, off the South Atlantic coast in .300

to 1,000 fathoms. Vaillant has a magnificent specimen, 650 millimeters long, obtained in

1888 meters on the Banc d'Arguin. The Challenger did not obtain a single specimen.
The following is a list of localities whence this species has been obtained by the Alba-

tross :

No. 35632, U. S. N. M., from station 2235, in 39° 12' N. lat., 72° 03' 30" W. Ion., at a depth
of 707 fathoms; No. 32674, U. S. N. M., from station 2002, in 37° 20' 42" N. lat., 74° 17' 36' W.
Ion., at a depth of 641 fathoms; No. 35401, U. S. N. M., from station 2181, in 39° 29' N. lat.,

71° 46' W. Ion., at a depth of 693 fathoms; No. 35G17, U. S. N. M., from station 2203, in 39°

34' 15" N. lat., 710 41' 15" W. Ion., at a depth of 705 fathoms; No. 32649, U. S. N. M. (4

specimens), ti'om station 2001, in 37° 46' 30" N. lat., 74° W. Ion., at a depth of 519

fathoms; No. 35402, U. S. N. M., from station 2182, in 39° 25' 30" N. lat., 71° 44' W. Ion., at

a depth of 861 fathoms; No. 35459, U. S. N. M., from station 2187, in 39° 49' 30" N. lat., 71°

10' W. Ion., at a depth of 420 fathoms; No. 33290, U, S. N. M., from station 2039, in 38° 19'

26" N. lat., 68° 20' 20" W. Ion., at a depth of 2,369 fathoms; and from stations 2023, in 37° 48'

N. lat., 740 01' 30" W. Ion., at a depth -of 377 fathoms; 2501, in 39° 38' N. lat., 71° 42' W.
Ion., at a depth of 500 fathoms: 2,5.30, in 40° 53' 30" N. lat., 66° 24' W. Ion., at a depth of 956

fathoms; 2.5.33, in 40° 16' 30" N. lat., 67° 26' 15" \V. Ion., at a depth of 828 fathoms; and

2528, in 41° 47' N. lat., 65^37' 30" W. Ion., at a de])th of 677 fathoms.

Specimens were taken by the steamer Fish Ha wk, as follows : No. 29066, U. S. N. M., from

station 1048, in 38'= 29' N. lat., 73° 21' W. Ion., at a depth of 435 fatlioms; No. 29073, U. S.

N. M., from station 1049, in 38° 28' N. lat., 73° 22' W. Ion., at a depth of 435 fathoms; No.

26106, U. S. N. M., from station 880, in 39° 48' 30" N. lat., 70° 54' W. Ion., at a depth of 225

fathoms; No. 28767 (2 specimens), IT. S. N. M., from station 938, in 39° 51' N. lat., 69° 4!)'

15" W. Ion., at a depth of 317 fathoms; No. 28854, U. S. N. M., from station 952, in 39° 55'

N. lat., 70° 28' W. Ion., at a depth of 396 fathoms
;
No. 28905, U. S. N. M., from station 1025,

in 390 49' N. lat., 71° 25' W. Ion., at a deptli of 216 fathoms; No. 28761, U. S. N. M., from

station 937, in 39° 49' 25" N. lat., 69^ 49' W. Ion., at a depth of 616 fathoms; and No. 28897,
from station 997, in 39° 42' N. lat., 71° 32' W. Ion., at a depth of 335 fathoms.

Specimens were also taken by the Blake, from station ccciii, in 41° 34' 30" N. lat.,

65° 54' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 306 fathcnns; station CCCIX, in 40° 11' 40" N. lat., 68^

22' W. Ion., at a depth of 304 fathoms; station cccvi, in 41° 32' 30" N. lat., 65° 55' W. Ion.,

at a depth of 524 fathoms; station cccxxx, in 31° 41' N. lat., 74° 35' W. Ion., at a depth
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of 1,047 fathoms; and station cccxxxviii, in 38° 18' 40" N. lat., 73° 18' 10" W. Ion., at a

depth of 922 fathoms.

A closely allied species, N. aiwcetta, has recently been discovered oft" the Pacific Coast.

LABICHTHYS, Gill and Ryder.

Lahichthys, GiLL and Rydkr, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., v, 1883, 261.—Jordan, Cat. Fish. N. Amer., 56.—
Jordan and Davis, Rep. U. S. F. C, 1888, 655.

Avocettinn, Jordan and Davis, Rep. U. S. F. C, 1888, 655.

Nemichthyids with the head behind the eyes contracted and with very attenuated jaws.

Lateral line with a single row of pores. Branchiostegal membrane connected with the throat

and the branchial apertures limited to the .sides. Small conical teeth in a band along the

vomer and otherwise dentition of Nemichthys. A black epidermis. Tail probably filamen-

tous, but abruptly truncated in all known specimens.

LABICHTHYS CARINATUS, Gill and Ryder. (Figure 171.)

Labichthys caiinatiis, Gill and Ryder, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vi, 1883, 261.—Jordan, Cat. Fish. N. Amer.,
57.—Jordan and Davis, Rep. U. S. F. C, 1888, 656.

The ridges that bound the median rosti'al sulcus converge and form a carina along the

median line in vertical from the anterior border of the orbit. The greatest height of the

body (at posterior third) of the type specimens (0.447 meter long) is 0.013 meter, and the

height behind pectorals is 0.0055 meters. Color black. (Gill.)

Radial formula: D. 268; A. 287; P. 13.

The type of this species (No. 33369, U. S. N. M.) was obtained by the Albatross from

station 2076, in 41° 13' N. lat., 65° 33' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 906 fathoms.

A closely allied form, Lahichthijs Gillii, Bean, (Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. xiii, 1890, 45) was

taken in 1888 by the Alhatrosn in 1,569 fixthoms off Alaska. It has the vent somewhat
remote from the pectorals, and the dorsal origin over their tips.

LABICHTHYS ELONGATUS, Gill and Ryder. (Figure 172.)

Lahichthys elongatiis, Gill and Ryder, Proc. U. S. Nat Mns., vi, 1883, 262.—Jordan and Davis, Rep.
U. S. F. C, 1888, 656.

The ridges that bound the I'ostral groove are not confluent backwards in a cariniform

extension, but end in a vertical from the orbit. The greatest height of the body (at poste-

rior third) in the type specimen (0.542 meter long) is 0.015 meter. Color black.

Radial formula: D. 346; A. 309 + x. (The anal is destroyed towards its end); P. 19.

{Gill.)

The type of the species (Cat. No. 33577, U. S. N. M.) was taken by the Albatross at

station 2100, in 39° 22' N. lat., 68° 34' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 1,628 fathoms.

LABICHTHYS INFANS, (Gunther), Goode and Bean. (Figure 173.)

Nemichthyft tnfans, GOnther, Ann, and Mag. Nat. Hist., 24, 1878; Challenger Report, xxil, 1884, 264, pi.

Ixiii, figs, B, b', b", b'".

AvocetUna infans, .Jordan and Davis, Rep. U. S. F. C, 1888, 655.

Body much less elongate and eye much smaller than in Nemichthys scolopaceus.

Vent twice or thrice as distant from the root of the pectorals as is the latter from the eye.

This species was taken by the Challenger in mid-Atlantic, station 101, depth, 2,.")00

fathoms; one specimen 11 inches long; and off Peruambuco, station 122, depth 500 fathoms,
one specimen 7J inches long. The specimen was mutilated.

Besides these two specimens, the British Museum has received from the Mona Channel,

in the West Indies, a third which was found attached to an old telegraph cable that had

been laid at a depth of 114 fathoms; it is 14 inches long, but had a greater part of its body
mutilated during life. This specimen, which is fairly well preserved, has been fully de-
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scribed by Giinther in the Challenger Report. A copy of liis figure is reproduced. (Fig-
ure 174.)

CYEMA, Gunther.

Cyema, GCnther, Ann. .and Mag. Nat. Hist., ii, 1878, 2rjl; Challenger Report, xxii, 1887, 205.—Jordan anil

Davis, Rep. U. S. F. C, 1888, 65.

This genus, says G-iinther, combines the loriii of thi^ snout of ii Xemichthys witli tlie

soft, sliort hody of a Ije2)toce]}htilii.s; but tlie gill openings are very narrow and close together
on the abdominal surfiice. Vent in about the middle of the length of the body ;

vertical fins

well developed, confined to and interrupted at the extremity of the tail. Pectoral fins well

developed. Eye very small.

It is to be hoped that Dr. Giinther will publisli his views more fully ujjon the relation

of this form to Leptocephalus. To a casual observer Cyema, as exhibited in the French and

English material, seems very like a young Xemichthys, ^nth its jaws and tail mutilated and

partly repaired.

CYEMA ATKUM, Gunther. (Figure 176.)

Cyenia atruni, Gunther, Ann. .and Mag. Nat. Hist., ii, 1878, 251; Challenger Report, xxii, 265, PI. uv, Fig.
D.—Vaillant, Exped. Travailleur et Talisman, Poissons, 91, PI. vii. Figs. 4, 4a.—Jordan and Davis,

Rep. U. S. F. C, 1888, 651.

A specimen 4J inches long was obtained by the Challeiu/cr iuthe South Pacific, station

215, depth 1,500 fathoms; another, 4§ inches long, at station 158, in the Antarctic seas,

depth 1,800 fathoms. The French exj^lorers took another, identified by Vaillant with this

species, at station xxxviii, 2,210 meters, off the coast of Morocco. This specimen is thus

described by Yaillant :

This is a little fish, 110 to 120 millimeters long and scarcely 2J to .1 millimeter-^ in thick-

ness; this form has justly been compared to Xe;jfoc(7j//rt/«.v by the accomplished Keeper of

the Zoological Collections in the British Museum.
The head is swollen, forming about one-sixth of the total length; the muzzle forms

more than a half of the head; the angle of the mouth is well behind the eye; the jaws are
armed with small .serrated teeth disposed in quincunx and giving it the appearance of
a fine file as iu Xemichthys. The upper jaw is in large i)art wanting, also the extremity of
the lower and their dimension can only be given approximately. It is not possible to dis-

cover the position of the nostrils. The eyes are small and the iuterorbital space rather

large, about one-seventh of the length of the head. The narrow branchial orifices are clo.se

to the lateral line, but not confluent, and placed very near the i)ectorals.
The anus is .situated behind the middle of the total length, at the union of the anterior

five-eighths with the posterior three-eighths. The skin is scaleless.

Tlie dorsal and anal are nearly opposite on the posterior part of the body, imme(liately
behind the anus. The maniu^r in which these fins terminate is not quite clear; in tlie living
animal it appears to me that they are united, forming a semi-lunar tork, posteriorly wanting
the ordinary caudal fin of fishes x>roperly so called, but I am not willing to atfirm that the

extremity was absolutely intact, the action of the preserving fluid making the ascertain-

ment of the fact more difficult daily.
The color is a beautiful -selvety black.

Millimeters.

Length 105

Height 7

Thickness 2i

Head, length 17

Millimeters.

Tail, length 40

Snout, length <J?

Eye, diameter i
Interorbital •width 2

The specimen is No. 8-t-10G7, in the ichthyological collection of the Paris Museum. It

was taken at station 38. Dr. Giinther states that the species has been taken in depths of

3,743 and 3,262 meters in the Pacific and Antarctic oceans.
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SPINIVOMER. Gill and Ryder.

Spinivomer, Gill and Ryder, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. vi, 1883, 261.—Jordan, Cat. Fish. N. Amer., 57.—Jordax
and Davis, Rep. U. S. F. C., 1888, 653.

Nemiclithyids with a rectilinear occipito-rostral outline, with very attenuated jaws,

high mandibular rami, the branchial apertures nearly confluent, enlarged acute conic teeth

ill a median I'ow on the vomer, and with a silvery epidermis, and a filiform tail. (Gill and

Ryder.)

SPINIVOMER GOODEI, Gill and Ryder.

Spinivomer (loodei, Gill and Ryder, lor. cit., 253, 255, 261.

The rays are ensheathed in a tough membrane which renders it impossible at present

to enumerate them with exactitude. They are, however, it is to be noted, more distant

from each other, and conse(iuently fewer than in Serriromer.

The fish has a silvery sheen by which, as well as by the smaller eyes aud deeper mandi-

bles, it may be at once recognized from its relations.

This is the smallest of the family, but a beautiful silvery form. The total length of

the only specimen found is 0.13 of a meter, and its greatest. height (at the branchial region)

is 0.0025 meter. [Gill and Eydcr.)
A single specimen (Cat. No. 33293, U. S. N. M.) was obtained hy the Albatross at station

2039, in 38° 19' 2G" N. lat., 68° 20' 20" W. Ion., at a depth of 2,301 fathoms.

SERRIVOMER, Gill and Ryder.

Serricomcr, Gill aud Ryder, Proc. U. S. N. M., vi, 1883, 260.—Jordam, Cat. Fish, N. A., 57.—Jordan and

Davis, Rep. U. S. F. C, 1888, 6.53.

Nemiclithyids with the liead behind eyes of an elongated parallelogramic form, with

moderately attenuated jaws, brauchiostcgal membrane confluent at the i)osterior margin, but

with the branchial apertiu-es limited by an isthmus except at the margin, and with lancet-

shaped vomerine teeth in a crowded (sometimes doubled) row. [Gill and Ryder.)

SERRIVOMER BEANII, Gill and Eyder. (Figure 175.)

Serrivomer Beanii, Gill and Rtdeu, Proc. IT. ,S. Nat. Mus., vi, 1883, 260, 261.—Jordan and Davis, Rep. U. S.

F. C, 1888, 653.

The stoutest species of the family and with much shorter jaws than any other, and with

a very formidable vomerine armature. Thetotal length of the single specimen obtained was

0.594 meter; its height at the vertical of the mandibular articulation is O.OIG meter, and the

greatest height of the body (just behind the branchial apertures) is 0.02 meter.

Radial fornuila: D. 157; A. 138.

The specimen (Cat. No. 33383, IT. S. N. M.) was taken by the Albatross at station

2075, in 41° 40' 30" N. lat., 65° 28' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 855 fathoms.

SERRIVOMER EICHARDII, (Vaillant), Goode and Bean.

Xemichthys Bicliardi, Vaillant, op. cit., Appendix, 93.

Jvocettina KicJiardi, Jordan and Davis, Rep. 11. S. F. C, 1888, (1891) 655.

Nemichthys itifana, Vaillant, Exp. Sci. Travailleur et Talisman, 1888, 95, pi. vii, tigs. 1, la (not X i«/an8

of (iiinther).

The description of this species given by Giinther (Preliminary notice 1873, p. 251)

being very brief, the example dredged from the Talisman, on the other hand, leaving much

to be desired in the way of ]n'eservation, the affinity is doubtful.

The example, moreover, if we may be able to judge, is a little more nearly oybudrical

in form. The muzzle is sharply conical, the teeth of the jaws rasp like, similar to those of

Nemichthys scolopaccus, Eicliardson. The eye appears smaU, nearer to the extremity of the

snout than to the branchial oriflce.
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The vent is placed a little fartlier back than in the typical species of the genns; the

length of the tail, compared to the total length, is iu that more than ten-elevenths and

only seven-uiuths in tlie individual here described. The skin being for the greater part re-

moved, together with a portion of the fins, some important characters are wanting. I find

no trace of the dorsal, excejit an incomplete ray, which is a little behind the anus; the anal

commences immediately behind this last. It appears to have been higher than the dorsal.

The base, moreover, of the scapular bone, wliicli supports the pectorals, alone enables us to

determine the location of these tins behind the branchial aperture.

Measurements {given bij M. I'aillant).

Length nf body—
Height iif body . . .

Thickness of body

Length of head . . .

Tengthof tail

Length of snout . .

Diameter of eye ..

Interorbital spare

Millinteters. Hundredths.

240
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Family SACCOPHARYNGID.^, Gill.

Sacrophnrt/ngoidei, Bleeker, Tentameu, 1859, xxxii: (Family, 169).

Saccopharyngina, Gunther, Cat. Fiah. Brit. Mus., viii, 22.

Saccopharyngidce, Gill, Arr. Fam. Fish., 1872, 21 (No. 20.5); Nature, XXIX, 1884, 235; Proo. U. S. Nat.

Mus., VII. 1884, 62-3.—Jordan and Gilbert, BuU. xvi, U. S. Nat. Mus., 365.

Lyomeri with the branchio-anal portion much longer than the rostro branchial ; the

tail excessively elongated and attenuated
;
the cranium unknown

;
the eyes antero-lateral

;

with the jawbones moderately extended backwaixl (in comparison with the Eurypharyngidaj),
and apparently not closable against each other; with enlarged teeth in one or both jaws;
with the dorsal and anal fins feebly developed, and with pectorals small but broad.

SncoopharyHx is considered by Dr. Giinther to consist of "deep-sea congers," but evi-

dently it is not at all related to the congers or any other allied hshes, (GUI.)

SACCOPHARYNX, Mitchill.

Saccophariinx, Mitchill, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hi.st. N. Y., i, 1824, 86 (type, Saccopliarijux flagelliim, Cuvier).—
Glntiikr, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., viii, 22; Challouger Report, XXII, 1887, 255.—Gill, <>;). cit., 46.

Ophiognatlms, Harwood, Phil. Trans. Royal Soc, 1827, 52.

Saccopharyngid.s with the dorsal and anal fins continued backwards and confluent with

a slightly developed caudal fin
[ ?],

and with the lower jaw toothless.

Front View of Head of Saccopharvnx.

We unite the various forms of Saccopharynx under one specific name, pending the

discovery of new material which may render an intelligent discussion possible.

SACCOPHARYNX FLAGELLUM, Mitchill. (Figures 178, 179, 180.)

Saccopharijnx, Mitchill, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist., New York, I, 1824, 82.

Saccopharynx flageUaiii, ("Mitchill.")—Cuvier, R&gue Animal, 2d ed., 1829, ii, 355.—GOnther, Cat. Fish.

Brit. Mus., viii, 22.—Johnson, Anu. and Mag. Nat. Hist., 1862, x, 279.—Gill, loc. cit., 64.

Ophiogiialhm ampullacem, Harwood, Phil. Trans., 1827, 52, pi. vii, Figs. 1-4.

Saccopharynx ampnllaceus, Richardson, Fauua BoreaU-Americana, 1836, ill, 271.—GOnther, Challenger
 

Report, XXII, 1887, 256, pi. LXVI.

Both jaws are armed with slender, curved,widely set teeth, irregularly uniserial orbiserial,

their points being directed inward. The length of the jaws is from one-third to one-seventh

of the length of the body; that is, the distance from the vent to the extremity of the snout.

The dorsal fin commences a long way behind the head and a short distance in front of the

vent; like the anal it may or may not reach the end of the tail, which terminates in an

extremely delicate and thin tilauient. The small pectoral tin with some thirty very thin

rays. Gill-opening an elongate slit. A bluish-white line runs on the back along each side

of the base of the dorsal fin, and a similar line is sometimes distinct along the anal fin.

(Giinther.)

Of this genus five .specimens have been captured; described by Dr. Giinther as follows.

There may, of course, be two species, for it is not certain that Mitchill and Harwood both

saw the same form.
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(1) The fish described by Mitchill in 1824, which was taken in 52° N". lat., 30° W. Ion.;

it was discovered afloat iu a helpless condition, having swallowed a fish 10 inches long. The

body of this specimen was 14 and the tail 58 inches long. It does not seem to have been

preserved.

(2) The fish described by Harwood in 1827, which was taken in 62° N. lat., 57° W. Ion.
;

it was discovered afloat in a helpless condition, "almost worn out by unavailing efi"orts to

gorge a fish of about 7 inches in circumference." This is the largest of the specimens known,
its body having been about 20 and the tail 34 inches long. It does not seem to have been

preserved.

(3) The fish described by Johnson in 1862, which was taken off Madeira, under what
circumstances Johmson could not learn, but probably also floating on the surface; it had

swallowed another deep-sea fish about 9 inches long (ffalargi/reus Johnmnii), the stomach of

which was forced up into the mouth by the distended air bladder, showing how rapidly both

fishes must have ascended to the surface. The body of this specimen is 8J and the tail 23

inches long. It is preserved in the British Museum.

(4) A young specimen in the British Museum, the history of which is unknown; its

body is 3, its tail 8J inches long. It is much shriveled, having been i)reserved for a long

time, but supplies some valuable information on points in which the larger is imperfect.

(5) A single badly mutilated specimen, secured by the Blale from station cccxxxi, in

350 44' 40" N. lat., 740 40' 20" W, Ion., at a depth of 898 fatlioms.

Dr. Giinther's description applies, no doubt, to S. wmpullaceus. His figure is repro-

duced in our figure 178.

Family EURYPHARYNGID^E.
Nauvelle famille, Vaillant, Comptes Rendiis. Acad. Sc, Paris, Dec. 11, 1882, p. 1226 (not nauicil).

Eurypharyngidw, Gill, Science, i, 231, March 30, 1883.—Gill and Ryder, Proc. U. S. Nat. Miis. vi, 1883, 264.—
Valliant, Exp. Sci. Travailleur et Talisman, 1888, 193.

Lyomeri with the branchio-anal portion much shorter than the rostro-branchial
;
with

the tail very elongated and moderately attenuated backwards; the head flat above, and with

a transverse rostral margin, at the outer angles of which the eyes .are exposed; with the

palatine jaws excessively elongated backwards and the upper parallel, and closing against

each other as far as the articulation of the two suspensorial bones
;
with minute teeth on

both jaws; the dorsal and anal fins well developed and continued nearly to the end of the

tail, and with minute, narrow pectoral fins.

The mandibular rami are exceedingly narrow and slender, but the jaws are extremely

expansible and the skin is correspondingly dilatable; consequently an enormous pouch may
be developed. Inasmuch as the slenderness and fragility of the jaws and the absence of

raptorial teeth (at least in Gastrostomus) preclude the idea of the species being true fish of

prey, it is probable that they may derive their food from the water which is received into

the pouch, by a process of selection of the small or minute organisms therein contained.

The xieculiar closure of the anterior half of the upper jaws upon each other, and the

coordinate joint between the hyomandibular and quadrate elements of the suspensorium
are doubtless correlated with the mode of ingestion or selection of food. The skin consti-

tuting the pouch, it may bo added, has a peculiar velvety appearance, and also reminds

one of the patagium or wing membrane of a bat. (Gill and Ryder.)

EURYPHARYNX, Vaillant.

Eurypharynx, Vaillant, Comptes Rendus Acad. >Sc., Paris, 12.32, Dec. 11, 1882, (tr. Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist.

(5), V, 11, p. 67; Exp. Sci. Travailleur et Talisman, 197; Gill and Rydf.u, lor. cit., 274.

Eurypharyngids with the cranium greatly abbreviated, the dentigerous bones very

elongate, nearly one-half the length of the body; feeble granulations upon the jaws, and a

pair of enlarged teeth on the lower jaw in front. Gill-opening remote from angle of mouth.
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No trtu-es of a lateral Hue. Vent premediau. Rays of vertical fius slender and flexible.

Tail free, teriuiuatiug iu slender point.

EURYPHAKYNX PELECANOIDES, Vaillant. (Figure 176.)

Eurypharijnx peiccanoides, Vaillant, Comptea Rendus Acad. Sc, Paris, xcv, 1226, Dec. 11, 1882; Exp. Sci.

Tr;iv:iilleur ct Talisman, 198, jil. xvii.—Gill and Ryder, Joe eit.

Siccopharynx pelecanoides, Gunthkh, Challenger Report, xxii, 1887, 262.

Bothjaws possess merely feeble dental granulations, but the lowerjaw is armed in front

with a pair of slender curved teeth (2 millimeters long). The length of the jaws is about
one half of that of the body. The origin of the dorsal fin is nearer to the end of the snout

than to the vent; neither the dorsal nor the anal fin reach the end of the tail (which termi-

nates in a small, skinny lobe). Gill-opening a very small round opening. No bluish-white

line along the back. (Gunther.)
" This animal," writes Gill, "is about 0.47 meter long and 0.02 meter high at the most

elevated part and is of an intense deep-black color. The body, the form of which is masked
in front by the abnormal mouth, which will be mentioned further on, resembles that of

Macrurm; it becomes regularly attenuated from about tlie anterior fourth, the point at

which the external branchial orifice is seen, and terminates in a point at the caudal extrem-

ity ;
the anus is situated at the junction of the anterior third with the posterior two-thirds

of the body.
"What gives this fish a very peculiar physiognomy is the arrangement of the jaws and

the structui'e of the mouth, which are even an exaggeration ofwhat Mr. Ayres has described

in Malacostem niger. Although the head is short (scarcely 0.03 meter), the jaws and the

suspeiisorium are excessively elongated; the latter did not measure less than 0.095 meter;
and from this it results that the articular angle is carried very far back, to a distance from
the end of the muzzle equal to about 3J times the length of the cephalic portion."

GASTROSTOMUS, Gill and Ryder.

Gastroatomua, Gill and Ryder, Proe. U. S. Nat. Miis., 1883, vi, 271-273.

Eurypharyngids with the cranium abbreviated and little or no longer than broad,
minute acute conic teeth depressed inward in a very narrow band on the jaws (no en-

larged teeth at the extremity of tlie mandible), and the tail with an eradiate membrane
under its terminal portion. Gill-opening close to angle of mouth.

GASTROSTOMUS BAIRDII, Gill and Ryder. (Figures 181, 182.)

Gastroatomus Bairdii, Gill and Ryder, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1883, vi, 271.

The cranium forms about one-thirtieth or less of the extreme length, and is as broad as

long; the jaws are excessively elongated, being nearly (in large) or more (in young) than
7 times longer than the cranium; there are about 160 rays in the dorsal fin and about
107 in the anal; the pectorals are very small, being only about as long as the diameter of

the eye, and little more tlian twice as long as wide at the base, and have about nine simple

rays. The rays of the unpaired fins are quite flexible in the small individuals, but quite

rigid and more perfectly ossified in the larger; they become obsolete toward the end of the

tail. Tlie rays, which are rigid and well ossified anteriorly, become shorter, very slender,

and flexible—in fact, almost as limp as threads near the end of the tail. The vertebral

bodies become longer and more attenuated toward the end of the tail.

Meter.

Extreme length 47

Body :

Height at branchial region 035

Height at anus 025

Height at commencement of anal fin 02

Length of alidominal cavity 05

Met«r.

Cranium :

Length 015

Width 015

Interorbital area Oil

Orbit, diameter 003
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Jaw:
Meter. Meter.

Anal:

From snout : . 175

Longest ray 015

Pectoral :

Distance from branchial aperture 002

Distance from auu.s 04

Distance from snout 115

Length 0035

Width (at base) 0015

Upper, length 103

Lower, length 103

Suspensorium, length 102

Branchial aperture :

From snout 11

From dorsal 028

Interbrauchial isthmus, width 0035

Dorsal :

From snout 07

Longest ray 0075

The following si^eciinens were taken by the Albatross: Cat. No. 33294, U. S. N. M., from

station 2047, in 40° 2' 30" N. lat., 08o 49' 40" W. Ion., at a deptli of 389 tathom.s; Cat. No.

33295, U. S. N. M., from station 2043, in 39° 49' N. lat., 08° 28' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of

1,467 fathom.s; Cat. No. 3338G, U. S. N. M., from station 2074, in 41° 43' N. lat, 05° 15' 20"

W. Ion., at a depth of 1,309 fathoms; Cat. No. 35407, U, S. N. M., from station 2179, in 39°

30' 10" N. lat., 71° 50' W. Ion., at a depth of 510 fathoms; Cat. No. 35521, U. S. N. M.,
from station 2210, in 39° 37' 45" N. lat., 71° 18' 45" W. Ion., at a depth of 991 fatlioms;

Cat. No. 35525, U. S. N. M., from station 2211, in 39° 35' N. lat., 71° 18' W. Ion., at a depth
of 1,064 fathoms; Cat. No. -33545, U. S. N, M., from station 2096, in 39° 22' 20" N.lat, 70°

52' 20" W. Ion., at a depth of 1,451 fathoms; Cat. No. 35621, U. S. N. M., from station 2202,

in 390 38' N. lat., 71° 39' 45" W. Ion., at a depth of 515 fathoms; and Cat. No. 35528, U. S.

N. M., from station 2206, in 39° 35' N. lat., 71° 24' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 1,043 fathoms.

Doubtfully placed in Saecopharyngina by Alcock.

(Apparently true Apodes.)

DYSOMMA, Alcock.

Dysomma, Alcock, Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist., 1889 (Nov.), 459; Bathybial Fishes of the Bay of Bengal, 35.

Soft tissues well developed; osseous tissues weak. Body high anteriorly and the

head much inflated. Tail tapering to a point. Vent situated immediately behind the gill-

opening. Snout short, slightly overhanging the mouth, its surface with many pores. Eyes

minute, concealed beneath the skin. Nostrils large, lateral. Cleft of mouth wide. Minute

sharp teeth in a single row in each jaw; a row of larger teeth in the vomer. Tongue not

free. Four gills, communicating with the pharynx by wide slits. Osseous elements of the

gill-cover rudimentary or absent. Gill-openings separate. Heart situated between the

giUs. No scales. Vertical fins fairly developed, the dorsal beginning just behind the occi-

put. Pectorals well developed. (Alrocl:)

A single species, Dysomma bueephahis, Alcock, represented by one specimen, 8^ inches

long, taken in the Bay of Bengal, in 193 fathoms, lat. 20° 17' 30" N., Ion. 88° 51' E., by the

Investigator, and another from station 120, in 240 to 276 fathoms.

DYSOMMOPSIS, Alcock.

Bysommopsis, Alcock, Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. (6th ser.), viii, 1891, 137.

A genus allied to Dysomma, having a tail of great relative length, the vent being close

to the gill-opening. Eyes small, deeply subcutaneous. Snout studded with pores. Nos-

trils large, lateral. Mouth wide. Small sharp teeth in a single row in tlie lower jaw, and

in a double row in the upper jaw; a short row of enlarged teeth in the vomer. Eoni- gills:

gill clefts wide; gill-openings small, situated close together near mid-abdominal line.

Heart between the gills. Skin scaleless. Vertical iins confluent, the dorsal beginning a

short distance behind the gill-opening. No pectorals. (AlcocJc.)

The genus is represented by T>. miiciimnis, Alcock, obtained by the Investigator in the

Indian Ocean, station 120, in 240 to 270 fathoms.
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Order CARENCHELYI.
Carenchelyi, Gill, MS.

Teleost fishes with the iiitermaxillaries and supramaxillaries developed and united by
suture, and immovably connected with the cranium; branchial apparatus as in Apodes;

scapular arch remote from the skull, and the body auguilliform. {Gill, MS.)

Family DERICHTHYID^^.
Derichthyidce, Gill, American Naturalist, v, 18, 433, 1884.

Body anguilliform, slender, with a neck-like contraction between the head and pectoral

fins, and submedian anus. Scales absent, the skin being perfectly smooth. Lateral line

commencing on the side, behind the head, near the back, but submedian behind.

Head oblong, oval. Eyes in the anterior half of the head. Nostrils lateral, in front of

the eyes; neither tubular. Mouth with the cleft little oblique, extending behind the eyes.

Jaws well developed, maxillaries approximated to the front of the vomer and attenuated

backwards. Mandible moderately stout
;
the deutary with the coronoid process moderate

and not far from posterior end. Teeth conic, in cardiform bands on the jaws and vomer.

Lips moderate. Tongue moderate. Periorbital bones.

Opercidar apparatus moderately developed ; operculum inserted rather low on the hyo-
mandibular by a peduncle, horizontally oblong, with eniarginate upper edge and convex

lower one; suboperculuni curved and applied below oxJerculum; interoperculum long, con-

nected in front with angle ofjaw and behind with front of suboijercuhun; in-eoperculum
moderate.

Branchial apertures lateral
;
vertical slits in front of pectorals.

Branchiostegal rays in small number (about 6), rather slender and curved upwards
behind the opercula.

Dorsal, anal, and caudal confluent in an uninterrupted fin; dorsal commencing far

behind the head; anal commencing about midway between snout and end of tail or middle

of body; caudal pointed and reduced.

Pectorals inserted nearer the breast than back, narrow and rather long, with about

10 or 11 fine rays, and bent forward.

Branchial arches slender; glossohyal moderately long: urohyal very slender and

pointed; first basibranchial very long; second and third basibranchials moderate; epipha-

ryngeals reduced to a pair ( ?) ; hypo])haryngeals long and closely appressed and superin-
cumbent on the rudimentary fifth arch.

DERICHTHYS, Gill.

Derichthya, Gill, American Naturalist, xviii, 1887, 433.

The generic characters are included in the family diagnosis.

DERICHTHYS SERPENTINUS, Gill. (Figure 169.)

Derichthijs serjH'ntinus, Gill, American Naturalist, xviii, 1887,433.

Body stout, somewhat compressed, especially behind the vent; its greatest heiglit in

the region of the vent nearly equal to the length of the head; its postanal portion equal to

the distance from the vent to the posterior margin of the orbit.

Head small, snake like, its resemblance to that of a serpent being enhanced by the con-

tracted neck-like appearance of the anterior portion of the body. Its anterior portion is

depressed, and the view from above abruptly truncate, the width of the tip of the snout

being considerably greater than the interorbital space. The lower jaw is narrower and in-

cluded, the upper jaw projecting beyond its tip a distance nearly equal to the diameter of

the eye. The length of the snout is one third that of the head. The cleft of the mouth ex-

tends behind the eye a distance equal to or slightly greater than the diameter of the orbit.

19868—No. 2 11
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Nostrils elongate, the exterior slit occupying the middle third of the space between the an-

terior margin of the orbit and the tip of the snout. Length of the neck four-fifths that of

the head, equal to the distance from the posterior limit of the nostril to the posterior por-

tion of the head. Pectorals inserted high up, almost in median line, and composed of two
or three flexible, filiform i-ays. Origin of the dorsal about midway between the vent and
the tip of the snout, the fin composed of flexible, delicate rays, not sufBcieutly diflerentiated

from the thin membrane as to be easily counted, those rays being longest in the region above
the vent.

Vent nearly median. Anal fin beginning immediately behind the vent, and similar in

height and appearance to the dorsal fin, which it apparently joins at the tip of the tail.

No ventrals.

Lateral line inconspicuous, with minute pores, though its location is emphasized by
the Amphioxus like arrangement of the muscular fibers. Length of type 8 inches; of head,
one-half inch; of region in advance of pectorals, 1 inch; greatest height, seven-sixteenths

of an inch. Color, in life, ruddy brown; in alcohol, light yellow.
A single specimen (Cat. No. 33.")23, U. S. N. M.), was obtained by the Fish Commission

steamer Albatrotis, from station 2094, in 39° W 30" N. lat., 71° 04' W. lou., at a depth of

1,022 fathoms.

Order HETEROMI.
N'otaoanthi, Bleekkr, Tentamen, 1859, xxiii (in part).

Heteromi, Gill, American Naturalist, Nov., 1889, 1016.

Teleosts with the scapular arch formed by the proscapula and post temporal (or postero-

temporal), the latter detached from the sides of the cranium and impinging on the supraoc-

cipital; the hypercoracoid and hypocoracoid coalesced into a single lamellar imi)erforate

plate; the actinosts normal; the cranium with the condyle confined to the basioccipital

(ill-defined); the exoccipitals coalesced with the epiotics and opisthotics; the vomer

obsolete; the opercular apparatus complete, but the preoperculum slightly connected with or

discrete from the suspensorium ;
the suborbitals suppressed; the jaw bones complete and

little aberrant; the palatines, entopterygoids, and ectopterygoids well develoi^ed; the

anterior vertebrje separate, and the ventrals abdominal. (OiU.)

All the heteromous teleosts have a subfusiform, moderately compressed body with head

short and snout protruding, sometimes produced, proboscis-like (as in I'olyacanthonotus).

Family NOTACANTHID^^.
I Notacantini, Eafinesque, ludice d' Ittiologia Siciliana, 1810, 34.

Notacanthini, Bonaparte, Cat. Metodico, 1876, 72.

Notacanthoidei, Bleeker, Tentamen, 1859, xxiii.

Notacanthi, Gunther, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mas., m, 1861, 544.

Notacanlhkl(K,iiii,Y,, Arr. Fam.Fish, 1872, 21; Johnspn's Cyclopedia, ill, 1883; Century Dictionary, 4022.—
Jordan and Gilbert, Bull, xvi, U. S. N.at. Mus., 370.

Mouth moderate, transverse, inferior. Lower jaw normal, with rami immovably con-

nected at symphysis. Scales small on body and head; lateral line present. Teeth slender,

closely set, in single series in each jaw. Gill openings wide, the membranes sei)arate and
free from the isthmus.

Dorsal fin median, with short and free dorsal spines, and with only one ray (if any)
behind. Anal fin long, rather high, extending from the middle of the body to the caudal,
with which it unites, and with numerous spinous rays. Ventrals abdominal, often con-

fluent,with 1-5 sj^ines and 4-8 soft rays. Pectorals -short and high up. Psendobranchia' none.

The elaborate anatomical description of Xotavanthus sexspmis, given by Giinther (Chal-

lenger Report, XXII, 243-8) with numerous excellent figures, applies in its general features

to all the members of this family. In the discussion of the genera and species below, little

attention has been given to the degree of connection of the ventral fins. lu every in-
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stance they are connate or confluent, but the degree of connection depends not so much

uirou tlieir proximity to each other as upon the extent of the connecting membrane in the

several forms, and we question whether the character can be so defined as to serve even for

specific distinctions. All the species examined by us have the peculiar modifications of the

posterior extremities of the maxillary, and the sharp spine more or less hidden by the fleshy

fold of the lips at the angle of the mouth on either side.

KEY TO THE GENERA OF NOTACANTHID^ AND LIPOGENYID^.

I. Jaws normal. Dorsal spines separated. Teetli in both jaws NoTACANTHiDiE
A. Dorsal spines 6-12. Teeth in upper jaw compressed and obliquely triangular. Ventrals connate or

confluent Xotacanthinw

1. Origin of spinous dorsal far in advance of vent. Mouth lateral with lip contiuous.. Ventral fins

connate or confluent Notacakthus
2. Origin of spinous dorsal in vertical from vent. Mouth subinferior, crescentie, with lip absent

in middle. Jaws each with 22 teeth. Ventral fins united Gigliolia

B. Dorsal spines 27-38. Teeth in jaws erect, fine. Ventrals separated Polyacanthonotinw
1. Snout proboscis-like. Dorsal and anal spines long, flexible, the latter not exceeding 30 in num-

ber. Lateral line strongly arched Polyacanthoxotus
2. Snout not very elongate. Dors.al and anal spines low and strong, the latter 50 or more in num-

ber. Lateral line straight Macdonaldia
II. Jaws modified to form a suctorial mouth with separated rami. Dorsal spines close together, united by

membrane to form a high triangular fin. No teeth Lipogenyidjs
A. Dorsal spines 5, with 5 soft rays.

1. Lateral line obsolete behind Lipogenys

NOTACANTHUS, Bloeh.

Noiacanthus, Bloch, Abhandl. BiJUm. Gesellsch, 1787.—LACltpiiDE, Hist. Nat. Poiss., 1804.—GooDE, Proc, U.

S. N. M.,1880, 535.

AcanlhaiiotKS, Bloch, Ichthyologia, xii, 1797, 113, pi. ccccxxxi. (No description separate from that of

species -i. iiasits.)
—Schneider, Bloch's Syst. Ichth., 1801, 390, pi. xlvii.

Campylodoii, FabriciuS (fide GOnther).

Head and body much compressed, the body elongate, snout obtuse, rounded at its tip,

not proboscis lilie. The cleft of the mouth inferior. Dorsal fin almost rudimentary, con-

sisting of 12-15 very short, flexible spines, remote from each other and not connected by
a membrane. Anal liu very long, its origin close behind the vent, which is situated nearly

midway of the length of the body; its anterior jiortion is comiiosed of separate, flexible

spines, without membrane, resembling those of the dorsal; these gradually lengthen,

grading into the articulated branched rays. No caudal. Ventrals broad, with broad,

peduncle-like bases, clo.sely contiguous, separated only by a slight groove at the base, situ-

ated near the vent. Teeth acicular, in single row upon maxillaries, in a double row upon
mandibulars, villiform and in double row upon the palatines. Scales very numerous, of

moderate size, round, thin, flexible. Branchiostegals about 8. Gills, 4.

NotdcanfJiHs sexspinis, Richardson, as figured by Giiuther in the Challenger Report, has

8 dorsal spines (the last with supplementary ray), instead of the indicated by its specific

name
;
and this is the case also with the New Zealand specimen in the National Museum,

presented by Dr. Giinthei", and one from Cook Strait, New Zealand, in the Museum at Flor-

ence, which is 140 millimeters in length, and has a radial formula: D. 8; A. 13/12G; V. 12;

V. 1/8; C. 5. These specimens do not show the inflation of the cheeks, figured in Dr.

Glinther's plate.

The results of Dr. Giinther's dissections seem to indicate that this species at least of

Notacanthus does not live at a very great depth.

KEY TO THE SPECIES OF NOTACANTHUS AND GIGLIOLIA.

I. Origin of dorsal considerably in advance of that of anal. Lip normal, continuous Notacanthus
A. Body much higher over ventrals than over pectorals, and comparatively short.

1. Lateral line following profile of back in front of dorsal spines, then sinking to median line of

body. D. x-xi.

a. First dorsal spine behind vertical from axil of ventr.al. A. xiii-xv. (xvii?) N. tiasws

b. First dorsal spine in front of vertical from insertion of ventral. A. xvn N. analis

B. Body little higher over ventrals than over pectorals, and comparatively elongate.
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1. Lateral line inconsijicuous, nearer to dorsal thau to ventral outline throughout, not arched ante-

riorly. D. vi-viii.

a. Last dorsal spines over anterior part of soft anal. A. xu N. Bonapartii

b. Dorsal and soft anal not passing same vertical. A. xiii-xiv N. sexspinis

2. Literal line slightly arched above pectoral, sinking to median line of body in advance of first

dorsal spines. D. x.

a. Last dorsal spine over fifth from last anal spine. Fins low. A. xix \. phasyanorus

II. Origin of dorsal ojiposite that of anal. Lip absent in middle portion Gigliolia

A. Body much higher over ventrals than over pectorals and comparatively short.

1. Lateral line arched over ventrals and pectorals. D. viil.

a. Snout thick, swollen. A. x\-xviu G. Moaeleyi

NOTACANTHUS NASUS, Block. (Figure 183).

Acanthonotus nasus, Bloch, Ausl. Fische, xil, 114.—Schneider, Bloch's Systema Ichthyologise, 1801, 390.

Notacuiithiis nasu>i, Bloch, Fische, vii, 113, jd. 431.—Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., viii, 467,

pi. ccxLi.—LCtken, Vid. Med., 1878, 145.—Gunther, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., in, 544; Challenger Report,

XXII, 248.—Giglioli, Elenco, 94.—Vaillant, Exp. Sci. Travuilleur et Talisman, 317.

Campylodon Fabricii, Keiniiardt, Vidousk. Selsk. Afhandl., 1838, 120.

Notacuutkus Chvmnitzii, (Bloch, Abh. Bohm. Gesellsch. 1787).—Jordan and Gilbert, Bull, xvi, U. S. Nat.

Mus., 370.

A Notaeanthns with elongate body, whose greatest height lies between the pectoral aud

ventral tins and is contaii.ed about 4i times in the distance from the vent to the tip of the

snout. Head, short, compressed, its length not quite 3i times in distance from vent to snout.

Mouth large, extending backward to a i^oint nearly under the eye, the maxillary nearly

to the vertical from the anterior margin of pupil. The mouth does not lie entirely on the

under portion of the head, but is sublateral. There are 35 teeth in the intermaxillaries on

each side. The distance between the upjier profile of the head and the eye is about equal

to the diameter of the eye, and the diameter is slightly greater than one-third the length of

the snout (certainly not more than one-half the length of tlie snout), and about one-eighth

the length of the head. (In this connection, it is taken for granted that the hole in the skin

of the head represents the size of the eye; if, however, we assume that the entire portion

free of scales is the eye, the diameter is greater and equal to one-sixth the length of the head.

It is, at any rate, considerably less than the width of the interorbital space.) The gill cover

appears to be divided to below the symphysis of the operculum (with hyomandibular), and

is free from the isthmus (the entire under portion of the head is cut open in the middle).

Scales are lacking only about the mouth and eyes; about 40 longitudinal rows of

small scales (2 millimeters broad, 4 millimeters long) between the ventral outline and the

lateral line; smooth, and imbricated.

Of the 11 dorsal spines, the first (overlooked by Bloch and Valenciennes) is very small

and only visible as a point; placed close to this (1 millimeter) is the second, which is also

very short and feeble. The third, though also short, is thicker. The vent lies behind

the fifth spine. Of the 15 anal spines, which have their origin immediately behind the

vent, the first (overlooked by Bloch and Valenciennes) is very small; it does not extend

beyond the profile; the second and third but slightly. The spines which are longest and

placed farthest back still bear traces of a connecting membrane and are probably only
worn-oft' rays. The pectorals are inserted somewhat farther back from the gill covers than

shown by Bloch
;
the end is surely broken off, but yet it can hardly be doubted that this

fin is too long in Bloch's figure; its base is less than one-sixth the length of the head.

The ventral fins, connected behind the median line by a membrane, terminate considerably
in advance of the vent (they are apparently worn off a little behind).

Eadial formula: D. xi; A. 15 + 118 C.?; P, 19; V, 3 -f 7
(1),

8 (r).—Branchiostegals, vill,

(r)-ix (1).

Total length (restored) 85 centiineters. Length of head about 10.7 centimeters.

Height of body about 8 centimeters. Length of tail about 47.5 centimeters.

The full diagnosis given above was furnished by our friend Dr. Franz Hilgendorf, Gus-

tos of the zoological collections in the Eoyal Museum of Natural Uistory, Berlin, who
also gave the following notes on the present condition of the types:

The original Bloch specimen (Cat. Gen., No. 1409) is still in existence (our Museum pos-
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sesses in addition to this ouly a single specimen of N'otacanthus—Wotae. sexspinis), but it is

in a very unsatisfactory conclition. It was, perhaps, injured in transportation from Paris.

The jar has not been opened for more than thirty years. Very likely IJloch received it in a

poor state of preservation—a large cavity in the belly, between the pectorals aud ventrals, a

dilapidated left cheek, injured eyeballs, intestines wanting, etc. In addition to this, there

are other defects of a later date, such as the loss of the caudal, the tip of the snout, the
maceriition of the frontal bones. The gill arch is almost entirely gone: the intestines alto-

gether. The frontal bone is crushed and the first vertebra is disconnected. There is a long
gap in the dorsal tin.

The actual fength is now 82 centimeters; in addition to this should be added, at the

most, 1 centimeter for the snout and § centimeter for the caudal fin. This makes its former

length about 85 centimeters. (Bloch says 2i feet; this would be, according to the Rhenish

[i.
e. Prussian] measure, only 78i centimeters. Perhaps Bloch used a longer foot, or he gave

only an approximate measurement.) As we have no other specimen which we might have
confounded with that of Bloch, and ours still bears the label (apparently in Trosehel's hand-

writing) "iV'^f)fnm)(?/(».v »«s»s, Iceland, Bh)cli,"' I have no doubt that Xo. 1409 is the type
specimen. Nor can there have been another in Paris.

IIow much of the end of the caudal is missing is difficult to say. The point of the frac-

ture is hard and the fin bones are soft. If Valenciennes's account is accurate, the caudal Jin

only is missing, and one or two rays of this are still attached. If Bloch's description is cor-

rect, there werel4!»—(13+8 or 10f)=120-128 rays in the anal; consequently, a caudal end,
with at least 10 rays, in addition to the caudal tin, was lost, and the fish would have been
somewhat longer than 85 centimeters. I presume there was an oversight on Bloch's part.

The material now classed by authors under the name of N.nasus is the following:

(1) A specimen described by Fabricius in 1798 under the generic name of Campylodon,
obtained in 1791 from Greenland; (2) Bloch's type in the Berlin Museum, believed by him

to come from the West Indies, described under the names N. Chemnitzii (?), N. nasus, and

Acantho)iotiis nasus; (3) A specimen, obtained off Iceland by La Recherche and brought by
Gaiinard to the Paris Museum, figured in the Regne Animal, and said to have been figured

also in the Voyage in Scandinavia. This, as has already been stated, is possibly a typical

N. nasus
; (1) A specimen, 3 feet long, obtained in South Greenland, and brought in 1877 to the

Copenhagen Museum. This also is possibly not a characteristic representative ofthe species.

Both CanestriLH and Giglioli enumerate N^otacanthus nasus among Mediterranean fishes,

but entirely without autliority.

NOTACANTHUS ANALIS, Gill. (Figures 184; 191 A-B.)

Notacanthus analis. Gill, Proo. U. S.Nat. Mus., vi, 1883, 255.—Gunther; Challenger Report, xxil, 248,

note.—Vaillant, Exp. Sei. Travallleur et Talisman, 318, et seq.
—Jordan and Gilbert, Cat. Fish. N.

Amer.. 1885, 58.

A Kotac((nfhvs, with its body much higher over ventrals than over pectorals, and com-

paratively short, its height equal to one-third of the distance from the vent to the tip of

the snout, and nearly equal to the length of the head, the lateral line arcuate in front of

the dorsal spines, following profile of the back and then sinking to the median line of the

body. First dorsal spine in front of vertical from insertion of ventral.

The snout is comi^ressed, pointed, much produced beyond the moderate mouth. The cleft

extends nearly to the vertical through the middle of eye. The length of the snout is IJ

times the diameter of the eye. The width of tlie interorbital area is slightl.y less than the

diameter of the eye. The projection of the snout beyond the mouth is equal to the diameter

of the eye or nearly so. The snout is compressed, not swollen. Mouth narrow, transverse,

its width about one fourth the length of the head. The eye is placed some distance below

the upper profile and in the line of the lateral line continued to the nostrils. Gill opening

wide; the membranes confluent and slightly in advance of the vertical from the upper end

of the gill opening; not attached to the isthmus. Scales very minute, imbricated, adherent.

All the dorsal spines are short, the anterior very short; the second and first nearly over

the origin of the ventrals, the fifth above the vent and the sixth slightly behind the ori-

gin of the anal. The longest about one-half as long as the eye. The last (eleventh), which is

followed by a single ray attached to it by membrane, is over the fifteenth spine of the anal.

The dorsal spines are distant from each other, aud behind each is a narrow angular mem-
brane. The anal begins immediately behind the vent, and in its middle portion is consid-
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erably elevated; the length of its longest rays is about equal to that of the snout, from
which point it slopes rapidly to the tip of the tail. Tlii^ pectoral, placed high up in the

middle axis of the body, is inserted at some distance behind the gill openings, and is broad

and nearly oval in shape. Ventrals continent, some distance in advance of the vent, stout,

broad, ovate in form, not extending to the vent, but separated from it by a distance equal
to half their own length. Color, uniform light brown.

Kadial formula: D. xi; A. xviii.

This description is prepared from the types of Gill, (Cat. No. 3785G, U. S. N. M.,) from

Albatross station 2677, N. lat., 32° 39', W. Ion. 76° 50' 30", in 478 fathoms. The types, two
in number, measure Hi and 12i inches, respectively. Another specimen. Cat. No. 44246, U.

S. N. M., was obtained by the Albatross from station 2G76, in 32° 39' N. lat., 70° 01' W. Ion.,

at a depth of 407 fathoms.

NOTACANTHUS BONAPARTII, Risso. (Figure 185.)

Notacanthus Bonaparte, Risso, Wiegm. Archiv f. Naturgescli. , 1840, 370, pi. x.

Jfotavfiiilhiis llonapardi, Dk Fimppi & Veuany, Mem. Ace. Sci. Torino, xviii, 1857, 180.—Caxesthini, Pesci

d'ltalia, 118.—Moreau, Hist. Nat. Poiss. France, 1881, 161.—Giglioli, Elenco, 3.3.

Notacunthun medllerranenn, De Filippi and Verany, Menior. Accad. Sci. Torin., 2nd series, xviu, IS.'iO. 190 (nota

supra); Alcuni Pesci del MediteiTane<i, 1857, 3.—Guntiier, Cat. I'i.sh. Urit. JIus., in, 545.—Canestrini,
Pesci d'ltalia, 1872, 118.—Moreau, Hist. Nat. Poiss. France, 1881, in, 158 (woodcnt).—Vaillant, Exp.
Sci. Trav. et Tal., 317, 325

; pi. xxvii.

A N'otacanthus, with body slender, comparatively elongate, little higher over ventrals

than over pectorals; with its lateral line inconspicuous, nearer to the dorsal than to the

Facsimile of iignre oi N'otacanthus Bonaparti in Risso's MS—From tracing by Profesaor Oiglioli.

ventral outline, not arched anteriorly. Snout produced and compressed. Palatine teeth

in a single series. Ventrals joined by a membrane of considerable width between the

internal rays. The height of the body is about one-thirteenth of its length ;
its thickness

about one-twentieth. Tiie tail does not appear to be in the least truncated, though so

described by certain authors, one of whom in his figure shows a tail carried to an acute

point, making the length of the body considerably greater in proportion to its height than

is indicated in his own description. Color, yellowish, with silveiy reflections; the limb of

the operculum, the margin of the orbit, and the mouth darkei'.

Radial formula: D. vi-vii; A. xii-100-|-; V. ii,iii-6 (iv-8 according to De Filip))! and

Verany).
This form was carefully figured and described by Risso in 1S40. He had a single speci-

men, 148 millimeters long, which he recognized as an inhabitant of abyssal depths (Scjoitr

abi/mcs marhics vaseu.r). By some error, his description and tigure, otherwise perfectly con-

sistent, disagreed in respect to the number of spines in the dorsal fin, the figure showing

seven, the description nine. Misled by this.De Filippi and Verany redescribcd the same fish

in 1859, and to justify their course proposed the theory that Risso's desciiption and figure
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were based on different specimens, a theory accepted without criticism by later writers, l)ut

which we can not believe a true one.

Kisso was a careful and experienced worker, and it would be unjust to the memory of

one of the best Italian ichthyologists to admit that he could be guilty of such an error.

Then, too, he states positively that he had only a single specimen. It is much more prob-

able that the German typesetter, in the oftice of Wicgmunn^s ArcMv, mistook a ''7" for »

"9" in Kisso's manuscript.
Eisso's figure is a good one of a young iV\ mediferraneKS, and his descriptir)n agrees

with it perfectly with the exception of this one figure in the text.

The specimen described and figured by Giinther under the name N. mediterraneus is

not a Mediterranean form, but one from the southern Pacific, and has been referred by us

to a new genus and species. Moreau is in error in referring the figures of Bloch and of

Cuvier and Valenciennes to this species (see discussion under Kotacaiithns nnsii.s).

N. Boiuqjartii was described under thename N. mediterraneus, by DeFilip])i and ^'erany
in 1857 from a specimen obtained at Nice, and preserved in the Zoological Museum at Turin.

Two others from the same locality, referred by Moreau to this species, are in the Museum
in Paris. The TravaiUeur and Talisman obtained four additional individuals: one from

the coast of Soudan, at a depth of 1,232 meters, and another from the same region at 932

meters; two from the Banc D'Arguin at 1,495 meters. These last have been made the sub-

ject of an elaborate description by Vaillant, who also publishes a good figure.

This species is distinguished from N. sexspinis (Fig. 192 A, B), described by Eichard-

son from Australian seas (Voyage Erebus and Terror, Fishes, 54, pl.xxxii. Figs. 4-11), and

subse(piently described by Giinther, wlio also gives an excellent figure (Challenger Eejiort

XXII, 243, pi. LXi, Fig. «), by various characters, most striking of which is the diflerence

in the relationships of the position of the dorsal spines and the soft anal fin. In V. sex-

82)inis the dorsal and soft anal do not pass the same vertical, whereas in J\r. mediterraneus

the last three dorsal siiines are placed over the anterior part of the soft anal.

The type of N'. mediterraneus from Nice was examined by Giglioli at the Tiuiu Museum
iu 1882. Its total length is 203 millimeters, and its radial formula 1). (J/1; A. 12/132?; Y.

3-4/8; C. 5?.

Prof. Giglioli informs us that in his "Central Collection of Italian Vertebrata" at

Florence he has four specimens of N. Bonapartii, as follows :

a. Nice, August 11, 1S82. Total length 153 millimeters. D. 8/1; A. 6-7/120; V. 3/6-7; p. 9-10; C. 3-4 f. A

large, curved spine in upper corner of mouth on either side.

6. Nice, March 7, 1891. Total length 205 millimeters. D. 7/1; A. 14-120; V. 3 7; P. 12; C. 4». Buccal

spiuea hidden in skin.

c. Nice, June 15, 1892. Total length 203 millimeters. D. 7/1; A. 8?/140; V. 3/5-7; P. 10-12. Buccal spines

large and prominent.
d. Syracuse, 185.5-60?. D. 7/1; A. 11/25; P. 9-10; V. 3/5.

Another specimen, collected by Bellotti at Messina, December 12, 1882, and now in the

Museo Civico at Milan, was examined by Giglioli, who states that it was 104 millimeters

long, and had D. 7/1; A. 7/?; V. 3/6; P. 10-12; C. 5?.

NOTACANTHUS PHASGANORUS. Goode. (Figure 186.)

Notacanthus phasganorus, Goode, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., ni., sig. 34, .535, Apr. 18, 1881.—GOnther, Chal-

lenger Report, XXII. 249.—Jordan and Gilbkkt, Hull, xvi, U. S. Nat. Mus., 900.—Vaillant, Exp. Sci.

TravaiUeur et Talisman, 318, et siy.

A N'otacanthus, with its body a little higher over the ventrals than over pectorals, and

comparatively elongated; witli its lateral line slightly arched above the pectorals, sinking

to median line of body in advance of first dorsal spines, and its last dorsal spine over the

fifth from the last anal spine.

Its body is much compressed, it greatest width slightly more than one-third height of

the body at vent. Scales round, thin, flexible, very small upon the head (not wider than

the diameter of one of the dorsal spines) but upon the antericu- half of tin; body about three

times as large, decreasing in size upon posterior half, until upon tail they arc smaller than
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upon head. Number of scales in lateral line not far from 400 (in the partially digested

specimen before me it is impossible to make an exact enumeration). Number between

lateral line and dorsal fin about 20, between lateral line and anal fin about ^50. Head
covered in every part, even the lips, with small scales, of which there are about 40 between

eye and end of oi)ercular flaj). Scales deeply imbedded (in life probably hidden beneath

a slimy epidermis).

Length of the head about 7J times in that of body. The bones are flexible, and their out-

lines are invisible without dissection, the whole being covered with a leathery skin. Width
of interorbital space appears to be (in the mutilated head) somewhat greater than length of

snout, and about one-fourth length of the head. Diameter of orbit appears to be about

one-half width of interorbital space. Length of postorbital portion of head nearly 3 times

that of snout. Length of mandibular bone slightly exceeds twice diameter of eye ;
that

of upper jaw considerably greater. Teeth in upper jaw blunt, accicular, set side by side

like the teeth of a comb, about 32 on each side. In lower jaw shorter, slenderer, and in

double rows. Villiform teeth upon palatines.

Dorsal fin begins at a distance from snout iu)t far from 23 times length of the head,
and nearly over the one hundred and tenth scale of lateial line; it consists of 10 low, widely

separated spines, unconnected by any membrane. Distance between first and tenth spine

nearly double length of head.

Spines from fourth to ninth about equidistant, while other interspaces are shorter.

Distance from snout to anal fin equal to about four times length of head. Anterior

spinous portion of anal resembles dorsal and is devoid of connecting membrane. (The
membrane is also absent from the posterior half of the fin, but may possibly have been

destroyed. Anal rays extend to tip of tail and number about 130, the number of spines

being 19. Anal begins immediately behind vent, and its length of base is slightly less than

half that of body (less by a length about equal to the distauc'e from the angle of the mouth
to the gill-opening).

Pectoral fin placed at a distance behind the gill-opening about equal to width of its

own base. (Its length is at least double this distance—how much more can not be deter-

mined, but the fin is evidently short and rounded in contour, the upper rays longest). Its

base is stout, peduncular, and thickly covered with scales.

Distance of the ventrals from snout equal to that of the dorsal, though its insertion is

slightly in advance of that of dorsal. Ventrals closely adjacent, separated by narrow

groove, broad, with peduncle-like bases, thickly covered with scales and provided with

two spines and eight or nine rays (as nearly as the specimen will permit determination).
Radial formula: D. X; A. Xix (130); CO; P. (17); V. II, 8-9.

Color, yellowisli brown.

MEASUREMENTS.

Millimeters.

Extreme length 9G8

Body:
Height at vent 110

Greatest width (40)

Head:
Greatest length 132

Width of interorbital area (34)

Length of snout 30

Length of postorbital portion (measured

diagonally) 87

Length of upper jaw 40

Length of mandible 36

Diameter of orbit 17

Dorsal :

Distance from snout 350

Length of base 215

Length of first spine 2

Length of last spine 7

illllimetera.

Distance between lirst and second spines. . 7

Distance between second and third spines . . 19

Distance between third and fourth spines . . 22

Distance between fourth and fifth, fifth and

sixth, sixth and seventh, seventh and

eighth, and eightli and ninth spines 25

Distance between ninth ami tenth spines.. 21

Anal:

Distance from snout 437

Length of b.ase 525

Length of first spine 2

Pectoral :

Distance from snout 150

Length (40)

Ventral ;

Distance from snou t 350

Length 20+
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The U. S, Fish Commission received the type from the schooner Gatherer, of Glouces-

ter, Capt. Briggs Gilpatrick, which had been taken from the stomach of a Ground-shark,

(tSomniosus brevipimiis), on the Grand Bank of JSTewfoundlaud.

GIGLIOLIA, Goode and Bean, n. g.

A genus of Nofncnnthida', distinguished from XofacantJi us by tlie less advanced position

of the dorsal, the first dorsal spine being placed in the vertical over the vent and close to

the vertical from the first anal spine. Dorsal spines 6-9; anal spines 15-18, these being

longer and more slender than in Notacanthus, enveloped nearly to their tips in a membrane,
and grading imperceptibly in length and size into those of the anal, which is co'^ paratively

high. The greatest height of the body is in the region of the ventral fins, am. che lateral

line, which is conspicuous, is arched over the pectorals and ventrals, but follows closely the

dorsal outline until it passes beyond the dorsal spines, after which it is directed in a straight
line to the tip of the pointed tail. Head comparatively broad, mouth inferior, almost suc-

torial, with lip absent in the middle portion of mouth in front; teeth in each intermaxillary

20-22; snout thick, swollen, much produced, nostrils large, conspicuous, covered by a mem-
branous flap. Pectoral short, broad, rounded. Ventrals placed low down and completely
united, extending to the vent.

In general appearance and proportions this form resembles the high-backed division of

the genus Kotacanthus, to which belong ¥. nasus and N. GhemnitzU. Its mouth, however,
is placed more on the under surface of the head than even in N. scxapinis.

This genus is named in honor of Commendatore Enrico Ilillyer Giglioli, professor in the

University of Florence, and founder of the Central Museum of ItallauVertebrates, who has

been a leader in all the eflbrts of tlie Italian Government in deep-sea research, and whose

thorough works upon the geographical distribution of Italian vertebrates, both terrestrial

and aquatic, are of an importance which can not be overvalued.

Th(^ only species assigned to this genus is that obtained by the Challenger off the south-

west coast of South America, and referred by Giinther to Notacanthus Bonapartii. This

form, represented by a single individual 11 J inches long, from a depth of 400 fathoms at

station 310, we propose to designate by the specific name Mosckyi, in memory of the late

lamented Henry Nottidge Moseley, F. k. s., who was naturalist of the Challenger, and Linacre

professor in the University of Oxford.

GIGLIOLIA MOSELEYI, GoODi; and Bkax, ii. s. (Figures 187, 193.)

Notacanthus Bonapartii, GOnther, Challenger Report, xxu, 249, pi. LXi, Fig. c.

The following excellent description is that written by Dr. Giinther:

Body moderately elongate, its greatest depth opposite the ventral fin and contained

2§ times in distance of the vent from the end of the snout; the length of the compressed

oblong head is contained 2J times in the same length. The snout is thick, swollen, much

produced beyond the narrow transverse mouth, which is opposite to the front margin of

the orbit, and quite at the lower side of the head. Twenty teeth on each side of the upper

jaw. The eye is close to the ui)per profile, two-thirds of the length of the snout, one-fifth of

that of the head, and less than the width of the interorbital space. Gill-openings of mod-

erate width, the gill-mcnibranes being confluent in the vertical from the ujiper end of the

gill-opening, and not attached to the isthmus.

The whole body and head are covered with minute, smooth, imbricate, and adherent

scales.

All the dorsal spines are short, the anterior very short, the second opposite to the vent.

The anal spines commence imniodiately behind the vent, and increase in length posteriorly,

l^assing into the flexible rays, which are of varying and indefinite number. The pectoral is

inserted at the usual distance from the gill-opening, and has a base of moderate width.

Ventrals united and extending to the vent.

Radial formula: D. viii-ix; A. xv-xviii, 150-|-; C. 3; P. 9: V. I, 7; CiEC. pyl. 6.
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POLYACANTHONOTUS, Bleeker.

rohjacanlhonotiis, Bleeker, 1875.—Gunther, Challeuger Report, xxii, 1887, 243 (aa subgenus).

Zunutacanllins, Gill, Johnsons' Cyclopaidia, 1876, m, 883.

I'aradoxickthiis, GiGLiOLi, Nature, XXv, 535, 1882. ^
Tcraiichihijx, Giglioli, Joe. cit.

Notacautbids, with very sleuder, elongate body, and inferior mouth, and the snout pro-

longed into a proboscis-like tip, resembling that of Mastacemhelus; its length at least one-

third that of the head. Dorsal fin i-epreseuted by numerous slender, (curved, flexible, dis-

joined spines, the iirst of which is placed some distance behind the vertical from the origin

of the pectoral. Anal composed of a smaller number of longer, slender, flexible spines,

passing at a point some distance behind the last of the dorsal sjiiues into a low, short, anal

fin. Pectorals moderate, slender, i)laced above the median line of the body, and close to the

lateral line. Veutrals slender, entirely separate, not reaching to the vent. Scales incou-

spi(!Uous or probably absent. Lateral line conspicuous, descending from the angle of the

operculum in a strong, broad curve to below the middle region of the body at a point not

far from the vent. Teeth very fine, in rows upon each jaw; stronger teeth upon the palate,

arranged in the form of a horseshoe. The ventral with oud spine.

Type, Notacanthus Rissoau'tts, De Filippi and Yerany.

POLYACANTHONOTUS RISSOANUS, (De Filippi and VekaxVY), Gunther. (Figures 188; 194 A, B.)

Nolacanthiis laccrta, Risso, Unpublished Manuscript.
Notacanihus liisaoanus, De Filippi and Vekany, Mem. Accad. Sci. Torino, xviii, 18i59, 187-99; Nota sopra

alcuui I'esoi del Mediterraneo, 1857,3.—Glnther, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mas., iii, .545.—Canestrini, Pesci

d'ltalia, 118.—Giglioli, Elenco, 34; Nature, XX v, 535.—Mokeau, Hist. Nat. Poiss. France, 162.—Vail-

lant, Exp. Sci. Travailleur et Talisman, 335, pi. xxvii, fig. 1.

Kotacanthus (Polyacanthonotus) riasoanua, GCnther, Challeuger Report, xxii, 250 (description and figure re-

late to another species).

raradoxlchihys GaribaUUanus, Giglioli, Nature, xxv, 535.

A Notacanthoid lish, slender and elongate in form, its greatest height, above the anus

and near the middle of the body, one-fifteenth of the length of the body; its height at the

shoulders about oue-tweutieth. The length of the head is about one-eighth of that of the

Notacanthus lacerta, Kisso.

FACSI.MILE OF EISSO'S DBAWING, MADE BY PROFESSOR OKiLIOLI.

body. Snout very elongate, oue- third of the length of the head; as long as the height of

the body at the shoulders, and thi-ee times the diameter of the eye. In form resembling
that oi Mastacemhelus. "The condition of the type," remarks Vaillaut, ''does not allow us

to estimate the size of the mouth, but its commissure does not reach the anterior edge of the

orbit. Its form is analogous to that in other species of the genus, that is to say, its inferior

teeth are exceedingly fine and closely set, in the jaws, while there are stronger teeth upon
the palate, where they are arranged in the form of a horseshoe."

Eye moderate in size, its tliameter one-eighth the length of the head; interorbital space

very narrow, not one-half the diameter of the eye. Branchial opening large. Operculum
truncated posteriorly.

Vent in front of the middle of the body.
No traces of scales. The lateral line, however, is conspicuous, and it descends from the

upper angle of the operculum to the middle of the body, or a little below it, in the vicinity

of the region of the vent. The first dorsal spine is i>laced two-thirds times its own length
back of the vertical from the axil of the pectoral, and its length is less than the diameter of

the eye. The highest (h)rsal spines, those in the posterior third of the fin, are twice as long
as the diameter ofthe eye. The spines are all slightly curved backward, and there is a soft,
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supplementary ray behind the last. The anal spines are longer than the dorsal spines, the

longest two and one-half times the diameter of the eye. Tlie first, which is somewhat longer

than the first dorsal spine, situated behind the vent and under the eighteenth dorsal spine.

in the specimen figured and described by Yailiant tliere is a semblance of a minute,

separate caudal fin, but it is by no means certain that this exists. The pectoral is placed

a considerable distance from the operculum, nearly e<iual to the length of the snout, aud

its lower axU is in the median line of the body, or nearly so. Its length is about equal

to that of the snout. Tlie ventrals, situated at a distance from tlie snout equal to about

one-third of the length of the body, do not reach the anus, and are the same size as the

pectorals. In Vaillant's specimen they appear to be separate, and he was able to observe

but a single spine. The color, in fresh condition, was milky white; the head and iris black.

Eadial formula, D. 29-37; A. 34-41.

This species was known to Kisso, who had in his collection the specimen which after-

wards served De Filippi as a type and which is now in the Turin Museum. A sketch by

Eisso, of this fish, is here reproduced. The Turin specimen was examined by Prof. GiglioU

in 1882: it is 160 millimeters long and has the following radial formula: D. 29/1; A. 35.

Prof. Giglioli has three specimens in his collection at Florence. We are indebted to

him for the following details concerning them :

o. Nice, August 5, 1881 (tyjie of Paradoxiclithys Garihaldianus) : Total length, 199 luillimeters. D. 32/0; A.

38/100; P. 9-10; V.1-10; C.4?. This specimen has a long, straight spine, pointed backwards, above the

maxillary boue on either side.

6. Nice, March 1, 1891 : Totalleiigth, 186 millimeters. D.30/1; A. 41/150; P. 10; V.1/10C.4?. Fouud dead

and partly decomposed. The peculiar maxillary spine is small in this and in the following specimen,

c. Nice, January 27, 1892 : Total length, 160 millimeters. D. 30/0; A. 34/?. Found partially digested in the

stomach of Galetis canis.

In addition to these specimens, one other was taken by the French expedition off the

coast of Morocco, station 40, at a depth of 2,212 meters. Its radial formula was D. 37/1;

A. 27/1

MACDONALDIA, Goode and Bean, n. g.

Kotacanthids, with elongate body and inferior mouth. Body and head covered with

minute, imbricated scales. Dorsal fin represented by numerous short, straiglit, robust and

disjoined spiues, 27 to 34 in number, the first in advance of the insertion of the pectoral.

Anal as in N'otacanthus, but lower, and with a longer portion of low, short, slightly curved,

disjoined spines, from 35 to 55 in number, which under the final dorsal spines pass into flexi-

ble rays. Lateral line straight, conspicuous. Pectorals moderate, placed far back, below

the middle line of the body, and remote from the lateral line. Teeth in jaws erect, small;

and also in series on the vomer and palate. A line of pores on the inner edge of the mandi-

ble. Ventrals moderate, entirely separate.

Tliis genus is named in honor of Col. Marshall MacDouald, U. S. Commissioner of

Fisheries, in commemoration of his liberal policy in furthering ichthyological research.

MACDONALDIA ROSTRATA, (Collett), Goode and Bean. (Figures 189; 195 A, B.)

Notacanthiis rosirniu.'i, Coli.ett, Bull. Soc. Zool., France, 1889, 307.

The body is greatly compressed, its outlines tapering rapidly in both directions from

the origin of the vent. Its greatest height is contained 3.i times in the distance of the vent

from the tip of the snout, or about four-fifths the length of the head, which is contained 9i

times in the total. The snout is compressed, pointed, snake like, produced beyond the mouth

a distance less than the diameter of the eye and contained ;> times in the length of the

head. The mouth is small; its cleft scarcely reaches to the anterior nostril. Each jaw is

armed with a series of minute teeth and a similar series on vomer and palate. The eye is

moderate in size, placed not far from the dorsal profile, distant about 2i diameters from

the eud of the suout, more than 3 diameters from the end of the onercle. Gill opening wide.
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The body and head covered by minute, imbricated scales. A line of mucous pores extends

from the anterior end of the lateral line forward under the eye and to the end of the maxilla.

The dorsal spines are short, distant from one another, the first being over the end of

the opercle, the fifth slightly behind the vertical through the origin of the pectorai, the

twelfth slightly in advance of the origin of the pectoral, the fifteenth almost over the origin

of the anal, and the last (twenty-eighth) a little behind the middle of the length of the tail.

In another individual the fourth spine is immediately over the pectoral insertion, the thir-

teenth over the ventral origin, and the whole number of spines is 30, but there is behind

the thirtieth a minute spine almost united by membrane. The anal begins immediately
behind the vent antl after the fifth spine the height of the fin remains uniform until the

length of the rays gradually decreases near the tip of the tail. The pectoral is inserted at

a distance from the gill opening nearly twice its own length. The ventrals have a broad

base, are not confluent, and reach to the vent or slightly beyond it.

Eadial formula:—D. xxviil-xxxi; A. XLii-Liii.

The types are number 35001, U. S. N. M.
,
and were obtained by the steamer Albatross

at station 2216, N. lat. 39° 47', W. Ion. 70° 30' 30", in a depth of 963 fathoms. They meas-

ure 16J and 16 inches, respectively. Another specimen, 17 inches long, was obtained by the

same steamer at station 2553, N. lat. 39° 48', W. Ion. 70° 36', in a depth of 551 fathoms.

The Mirondelle took it off Newfoundland, in 1,267 meters.

Closely allied to M. rostrnta is Notacanthus chaUengeri Vaillant
{
= Notacanthus Risso-

anus, liiinther. Challenger Report, xxii, 250, pi. LXi, Fig. B, not Filippi and Verany), re-

named by Vaillant in the report of the Travailleur and Talisman, p. 387. This is distin-

guished by the larger number of its dorsal rays, the less anterior position of the origin of

the dorsal, the lesser height of the body in comparison with the distance from the vent to

the snout, comparatively longer snout and larger eye, and the absence of the suborbital row
of mucous pores.

This form was obtained by the Challenger at station 237, south of Yeddo, in 1,875

fathoms.

Dr. Giinther states that although this is a matter of some irncertainty, the diagnosis of

If. Rissoanus "applies sufficiently well to his specimen;" further remarking that "since a

number of Mediterranean fishes are identical with Japanese, and at least one other species

of Notacanfhus (N. Bonapartii) shows a wide geograjihical range, he should not feel justi-

fied in giving a distinct name to the fish described." We can not help feeling that Dr.

Giinther has departed from his customary cairtious and scientific method in this case, and

are satisfied that he would not have done so had he seen the specimen obtained by the

French exploring expedition on the coast of Morocco, and described and figured by Vail-

lant. Coming, as it does, from the Mediterranean region, and having the proboscis-like

character of the snout, much more emijhasized than in the Japanese form, the presumptions
in favor of its identity with N. Rissoanus are very strong. We therefore not only adopt the

identification of Vaillant in preference to that of Giinther, but accept the new name which

Vaillant has proposed for the Japanese form.

Family LIPOGENYID.^.
TApogenyidw, Gill, MS.

Heteromes with a roundish, inferior, suctorial mouth
; imperfect lower jaw with its rami

separated at middle, connected with the corresponding sides of tlic upper jaw. and invested

in a thick, transversely plicated, horseshoe shaped lip, reflected upwards behind on the

cheeks; no teeth; short row of 4 or 5 partially connected graduated dorsal spines and 5 to

7 bi'anched rays, forming a regular fin. {Gill.)

The anomalous and unexamided modification of the lower jaw and mouth deserves a de-

tailed anatomical examination, but the existence of only one specimen—for the present, at

least—is deemed to render such an investigation inadvisable.
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LIPOGENYS, Goode and Bean, n. g.

Head and body compressed, tbe body elongate, as in Notacanihm. Snout produced,
compressed, obtuse at tip. Cleft of the mouth inferior, suctorial, circular in Iront, siu'-

roun(Jed by rugose, contractile lip, with cleft posteriorly, flanked by wing-like flaps, con-

taining the inodifled niandibulary bones, which articulate with the end of the maxilla, and
are free behind. A concealed spine at the end of the maxilla. No teeth. Anterior nostril

in short tube, the posterior oblong, under a short flap. Dorsal fin short, but normal and
well developed, with a distinct soft portion. Anal fin normal in position, high, with many
spines, and with some of the rays spine like, though forked. A distinct, though very small,
caudal lin. Ventrals normal, well developed, with several spines. Scales minute, very
numerous. Lateral line conspicuous anteriorly.

LIPOGENYS GILLII, Goode and Bean, n. a. (Figures 190; 196 A, B.)

Body compressed, its greatest width one-half its height, which is about one-tentli of the

length. The length of the Iiead is contained Sg times in that of the body and twice in the

distance from the origin of the pectoral to the vent. The width of the interorbital space
is about equal to the diameter of the eye, which is one-fifth the length of the head. The
length of the snout is nearly one-fourth that of the head. The postorbital portion of the
head is twice as long as the snout. The peculiar form of the jaws and mouth has been de-

scribed under the head of the genus. The diameter of the circular opening is about one-

half the diameter of the eye. The dorsal fin begins at a distance from the snout equal to

about three times the length of the head. It consists of 5 graduated spines, of which the
first is minute and the longest as long as the snout, and 5 rays, of which the second is

longest, nearly one-half as long as the head. The spines and rays are all compactly
arranged in a strong, triangular fin. The length of the dorsal base equals one-half that of

the head. The anal begins under the fourth spine of the dorsal; it contains 41 spines and
88 rays, of which the anterior ten are stiff, though articulated, and divided at the tip. The
longest ray is longer than the longest spine, about as long as the snout. The ventral con-

sists of 3 spines and 7 rays. The two fins almost meet in the median line, but are discon-

nected. The fin reaches to the vent. Its distance from the tip of the snout is about 2J
times the length of the head. The pectoral is placed below the median line of the body, at

a distance from the head about equal to the diameter of the eye; its length is a little greater
than the postorbital part of the head. The lateral hue is well developed anteriorly, becom-

ing obsolete at a distance from the end of the dorsal about equal to 2i times the length of

the head.

The color is uniform light browTi. The under side of the gill covers dark, showing dark
at the edges of the opercular bone.

The type measures 17 inches in length. It is No. 39212, and was taken by the steamer
Albatross at station 2712, in N. lat. 37° 46' 30", W. long. 73° 56' 30", from a depth of 865

fathoms.

Order TELEOCEPHALI.
TeUocephali, Gll-L, Johnson's Cj-clopsedia, iv, 763, 1877.

Skeleton more or less ossified
;
skull well developed, and its elements numerous, with

cranial bones as follows: Of cartilage bones, basioccipital, exoccipital, supraoccipital, basi-

sphenoid, alisphcnoid, opisthotic, prootic, postfiontal, and prefrontal; of membrane bones,

parietals, froutals, nasals, vomer, parasphenoid, superorbitals, interniaxillaries, and super-

maxillaries; the suspensory arch of the lower jaw has a well developed quadrate bone, with

which, on the one hand, is articulated the pterygopalatine arch, consisting, generally, of

the ectopterygoid,entopterygoid, mesopterygoid, and palatine bones, and, on the other, the

hyomandibularand symplectic; the branchihyal apparatus consists of a median series of

bones (glossohyal, basiliyal, ceratohyal, e])iliyai, and styloliyal). with the posterior of which
are connected four branchial arches and a modified pharyngeal, and with the anterior of the
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branchiostegal arches, bearing, generally, .3 or more (most generally or 7) rays on eaeli

side; the lower jaw is composed of a dentary, and, behind, of an articnlar, angnlar,
and surangular; the scapular arch has an imdi\aded proscapula (to the inner side of which
are apposed at least a hypercoracoid and hypoeoracoid), and is connected with th(^ crauinm

by posterotemporal and post-temporal bones; the brain is differentiated, according to the

current nomenclature, into (1) a cerebral part, consisting of cerebral hemispheres and optic

lobes, and, in front, small, olfactory lobes; and (3) a cerebellar part, cerebellum, which is

moderately developed, covered, and simple. (Gill.)

Family BERYCIDyE.
Serycidw, Lowe, Proc. Zotil. Soc, London, 1839, 76; Hist. Fishes of Madeira, p. 48, 1843 (also p. viii).—GCn-

THF.R, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., i, 1859, 8.

Berycidw, Gill, Arrangement, Families of Fishes, 1872, 10 (No. 161) (^Giintber's lieryciihf, genera v-ix, loc.

cit., pp. 12-50).—Jordan & Gilbert, Bull. 16, U. S. Nat. Mus., p. 457.

Soloceiitroidei, Bleeker, Teutameu, 1859, xix (in part).

Body oblong or ovate, compressed, with scales ctenoid, cycloid, foliate, or granular.
Head large and tliick, not exceedingly cavernous. Mouth wide, oblique. Eye lateral and

large. Maxillaries large, premaxillaries protractile; suborbitals narrow. Teeth villiform,

in one or more bands, sometimes with a few pairs of fangs, as in Caiilolepis. Opercular
bones usually spinous, and the other bones of the head usually strongly serrated. Branch-

iostegals vii-viii
; gill membranes separate, 3; gills 4, a slit behind the fourth; pseudo-

branchiie present; gill-rakers moderate. A single dorsal; anal with but few spinous rays;
ventral fins thoracic, with G or more soft rays; pyloric ca^ca numerous.

This family is characteristically bathybial, few members being known to occur in shal-

low waters, and, indeed, with the exception of the family Jlolocentrida; the whole of the

superfamily Beri/coidea as proposed by Gill, inclnding the families Bcri/cidd' (except two

species oi Hcri/x), Trachichthyida', Stcphmwbcrycida; and Anomahpida; are found at very
considerable depths. 3£onocentrid(e, known from Chinese and Japanese seas, are probably
also inhabitants of the region below 100 fathoms. As Giinther has shown, this group are

found only in the sea, and are provided witli liigidy developed apparatus for the secre-

tion of superficial mucus, thus fitting them for living at a greater depth than any other

allied group.
" They have," wrote Giinther,

" a world-wide distribution in all tropical seas."

In this connection the geological history of this group is particularly significant.
" Fossil

Berycoids," says Giinther, "show a still greater diversity of form than living; they belong
to the oldest Teleosteous fishes, the majority of Acanthopterygians found in the chalk being

representatives of this family. Bcry.v has been found in several species, with other genera
now extinct: Pseudoberyx, with abdominal ventrals, from Mount Lebanon; Beryco})iiis, with

cycloid scales; Romonotii.s, Sfenostoma, Sphowccphahis, Acaniis, Iloploptcryx, Platycormus,
with granular scales; Podocys, with a dorsal fin extending to the neck; Acrof/aster, Macro-

lepis, and Rhacolepis, from tlie chalk of Brazil. Species of Holocentrum and Myripristis
occur in the Monte Bolca formation."

KEY TO THE SUBFAMILIES AND GENERA OF BERYCIDW.

I. Scales ctenoid. Teeth villiform on jaws, palatines and vomer Berycinm
A. Muzzle short

;
chin projecting.

1. Preoperculum spineless; ojiercular hones serrated.

a. Anal spines, 4
;
ventral rays, 7 or more Bervx

II. Scales cycloid ;
teeth villiform on jaws, palate toothless; head large and thick; cleft of mouth wide,

oblique, ventrals i, 10 Melamphaina:
A. Teeth in hands. Scales large.

1. Anal far behind dorsal.

a. Anal with 2 spines and 6 rays; dorsal with (i spines; ventral with 7 rays. Teeth in single

rows Melami'Iiaes

2. Anal origin under posterior end of dorsal.

a. Eye moderate. Anal with 1 spine and 8 to 9 rays; dorsal with 3 spines; ventrals with 7 rays.

Toeth sometimes iu double rows Plectkomus
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b. Eye minute, rudimentary. Dorsal anel anal short (number of sjunos not known) ; ventrals with

10 rays. Teeth in single bands in jaws Scopelogadus

B. Teeth in single, villiform bands in each jaw; palate toothless; scales moderate, exceedingly thin, de-

ciduous. Mouth wide. Lateral canal distended. Caudal emarginate, with l)asal folds.

Ventrals, 5 Malacosarcus

C. Teeth small, cardiform, in the upper jaw present only in the short premaxillary ;
lower jaw pro-

jecting.

1. Scales thin ; body short, compressed, scopellform ;
ventral rays, 7-8 Poromitra

III. Scales minute, irregular; teeth irregular, palatines toothless; mouth very wide and oblique.

Anoplogastrirxe

A. Scales reduced to minute asperities; teeth villiforra in the jaws, with several somewhat larger in

the lower jaw Anoplogaster

B. Scales small, leaf like, pedunculated; teeth villiform, with two pairs of long, fang-like teeth above

and three below Caclolepis

EERYX, Cuvier.

Benjx, CnviER, R?>gne Animal, 1829, ii, 151 (typo, B. decadacttjhts).—CvviEli. & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat.

Poiss. Ill, 226.—GiJNTiiER, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., i, 12.—Lowe, Hist. Fishes of Madeira, 48.

Body obloug, compressed; abdomen trenchant, not carinated. Scales ctenoid, ar-

ranged regularly. Head large, angular, with thin bones, and large, but not conspicuous,

muciferous cavities. Eye very large; mouth wide, oblique; teeth villiform in jaws, and on

vomer and palatines. Branchiostegals, vii-x. Gill openings broad. Preoperculum spine-

less. A single dorsal flu, its anterior portion composed of a few inconspicuous spines.

Anal spines, IV; ventral rays seven or more. Caudal deeply forked, with an anterior group

of spinous rudimentary rays above and below. Air-bladder simple. Pyloric coeca, 20-30.

Of this genus four species are known in addition to the immature Beryx del2)hmi

described by Cuvier and Valenciennes* from a specimen taken out of the stomach of a

dolphin in the Western Indian Ocean (lat. 22 S., long. 51 E.), which seems most closely

related to B. decadacti/luti. B. lineatus and B. affinis of Giintber belong to the Australian

fauna, and are said to occur in water of no very considerable depth. The other forms

range to a depth of 400 fathoms or more, but the young of one them at least occurs about

Madeira not far below the 100-fathom line.

BERYX DECADACTYLUS, Cuvier and Valenciennes.

Beryx decadaciylm, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., lir, p. 222.—Lowe, Trans. Zool. Soc. Lon-

don, III, 1.—Webb and Bertiielot, Ichth. des lies Canaries, xiil, 1836, pi. iv.—Guntiier, Cat. Fish. Brit.

Mus., I, 16; Challenger Report, xxii, 33.—Steixdachner. Deukschr. d. k. Akad. d. Wiss. Wien, XLVli,

220.

Beryx borealis, Di'rBEN and Koren, Kon. Svensk. Vetensk. Akad. Handl., 1844, p. 33, pi. II.—Collett, Vid.

Selsk. Forh., Christiania, 1884, i, pi. i.—Lilljeborg, Sverig. oeh Norg. Fisk., 76.

Body oblong, considerably compressed, its height greatest at the origin of the dor-

sal; contained 2i times in its length, and equal to the length of the head. The upper

maxillary bone reaches almost to the middle of the orbit. The eye is very large, its diam-

eter about 2.J times in the distance from the tip of the snout to the extremity of the

operculum, its upper limb impinging upon the upper profile of the head. The distance of

the insertion of the pectoral from the snout is equal to the length of the base of the anal.

The insertion of the anal is approximately in the vertical from the tenth to the twelfth

dorsal ray, and its middle is slightly behind the ultimate ray of the dorsal. The ventral is

inserted under the axil of the pectoral. The scales are sharply ctenoid, with a strong middle

keel; the number in the lateral line is 64 to 65, and there are said to be from 34 to 35 in

the transverse row, although the pubUshed figures indicate about 18 below the lateral line,

and perhaps half the number above.

Radial formula: D. IV, 16-19; A. IV, 28-29; V. 1-10; P. 14 (?).

This species was first described by Cuvier fi'om a dried specimen in the Museum at

Lisbon, which at the time was supposed to have come from Madeira, but which is more likely

to Lave been from the coast of Portugal, since Capello finds it not infrequent in tlie markets

•Hist. Nat. Poiss. ix, 454
; R&gne Animal, ill, pi, xiv, Fig. 3.
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of Lisbon from January to April, where it is known as the Tmpcrador. It was afterwards

fouud at ^Madeira by Lowe, who, unaware of the existence of two species in those waters,

figured it in the Cambridge Transactions under the name of B. sple^dens, and it has since

been found to be almost as abundant about Madeira as Lowe's subsequently described

species. It is known by the Madeiran fishermen as the Alfonnin a casta lar(ja, and it

is more brilliantly scarlet, though it has a paler mouth. It is obtained at a depth of from
300 to 400 fathoms, at from 1 to 2 leagues from the shore, and attains tlie weight of 4 or

5 pounds. The Challenger obtained specimens from the Sea of Japan at a depth of 345

fathoms. Dr. Diiderlein also obtained specimens in Japan in 1881.

The type of B. borealis was taken at Biirnajs, near Bergen, March 8, 1839. Two addi-

tional examples, referred to this species, were secured near Bergen in 1871; these are men-
tioned in "ISTorges Fiske," 1874, and again by Lilljeborg in his "Skaiuliiiavisk Fauna" in

1881. Lilljeborg admitted it as a siiecies doubtfully distinct trom B. decadactylus.
Collett has compared the type of B. borealis with an adult siiecimen of B. decadactylus

from Madeira and with Steindachner's descriptions of examples of this species from Lisbon

and the Canaries and those taken by Diiderlein in Japan. The type of B. borealis is only
280 millimeters long, and Collett is satisfied of its identity with B. decadactylus. He has

critically studied the chief diagnostic characters relied upon by Diiben and Koren, namely,
the greater height of the body and the number and size of the nasal spines.

We present below a translation of the essential parts of his discussion:

Lowe, in 1840, and Steindachner, in 1877, showed that the character stated by Cuv.
6 Val. (copied by Giiuther) of the body height in B. decadaetyhis equaling the length of

head, is erroneous. In this species the length of the head is always less than height of

body, and is contained in it from 1^ to li times. In the Museum example from Madeira
the proportion between the head length and body height is as 1 to 1.33; in the type of B. bore-

alis, which is only one-half as long as the Madeira specimen, and thus should have a rela-

tively greater height of body, the proportion is as 1 to 1.43. ]S^o specific difference can be
based on this character.

The number and size of the spines of the snout he found to vary with the size and age
of the fish, and he concludes that this character is unimiiortant. In Japanese examples of

B. decadactylus, measuring 370 millimeters, the preorbital spine is one-third as long as the

eye, almost exactly as in the typical specimen of B. borealis. Tlie relative length of this

spine decreases with age.

In the radial formula and number of scales, B. borealis and B. decadactylus agree.
There is no difference in their proportions, dentition, and other specific characters.

BERYX SPLENDENS, Lowk. (Figure 197.)

Beryx spUndens, Lowe, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lonilou, 1833, 143; Cambridge Pliil. Traus., vi, 197 (the figure rep-

resents Ji. decadaciijliia); Fishes of Madeira, 47, pi. viii.—-Gunther, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., 1878,

I, 485; Challenger Keport xxii, 33.—Hilgendokf, Sitzangsber. Gesellsch. Naturf. Freunde, Berlin,

1879, 78.—Stendachner, loc. cit., 221.

Body compressed, elongate, its height equal to the length of the head, and contained

3i times in the total. The pectoral and dorsal fins, which are equal in length, are one-fifth

of the entire length of the fish; the ventral, one-sixth. The dorsal and anal fins are higher
than in B. decadactylus, and the insertion of the anal is under the end of the dorsal.

Caudal deeply forked. Scales large, the whole surface spinous, with short reflexed points or

prickles, giving a general roughness to the touch. Lateral line nearly straight, following
the curvature of the back, inconspicu ous, ami with 71 to 76 scales, with 8 above and 20 be-

below the lateral line in transverse series. Its color is thus described by Lowe : "At the

moment of capture, whilst this fi.sh is yet alive, the whole body beneath the lateral line is of

a pure, resplendent, silvery white; the fins alone, and merely the ridge of the back and head,
the inside of the mouth, the lower jaw, and parts beneath the eye, being of the brightest

scarlet, contrasting strongly with the f)ure silver of tlie whole sides and belly, wliich only
after death turn iridescent-rosy, or sometimes rich golden scarlet. The hind parts of the

dorsal and the ventral fins are transparent ;
the iris is pale scarlet. There is a watery trans-

parency about the scarlet of the back in this state perfectly inimitable by art.
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"The fisliernieu afiirm coireetly that this superior degree of Avliiteuess when first cap-

tured is coustant iu this species, their Al/onsiii d casta cumprlda, as compared with B.

decadacti/lus, Cuv., their Alfonsin d casta larga, which is from the first more generally

scarlet or high colored. It is also remarkable that the i)ale-colored mouth is characteristic

of the outwardly richer colored species; while iu the paler, ii. 47>/e«rfeHS, the mouth inter-

nally is full bright red."

Radial formula: D. IV, 13-15. A. IV, 25-29. V. I, 7 +.
This species, origiually described by Lowe iu 1S33, was, as has already been stated,

erroneously represented in the Cambridge Philosophical Tr;iiisactions,by a figure of the other

si)ecies. In Madeiran waters it is equally abundant with IS. decadactylus, but it has not been

identified from the Lusitanian coast. A single specimen was obtained by the steamer

Albatross at a depth of 424 fathoms from station 2415, in 35° 49' 30' N. lat., 74° 34' 45" W.
Ion., and the British Museum has lately secured specimens from Japan.

Lowe records the foUowing singular observations: ''One singidar distinction which

exists between this fish and B. deradacfylus, Cnv., m the comparatively rapid decomposition

of the viscera. I have repeatedly had individuals of both soits brougiit for examination,

which had been caught together, and while the whole contents of the abdomen in B. deca-

dactylus have been in the most perfect preservation, those of B. splendcns, though in other

resi)ects the fishes were quite fresh, have proved entirely decomposed. And I have only

been able to overcome this difficulty by going out in the fishing boats and being present at

the actual capture of this latter species, the AlfoHsin d casta cumprida of the fishermen;

which begins to be met with of small size at the depth of 150 or 200 fathoms, but is scarcely

taken in full size and plenty except with its congener, B. decadactylus, Cuv., the Alfonsin

d casta larga, at the enormous depth of from 300 to 400 fathoms, and from 1 to 2 leagues

from the shore."

MELAMPHAES, Gunther.

Meiopian, Lowe, Proc. Zoiil. Soc. Loudon, 1843, 90 (type, J/, tiiphlops). (Name preoccupied by a, genus of

Coleoptera. )

Melamphaes, GiJNTHER, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mas., v, 433; Challenger Report, xxii, 26.

Berycine fishes, with a large and thick head, the superticial bones of which are largely

modified by the presence of wide, muciferous channels. Cleft of mouth large, very oblique;

lowerjaw slightly protruding. Teeth villiform, in a single narrow baud in each jaw ; palatine

toothless. Scales large, cycloid, somewhat irregular. A single dorsal with six spines and

eleven rays (in type species). Vent far behind the end of the dorsal, and tlie anal fin occu-

pying a space midway between the vertical from the end of the florsal and the origin of the

caudal, having two spines and six rays. Branchiostegals, viii; pseudobranchiae present.

Opercles not armed.

MELAMPHAES TYPHLOPS, (Lowe), GtiNTHER. (Figure 198.)

MetopUis typhlops, LoWE,-Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1843, 90; 1850, p. 251.

Melamphacs typklops, Gunther, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus. v, 433; Challenger Rejiort, xxil, 27, pi. v, fig. K.

The greatest depth of the body below the origin of the dorsal fin equals the depth below

the occiput, and is rather more than one-fourth of the total length (without caudal), the

length of the head being one-third. The head is but little compressed, but higher than

broad, and longer than high; the snout is very obtuse, with the lower jaw scarcely project-

ing beyond the upper; maxillary extending to behind the vertical from the posterior mar-

gin of the eye; eye small, its diameter being one-sixth of the length of the head, and two-

thirds of that of the suout; crown of the head very convex, di\ ided by ridges (which

are angularly bent) into a central rhomboid portion and into a pair of lateral ones; the

skin, extending from ridge to ridge and covering the muciferous channels, is finely and lon-

gitudinally plaited, and pierced at regular intervals by very small pores. The operculum

has a membranaceous margin; the gill membrane perfectly free from the isthmus, and not

united with that of the other side; there are four perfect gills, but the pseudobranchiie are

small. Head entirely scaleless.

19868—No. 2 12
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The distance between the origin of the (hn-sal tin and the end of tlie snout is nearly

equal to that between the dorsal and caudal tins; its spines are very feeble, gradually in-

creasing in length behind, the second soft ray being the longest, but much shorter than the

base of the tin. The anal tin is small, with the spines very feeble
;
and there are not more than

two in the specimen from which this description is taken, while Mr. Lowe says that he has

found four .spines in the first specimen which was discovered. The base of the anal fin is

covered with rather large scales. Caudal tin small, forked, covered with scales at the base;

pectoral falciform, not quite as long as the head, and not extending on to the vent; ven-

trals nuich shorter, with the spine very feeble. The scales are large, especially on the

trunk, with the margin irregularly notched; tliey become smaller on the tail, but the tho-

racic region is covered with very large ones, especially one between the ventrals, being not

much smaller than the operculum. Lateral line none. Color, entirely l)lack. (Gilnther.)

Eadial formula: D. vi, 11; A. ii, (J; V. i, 7; lat. line 25; transverse line 7.

Known only from Madeira. Lowe's type is said to be lost.

PLECTROMUS, Gill.

Plectromus, GiLL, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. vi, 1883, 257, 258.—Bean, ojj. cit., 1885, 73.—Jordan, Cat. Fish. N. A.,

1885, 74.

Berycine fishes, resembling in form Melamphaen, with moderate cycloid scales. Head

large and thick, with wide muciferous channels, and often with conspicuous foliaceous con-

tinuations of the superficial bones. Cleft of mouth moderate, somewhat oblique. Jaws

nearly equal, though the under one is slightly the more prominent. Teeth villiform in the

jaws (in the type species, F. suborbitali.s), arranged in two rows, of which those of the inner

row, at least in the lower jaw, are largest; palatines toothless. A single dorsal, w^th 2 to 3

spines and 10 to 10 rays. Vent and origin of the anal under the last rays of the dorsal,

the aiuil fin witli 1 spine and 8 to 1) rays. Ventrals thoracic, and with 7 rays as in 21d-

amphaes. Branchiostegals viii; pseudobranchiic present; oi)ercles not armed. Caudal
forked.

The genus Plectromus, which has been united with Mclamphaes by European ichthy-

ologists, is provisionally maintained in this work on account of certain apparently valid

characters, such as the more normal position of the anal fin, w'hich is inserted under the

end of the dorsal rather than far back as in the typical Melumphacs; also by the much
smaller number of spines in the dorsal and the larger number of rays in the anal, wliicli

appears also to have 1 instead of 2 antecedent s]>ines.

Most of the Atlantic species described by Giinther appear to be more closely allied to

the Plectromus type than to Melamphacs ti/phlops, and are provisionally placed in the genus
Plectromus rather for the purpose of eliciting further discussion than as an expression of

positive opinion, for which the material at our disjtosal is not sufficient. Melampluies cras-

siceps, Giinther (of which a figiu-e is given), appears, however, to be a very close ally of the

species described by Bean under the same specific name.

In addition to the several Atlantic species, M. myzolepis, Giinther (Ann. and Mag. Nat.

Hist., 1878, II, 185, Chall. Report, xxii, 28), obtained by the Challenger south of New Guinea

and off the Arroe Islands at SOO fathoms, and by the Invcstiynlor in the Bay of Bengal at

1,310 fathoms [Alcock, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., Sejit., 1890, 201), seems to have affinities

with Plectromus.

The following details concerning the genus Plectromus, as represented in the type

species, P. suborbitalis, are furnished by Dr. Gill:

Body little compressed, highest behind ventrals, with the dorsal outline describing a

slight sigmoidal curve and the abdominal almost i-ectiliuear; the caudal peduncle long and
robust.

Scales moderate, imbricated, cycloid, and readily deciduous.

Lateral line apparently undevoloi)e(l.

Head oblong or longer than high, very declivous in front, and with the suspensorium
almost vertical; the cranium above with a naked skin extending from the nape forward to
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the nasal region covering large muciferous cavities separated by osseous bars and with lat-

eral crests simulating those of crested Scorpasnids.

Suborbital bones with the superficial area narrow and emitting sulcate spiniform pro-

cesses
;
cheeks covered with sliin as well as periorbital region.

Preoperculnm with its inner fold parallel with but widely separated from the external

margin ;
the latter is rounded at the angle, the posterior limb is vertical, and a short hori-

zontal one is developed.

Operculum normally developed, with large cycloid scales, and, behind, radiating ridges;

subopercnlum extending as a membranous border behind; iuteroi)erculum moderate.

Eye moderate (its diameter equaling a quarter of the he.ad's length) and entirely in the

anterior half of the head.

Mouth with the cleft moderately oblique.

Upper jaw not i)rotractile; the intermaxillaries protracted backwards almost as far as

the supermaxillaries ;
tlie latter have normally dilated smooth ends.

Lower jaw quite deep, curved, with smooth skin, with the rami inclined inwards below

and nearly contiguous, and with a truncate chin.

Teeth ratlier small, curved, and pointed, in two rows in each jaw, those of the upper

closing around the lower jaw, and the teeth of the external row (at least in the lower jaw)
smaller than those of the internal.

Branchial apertures normally cleft.

Shoulder girdle emitting a spine on each side, behind the nape.

PLECTROMUS SUBORBITALIS, Gill. (Figure 201.)

PlectromiiB suhorhitalis, Gill, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vi, 1883, 254-7-8.—Jordan, Cat. Fish. N. Amer., 1885, 74.

A sx^ecies ofPlectromiis having the length of the head contained nearly 3 times in the

total witliout the caudal
;
the height of the body 3§ times. The diameter of the eye equals

the length of the snout and is contained 5J times in the length of the head. Mouth oblique;

the end of the maxilla reaches to below the hind margin of the orbit. Two spines, one

on each side of the nape, s]iringing forward from the shoulder bones, give a strange appear-
ance to the fish, and have gained for it the generic name Plectromus. The mandible projects

slightly. Gill membranes deeply cleft, free from the isthmus behind, gillrakers moderate,
about 15 below angle of 1st arch. A single series of weak, somewhat scattered, curved

teeth on the intermaxilla and mandible.

The dorsal origin is over about tlie sixth row of scales; the length of the dorsal base

equals length of head. The anal origin is under the seventeenth ray of the dorsal; the anal

base is nearly one-third as long as the head.

The pectoral is two-sevenths of the total length without the caudal. Theven tral origi-

nates under the base of the pectoral; these fins are imperfect.

Eadial formula: D. iii, 16; A. i, 8; P. 14; V.I, 7. Scales about 30; transverse series, 6;

the exposed margins of the few scales present are marked with coarse concentric strife.

Color, black.

The type of the species (No. 33271, LT. S. N. M.), 3^2,. inches long without the caudal,
which is imperfect, was obtained by the Albatross from station 203(5 in 38'^ 52' 40" N. lat.,

690 24' 40" W. Ion., at a depth of 1,735 fathoms. Another (No. 3.5451, U. S. N. M.) was

taken from station 2190, in 39° 40' N. lat., 70° 20' 15" W. Ion., at a depth of 1,800 fath-

oms; also two small individuals from station 2535, in 40° 03' 30" X. lat., 67^27' 15" W. Ion.,

at a depth of 1,149 fathoms.

PLECTROMUS BEANII, (Gunther), Goonr, .and Bean. (Figure 202.)

Plertromuii crassiceps. Bean, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1885, 73 (preoccupied).
—Jordan, Cat. Fishes N. A., 1885,74.

Melamphaes iicanii, GuNTUER, Challenger Report, XXil, 1887, 29.

Height of body two-sevenths of total length (without caudal) ; length of head one-third.

Diameter of the eye contained 4i times in the length of the head. The maxillary ex-

tends to or slightly beyond the vertical through the hind margin of the eye. The pec-
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toral is equal iu length to the head, aud more than tmce as long as the ventral, and its

tip does not extend quite to the vent. The scales are large, there being about 25 rows in

the longitudinal series.

Eadial formula: D. ii, 11-12; A. I, 8-9; V. I, 8; P. 15.

Color, nearly black; the fins somewhat lighter at the margins.
The type specimen (Cat. No. 33553, U. S. X. M.) was obtained hy the Albatross from sta-

ti«n 2099, in 37° 12' 20" N. lat., 69° 39' W. Ion., at a depth of 2,949 fathoms, and is conse-

quently remarkable as coming from the greatest depth explored by the Albatross, and the

greatest depth from which any lish has ever been obtained. Its length is 48 millimeters,

aud it is very badly preserved. Other specimens were obtained by the Albatross as follows :

Cat. No. 33378, U. S. N. M., fi-om station 2075, in 41° 40' .30" N. lat., 65° 35' W. Ion., at a

depth of 855 fathoms; Cat. No. 33509, U. S. N. M., from station 2094, iu 39° 44' 30" N. lat.,

71° 04' W. Ion., at a depth of 1022 fathoms; Cat. No. 34835, U. S. N. M., from station 2106,

in 37° 41' 20" N. lat., 73° 03' 20" W. Ion., at a depth of 1,497 fathoms; Cat. No. 35(;()9, IT.

S. N. M., from station 2209, in 39° 34' 45" N. lat., 71° 31' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 1,080

fathoms; Cat. No. 35,522 U. S. N. M., from station 2215, in 39'= 49' 15" N. lat., 20° 31' 45"

W. Ion., at a depth of 578 fathoms; Cat. No. 35412, U. S. N. M., from station 2182, in 39°

25' 30" N. lat., 71° 44' W. Ion., at a depth of 8(51 fatlioms; Cat. No. 35533, U. S. N. M.,
from station 2208, in 39° 33' N. lat., 71° 16' 15" W. Ion., at a depth of 1,178 tathoms; and
fi-om station 2428, iu 42° 48' N. lat., 50° 55' 30" VV. Ion., at a depth of 826 fathoms; station

2550, in 39° 44' 30" N. lat, 70° 30' 45" W.lon., at a depth of 1,081 fathoms; station 2572, in

40° 29' N. lat., 66° 04' W. Ion., at a depth of 1,769 fathoms.

PLECTROMUS ROBUSTUS, (GOnther), Goode and Bean.

Melamphaee robuetus, GDnther, Challenger Report, xxil, 1887, 29.

The height of the body is two-sevenths of the total length (without caudal); the length
of the head a little less than two-fifths; the least depth of tlie tail is two fifths of its free

portion. Head thick, with the usual muciferous cavities; snout short; eye very small, about

one-eighth of the length of the head and one-half of that of the snout. Posterior margin
of the preopercuhim subvertical; lower jaw slightly prominent; cleft of the mouth rather

oblique, wide, extending beyond the eye. Maxillary dilated behind. Origin of the dorsal

fin midway between the end of the snout and the root of the caudal, somewhat behind the

base of the ventrals, which are distinctly thoracic. The last dorsal ray is opposite to the

first of the anal. Upper pectoral rays elongate and reaching to the vent; ventrals rather

short.

Eadial formula: D. ii (?), 11; A. i, 9; V. i, 7; L. lat. 33.

Color, uniform black.

TABLE OF MEASUREMENTS.
MiUimetere.

Total length 53

Depth of tUo Ijody 12^

Length of the head 17

Diameter of the orbit 2

Length of the caudal fin 8

The Challenger obtained several specimens of this species, one from the mid-Atlantic,
vsouthwest of Sierra Leone, station 106, at a depth of 1,850 fathoms; another from midway
between the Cape of Good Hope aud Kerguelen Island, station 14ti, at a depth of 1,375

fathoms; aud another north of New Guinea, station 220, at a depth of 1,100 fathoms. The
New Guinea specimen is 2^ inches long; the one from station 146, OJ inches.

PLECTROMUS CRASSICEPS, (Gunther).. Goode and Bean. (Figure 200a.)

Scoptlus crassiceps, GiiNTUER, Ann. and Mag., Nat. Hist., n, 1878, 185.

ilelamphaes crassicepB, Gunther, Challenger Report, xxii, 28, pi. viii, fig. B.

The height of the body is one-fourth of the total length (without caudal); the length
of the head, one-third; the least depth of the tail is two-fifths of its free portion. Head

very thick with short snout. Eyes, small, one-seventh of the length of the head, and one-
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half of that of the suout; posterior margin of the preopercuhim descending- obliquely back-

wards; lower jaw slightly i)roininont; eleft of the mouth rather ol)li(iue; the maxillary
reaches to behind the eye, and is moderately dilated behind. Origin of the dorsal fin nearer

to the extremity of the snout than to the caudal fin, and immediately behind the base of

the ventrals; its last ray is above the anterior anal rays. Pectoral fin narrow, nearly as

long as the head, reaching to or beyond the end of the anal fin. Black. {GUnther.)
Radial formula: 1). in, 12; A. i, 8-9; T. U; Y. i, 7; L. lat. US.

The Challenger obtained one specimen, 2 inches long, from the mid-^Vtlanti*- (station

107) at a depth of 1,500 fathoms; another, 2J inches long, off Pernambuco, station 120, at

a depth of 675 fathoms.

PLECTROMUS MEGALOPS, Lutken.

Melamphaes megalops, Li'TKEN, Oversigt. K. D. Vid. Selsk, Forbanill., 1877, 17G, pi. V, figs. 1-3.—
CtOnther, Challenger Report xxil, 27, pi. V, fig. 3.

Height of the body one-fourth of the total length, and not quite equal to the length of

the head. Eye rather large, its diameter more than one-fourth the length of the head, and

con.siderably greater than that of the snout. Interorbital space in its greatest width

equal to about half the greatest height of the body; in its least width, one-fourth the great-
est height of the body. The caudal peduncle is long and slender, its length equal to the
distance from tlie posterior root of the anal to the head; its height, immediately behind the

dorsal and anal fins, is equal to one-half the greatest height of the body; its least height,
about midway between the dorsal fin and the caudal, scarcely more than one-fourth of the

height of the body. The anal is inserted under the last rays of the dorsal, broadly trian-

gular in form, and owing to tlie rapid diminution in the height of the body under the dorsal

and anal, both of these fins present the greater ijortion of their upper margin toward the

posterior portion of the fish. The pectorals are long, leaf-like, extending beyond the roots

of tlie dorsal and anal. The ventral is placed entirely in advance of the root of the pecto
ral, and is very broad and stout—almost spatulate at its extremity; its length equal to

that of the pectoral, and its tip overlapping the anterior portion of the anal. The head is

very rough, foliaceous; lower jaw prominent and projecting. Color, black.

D. Ill, 11; A. I, 9; P. 10-11; V. i, 7; L. lat. 34; L. trans. 9; B. 8.

This species was described by Liitken from the Atlantic, south of the Azores. Its pro-

portions are so peculiar that it seems quite possible that it may not belong either to Me-

lamphaes or Plectromiis, as now characterized.

SCOPELOGADUS, Vaillant.

Scopelogadiis, Vaillant, Exp. Sci. Travailleur et Talisman, 1888, 1-tO.

MelampluieK, Vaillant, loc. cit., 38.5. (part).

Berycine fishes resembling Melamphaes and Plectromus, but in general form strongly

suggestive of Myctophum. Scales moderate and cycloid, regularly arranged. Head thick

and comparatively short, with deep muciferous channels. Mouth moderate, somewhat

oblique. Jaws nearly equal, the lower slightly more prominent. Teeth upon the inter-

maxillary and the mandible; palate, vomer, and tongue toothless. Eyes minute, rudiment-

ary. A single short dorsal of about 12 rays (number of spines not determined, possibly

rudimentary). Vent under the middle of the base of the dorsal; origin of the anal under

the posterior fourth of the dorsal. The anal fin with 8 or more rays (number of spines, if any
not rudimentary, not determined). Ventral fins thoracic and with ten rays. Pseudobran-

chiai present. No swim bladder.

This genus, was founded by Vaillant upon the five vspecimens of a species described by
him under the name of S. codes. The material studied by him was badly preserved, and the

diagnosis, especially of the vertical fins, is unsatisfactory. At first, led by sni)erficial re-

semblance, the form was believed to belong close to the old genus >Scopeliis, and the unfortu-

nate name Scopeloyadus is intended to describe a Scopelus-like fish with thoracic fins. In
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an appendix to liis great work, Yaillant expresses the o])inion tliat he had erred in forming
a new genus, and tliat it belongs i)roi)erly to MclamplKics, of(riinther.

Scop<'logadii.s is well distinguished from botli Mdamphuvn and from Flcctroniux by vari-

ous cliaraeters, most prominent of wliich are the sliort liead, comparatively small mouth,
rudimentary eye, and short dorsal and anal tins, which overlap to the extent of nearly a

third of the 1 ength of each.

SCOPELOGADUS COCLES, Vailijvnt. (Figure 199.)

Seopelogadns codes, Valliant, Exp. Sci., Travailleur et Talisman, 1888, 143, pi. xxvi.

Height of body one-fourth of total length (without caudal); length of head three-

tenths. Eye minute, rudimentary. Length of the maxillary half the length of the head;

length of pectoral equal to that of the head, its tip extending far behind the vent and to

the vertical from the base of the antepenultimate dorsal ray; length of the ventral about

half that of the jjectoral, its tij) not reaching to the vent. Scales large, about 21 in the

longitudinal series—2 above and 4 below. Dorsal placed midway between the snout and
the base of tlie upper caudal rays (not the an tecedent rudimentary spines). Origin of the

anal under the base of the preantepenultimate dorsal ray, the dorsal overlapping it nearly
one-half of its length.

Radial formula: D. 12; A. 8+ ;
V. 10.

A long description, accompanied by several figures of anatomical details, is given by
Yaillant. The species was described from four specimens obtained on the Banc D'Arguin
at depths of from 1,090 to 1,250 meters, and off the (Jape Verde Islands at 3,655 meters.

MALACOSARCUS, Glinther.

Malacosarcus, GDnther, Challenger Epport, xxii, 30.

Head large and thick, with bones very thin, and with wide and deep muciferons cavi-

ties; also the canal along the lateral line is much distended. Cleft of the mouth wide,

obliquely descending backwards, with jaws nearly equal in front. A narrow baud of villi-

form teeth in both jaws; palate toothless. Eight branchiostegals, psoudobranchia' present.

The edges of the preoperculum and the lower edge of the mandible with minute and
distant spines. Scales extremely thin, not sculptured, deciduous, irregular, and of moderate

size. One dorsal; caudal emarginate, with broad basal fold above and below; anal spines

very feeble. Ventrals small, five-rayed, inserted at some distance behind the pectorals.

Gills four; gill-lamina' short; gdl rakers long, needle slia])ed. (Gii)ither).

Although this fish is only a degraded torm of Jlclamphacs, Giinther decided to make it

the type of a distinct genus, since otherwise the generic definition of Melamphnes would
lose much in precision.

This peculiar genus is represented by the single species M. macrosioma, Giinther (Ann.
and Mag. Nat. Hist., 1878, vol. ii, p. 180; Challenger Eeport, Vol. xxii, p. 30), obtained in

the mid-Pacific, GhaUenger station 271, at a (h'pth of 2,425 fathoms, 3J inches long; aiid

near the Low Archipelago, station 270, at a depth of 2,350 fathoms, 3i inches long. No
vestige of it has yet been found in the Atlantic.

POROMITRA, Goode and Bean.

Poromiira, Goode and Bean, Bull. M. C. Z., x, 1883, 214.—Guntiier, ChalltMiger Report, xxii, 34.

Body short, comjiressed, scopeliforin, covered with thin, cycloid scales. Head very

large, nearly half the entire length of the fish to base of caudal, with scales upon cheeks,

suboperculum, and probably elsewhere. No barbel. Mouth very large, the lower jaw
projecting. Margin of upper jaw composed of a sliort intermaxillary and a long maxillary.
Teeth cardiform, numerous, very small, on the intermaxillaries and mandil)lcs: none dis-

covered on maxillaries, palatines, or vomer. Opercular apparatus complete.
Dorsal fin in the middle of the body, its origin not far behind that of the ventrals, the

spinous and soft portions subequal in length. Anal much shorter than dorsal, its middle
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under the end of the dorsal, or nearly so. Pseudobranchias present. Gill openings very

wide, separate,

POROMITRA CAPITO, Goode and Bean. (Figure 200.)

T'oromitra r.apHo, Goode and Bean, I'roc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1882, 215; Bull, Mus. Comp. Zoiil., x, 215.—GiJN-

TiiER, Challenger Report, xxii, 34.—Jokdan, Cat. Fish. N. Amer., 1885, 75.

Height of the body two-sevenths of its length to base of caudal rays; its width about

one-half its height. Scales as large as the pnxiil, witli concentric stria;, about twenty-four
in the lateral line and about ten in the transverse series.

Head about two-flfths of standard length, somewhat resembling in appearance that of

Aleponphdl UH liniidti. The eye is large, circular, located normally. The length of the

upper jaw is three-sevenths that of the head; that of the lower jaw about one-half. The
end of the maxillary is nearly in the perpendicular from the posterior limb of the pupil.

The length of the snout is about equal to the least diameter of the eye. The distance from

the limb of the preoperculum to the end of the opercular flap is equal to that from the tip

of the snout to the posterior margin of the orbit. Teeth as described in generic diagnosis.
Dorsal fin inserted midway between tip of snout and origin of middle caudal rays. The fin

is mutilated and its outline can not be determined; it is composed of 7 or 8 spines and (J

soft rays, and the length of its base is nearly equal to the height of the body at its insertion.

The anal fin is inserted in the perpendicular from the base of the eighth dorsal ray. It

is composed of nine rays, and the length of its base is half that of the dorsal base.

The pectoral is inserted far below the axis of the body, and with a single scale between

its axil and the branchial opening. Its length is twice the distance of its insertion from snout.

The ventral is minute (apparently) and is inserted in advance of the pectoral; it has

about 7 or 8 rays.

The caudal is mutilated, but seems to be composed of 15 rays.

Eadial formula: D. vii or VIII, G; A, 9; V, 7 or 8; P, 12; C. 15,

Two specimens of this species were secured by the Blale; one from station cccxxvin,
in 340 28' 25" N. lat., 75° 22' 50" W. Ion., at a depth of 1,632 fathoms; the other from an
unknown locality.

ANOPLOGASTER, Gunther.

Anoplogasfer, Gunther, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., i, 1859, 12; C'liallenger Report xxii, 25.

P>ody compressed, deep, with the scales reduced to minute asperities. Head large, with

thin bones and wide muciferous cavities. Cleft of mouth wide and oblique; chin promi-

ANOPLOGASTEU llll;.NlHS—FliONT VIEW.

nent. Muzzle short, rounded, not protruding. Teeth in villiform bands in the jaws, with

several larger teethin the; lower jaw; palatine toothless. Eye large. Preoperculum entire,

Suprascapulary and angle of preoperculum armed with a spine. Dorsal without spines
and with about 17 rays. Anal with 9 to 10 rays. Ventral with 1 spine and 6 rays. Air-

bladder small, pyriform. Branchiostegals, S. dill openings very wide.
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ANOPLOGASTER CORNUTUS, (Clvier & Vaujnxikxxes), Gunther. (Figure 203.

Unplosletliiis roniutufi, CuviER and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. I'oiss., ix, 470.

A)wploij(is1(r curnutiiK, GvyrnER, Cat. Fisli. Brit. Mus., I, 12; Challenger Report, xxii, 25.—Lutken, Over-

sigt k. (1. Vid. Selsk. ForliamlL, 1877, 181, pi. v, figs 4-7.

Height of body somewhat more than half the total length (without caudal); greatest
width a little more or less than half its lieight. Head a little more than one-third of total.

Eye nearly one-third of head; iuterorbital width nearly one half that of the head. Sub-

orbital areh with seven cavities; the bony ridges of the head terminating in several oluut

points. Veutrals midway between tip of snout and base of caudal.

Eadial formula: D. 17; A. 9-10; P. 16; V. 7.

This species was described fi'om three .specimens, 32 to 43 millimeters in length, taken

from the stomach of an albicore, in 31° N. lat., 40^ W. Ion. Another, 77 millimeters long,

was taken from the stomach of some other pelagic fish, in 25° N. lat., 31° W. Ion.

A specimen was obtained by the Albatross, in N. lat. 39° 18' 30", W. Ion. 68° 24'.

CAULOLEPIS, Gill.

Caiilokpis, Gill, Forest and Stream, xxi, August 30, 1883; Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., VI, 1884, 25S, 25!).—.Jor-

dan, Cat. Fish. X.Amer., 1885, 24.—Gfntiiei!. Challenger Report, xxn, 25.

Berycids with a laterally oval or broad pyriform contour, a compres.sed body covered

with small, pedunculated, leaflike scales, an abruptly declivous forehead, small eyes, a pair
of very long, pointed teeth in front of ujjjjer jaw closing in front of lower, a similar pair of

still longer pointed teeth in the lower, received in fovea' of tlic palate; on the sides of each

jaw two long teeth terminating in bulbous tips; a row of minute teeth on the iwsterior lialf

of the supramaxillaries, and a toothless palate.

This genus, closely related to Anophxiaster, is represented by a single Atlantic siiecies.

The details of its structure are described more fully in the following notes communicated in

manuscript by Dr. Gill :

Body compressed, pyriform, highest in front, and with the dorsal and inferior outlines

converging to caucbil peduncle, which is niodei-atcly long and slendei-.

Scales small ;uid nut or .scarcely imbricated, upraised bj- peduncles, and with the snr

face extended and dentate behind.

Lateral line distinct and developed as a groove running jiarallel with the back ;iud

continuous to the base of the caudal fin.

Head higher than long, with the cranial portion very declivous, and with the su.spen-

sorial portion obliquely extended downwards and backwards; the cranium above with three

naked membranous areas, an anterior pair pointed forward and diverging to receive the

ascending process of the intermaxillaries and a median hastiform one behind; also with a

naked horseshoe-shaiied area around the nape; the naked spaces being separated by the

bony bars limiting the large muciferous cavities; snboibital bones enlarged, s(uli)tuied, and
with small, erect s])iues; the first with three radiating bars; the .second largest, sending
four depending proces.ses, three forward or downward, and another articulating with the

preoperculum above its angle; the postorbital expanding distallyand articulating with the

preoi)erculum above; the interspaces covered by a tense skin with the extension of the scales

imbedded in it.

Preoperculum angulated downward and backward, spinigerous at the angle and with

no horizontal lines; o])ercular apparatus much rednced : the operculum extended downward,
with luinierous stria- aiul ridges and with three more diverging ridges extended backwards
or downward into spiniform angles, one horizontal and the others oblique, leaving emar-

ginated interspaces between; the inter- and subopercula small, the latter with several stria-

pointed backward.

The eye moderately developed near the anterior profile. Upper jaw not protra<ti]e,
with the intermaxillaries extended far backward and the supramaxillaries lying behind and

above, and with wide oval extremities furnished with radiating ridges or stria-.
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Lower jaw quite deep with an upper aucl lower portiou longitudinally striated and an
intermediate region provided with a naked skin, and with its angle euiitting a spine back-

ward; cliin llatteued backwards to a median inferior poiut; teeth enlarged and lew, in a

single row in each jaw. (1) In the up])er a pah- slightly curved and regularly pointed, clos-

ing in front of lower jaw, and on each side two at intervals, behind much smaller and with
swollen blunt tips. (2) In the lower jaw a pair near the symi>bysis more separated than
those of the upper and fitting into fovea^ of the palate on each side; two smaller teeth

nearly straight and with globular points, the first intermediate between the first and
second of the upper, and the second behind the second lateral tooth of the upper jaw;
palate and tongue edentulous. (3) A row of very small teeth around the posterior half of

the supramaxillary.
Dorsal single, commencing above the upper axil of the pectoral, with 2 spines and 17

bifurcate rays, the last of which is double; anal sliort, mostly behind tlie dorsal, with 2

spines, the first very short, and 8 bifurcate rays, the last double; caudal deeply emargin-

ated, but with rounded lobes
; pectorals obliquely inserted, of moderate size, with 1 simple

and about 14 branched rays; ventral fins subabdominal or decidedly behind the pec-

torals, with 1 spine and branched rays. Branchial apertures deeply cleft; brauchiostegal

rays, 8.

CAULOLEPIS LONGIDENS, Gill. (Figure 204.)

Caulolepis JongiHena, Gill, Proc. II. S. Nat. Mus., vi. 2.59.-Jordan, \oc. ci/.-GCntiier, Uc. cit.

Greatest height of body one-half its length inclusive of caudal
; length of head two an(l

four-fifths times in length of body, and almost equal to the height of the body. Upper
jaw from the symphysis to the end of the supramaxillary contained 3i times in the total

length. The orbit contained 4 times in the length of the head. The front teeth of the

upper jaw are considerably longer than the diameter of the orbit; those of the lower nearly
twice as long. The scales are very peculiar, foliaceous and pedunculate. Color, uniform

black.

Eadial formula: D. ii, 17; A. il, 8; C. X-19-X; P. i, 14; V. i, 7.

MEASUREMENTS.

Ini-hea.

Extreme length 4. 7

Bofly :

Greatest lieijj;lit 51

Greatest ^vidtli 18

Height at ventrals 49

Least height of tail 9. .">

Head:
Greatest length 38

Greatest width . .-. 20

Width of interorlii tal area 13

Length of snout 12

Length of upper jaw 34

Length of mandible 32

Diameter of orbit 8

Dorsal :

Distance fnnn snout 47

Length of hase 41

Length of longest ray 12

Length of first ray 4

Inches."
Anal:

Distance from snout 73. 5

Length of base n

Length of first ray 1.5

Length of second ray 4

Length of longest ray 12

Length of last ray 7.5

Caudal :

Length of middle rays 11

Length of outer r.ays 20

Pectoral :

Distance from snout 37

Length 28

Ventral :

Distance from snout S7

Length 21

A single specimen (Cat. Xo. 33270, \7. S. X. M.), 4.7 inciies in length, was taken by the

Albatross from station 2034, in 39° 27' 10" N. Lat., 09° 50' 20" W. Lon., at a deptli of 1,346

fathoms."
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Family STEPHANOBERYCID^E.
Stephanoierycidcp,, Gill, Standard Natural History, lU, 1885, p. 182. (Namo only.)

Body oblong, compressed, with scales of peculiar form, circular, having in the center of

each, one or two erect, conspicuous spines, aiul in arrangement scarcely imbricated. Head

large, thick, oblong, cavernous, with short convex snout, and Mith thiu osseous ridges, es-

l>ecially an inner U-shaped one on the crown, whose limbs diverge on each side of the

nape; also au outer sigmoid ridge ou each side above the eyes, continuous with a similar

ridge projecting from the nasal bone, the inner and outer ridges being (connected by a cross

ridge opposite the anterior margin of the orbit. The mouth is very wide and somewhat

oblique. Lower jaw slender and slightly projecting. Maxillaries large; premaxillaries

pi'otractile ;
suborbitals luirrow. Teeth small, in a single band on the intcrmaxillaries and

dentaries
; palatine toothless. Bones of the head usually serrated. Branchiostegals Vli-Vill;

gill membranes separate, 3; gills 4, a slit behind the fourth. Pseudobranchiaj present.

Gill-rakers moderate. A single dorsal. Dorsal aud anal without spinous rays. Ventral

lius abdominal, farther back iu the adult than in the young, with 1 spine aud o rays.

STEPHANOBERYX, Gill.

Stephanoberiix, Gill, Proc. II. S. Nat. Mus., vi, 1883, 258.-Jord.^, Cat. Fish. N. Amer., 1885, 74.

Berycids with an elongated claviform contour, body covered with cycloid scales, scarcely

imbricated, and armed about the center with one or two erect spines. An oblong head,

with a moderate, convex snout, and with thin osseous ridges, especially an inner U-shaped

STEPHANOBERYX MON/E—FRONT VIEW.

one on the crown, whose limbs diverge on each side of the nape, and an outer sigmoid one

on each side above the eyes, and continuous with one projecting from the nasal; the inner

and outer ridges connected by a crossbar on a line with the anterior margin of the orbit;

rather small eyes in the anterior half of the head, and the teeth small, acute, and in a band

on the intermaxillaries and dentaries; palate toothless. Veutrals with 1 spine and 5 rays.

STEPHANOBERYX MON^, Gill. (Figure 205.)

Slrphmohcryx Moiur, Gill, Proc. V. S. Nat. Mus., vi, 188.S, 258.

The type of the species is a young specimen, about 2 inches long. For comparison
wltli S. OUlii we have used examples measuring 4J inches from Albatross station 2392.

In one of these the eye is two-ninths as long as the head and nearly equal to the snout;

the head equals oue-third of total length to caudal base, the greatest ilepth of the body
two-sevenths of the same length. The upper jaw is slightly longer than the postorbital

part of the head. Gill-rakers long and sleiuler, about 25 below the angle on the first arch.

The distance of the anal origin from the end of the head equals two-thirds length of head.

The veutrals originate under the middle of the pectorals.

Color, brownish.

Kadial fornuila: D. 14; A. 13-14; P. 10; V. I, 5.

The type specimen of this species (Cat. No. 33445, TJ. S. N. M.) was obtained by the

Albatross from station 2077, in 41^ 09' 40" N. Lat., (ilP 02' 20" W. Lon., at a (lei»th of 1,255

fathoms. Other specimens were taken by the Albatross as follows : From station 23S5, in 28°
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51' IST. Lat., 8S0 18' W. Lon., at a depth of 730 fathoms; station 2392, in 28° 47' 30" N. Lat.,

87° 27' W. Lon., at a depth of 721 fathoms; station 2303, in 2S'3 13' N. Lat., 87° 11' 30" W.

Lon., at a depth of 535 fathoms; station 2381, in 28° 48' N. Lat., 88° 15' 30" W, Lon., at a

depth of 910 fathoms; station 2117, in 15° 21' 40" N. Lat., (53o 31' 30" W. Lon., at a depth of

083 fathoms, and station 2110, in 17° 36' 10" X. Lat., 40= 10' 05" W. Lon., at a depth of 966

fathoms.

The Blake also secured a specimen from station xcvi, off Guadeloupe, at a depth of

709 fathoms.

STEPHANOBERYX GILLII, Goode aud Bean, n. s. (Figure 206.)

The type specimen is No. 33555, U. S. Nat. Museum, obtained from Albatross station

2099; its length is 6 inches. Two additional examples from Albatross station 2102 have also

been used for the purpose of this description ;
one of these is 4f inches long and the other

5J inches.

The diameter of the eye equals length of snout and one-fourth length of head, which is

one-third of total length to caudal base. Greatest depth of body two-sevenths of total with-

out caudal. The upper jaw is as long as the postorbital part of the head. Gill-rakers long

and slender, about 15 below the angle on the first arch. The ventral origin is behind the

end of the extended pectoral. The distance of the anal origin from end of head fully equals

length of head.

About 33 rows of scales from head to base of caudal
;
9 rows above and 7 below the

lateral line.

Kadial formula: B. 7; D. 11; A. 11; P. 13; V. I, 5.

Color, in spirits, pale, the back, in front of dorsal, showing traces of rose.

The species may readily be distinguished from <S'. nionce by its smaller number of dorsal

and anal rays and gill-rakers, the position of its veutrals, and the greater length of its

trunk.

Specimens were obtaiiu-d from Albatross stations 2099 (2,949 fathoms), 2102 (1,209 fath-

oms), and 2196 (1,230 fathoms).

Family TRACHICHTHYID.E.

Trachiehthyoidei, Bleeker, Tentamen, 1859, xix. (Familia 73).

Body ovate, deep, much comi)ressed, with small or moderate ctenoid scales. Abdo-

men protected by a dermal scute, forming a serrated edge. Head large, deeper than long;

superficial bones excavated, and with conspicuous muciferous cavities. Mouth very wide,

oblique. Villiform teeth in the jaws and on the vomer. Siiborbifah very broad, covering

the cheeks. Branchiostegals 8. Gill-openings wide; giU-lamime very short. A single dorsal

tin, with a few anterior spinous rays. Ventrals with 6 soft rays.

In this family are included two genm-a: Trachichthys, with teeth upon its vomer, oper-

culum with spine, and witli two anal spines, aud. Hojilostethtis, with toothless vomer, opercu-

lum entire, and 3 anal spines.

TRACHICHTHYS, Shaw.

Trachichthys, Shaw, Nat. Misc. 1798, x, pi. 378.—CoviKR and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iii, 229.—

Lowe, Fishes of Madeira, 55.—Guntheb, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., i, 10; Challenger Report xxii, 21.

Body compressed, more or less deep, covered with small ctenoid and generally rough

scales, which are rather irregularly arranged. Abdomen protected by dermal scutes, which

form a serrated edge. Head very large, the superflcial bones being deeply sculptured to

receive wide muciferous cavities which are covered by thin skin only. Mouth very wide,

oblique; villiform teeth in the jaws and on the vomer and palatine bones. Eight branchi-

ostegals; gill-openings very wide, gill-laminae very short. Supi-ascapulary and angle of
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the preoperculum armed with a spine each. One dor.sal fin, the anterior rays of which are

spinous; ventrals with (J soft rays ; pectoral synnnetrical ;
caudal deeply forked. {Gibither.)

Eight si)ecies of Trachichthys are known, of which one is found in llii; Atlantic, and all

of these have been described from floating specimens, presumably originating in the ocean

depths. T. infcrmedius, however, was obtained by the ChaUciu/er near New Zealand, at a

depth of 275 fathoms, and by the Investigator in the Bay of Bengal, l!72 fathoms; and

previously by Hector, off Cape Farewell, New Zealand, in 400 fatlioms. (Hector, Tr. New
Zealand lust, vii, 245, pi. xi, tig. IS A. Giinthcr, Challenger Eeport, xxii, 24, pi. v., fig.

D. Alcock, Ann. aud Mag. Nat. Hist., 1889 (Nov.), 380.

TRACHICHYTHYS DARWINII, Johnson. (Figure 207.)

Trachichthys Darioinii, Johnson, Proc. Zoul. Soc. London, 1866, 311, i>l. xxxii.—QOnthkr, Challenger Report,

XXII, 25.

Trachichthj/8 japoniciis, Steindachner and DOdbrlein, Denkschr. d. k. Akad. d. Wiss., Wien, 1883, xlvii,

218, pi. II.

The height is two-fifths of the total length to base of caudal. The head is two-

sevenths of the total length. Mouth very large and nearly vertical. Its superior border

formed by the styliform intermaxillary, A wide notch at the symphysis of the intermaxil-

laries. Maxillary long and stout, dilated below, with a large supplementary striate plate, as

iu Beryx. The maxillaiy reaches the vertical from the middlle of the eye. Lower jaw
included, its bones strongly and deeply striate. Intermaxillary aud mandible with narrow
bands of villiform teeth, the innermost row a Uttle enlarged. Bauds of villiform teeth ou
the palate. A small round patch of similar teeth on the vomer. Nostrils close together
near the upper anterior part of the orbit, the posterior the larger. Eye nearly round,

placed high, but not reaching the profile, its length 4J times in that of the head. Edge
of opercle irregularly serrate or sinuous. A spine at the lower end of the suboiiercle.

Large, imbricated, striate, bony plates (ten iu the specimen) form a ventral keel extending
from the root of the ventral fin to the vent, increasing in size from each e;(l of the series

to the middle. Dorsal origin behind the root of the pectoral; nearer the suout than the

base of the caudal. The fourth dorsal spine the longest. Soft dorsal higher than spinous,
the third and fourth rays longest. A series of large, rough scales, somewhat trapezoidal
in shape, at each side of the dorsal aud anal fins. The pectoral does not reach nearly to

them, but to the vertical of the seventh dorsal spine. Ventral inserted under root of pec-

toral, consisting of a long, stout, striated spine and six branched rays. Caudal deeply

forked, membrane between its rays covered with rows of small scales. Lateral line on the

upper jiart of the body, not following the curve of the back.

The head and all the fins are of a bright red color; the back is of brownish red, passing
into gray on the sides; the belly is white, tongue black; also the inside of the mouth and

gill-covers. Sometimes the inside of the gill-covers is marked with black patches. Palate

red.

Radial formula: D. viii, 14; A. iii, 12; V. i, 6; L. lat., 27. Pyloric ciEca 13.

This species difters from the Antarctic one in having the bones of head more solid, nar-

rower, muciferous; a smalku' eye and the spinous dorsal fin more differentiated from the

soft. The scales are small. Abdominal scutes ten. The height of the body is less than

half the total length (without caudal); the diameter of the eye two-ninths of the length of

the head. No projecting suprascapulary spine. The third and fourth dorsal spiues are

the longest, aud the seventh is shorter than the eighth.

Only one specimen, 19 inches long, was obtained off Madeira in the month of April. Mr.

Johnson adds that from the protruded stomach and intiated membrane about the eye, it

may be inferred that the fish came from a great depth. Like so many other Madeiran

fishes, thiss])ecies occurs also in Japan, where it was met with by Doderlein, who seems to

have been uuaccjuainted with Johnson's description, {Giinther.)
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HOPLOSTETHUS, Cuvier and Valenciennes.

BoploDtethiis, Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iv, 1829, 4G9, pi. 97, bis.—GOnther, Cat. Fish.

Hrit. Mns., i, 9.—Jordan and Gilbert, Bull. 16, U. S. Nat. SIus., 158.

Trachichtlijis (in parti, Lowe, Fishes of Madeira, 55.

Body deep, compressed. Scales moderate, somewhat ctenoid; lateral line present, its

scales enlarged ;
abdomen witli a series of bony plates, each ending in a retrorse sx^ine.

Head large, deeper than long, with very eonsi)icuous muciferoxis cavities, covered by thin

skin. Eye very large. Month very wide, oblique; the jaws equal when it is closed. Jaws
and palatines witii tine, villiform teeth; voim^r toothless. A strong spine at the angle of

the preopercle; the long vertical limb of the preopercle finely serrated. Gill membranes

separate, free from the isthmus. Dorsal fin single, sliort, the spines graduated, (5 in num-

ber; anal with 3 graduated spines; caudal forked, its rudimentary rays spinous; pectorals

symmetrical, rather long; ventrals i, 6, rather short. Air bladder simple. Pyloric caca

numerous. Vertebrje 11+15.

HOPLOSTETHUS MEDITERRANEUS, Cuvier aud Valenciennes. (Figure 208.)

Hoplostethmt mediterraneua, Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iv, 469, pi. xcvii.—Guichenot,
Explor. Alger. Poiss., 42.—Gunther, Cat. Fish. Brit Mus., i, 9; Auu. and .Mag. Nat. Hist., 1878, i,

485.—Jordan and Gilbert, Bull. 16, U. S. N.~M., 458.—Morbau, Hist. Nat., Poiss. de la France, ii, 322.—
Steindachner, Denkschr. d. k. Akad. d. Wiss. Wion, 1883, XLVii, 218, pi. i.

Trachichthijs speciosim, Lowe, Proc. Zool. .See, London, 1889, p. 77; Fishes of Madeira, 55, pi. ix.

Hoplostethus japonkus, IIilgkndore, Sitzungsb. Gesellsih. Naturf. Freuude, Berlin, 1879, 78.

Eye large, its diameter longer than snout, and about one-third the length of the head.

Abdominal plates 9 to 1.3 in number. Body above with very small roughish scales
;
sides in

young nearly or quite naked (example seen) ; scaly In the adult. Pectorals reaching first

soft ray of anal; ventrals to vent; fins rather low. Color silvery, rosy in life; fins scarlet,

peritoneum and inside of mouth black.

Kadial formula: D. vi, 12-1.1; A. in, 8-11 ; V. i, 6; L. lat. 28^1.

Specimens of this species have been discovered at distant intervals of time at consid-

erable depth (the precise depth is not known) in the western parts of the Mediterranean,
oft' Madeira, and recently also in the sea of Japan. Dr. Hilgendorf was of opinion that

he c<mld specifically distinguish Japanese specimens by a somewhat larger number of ab-

dominal scutes. This would have been a character insignificant enough, even if the Ja])au-
ese specimens had not sometimes the same number of scutes as the Mediterranean. A
more important difference seems to be the structure of the scales, which I find in Jai)ancse

specimens, on the whole, less strongly ctenoid than the Madeiran. But even in this respect
there is no constancy in specimens from either of the two localities. {Oilnther.)

Specimens have been obtained by the Albatross as follows : From station 212.5, in 11° 43'

N. lat., 09° 09' 30" W. Ion., at a dei)th of 208 fatlioms; station 2370, in 29° 03' 15" N. lat.,

88° 16" W. Ion., at a depth of 324 fathoms; Cat. No. 35656, U. S. N. M., from station 2232,
in 38° 37' 30" N. lat., 73° 11' W. Ion., at a depth of 243 fathoms, and Cat. No. 35414, U.

S. N. M., from station 2176, in 39° .32' 30" N. lat., 72^ 21' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of .302

fathoms. Also by the Fish Hatch as follows : Cat. No. 28879, U. S. N. M., from station 1026,
in 390 50' 30" N. lat., 71° 23' W. Ion., at a depth of 182 fathoms; Cat. No. 28906, U. S. N.

M., from station 1025, in 39° 49' N. lat., 71° 25' W. Ion., at a depth of 216 fatlioms; Cat.

No. 29052, U. S. N. M., from station 1045, in 38° 35' N. lat., 73° 13' W. Ion., at a depth of

312 tathoms; Cat. No. 30277, U. S. N. M., from station 098, in 39° 43' N. lat., 71° 32' W.
Ion., at a depth of 302 fathoms, and Cat. No. 26726, U. S. N. M., from station 897, in 37° 25'

N. lat., 74'3 18' W. Lon., at a depth of 157* fathoms.

HOPLOSTETHUS ATLANTICUS, Collett.

Boplostethua atlanticus, Collett, Bull. Soc. Zoiil, France, 1889, 306.

Height of body contained 2.7 times in the total length (caudal included); length of

head 3 times. Diameter of the eye a little greater than the length of the snout; contained
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3J times iu the length of the head. The scales are very small (mnch more so than in //.

mediterraneun), the diameter of the scales of the body being one-.seveuth that of the scales

of the lateral line; they are nearly circular, and have a few little s^jines. Ventral keel in-

distinct. Dorsal and anal spines feeble. Ventrals extending scarcely to the vent.

Eadial formula: B. vi, 17; l\ i, 17; V. i, 0; A. ii, 11; 0. Vii, 18, 8.

This species is distinguished from H. mediterraneus by the relatively smaller size of its

eyes and scales, by the indistinct ventral cuirass, and by the greater number of rays in the

fins. The tyi)e was a single specimen taken off Flores iu the Azores, J uly 30, 1888, by the

steam yacht Hirondelle at a depth of 1,557 meters.

Family BATHYCLUPEID.^.
Bathyclupeidce, Gill, MS.

Acanthopterygians with a pneumatic duct to air-bladder, ventradiform body, cycloid

scales, straightish lateral line, flatfish excavated crown, long intermaxillaries extending as

far back as the supramaxillaries; short postmedian dorsal without spines; long anal with

one spine, and small, subjugular ventrals with a spine and five rays each.

This family shares with Berycoideans a persistent pneumatic duct. (Gill.)

BATHYCLUPEA, Alcock.

Bathyclupm, Alcock, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., viii, 1891, 130.

Acanthopterygians with compressed head and body; head with large mucous cavities:

lower jaw prominent. Teeth on jaws, palatines and vomer, small, villiform. Gill-openings

large. Branch iostegals 7. Pseudobrauchia' present, large. Scales cycloid, deciduous.

Lateral line distinct, nearly straight. Dorsal fin postmedian, with one or two spines and

eight or ten rays. Pectorals large, pointed, the upper rays the longest. Ventrals subjugu-

lar, small. Caudal furcate.

The type, B. Hoskynii, Alcock {loc. cit., fig. 4) was obtained from the Andaman Sea by
the Investigator at station 115, depth 188-220 fathoms, the largest of the four specimens

obtained being 8 inches in length.

BATHYCLUPEA ARGENTEA, Goode & Bean, n. s. (Figure 415.)

Head ana body compressed ;
the body covered with large, cycloid, deciduous scales.

Height of body at vent less than length of head, equal to distance from posterior margin of

orbit to end of lower jaw. Length of head contained in that of body (without caudal) 3

times. Diameter of orbit 2~ times in length of head, and slightly greater than the distance

from its anterior margin to the tip of the lower jaw, the length of the snout being about

two-thirds the diameter of the orbit, and twice the width of the interorbital space. Mouth

subvertical, the length of the upper jaw slightly exceeding the diameter of the orbit. Teeth in

villiform bands on jaws, palatines and vomer. The dorsal fin placed at a distance from the

tip of the snout equal to twice the height of the body; its first ray inserted in the vertical

from the base of the seventh anal ray. Pectoral slender, its upper rays the longest, extend-

ing considerably beyond the origin of the anal. Ventrals small, fan-shaped, inserted almost

under the posterior margin of the orbit. Color, yellowish silvery.

Eadial formula: D. 9; A. 30; V. 6; L. lat. 3.5.

The type is a specimen, 13 inches in length, obtained by the Blalce at station xxxvii,

off Neris, at a depth of 365 fathoms.

Family ANOMALOPID^^.
Anomalopida;, Gill, MS.

Acanthopterygians with a compressed oblong body covered with small spinigerous

scales; continuous lateral line lu'ar back; scaleless head, with sculiitured tubifeious roof

and infraorbital glands; nostrils large, not separated from the eyes by osseous inter-
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spaces;* seven branchiostegals; a first dorsal with about five weak spines, tlie second aud

aual obloug, and normal thoracie ventrals (i, 5). (Gill, MS.)

This family is represented by a single species and a single genus—Anomalops palpe-

brat us (Boddaert), Giinther, known only from eight specimens, four from Amboina and

Manado, one from the Fiji Islands, one from the Paumoto Archipelago, and two others

from the New Hebrides, the types of Ogilby's recent valuable paper, ''Itedescription of

Anomalops palpebratus." (Eecords of the Australian Museum, Sydney, i, 1890, (59-71.)

This form was placed by Giinther in the family Garaiuiidw, but this assignment was

professedly provisional, since he had never been able to examine the specimens. The origi-

nal assignment by Bleeker aud Kuer to the Bcryeidw was more nearly exact, but, as Dr.

Gill has shown, it seems to possess positive and distinctive family characters of its own,

ANOMALOPS, Kner.

Anomalops, Kner, Sitznngsberichte Akad. Wiss. Wieu., lviii, 1868, p. 294, pi. l, Fig. 1.

Body oblong, covered with small rough scales. Snout very short and convex; mouth

very wide. Eyes very large; a glandular, elongate, and partly free, luminous organ occu-

Anomalops palpebbatds.

pies a hollow of the infraorbital ring below the eyes. Yilliform teeth in the jaws and on the

palatine bones; vomer toothless. First dorsal short; second and anal moderately long;

caudal forked. {Giinther.)

According to Giinther, Anomalops palpebratus lives in gieat depths, and comes to the

surface at night or by accident only. "The peculiar organ below the eyes," he writes, "is

without doubt of the same nature and has the same function as similar structures on the

side of the head of other deep-sea fishes; as in Pachystomias, it is jiartly free, as if it could

be made to protrude out of the pit in which it lies."

Family CARANGID^E.

Carangini, Bonaparte, Catalogo Metodico, Pesci Eiiropei, 1876, 75.

Carangoidei, Blkekek, Teutamen, 1859, xxiii, (Familia 100).—Gunther, Cat. Fish. Brit Mus. ii, 1860, 417.

Carangida; Gill, Proc. Acail. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1862, 430; Arr. Fam. Fishes, 1872, 8 (No. 79); Proc. U. S. Nat.

Mus., V, p. 487, 1883.

Tliis family is so little bathybial in its range that it may be passed over witli a brief

allusion. Tiie family includes pcrhajjs two hundred species, many of which are seniii)e-

lagic in habit but which, so far as is at present known, live near the shores and in the ni)per

water. There is no evidence that any of them breed far from the coasts, except it may by
Naucrates. Most of them are probably restricted in range, so far as individual migrations

• "Nostril large, not separate from the eye by an osseous interspace." Ogilby, loc. ciU, p. 71.
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are concerned. Seriola, Oliffoplites, Trachynot us, and some of the large species of Caranx,
such as C. hippos, arc powerful swimuiers, and are likely to make long jourueys, at least

as far as from the West Indies to the Bermudas, where many of the species occur casually.

Others, like Selene, drift far and wide with the currents, and are found in mid ocean,

apparently under much the same conditions as in Nomcus. XomcKS is, however, character-

istically a mid-ocean tish, and is not known to breed near the shores, but there is good
reason to believe that Selene does.

Seriola Dunierilii, Risso, is said by Canestrini to occur everywhere in the Mediter-

ranean, but to dwell at great dc^pth (« f/rande profondita), so that its capture is uncommon.
The young of Seriola are pelagic surface forms.

Caranx amblyrhynchus, C. «& V. has been found several times undercircumstances which
would seem to indicate that it came from very great depths, but it so closely resembles in

structure the other members of the genus that it is hard to believe that there is not some
error of observati(jn. It was brought up by the Blake at station 324 (Lat. 33° 27", Ion.

75° 53' 30"), in 047 ftxthoms.

Porthmeus amia (Lichia amia, Auctorum, in its adult form—Porthmeus argenteus, in young
state) is while young a pelagic form, and has been found oil" the west coast of Africa. The

young of Chorinemus and of Oligoplites are, according to Hitkeu, also pelagic (Spolia At-

lantica, p. 192 (GOO)). Two species belonging to this family have been taken in the deep-
sea nets, but it seems hard to believe that they were caught at the bottom.

Family SCOMBRID^E.
GU Scomhrin'r, Rafinesque, Indice {Vlttioliogia Siciliana, 1810,

Scombrini, Bonapaute, Cat. Metodico, 73 (Sub. fam. 228).

Scombroiclei, Blkeker, Teutameu, 1859, xxii, (Familia 95).

Scombrida; Gill, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1862, 124; Arr. Film. Fishes, 1872, 8 (No. 78).—(Gunther, Cat.

Fish. Brit. Mus., II, 349-373.—Trichiuridw, in pan, aud Scombridw, in part).
—Jordan aud Gilbert,

Bull, xvi, U. S. Nat. Mus., 1883, 422.

Physoclystous Acanthopterygians, with body elongate, fusiform; the scales minute or

wanting (generally cycloid, but about the thorax larger ones, sometimes ctenoid, are

developed, forming the so called corselet of the tunnies). Lateral line distinct, fre(piently

sinuous. Head subconic, pointed anteriorly. Mouth rather large, with lateral cleft; upper

jaw not protractile; maxillary without supplemental bone; sharp teeth on the jaws and

generally on the vomer, sometimes on palatines. Preoperculum entire; operculum well

developed, unarmed; in the extremely young the preoperculum is u,sually armed with

several radiating spines, subsequently absorbed and lost. Gill-openings large, confluent

below. Gill-rakers usually long. Pseudobranchiix; present, large. A slit behind the fourth

gill. Brauchiostegals generally 7. Dorsal fln« 2, the flrst composed of rather slender,

spinous rays, depressible ui a groove, the second with branched rays, the posterior ones

usually detached and separate, forming series of Unlets. The first dorsal is always cither

elongate or widely separate from soft dorsal. Anal similar to second dorsal. Caudal

peduncle very slender, usually keeled, the caudal deeply forked, adapted for rapid propu I-

sion. Ventrals moderate, thoracic. Vertebriie numerous (more than 2.5). Pyloric cicca

weU developed, numerous. Stomach sac-shaped. Air bladder frequently absent.

KEY TO THE GENERA.

I. Body fusiform, moderately elongate Scomiirin.e, Gill

A. Spinous dorsal short (of less tlian 12 spines), with wide space separating it from second dorsal
; pec-

torals hifj;h up; caudal not carinatcd.

1. Vomer aud palatines with teeth
;
corselet obsolete Scomber

2. Vomer and palatines toothless; corselet well develo"l)ed Auxis

B. Spinous dorsal long (of more than t velvo spines), contiguous to the second; jiectorals low; caudal

with keels
; pyloric cjeca very numerous Orycnin.e, Gill

1. Corselet imperfect or obsolete; teeth of jaws strong.

fl. M to 18 rays in spinous dorsal Scombkromorus
b. 25 rays in spinous dorsal; jaws beak-like Acanthocybium
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2. Corselet developed.
a. Palatine teeth strong ;

vomer toothless; vertebra? normal Sarda
6. Palatine teeth villiform.

* Vomer with teeth; vertebne normal, the lower foramina small.

Lateral line single Orycnus
Lateral line doiilile Grammatokcynus

* * Vomer toothless; abdominal vertebra! with the lower foramina enlarged and a portion
between the vertebral jiroper and the ha'iiiapophyses developedin the form of a net-

work or trellis Gvmnosauda
II. Body very elongate, compressed.

A. Spinous dorsal long; pectorals comparatively low; caudal not keeled; pyloric cieca rather
fe W. . Til YRSITIN.E

1. Ventrals well developed.
a. Fiulets present; teeth on palatines ; body in greater part naked.

* Lateral line descending below posterior part of the spinous dorsal; body rather elongate ;

dorsal and aual finlets G (Type, Thyrsitei iilun, South .-Vfrica and Van Diemeu's

Land) Thyrsites
* * Lateral line nearly straight; dorsal fiulets 5, anal 4

; body rather elongate. .Tiiyrsitops
* * * Lateral line absent; finlets few; skin spinigerous; abdomen keeled; body somewhat

elongate RuVETTUS
h. Finlets absent; jjalatiues toothless; scales minute.

* Dorsal in two portions. Dagger-shaped spine behind vent Nesiauchl'S
* * Dorsal continuous. Two lateral lines Epinnula

2. Ventrals reduced to a single spine.

a. Finlets present ;
teeth on palatines, none on vomer.

*
Dagger-shaped spine behind vent. Body much compressed, incompletely covered with

delicate scales Nealotvs
* * No dagger-shaped spine. Body slender, fusiform

;
lateral line descending in strongly

oblique line below front of spinous dorsal Pkomethichthys
b. Finlets absent

;
teeth on palatines and vomer.

* Ventral spine long, crenulate
; preoperculum spinigerous Dicrotus

B. Body very elongate {height 18 to 20 times in length) ; spinous dorsal very long, with numerous

spines, continuous with the second; caudal not keeled; pyloric cieca not numerous Gkmpvun.e
1. Body scaleless

;
no palatine teeth Gempy'lus

Subfamily SCOMBRIN^^.

Scombrids with fusiform, moderately elongate bodies, and short (less than 12 spines) first

dorsal fin, separated by a wide space from the second dorsal. Pectorals high iii). Caudal
not carinated.

Several of the forms in the subfamily occur at times far ont at sea, but this is no reason

for considering them properly pelagic. Like the counnon mackerel [Scomber seomhrus),
which also is found in schools remote from land, they probably all breed near the coasts,
and depend for their food upon the shoals of small fishes and crustaceans, which are abund-

ant near the land. Scomber s[n\\\'iis at. considerable depths, but probably never beyoiul
the lOO-fathom line. It is probaljle that many of the Scombn'dcc sink at times far below
the surface strata, especially in the winter. These matters are but little understood, how-

ever, and it is indeed probable that our knowledge of the bathic distribution of the mem-
bers of the mackerel family is no more imperfect than our supposed knowledge of their

geographic range and migrations. The remarks of Valenciennes in the "Histoire Naturclle

des lies Canaries "
(Poissons, p. 4'J), though written fifty years ago, are worthy of consider-

ation today.

Subfamily ORYCNIN^^.

Scombrids having a fusiform, moderately elongate body, and spinous dorsal long, com-

posed of more than 12 spines, and contiguous to the second. Pectorals low. Caudal carinate.

Pyloric Cit^ca very numerous.

The tunnies, bonitoes, and horse mackerels composing this family are even more charac-

teristically pelagic than those ot the preceding subfamily, but never have as yet been found

below 100 fiithoms. There is every reason to suppose that at times they sink below the

upper strata.

19808—No. 2 13
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Subfamily THYRSITIN^E.

Scombrirts with elougate, subfiisifonn, more or less compressed bodies, and long spin-

ous dorsal. Finlets present or absent. Ventrals sometimes reduced to a single spiue.

Pectorals comparatively low. Caudal not carinated. Pyloric cieca rather few.

THYRSITES. Cuv. & Val.

Thyraites, Cuv. aud Val., Hist. Nat. Poiss. viii, p. 196.—Gill. Proc. Aead. Nat. Sci.,Phila., 1862, p. 126.

Body fusiform and rather elongate. First dorsal with less than 25 spines. Pectorals

equidistant from the back and breast. Teeth on the palatines. Spinous dorsal cpntiguous
to the soft, variable. Pec-torals equidistant from the back and breast, or nearer the latter.

Tail not keeled. Ventrals i, 5. Dorsal and anal Unlets developed. Lateral line present.

Dorsal and anal liulets 6. Lateral line abruptly decurved behind the last spines.

Xo species of this genus as modified by Gill has been found in the North Atlantic, but

since it occurs in South African waters it is likely to occur farther to the north and the

diagnosis and figures are introduced for comparison.

Thymltcs atun (Euphraseu) C. and V., is the only species. It is undoubtedly a deep-

water form.

THYRSITOPS, GiU.

Thyrsitops, Gill, Proo. Acad. Nat. Soi. Phila., 1862.

Body fusiform, rather elongate. First dorsal with less than 2.5 spines. Spinous dorsal

contiguous to the soft dorsal fin. Pectorals equidistant from the back aud breast, or nearer

the latter. Tail not keeled. Ventrals i, 5. Dorsal aud anal finlets developed. Dorsal fiulets

5, anal 4. Lateral line nearly straight.

THYRSITOPS LEPIDOPOIDES, Cuvieu axd Valenciennes.

Thynites lepiilopoides, Cuvikr aud Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., viii, 205, pi. ccx.x.—GOnther, Cat. Fish.

Brit. Mus., II, 350.

Thyrsitops lepidopoides, Gill, Proc. Acad. Nat., Sci., Phila., 1862, 126.

A Thyrsitops with a somewhat robust body, having its height one-sixth of its total

length, its thickness two-fifths of its height. The length of the head, as in pretiosus^ is one-

fourth of the total length. Nostrils so placed that the anterior is midway between the orbit

and the tip of the snout, and the posterior midway between the anterior aud the orbit.

Lower jaw passing the upper, but obtuse. Teeth in the jaws small, those in the roof of the

mouth anteriorly very large and conspicuous. A row of teeth on the vomer, and another

along each palatine bone, small, short, and sharp. Tongue smooth. Operculum deeply

emarginate, having two sharp points, flexible, intruding into the skin. First dorsal low,

uniform in height, 17 very flexible rays, the length of which is about one fourth of the

height of the body, the last being very small. The length of the base of this fin is one-

third that of the body. The second dorsal in its anterior part is twice as high as the first,

and its length is twice its own height. It is composed of 2 hidden spines and l-t rays, and

is followed by 4 fiulets. The anal is similar to the second dorsal in position and size, is

composed of 2 spines and 15 soft rays, and is followed by 4 finlets, the last of which

looks as if it were double. The length of the pectoral is one-ninth of the total length.

Ventral two-thirds as long as the pectoral. The head and the most of the body a]>pear

to be smooth, but toward the end of the tail some scales are visible. The lateral line is

nearly straight, and formed of a series of little, serrated scales. Color silvery, a little

darker on the back
;
the lateral line brown, fins gray, iris golden.

Radial formula: D. XVix, II, 14+iV; A. ii, IS+IV.
The typos of this species were sent to the Musee d'Histoire Naturclle from Brazil by

Delalande, and were a foot in length. The species is undoubtedly an inhabitant of consid-

erable depths.
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THYRSITOrS VIOLACEUS, Bean. (Figure 209.)

Thyrsitops violaccus, Bean, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1887, pp. 513, ,'511.

A Thyrsitops with the body stout, its greatest width beiug exactly one-halfof the height
at the anal origin. The greatest height of the body is one-half of the length of the head,
and is coutaiuLMl S times in the total length without caudal. The length of the head is one-

fourth of the standard length; its greatest width is contained -IJ times in its length. The
width of the iuterorbital area is slightly greater than the length of the eye, which is con-

tained nearly 7i times in the length of the head and 3i times in the lengtli of the np[)er jaw.
The least height of the tail ei^uals the width of the iuterorbital area. The length of the

snout equals twice the length of longest dorsal spine, and one-half the distance from the

tip of the snout to tlie origin of the spinous dorsal. The maxilla extends to the vertical

through the front of the eye. The length of the upper jaw equals 3J times the width of

the iuterorbital space. The mandible reaches to the vertical through the hind margin of

the eye; its leugth, including the fleshy tip, is 5 times the width of the iuterorbital area.

The anterior nostril is smaller than the iiosterior; it is situated in advance of the eye one

diameter of the eye. The posterior nostril is a narrow slit placed midway between the ante-

rior and the eye. Strong teeth on the intermaxillary and mandible. Three large fangs

anteriorly in the roof of the mouth; pseudobianchiic well developed; no trace of gill-rakers.

The spinous dorsal begins at a distance fi'om the snout wliich equals twice the length of

the snout; it is highest in the middle. The ninth and thirteenth spines are slightly longer
than the third spine and more than twice as long as the twentieth, their length equaling
one-half that of tlio snout. The soft dorsal is highest anteriorly, its longest ray, the fifth,

being nearly twice the least height of the tail. The caudal is forked; its middle rays about

one-half as long as the external rays. The anal origin is under the third ray of the soft

dorsal, its distance from the vent 2^ times the length of the dagger-shaped spine. The vent

is directly under the end of the spinous dorsal. The anal rays are longest anteriorly, the

fifth ray being neai'ly as long as the corresponding ray of the soft dorsal. The dagger-

shaped spine in front of the anal equals one-half the least height of the tail. The ventral

is immediately under the third spine of dorsal
;
its first and longest ray equals three-foiu'ths

of the iuterorbital width. The fifth ray is about two-thirds as long as the first. The pec-

toral begins under the second dorsal sjiine; its length equals 2h times the width of the

iuterorbital area. It extends to the vertical midway between the fifth and six dorsal spines.

The lateral line is well developed ;
it descends gradually from the upper angle of the gill

opening, reaching the median line of the body under the soft dorsal. The scales are u-regu-

lar in shape, thin, elongate, cycloid, and deciduous.

Color, i)urplish. The spinous dorsal, pectorals, ventnils, and inside of mouth blackish.

Eadial formula: D. xx, i, 19+2 tinlets; A. 17+3 finlets; Y. I, 5; P. 13.

TABLE OK MEASUREMENTS.

Millimetera. Millimeters.

Length to base of caud.il (44 inches) 1,115
Greatest hei}i;ht of body 138

Height at veiitvals 126

Height at anal origin .' 112
Least height of tail 40
Greatest width of body 56

Length of head 280
(ireatest width of head 62
Width of interorbital area 40

Length of snout 117

Length of upper jaw 130

Length of mandible, with tip 203

Length of mandibular tip 23

Length of eye 37

Spinous dorsal, from tip of snout 233

Length of twentieth dorsal spine 25

Length of fifth dorsal ray 78

Length of last dorsal ray 20

Length of second dorsal tiulet 28

Caudal, length of middle rays 58

Caudal, length of external rays 116

Pectoral, from tip of snout 255

Length of pectoral 100

Ventral, from tip of snout 285

Length of tirst ventral ray 30

Length of fifth ventral ray 22

Vent, from dagger-shaped spine 32

Length of dagger-shaped spine 20

Anal, from vent 45

Length of fifth anal ray.
Length of third dorsal 8]>ine 55 I Length of last anal ray 20

Length of ninth dorsal spine 58 Length of last anal llnlet 28

Length of thirteenth dorsal spine 58

The type (Cat. No., U. S. iS'. M., 392S7) was received by the National Museum fioiu Mr.

W. A. Wilcox, agent of the U. S. Fish (Commission at (rloucester, Mass., and was caught by
Capt. Thomas Thomijson, schooner M. A. Iktston, on Le Have Bank, in 125 fathoms.
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It is 44 iuches long to the ba.se of the middle t-andal lays. it is more nearly related to

lepidopoidcs thau to any other species; in fact, it is not very closely related to any of the

others. If we may trust the figures and descriptions of T. lepidopoides our new species has

a larger number of dorsal spines and rays and a much smaller number of dorsal and anal

liulets. T. lepidopoidcs is said to be uniform silvery, the back somewhat i)lumbe(ms and
the fins gray. Our species is uniformly purplish brown, the spinous dorsal, pectoi'als, veu-

trals, and inside of the mouth blackish.

RUVETTUS, Cocco.

HuPeUtis, Cocco, Giorn. Sci. Sicilia, xlii, 18J9, 2.—Gill, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Pliila., 1862, 126.

Body fusiform and somewhat elongated. First dorsal with less than 25 spines. Spinous
dorsal continguous to the soft, variable. Pectorals equidisant from the back and breast, or

nearer the latter. Abdomen keeled. Tail not keeled. Ventrals I, 5. Dorsal and anal

flnlets developed. Dorsal and anal flnlets 2. Lateral line obsolete. Skin with bony,

oblique tubercles.

There have been two supposedly distinct forms described, one the Ruvcttufs pretiosus
from the eastern Atlantic and the .Mediterranean, and one, the Tltytifiten scholaris of Poey,
from Cuba. It is probable that Dr. GLintber is right iu believing them to be identical, al-

though no one except Poey has examined this accidental form, and the two have never been

placed side by side.

Eurcttits is no doubt similar in its habits to the closely-i'elated Thyrsitops, whicli de-

cends below the hundred-fathom line.

RUVETTUS PRETIOSUS, Cocco. (Figure 210.)

El Escolar.

Buvettus pretioaua, Cocco, iu Giornale di Scienze per la Sicilia, xlii, 1829, 21; Nuov. Giorn. Lett. Pisa, I'asc.

Lxxiii.— BoNArARTE, Fauna Italica, Pesc, pi. xlii.—Oapkllo, Joru. Acad. Sci., Lisbon I, 260; Cat.

Peixes, Portugal, 1880, 16.—Gill, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., PUila., 1862, 126.—Poev, Synopsis, 363; Euumer-

atio, 74.—Steindaciineu, Sitzb. Ak. Wiss. Wicn., 1867, 102.

Tliyraiteapretiosus, GOntiikr, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mns. ii, 1860, 351; Challengei Report, xxii, 268.—Canestrini,
Pesci d' Italia, 189.—Giglioli, Eleuco, 84.

Telragonurus simplex, Lowe, Proc. Zoiil. Soc, London, 1833, 143.

Aplurus simphx, LoWE, Trans. Zool. Soc, London, ll, p. 180.

Eovetus Temminkii, CantraINE, Giorn. Sci. ct Litt. Pisa, 1883 (fide Poey.)
Roveilus Temminkii, Valencien^nes, in Webb and licrtbelot, Poiss. Canar., 52, plate.

Acanthoderma Temminkii, Caxtuaine, Journ. Acad. Sci. ct Belles-Lettres, Bruxelles, 1835, x, pi. I.

Thyrsiles acanthoderma, LowK, Proc. Zijol. Soc., London, 1839, 78.

Thyrsites scholaris, l^i^EY, Meiuorias, Hist. Nat. Cuba, i. 1854, 372, pi. ixxil, fig. 1
; 2-ii, p. 16; Ropertorio

Fis. Nat. Cuba., ll, 13.

A Scombroid, with elongate, fusiform, somewhat compressed body; its height is equal
to one-sixth of its length (without caudal); the length of its head about one-fourth. Ab-

domen with a denticulated keel. Body covered with bony plates, remote from each other,

and armed with spines. No lateral line. The maxillary extends beyond the vertical from

the posterior margin of the orbit. First dorsal fin composed of 15 spines, 18 rays, and 2

separate flnlets; the spinous portion received iu a furrow. The second dorsal nearly simi-

lar and opposite. Two detached anal flnlets. Caudal strongly forked, the upper lobe the

largest. Color, above, blackish brown; below, dull white, the bony scutes being whitish

in color.

Eadial formula: D. xv+18+1+1; A. 17+ 1+ 1; P. 15; V. 1,5; C.D+S; B. vn.

This form, first described from the Mediterranean, occurs about Sicily ;
hero it is so rare

at the present time that it does not appear to have a common name among the fishermen,

though Canestrini says tliat its flesh is delicious. Bonaparte refers to it as Rovetto, and

the fishermen of Catania call it Pesci Ruvetto. Dr. Aiiastasio Cocco first described it from

Messina. Giglioli has observed it at Genoa, Naples, Palermo, ]Malta, and Spalato (D;vlina-

tia) and at Nice. It was subsequently found by Lowe at Madeira, and by Webb and Ber-
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thelot at the Canaries. It occurs rarely on tlie Portuguese coast, where it is called Esco-

lar, anil doubtless also in Spanish waters. About the Canaries the fish is known as the

Escolar, a name which is said to be applied to members of the family Gadidcc by Spanish
fishermen. The Escolar occurs in great schools about the Canaries in winter, and the

fishermen capture it with hook and line at a depth of a hundred fathoms or less, and its

flesh is highly prized. Cantraine states that it is taken at considerable depths about

Malta. Lowe found it at Madeira at depths as great as 300 and 4:00 fathoms. It was found

by Poey in the waters of Cuba before 1S54. Poey tells us that it is rai-ely seen in the

markets because of the difficulty attending its capture, for it can bo caught only at a depth
of 300 fathoms on dark nights in September and the early part of October. Poey further

states that when one of these fishes is brought to the surface it appears to be surrounded

by a globe of phosphorescent light. The Cuban fishermen go
" a scholaring

"
{d escolarear)

after the fishing for the Spearfish {Tetraptiinis) has ceased, and before that for the Red

Snapper (Lutjanus aya) begins. According to Canestrini it grows to the weight of 100

pounds in Sicihan waters.

In 1891 a specimen (Xo. 43746, TJ. S. N". M.) 49 inches in length, was taken on Georges

Bank, in about 41° 40' N. lat., 67° 44' W. long., in September. It was obtained by the

schooner M. A. Baston, Capt. Thomas Thompson, of Gloucester, and was sent by the

captors to the IJ. S. Fish Commission. Another individual, 6 feet long, was taken from

the same region a few weeks later. This also was sent to the Pish Commission, and was
transferred to the National Museum, where its skeleton is preserved.

NESIARCHUS, Johnson.

Neaiarchus, Johnson, Proc. Zoiil. Soc, London, 1862, 173.

Body elongate, compressed, covered with small scales. Eye of moderate size. Several

strong fangs in the jaws; jjalate toothless. First dorsal fin with about 20 spines, separate
from the second. No detached finlets. Ventrals small, thoracic. Caudal fin jiresent. A
dagger-shaped spine behind the vent.

NESIAKCHUS NASHTUS.

Tlie only species is .Y. nasutus, obtained at Madeira in 1862, by Johnson, and which has

since been captured in deep water oif Portugal.

NESIARCHUS NASUTUS, Johnson.

Nesiarchus namilus, Jouxsox, Proc. Zoiil. Soc. London, 1862, 173, pi. xxn.—OuNTiiEii, ClKillingor Report,

XXII, 1887, 37.

Prometheus paradoxus, Capello, Join. Sc. Acad. Lisbon, i, p. 260, pi. iv, fig. 5; ii, p. 154; Cat. Pi^ix.,

Portugal, 1880, 16.—Steindach.nek, Sitz. Ak. Wiss. Wien, 1887, 1(«.

Body very elongate, covered with small, deciduous, cycloid scales, consjjicuously marked
with concentric strire

;
its heiglif contained 13 times in its length. Head compres.sed, its

flat cheeks covered with scales. A liroad groove between the eyes and on the snout.
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Length of head in total 4^. Eye below the dorsal outline, its diameter coutaiued 9J times

in the lenjith of the head ; the interorbital space slightly greater than the diameter of the

eye. Length of snout 4:^ times the diameter of the eye; snout terminated by a large, coni-

cal,- cartilaginous process, projecting far beyond the jaw. Mandible with a similar but

longer cartilaginous process, these projections giving to the head somewhat the aspect of

S2)hyr(vna. Mouth large. Dorsal fin inserted in advance of the base of the pectorals, rising

from a groove; its spines weak, distant and grooved, but not tuberculated; higher behind

than in front. The second dorsal is separated from the first dorsal by a distance equal to

about one-fifth of the length of the head; the second dorsal is high, subtriangular in front,

its fourth and fifth rays the longest; the last 4 or 5 rays are short and much branched, the

last being elongated. Anal preceded by a stout, broad, two-edged spine, placed opposite,

similar in shape to the second dorsal. Pectorals pointed, inserted in the median line of the

body. Ventrals thoracic, close together, slightly beliind pectorals; small, composed of a

spine and 4 soft rays, the length of the first and longest ray one eleventh that of the head.

Caudal well developed, furcate, very broad below. The lateral line descends from the

shoulder to the middle of the body, thence straight to the caudal. Color, plumbeous, with

black tins; peritoneum black.

Radial formula: D. XX, 21, ll; A. i,22; P. 13; V. 14; B. VII.

A single specimen, 36i inches in length, was taken in April, 18G2, off the coast of

Portugal. It was again taken by Capello oft' Lisbon and Setubal in October, 1877. Capello

says that though very rare it is known to the Portuguese fishermen, who do not distin

guishit from Aphanopus carho, calling them both by the common name, Peixe espado preto.

EPINNULA, Poey.

Epinmda, Poey, Mem. Hist. Nat. Cuba, I, 1854, 369, 371.—Gunther, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mvis., ii, 349.—Gill.

Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Phila., 18(ili, 126.

Body fusiform and moderately elongated. First dorsal with less than 25 spines.

Spinous dorsal continuous with the soft. Pectorals equidistant from the back and breast,

or nearer the latter. Tail not keeled. Ventrals, i, 5. No finlets. Lateral line present,

double.

EPINNULA MAGISTRALIS, Poey. (.Figure 211.)

EpinnuUi maginfmHn, Poet, Mem. Hist. Nat. Cuba, i, 1854, 369, pi. xxxn, figs. 3, 4; Syn. Pise. Cnbensium,
364: Enumenitio Pise. Cubens, 75.—GuNTHER, Cat. PMsb. Brit. Mus., n, 349.—Gill, Proc. Acad. Nat.

Sci., Phila., 1S62, 126.

A Scombroid with body subfusiform, somewliat compressed. Scales minute, delicate,

deciduous. Vertical fins scaleless. Ventral fins behind the pectorals. Upper maxillary
extends to below the middle of the orbit. (Operculum with an obtuse angle. Dorsal and

anal nearly e(pial in lengtli, l)ut the anal somewhat the shorter. Caudal furcate, the lower

lobe the smaller. Ventral under the lower angle of the pectoral. Coloration bluish, lighter

on sides and belly, fins reddish brown, dorsal opalescent, iris white.

Kadial formuhi : D. xv, I, 16; A. iii, Vi. V. i,
5- P. i-14; C. S

-|- 7; B. vii; Pyloric

cfeca, 10.

Poey's I'Jpinnula mafiistrnlis was known from a single specimen, 980 millimeters long,

obtained at Havana in September, 1853. It was not known to the fishermen, and nearly

forty years have el<aps(;d since its capture. Everything would seem to indicate that it is a

dweller in the depths of ocean adjacent to Cuba.

The Albatross obtained a specimen (U. S. N. M., No. 37238), in the Caribbean Sea in

1885.

NEALOTUS, Johnson.

A'(;(i7o(«s, JonNsON, Proe. Zoiil. So(-., Ijoudon, 186,5, 434 (type, A', tripes, .lolnison).

Body elongate, mu(!h compressed, incompletely covered with delicate scales. Cli'ft of

the mouth deep. Small teeth in the jaws and on the palatine bones
;
none on the vomer.
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First dorsal (composed of about 20 spines) continuous, extending to the second; tinlets

beliind the dorsal and aual
;
a dagger-shaped spine behind the vent. No keel on the tail.

Caudal flu well developed. Ventrals reduced to a spine each. Seven branchiostegals.

NEALOTUS TRIPES, Johnson.

Nealotus tripes, Johnson, Proc. Zool. Soc, Lond., 1865, 434.—Gunther, Challenger Report, xxii, 1887, 35.

Body very elongate, with a few large, deciduous, simple scales of delicate structure

here and there upon its surface.

The height of the body is contained 9J tijnes in its length; the lengtli of the head 4.1

times. Head Hattened above, concave in the interorbital region, with four low ridges, the

inner pair of which inclose an elongate, dianiondshaped space; lower Jaw longest.

Eye round, lateral, its diameter equal to one-flfth of the length of the head; length of

the snout is 1§ times the diameter of the eye; opercle with two obtuse projections behind,

separated by a notch.

Spinous dorsal inserted in front of the root of the pectoral, its height slightly greater
than half that of the body; its length less than half that of the body; placed in a groove,

supported by twenty-one simple slender spines; the second dorsal is i)laced close behind the

first, not so high and less than half as long, with nineteen rays, and followed by two finlets.

The pectoral origin is under the angle of the opercle; its length is equal to that of the

second dorsal fin. Tlie spines representing the ventrals are inserted close together under
the hinder part of the roots of the pectorals; their length about one-fourth of the height of

the body. These spines are longitudinally grooved, and each appears to consist of two or

three spines coalesced together.

Vent very slightly postn -edian; a iiat, dagger-shaped spine, longitudinally grooved,
half as long as the height of the body, inserted close behind the vent. The jinal fln is

inserted behind this spine at a distance about equal to its length, and is opposite to, but
rather shorter than the second dorsal. Caudal fln deeply furcate.

The lateral line descends obliquely from above the opercle to the middle of the length
of the fish, and then continues with a gentler obliquity along the posterior part of the

body to the tail, where it is inserted at one-third of the distance from the ventral to the

dorsal outline.

Eadial formula: D. SXI
|

19
|
Ii; A. IS

| lii; 1'. 13; V. 1.

This species closely resembles I'i-<iviefhichfhi/s fifhoificus. from which it may be dis-

tinguished by the dagger-shaped spine in front of tlie anal tin, by the greater number of

spines in the first dorsal—21 instead of 18—by the smaller number in the second dorsal—
19 instead of 21—and by the longer anal, which has 18 insteatl of HJ spines. It also has

the ventral spines under the posterior angle of the pectorals, instead of in advance of

them, and has its lateral line descending more gently.
From N'esiarchus it is distinguished by its ventriiil fins and by the absence of the car-

tilaginous prolongations of the Jaws.
"This fish," remarks {riinther, "was known from a single example, 10 inches long,

obtained at Madeira in the month of December, and has been fully described by Johnson.
The GhaUeMjer collection contains a very young specimen, only .'iiS millimeters long, which

agrees so well with Johnson's description that it no doubt belongs to the same species. Only
the dagger-shaped postanal spine is shorter than the ventral spines, and also the separation
of distinct finlets can not be clearly made out, as might be expected in so young an exam-

ple. It was brought up in the dredge at (Viallciuirr statiou 40, in lat. 34c> 51' IST., Ion. 08°
30' W., where the dredge had reached a depth of 2,(J7o fathoms. However, no part of the

organization of these Trichiuroids indicates that they descend to so great a depth, whilst,
on the other hand, young Tiichinmids are not rarely found near the surface. It is, there-

fore, nnich more probable that this small tish entered the dredge shortly before it came to

the surface." {Giinther.)
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PROMETHICHTHYS, Gill.

Promelhcus, Lowe, Trans. Zoiil. Soc, Loiulou, ii, 181; Proc. Zoiil. Soc, Loudou, 1839, 78; Fishes of Madeira,

141.—Gill, Proc. Acad. Nat. Soi., Phila., 1862, 126.

rromethichthys, Gill, Mem. Acad. Nat. Sci., vi. 1893.

Scombioid.s with elongate, slender, fusiform body, long spinous dorsal, pectorals com-

paratively low, caudal without keels, ventrals represented by a pair of minute spines,

finlets above and below, two in number, no dagger-shaped si)ine behind vent. Preoper-

ciilum unarmed. Lateral line descending in strongly obli(iue line, below the front of the

spinous dorsal.

PROMETHICHTHYS PROMETHEUS (C. & V.) Gill.

THE ISERMCDA CATFISH.

Gempi/his promefhcim, Webt! and Rerthelot, Poissons, lies Canar.
, .^)1, pi. xi.—CimER and Valenciennes,

Hist. Nat. Poiss., viii, 213, pi. 222 (Saint Helena, Quoy and Gaimardj.

Thyrsites promelheus, GOnther, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., li, 351; Challenger Report, xxii, 1887, 268. (Madeira,

Rev. R. T. Lowe.)—Goode, Amer. Jour. Sci., xiv, 1877, 291 (occurrence in liermuda).

? Gempylm promethetis, Cuvier and Valencienne-S, op. eit., 213, pi. 222.

rrometheus atlanticus, Lowe, Trans. ZoJll. Soc. London, il, 181; Proc. Zoiil. Soc, 1839, 78; Fishes of Madeira,

I, 141, pi. XX.—Gill, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1862, 126.—Poey, Synopsis, 364; Enum. Pise. Cuhen-

siiim, 74.

fGcmpuhis Solandri, CuviER and VALENCIENNES, op. cit., 215 (on description by Solander of individual 3

feet long from Nt^w Holland).

rromethichthi/s atlanticus, Gill, loc. cit.

Height of body one-eighth of its total length; length of head two-ninths. Lateral line

curves downward under origin of first dorsal. Ventral represented by a single spine in

advance of the pectoral.

Radial formula: D. 18
]

21+ ii (in); A. 16
|

ii (in); V. 1.

Color, silver gray, the spinous dorsal darker.

This fish, the " Ooelho " or liabbit Fish of Madeira, lives habitually at the bottom, and

is taken at most seasons at a depth of from 100 to 300 or 400 fathoms, and in the summer

months, according to Lowe, it is generally one of the commonest and cheapest fishes in the

market, where it is sold in bundles, chiefly to the Portuguese. It breeds in August and

September, and attains a length of 30 millimeters.

Several specimens Avere obtained in Bermuda in 1S77 by Dr. Goode. The fishermen

obtain it at a depth of 60 to 100 fathoms, and it is known to them as the "Catfish."

DICROTUS, Gunther.

Dicrotiis, Gt5NTHER, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus. li, 1860, 349. (Type, D. urmiiltis.)

Body rather elongate, compressed ;
cleft of the mouth wi<le. The first dorsal continuous,

with the spines of moderate strength, and extending on to the second; finlets none. \'en-

tral reduced to a long, creuulated spine. Preoperculum with several spines at the angle.

Body naked. Several strong canines in the jaws; minute teeth on the vomer and the

palatine bones. No keel on the tail. Seven branchiostegals. Pseudobranchiu'.

The fishes assigned to this genus are always small. They will perhaps prove to be the

young of Prometheus or Oempylus.

DICROTUS ARMATUS, GInther.

Dicrotiis armntiis, GuNTiiER, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., ii, 1860, 349.

The height of the body is 6^ in the total length, the length of the head 3^ The maxillary
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reaches to below the anterior margin of the eye; preoperculuui with two spines at the angle;

operculum terminatiii};- in two obtuse points, separated by a notch. The dorsal spines are of

moderate strength, and tubercular; the second to tlie fiftli are the longest, and as high as

the body; the posterior ones gradually decrease in length; caudal forked; anal spines

short; pectoral of moderate length. P^ach ventral spine is inserted in advance of the pec-

toral; it is tubercular, very long, its length being equal to the height of the body. The

vent is situated far backwards, and its distance from the head is more than the length of

the latter. Scales apparently none; lateral line bent downwards anteriorly. Uniform sil-

very.
Radial formula: D. IS

|
18; A. -f^; Y. 1.

The specimen described by Giinther is only 2^ inches long, and api)arently young.

DICROTUS PARVIPINNIS, Goode and Bean, ii. s. (Figure 212.)

The steamer Albatross captured several examples of a species of Dicrottis in the western

Atlantic. One at station 2537, N. lat. 39° 5G' 45", W. Ion. 70° 50' 30"; another at station

2542, K. lat. 40^ 00' 15", W. Ion. 70= 42' 20", and a third at station 20J1, N". lat. 34° 39'

15", W. Ion. 75° 33' 30" off Cape Hatteras. The first two were obtained in excursions off

Newport, R. I. The example fi-om station 2601, measuring nearly 1 inch in length, is

referred to in the description, tht^ other two not being at the present time accessible to us.

We are led to refer this individual to the genus Dicrotus because of the absence of a dagger-

shaped spine behind the vent and because of the similarity in the number of dorsal sijines.

we assume that Dicrotus of Giinther is the young of Promethichthys aflanticus. Our spe-

cies resembles very strongly the illustration by Dr. Liitken, in "Spolia zVtlantica" of Nea-

lotus tripes, and as there is no indication of the presence of a dagger-shaped spine even in

an example of nearly 1 inch in length we can not believe that our individual belongs to Nea-

lotus; it possesses the characters viDicrotus much more nearly and we shall refer to it under

that name. The length of the individual described is 21 millimeters to the base of the

caudal. The greatest height of the body (3i millimeters) is contained C times in the standard

length. The least height of the tail is one-half the length of the eye. The length of the

eye is one-half the length of the postorbital iiart ofhead and somewhat more than one-sixth

of the total length of the head. The length of the head (9 millimeters) is contained 2J times

in the standard length. Tbe upper jaw reaches to the vertical from the front of the orbit,
and the lower jaw to below the beginning of the postorbital third of the orbit. The nostril is

placed in front of the eye a distance equal to two-thirds the length of the eye. Three large

fangs in the upper jaw, a large faug near the tip of the lower jaw, and 8 smaller teeth.

Three weak diverging spines on the border of thepreoperculum. The dorsal originates at a
distance behind the eye about etpial to one and one-half times the length of the eye, or about
over the middle of the oiiercnlum. The spines are all serrated; the first five are about

eqxial, tlieir length nearly (hiumI to that of the postorbital part of the head; they diminish

gradually in size from the fifth, and the last is only about one-half as long as the eye. The
longest ray is scarcely more than two-thirds as long as the eye. The anal oi-igin is under
that of the soft dorsal. The length of the anal base is about one-half that of the snout.

The soft dorsal base is not nuich longer than tlie anal base. The first anal spine is one-third

as long as the eye; the second spine is one-third as long as the soft dorsal base. The long-
est anal ray is two-thirds as long as the eye. The ventral origin is under the sixth spine
of tlie dorsal; the spine is strongly serrated; its length equal to tliat of tlie ninth dorsal

spine, slightly more than one-eighth of the standard length. The ventral contains, also,
either a single bifid ray or two simple rays. The pectoral origin is under the third spine
of the dorsal. The length of tlit^ fin is one-fourth tlie Icugtii of the head. The caudal is

moderately forked; the middle rays one-half as long as the snout and about two-thii'ds as

long as the external rays.
Radial formula: D. xxi, 11

;
A. ii, S; P. 12; V.

i, 1, or i, 2.

Color silvery; caudal ix'duncle and top of back at base of dorsal brownish.
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Subfamily GEMPYLIN^^.

ScombruliB with very elongate, compressed body, and elongate, spinous dorsal, which

is continuous with the second dorsal. Caudal not carinate. Pyloric cteca few.

In this subfamily is a .single genus and a single species.

GEMPYLUS, CuviER and Valencienkes.

Gempylus, CtiviER aud Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., viii, 207.

Scombroidea with very elongate, slender, compressed body. Scales almost absent. Spi-

nous doi'sal very loug, with thirty or more spines, continuous with the second; six fin lets

above aud behiw. Ventrals minute, almost I'udimeutary. Caudal not keeled. Several

sti'ong teeth ia the jaws. Pyloric caeca not numerous.

GEMPYLUS SERPENS, Cuvier aud Valenciennes.

Scomber serpens, Solandek, MSS.

Gempjihis srrpe)is, Cuv. aud Val., Hist. Nat. Poiss., viii, 207 (xVntilles, from M. Pl^e).—Cuvier, Rfegne

Animal, 111., Poiss., PI. XLix, Fig 2.—GuNTfiER, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., ii, 1800, 350; Challenger Report,

XXII, 1887, 41, and in Garrett's Fische. der Siidsee, Hamburg, 1873, i, 106, Taf. Lxviii, Fig. B.

Gempylus coluber, Cuvier and Valenciennes, loe. cit., 211. (Otalti, coll. by Garnot and Lesson.)

Lemnisoma thyrsitoides, Lesson, Voyage Coquille, Poiss., 160.

GEMPYLUS SERPENS.

A Gempylus with the ventrals reduced to a pair of very small spines. The height of the

body is contained from 15 to 17 times in its own length; the length of the head from .T to

5i times in the same distance. Hody scaleless. Coh)r uniform, the upper part of the dor-

sal tin black.
Kadial formida: D. xxx-xxxi, 12-1.3, vi; A. iii, 12, vi.

Pyloric ca-ca, 9-10.

Gunther considers all known forms of this genus as belonging to a single species, includ-

ing G. coluber, C. & V., the Pacific form, which he has figured in his Fische fler Siidsee, pi.

LXVIII, fig. B. It has been rarely obtained at the Canary Islands, in the Caribbean Sea.

and near the Society and Sandwich Islands. It is generally believed to be an inhabitant of

great depths.

Family LEPIDOPID^E.

Lepidopodidir, GiLL, Standard Natural History, m, 1885, 206.

Lepidopida; Gill, MS.

Scombroidea with elongate band-shaped bodies, a continuous or subcontinuous long

dorsal, a comparatively short anal, preceded by a considerable number of short detached

spines, no finlets, and a distinct forked caudal. Pectorals with some inferior rays longest.

Ventrals rudimentary or absent. A spine, or scute, or pair of scutes behind the vent.

Scales absent. Lateral line conspicuous, sinking rapidly anteriorly. Teeth lanceolate in

jaws, sometimes larger in front. No teeth in palatines. Air bladder present, (iill mem-
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branps separate, free from isthmus. Gills four, with a slit behind the fourth. Abdominal

and caudal vertebrsB numerous. Pyloric ca;ca in large numbers.

KEY TO THE GENERA OF LEPIDOPID^.

I. Dorsal coutinuoiis. Teeth on p.ilatines. Ventrals present, scale-like, rudimentary. No post-anal spine
Lepidoi'IN.k

A. Body liigh. Head with crest. Teeth in jaws lanceolate in single rows. Pectorals broad, fun-ate.

Ventrals inserted consideraldy beliind pectorals.

1. Head rather long, with lateral occipital crests converging anteriorly. Orbit near to profile.

Maxillary curved and upper jaw shorter than lower Lepidopus

2. Head rather short, high, compressed above into a trenchant edge. Prolile convex, declivous, far

from orbit. Mouth somewhat oblique. Maxillary straight. Jaws equal Evoxymetdpon

B. Body low. Head crestless. Anterior teeth long, compressed, posterior ones acicular; a few minute

teeth outside of anterior long ones. Pectorals slender, rounded. Ventrals under root of

pectorals.

1. Head rather long, depressed, with orbits encroaching upon profile. Maxillary curved. Lower

jaw projecting Benthodesmus

II. Dorsal in two subequal portions, closely contiguous. No teeth on palatines. Ventrals absent. A

dagger-like post-ana Ispine Aphanopin.e

A. Head long, pointed. Eye very largo, not close to profile. Upper jaw slightly curved, lower slightly

projecting Aphanopus

LEPIDOPUS, Gouan.

Lepidopus, Gouan, Historia Piscium, 1770, 185.—Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss. viii, 218.—

GuxTHER, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus. ii, 1860, 342; Challenger Report, xxii, 1887, 37.

Vandelliits, Shaw, Zoology, iv, p. 199.

Ziphotheca, Montagu, Wern. Mem., i, 82, Pis. II-UI; n, 432.

Body very elongate, band-like, scaleless; head pointed, with lateral occipital crests con-

verging anteriorly; cleft of the mouth wide, the jaws being armed with strong lanceolate

teeth in a single series, larger ones in front; a series of minute teeth on the margins of the

palatines. Nodules obli(iue. Eyes large. Along the whole of the back one single dorsal

fin; anal spines numerous, but minute or hidden beneath the skin; no post-anal spines;

caudal well developed; ventral fins rudimentary, inserted behind the pectorals. Twopo.st-

anal scutes. Eight branchiostegals; air-bladder present. Pyloric cteca .somewhat numer-

ous. Type, Lepidopus Gouani, Bl.

LEPIDOPUS CAUDATUS, (Euphrasen), White. (Figure 213.)

TfiiliiuruK raudafiifi, EfPiiUASEN, Stbckh. K. Vet. Acad. Nya. Handl., 1788, ix, .".2, Tab. 9, Fig. 2.

Lepidopus raudulus, White, List of Brit. Fishes, 1851, 32.—GI-N'ther, Cat. Fish, lirit. Mus. ii, 344 (with

exteude<l synonymy).

Height of the body loj in the total length, the caudal deeply forked. Anal spines in

great number—minute, if visible. (Jolor, uniform silvery.

Eadial formula^-: D. 102-104; A. 24-.5.

CBec. Pylor. 23. Vertebme 41+ 71. ((Hintlier.) This form has been taken many times

during the century, from Norway to South Africa, and the Mediterranean. It exidently lives

at considerable depth and comes rarely to the surface. It has not been found in the West-

ern Atlantic. A specimen was obtained l)y John Xantus de Vesey at Cape St. Lucas, and

the species is also known as the "Frost-fish," about Tasmania and New Zealand, where,

according to Lendenfeld, it occurs periodically in great numbers, evidently coming up from

the depths to deposit its spawn near the shore.'

EVOXYMETOPON (Poey) Gill.

Eroxymclopun, (Poey,) Gill, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Phila., 18G3, 228.

Body very elongate, band-like; head with the supraocular portion compressed into a

tieiu-hant edge, and the upper profile abruptly descending towards the end of the snout;

eye of moderate size, much below the upper profile. Cleft of the mouth wide; teeth lauce-

'Zoologischer Anzeiger, 1883, 5.59.
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olate, in single rows, with larger ones in front: a series of small teeth on the palatines.
Fins as in Lepidopus. (Gilnther.)

EVOXYMETOPON T^NIATUS, Poey. (Figurp2U.)

Evori/metopon Uvniaius, (Poey,) Gill, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Phila., 1803, 228; Ann. Soc. Esp. Hist. Nat., Il,

1873, 77, PI. V.

The greatest height eijiials about a twelfth of the extreme leugth, while the head forms

about an eighth of the same. The head is oblong, trenchant above, elevated above the

eyes for a space considerably greater than the diameter of the eye, and deeurved very

obliquely downwards to the snout. The diameter of the orbit enters about C times in the

head's length. The first ten dorsal spines are undivided; the rest split.

Radial formula: B. 7; D. 87; A. 19; 0. 17; P. 12.

The color is silvery, with about si.x narrow reddish bands most distinct behind, the

first on the ridge of the back and the fifth along the lateral line. (Poey.)

The following table indicates the relative proxjortions of the Emxymetopon Uvniatus.

Measurements.
Millimeters,

Extreme lengtli 100

Body :

Greatest height 8

Height at anus 61

Height of tail hetweeu auus and caudal lin 5

Least height of tail J

Head :

Greatest leugth 12

Distance from snout to nape 7

Length of snout 4^

Leugth of operculum 4i

Length of lower jaw 5

Orbit:

Diameter 2

Distance from profile 2J

Dorsal :

Height at first spine 3

Height at second spine 3|

Height at ray above anus 1 J

Height at ray between anus and caudal li

Caudal :

Length of external rays 3i

Pectoral :

Distance from snout at upper axilla 14

Length 6J

Ventral :

Distance from snout 17i

Length 2i

A specimen obtained by Poey at Havana was presented by him to the National Museum

(No. 5735), and a figure of it is here given.

Evoxymetopon Poeyi, Giinther, fi'om the Mauritius is a very closely related form.

BENTHODESMUS, Goode and Bean.

Benthodesmus, Goode and Bean, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., iv, 1881, 380, PI. n. (type, LrpuhjiiiK eloii/iatus,

Clarke.)—.Jordan and Gilbert, Bull, xvi, U. S. Nat. Mus., 910.

Body naked, much compressed, attenuate, tapering gnulually from vent to base of

caudal. Caudal peduncle very slender, supporting a small but well developeil caudal fin.

Vent considerably nearer to head than to tail. Lateral line simple, in a deep, wide furrow,

nearly straight, in front of the vent gradually ascending to tlie scapular region.

Head compressed, its upper profile nearly horizontal; snout gibbous near its end. as in
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Lepidopus. Top of head very flat, concave between the eyes, with no occipital crest. luter-

orbital ridges not elevated. Eyes large, slightly postinedian. Operculum oblong, reaching
a little beyond the base of the pectoral flu. Nostrils horizontal, in front of the eyes.

Supramaxillary not extending to vertical from front of eyes. Lower jaw with stout cutane-

ous ai)pendage.
Three very long, simple, compressed teeth on each intermaxillary in front; outside of

these a few minute teeth, and behind them a row of large acicular teeth. In lower jaw a

single row of moderately large acicular teeth, more numerous than in the upper jaw, largest

in the middle of the jaw. I'alatine teeth minute.

Dorsal fin, beginning above the operculum, nearly uniform in height throughout its

entire length, and continuous almost to the caudal. Bays very numerous (over 150 in B.

clomjatuii). Anal beginning near the vent, preceded by a single scale-like appendage;

si)ines very numerous (numbering with the rays about 100 in B. clongatus, all excejit 28 or 30

being spines), minute and almost hidden; a short fin posteriorly.

Caudal small, normal, forked. Pectoral inserted almost horizontally, with lower rays

longest, and its upper outline rounded. Ventral fins represented each by a minute scale-

like spine, inserted below the origin of the pectorals.

Pseudobranchiae present; gills 4, a slit behind the fourth. Gill-rakers short and spiny,
in a single series on the first and second arches, almost obsolete on the third and fourth.

(In Lepidopus caudatus all the arches are supplied with several series of rakers.)

Benthodcsntiis may be distinguished from Lepidopus and Evoxymetopon by the following

salient characters:

1. The slenderer, lower form of the body, the height of which in B. elongatus at the

vent is one-fourth the length of the head; in Lepidopus caudatus, nearly half the length of

the head.

2. In the location of the vent, which is considerably nearer to the head.

3. In the depressed form of the head, its fiat profile, the insignificance of the frontal

ridges, and the absence of the occipital crest.

4. In the much greater number of dorsal rays.

5. In the more advanced position of the rudimentary ventrals, which are situated in

Benthodesmus under the base of the pectorals.

G. In the presence of a single small postanal scute, in place of the two larger ones in

Lepido2)us.

10. In the characteristic arrangement of the gill-rakers.

BENTHODESMUS ATLANTICUS, Goode aud Bean, n. s. (Figure 215.)

Benthodesmus elongatus, Goode and Bean, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., iv, 1881, 380-3, Figure.—Jordan and Gu.-

BERT, Bull. XVI, U. S. Nat. Mus., 1883, 910.—Jordan, Cat. Fish. N. A., 1885, 67.

Body attenuate, its height at the vent contained four times in length of head, its width

being about one-third of its height at the point mentioned. Length of caudal peduncle
half of greatest height of body. Least height of tail one-third ^\idth of interorbital area.

Length of head contained seven and a half tinu'S in length of body, its greatest width

one-sixth of its length; its greatest height nearly one-fourth of its length; width of interor-

bital area (on the bone) one fourth of the height of the head. Length of snout contained

2J times in length of head. Upper jaw not reaching to vertical from anterior margin of

eye, and equal in length to the postorbital jwrtion of head. Lower jaw in length equal to

about twice the greatest height of body. Mandibular tip nearly one-third as long as the

diameter of the eye. Eye slightly postmedian in location, the orbital diameter equal to half

the length of the snout.

Besides the three long teeth, there are on each intermaxillary 8 or 9 of moderate size;

on one side many small intermediate teeth are present. The number of teeth in the lower

jaw varies ti-om 13 on the one side to 21 on the other.

The first branchial arch has 13 gill rakers, the longest of which measures about 2 milli-

meters. The second arch has about the same number, while on the third there are but 6 or
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7, very .small, ami present only in the angles, while in the fourth there are about tlie same

number, very inconspicuous.
The dorsal fin originates above the middle of the operculum, and at a distance from the

snout eijual to twice the length of the snout.

The anal lin is composed of about 100 spines and rays. Owing to the mutilation of tlie

specimen it is impossible to determine how many there are of each, Itut there arc supposed
to be about 2S rays, normally united by a nu>mbrane into a tin.

The caudal is also imperfect, but tlie middle rays are seen to be; about lialf as long as

the remnants of the external rays. The tin is supjiosed to resemble in shape tliat of Lej)i-

dopus cau'lafun.

The pectoral oi'iginates under the tip of the opercular flap. Its outline is rounded

above instead of emarginate, as in Lepidopus eaudatun. Its longest ray eiiuals in length
the postorbital ]iart of the head.

The ventrals originate at a distance from the snout equal to tliat of the base of the

pectorals from tlic same ]3oint. They are rudimentary and represented by minute scutes,

the lengtli of wliich is 3i millimeters in the specimen before us, and about eijual to half the

interorbital width.

Radial fornuila: D. 154: A. 100; i\ 12; V. i.

Ctecal appendages 8, in the specimen examined. Some, however, may have been lost,

the abdominal viscera having been partly digested by the halibut in the stomach of which

it was found.

Color, uniform silvery, with traces of dark color upon head and tail.

The type of this description, a remarkable fish, taken from the stomach of a halibut

caught on the western edge of the Grand Bank of Newfoundland in 80 fathoms, was received

in 18S7 from Capt. Roderick Morrison, of the Gloucester tishing .schooner Laura Xelson.

Extreme length of type (No. 29116), 896 millimeters (35J inches.)

A specimen was taken by the Albatross at station 2362, at a depth of 25 fathoms, and

another by the Bhde at station vii, oft' St. Kitts, in 208 fathoms.

B. elongatus was first obtained by Mr. Clarke, who thus describes its cauture :

(Q)

~~^

BENTHODESMUS ELONGATl'S.

Collected by self, Hokitika beach, October 12, 1874, and the only perfect specimen of
some eight or ten which have come under my observation. All were in the same ])roportioii
as the one above described, and varied but little in size, but were generally much mutilated

by attrition ou the sand and shingly beach.

Besides the type of the genus, Benthodesmusclonfjatns, Clarke, known from New Zealand,
there is a Japanese species Benthodcsmus tenuis, (Giinther), from Inosoma, Jajnin,' taken by
the Challenger in 345 fathoms, at station 232.

APHANOPUS, Lowe.

Aphanopus, Lowe, Proc. Zool. Soc, London, 1839, 79. (Type, A. carlo, from Madeira .
—G( nther, Cut.

Fish. Brit. Mns., ii, 1860, p. 342; Challenger Report, xxii, 1887, 36.

Body very elongate, band-like, scaleless; head long, pointed; cleft of tlic mouth very

wide, jaws armed with strong, lanceolate teeth arranged in single series and in common

'

T-epUlopii.H ti'Hiiis, (ii'NTnER, Annals Magazine of Natural History, London, xx, 1877, 437; Challenger

Report, XXIX, 1887, 37, pi. vil, fig. B. (Type 21 inches long, from luosoma, Japan.)
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alveolar groove; no teeth on palatine; eye very large; back occupied by a long dorsal fin,

divided in two subequal parts. Anal spines numerous and feeble; a dagger-sliaped spine
behind the vent. Caudal well de\cloped, deeply cleft; pectorals moderate, rounded; ven-

trals absent; brauchiostegals seven; air-bladder present. Pyloric appendages few.'

APHANOPUS CARBO, Lowe. (Figure 216.)

Aphanopm carlo, Lowe, Proc. Zool. Soc. Loud., 1839, 79.—Gunther, Cat. Fish. Brit. Miis., ii, 1860, 343

(with description of skeleton).—Challenger Report, xxn, 1887, 37, pi. vii, fig. A.—Caj'ell(i, Join. Sci.

Acad., Lisb., vol. l, tab. iv, fig. 4.

This species has never been described, except in so far as its characters are included

in that of the genus. Lowe's original statement concerning it was as follows:

Of this most curious new genus a single individual only has yet occurred. The whole
lish is of a dark coffee color, approaching to black ('uniform black,' says Giinther), and has
in form so close a general resemblance to Lepidopus argyrem, that it might well be taken

hastily for a mere variety of that fish.

It has been obtained only from Madeira and the coast of Portugal, where specimens 4

or 5 feet long have, in rare instances, as stated by Capello, been caught on the long lines

used by the fishermen for the capture of deep-sea sharks.
" We have no information," writes Giincher,

" as to the exact depth at which this fish

lives, but there is no doubt that it belongs to the deep-sea tauna. The large eye, the black

color of the body, and the thinness of the bones of the head and of the vertebrse, are ad-

ditional evidence of the bathybial habits of the fish."

APHANOPUS MINOR, Collett.

Aphanopus minor, Collett, Vidensk. Selsk. Forhandl. Christiania, 1886, No. 19, 3.

A single specimen of a silvery-gray species of Aphanopxis was taken July 4, 1886, off

the east coast of Greenland, lat. 65° N., Ion. 31° W., by Captain Pedersen, of Sandefjord,

Norway, who placed it in the University Museum at Christiania.

The following is Collett's diagnosis :

Dark silvery or steel-colored. The length of the head is about 2| in the length of the

body to the vent; diameter of the eye about 4,^ in the length of the head; 8 long teeth in

the intermaxillary, the two foremost " canines" the longest ;
S teeth in the lower jaw, a trifle

shorter; no teeth in vomer and the palatine bones. Ventrals, none; a strong dagger-

shaped spine behind the vent. Air-bladder present ; appendices pyloric;i?., 7.

Length from tip of snout to the vent (in the single specimen examined) 352 millimeters.

Radial formula: D. 41. -f ?; A?; B. vn.

MEASUREMENTS.

Millimeters.

Snout to vent ." 352

Length of head 131

Length of head to tip of snout 126

Greatest height of head (above the eyes) 38

Eye to tip of under jiiw 57

Length of snout 53

Diameter of eye 27

Postorbital part of head 46

Millimeters.

Length of intermaxillary 57

Length of ra.indible 82

Greatest height of body 48

Heiglit of body at anus 40

Distance of vent from anal fin 16

Distance of eye from nostril 8

Length of pectoral 50

' The following is Lowe's diagnosis, as published in 1839 :

" Form as in Lepidopus, elongate, much com-

pressed, like a sword blade, naked, but with a short keel on each side toward the tail. Muzzle and teeth
as in Lepidopus {Gona,\\),h\\% the palatines unarmed. Dorsal fins 2, nearly equal. Anal fin as in Lepi-
dopus (but with a strong, sharp spine instead of a scale before it), a little behind the vent. No trace or rudi-
ment of ventral tins."
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Family TRICHIURID^^.
TricMurini, Bonapaute, Catalogo Metodico, Pesci Europe!, 1846, 78 (Subfam. 13B).

Trichiuvoidoi, Hleeker, Emim. Spec. Pise. Arch. Indico, 1859, 64.

Triehiurida; GCnther, Cat. Fish. Brit. Miis., ii, 1860, 342.—Giix, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1863, 224;
Arr. Fara. Fish. 1872, 8 (No. 77) ;

Standard Nat. Hist, in, 1885, 206.

Scombroidea, with very elongate, compre.ssed, scalele.s.s body, tapering to a point, and

without caudal. Dorsal and anal long, low, continuous, confluent ijosterioily. I'ectoials

normal. Veiitrals absent or rudimentary. Mouth wide; jaws armed with very strong, un-

equal teeth. Lateral liue present. Air bladder present. Gills 4, with a slit behind the

fourth. Gill membranes separate, free from the isthmus.

In addition to the typical genus Trichiitrus, characterized by the ab.sence of ventrals,

there is a Chinese form, Euplcuroyyanimus (with a single species, E. muticus), in which the

ventrals are represented by a pair of very small scales.

TRICHIURUS, Linnaeus.

Trichiiiriis, Linn.eu.s, Systema Natnrne, Ed. x, 1, 246; Ed. xii, I, 429.—Cuvier, E(^giip Animal, Ed. 1, 1817,

246; Ed. 2, 1829, 218.—Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss, viii, 235.—GCnthek, Cat. Fish. Brit.

Mus. II, 346.—JoRD.vN and Gilbert, Bull, xvi, U. S. Nat. Mus., 212.

Leplunis, Aktedi, Spec. Pise, 101.—Gill, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1862, 120.

Body very elongate, band-like, tapering to a flue point. Head long; cleft of mouth

wide; teeth very strong and unequal in the jaws; teeth on the palatines, none on the

vomer. Preorbital covei'ing cleft of mouth posteriorly. A single dorsal along whole of

back; anal very long, of short detached spines, minute or hidden in the skin; ventral fins

reduced to scale-like appendages or absent; pectorals small. No caudal. No scales.

Lateral line deciu'ved, concurrent with the belly. Vertebrse, 39+120. Color, silvery.

TSICHIURUS LEPTUEUS, Linnj2US. (Figure 217.)

The Scabbard Fish.

Trichiurus lepturus, Linn^us, Syst. Naturip, ed. x, 1758, i, 246. Guntiier, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., ii, 346;

Challenger Report, vi, 66; xxii, 39.—Jordan and Gilbert, Bull, xvi, U. S. N. M., 422.

Trichiurus anjenieiis, Shaw, Zoology (Fishes), iv, 90, pi. xii.

Lepturus argenteus, Gill, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Phila., 1862, 126.

A Trichiurus with long, pointed, snout whose length is about equal to that of pectoral.

Maxillary reaching nearly to vertical from middle of eye. Length of head, 7J times its

length ; height of body, 16.

Color silvery, with darker dorsal.

Radial formula: D. 135; A. ca. 100.

This is a well-known form, frequently found in shoal waters from Cape Cod to the

West Indies, and needs no descrijition here.

The Ghallengcr obtained the scabbard-flsh off Inosima, Japan, at a depth of 345 fath-

oms. Young were obtained by the U. S. Fish Commission at station 2273, at 17 fathoms;

2289, at 7 fathoms; 2121-2, at 31-31 fathoms,
A commercial flshery of considerable importance exists at Jamaica. This species

enters the estuary of the St. Johns River in Florida, and has been known to leap into row-

boats. Linnivus wrote of it in 1758: Totus argenteus exiliens ex aqua sa'pe in cymbam.

(Systema Nature, ed. x, i, 246.)

Family CORYPH^-eNIDvE.
/ Cori/eiiidi, Rafinesque, Indice d' Ittiologia Siciliana, 1810, 29.

Coniphanidd: Lowe, Proc. Zoiil. Soc, London, 1839, 80.—Swainson, Nat. Hist., etc., ii, 1839, 177.—Bona-

parte, Catalogo Metodico, Pesci Europe!, 1846, 76 (Fam. 64).—Gill, Arr. Fam. Fishes, 1872, 8 (No. 81,

name only).
—Jordav and Gii.rert, Bull, xvi, U. S. Nat. Mus., 458.

Conjphanini, Bonaparte, Icon. Faun. Italica, Pesci, 1842, Introduzione.—Gunther, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus.,

11.404.

Cori/phanoidei, Bleeker, Tentamun, 18.59, xxiii (Familia 101).
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Body compressed and elongate. Teeth on jaws, vomer, and palatines. Skull \ritli

crest. A single, elongate dorsal; anal shorter; pectoral very small; ventrals thoracic.

Lateral line present. Gill membranes free from isthmus. Branchiostegals 7. No pseudo-

branchiae. No air bladder. Pyloric appendages numerous. Vertebrai more than 10+14.

CORYPH^^NA, Linnaeus.

Coryphana, LiXN.EUS, Syst. Nat., ed. x, 1758, l, 261.—Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., ix,

268.—GuNTiiEU, Cat. Fisli. Brit. Mas., ii, 401.—Jordan and Gilbert, loc. cit.

Lampugus, Cuviee and Valenciennes, op. cit., 317.—Gill, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Phila., 1802, 127.

Body elongate, covered with small, cycloid scales. Cleft of the mouth tblique, the

lower jaw projecting. Cardiform teeth on jaws and vomer and palatines ;
a patch ofvilliform

teeth on the tongue. Skull-crest much more elevated in adult than in young. Dorsal

many-rayed, low, extending from nape nearly to base of caudal; anal similar, but shorter;

both without distinct spines; pectorals small; ventrals well developed, thoracic, 1, 5, partly

received into a groove in tlie abdomen; caudal iin widely forked.

Llitken has reviewed in his Spolia Atlantica the species of the genus Coryphana, and an

abstract of his conclusions is here presented:
The genus Conjphwna, the "Dolphins" as they are called by sailors, is one of those

peculiarly pelagic in its characteristics, and it is an example, more remarkable than any

other, of the extreme confusion which has resulted from the fact that a numbe.- of really

limited existing species has been divided into a great number of nominal species, based

only upon ditt'erences of age and sex, individual peculiarities, difterent geographical locali-

ties, carelessly made drawings, incomplete descriptions, etc., a confusion which has been

wrongly charged to Cuvier. The mistake of separating the species into two genera, Cory-

2)hw>ia and Lampugus, has already been rectified by competent authority, and the number

of species believed to be well founded at the same time was reduced from 19 to (i. He is now
of the opinion that the number should not be more than 2, or at the most 3. The two time-

honored species of Linmeus, the large Dolphin, "La Petite Dorrade" (C\ hippurus), which

reaches a length of nearly 6 feet
;
and the little Dolphin,

" La Petite Dorrade "
(
C. equisetis),

Avhich rarely exceeds 2^ feet. In Spolia Atlantica, Liitkeu gives an extensive comparison
of these two species, having special reference to the changes which they undergo with age,

and those which, like the length of C. equisetis, are sexual ;
and the.se variations have been illus-

trated by figures of the head, which are reproduced in this work. Most of the species de-

scribed and figured can, according to Liitken, be very easily assigned to the two cosmopoli-
tan species referred to, which have been often brought in by sailors, the only ones, in fact,

from which he has been able to get material for study. Liitken hesitates in his opinion

concerning C. pelagica [azoHca, sicula) of the Mediterranean, which has been accepted by
most authors who have studied the Mediterranean fauna, but which very probably does

not differ specifically from C. hippurus:- at least, he felt obliged to regard as a young speci-

men of this species a little " G. pclagica^^ from the Mediterranean, which, under that name,
was sent to him for examination by a museum in Italy. In support of his opinion that

there are really only two species of Coryphana, he mentions two circumstances—one, that

Giinther, although he formally acknowledges more, actually refers all the si^ecimens in his

own custody to these two species and has not recognized any others; and again, that Liit-

ken himself has been able without difliculty to divide numerous specimens of young Cory-

phwna, from 18 to 62 millimeters long, caught by Scandinavian fishermen, into two series,

representing two species, and to refer these series to the two species before mentioned, and

to no others, to wit, most of them to G. equisetis, and a fewer number to G. hippurus. The
little Coryphwnas are so dissimilar to the adults that it is very easy that they should have

given rise to mistake, and thus it has happened that the young G. hippurus has been de-

scribed by Pallas under tlie name of G. fasciolata. Liitken, in the work referred to, gives

comparative descriptions of the young individuals of both species in their successive states

and in relation to their adult forms, and gives figures illustrative of his ideas, calling at-

tention to the fact that the greater length of the ventrals in C. hippurus, and their jjoint of

19868—No. 2 14
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origin under tlie pectorals less fartlier liackward tliau in C. cqHisetiii, is one of the best means
of sei^aratiug the young of the two forms, and corresjmnds also to one of the best distinc-

tive characters of the adult. The small individuals of both species not only have the

l)reoperculani provided with spines, but also a scapular spine and supraorbital spine on

each side. The hu'ger specimens luive the body very elongate, but are at the same time

less thick, without being compressed, as they are in advanced age. The dorsal is rela-

tively as low as in C. equhetls: in the adult, its origin at a point scarcely behind the anterior

margin of the eye; in the young, above the posterior margin of the preoperculum; in those

still younger, between the preoperculum and the opening of the gills; in C. Mppurus, adult,
above the i)osterior margin of the pnpil; in the younger specimens of the same sj)ecies,

above the branchial oi)euing, and so on. The system of coloration is a nuirked character

in the different ages.

Family BRAMID.^.
liramida, LoWE, Pise. Syu. Maderensium, etc. (1834) ;

Trans. Cambridge Philos. Soc. 1836, 197.—Gill, Arrange-
ment Families of Fishes, 1872, i); Century Dictionary, 659.—Jordan and Gilbekt, Bull, xvi, U. S. Nat.

Mus.,1883, 455 (in part).

Bramini, Bonapakte, Catalogo Metodieo, 1846, 76 (Siiljfam. 132).

Bramaformes, Bleeker, Teutameu, 1859, xxii.

Scombroids with short, oblong, compressed body. Head rounded
; snout, obtuse, con-

vex; mouth wide, oblique. Vertical tins, long, elevated, anteriorly continuous, with but
few spinous rays. Ventrals thoracic. Teeth on vomer and palatines. An exterior row of

strong teeth in the jaws. Premaxillaries protractile. Branchiostegals 7. Pseudobranchiaj

present.

THE POMFRET illrama Ivaii.)

A single genus Brama, of which Taractes (without spinous portion to dorsal and anal)
is the young.

They are strictly pelagic, and it would seem probable that they descend to considerable

depth.

BRAIVIA, Schneider.

Brama, Schneider, Bloch's S.vstemalcbthologiiic, 1801, 1.98 (type, B. alropoa Scliii.).—Risso. Hist. Nat.Eiir.
M(5rid. iii, 433.—Cc vier and Valexciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., vii, 281.—GCntoer, Cat. Fisb. Brit. Miis.,

II, 408.—Jordan and Gilbert, Bull, xvi, U.S. N. M., 455.

Taractes, Lowe, Proc. Zool. Soc. 1863, 82.—PoEY, An. Soc. Esp., v, 148.—GCntiier, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus.,
II, 410.

Pterycomiua, Fries, Vet.Akad. Haudl., 1837.

Body compressed and more or less elevated, covered with rather small scales; cleft of
the mouth very oblique, with the lower jaw longest. Dorsal and anal lius elongate, the
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former with 3 or 4, the latter with 2 or 3 spines; caudal deeply forked; ventrals thoracic,
with onc*spiue and five rays. The jaws with an outer series of stronger teeth; the teeth of
the palatine bones and of the vomer are easily lost. Opercles entire. Seven branchios-

tegals; air bladder, none. Pyloric appendages in small number. {Gilnther.)

A very elaborate study of Brama has been completed by Liitken, based upon a large

series, chiefly of young specimens. Concerning B. Baii he concludes that it is quite cosmo-

politan in its distribution, occurring from the Faroe Islands to the Cape of Good Hope,
and is represented by closely similar, if not identical, forms on the coast of Chili (B.

chileims and amtralis) and New Zealand [B. squamosa) and in the waters of Japan. He
states that it has not yet been found in the West Indies or off the east coast of North

America, overlooking, perhaps, the fact that Brama Baii was observed at the Bermudas in

1880 by Dr. Goode. He considers B. orcini and B. Dussumieri and Taractes asper to be im-

mature forms and gives a very doubtful acceptance to six species, claiming to be distinct

from B. Bail, described from various parts of the Atlantic :

Brama A(iassizii, Poey (Mem. Hist. Nat. Cuba, ii, 1856-8, 204). Cuba.

Brama Brevoorti, Poey (loc. cit., 206). Cuba.

Brama Satissurii, Liinel {Revision, etc., 185, pi. ii). Cuba.

Brama longipinnis, Lowe (Proc. Zool. Soc, 1843, 82). Madeira.

Brama pmiceps, Johnson (Proc. Zool. Soc, 1863, 38, pi. vii). Madeira.

Brama Easchi Esmark (Forh. Vid. Selsk., Christiania, 1861). Finmark, Iceland.

Serious discussion of these forms can not well be attempted without a large series of

specimens of all ages. In the meantime, it is most convenient to consider all the Atlantic

forms as members of a single species, quite variable in the proportions of the body and the

fins.

B. japonica, Hilgendorf, has tlie snout more convex than B. Raii, shorter vertical fins,

and smaller jiaired fins, and the lesser size of the scales in the axils of the pectorals.

Family DIRETMID^^.
Diretmida', Gill, MS.

Scombroideaus with a disciform body (suggestive of Priacantlms) preoperculum pro-

longed downward and separating the operculum from other bones; supramaxillaries wide

behind; a long dorsal and anal with simple (?) rays, and ventrals thoracic. {Gill).

DIRETMUS, Johnson.

Diretmus, Johnson, Proc. Zocil. Soc. Loud., 1863, 403.

Discus, Campbell, Trans. New Zeal. lust., xi, 1879, 297.

Gyrinomene, Vaillant (name onlj-), Exp, Sci. Travaillcur et Talisman, 1887, 355, 18.

Body much compressed, short and elevated, covered with small, coarsely spinous scales,

on which no lateral line can be traced
;
abdomen prominent and keeled. Mouth wide, ob-

liquely ascending, with projecting lower jaw. The jaws are armed with a very narrow

band (which, posteriorly, becomes a single series) of small tine teeth of unequal size. The
vomer and palatine bones are toothless. The maxillaries terminate at their upper and in-

ner extremity in a pair of short-pointed processes, which form peculiar fang-like projections

in the inside of the mouth in front of the vomer. Bones of the head thin, with wide, mucif-

crous cavities, the lower limb of the preoperculum denticulated. Eyes very large. Dor-

sal long, without spinous di^^sion
;
anal similar in form and composition ; interradial mem-

brane very fragile. Pectorals large; ventral fins thoracic, with more than 5 rays (?).

Branchiostegals 7
; pseudobranchia?. {Giinther.)

DIRETMUS ARGENTEUS, Johnson. (Figure 234.)

Diretmus nrgenteus, Johnson, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, pi. xxxvi, fig. 1.—Vaillaxt, loc. cit., 355.

'The specimen from Madeira, described in detail and well figured by Johnson, was the

only one known until the French expedition obtained another ott" the coasts of Morocco in

1,105 meters. Johnson ascribed to it, although with doubt, 10 ventral rays, but the rays
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are raucli coufused, broken, and split down to the base, and it is fortunate that Vaillant

has been able to make ont the true ray formula to be 1, 5. The spine is enlarged into a thin

scalpel-shaped lamella and marked with numerous oblique strite.

Giinther concluded, from the structure of the cranial bones, the immense eyes, the

black color of the cavity of the mouth and pharynx, and also from the extreme scarcity of

the fish, that this species belongs to the deep sea fauna, and subsequent explorations proved
the wisdom of his prophecy.

Radial formula: D. 27; A. 22-25; P. 18; V. I, 5.

Giinther remarks concerning B. aureus, Campbell :

I should be inclined to refer this fish, which is known from four specimens, 2^ inches

long, cast up on llokitika beach (New Zealand), to the same species as the Madeiran speci-

men, but for the seeming absence of the enlarged ventral spine. This, of course, might be
also accounted for by the less advanced age of the specimens. All the other difterences as

they appear in the description would probably disajjpear on a direct comparison of the ex-

amples. The perforations of the interradial membrane of the dorsal and anal fins, which

Campbell regards as an extraordinary character, may also be seen in the Madeiran type, and
are (lue to the extremely delicate structure of the membrane. The radial formula is D. 2C>;

A. 21; P. 17.

Family PTERACLIDID^^.
PteracHiiw, Swainson, Nat. Hist. Fishes, etc., 1839, ii, 178.

PteracHdidce, Gill, Ait. Families Fishes, 1872, 9 (No. 85).

Scombroids with oblong or short elevated body, compressed, covered with moderate

sized scales. Dorsal and anal high, composed of simple spines or rays. Yentrals jugular.

PTERACLIS, Gronovius.

PteracUs, Gronovius, Act. Helvet., vii, 44, 1772 (type, Coi-yphcrna velifera, Pallas).
—Cuvier and Valen-

ciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., ix, 359.—Gunther, Cat. Fish. Biit. Mus., ii, 2, p. 410.—.Iordan ami Gilbekt,
Bull. x^I, U. S. Nat. Mus., 455.

Body compressed, oblong, covered with moderate-sized scales. Snout obtuse convex,

compressed. Cleft of mouth wide, oblique. Eye large. Dorsal very elongate, much ele-

vated, extending from the forehead to the caudal, composed of filiform spines, unarticii-

lated, triangular in form
;
anal similar in form and structure; veutrals jugular, of 4-6 slender

rays. Pseudobranchiic present. Air-bladder very small.

This is a pelagic form, widely distributed, and but sparsely represented in museums.

The characters by which the four recognized species are separated are not of the greatest

diagnostic importance.

PteracUs pn})iUo, Lowe, was described in 1843 (Proc. Zool. Soc, 1843, p. 83), from

Madeira. It has 41 rays in the dorsal, and 35 in the anal. Lowe believed that the last six

rays of the dorsal were detached from the rest.

PteracUs oceUatits, C. & V. (Hist. Nat. Poiss., ix, p. 363, pi. CCLXXI) was described

from Mozambique material. It has a few more rays in the vertical fins (D. 45; A. 42).

PteracUs carolinus, C. & V., was described from a mutilated specimen, 4 inches long,

from the coast of South Carolina.

PteracUs veUfcr, the GoriiplicBna veUfera of Pallas, came from the Indian Ocean. Liitken

has seen fit to identify with it several young individuals 7 to 15 millimeters long, taken with

dredge by Andrea and Joersen in the Atlantic, lat. 21° 29' N., long. 28° 36' W. (Spolia

Atlantica, 502 and 600, pi. iv, fig. B).

The single specimen obtained by the Albatross agrees sufficiently well with the descrip-

tion of P. caroUnus and is as.signed to that species for the present.

PTERACLIS CAROLINUS, Cuvier and Valenciennes. (Figure 218.)

PteracUs carolinus, Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., ix, 1833, 368.—Gunther, Cat. Fish. Brit.

Mus., II, p. 411.—Jordan and Gilbert, Bull, xvi, U. S. Nat. Mus., p. 455.

A PteracUs with smaller mouth and larger scales than P. oceUatus, or P. trichypt-rui,

and with the fourth dorsal very perceptibly longer. (C. tfc V.)
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Badial formula: D. 52; A. 44,

Color, silvery.

The type was from the coast of Carolina, sent to Paris by M. Bosc.

Family STROMATE I D.^.

/ Stromatini, Rafinesque, Indice d'lttiologia Siciliana, 1810, 39.

Stromateini, Bonaparte, Catologo Metodico, Pesci Europei, 1846, 76 (subfam. of CoryjjhcBnidce).

Stromatinioe, Swainson, Nat. Hist. Fishes., etc., 183S, ii, 177.

Stromateina, Gunther, Cat. Fisli. Brit. Mus., ii, 1860, 397.

Stromaleidoe, Gill, Ait. Families Fishes, 1872, 8 (No. 83) ;
Trans. Amer. Phil. Soc, 1884, 664.—Jordan and

GiLBEUT, Bull. XVI, V. S. Nat. Mus.

Scombroids, with body compressed and more or less elevated, covered with small or

minute cycloid scales. Profile anteriorly blunt and rounded. Mouth small. Premaxillaries

protractile or not. Dentition feeble; no teeth on vomer or palatines; (esophagus armed

with numerous horny, barbed, or hooked teeth. Gills 4, a slit behind the fourth. Gill

membranes either free or more or less joined to the isthmus. Gill rakers rather long.

Pseudobranchiic present. Cheeks scaly. Preopercle entire or serrate. Lateral line well

developed. Dorsal fin single, long, with the spines few or weak, often ob.solete; anal fin

long, similar to the soft dorsal, usually with 3 small spines, which are often depressible

in a fold of skiu; ventrals thoracic or jugular, normally I, 5, but sometimes reduced or

altogether wanting; caudal fin lunate or forked. Usually no air bladder. Pyloric c;eca

commonly numerous. Vertebric more than 10+14.
The members of this family are, as a rule, surface-dwellers. Among them is the Rud-

der fish or Log fish, Lvirm iHrciformis, common everywhere in summer, lurking under float-

ing spars and driftwood, and often swimming under the keels of vessels. The Harvest fish,

Stromateus triacaiUhm, is also found near the surface, swimming under large Medusae.

Apolectus is probably the young of Stromateus and Roplocoryphis probably that of Hchedoplii-

lus. In all warm seas the young of the various species of this family are sure to occur in

the pelagic surface fauna.

CENTROLOPHUS, Lacepede.

Centrolophus, LAcfipfeDE, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iv, 441.—Cuyier and Valencienes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., rx, 330.—
Gunther, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., ii, 402.—Day, Fishes of Great Britain and Ireland, i, 110.

Pomjnhifi, Lowe, Proo. Zoiil. Soc, London, 1839, 81.

Acenlruloijhiis, Nardo, Prod. Ichth. Adr., 62.

Stromateids, with elongate body covered with minute scales. Lateral line arched an-

teriorly. Mouth moderate or small. Teeth small, in jaws only. Vomer, palatines and

tongue toothless. Epibranchial bone of fourth arch with long toothless processes. Dorsal

long, continuous, without spinous division. Anal with the thii anterior rays unbranched,

resembling feeble spines. Ventrals thoracic, moderate. Pectorals moderate. Caudal

furcate. Bones of vertical fins scaly. Air bladder small. Pyloi-ie appendages, nine or ten.

This genus is represented by two species recorded from the Atlantic. C. pompilns (Lac.)

C. andV., is not very unusual in the vicinity of Nive, though rare elsewhere in the Medi-

terranean, and has occasionally been taken in the Atlantic as far north as the Briti.sh Isles

and south to Gibraltar and Madeira. C. britaiinicus, Giiuther, is knowu from a single speci-

men cast ashore on the coast of Cornwall in 1859. Both forms are well figured by Day,

pi. XL. The "Blackfishes" undoubtedly swim at times near the surface, but there is

ground for supposing that they live also at considerabl(> dei)tlis, especially G. britannicus.

There are other species catalogued by the Italian and French ichthyologists under the

name Centrolophus, but none of them appear to be other than surface-swimming forms.

They are all exceedingly rare and not well understood.
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CENTROLOPHUS POMPILUS, (Gmeun), Cuvier and Valenciennes. (Figure 222.)

Coryphana poiitpilus, Artedi, Geu. Pise, 16, syn. 29.—Gmklin; Liuu., Syst. Nat., 1193.—Risso, lehth.,

Nice, IHO.

Centroluphua pompilus, Cuvier and Valenciennes, ix, 334, pi. ccLXix.—GCnther, Cat. Fisli. I5rit. Mus.,

II, 403.—Day, loc. cit.—Giglioli, Eleuco, 26.

I'erca iiii/ra, Gmelin, loc. (At., 1321.

Ccntroluplnis nujer, Lacepede, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iv, 441, pi. x, fig. 2.

Acentroltipliiw inantlosii^. Nakdo, Prod. IclitU. Adr., sj). 62.

rompihis Ixundilitii, Lowe, Proc. Zoijl. 8<)c., London, 1839, 81.

A Centrolophus having height of body 4—5 in total length, and length of head 5.

Upper maxillary extending to below anterior margin of orbit. Dorsal origin above first

third of pectoral. Scales minute, forming sheath to basal third of vertical fins. Color,

brown, clouded with lighter.

Eadial formula: D. 38-41; P. 21; V. I, 5; A. 2.3-2,5; C. 17.

The Blackflsh occurs in the Mediterranean and along the coasts of Europe from Spain
to Yorkshire and Northumberland. Lowe observed it about Madeira.

A specimen, 9 inches long, was taken off Dennis, Mass., Nov. 23, 1888, l)y the U. S.

Fish Commission.

This form is pelagic, like the pilot fishes, and is believed to be able to descend to con-

siderable depths.

SCHEDOPHILUS, Cocco.

Schedopliilus, Cocco, Giorn. lunom. Mess. Ann. iii.—Glntiier. Cat. Fish Brit. Mus., ii, 412.

Crius, V.VLENCIENNES, in Webl) and Berthelot, Ilea Cauar. Poiss., 45.

Body compressed, oblong, covered with minute scales; cleft of the mouth of moderate

width, with the jaws equal; eye moderate; preopercular margin spiny. One dorsal, com-

mencing behmd the nape of the neck, formed by tlexible sftines and l)ranched rays, extend-

ing nearly along the whole back; anal similar to the dor.sal, but luucli shorter. Ventrals

thoracic (sabjugiilar in Sch. macuUttus), formed by 1 spine and "> ray.s. A series of small

teeth in the jaws; palate smooth. Branchiostegals 7. Pseudobranchiie.

The species of this genus are pelagic; young examples, at least, are frequently captured
in the surface net in the open ocean. Some of the species, however, possess structural char-

acters which indicate bathybial habits; for instance, a singular want of tirmuess of tlie tis-

sues, especially of the bones. {Oilnther.)

SCHEDOPHILTTS MEDUSOPHAGUS, Cocco. (Figure 223.)

Schedophilus meduaophagus, Cocco, Giora. Innom. Mess. Ann., iii. No. 7, 57.—Bonaparte, Fauna Italica,

Peso., C. fig.—Gunther, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mns., ii, 412; Fisih. d. Siidsee, 149; Trans. Zool. Soc, London,
XI, 1882, 223, pi. LXVii; Challenger Report, xxii, 1887, 46.

The body is strongly compressed, of an elongate, ovoid shape, its depth being con-

tained 23 times in the total length, fins not included. The head is small, as deep as

long, and less than one- fourth of the total length (without caudal). Interorbital space con-

vex, broader than the diameter of the eye, which is situated immediately below the upper
profile of the head, nearly as long as the snout, and one-fourth the length of the head.

Snout obtuse, with projecting lower jaw and oblicpie m(mth. Mouth of moderate width, the

cleft extending to below the front margin of the eye. Maxillary rather narrow, but

widening toward its extremity. Teeth minute, implanted in a single series on the sharp

edge of the jaws. The palate is toothless.

The preopercular margin is armed with short spines, which usually become a little

longeron the posterior margin; these longer spines have an oblique dorsal direction. Also

the interoperculum is spinous, the suboperculum less so. OpeiTuluin membranous; its

upper portion shows radiating osseous striic, which project beyond the margin.
The gill rakers of the outer branchial arch are long, narrow, and rather widely set.

Gill openings very wide.
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The dorsal fin conimeuees above the root of the i)ectoral and terminates at a short dis-

tance from the caudal, the caudal peduncle being about as deep as long. This fin is rather

low, the longest rays, behind the middle of the fin, being not erectile into a vertical position.

The caudal flu (slightly injured) has a rounded margin, and is rather shorter than the head.

The pectoral flu has a broad base, is more than half as long as tiie head, and has the

upper rays longer than the lower. Ventrals rather small, close together, and inserted in

advance of the pectorals.

The entire flsli is covered with minute, cycloid scales; on the head they appear to be

present on the cheek only. The upper part of the head is cov-ered with a thick, spongy
skin, as in Centrolophn.s.

Radial formula: D. 38-50; A. 25-29.

The colors of a fresh flsh are a pale greenish olive, marbled with darker, the markings
being in the form of spots on the upper, and of irregular longitudinal bands on the lower

half of the body. Also the vertical fins are spotted with blackish. The iris is nearly white,
and a ring of small white pores encircles the orbit.

The specimen described is 9^ inches long and in good condition, with the exception of

the lower part of the abdomen, which is lacerated and shrunk in consequence of the loss

of the intestines. All parts of the body are in that state of softness which is peculiar to

many deep-sea fishes. (Giinther.)

Adult specimens have, according to Giinther, been obtained in the Mediterranean, one

on the coast of Ireland, and another in the South Sea, near Samoa.

This is primarily a ijelagic surlace form, but it seems very possible that it inhabits the

middle or lower strata of the ocean as well. Dr. Giinther says that it is evident that at

least in the adult state it descends to some depths. The want of firmness in the tissues

seems to clearly indicate it as a deep-sea fish. He hazards the opinion that the depth to

which it may descend, probably does not exceed 100 fiithoms. Calling attention to the fact

that the young of the species are nuich more frequently found near the surface than the

adult, he mentions the habit of this and similar forms of congregating around the fioating

Medusie, and also questions the accuracy of the theory that fish ever feed upon Medusa;,
since he says the fish could draw but little nourishment from these animals. As a matter
of fact, many of our surtace oceanic fishes feed voraciously upon various fi)rms of Medusit;

and upon Sfdpd. We haveoften takenlargC(iuantitiesof this kind of food from the stomachs
of various surface Scombroids, as well as from Alitfcra and Mola.

Dr. Giinther's full description, which is quoted above, is taken from a specimen obtained

at Port Kush, County Antrim, Ireland, in Aitgust, 1878, captured in a salmon net. Mr.

Ogilby, who sent it to the British Museum, was very much impressed by the softness of the

flesh. "It was," he says, "the most delicate adult flsh I ever handled; so much so, that

within twenty-four hours after its capture the skin of the belly and the intestines fell off

when it was lifted, and it felt in the hand quite soft and boneless." This is quoted to em-

Ijhasize what has been said regarding the softness of its tissues, and its similarity in this

respect to the fishes inhabiting the abyss.

ICOSTEUS, Lockington. (Figure 224).

IcoKteim, Lockington, Proc. U.S.Nat. Mas., in, 18.S0,G3.—.I()RDAX;uid(;iiJiKRr, Hull. XVI, U.S.Nat. Mus., 618.

Body oblong, much compressed throughout, the head thicker than any part of the body.
Dorsal outline rising rapidly to the origin of the dorsal fin, thence more regularly curved;
the region at the base of the dorsal aud anal strongly compressed; caudal peduncle slender,
widened at the base of the fin. Mouth large, horizontal

; maxillary narrow, reaching to

beyond middle of eye. Teeth in jaws in one row, slender, sharp, closely and regularly set,

those in the lower jaw largest; no teeth on vomer, palatines, or pharyngeals. Gill-rakers

flexible, few; gill-membranes separate, free from the isthmus. Branchiostegnls 6. Pscudo-
branchia; well developed. Lateral line conspicuous, continuous, decurved, groups of small

spines present along its entire length. No scales anywhere on body or fins. Fins rough,
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with small spiniilcs; a series along each ray, dividing as the ray branches; dorsal fin com-

mencing above the axil of the pectin'al, composed of 50 to GO rays, which are all soft and

flexible, some of the anterior unbranched; the lin low in front, increasing in height behind ;

none of the rays more than once forked
;
anal shorter than the dorsal, similar to it, of 35 to 40

rays; some of the anterior a|)parently undivided; caudal fin elongate, fan-shaped, the

middle rays produced; accessory rays numerous, i^rocurrent; pectorals with a tleshy base,
fan shaped, the middle rays longest; ventrals thoracic, inserted just behind the pectorals,

narrow, consisting of 1 short subspinous ray and 4 long soft rays. Air bladder large. Yer-

tebriB uumerous, the vertebral column extremely flexible and soft. Cranial bones tolerably

firm; bones of the face and opercles very flexible. The entire body is characterized by a

want of firmness, as it can be doubh^l up as readily as a piece of soft, thick rag. [Jordan
and Gilhcri.)

This genus is represented by a single species. /. enigmaticus, Lockington {tSchedophilus

enifimaticus, Giinther, Challenger Iteport, xxii, 40, PL xLiv). The exact source of the types is

not known. They were bought in the San Francisco market in 1878, and the fishmongers
said that they were deep-sea fisli. Lockington reports a small specimen in the museum of

the University of California, fimud off the coast of Washington. The fact that they have
not since been seen shows how unusual they are, and proves that they live at gi'eat depths—if any proof other than their remarkable structure were required. Steindachner also

had a specimen.

SCHEDOPHILOPSIS, Steindachaer. (Figure 41t;).

Schedophilopsia, SxErNDACHNER, Sitzb. Ak. Wlss. Wien. Lxxxiii, 1881, 390; Iihtli. Beitrllge, xi, 4.

Acanthopterygians having the form of the body and the dentition as in Schedophilns.

Body scaleless, with the exception of the lateral line. Dorsal and anal fins long, tlie former

beginning on the nape. Branchiostegals G; pseudobranchi:e present. Tlie fin-rays thickly
covered with sharp, nettle-like spines, visible to the naked eye.

The type of this genus is Srhedophilopsin .spinosns, Stoiiidachner [loc. cif.), obtained

by him at considerable depths off the coast of California, near San Francisco. The National

Museum possesses a specimen (Cat. No. 37327) obtained by Dr. August C. Kinney, at Astoria,

Oregon.

ICICHTHYS, Jordan and Gilbert. (Figure 226.)

loichthys, JouDAN & Gilbert, I'roc. U. S. Nat. Mas., in, 1880, 305; Bull, xvi, U. S. Nat. Mus., 621.

Body elongate, not elevated, not compressed at the bases of the vertical fins. Head
moderate. Eyes lateral. Mouth terminal, little oblique, with small sharp teeth in one
series in the jaws only. Premaxillaries not protractile. Gill membranes separate, free

from isthmus; gill-rakers long. Pseudobranchia; present. Branchiostegals 7. Body
covered with small cycloid scales. Lateral line continuous, unarmed. Bases of fins with-

out si)iuules; dorsal and anal fins long and low, composed of soft rays only; pectoral fins

moderate, their bases fleshy, as in Ico.sfeus
;
ventral fins small, tlioracic, i, 5. Pyloric; cieca

about 6, large. Bones all very flexible, cartilaginous. [Jordan & Gilbert.)

Eepresented by a single specimen obtained at the same time and under the same cir-

cumstances as Tcosteus cnigmaticus. This was described by Jordan & Gilbert under the

wdine Icichthys Ijockimjtonii. Dr. Giinther's catalogues it under Schcdopliihis (Cliailengcr

Eeport, XXII, 4G). This form is but doubtfully related to those which immediately precede.

Family ACROTID.^.
Acrotida, Gill, MS.

Acanthopterygians with a long, compressed body, naked skin, long low dorsal and

anal, large caudal on slender peduncle, no ventrals, no palatal or pharyngeal teeth, and
uumerous (about 70) vertebne. [Gill.)
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ACROTUS, Bean.

Aerotua, Bean, Proc. U. S. Nat. Miis. 1887, 631.

Sliapc of body as in Icosten.t, from -wliicli it differs in the absence of ventrals and

spiny tubercles along the lateral line, and in having an emargiuate caudal.

Head short; mouth moderate; eye small. Teeth minute, uniserial, on intermaxillary
and mandible; vomer, palate, and pharynx toothless. Gill openings wide, the membrane
not attached to the isthnuis. (4 ills 4, a wide slit behind the fourth. Gill rakers short, soft,

and flexible. Pseudobranchiai well developed. Branchiostegals 6. Vent somewhat in

advance of middle of body. Caudal peduncle very slender. Ventrals absent. Caudal

large, emargiuate. Skin naked. Lateral line without tubercles. Bones all soft and flexi-

ble. Size large.

The genus is represented by a single species, Acrofus Willouf/hbyi, Bean (loc. cit.), de-

scribed from a specimen nearly feet iu length cast upon the beach at Quiuaielt Agency,
Washington, in July, 1887.

ACROTUS WILLOUGHBYI, Bean. (Figure 225.)

Jerotus Willouglibui, Bean, loc. cit.

The greatest height of the body at the vent is contained 3J times in the total without

the caudal. The caudal peduncle is very slender; its least height little more than one-third

of its length ^nd not much exceeding one fourth the length of the head. The length of the

head is about one-sixth of the total without caudal. The snout forms one-fourth, the eye

one-twelfth, and the interorbital width one-third the length of the head. The maxilla

reaches to below the middle of the eye. The upper jaw^ is one-third as long as the head.

Gill rakers 15, of which 9 are below the angle; the longest about as long as the eye.

The origin of the dorsal has not been clearly made out; the first ray that can be seen

without dissection is nearly midway between the eye and the end of the dorsal, but dissec-

tion reveals 7 rays in advance of this. The dorsal begins much nearer the head in IcoHteus,

and dissection may show that rays are developed much farther iu advance than we have

been able to distinguish them. Forty-one rays have been counted in the dorsal, the longest

of them little exceeding one-third length of head. The caudal peduncle is as long as the

head without the snout. The caudal is large, emargiuate; its middle rays four-sevenths as

long as the external rays and two thirds as long as the head.

The vent is at a distance from the tip of the snout equal to 3 times, and from the base

of the caudal a space equal to
.'?;V

times the length of the head. The first evident anal ray is

at a distance behind the vent equal to one-sixth length of head. The anal has ;'>S rays, the

longest a little less than one-third as long as the head.

The pectoral is placed close to the head and nearly in the middle of the height; its

length is two-thirds the length of the head; it has 20 ray.s.

The lateral line has a slight (^urve over the pectoral and becomes median about half way
between the pectoral and the vent. Skin naked. Peritoneum very dark.

Color chocolate brown; inside of mouth and gill openings rich, dark brown.

The type of the species (catalogue number 39340) is ^^^h inches long. The viscera are

wanting. The specimen was obtained at Damon, Wash., July D, 1887, by Charles Wil-

loughby.
The following extracts from Mr. Willoughby's letter contain additional information

about the species:

A few days ago I discovered a fish lying on this beach different from any that I have
ever seen before. It seemed to be perfectly fre.sh and as if it had not been on shore more
than an hour. The color of the skin seemed to have been nearly all removed by washing
about on the sand. The [pectoral] tin and tail had l>een partly destroyed. The tish was
6 feet long. The flesh of tlit^ fish is very white, fine grained, and fat. The fish in color

and fatness resembles the \AM-\i i'Oi\, Anoplopoma fimbria. The bones arc extremely soft,

so much so that the fish can not bear a wciglit of 5 ])ounds pulling on it without severing
the head. The fish was a female, with :i hu ge roe well matured. None of the oldest Indians
of the agency have ever seen anything like it.
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The fish was preserved in brine, and has now become so fragile that it must be given
to the osteologist to be prepared as a skeleton. Mr. Lucas has found in front of the rayed

portion of the dorsal fin numerous groupsof cartilaginous plates representing interneurals,

but no rays can be found supj ported by them, lie counted 70 vertebrae and observed what

appear to be rudiments of a pelvis, but uo traces of ventral fins.

Family GRAMMICOLEPIDIDiE.
Orammicolepidida; Poky, Anal. Soc. Esp. Hist. Nat., ii, 1S73.

Scombroidea, having a compressed body covered with vertical, linear scales. Mouth

small, terminal; teeth minute, asperities on the jaws. Lateral line sinuous, unarmed. Two

dorsals, the first very short, triangular, anal preceded by two short, .stout, separate spines.

Caudal vertebrae numerous.

GRAMMICOLEPIS, Poey.

Grammicolepis, Poey, Anal. Soc. Esp. Hist. Nat., II, 1873, 00.—Shufeldt, Joupd. of Morphology, il, 1888,

272-296, with 13 figures.

Grammicolepids with body deep, compressed, large eye, small mouth, head and oper-

cula partly rugose ;
teeth miiuite, and absent from the palatines. Pectoral short and rounded.

Dorsal, anal, and pectoral branched.

GRAMMICOLEPIS BEACHIUSCULUS, Poey (Figure 221).

Grammicolepis hrachiuseulus, POBY, loe. cit.—Shufeldt, Ioc. cit.

The length of this extraordinary fish is 470 millimeters. The head enters five times

into the total length of the body, and 25 times into its greatest dejpth. The body is much

compressed, and quite deep. The very large eye is contained 2J times in the length of the

head, and lacks the mcmhrana ud'qmsa.

The luanchial apertures are deeply cleft, but I fail to find more than four branchiostegal

rays, without being able to assert that there may not be a greater number of them. The

snout is short. The prefrontal, the turbinal, and the anterior suborbital are exti'emely hard,

and covered Avith spiny rugosities. The preoperculum and interoperculum have rugose

borders, while the remaining opercular bones are entirely so. The mouth is small, sub-

vertically cleft; the prenuixillary process is large, and is lodged in a fossa of the cranium.

The maxillary is complicated. The teeth are simjuy a narrow row of minute prickles; they
do not occur upon the vomer nor the palatines.

The leading spine of the first dorsal .series is rugose, as is the first ventral, the two

postanals, and the external ones of the tail, which latter show the condition equally well in

either one.

Tlie rays of the pectoral, second dorsal, and the anal fins are compressed, and do not

ramify at their extremities. The pectorals are very short and rounded. On the other

hand, the vertical fins, the dorsal, and anal are well developed.
The tail was injured and apparently cut; the membrane which unites its rays had dis-

appeared; the peduncle which supports it is large, and capable of communicating a power-

ful impulse to the act of progression. The thoracic ventrals unquestionably possess a

rugose spine and C flexible ones that are branched.

Aside from the frontal bones and the suborbitals where the skin abruptly terminates,

and the nasal portion of the snout, all the trunk and the head is covered with scales, includ-

ing the inferior mandible.

The scales in no way resemble those found among the acantliopterygian fishes. Their

length greatly exceeds their width; they have the appearance of parchment^—transparent,

brittle when dry—overlap each other, and are strengthened longitudinally by a raised

lineal ridge.

Tlieir contact with each other is so extremely intimate that it lends to the skin of

either side a very smooth appearance—so much so, that the rough borders of the scales

would not be suspected without the aid of the fingers.
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Thanks to tlie length of these scales, four, five, or six of them are sufficient to span the

height of the trunk, one of such a series being crossed by the lateral line, -n-here its pres-

ence is denoted by a raised ridge.

The leading scales oq the body, above as well as below, are shorter, and where carried

on to the head are doubly as firm as those found at the fin rays.

Without ha\-ing done more than counted the scales in a longitudinal line, I calculate

that the number is considerably above 200; those of the head, although shorter, have the

same form as those ot the trunk. There are no scales upon the fins.

The caudal peduncle develops neither a cartilaginous nor an osseous plate at its sides.

Posterior to the anus the ventral keel is rough.

The cranium is more cartilaginous in structure than it is osseous, except the frontals,

which are rugose in line in the supraorbital region, and bristly in front, as are the turbinals

and suborbitals; these latter are four iu number, the last three being very slender. There

are two supratemporals.
The inferior mandible is characterized by several rows of minute spines upon the den-

tary and articular elements. The vertebrae number 10 plus 30.

The anterior neural spine is not excavated, being lofty and smooth
;
the five that follow

are short and iucliued backwards. The remaining ones are slender, which applies also to

1 heir hwmapophyses. The last vertebra is without lateral spines.

The pleurapophyses arc inconspicuous, feebly developed, and have nuich the same size

and shape as the epipleurals. I discover but one pseudo-interneural spine in front of the

one that supports the first dorsal fiu ray. {Shiifeldt.)

Radial formula: I>. 0, 34; A. 2, 33; V. i, 6; P. 15; C. 1, 13-1.

A single specimen of this reiiuirkable fish was obtained by Poey, at Cuba, in 1872.

An elaborate anatomical study has been made by Ur. Shufeldt.

Family NOMEIDAE, Gunther.

Nomeina, Gunther, Cat. Fish, Brit. Mns., ii, 3S7.

Nomeida; Gilt., Arr. Families Fishes 1S7L', 10 (N<>. 91).—Jordan and Gilheut, Bull, svi, U. S. Nat. Mus., 448.

A family of teleocephalous fishes related to the mackerels. The body is oblong, com-

pressed, and covered with cycloid scales; the lateral Hue continuous and unarmed; the

head compressed; the opercula unarmed; the nostrils double; the mouth with a lateral

cleft, upper jaw scarcely protractiU^; teeth small and conical, on the palate as well as jaws;

branchial apertures extensive
; brauchiostegal rays o or G; dorsal more or less divided,

and with the spinous portion shorter than the soft. Tlie skeleton has numerous vertebrae

(in Xomciix IC-f 25); the stomach very numerous pyloric appendages.

Tliis family has been constituted for the reception of .several genera, at one time referred

to the Scombridae, viz, Nomem, OmteroscMsma, CttUceps, Seriolella and Platysiethm. The

species are all marine, and found in tropical or warm temperate seas. The last two are

represented only iu-the Australian and Polynesian waters.

KEY TO THE GENERA.

Ventrals long, surpassing the pectorals.

Mouth narrow.—Ventrals long ami hroad, .attached to abdomen.

Teeth on jaws, vomer and palatines NOMEUS

Teeth ou jaws only Batiiyseriola

Mouth wide. Ventrals very loug, receivable in abdominal groove. New Zealand.

[Gasteroschisma]

Pectorals long, surpassing ventrals; snout inllatcd; teeth small PSENES

NOMEUS, Cuvier.

Komeiis, Cuvier, Regno Animal, ed. x, 1817, u, p. 315.—Cuvier & V.^lenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., ix-

242.—GiJNTHER, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., ii. p. 387.

Body oblong, much compressed, with cycloid scales of moderate size. Lateral line

placed liigh, not armed. Head with occipital crest but slightly developed; cleft of the
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moiitli narrow. Teetli small, in a single series in the jaws ;
teeth on the vomer and palatines.

The first dorsal continuous, with 10 or 11 spines; second dorsal and anal long:, similar to

each other, with no detached fiulets; no separate anal spines; candaifiu not deeply forked
;

veutrals long and broad, attached to the belly by a membrane, depressible in a deep Assure

in the abdomen. Pseudobranchia' large. Air-bladder present. Pyloric c*ca very numer-

ous. Vertebraj, 10+25. Branchiostcgals, G.

This form was for thirty years considered to be most closely related to the Gobies. Its

relation to the Scombroids was first pointed out by Cuvier in 1817.

NOMEUSGRONOVII, (Gmei-In), GtiNTiiKR. (Figure 227.)

Gohius Gronovii, Gvelin, Linn., Syst. Nat., 1788, 1205.

Nomeus Gronovii, Gunther, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus. il, 387.

Nomeiis Mauritii, Cuv. and Val., ix, 243.—GCnihkr, ii, 387.

Maxillary reaching to below the front of the eye; ventrals reaching front of anal, pec-

torals still further. Color, black, the upper parts blue. Sides silvery white or milky white,

with about five black blotches, the first two, or more, of which are band like. Each caudal

lobe with a black blotch at the base. Younger examples have the blotches fewer and

less defined. Veutrals with a broad black margin and with black along their inner edge,

the rest white. A black blotch on the anal base near the origin of the fin. Pectoral base

with a black blotch. Iris silvery white.

Eadial formula: D. x-i, 20; A. iii, 26.

Nomeus Oronovn is one of the most widely distributed and abundant of all pelagic

fishes, occurring as it does in the Tropical Atlantic and in the Indian Ocean. It has

been found as far north as the Bermiidas (Goode). It abounds in the Sargasso Sea and

under PhysaUa. Ten individuals were taken in a dip-net, from the deck of the Albatross,

off the Florida coast, all swimming under one Portuguese man-of-war.

Tlie large fan-shaped ventrals are used as support in resting ou the bottom, and in

swimming they are generally closed in their groove unless the fish is moving leisurely,

when they may be partly expanded.

BATHYSERIOLA, Alcock.

Bathyseriola, Alcock, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., 1890, ii, 202.

Body oblong and compressed, covered with small, deciduous, cycloid scales. Lateral

line apparently unarmed. First dorsal fin continuous, with rather feeble spines; the

second and the anal much more developed, and without finlets. Anal spines approximated
to and continuous with the rest of the fin. Veutral with a continuous membranous attach-

ment to the abdomen. Cleft of mouth narrow; villiform teeth in the jaws only. Preoper-
cular border entire. Seven branchiostcgals. Pseudobranchi;e. Pyloric appendages numer-

ous. No air bladder. Vertebrae, 10+14. {Alcock.)

The genus is represented by a single species, B. cyanea, Alcock, taken by the Investiga-

tor off the Madras coast, at station 90, in 98-102 fathoms.

PSENES, Cuvier and Valenciennes.

Psenes, Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., ix, 259.—GCnther, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., ii, 259.—
Gill, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1862, 127; Trans. Am. Phil. Soc, 1886, 672.—LCtken, Spolia Atlan-

tioa, 103 (513).

Cubiceps, Lowe, Proc. Zoiil. Soc. London, 1843, 82.—Gunther, loc tit.—Gill, }oc cit.—Lftken, hi- i-il.

Aiimoatoma, Smith, 111. Zoiil. S. Africa, Fishes, pi. xxiv.

Navarckiis, De Filipi-i and Vekany, Mem. Aecad. Sci. Turin, 2d ser., xviil, 7.

Tiachelorirnis, DouMET, Rev. et Mag. Zoiilogie, 1-63, pi. xv.

Body somewhat compressed, clothed with cycloid scales of moderate size. Mouth-

cleft narrow, with short, swollen snout. First dorsal with 6 to 10 spines, second dorsal and

anal much longer, similar, without fiulets, 1 to .'5 anal spiue? joined to soft part of fin. Pecto-
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rals larger than ventrals. Lateral line unarmed. Small teeth in jaws. Branchiostegals,
5 to 7.

The young forms of this genus appear to have been found chiefly in East Indian and
Australian seas and in the Pacific, the adult forms in the Atlantic and Mediterranean.

Liitken, in his Si>olia Atlantica, critically reviews the group in his usual masterly style.

PSENES PELLUCIDUS, Lutken. (Figure 228.)

Psenes pelluciclus, Li'tken, Spolia Atlantica, 1880, 516 (108), tig. ;
601 (193).

A species of Pscnes with a high, short, compressed body, nearly colorless and semi-

transparent, taken at the Strait of Surabaja, is recognized by Liitken as distinct.

Greatest height of the body (23 millimeters) contain ad 2.^ times in the total length

(without caudal); the length of the head (1.3 millimeters) is one-quarter of the total length.
Diameter of the eye, 5 millimeters

; length of the snout, 3J millimeters. The pectoral fins are

9 millinu'ters long; ventrals 14 millimeters, extending considerably beyond the end of the

pectorals. The vertical flns are quite high (10 millimeters), and show a tendency to become
falcate posteriorly. Dorsal fin with 12 spines and 34 rays; anal with 3 spines and 34 rays.
Caudal fin furcate. Lateral line placed high. Scales small. Dentition as in the other

species of the genus; teeth in the maxillary are finer and farther apart than in the mandi-
ble

;
the end of the maxillary reaches to the vertical from the anterior margin of the puiiil.

{I/Utken.)

A single specimen was obtained by the Albatross in 32° 24' N. lat., 76° 55' 30" W. Ion.,

at a depth of 528 fathoms.

Liitken also describes another species of Psenes from the Atlantic, which he thinks

may possibly be distinct—Psenes maculatus, Spolia Atlantica, p. 110 (518). A specimen,

seemingly of this species, was obtained by the Albatross in the western Atlantic, N. lat.

27° 49', W. Ion. 76° 12', over a depth of G33 fathoms. The specimen was taken at the sur-

face. (Figure 229.)

Family LUVARID^E.
Dianidce, Gill, Arrangement of the Families of Fishes, 1872, 9.

LuvaridcB, Gill, 1885, Century Dictionary, 3549.

Scombroids, with a compressed, oblong body, covered with minute granular scales.

Mouth small; teeth in tine rows in the jaws. Vent thoracic. Dorsal and anal single, com-

LuvARUs I5IPERI.\US. young. (After Day.)

posed of unarticulated, widely-set spines. Ventrals absent, or subjugular, reduced, varying
from I, 4 to 0,2, closing over the vent. A keel at root of caudal in adults. Branchioste-

gals, 5. PseudobranchiiB present.

Eepresented by a smgle genus and species.
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LUVARUS, Rafinesque.

Luiariis, Rafinesque, Caratteri, Auimali e Tiante tli Sicilia, 1810, 22.—Guntiier, Cat. Fish, lirit. Mus.,

II, 413.—Day, Fishes Great Britain, etc., i, 121.

Diana, Kisso, oj). cit., 342.

Aiisoiiia, Risso, Hist. Nat. Eur. M^rid., 1826, 111,267 (youDg).—Guntheu, loc. cit.

Provtostegua, Nardo, Mem. " Do Proctostego," 1827.

Aslrodermus, CuviKU and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., x, 1833, 353 (young).

Luvaiids, with body obloug, auteiiorly enlarged, but compressed and attenuated pos-

teriorly. Moutb terminal, small. Teeth in a single row in jaws, minute, finely pectinate (in

young also on palatines and tongue). A single dorsal, composed of unartieidated, flexible,

widely-set spines, much longer in adult than in young; in adult occupying only the last

half of the length of the body. Anal similar to dorsal. Ventrals thoracic, varying in

extent, sometimes absent. Caudal forked. A longitudinal keel along either side of root of

tai! in adults. Vent below pectoral axils. Scales soft, deciduous, branny. Air-bladder

large; caical appendages few. Bones soft and fragile.

LUVARUS IMPERIALIS, Rafinesquk. (Figure 230.)

Luvarus imperialis, Rafinesque, loc. cit.; Ind. It. Sieil. 319, pi. i, fig. 1.—Bonaparte, Catalogo Metodico,

No. 700.—CuviER and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., ix, 412.—Giglioli, Elenco, 26.—Moreau, Hist.

Nat. Poiss. France, ii, 511.—Day, Fish. Gt. Britain and Ireland, i, 121, pi. xmi.

Corypkuna ehujans, Eisso, Mem. pros I'lnst., 1814 (young).
Diana semilunata, Risso, Hist. Nat. Eur. Mdrid., 1826, lii, 341 (young).—Gcntiiek, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., Il,

413.—Steindaciiner, Iclith. Spain and Portugal, 1868, 31.

Aufonta Ciirieri, Risso, op. cit., 342, pi. xxviii.—Lowe, Proc. Zoiil. Soc, Loudon, 1843, 1884.—Bonaparte,

op. cit. No. 679.—GiJNTHER, op. cit., 414
;
Proc. Zoiil. Soc, 1886, 336, with figure of skeleton.—Canestrini,

Fauna Italica, Pesci, 108.—Couch, Proc. Zool. Soc, London, 1866, 332, figure.
—Steindachner, op.

cit., 31.

Proctosteyus proctoategus, Nakdo, Prodr. Obs. et Disq. Adriat. Ichth. in Diar. Phys. Chem. et Nat. Ticiui, i,

1827, 18, 42.

Proctostegu8 prototiipm, Nardo, op. dt., with figure.

Aslrodertnm coryiyliunuides, CuviER and Valenciennes op. cit., ix, 353, pi. ccixx.—Swainson, Fishes, ii,

255.—Lowe, Proc Zoiil. Soc, 1840, 37; Trans. Zool. Soc, in, 7.

Aatrodermua fahncicnnesi, Cocco, Giorn. Sei. Lett. Art. Sic, 153, figure.

Aslroderma plumbeum, Lowe, Proc. Zool. Soc, 1813, 83.

Aetrodermue eltgans, Bonaparte, Fauna Italica, Pesci, figure.
—Canestrini, oj). cH., 108.—Moreau op. cit., 514.

Aiisonia Cocksii, Coucii, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., xviii, 1866, 424; Cornish Zoology, 1866, 500.—Bullmore,
Jour. Royal Institute of Cornwall, 1866, No. vi, 61, figure.

This fish was originally described from a specimen 5 feet long seen by Eafinesque at

Solanto, Sicily, June 15, 1808. It has since been observed at Nice, in the Adriatic and

at Malta and Elba, and at Cette, whence came the beautiful specimen which we Lave seen in

the Museo Civico of Genoa.

Prof. Giglioli was the first to point out the interesting series of metamorphoses by
which Astroderimts and Diana develop into Auiionia and Luvarus.

Lowe observed both young and old at Madeira, and Steindachner found it on the coast

of Spain. Two were thrown ashore on the Cornish coast in 18G6, and from one of these,

45 inches long, Day had made the excellent figure for his " Fishes of Great Britain and

Ireland."

Family LAMPRIDID^E.
Lamprididw, Gill, Arr. Fam. Fishes, 1872, 7 (No. 87) ; Johnson's Cyclopicdia, ii, 1621.—Jordan and Gil-

bert, Bull. XVI, U. S. N. M., 453.

Scombroidea with an oval, much compressed body ; scales small, deciduous, moutli siuall.

Teeth absent in adults. Branchio.stegal rays six; dorsal and anal fins long, undivided;

ventral fins multiradiate, subabdominal. Pyloric caeca numerous. Air bladder large and

posteriorly bifiu'cate. (QUI.)
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LAMPRIS, Retzius.

Lamj'ris, Retzius, Nya Handlung, III, 1799, 91.—Cuvier, Rfegne Animal, 1st ed., 1817, 325.—GCnthek,
Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., ii, p. 415.—Jordan and Gilbert, Bull, xvi, U. S. Nat. Mus., 453.

Chrysotosus, hACiiPkun, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iv, 586.

Body compressed and elevated, covered with very small deciduous, cycloid scales.

Mouth narrow, terminal, with jio teeth. Dorsal single, very long, elevated, falcate, without

distinct spines; anal long, low, not falcate, both fins depressed in a groove. Ventrals

behintl pectorals (14 to 17 rays), pectorals large, falcate; caudal fin moderately forked.

Lateral line in-esent, much arched in front. Branchiostcgals, 0. Gill membranes free from

the isthmus. CEsopliagus not armed with spinous teeth. Air bladder large, bifurcate

behind. Pyloric appendages very numerous. Vertebrse 4.5.

LAMPRIS REGIUS, (Bonnatekue), Retz.

Zeus reyiits, Bonnaterre, Ichtbyologie, 1788, p. 72, pi. xxxix, fig. 155.

Zeus gultatus, Brunnicii, Dansk. Selsk. Skr., in, 1788, 398.

Zena Uma, Gmelin, Syst. Nat., 1788, 1225.

Lampris luna, Gunther, op. cit., ii, 416.—Cirv'. and Vax., ojt. eit., x, 39.

Lampris lauta, LowE, Fish. Madeira, 27.

LAMPKIS REGIUS.

Longest dorsal ray shorter than pectorals, which are nearly as long as the head. Anal

very low in front, a little higher behind. Head, 3J; depth, If.

Eadial formula: D. 54; A. 40; V. 14-17; Vert. 23+22; L. 3-4 feet.

Color, a rich brocade of silver and lilac, rosy on the belly; everywhere with round

silvery spots; head, opercles, and back with ultramarine tints, jaws and fins vermillion
;

flesh red.

This form, exceedingly rare in the Mediterranean, has occasionallyduring the last century

been found along the coasts of Europe as far north as Norway, also about Madeira and

Iceland; it had been reported from off Newfoundland, Nova Scotia
(''.),

and Maine; no

specimen from the Atlantic had been in the possession of any American museum, when a

specimen Mas taken by schooner Mildred V. Lee, Capt. William T. Lee, off Le Have ridges,

between 62° and 63° Ion. W., 42° and 49° lat. N.

A specimen from Japan in the U. S. National Museum is apparently of the same

species. We are not aware that this has hitherto been recorded from the Pacific. There

is every reason to believe that the fish is at times an inhabitant of considerable depths.
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Family ZEID^E.

Zeniicp, Lowe, Proc. Zoill. Soc, London, 1839,82.

Zenidtv, Gill, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sti., Phila., 1862, 126; Arr. Families Fishes, 1872, 8 (Fam. No. 84).—Jokdan
and Gilbert, Bull, xvi., U. S. Nat. Mus., 458.

Zcincc, SWAiNSON, Nat. Hist. Fish., etc., 1839, il, 176.

Zeini, Bonaparte, Cat. Metodico, Pesci Europe, 1876, 75.

ZeuiiUi, Bleekeb, Tentamen, 1859, x.\iii.

Zeidir, Gill, MS.

Cytlina, GiiNTiiER, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., ii, 393.

VytlkUe, Glintiier, Introduction to the Study of Fishes, 1880, 450.

Scombroidea, with a high, short, deep, much compressed, and elevated body. Lateral

line obscnrc, unarmed. Scales minute, absent, or reidaced by l)ony protuberances. Mouth

large, terminal, with upper jaw protractile, and teeth small, in narrow bands or single

series, on jaws and vomer, and sometimes ou palatines. Eyes lateral. Opercles and other

bones about the head often armed with spines. Braiichiostegals, 7 or S. Gill membranes
little united, free from the isthmus. Gill rakers usually short. Gills 4, a slit behind the

fourth. Pseudobrauchiae large. Dorsal emarginate, or divided, with strong spines an-

teriorly, the posterior part longer. Anal spined or spineless. Ventrals thoracic, witli one

spine and five to eight<rays. Caudal usually not forked. I'yloric cajca exceedingly numer-

ous. Air bladder large. Vertebrte about 32.

KEY TO THE GENERA AND DEEP-SEA SPECIES.

I. Bony plates along the bases of the vertical fins, and between ventrals and anal on median line of

body ZEiNiE

A. Plates at bases of second dorsal and anal. Anal spines 4 Zeus
B. Plates at bases of first and second dorsal and anal. Anal spines 3 Zenopsis

1. Ventral spines, 3 Z. oceUatim

II. No bony plates at base of vertical fins Cyttin.e
A. No bony plates on ventral line Cyttus

1. Ventrals receivable in sheath ou abdomen.

a. Ventral spines, 2 Cyttua aiistralis

2. Ventrals not receivable in sheath.

a. Ventral spines, 2 Cyttus ahbreriatm

h. Ventral spines, 2 Cyltita hololepia

B. Bony plates between ventral and anal, on median line of body Cyttopsis

1. Body partially naked Cyttopsis roseus

III. Numerous large, conical, bony protuberances, symmetrically arranged Oreosomin.e

A. About four protuberances on the back and twenty below Oreosoma

ZENOPSIS, Gill.

Zenopsis, Gill, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1862, 126 (type, Zeus nehulosiis, Temminck and Schlegel, from Japan).

Body ovate, much compressed, without scales, not warty. Head deeper than long, its

anterior profile steeji. Mouth rather large, upper jaw i^rotractile ;
teeth small, on jaws and

vomer, none on the palatines. Various bones of the head and shoulder girdle armed with

spines. Series of bony plates along the sides of the belly and the bases of the dorsal and

anal, each plate armed with a strong spine. Eye large, placed high. Gill-rakers short.

Dorsal spines very strong, usually 10 in number. Anal spines 3. Ventral fins long,

mostly I, 7. Caudal peduncle slender, the fin not forked. Two or three species known,

differing from Zeus, mainly in the i^resence of 3 anal spines instead of 4, Pelagic.

ZENOPSIS OCELLATUS, (Storer), Gill.

Zeus oeellatus, Storer, Proc. Boston Society Nat. Hist., vi, 888.

Zenopsis oeellatus, Gill, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Phila., 1862, 126.

Color silvery, nearly i)lain; a black lateral ocellated spot in life, disappearing in

spirits. Body short, deep, compressed. Skin wholly naked, except for the bony bucklers,

which are armed each with a central spine hooked backwards and marked with radiating
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ridges; 7 biit-klers along the base of the dorsal, the fifth aud sixth largest; 2 on the median

line in front of the ventrals, the second largest; one median plate, and G pairs between

ventrals and anal, and i along the base of the anal. Top of the head with roughish

ridges, but without spines; a spine at the base of each dentary bone; the broad maxillaries

each with a supplemental bone; teeth nearly obsolete. Eye large, much nearer the gill

opening than the tip of the snout. Gill-rakers short. Caudal peduncle very slender, the

caudal fin short and rounded; ])ectorals very short; ventrals large, the rays i, 6, the first

soft ray closely appressed to the spine; anal si)ines short aud stout, the soft rays, like

those of the dorsal, low; dorsal spines filamentous. D. IX, 2(); A. Ill, 24. Pelagic; one

specimen taken at Provincetown, Mass. (Description from the original tyi)e,by Jordan.)

ZENOPSIS OCELLATU3.

Zenopsis conchi/er, (Lowe), is closely allied to this species and is a pelagic form,

evidence has as yet been found of its occurrence below the surface.

No

CYTTUS, Gunther.

Cyltiis, Gunther, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., ii, 1860, p. 396.

Body comi^ressed and elevated, covered with very small scales; mouth protractile.

Two contiguous dorsal fins, the first with eight or nine spines, the anal with two short

spines. No bony plates along the base of the dorsal and anal fins. Ventral fins composed
of one spine and six or eight soft rays. Minute teeth in the jaws and on the vomer, none

on the palatine bones. Branchiostegals, eight.

The type is f.V'*M* au.sfralis [Capros (n/s<rrtZis, Eichardson), from Australian seas. C.

((bbreviaius, Hector (Giintlier, Challenger Report, xxii, p. 22, PI. x, fig. B), was obtained

in 4(10 fathoms some 200 miles ofl" Cape Farewell, New Zealand. ('. hololepis, described

below, was obtained in 220 fathoms. It is fair to assume then, since two out of three

of the known species are found in deep waters, that C. australis also descends to the

depths.

CYTTUS HOLOLEPIS, Goode and Bean, n. s. (Figures 233, 233a, 233&.)

The gi-eatest depth of the body, which is at the ventral origin, is two-fifths of the total

without caudal. The length of the head is three-eighths of the standard length. The eye
is very large, equal to two-ninths of the length without caudal, and more than one-half the

length of the head. The width of the interorbital space, milliineters, is two-fifths of the

length of the liead. The iutermaxillary is i)rotractile aud when drawn out a deep horseshoe-

19808—No. 2 15
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shaped s^roove is exposed bet'u-een the orbits. The lengtli of the iDterniaxilla (S millime-

ters) is oue half that of the head without the snout. The maxilla is thin, broad, obtuse at

the extremity; its length (9 millimeters) equal to that of the interorbital area. The length
of the mandible (10 millimeters) is nearly one-half that of the head. The month is almost

vertical when elosed. The quadrate bone ends posteriorly in a broad, obtuse spine; it has

several ridges with minute ciiri. The supraorbital, also, has several minutely cirrated

ridges.

Teeth in the jaws so minute as to be indistinguishable except to the touch. The nostrils

are placed close to the front of the eye and somewhat above its middle; the posterior is

much the larger; it is a spear-shaped slit about three times as long as the anterior.

I'seudobranchiie well developed; 14 or 15 very small lanceolate gill rakers below the

angle on the iirst arch. The gill oi)cnings are very wide, the membranes very deeply cleft

and only narrowly attached to the isthmus in trout. Branchiostegals 8.

The dorsal and ventral origins are in the same vertical.

The distance of the sj)inous dorsal from the snout is equal to the greatest height of the

body. The spinous dorsal contains 6 or 7 sjjines, the first of which is minute, about one-

fourth as long as the second, which is as long as the eye. The second spine is finely ser-

rated in the nuddle of its anterior margin and is dilated at the root so as to partly conceal

the base of the third spine.

The rays of the soft dorsal increase in size backwards, the first being only one-third as

long as the last, which is about one-fourth as long as the head. The longest rays of the

soft dorsal are about the nineteenth to the twenty-fourth ;
these are slightly longer than the

last. The caudal is almost truncate or very slightly roimded when expanded. Its middle

rays are nearly as long as the eye.

The vent is under the fifth ray of the second dorsal, and the anal origin under the sixth

ray. The anal rays, also, increase in size backwards but the longest are nut more than

three-fourths as long as those of the dorsal. The rays of the soft dorsal and anal are all

simple and articulated. The length of the ventral spine is one-fourth of the standard

length; it exceeds that of the longest ventral ray. The ventral when fully expanded is sub-

triangular; the spine is minutely serrated on its anterior margin. The pectoral is sub cir-

cular when expanded and is composed entirely of simple articulated rays, the longest, in

the middle of the fin, (me-half as long as the eye. There are about 10 rows of scales between

the lateral line and the base of the spinous dorsal, and about 07 in the lateral line.

Radial formula: D. Vi-Vli, 20; A. 23; V. i, 0; P. 10.

The types of the description are a single individual, No. 39200, taken by the Albatross

at station 2358, N. lat. 20o 19', W. Ion. 87° 03' 30", in 220 fathoms, off Yucatan, and two

specimens, No. 39297, from Albatross, station 2055, N. lat. 27° 22', W. Ion. 78° 07' 30", 338

fathoms. Little Bahama Bank.

The species is a true Cyttus, resembling the southern species, but with a single preanal

spine, fewer rays in the vertical fins, and with the body entirely scaled. The plates at the

dorsal and anal bases are well developed.
No. 39290 is 75 millimeters long, and the larger specimen of No. 39297 is 80 millimeters

long, while the length of the smaller is 80 millimeters.

CYTTOPSIS, Gill.

Cyttopsis, Gill, Proc. Acacl. Nat. Sci. Phil.a., 1862, 126 (type, Zeus rosem, LoWE).

A genus of Zeidw without bony plates at the bases of the vertical fins, but with a series

of shields on the ventral line between the ventral and the anal fins. Body nuich com]iressed,

elevated, partially naked. Teeth minute iu bands, in the jaws, and on the vomer. Bran-

chiostegals 7. Ventrals i, 7.
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CYTTOPSIS EOSEUS, (Lowk), Gill.

Zeus roseiis, Lowe, Proc. Zool. Soe. London, 1843, 85.

Cyttus roseiis, GuNTUEU, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., ii, 1860, 396.—Vajllant, Exp. Sci. Travailleiir et Talisniau,

1K88, 349.

CijUopsis rvseiis, GiLL, loc. cil.

A Cyttopsis resembling in general appearance Zeusfaber. Height of body one-lialf its

length; it.s thickness one (>ightli of the same; length of head two-fifths of length of body.
Snont more than half as long as the head, though the maxillary, on account of its nearly
vertical position, reaches scarcely to the vertical from the anterior margin of the orbit.

Teeth small, in villiform bands on the intermaxillaries, mandible, and vomer. Eye very

large, its diameter one third the length of the head; the upper orbital margin provided
with a series of saw-like teeth, pointed forward, nearly 30 in number, the five or six most
anterior more developed than the others, which can only be vseen with the lens; inter-

orbital space .sliglitly concave, striated. Gill opening wide. Vent slightly postmedian.
Scales present only in the lateral line and its immediate neighborhood. Three or four bony
plates between the ventrals and the vent, the anterior ones armed with very strong spines,

pointing backward. At the base of the dorsal and anal fins a series of little nodules, coiTe-

sponding to the interspinous spaces.

Dorsal occupying a large part of the length of the back, its spines very robust; the

third, the strongest, is in length equal to one third the height of the body; the first eight
or ten soft rays increase in size, the first being the lowest; they are farther apart than
those which follow them and are united by a membrane only at their base. Anal very
similar to the soft portion of the dorsal; the first spine stout and immovable. The caudal

peduncle is widened at its extremity and tlie caudal is abruptly truncate. Pectorals moder-

ate, obtuse, composed of 13 rays. Ventrals remarkably long, inserted nearly in the verti-

cal from the insertion of the pectorals, and extending behind the anal spine; the two
branches which form each ray are very distinct, even from the base, as in Trigla and similar

fishes.

Eadial formula: D. viii, 27; A. i, 25; V. i, 7; Br. viL

Scales in lateral line 53, in transverse line 9-40.

Color silvery, passing into roseate above and below. Fins yellowish; the ventrals

have the membrane black and the rays milky white.

This species was originally described by Lowe from Madeira, and his specimen, eleven

inches in length, now in the British Museum, is believed to be the type. The TravaiUenr
obtained two specimens from the coast of Morocco, Station LXix, at a depth of 410 meters

OREOSOMA, Cuvier and Valenciennes.

Oreosoma, Cuvier .and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iv, 515.—Gu.\TnEU, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., i, 214; ii,

396.—Lowe, Fishes of Madeira, preface, xii.

.^^t

OREOSOMA (After C. &, V.).

Zeids with an elevated body and 2 dorsal fins, the first with 5 spines. A long anal,

composed entirely of rays. Opercles unarmed; operculum with two ridges terminating
in fiat angles. Villiform teeth on .jaws, vomer, and ])alatines. No scales, but numerous

large, conical, bony protuberances, symmetrically arranged.
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OREOSOMA ATLANTICUM, Cuvieii and Valenciennes.

Oreosoma athuiticum, CrviKit ami Valenciennes, Ioc. cit., \A. xcix.—GiiNTHBR, loc. cit.

An Orcosomn, (IcsciilM'd a.s Iniving' 2.5 or 20 large, coiiicjil, bony protnln'raiu'cs, four of

which art' on the back.

Itadial formula: D. v, 29; A. 2(i; v. i, 5.

Thi.s remarkable form is known only from a single si)ecimen, obtained by Peron, the

French uavij^ator, in " the Atlantic Ocean.'' It was probably taken in the surface net. The

type is 16 lines in lengtli. A full description is given by Cuvier and Valenciennes, who
refer to it as a little tish, whose height is equal to its length; coveiedwith great cones, so

rugged and bold that a drawing of it resembles a map of a volcanic country.
Its affinities are believed by some ichthyologists to be Berycoid.

Family CAPROID^E,

Caprida, Lowe, Fishes of Madeira, xii, 1843.—Gill, Anaugement of tlie Families of Fishes, 1872, 9. (No.

90.)

Cajjroidw, Gill, Ceutury Dictionary, 809.

Scombroidea with comi>ressed and elevated body, covered with small, ctenoid scales
;

upper jaw protractile; vertebrae very numerous; dorsal in two parts; ventrals with 1

spine and 5 I'ays; teeth very small.

KEY TO THE GENERA.

I. Mouth very protractile ;
teeth in jaws, vomer, and palatines Capros

II. Mouth less protractile; teeth in jaws Antigonia

Capros aper (after Cuvier.)

CAPROS, Lacepede.

Capros, LAcfipfeDE, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iv, p. 590.—Cuvieu & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., x, p. 29.—

Gill, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Phila., 1862, p. 127.

Body compressed and elevated; mouth very protractile. Scales rather small, sjiiny.

Two contiguous dorsals, the first with 9 spines, the anal with 3. No bony plates along
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the base of the dorsal and anal fins. Ventral fins composed of 1 spine and 5 rays. Minute

teeth in the jaws and on the vomer, none on the pahitine l^oncs. Branchiostegals 5; air-

bladder large. Pyloric appendages in small number. {Giintlwr.)

CAPROS APER, (LiXNiEUS), Lac^pisde.

Zeus aper, LINN.EUS, Syst. Nat., ed. x, 1758, I, 266.

Vapros aper, LACKPfcDE, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iv, p. 591.—Gunther, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., ii, p. 496.—Vaillant,

Exp. Sci. Travailleur et Talisman, Pois.s., 1888, 353.

A Capros with upper and lower profiles of the snout concave, with small scales, with

strong spines in the dorsal and ventral fins. Adults usually brownish red
; young, some

grayish, others red approaching vermillion on the upper parts, silvery white below; iris

golden, with some red spots.

Radial formula: D. ix, 23/24; A. in/23; V. l/5; C;ec, pylor. 2; Vert. 10-12/13.

The Boarfish of English authors is said to be common in the Mediterranean, and lias

also been found in the waters of Madeira
; stragglers have a few times been taken on the

south coast of England and Ireland
;
the French explorers found it at various depths from

30 to 175 fathoms in the Gulf of Gascogne, on the coast ot Morocco, Soudan, and Spain,

and on the Banc D'Arguin. It is one of those forms which, while more especially charac-

teristic of the shore fauna, descends into moderately deep waters adjacent, and is by

courtesy admitted to the deep-sea lists, e.specially since the other members of the same

family are characteristic deep-water forms, and, in the opinion of Dr. Giinther, but rarely

come to the surface.

ANTIGONIA, Lowe.

Jnligonki. LoWE, Prnc ZoiU. Son. London, 1843. 85. •

Capvophonus, Mi'LLEU and Troschel, Hora; Iclitliyologic:?, Ill, 28.

Body very compressed and elevated, covered with rather small spiny scales; mouth
little protractile. Dorsal fin continuous, with 8 spines; 3 anal spines, remote from the soft

portion. Ventral fins composed of 1 spine and 5 rays. Very small teeth in the jaws.

Branchiostegals 5 to 7. {Giinther.)

ANTIGONIA CAPROS, Lowe. (Fignre 23S.)

Antigonia capros, Lowe, Proe. Zoid. Soc. Lond., 1843, 85.—Gunther, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., il. 497; Chal-

lenger Report, XXI, 1887, 44.—Stf.indachnei:, Denksehr. Akad. Wiss.Wien, XLi.x, 1884, 187. pi. v.

Caprophonun luirora, Muli.er and Trdschel, Horse Ichthyologicie, III, p. xxvili, taf. V, fig. 1.

Hijpsinotitii riihesrens, Sciii.ECEi., Fauna Japouica, Poissons, 84, pi. xlii, fig. 2.—GCnther, Report on the

Shore Fishes, Chall. Report, part VI, 44. (Young.)

Antigonia MiiUcri, Klunzinger, Sitzb. Akad. Wiss. Wien, Lxxxiil, 1879, 380, pi. v, fig 3.

An Antlfjonia with the lieightof the body five .sixths of its total length, and a very strong

striated ventral spine. Color red. {Giiniher.)

Eadial formula: D. viil, 34; A. Iii, 32-33; V. i, .">;
B. r)-7.

Antigonia capros is a cosmopolitan form, first linowii from the mid-Atlantic, off Bar-

bados and Madeira; since obtained in Japan, near the Ki Islands and Manado. The

greatest depth at which it has been taken is 129 fathoms, off the Ki Islands.

Family TETRAGONURID.^.
Les Tetragonurirles, Risso, Hist. Nat. Eur. Mc^rid., Ill, 1829, 381.

Trtrdf/diiitrida; Bonaparte, Saggio, 1837; Catalogo Metodieo, 1846, 72.

Teirngouiirina, Gl'NTHER, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., Ill, 407.

Scombroidea with lung, slender body, covered with hard, ciliated, grooved scales, which

are very adherent. A dorsal divided into two portions, closely connected, the soft part
shorter and higher. Month subvertical; teeth in jaws in single series and on palate. Air-

bladder none.
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TETRAGONURUS, Risso.

TetragoHuius, Kisso, Ichth. Nice, 1810, 347; Hist. Nat., in, 381.—GCniiikii, lac. ci/.—Moreau, Hist. Nat.
Poiss. France, iii, 178.

Body subcylindrical, elongate. Snout obtu.se. Veutrals abdominal, placed below
middle of pectoral.

TETEAGONURU.S CUVIERI, Risso. (Figure 417.)

Corvus niloliciis, .\ldi!OVan:di, De Piscibus, v, cap. 25, 28.

Tetragonurus Ctivieri, Risso, Ichth. Nice, 1810,347; Hist. Nat. Eur. Meriil., lX2!t, iii, 381.

Tetragoiiunis allaniicas, Lowe, Fishes Madeira, 129, pi. xix.

Spinou.s dorsal low, receivable in groove. Scales each with 5 to keels, each termi-

natiug in a spine. Color, brown, with violet and yellow reflections.

lladial formula: D. xv-xxi, I, 11-13; A. 10-12; L. lat. 118/20.
This form was originally described from Nice. Eis.so says that it lives at great depths,

approaching the coast only in August at the time of spawning, and that its natation is

slow and feeble. It has .since been found off Toulon and Marseilles, and by Lowe near

Madeira, where it was taken swimming at the surface. Lowe is also of the oitinioii that it

occurs at very great depths. Its flesh when eaten is a violent poison, as was demonstrated

by the personal experience of Eisso himself. A single specimen was obtained by the U. S.

Fish Commission at Wood's IIoU, Massachusetts, November 10, 1890 {Cat .No. 41:4:36, U. S.

N. M.).

Family CHILODIPTERID.^.

Chilodiptrroidei, Bleeker, Tentamen, 1859, xx.

Chilod'nihridce, Gii.L, Arraugcment, Families of Fishes, 1872.

Apogonina, GiNTUicR, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., i, 18.59, 57, 222.

Apogonidw, Jordan & Gilbert, Bull, xvi, U. S. Nat. Mus., 1883, 563.

Percoidea, with body oblong, more or less elevated, covered with large deciduous scales

(striated and ctenoid, or sometimes cycloid) ;
cheeks scaly ;

cleft of mouth wide, oblique.

Villiform teeth on jaws and vomer, and .sometimes on palatines (teeth absent in Brepho-

stoma); canines sometimes present; preoperculum commonly with a double ridge; its edge
entire or .slightly serrated; lower pharyngeals se^jarate, with sharp teeth; i)seudobranchiu3

present; branchiostegals 7, or less; dorsal tins well separated, the first with 6 to 9 rather

strong spines; aual flu short, with 1 to 3 (usually with 2) spines; ventral fins thoracic, i, 5.

KEY TO THE DEEP-SEA GENERA OF CHILODIPTERIDiE.

{Prorisional—iticliidiity some genera of doubtful relalioiisliijj.)

I. Canine teeth at the outer side of the villiform bands in the jaws.
A. Preoperculum with a double serrated edge; aual with two spines.

1. Dorsal with six spines ; operculum unarmed (Cuii-odiptehi'S)

2. Dorsal with nine spines ; operculum with two weak spines Parascombrops
II. Teeth all villiform; no canines.

A. Lateral line normal.

1. Palatiues with teeth.

a. Anal with two spines.

Preoperculuiu with double serrated ridge (Apogon)

Preoperculum with double entire ridge.

Scales large, 2()-2(i in lateral line
'

(Apogoniciituvs)
Scales small, 40 or more in lateral line Gi.ossa.mia

b. Anal with three spines; bones of head cavernous.

Preoperculum denticulated; operculum with two feeble points.

Scales small, 45 in lateral line Mai.acichtiivs

2. Palatines toothless.

o. Preoperculum with striated angle. Teeth moderate. B. vii Epigoni's

e?~Preoperculum with one spine. Teeth rudimentary on jaws. "B. iv" P-o.matomichthys

B. Lateral line beginning under origin of second dorsal.

1. Anal with two spines Micitoicirnn s
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III. Teeth absent.

A. Head large, unarmed. Prooporcnlum with a double edge.

1. Anal with 1 spine Brephostoma

PARASCOMBROPS, Alcock.

Parascombrops, Alcock, Journal Asiatic Society of Bengal, LViii, ii, 1889, 297.

Chilodipteritls with body elevated aud a wide, oblique mouth. Preoperculum with a

double border, the outer border recurved at its angle and strongly serrated at this point,
as well as along its horizontal limb; the inner border with 3 small spines at its angle.

Operculum arched, with 2 weak spines, and with a membranaceous extension of its angle.

Teeth villiform in jaws (in front), vomer, and palatines; 2 small canines in upper jaw, and
several large teeth in lower one. Tongue smooth. First dorsal with 9 spines, anal with

2. Scales large, excessively deciduous (28 in lateral line in type species). Pseudobranchiae

present. Branch iostegals vii.

A single species, P. pelluculus, Alcock (toe. cit.), from the Bay of Bengal, 98 to 1 02 fathoms,
and fi-om near the Deir mouth of the Mahanadi Delta, in 65 to 68 fathoms. Dr. Alcock says
that its facies is "decidedly bathybial."

GLOSSAMIA, Gill.

Glossamia, Gill, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci, Phila., 1863, 82.

Chilodipterids with body somewhat elevated and an oblique month. Preoperculum
with a double, unserrated ridge. Operculum armed. Teeth uniform, villiform, on the jaws

palatines aud vomer. Tongue smooth. First dorsal with C or 7 spines; anal with 2 spines
aud 7 to 9 rays. Scales small, deciduous, 40 or more in lateral line. No pseudobranchise.

Branchiostegals 7.

The type is Apo{ion aprion, Richardson (Ann. Nat. Hist., 1842, ix, IG; Apogonichthys

aprion, GUnther, Cat., i, 247).

GLOSSAMIA PANDIONIS, Goode and Bean. (Figure 231).

Apogon pandionis, Goode aud Beax, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., iv, 1881, 160.—Jordan and Gilbert, Bull, xvi,
U. S. Nat. Mus., 564.

Body oblong, rather vobust, its greatest width (behind the gills) being equal to half the

length of the head, aud contained six times in the length of the body without caudal; its

greatest height contained about thrice and two-thirds in the body length. Least height of

tail almost equal to half the greatest height of the body. Scales small, cycloid, 45 in the

lateral line; 3 longitudinal rows above and 9 below the lateral line; lateral line complete.

Length of the head one third of the standard length of the body, its greatest width

equal to greatest width of body. Length of the snout 4.} times in length of head. Maxilla

extends to a point a very little behind the anterior margin of the pupil, the mandible to the

vertical from the middle of the eye. Length of maxilla equal to long diameter of the eye.

Preoperculum apparently unarmed. Operculum with two flexible points near its upper

angle. Gill-rakers long and slender.

Eye nearly circular, its longest diameter nearly equals half the length of the head and is

contained 7 times in the standard body length, nearly horizontal. Width of interorbital

space equals two-thirds the diameter of the eye. Mouth oblique, the lower jaw projecting.

Dentition in jaws hardly perceptible. Feeble teeth on the head of the vomer and on the

palatine bones.

Distance of dorsal from snout equal to twice the greatest width of the body ;
its longest

spine (fourth) equal in length to three-fourths of the diameter of tlie eye. Distance from

origin of first dorsal to origin of second dorsal equal to twice the length of the base of the

latter. Distance of anal from snout equal to twice the length of the head
;
the length of its

base is equal to two-thirds the length of the eye; of its longest ray to the length of the

maxilla. First aual spine minute, its length equal to one-fourth of the least height of tail;
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the second anal spine at least twice as long as the first. Caudal deeply furcate, scaled

upon the lower portions of tlie lobes.

Distance of pectoral from snout equal to length of head; its length equal to that of the

maxilla.

Distance of ventral from snout slightly greater than one-third of the standard body
length.

Eadial formula: D. vii, 1, 9; A. ii, 8; P. IG; V. i, 5.

Scales in lateral line, 45; above lateral line, 3; behrw, 9.

Color nearly uniform light, reddish brown, with no blotches. Scales finely punctulate
with black.

Our description is based upon Museum specimen No. 26228, taken by the Fish Hawk from

station 897, in 37° 25' N. lat., 74° 18' W. Ion., at a deptli of 1574 fathoms. Examples
were alSo obtained by the Albatross from station 237C, in 29° 13' 15" JST. lat., 88° 16' W.
Ion., at a depth of 324 fathoms; and from station 2398, in 28° 45' N. lat., 86° 26' W. Ion.,

at a depth of 227 fathoms.

MALACICHTHYS, Doderlein.

Malakichthys, Doderlein, Denkschr. <1. k. Akad. A. Wiss. Wien, xi.vii, 1W3, 240 (type, 31. iiri-ieuii. lor. Ht.,

pi. II, fig. 1).
—GuNTHER, Challeiij,'er Report, xxil, 1887, 15.

Form of the body oval, similar to Ambassis. The two dorsals united by a low mem-

brane; anal with 3 spines. Preoi)erculuin denticulated; opercuhim witli 2 feeble points.

Bones of the head very thin, cavernous; eye large. Very narrow bands of villiform teeth

in the jaws, on the vomer and palatine bones, without canines. Head nearly entirely scaly.

Mouth wide, oblique, with projecting mandible. Scales of moderate size, ctenoid, deciduous.

Seven branchiostegals; pseudobranchiiB. Lateral line complete; Pyloric appendages in

small number (4). Air bladder small. Abdominal cavity and pharynx black. {GUnther.)
The type species Malacichthys firiscHs is represented by several specimens taken near

Tokio, Japan, and said by Doderlein to be obtained at great depths.

EPIGONUS, Rafinesque.

Epigonus, Rafinesque, Appendice, 64.

Pomatomus, Risso, lehthyologie de Nice, 1810, 301
;
Hist. Nat. Europe Mtfridionale, III, 387.—Cm'lER and

Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., ii, 171.—Glnther, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., i, 249.—Moueau, Hist. Nat.

Poiss., France, ii, 385.

Chilodipterids with the body elongate, thick, covered with large, deciduous scales.

Head large, entirely covered with scales. No keels. Operculum with 2 feeble points.

Preoperculum with prominent, rounded and striated angle, but with its posterior limb

emarginate. Eyes very large. Teeth villiform. No teeth on the palatines. Two dorsal

fins, separated by an inter.space; the first with 7 spines. Anal witli 2 spines. The fins

more or less scaly. Pyloric ca?ca numerous.

The name Pomatomus is preoccupied, having been applied by Lacepfjde to a fish

usually known to European ichtliyologists as Temnodon.

EPIGONUS TELESCOPUS, (Risso), Goode and Bean.

Pomatomus tdeaeopus, Risso, lehthyologie, 1810, 301, PI. ix, fig. 31
;
Hist. Nat. Europe Mt^ridionale, .S87.—

Lowe, Trans. Zoill. Soc, ii, 173.—Bonaparte, Cat. Metodico, No. 488.

Pomatomus lelescopiutn, Cuvier and Valenciennes, Ioc. c.it., ii, 171, PI. xxiv; \i. 495.—Cdvier, Regne
Animal, Illustree, PI. VII, a, fig. 1.—Guiciienot, Explor. Alger. Poiss., 32.—Valenciennes, m Webb and

Bertlielot, Hist. Nat. lies Camiries, lehthyol., pi. i.—Gi'NiiiER, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., l, 250.—C^anes-

TRINI, Fauna Italiea, 179.—Morkac, Hist. Nat. Poiss. Frame, ii, 386.

Pomatomus Curieri, Cocco, Giorii. Sei. de Sieilia, vil, 1829, 143, figure.

The fish desciibed in 1810 by Risso was said to be so rare that during thirty years

previous only two specimens had been taken. "This rarity," says Kisso, "is due to the

fact that it never leaves tliose cold submarine valleys where our fishermen can only set

their long lines in the month of August, .so that they are never taken except by chance."
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"Its chief characteristics," he continues, "are its globular eyes of extraordinary dimen-

sions, its large and strong fins, the powers of rapid swimming, and a generally vigorous
and active constitution. All these characteristics are necessary for its defense against the

oceanic animals which frequent the marine abj'sses in which it customarily lives."

It has since been taken about Nice, Genoa, and Naples, and also at Messina. Canes-

trini says that it spawns in the spring.

EPIGONUS OCCIDENTALIS, Goode aud Buan, ii. s. (Figure 236.)

The greatest height of the body at the ventrals (17 millimeters in the type specimen) is

contained a little over seven times in the length without caudal. The least height of the

tail (7 millimeters) equals the width of the intei'orbital space measured on the bone. The

length of the head (39 millimeters) is nearly one-third of the total without caudal. The

greatest width of the head (20 millimeters) is about one-half its length. The long diame-

ter of the eye (17 millimeters) is contained seven times in the standard length and is nearly

one half the length of the head. The length of the snout (9 millimeters) is about one-halt

that of the eye. The maxilla reaches somewhat beyond the anterior margin of the orbit
;

its length (14 millimeters) equals one-half the length of the head without the snout. The
iutermaxilla is short and thin, its length (9 millimeters) about equal to that of the snout;
its connection with the tip of the maxilla is ligamentous. The mandible reaches nearly to

below the middle of the eye; its length (18 millimeters) about equal to that of the eye.

The posterior nostril is very slightly in advance of the front of the eye; the anterior nostril

is a little nearer to the eye than to the tip of the snout. Both pairs of nostrils are superior

rather than lateral. The groove for the intermaxillary process is naked, narrow; its length

(5 millimeters) equal to twice its width. A weak spine on the operculum. The pseudo-
branchi;E are well developed. Sixteen gill rakers below the angle; the longest (5 milli-

meters) about one-third the length of the maxilla. Weak villiform teeth in very narrow

bauds on the intermaxilliary and mandible. Vomer aud palatines toothless.

The dorsal begins over the eighth i-ow of scales; its first spine is minute; its length

only about one-eighth the length of the second spine, which is nearly as long as the base of

the fin
;
the third spine is a little longer than the second and fourth, and the last is two-

thirds as long ajS the fourth. The interspace between the dorsals is as long as the last

spine. The base of the soft dorsal is one third as long as the head; the longest ray is

slightly longer than the base of the flu. The distance from the soft dorsal to the beginning
of the caudal is about twice the greatest height of the body. The caudal is imperfect; the

middle raj's appear to be about two-thirds as long as the outer and a little more than one-

third as long as the head. The anal originates under the seventh ray of the soft dorsal and

under the twenty-ninth scale of the lateral line; the length of its base ecjuals one-third of

its distance from the caudal; its first s])ine is very short, scarcely one third as long as the

second, the length of which (7 millimeters) is one-half that of the maxilla. The longest ray
is as long as the base of the soft dorsal. The vent is under the twenty-third scale of the

lateral line and under the interspace between the spinous and soft dorsals. The ventral

origin is behind that of the pectoral and in advance of the spinous dorsal origin; it is also

under the sixth scale of the lateral line. The spine is a little more than one-half as long as

the first ray. The length of the fin is one-third that of the head.

The type of the description is the oidy specimen obtained ; it was secured by the steamer

7j /«/.(', off Barbados, in l!37 fathoms.- The species is very readily distinguished from the

Mediterranean species {iJ. telescopus) by its more slender form and its large number of

rows of scales. The length ot the s])ecimen to the base of the caudal is 120 millimeters, the

total length 137 millimeters. The caudal is somewhat inq)erfect.

Radial formula: D. vii, 9; A. ii. 9; V. i, 5; P. 19; B. 7. Scales 4/55/8.

Colors of the alcoholic specimen: Upper parts dark brown, lower parts light brown;
inside of mouth pale. At present tliere is an appearance of a dark band beginning on the

snout and continued behind the eye along the lateral line to the tail.
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POMATOMICHTHYS, Giglioli.

Pomatomichthys, Giglioli, Elenco e Catalogo degli Amtibie edei Pesci Itallani, 1880, 20.

Similar to Apogon, but with 4 brancbiostegal rays. Scales large, deciduous. Two
dorsal fins. Teeth in bauds, rudinieutary ou the jaws, wanting ou the tongue and pala-
tines. Byes enormous. Tail forked.

This genus is known only from a single species from the Straits of Messina.

POMATOMICHTHYS CONSTANCI^, Giglioli.

Fomatomichlhys Conntancicr, Giglioli, Ioc. vil.

A Fomatomkhthys with body whose height is contained 5 times in its length (tail

included), and the depth of the head 3i. Diameter of the eye 2] in the length of the

head. Preoperculum with a single spine, but without serrated ridges. Dorsal with 7

spines in its first division, and 1 spiue and 9 rays in the second. Anal with 2 spines and
9 rays. Pectoral fins short. Ventrals longer, extending to the vent. Lateral line entire.

Scales upon caudal fin. Color brownish yellow above, silvery below and on the operculum.
The type of this species is a single specimen, 14 centimeters in length, found at the

Straits of Messina, September 28, 1878, after a strong gale, which brought to the surface

in immense abundance the rarest species of Sternoptychidce and ScopeUdce.

MICROICHTHYS, Ruppell.

Microichthys, ROppell, Verzeich. Mus. Senckeubergianum Aufgestell. Samml. Pische, 1852, 1.

Apogonids, said to resemble in form and position of the fins Amhassis ; lower jaw
somewhat the longer; teeth villiform, without canines, on the jaws and perhaps on pala-

tines and tongue. An acute ridge over the eye extending backwards over the opercles.

Scales large, deciduous, opercles naked. Lateral line commencing under the origin of the

second dorsal fin.

This genus is represented by a small specimen, obtained in the waters near Sicily;

and by another, in the Florence Museum, which we have examined, and which has the

general appearance of a deep-sea fish. Its scarcity would appear to point to the same idea.

This form was described by Kiippell under the name Microichthys Coccoi.

BREPHOSTOMA, Alcock.

Brephoatoma, Alcock, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., vi, 201, September, 1890.

A Chilodepterid with body low, I'ather elongate, and with delicate tissues characteristic

of abyssal fishes. Head large, without keels or spines; preoperculum with a double edge.

Mouth small, oblique, weak, and without teeth. Eyes large, lateral. Two separate dorsal

fins, the first less developed, with 5 spines. Anal fin similar to second dorsal, with 1

spine. Ventrals thoracic, with 1 spine and 5 raj'S. Gill opening very wide. Scales, large,

ctenoid, adhei'ent. Brancliiostegals 7. Pseudobrauchia' present. No air-bladder. Pylo-

ric caica long and in moderate number. (Alcock.)

This genus is represented by a single species, Brephustoma Catpcntcri, obtained by the

Investigator in the bay of Bengal, in 16° 18' N. hit., 90° 40' E. Ion., at depths of 1,370 to

1,520 fathoms.*

Family ACROPOMID.^.

AcropomUla-, Gill, MS.

Percoidea, with a body somewhat elevated and a large head, forward vent, and teeth

villiform in the jaws, vomer and palatines. {Gill.)

' Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., November, 1889, 383; September, 1890, 201, PI. i.x. Fig. 4.
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ACROPOMA, Temminck and Schlegel.
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Acropoma, Temminck and Schlegel, Fauna Japonica, Poissons, 31.

Seven branchiostegals. Teeth villiform, with canines in both the jaws; teeth on the

palatine bones. Two dorsals, the first with 7 (8) spines, the anal fin with 3. Operculum

produced into a long denticulated point, preoperculiim entire. Anus nearer the root of

the ventrals than the origin of the anal. Scales moderate, deciduous, minutely ciliated.

One species of the single genus of this family, Acropoma phiUppinense, Giinther, (Chal-

lenger Report, Part vi, 51
; xxii, 15) was found near the Philippine Islands by the Challenger

at a depth of 82 to 102 fathoms.

Family SCOMBROPID^E.

SeombropidcE, Gux, MS.

Percoidea, with teeth on jaws, vomer and palatines, and long, strong canines in both

jaws, sometimes barbed. Bones of skull without denticulations. Operculum with 2 weak

spines. Scales rather small, very thin, smooth. {Gill.)

SCOMBROPS, Temminck and Schlegel.

Scombrops, Temminck and Schlegel, Fauna Japonica, 118.—Gunther, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mu8., I, 249.

LatebrM, Poey, Mem. Hist. Nat. Cuba, ii, 1858, 158.

Scombropids having 2 long canine teeth in the upper jaw and a series of similar teeth in

the lower. First dorsal with 8 spines; anal with 3 spines. Bones of the skull without

denticulations. Spines feeble. Lower jaw longest.

Scombrops chilodiptekoides.

This genus is represented in the Japanese Sea by a single species, 8. chilodipteroUles,

obtained by the Dutch naturalists and by the Challenger off Inosima, Japan, at a depth of

345 fathoms. The Ohullenger specimen was 16 inches long.

SCOMBROPS OCULATUS, Poey.

Latebrus oculaliis, Poey, Mem. Hist. Nat. Cuba, ii, 1858, 168, PI. xni, Figs. 11, 12 (jaws with teeth) ; PI, XTV,

fig. 2 (outline).—GiJNTHER, Challenger Report, xxil, 1887, 14.

Body elongate, its height contained 4"^ tinu's in its total length; the head 3i. The eye
is very large, its diameter contained 3i times in the length of the head. The nostrils have

vertical apertures, and are near the orbit. The length of the maxillary is four-fifths that of

the diameter of the eye. The suprascapulary bone projects. The premaxillary bears about

12 canine teeth; there are 2 to 4 teeth longer than the others on its anterior portion on the

inner edge. The teeth of the mandible are a little longer than those on the maxillary.
The first dorsal originates in the vertical from the lower base of the pectoral, and the

second over the vent but a little in advance of it. The second doi'sal and the anal are

similar in form and height; they are triangular, with sharp angle, and emarginate. The
caudal is forked. The first spine of the dorsal is feeble, although nearly as high as the
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second, wliicli is the longest. The spinous rays of the second dorsal and the anal, and
those in the ventral, have their points covered. The scales are large, deciduous, from 45

to 50 between the shoulder and the tail; they are thin, with smooth edges; they cover the
entire body except the lips. The vertical fins are also scaly, except the first dorsal.

Radial formula: D. VII, i, U; A. Ili, 12; P, 16; V. I, 5; C. 17.

Color brownish violet, lighter upon the belly.

This fish, according to Poey, is rare and inhabits great depths. In the month of

October he has seen individuals weighing 14 pouiuls.

Dr. Giinther remarks that, but for the barbed teeth, he would be disposed to unite this

species with Scombrops chllodipteroides, but we should hesitate to follow his lead, since the

scales in the latter are considerably smaller, the body apparently mine slender, the fins

longer and stronger, and tlie two dorsals more closely approximated, while the lower jaw
would appear to be longer, and the second dorsal planted (relatively to the veut) much
farther forward.

HYPOCLYDONIA, Goode and Bean, n. g.

This genus resembles Scombrops in form and is closely related to it, but (1) none of the

vertical fins are scaly; (2) the tongue is toothless
; (3) the soft dorsal and anal have few rays.

The body is covered with thin, deciduous, cycloid scales. The entire head is scaly with

the exception of the angle of the preoperculum, but tlie scales of the head are deeply im-

bedded in the skin and are covered by minute pores, so that their outlines are almost entirely
concealed. Eye large. Mouth moderately large; theupper jaw slightly protractile. Teeth
in the intermaxilla minute in broad bands which are separated at the symphysis by a nar-

row, naked interspace. A pair of strong canines near the symphysis of the intermaxilla-

ries. The mandible has a marked concavity in front on each side of the symphysis, this

concavity being armed with a band of minute teeth. Four small canine-like teeth in an

irregular group at the symphysis; 5 additional canines on the mandible, increasing in size

backward and continued behind by a short, narrow band of minute teeth. Minute teeth on
the vomer in a triangular patch. Palatine teeth in bands, which are broadest in front.

Anterior nostril small, circular, not tulnilar. Posterior nostril in a long wedge-shaped slit.

Maxilla dilated posteriorly. The lower lip well developed, broadly attached to the under
surface of the maxilla. Preoperculum minutely serrated behind and below

; operculum with

two thin, flat spines.

Branchiostegals 7; gill-rakers in moderate number, rather stout; gill laminte well

developed; a moderate- sized slit behind the Iburth gill; pseudobranchiffi well developed; a

glandular organ in the upper angle of the gill opening; fins well developed, the spinous
dorsal longer than the second dorsal; dorsal with 9, anal with 2 spines; ventrals long; scales

large, thin, cycloid, deciduous
;
lateral line high up with a gradual curve nearly following

the outline of the back.

HYPOCLYDONIA BELLA, Goode and Bean, n. s. (Figure 237.)

The largest specimen taken by the Albatross is 90 millimeters long. The greatest

height of the body is contained three and two-third times in the total without caudal. The
least height of the tail etiuals the length of the eye. The length of the head is one-third

of the total without caudal. The eye is two-sevenths as long as the head and a little

greater than the width of the interorbital space. The snout is two-thirds as long as the

eye. The maxilla reaches nearly to below the middle of the eye; its hMigth is two-fifths

the length of the head. The upper jaw is contained two and one-third times in the length
of the head. The length of the mandible is one-half the length of the head. The sjunous
dorsal begins over the origin of the pectoral. The first si)ine is very sh(n't, less than one-

third as long as the second and not much longer than the last; the third and longest spine
is as long as the postorbital part of the head. The interspace between the two dorsals is

very short. The longest ray of the soft dorsal is two thirds the length of the mandible. The
anal originates under the middle of the soft dorsal

;
the length of its base equals the length
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of the eye. The first spiue is less than oue-half as long as the second, which is about two-

thirds as long as the eye. The anal spines are slender. The longest anal ray equals the

postorbital part of the head. The pectoral reaches to below the origin of the soft dorsal;

its length equals that of the head without the snout. The ventral begins slightly in ad-

vance of the origin of the pectoral and it is nearly as long as the pectoral, its length one-

quarter of the total without caudal.

Kadial formula: I), ix, i, 9; A. iv, 7; V. i, 5; P. i, 15. Scales 2/29/7.
The colors have faded

;
traces of purplish brown on the upper ijarts and the head;

spinous dorsal with a dark triangular blotch on its upper portion extending from the second

to the sixth spine, involving less than half the height of the membrane.

Specimens were obtained by the Albdtross from station 2314, in 32° 43' N. lat., 77° 51'

W. Ion. (off South Carolina), at a depth of 159 fathoms; from station 2397, in 28° 42' N.

iat., 80° 36' W. Ion. (between the Delta of the Mississippi and Cedar Keys, Florida), at a

depth of 280 fathoms; from station 2401, in 28° 38' 30" N. lat., 85° 52' 30" W. Ion. (be-

tween the Delta of the Mississippi and Cedar Keys, Florida), at a depth of 142 fathoms;
from station 2417, in 33° 18' 30" N. lat., 77° 07' W. Ion. (off' Cape Fear), at a depth of 95

fathoms; from station 2418, in 33° 20' K. lat., 77° 05' W. Ion., at a depth of 90 fathoms;
from station 2425, in 30° 20' 24" N. lat., 74'= 46' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 119 fathoms;
and from station 2426, in 30° 01' 30" N. lat., 74° 47' 30" W. Ion. (off North Carolina), in 93

fathoms.

Family SERRANID^E.
Serranidw. Richardson, Icbth. Erebns and Terror, 1848, iv (in part).

—Gill, Arr. Fam. Fi-shes, 1872 (in

part.); Century Dictionary, 5573.—Jord.\n & Gilbert, Bull, xvi, U. S. Nat. Mus., 526.—Jordan and

EiGENMANN, Bull. U. S. F. C, VIII, 1888, 329, 433.

Serranina. GOnther, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus.,i, 57, 81-212.

Percoidea with the body oblong, compressed, and covered with scales; the head com-

pressed, and the cranium normal. The premaxillaries uot retractile behiuil, under the sub-

orbitals. The spinous part of the dorsal flu about as long as the soft, or longer, and with

3 anal spines developed. {GiU.)

CENTROPRISTIS, Cuvier.

Ccnti-opristcs, CuviER, R^gne Animal, ed. 2, 1829.

Cenlropi-islis, CuviER and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iii, 1829, 56.—Jordan and Eigenmanx, Bull. U.

S. Fish Com., viii, 1888 (1890), 390.

Triloburus, Gill, Cat. Fish. East Coast U. S., 1861, 30.

Serrauoid fishes, with comparatively elongate body. No sui^plemental bone to the max-

illary. Teeth small, in broad bands. Top of head naked, supiaoccipital crest prominent,

encroaching somewhat on the frontal region. No hooked spinules on the lower limb of the

preoperculum. Scales large. Dorsal spines slender, the third a little elevated; some of

them with dermal iXi)peudages or filaments. Caudal fin not lunate, ending in 3 bands, the

middle rays extending beyond the outer ones.

Two species of this genus have been found m deep water—one, Ccntropristis plciiro-

spilus Gunther*, from the sea between Australia and New Guinea, near the Ki Islands, at a

depth of 140 fathoms; and Centropristis investigatoris, Alcock,t from off" the Madras coast,
in 100 fathoms.

ANTHIAS, Schneider.

Anthills, Bloch, Syst. lehth., 1792.—Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., ii, 249.—GCnther, Cat.

Fish. Brit. Mus., i, 88.—Jokd.vn, Cat. Fish. N. Amer., 83.

Aijlopim, Rafinesque, Caratteri, etc., 1810, 52.

Serranoids with strongly compressed body, closely resembling Serrauus, but having the

lateral line placed very high and concurrent with the back, becoming abruptly straight and

*
Challenger Report, I (Part vi), 37, pi. xvi, tig. D.

t Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist, (vi), September, 1890, 199.
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horizontal below last rays of dorsal. Snout blunt; mouth oblique; maxillary broad and

scaly. Fins with a tendency to tihimentous production of the rays. Caudal forked. (Jor-

dan.)

This genus has been found in deep water in the Pacific. Anthias megalepis, Giin-

ther,* was taken off the Ki Islands, at 140 fathoms, in company with the Centropristis

already referred to, and Anthias eos, Gilbert,t taken in the Gulf of California at 112 tathoms.

A specimen (Oat. No. 37346, U. S. IST. M.) obtained by the Fish Eawl; has been mis-

placed, and cannot now be fully described. The name .ly(^/(/a.srt(/H//o«((r/.v has been pro-

posed by us for it. It is allied to Anthias oculutus, C. & V.

A note indicates that the length of its head was equal to the height of its body, which
is contained 2^ times in the total length (without caudal). The diameter of the orbit is con-

tained 3| times in the head. The maxillary bone was naked, rather than scaled as in A.

oculatus; and the scales numbered 53 in the lateral line, 7 above and 14 below. The radial

formula was D. x, 11
;
A. iii, 8.

A small specimen, possibly of the same species, was obtained by the Blake, off Domi-

nica, at station cvi, in 524 fathoms; but since this is less than 2 inches long and the

subject of the above note was 9, it is impossible to confirm the identification in the

absence of the larger specimen.

POLYPRION, Cuvier.

Poljiprion, CrviER, Ri-gne Auimal, 2iid ed., 1829, ii, 145.—Cuvier aud Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., ii,

21.—GiJNTHER, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., i, 168.—Jordan aud Gilbert. Bull, xvi, U. S. Nat. Mus., 532.—
Gill, Ceutury Dietiouary, 4609.

Hectoria, Castelnau, Proc. Zoiil. Soc, Victoria, ll, 1873, 151.

Serranoids having body oval, compressed, covered with small, ctenoid scales; head

large, rough, with numerous crests and furrows; operculum spiniferous, with spine-tipped

crest; preoperculum, subojierculum, and iuteroperculum denticulated. Snout short; mouth

large, oblique; teeth in villous bands upon the jaws, vomer, palatines and tongue. Bran-

chiostegals 7. Dorsal fin long, with 11 spines and 11 or 12 soft rays, the spines serrated.

Anal with strong spines. Tail rounded.

POLYPRION AMERICANUM, (Schneider), Jordan. (Figure 238.)

Le Mernu de Cap Breton
,
Duhamel du Monceau, Traits des Pesches, 1769, p. 38.

Amphiiirion americuntim, Schneider, Bloch's Syst. Ichth., 205, pi. XLVii.

Polyprion amcrkanum, JoRDAy, Cat. Fish. N. Anier., 1885 (1889), 83.

Epinephelus ojcijgeueioa, Schneider, op. cit, 301.

Polyprion oxygenius, Jordan and Gilbert, Bull, xvi, U. S. Nat. Mus., 1883, 532.

Seorpiena massiliensis, Risso, Ichthyologie de Nice, 1810, 184.

Holocentriis giilo, Risso, Hist. Nat. Eur. M^rid., 1826, ill, 367.

Polyprion cernium, Valenciennes, M^m. du Muatsum, xi, 265, pi. xvii.—Cuvier .and Valenciennes, Hist.

Nat. Poiss., Ill, 21, pi. XLii, viii, 475.—Yarrell, Brit. Fish, 2d ed., I, 19, fig. (ed. 3) ii, 124.—Swainson,
Fishes, ii, 203.

Perca prognuthus, Forster, MS.

Polyprion prognathiia, GCnther, Ann. & Mag., Nat. Hist., 1887, 236.

Serranids with body robust, elevated, its height two-fifths of its length and somewhat

compressed. Mouth large, the maxillary extending to vertical from posterior margin of orbit;

lower jaw longer. Supraocular region, scapula, .suprascapula, preopercle, and a ridge on

opercle spinigerous. Anal spines short, serrate anteriorly', the third much the longest.

Caudal rounded.

Eadial formula: D. xi, 12; A. iii, 8.

Color, brownish gray, the caudal with a white margin.
This fish, the Gernivr, Cerniola, or Stone Bass of Europe, is found along the coa.sts of

*
Challenger Report, i, (Part vi), 37, pi. xvi, fig. G.

i Pronotogrammua eos, Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., xili, 62.
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Europe from Nf)rway to the Mediterranean and the Cape of Good Hope, and has also been
recorded from Madeira and the Southern Indian Ocean.

A specimen was obtained on the Grand Banks by one of the Gloucester fishing vessels.

Family LUTJANID.^.

Luijanidw, GiLl., Proo. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1884, 351.

Acanthopterygiansof the ordinary type with compressed head and body, the supramax-
illary bones slipping under the preorbital, continuous lateral line, dorsal with spinous

part depressible in a groove. Pectorals with lower rays branched. Teeth all conical and

pointed, and canines more or less developed in jaws. Vomer dentigerous. Preopercle
serrate. Dorsal fin continuous. Pyloric caeca few.

APRION, Cuvier and Valenciennes.

ApHon, Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., vi, 18, xx, 544, pi. clxviii.—Gunthek, Cat. Fish.

Brit. MuH., I, 81.—Gill, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1884, 351.

Lutjanoids characterized by the presence of villiform teeth on the vomer, acute teeth

in the jaws; interobital area flat, separated by a line from the occipital region. Dorsal fin

continuous. Supraorbital margin crenate; periotic region much swollen outwards, and
with the bones thin and polished; preorbital moderate; frontals behind, with funnel-

shaped foramina; soft dorsal and anal scaleless; last rays of dorsal and anal produced.

{Jordan.)

APRION MACROPHTHALMUS, (MOlleu) Jord.\n and Swain. (Figure 314.)

Centropristis macrophlhalmus, Mi'Li.ER and Troschel, in Schombuigh's Hist. Barbadoes, 666, 1848 (young).
Elastoma macrajMhidmiis, Cope, Trans. Am. Philos. Soc, 468, 1869 (St. Martin's, New Providence, St. Croix).

MeMprion vorax, Poey, Mem., ii, 151, 1860 (Cuba).

Plaiyinius vorax, Gill, Proii. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1862 (generic diagnosis).
—Poey, Synopsis Pise. Cub.,

1868, 292; Enumeratio, Pise. (Hib., 1875, 31.

Aprion macroj^hihalmiis, Jormax and Swain, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vii, 1884, 467.

Au Aprion having the body oblong-elliptical, its height contained 3 times in length.
Mouth rather small, the canines feeble; tongue toothless; vomerine teeth in a A-shaped
patch. Scales large, regularly arranged, those above lateral line in series parallel with the

lateral line, which contains from 53 to 60 scales, with 7 above, 1-1 or 15 below, and 52 i)ores.

Dorsal spines 10; last ray of dorsal and anal produced. Gill-rakers numerous, about 17

on lower part of arch. Color rose-red, with some pearly markings.
Eadial formula: D. x, 11; X. iii, 8.

This species, described from moderate depths off Barbadoes, St. Martin's, New Provi-

dence, St. Croix, and Cuba, was taken by fha Blake at station CCLXI, in 23° 15' N. lat., 89°

10' W. Ion., at a depth of 81 fathoms.

VERILUS, Poey.

Verilua, PoEY, Mem. Hist. Nat. Cuba, ii, 1860, 125.—Gill, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1889, 355.—Jordan and
Swain, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vii, 429, 470.

A genus of Lutjanoids characterized by cavernous frontals (like those of Scifenoids),
with longitudinal osseous bars, leaving intersijaces in front of transverse ridge and on each

side near the front; supraorbital margins smooth; prefrontals behind with simple foramina
for olfactory nerves; body com])aratively short and deep; head .scaly above and on jaws
and snout; soft dorsal and anal scaly at base; peritoneum and lining of gill cavity black;
caudal lunate.*

•
This, as Jordan and Swaia have pointed out, is evidently from its structure a true bathybial form.
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VERILUS SORDIDUS, Poey. (Figure 232.)

rcfihin sorduhm, PoEY, Mem. Hist. Nat. Cuba, ii, 125, 1860, tal). 12, lig. 6 (Cuba); Repertorio, ii, 157, 1867;

Synopsis, 291, 1868; Enumeratio, 1875, 32.—Jordan autl Swain, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vii, 471.

Body oblong, compressed, rather robust; caudal peduncle sLort and thick; head large,

protile almost straight from snout to origin of spinous dorsal, and not at all steep. Snout

very short and blunt, 4 in head. Eye very large, 2| in head. Interor))ital space flat, its

width 4f in head. Occipital keel very low. Preorbital very narrow, 7 in eye, nearly '20 in

head. Maxillary reaching middle of eye, 2 in head. Mouth large, oblique, the lower jaw
projecting. Upper jaw Avith a rather broad band of villilbrm teeth, the outer row scarcely

enlarged; two moderate canines in front of jaw, curved inward. Lower jaw with a single
series of teeth on the sides, this series giving place to a very narrow villiform band in

front, with two (.sometimes duplicated) small canines directed nearly horizontally backward.

Vomer with a narrowly A-shaped patch of teeth, without backward prolongation ott median
line. Tongue and pterygoids without teeth. Gill-rakers numerous, their length almost

half diameter of eye; 17 on the lower jiart of the arch well developed. Preopercle with

posterior margin weak and flexible, almost entire, becoming somewhat serrate at the angle
and on lower limb; no distinct emargination, but the angle salient, membranaceous.
Scales large, the rows horizontal below the lateral line; those above rather irregular, the

series running ujiward and backward. Head scaly everywhere, the scales generally smaller

than on body ; opercle with three rows of scales, very large, with one row on subopercle ;

cheeks with many rows of scales, those in the middle very small
;
one or two rows on inter-

opercle. Base of soft dorsal and anal somewhat scaly. Branchiostegals 7. Spinous and
soft dorsals entirely separate; fir.st spine 4i iu second, which is 2^ in head, the spines
thence becoming gradually shorter to ninth spine, which about equals length of first spine.

Last raj'S of dorsal and anal not produced; margin of soft dorsal slightly concave, the

anterior rays longest, 2^ in head; anal similar to soft dorsal, its margin rather more con-

cave; first soft rays extending beyond tips of last rays, when the fin is depressed. Anal

spines moderate, the third slightly longer than second, 2^ in head; caudal fin short, broad,

moderately forked, the upper lobe longer, its length scarcely twice that of middle rays,
which are 2f in head. Pectorals long, reaching to origin of anal, Ii in head; ventrals 1§
in head.

Color in sijirits dusky gray, slightly paler below; tips of spinous dorsal and ventrals

jet black, the fins otherwise colored as the body; posterior edge of caudal dusky; lining of

giU cavity, peritoneum, and posterior part of mouth jet black.

Eadial formula : D. ix, i, 10
;
A. iii, 7

;
Scales : 4-43-9

;
41 pores.

"
L'espece est rare," writes Poey,

" on la peche a de grandes profondeurs. On en prend
de cinq livres,"

DENTEX, Cuvier.

Dentex, Cuvier, Rfegne Animal, ed. i, 1817, ii, 272; ed. ii, 1829, ii, 184.

Lutjanids with the body oblong, compres.scd, covered with ctenoid scales of mod-
erate size. Head large; teeth all sharp, in vdliform bands, with canines to the number of

3 or 4 in each jaw. Preorbitals entire, broad. Preoperculum entire, with more than 3 rows
of .scales; opercidum not conspicuously armed. Gill openings broad. Branchiostegals 6;

pseudobranchiic present. Doi'sal with 10 to 12 spines and to 10 soft rays; anal with 3

spines and 8 to 9 rays; the two vertical fins received in a farrow. Caudal more or less

forked.

This genus, which is found in the temperate and tropical Atlantic, the Mediterranean,
the Red Sea, the Sunda Sea, and the Sea of Japan, is represented in deep water by one

si^ecies, identified by Vaillant with S. macrophthalmus.

DENTEX MACROPHTHALMUS, (Blocii) Cuvier and Val?:xcienne8.

Spams marroph thaim 11/1, Bloch, Ichthyol., pi. 272.—Ris.so, Ii^hth. Nice, 1810, 250.

Oichla maorophthalma, Sca^^EiDER, Bloch, .Syst. Iclith., 1801, 337.
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Dentex macrophthalmus, Cuvier and Valknciexxes. Hist. Nat. Poiss., vi, 227.—GuicnENOT, Explor. Sci.

Algor. Pdiss., 51.—Valenciexxes, in Webb & Berthclot, 37.—HiiNapahte. Catalogo, 4.55.—GCntiier,
Cat. I'ish. Brit. Mus., i, 370.—Capei.lo, Cat. Peix. Portugal, 17.—Canestkixi, Fauna Italica, 83.—
Moueau, Hist. Nat. Poiss. France, III, 59.—Vaillant, Exped. Sci. Travailleur et Talisman, 358.

A Dentex, with tbe height of its body a little less than length of head, and included 3i

times in the total length. Eye large, its diameter contained three times in the length of

the head, and greater than the distance between the eyes. Second anal spine longer and
thicker than the third. Scales abont 58 to 00 iu the lateral line; above and 13 below.

Kadial fornmht: D. xii, 9-10; A. in, 7-8.

Color, nniforni red.

The French explorers obtained in all 1 1 specimens of this species in considerable depths
of water; 6 from the Banc d'Arguin, 140-235 meters; 4 ott' the coast of Sondan, 130-410

meters, and 1 off the coast of Morocco in 120 meters. The identification of these specimens
with the ]\[editerrauean form is accepted on the authority of Vaillant, although the material

for the study of D. macrophthahnns is not very ample.

Family PRIACANTHID^^.
Priacniithina, GUnther, Cat. Fi.sh. Brit. Mus., i, 1859, 215, 221.

Priacuiilliidif, GiLL, Arr. Families Fishes, 1872, ii (No. 112.)
—Jordan and Gilbert, Bull, xvi, U. S. Nat.

Mus., 544.

Body oblong or ovate, compressed, covered with scales. Mouth large, oblique, lower

jaw prominent. Teeth villiforni on jaws, vomer, and palatines. Ej e very large. Preoper-
cles less serrated, with one or more spines at angle; opercula short, with two or tliree points
behind. Scales firm and rough, covering all parts of the body and head. Gill membranes

separate, free from the isthmus. Pseudobranchia' large. Gills 4, a slit behind the fourth.

Gill-rakers long. Branch iostegals 6. Lateral line continuous. First dorsal composed of

abont 10 spines, depressible in groove; anal with 3 spines; soft part long, similar to soft

dorsal; ventrals thoracic, i, 5; jiectorals small, rounded; caudal tin triiucate or lunate.

KEY TO THE GENERA.

A. Scales small. Body rather elongate, its depth less than half its length Pkiacanthus
B. Scales large. Body rather short, its depth more than half its length Pseudopriacanthcs

PRIACANTHUS, Cuvier and Valenciennes.

Priacaiithiis, CuviER and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iii, 96.—Glnther, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., i, 215.—
Jordan and Gilbert, Bull, xvi, U. S. Nat. Mus., 544.

Priacanthids with body somewhat elongate, compressed, the height being less than half

the length. Scales small. Other characters included in the family diagnosis.

PRIACANTHUS CATALUFA, Poey.

Priaeanthiis macropthtli'almus, Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iii, 95 (not Jiithiaa macrophthal-

mus, Blocii).-GuNTHER, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus.,i, 215.—Jordan and Gilbert, Bull, xvi, U. S Nat. Mus.
Priacanthus catalii/a, Poey, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1863, 182 (Parras

"
CataJiifa").

Priaeanthiis arciiatus, Jordan and Gilbert, oj). c'lt., 971 (not P. arcnuliis, Cvv. and Vai,.).

Body oblong, compressed, and little elevated. Its height three-eighths its length. Head
short, its length ccmtained 3^ times in that of body. Gape of mouth subvertical, maxillary

passing front of eye. Diameter of orbit about one-half length of head and more than times
width of preorbital. Ventrals long, reaching front of anal

; pectorals small, not longer than

eye. Lateral line with 85 scales, following the curve of the back.

Eadial formula: D. x, 14; A. in, l.j.

Color, uniform red, fins edged with dusky.
A specimen was obtained by the Bhile at station ccxxxv, off Havana, in 243 fathoms.

This si>ecies is a ineud)er of the West Indian fauna. It is possible that it was taken nearer
the surfiice than the records would indicate.

IDSGS—No. 2 IG
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PSEUDOPRIACANTHUS, Bleeker.

Pseudopriacanthus, Bleeker.—Jordan, Cat. Fish. N. Amer., 1887, 86.

Priacauthids, having the body rather short, compressed, its height more than half its

length. Scales comparatively large and rough. Tosterior nasal aperture a curved slit.

Angle of preoperculum with strung spine. Dorsal and anal spines striated. Anal rays

10-11; dorsal rays 12-13. Other characters included in the family diagnosis.

PSEUDOPKIACANTHUS ALTUS, Gill. (Figures 239, 240.)

Priacanthiis alius. Gill, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1862, 132.—Jordan and Gilbert, Bull, xvi, U. S. Nat.

Mus., 545.

Pseudopriacanthua alius, Jordan, Cat. Fi.sh. North America, 1887, 86.

Body oblong, its length exceeding its height by one-half, compressed and elevated.

Head high and short, its length two-fifths that of body. I'lotile very oblique; snout

extremely short; gape of month very oblique, maxillary reaching to below orbit. Diameter

of orbit about one-half length of head. Spines stout. Scales rough and large, 45 in lateral

hne, which runs obli(iUfly upward in front, then abruptly turns downward. Ventrals large,

surpassing origin of anal. Preopercles and opercles coarsely serrate at angle and below;

angle of preopercle with two spines. Caudal fin rounded.

Kadial formula: D. x, 11; A. Ill, 9.

Color, tawny red, the vertical fins dotted with black, and the ventrals black.

The type was obtained in Narragansett Bay, September, 18G0, evidently an estray from,

southern waters.

A large specimen, 5 inches long, was obtained by the Alb(itro,ss at station 231C, X. lat.

2io 2.5' W., Ion. 81° 16' 1.5" in 45 fathoms, and two smaller ones at station 2606, in 25

fathoms. (Both of these are illustrated. Fig. 230 is S times natural size; Fig. 236 A,
4 times.) The species is not known to be abyssal, and has no claim to a place in this list,

except that it has been accidentally included in similar lists before, and should be ac-

counted foi'.

Family POLYMIXIID^E.
Polymixiid(V, Gill. Arr. Fam. Fish. 1872, name only (No. 99); Johnson's Cyclopasdia, 1323.

A family of teleocephalous fishes distinguished by the peculiar union of characters.

The body is rather elongated and compressed ;
the scales are not serrated

;
the lateral line

POLT>nXIA NOBILIS.

is continuous with the back
;
head compressed and with a decnrved profile ; preoperculum

serrated; mouth with a lateral and nearly horizontal cleft; teeth villiform, on the jaws as

well as palate; branchiostegal apertures large; branchiostegal rays 4; dorsal moderately

elongated, with several si)ines, increasing backward; anal ()p]>osite the i)osterior portion of

the dorsal, armed with 3 or 4 .spines; pectorals with l>ranched rays; ventral fins thoracic,

each with a spine and (i or 7 rays. The skeleton has the vertebne in increased number (29).

The family is distinguislied l)y the combination of cliin barl)els, increased number of rays,

and small number of branchiostegals. Its affinities are doubtful, but on the whole seem to

be rather with the MuJMit. (Gill.)
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POLYMIXIA, Lowe.

Polymixia, Lowe, Trans. Cambiidgo Phil. Soc, 1838, vi, 198.—GiJNTHER, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus.,l, 16.

Nimohrama, Valkxciexnes, in Webb and Berthelot, Ichth. lies Cauar. Poiss., 10.

Dincmus, Poky, Mem. Hist. Nat., Cuba, ii, 161, 1860.

Siiout short, with the cleft of the mouth nearly horizoiital. Eye hirge. Two barbels

at the throat. Opercles without armature. Scales of moderate size. One dorsal. Anal
with 3 or 4 spines. Caudal forked. Veutrals with C or 7 short rays. (Gihither.)

The fishes of this genus have, according to Giiuther, about the same bathymetrical

and horizontal distribution as Beryx.

POLYMIXIA NOBILIS, Luwe. (Figure 241.)

Polymixia nobilis, LoWE, Cambr. Phil. Trans., 1838, vi, 198. (Specimens from Madeir.a).—Gunther, Cat.

Fish. Brit. Mus., i, 17; Challenger Report, xxii, 1887, 34, pi. i, fig. 31.—Alcock, Ann. and Mag. Nat.

Hist., 1889 (Nov.), 381.

Nemohrama TVcbhii, VALE>fClENNES, in Webb & Berthelot, Ichthyol. lies Canaries, 41, pi. viii (specimens

from the Canaries).

Pohjmixia Loicei, Gunther, oj). cit.,l, 17.—Poey, Repert. Fis. Nat. Cuba, n, 159.

Dinemus vcnustus, Poey, Mem. Hist. Nat, Cub.i, ii, I860, 161, 3.52, pi, xiv, tig. 1 {liarbudo in Cuba),—Zoolog-
ieal Record, 1868, 147,

Polymixia jnponica, Ginther, Ann. and Mag, Nat. Hist., 1877, xx, 436 (specimens from Inosima, Japan).—
Steindachner, Denkschr. Akad. Wiss. Wien, 1883, XLVii, 261, tab. iv, fig. 2.

A Po?//w(j'(V(, with compressed, elevated body, whose height is contained 3^ times in

its total length, and is nearly equal to the length of head. Head with blunt snout and

slightly projecting upper jaw. Mouth wide, the ma.xillary ending beyond vertical from

posterior margin of orbit, and terminating po.steriorly in a broad plate. Teeth in broad,

velvet-like bands, i)rcsent on jaws, palatines, pterygoids, vonieriues, tongue, and branchial

arches. Eye placed high, but below upper profile of head
;

its diameter contained about

3 times in the head's length. Opercles spineless. Scales oblique, irregular, completely

covering body and head; 48-54 in lateral line.

Eadial formula: D. V, 28-;5S; A. III-IV, 10-18; V. i, 6-7.

Color a soft violet, brownish, opalescent on the back and fins. Upper margin of orbit,

and two bands above the snout, golden green ; maxillary roseate, inner margin of caudal

lobes whitish. Iris white, oiialescent.

Tliis species has been exhaustively studied by Dr. Giinther, who has access to speci-

mens from various parts of the tropical and subtropical Atlantic, namely, near Madeira,
the Canary Islands, St. Helena, and Cuba. The ChaUoKjer expedition brought home speci-

mens from the Sea of Japan, where they were captured oft' Inosima at a depth of 34.j fath-

oms. The Investigator took it in the Andaman seas, in 271 fathoms. The species has been

found by Poey at Cuba. The British ^Museum in 1886 received a specimen from Mauritius,

the first of its kind which the fishermen remembered to have seen. The wide geographical

range of this form is remarkable, although it is possible that it does not descend to very

great depths or extend beyond the tropical or subtropical zones. From comparison of all

the materials in his possession, Dr. Giinther has become convinced that the differences

on which he formerly based his conclusion that there were three species, were really not

sufiiciently marked to justify his conclusions.

Family POMACENTRID.^.
Pomaeentridn-, Bonaparte, Catalogo Metodico, Pesci Europei, 1846, 81.—GtiNXHEK, Cat. Fish., Brit. Mus,,

IV, 1802, 2.—Gill, Arr. Fam, Fishes, 1872, 7. No, 64,

Pomaceiilroidci, Bleeker, Tentamen, 1859, xviii.

PharjTigognaths with ctenoid scales, pseudobranchi;B and gills 3,^. Teeth feeble; pal-

ate edentulous. Lateral line incomplete or interrupted. Dorsal in two nearly equal

porti(Uis, the first spinous. Anal similar to soft portion of dorsal. Yentrals thoracic, I, 5.

Branch iostegals, V-Vii. Pseudobranchiic present. Air bladder present.

The Pomacenfrids live in warm waters, especially among coral reefs and usually ueai
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rivers and in very shallow water. Only one species bas been found at considerable depths,

and it is probable that its occurrence out of tlie shallows was not positively determined.

CHROMIS, Cuvier.

Chromis, CuviER, R&gne Animal, ed. 1, ii, 1877, 266.

Heliases, Cuvieu aud Valenciennks, Hist. Nat. Poiss. v, 403. Mora. Miis. Nat. Hist. Nat., i, 181.5, 353.

Beliasles, Guntuer, Cat. Fisli Brit. Mus., iv, GO.

rreoperculum not denticulated. Teeth small, conical, in a narrow baud or irregidar

series. Dorsal fin with 12 to 14 spines, anal with 2. Scales of moderate size; the lateral

line ceases below the posterior portion of the dorsal fin. Branehiostegals 5; gills 3i;

pseudobrancliiie present; pyloric appciida,i;es 2.

A single representative of this well-kuown tropical geuus, has been found under such

eircumstances as to lead to the belief that it could live in deep water. This is G. roseus,

the IMiastes roseus of (Tiintlier. Challenger IJeport, VI, 1880, 4.j, pi. xx, 1887, page 76. It

was taken at Vhalkiujcr station 192, off the Ki Islands, in 140 fathoms.

Family SCORPvENID^^.
Lcs Scorpenides, Eisso, Hist. Nat. Europe Mi5ridionale, 1826, lii, 109, 367.

Scorpwnida; Swai.vson, Nat. Hist. Fish, etc., ii, 18.39, 180.—Gill, Arr. Faiu. Fishes, 1872, 6 (No. .58).—GOn-

THER, Zoological Ri'conl, vii, 1870, 91
; Clialleuger Report, xxii, 16.—Gill, Johnsoo's Cyelop:edia, iv,

143.—JoKPAN aud GiLUEiiT, Bull, xvi, U S. Nat. Mus., 650.

Scovpwnina, Gunthee, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., ii, 1860, 87, 95.

CataphracH (part), Cuvier, Regne Animal, both editions.—MOller, Berlin, Abhandl., 1844, 201.

Schrogcuidw (part), Owen, Lectures, Comparative Anatomy of the Vertebrates, I, 49.

TrigWdo' (part), IvAur, Wiegmann's Archiv., 1858, 329.

Scorpanoidei, Bleeker, Teutamen, 1859, xxi.

Scorpaniiii, Bonaparte, Catalogo Metodico, 1846, 61.

Scorpicnoid' fishes with body oblong, more or less compressed, head moderately

large, often inflated laterally, usually with one or more pairs of spine-tipped ridges

above, opercle usually with two, preopercle with five, spinous processes. Mouth wide, ter-

minal, with villiform teeth on jaws, vomer and palatines. Premaxillaries protractile. A
bony stay, extending from the suborbital to the preopercle. Branchial apertures ex-

tending forward, wide, separate, and tree from isthmus. Scales ctenoid, or rarely

cycloid, sometimes nearly obsolete. Lateral line single, continuous, concurrent with the

back. Dorsal fin with 8 to 10 rather strong spines, and a similar number of rays, set closer

than the spines so that the soft portion of the fin is the shorter, the fin being sometimes

continuous and sometimes notched so deeply as to divide it into two parts. Anal rather

short, with 3 spines and 5 to 10 rays. Ventrals thoracic or post thoracic, with 1 spine and
4 to 9 rays. Soft fin rays all branched except lower rays of pectoral. Air bladder pres-

ent. PseudobranchiiB large. Pyloric cteca few (less than 12).

KEY TO ATLANTIC DEEP-SEA GENERA OF SCORPAENID^.

I. Dorsal continuous, though somewhat notched.

A. Dorsal spines XII
;
anal in, 5; vertebne 10-f 14.

1. Head naked above, with several series of spinous ridges. Scales cycloid. Cheeks smooth.

Opercles sometimes scaleless.

a. A square occipital pit. Cheeks and opercles scaleless. Scales on body small. Laciuia)

present. Pectorals broad, rounded, procurrent Scorp.ena
6. "Wide, mueiferous cavities in superficial bones of skull. Scales on lateral parts of head hid-

den in skin. Cleft of mouth very wide." Sea of .Japan [Bathyseua.stes]
2. Head scaly above. Scales ctenoid, on cheeks and opercles, as well as on body.

o. No occipital pit. Pectorals not procurrent.
Pectoral rays in three groujis, the medial ones of branched rays. Suborbital keel smooih,

or with a single anterior spine Helicolenus
Pectoral rays all .simple. Two retrorse spines on each preorbital. Suborbital keel with three

strong spines Pontinus

' Gill's superfamily Scorpwnoidea ^ including ScorpwHidw, Synanceidw, Bexagrammidce, and Anoplopomidw)
is composed of mail-cheeked fi.shos 'having the byjiercoraeoid and liy])ocor.K'(>id bones normally devel-

oped, a complete rayodome, aud post-temporals normally articulated witlj the cranium."
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B. Dorsal xiii, 6-9; anal iii, 6-9; vertelini- 12-1-15.

1. Cranial ridges more or less developed. Head more or less scaly.

(I. Palatine teeth present.

Scales small (90-100 in lateral liue). Lower jaw much projecting. Cranial ridges low.

Anal III, 9 [Sebastodes]
Scales moderate (45-80.) Anal lii, 5-9 [Sf.b.vsticiithys]

C. Dorsal spines xv Sebastomvs and SKBASTO.'iOMU.s

1. Anal III, 7-8; vertebne 12-f 19. Head scaly above, with one ortwopairsof spine-tipped ridges.

a. Pectorals long, narrow. Yen trals post-thoracic. Scales ctenoid. No lacinia; Sebastes

2. Anal iii, 5. Vertehrse unknown.

o. Pectorals with lower rays prolonged in a linguiiorm lobe.

Ventrals uader axils of pectorals, with outer rays produced, thick, unbranched . . Sebastolobus

II. Dorsal deeply notched, in two parts.

A. Dorsal spines, x-j-l. Anal lii, 5-6.

1. Pectoral with medial rays branched. Low, Inconspicuous spines on the vertex Setarches

2. Pectoral simple. Head smooth, unarmed above [LloscORPlus]

SCORP^^NA, Llnnasus.

Scorpcena, Artedi, Genera, 17, xx, 47.—Linn.eus, Systoma Naturte, ed. x, 1758, 266,(type, Scorpmna porcua).
—

Gi5NTHEB, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., ii, 107.—Jordan and Gilbert, Bull, xvi, U. S. N. M., 678, 679.

Scorpaenids Laving the body oblong, somewhat compressed. Head large, not much

compressed, nuked above and armed with several series of spinous ridges, and with dermal

flaps. A quadrate i^it at the occiput, mouth large, with bands of villiform teeth on jaws,

vomer, and piilatines. Scales mostly ctenoid, of moderate size, often with skinny flaps,

cheeks naked, opercles sometimes without scales. Dorsal fin with 12 stout spines; anal

with 3 spines, the second commonly the longest; pectorals large, rounded, the base procur-

reut; the upper rays divided, the lower simple in all our .species; ventrals inserted behind

pectorals. No air bladder. Vertebrte 10-I-14.

This genus, which is widely distributed throughout the East Indian seas, is represented

in the shore faunas of the Atlantic basin by two European and two tropical American

forms. 8. Plumieri, Schneider, occurs throughout the West Indies and north to the Ber-

mudas, and is always a shoal-water form. S. brasiUensis, C. & V., a smaller scaled form

with shorter body, is a shore form from the coast of Brazil. The European forms both

occur in the Mediterranean. The Italians have noted them from Genoa, Naples, and Sicily

and around to the head of the Adriatic, the French from Nice, Cette, and Marseilles, and

the Portuguese from Lisbon. Both have been obsei'ved in the Gulf of Gascony, at Biarritz

and La Eochelle. S. scrofa has not been seen ou the coasts of Vendee or farther north,

but is abundant at Madeira, where there i.s al.so a local species, iV. vstuhita, to which it is

closely allied. S. i)orcus follows the French coast as far north as Dieppe. Cuvier was

entirely in error in supposing that it occurs in the western Atlantic, but appears to have

had specimens from Teneriff'e. Lowe's remarks about Scorjucna scrofa and its habits at

Madeira are very important. Ue notices the tendency of this form to become moditied for

residence iu deeper regions.

SCORP^NA SCROFA OBESA, Lowe.

Scorp(r»a scrofa, Auctortjm, (in part).

Scorpa-iia scrofa, var. <S. obcsa, Lowe, Fishes of Madeira, 1893, 105.

A Scorpwna with oblong body, whose height is 3^-4 times in its length, covered with

scales of modeiate size, there being 40-40 in the lateral line; the posterior ones are ciliated.

Head longer than high, its length about one-third of total, scaleless and smooth. Interor-

bital space deeply concave. Occipital pit broader than long. Cirri upon head and trunk,

larger along lateral line Third dorsal spine nearly half as long as the head. Second anal

spine more than one third as long as head.

Color yellowish red, the fins marbled with brown, a blackish blotch upon the body
under the space between the sixth and tenth spines.

Radial formula: D. Xi, i-f 9-10; A. ili, 5; B.
I, 8-10; Y. i, 5.
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The above descriptiou applies to the species as a whole. Lowe separates his variety

ohesa on the following specifications:
"

3/rt/or, Diiuinccn. paUidn, maculi.s obsoletioribiis;

corporc altiore s. obeso; ocuU.s fere majoribus.''

*S. scro/a ote.SYt is a deep-water form, living ^Hn profundloribuH, a Uttori procul.^' The
fishermen of Madeira distinguish it, calling it Carneiro dc Fora, while the iusliore type is

known as Carneiro de Rolo. They grow to be from 15 to 20 inches long, and have the

belly somewhat more prominent, and larger eyes, and lighter colors. Lowe is not posi-

tive that the two forms should be distinguished, even as varieties. We include obesa

among the deep-water foi'ms in order to invite further investigation of the question whether

S. serofa may not be dimorphic like Sebastes itorrcniciis.

Eisso distinguished a color, or depth, variety iu this species at Nice, which occurred in

the coralline zones, and was "d' un brim rouge de laque, marbree de bruii, de hlanc et de gris

eouverte d'appendices dentelees et de cirrhes rougeafres^^ (Hist. Nat. Europe Merid., iii, 'Ml).

He also describes a liallid form under the name 8cor2)(VHa liifea. This is not recognized by
modern Mediterranean ichthyologists. Lowe suggests that it may be founded upon some

extreme state of his obesa.
'

ticorpcena serofa is preeminently a Mediterranean species. It has been observed at

Nice, Cette, Genoa, Leghorn, Naples, Montecristo, Magdaleua, Alghero, Oagliari (Corsica),

Messinai Catania, Malta, Venice, Trieste, Dalmatia, and North Africa. Also from the

River Niger, Lisbon, Culf of Gascony, St. Jean de Luzon, Arcachon, Gironde, La Rochelle.

Also from Madeira and the Azores.

Seorp(cna iistulata, Lowe, Proc. Zool. Soc. 1860, 36, is a Madeiran form of small size,

closely allied to S. serofa, but with cheeks and opercles pustulate or granulated.

Two additional species are now added to the deep-sea forms of the Atlantic.

SCORPiENA CRISTULATA, Goode and Bean, n. s. (Figure 242).

The greatest depth of the body (.10 millimeters) is one-third of the standard length; the

least height of the tail (14 millimeters) equals the length of the suout. The length of the

head (68 millinu>ters) is contained 2i times iu the standard length, and is about twice the

length of the upper jaw. Tlie width of the interorbital space (8 millimeters) is one-fnurth

the leugth of the upper jaw; this space is moderately concave and is incomi^letely scaled.

The maxilla reaches to the vertical from the posterior edge of the pupil; its length (30

millimeters) is one-tifth of the staiulard length. The man(lil)le reaches to below the pos-

terior margin of the eye, its length (3S millimeters) slightly more than the postorbital part

of the head. Teeth in villiform bands in the jaws and on the vomer and palate. A naked

space at the symphysis of the intermaxillaries. A pair of spines on the preorbital; six

spiues on the suborbital carina; five on the border of the preoperculum, of which the up-

permost is the largest, and with a supplementary spine at its base. Nasal spines developed ;

three supraorbital spines on each side and three more f)n each side of the vertex and nape.

A postocular spine, a tympanic and two liumerals. Two thin flat si^iues on the operculum.
Almost all the spines of the head have short filaments behind them.

The length of the eye (20 millimeters) is contained nearly 3A times in the length of the

head and equals two-thirds the length of the maxilla. The lengtli of the snout (11 millime-

ters) equals the least height of the tail. The anterior nostril is nearer to the eye than to

the ti]) of the snout; it is tubular and has prolongations l)ehind consisting of two dark col-

ored lilameuts. The longest filaments above the orljit are scarcely one-third as long as the

eye. Tlu' posterior nostril is scarcely tubular; the distance between the anterior nostrils is

one-half tlie length of the eye. Tlie integument covering the supramaxilla is finely scaled.

The character of the gill rakers is very ditferent from those of Pontiuiis; they are short,

stout, and the club shaped extremity is armed witli minute si)ines. Tliere are 4 developed

and 2 rudiments above the angle and 8 below, besides 5 sessile rudiments. Pseudobranchiie

present. The distance of the spinous dorsal from the tip of the snout (67 millimeters)

equals twice the length of the upper jaw. The length of the first spine (8 millimeters)

equals the width of the interorbital space; the length of the second spine is nearly twice
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that of the first; the length of the third (22 millimeters) is about one-third the length of the

head; the fourth is about eijual to the third, the fifth is broken off, the sixth is slightly

shorter than the third, and the rest decrease gradually in size to the penultimate spine,

whose length (11 millimeters) is a little more than one-half the length of the last (19 milli-

meters). The longest ray of the soft dorsal (20 millimeters) equals one-half the length of

the base of the spinous dorsal. Length of the middle caudal rays (32 millimeters) is nearly
one-half the length of the head. The caudal is slightly rounded when expanded. The
anal origin is under the last spine of the dorsal. The length of the anal base (17 millimeters)

e([uals one-half of the postorbital part of the head. The spines are all stout, the length of

the first (10 millimeters) is about one-half of the second (21 millimeters) and exactly one-

half of the third (20 millimeters.) The length of the longest ray (2-4 millimeters) is about

one third the length of the head. The ventral does not quite reach to the vent; its length

(31 millimeters) slightly greater than that of the maxilla. The pectoral extends to the verti-

cal from the tenth spine of the dorsal. It reaches, also, to above the vent. It has the

lower 8 or 9 rays simple ;
the first ray, also, is simple, and the intervening 13 rays are

divided.

liadial formula:—U. xii, 9; A. iii, 5; V. I, 5; P. 23.

Scales in 8 rows between the origin of the second dorsal and the lateral line, and in 15

rows from the origin of the anal upward to the lateral line. About 35 tubes in the lateral

line. About GO rows of scales can be counted from the upper angle of the gill-opening to

the caudal.

Color (in alcohol) light orange yellow ; a faint dusky blotch on the upper part of the oper-
culum. An irregular area of dusky under the second half of tlie spinous dorsal extending
downward about to the middle of the body; another ill defined blotch two-thirds as long as

the eye on the basal half of the soft dorsal. The membrane of the spinous dorsal beginning
behind the foui'th sx)ine is vaguely intermingled with dusky.

The type of the description is an example measuring 150 millimeters to base of caudal.

Catalogue number 39320, from station 2415, steamer Albatross, N. lat. 30° 44', W. Ion. 79°

26' (off Georgia), in 440 fathoms.

SCORP^NA AGASSIZII, Goode and Bean, u. s. (Figure 243.)

The greatest height of the body (32 millimeters) is about one-third of the standard

length. The least height of the tail (9 millimeters) equals one-half the length of the third

dorsiil spine and nearly one-half the length of the maxilla The length of the head (38

millimeters) equals the length of the base of the spinous dorsal.

The greatest width of the liead (21 millimeters) equals one half its length without the

postorbital part. The width of the interorbital area (8 millimeters) is half the length of

the liostorbital part of the head. The length of the eye (15 millimeters) is contained 2§
times in the greatest length and times in the standard length. The supraocular ridge is

elevated above the^ general profile, and the snout is abruptly declivous and very short;
its length (6 millimeters) is less than one-half the length of the eye. The maxilla reaches

to the vertical from the i)osterior nitirgin of the orbit, its length (20 niillimeters) is one-half

the length of the head and two-ninths of the standard length. The mandible reaches

behind the vertical from the posterior margin of the orbit; its length (22 millimeters)

equals nearly one-fourth of the standard length; it has a prominent knob at the symphy-
sis. The strong preorbital spines overhang the supra-uiaxilla. The nasal spines small.

Three spines at the top of the oi'bit, one in front and two behiTid. Two spines on each

side of the vertex and one on each side of the nape; a tympanic and a humeral spine.

Two spines on the operculum and five behind the border of the preoperculum, the first

with a small supplementary spine at its base. Suborbital carina feeble, with three small

spines. Top of head seal eless; si<les of head incomi)letely scaled. Cephalic filaments all

small, the longest one above the orbit about one-third as long as the eye. Six gill rakers

above the angle and seven below. The distance of the spinous dorsal from the snout (37

millimeters) equals the length of its base. The length of the first spine (7 millimeters) is
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about one lialf that of the secoiul; the third, fourth, fifth and sixth are about equal in

length, being about one-half as long as the head. The penultimate is about three-fourths

as long as the last, whose length (15 millimeters) is about e(iual to that of the orbit. The

longest dorsal ray (20 ndlliiiieters) is about one-half as long as the head. The caudal is

very long, its middle rays (31 millimeters) about one-third the standard length. The anal

origin is under the penultimate spine of the dorsal. The length of its base (16 nnllin eters

equals the height of the body at the end of the anal; length of the first spine (7 njilii-

meters) is one-half that of the eye; the second spine (13 millimeters) is nearly twice as

long as the first, and the third (1 4 millimeters) is exactly twice as long as the first. The

longest ray of the anal (21 millimeters) equals the length of the upper jaw. The vent is

under the tenth dorsal spine. The pectoral is very long, reacihing to above the end of the

anal; its length (41 millimeters) more than that of the head. The ventral reaches to tlie

origin of the anal, its length (21 millimeters) somewhat more than one-fourth of the stand-

ard length.

Eadial formula:—D. XII, 9; A. ill, 5; P. 20, the lower ten and the first simple.

Five scales between the lateral line and the origin of the sott dorsal; eleven between

the origin of the anal and the lateral line, counting obliquely upward and backward; 47

rows between the upper angle of the gill-opening and the caudal
;
2S tubes in the lateral line.

Color above light orange yellow, creamy white below the lateral line; the fins all

pale.

The type of the description is a specimen measuring 90 millimeters to base of caudal.

From station ccLix, Blake, N. lat. 23o 13', W. Ion. 39° 10'.

BATHYSEBASTES, Steindaehner and Doderlein.

Bathysehnstes, Steindacukr & Doderlein, Denksohr. Akad. Wiss. Wien, xlix, 1884, 207.—GCnther,

Clialleiiger Ropoit, xxil, 19.

Scorpsenidswith continuous, though somewhat notched, dorsal; twelve dorsal spines.

Head naked above, wnth several series of spinous ridges. Cleft of mouth unusually w ide.

Bauds of teeth in the jaws, on the vomer and palatines. Kuixulicial bones of the skull

with wide, muciferous cavities. Scales very small, cycloid ; upper side of the head scaleless

(or with scales on the lateral parts of the head hidden under the skin). Branchiostegals 7.

This genus lias not been fully characterized, and it is difficult to see how it will finally

be separated from Scorpa-na.

It includes a single si)ecies, Bathysebastes albescens, obtained from the Sea of Japan.

Giinther, though stating that "
nothing definite is known about the depths which it inhab-

its," includes il in bis list of deep-sea fishes.

HELICOLENUS, Goode and Bean n. g.

Scorpsenids with body oblong, somewhat compressed; large head, ctenoid scales on its

top, and on the cheeks and ojiercles. Several series of si)iu()us ridges on the head, but no

occipital pit. Mouth large, with bands of villiform teeth on jaws, vomer and palatines.

Dorsal fin continuous, not deeply notched, with 10 stout spines and 10 to 12 rays. Anal

with 3 spines and rays. Pectorals broad, fan-shaped, with rays arranged in three groups :

the first of two simjile rays; the second of 8 or 9 branched rays; the third of S simple

rays, sometimes prolonged, with their tips temlril-like and free from the membrane for half

their length or less. The second dorsal with tips free from mend)rane. Siiborbitat keel

smooth, or with a single anterior spine under the eye. Pieoibital with the spines so con-

spicuous in Pontinus, small and hidden beneath the skin. Vertebra} 10+14. No air-

bladder.

The type is the Sebastes dactylopterus of De la Roche. The genus occurs in the Mediter-

ranean and adjacent parts of the Middle Atlantic, and olf the coast of the United States

south of Cape Cod.
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HELICOLENUS DACTYLOPTERUS, (De la Rociik) Goode and Bean. (Figure 244.)

Scorpcena dactyloptera, De la Roche, Ann. Mus. Paris, xu, 316, 337, PI. xxii, fig. 9.—Risso, Ichthyol-

ogie de Nice, 1810, 186 (Nice) ;
Hist. Nat. Eur. Meridionale, 1826, 111, 369.

Sehasles dacti/loptenta, GCsTiiKR, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus, ii, 1860, 99.

Sebuslopliis dactijloptcrus, GooDK and Bean, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., x, 2U.—Jordan, Cat. Fish. N. Amer. 108.

Scorpaiia {I'oiitinus) daciyloptcrus, Jordan and Gilbert, Bull, xvi, U. S. Nat. Mus. 679.

A Helicolenus with body and head .somewhat compressed, and back arcuate
;
its height at

the ventrals 25 in its total leiigtli (witliout caudal) ;
the Iciiiith of the head about 2J. The

second dorsal spine about equal in length to the fourth, and both shorter than the third.

Scales moderate, finely pectinate upon the margins, presenting a rough surface. No der-

mal Haps. Preopercular spines five in number, somewhat conspicuous, and uniform in

size, except the second, which is a little longer and sharper than the others. Upper margin
of the eye touching upper profile of head, its diameter 3 to 3| in length of head. Max-

illary long, somewhat curved, its posterior extremity reaching about to the vertical from

the posterior margin of the pupil. Lower jaw equal in length to the upper, or sometimes

passing slightly beyond it. Upper jaw notched, the lower with a median tubercle corres-

ponding to the notch.

The lateral line is distant from the dorsal outline a space equal to three-quarters the

diameter of the orbit, and follows a nearly straight line to the point below the end of the

soft dorsal, thence with a gentle curve to a point slightly above the middle of the base of

the caudal. The number of longitudinal rows of scales is hard to determine. There appear
to be about 50 and 28-30 of them are tube-bearing.

The dorsal fin is inserted above the inner, upper angle of the opercular flap, and the

length of its spinous portion is considerably less than the length of the head. Its second,
third and fourth spines are the longest, the third slightly exceeding the other two; while

the following ones gradually decrease to the eleventh, which is considerably shorter than

the tenth, which is equal to the fifth. The soft dorsal is composed of 12 rays, the last

bifid; and its height at its middle is considerably greater than that of the third dorsal

spine, and nearly equal to that of the postocular portion of the head
;

its rays project far

beyond the membranes. The anal is inserted under the origin of the soft dorsal, and is

nearly equal to it in height. The tip of the ventral extends beyond the vent, the lower

pectoral rays sometimes going to the same vertical. The base of the pectoral is equal in

width to the postocular portion of the head, and almost equal to its longest or median

rays, which reach to the vertical from the vent; the fin is broad and fan-shaped; its first

two rays are simide, the nine following branched, the last eight simple and slender, nearly
half of their extremities free from connecting membranes.

Color, red aljove, white below, with the color of the back extending in transverse

bands upon the sides. Dark bh)tches or bands on the opercles and dorsal fin.

Radial formula: D. XII, 12-13; A. m, 6; V. i, 6.

De la Roche states that at Ivi^a this form is found only at considerable depths, outside of

the regions commonly frequented by the fishermen; indeed, that it is very rare, or scarcely
at all known, in the markets of the towns where the fishermen are not in the habit of going
far out to sea. He saw many individuals taken off' Ivi(;a at a depth of 2(iO to 290 meters,
and in the vicinity of Barcelima saw the same species from a depth of 540 meters. At Ivifa
the species is known as the Scran imprrutl, and at Barcelona as the Fancgal.

Risso says that the specimens seen by him at Nice corresponded perfectly with the

description and figure ofDe la Roche, and that it is very common in that part of the Medi-

terranean, where it is known as the Cnnhniidcra; that it grows to a length of 30 centimeters

and a weight of 2 kilograms; that it is obtained on rocky bottoms at considerable depths

throughout the entire year, and that he has observed females full ofeggs in summer. Canes-

trini identifies it fi'om Naples under the name Seor/aiio difumil, and says it is known only
at great depths. His diagnosis concsponds fauly well with that of De la Roche, but we do

not know whether it is original or quoted. Giglioli ideutifles the same from Genoa, Messina,
and Catania.
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Outside of the Mediterraueau it has been identified by Gapello from Lisbon, where he

says it is very rare and found only in summer.

Moreau says he has found it common at Marseilles, and identities with the species in-

dividuals observed by him at St. Jean de Luz, where it is very common, and at Biarritz,

where it is known by the Basque name Crahra; at Valence and at Arcachon, where it is

exceedingly rare, M. Lafout having obtained a single specimen, trawled and brought to

market in February, 1871.

The species also occurs in the western Atlantic in numerous localities, having been

first discovered by the Fish Hawk, in 1880, off Narragansett Bay. The western form pre-

sents no characters by which it can be distinguished from that of the Mediterranean, except

that the lower rays of its pectoral fin are somewliat more prolonged in the examjile studied

by us. This also has a perfectly smooth suborbital keel, while most of the western speci-

mens have a small spine on the anterior portion of this keel. Tliis character is of little mo-

ment. In some of our specimens the spine is present on one side and absent on the other.

In comparing H. davtylopterus with H. maderensis, special attention should be paid to the

preopercular spines. The limb of the preoperculum is much more nearly vertical in the

Madeiran type, and the spines are more prominent, and their axes (as shown in Lowe's figure)

are parallel with each other and with the central axis of the fish's body. This tendency to

parallelism is noticeable in some of our specimens of H. dacti/hptern.i. The Bladeiran fish

has a much more heavily aruaed head, and its coloration is different. The back part of the

mouth of H. dactyloptefm is plumbeous in both Mediterranean and American specimens, but

it seems hardly probable that it cau have been as conspicuously black as in that of Madeira.

In addition to the American specimens, we have had before us a specimen obtained by
President Jordan at Genoa (U. S. Nat. Mus. Cat. No. 29783).

HELICOLENUS MADERENSIS, Goode & Bean, n. s.

Sehastes imperialis, Lowe, Synopsis, Pishes of Madeira, 175
;
Fishes of Madeira, 171. pi. xxiv.

A Rclicolenm, with body moilerately compressed, as high at the origin of the anal as at

that of the dorsal, with its profile flatly arched to a height equal to about one-third the

diameter of the orbit. Its greatest height, at the origin of the ventrals, is equal to the

length of the head (measured from the tip of the snout), and slightly exceeds one-third the

length of the body; the thickness, which is greatest behind the eyes, about one-half of its

height.

Bye large, the upper limb of the orbit encroaching upon the upper pi'ofile of the head
;

its diameter equal to the length of the snout, but less than the postorbital portion of the

head, and consequently less than one-third the length of tlie head. The interorbital space

deep and strongly ribbed, its width scarcely one-half the diameter of -the orbit; a promi-

nent depression in the occipital region. Suborbital equally feeble, aculeate, with generally

only one slight spine. Preoperculum with five strong spines, equidistant and regularly

arranged, the uppermost, which is 0])posite the end of the suborbital keel, or sometimes one

below it, a little the most conspicuous, all having the same horizontal or parallel direction,

being nearly straight or but slightly hooking upwards. Thescapuhu'yand two suprascapu-

lary spines small and crowded, foiiuiiig tlie usual triangle. Two (ionspicuous spines upon
the upper part of the opercular flap, below its angle; spines upon the anterior suborbital

inconspicmnis.
The teeth are not described by Lowe.

Tlie dorsal begins slightly behind the upper anterior angle of the preoperculum, and

(as shown in the figure) the roots of the first and second S]nnes seem very close together.

The second and fourth spines are nearly equa", the third sliglitly exceeding them in length ;
the

fifth, sixth, and seventh are nearly equal; the eiglitli, ninth, and tentli sliglitly decreasing

from one to the other, the ninth as long as the first, wliicli exceeds the twelfth by as much
as this exceeds the tenth, and the tenth exceeds the eleventh. Tliis fin is less regular in

the diminution of the lengtli of its si)ines than tliat in IT. durfi/liiptcrtts.

The anal begins farther forward than in H. dctutyloptcrun, apparently in the vertical from
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the ba.se of the eleventh dorsal spine. The third anal spine is somewhat stouter and longer
than the second; the tip of the anal, when extended, does not toucli the vertical from the

end of the base of the soft dorsal.

The j)ectoral is broad and fan-shaped, the width of its base about equal to the diameter

of the orbit, the uppermost of its branched rays the longest, its middle rays about equal in

length to the longest of the ventral, which, when extended, pass far beyond the vent, and

almost, if not quite, to the origin of the anal. The rays of the pectoral are arranged pre-

cisely as in H. daciyJopterus. Caudal simple and truncate.

Lateral line straighter than in II. dacfyloptertis, but slightly curved in its course from the

head to the middle of the caudal peduncle, and twice as far from the anterior portion of the

soft dorsal as from that of the spinous portion of the fin. It consists of 29 or 30 scales,

each with a little spine-like point, directed toward the tail. The scales (as shown by the

figure) are larger than in the Mediterranean form. Color pale scarlet, with darker or

brighter broad, irregular, scarlet bands, often subdued with dusky, running down the side

from the dorsal origin and disai)pearing after reaching the ventral origin. Fins scarlet,

immaculate, the spiny part of the dorsal fin being mottled, and having its spines and fila-

ments tijjped with white, and its soft portion, like the front of the ventral and anal fins,

edged with white. Head bright scarlet, the operculum with a patch of bluish black. The
back part of the mouth lead color, the fi'ont of mouth and tongue whitish. Iris golden,
shaded with brown

; pupil violet, opalescent.'

This species is taken by the Madeiran fishermen on rocky bottoms and at great depths,
with lines 225 to 350 fathoms in length. It is taken chiefly in spring and aiitumn, neither

of which times, according to Lowe, is its breeding season, so that he is inclined to believe

that like P. dactyloptenis, as observed by Eisso, the spawning time is iu summer. The
Madeirans call it the Bwm ne()ra, or Idack mouth, in allusion to its conspicuous black throat,

and it is also called Pre' di gato, or "
tomcat," a name which refers to the fact that the eyes

glisten strongly in the dark.

The name iSebastcs impcrlalis has no significance. Cuvier and Valenciennes had no

specimens except the types of De hi Koche, and renamed it from some whimsical desire to

utilize the vulgar name ''Scrofanu imperali," which the Sicilians use for some fish which the

French ichthyologists supiwsed to be identified with that described from Ivi^a.

Sp(^cimcns of this species were taken by the Fish Huirl; as follows: Cat. Xo. 2G723, d.

S. N. M., from station 897, iu 37° 25' IST. lat., 74^ 18' W. Ion., at a depth of 157* fiithoms;

Cat. No. 28954, U. B. N. M., from station 1033, in 30° 56' N. lat., 09° 24' W. Ion., "at a deptJi

of 183 fathoms; Cat. No. 28827, U. S. N. M., from station 944, in 40° 01' N. lat, 71° 14' 30"

W. Ion., at a depth of 128 fathoms; Cat. No. 28847, IT. S. N. M., from station 950, in 40^ 07'

N. lat., 70O 32' W. Ion., at a depth of 71 fathoms; Cat. No. 31058, U. S. N. ]M., from station

1109, in 40° 03' N. lat., 70° 38' W. Ion., at a depth of 89 fathoms; Cat. No. 290G0, U. S. N.

M., from station 1027, in KP N. lat., 09° 19' W. Ion., at a ilepth of 93 lathoms; Cat. No.

28754, U. S. N. M.,irom station 939, in 39° 53' N. lat., 69° 50' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 2G4

fathoms; Cat. No. 28957, U. S. N. M., from station 1032, in 39° 50' N. lat., 69° 22' W. Ion.,

at a depth of 208 fathoms; Cat. No. 2<ir)27, IT. S. N. M., from station 897, in 37° 25' N. lat.,

740 18' W. Ion., at a depth of 157.1 fathoms; Cat. No. 28998, IT. S. N. M., from station 1043,

in 380 30' N. lat., 73° 11' W. Ion., at a depth of 130 fathoms; Cat. No. 31871, U. S. N.

M., fr<im station 1152, in 39° .58' N. lat., 70° 35' W. Ion., at a depth of 115 fathoms; Cat.

No. 31874, LT. S. N. M., from station 1151, in 39° 58' 30" N. lat., 70^ 37' W. Ion., at a depth
of 125 tathoms; Cat. No. 29050, U. S. N. M., from station 1045, in 38° 35' N. lat., 73° 13' W.
Ion., at a depth of 312 fathoms; and Cat. No. 28980, U. S. N. M., from station 1038. in 39°

58' N. lat., 70^ 00' W. Ion., at a depth of 130 fathoms.

The Albatross also secured specimens from the following localities: Station 2402, in 28°

36' N. lat., 850 .33' 30" W. lou., at a depth of 111 fathoms; from station 2545, iu 40° 01' N.

' Lowe states that iu several large examples taken in August the eolor was the most brilliant scarlet

imaginable, with the bands deeper, but pure, intense scarlet. The eye was singularly beautiful. The aual

tin was broadly edged iu front with white.
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lilt., 70° 23' 45" W. Ion., at a depth of 142 tathoms; from station 2544, in 40° 01' 45" N.

lat., 70° 24' W. Ion., at a deptli of 131 fotlioms; from station 2264, in 37° 07' 50" N. lat.

74034' 20" W. Ion., at a depth of 107 f;ith')ms: from station 2540, in 39° 58' 20" N. lat.,

70° 52' W. Ion., at a depth of 144 fathoms; from station 2548, in 39° 5(5' N. hit., 70° 14' 30"

W. Ion., at a depth of 200 fathoms; from station 2I0!t, in 35° 14' 20" N. lat., 74° 50' 10"

W. Ion., at a depth of 142 fathoms; from station 2265, in 37° 07' 40" N. lat., 74° 35' 40"

W. Ion., at a depth of 70 fathoms; from station 2397, in 2So 40' N. lat., 86° ,30' W. Ion., at

a depth of 280 fathoms; Cat. No. 35087, U. S. N. M., from station 2262, in 39° 54' 45" N.

lat, 69° 29' 45" W. Ion., at a depth of 250 fathoms; Cat. No. 32805, U. S. N. M., from

station 2011, in 36° 38' 30" N. lat., 74° 40' 10" W. Ion., at a depth of 81 fatlioms; Cat. No.

35479, U. S. N. M., from station 2200, in 39° 53' 30" N. lat., 09° 43' 20" W. Ion., at a depth
of 148 fathoms; Cat. No. 35472, U. S. N. M.,from station 2184, in 40° 00' 15" N. lat., 70° 55'

30" W. Ion., at a depth of 130 fathoms, and Cat. No. 32812, IT. S. N. M., from station 2014,

in 30° 41' 05" N. lat., 74° 38' 55" W. Ion., at a depth of 373 fathoms.

The schooner Joule Reeves obtained a single specimen (Cat. No. 28998, IT. S. N. M.) in

40° 01' N. lat., 71° 02' W. Ion., at a depth of 125 fathoms.

PONTINUS, Poey.

Ponlinus, Poey, Mem. Hist. Nat. Cuba, 11, 1858, 172.

Sebastoplus, Gill, Proo. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1863, 208.—Jorhan', IJcp. U. S. F. C, 1885 (1889), 679.

Scorpajnids similar in form and general structnre to Helicolenus, but having the pec-

toral rays all simple and their tips only free; Iiaving six to nine rays in the anal; the

suborbital lieel composed of three distinct, diflei-entiated, flat, knifelilce spines, and two

prominent retrorse spines on each suborbital.

A YOlINCi PONTINUS.

The type of this genus is Fontinns C((f<tor (Poey), whicli, with the allied species, P.

2)ollux, described at the same time, is probably a shoalwater form, peculiar to the West
Indian fauna. TLe genus is apparently jirecisely equivalent to Gill's Sebastoplus, described

by him in 1863, of which Sebastes Kuhlii was designated as tlie type.

KEY TO THE DEEP-SEA SPECIES OF PONTINUS.

I. Base of pectoral broad; fin fau shape. L.itcral line I'urvi-d at its orifjin.

A. .Second dorsal spine longer tlian fonrtb.

1. Second and tliird dorsal spines longest.
a. Five preopercnlar spines,

" 60 scales in longitudinal series" (Giintliei). About 30 tubes in

lateral line P. KuiiLil

h. Four preo])criMlar spines. "42 scales in longitudinal series" (Sauvage) P. HiliRONll
2. Seconil dorsal spine muili the longest.

a. Four ]ireopercular spines (32 (iibes in lateral line?) P. i-ii.ifkh

B. Second dorsal spine shorter than or e<iual to fourth.

1. Scales small, linely pectinate, rather irregular. Laeinia' on head. l'reo]icr(ul.ir si)ines irregular

a. Third and fourth dorsal s])ines longest.
* End of dorsal and anal o])posite P. CANAKIENSI8
" * End of anal cousicb'rably in advance of tliat of dorsal. About 26 tubes in lateral

line P. Rathhuxi
b. Third dorsal 8i)ine louspicuously longest. .-Vbout 22 tubes in lateral line P. mackoLEPIS

II. Base of pectoral narrow, and the fin slender. Lateral line straight.
-

A. Third dorsal spine longest.

1. Ventrals reaching vent. No lacini*. Scales regular, carinate P. longispinis

2. Ventrals not reaching vent. Laciniie. Pacific coast, N. A [P. sikrka]
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PONTINUS KUHLII, (Bdwdicii), Goode aud Bean.

Scui-paiia Kiihlii, Bowdich, Excursions iu Madeira. VS.j.

Sebantcs Kuhlii, Lowe, Traus. Zool. Soc. Loudou, ii, 17(5; Syuopsis Fishes of Madeira, 176; Irishes of

Madeira, 115, pi. xvii.—Gunt£1ER, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., ii, lOL'.—C.vi-eli.k, Jorii. Accad. .Sci. Lisboa, 1;

Cat. Peix. Portugal, 1880, 11.—Vaill.^xt, Exp. Sti. Travailleur et Talisman, 370.

Scbml„iilii^ Kithlii. Gli-L. Proe. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1863, 208.

A Pontinus, haviug' au oblong, somewhat compressed body, the height of which at the

origin of the ventral is contained about 3 times iu its total length (caudal e.Ycluded); the

length of its head 2.J times. The space between the eyes slightly concave, with two low

ridges, its widtli about one-eleventh the length of the head. Snout as long as the diameter of

the orbit; lower jaw projecting considerably; the vertex is much depressed and has several

prominent sjiines, and there are long, lanceolate laciniaj upon the margin of the orbit and
in front of it. The upper maxillary reaches about to the vertical from the middle of the

eye. There are 3 ijrominent spines upon the suborbital carina, and a long, sharp S2)ine in

continuation of them upon the preoperculuni, with 3 or 4 less conspicuous spines below it

and one above. The dorsal is continuous and comparatively slightly notched, the twelfth

and ninth dorsal spines being nearly as long as any except the flrst, second, and third,

while the first, tenth, and eleventh are also about equal. The anterior dorsal ray is about

equal in height to the fourth spine, and the fin from that point curves sharply in a sub-

vertical, fan-shaped outline to the cainlal i>eduncle; the second and third dorsal spines are

much longer than the others. Anal inserted under the second dorsal ray, with 3 stout

spines, of which the third is the longest, being longer than the foiu-th dorsal ray, and

with o rays, closely set together, and as long as the longest dorsal rays. Pectoral with

broad, crescentic base, fan-shaped, when expanded reaching from the ventral line to the

lateral line. Ventrals as long as the longest dorsal spine, and inserted directly under the

pectoral base, the antecedent spine as long as the second spine of the anal. Color red,

irregularly blotched with brown.

Radial formula: D. xii, 9-10; A. ill, 5; V. I, 5; about 25 tubes in the lateral line.

This species, the h'equieme, was flrst found in Madeira, and was named by Bowdich,
and described by Lowe. The fishermen take it about Madeira with lines of 100 to 250

fathoms in length. It grows to be from 12 to 15 inches long, and to weigh from a pound to

a pound and a quarter. The British Museum has specimens from the Canaries, and Capello
records it from Lisbon. It has not as yet been tV)nnd in the Western Atlantic or in the

Mediterranean though Scbastes Bibroiti of Sauvage maj- prove to be the same. The French

expedition obtained it oif the coast of Soudan in 670-1139 metres iu the Banc d' Arguin,
175-2330 metres, and others, 520 millimeters long off Palmas. It may be readily dis-

tinguished from any other species of Pontinus by the great prominence of the second and
third dorsal spines. Vaillant has printed an elaborate description of its scales.

PONIINUS BIBRONII, (Sauvage), Goode and Bean.

Sehastes (Sebastichthys) Bibroni, SAUVArxE, Nouvelles Archives du Museum, Paris, i, 1878, 116, pi. i, fig. 3 (scales).

A Pontiniiit, with the posterior extremity of the maxillary not passing beyond the ver-

tical from the center of the eye. Teeth iu the middle of the upper jaw longer than the

others. Pharynx colorless. Four spines on the preoperculuni, the upper one the longest;
2 spines, pointing bac^kward, on the anterior suborbital. Eye small. Second anal spine

longer than the third. Anal extending to the base of the caudal. Pectorals a little longer
than the ventrals, which do not extend to the vent. Second and third spines of the dorsal

longer than the others. Scales rounded, the anterior limb nearly entire, the posterior

limb armed with numerous rows of little spines, of which those on the edge are long.

Color red, with numerous black blotches, arranged in three series, one along the back, and
two others above and below the lateral line.

Kadial formula: 1). xii, 10; A. Ill, 5; scales in lateral line 42; above 13, below 28.

This species is described from a specimen 20 centimeters long, collected in Sicily by
M. Bibron. Though similar in appearance to Helicolenus dactylojytenis, this species, as
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Sauvage declares, appears to be distinct. It is distiugui.shed by the less oblique profile of

the head, smaller eye, shorter iiiaxillary, colorless pharynx, the teeth in the middle of the

upper jaw shorter, 4 spines on the preojiorculiini instead of 5, the anal shoiter, and the

scales diti'erent in character. Another distinctive character is the jiresence of 2 strong

spines on the suborbital.

The spjice between the posterior margin of the eye and the origin of the dorsal is more
arched than in the other species. The height is contained four times in the length of the

head; the opening of the mouth is more horizontal; the interocular space flatter and

narrower between the two crests, which are less conspicuous. The 0(;cipital pit is nearly

square. The suborbital crest has 3 spines, while in //. daciijloptcnis scarcely any spines
are visible.

The teeth of the vomer are arranged in the form of a A, with angles less divergent than

in the other species. Between the vomerine patch and the palatines thcrt' is a considerable

interval; the palatine band narrower anterioi'ly and more curved. The anterior edge of the

maxillary is less notched, the muzzle blunter. The preopercular space is shorter
;
the lateral

line is straighter in its anterior jjortion. The space between the extTcmity of the dorsal

and the origin of the caudal is shorter. The second and third si)incs of the <lorsal are much

longer than those which follow, while in H. dacti/lopicrus the spines diminish regularly in

height. The fins are uniform brownish-red
;
the caudal has a few black blotches.

This species, which Sauvage considers allied to Ilclicolcn us (hiiiijJopicrns, docs not belong
to the same genus. It is suspiciously close to Tontinus Kuhlii, but we deem it unsafe to

assume its specific identity iu species from localities even so close together as Sicily and

Madeira. The description of Sauvage is therefore translated in full, and the attention of

Mediterranean ichthyologists is especially directed to the desirability of obtaining further

material in regard to this genus in their waters.

PONTINUS FILIFER, (Valknciennes), (iooi.E and Bean.

Seiastes flifer, Valenciennes, in Welib and 15ertliel<)t, Hist. Nat. lies Caiiaricnues, Poissons, 1836, 21 ])1. ii,

fig. 2.

A Ponfinus with a comparatively low dorsal convexity, its height at the origin of the

anal about two-thirds that at the origin of the dorsal, which enters 2§ into the total length

(without caudal); length of head about 2i times in total length. Eye small, its diameter

about two-thirds the length of the snout, and contained about four and one-half times iu

that of the head; it touches but does not encroach upon the upper profile, and (as shown

by the figure of Webb and Ucrthelot) this profile is not deeply depressed, either in front

or behind it. Interorbital space nearly fiat, its width two-thirds the diameter of the ej^e,

with two strong crests, each terminated by a spine. Suborbital crest sharp, comjjosed of 3

nearly equal pointed spines. Posterior extremity of the maxillary extending abdut to the

vertical from the posterior limb of the orbit. Tongue free. Teeth in broad bands upon the

jaws, longest in the middle. Vomerine teeth iu the form of a A? with wide angle.

Dorsal fin planted far back, not far in front of the axil of the pectorals. The base of

the spinous dorsal is nearly one-third as long as the body; its second spine is nuich the

longest, slender, recurved, its length about twice that of the fourth spine, which is about

equal to the twelfth and twice as long as the first. The spines following the fourth decrease

in very slow and gradual gradation to the eleventh, the seventh to the eleventh inclusive

being nearly equal; the third is midway in length between the second and the fourth: the

soft dorsal is as high as the second spine.

The origin of the anal is in the vertical fiom that of the second dorsal; its end in the

vertical from the preantepenultimate dorsal ray, its first spine is similar in size and shape
to the first of the dorsal; its second to the fourth of the dorsal, though stouter; its third to

the fifth of the dorsal. The base of the pectoral is rather narrow, its width about equal to

the length ot the snout. Its rays are ai)parently all simple, the niiddh^ ones the longest

and nearly as long as the longest dorsal spine, and extending to the vertical from the origin

of the anal. The tips of all the rays are free, those of the middle ones most so.
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The anal is inserted under the axil of the peetoral, its single spine slender and longer

than the fourth of the dorsal, its longest rays exceeding those of the second dorsal, and

when extended backwards passing far Vteyond the vent and almost to the anal.

The hiteral line is almost straight, and (as shown in the ligure) has 36 to 3S tubes.

This corresponds closely to Sauvage's account; he records 12 scales above and 29 below the

lateral line.

Scales broad, with three or four rows of strong spines upon their posterior limb. Color,

body reddish-yellow with numerous black blotches on each side of the lateral line; black-

ish on the back and on the head. Dorsal and caudal spotted with black, other fins light.

Radial formula: D. xii, 10; A. iii, 5.

This species, described by Vaillant from the Canaries, was obtained off those islands

by Webb and Berthelot, who record that it lives at a depth of 250 fathoms, in company
with Sehnfites imperialis. It is called by the Canary fishermen Rascazio de fuera, while its

companion is the Bubio Colorado. This species is closely related to P. Kuhlil.

PONTINUS CANARIENSIS, (Sauvage), Goode and Bean.

Sebastes (Sebastiehthi/s) canariensls, Sauv'AGE, Nouvelles Archives du Museum, Paris, i, 1878, 117, pi. i, figs. 1, 2.

A Pontinus, with its greatest height more than 2J times in its total length (without

caudal); the h-ngth of the head about 2^. Eye moderate, its diameter about equal to the

length of the snout and contained 3| times in the lengtn of the head. Its upper limb

encroaches strongly upon the upper profile, which is much depressed in front and behind it.

Interorbital space quite broad, with 2 low crests. Occipital region depressed, provided on

each side with 3 strong crests, the two posterior ones connected by an inconspicuous crest.

Two strong spines on the snout; two spines on the anterior suborbital. Preoperculum with

4 spines (in the figure 3, of which only the two upper ones are conspicuous). A very

strong spine in tlie axil of tiie pectoral. Tlie extremity of the maxillary extending almost

to the vertical from the posterior margin of the orbit. A suborbital hmnzontal crest, with

2 feeble spines at its posterior end. The maxillary, the lower part of the preoperculum,

and the under part of the mandible scaleless. The first anal spine short, stout, its length

about half that of the second anal spine, which is nearly as long as the soft rays of the fin.

Dorsal with 12 spines, of which the third and fourth are the longest, the fourth slightly

exceeding the third; the fifth, sixth, and seventh nearly equal; the eighth and the eleventh

somewhat shorter
;
the second and the ninth shorter still: the tenth still less, Init exceeding

the twelfth, which in its turn is longer than the first. The length of the base of the spinous

dorsal about equal to the length of the head. The soft dorsal with 9 rays (10 shown in the

figure), rounded, highest at its middle, the longest ray being, about equal to the third spine.

Original of anal under the second or third dorsal ray, and the extremity of its base oppo-

site that of the soft dorsal. Pectoral and ventral fins nearly equal in length, and when

extended their tips reach to the origin of the anal. The 10 lower rays of the pectoral

simple, and with tips-only free.

Scales broad in proportion to their length, with 3 rows of spines upon their upper

margin, the outermost the largest. Anterior limb straight. The figure shows 22 to 23

tubes in the lateral line. Sauvage's account of 57 scales in the longitudinal row signifies

little. He registers 15 above and 29 below.

Color red, with some brown blotches along the back.

Radial formula: D. xii, 9-10; A. iii, 5.

The type of this species was brought from the Canaries by Webb and Berthelot, and

was 18 centimeters in length. It is to all appearances a deep-sea form, and very closely

related to P. Rathhuni, which follows.

PONTINUS EATHBUNI, Goode and Bean, n. s. (Figure 245.)

The greatest depth of the body (40 millimeters) is contained about 2J times in the

standard length. The least height of the tail (13 millimeters) equals the length of the eye.

The length of the head (52 millimeters) is nearly twice the length of the mandible (27 mil-
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liineters), and is contained in the standard length abimt 2.\ times. The greatest widtli of

the head {'2A millimeters) equals the length of the middle caudal rays. The width of the

interorbital area (5 millimeters) is ouefourth of the iuterorbital part of the head; it is not

very deeply concave and has a few scales. The top of the snout, also, is fully ])i-ovided with

scales. The leugth of the eye (13 millimeters) is one-half the length of the mandible. Tlie

length of the snout
(

l.'i millimeters) is equal to that of the eye. The maxilla extends nearly to

the vertical from the posterior margin of the eye; its length (23 millimeters) is contained I'J

times in that of the head and equals one-half the greatest height of the body. The man-

dible reaches beyond the vertical from the -posterior margin of the eye, its length (26 milli-

meters) eipialing that of the postorbital part of the head and twice the length of the eye.

Bight developed gill rakers below the angle and 5 rudiments, 2 above the angle and 6

rudiments. The gill i-akers are very slightly expanded at the end and the longest is a little

more thau 2 millimeters iu leugth. Pseudobrauchia' well developed. Teeth in villiform

bauds in the jaws and on the vomer and palate. A naked space at the symphysis of the

iutermaxillaries. The distance of the anterior nostril ft-om the front of the eye equals the

distauce from its fellow of the opposite side; it is in a tube which has aa elongated narrow

extension behind, ending in two or three small filaments. The posterior nostril is scarcely
tubular and is placed ch)se to the anterior. A itair of recurved spines on the preorbital, a

pair between the nostrils, four s^jiues forming the suborbital carina, four sijines on the

border of the preoperculum, the uppermost with a supplementary spine at its base. The
first and third spines larger than the others. A pair of compressed flat spines on the oper-

culum; a pair of spines at the front of the orbit above and a pair above the orbit on each

side posteriorly. A spine on each side of the vertex, and a pair on each side of the nape.
A single i>osterior spine on each side and two humeral spines.

A very short and slender filament abov'e the orbit in front, a large supraoccipital fila-

ment, which expands at the top into a semi-leaf-like tip. A small slender filament between

the nuchal spines, a combined filament beliind the lower preorbital spine. The length of

the longest supraoccipital filament (19 mdlimeters) is about two-thirds the length of the eye.

Tlie head is entirely scaly above with an expansion of the integument covering the

supramaxilla.
The distance of the spinous dorsal from the tip of the snout (45 millimeters) is con-

tained 2i| times in the standard lengtii, and is equal to the length of the base of the spinous
dorsal. The lengtii of the first spine (9 millimeters) is one-half that of the second sx>iue,

(18 millimeters) ;
the length of the third and longest spine (24 millimeters), equal to the

length of the upper jaw. The length of the penultimate spine (12 millimeters), equal to

one half the length of the upper jaw. The length of the last spine (13 millimeters) is equal
to that of the eye. The length of the base of the soft dorsal (30 millimeters) is one- fourth of

the standard length. The length of the third and longest ray (20 millimeters) is one-sixth

of the standard length. The length of the middle caudal ray (28 millimeters) is contained

4J times in the standard length. The tail is nearly truncate when expanded. The anal

origin is under the sei^ond ray of the dorsal. The length of the anal base (16 millimeters)

equals two-thirds tlie length of the upper jaw. The length of the first spine (9 millimeters)

is three-fourths the length of the eye; the length of the second spine (23 millimeters)

equals the length of the maxilla; the length of the third (19 millimeters) is about twice that

of the first. The length of the longest ray (23mm.) equals that of the second spine. The
last ray (13 millimeters) is nearly equal to the base of the fin. The vent is under the tenth

spine of the dorsal. The pei-toral rays are all simple; the tenth is the longest, its length

(30 millimeters) equal to one-fourth of the standard length. The fin reaches slightly beyond
tlie vent when extended, but <loes not reach to above the origin of the anal; the ventral

reaches to the vent; the h^igth of its spine (17 millimeters) is about onethiid the length of

the head. The length of the second ventral ray (27 millimeters) is a little more than one-

half the length of the head.

Radial formula: 1). XII, 10; A. in, 5; V. i, a; P. 17.

General color light-orange yellow; 6 dark blotches on the upper surface, the first of
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which is on the nape, the second at the beginning of the spinous dorsal, the third under the

fourtli spine of tlie dorsal, the fourth beginning under the seventh spine of the dorsal, the

fifth at the origin of the soft dorsal, and the sixth near the end of the soft dorsal. The

largest of these blotches is about two-thirds as long as the eye. Soft dorsal with numerous
roundish dark blotches on tlic skin covering tlie rays. Gaiulal marked like the soft dorsal,
other tins pale. In life the species was probably roseate.

The type of the description is an individual measuring 119 millimeters to base of

caudal. Catalogue naniber, 39.325; from station 2298, Albatross, N. hit. 3.50 39', W. Ion. 74°

52', 80 lathoins.

This species is closely related to P. canariensis, but may be distinguished by the

greater number of scales in the lateral line, by the shorter pectorals, the ventrals, which
when extended reacli to the line of the vent only, by the more advanced position of the

anal, the termination of whose base is under the base of the autei)euultimatc dorsal ray;

by the greater length of the second anal spine, which is longer than the third, and nearly
three times as long as the tirst; by the character of the suborbital crest, which is high and

sharp and has its surface notched into three portions, so that it appears to be composed of

three long depressed spines; by the presence of lacini;e in the occipital region; by the

more advanced position of the pectoral, whose base is almost hidden under the branchios-

tegal membrane, its anterior spine? being close to the edge of the opercular flap.

The contour of the dorsal is much the same, save that the spines are more slender and
the notch less deep, the eleventh spine being equal to the tenth, and not much shorter than

the ninth.

PontiiiHs Bathbuni is dedicated to Mr. Eichard Rathbun, chief of the Division of Scien-

tific Inquiry in the U. S. Fish Commission, in recognition of his important contributions to

marine zoology.

PONTINUS MACROLEPIS, Goode and Bean, d. s. (Figure 247.)

A Pontinns hnviug pectoral rays all simple as in P. hnuiispinis, P. KkIiIU, and P. castor,

and lai'ger scaled than either of those. We have compared it with Pontiitxs castor of Poey,
and while it belongs to the same genus it is a much larger scaled species than Poey's and
the supraoccipital filaments are much less developed. The greatest depth of the body (.30

millimeters) is about one-third of the standard length; the least height of the tail (8 milli-

meters) equals the length of the snout. The length of the head (41 millimeters) is equal to

one-half the total length to the end of the dorsal. Tlie greatest width of the head (21 milli-

meters) is about one- half its greatest length. Tlie width of the interorbital area (4 milli-

meters) is about one-half the length of the snout. The interorbital region is deeply concave

and scaleless; top of snout also scaleless. The length of the eye (13i millimeters) is about

one third the length of the head. The length of the postorbital part of the liead to the end
of the opercular flap (19 millimeters) equals one-half the distance from the tip of the snout

to the origin of the spinous dorsal. The maxilla I'eaches beyond the vertical from the

middle of the eye and the mandible to below the end of the eye. The length of the maxilla

(20 millimeters) is one-half the length of the head. The length of the mandil)le (21 milli

meters) equals the length of the ventral. Four rudiments and 2 developed gill rakers

above the angle; 9 developed below the angle. The-developed gill-rakers have alittleknob

at the end. Teeth in villiform bands in the Jaws and on the vomer and palatine bones. A
naked space at the symphysis of the intermaxillary i)ieces into which is received a projecting

spur at the tip of the mandibles, mandible with a slight knob below and with three large

pores along the middle of its surface. Psendobianchiw well develoiied.

A pair of spines between the nostrils, a pair at the top of the orbit in front, a pair of

supraoccipitals continued backward by two additional pairs on the vertex, two pairs on

the nape. A tympanic spine. A pair of humeral spines. Two stout, flat spines on the pre-

opercle, 4 on the preopercnlum, of whicli the up])erniostis the largest and the third is larger
than the second and fourth. The uppermost, also, has a supplementary small spine at its

base. Sub orbital carina consisting of 3 spines, 2 on the preorbital, both of which bend
19808—No. 2 17
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backward. A very short fllameiit above tlie orbit in front and another one behind, whose

length {i inillimenieters) is abaiit one-third that of the eye. The head is entirely scaly

with the exception of the top of the suout, and the integument covering the supramaxilla
and the gill rakers has the same strnctnre. The anterior nostrils are tnbiilar, the tube

produced behind into a thin narrow flap; the anterior nostril is at a distance from the eye

equal to the interorbital width. The posterior nostril is not tubular. The distance of the

dorsal from the tip of the snout (36 millimeters) is twice the length of the maxilla. The

length of the first spine (10 millimeters) is about two-thirds the length of the the second (14

millimeters), the third and longest spine (10 nullimeters) is one-half as long as the head

without the snout. The penultimate spine (S millimeters) is nearly as long as the first, and

the last spine (10 millimeters) is about one-half the length of the upper jaw. The longest

ray of the dorsal (12 millimeters) equals one-third of the distance from tip of snout to dorsal.

The length of the middle caudal rays (20 milimeters) is about one half the length of the

head. The caudal is almost truncated behind. The anal originates under the second ray
of the dorsal; the length of its base (10 millimeters) is one quarter the length of the head.

The length of the first spine (7 millimeters) is about two-thirds the length of the anal base;

the length of the second (17 millimeters) is about one-fifth of the standard length; length
of third spine (13 millimeters) is about equal to that of the eye. The longest ray (IG mil-

limeters) is equal to the longest .spiiie of the dorsal.

The longest ray of the pectoral (25 millimeters) equals the distance from the vent to

the origin of the ventral. Pectoral when extended reaches to the vent or to the vertical

fi'om the penultimate dorsal spine. The ventral origin is under the base of the pectoral.

The fin reaches to the vent, its length (22 millimeters) a little greater than that of the

mandible. There are about lows of scales, counted obliquely, from the origin of the

dorsal to the lateral line and about 10 below the line. There are about 22 tubes in the

lateral line.

Eadial formula: D. Xil, 10; A. ill, 5; P. 17; V. i, 5.

The colors of the alcoholic specimens have faded out. The type is now a very light

orange ;
fins all jiale. There are faint traces of the existence of dusky blotches along the

back in life.

The colors of the fresh specimen were as follows: Uniform rosy intei-mingled with

pearly white; the light areas most conspicuous on the fins. Anterior part of anal more

intensely coloi'cd than any other part of the fish. Cephalic tentacles pale; the posterior

supraocular i>air with a little baud of rose a little below the middle of the height. Pupil
an intense blue. Iris golden above and below, overlaid with rosy, greenish golden an-

teriorly and posteriorly. Belly and throat pearly wliite. The light areas on the caudal

simulate bands.

The type of the description is a single small individual measuring 88 millimeters to

the base of the caudal; total length, 110 millimeters, from station 2354, Albatronn, K. lat.

20O 59' 30", W. Ion. 86° 23' 45", off Yucatan, from a depth of 130 fathoms.

PONTINUS LONGISPINIS, Goode and Bean, n. s. (Figure 246.)

The peculiar form of the spinous dorsal, noticeably in P. Knhlii, is quite marked in

our new species—that is to say, the third spine is h)nger than the fourth, and much longer
than the first and second. The gill-rakers also are stout, rather short, and not numerous,
while the pectoral rays are all small. The species is not so deep-bodied as 8. Knhlii, the

greatest depth of the body (40 millimeters) \mug a little less than one-third of the stand-

ard length. The least height of the tad (12 millimeters) is one-fourth of the length of the

head. The length of the head (50 millimeters) is about two-fifths of the standard length;

greatest width (27 millimeters) is a little more than ou(!-half its length. The width of the

interorbital area (7 millimeters) is one-half the length of the eye, which is about equal
to the length of the snout. The length of the eye (15 millimeters) is contained 3^
times in that of the head, or l.i times in the length of the postorbital part of the

head. The maxilla reaches to below the middle of the eye; its length (23 millimeters) is
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one-half the distauce from the tip of the snout to the .spinous dorsal. The mandible
extends slightly farther back than the maxilla, its length (20 millimeters) about one-

half the length of the head. Teeth in the jaws in villiform bands. At the symphysis of

the intermasillaries there is a slight interspace separating the two enlarged club-shaped
ends of the bone. The vomerine patch in a very narrow triangular band ; the palatine bauds
also are very narrow; psendobranchiie well developed; 13 developed gill rakers on the

anterior arch, of which 9 are below the angle besides the rudiments. A pair of spines
between the anterior nostrils; a pair of spines on the front of the preorbital; three forming
a ridge across the cheek; 4 on the preoperculum, of which the one at the middle of the

border is the largest; 2 ou the operculum ;
a pair of spines above the front of the orbit; 3

small supraorbitals, 2 nuchal, 1 postorbital, and 2 at the origin of the lateral line;

no filaments about the head. Cheeks and opercles scaly. Scales on the nax)e and on the

top of the snout. The sides of the snout are naked, and there are no scales on the integu-
ment covering the maxilla. The ridges of the spines of the head and of the scales are

exactly the same as in r.Kuhlii and the gill-rakers have the same structure. The anterior

nostrils are tubular, distant from the eye about one-third the eye's diameter, and its dis-

tance from its feUow of the opposite side (7 millimeters) is nearly one-half the length of the

eye. The spinous dorsal originates a little in front of the base of the pectoral; its dis-

tance from the tip of the snout is twice the length of the maxilla. The length of the first

spine (9 millimeters) is one-half that of the fourth spine; the length of the second spine

(13 millimeters) is scarcely more than one-half the length of the third spine (25 millimeters).
The fourth spine is considerably shorter than the third, and the spines gradually decrease

in length, so that the eleventh is a little shorter than the second. The length of the twelfth

spine (10 millimeters) is about equal to the length of the snout. The length of the longest

ray of the second dorsal (19 millimeters) is nearly one-half of the base of the spinous ilor-

sal. The caudal is very slightly cmarginate; the length of the middle rays (31 millimeters)
is about one-fourth of the standard length. The anal origin is under the first ray of the

soft dorsal; the length of the base of the fin (10 millimeters) is nearly one-third of the

length of the head. The length of the first spine (S millimeters) is nearly one-third that of

the second spine (20 millimeters). The length of the third spine (20 millimeters) is 2i times

that of the first. The length of the longest ray (22 millimeters) is li times that of the last

ray (15 millimeters). The pectoral origin is under the interspace between the second and
third dorsal spnies ;

the fin reaches, when extended, almost to the end of the spinous dorsal

or to the thirteenth pore of the lateral line. The ventral is under the pectoral; the length
of its spine (22 millimeters) nearly equal to the length of the maxilla. The fiu reaches

about to the vent when extended; the length of the longest ray (27 millimeters) is a

little more than one-half the length of the head. The vent is under the ninth spine of

the dorsal; its distance from the origin of the anal (9 millimeters) is equal to one-third of

its distance from the origin of the ventral.

L). XII, 10; A. Ill, 5; P. 10; V. I, 5.

Scales 7
I

49
I

13. 25 pores in lateral line.

Color of the alcoholic specimen, light orange. Caudal with a few small, dusky blotches
;

the other fins pale.

This description is based upon an example measuring 126 millimeters to the base of the

caudal. It was taken along with two smaller individuals at station 2402 by the ^steamer

Albatroiix, X. hit. 28^ 36', W. Ion. 85° 33' 30", in 111 fathoms; another small example was
taken by the Albatross at station 2401, in N. lat. 28° 38' 30", W. Ion. 85° 52' 30", 142

fathoms.

SEBASTES, Cuvier.

Sebastes, Cuvier, Regue Animal, 1829, ii, 166.—Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iv, 326.—GCn-

THKR, Cat. Fisli. Brit. Mus., II, 95 (part).—Gill, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1863, 207.—Jordan and

Gilbert, Bull, xvi, U. S. Nat. Mns., 651.

Scorpaenids with head and body compressed; head scaly above and on sides, with one

or two pairs of spine-tipped cranial ridges. Mouth broad, oblique, the maxillary reaching
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below the eye, broad, short, anil extended at its tip: lower Jaw i^rojecting, with the knob
at its symphysis dwindling into a notch in the npper jaw. Villiforiu teeth on jaws, vomer,
and palatines. Eye very large, and close to the upper profile. Preopercle strongly armed
with T) divergent spines; opercle with 2 spines. Snpracapnlar spines prominent.

Scales small, ctenoid, irregular. No lacinia' upon head or body.
Fins perciform. Dorsal moderately notched, with 15 spines and an equal number of

rays, more closely planted than the spines. Anal with 3 spines and 7 or 8 rays. Pectorals

long and narrow. Caudal emarginate. Branchiostegals, 7. Vertebr;*, 12+19.
The type of this genus is Perca marina of Linnseus, but the generic name was rather

whimsically derived from the common name borne in the Balearic Islands by a fish of

another genus, the iScorpwita dactyloptcra of De la IJoche, already discussed.

SEBASTES MARINrs, (Linn.eus), Wiute. (Figure 248.)

rerca marina, LiNN.EUs, Syst. Nat., ed. x, 1758,483; ed. xii, 290.—Pennant. Brit. Zoiil., ed. 1, in,258, pi.

XLViii ; ed. 2, in, 319, pi. Lix.

Sehasies marintis, White, Catalogue of British Fishes, 8.

Cyprinns pdiujicus, LiXNJEUS, Fauna Suecica, i, 1764, 320.

Perca nonccgica, Mi'LLEK, Zoologiai Dauica', 1779, 46.—Fabricius, Fauna Gra>nlandica, 167.

Sehasies norvegicus, Cuvier and Valenciennes, iv, 1829, 327, pi. Lxxxvii.—Yarrell, Brit. Fish., ed. 1, 73, cut;
ed. 2, I, 87; ed. 3, ii, 72.—Jenyns, Brit. Vert., 347.—Richardson, Faun. Bor.-Anier., Fish.,.52.—Storer,

Rep. Fish. Mass., 26; Hist. Fish. Mass., 1867, 38, pi. vil, fig. 1.—DeKay, Zoiil. N. Y., Fish., 60, pi. iv, fig.

2.—Kroyer, Daum. Fiste, 270.—Thompson, Nat. Hist. Ireland, iv, 82.—Guntiier, Cat. Fish. Brit.

Mas., II, 9.5
; Challenger Report, xxii, 17.—Malmgren, Ofvers. Sven.Vet. Akad. Fijih., 1865, 508.—Coi.lett,

Norges Fiske, 19.—LI^tken, Vid. Medd., 1876, 358.—Goode and Bkan, Bull. Essex Inst., xi, 14.—Day,
Fish. Great Britain and Ireland, i, 42, pi. xviii.—Jordan and Gilbert, Bull, xvi, U. S. Nat. Mus., 651.

Hohcentrus norregicus, Lac6im-;de, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iv, 319.

Scorpnnn norvegica, Richardson, op. cH., 52.—Jenyns, op. cit., 347.—Johnson, Berwickshire Nat. Club,

I, 1838, 170.

Serranits iiorvigiciis, Fleming, British Animals, 212.—Johnson, Mag. Nat. Hist., vi, 1833, 15.

Scbastes siptentrionuUs, Gaimard, Voy. Islande et Groenland, Poissous, pi. ix.

A iSeMstes with compressed body, elevated dorsal outline and straightish ventral outline.

Top of head scaly; interorbital space concave, with two low ridges; cranial ridges

moderate, rather low and sharp; preocular, supraocular, postocular, tympanic and occipital

ridges present, the latter with divergent tips; suprascapulary sjiines sharp and prominent,

opercular spines long and sharp, subopercular spine prominent; preopercular spines slender

and sharp, the second longest. Suborbital stay not reaching preopercle; preorbital narrow,
with two spines.

Eye very large, more than twice as long as interorbital space, and one-third as long as

head. Mouth large, oblique, with broad maxillary, which i-eaches middle of eye; tip of

lower jaw much projecting, with a conspicuous knob at symphysis; mandible and maxillary

scaly.

Pseudobrancbife very large; gill-rakers long, stiff, and strong.

Dorsal fin deeply emarginate, with sharp spines, the longest about equal to diameter of

eye; soft rays higher than the spines. Caudal narrow, moderately forked. Anal spines

moderate, graduated, the second a little shorter than eye. Pectoral with narrow base and
rather long, reaching vertical from vent. Ventral reaching to vent. Scales small, irregular,

not strongly ctenoid; about 40 tubes in the lateral line, and about 8.5 scales in longitudinal
series.

Color: red, nearly uniform, sometimes a dusky opercular blotch, and about five vague

dusky bars on the back. Peritoneum brownish.

Radial formula : D. xv, 13
;
A. iii, 7.

This well known form is abundant between the hundred fathoms line off the south

coast of New England, and has been found as low as 180 lathoms. It breeds abutidantly in

late summer at these depths, and there is no reason to believe that the young rise to the

surface. The fry were caught by the bushel in the trawl net, and were eaten on the Fink

Hawk, cooked after the manner of "whitebait."
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The species was knowu from the western Athmtic as early as the time of Cuvier, who
had sj)ecimeus sent from Mi(iuelon, Newfoimdland, by M. de la Pilaie. It was, however,

originally described from >i'orway by Linna'iis, and seems to have been mentioned by Olaf-

sen about Icehmd as early as 1774. Linn;Bus ascribed it also to the Mediterranean, but, as

Cuvier has shown, it is very evident that the southern lish which he had in mind was Ser-

ranus scriba (compare Si/sterna Naturw, 12th edition, pp. 183 and 18C). It has never been

found south of the British (Jhaunel, and the figure by Day was obtained by him from

Utrecht or Leyden, but he does not say whether or not it was from Dutch waters. Day
gives a number of localities of its capture about the British Isles, but it is rare south of

Faroe Islands.

It occurs on the southwest coast of Spitzbergen (Malmgren, loc. cit.), and on the Norwe-

gian coast it is found everywhere from Christiania around to the Varauger Fiord. It also

occurs in Greenland, and from Labrador, as a shore; form, as far south as Maine (See Essex

Fishes), and in deeper water, as shown in the accompanying list, as far south as 39° 18.' The

Norwegian expedition obtained it as deep as 117 fathoms, and American vessels down
to 179.

Specimens of this species have also been found by the steamer Albatross in the follow-

ing localities: No. 33370, U. S. N. M., from station li067, in 42° 15' 25" N. lat., 65^ 18' 10"

W. Ion., at a depth of 122 fathoms; No. 33r)l)l, D". S. N. M., from station 2088, in 390o9' 15"

N. lat., 70O 30' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 113 fathoms; No. 33507, U. S. N. M., from station

2090, in 39° 59' 10" N. lat., 70o 11' 10" W. Ion., at a depth of 110 tiithoms
;
No. 33389, U. S. N.

M., from station 2061, in 42° 10' N. lat., 60° 47' 45" W. Ion., at a depth of 115 fathoms; No.

33381, U. S.N. M., from station 2053, in 42° 02' N. lat., (58o 27' W. Ion., at a depth of 105

fathoms; No. 33409, U. S. N. M., from station 20G3, in 42° 23' N. lat., 60^ 23' W. Ion., at a

depth of 141 fathoms; and from station 2430, in 42^ 58' 30" N. lat., 50° 50' W. Ion., at a

depth of 917 fathoms; station 2522, in 42° 20' N. lat., 65° 07' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 104

fathoms; station 2560, in 39° 48' 10" N. lat., 71° 18' 40" W.lon., ata depth of 114 fathoms;
station 2431, in 43° 00' N. lat., 50° 47' 30" VV. Ion., at a depth of 129 fathoms, and station 2580,

in 41° 25' 30" N. lat., 69° 01' W. Ion., at a depth of 83 fathoms. Others (No. 31536, C S.

N. M.) were taken by the steamer Fi^h Haich off Cape Cod at a depth of 55 fathoms. The

Speedwell also obtained ten specimens (No. 21814, U. S. N. M.) from station 138, iu 42° 33'

N. lat., 70° 26' W. Ion,, at a depth of 59 fathoms.

SEBASTES MARUSrUS VIVIPARUS, (KrOyer).

Sehastev inrlpariis, KROYER,Natiiiliist. Tidsskr., i, 18t4-'45, 275.—Gaim vrd, Voy. Soaud., Poissous, vi.—Gill,
Proc. Acail. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1863, 333.—GPnther, Cat. Fish, Brit. Mus., ii, 90; Challingcr Report,

XXII, 18.—Gray, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist. (4), 1, 1868, 312.—Goode and Bean, Bull. Esses Inst., xi,

1879, 14.—Strom, Norsk. Vid. Sclsk. Skrift. 1881, 73; 18^, 16.—Lilljeborg, Sveriges Fisk., 101.—Jordan
and Gilbert, Bull, xvi, U. S. Nat. Mus. 632.

This form is recognized by certain Scandinavian zoologists and by Giinther iu his later

writings as a distinct species. No very salient characters have been pointed out, save that

it is smaller, has a higher body, and longer head, a narrower interorbital space, longer

pectoral and ventral fins, and an additional soft ray in dorsal and anal. Jordan describes

its general color as brownish red, somewhat mottled, with a blackish blotch on the opercle,

and some other brownish spots on the body, as if he had identified this form from American
waters. All those we have seen are more like the S. vivipanis type. Giinther says that it is

found ill Scandinavian waters at a depth of 300 fathoms. It is generally understood to be

more littoral in its habits than <S'. marinus.

SEBASTOLOBUS, Gill.

Sehastololus, Gill, Report, Smithsonian Institution, 1880 (1881), 375.

Scorpfenids with vertebrae as in the typical species of Sebastes and characterized

by the i)ectorals having a wide base, produced backwards near the upper margin, and not

medially, while the lower rays are thickened and extend much beyond the rays next above
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lu a linguiform lobe. The veiitrals are directly under the axils of tlie pectorals, with the

outer rays produced, thick and branched.

This genus has as yet been found only in the Pacific. Tlie type is Sdiastolohus macro-

chir (Giinther) Gill, (Cliallenger Report, i, 1880, part vi, 05, PI. xxvii), obtained by the

(Jhallctujer off Inosiina, at a depth of 345 fathoms. Another species, 8. alancaiiu.s, Beau

(Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., xiii, 1890, -H), was obtained by the Albatronx at station 2853, off

Trinity Islands, Alaska, in N. Lat. 56°, W. Lou. 154°, at a depth of 159 fathoms.

SEBASTODES, GUI.

Sebaslodes, Gill, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1863, L'07.

ScoriJibuitls with the dorsal continuous, though somewhat notched, and with thirteen

spines in the dorsal and nine rays in the anal. Skull thick and cranial ridges weak.

Lower jaw much projecting. Teeth in villiform bauds on jaws, vomer, and palatines.

Scales small, ninety to one hundred in the lateral line.

This genus is represented by a single species, S. paucisjnnis, (Ayres), Jordan and Gil-

bert, found on the coast of California " in rather deep water." DeeiJ-sea representatives of

the genus should be looked for on oiu' Northwest coast.

SEBASTICHTHYS, Gill.

Sebastichthys, Gill, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., ISOa, 207.

Scorpaenids with the dorsal continuous, though somewhat notched, and with thirteen

spines in the dorsal and five to nine in tlie anal. Skull thick and cranial ridges weak.

Lower jaw projecting but slightly. Teeth in villiform bands on jaws, vomer, and palatines.

Scales moderate, forty-five to eighty in the lateral line.

This genus is represented on tlie Nortliwest coast and adjacent deep waters by forty

or more species, nine or ten of these having been described as new by Gilbert,* from the

bathybial fauna explored by the Albatross in 1888. These occur outside the 100-fathom

line, and to as great a depth as 26G fathoms. As might have been expected, the genus
of bottom-living fishes most abundant in species and numbers along the shores of this coast,

has contributed the largest quota to the inshore deep-water fauna of the adjacent ocean.

SETARCHES, Johnson.

Setarches, Johnson, Proc. Zool, Soc. London, 1862, 176.—.Jordam and Gilbert, Bull, xvi, U. S. N. M., 682.

Scorpseuids with head and body compressed, the head flat between the eyes, with sev-

eral low ridges. Head scaleless, its bones cavernous. No transverse groove on the occiput.

Preoperculum and operculum strongly armed with straight, long spines. Eye moderate,
near but not touching the profile. Mouth terminal, broad, somewhat oblique, the posterior

edge of the maxillary extending to opposite the posterior part of the eye, and iiuicli

expanded. Lower jaw somewhat projecting, with knob at symphysis received in rostral

notch. Villiform teeth in jaws, on vomer and palatines.

Operdes scaly. Scales cycloid, moderate. Lateral line a broad, scaleless groove, with

a series of skinny tubes. No laciniie.

Dorsal fin deeply notched, so as to appear in two portions; dorsal spines 10-1, the soft

portion of the fin shorter, and with rays fewer than spines. Anal with 3 strong spines
inserted under the end of the dorsal. Pectoral fiii broad and long, with 20 or more rays,

of which a considerable number of the medial ones are branched. Branchiostegals or 7.

Pyloric appendages few. No air bladder.

The type is Setarches Giiitlhcri (Johnson), from Madeira, undoubtedly from deep water,
since only one specimen appears to have ever been taken. The genus Lioscorpms (Giinther)
can scarcely be distinguished from Setarches.

'
Proceedings, U. S. N. M., xiii, 48-126.
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KEY TO Tlir. SPECIKS OF SETARfllES AND LIOSCOUPU'S.

I. Head with low, parallel ri(lj;i's ahuve, and a lew incouspiciious spines Setarches

A. Body elongate (heiyht at ventrals less than length of head)

1. Snout long, spines on preorbital rctrorse.

(I. Pectoral very elongate, extending beyond middle of anal S. GtlNTHERl

2. Suont not much longer than eye. Si)ines on preorbital antrorse.

«. Pectoral fan-shaped, not reaching to origin of anal S. fidjiensis

B. Body less elongate (height at ventrals equal to or greater than length of head).

1. Snout moderate. No spines on preorbital.

a. Pectoral elongate, placed high S. parmatus

II. Head smooth above, and with muciferous cavities LloscORPius

A. Body moderately elongate; head and snout very long.

1. Head without sjiines, except three upon prcoperde and two on ojiercle.

a. Pectoral moderate, its upper rays longest, not reaching to origin of anal L. longiceps

SETARCHES GiJNTHERI, Johnson.

Setarches Giiutheri, Johnson, Proc. Zoiil. Soe., London, 1862, 177, pi. .xxiii.

A Setarches having body and head elongate; the height of the body over ventrals

equal to height under antepenultimate dorsal spine, and contained nearly 4 times in

length of body (-without tail); length of head 2h in length of body.
Head not much compressed. Width of interorbital space IJ times the diameter of the

eye, which is somewhat below the profile. No conspicuous ridges upon the top of the head,

but two low, flat, occipital spines. Snout Ig times as long as the diameter of the eye.

Mouth wide, somewhat oblique; maxillary with a much expanded posterior extremity, reach-

ing nearly to vertical from posterior margin of orbit. Lower jaw projecting, with a strong,

bony tubercle at its symphysis. Sides of head strongly armed. Three slender, sharp,

closely set, ])arallel spines, of which the middle one is slightly the longest, at the angle of

the suboperculum, and 2 smaller spines on its lower limb. Two long, strong spines upon
the opercular flap. Two strong, retrorse spines upon the preorbital, their points projecting
down over the maxillary.

Head scaleless, except upon the opercle. Scales small, cycloid, there being about 86

ill the longitudinal series. The lateral line passing with a broad, gentle curve under the

notch between the two dorsals, from a point very near the dorsal profile to the middle of the

base of the caudal. It has no scales, but conspicuous skinny tubes, of which the figure

indicates 28 to 30. Dorsal insertion in advance of that of pectoral, with the first spine about

half as long as the diameter of the eye, and separated somewhat from the second, which is

tlie longest, and more than twice the eye; followed by others which gradually and irregu-

larly decrease in length to the tenth, which is about equal to the first, which is followed

behind the notch by a slender one as long as the sixth. Nine soft dorsal rays, the longest
as long as the first dorsal spine, but the length of the base of this fin is less than half that

of the spinous dorsal. Anal inserted under the posterior portion of soft dorsal, with 3

spines and 5 rays.
~

Ventral under the first dorsal spine, its longest rays equal to the exter-

nal caudal rays. Pectoral very broad at its base, which occupies nearly half the height
of the body, and with 22 rays, of which the first two and the last five are simple, the re-

mainder branched
;
the upper branched rays are very long, one-third as long as the body, and

reach beyond the origin of the anal. Gaadal truncate, its middle rays as long as the soft

dorsal.

Color, uniform pink red, minutely dotted with black.

Eadial formula: D. x-xi, i, 9; A. iii, 5; P. 2+15-f .T; V. i, .5; C. 4-f 7+4.
A single specimen, 9 inches long, now in the British ]\Iuseum, was found by Johnson

at Madeira and named in honor of Dr. Giinther. Tlie depth of its habitat was not at

that time observed, but from what is known of the habits of its associates, it can not be

doubted that it is a deep sea form.

IS.fidjioisis, Giinther, was obtained by the Challenger at station 173, off Matuku in the

Fiji Islands, at a depth of 315 fathoms, a single specimen 3 inches long. It is shorter than
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S. GiiHtheri,^ with a shorter and higher dorsal, a shorter, more rounded pectoral, witli the

preorbital spines autrorse and the preopercular spines slenderer, more uniform in size, more

divergent, and four in number. The four ridges of the vertex terminate each in i. sliarp

spine, visible from the lateral aspect.

SETARCHES PARMATUS, GooDE. (Figure 249.)

Setarches ;«i)i««(hs, Goodk, Proc. U. S. N. M., in, 480, Feb. 16, 1881.—Gooms and Bean, Kull. Mus. Couiv.

°Zo61., X, 1883, 21.S.—Jordan ami Gilbert, Bull, xvi, U. S. N. M., f!8:5.—GCnther, Challenger Report,

XXII, 19.—Vaii.lant, Ex]). Sci., Travaillcur et Talisman, 375.

A iSetarches having head and body short and somewhat compressed ;
the height of the

body over ventrals greatest, and contained about 2J in total length (without caudal) length

of head 2^ in length of body.
Head somewhat compressed. Width of interorbital area equal to diameter of eye,

which as somewhat below the profile. Ridges on top of head low and inconspicuous; two

extending to the occiput, where they terminate in low, Hat spines; two sliort ones over the

posterior margin of orbit, ending in spines slightly behind the orbit. Snout as long as the

orbit. Mouth wide, somewhat oblique; maxillary with a considerably expanded posterior

extremity, reaching nearly to the vertical from posterior margin of orbit. Lower Jaw

scarcely projecting, and without prominent knob at symphysis. Sides of head lightly

armed, there being four slender, elongate .spines on the preoperculum; the edge of the sub-

orbital is broadly scalloped with two points projecting in downward direction opposite the

anterior and posterior margin of the orbit. Spines on the operculum small and iucon.spic-

uous. Two slender spines upon the preorbital, the anteiior one touching the opening of

the mouth. Head scaleless save upon the operculum, pre- and suboperculum. Scales

small, cycloid, each with several concentric furrows. Lateral line broad, scaleless, with

skinny tubes, of which there appears to be about 30 (an exact count not possible); the

lateral line is practically concurrent with the line of the back. Dorsal insertion in advance

of that of pectoral; the first spine more than half as h)iig as second, and equal to ninth;

the second as long as the seventh; the third and fourth about equal, and a little longer

than the maxillary; the fifth, sixth, seventh and eighth gradually decreasing. There are

12 spines and 10 soft rays, the fin being deeply notched.

The type, as the drawing indicates, is somewhat deformed, owing to an accident in life,

but a comparison with the other related species enables us to judge very nearly of what its

shape must have been. Anal inserted under posterior part of soft dorsal, with 3 spines

and 5 rays, the longest of which—about equal to the last spine—are as long as the

second dorsal. Ventral in vertical from root of second dorsal spine, with 1 spine and

5 rays, its tip not reaching to vent, which is dose to origin of anal. Pectoral broad at

its base, elongate, some of its median rays apparently branched, its tip extending beyond
the origin of the anal.

MEASTIEEMENTS.

Current number of specimen.
Locality

Extreme length
Length to base of middle caudal nays
Body :

Greatest beigbt ,

Greatest width
Least height of tail

Head:
Greatest length
Width of int*rorbital area

Length of snout
Lengt h of operrulum
Length of upper jaw
niameter of orbit

26084
Station 876.

Millime-
ters.

lOOths of

length.

38
23
9

45
10
10
13

23
12

'
Gilnther, Challenger Report, xxii, 19, pi. i, fig. C.
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MEASLTKEMENTS—Continued.
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Current number of specimen.
Locality

Dorsal :

Distance from snout

Length of base
(jreatest height at fourth spine.
Height at lirst spine
Height at second spine
Height at t bird spiue
(Soft) length of base

Anal:
Distance from snout
Length of Ijase

Height atfirst spine
Height at second spine
Height at third spine
Height at longest ray

Caudal :

Length of middle rays
Pectoral :

Distance from snout
Length

Ventral;
Distance from snout
Length

Dorsal
Anal ,

26081
Station STB.

Millime-
ters.

lOOths of

length.

42
34
2:t

11)

18
22

Mutilated.

80
12
7

14
14

15

44
44

44
25

XI. I, 10

III, 6

The steamer Blalce obtained two specimens of this species, 53 millimeters and 52 milli-

meters long, respectively, from station cccxxvii, in 34° 00' 30" N. lat., 70° 10' 30" \V. Ion.

at a depth of 178 fathoms; and two specimens from station xovil, off Barbadoes, at a depth
of 209 fathoms.

Specimens were taken by the Albatross from station 2397, in 28° 42' N. lat., 86° 36'

W. Ion. at a depth of 280 fathoms; and from station 2426, in 36° 01' 30' N. lat., 74° 47' 30"

W. Ion., at a depth of 93 fathoms.

LIOSCORPIUS, Gunther.

Lioscorpius, GOntiier, Challenger Report, i, Part vi, p. 40, pi. xvii, fig. G.

Scorptenids with head and body comiiressed, the former with muciferous cavities

above, and with scarcely any ridges or spines. Occiput without groove, naked. Three

strong sliarp spines upon the preoperculum and two upon the opercular flap. The mouth

very large, the snout elongate, the curve of the mouth being downward. Orbit encroaching

uixdi upper outline of head. Body covered with small scales, and with a wide, naked lat-

eral line with about 28 skinny tubes. Dorsal flus separate; the flrst low, with eight or

nine spines, the flrst, second, and third evenly graduated. Pectoral fin long, lanceolate, with

simple rays. Teeth villiform in bands in thejawsandon the vomer and palatine bones.

Braiichiostegals vii.

The type of this genus is Lioscorpius longiceps, Giinther, loc. cit., pi. xvii, fig. C, which

closely resembles Sctarches parmatiis in form, except that its head and snout are longer,
and the upper jaw curves downward.

.
The genus seems well enough seiiarated from

iSetarches by the smooth, grooveless occiput and the simple character of the rays of the

pectoral.

Family COTTID^E.

Coitoidcw, Richardson, Fauna Boreali-Americana, 1836, 36.

CoUidw, GiRARD, Cottidaj of N. America, 1858, 1.—Gill, Arr. Fam. Fishes, 1872, 6 (No. 55), Proc. U. S. Nat.

Mus. XI, 1889, 590.

Cottini, Bonaparte, Catalogo Metodico, 1846, 62.—Gunther, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mas., ii, 1,52.

Oottoids with a well-developed myodome; uninterrupted cranial valleys behind. Body
fusiform or compressed. Iiiterocular sjiace usually narrow. A bony stay connecting sub-

orbital and preopercle, usually covered by skin
; upper angle of ])i('opercle usually with one

or more spinous processes. Teeth in villiform or cardiform bands on jaws, and (usually) on
vomer and palatines; premaxillaries protractile; maxillary without supplemental bone.
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GiUs 3 J or 4; slit behind tbe last gill small, or obsolete; gill-rakeis short, tnbeicle-like, or

obsok'te; gill-inembraiU'S broadly connected, often joined to the isthmus. Body naked, or

with scales, prickles, or plates, but never uniformly scaled. Lateral line simi)le. Dorsal

fins separate or somewhat connected, the spines less than thirteen in number, usually slen-

der, the soft ijart elongate, longer than spinous pt)rtion; caudal rounded; anal similar to

soft dorsal, spineless; pectorals large, with broad, procurreut bases; ventrals thoracic

(rarely entirely wanting), the rays usually less than i, 5. Pseudobranchia" present, at least

in all our species. Pyloric cieca usually in small number (l-S); air-bladder commonly
wanting.

KEY TO THE DEEP-SEA GENERA.

I. Spinous dorsal not concealed.

A. Gill openings extending below at least to the base of the lowest pectoral ray CoTTlNiE

1. Slit behind last gill obsolete.

a. Gill membranes free from isthmus, or else forming a broad fold across it
;
head well armed.

Palatines toothless. No true scales on body CottuS
Palatines witli well-developed teeth. Body more or less scaly.

Ujiper preopercular spine hooked, bifurcate.

Body with some scales or plates Icklus

Body naked Aktediellus

Upper preopercular spine with 3-5 hooked jirocesses Icelinus

2. Slit behind last gill evident.

Palatines toothless.

Gill membranes free from isthmus
;
series of plates along back and along lateral line.

No plates on head; space between lateral plates prickly Tkiglops
Plates on snout and operiles Phionistius, Bean= EADULlNus, Gilbert

II. Spinons-dorsal little developed, continuous with soft dorsal, tbe spines slender, concealed in the loose

nakedskin; gill membranes broadly joined to isthmus; no slit behind last gill PsYcnROLUTiN.E

A. Vomer and palatines toothless Psychrolutes
B. Vomer with teeth.

1. Gill membranes attached to isthmus.

ti. Teeth on vomer and palatines. Dorsal continuous Cottunculus
h. No teetli on vomer and palatines. Dorsal in two parts Mai-acocottus

2. Gill membranes free from isthmus.

a. Vomerine teeth in two patches, none on palatines. Dorsal in two parts [Dasycottus]

COTTUS, Linnseus.

Coitus, LiNN.EUS, Syst. Nat. Ed., x, 1758, i, 207, ed. 2, 1766, 1,451.—GtJNTHER, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus. ii, 155.—

Jordan and Gilbert, Bull, xvi, U. S. Nat. Mus., 700.

AcanthocoUu8, Girard, Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge, iii, 1858.

Cottids with body rather slender, subfusiform, covered with thick skin, in which are

sometimes embedded prickly plates, esiiecially along lateral line; deciduous granular tuber-

cles also sometimes present, but no true scales. Head large. Mouth terminal, large, the

lower jaw included; villiform teeth on the jaws and vomer, none on the palatines; sub-

orbital stay strong; preopercle with 2 strong straight spines above, directed backward, and

1 below, directed downward and forward; opercle, nasal bones, orbital, rim, and shoulder

girdle usually armed; gill membranes forming a fold across the rather narrow isthmus; slit

behind last gill small or wanting, often reduced to a mere pore; vertebrsB about 28. Branchi-

ostegals mostly 0. Dorsal tins 2, sejiarate, the fii'st short, its spines rather slender; ven-

tral rays usually i, 3.—[Jordan and Gilbert.)

Several species of this genus are foundat a depth of lOto 15 fathoms on c ir New England
coast. None have, however, been taken below the 100-fathom line, saving C. bathybius,

Giinther, from south of Yeddo, Japan.

ICELUS, Kroyer.

Icelus, Kroy-er, Naturhist. Tidsskr., i, 253, 1844 (type, Icelua hamahia, Kroyer).-Gl^'THER, Cat. Fish. Brit.

Mus., II, 172.—Jordan and Gilbert, Bull, xvi, U. S. Nat. Mus., 689.

Cottids with body fusiform, covered with rough scales or plates. Mouth rather large;

teeth onvomer and palatines. Head naked, usually with cirri; preopercular spine hooked,
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bifurcate or inultifiircate. Gill-membraues broadly united, free from the isthmus, no slit

behind fourth gill. Ventral rays i, 3.

In addition to the type species, an Arctic form, descemling in the North Atlantic below

the 100 fathom line, tiiere are two or three others, found in moderately deep water off the

California coast. Jordan unites with this genus Artedius, but we prefer, for the present
at least, to consider it distinct.

IGELUS BICORNIS, (Reinhakdt), Jordan and Gilbert.

Coitus bicornis, Reinhardt, Vid. Selsk, Natur og Math. Afh., vm, Ixxv.

Centridermichthys bicornis, Gunther, Cat. Fish. Brit. Hub., ii, 172.

Icelits bicornis, .Jordan aud Gilbert, Bull, xvi, U. S. Nat. Mus., 693.

Iceliis hamatus, Kroyer, Nat. Hist. Tidsskr., 1844, i, 253.—Gunther, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., ll, 172; Chal-

lenger Rei)ort, XXII, 63.—Collett, Norges Fisk., 35; Forh. Vid. Selsk. Christ., 1880, 14; Norsk Nordh.

Exped. Fisk., 34, tab. i, fig. 8; Nyt Mag. f. Naturvid, xvili, 1884, 56.—Lutken, Kara-Havets I'isk. in

Dijmphna-Togtot, 123; Vid. Med. Nat. For., 1876,92.—Strom, Norsk. Vid. Selsk. Skrift., 1884, 18.—Lill-

JEBORG, Sverig. och. Norg. Fisk., 164.

loeliis fiirciger, AIalm, Forhaudl. Skand. Naturf., 9 Mote, 1865, 410.

Coitus polaris, Sabine, Parry's First Voyage, 213 {fide Liitken).

Head naked, its length 3 times in that of body. Preoperculum with 4 spines, the

upper 3 hooked, the uppermost bifurcate
;
two bluut, occipital spines. Interocular space

narrow, its width 4 in eye. Dorsal separated; pectorals shorter than head. No air-blad-

der. Gill-membranes broadly joined, free from isthmus.

Radial formula: D. IX, 20; A. 16; V. I, 3.

Color, yellowish, with many brown si^ots.

This form, first described from Spitzbergen, has since been found also in Alaska. It

is common in Arctic seas at small depths; of late years it has been frequently found on

the Norwegian coast in 50 to li.jQ fathoms. LUtken examined numerous examples from 46

to 106 fathoms, obtained in the Kara Sea.

ARTEDIELLUS, Jordan.

Arlediellus, Jordam, Cat. Fish. N. America, 1887, 110; Rep. U. S. Fish. Comm., xiii (for 1885), 1887, 898 (type,

Coitus nncinatns, Reinhardt).

This genus or subgenus differs from Icelus proper, apparently its nearest ally, in having
the skin naked and smooth. Geiifridermivhthys, Richardson, an Asiatic genus to which this

aud other American species have been sometimes referred, has the skin prickly and a large

slit behind the fourth gdl, the gill membranes being fully united to the isthmus.

ARTEDIELLUS UNCINATUS, (Reinhardt), Jordan. (Figure 2.55.)

Coitus uncinatus, Reinhardt, Vid. Selsk. Natur. och Math. Afhandl., 1833, 44.—Gunther, Cat. Fish. Brit.

Mus., II, 172; Challenger Report, xxil, 1887, 62.

Centridermichthijs uncinutns, Coi.lett, Norsk. Nordh. Exped. Fisk.,23, tab. i, tig. 7; Forh. Vid. Selsk. Christ.,

1880, 14; Nyt Mag. f. Naturvid., xviii, 1884, 54.—Lutken, Kara-Havets Fisk. lii Dijuiphua-Togtet, 124.—
LiLi.JEBORG, Sverig. t>ch Norg. Fisk., 161.

Icelus uncinatus, Kroyer, Nat. Tid., 184-4, 253.—Jordan and Gilbert, Bull, xvi, U. S. Nat. Mus., 693.

Coitus bicornis, Reinhardt, loc. cit., viii, 75.

Artediellus uncinatus, Johdan, loc. cit.

Body fusiform, its height contained 4i times in its total length. Head broad, its length

one-third that of the body; lower jaw included. Palatine teeth well developed. Maxillary

extending to opposite middle of pupil. Eyes very large, separated by a narrow ridge;

occiput with two blunt ridges, in front of which the vertex is concave; upper preopercular

spine large, strongly hooked upward, more than half length of eye; downward-directed spine

onpreopercle long and .sharp; .skin perfectly smooth. Pectorals reaching front of anal;

spinous dorsal rather high; vent midway between snout and middle of caudal. (Jordan
and Gilbert.)

Radial formula: D. viir, 13; A. 11.

"An Arctic littoral species," writes Giiuther, "more or less common in the sea between

Greenland, Spitzbergen, Nova Zembla, and Norway, extending in the western part of its
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range southwards to the coast of New Eiighuul. Tlie Norwegian North Athmtic expedition

has obtaiaed specimens down to 223 fathoms (off Bear Ishind), and therefoi'e the species

is included in this report. As bathybial characters, the width of the pores of the mucifer-

ous system and the rehitively hirge eye may be mentioned."

It has been identified by Dawson from the Pleistocene of Ottawa (Dawson, Canadian

Record, IV, 86.)

Specimens of this species were taken by the Specdicell from stati(m 150, in ^2° 35' N.

lat., 703 31/ w. lou., at a depth of -42 fathoms; station 222, in 42= 33' N. hit., 70= 31' W.

lou., at a depth of 40 fathoms; station 211, in 42° 38' N. lat., 70° 28' 30" W. lou
,
at a depth

of G8 fathoms; station 213, in 42° 38' N. lat., 70= 28' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 68 fathoms;
station 233, in 42° 30' 30" N. lat.. 70° 38' W. Ion., at a depth of 45 fathoms; station 234, in

420 30' N. lat., 70° 38' W. Ion., at a depth of 43 fathoms; and No. 21009, U. S. N. M., fitom

station 33, in 42° 30' N. lat., 70° 20' W. Ion., at a depth of 90 fatlioms.

The Fish Hawk obtained specimens (No. 31809, U. S. N. M.) from station 1088, off Cape

Cod, at a depth of 110 fathi>ms, and No. 31807, TJ. S. N. M., froms tation 1125, in 40o 03' N.

lat., 08= 50' W. lou., at a depth of 291 fathoms. A specimen was collected by the Gloucester

fishermen on the fishing banks in 1878.

Additional specimens were secured by the Albatross in the following localities: Station

2431. iu 430 00' N. lat., 50^ 47' 30" W. lou., at a depth of 129 fathoms; station 2463, in 45°

44' N. lat., 540 27' W. Ion., at a depth of 45 fathoms; station 24.50, in 46° 45' N. lat, 50= 02'

30" W. h)n., at a depth of 44 fathoms; station 2449. in 40=37' N. lat., 49= 50' 30" W. h>n., at

a depth of 39 fathituis; station 2500, iu 44° 26' N. lat, 02° 10' W. lou., at a depth of 127

fathoms; station 2522, iu 42° 20' N. lat., 65° 07' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 104 fathoms;
station 2490, in 45= 27' 30" N. lat., 58= 27' 45" W. Ion., at a depth of 50 fathoms; station

2460, in 45= 29' N. lat, 55= 24' W. lou., at a depth of 07 ftithoms; station 2520, iu 42= 41' N.

lat, 040 55' 30" \V. Ion., at a depth of 02 fathoms; station 2491, in 45° 24' 30" N. lat, 58°

33' 15" W. Ion., at a depth of 59 fathoms; stition 2451, in 46° 58' N. lat., 60= 34' W. Ion., at

a depth of 07 fatlioms; station 2477, in 440 29' 30" N. lat, 57° 11' 15" W. Ion., at a dei)th of

114 fathoms; station 2486, in 44= 26' N. lat, 57= 11' 15" W. lou., at a depth of 190 fathoms;
No. 33470, U. S. N. M., from station 20aS iu 42= 03' N. lat, 65° 48' 40" W. Ion., at a depth of

131 fathoms; and No. 33420, U. S. N. M., from station 2002, in 42° 17' N, lat, 60= 37' 15" W.

Ion., at a depth of 150 fathoms.

ICELINUS, Jordan.

Iceliniis, Jordan, Cat. Fish. N. Araer., 1887, HI, note.—Gilbert, Proc U. S. Nat Mus., xiii, 1890, 8t (with

key to species of Iceliniis).

Gottids, with body slender, fusiform, having lateral line with a series of spinous plates,

above which along the back is a double series of spinous plates placed at an angle; the

upper ijlates with free edge downward and backward, the lower jjlates with free edge up-

ward and backward, the skin otherwise perfectly smooth. Top of head uneven; interorbital

area concave. Head without developed scales. Upper preopercular spine long, with 5

hooked processes.

Tlie type of the genus is Artedins quadriseriatuSj Lockingtou. The type species is

not found in very deep water, but four other species have recently been described by Gilbert

from the coast of California, taken by the Albatross between 100 and 150 fathoms.

TRIGLOPS, Reinhardt.

Triglops, REiXHARnr, Viil. Selsk. Natiir. och Math. Afh., v, Hi.—Kroyer, Nat. Titl., 1, 1814, 260.—GttNTHER,
Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., 11, 173.—Jordan and Gilbert, Bull, xvi, U. S. Nat. Mus., 712.

Gottids with body rather elongate, with slender tail. Head moderate, rather com-

pressed, prickly, but without .scales. Mouth moderate; villifovm teeth on jaws and vomer,
none on the palatines. Preopercular spines small, simple. Rows of plate-like bones along

lateral line and at base of dorsal flu; the space between these densely prickly. Lower half
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of body crossed at short intervals by transverse undulating folds of skin, the edge of the

fold with minute rough scales, causing it to appear sharply and finely serrate. Gill mem-

branes united, free from istlnnus. Dorsal spines rather high and slender; ventrals appar-

ently I, 3.

TRIGLOPS PINGELII, Reinhardt. (Figure 256.)

Triy!oj}8 Pmgelii, Reinhardt, Vid. Selsk. Natur. och Math. Afliandl., 1838, lU-118.—GOnther, Cat. Fish.

Brit. JIus., II, 173; Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1877, 475; ChalUuger Report, xxii, 1887, 63.—C'ollett,

Norges Fisk., 36; Norsk. Nordh. Exped. Fisk., 38, PL i. Figs. 9. 10.—T.illjeborg, Sverig. och Norg. Fisk.,

leS.—GooDE & Bean, Bull. Essex Inst., 1879.—Jordan and Gilbert, Bull, xvi, U. S. Nat. Mus., 715.

Triglops pleiirostictm, Cope, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1865, 81.

Head very .slender, its length 3.J in that of body. Bye large, placed high, but lateral;

its diameter oue-third the length of head, longer than snout, and 3 times width of inter-

orbital space. Preopercxdar spines 4, short. Maxillary extending to below middle of orbit.

Nasal spines sharp. Ventral tins rather short; pectorals extending to front of anal. Tail

very slender, its diameter less than the eye. Anal papilla of male large.

Eadial formula: D. ix, 21; A. 21.

Color olivaceous, somewhat variegated with darker
;
fins barred

;
a series of dusky spots

along sides; an ocellated black .spot on posterior part of spinous dorsal.-

An Arctic species, found off Greenland, Nova Zembla, Norway, and extending in the

Western Atlantic southward to the latitudes of New England.

Specimens were taken on the American coast by the steamer Albatross from the follow-

ing localities: Station 24G0, in 45° 29' N. Lit., 5.5° 24' W. Ion., at a depth of 67 fathoms; sta-

tion 2440, in IC^ 20' N. lat., 49° 52' W. Ion., at a depth of 40 fathoms; station 2501, in 44o 27'

N. lat., 60° 20' 15" W. Ion., at a depth of 26 fathoms; station 2440, in 43° 38' N. lat., 49°

49' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 33 fathoms; station 2492, in 45° 22' N. lat., 58° 43' 45" W. Ion.,

at a depth of 75 fathoms; station 2449, in 46° 37' N. lat., 49° 50' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of

39 fathoms; station 2438, in 43° 36' N. lat., 50° 03' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 37 fathoms;
station 2441, in 45° 27' N. lat., 49° 42' W. Ion., at a depth of 34 fathoms; station 2445, in

40° 09' 30" N. lat., 49° 48' 30" W. h)n., at a depth of 39 fathoms; station 2444, in 45° 59' N.

lat., 49° 45' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 39 fathoms; station 2.520, in 42° 41' N. lat., 64° 55' 30"

W. Ion., at a depth of 62 fathoms; station 2058, in 41° 57' 30" N. lat., 67° 58' W. Ion., at a

depth of 35 fathoms; station 2451, in 46° 58' N. lat, 50^34' W. Ion., at a depth of 67

fathoms; station 2450, in 46° 45' N. lat., 50° 02' 30" W. Ion.; at a depth of 44 fathoms.

COTTUNCULUS, Collett.

Cottunciihis, Coi.lett, Norges Fiske, 1875, 20 (ty\ie ,
Coitunciihis microps, Collett).—JORDAN and Gillbert,

Bull. XVI, U. S. Nat. Mus., 687.—Gunthek, Challenger Report, xxii, 1887, 60.

Tadpole-shaped, the head extremely large, the body tapering from shoulders to the

slender tail; mouth rather large, terminal, oblique; vilHform teeth in the jaws; a double

l)atch on vomer; no teeth on the palatines; no sjiines on the head, the tubercular surface

of the skull covered by skin; skull thin, its bones not firm. Gills 3i, no slit behind the

last arch; gill-membranes broadly joined to the isthmus, their union extending to above

the lower edge of the base of the i^ectorals. Pseudobranchiic very small; no cirri, scales,

or prickles; the skin thin and movable, smooth, or roughened with small warts. Spinous
dorsal little developed; the two fins usually continuous; spines very slender, flexible, em-

bedded in the skin; pectorals short, procurrent below; ventrals very short, well separated,

their rays i, 3; caudal rounded. [Jordan and Gilbert.)

COTTUNCULUS- MICROPS, Collett. (Figures 257 and 261, A, B.)

Cottuyiciilus microps, Collett, Norges Fiske, 1875, 20, pi. i, figs. 1-3; Meddelelser om Norges Fiske, Aarena,

1875-78, 1879, 11; Forh. Vid. Selsk., Christiania. 1880, 11; Norsk. Nordh. Esped., 18, pi. i, figs. 5,6; Nyt.

Mag. f. Naturvid., xviii, 1884, 53.—STUiiM, Norsk. Vid. Selsk. Skrift., 1880, 75.—Goode, Proc. U. S. Nat.

Mus., 1880, 479.—Goode and Bean, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool.,- x, 1883, 212.—Lilljeborg, Sverig. och

Norg. Fiske, 113.—Jordan and Gilbert, Bull, xvi, U. S. Nat. Mus., 689 (description quoted helow from

full-grown specimens).—Gunther, Challenger Report, xxii, 1887, 60, pi. IX, fig. A.
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Head very large, its length, breadth, and depth nearly equal; the greatest depth at

the nape; four bony tubereles on top of head and some at the sides, all covered by the skin;
lower jaw included; maxillary extending to below the middle of the eye, which is equal to

the snout, and about 4i in head; suborbital stay and the roughish edge of the i)reopercle
both covered by smooth skin; chin and preorbital with pores. Skin everywhere thin,
somewhat movable, its surface roughened by small, blunt warts. Dorsal tin continous, the

feeble spines lower than the soft rays; pectorals barely reaching anal; caudal long. Head

2g; depth 3.J. {Jordan and Gilbert.)

Eadial formula: U. vi, 19; A. 10.

Color, pale, with three broad, dusky cross bands on body and tins, one on head, one

through spinous dorsal and pectoral, one through second dorsal and anal, besides a small

band at base of caudal.

This species was first described from a specimen measuring 15 millimeters, dredged by
Prof. G. O. Sars at Hasvig, near Hammerfest, in 200 fathoms, August, 1874; another, 50

millimeters long, near Trondlijemsi;iord, in 1878, by Mr. Strom, at a depth of 180 fathoms;
again, at a depth of 191 fathoms, 18 miles northwest from Hammerfest (72° 27' K, 20° 51'

W.), iu temperature 3° .5 C, and at a depth of 459 fathoms; 15 miles westward of north-

western Spitzbergen (79° 59' N., 5° 40' W.), with temperature of 1° 0.

The Blake secured a specimen of this species from station cccix, iu 40° 11' 40" N. lat.,

68° 22' W. Ion., at a depth of 304 fathoms
;
and two examples from station cccx, in 39° 59'

16" K lat., 70° 18' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 260 fiithoms.

Specimens were taken by the Fish Hawk as follows: No. 26087, U. S. K M., from sta-

tion 880, in 38° 48' 30" N. lat., 70° 54' W. Ion., at a depth of 252i fathoms; No. 31760, U. S.

N. M., from station 1142, in 39° 32' K lat., 72° 00' W. Ion., at a depth of 322 fathoms; No.

28728, U. S. N. M., from station 925, in 39° 55' N. lat., 70° 47' W. Ion., at a depth of 229

fathoms; No. 28798, U. S. N. M., from statiim 947, in 30° 53' 30" N. lat., 71° 13' 30" W. Ion.,

at a depth of 319 fathoms; No. 28771, U. S. N. M., from station 938, in 39° 51' N. lat., 69°

49' 15" W. Ion., at a depth of 317 fathoms; No. 28814, U. S. N. M., from station 946, in 39°

55' 30" N. lat., 71° 14' W. Ion., at a depth of 247 fathoms; No. 29077, U. S. N. M., from

station 1049, iu 38° 28' N. lat., 73° 22' W. Ion., at a depth of 435 fathoms; No. 28936, U. S.

N. M., from station 1031, in 39° 57' N. lat., 69° 19' W. Ion., at a depth of 255 fathoms; No.

28922, U. S. N. M., from station 998, in 30° 43' N. lat., 71° 32' W. Ion., at a depth of 302

fathoms; No. 20170, U. S. N. M., from station 895, in 39° 56' 30" N.lat., 70° 59' 45" W. Ion.,

at a depth of 238 fathoms; No. 2C167, U. S. N. M., from station 892, in 39° 46' N. lat., 71°

05' W. Ion., at a depth of 487 fiithoms; and also from station 894, in 39° 53' N. lat., 70° 58'

30" W. Ion., at a depth of 305 fathoms.

Additional specimens were obtained by the Albatross as follows: No. 33310, U. S.N.

M., from station 2028, in 39° 57' 50" N. lat., 70° 32' W. Ion., at a depth of 209 fathoms; No.

33465, U. S. N. JI., from station 2063, in 42° 23' N. lat., 66° 23' W. Ion., at a depth of 141

fathoms; No. 33514, U. S. N. M., from station 2092, in 39° 58' 35" N. lat, 71° 00' 30" W. Ion.,

at a depth of 197 fathoms; No. 33479, U. S. N. M., from station, in 42° 15' 25" N. lat., 65° 48'

40" W. Ion., at a depth of 122 tathoms; and No. 35461, U. S. N. M., from station 2187, iu39o
49' 30" N. lat., 71° 10' W. Ion., at a depth of 420 fathoms.

COTTUNCULUS THOMSONII, GOnther. (Figures 258, 262 A, B.)

Coitus Thomsonii, GCnther, Proc. Royal Soc, Edinburgh, xi, 1882, 679.

Cottuucuht8 Thomsonii, Gunther, Challenger Report, xxii, 1887, 61, pi. ix, fig. B.

CotluHculus tonus, Goode, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mas., in, 1880,479; Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., X, 1883, 212,213.—
JoRi>AN and Gilbert, Bull, xvi, U. S. N. M., 688.

Head and body smooth, scaleless, covered with a tough, lax skin. The length of the

head is nearly one-third of the extreme length of the body, including the caudal; its

greatest height, one fourth of the body without the caudal. The greatest width of the

head is twice the length of the maxilla. The distance of the vent from the insertion of

the anal equals the length of the maxilla. The eye is close to the dorsal profile. The
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length of the orbit is about equal to that of the suout, aud is contained about 4i times in

the greatest length of the head. The intermaxillary is long and slender, its length con-

tained slightly moi-e than 3 times in the distance from the tip of the snout to the insertion

of the first dorsal (3^ times in the length of the head). The maxilla is very slender, except
iu its posterior third, where it is considerably expanded. The mandible is very stout, pos-

teriorly widened, its length contained nearly '2^ times in that of the head. Teeth in broad

villiform bands on the intermaxillary and the mandible. Two short, separate, similar

bands on the vomer. None on the palatines.

Head armed with blunt spines, as in C. microps.

The distance of the dorsal from the tip of the snout is nearly equal to one-third of the

total length, caudal included. It consists of 6 spines aud 17 rays.

The anal fin is located midway between the tip of the snout and the end of the caudal

flu; it consists of 13 rays.

The leugth of the upper pectoral rays is equal to that of the postorbital portion of

the head. The pectoral rays diminish rapidly in size, the lowest being exceedingly short.

The number of rays is 1!2. The distance of the ventral from the tip of the suout is one-

third of the total length without the caudal. The length of the free portion of the ventral

equals that of the eye. The fln consists of 1 spine and 3 rays.

The caudal consists of 10 developed rays.

Color light brown, the fins somewhat darker.

Specimens were obtained by the Blake from station CCCVi, in 41° .32' 50" N. lat., 65^55'

W. Ion., at a depth of 521 fathoms; station cccxliii, in 39° 15' 50" N. lat., 70° 55' W. Ion.,

at a depth of 732 fathoms; aud station cccxsvi, in 33° 12' 15" N.lat., 76° 00' 50" W. Ion.,

at a depth of 101 fathoms.

Also by the Albatross from the following localities: No. 35105, U. S. N. M., from station

2181, in 390 29' N. lat., 71° 16' W. Ion., at a depth of 693 fathoms; No. 35517, U. S. N. M.,
from station 2202, in 30° 38' N. Int., 71° 39' 15" W. Ion., at a depth of 515 fathoms; No. 35101,

U. S. N. M., from station 2180, iu 39^ 29' 50" N. lat, 71° 19' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 523

fathoms; No. 35605, U. S. N. M., from station 2213, in 39° 58' 30" N. lat., 70° 30' W. Ion., at

a depth of 381 fathoms; No. 35183, U. S. N. M., from station 2186, in 39° 52' 15" N. lat., 70°

55' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 353 fathoms; No. 35189, U. S. N. M., from station 2180, in .39°

49' 30" N. lat., 70° 26' W. Ion., at a depth of (iOO fathoms; No. 35123, U. S. N. M., from sta-

tion 2180, in .390 29' 50" N.lat., 71° 49' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 523 fathoms; No. 33390, U.

S. N. M., from station 2072, in 11° 53' N. lat., 65^ 35' W. Ion., at a depth of 858 fathoms
;
No.

32676, U. S. N. M., from station 2004, in 37° 19' 15" N. lat., 71° 26' 06" W. Ion., at a depth
of 105 fathoms; and from station 2552, in 39° 47' 07" N. lat., 70° 35' W. Ion., at a depth of

721 fothoms; station 2.5.53, in 39° 48' N. lat., 70° 36' W. Ion., at a depth of 551 fathoms; sta-

tion 2115, in 350 19' 30" N. lat., 71° 31' 45" W. Ion., at a depth of 813 fathoms; station 2529,

in 41° 03' 30" N. lat., 66° 14' W. lou., at a depth of 662 fathoms; and station 2528, in 41° 47'

N. lat., 65a 37' 30" W, Ion., at a depth of 677 fathoms.

Additional specimens were secured by the Fish Hawk as follows : No. 28951, TJ. S. N. M.,
from station 1029, iu 3'.P 57' 06" N. lat., 69° 16' W. Ion,, at a depth of 458 ftithoms; No.

30276, U. S. N. M., from station 998, in 39° 43' N. lat., 71° 32' W. Ion., at a depth of 302

fathoms; No. 26110, U. S. N. M., off Newport, R. I.
;
No. 29075, U. S. N. M., from station 1049,

in 380 28' N. lat., 73° 22' VV. lou., at a depth of 435 fathoms; No. 28850, U. S. N. M., from

station 952, in 39° 55' N. lat., 70° 28' W. Ion., at a depth of 225 fathoms; No. 28888, U. S. N.

M., from station 994, iu 39° 10' N. lat., 11° 30' W. Ion., at a depth of 368 fathoms; No. 28916,

U. S. N. M., from station 991; aud an individual from station 892, in 39= 46 ' N. lat,, 71° 05'

W. Ion., at a depth of 487 fathoms.

MALACOCOTTUS, Bean.

Malacocottm, Beax, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mns., xiii, 1890, 42.

Shape similar to that of Cottiinrulus. Head large ; body tapering rapidly to the slender

tail; mouth terminal; jaws subeiiual. Minute villiforui teeth in broad bauds on maxilla
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and mandible; vomer and palate toothless. Preoperculnm armed with short, stout, simple

spines. Bones of the sknll thin. Gills 3i; no slit behind the last. Gill openings wide;
the membranes broadly attached to the isthmus. Gill-rakers tubercular, in moderate

number. Spinous dorsal low, sejjarated by a deep notch from the soft dorsal. Pectorals

procurreut in front. Ventrals small; caudal rounded. Vent distant from the anal origin.

Head and body naked. Lateral line consisting of a series of large pores.

This genus is represented by seven examples of the type species, M. zoniirns. Beau,
taken by the Albatro.ss on August 1>, 1S8S, from station 2853, oft' Trinity Islands, in 50°

N. lat., 154° w. Ion., at a depth of 159 fathoms.

Family CYCLOPTERID^E.
Cycloplerida, Bonaparte, Cat. Metodico, 1846. 64.—Gill, Ait. Faniilie.s of Fishes, 1872, x.\.\; Century Dic-

tionary, 1424.—JoKDA.v anil Gilbert, Bull, xvi, U. S. Nat. Mus., 744.—Gill, Proc. r. S. Nat. Mus., xiii,

366, 1891.

Cyclopterina, Gunther, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., iii, 154.

Cycloptcroidi-a, with a feebly ossified skeleton and ventricose body, covered with thick

skin, which may be either smooth, tubercular, or spinous. Head short, tliick; suborbital

stay present, thin and flatfish. Mouth small, terminal; jaws lateral, with slender teeth in

bands; vomer and palatines toothless. Gill openings narrow, nn'mbranes broadly joined

to isthmus and shoulder girdle. Branchiostegals (i. Dorsal tin long, its anterior portion

of flexible spines, sometimes hidden in adult by a fleshy hump, sometimes wanting. Soft

dorsal small, opposite and similar to anal. Caudal rounded. Ventral rudimentary, form-

ing the bony center of a thoracic sucking disk. Pectorals short, low, with bases broad and

procurrent. Pyloric caeca numerous. Vertebrje 12-)-16.

KEY TO THE GENERA OF CYCLOPTERID^.

(From Jordan and Gilbert, rearranged.)

I. Spinous dorsal present, sometimes di.sappearing with age; skin tubi-rcuhite.

A. Dorsal spines in adult hidden ill a lieshy hump. Ventral disk small C'yci.optercs

B. Dorsal spines not hidden in adult; gill opening a small slit; ventral disk large ErMU uoTRKMts

II. Spinous dorsal wanting; skin smooth or nearly 30 [CYCLOPTERicnTiiYS]

Genus EUMICROTREMUS, Gill.

Eumicroiremus, Gill, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Phila., 1864, 190.—^Collett, Norsk. Nordh. Exp., 67.—Goode
and Bean, Bull. Esses Inst, xi, 12.—Jordan and Gilbert, Bull, xvi, U. S. Nat. Mus.. 9.57.

Cyclopterids with a spinous dorsal, which is sometimes in adults hidden in the skin,

though never disappearing with age. Skin thick, armed with series of bony tubercles.

Gill opening a small slit on level of eye. Ventral disk large.

EUMICROTREMUS SPINOSUS, (MOller), Gill. (Figure 250.)

Cydopterus spinosm, MiJLLER, Prodromus Zoologiae Danicie, 1777, ix.—Gaimard, Voy. Skand., PoisB.,

pi. IV, fig. 2—GttNTHER, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus.. iii, 1861, 157; Proc. ZoiJl. Soe., London, 1877, 293,

fig. (young); ibid., 475; Challenger Report, xxii, 1887, 66.—Malmgren, Ofvers. K. Vet. Ak. Forh.,

1864,489, .sp. n.—Frisch, Peterm. Geogr. Mitth. 1865, Erg. Heft. Nr. 16, 35.—Heuglin, Fauna and Flora

in Geologic Spitzbergen in Novaja Semlja, 1874, 211.—Jordan and Gilbert, Bull, xvi, U. S. N. M., 746.

Lumpus spinosux, Storer, Syn. Fish. N. A., 1846, 230.

Eumicrolremus npinosm, Gill, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Phila., 1864, 190.—Collett, Norske Noidh. Exped.,

Fisk., 67, pi. II, fig. 13.—Goode and Bean, Bull. Essex Inst., xi, 12.—Jordan aud Gilbert, Bull, xvi,

U. S. N. M., 957.—Jordan, Cat. Fish. N. A., 116.

Body orbicular, cuboid anteriorly, its heiglit nearly one-half of its length, which is .3

times the length of the head; base of spinous dorsal and body behind vent abruptly com-

pressed; teeth in narrow bands; gill openings on a level with eye, slightly narrower than

orbit. Spinous dorsal not hidden, covered with rough tubercles, simihir to those on body,

but smaller; width of ventral disk slightly less than its length, and somewhat less than
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length of head. Body covered with irregular, rouudish, couical plates, varying much in size,

some of the larger with a central point, turned backward; all the plates with small tuber-

cles and slender flexible prickles; small plates along bases of all the fins; a series of 6 large

plates extending backward from above eye to op[)osite the interval between dorsals; a

series of 5 on each side of middle of iutcrocular space from snout to nape, these increasing
much in size posteriorly j

a series of 3 along oitercular margin; along base of spinous dor-

sal a series of 4, not connected with that of interorbital space; a single large plate on each

side of the interval between dorsals; two longitudinal series of 4 large i)lates each, begin-

ning above base of pectorals and behind gill slits, terminating under the space between dor-

sals; the largest plate on body is immediately behind axil of pectoral; a smaller one below

it, and two others between it and origin of anal
;
two series of smaller plates below eye;

many small plates interposed between the series of large ones; very small plates on under
side of head and middle of tail; no plates between ventral disk and vent; none in axil of

pectorals.

Eadial formula: D. vii, 11; A. 10; C. 10.

Color, olivaceous, the skin between the plates thickly punctate. {Jordan and Gilbert,

from an Alaska specimen.)
One specimen was dredged by the U. S. Fish Commission 6 miles off Half Way Eock,

Salem, Mass., August 10, 1877, in 3.5 fathoms. Two specimens were dredged in 1861 by
Prof. Verrill, off Anticosti in 10 fathoms, and another was taken by the U. S. Fish Com-
mission at Bastport, Me., in 1872.

It was also obtained by the Albatross from station 2456, in 47° 29' N. lat., 52° 18' W. Ion.,

at a depth of 80 fathoms; from station 2150, in 46° 45' N. lat., 50= 02' 30" W. Ion., at a

depth of 44 fathoms; and from station 2445, in 46° 09' 30" N. lat., 49° 48' 30" W. Ion., at a

depth of 39 fathoms.

CoUett's specimens were from the northeastern Atlantic and from a depth of 129

fathoms.

Family LIPARIDIDvE.

Family Diseoioli, group Liparidina, Gunther, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., iii, 1861, 154.

Liparididw, Gill, Ait. Families of Fishes, 1872, 5 (No. 48) ; Century Dictionary, 3471.—Jordan and Gilbert,

Bull., XVI, U. S. Nat. Mus., 738 (full description).—Gill, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., xiii, 370, 1891.—Garma.x,

Discoboli, 1892, 43.

Body anteriorly broad, rounded, somewhat depressed, compressed behind, covered with

smooth skin, which is usually very lax. Head obtuse, broad, the snout wide and blunt;

suborbital bone styliform behind, joined to the opercle, as iu the Cottoids. Mouth terminal.

Jaws with villiform bands of small teeth, tricuspid to simple; no teeth on vomer or pala-

tines. Premaxillaries protractile, little movable. Opercular bones unarmed; interopercle

slender, ray-like, overlying the brauchiostegals. Gill-openings small, above base of pec-

toral, with membranes joined to the broad isthmus, and to the humeral arch below. Gills

3i, no slit behind the last. Pseudobranchite rudimentary or wanting. Pyloric c;TBca nu-

merous. Xo air-bladder. Dorsal fin long, with feeble and flexible spines, similar to the

soft rays. Anal long, similar to the soft dorsal. Ventrals, when present, completely united,

and forming tlie bony center of an oval suckingdisk, but sometimes entirely wanting.

Pectorals very broad, the base extending forward under throat; the outline usually emar-

19808—Xo. 2 18
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giuate, smue of the lower rays being iiroduced; tail dipliyeercal. Caudal elongate, distinct

or coiidiieut with dorsal and aual. Stomach siphoaal, and intestine elongate.

KEY TO THE GENERA OF LIPARIDID^.

1. Voutral disk present LiparidiN-E

A. Cauil;il more or less (listinct. Teeth tricuspid. PseudobranohiiO.

1. V^ertebrje less thau 40. A strong curved froutal ridge, convex in front, crossing inter-

orbital space LiPAiJis

2. Vertebne more than 45. Frontal regions broader, and without promiucut transverse

ridge. [C'arelii'AHIs]

B. Caudal indistinct, tenuous. Teeth .simple (in adults).

1. .Slcull higher than iu LiparU; froutal ridge moderate Cakeproctus
2. Ventral disk absent Ajiitrin.e

A. PseudobranchisB jjresent.

1. Pectoral simple, with (six) lowest rays prolonged Amitra
B. Pseudobranchim absent.

1. Pectoral in two distinct lobes Paraliparis

2. Pectoral fringed posteriorly, and with (eight) lowest rays free, l)ut not forming distinct

lobe.. HlL(JE.N'DURFIA

LIPARIS, Artedi.

Liparis, Artedi, Synonimia Piscium, 1788, p. 117.—Scopoli, lutroductio, 1777.^Cuvier, Ri'^gne Animal, ed.

I, 1817, p. 227.—GuNTHER, (Jat. Fish. IJrit. Mus., iii, p. 1158.—.Iouda>j and Gilbert, Bull, xvi, U. 8. Nat.

Mus.,p. 738.—Garman, Diseob.di, 1892,45.

t^eoliparia, Steindachner, Ichth. Beitrage, in, 1875, 54 (type, L. mucosas).

Body tadpole-shaped, subcylindrical anteriorly, compressed and tapering posteriorly,

enveloped in smooth skin, usually somewhat loose. Head short, broad; snout short, blunt;
mouth horizontal, with lower jaw included. Teeth numerous, in cardiform bands; usually

tricuspid on intermasillaries and mandible, simple on pharyngeals. Dorsal and anal fins

with rays feeble, flexible, those anterior scarcely differentiated; more or less confluent with

caudal. Pectorals broad, emargiaate, proeurrent under throat, some of the lower rays

produced. Yentrals transformable into a well-developed disk on the breast, its front below

or behind the middle of the head, about midway between sucking-disk and anal tin. Pseu-

dobranchiae present.

LIPARIS LINEATUS, (Lepeciiin),KeOyer.

Cyclopterus liparis, Linn.eus, Syst. Nat., ed. xii, 1766, i, 414.

Liparis liparis, Ccjviep, Regno Animal, ed. I, 1817, ii, 227.—Gu.vriiER, Chall. Rep., xxii, 1887, 67.—Garman,
Discoboli, 57.

Cyclopterus liiieatus, Lepechin, Nov. Com. Petropol., xviii, 1773, 522, pi. v, figs. 2, 3.

Liparis linealus, Kroyer, Nat. Tidsskr., ii, 1847, 284.—Jordan and Gilbert, Bull, xvi, U. S. Nat. Mus.,

742.—CoLLETT, Norges Fiske, 1875, 65.

Lij(ni-(S !'«73ans, Fle.viixg, Phil. Zoiil., 1822, 337; British Animals, 1828, 190.—GCntiier, Cat. Fish. Brit.

Mus., Ill, 159.—KRiivEU, Nat. Foren. Vid. Mod., 1860-61, 243.—Collett, Norges Fisko, 1875, 65.—

Goode and Bean, Bull. Essex Inst., xi, 1879, 11.

Lipcris barbafus, Ekstr5m, Vet. Akad. Handl., 1832, 168, pi. v.

Liparis stellatus, Malm, For. Sk. Nat., 1865, 412.

Liparis Ekslromi, M.VLM, loc. cit.

Body thick, covered with thin loose skin, its height two-seventh.s of its length; head

obtuse, with swollen nape, its length one-fourth that of the body ;
snout broad, not depressed ;

lips thickish; posterior nostril tubular. Diameter of orbit one-seventh length of head.

Gill-openings vertical slits surpassing root of pectoral; no pseudobranchi:e. Tail truncate

at base of caudal. Dorsal and anal confluent with caudal. Ventral disk rather longer than

broad, half length of head, its margin with about 13 papillie.

Radial formula: D. 33; A. 28.

Color, yellowish, striped with dark brown or purplish; the color very variable.

Giinther records the capture of a specimen, probably of this species, from the cruise of
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the Porcupine, in 180 fathoms, north of Shetlaud. The form to wliuth he refers is doubtless

that known to American students as L. lineata.

This species was often taken by the Fish Commission vessels off the south coast of New

England, in 30 to 60 fathoms, parasitic in the shell of a large scallop, Pccten tenuicostatus,

in company often with a crab of the genus Pinnotheres, closely related to the "
oyster-crab."

CAREPROCTUS, Kroyer.

Careproctiis, KrOyer, Naturh. Tidsskr., i, 257, 1862 (type, Liparis Beitihardti, Kroyer).—Garman, Discoboli,

1892, 72.

Liparidoids withbody elongate, covered with thin lax skin, translucent. Mouth oblique,

with projecting lower jaw. Teeth simple, hooked (tricuspid in young). Ventral disk small,

under head, the vent a little behind ventral disk, but far in front of anal fin.

Garman shows that the head of Gareproctiis is higher posteriorly than in Liparis; the

body deeper in front of the dorsal fin; the caudal region longer, slenderer, more tapering;

the dorsal and anal having more rays, and more completely joined with caudal; the ventral

disk reduced in size
;
and the suborbital process less developed.

CAREPROCTUS GELATINOSUS, (Pallas), Kroyer.

Oydopterus gelatinoaus, Pallas, Spicile^ia Zoologica, vii, 1769, 19, pi. in, fig. 1.

tij)«n's 3('?rt(iHosH8, CuviER, R&gne Animal, eil. 1, 1817,11,227.
—Guntuer, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., ui, 163;

ChallengLT Report, xxil, 1887, 57.—Reinkardt, Oversigt, etc., 1844, Ixxvii.

Careproclus gelaliiiosiis, Kroyer, loc. cit.—Jordan and Gilbert, Bull, xvi, U. S. Nat. Mus., 740.—Garman,
Discoboli, 76.

Liparis Seinhardti, Kroyer, Naturb. Tidsskr., 1,252.

Careproctun Ileinhardti, Kroyer, Naturb. Tidsskr., i, 1862, 252.—Collett, Norsk. Nordb. Exp., Fiske, 57, pi.

II, tigs. 15, 16.

Ventral disk very small, supported by a bilamellate cartilage descending from the

throat ;
vertical fins continuous. Body oblong, compressed, semitransparent, soft, and gelat-

inous; head thick, flat above; cleft of mouth nearly vertical, as in Uranoscopus; a series

of pores along upper lip; jaws, palate, and pharynx rough with teeth; skeleton very weak.

Radial formula: D. 50; A. about 4.5; C. 6; P. 30. Ca;ca 48. Vertebne 64.

Rose-colored with vertical fins violet; gill cavity black. (Giinthcr.)

An Arctic circumpolar species, first described from the North Pacific (Bering Strait),

afterwards found on the Greenland coast, and recently discovered by the North xitlantic

Expedition about Jan Mayen and Bear Island, and off Arendal, at depths vaiying between

263 and 658 fathoms; also found in the Kara Sea.

Careproctus spectrum, Bean, from xilaska (Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., xiii, 40), is an allied

form.

CAREPROCTUS RANULA, Goode and Bean. (Figures 251 and 251 A, B.)

Liparis raniila, GoODE and Bean, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., ir, 1879, 46.—Jordan and Gilbert, Bull, xvi, U. S.

Nat. Mus., 742.

A species with body thick, subcylindrical anteriorly, rapidly tapering to the tail, cov-

ered with a thick lax integument; its greatest height (.25) equals the length of the head
and is one-1'ourtli of the total length of the body without caudal.

Head somewhat tumescent at the nape; its height (over the ventral disk and eyes) con-

tained something over six times in the length of the body; its greatest width (.18) very

slightly greater aiidequalingtwicetliewidthof the ventral disk. Snout broad, with promi-
nent vertical profile; its length about one-fourth that of the head. Cleft of the mouth hori-

zontal, not extending to perpendicular from the anterior margin of the orbit. Lips covered

with thick lax skin, the upper jaw extending beyond the lower.

Length of the upper jaw about one tliird of length of head; that of mandible slightly

greater tliau length of ventral disk. Eacli jaw armed with a band of villiform tcetli
; tongue

thick, obtuse. Eye is lateral, not interfering with the upper profile of the head; its diame-
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ter (.07) more than one fourth of the length of the head, iiud contained about fourteen times

in the length of the body. Width of iuterorbital area is contained '2h times in kMigtli of

head. Nostril close to eye. Gill opening a vertical slit, extending upon upper part of root

of the pectoral.

Dorsal is inserted at a distance from snout ecpial to one-third of length of body. It

contains about iS rays (though to count them is almost impossible). Anal (uiginates at a

distance from snout ecpuil to two-fifths of length of body, and in perpendicular from eighth

dorsal ray; it contains at least 48 rays. Pectoral moderately broad, with 15 long rays and

12 or 13 shorter ones; the long rays are twice as long as the ventral disk and extend nearly

or quite to perpendicular from vent.

Ventral disk slightly longer (.10) than its distance from snout (.09), which precisely

equals its width; it has 14 papilhe.

Color is uniform whitish, almost colorless, and translucent in life.

This species was taken in the large trawl net by the collecting party on the United

States steamer SiH-edwrll, September 24, 1877, off the mouth of Halifax Harbor (station

117, 8J miles southeast fi'om Ohebucto Head). The depth at which it was found was 02

fathom ;,
the temperature at the bottom 35° F. The bottom was of fine sand and nuid, and

in the same haul of the net were taken the following species: Glyptocepludns cynoijUmms,

Hippoglossoidrs phitessoidcti, Scbasfes marinus (young), Pliycis chiiss, Aspidophoroidcs monop-

terygiufi, Triylopn Piiu/elii, Centridermiehthyn unctnatits, and Raia radiuta.

Specimens of this species were also taken by the Albatross from station 2455, in 47^ 21'

N. lat.; 51° 38' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 81 fathoms.

The species resembles, in the shape of its head, the lAparis FahricH of Kroyer, but is

easily distinguished by its less elongate body and the greater number of rays in the dorsal

and anal tins. When Hrst taken it was colorless, almost translucent, and was covered with

a thick tough integument. The preceding description is less complete than would seem de-

sirable, owing to the fact that the type specimen (No. 22310, U. S. Nat. Mus. Cat.) was too

soft and tender to admit of the requisite manipulaticm. The specimen, Which is 50 milli-

meters in total length (caudal included), is a mature female, having in the abdominal cavity

many large eggs.

TABLE OF MEASUREMENTS.

Current number of si)ecinien .

Locality

22310.

Station 117, ott' Halifax.

Length to origin of middle caudal ravs .

Body :

Greatest height
Height at ventral disk

Head:
Gre.atest length
Greatest width
Width of interorbital area

Length of snout

Length of upper .jaw

Length of mandible
Diameter of orbit

Dorsal ;

Distance from snout
Anal :

Distance from snout
Caudal :

Length of middle rays
Pectoral :

Distance from snout
Length

Ventral:
Distance of disk from snout

Length of disk
Widtliofdisk

Dorsal
Anal
Pectoral
Ventral (number of papUlfe in disk)—

Millimeters.

48

(«)
15+12 oris

14

lOOtbs of

lengths.

25
17

25
18
10
6
8

11

7

32

40

(8)

23
20
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CAREPROCTUS MAJOR, (FabukhsJjGakman.

Cyclopierua Hparis, var. major, Facricius, Fauna Giitulaudica, 1780, 13G.—Walbaum, Art. Gen. Pise, 1792,

489.—Var. b, Amersulah; 15oxnat., Tabl. Encycl., 1788, 28.

Liparis major, GiLL, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1864, 193.—Joiuian and Gii.beut, ISuU. xvi, U. S. Nat. Mus.,

1882, 741.

Jctinochir major, Gill, Cat. Fish. E.C.N. A., 1873,21.

Liparh {Aetitiochir) major, Jordan, Rep. U. S. Fish Comm., 1885 (1887), 903.

Liparis tunicata, Kroyek, Nat. Tidsskr. (3), i, pt. 2, 1862, 236. Gill, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1864, 190.—

COLLETT, Norsk. Nord-Hiivs. Exp., Fiske, 1880, 59.—Jorpan uud Gilbkkt, Bull, x vi, U. S. Nat. Mus., 1882,

742.

Jcfhiochir tunicata, Gill, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 18G4, 190.

Liparis Fabrieii, Lutken, Kara-Havets Fisk., 1887, 140, pi. xv, figs. 4-6.—Gill, Proc. tJ. S. Nat, Mus., xiii,

1891, pi. XXIX (from Liitken).

Carrproctiis major, Garman, Discoboli, 1892.
»

Diameter of eye contained nearly 3 times in snout or interorbital space. Posterior

nostril not tubular. Pseudobrauchiae reduced to 2 lamellae. Vertical tins continuous; anal

beginning below tenth dorsal ray. Ventral disk longer than broad, half length of head,

yiiin thin, loose.

Eadial fornnila: D. 42; A. 34; C. 12; P. 34.

Cohn', yellowish, mottled with brownish.

Liitken states that he received a great number of specimens of this Arctic species from

the Kara Sea, where they were obtained at depths varying from 46 to 100 fathoms.

This form is provisionally placed in Caytproctnii, but we are quite prepared to believe

that Gill's Acihiochir is a valid genus. The lish has a close external resemblance to the

species of Liparis.

CAREPROCTUS MICROPUS,(Gunther), Garman.

Liparis micropiis, GOnther, Challenger Report, xxii, 1887, 66, pi. xil, fig. B.

Careproctus micropus, Garman, Discoboli, 1892, 72.

Head large and thick, about one-fourth of the total length, the caudal included. The

interorbital siJace equals in length the postorbital portion of the head. Eye entirely in the

anterior half of the head and one-fifth of its length. Nostrils not tubular. Cleft of the

mouth not extending to the front margin of the eye. Teeth simple, unicuspid.

Vertical tins continuous, caudal very narrow and pointed. The origin of the anal is

opposite to the eighth dorsal ray. Form of the pectoral typical, the foremost rays being

"Pliosite to the anterior margin of the ventral disc. Ventral disc circular, small, one-fourth

of the length of the head, situated immediately behind the level of the eye. Vent very
close to ventral disc. Color light gTayish or purplish. (Giinther.)

Two specimens, 2 and 3i inches long, were obtained by the Knight Errant at station 9,

from a depth of 008 fathoms; and also a single individual, 3i inches long, at station S, in

540 fathoms.

AMITRA, Goode.

Amitra, Goode, Proc. U. S. N. M., ill, sig. 30, 478, Feb. 16, 1881.—Joni)\N and Gilbert, Bull, xvi, U. S.

N. M., 739.

Monomitra, Goode, Proc. U. S. N. M., vi, 478-9. (July, 1883.)

Liparids with small head and an elongate, attenuate body, covered with thick, lax,

slimy skin. Ventral disk absent. Opercular stay jiresent. Pseudobranehia' present.

Gills 3h, without slit behind last. Gill-openiiigs closed below, restricted to small slits

under the very small operculum. Operculum very small, strap-shaped. Lowerjaw included

within the ni)])er. Teeth weak, itaved. First five rays of the dorsal non-articulate, the

others grading gradually into the tiexible rays. Pectoral simple, with lowest rays prolonged.
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AMITRA LIPAEINA, Goode. (Figure 252.)

HI, 478, Feb. 16, 1881.—Jordan and Gilbert, Bull, xvi, U. S.

1882 (1884) 341.—

Amitra Uparina, Goode, Proc. U. S. N. M.

N. M., 7-Si).

Monomiira tiparina, GooDE, Proc. U. S. N. M., vi, 1889. 109.—Bean, Rep. II. S. F. C,

Jordan, Kep. U. S. F. C, 1885 (1887), 903.

Paraliparia li-parinm, GOnther, Challenger Report, xxii, 1887, 62.—Garman, Discoboli, 82.

Body elongate, compressed posteriorly, very thin at the tail, covered with a gelatinous,

lax, transparent skin, which is separated from the body and the tins by a lilmy, mucous

intertissne. Greatest height of body (.18) contained 5^ times in its length, without caudal.

Head thick, convex between eyes, its greatest width (.11) nearly three-fourths its length

(.15), which is contained 63 times in the length ol the body. Snout convex, protruding.

Mouth under the snout and far back from its tip. Eyes lateral, in diameter (.03) about half,

the width of the interorbital area (.05). Nostril in front of eye. Pores along the upper lip

When the head is viewed fi'om directly in front the opening of the mouth seems to be convex

upward.
The dorsal fin begins over the end of the pectoral, and the rays and outline of this, a.s

well as of the anal, are hardly visible through the thick, lax skin. The rays are thick, but

very flexible. The anal begins under the eighth to tenth dorsal ray. The dorsal and anal

rays lie closely connected with those of the caudal, Avhich are somewhat longer, and extend

iu a pencil-like point.

The pectoral is broad, its lower base almost under the posterior margin of the orbit.

It is composed of twenty-three rays, the six lowest of which are prolonged beyond the lower

rays, contiguous.
Kadial formula: D. 67; A. 54; C. 6; P. 23.

Color, yellowish white, dusky toward the tail and blackish upon the anterior part of

the head; abdominal cavity showing black through the skin.

MEASUREMENTS.

Current number of specimen .

Locality

Estremo length
Length to base of middle caudal rays.
Body :

(ireatest height
Greatest width

Head :

Greatest length
Greatest wicith
Width of interorbital area

Length of snout
Diameter ot orbit

Dorsal :

Distance from snout
Greatest height

Anal:
Distance from snout
H<'ight at longest ray

Cauilal :

Length of middle rays
Pectoral:

Distance from snout (below)

26184.

Station 891.

Milli-

meters.

164
150

lOOths
of

length.

Length.
Dorsal.
Anal
Caudal. ..

I'ectoral .

18
9

15

11
5

4
3

30

37
5

8

lU
07
54
6

23

The type specimen (Cat. No. 2G1S4, U. S. N. M.) was taken by the Fish Ilau-l- from sta-

tion 891, in 390 46' N. lat., 71° 10' W. Ion., at a depth of 480
( ".)

fathoms. Additional ex-

amples were secured by the same vessel as follows: Cat No. 28899, U. S. N. ^M., from .station

997, iu 39-5 42' N. lat., 71° 32' W. Ion., at a depth of 335 fathoms; Cat. No. 28855, U. S. N. M.,

from station 952, iu 39° 55' N. lut., 70° 28' ^^'. Ion., at a depth of 396 fathoms; Cat. No.
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2S786, U. S. N. M., from station 937, in 30^ 49' 25" N. Int., 69° 49' W. Ion., at a depth of GIG

fathoms; Cat. No. 31758, U. S. N. M., from station lUO, in 39° 34' N. lat., 71° 56' W. Ion.,

at a depth of 374 fathoms; Cat, No. 28900, U. S. N. M., from station 994, iii 39° 40' N. lat.,

71 o 30' W. Ion., at a depth of 3G8 fiithoms; and Oat. No. 31594
( ?), U. S. N. M., from station

1093, in 39° 56' N. hit., 09° 45' W. Ion., at a depth of 349 fathoms. Two other specimens of

this or a related species (Cat. No. 2G179, TJ. S. N. M.) were obtained by the Fish Haiclc from

station 894, in 39-3 53' N. lat., 70° 58' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 365 fathoms, but they are

ill poor condition, and cannot at present be ideutitied. A single individual was taken by
X\\& Albatross from station 2561, in 39° 38' N. lat., 71° 42' W.lon., at a depth of 500 fathoms

;

and four examples (Cat. No. 35562, U. S. N. M.) from station 2212, in 39^ 59' 30" N. lat., 70^

30' 45" W. Ion., at a depth of 428 fathoms.

PARALIPARIS, Collett.

I'dmliparis, CoLLETT, Vid. Selsk. Forb. Christiania, 1878, No. 14, 32 (as subgenus).—Gunther, Challenger

Report, XXII, 1887, 68. -Garman (part) Discoboli, 1892, 80.

Liparids with long, slender, compressed body, attennate posteriorly, covered with loose

thin skin. Ventral disk absent. Pseudobranchiie absent. Pectoral fin in two portions.

Dorsal aud anal confluent with caudal. Teeth minute, simple.

PARALIPARIS BATHYBII, Com.f.tt.

fjparh {Paralipurix) hatlu/hii, Coi.lett, Vid. Selsk. Forh. Christiania, 1878, No. 11,32.

LiiHvis bathi/hii, Cor.i.ETT, Norske Nordhavs Expeditioneu, Fisk., p. 52, ]>1. II, fig. 15.

]'<irlq)ari8 hdlUi/hniK, GiiNTiiEK, Challenger, Report, xxii, 1887, 68, pi. xii, fig. C—Gii.L, Proc. U. S. Nut. Mus.,

XIII, 1891, 373.—Garman, Discoboli, 1892, 81.

Head short and globular; equal in length to the depth of the body, and is to total

length as 1 to 5i; eyes (orbitie) large, their longitudinal diameter being to the length of the

head as 1 to 3^, and to width of interorbital space about as 1 to I3; the dorsal and anal

fins covering two-thirds of the caudal; snout short, but slightly exceeding the diameter of

the orbit; the upper and lower divisions of the pectorals are separated by a space furnished

with 3 to 4 rudimentary rays. (Concerniug the eyes, the ventral disk, aud the i)osition of

the vent nothing is known.— Collett.)

Kadial formula: D. 59; A. 51; P. 13
|

3 (4) 1 3; C. 8.

Color, brownish-black.

Length of body in the specimen examined (female) 208 millimeters. [Collett.)

Collett's tyi)e was obtained 108 kilometers west of Bear Island, in 658 fathoms. The

Knight Errnnt collected it at station 8, 1.S82, in 640 fathoms.

PARALIPARIS COPEI, Goode and Bkan, 11. s. (Figure 253.)

This species has nearly the same number of rays in the dorsal and anal as are recorded

in P. h((llii/liii(s, but the pectoral has 17 rays in the upper portion and 3 in the lower. The

jaws are shorter than in P. hathi/hius; the foiin is more elongate and the coloration is strik-

ingly different, our species having the anterior half of tlie body pale, almost whitish, while

the snout, chin, and anal origin are black.

The standard length, which is the total without caudal, of the specimen examined is

1»>7 millimeters. The greatest height of tiie body (25 millimeters) is slightly greater than

the length of the head, which is contained G^ times in the standard length.

The snout is broad, obtuse, its length (7 millimeters) contained 3.V times in that of the

head. The length of the eye ecjuals that of the snout. The interorbital width (11 milli-

meters) equals the length of the postorbital part of the head. The nostril is about midway
between the eye and the tip of the snout, in a very short tube. Five large mucous ]K)res

on each side of the snout, 3 smaller ones on the cheek under the eye and 6 on the man-

dible and edge of the opercular liones. The teeth are minute, villiforiii, and in two series.

The gill-opening is a very small slit, edged with black at the upper angk', of the pectoral.

The origin of the dorsal is distant from the snout 36 millimeters, or IJ times the length of
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tbe head. The tip of the pectoral wlieu extended is about itnder the second or third ray of

the dorsal. The anal origin is under the ninth or tenth dorsal ray. The leuj;th of the

middle caudal ray (16 millimeters) is contained lOJ times in the standard length. The

longest pectoral ray (18 millimeters) equals half the distance from the snout to the dorsal.

The hmgest ray of the isolated portion of the liu (10 millimeters) equals that of the middle

caudal ray. The distance of the veut from the tip of the snout (23 millimeters) is nearly

equal to the length of the head. The vent is directly under the base of the i^ectoral; it is

a narrow slit jdaced horizontally. Pyloric ca'ca 4 to (i.

Color: Anterior half of body very pale, whitish; posterior half very light brown;
snout, chin, and edge of gill-opening and region about the vent black.

Eadial formula: D. GO; A. 55; T. 17+4; C. 10.

Tbe eggs of an example a little smaller than the type of the description have a diam-

eter of about 3 millimeters. At the same time the ovaries contain some eggs, which have
not reached maturity, whose diameter is oidy about one-half millimeter. The stf»mach is a

stout subsphei'ical receptacle, its greatest width two-thirds of its length.

The type specimen (Cat. No. 35037, U. S. N. M.) was taken by the Albatross on Sept.

13, 1884, from station 2232, in 39° 12' 17" N. lat., 72° 09' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 520

fathoms. Specimens were also taken by the same vessel from station 254G, in 39° 53' 30"

K lat., 70° 17' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 538 fatlioms; from station 2187, in 39° 49' 30" N.

lat., 71° 10' W. Ion., at a depth of 420 fathoms; and fragments of an individual (No. 35479,

U. S. N. M.) from station 2186, in 39° 52' 15" N. lat., 70^ 55' 30" W. Ion., in 353 fathoms.

HILGENDORFIA, Goode and Bean, n. g.

Liparids with large, high, compressed head whose bones are exceedingly thin, cavernous
;

jaws even in front. Vertical tins represented by broad median folds, confluent at the pos-
terior end of the body, where the caudal is represented by two or three extremely fine,

slender ternunal filaments. Pectoral very large, broad-based, with membranes fringed pos-

teriorly and having several of the lower i-ays free, though not forming a distinct jjortion of

the fin. No ventral disk. Vent far advanced, opposite hind margin of orbit. Gill opening
as in Monomitra.

The type described by fliinther is only CO millimeters in length, and he remarks

concerning it that it is uncertain whether it represents a form in which embryonic, (charac-

ters are persistent, or merely an early stage of development.
Its peculiarities seem sufBcient to warrant its being set apart for further study before it

is merged with Paraliparis. It is named for Dr. Franz Tlilgendorf, of the Royal Zoological

Museum, Berlin

HILGENDORFIA MEMBRANACEA, (Ginther), GoonE and Bean.

FaraliparU membranaceus, Gunther, Challenger Report, xxii, 1887, p. 69, pi. xii, ti;;. D.

Head very large, compressed, about as high as long, with the upper profile descending
in a iiarabolic curve. The abdominal cavity, black and transparent through the integu-

ments, is excessively short; the tail compressed and gradually tapering into a fine point.
The whole of the integuments aie colorless, with minute scattered jmints of pigment. A
broad median dorsal fold rises from the top of the snout and is continued to the extremity
of the tail, gradually disappearing as it approaches the caudal fin, which is represented by
two or three extremely tine and rather long terminal tilaments. The fold is highest above
the posterior portion of the abdomen; there also tin rays connnence to be developed, which
on tbe anterior half of tbe tail are distinct enough, but become more crowded posteriorly
and almost indistinguishable. The anal has a similar structure; it also starts as a fidd

from the vent, which is far advanced, opposite to the hind margin of the orbit; rays are

developed from tbe posterior end of the abdominal cavity, whence the fin is continued in

the same manner as the dorsal.

Pectoral fin very large, with a very bmad base, extendiiig from the upper end of tbe

gill opening forward nearly to tbe liyoid bone; its principal portion consists of an extremely
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delicate membrane, iu wLicli rays are visible like fine striae, and which on its hinder margin
is provided with long fringes. The eight lower or anterior lays are quite free, but not sep-

arated by an interspace from the remaining part nf the fin. The bones of the head are

extremely thin, forming cavities on the toji and the snout. The eye is of moderate size,

about two-sevenths of the length of the head, a little shorter than the snout, and consider-

ably less than the width of the interorbital space, which is very convex. Jaws even in

front, the maxillary extending nearly to the hind margin of the orbit. {Gilnthcr.)

Eadial formula: D. ca. 70; A. ca. 70.

One specimen, 2\ inches long, was obtained by the Challenger off Cape St. Vincent,

station 310, at a depth of 400 fathoms.

GYMNOLYCODES, Vaillant.

Gymnolycodes, Vaillant, Exp. Sci. Travailleur et Talisman, 1888, 312.—Boulenger, Zool. Record, 1888,

Pisces, 18.

Body compressed, tapering, ensiform
;
skin feebly adherent to the subjacent tissues,

and scaleless. Vertical fins confluent, pectorals enveloped in an integument; ventrals

jugular. Jaws with fine teeth in several rows, disposed in quincunx fashion; vomer and

Ijalatines toothless. Branchial opening small and placed a little above the pectorals.

This genus, which Vaillant places in the family Lycodidcc, while calling attention to its

resemblance to the Brotulids, has been assigned by Boulenger to the Discoboli, where we

provisionally leave it.

GYMNOLYCODES EDWARDSI, Vaillant. (Figure 254.)

Oymnolycodea Edwardai, Vaillant, Exp. Sci. Travailleur et Talisman, 1888, 313, pi. xxvi, fig. 3.

Body shaped much as in Bythitcs, its height nearly one-flftli of its thickness and one-

seventh of its length; the length of the head is two-ninths of the length of the body; its

form is globose (so far as Vaillant was able to judge from a distorted specimen). Length
of snout two-fifths that of head. Mouth large, the maxillary extending to the vertical

from the center of the eye. On the intermaxillary and mandible are small, smooth, pave-
ment-like teeth, similar to those which occur iu certain Elasmobranchs, like Mustelus, and

certain Rays; palate smooth. Eye moderate, diameter one-fifth of length of head; interor-

bital width greater, the space equal to one-third that of the head. N^o barbel has been ob-

served. The branchial orifice consists of a simple opening. Opercular bones ap])areutly

imperfectly developed. Branchiostegal membrane supported by rays which are relatively

long and strong, which, in the individual as it was I'aptured, arebent, distending the mem-
brane in globular form. Vent a little in advance of the anterior third of the body.

It is impossible, says Vaillant, to know whether there was, or was not, a lateral line, the

skin, which is very loose, as in certain species such as Liparis, being absent from most

l)arts of the body. Skin absolutely devoid of scales, but studded with numerous pigmen-

tary dots which cover it nearly entirely
—

head, body, and fins.

The dorsal does not appear to commence very far forward, its origin being nearly in

the vertical from the vent; that of the anal considerably farther back. The two vertical

fins are similar in appearance and size; they are confluent at the posterior extremity of the

body, where, properly speaking, there is no caudal. Pectorals are completely enveloped in

the skin, and have from 11 to 13 rays.

When taken out of the dredge the fish was entirely brown; dark upon tlie fins; belly

bluish-black; the inside of the mouth and branchial cavity brownish, with some scattering

pigmentary spots.

A single specimen was obtained by the French vessels at station xxi, off the coast of

Morocco, at a depth of 1,319 meters.
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Family AGONIDyE.

Agonida:, Swainson, Nat. Hist. Fi.shes, 1839, ii, 181.—Gill, Arr. Fain. Fi.sbes, 1872, p. 6 (name only, to em-

brace Giinther, ii, pp. '211-L'lG).
—Jordan and Gilbert, Hull, xvi, U. S. N. M., p. 722.—Uii.l Proc. U. S.

Nat. Mus., XI, 590, 1889.

Body elongate, or more or less elevated, augular, covered with about eight longitiidi

nal series of large, bony, plates, which form a coat of mall; head externally entirely bony,
the plates often spinous; eyes large, i)laced high; suborbital stay euirassing the cheek;
mouth terminal or inferior; barbels often present; teeth small, in villiform l)ands on the

jaws, and often on the vomer and palatines also; gills 3i, no slit behind tlie hist; pseudo-
branchite very large, usually extending down the inner side of the opercle; gill rakers

small; gill membranes united, free or joined to the isthmus; ventral fins thoracic, dose to-

gether, imperfect, i,
2 or i, 3; spinous dorsal small, sometimes absent; anal short, similar

to soft dorsal, without spines; caudal narrow, few-rayed; ])ectorals entire, with bioad base,

the rays mostly simple; pyloric cicca few; air bladder none. (Jordan and Uilhert.)

KEY TO THE DEEP-SEA GENERA OF AGONID^.

I. Spinous dorsal present Agonin>e
A. Gill membranes joiued to isthmus.

1. Bony plates of body not spiny.
a. Vomer toothless. No occipital pit [Agonus]

2. Bony plates of body spinous.
o. Vomer toothless PODOTIIECUS

6. Vomi!r with teeth.

Pectorals not notched. Bones of head thin and yielding Bathyagonus
Pectorals divided by a deep notch into two portions Xenochirus

II. Spinous dorsal obsolete.

A. Gill membranes free from the isthmus AsPiDOriiORoiDiN.E

1. Bony jdatcs of body keeled but spineless AspidophuROIDES

PODOTHECUS, Gill.

Podothecus, Gill, Proc. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1861, 259 (type, Podothecus perietethus, Gill=:^<7onMS acijienserinus, Tiles. )

Body elongate, fusiform; head long, compressed, armed above; snout protruding much

beyond the small, inferior, U-shaped mouth; teeth very small, in villiform bands; none on

vomer or palatines; lower parts of head with barbels; gill membranes united to the isth-

mus, not forming a fold across it. Plates of body armed with spines; spinous dorsal

present. Ventral rays i, 2. {Jordan and Gilbert.)

PODOTHECUS DECAGONUS, (Schneider), Jordan. (Figure 259.)

Agonus decagonua, Schneider, Bloch's Syst. Ichth., 1801, 105.—GOnther, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., ii, 215;

Chalh-nger Report, xxii, 1887, 63.—Collett, Norgcs Fiske, 1875, 40; Norsk. Nordh. Exped., 44, pi. il,

figs. 11-12.—L1LL.IEB0RG, Sverig. och Norg. Fisk., 193.

Archagoniis decagonus, Gill, loc. cit.

Aspidophiiriis spiiioxissimiis, KrOyer, Naturhist. Tidsskr., i, 1844, 250.—Gaimard, Voy. Skand., pi. v.

Agoiius 82>inosi8i<i»iiis, Gunther, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., 11, 214.

Leptagonus spinosUsimus, Gill, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1861, 167.

AnpidoplioruH malarmoides, Deslongchamps, Mem. Soc. Linn. Norm., ix, 1853, 167.

Braehiiopxis decagonus, Jordan and Gilbert, Bull, xvi, U. S. Nat. Mus., 727.

Podothecus ( Leplagoniis) decagonus, Jordan, Cat. Fish. N. Amcr., 1887, 114.

Body elongate, compressed; head depressed; jaws equal; a pair of spines above the

snout, a second above the orbits, a. third on the nape, the latter the largest; barbels very
short and thick; scales with very prominent spines, 6 .series of scales between the ventral

fins and the vent; 4 between the vent and the anal fin; pectoral tins much longer than

head, one-fourth total with caudal.

Kadial formula: D. vi, 7; A. 8; P. 14; L. lat. 41.

Color, yellowish brown, marbled with darker. (Giinther,)
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Tliis form, originally described from Greenland, has since been found also on the coast

of I^orway and about Iceland and Spitzbergeu. Giinther states, on what aixthority we are

not aware, that it also occurs about Newfoundland. Although characteristically littoral, it

has been found at a depth of 250 fathoms.

BATHYAGONUS, Gilbert.

Bathyagomis, Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., xii, 1890, 89.

Spinous dorsal developed. Lower jaw the l<mgcr. Plates of body spinous. Gill mem-
branes united to the isthmus, not forming a fold across it. Teeth well developed on jaws,

vomer, and palatines. Pectorals not notched, the npper rays the longest, the lower becom-

ing regularly shortened. Bones of head thin and yielding, the system of mucous canals

very strongly developed. (Cfilbvrt.)

This genus is represented by one species, Bathyagomis nigripinnis, Gilbert, obtained by
the U. S. Fish Commission steamer Albatross off the coast of California in 477 fathoms.

XENOCHIRUS, Gilbert.

XenocMrus, Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., xiii, 1890, 91.

Spinous dorsal present. Jaws equal, or the upper the longest. Plates of body spinous.
Gill membranes united to the isthmus, the posterior edge sometimes forming a very narrow
free fold across the throat. Teeth well developed on jaws, vomer, and palatines. Pectorals

divided by a ueep notch into two portions, the lower composed of greatly thickened rays,
which are simple and frecjuently longer than those of the upper lobe. A series of small

spines on eyeball above pupil. {Gilbert.)

This genus, allied to I'odothccus, is represented by two species recently taken by the

U. S. Fish Commission steamerAi&((iros«off the coast of California—X. triacanthus, Gilbert,
from 77 to 145 fathoms, and A', pentacanthus, Gilbert, in 178 fathoms.

ASPIDOPHOROIDES, Lacepede.

Aspidojylioroides, LAClsipfeDE, Hist. Nat. Poiss., in, 1802, 228,: (type, Aspidophoroidestranquehar, 'La.c.^Coittis

moiioptei'jigius, Blocli).

Anoplagonus, Gill, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sc. Phila., 1861,167, 259.

Body very long and slender, subterete, octangular, tapering into a very long six-sided

tail. Head slender, short, with large eye; mouth small, terminal; jaws and vomer with

villiform teeth. Dorsal fin single, without spines, very small, inserted nearly opposite the

still smaller anal; other fins smaU; bony plates of body keeled, without spines; gill-mem-
branes broadly united, free from the isthmus. {Jordan and Gilbert.)

ASPIDOPHOROIDES MONOPTERYGIUS, (Block). (Figure 260.)

Coitus monopterijfiiiis, Bloch, Ausliiud. Fisclio, ii, 156, taf. 178.—Richardson, Fauna Bor.-Amer., Fishes, 50.

AgonuH monopiei-ygius, Schneider, Bloch's S^st. Ichth., 1801, 101.

Aapidophorim monopterijgim, CuviER and Valenciexnes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iv, 224; vi, 55-t, pi. CLXix.—
GiJNTHER, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., ii, 216.

Aspidophoroides momptcnjgiiis, Goode and Bean, Amer. Jour. Sci. and Arts, 1877, 477.—Goode, Proc.

U. S. Nat. Mus., 1880, 480.—Jordan and Gilbert, Bull, xvi, U. S. Nat. Mus., 725.

Body slender, elongate, its height 9 in its length. Head triangular, nmch narrowed

anteriorly, its length 5§ in that of body; nasal spines very large, diverging, inserted near

tip of snout; no other spines anywhere; eyes very large, longer than snout; supraocular
ridges very high; a ridge extending backward from eye along temporal region ; lower jaw
slightly included; caudal peduncle very long and slender, forming about two-fifths tbe

length; breast with flat plates; dorsal ridges high anteriorly, the median line of back from
snout to dorsal flu concave. Head 5§; depth 9.

Radial formula: I). 5; A. G; L. lat. ca. 50.

Color brownish, obscurely banded with darker; pectorals, dorsal, and caudal mottled or

barred.
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Up to the time of the visit of the U. S. Fish Commission to Salem in 1877 this species
had been very rarely taken sonth of Greenland, and that mainly from the stomaehs of cod,

haddock, halibut, and other fishes. Several specimens were dredged by the Commission at

Portland and P^astport, Me. Many specimens were taken in Massachusetts Bay, often a

dozen coming- up in a single haul of the trawl.

In 1874 theheadof an individual of this species was dredged ui) on the ''Pecten Ground,"
off Watch Hill, It. I. This was the first instance of its caitture south of Cape Cod.

It was subsequently taken at the f(»llowing Albatross stations: 2502, in 44° 19' N. lat.,

GOO 39' 15" W. Ion., at a depth of 54 fathoms; 2491, in 45o 24' 30" N. lat., 58° 35' 15" W.
Ion., at a depth of 59 tixthoms; 2522, in 42° 20' N. lat., (ioo 07' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 104

fathoms; and 2450, in 40° 45' N. lat., 50° 02' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 44 fath(mis.

A specimen, doubtfully assigned to A. Olrilci, was taken at station 2450, in 40° 45' N.

lat., 50O 02' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 44 fathoms.

Family LATILID^^.

Latiloida; Gill, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sii. Pliila.. 1861, 514.

Latilida; Ciihi,, Arr. Fain. Fishes, 1872, 9 (No. 97).
—Jordan and OiLiiEUT, Bull, xvi, U. S. Nat. Mus., 623.

Acauthopterygians with body more or less elongate, compressed. Scales small, ctenoid.

Lateial line present, complete. Head subconical, the profile usually convex; suborbital

without bony stay ;
cranial bones not cavernous; opercular bones armed or not. Mouth

moderate, terminal. Teeth rather strong. Premaxillary (usually) with posterior canine,

protractile; maxillary without supplemental bone, not slipping under edge of pre()rl)ital.

Gill-membranes often adherent to the isthmus. Dorsal fin long and low, usually continu-

ous, the spinous portion much shorter than the soft. Anal fin elongate, witli spines few

and feeble. Caudal fin forked; tail dii)hycercal. Ventrals thoracic or subjugular, perfect.

Pectoral fins normal. Vertebrae, 35-50.

LOPHOLATILUS, Goode and Bean.

Lopholatilus, Goode and Bean, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1879, 205 (type, LophulniUtis clianurlcojitlccpx, 0. & li.).

Dorsal and anal rays few in number. A large adipose appendage on the nape and a

fleshy prolongation upon each side of the labial fold, extending backward beyond the angle of

the mouth.

LOPHOLATILUS CHiUI/ELEONTICEPS, Goode and Bean. (Figure 265.)

The Tile Fisn.

LopholatiUis chamifleoiiticeps, Goode and Bean, Pioc. U. S. Nat. Mus., ll, 1879, 205.—Goode, Proc. IJ. S. Nat.

Mus., Ill, 337, 482.—.Jordan and Gilbert, Bull, xvi, U. S. Nat. Mus., 624.—Collins, Rep. U. S. Fish Comui.,
1882 (1884), 237-292.—Lucas, Rep. U. S. Nat. Mus. (Sraitlisouiau Report), 1880, 647, with colored plate.

A Lopholatilus having a stout, somewhat compressed body, with its lieight contained

3J times in its length (without caudal), and the length of its head 3 times.

Maxillary reaching anterior margin of orbit; opercle and ])reop('rcle scaly, the latter

finely denticulate; upper jaw with an outer series of stronger teetli, beliiiid wiiich is a band
of villifbrm teeth; lower jaw with a few large canines and an inner series of small ((uiical

teeth; vomer and palatines toothless.

Radial formula: D. vil, 15; A. ii, 13; scales 8-93-30.

iMuiled description.
—The greatest height of the body (.306), which is at the ventrals,

is contained about 3;^ times in the length to the origin of tlie middle caudal rays, and 4 times
in the extreme length. Its greatest width (.144) equals tln^ length of the caudal peduncle

(.144) ;
this latter being measured from the end of tlie soft dorsal to tli(> origin of tlie middle

caudal rays. The least heiglit of the tail (.0807) is contained 4 times in tlie distance of the

spinous dorsal from the snout.

The greatest length of the head (.33) is contained 3 times in tlie length to fhe origin of

tlie middle caudal rays. Its gicatest width (.105) is sliglitly mor(^ than twice the width of

the interorbital area (.08). The length of the snout (.122) is contained twice in the length
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of the pectoral of the right side (.244). The length of the operculum to end of flap (.11) is

r, of tiital hMjgth. Tlie length of the upper Jaw (.15) equals i the height of the hody at the

veiitrals, and is C(Uitained 2i times in the length of the head. The maxilla extends to the

perpendicular through the anterior margin of the orbit; the mandible does not quite reach

the perpendicular through the middle of the orbit; the length of the labial appendage is

slightly more than half the long diameter of the orbit and one-third the length of the first

pectoral ray. The length of the mandible (.150) slightly exceeds the distance from the snout

to the orbit (.15), and equals .3 times the long diameter of the eye (.052), which is contained

Ci times in the length of the head. The oi^erculum and preoperculum are scaly; the latter

is finely denticulated on its posterior margin. The distance of the posterior nostril from

the eye equals the length of the first anal spine; the distance between the anterior nostril

and the end of the snout is twice as great. The intermaxillaries are supplied with an outer

series of about 19 canine teeth, and behind these a band of villiform teeth, widest at the sym-

physis. The mandible has a few large canines and an inner series of small conical teeth

continued from a patch of similar teeth at the symphysis ;
vomer and palatines toothless.

The distance of the adipose dorsal fi'om the snout (.200) ecpials nearly 3 times its height

(.07); its length of base (.123) equals the length of the snout. The height of the adipose
dorsal equals the distance from the tip of the ventral to the vent.

Tlie distance of the spinous dorsal from the snout (.347) equals the distance of the ven-

tral from the snout (.347) ;
its length of base (.144) equals the length of the caudal iieduncle.

The first spine is imperfect—what remains of it is one-third as long as the third spine (.09).

The second spine (.082) is about equal to the width of the interorbital area. The fourth and

the sixth spine are equal in length (.097) and equal the distance from the end of the snout

to the posterior nostril. The fifth spine (.095) is a little shorter than the sixth. The last

spine, seventh, is contained 10 times in the total length. The length of the first ray of the

soft dorsal (.094) equals the distance between the anterior nostril and the end of the snout.

The thirteenth and longest ray (.147) about equals the length of the base of the spinous
dorsal. The last ray (.07) is half as long as the thirteenth. The thirteenth ray of the soft

dorsal extends to the origin of the external caudal rays.

The distance of the anal from the snout (.60) is about equal to twice the height of the

body at the ventrals. The length of the anal base (.318) is slightly more than twice the

length of the mandible. The first anal spine (.04) is half as long as the second dorsal spine.

The second anal spine (.075) is half as long as the upjicr jaw. The first ray of the anal (.102)

is as long as the last spine of the dorsal. The eleventh and longest anal ray (.134) is con-

tained 7i times in the total length, and nearly equals the length of the middle caudal rays.

The last anal ray (.078) is half as long as the mandible. Tlie eleventh ray of the anal

extends almost to the perpendicular through the origin of the middle caudal rays.

The caudal is emarginate, the external rays being only IJ times as long as the middle

rays. The length of the superior external I'ays (.216), measured from the origin of the mid-

dle rays, equals 1^ times the length of the spinous dorsal base.

The distance of the pectoral from the snout (.32) very slightly exceeds the length of

the anal base. The length of the pectoral of the right side (.244) equals twice that of the

snout. The pectoral of the left side is probably imperfect, its length (.216) being equal to

that of the superior external caudal rays. The right pectoral can be made to reach the vent;
in its natural position it extends to the perpendicular let fall from the fourth ray of the

second dorsal.

The distance of the ventral from the snout (.347) equals 4 times the least height of

the tail. The length of the ventral (.183) eqrials twice that of the third dorsal spine, and

it extends to a point under the third dorsal ray. The distance from the tip of the ventral

to the vent eipials half the length of the middle caudal rays. The vent is under the inter-

val between the fourth and fifth dorsal rays.
Color.—The following notes upon color were taken from a fresh specimen. The colors

are very beautiful, and in general aiijiearance when taken fi-om the water it is one of the

loveliest fishes we have ever seen, no exception being made in favor of the brilliant parrot,

fishes or angel-fishes of the West Indian coral groves.
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BackWaisb, with a green tiuge, iridescent, changing through purplish bhie and bhiish

gray to rosy white below, and milky white toward the median line of the belly. Head rosy,

iridescent, with red tints most abundant on the forehead, blue under the eyes, cheeks fawn-

colored. Throat and under side of the head pearly white, withau occasional tint of lemon-

yellow; this is most pronounced iu front of the ventrals and on the anterior i)ortion of

ventral lins. Back with numerous maculations of bright lemon oi' golden. Anal purplish,

with blue and rose tints, iridescent. Margin of anal rich ])urplish blue, iridescent like the

most beautiful mother of pearl; this color pervading more or less the whole fin, which has

large yellow maculations. The lower border is rose-colored like the belly, and the base of

the fin also partakes of this general hue. Dashes of milk-white on the base of the anal

between the rays.

Dorsal gray. In front of the seventh dorsal the upper third posterior to the upper
two-thirds dark brown. Spots of yellow, large, elongate, on or near the rays. Adipose fin

whitish brown or yellow; a large group of bright yellow, confluent spots at the base.

Pectorals sepia colored with rosy and purplish iridescence.

Viscera,—Stomach small, siphonal, barely more than a loop in the very large intestine.

Alimentary canal short, stomach and intestine when stretched out at full length extending
from the diaphragm to the caudal. A loop in the intestine immediately posterior to the

stomach. Liver with two lobes, nearly equal in length, light chestnut-brown. Gall-bladder

large, pendent, pear-shaped, with long duct. Swim-bladder simple, with thick muscular

walls, strongly attached to roof of abdominal cavity by numerous root-like appendages,

resembling somewhat those of Por/onias. Spleen two-thirds as long as gall-bladder.

TABLE OF MKASUKEMENTS.

[The unit of comparison is the length to the origin of the middle caudal rays.]

Current number of specimen

Locality <

Length to oriKin of middle caudal rays
Length to end of middle caudal rays'

Body :

Ureatest height {at ventrals)
Greatest width
Least height of tail

Leugth of caudal peduncle
Head:

Greatest length
Greatest width
Width of interorbital area

Length of snout
Length of operculum
Length of uppi-r jaw
Lriiirtli of mandible
l)istan. t' frnm snnut to orbit

LoiiL' dianictiT ol eye
Dorsal (ailiposr* :

Distani ( from snout
Li-niitli of hase
Greatest height

Dorsal (spinous) :

Distance from snout

Length of base

Length of first spine (possibly broken)
Length of second f*piue

Length of third spine
Length of fourth spine
Length of fifth spine (possibly broken)
Length of sixth spine ;

Length of seventh spine
Dorsal (soft):

Lenirtli of base

LeuKth of tirst ray
Lengt h of longest ray (thirteenth)

Length of last ray
Anal;

Distance from snout

Length of hase

Length of tirst spine
Lenjith of second spine
Length of first ray
Length of longest ray (eleventh)

'

Length of last ray |

22,889.

80 miles S. by E. of
Neman's Land.
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Current namber of specimen
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account after another came in it became apparent that a vast destruction of fish had taken

])1 ace, for vessels reported having sailed for 4t), 50, and 60 miles through tloiiting fish; and
in one case the schooner Xavariiio sailed for above 150 miles through waters dotted as far

as the eye could reach with dying fishes. Computations made by Cai^t. J. W. Collins,
seemed to indicate that an area of from 5,000 to 7,500 sijuare statute miles was so thickly
covered with dead or dying fish that their numbers must have exceeded the enor-

mous number of one billion. Since there were no signs of any disease, and no parasites
found on the fish brought in for examination, their death could not have been brought
about by either of tliese causes; and many conjectures were made as to the reason of this

wholesale destruction of deep-water fishes, such as would ordinarily be unaffected by
conditions prevailing at tlie surface, submarine volcanoes, heat, cold, and poisonous

gases being variously brought forward to account for the loss of life.

Prof. Verrill has noted tlie occurrence of a strip of water, having a temperature of -tS^

to 50° v., lying on the border of the Gulf-Stream slope, sandwiched between the Arctic

current on the one hand and the cold depths of the sea on the other. During 1880 and
1881 Prof. Yerrill dredged along the G-ulf-Stream slope, obtaining in this warm belt, as he

terms it, many species of invertebrates characteristic ofmore southern localities. In 1882 the

same species were scarce or totally absent from places where they had previously been abund-

ant, and this taken in connection with the occurrence of heavy northerly gales and the pres-

ence of much inshore ice at the north, leaves little doubt that some unusual lowering of tem-

perature in the warnr belt brought immediate death to many of its inhabitants. This is the

more probable, as it is a well-known fact that sudden increase of cold will bring many fish to

the surface in a benumbed or dying condition, and there are no indications of any shock or

earthquake having occurred at the time the dead fish were first noticed.'

For several years the fish was believed to have become entirely extinct, and so con-

vinced were naturalists of this that a chapter was devoted to it in a paper by Mr. Lucas in

the Report of the National Museum for 1889 upon "Animals recently extinct." Several

visits were made by Fish Commission vessels to the old Lopholatilus gi'ounds, but all

attempts to obtain specimens were fruitless.

Ill the fall of 1802 Col. Marshall McDonald, the Commissioner of Fisheries, made
another attempt to discover the fish, and was successful, obtaining it from the following
stations: A single specimen on August 6, in 40° 06' N. lat., 71° 00' W. Ion., in 78 fathoms;
one specimen on August 18, in 40° 08' IST. hit., 71^08' W. Ion., in 78 fathoms; one specimen
on Sei>teinber 17, in 39° 26' N. lat., 72° 22' W. Ion., at a depth of 74 fathoms; three si)eci-

mens on September 18, in 39° 20' N. lat., 72° 27' W. long., in 77 fathoms, and two speci-
mens on October 8, in 38° 40' N. lat., 73° 09' W. Ion., at a depth of 80 fathoms.

The tile fish then is restored to tlie list of existing species of our North Atlantic coast,
and it is probable that in time it may attain to its former abundance. The temperature

investigations made by Col. McDonald have been carefully discussed by him, and he is

convinced that the destruction of Lopholafilns was due entirely to climatic causes.

Family PERCOPHID^<E.
Percophidte, Adams, Mann al of Natural History, 1854, 103.—Gill, Century Dictionary.

Acanthopterygian fishes with elongate body, pointed head, a short first and a long
second dorsal, and complete thoracic ventrals, moderately approximated. {<iiU.)

APHRITIS, Cuvier and Valenciennes.

Aphrith, Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., viii, 483.—Guntheu, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., ii, 242.

Body cyhndrical, elongate; cleft of the mouth slightly oblique, with the lower jaw
rather longer; eye lateral. Scales rather small, minutely ciliated. Two sejiarate dorsals

(the first with G spines); ventrals jugular, with 1 spine and 5 soft rays; the lower pectoral

rays branched. Villiform teeth in the jaws, on the vomer (and the palatine bones), with-

' Notes by F. A. Lucas.
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out canines. Operculum with a flat point; preopercuhuu entire. Six brancbiostegals.
Air bladder, none; pyloric appendages in small number. {GiintJier.)

Tills genus includes several forms from Van Diemen's Land, the west coast of Patago-
nia and South America, and is represented in the deep-sea fauna by the species A. yohio,
Giinther (Challenger Report, i. Part vi, Shore Fishes, 1880, 21, PI. ix), obtained at Chullen-

ijer stations 307, in 147 fathoms, and 312, in 10-15 fathoms; in the Antarctic fauna of

Magellan Straits, and the littoral archii)clago on the western side of the extremity of the

South American continent. Specimens were obtained from G to ISi inches in length.

ACANTHAPHRITIS, Gunther.

Jcanthaiiliriiis, Guntdee, Challenger Report, i, Part vi (Shore Fishes), 1880, 43.

Head depressed, tail compressed. Cleft of the mouth snbhorizontal, with the upper
jaw longer. Eye rather large, obliquely directed upwards. Scales large, ciliated. Two
separate dorsal flus, the first with &ve or six spines. Ventrals jugular, with 1 spine and 5

soft rays. The lower pectoral rays branched. Bands of villiform teeth in the jaws, with-

out canines; vomerine teeth ill two small, widely separated patches. Opercles unarmed;
each preorbital with a horizontal spine pointing forward. Six brancbiostegals. Gill-mem-

branes entirely separate from each other, and from the isthmus. {Giinther.)

TUis genus is repres3nted by a single species, A. grandisqiiandu, Giinther (loc. cit., pi.

XVIII, Fig. A), represented by specimens obtained by the Challenger at station 192, near the

Ki Islands, at a depth of 129 fathoms.

Family CHvENICHTHYID^E.
Chwiiichiliyoida;, Gill, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1861, 507.

Cliamichthyidii', Gill, Arr. Fam. Fishes, 1873, 9 (No.93); Century Dictionary, 907.

Acaiithopterygiau fishes typified by the genus ChcvnicMhys, and including those Perc-

ojiho idea which have the snout produced and spatuliform, the body mostly naked, and two
dorsal fins, the liist of which is short and the second long. (Gill,)

BATHYDRACO, Gunther.

liathydiaeo, Gunther, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., 1878, ll, 18; Ch.iUenger Report, xxii, 48.

Body elongate, subcyliudrical; tail tapering and very attenuated behind; head de-

pressed, with snout much elongate, spatulate; mouth wide, horizontal, with the lower jaw

BATHYDBACO ANTAECTICUS.

prominent; eyes very large, vertical, close together. Scales very small, embedded in the

skin. Lateral line rather wide, continuous. One dorsal tin; ventrals jugular; the lower

pectoral I'ays branched. Teeth in the jaws In villiform bands; none on the vomer or the

palafiiic bones. Opercles unarmed; ten brauchiostegals; the gill-membranes free li'om the

isthmus and but slightly united in front. Air-bladder none. Gills 4. Pseudobranchiai none.

Gill-rakers short.

The type of this genus is Bathydraco antarcticus, Giinther {loc. cit., PI. Vlil, Fig. A),
taken by the Challenger, south of Heard Island (station 152), at the depth of 1,2G0 lathoms.

19808—No. 2 19
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HYPSICOM'ETES, Goode.

Hijps'woMck-s, GoouE, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., ill, 1880, 347.—Joeu.vn auil GiLiiEKT, Hull, xvi, U. S. Nat. Miis.

808.

Body elongate, .subcyliudiical, tai)eriiig posteriorly. Ilead very large, mucli depressed,
with suout elougate, spatulate; eleft of mouth very wide, horizoutal, with the lower jaw
iiiiu'li the longer; the posterior margin of the maxillary wide, free, aud with a long euta-

neons Hap. Eyes very large, close together, subvertieal. Scales large, cycloid, deciduous;
lateral line conspicuous and continuous, with scales smaller than those of the body adjoining,
not granular, its line descending abruptly in a catenary curve in the region over tlie pectorals.

Teeth acicular
;
in bands on the jaws, vomer, and palatines, the largest being upon the pala-

tines, the vomer, and ui)on two pads on either side of the symphysis of the maxillary. A
sharp, short, strong scapular spine. Opercle with three feeble, sharp spines, each at the

end of a long feeble ridge; along, skinny opercular flap extending far beyond the bony
portion, and covered with scales. Eranchiostegals, 0. Gill-membranes free from the isth-

mus, except far in front, where they are united to it; the left-hand flap overlapping the

right at the point of junction. Pseudobranchi;e present. Gill-rakers short.

This genus resembles Ghwiiichthyn, in many particulars, in its general structure, though
distinguished by the presence of scales and the different position of the lateral line, which
descends iu a catenary curve from under the tip of the opercular Hap to the middle region
of the body, about halfway from the pectorals to the caudal; by the greater depression of

the head, the sharper sncnit, the smaller mouth, and the location of the eyes, which are

subvertieal instead of lateral, and are separated by a very narrow intei'orbital space; and also

by the i)resence of teeth upon the vomer and palatines. It resembles Batliydraco iu general

appearance, but is clearly distinguished from it by the presence of two dorsal fins, instead

of a single one, by the armed opercles, by the presence of scales upon the snout, by the

presence of teeth upon the vomer an d palatines, and by having instead of 10 branchios-

tegals.

HYPSICOMETES GOBIOIDES, Goode. (Figure 263.)

Sypsicometes goiioides, Goode, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., iii, 1880, 347.—Joudan and Gilbert, loc. cit.

The greatest height of the body is about one-third of the length of the head, which

(measuring from the tip of the snout to the tip of the opercular Hap) is contained a little less

than two and one-half times in the total length of the body (without caudal). Mouth very

wide, horizontal; the maxillary, which is expanded spoon-like posteriorly, reaching consid-

erably beyond the vertical from the anterior margin of the orbit. The diameter of the orbit

is contained l.;V times in the length of the snout and ih times iu the length of the head (Hap

included), its location being considerably nearer to the tip of the snout than to the end of

the dap, and equidistant between the tij) of the snout and the tip of the uppermost si)ine of

the operculum.
The entire upper surface of the head is covered with scales, except upon the bony por-

tion of the snout, and so are also the cheeks and opercula. The first dorsal fin is placed far

forward, not far behind the vertical from the axil of the pectoral ;
the interspace between

the termination of the first dorsal and the beginning of the second is equal to the diameter

of the orbit. This fin is composed of six spines, the first and second of which are the long-

est, equal to the distance from the anterior margin of the orbit to the tip of the lower jaw,
and is triangular in form. The origin of the second dorsal is almost in the verti(;al fi'om

that of the anal, and terminates a little in advance of the latter. The second dorsal fin is

highest in front and low behind. The length of the caudal peduncle is a little less than the

length of the snout. Caudal rounded. Pectoral very broad at ba.se, rounded, extending

beyond the vent and nearly to tiie vertical from the origin of the anal
;
lower rays branched.

Veutralsfar apart, horizoutal, TrUjlalike, compu.sed of one fiexible spine and five branched

rays, their insertion far forward and far in advance of the base of the pectorals.

Kadial formula: D. Vi, 15-17; A. 1(5-18; V.
i, 5; P. 20; L. lat. Uo.
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Color, grayish browu: ligliter and yellowisli below.

Species and genus were based upon a very small specimen, and many of the important

characters were not discernible. This specimen (Cat. No. UG0()7, U. S. N. M.) was taken by
the Fish Hawk from station 871, in 40o OL!' 5i" N. lat., 70° 23' 40" W. Ion., at a depth of 115

fathoms, and was much contracted and distorted from immersion in strong alcohol. Jfumer-

ous examples have since been obtained and the descriptions entirely recast. It was taken

by the BUtlv from station lvi, off St. Vincent, in 95 fathoms, and from station li, off St.

Kitts, in 208 fathoms; also by the Albatross from station 2102, in 28° 36' ISf. hit., 85° 33' 30"

W. Ion., at a depth of 111 fathoms; from station 2134, in VJo 56' 06" K lat., 75© 47' 32" W.

Ion., at a depth of 254 fathoms; from station 2.398, in 28'= 45' N. lat., 86° 26' W. Ion., at a depth

of 227 tiithoms; from station 2403, in 2S° 42' 30" N. lat., 85° 29' W. Ion., at a depth of 88

fathoms
;
from station 2399, in 28o 44' N. lat., 86° 18' W. Ion., at a depth of 196 fathoms ;

from

station 2376, in 29° 03' 15" N. lat., 88° 16' W. Ion., at a depth of 324 fathoms; from station

2378, in 29° 14' 30" N. lat., 88° 09' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of (iS fathoms; from station 2397,

in 28° 42' N. lat., 86° 36' W. Ion., at a depth of 280 fathoms; from station 2377, in 29° 07'

30" N. lat., 88° 08' W. Ion., at a depth of 210 fathoms.

CHAMPSODON, Gunther.

Champsodon, G'Jxther, Proc. Zool. Soo. Loudon, 1867, 102; Cballeuger Report, I, Part vi ("Shore Fishes), 52.

Body compressed, elongate, covered with minute granular scales, and with two lateral

lines, eaeli provided with lateral vertical branches. Cleft of mouth oblique, very wide,

the tip of the maxillary extending very far behind the posterior margin of the orbit. Eye
lateral, directed upward, close to the ui>pcr prohle of the head, and comparatively small.

Two dorsal fins, the first composed of live rays; the second dorsal and anal similar in

shape and height, the anal slightly sliorter than the dorsal, beginning slightly behind it

and endiug slightly in advance of its last rays. Caudal peduncle stout, long; caudal

furcate. Ventrals jugular, inserted somewhat in advance of the base of the pectoral and

extending almost to the vent. Pectoral median, very short. Teeth in jaws in a single

series, not closely set, of unequal size, those of the lower jaw longer than the upper ones;

vomerine teeth cardiform, in two separate patches; palatine teeth, none. Gill-openings ex-

ceedingly wide. Angle of preoperculum armed with a long, lanceolate spine obliquely di-

rected u])ward, and with several denticulations on the hind margin of the same bone.

Preorbital with 1 or 2 spines. (From descriptions and figures of Giinther.)

The type of this genus and the only species is C. vorax (Giinther, loc. cit.; Challenger

Eeport, VI, PI. XXIII, Fig. A). Itoccurs in the China seas, and was obtained by the Challenger

in the Ai-afura Sea, near the Ki Islands, at stiition 192, in 129 fathoms; and near the

riiilipi)iues, at station 204, in 115 fathoms; also by the Tnrcslinator in the Bay of Bengal,
100 fathoms (Alcock, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., 1889, Nov., 381).

Family CHIASMODONTID^E, Gill.

Chiasmodontidm, Gill in Joudan and Gilbert, Bull, xvi, U. S. Nat. Mns., 1882, 964; Century Dictionary, 953.

Acanthopterygians, with an elongate, subcylindric or slightly tapering form and sub-

conic head. Skin naked. Two dorsal fins, the first of slender spines and short, the second

dorsal and anal loug; ventrals thoracic and normal (i, 5). Mouth very deeply cleft, reach-

ing beyond the eyes, with numerous long, sharp, and (in front) movable teeth. Teeth on

palatines. Upper jaw not protractile, covered by an integument in common with the snout

anteriorly. Opercular apparatus very oblique and reduced.

CHIASMODON, Johnson.

Chiasmodon, Johnson, Proc. Zoiil. Soc. Lomlou, 1863, 408.— Jokd.vn and Gilbert, Bull, xvi, U. S. Nat. Mas.,
810.

Chiasmodus, Gunther, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., v, 435, et alibi.

Body elongate, compressed, naked; belly pendent, its walls membranaceous, capable of

great dilation. Mouth very large; lower jaw longer, no barbel; jaws with two series each
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of large, pointed teeth, some of the anterior ones very hirge and iuoval)le; vomerine teeth,

none; palatines with teeth similar to those in the jaws. Gi'.ls, 4. Ciill-openings very wide,
with membranes slightly joined to isthmus. Pseudobrauehias none. Dorsal flus, two; anal,

single; ventrals inserted below pectorals, with live soft rays. Tail notisoeereal, truncate at

base of caudal. Caudal forked.

CIIIASMODON NIGER, Johnson. (Figures 264, 264 A.)

Chiasmn<h)ii iii;icr, .Johnson, Proc. Zoiil. Soc, 186H, 4(18.—Jokkan and (iiLiinuT, luc. cil.

Chiasmodim niii,cr, GiiNTiiEU, op. cit., 435; Proc. Zoiil. Soc, 1866, 38; Challenger KepDrt, xxii, 1887, 90.—Caii-

TEi!, Proc. Zoiil. Soc, 1866, 35-3'J, ])1. ii.

Head compressed, elongate, the crown Hat, its depth less than half its length, which is

two-sevenths tliat of the body; maxillary reaching angle of opercnliini; both jaws armed
with long, pointed wide-set teeth, nearly all of which are movable; two anterior teeth of

upper jaw very long, crossing each other when dei)ressed; three anterior pairs of teeth in

lower jaw likewise prolonged, the third i)air the longest ; palatines with a longer, fixed

tooth in front. Pjye moderate, above the anterior jjart of maxillary, 4.J in head, shorter

than snout, as wide as interorbital space. Lateral line in a longitudinal groove. First

dorsal of slender rays, its base 2;^ in that of second dorsal
;
anal commencing behind second

dorsal, its auterior rays without connecti(jn with vertebral column; posterior rays of anal

and dorsal very feeble; pectoral as long as head without snout; ventral half as long as

pectoral.
Eadial formula: 1). xi, 28; A. 27; P. 13; V. 5.

Color, entirely black, {(riiiithcr.)

The first specimen of this remarkable fish was obtained at Magdalena (Madeira), at a

depth of 312 fathoms, in 1850, by Lowe, who, however, omitted to give a description of it.

The species was rediscovered vit tlie same locality by Johnson twelve years later. A third

si)ecimeu was picked up from the surface, near the island of Dominica. A fourth exami)le
was obtained by the Challenger in mid-Atlantic, at station 107, in 1500 fiithoms, on August

26, 1873. A fifth was obtained by the U. S. National Museum from ( 'apt. Thomas P. Ilodg-

don of the Gloucester schooner Bcsisie W. Somcrs. It was found ou Le Have Bank, floating

on the surface, in June, 1880.

It is evidently an inhabitant of very great depths.

PSEUDOSCOPELUS, Lutken.

Peeiidoscopehis, Lutken, Spolla Atlantica (2), 1892, 65; Vul. Sclsk. Skr. (6) Natiirv. Og. Math., Afd. 1$. ii (6),

1892, 285, pi. 1, figs. 3, 4, 5.

Body fusiform, scaleless. Mouth and gill-openings very large. Eyes moderate and
mouth with slender teeth turned inward and placed close together. Ventral fins subtho-

racic. The first dorsal short; second dorsal as long as the anal. Prominent and conspicu-
ous lines of pores along the upper jaw and mandible; also a second line of pores in front

of the ventral fins; another line of pores unites the base of the ventrals and runs down
the inner ventral ray ou either side. The median line of pores divides into two in front

of the vent and passes on either side of the anal fin, terminating at its posterior extremity.
A short median line on the under.side of body in front of the root of caudal. The lateral

line runs almost directly from the uijper angle of the gill-openiug to the base of the caudal,

curving slightly upward.

PSEUDOSCOPELUS SCRIPTUS, LCtken. (Figure 266.)

Pseudoacopehia smi)tua, Lijtken, Spolia Atlantica, (2) 1892,284, 285.

This is a little fish with the ordinary fish sluxpe, whose greatest height (1.5 millimeters)
is contained 5i times in the total length (82 millimeters, caudal included), the length of the

bead, the form of which shows no peculiarity, scarcely 4 times. The fine skin was evi-

dently altogether scaleless. The gill cavities are comjiaratively large; tiie gill mem])rane,

however, is not free from the isthmus in front. The upper jaw, which is formed by the in-
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termaxillary alone, bears along its margin a series of small teeth, and inside of these is a

series wliicli is directed inward toward tlie moutli, whose palate on both sides is fnrnished

with numerous thin and feeble teeth, directed inward toward the mouth and aiTanged in

a cardiform baud; the vomer, on the contrary, is toothless. The teeth of the mandible are

variable iu size, some long, some short. The eye is of medium size, its diameter less than

its distance from the point of the snout. Many of the scales of the head—forehead and nuchsil

regions—and the upper ridge of the shoulder girdle show well-developed sculpturings. The
mucous pores of the head (pits and branches of tlie lateral line) are especially developed
on the forehead and temporal regions, behind the eyes, along the i)reoperculum, etc. On
many parts of the skin are seen sharply defined lines; series of closely placed pores—for

example, a series begins on the isthmus, close behind the angle formed by the gill opening,
and runs along the median line of the body until about the ventral fins, then Ijegins again
a little behind these and continutis to the vent, where it is divided into two branches, the

first curved up on the side and so backward, running along parallel to, but at some distance

fi'om the anal fin on each side for its whole length; finally there is a little posterior broader

portion in the middle line iu front of the caudal flu. Immediately behind the ventral fins

there is a short cross line of the same structure, and it is continued on each side at a right

angle along the innermost ventral ray. The lateral line consists of only a single series of

rather large pores, but the pore system of the above-named species is found besides

along the upper and under jaws; as for the upper jaw, however, only along its posterior

portion ;
the maudibulary line of pores is divided into two parts. The ventral fins are

located immediately behind the pectorals, whose length is nearly ,3 times as great. The
short first dorsal fin begins immediately over the ventrals; the second, longer dorsal fiu

and the anal flu have an equal extent, and are separated somewhat widely from the caudal;
both are very low in their jwsterior half.

Eadial fiumula: D. 8+22 ("?); A. ca. 22; P. 13; V. 6.

PONERODON, Alcoek.

Vonerodon, Alcock, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., 1890, ii, 203.

Acanthopterygians, with body elongate, naked. Eyes lateral. Two separate dorsal

fins, of which the second is much the longer, and e(inal, ()])])osite, and similar to the anal;

ventrals thoracic; xjectoral rays branched. Cleft of mouth extremely wide; jaws disteusi-

ble and armed with canine teeth, as are also the palatines. Gill-openings very wide, the

gill-membranes united antericu'ly; preoperculum with a (snmll) spine at its angle; 7 branclii-

ostegals; i)seudobranchice. Lateral line single, uninterrupted. Abdominal cavity enor-

mous. No air-bladder. No pyloric caeca. No anal papilla. Vertebrse 14/24.

This genus is represented by a single species {Puncrodon rastnfot^ Alcock, op. cH.,

20.3, pi. IX, fig. 5), obtained by the Invetitiijator iu ISUO, at station 102, oh' the Madras coast,

at a depth of G'JO to 920 fathoms.

Family URANOSCOPIDvE.

UranoscopUlw, Gii.l, Proc. Acad. Nat. S('i. Phila., ISGl, in; Air. Fain. Fish., r> (No. 11).
—Jordan and GlL-

BEiiT, P.nll. XVI, U. S. Nat. Mns., 6L«t.

Uranoscojiiita, GCntiieu, Cat. Fish. P)rit. Mus., ii, 225.

Body oblong, widest and usually deepest at the occiput. Scales adherent, small,

smooth, arranged in oblique series, sometimes wanting. Lateral line near dorsal outline,

feeble or obsolete. Head cuboid, partly mailed above. Eyes vertical, small and anterior,

on the top of the head. Mouth vertical, with strong and prominent mandible; lips more or

less consi)icuously fringed; teeth moderate, on the jaws, and usually on the \oiiicr and

palatines also; premaxillaries protractile; maxillary broad, without supi)lemeutal bone, not

slipping under the preorbital. (i ill-openings large; gill-membranes free from isthmus,

nearly separate. Ih-anchiostegals (i. Gills .J.i, a small sliMieliind tlie last. rseudobraiu-hiiB

present. No anal papilla. Dorsal fins 1 or 2, spinous part short, soft part eh)ngate; anal
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long. Caudal not forked. Pectoral liiis with broad, obliciuc bases, the lower rays rapidly

shortened, most of them branched. Ventrals jugular, close together, i, 5, the si)ine very

short, the innermost rays the longest. Air-bladder generally absent. Tyloric c«ca in mod-

erate number.

URANOSCOPUS, Linnaeus.

Uranoseopus, Linn.eus, Sj'steraa Natunt, ed. x, 1758, i, 250.—Cuvieu, Rf^siio Animal, eil. I, 1817, ii, 301.—
C'uviER and Valencienxes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., Iii. 285.—Guntuek, Cat. Fish. ]5rit. Mas., Ii, 226.

Head large, broad, partly covered with bony plates; body somewhat cylindrical; cleft

of the mouth vertical; eye on the upper side of the head. Scales very small. Two dorsals,

the first with three to five spines; ventrals jugular; pectoral rays branched. Villilorm

teeth in the jaws, on the vomer, and palatine bones, without canines; generally a filament

below and before the tongue; opercular apparatus generally armed; cavity of the gills with

an opening above the operculum as well as posteriorly. Pseudobranchiie; six branchios-

tegals. Air-bladder none; pyloric appendages in moderate number. [Giinther.)

Uvanoscoims crassiceps, Alcock, a species with an immense infiated head (Ann. and Mag.
Nat. Hist., 18!)0, ii, l-'Oo), was taken by the Inresfij/afor in the Bay of Bengal at station !)G, in

!)S-101i fathoms. One of the 2.5 specimens captured had in its stomach 7 specimens of Scop-
elus pteroUis. It is very possibly a resident beyond the hundred-fathom line.

Family BATRACHID.^.
Batraclmlw, Swainson, Nat. Hist. Fish, etc., 183!l, ii, 184, 282.—GO.vtiier, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mns., Ill, 166.—

Gill, Air. Fam. Fish., 1872, 5 (No. 41).
—Joudan and Gilbert, Bull, xvi, U. S. Nat. JMus., 750.

Body depressed in front, compressed behind; head large, deiJressed, with unarmed
cheeks and with conspicuous muciferous channels. Teeth strong. Premaxillaries protrac-

tile. Gills 3, a .slit behind the last. Pseudobranchiiii none. Gill-openings lateral, with

membranes broadly united to isthmus. Gill-rakers present, moderate. Suborbital without

bony stay; post-temporal bone simple, undivided; scales small, cycloid, or wanting. Dor-

sal fins two, the first of 2 or 3 low, stout sx)ines; soft dorsal elongate and similar to anal,
but shorter. Ventrals jugular, rather large (i, 2 or i, 3). Pectorals very broad, the rays

branched; pyloric CiCoa none. Caudal distinct, rounded.

Genus PORICHTHYS, Girard.

Porichthys, GiRARD, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1854, 141.—GOntuer. oj). cit., 175.—Jordan and Gilbert,
op. oil., 751.

Body cottiform. Head rather broad, depressed, the lower jaw projecting; moutli wide
with conical teeth iu jaws, and a canine on either side of vomer; operculum with single

spine. Skin naked, with several series of distinct mucous pores. Spinous dorsal with 2

minute spines. Pectoral broad. Branchiostegals vi. Air bladder in two lateral i>arts.

Vertebra- 11+31. (Jordan and Gilbert.)

PORICHTHYS POROSISSIMUS, (Cuv. & VAL.),GiJNTHER. (Figure 267.)

Batrachus i)orosissimus, Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xii, !501.

Forichihijfi porosiasimits, Gunther, op. cit., iii, 176.—Jordan and Gilbert, Ioc. cit.

Depth of body one-sixth of its total length. Head narrowed anteriorly, its length

3g-4i in total length. Head with several rows of fringed pores; 2 concentric series on the

abdomen, the outer extending forwards between bases of ventrals. Ventrals reacliing

bases of pectorals. Pectorals reach to vertical from sixth anal ray. Caudal not half as

long as head. Color oUve-brown above, with coppery reflections, the belly brassy-yellow;
sides with irregular broad, vertical cross-blotches, most distinct in the young; dorsal gray-
ish with oblique dark bars; vertical fins sometimes margined with black; jjores of lateral

lines bead-like, shining silvery; a white space below eye, with a black crescent below it.

Radial forninla: D. it, 37; A. .33; V.
I, 2; P. IS.

This form, well known on the western coasts of tropical America, occurs in deep water in
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the Oarribeaii, having- been ibund by the Blake at station clxxvi, on the Alacran Shoals, at

a depth of o.5 fathoms, and at station xxxiv, off Granada, at a depth of Itli fathoms; also by
the Albatross at station 2417, in 33° 18' 30" N. lat., 77° 07' W. Ion., at a depth of 95 fathoms

;

at station 2418, in 33° 20' N. lat., 77° or.' W. Ion., at a depth of 90 fathoms; at station 2121-2

at a depth of from 31 to 34 fathoms; and at station 2122, in 10= 37' N. lat., 61° 44' 22" W.

Ion., at a depth of 34 fathoms.

One individnal lot (2121-2) correspond, in their dull coloration with P. jwrosissimus as

described by Giiuther. The others are all colored in the manner described for P. 2)lcctro(lon,

Giinther.

Thalassnphriine maculosa, Giinther, has been found at a depth of 42 fathoms, and pos-

sibly occurs at a still greater depth.

Family GOBIID.E.

Let Gohioides, CuviER, Rfegne Auim.il, v.d. i, 1817, ii, 249; ed. 2, 1829, u, 236.

Gohiida; Bonaparte, Saggio, 1832, 35; Icon. Fauu. Ital., Introd.
;
Cat. Metodlco, 1846, 63.—Swainson, Nat.

Hist. Fishes, etc., 1839, 183, 278.—Guntueb, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., in, 1.—Gill, Arr. Fam. Fish., 1872,6

(No. 52); Century Dictionary, 2560.

dohioUhi, Blekker, Tcnlamcn, 18.59, 24.

Body stout, usually tapering from head to tail, sometimes more elongated, ovate, com-

pressed. Scales diversiform, ctenoid, cycloid, or wanting. No lateral line. Generally two

.spinigerous dorsal fins, sometimes united in one. Ventrals thoracic (normally .1, 5), usually

contributing to form a ventral sucker. An anal papilla.

GOBIUS, Cuvier.

Gobius, Cuvier, Rfigue Auim.al.—Guntiikr, (in part). Cat. Fish. Brit. JIu.s., iii, 3.—Jordan and Gilbert,

Bull. XVI, U. S. Niit. Mus., 633.

IJody more or less elongate, compressed behind. Eyes high, close together. Mouth

moderate. Teeth conical, on jaws onlj ,
in several .series, those in outer row larger. Isthums

broad. Scales ctenoid; cheeks usually, and belly sometimes, naked. Dorsal usually v.-ith

G spines. Pectorals large. Ventrals completely united. Caudal fin obtuse.

Gobius cometes, Alcock (Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., ISSIt, ii, 208, pi. Viii, fig. 2), occurs

below the hundred-fathom line in the Bay of Bengal, about 350 specimens having been taken

at Investigator station No. 90.

GOBIUS LESUEURII, Risso.

Gohiiis Usueuril, Risso, Hist. Nat. Eur. M6rid., in, 1829, 284.—Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss.,

XII, 33.—Bonaparte, Cat. Met., No. 567.—Guichenot, Exp. Alger. Poissons, 77.—Guntiier, Cat. Fish.

Brit. Mus., Ill, 12.—CANKSTHiNr, Arcli. Zoiil., i, 143, pi. viii, fig. 2
; Pcscid'Italia, 174.—Vaillast, Exp.

Sci. Tras'ailleuret Talisman, 310.-Moreau, Hist. Nat. Poiss. Franco, ii, 219.

A Gobius, with a low first dorsal composed of 6 rays, with orbital diameter greater

than width of inteforbital space, with 14 rays in second dorsal, and caudal lanceolate and

a little longer than head, and witli lateral line of about 20-27 scales.

Eadial formula: D. vi, l, 14; A. i, 14.

This species, rare in the Mediterranean, where it has occasionally been found near Nice,

was obtained by the Travailleur off Villefrauche, in 445 fathoms. It was also found off

the Canaries in SO, and otY JMorocco in 112 fathoms.

Family CALLIONYMID^^.

CaUionymiiii, Bonaparte, Saggio, etc., 1831.

CnUUintjmiim, Swain.son, Nat. Hist. Fish., etc., Ii, 18.39, 183.

Callionymidn^, Bonaparte, Catalogo Motodico, 1846, 69.—Gill, Arr. Fam. Fish., 1872, 6 (No. 51).

Caliionymoidei, Bleeker, Tcntaiuen, 1859, xxiv.

CaUiotijimiiia, GCnther, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., iir, 1,38.

Gobioid fishes with two separate dorsal fins, and with the ventrals widely separated.
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CALLIONYMUS, Linnseus.

Callionymus, Linn.eus, Systcma Natura', ed. x, 1758, I, 249 (type, C. lyrn) ;
oii. xil, i, 433.—Gill, Proc. Acad.

Nat. Sci. Phila., 1859, 125.

Gol)ioids with triangular depressed head, narrow month, protractiU^ npi)er jaw, and gill-

opening' rednced to a very narrow foramen on the upper surface of tlic^ head. Eyes mod-

erate, looking upwards. Teeth minute, absent from palatines. Angle of preoperculum with

a strong spine. A single lateral line. First dorsal composed of a very few flexible spines.

Ventrals normal, remote. Branehiostegals G. No air-bladder. Pseudobranchiai present,

(iills 4, with a slit behind the fourth.

''CaUionymuii has been restricted to species with a single lateral line, branchial aper-

tures on the sides of tlie nape, and perfect ventral fins. The V. (jornmensis, Blkr., may be

regarded as a distinct type (Diplofirammus), distinguished by the double hiteral line. Syn-

chiropus and Ductyloptts are excellent genera, and the last has been adopted under the name

Yulstis, the change of name having been made on account of the existence of the term Dae-

ti/ldjioda, given by Von Meyer to a group of reptiles, as I have been kindly informed by the

author of the change. Such extreme views would necessitate very numerous changes in

the nomenclature, and are not recognized by naturalists generally." (Gill.)

CALLIONYMUS LYRA, Linnjsus.

CaUionymus lyra, Linn^US, Systema Naturae, ed. x, 1758, i, 249; ed. xii, 17G6, ii, 433.—Vaillaxt, Exp. Sci.

Travailleiir et Talisman, 349.

This well known European form, found along the entire coast of Europe from the Ger-

man Ocean to the Mediterranean, was obtained by the French expedition in the Gulf of

Gascony in 411 meters, off Spain and Portugal in 1)9 to 240 meters, oft' Morocco in 112

meters, and near the Canaries in 90 meters.

In addition to the three Atlantic forms named below, the Challenger took C. laianvs,

Giinther, in 140 fathoms oft' the Kai Islands (station 192), C. calauroponms, Eichardson, from

115 fathoms, near the Philippines (station 204 E).

The Investigator took C carebares, Alcock (Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., 1889, ii, 209, pi.

VIII, fig. 8), in the Bay of Bengal (station 96), 98 to 102 fathoms, about 70 specimens.

CALLIONYMUS PHAETON, Gunther.

CaUionymus fextivus, BONAPARTE, Fauna Italica, Pesci, Fasc. with figures of male and female (not C. fcstivus,

Pailas).

CaUioiiy III us phaeton, GiiNTHER, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., ni, 18G1, 147.—Vaillant, Exp. Sci. Travailleur ut

Talisman, 349.

A. Callionymus having the preopercular spine bicuspid and the last dorsal and two

middle caudal rays filamentous in the male.

Eadial formula: D. IV, 9; A. 8; C. 10.

Color; reddish, variegated with green.

This form, not generally recognized by the Italian ichthyologists, is supposed to occur'

in the Mediterranean, where Bonaparte obtained the specimen figured by him. Vaillant

had specimens from off the Azores, taken in 5G0 meters by the French Expedition (station

CXXIII).

CALLIONYMUS HIMANTOPHORUS, Goode and Bean, n. s. (Figures 268, 268, A. B.)

The body is slender, moderately elongate, the fins are all well developed, the tail taper-

ing and with some of its rays produced into a filament. The greatest depth is at tlie head

and the anterior portion of the trunk. The depth of the head equals the length of its post-

orbital portion and, also, the greatest depth of the body. The caudal peduncle is very slen-

der, the least height of the tail being scarcely more than one-fonrth the greatest height of

the body. The profile descends very rapidly at the snout. The mouth is small and the
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intermaxillii is very ijrotnictile, but maybe abuost entirely concealed under the preorbitals.
The intermaxilla reaches to the front of the orbit. The maxilla is a roundish, slender bone,
extending backward to the end of the intermaxilla. The mandible is about as long as the

eye; it extends to the vertical through the front of the pupil. Teeth in villiform bauds on
the intermaxillary and mandible. The interorbital space is very narrow, less thau a fourth

of the length of the eye, which is li times as long as the snout and nearly one-eighth of the

total without catulal. The length of the head to the gi]loi)cning is two-sevenths of the total

without caudal. There is a strong bifurcated spine at the angle of the preoperculum ex-

tending backward slightly beyond the gill-opening; the length of this spine at its upper
articulation is two-thirds the length of the eye. The gill-opening is reduced to a small slit,

placed at a distance behind the eye about equal to the length of the eye and above the median
line of the body. Hkin naked. The lateral line is abruptly arched over the gill-opening
and is connected across the nai)C with its fellow of the opposite sid(%

The spinous dorsal is somewhat elevated in front; the first spinels nearly twice as

long as the last, its length being about one-fifth of the total length without caudal. The
sixth and seventh rays are the longest, their length nearly equaling that of the base of the

fin. The caudal consists of four simple and eight divided rays. Of the divided rays in

the specimen described the fifth and sixth are the longest, the lower portion of the fifth

and the upper portion of the sixth being produced into a filament, making these rays as long
as the distance from the tip of the intermaxillary to the fourth anal ray. It is worthy of

remark that in another example of the same species and of about the same size as the tyi^e

the sixth of the divided rays alone contributes to form the filament; and in a young exam-

ple, one about one-third as large as the type, the first dorsal spine when laid back reaches

to the end of the soft dorsal. Some of the numerous examples of this species have none of

the caudal rays much produced, even in large individuals. The anal fin begins directly

under the third ray of the soft dorsal
; its rays increase in length to the sixth, which is the

longest and twice as long as the first, its length being contained five and two-thirds times

in the total without caudal. All the rays are simple except the last, which is divided. The

pectoral begins under the middle of the spinous dorsal and extends to below the fifth ray of

the soft dorsal ; its rays are all simple. The ventral base overlaps the lower extremity of

the pectoral base; its origin is under the gill-opening. The fourth and longest ray equals
one-fifth of the total length without caudal. There is a small but distinct anal papilla.

Radial formula: D. iv, 8; A. 8; P. 19; Y. i, 5.

Color, generally light brown, the back with numerous narrow streaks and blotches of

slightly darker brown. A dark blotch on the membrane between the third and fourth dor-

sal spines, in some cases occupying nearly all of the membrane; in other cases more limited

and nearly elliptical in shape. Anal with a broad subvertical dark band, the tips of the

rays and a small area of the membrane behind each ray pale. The lower caudal lobe with

a narrow submarginal dark band. Ventral with two indistinct narrow dark bands on its

oixter half.

Specimens of this species were obtained by the Blake from station xxx, off Barbadoes,
at a depth of 209 fathoms; station CLXXX, in 21° 17' 30" N. hit., 82° 09' W. Ion., at a

depth of 137 fathoms; station xxxiii, off Santa Cruz, at a depth of 115 fathoms; station

ccxvi, in 200 31' N. lat., 85" 03' W. Ion., at a depth of 119 fathoms, and station ccxxx,
in 230 13' IST. lat., 89° 10' W. Ion., at a depth of 84 fathoms.

Additional specimens were secured by the Albatross from the following lacalities: Sta-

tion 2359, in 20© 19' 10" N. lat., 87° 03' 30" W. Ion., at a dejith of 231 fathoms; station

2401, in 280 44' N. lat., 85° 10' W. Ion., at a depth of 60 fatlioms; station 2314, in 32° 43'

N. lat., 770 51' W. Ion., at a depth of 159 fathoms; station 2402, in 28° 30' N. lat., 85° 33'

30" W. Ion., at a depth of 111 fathoms, and station 2400, in 28° 46' N. lat., 84° 49' W.

Ion., at a depth of 26 fathoms.
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Family STICH^^ID^E.

Siichaidw, Gill, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sc, Phila., 1864, 208.

Slichwidw, Gill, Can. Nat., 18G.5, 247, 253; Ait. Fam. Fishes, 1873, 4.

Sticha'inii', Jordan aud Gilbert, Bull, xvi, U. S. Nat. Mus., 755.

Bleunioiil fi.shes with body low, elongate, and compressed, covered with cycloid scales.

Teetli usually well developed, but no molars. Snl)orbital ring not articulated witli i)ic-

operclc. Dorsal long, continuous, and the entire lin made up of stitt' oi- tlexible spines.

Anal long, usually with one or two small spines. Ventrals jugular, few rayed. Branchial

apertures juolongcd forwards and divided by a narrow istlimus. rscudobraiiclii;c. Gills

4, with a slit behind the fourth. Vertebra' numerous. Pyloric Cicca devcloijcd iu small

number.

This family is chiefly littoral, and only one genus, Chirolophns, has been found in any
considerable depth.

CHIROLOPHUS, Swainson.

ChirolnphiiK, SWAixsox, Nat. Hist. Fish, etc., II, 1839, 275.

C(I relopinio, KrOyeh, Nat. Tidskr. (2), I, 1844, 236.—Strom, Norsk. Vid. S.dsk. Skr., 1881, 75.

Jilenniops, Nils.son, Skaiid. Faiiu. iv, 1853, p. 184.—^GOnther, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., in, 287; Clialleii{;er Re-

port, XXII, 71.

Body moderately elongate, covered with very small scales; lateral line none. Snout

.short; small teeth in thejaws, none on the palate. Dorsal fln long, formed by .spinesonly.

Ventrals very distinct, composed of 1 spine and several rays, distinctly jugular, ('audal

distinct. Gill-openings of moderate width, with the gill-membranes connected with eai^li

other; p.sendobranchia} present; branchiostegals six; air bladder and pyloric a|)pendages
none. (Giiiillier.)

CHIROLOPHUS ASCANII, (Wai.uaum), Goore & Bean.

Bhnniiis Ascanii, Walbaum, Art. reuov., lit, 173.

Jilenniops Ascanii, GUNTIIEU, Cat. F"i8h. Brit. Mus., Ili, 284; Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., 1874, xiil, 13!); CliallLUger

Report, XXII, 71.

Carelophits Ascanii, Strom, Norsk. Vid. Selsk. Skr., 1881, 75.—Collett, Nyt. Mag. f. Natnrvid. Christ.,

XVIII, 1884, 68.

The height of the body is nearly equal to the length of the head, and one-seventh of

the total. Snout short, ^\ith the cleft of the mouth very oblique. A short tentacle at the

nostril
;
two pairs of fringed tentacles above the orbits, the posterior of which is about three

or four times the length of the anterior, and as long as the head is high. Neck with many
very small skinny Haps. Ventral tins .small; the two anterior spines sometimes elongate,
and provided with skinny appendages at the top, Eeddish brown, with several cross-

bands on the back. [Gvnthcr.)
This Blenny Avas obtained during the cruise of the JV»-c»jj/He Itetwcen Shetland and

Faroe, iu 180 fathoms, and is recorded by Strom from 140 fathoms in Throudhjem Fjord.

Family ANARRHICHADlDyE.

Anarrhichini, Boxaparte, Catalogo Metodico, 1846, 7, 68, (sub faui., 117).

Anurrhichtifiirmesi, I'iLKEKEK, Teutanicn, 1859, xxv.

AnurrliivhaiUdw, Gill, Canadian Naturalist, 1865,247,252.

Blennioid fishes with molar teeth strong, on vomei', palatines, and sides of lower jaw;
dorsal of flexible .spines only; .scales minute; gill-membranes joined to the isthmus; no

ventral fins; air-bladder present; no lateral line.
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ANARRHICHAS, Linnfeus.

Anarrliichas, Autedi, Linn.eus, Syst. Xat., etl. x, 1758, i, 247 (typo, Anarrhlchas hipun, L.); ed. xil, 1766, n,
430.—GuxTiiEii, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mas., ill, 208.—Jordan aud GiLiiEKT, Bull, xvi, II. S. Nut. Mus., 781.—
Beax, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mua., ii, 1879, 212.

Body moderately elongate, covered with rudimentary scales; head scaleless, without

cirri, compressed, narrowed above, the profile strongly decurved; mouth wide, oblique;

I)remasillary not protractile; jaws with very strong conical canines anteriorly; lateral teeth

of lower jaw either molar or with pointed tubercles; upper jaw without lateral teeth; vomer

extremely thick and solid, with 2 series of coarse molar teeth; iialatines with 1 or 2 similar

series. Gill-membranes broadlv joined to the isthmus
;
no lateral line. Dorsal fin rather

high, composed entirely of flexible spines, which are envelojied in the skin; anal fin lower;

caudal flu developed, free from dorsal and anal; no ventral fins; pectoral fins broad, placed

low; air-bladder present; no pyloric cojca. {Jordan and Gilbert.)

A key to the species of Anarrhlchas, prepared by Dr. Bean, is given. In this no ref-

erence is made to A. dentieulatm of Kroyer, because the slight descriptions which we have

of this species do not serve to distinguish it from A. latifrons. Tiie species known on the

American coast as A. latifrons is evidently the latifrons of Steenstrup' and CoUett,^ and we
can not see that it differs from A. dentieulatm of Giinther^ or of Kroyer.*

KEY TO THE SPECIES OF ANARRHICHAS.

A. Banded species.

6. Bluish gray, with 9-12 darker cross-bands. Vomerine teeth extend farther back than the palatine.

A. LUPUS

hh. Greenish, with 14 deep green cross-bauds; operculum having a green or blue spot; head, back, and

sides above mingled bluish and rod. Height of body contained about 5J times in its length.
[A. FASCIATUS]

AA. Species without bauds,

c. Spotted (in life).

d. Many large, round, black spots. Vomerine teeth extend nearlj- or quite as far back as the

palatine '. A. MINOR
cc. Uuicolored.

e. Brown; D. 84; C. 17; scales none; nostril midway between eye and mouth; he.ad con-

tained 2J (!) times in total length; 6 canines in upper jaw [A. orientalis. Pacific]

ee. Dark brown
;
vomerine scries longer than palatine, and extends farther back

;
D. 81

;
C.

20-21; scales few; nostril nearer eye than mouth; head contained 4i—4f times in total

length; 4 canines in upper jaw [A. lepturus. Alaska]
dd. Brown, oliscurely spotted with darker; vomerine teeth do not extend nearly so far back as the

palatine A. latifrons

In the measurement tables which follow the hundredths of length are calculated from

the total length without the caudal.

ANARRHICHAS LUPUS, Llnnjsus. (Figure 269.)

Anan-hichas lupus, Lin,n.eus, Syst. Nat., i, 1766, 430.—De Kay, Nat. Hist. N. Y., Fishes, 1842, 158, pi. x\i,

fig. 43.

Anarrhiclias romerinus, Stoker, Hist. Fisli. Mass., 1867, 99, pi. xviii, fig. 1.

This is a banded species, with a general hue of bluish gray, with 9-12 darker cross-

bands. The vomerine teetli extend farther back than the palatines.

On the New England coast it isft'cquent in the deep waters and approaching the shore,

particularly in winter. It is associated with many deep-water forms.

'Noget om Shegteu Sijulv, etc., 1876, p. 43 (Vidensk. Medd. fra den naturhistoriske Foreniug i Kjoben-

havn, 1876, p. 201, tab. in, iigs. 3, 3', and 3").

2Chra. Vidensk.-Selsk. Forhaudl. 1879, No. 1, p. 46, pi. ii, fig. 2.

'Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., in, 1861, p. 211.

•Gaimard, Voy. en Scand., etc., Zoiil., Poiss., pi. xii, fig. 1 (no description).
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TABLE OF MEASUREMENTS.

Species: Aiiarrhichas lupus.

Current number of specimen.

Locality Lat. 42° 50' N., Ion.

650 50' W., 85 fath-
oms.

23364 b.

Lat. 42° 50' N., Ion.
05° 50' W.,85 fath-
oms.

Milli-
meters.

Extreme length
Length to origin of middle caudal raya.
Body:

Greatest height
Greatest width
Height at base of pectorals
Least height of tail

Head :

Greatest length
Greatest width
Width of interorbital area

Length of snout
Tieth
Leugth of upper jaw
Li^ugth of mandible
Distance from snout to orbit

Long diameter of eye
Dorsal :

Distance from snout
Groateat height
Length of first ray
Length of longest ray

Anal:
Distance from snout

Length of first ray
Length of longest ray

Caudal :

Leugth of middle rays
Pectoral :

Distance from snout
Length

Branchiostegals
Dorsal
Anal
Caudal
Pectoral

107
94

19
12
19
4

25
13
5
4

(*)
13
14

6J
8

24

I'
10

53

3i
6i

13

24
17

VII
75
45
21
19

lOOtbs of

length.

Milli-

meters.

20

12}
20

41

26i
14

14
IS
7

8i

25}
7

68
lOJ

25i
18

123J
109

13
no

"e

28i
13i
5
5

(*)
14

15

64

7
12

59
4
8

14i

27
19

VII
75
46
21
20

lOOths of

lengtli.

20
12
20

5J

26

12i
4.6
4.6

13
14
6

n
22

7*
6«
11

54

3i

13J

25

17|

' The vomerine series extends farther back than tlie palatines.

Species: Anarrhichas lupus.

Current number of specimen . 22249.

Locality Ipswicli Bay,
j

Massachusetts.

Milli-
meters.

Extreme length
Length to origin of middle caudal rays
Body :

Greatest height
Greatest width
Height at base of pectorals
Least height of tail

Head:
Greatest length
Bij^tance from nostril to anterior margin of orbit.
<jrt-atfst width
Widtli (»f interorbital area

Length of .snout
(TreatfSt height
Li-nutli of upper jaw ;

Lengtli of mandible
Distance from snout to orbit

Long diameter of eye
Dorsal :

Distance from snout
Gre.atost height
Lengt h of longest ray

Anal :

Distance from snout
Li-ngtli <if lirst ray
Lengtli of longifst r.ay

I.i-uglit of last ray
Caudal :

Lengtli of middle r.ays

Length of external rays
Pectoral :

Distance from snout

Length
Br-anohiostegals
Dorsal
Anal
Caudal
Pectoral

345

74
46
20
20

17419.

Bergen, Korway

lOOths of Milli-
I lOOths of

length, meters.
I
length.

19i
t*
18'
5

24
2

13

3i
44
17
12
13

6i
5

6J
10

50
5
7

23j^

15'

570
522

19
9
18

23
2*
lU
*i
5*
18'

113

31

21

23005.

Christiania
Fjord, Norway.
K. Collett.

MiUi-
meters.

639
585

12

50

9i

73
47
20
20

221
15

VI
74
48
20
20

lOOths of

length.

21*

19i
4i

22J
2

10
ih

*4
19

lOJ
12i
6i
33

19.i
7

lOJ

49.^

3"

5S
3*

9i
8i

22

14!

Coxs wai n b

Ledge, July 25,

1874.

Milli-
meters.

1110
1020

21

lOOths of

length.

244
lOJ

241
2

IH
6

5i
20i
124
14}

f

124

52

^

8i

•22

144

* The pectoral extends to the 14t]i dorsal ray. t These measurenu'nts are taken from a cast.

I Id No. 17419 the vomeriueteetb extend farther back than tbe palatine.
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A single small specimen, about 30 millimeters in length, was obtained at station 866,

iu 65 tathoms, believed to be the young of Anarrhichas lupus, uever before recorded south

of Gape Cod.
ANARRHICHAS MINOR, Olafsen. (Figure 270.)

Anairkkhas minor, Oi.af.sen, Roiso i Island, 1772, (iSSfc, 592, tab. 42.—Steenstiujp, Vidensk. Meddel. Naturh.

Foreu. Kjol)e!iliavii, 1876.—Bean, Pi-dc. U. S. Nat. Mus., ii, 1879, 217.—Colleit, Forliaudl. Videusk.

Selsk. Chri.stiauia, 1880, 45.—Lilljebouc, Sverig. og Norges Fiske, 540.—Gunthek, Challenger Report,

XXII, 1887, 70.

Anarrhiclias jmitthcriiinis, ZriEW, Nov. Act. Petroj)., 1781, 271, tab. h.

Jiian-lihhus karrak, Bonnatkrue, Iclithyologie, 1788, 38.

Anarrhichas Uopardm, Agassiz, iu .Si)ix. Pise. Bras., 1829, 92, tal). i.i.

A species with many large, round, black spots. The vomerine teeth extend nearly or

quite as far back as the i)alatiue.

It occurs both along the shores and iu the deep water. The Fish Commission has speci-

mens from off the mouth of Gloucester Harbor and from Eastport, Me. It has also been

found off Xorway at a depth of 200 fathoms.

ANARRHICHAS LATIFRONS, Steenstrup and Hallgrimsson. (Figure 271.)

Anarrhichas latifroiis, Stp. and Hallgr., Forh. Skand. Naturf., 3die Mote, 1842, 647.—Collett, Vid. Selsk.

Forb., Cliri.stiania, 1879, No. 1, 46, pi. II.—Bean, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. ii, 1879, p. 218.—Lilljeborg,

op. cit. 540.—Gunthek, Challenger Report xxii, 1887, 71.

Anarrhichas (Lydi-hihijs) latifrons, Gill, Baird's Ann. Rec. S. an<l I. for 1876 (1877), CLXVil.

Anarrhichas dcnticiilaiiis, Kroyer, Overs. Videusk. Selsk. Kjobeuhavu, 1844, p. 140.—Gaimakd, Voy. en

Scand., etc., Zoiil., Poiss., 1815, pi. 12.

A brown form, obscurely sjiotted with darker patches. The vomerine teeth do not ex-

tend nearly so far back as the palatines.

TABLE OF MEASUREMENTS.

Species: Anarrhichas latifrons, Stp.

Current number of apecimen .

Localitv -

CoUett's measure-
ments, Chra. Vid.
Selsk. Forh., 1879,
No. 1, p. 51.

Oxford, West Fin-
mark.

Banquereau.

Milli-
meters.

lOOths of

length.

Milli-
meters.

lOOths of

length.

Extreme length
Length to origin of middle eaudal rays. . . .

Body:
Greatest height
Greatest width
Distance of jinus from snout

Height at an.ll origin
Least height of tail

Head:
Greatest length
Greatest width
Width (»r interorbital area

Length of snout ,

Lengt h of postorbital part of head
Length *^i' upper jaw

"

Length of mandible
Distance i'rora snout to center of orbit-
Diameter of eye

Dorsal :

Distance from snout
Length of base
Lengt h of first rily

Length of longest rjiy (C:Jd)

Anal:
Distance from snout
Length of b:iae

Length of tirst ray
Length of longest ray (38th)

Caudal :

Length of middle rays
Length of exteru.al rays

Pectonil :

Distance from snout
Length

DorsaL T

Anal
Caudal
Pectoral

656
808

145

318
130
21

120
78
29
34
75
57

136
75
77
45
18
22

23.85

1108
1048

255
97

24.33
9.25

21.38
3.45

19.74
12.83
4.78
5.59

239
44

192
116
57

23
4.19

18.32
11.05
5.44
6.49

9.37

7.24
3.29

7.89

22.37
12.34

101

111
85
27

205
875

590
455
20
52

CO
53

220
126
77
46
17

20

9.61
10.59
8.11
2.58

19.56

2.10
0.49

1.91
4.90

5.73
5.06

21
12.02

* The p.tlatino series of teeth in No. 21845 extends much farther back than the vomerine and is nearly or qoit^ twice as long
as the latter.
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A resident of the deep waters in L'OO to 400 fathoms on the offshore banks. Many
specimeus have been received from the halibut schooners, and it has been taken in 100

fathoms off Fiumark.

Tlie Albatfus.s obtained it from station 2120, in 42'^ 55' 30" N. lat., 5{)o 51' W. h)ng., at

a deptli of 471 fathoms, and the National Museum has a specimen (Oat. No. 21845) taken

by one of the Gloucester fishing vessels in 1878 on the fishing-banks.

Family PTILICHTHYID^E.

rtilichthyina;, Jordan and Gilbert, Bull, xvi, U. S. Nat. Mus., 369 (subfamily of Mastacembelidw).

rtilichthiiida; Gill, Standard Nat. Hist., viii, 1885, 259; Century Dictionary, 4827.

Acanthopterygians with very elongate, anguilliform body, tapering to a jjoint; small

bead, mouth oblique, with projecting lower jaw; branchial apertures restricted
;
dorsal very

long, with about 00 spines and 145 rays; anal long and veutrals absent. Scales none.

Gill-membranes broadly united.

PTILICHTHYS, Bean.

rtiUchlhys, Bean, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., iv, 1881, 157 (typo, PtUichthys (loodci, Bean).—Jordan and (Jilheut,
Bull. XVI, U. S. Nat. Mus., 369.

Body elongate, serpentiform, apparently covered with very thin, scattered scales.

Mandible little movable, projecting, with a skinny appendage at tip. Cleft of the mouth
narrow. Minute teeth in a single series in the jaws, becoming larger and slightly curved

posteriorly. Margin of the upper jaw formed entirely by the intermaxillarics. Maxilla

curved forward below. The gill-opening extends up to the middle of the base of the pec-

toral; the membrane is slightly emarginate behind and is free from the isthnms; 4 gills, a

slit behind the fourth. Gill-rakers stout and short, moderate in number. Spinous portion
of the dorsal consisting of many isolated si)ines, a narrow membrane behind each. Soft

dorsal and anal with many rays. End of the tail free. Ventrals none.

The type species, rfilichthys Goodel (Figure .304), was taken near the Aleutian Islands.

Everything seems to indicate that it is an inhabitant of deep water.

Family ZOARCID^E.

Zoarchidw, Swainson, Nat. Hist, and Class. Fislies, 1839, ii, 184, 283.

Zoarcida', Gill, Mem. National Acad. Sci., VI, 1893.

Lycodidw, GOntiiek, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., iv, 1862, 319.—Gill, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Phila., iv, 319; vji. vit.

1884, 179.—Jordan and Gilbert, Bull, xvi, U. S. Nat. Mus., 783.

Lycodoidn; Gill, Proc. Acad. Nat. .Sci., Phila., 1863, 255.

Physoclystons fishes having body elongate, more or less anguilliform, naked or studded

with minute cycloid scales. Head large, unarmed; mouth large, with conical teeth in jaws,
and .sometimes on vomer and palatines. Gill-membranes broadly united to isthmus,
bi'anchial apertures lateral, not continent; pseudobranchiic present; gills 4, a slit behind

the fourth. Dorsal and anal fins elongate, confluent around the tail, of soft rays only, or the

former with a few posterior SI )ines covered with a thick skin; pectorals small; ventrals

jugular, rudimentary or suppressed. Lateral line obsolete or nearly so. Gill-rakers small;

pyloric caeca rudimentary ;
vent not close to head.

key to the SUBFA.MILIES AND GENERA OV ZOARCIDiE.

I. Dorsal tin low behind, some of its posterior rays short and spino-like ;
ventrals small Zoarciiiw

A. Scales present ;
teeth stron;;, conic, in jaws only [Zoarces]

II. Dorsal liu continuous Lyiodiniv

A. Ventral tins present.

1. Vomer and palatines toothed.

a. Scales present.

I. Body moderately elongate Lycodes
II. Body very elongate.

*
Spines of vertical (ins normal Lycenciielys

**
Spines laterally reenforced Lycodonus
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b. Scales absent Lycodalepis

2. Vomer toothless, palatines dentigoroiis.

a. Scales present, iiubeddej ArRODON
3. Vomer and palatines tootliloss.

a. Scales present Lycodopsis

I?. Ventrals absent.

1. Scales present.

«. Vomer and palatines toollicd [Maynea]
6. Vomer and palatines toothless [Boturocaka]

2. Scales absent.

a. Teeth moderate.

I. Jaws o(iual; body scaloless Gymnelis
II. Lower jaw longest [Lyocara = Uronectes]

h. Teeth in jaws and <m vomer in a single series, very prominent.
1. Skin loose and movable Melanostigma

LYCODES, Reinhardt.

Lijcodcs, Eeiniiaedt, Kougl. Dansko Selsk. Afhandl., vii, 1838, 147.—GDntuer, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., iv,

785.—Jordan and Gilbert, Bull, xvi, U. S. Nat. Mas., 785.

Zoarceoid fishes with body moderately elongate, auguilliform, tapeiiug behind. Head

oblong; mouth nearly horizontal; lower jaw included. Teeth conical on jaws, vomerines,

and palatines, those on jaws and palatines usually in single series. Vertical fins united.

Origin of dorsal behind base of pectoral; pectorals moderate; ventral rudimentary, of 3 or

4 rays. Scales minute, imbedded, present on part or all of the body, the scaly area more

extensive in the adult than in the young. IS^o air bladder nor pyloric cajca.

LYCODES VAHLII, Reinhardt.

Lycodea ValiKi, Reinhardt, Kongelige Dansko Videnskabernes Selskabs naturvidenskabelige og mathema-
tiske Afhandl., VII, 1838,153, tab. v.—Gill, Catalogueof the Fishes of the Eastern Coast of North America,

1861, 40; Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, 1863, 260, (Sept.); Catalogue, Fishes of East Coast of North

America, 1873, 18.—GtiNTHER, Catalogue of the Fishes in the British Museum, iv, 1862, 319.

Height of body one-eighth of its length. Head nearly twice as long as high, its length
four and one-third times in that of body; snout long, the nuixillary reaching to opposite
middle of eye. Distance of vent from ventrals nearly equal to length of head; ventral fins

less than one-fourth as long as pectorals; vertical fins scaly; body wholly scaly.

Radial formula: IJ. IIG; A. <J3; V. 4; Vert. 25+87.
Color brownish yellow, with G blackish cross bands extending on the dorsal fin and

confiueutou the belly; the first cross baud on and below the anterior dorsal rays, the second

above the vent; adults nearly uniform blackish.

This species is as yet known only from Greenland, whence was obtained this tyi)e of

lleinhardt.

LYCODES ESMARKII, Collett. (Fig. 272.)

Lycodes Esmarkii, Collett, Norges Fiske, 1874, 95; Norske Nord-Havs. Exp., 1880, 8-i.

Lycodcs Valdii, Gooue and Bean, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1879, 209 (not of Reinhardt).

A Lycodes with body moderately elongate, its height one-eighth of its length. Length
of head two-ninths that of body ;

snout obtuse
; maxillary not more than half as long as head.

Vertical fins, nape and body behind front of dorsal scaly. Lateral line indistinct, divided.

Length of pectorals eight times in that of body.
Eadial formula: D. 110; A. 95; P. 22; V. 4.

Color brownish black, with a whitish yellow patch on the nape, and 5 to S transverse

bands of the same color across the dorsal and posteriorly across the anal, these bands becom-

ing broken into annular spots with age.

The U. S. Fish Commission received from Capt. Z. Hawkins and th? crew of the schooner

Oiccndolcn, of Gloucester, Mass., a fine s])('(amen of a species of Iii/codis, obtained on La Have

Bank, in latitude 42° 43' N., and between the meridians of (>2o 20' and iV.r^ 30' W., at a depth
of 300 to 400 fathoms, the schooner having changed position wliile fishing. A second speci
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«ien, *^32 millimeters in length, was presented by Cnpt. William H. Greenlcaf and the crew
of the schooner Chester li. Lawrence, who secured it on the Grand Uauks.

The dentition of the La Have specimeu agrees exactly with that of L. Verrillii. The
lower Jaw has the teeth in two series, with an imperfect series of smaller ones between. Tiie

upper Jaw lias a single series of teeth, with a few smaller ones behind the symphysis. There
are about seven teeth on the vomer and a single row of about seven on each palatine. The
teeth are obtii.se-conic, not curved, as in L. Verrillii. In the specimen of L. Esmarkii from

La Have the colors are somewhat less regular in distribution than those described and iig-

ured by Eeiuhardt ;
instead of showing light bauds, the arrangement of light color upon the

dark ground of the body is as follows : One white spot on each side, above the posterior end
uf the opercular tlap, the spots not meeting on the dorsal line. The first saddle shaped

marking begins on the back, under the eighth ray of the dorsal fin, and extends ou either

side nearly to the middle of the body. The second saddle-shaped marking begins under the

twenty-seventh dorsal ray and extends nearly to the margin of the fin, involving the width

of about two rays and the conne(;tiug membrane, and extends also downward nearly to the

middle line of the body, increasing in width <as it descends. The next begins under the fifty-

fourth ray, and resembles the last in form and extent. The next begins under the seventy-

ninth, and, though smaller, resembles the others. The individual from the Grand Banks is

the largest yet recorded. The measurements are as follows:

TABLE OF MEASUREMENTS.
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Examples were also obtaiiietl by tlie Albatronn from station 2-1:70, in H^ 47' N. lat., 66° 33'

45" W. long., at a deptli of 224 futboms; and from station 2187, in 39^ 49' 30" N. lat., 71°

10' VV. long., at a deptb of 420 fatboms; and by tbe Fish Hawh (Gat. Xo. 28920, U. S. N. M.)
from station 998, in 39° 43' N. lat., 71° 42' W. long., at a deptb of 302 fathoms.

LYCODES RETICULATUS, Kbin'hakdt. (Figures 273, 281, A, B.)

Lycodes reticulaUia, Reixiiahdt, loc. cit., 167.—GCntiier, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., iv, 320.—Gill, loc. lit., 260.—
COLLEIT, loc. cit., 84.

Lycodes Eossi, Malmgren, 1864. (Specimens from Spelzbergen ; fide CoUett.)

Lycodes ijraciHs, Sars, ForhaiuU. Vid. Selsk. Christ., 1867, 40-45, tab. i, tigs. 1-3 (from Driibak).

Lycodes perspwillum, Kroyer, Dausk. Vidensk. Selsk. Afhaudl., 1845, 233.—GCnther, loc. cit., 320.—(iiLL,

Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Pliila., 1863, 260.

Body moderately elongate; its beigbt about onc-eigbtb of its leugtb. Length of head
twice the height of the body; snout long; the maxillary extending beyond vertical from
middle of eye; distance of vent from veutrals more than leugtb of head. Body entirely
covered with scales; vertical tins naked.

Racbal formula: D. 94; A. 75; V. 4; Pyl. cffic, 2.

Color, brownish, with a network of black lines on head and body; those on the

body in live groups, the three anterior of which are partly visible on the dorsal (in; dorsal

dark-edged.
The Albatrosii obtained specimens from station 2453, in 47° 10' N. lat., 51° 02' W. Ion.,

at a depth of 82 fathoms; from station 2452, in 47° 04' X. lat., 58° 48' W. Ion., at a depth
of 89 fathoms; and from station 2052, in 24° 12' 30" IST. lat., 77° 13' W. Ion., at a depth of

140 fathoms; and tbe Fish Enwh (Gat. No. 26357, U. S. N. M., and Gat. No. 2C358, U. S.

Nat. Mus.), fi'om station 801, in Vineyard Sound, Narragansett Bay, in 17 fathoms.

LYCODES FRIGIDUS, Collett. (Figure 274.)

Lycodes frigidus, Collett, Forb. Selsk. Christ., 1878, Nos. 14, 45.

Color in adults, uniform gray-violet without bauds or spots. Size large, reaching 500

millimeters and upward. Scales comparatively small, covering the entire body, but not

the head, nor the base of dorsal and anal; in the young the middle of the belly, the base

of the tins, and the fins themselves are usually naked. Teeth present on the intermaxilla

and mandible, tbe palatines and vomer. In adults the height of the body is contained Gi

times, in the young as many as 9i times in the total length. The head is wide and flat,

its length ccmtained from 4 to 4.;V
times in the total length. Lateral line low, extending from

the upjjer end of tbe gill-opening in a curved direction down toward the vent, Irom where
it runs close along the anal to the end of the tail.

B. 5; D. 93-98, (including one-half of caudal, 99-104): A. 80-85 (including one-half of

caudal, 85-90); P. 20-21; V. 3. (Collett, loc. cit.)

The Albatross obtained specimens from station 2110, in 35° 12' 10" N. lat., 74° 57' 15"

W. Ion., at a depth of510 fathoms; from station 2530, in 40° 53' 30" N. lat., 00° 24' W. Ion.,

at a ilcpth of 950 t\ithoms; from station 2115, in .35^ 49' 30" N. lat., 74° 34' 45" W. Ion., at

a depth of 843 fathoms; from station 2116, in 35o 45' 23" N. lat., 74° 31' 25" W. Ion., at a

depth of 888 fathoms; from station 2209, in 39° 34' 45" N. lat., 71° 31" 30" W. Ion., at a

depth of 1,080 fathoms; from station 2530, in 40° 53' 30" N. lat., OOo 24' W. Ion., at a depth
of 950 fathoms; from station 2550, in 39° 44' 30" N. lat., 70° 30' 45" W. Ion., at a deptli of

1,081 fiithoms; Gat. No. 33429, U. S. N. M., from .station 2072, in 41° 53' N. lat., G3^ 35' W.
Ion., at a depth of 838 fathoms; Gat. No. 35582, U. S.N. M., from station 2100, in 39^35' N.

lat., 710 24' 30" ^Y. Ion., at a depth of 1,043 fathoms; Gat. Nos. 35509, .3.5571, and 35574, U.

S. N. M., from station 2203, in 39^34' 15" W. Ion., at a depth of 705 fathoms; Cat. No.

35438, U. S. N. M., from station 2180, in 39° 29' 50" N. lat., 71° 49' 30" W. Ion., at a depth
of 523 fathoms

;
Cat. No. 35439, TJ. S. N. M., from station 2 182, in .39° 25' 30" N. lat., 71° 44,

W. Ion., at a depth of 801 fathoms; Gat. No. .55.582, U. S. N. M., from station 2115, in 35o 49'

30" N. lat., 740 34' 45" W. Ion., at a depth of 843 fathoms; Cat. No. 35552, U. S. N. M.,from
station 2210, in .39^ 47' N. lat., 700 30' ;5o" W. h)n., at a depth of 903 fathoms; Gat. No.

19808—No. 2 20
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35628, U. S. N. M., from station 2229, in Sl'^ 38' 40" N. lat., 73^ 16' 30" W. Ion., at a deptli
of 1,423 fathoms; Cat. No. 33309, U. S. N. M., from station 2052, in SO-^ 40' 05" N. lat., 69'' 21'

25" W. Ion., at a depth of 1,098 fathoms; Cat. No. 33521, U. S. N. M., from station 2094, in

390 44' 30" N. lat., 71° 04' W. Ion., at a depth of 1,022 fathoms; Cat. No. 32813, [J. S. N. M.,
from station 2018, in 37° 12' 22" N. lat., 74^ 20' 04" W. Ion., at a depth of 788 fathoms; Cat.

No. 33304, U. S. N. M., from station 2051, iu 39° 41' N. lat., 69° 20' 20" W. Ion., at a depth
of 1,105 fathoms; Cat. No. 35.531, U. S. N.M., from station 220S, in 39^33' N. lat., 71° J6' 15"

W. Ion., at a depth of 1,178 fathoms; Cat. No. 35658, U. S. N. M., from station 2234, in 39°

09' N. lat., 72° 03' 15" W. Ion., at a depth of 816 fathoms.

LYCODES MUCOSUS, RicnABDSON. (Figures 275, 283, A. B.)

Lycodes mucoaus, Richardson, Last of Arctic Voyages, 1855, 326; \<\. xxvr.—Bean, Bull, xv, U. S. Nat.

Mus., 112.

The greatest height of the body (at the pectorals) is contained 8 times and its greatest
•width (just behind the i>ectorals) 9 times in the total length. The width at the vent is con-

tained 8 times in the length of the head and twice in the length of the longest dorsal ray.

The height at the ventrals about equals the height of the body at the pectorals. The height
of the bo<ly at the vent equals half the greatest width of the head, and is contained Hi
times in the total length.

The head is very large, its length being 2^ of the total, and its greatest width contained

5| times in the whole length. The distance from the tip of the snout to the nape is one-

fifth of total length, and four-thirds of the length of the mandible. The distance between

the eyes is contained 6 times in the length of the head. The length of the snout is one-third

of the length of the head. The nostrils arc much farther from the eyes than from each other,

their distance from the eyes being contained 4 J times in the length of the head. The length
of the upper jaw is contained 6J times in the total length; of the lower jaw, 6§ times; the

upperjaw slightly exceeding the mandible in length. The eyes are very small, close together,

and high, their long diameter being equal to one-eleventh of the length of the head.

The distance from the tip of the snout to the beginning of the dorsal fin is contained 3.^

times in the total length. The first ray of the dorsal is contained 5| times in the length of

the head, and the longest, 4 times.

The distance of the anal from the snout is eleven-twentieths of the total length and

almost equals twice the distance of the pectoral from the snout. The first anal ray is con-

tained 9J times iu the length of the head, the longest 4J times. The vent is nearly in the

middle of the total length.

The distance from the tip of the snout to the base of tlie pectoral is contained 3J times,

and the length of the pectoral 6§ times in total length. The length of the pectoral equals
that of the mandible, and only slightly exceeds one-half of the length of the head.

The distance of the ventral from the tip of the snout equals the length of the head. The

length of the ventral eiiuals the long diameter of the eye.

Eadial formula: I), (including half of caudal) 90; A. (including half of caudal) 71; P.

18; V. 3.

Colors: These agree, in the main, so closely with Eichardson's description of them, that

it is unnecessary to say more than that the cross-markings are faint and narrow.

The gape of the mouth is very wide. The character and arrangement of the teeth agree

perfectly with the original description.

A single individual, 17 inches long, of this species, originally described from Northum-

berland Sound, was found by Lieut. Mintzcr, and presented by him to the U. S. National

Museum.

LYCODES PALLIDUS, Collett.

Lycodes pallidus, Collett, Forh. Sclsk. Christ., 1878, No. 14,70.

Color (in young examples) pale yellowish gray-brown, with a series (5-6) of dark verti-

cal stripes on the dorsal, and a longer stripe toward the end of the anal. Scales compara-

tively large, covering the body up to about the base of the pectoral, while the head, nape,
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fins, and the middle of the belly are naked. Teeth present on the iutermaxilla, palatines,

and vomer. Ueight of body contained 9i times, and head nearly 4i times in the total

length (in young individuals). The lateral line runs downward from the upper angle of

the gill-opening in a curve under the median line of the body to about the vent, where it

ceases or becomes inconspicuous.

B. 5; D. 92-95 (with one-half of caudal, 98-101); A. 79-81 (with one-half of caudal,

8i-86); P. 18-19.

Two young examples were taken in the middle of August off the north coast of Spitz-

bergen, in about 80° north latitude. The first was obtained August 14, from a depth of

459 fathoms at station 302, about 15 miles west of Norskoerne
;
bottom temperature,

—1°

C.
;
the bottom consisted of bluish-gray clay. This individual was a little over 6 inches

long. The second, which was a young individual, 3i inches long, was collected on the same

day at station 363, about 8 miles west of Norskoerne, in a depth of 260 fathoms. The bot-

tom temperature was +1.2° C; the bottom consisted of blue clay.

Total lensth
Length to base of caudal

Height at dorsal origin
Height at anal origili

Tip of snout from dorsal origin
Tip of snout from vent
Vent to base of caudal

Length of head
Snout (to oiigin of iris)

Long diameter of eye
Post-orbital part of'head

Tip of lower jaw from ventral .

Ventral from'vent

Length of ventral

Length of pectoral

\liUimeters.
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in that of the body; leiigth of the maxillaiy less than tlie length of the head. Upper and
lower jaw with a series of round pores, uniting at the angle of the mouth, and continuing
backward over the operculum to the branchial aperture. Diameter of the orbit less than
the length of the snout, more than oiieiifth the length of the head, and twice the width of

the interorbital space. Origin of dorsal tin nearer to the vent than to the origin of the

pectorals. Veutrals short, of 3 rays, the longest slightly more than one-fourth the length
of the pectorals. Pectorals lanceolate, their length somewhat less than that of head. Dis-

tance from vent to ventrals somewhat less than length of head. Scales lacking.
Kadial formula: IMS; V. ."..

Color, brown al)ove, yellowish below.

The type, 44 millimeters long, was obtained in the Hardanger Fiord, Norway, at a depth
of 100-150 fathoms, in Seiitember, 1809, by Prof. Sars. The specimen was immature.

LYCODES ZOARCHUS, Goode ami Hean, u. s. (Figures 276, 276 A (joiitig), 283 C).

The greatest height of the body, 40 millimeters, is about one-ninth of the total length ;

it is entirely covered with conspicuous imbedded scales which extend l)ehind the dorsal and

anal, leaving only a narrow, naked margin around these fins. Head and pectorals naked.

A lateral line begins slightly above the upper angle of the gill-opening, rapidly curving
downward and extending along the lower jiart of the body not far from the base of the anal

tin; it can be traced above the anterior two-thirds of the anal.

The length of the head, GG millimeters, is contained nearly 5§ times in the total. Its

greatest height, 32 millimeters, equals about one-half its length. The interorbital distance,

measured on the bone, is only one-fourth of the length of the eye. The length of the eye,

15 mOlimeters, is nearly one-fourth the length of the head and is equal to the length of

the snout. The nostrils are placed close to the upper lip and as far from each other as

from the eye. The maxilla reaches to the vertical through the middle of the eye.

The length of the upper jaw, 28 millimeters, is contained 2J times in that of the head.

The length of the mandible, 31 millimctex'S, is nearly one-half that of the head. The man-
dible has a conspicuous flap on each side, about as long as the eye, beginning at a distance

from the symphysis equal to one-half the length of the eye. The inner edge of the man-

dible also has a slightly elevated ridge of skin. Length of intermaxillary series of teeth,

13 millimeters, equal to one-fifth of that of the head. Length of palatine series, 12 milli-

meters, nearly equal to that of intermaxillary. Vomerines in a round patch. Mandibular

teeth in three series. Width of gill opening, 25 millimeters, two-fifths length of head. The
ventrals are in front of the base of the pectorals ;

their length, 8 millimeters, equals one-

eighth that of the head. The distance between the lower angles of the gill-0])euing, 12 mil-

limeters, is nearly one fifth the length of the head. The origin of the dorsal is distant from

the head a space equal to one-third the length of the head
;

it is slightly behind the middle

of the pectoral. The pectoral when extended reaches to about the vertical from the sixth

dorsal ray. The longest ray of the dorsal is about one fourth the length of the head. The
anal orginates under the seventeenth ray of the dorsal. The vent is under the fifteenth

ray of the dorsal. The longest pectoral ray, 38 millimeters, is contained about '.^ times in

the total length.

Color, grayish-brown, lighter on the belly and under surface of the head; sides, ii-regu-

larly mottled with darker, a narrow dark edge ar the tip of the fii'st four dorsal rays.
In a young specimen, No. 39299, the mottlings on the sides are band-like, the bands not

extending below the middle of the body entii-ely. This example is from N. lat. 44° 26', W.
Ion. 570 11' 15", 190 fathoms.

D, 116; A. 102; P. 19.

The type of the descrijition is a specimen 3GG millimeters long, catalogue number 39298,

obtained by the Albulroxs m N. hit. 44^ 40' 30", W. lun. 59^ 55' 45", 130 fathoms, ofi Nova
Scotia. This species has the same number of rays in the dorsal and anal as in some

si)ecimens oi L. paxlllus^ but the pectoral has 10 rays instead of IG, the median lateral line

is not developed as in jiax'i7i«s, and the form is very much stouter, the greatest height in
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paxilhis being ouly a fifteenth of tlie total length, while in ::oarehus it is one-ninth. The
head in 2)nxillus is one-seventh of the total length, while in this species its length is con-

tained
'>'?!

times. The coloration is also very different from that o{ parilliis, the latter being
a uniform brown, while zoarchus has a black blotch at the beginning of the dorsal, and the

sides are irregularly mottled with dark markings, whicli in the young specimen form more
or less complete bauds, while in adult specimens these bauds break up into irregular

mottlings.

LYCENCHELYS, Gill.

LycencheJya, Gill, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Phila., 1884, 180.

A genus closely allied to Lycodes, but having a very elongate body, its length being
from twelve to twenty-four times its height.

LYCENCHELYS MUR^NA, (CoLLETr), Gill.

Lycodes munena, Collett, Forh. Selsk. Christ., 1878, No. 14, 15.

Lycenchelijs miirtrna, Gill, loe. cit.

A Lycenclielys with body extremely elongate and slender; its greatest height con-

tained about 20 times, length of head nearly 8 times in the total length. The long diameter

of the eye is contained about -ii times iu the length of the head. Body everywhere scaled,

head aud fins naked. Veatrals comparatively close together, contained G times iu the length
of the pectoral. Teeth in a single series iu both jaws. Color (in the single young individ-

ual examineil) uniform grayisli brown.

D. 112 (including one half of caudal, 118); A. 9.5 (iucludiiig one half of caudal, 101);

P. 13.
Milbmctera. ' Millimeters.

Total length 141 Long diameter of eyo 4

Length of head 18
;

Vertical diameter of eyi' 3
Greatest height of body 7 I Post-ovbital part of head 9

Tip of snout from vent 39 ! Lengtli of interinaxilla 7

Tip of snout from ventrals 15 Greatest depth of head 8

Tip of snout from dorsal 24
i

AVidth of head over cheeks 8. 5

Length of snout 5
i Length of pectoral 12

Lateral line present, but difficult to trace iu its entirety. From the upper augle of the

gill-opening a series of rather closely placed, very small pores (connected by a narrow Hue),

descends in a curve to a sliort distance behind the vent; after having reached nearly to the

base of the anal, it runs for a short distance nearly horizontally, whereupon it ceases, or

can not be followed iu the same direction with certainty. Another lateral line, however,

begins about over the vent, and runs horizontally along the median line, becoming obsolete

toward the eud of the tail. The pores herein are very small and more widely separated, and
can be seen only by close observation

;
the short whitish line which runs through each pore,

forms here uo accompanying line.

Since the termination of the anterior descending lateral line is considerably behind the

origin of the upper horizontal lateral line, no connection appears to exist between them.

{Collett.)

One example, about 7 inches long, from the bank off Traenen, in Helgeland, Norway;
ice-cold water.

A, station 124, 06° 41' N. lat., (P 59' E. Ion. Dei)tli, .".50 fatlionis, tciiiiieraturo, O.So C,
bottom, clay. June 19, 1877.

LYCENCHELYS VERRILLII, (Goode and Bean), .lordan. (Figures 277, 277 A, Young.)

Lycodes rerrillii, Goode and Bkax, Araer. .lour. Sci. aud Arts, xvi, 1877, 474; Cat. Fish., Essex Co. and Mass.

Bay. 1879, 9.—Goodk, Proc. U. S. Nat. Miis., in, 3.37, 477.

Lycenchclys rerrillii. Joudax, Cat. Fish. N. Amer., 1885, 124.

Body very elongate, its height 12-1.3 in its length. Ilead much depressed, its length

Dg in that of the body; maxillary nearly reaching posterior margin of orbit; upper Jaw much
the longer; i>rofile very convex; snout obtusely rouuded above.

Radial formula: D. 92; A. 88.
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Color, light grayish browu above; below, pearly wliite ; sides with irregular brown

patches bisected by the lateral Hue; abdoiuiual region livid bhie; a spot of brown on the

tij) of the tail.

L. Verrillii proves, as we have long believed it to he, a pygmy species, reaching

maturity at a length of from 5 to (i inches. The old males are transformed ahuost beyond

specific recognition by an extraordinary development of the entire head in advance of the

eyes. The snout becomes shovel-shaped, its length ecpial to two-fifths that of Ww head,
while in the normal condition it is only one-fomth. We have examined specimens in inter-

mediate condition. The extension of the snout is accompanied by a corresponding enlarge-

ment of the muscles of the cheeks.

The Blal<e secured examples from station cccix, in 40° 11' 40" N. lat., 08° 22' W. Ion.,

at a depth of 304 fathoms; from station cccxxix, in 34° 39' 40" N. lat., 75° 14' 40" W. Ion.,

at a depth of C0;$ fathoms, and from station cccxxxii, in 35° 45' 30" N. lat., 74° 48' W.

Ion., at a dej^th of 2G3 fathoms. The Albatross obtained sjiecimens from station 2547, in

39° 54' 30" N. lat., 70° 20' W. Ion., at a depth of 390 fathoms; from station 2299, in 35° 40'

N. lat., 74° 51' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 296 fathoms; Cat. No. 35563, U. S. N. M., from

station 2212, in 39° 59' 30" N. lat., 70^ 30' 45" W. Ion, at a depth of 428 fathoms; Cat. Xo.

35462, U. S. ]Sr. M., from station 2187, in 39° 49' 30" N. lat., 71° 10' W. Ion., at a depth of

420 fathoms, and Cat. No. 35695, U. S. N. M., from station 2262, in 39° 54' 45" N. lat., 69°

29' 45" W. Ion., at a depth of 250 fathoms. The Fish Hawlc took it from station 870, in 40°

02' 36" N. lat., 70° 22' 58" W. Ion., at a depth of 155 fathoms; from station 880, in 39° 48'

30" N. lat., 70° 52' W. Ion., at a depth of 252i fathoms
;
Cat. No. 28894, U. S. N. M., from sta-

tion 987, in 89° 42' N. lat., 71° 32' W. Ion., at a depth of 335 fathoms; Cat. No. 28904, U. S.

N. M., from station 1025, in 39° 49' N. lat., 71° 25' W. Ion., at a depth of 216 fathoms; Cat.

Nos. 28919 and 28923, U. S. N. M., from station 998, in 39° 43' N. lat., 71° 32' W. Ion., at a

depth of 302 fathoms; Cat. Nos. 26730 and 26738, U. S. N.M., from station 898, in 37° 24'

N. lat., 740 17' W. Ion., at a depth of 300 fathoms; Cat. No. 28886, U. S. N. M., from station

994, in 390 40' N. lat., 71° 30' VV. Ion., at a depth of 368 fathoms; Cat. No. 28959, U. 13. N. M.,
from station 1032, in 39° 56' N. lat., 69° 22' W. Ion., at a depth of 208 fathoms; Oat. No.

28736, U. S. N. M., from station 925, in 39° 55', N. lat., 70o 47' W. Ion., at a depth of 229

fathoms; Cat. No. 29074, U. S. N. M., from station 1049, in 38° 28' N. lat., 73° 22' W. Ion.,

at a depth of 435 fathoms; Cat. No. 28928, U. S. N. M., fi-om station 1028, in 39° 57' N. lat.,

69° 17' W. Ion., at a depth of 410 fathoms; Cat. No. 26180, U. S. N. M., from between 39° 52'

20" N. lat., 70° 58' W. Ion., and 39° 50' 30" N. lat., 70^ 59' 45" W. Ion., in from 238 to 372

fathoms; Cat. No. 28800, U. S. N. M., from station 946, in 39° 55' 30" N. lat., 71° 14' W. Ion.,

at a depth of 247 fathoms
;
Cat. No. 28797, U. S. N. M., from station 947, in 39° 53' 30" N. lat,

710 13' .'JO" W. Ion., at a depth of 319 fathoms; Cat. No. 31586, U. S. N. M., from station 992,

in 40° 33' N. lat., 70o 45' W. Ion., at a depth of 36 tathoms; Cat. Nos. 26082 and 26093, U. S.

N. M., from station 880, in 39° 48' 30" N. lat., 70° 52' W. Ion., at a depth of 252i t-ithoms;
Cat. No. 28902, U. S. N. M., from station 999, in 39° 45' 13" N. lat., 71° 30' W. Ion., at a depth
of 266 fathoms; Cat. No. 31532, U. S. N. M., from station 1090, off Cape Cod, at a depth of

110 fathoms; Cat. No. 31759, U. S. N. M., from station 1142, in 39° 32' N. lat., 72= W. lun.,

at a depth of 322 fathoms; Cat. No. 20160, U. S. N. M., fi-om station 894, in 39° 53' N. lat., 70°

58' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 365 fathoms; Cat. No. 31597, U. S. N. M., fi-om station 1092,

in 390 58' N. lat., 69° 42' W. Ion., at a depth of 202 fathoms; Cat. No. 28768, U. S. N. M.,
from station 938, in 39= 51' N. lat., 69° 49' 15" W. Ion., at a depth of 317 fathoms; Cat. No.

26096, U. S. N. ]M., from station 879, in 39° 49' 30" N. lat., 70° 54' W. Ion., at a depth of 225

fathoms, and Cat. No. 26080, U. S. N. M., from station 881, in 39° 46' 30" N. hit., 70° 54'

W. Ion., at a depth of 325 fathoms. Several individuals were taken by the Upeedivell from

station 172, in 42° 33' N. lat., 69° 57' W. Ion., at a depth of 115 fathoms; from stiition 199,

off Thatcher's Island, at a depth of 98 fathoms; from station 194, at a depth of 110 fathoms,
and fi'om station 104, off Thatcher's Island, in 75 fathoms.
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LYCENCHELYS PAXILLUS, (Goode and Bean) Jordan. (Figures 279; 282.)

Lycodes paxiUus, GooDE and Bean, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., ii, 1879, 44; Cat. Fish. Essex Co. and Mass. Bay,

1879, 9.—Goode, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. iii, 477 (a kipper male).

Lycenrhehjs paxiUiis, Jordan, Cat. Fish. N. Amer., 188.5, 124.

Lycodes paxiUoides, Goude and Bean, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., 1883, X, No. 5, 207-8 (a normal, not sexually

distorted, individual).

Body attenuate, its greatest height about half the length of the head, which is broad

flat above, with declivous profile; its length contained about eight times in that of body.

Upper jaw extending far beyond the lower; cheeks very full and protuberant. Teeth stout,

recurved, and sharply pointed, in a single series on both jaws, except at the symphysis; a

few teeth clustered at the head of the vomer; palatines with a single series; interorbital

space about one-fourth length of snout, which is about equal to that of eye, which is con-

tained 3J times in length of head. The tubular nostril is much nearer to the tip of the

snout than to the eye.

Origin of dorsal over end of the extended pectoral; its distance from the tip of the

snout is contained 4 to ^ times in the total length ;
that of the anal from the snout 3J times

or less. Vent immediately in front of anal. The length of the pectoral equals one-half that

of the head, or a little more. The distance of the ventral from the snout is contained 8J

times in the total length. The length of the ventral is scarcely more than that of the

pupil. Scales very small, present everywhere except on the head and pectorals, extending

almost out to the margin of the vertical fins.

Eadial fornnila: D. 116; A. 100.

Color, light brown, the head somewhat darker.

The form of L. imxiUuH is rounder and more terete than that of almost any other

described species. It is also easily distinguished by its very short head, by the peculiar

curvature of the stnmg jaw, and by the enormous development of the muscles of the cheek.

In the small number of pe(;toral rays it resembles L. polaris, Sabine, L. murcena, Collett,

and L. Verrillii, Goode and Bean.

The type of L. paxlllus is a male in breeding form, such as is shown in figure 279.

L. paxilloiden was based upon a normal individual, as sliown in figure L'S2.

The first example of this form was obtained by Oapt. Joseph W. Collins and the crew

of the schooner Marion of Gloucester, from the gully between Le Have and Sable Island

Banks, in lat. 42° 48' N., Ion. 63° 07' W., and presented to the U. S. Fish Commission for

the National Museum. The specimen, which is llj inches in length, is in a dilapidated

condition, and was apparently taken from the stomach of a fish, probably a halibut. Fish-

ing in this locality is carried on exclusively with trawls or long-lines at a depth of 1,200 to

2,400 feet.

The Blalce secured .specimens from station cccix, in 40° 11' 40" N. lat., 68° 22' W. Ion.,

at a depth of 304 fathoms; from station cccxii, in 39° 50' 4.5" N. lat., 70° 11' W. hm., at a

depth of 400 fathoms; and from station CCCXSXii. in 35° 4.5' 30" K lat., 74° 48' W. Ion., at

a depth of 2(i3 fathoms; the Albatrosn from station 2561, in 39° 38' N. lat., 71° 42' W. Ion.,

at a depth of 500 fathoms; from station 2546, in 39° 53' 30" K lat., 70° 17' 30" W. Ion., at

a depth of 538 fathoms; Cat. No. 35400, U. S. N. M., from station 2180, in 39° 29' 50" N. lat.,

71° 49' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 523 fathoms; Cat. No. 33372, U. S. N. M., from station

2078, in 41° 11' 30" N. lat., 66° 12' 20" W. Ion., at a depth of 499 fathoms; Cat. No. 35544,

U. S. N. M., from station 2202, in 39° 38' N. lat., 71° 39' 45" W. Ion., at a depth of 515 fathoms;

Cat. No. 35G03, U. S. N. M., from station 2238, in 39° 06' N. hit., 72"^ 10' W. Ion., at a depth

of 904 fathoms; Cat. No. 35545, U. S. N. M., from station 2202, in 39° 38' N. lat., 71° 39' 45"

W. Ion., at a depth of 515 fathoms; Cat. No. 35629, U. S. N. M., from .station 2233, in 38°

36' 30" N. lat., 73° 0(!' W. Ion., at a depth of C30 ftithoms; and Cat. No. ;r)(il2, U. S. N. M.,

from station 2201, in 39° 39' 45" N. lat., 71° 35' 15" W. Ion., at a depth of .53S fathoms.

Examples were also obtained by the Fish Hawk as follows: Cat. No. 20181, U. S. N. M.,

from station 891, in 39o 46' N. lat., 71° 10' W. Ion., at a depth of 480( ?) fiithoms, and station

894, in 390 53' N. lat., 70o 58' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 365 fiithoms; Cat. No. 31766, U. S.
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N. M., from station 1143, iu 31)^ 20' N. lat., 72° 01' W. Ion., at a deptli of 452 fathoms; Cat.

No. 29076, U. S. N. M., from station 1049, in 38° 28' N. lat., 73° 22' W. Ion., at a depth of 435

fathoms; Cat. No. 31703, U. S. N. M., from station 1140, in 39'^ 34' N. hit., 71° 50' W. lim. at

depth of 374 fathoms; Cat. No. 28700, U. S. N. M., from station 937, in 39° 49' 25' N. hit.

69° 49' W. lou., at a depth of 506 fathoms; Cat. No. 28929, U. S. N. M., from station 1028,

in 30° 57' N. hit., 09o 17' W. Ion., at a deptli of 410 fiithoins, and Cat. No. 28953, U. S. N. M.,
from station 1029, in 39° 57' 00" N. lat., 09° 16' W. Ion., at a depth of 458 fathoms.

LYCODONUS, Goode and Bean.

Lycodonut, Goode and Bean, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., x, No. 5, 208.—Gunther, Cliallcnger Report, xxii,

1887, 81.

Lycodoids with body blenniform, elongate. Scales small, circnlar, imbedded in the skin.

Lateral line very short, posteriorly obsolete. Eye moderate. Jaws withont fringes. Upper
jaw longer than lower. Fin rays soft, artieulated; those of the doi'sal and anal fins sup-

ported laterally, each by a pair of sculptured ectodermal scutes or plates. Caudal distinct,

not fully connate with dorsal and anal, few-rayed. Ventrals present, jugular, each com-

posed of a few slender, deeply cleft, articulated I'ays. Gill opening rather narrow.

Branchiostegal membranes broadly joiTied to the isthmus. Teeth as in i^corfe.s. Pseudo-

branchiiB, apparently present. Branchiostegals apparently 5. Gill arches 4. Gill-rakers

rudimentary, in moderate number. Air bladder and pyloric cicca apparently absent.

This genus is in nearly every particular like Lycoilcs, from which, however, it is dis-

tinguished by the peculiar structure of the dorsal and anal fins.

LYCODONUS MIRABILIS, Goode and Bean. (Figure 280.)

Lycodonm mirdbilis, Goode and Bean, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., 1883, x. No. 5, 208, 209.

The body is shai)ed much as in Lycencliclyx YcrnllU; its greatest height, at origin of dorsal,

contained about 18 times in the length of the body. Scales as in Lycodcs, the scales not

extending out upon the fins. The head and nape are also scaleless. Lateral line appar-

ently obsolete posteriorly, not extending back of the extremity of the pectoral.

The length of the head is contained about 7 times in the entire length. The diameter

of the eye is contained 2J times in the length of the head, and is about equal to the postor-

bital portion of the head. The eye is placed high, the width of the interorbital space

being less than the diameter of the pupil, and contained 3i times in the long diameter of

the eye. Nostrils immediately in front of the eye. The maxilla extends to the vertical

throngh the anterior margin of the pupil; the mandible, to a little behind the vertical

through the posterior margin of the pupil.

The dorsal fin is inserted slightly behind the vertical through the base of the pectoral;

the portion of the fin present in the mutilated specimen before us contains 80 articulated

rays. The first 10 or 11 scutes do not support rays, but whether rays were originally present
or not can not be ascertained. The longest dorsal ray is about equal to the longest anal

ray, its length being contained about 3 times in that of the head. The distance of the

vent from the snout is twice the length of the head; the anal begins immediately behind

the vent; it consists at present of about 70 articulated rays. The caudal rays extend be-

yond the tips of the ultimate dorsal and anal rays; they are alxmt 9 in numbei'.

The distance of the ventral from the snout is equal to twice the length of the upper jaw;
middle ventral ray is the longest, it being half as long as the postorbital part of the head.

The lengtli of the pectoral ec[unls three times that of the snout.

Radial formula: D. 80+ ;
A. 70+ ;

C. 9; P. 18; V. 3.

A single mutilated specimen, measuring 112 milliuKsters in its imperfec^t condition, was
taken by the Blale from station cccxxxviT, in 38° 20' .08" N. lat., 73° 23' 2(»" \V. long., at a

dei)th of 740 latlioms. The tI Zfca^ross also obtained examples from station 2110, in 35° 45' 23"

N. lat., 74° 31' 25" W. long., at a ilepth of 8SS fathoms; from station 2205, in 39^ 35' N. lat.,

71° 18' 45" W. long., at a depth of 1,073 fatlionis; from station 2083, in 40° 26' 40" N. lat.,

67° 05' 15" W. long., at a depth of 959 fathoms; from station 2115, in 35° 49' 30" N. lat., 74°
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6i' 45" W. long-., at a depth of 843 fntlioms; from station 2551', in 39^ 47' 07" K Lat., 70°
35" W. long., at a doptli of 721 fatlioms; fioni station 2550, in 31)° 44' 30" N. lat., 70° 30'

45" W. long., at a depth of 1,081 fathoms; from station 2074, in 41° 43' N. lat., 65° 21' 50"
W. long., at a deptli of 1,309 fathoms; Cat. No. 35517, TJ. S. N. M.,from station 2209, in 39°
34' 45" N. lat., 710 30' 30" \V. long., at a depth of 1,080 fathoms; Cat. No. 33522, U. S. N.

M., from station 2094, in .39o 44' 30" N. lat., 71° 04' W. long., at a depth of 1022 fathoms;
Cat. Nos. 333(50 and .33481, U. S. N. M., from station 2077, in 41° 09' 40" N. lat., 60° 02' 20"
W. h)ng., at a depth of 1,2.55 fiithoms; Cat. No. 35559, TJ. S. N. M., from station 2210, in 39°

37' 45" N. lat., 71° 18' 45" W. long., at a depth of 991 fathoms; Cat. No. 35519, U.S.N.M.,
from station 2200, in 39° 35' N. lat., 71° 24' 30" W. long., at a depth of 1,043 fathoins; Cat.

No. 3.5554, U. S. N. M., from station 2216, in 39° 47' N. lat., 70° 30' 30" W. long., at a depth
of 963 fatlioms; Cat. No. 33380, U. S. N. M., from station 2072, in 41° 53' N. lat., 65° .35' W.
long., at a depth of 858 fathoms; and Cat. No. 35,455, U. S. N. M., from station 2191, in 39°
45' 30" N. lat., 70° 17' W. long., at a depth of 961 fiithoms.

LYCODOPSIS, Collett.

Lycodopsis, Collett, Vmc Zoi'il. Soc. Loudon, 1879, 381 {type, Lycodes pacifictift. Collett).

I.euryiinU. LoCKixGTox, I'loc. U. S. N.at. Mus., 1879, 326.

Zoarceoids with body elongate, eel-shaped, covered with small, smooth, imlKHlded scales.

Head large; snout broad and long ;
interorbital space very narrow ;

month large, horizontal;
teeth conical, those of the npi)er jaw in a single row, those of the lower in a band in front,

the inner series enlarged, larger than the upper teeth; no teeth ou vomer or palatines.
Ventral fins very small; vertical fins continuous, without spines. {Collett.)

This genus is represented by one or two species from moderately deep water oft" tlie

coast of California, Oregon, and Washington.

GYMNELIS, Reinhardt.

Gymnelis, Reinhardt, D.insk. Vidcusk. Selsk. Al'baudl., vii, 131, 1838 (type, Opliiiliiim riridc, F.iliririns).
—

Gt'iNTiiER, ChallonjicT Ri'iiort, xxii, 1887, 81.

Body elongate, naked. Vertical flus without spines; ventral flus none. Small, conical

teeth on the jaws, vomer, and palatines. Grill-opeuings very narrow. No air-bladder; pylo-
ric caeca none; no anal papilla. Size small. Arctic seas.

GYMNELIS VIRIDIS, (Fabricus), Reixiiardt.

Opliitliiim viride, Fahricius, Faun.a Griinlandica, 141.

(Iym»cllsriridi8, Reixhardt, K. Dnnsk. Videusk. Selsk. Afhandl., vii, 1838, 131.—Gaimard, Toy. Sc.aud.

Poiss., pi. XV.—GOnther, Cat. Fi.sli. Crit. Mas., iv, 1862, 323; ChalleuRer Keiiort, xxii, 1887, 82.—

Collett, Norsk. Nordh. Expod. Fi.sk., 123, pL iv, ag. 32.—KrOyer, Nat. Hist. Tidsskr., 1862, i, 258.—

Li'iTKEN, Kiira-Havets, Fisk. in Dijiuplin.'i-Togtot, 125.

(iymnclis picliis, Gunther, Cat. Fish. ISiit. Mus., iv, 1862, 324.

Height of body one-half the length of the head, which is contained about Ci times iii

the total length; snout subconical, longer than the eye; jaws equal ;
mouth oblique; maxillary

reaching beyond eye; teeth rather small, conical, in a single series on each side, forming a

patch anteriorly; distance from snout to vent 2^ times length of head.

I'ectoral rounded, inserted low, its length less than half that of the head. Dorsal com-

mencing over posterior third of pectorals.

Radial formula: 1). 100; A. 80.

Color, brownish, usually with dark tran.sverse markings, but sometimes unspotted.
This species has been found in abundance in the Arctic seas, from Alaska to Nova Scotia.

MELANOSTIGMA, Gunther.

Mclanostigma, Gunther, Proc. Zool. Soc. London. 1881, 20; Cliallengor Roport, xxii, 1877, 82.

This genus agrees with Gi/mucllx and Miujuea in the absence of ventral fins, and tech-

nically may be distinguished from both bytheinuch more elongate teeth, which in the jaws,
as well as ou the vomer and palatines, stand in a single series. However, there are other

striking differences, which will be mentioned in the subsequent descriijtiou.
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MELANOSTIGMA GELATINOSUM, Guntiier. (Figure 284.)

Melunostiijma {/elatinosmn, GvuriiKR, Pioe. Zool. Soc. London, 1881, 21, pi. li, fig. A; Challenger Report,

XXII, 1887, 82.—GoouE and Bean, Bull. Mus. Comi>. Zool., 188.3, 20!).—.Iord.\n, Cat. Fish. N. Auier.,

1885, 125.

Body is enveloped in a loose, delicate skin, a.s in Lipari.s. Head Itirjj'e, deej), compressed,
with obtuse .snout. Eye large, two-seveutlis of the length of the head and longer than the

snout. Cleft of the mouth rather obliiiue, l)ut the lower jaw docs not project beyond the

upper. Lips not fleshy. Inside of the mouth, gill-openings, and vent black. The gill-

opening is reduced to a very narrow foramen above the base of the pectoral Jin. The origin

of the dorsal flu and the root of the pectoral ar(^ enveloped in the loose skin of the body.
The dorsal tiii seems to commence abov<i the ndddle of the pectoral, is low at lirst, but

becomes considerably higher posteriorly. Pectorals very narrow, consisting of a few rays

only. Upper parts tinged with a puridish gray; sides marbled \\ ith the same color, which

toward the end of the tail becomes more intense, almost black.

Total length of the specimen 5J inches; distance of the snout from the gill-o])eiiing

seven-eighths inch, from the vent IJ inches.

The type specimen was obtained on January 10, 1880, by Dr. Coppinger, of II. ]\I. S.

Alert, at Tilly bay, in the Straits of Magellan, in 2-1 fathoms.

The Blrili-e .secured an individual from station CCCXXXIV, in .38° 20' .'50" N. lat., 73°

20' 40" W. Ion., at a depth of 395 fathoms; and the Albatrons obtained specimens from

station 2003, in 37° IC 30" N. lat., 74° 20' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 041 fathoms
;
from station

2549, in 39° 51' 30" jST. lat., 70° 17' W. Ion., at a depth of 571 fathoms; from station 2.54(J, in

39° 53' 30" K lat., 70° 17' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 538 fathoms; Cat. No. 32007, U. S. N.

M., from station 2003, in 37° 10' 30" N. lat., 74° 20' 36" W. Ion., at a de])tli of 041 fathoms;
Cat. No. 35011, U. S. N. M., from station 2201, in 39° 39' 45" N. hit, 71° 35' 15" W. Ion., at

a depth of 538 fathoms. The Fish HawTc took additional specimens from station 994, in 39°

40' N. lat., 71° 30' W. Ion., at a depth of 308 fathoms; Cat. No. 28702, U. S. N. M., from

station 937, iu 39° 49' 25" N. lat., 09° 49' W.lon., at a depth of OlOfathoms; Cat. No. 28901,
U. S. N. M., li-om station 995, in 39° 40' 30" N. lat., 71° 31' W. Ion., at a depth of 358

fiithoms; Cat. No. 28813, IT. S. N. M., from station 947, in 39° .5.3' 30" N. lat., 71° 13' 30"

W. Ion., at a depth of 319 tathoms; Cat. No. 288.53, U. S. N. M., from station 952, in 39° 55'

N. lat., 70^ 28' W. Ion., at a depth of 396 fathoms.

Family BROTULID^E.

lirotulbm, Swainson, Nat. Hist. Fish, 1839, ii, 188, 301.

lirotuUUlei, Bi.eeker, Tentanien, 859, xxiv.

BrotuUdce, Adams, Man. Nat. Hist., 1851, 101.

Brotulina, Guntiier, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., iv, 1862, 371.

Ophidioidea, with body naked or covered with small scales. Dorsal and anal fins confluent

with caudal. Veutrals jugular, reduced to one or two rays. Gilloin'uings wide, the gill-

membranes free. Vent in anterior half of body. Barbel present or absent. Lateral line

interrupted, or partially oi completely obsolete.

ARTIFICIAL KEY TO THE GENERA OF BROTULID.E.

(Not strictly according to affinities, and for purposes of identiticatiou only.)

Barbel8 present on snout and lower jaw.
I. Ventr.als a pairofbilid filaments [Hrotula]
II. Ventrals a pair of simple filaments [Nh-matohrotula]

B.arbel8 repl.aced 1>y cilia or tuheirles.

I. Eye absent or rudimentary. Cave dwellers.

A. No teeth on palatines; villiioim teeth in jaws [Li'CIFUGa]
B. Strong teeth on palatines, and on maudibuliir edge [StvgicoIiA]

No barbels, cilia, or tubercles.

I. Caudal iliil'irentiated, with distinct stem.

A. Ventral filaments single. A flat opercnlar spine.

1. Head scaly [Dinemaik irnivs]

2. Head naked LJ^kosmopii Ycis]
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II. Caudal not fully ilifferciitiated, and often confluent.

A. Veutial.s inserted on isthmus, not far from humeral symphysis BYTHITIN.E

1. Pectorals simple. Eyes present.

a. Lateral line present posteriorly, but broken in middle.

i. Palatines dentigerous. Veutrals a pair of lilaments, each of two closely united rays.

Bythites
ii. Palatines toothless. Ventrals a pair of simple rays Gkammonus

b. Lateral lino obsolete posteriorly.

i. Ventrals a pair of simple rays.
* Lateral line distinct on front of body.

t Palatines with teeth. Preoperculum unarmed.

A. lle.ad scaly (except snout). Lateral lim^ indistinct.

1. Operculum with a single spine. Vent median Cat,ETYX
B. Head naked. Lateral line on trunk only.

1. Operculum without a spine. Vent postmediaii Saccogastek
2, Operculum with two spiues. Veutpremediau .. .. Uii'l.\c.\>ithopoma

ft Palatines with teeth. Preoperculum strongly armed.

a. Head partially naked. Lateral lino obsolete ])osteriorly.

1. Operculum with one spine, preoperculum with 3-4 Dicromita
** Lateral line obsolescent, almost or quite invisible,

t A feeble spine on the operculum.
A. Head smooth. Eyes small Bassozetus
11. Head crested. Eyes large Glyptophidium

1 1 Acute spiues on head-boues and opercles.
a. a long, tapering tail. No pyloric ca;ca Dermatorus

ii. Ventrals a pair of l)ilid rays.
* Caudal rays exserted, but confluent with tlio.se of anal and caudal.

t Head seal}'.

A. Preoperculum with small spiues at its angle.

1. Operculum with one ,si)ine Neobythites
n. Preoperculum unarmed.

1. Two spines on operculum. Ventrals close together. Bentiioco.metes
2. One strong spine on operculum. Veutrals far apart Bassogigas

C. Preoperculum with crenulated limb.

1. Ventrals feeble, close together AxcocKla
tt Head naked.

A. Lateral line not distinguishable.
1. Several strong spiues ou head Celem.a

u. Lateral line represented by a few large scales near shoulders.

1. Head smooth. Tail very attenuate Mcebia
** Caiulal not confluent with vertical fins, but without distinct peduncle.

t Teeth on .jaws, vomer and palatines in villiform bauds.

A. Preoperculum unarmed. Head scaled.

1. A flat opercular spine.

a. Snout much produced and dilated. Lateral line very indistinct

(or absent?) Barathkodemus
2. Operculum with a bony ridge above, ending in a blunt point.

a. Snout not produced, broad, rounded, flattened at tip. Lateral

liue obsolete posteriorly Pycxocraspedum
3. Operculum a triangular flap, uiianued.

a. Lower pectoral rays prolonged, the lowest filamentous.

Nematonus
c. Lateral lino represented by three rows of pores, dorsal, lateral, and ventral,

i. Head spiuigerous.
* Ventrals each of two distinct rays. Opercular spine moderate, straight.Porogadus
** Ventrals each of two united rays. Opercular spine strong, curved Penopus

2. Pectorals simple. Eyes absent or rudimentary.
a. Body scaly. Eyes absent.

i. Ventrals Idtid filaments. Teeth on jaw.s, vomer, and palatines Tauredophidicm
3. Pectorals with lower rays ditterentiated.

rt. Preopercidum armed with three spines, operculum with one. Lateral line obsolete pos-

teriorly.

i. Veutrals simiile, not close together Pteroidonus
ii. Ventrals bifid, ai)i)roximate Dicrolene
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b. Pronpcrculum unariiied. A siu);l<' spiuo on opiTciiluiu. Lateral linn a1>sont( ?)

i. Vcntrals each a pair of (ilamciits, closely iiiiitecl throiigUout, aiiproxiiiiatc. .MixoNUS
n. Ventrals inserted on hnmeral syni]ili,vsis.

1. Lateral line continuous, indistinct.

a. Ventrals a pair of simple lilanients.

i. Pseudolir.inchiie present SlIiEMUo

il. Pseudoljranchhe absent Moxomitopu.s
2. Lateral line obsolete (in almost every case).

a. Ventrals bitid filaments.

i. Teeth in villiforni bands on jaws, vomer, ami palatines. Head strongly armed.

•Eyes minute. Snout aniu;d ACANTHONUS
b. Ventrals simple filaments.

i. Eye rudimentary or absent.
*
Body with small, deciduous scales. No later.al line.

t Eye not visible extern.ally. Villilbrm bands of teeth on .jaws, vomer, and

palatines Typhloxiis
**

Body naked. NotocUord iicrsistcnt.

tEye visible through skin. A few fang-like teeth on vomer and mandi-
ble liAnATIIRONUS

ttEye not visible. No teetli on maxillary or palatines. Rudimentary teeth on

vomer. Small teetb on mandible Aphyonus
C. Ventrals inserted under hyoid region.

1. Ventrals long bifid filaments.

a. Weak teeth, in,jaws only Riiohiciitiiys

D. Ventrals absent. (Uncertain as to family and sul>family.)

1. Eyes rudimentary.
a. Head and body scaleless.

i. Mouth vertical, vomer and palatines toothless Alexeterion
2. Eyes developed.

a. Head uncrestod, scaleless. No lateral line.

i. Villiforni teeth in jaws, vomer, and palatines.
* Fin rays very delicate. B. 8.

t Gill-rakers almost rudimentary IIepiithocaha

6. Head crested, scaly.

i. Lateral line of large, siiocialized scales Lamprogrammu.s

Genus BYTHITES. Reinhardt.

Bythites, Risi'SnxKDT, Dansk. Vidensk. Selsk. Afhandl., vii, 1838, 178.—GLiNriiEn, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., iv,

375._(jiLL, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1863, 253.—Jordan and Gilbert, Bull, xvi, U. S. Nat. Mu.s., 795.

Brotulids liaving the body elongate, covered with minute scales, and with lateral line

interrupted over the vent. Head thiciv, naked, with cirri; nioutli large and jaws equal.

A small spine at the angle of the oi)ercuhifu. Teeth in bauds on jaws, vomer, and pala-

tines. Eye moderate. Vertical fins confluent; ventral fins, a pair of bifid filaments, each

composed of two rays closely united nearly to the tip. Branchiostegals S; gill ntein-

braties closely united, free from the isthmus. Air bladder large. Two pyloric cajca. No
barbel. A thick, conical aual papilla (in the male).

liVTHITES FUSCUS, Reinhardt.

Htjthitcs fuscm, Reinhardt, Dausk. Vidensk. Selsk. Afliandl., vil, 1838, 170, pis. vii-viii.—GCnthk.u, oj).

cit., 375.

A BytMtes,hiiYmix a body somewhat compres.sed, lii)ariform, its height about 4i times

in its length. Head thi('k and large, its lengtli more than onelbiirtli that ol' body, with

obtuse snout, naked, with minute cirri. Mandible, long, curved; it extends far behind

vertical from posterior margin of orbit. Eye small. Scales moderate, on body. Lateral

line complete, but iiitenupted over vent, the two i)arts slightlyoverlapping tlie same vertical.

Vertical fins confluent, enveloped in thick .skin. Pectorals broad, lanceolate, with bioad

base. Ventrals filiform, reaching behind origin of pectoral, as long as pectoral and two-

thirds as long as head. A conspicuous anal papilla in the male.

The oidy known siiecimen, uow in the museum at Copenhagen, was obtained in (Irecn

laud half a century ago.
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GRAMMONUS, Gill.

Oligopua, Saci^pedes.—Risso, Iclith. Nice, 1810, 142.

I'hrkhiim, GuStiier Cat. Fi.sli. liiit. Miis., iv, 1862,376 (not Scopou'); ChaHcuKiT Report, xxii, 105.—

Canestrini, Pesci il'ltalia, I'Jl.—Moueau, Hist. Nat. Poiss., France, vii, 22S (family I'leiididtv.)

Grammunus, GlLL, MS.

Head aud body compressed, covei'ed with .small scales, only tlie upper part of the

head aud the snout beiug uaked. The body is moderately elougate, the tail but little

atteuuated. Suout obtu.se, not swollen, with the jaws even in front, and with the mouth

obliquely ascending. Bones of the head firm, the muciferous canals narrow. Eye small.

Operculum with a short spiue behind; preoperculum with two short projections near the

angle. Barbels none. Bands of villiform teeth in the jaws and an open V-*'l'fiped band

on the vomer; some slightly enlarged teeth along the inner series of the mandible aud on

the vomer; i^alatine teeth none. Vertical fins continent; ventrals close together, reduced

to a ijair of fine simple filaments, and inserted somewhat behind the isthmus, below the

middle of the operculum. Lateral line interrupted. Gills 4: pseudobranchite none.

Branchiostegals S. Pyloric appendages 2. (Gilnther.)

GRAMMONUS ATER, (Risso), Goode aud Bean.

Olii/opus atei; Risso, Iclith. Nice, 1810, 142, pl. xi, fig. 41.

OlUjopns niijer, Risso, Hi.st. Nat. Europe Mciidionale, 1826, III, 338.

Gadopsis ater, De Filippi, Siebokl aud KiJlliker, Zeitsch. Wiss. Zool., 1855, 170.

I'teridium alrum, De Filippi and Veuaxy, Mem. Accad. Sci., Turin (2), xviii. Sopra Alcuni Pesci (separate
from last), 11, fig. 6.—GCntiier, loc. cil.—Canestrixi, loc. cif.—MoReau, loc. lit., fig. 173.

Body elongate, somewhat compressed, its height 5 to 6 times in total length. Head

large and long, its length 4 times in that of body. Mouth large, obliijue, the maxillary

extending beyond vertical from posterior margin of orbit. Jaws nearly equal. A row of

sharp teeth, far apart and few in number, in the midst of others which are closely set and

very small. Vomer with 2—1: large, recnrved teeth, in addition to several small ones.

Tongue smooth. Eye round, small, its diameter scarcely one-eighth the length of the

head. Lateral line interrupted, sometimes for a certain distance double.

Dorsal origin in vertical from middle of pectoral, ventrals filiform, closely approximated,
each composed of two short rays.

Kadial forniula: D. G4; A. 44; T. 20; V. 2.

Color, blackish, sometimes with a reddish tint.

This form is very rare, having been recorded only from the Mediterranean off Nice,
where it lives at considerable depths, approaching the shores in August to deposit its eggs
in the crevices of rocky ledges. It is not positively known to inhabit the region beyond
the hundred-fathom line.

Giinther has studied the lateral line in a single specimen, lately acquired by the Brit-

ish Museum, and reports that it is rather indistinct and interrupted, and that, in his judg-

ment, the fact that the ends of the two portions overlaj) each other has given rise to the

statement that the lateral line is double along a portion of the tail.

CAT./ETYX, Gunther.

Catailyx, GCnther, ChaUonger Report, xxil, 104.

Body compressed, elongate, covered with very small and thin scales; lateral line in

distinct, interrui^ted. Head oblong, with somewhat pointed snout, covered with very small

scales, only the anterior part of the snout naked; bones of the head rather firm, but witli

the muciferous system well developed, the canals having wide oi)enings along the infraorbi-

tal, and on the lower limb of the preoperculum. Bye rather small. Nostrils far apart, the

posterior in front of the eye and the anterior at the extremity of the snout. Operculum
with a spine behind; no other armature on the head. Snout not swollen, but the upper jaw

'PtmdiKHi of Scopoli (1777, page 454) is according to Gill, the equivalent ot i'(ernc(j8 of Gronovius.
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slightly overlapping the lower; barbels none. Mouth wide. Bands of villiforni teeth in

the jaws, on the vomer and the palatines bones; a series of larger teeth along the sides of

the lower jaw. The tail is not much attenuated. Vertical fins confluent; ventrals close

together, reduced to a pairot fine, simple filaments, and inserted somewhat behind the isth-

mus, below the middle of the operculum.
Gills 4, with short, broad gill-rakers and well developed laminaj. PseudobranchiiP none.

Branchiostegals 8. Pyloric appendages. ( Giinther.)

CAT.ETYX MESSIERI.

This genus is represented by two species, Catwtyx Messieri, loc. cit., pi. xxiii. Fig. B,
obtained by the ChaUcngcr in Messier Straits (Station .'300 A), at a depth of 315 fathoms.

The Albatross took four specimens of another form, CuUctyx rubrirustris, in UOo-359.

fathoms off the coast of California.

SACCOGASTER, Aleoek.

Saccogaslcr, Alcock, Ann. anil Mag. Nat. Hist., 1889, (Nov.), 38'J; Batbybial Fisbcs of the Bay of Bengal, 1889,

15; Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist. (6) viii, July, 1891, 30, pi. vii, Fig. 3; rroc. Z. S., London, 18!11, 2l'6.

Body compressed, little elongate, partly invested by minute, membranous, non-imbri-

cated scales. Abdomen large. Head with loose, scaleless skin. Snout a little inflated, not

projecting beyond the equal jaws. Bones of the head firm, without spines, the mucous
channels well developed, but without conspicuous external openings. Oi)ercles unarmed.

No barbels. Eyes small. Mouth wide. Bands of viUiform teeth in jaws, palatines, and

vomer, and an inner row of enlarged teeth in the mandible. Vertical fins confluent with

the caudal. Ventrals simx)le filaments. Four gills; 8 branchiostegals; uopseudobranchi;e.
No pyloric cteca.

Eepresented by Saccogastcr maciiJatus, Alcock {loc. cit.), from 193 fathoms. Bay of Ben-

gal, hit. 20° 17' 30" N., Ion. 88° 50' E., and from stations 120 of the Inrcsthjator, in 240-276

fathoms.

The name Saccof/astcr, which alludes to the distended abdomen, was based upon the ap-

pearance of the type described in 1889, which Alcock has since found to contain distended

ovaries, full of developing embryos. Saccogastcr is viviparous, and the males have been

found to have a postanal papilla which serves as an intromittent organ.

DIPLACANTHOPOMA, Gunther.

Diplacanthopoma, GCnther, Challenger Report, xxii, 1887, 15.

Body compressed, elongate, covered with small and thin scales; lateral line very in-

distinct; head rather depressed, naked, with thin bones and wide muciferous channels.

Eyes of moderate size. Nostrils far apart. The posterior widely open, in the front *)f the

eye, and the anterior at the extremity of the snout. Operculum with two spines, one point-

ing backwards, the other situated behind the angle of the preoperculum and pointing down-

wards; preoperculum unarmed. Snout not swollen, broad, depressed, the upper jaw .^^lightly

overlapping the lower; barbels, none. Mouth of moderate width; bands of villiforni teeth

in the jaws, on the vomer and the palatine bones. Tail attenuated; vertical tins confluent;

ventrals close together, reduced to a pan* of simple filaments and inserted sohiewhat behind

the isthmus below the middle of the operculum. Gills, 4, with lanceolate widely-set gill-

rakers, and well-developed lamime. Pseudobranchiie, none. {Giinther.)
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DIPLACANTHOPOMA. BRACHYSOMA, GCntiier.

Diplacanthopoma br'aclnjsoma, GiJNTHER, Challenger Report, xxu, 115, PI. xxill, tig. C; Alcock, Ann. and

Mag. Nat. Hist., 1889, 385.

Siiemho miiniiiolepis, Vaillant, Exp. Sci. Travailleur et Talisman, Poissous, 1888, p. 273, pi. xxiii, tig. i, 4a.

(Ott' Soudan).

The greatest depth of the body is below the origin of the dorsal fin, aud contaiued twice

aud one-third in the distance of the extremity of the snout from the vent. The head is

about as deep as broad, its length being equal to the distance of the vent irom the root of

the ventral fius, and more than one-halfof the length of the body exclusive of the tail. The

vent is nearer to the snout than to the root of the caudal. Eye of moderate size, without

orbital fold, as long as the snout, one-fifth of the length of the head and equal to the width

of the flat interorbital space. Mouth of moderate width, the maxillary extending somewhat

behind the eye and being slightly dilated behind. All the teeth are in narrow villiform

bands, that of the vomer being open and /^-shaped. The superficial bones of the head are

thin, and those of the infraorbital ring and of the mandible dilated for the reception of the

wide mucous canals. Of the opercular spines the horizontal is remarkably long, much

longer than the lower vertical one.

The vertical tins arc completely united, and, owing to the great attenuation of the tail,

no caudal portion cau be distinguished. Tiie rays are very thin, closely set, and of mod-

erate length. Origin of the dorsal fin immediately behind the root of the pectoral, and

that of the anal immediately behind the vent. Pectoral fins rather narrow, inserted on a

short, broad, aud partly free i)edicle; they are longer than the postorbital portion of the

head
;
ventrals half as long as the distance of their root from the vent.

The scales are rather small, thin, cycloid, and rather deciduous; if a lateral line is

present, it is confined to the trunk.

Upper parts of a uniform light brownish color; the lower parts aud the fins colorless.

The type, i^ inches long, was taken by the Ghallcnyer oft' Pernambuco, Brazil (station

122), in 350 fathoms. Dr. Alcock has identified with the same species a fenuile l^ inches

long with gravid ovaries, taken by the Investigator in the Andaman sea, 7^ miles east of

North Cinque Island in 490 fathoms (=D. Alcockii, G. & B. See p. 523, below).

DICROMITA, CooDE aud Bean, n. g.

Brotulids resembling in form and general appearance Cata'tyx and Diaplacanthopojna,

having the lateral line obsolete, or interrupted posteriorly; ventrals a pair of simple, fine

filaments
;
and teeth upon the palatines. It has, however, three or four small spines upon

the preoperculum, as well as a sharp spine upon the upper angle of the operculum; aud

the lateral line, though indistinct, is traceable for half or three fourths the length of the

body, which, like the upper part of the head, is covered with small, deciduous scales, the

opercular region being apparently scaleless, and the bones of the suborbital region almost

uncovered, with cons])icuous sinuses, which show through the transparent textiu-e of the

.surface. The head is oblong, the snout being somewhat produced, depressed and turgid,

resembling, though in a less degree, that of Barathrodcmus. Eye moderate, conspicuous.

M(nith wide; teeth villiform, in bands on the jaws and palatines, and very minute upon the

vonu'r, which has a roughencHl, knob like enlargement at its angle. Vent premedian.

Vertical fins confluent; ventrals rooted very close together, each reduced to a tine, flexi-

ble, simple filament, planted somewhat behind the isthmus and below the middle of the

operculum. Gills 4, with well developed lamin;^ aud rather long, slender giU-rakers.

Brauchiostegals 8. Pseudobrauchiie apparently absent.

DICROMITA AGASSIZII, Goode and Be.vx, n. s. (Figure 285).

Body elongate, much compressed, its height about one-fifth of its total length ;
its

width about half its greatest height. The length of the head is slightly greater than the

height of the body, and equal to twice its own width. Mouth very large, the maxillary,

which is curved aud much dilated at its extremity, reaching far behind the vertical from
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the posterior margin of orbit. Jaws uoarly equal, the suout being eoiisi(lera1)ly produced
and dilated, its length equal to the diameter of tlie eye and one fourth the length of the

head. Teeth very fine, villiform, in bauds on jaws and palatines, aud also present on

vomer, though very small, especiahy upon the rounded, globular process at the angle.
Lateral line very iudistiuet, interrupted, but extending behind the vent at least one third

of the way to the tip of the tail. Dorsal origin nearly in vertical from the axil of tlie pee

toral; ventrals very slender, villiform. closely approximate at their roots, and less than half

as long as the head.

Color, brownish.

A specimen was obtained by the BJnlr, off Granada, station xciii, at a de])th of 291

fathoms. This specimen, from which the shaded tigure was made, has evidently had its

tail broken off and the damage repaired. The collateral type was obtained by the Albatross

at station 2374, in 29'= 11' 30' N. lat., 85° 29' W. Ion., at a depth of 20 fathoms.

DICROMITA METRIOSTOMA, (Vaillaxt), Goode aud Bean.

Sircmbo metriostoma, Vaillaxt, Exp. Soi. Travaillcur et Talisman, 270, pi. xxili, figs 3, 3a, 3fi.

Body elongated, compressed, elevated anteriorly, its height (!qual to one-seventh of its

length. Head length about one-fifth that of body. Suout oblong, rounded, its length
one-fifth of head. The upper jaw is slightly the longer, and extends back to the verti-

cal from the posterior margin of orbit. Teeth in villiform bauds on the jaws, vomer, and

palatines.

Nostrils small, circular, in same horizontal line. Eye circular, its diameter slightly

greater than the length of the snout, 4.J times in length of head and equal to width of inter-

orbital space. A strong horizontal spine on the operculum, aiid two or three at the angle
of the preoperculum, hidden under the skin.

Vent premedian, separated from the origin of the veutrals by a distance slightly greater
than the length of the head. Origin of dorsal slightly behind vertical from base of pectoral.
Anal origin near veut. Pectorals half as long as head, simple. Veutrals reduced to a pair
of simple filaments which surpass the pectorals.

Scales small, distinct, uot so deciduous as in many similar forms, a1)out 151 in longi-
tudinal and 33 in vertical series. Lateral line obsolete in its posterior half.

Color, grayish, with blackish belly aud darker edges to the vertical fins.

The French explorers obtained one specimen from the Banc d'Argiiin (station xcv),

1,230 fathoms, two from off the Azores aud from station cxxi, in 1,412 fathoms, aud one trom

station cxxvii, in 1,257 fathoms.

DICEOMITA MICEOPHTHALMA, (Vaillant), Goode and Bean.

Sirembo microphthalma, Vaillant, Exp. Sci. Tiavaillcur et Talisman. 275, pi. xxiv, fig. 4.

Body moderately compressed, anguilliform, its height one-thirteenth of its total length.

Head elongate, its length one-fifth that of the body. The siuiut is four-elevenths of the

head, and somewhat spatulate. The upper jaw extends somewhat beyond the lower one.

Mouth inferior, half as long as the head
;
the maxillary passes the vertical from the posterior

margin of the orbit. Teeth small, in villiform bauds upon the jaws, votner, aiul palatines.

Eye very small, uearly hidden in the skiu, but distinct; its diameter about one-twentieth

that of the head, while the interorbital space is one-fourth. Branchial opening very wide.

Opercular bone indistinct. The preoperculum has four strong s])ines at its angle; the oikt-

culum has 1 spine, strong, somewhat curved upward, i)romiuently projecting. Head naked,

except upon the cheek and the opercular flap.

Vent at a distance from the base of the ventrals greater than the length of the head.

Scales exceedingly small, scarcely visible to tue naked eye, imbedded in the skin, more dis-

tinct in the ventral region than on the rest of the body; lateral line represented by a series

of inconspicuous elevations, which are not tioticeablcin the latter half of its length; it is near

the dorsal outline.
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Origin of dorsal over the uiiddle of pectoral; that of the anal immediately behind the

vent. The anal fins are low. The pectoral is composed of 13 rays, half as long as the head,

lanceolate, the two lower rays detached without being more developed than the others.

Ventrals still smaller (perhaps mutilated in the specimen tigured by Vaillant).

Color white, exceiit bluisliblack upon the head and abdomen, and the pectorals a deep
brown.

Three specimens were obtained by the French Expedition at station ci, ofif the Cape
Yerde Islands, at a depth of 3,200 meters. The iish is very remarkable by reason of the

smallness of its eyes and the peculiar character of the scales.

DICROMITA ONCEROCEPHALA, (Vaillant), Goodk ami Bean.

Sirembo onceroccphalas, Vaillant, Exp. Sci. Travailleur et Talisman, 277, PI. xxiv, Fig. 6.

Body elongate, compressed, its height one-ninth and its thickness one-third of its

length. Length of the head two-elevenths of the length of the body; it is rounded. Snout

hemispherical, occupying three-elevenths of the length of the head and projecting beyond
the mouth. Mouth moderate, although the maxillary extends behind the eye; the mouth

does not extend to the middle of the length of the head. The two jaws, the vomer, and

the palatines are armed with fine teeth in villiform bands. Eye small, inconspicuous, hid-

den in the integuments, its diameter one fifteenth of the length of the head; interorbital

space five times as wide as the diameter of the orbit. Branchial opening wide. The bones

composing' the opercular flap are hidden in the mucous integument which covers the head,

and indistinct; only one flexible spine can be seen on the operculum. A few scales upon
the vertex, and more upon the jaws and opercular flap. Vent at a third of the distance

from the snout to the tail, and separated from the origin of the ventrals by a distance a

little greater than the length of the head. Scales very minute, imbricated; no lateral line

is perceptible.

The origin of the dorsal is a little in advance of the branchial opening; the anal im-

mediately behind the vent, both quite high posteriorly, their height nearly half that of the

body. Caudal rays prominent (Vaillant says
'' asscz distiuvfe,^^ but the figure shows the

vertical fins to be confluent). Pectorals short, a little more than half as long as the head,

composed of 21 rays. Ventrals as long as the pectoral.

Color, pure white; head entirely bluish-black, as is also the abdomen, though not so

dark.

A single specimen was obtained by the French explorers from station ci, off the Cape
Verde Islands, in 3,200 meters.

BatliyouHs glutinosHs, Alcock, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., Sept., 1800, 210, from off the

Madras coast, 98-102 fathoms, is possibly of this genus.

BASSOZETUS, Gill.

BatAywccto, GiJXTHEU, Auu. aud Mag. Nat. Hist., II, 1878, 20; Challenger Report, xxil, lbi87, 10!) (name pre-

occupiod iu carcinology).

Bassozftus, Gill, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vi, 1883, 259.

Bathijonus, Goode and Bean, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vm, 1886, 603.

Brotulids with body compressed and long tapering tail, covered with deciduous, thin

scales of moderate size. Bones of head very soft and cavernous; a feeble spine at upper

angle of oi^erculum, which is expanded backwards, a thin membranous plate, nearly as

long as high and not at all excavated. Preorbital membranous, not excavated, and ex-

panded on the closed sujiramaxillaries. Operculum spineless. Shoulders unarmed. Snout

obtuse, scaleless; the jaws nearly equal in front. Mouth wide; teeth in villiform bands on

the jaws, vomer, and palatines. Barbel none. Eyes small. Pectoral fins simple: caudal

rays confluent with those of dorsal and anal, but somewhat exsertetl. Ventrals close to-

gether at base, each a single simple filament, and inserted below the rounded angle of the

preoiierculuni.

19808—^STo. 2 21
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Biiinchiostegals, 8. Gills, 4; gill lamina' short; gill-rakers loug and stiffen the first

branchial arch. Pseudoljrauchiie, none. Pyloric apiicndages, none.

Bassozetus glutinostis (Alcock), Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., 1889, ii, 211, was taken by
the Incestiyator at station 93, in the Bay of Bengal, at a dei)th of 1,310 iathorus.

HASSOZETUS NORJIALIS, Gill. (Figum 287.)

Bassozetus normalis, Gill, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1883, 259.

Body much compressed, its width in the region ol' the vent not more than one-third of

its height, which at the same point is abont one-ninth of the total length. The greatest

height of the body, over the origin of the pectorals, is about two-thirds the distance from

the base of the pectorals to the vent, the vent being about twice as distant from the base

of the caudal rays as from the snout. Head moderately compressed, tlat above; with snimt

obtuse, rounded, turgid; lower jaw considerably included. The length of the bead con

tained nearly six times in the total length.
The bones of the head not completely ossified, very cavernous in the alcoholic speci-

men, the head showing many deep sinuosities and depressions. Eye very small, its diame-

ter about one-fourth the length of the snout, and situated about midway between the tip of

the snout and the vertical from the jjosterior end of maxillary. Teeth all small and short,

densely set, forming naiT(jw, villitbrin bands; vomerine band open V-sha])ed. The dorsal

flu begins far in advance of the origin of the pectoral and above the upper angle of the gill-

opening; the rays are longest in the region over the vent. The anal begins immediately
behind the vent; its rays are not quite so long as those of the dorsal. Pectoral with broad

base, short, not extending much more than half way to the vertical from the vent, its length

considerably less than that of the postorbital portion of the head. Ventral rays very slen-

der, villiform, reaching ahnost to the vent, far beyond the pectoral; their length almost

equal to that of the head. Scales moderate, very deciduous, extending upon the cheeks

and on the top of the head almost to the tij) of the snout. No evidence of a lateral line.

Eadial formula: D. 116; A. 90.

Color light, the head and abdomen blackish; the inside of the month pnrplish-browii.

The Blake secured specimensfrom station cciv, in 24° 33' N. lat.,840 23' W. Ion., at a depth
of 1,920 fathoms; and from station Lxxxiv, off Dominica, in 1,131 fathoms. The Alhatrons

also obtained examples. Oat. No. 4941G, U. S. N. M., from station 2380, in 28-3 02' 30" N. lat.,

87° 43' 45" W. Ion., at a depth of 1,430 fathoms; Cat. No. 3330G, U. S. N. M., fi-om station

2042, in 39° 33' N. lat., 68° 26' 45" VV. Ion., at a depth of 1,555 fathoms.

BASSOZETUS COMPKESSUS, (GCnthek), Goode au.l Bean.

Balhynectcs compreMiis, Guntiier, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., ii, 1878, 20.

Bathyonus comprissiis, Gunther, Challenger Kcport, xxii, 1887, xxii. Fig. A.

The greatest depth of the body is above the end of thegiU-cover and about one-half of

the length of the trunk, the vent being twice as distant from the extremity of the tail as

from the snout; consequently, the tail is but moderately attenuated. Head compressed
like the body, and about two-thirds of the length of the trunk

;
the superficial bones form

large muciferous cavities, which, when full, must give to the head a much more evenly
rounded appearance than in the preserved state, when the supporting bony ridges x^roject

more or less from under the skin. The snout is slightly swollen, but the jaws are nearly
even in trout, the wide mouth slightly ascending forwards. The maxillary has the form

usual in these Gadoid fishes, is dilated behind, and extends far behind the eye.

The eye is very small, one half of the length of the snout, and about one-eleventh of

that of the head; it is placed up on the side, and does not i>ossess an orbital fold of the

integument. The interorbital space rather convex, and equal in width to three diameters

of the eye.

All the teeth are very small and short, densely set, and form villiform bands. The

broadest is that of the maxillary bone, and it is quite uncovered on the sides, uo labial folds
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being developed. The palatine baud is broader thau the mandibulary, aud the vomeriue

baud A-«haped, each arm being bent with the convexity inwards.

Gill-opening aud cavity very wide and of an intense black. The gill-rakers are much

longer thau the laminis, 15 in number on the anterior arch, besides some rudimentary ones

above.

The dorsal fin commences above the upper end of the gill-opening, with short rays

partly hidden in the skin; the rays become longer in the middle of the flu, but remain of

moderate length, and the anal rays are still shorter. The pectoral has a rather narrow

base, is quite free, and comi^osed of feeble rays ;
its length is only half that of the head.

Ventral rays very feeble, reaching somewhat beyond the root of the pectoral.

Only very few of the thiu, cycloid, scales have been preserved ; they are of moderate

size, there being about sixteen in a transverse series running from the vent to the dorsal fin.

The lateral line, if it was developed, can no longer be traced.

Radial formula : D. 16U; A. 92; P. 23; V. 1. Color, blackish, with the fins, head, and

abdomen black. (Gilnther.)

The species was obtained by the Challeiu/cr from the mid-Atlantic in 1,500 fathoms

(station 107), aud also from the Philippines (station 205), at a dejith of 1,050 fathoms.

BASSOZETUS T.ENIA, (Gunthee), Goode ami Bean.

Bathyoniis twnia, Gunther, Challonger Report, xxii, 1887, 110, PI. xxiii, Fig. A.

The greatest depth of the body is below the origin of the dorsal fin and about one-third

of the length of the trunk, the vent being not quite thrice as distant from the extremity of

the tail as from the snout. Therefore tlie whole fish, and especially the tail, is much

attenuated. Head not compressed, low and long, forming four-sevenths of the length of

the trunk. Structure of the bones of the head as in Bassozetus compressus. Snout rather

swollen and broad, the upper jaw but slightly overlapping the lower. Maxillary extending
far behind the eye, which is very small, one-third the length of the snout, about one-four-

teenth of that of the head, and oue-fourtli of the width of the interorbital space. AH the

teeth are very small and short, densely set, forming narrow villiform bands; vomerine band

open, V-shaped. Gill-cavity deep black; gill-rakers long aud slender, sixteen in number,
with some rudimentary ones in front and behind.

The dorsal fin commences above the upper end of the gill-opening, with short rays

partly hidden in the skin; the rays become longeron the anterior third of the tail, but

remain of moderate length, and the anal rays are still shorter. The pectoral has a broad

base, is quite free, and composed of rather feeble rays; its length is equal to that of the

postorbital part of the head. Ventral rays very feeble, reaching nearly to the middle of the

pectoral.

The scales must have been extremely thin, and rather small; there are probably about

twenty in a transverse series running from the vent to the dorsal fin. The lateral line can

not be made out. -

Eadial formula: D. 138; A. 115; P. 30.

Light-colored (possibly pink in life), with the head and abdomen black.

BASSOZETUS CATENA, Goode and Bean. (Figure 286.)

Bathj/onits catena, Goode and Beau, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., viii, 1885,603.—GuNxriEU, Challenger Kei)ort,

XXII, 1887, 111.

Body very elongate, much compressed, and tai)ering into a slender, whip-like tail. Its

height (10 millimeters) is contained li times in length of head and 12i times in that of the

body.
Head without spines, very cavernous, not much compressed, higher than body, its

length (27 millimeters) contained Sg times in that of body. Interorbital area somewhat

convex, its width (measured upon the bone) equal to the diameter of the eye and about

equal to that of the snout, and contained 5 times in the length of head.
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The muciferous channel upon the infraorbital ring shows in its course several wide sub-

circular sinuses, closely ai)proxiin;ite(l; a similar row upr)u the posterior edge of the pre-

operculum and continued forward upon the under surface of the mandible; the vertex also

has a semicircle of similar sinuses. To the chain-like appearance of these rows of ducts

the specific name has reference. (Tlie appearance of a spine over the eye, as shown in tlie

drawing', is due simply to the sliriuking of the jxirons adjacent regions.)

The maxilla extends beyond the vertical through the posterior margin of orbit, its

length equal to that of postorbital part of head. Mandible two tliirds as long as head and

equal iu length to height of body. Jaws, vomer, and palate with bauds of villiform teeth
j

the vomerine band V-shaped.
Nostrils in front of the middle of the e3'e, separated by a slight interspace, the anterior

nearer to its mate than to the tip of tlie snout.

Branch iostegals 8. Pseudobrauchia; absent.

Gill-rakers long and numerous, the longest slightly exceeding in length the diameter of

eye; 15 developed below the angle of the lirst arch, besides several rudiments.

The dorsal origin is slightly behind that of the pectoral, its distance from the tip of

the snout (32 millimeters) about 7^ in total; rays well developed; in the anterior third of

the fin, in a space equal to the length of the head, were counted 20 rays, the longest of

which is two-fifths as long as the head.

The anal origin is under the twenty-first dorsal ray; its rays are shorter than those of

the dorsal. The iiectoral extends to the vertical from the eighteenth ray of the dorsal. It

is four-fifths as long as tlie head.

The ventrals arc composed each of a simple filament, the origin slightly in advance of

the vertical through the pectoral origin, the length two thirds that of the head. They do
not reach near to the vent, the distance of which from the origin of the ventrals (30 milli

meters) is slightly greater than the lengtli of the head.

Color, brownish yellow. Head and abdomen blackish.

The types (No. 37341) are from Alhafross station 2379, N. lat. 28^ 00' 1.5", W. Ion.

87° 42', 1,407 fathoms. The length of the longest is 237 mdlimeters, of the other 227 milli-

meters.

GLYPTOPHIDIUM, Alcock.

Olyptophidium, Alcock, Aun. and Maff. Nat Hist., 1889, 390; Bathybial Fishes of the Bay of Bengal, 17.

Head large, body compressed, with a long, tapering tail. Scales deciduous and very
thin. Bones of head soft and cavernous, with prominent outstanding crests. Operculum

small, with one feeble spine. Snout obtuse. Jaws equal in front. Mouth wide. Villiform

teeth in narrow bands in the jaws, palatines, and vomer. No barbel. Eyes large. Caudal
free. Ventrals simple filaments. Gills four, with short laminte. Branchiostegals eight.

Pseudobrauchia;. Pyloric appendages small.

The genus, which is separated from Bassozetus chiefly by the crests on the head ("in

spirit, frdl like, membranous, longitudinal"), is known from a single specimen of the species

G. argenteuiii, taken by the Iriccntigatur iu the Andaman Sea, off lloss Island, in 271 fath-

oms. (Alcock, loc. eit.)

DERMATORUS, Alcock.

Dermatorm, Alcock, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist. (0th sor.), vi, 1890 (Oct.), 298.

Body compressed, with long, tapering tail. Head with well-developed nuuiferous cavi-

ties and numerous spiuiferous bones. Snout compressed, with jaws coterminous in front.

Eye of moderate size. Mouth very wide; villiform teeth in bands ou the jaws and pala-

tines, and few and scattered en the vomer. Gill-openings very wide. Branchiostegals, 8.

Gills, 4. Gill-rakers well developed. PseudobranchiiB quite rudimentary. Scales small,

deciduous; lateral line undistinguishable. Ventral fins contiguous, each of a single sim-

l)le filament. No pyloric cieca. No barbel. (Alcock.)
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The type sj)ecies, D. trichiurus, Alcock, is represented by a specimen 7 inches long,
with the end of the tail missiug, obtained by the Investigator at station 104, at a depth of

1,(H)0 fathoms.

Another species, D. melanocephalus, was obtained from station 111, 1,044 fathoms,
and station 117, 1,748 fathoms, mature females about 8 inches long. [Alcock, Ann. and

Mag. Nat. Hist., IS'Jl (July), 32.J

NEOBYTHITES Goode and Bean.

Tetranemaiopus, Gunther, MS.

NeohyihUes, Goode and Beax, Troc. U. S. Nat. Mns., viii, 1885, 600.—Guntiier, Challenger Report, xxii,

1887, 100.—Vaillant, Exp. Sci. Travailleiir et Talisman, 282, (discussion under Bylhiles craxaus).

Brotulids having the body elongate, compressed, covered with small scales, and the

head also scaled. Lateral line incomplete, obsolete posteriorly. Eye moderate. Snout

moderate, rounded, slightly produced, the lower jaw slightly included. No barbel. Teeth

villiform, in narrow bands in jaws and palatines. Vomerine teeth in V-shaped patch.
Two weak spines at angle of preoperculum, and a stronger one at the angle of the opercu-
lum. Gill-openings wide, the membranes deeply cleft and not attached to the isthmus.

Vertical fins united. Ventrals reduced each to a bifid ray. Branchiostegals, 8. Pseudo-

branchiai present, but small. Air-bladder present. Type, Weohythites Gillii.

NEOHYTHITES GILLII, Goode and Bean. (Figure 289.)

Neohythites Gillii, Goode and Hkan, Proc. IT. S. Nat. Mus., \iii, 1885, 601.—Gvnther, Cballtnger Report,

XXII, 1887, 103.

Neobyihites ocellaliis, Gunther, loc. cil. and PI. xxi, Fig. B.

Body compressed, its height (17 millimeters) contained 4g times in total length, and
less than length of head. Interorbital area convex, its width (5 millimeters) equal to diam-

eter of circular eye, 3§ in length of head and li in length of snout in young.
Head comiiressed, deeper than broad, with wide sinuses, its length (18 millimeters)

contained 4J times in that of body; snout obtusely rounded, slightly produced. Mouth

large, the maxillary extending considerably behind the vertical through ])osterior margin
of eye, expanded posteriorly; the mandible still longer, its length (11 millimeters) about

2J times in the height of the body. Interorbital space convex. Teeth in villiform bands
in the jaws and on the palatines. Vomerine patch subcircular, with angles extended

posteriorly.

Gill-rakers moderately long and slender, somewhat numerous, the longest about two-

thirds the diameter of the eye; eleven developed and three rudiments below the angle.
Pseudobranchiie absent. Gill-opening wide, the membrane deeply cleft, free from the

isthmus behind.

A single long, flat spine attached to the posterior portion of the operculum, high up,

extending back along to its edge; a small hidden spine at lower angle of preoperculum.
Nostrils small, the anterior one in a very short tube, almost upon the tip of the snout;

posterior nostril slightly larger, not tubular, immediately in front of middle of eye.

Scales moderate, uiion head and on body, in 88 vertical rows, 7 rows between dorsal

origin and lateral line, which becomes obsolete in its posterior half; 10 or 17 from vent

forward to lateral line.

Dorsal origin behind that of ventral and pectoral. Its distance from snout (21 milli-

meters) contained 4 times in total length. Its rays moderately long. Anal origin under

the eighteentli dorsal ray; its distance from snout (.'54 millimeters) contained 2^ times in

body length. Kays rather slenderer than those in the dorsal. The caudal rays are 6 or 7

in nund)er, their length (0 millimeters) contained 9 times in total lengtli. They are not

differentiated from those of the adjat'cnt fins. Pectoral origin well Ibrward, its base .some-

what concealed by the flap of the operculum ;
its length (13 millimeters) about equal to

two thirds that of head. Ventrals each a bifid ray, the inner filament the longer, inserted

slightly in advance of the base of the i)ectoral and not far from humeral symphysis, and
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reaching nearly to the vent. Its length (l.") millimeters) nearly ('((nal to height of body.
Distance from origin of ventral to vent slightly greater than height of body.

Color, light yellow, with silvery reflections, with clouding of brown above lateral line

and numerous black chromatophores ;
a series of irregular brown blotches above the

lateral line, with one or two, nnuh darker, extending up on the diu'sal tin. In many speci-

mens the color is uniform yellow, with simply the dark ocellaj showing.
The type (Gat. No. 37340, U. S. N. M.) was obtained by the Albatross, Irom station

2402, in 280 36' N. lat., 850 33/ w. long., at a depth of HI fathoms. The ChoUeiKjer took it

from station 122, off Pernambuco, Brazil, in 350 fathoms.

NEOBYTHITES MARGINATUS, Goode and Bean (Figure 2110.)

Neobyihites marginaiiiiij Goode and Bean, Bull. Miis. Cniiip. Zool., xii, 1G2.

Body compressed, somewhat elongate; its height (18 millimeters) contained 5^ times in

its total length, and less than the length of the head. Interorbital area convex, its width

(5i millimeters) greater than the diameter of the circular eye, which is 4J millimeters.

The length of the head (22 millimeters) is contained 4g times in that of the body. IMouth

large, the maxilla extending considerably behind vertical through posterior margin of

oibit; its length equals half that of the head. The length of the mandible (13 millimeters)
is slightly more than two-thirds of height of body.

The teeth as in K. gillii.

Gill-rakers slightly longer than half the diameter of the eye, 7 and 3 rudiments below

the angle of the anterior arch. Pseudobranchiiie absent. A long, flat si)ine upon the

upper edge of the oiierculum, extending back nearly to its margin. Two short, flat spines

upon the angle of the preoperculuni. JSostrils as in N. gillii.

The scales small, very closely imbricated, in about 123 rows, 7 above and 29 below the

lateral line.

The lateral line obsolete in its jjosterior half.

The dorsal is composed of 101 rays; its distance n-om the snout is contained 4 times in

total length.

The anal originates under the fourteenth dorsal ray at a distance from the snout con-

tained more than 2g times in the total length.

The caudal consists of about 8 or 9 rays very closely placed; its length is contained

about lOJ times in the total length.

The pectoral is placed much as in Benthocomctes, itn length about equal to 2;^ times that

of the head, extending to vertical through the vent.

The ventral, a bifid ray inserted in advance of base of pectoral, n<it reaching to the

vent; its length (14 millimeters) considerably less than the height of body. The distance

from its origin to the vent (19 millimeters) slightly more than the height of the body.
(5olor light yellowish brown, an obscure narrow band of darker brown commencing on

the snout, interrupted by the eye, and extending backward two-thirds of the distance to the

tail
;
another beginning on the snout, extending over the eye and back as far as the first de-

scribed, interrupted posteriorly. Dorsal fin milky white at base in its anterior third; above
this a Ijlackish band extending the whole length of the fin. A narrow white margin above.

The type is from the Blake station Lxxix, off Barbadoes, 209 fathoms.

Neohythites macroj)s, Giinther [Challenger Eeport, xxvi, 102, PI. 10, Fig. A] is similar

in proi:iortions and general api)earance, and is l)lotched in color, though in a different jiat

tern. It is from Challenger station 173, off INIatukee, Fiji Islands, at a depth of 310

fathoms, and from the Investigator, in Andaman Sea, in 205 to 271 fathoms.

In 1891 twenty specimens were taken in the Andaman Sea, Inrr.stigator stati<m, 11.5,

188 to 220 fathoms. Their length varies from 4 to 8J inches. [Alcock, oj). cit., 1891

(July), 30.]
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NEOBYTHITES CRASSUS, (Vaillaxt), Goode aud Bean.

Bi/ihites orassiis, Vaillant, Exp. Sci. Tr.availleur ct Talisman, 279, pi. xxv, Fig. 1.

In general form resembling Bythites fuscus. The height of tlie body a little more than
one-fifth of it.s length, and its thickness one-ninth; the length of the head is about two-

elevenths of the length of the body; it is thick, with an intiated'siiout. 'Mouth moderately
wide, the maxillary extending slightly beyond the vertical from the posterior limb of the

orbit. Fine villiform teeth on the two jaws, the palatines and the vomer, and a few teeth

upon tlie tongue. Bye small, its diameter about one-eighth the length of the head; inter-

orbital space much greater, contained about two and three-fourths times in the length of

the head. Branchial openings very wide. Brauchiostegal membranes free from the isth-

mus. Opercula enveloped in thick skin, which obscures their outlines. Opercular spine

distinct, strong, flattened; preoperculum probably obtusely denticulated, though hidden

in the integument. Scales small, denticulate, extending upon the bases of the vertical fins

and even of those of the pectorals, about 1TA\
( :')

in longitudinal series and 70 in vertical

series. A lateral line parallel with the back about one-third of the distance from the

dorsal to the ventral outline, indistinct posteriorly.

Origin of dorsal behind base of iiectorals : tlie fin is low, its lieight hardly one-third

that of the body, its base buried in the skin. The anal is similar to the dorsal, and begins

immediately behind the vent. The caudal is confluent with the vertical fins. Pectoral

sliort, about half as long as the head; rounded. Ventrals each of two rays, closely united

at their base; the length of the inner one exceeds half the height of the body, tlu> outer one

three-fifths of the same.

Color, reddish-brown, deeper upon the fins.
( Vaillant.)

A single specimen was obtained by the French expedition at station cxxxvi, at a

depth of 4.255 meters.

BENTHOCOMETES, Goode and Bean, n. g.

Brotulids, similar in appearance and structure to Neohythiten and Bassoffigas, distin-

guished by two short, flat spines upon the anterior portion of the operculum, placed at

some distance from each other, and by the absence of spines upon the preoperculum. The
lateral line is complete, and extends without interruption to tlie posterior fourth of the

body, wlicre it becomes obsolete. Tlie vomerine teeth are bundled in a circular patch
instead of being arranged in triangular form. The head is comparatively short, with the

jaws in front nearly equal; the snout not produced, but obtuse, rounded, and almost

declivous in its oiitline.

Two species have been assigned to this geuus—XvohythiU-s rohustus, Goode and Bean,
and Sirembo mitrwnolepis, Vaillant. The latter is not, as Vaillant supposed, related to

Diplaranthopoma, which, though it has two spines upon the preoperculum, and is very sim-

ilar in general appearance, has the ventrals single rather than double.

BENTHOCOMETES ROBUSTUS, Gooi>e and Bean. (Figure 2SK.)

Ncohythilcs rohiislus, Goode and Bean, Bull. Mus. Comp. Znol., xii, 161.

Body rather short and deep, its greatest height (IG millimeters) nearly •I'g
in total length

and iibout equal to length of head. The iuterorbital area is convex; its width (G milli-

meters) is greater than the diameter of the circular eye (5 millimeters) and li times the

length of snout (-i millimeters). The length of the head (1!) millimeters) is about 4 times

the diameter of the eye. The mouth is moderate, the maxilla extending to the vertical

through the posterior margin of the eye, the mandible a little beyond, its length (10 mil-

limeters) e(iual to that of postorbital part of head. Teeth in villiform bands in the jaws
and on the palatines. Vomerine teeth bunched in a circular patch. Gill-rakers moderate,
the longest a little more than twice in diameter of eye, 4 above angle of first arch, 1 1 below.

Pseudobranchite rudimentary. Gill-opeaing wide, the membrane deeply cleft, behind free

from the isthmus. A pair of short flat spines upon the anterior portion of the operculum.
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The nostrils ire small, the anterior as close to the sijout as the posterior ones are to

the eyes. No apparent cirri. The scales are niinnte; the lateral line is obsolete on the last

lonrth of the length of the body.
The dorsal origin is behind that of the ventral and pectoral; its distance from the

suont (2i millimeters) is contained 3| times in length of the body. The height of the

fin is moderate; the longest ray is contained about 3 times in the length of the head.

The anal origin is under the eightee'ith ray of the dorsal; rhe licight of the tin about

equals that of the dorsal. The vertical tins are not connate with the caudal, which consists

i)f 12 or 13 very slender rays, its length nearly equal to half that of head.

The pectoral with a broad ba?e, close to gill-oi)ening, its length nearly two-thirds that

of tiie head.

The ventral a single bifid ray, inserted in advance of the vertical through the base of

Khe pectorals, and not far from the luimeral symjjhysis. It reaches nearly half-way to the

vent, the distance of which from the origin of the ventral is equal to the length of the head.'

Color, yellowish brown.

The type of this species, a specimen 88 millimeters in length, was taken by the Blake

from station xoiv, oft' Moro Castle, Cuba, at a depth of from 250 to 400 fathoms. A col-

lateral type specimen (Cat. No. 29057, U. S. N. M.) was obtained by the Fish Hank from

station 1*043, in 38° 39' N. lat., 73° 11' W. Ion., at a depth of 130 fathoms.

BENTHOCOMETES MURiENOLEPIS, (Vaillant), Goode and Bean.

Sirembo mura'noJepia, Vaillant, Exp. Sci. Tiav. et Talisman, 273, pi. xxiii, Fig. 4, 4a.

This species does not appear to be very unlike the preceding, but without examination

of the tyiie we hesitate to pronounce it identical.

Two specimens were obtained by the French explorers at station lxix, off the coast of

Soudan, in 4:10 meters.

BASSOGIGAS, Gill.

liassogigas, Gill, MS.

Iji'otulids having the body elongate, compressed, covered with a thick, lie;ivy skin,

which upon tlie head covers and obscures all the angles of the skull. Scales small, cover-

ing body and head completely. Lateral line indistinct for the greater ])art of its course, but

apparently extending at least two-thirds of the way from the operculum to the tail. Eye
moderate. Vertical fins completely united

;
ventrals a pair of bifid filaments inserted behind

the humeral symphysis, aud remote at their bases, short, rather stout. Snout without

barbels, slightly produced, the lower jaw being barely included. Villiform teeth in the

jaws, on the vomer and palatines; vomerine patch V shaped, but with its arms broadly

expanded and thicker at the angle, so that it is almost triangular. Oi)erculum with a long,

sharp spine; preoperculum unarmed. Brauchiostegals eight. Air-bladder present. Pseu-

dobranchiai small.

B.pterotus (Ah-ock) — NeohytJiites plerotus (Alcock, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., 18S9, ii,

210) is characterized by long feathery i)eduncles reaching beyond the vent. One .specimen

was taken by the Inventigator at station 97, in the Bay of Bengal, at a de]>th of 1 ,310 fathoms.

Neohythites strllifcroidcs, Gilbert, obtained by the Albatross in 712 fathoms ofithe west

coast of Lower California, is ijcrhajis not remotely related to this genus.

BASSOGIGAS GILLII, Goode and Be.oj, u. s. (Figure 2!)1.)

Headrather short and broad, with snout slightly overlapi)ing the lower jaw. Diameter

of the eye scarcely one-third of the length of the snout, and about one-twelfth of tliat of the

head; the maxillary extending far behind the eye, the vertical from the anterior margin
of the orbit nearly bisecting it; its length half that of the head, and its posterior margin

ending in a broad, triangular dilation. Teeth normal. Anterior and posterior nostrils

' In one of the Albatross specimeus the pectoral extends to the vertical from the eighth ray of the

second dorsal.
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separated by a space greater than the diameter of the eye. Preopereulum with a square,
rounded angle; no armature; operculum with a strong, sharp spine above, the tip of which

projects slightly beyond the opercular flap. Distance of the vent from the root of the pec-

toral slightly more than the length of the head; as far removed from this point as is the

antei'ior nostril.

Scales mod(u-ate, covering the entire head. Lateral line somewhat conspicuous, obso-

lete in its posterior third.

The dorsal and anal tins enveloped in thick, scaly skin. Tlie origin of the dorsal is in

advance of the middle of the pectoral. Pectorals rounded, broad, and very short; less than

half as long as the head, and extending about half the distance from their origin to the ver-

tical from the vent. Ventrals inserted somewhat behind the angle of the preopereulum,
and extending to the vertical from the axil of the iiectoral, and about one-fourth of the dis-

tance from their origins to the vent; each ventral filament is bilid, the inner i)art being
the longer.

iiaclial formula: Vertical fins, 83+G+67.

Color, uniform grayish-brown; fins darker.

The type was obtained by the Albatross from station 2084, off Cape Henlopen, Dela-

ware, in 39° 35' N. lat, 70° 5-1' W. Ion., at a depth of 1,1(10 fathoms.

This form resembles so closely the figure of Neohythites grandis, Giinther, (Chall. Reji.

XXII, 100, pi. XXI, fig. A), that the sjiecies was provisionally itV'ntified as the same, but a

more careful study shows that it differs in certain particulars, especially in the more distinct

lateral line, the rather shorter body, and the fact that the vent is considerably farther back

(more than twice the length of the pectoral from the gill opening), while the ventrals do not

reach more than one-fourth of the way to the vent. The rays in the vertical fins will prob-

ably be found to be fewer, though Giinther has not enumerated those in his type.

ALCOCKIA, Goode and Bean, n. g.

Brotulids resembling Neobythites in the general form of the body, with no continuous

Lateral line, though traces can be distinguished at various parts of the body, and with a

head and sncnit similar in ai^pearance to those of Bassozefus, though the former is peculiarly

shaped. Bones of the head rather thin, with large, somewhat conspicuous sinuses. Sharp,
well-developed si)ines upon the operculum and preopereulum (which has a creuulated

margin), behind the eye, upon the superciliary crest, and behind the posterior nostril,

which is separated from the orbit by a short, spinous projection, as in Bathyhrotuht. Mu-
ciferous channels ample, that of the frontal bone opening in front by a wide aperture on

each side of the rostral projection, and each mandibulary canal opening in front immedi-

ately behind the symphysis by a slit in the skin. The mucous membrane of the nasal cavity

in two folds, forming together a longitudinal pad with a linear base. Teeth in villiform

bands on jaws, vomer, and palatines; the vomerines open V-shaped and much narrower

tlian the palatine,band. Pectorals narrow and feeble. Ventrals each composed of two

filaments, short, very feeble and close together, inserted on isthmus, some distance from

symphysis. Scales cycloid, persistent, irregular. Gill-laminai short; gill-rakers stiff, far

apart, and but few in number. Branchiostegals 8. Pseudobrauchiie represented by two or

three small lobes.

This genus is provisionally proposed for the Porogadus rostratus of Giinther (Challenger

Report, XXII, 1887, 113, pi. xxiv, fig. 1>) obtained by the Challenger from station 108, north

of Celebes, at a dei)th of 2,100 iathoms.

The genus is named in honor of A. Alcock, M. B., surgeon-naturalist to the II. M.

Iiulian marine survey steamer Inrcsfuiator, who has made so many important additions to

our knowledge of the bathyl)ial fauna of the Indian Ocean.

CELEMA, Goode and Bean, n. g.

Brotulids closely resembling in aj)pearance Mcebia, though with the rays of the

vertical tins apparently less abbreviated on the jiosterior part of the caudal finlet, and

without the short row of specialized large scales beginning above the angle of the gill-
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opening. Head very cavernous, with the sinuses very conspicuous in preserved specimens,
and with mimerous, rather strong spines upon the upper part of the opercular apparatus
and the head. Teeth on jaws, vomer, and pahitines. No traces of scales npon the head.

Character of lateral line unknown. Dorsal beginning somewhat l)ehind the vertical from

the axil of the pectoral. Anal close to the vent; its distance from the base of the ])cctoral

is about equal to the length of the head. Pectorals broad, very feeble. Veutrals feeble

and .short, each composed of two rays, the inner one the more abbreviated.

This genus is provisionally proposed for the reception of the two species referred by
Vaillant to our Porogadus, to which they evidently do not belong, being separated not only

by the structure of the head and the shai)e of the body, but by the absence of the triple

row of pores, which replace the lateral line in that genus and reiiopus. The characters

presented are gleaned from the descriptions of Vaillaut, and are. in the absence of specimens,
offered only as tentative.

CELEMA NUDA, (Vaillant), Goode and Bean.

Porogadus nudua, Vaillant, Exp. Sci. Travailleur et Talisman, 262, pi. xxiv, Cikn. 2-2h.

Body much ehmgated, its height one-twelfth, and its thickness one-fifteentii of its

length. Length of head one-seA'euth of that of body; in the specimen as preserved in sjyirits

jt is rough, bristly with spines, and has a median crest (the position of these is described

at length by Vaillant, but is sufliciently well indicated in the flgui'c). Snout round, flat,

its length two-sevenths that of the head. The mouth large, tlie maxillary passing con-

siderably behind the eye. Teeth very fine, in villiform bands ni)on the Jaws, vomer, and

palatines. Eye conspicuous, its diameter one-tifth the length of the head and equal to the

width of the interorbital space. Suborbital distinct, rough. IJranchial opening very wide.

Preoperculum with a doid)le margin, each portion of which has three obtuse spines; oper-
culum with a single spine. No scales upon the head, the mucous sinuses being very much

developed, particularly in the suborbitals and on the margin of the preoperculum Caudal

peduncle large, attenuated, nearly filiform posteriorly. Vent a little in front of the limit

of the anterior third of the body, and at a distance from the origin of the veutrals greater
than the length of the head. Dorsal origin a little behind the base of the pectorals. Anal

origin immediately behind the vent. These fins are moderately high, and continent with

the caudal, which is not very long. Pectorals moderate, their length a little more than

two-thirds that of the head. Veutrals a little longer than the pectorals, the inner ray

.slightly shorter than the outer one. Scales almost entirely absent, a few visible in the

vicinity of the branchial opening. No trace of lateral line distinguishable.
Color rosy-white, with the lower parts of the body, sides of head, and the oi^ercular

region bluish-black.

Three specimens were obtained by the French expedition at station xcviii, on the

Banc d'Arguin, at a depth of 2,324 meters, and at station ci, off the Cape Verde Islands, at

3,200 meters.

CELEMA SUBARMATA, (Vaillant), Goode .and Bean.

Porogadus subarmatus, Vaillant, Exp. Scieut. Travailleur et Tali.snian, Poissons, 2G.5, jil. xxiv, figs. 3-3c.

A species closely allied to C. mtdo, but with a shorter head, its length only one-eighth
that of the body. Interorbital space wider, its width being two-ninths of the length of the

head, and a little more than the diameter of the eye, which is contained in the length of the

head only 5i times. The bead is less spinous. The space between the veutrals and the

vent a little greater than the length of the head. Scales very deciduous, and lacking on
almost all the specimens studied. Vaillant descril)es the form of one which he found near

the ojjercular opening, evidently an intraintancnns cycloid scale.

Color like that of G. nuda, the opercular thip and U\e abdomen presenting a blackish

tint on account of their transparency, the mucous membranes within being exceedingly
dark.
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Eleven specimens wore taken by the Freucb expedition at station ci, oif the Cape
Verde Islands, at a deptli of 3,200 meters. They were evidently spawning, for red eggs were

protruding from the abdomen.

MCEBIA, Goode and Bean, n. g.

Brotulids resemblinjj Baasozefua in general form, excepting tliat the tail is prolonged in

a very slender filament, the dorsal and anal rays being extremely short posteriorly, but

positively courtaent with the caudal rays, which are much longer and much exserted. Ven-

rals each bifid, instead of a single ray as in Bassozrtiis. Head very cavernons, the sinuses

large and conspicuous on the infraorbital ring, on the mandible, and the preoperculum. A
single, short, feeble spine on the shoulder, but none upon the operculum or preoperculum,

though certain projections seem to show above the eye, doubtless due to the shrinkage of

the integument upon the underlying projections of bone. Mouth very wide, the extremity

of the maxillary much dilated. Posterior nostrils very wide, and separated from the eye

by a small, spinous projection of bone. Teeth in narrow bands, that on the vomer V-shaped
with the two arms straight. A few very large scales in a row starting from the upper

angle of the gill-opening and terminating over the axil of the pectoral. Gill-rakers on

outer arch rather numerous, long and slender. Pseudobranchi;T3 represented by two minute

globules.
This genus is founded upon Bathi/ iiccf.es (jraciUs of Griinther (Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist.

1878, II, 21; Challenger Report, xxii, 112, pi. xvi, tig. 1>), provisionally referred byCiiuther
to our genus Porogadus.

It is named in honor of Prof. Karl Mrebius, Director of the Royal Zoological Museum in

Berlin, who has addeil much to our knowledge of marine life l)y his noble work Die Fauna

der Kielerhiicht, and by numerous other writings.

It is l)ut right to say that at the time its reference was made, no figure of Forogafhis

had been published, and some of the most salient characters, which we tried to bring out

prominently in our generic diagnosis, seem not to have been sufficiently emphasized, so

that both Dr. Giinther and Dr. Vaillant were misled as to the real affinities of our species

Forogadm miles, the type of tiie genus.
Moehia gracilis was obtained by the Challenger at station ISl, south of New Guinea,

at a depth of 1,400 fathoms.

BARATHRODEIVIUS, Goode and Bean.

Barathrodemus, Goode and 15ra>j, fiult. Mus. Comp. ZodI., x, 1883, 200.—Jokdan, Cat. Fish. N. Amor., 1885,

127.—GiJNTHER, Challenger Report, xxii, 1887, 99.

Brotulids with body much compressed, elevated; head considerably compressed, with

montli moderate (in the type species (extending to the vertical through the middle of the

eye). Eye moderate. Head spineless, except a short flattened spine at the upper angle

of the operculum. Snout long, projecting far beyond the tip of the upper jaw, its extrem-

ity much swollen. .laws nearly efpial in front. Teeth minute, in villiform bands on jaws,

vomer, and palatines. Barbel, none. Anterior pair of nostrils ojjcn and situated at the

outer angles of the dilated snout, circular, each surrounded with a cluster of mucous tubes.

Posterior nostrils near anterior upper margin of orbit. Gill oi)euings wide, membranes

not united. (Hlls 1, with a slit hi^hiiid the fourth; gill laminai moderate in length, (rill-

rakers also moderate; not numerous. Pseudobranchi;e absent; caudal tin not connate,

but without distinct peduncle.
Dorsal and anal fins long. Branchiostegals, S. Body and head covered with small,

thin scales, tiiose on the body scarcely imbricated. Lateral line absent. Ventrals a pair

of bifid rays close together, on the isthmus.
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BARATHRODEMUS MANATINUS, Goode and Bean. (Figure 294.)

Barathrodemus maiiatinus, Goode and Bean, Bull. Miis. Comp. Zool., x, 1883, 200.—Jordan, Cat. Fi.sh. N.

Amer., 1885, 127.—GOntheb, Challenger Report, xxil, 1887, 99.

Body much compressed. Dorsal and aual outliue approacbiug at an equal angle the

horizontal axis. The height of the body is contained 7i times in its total length without

caudal, and S;V times with caudal included. Scales small; about 175 rows between the

branchial opening and the tail; and about 34 rows, counting upward and forward obliquely
from the origin of the anal to the dorsal line. Lateral line apparently absent.

Head considerably compressed, with rounded upper surface, its length contained about

six times in total body length; its width contained 2^ times in its length; its greatest

height equals two thirds its length. Snout slightly longer than the horizontal diameter of

the eye, aud projecting beyond the tip of the upper jaw a distance e(iual to the v^ertical

diameter of the eye; much dilated and swollen, the anterior pair of nostrils being situated

at the most salient angles; the snout in general form resembling that of a manatee, whence
the specific name.

Mouth moderate; its cleft extending to the vertical from the center of the orbit. Length
of the the upper jaw equal to twice the horizontal diameter of the eye, and contained 2J
times in the length of the head. The posterior portion of the maxilla is considerably ex-

panded. The maxilla is largely included within a skinny sheath. When the mouth is

closed, the lower jaw is entirely included within the upper. Vomer and palatine with

bauds of teeth more than twice as broad as the bands in the intermaxillaries and on the

mandible.

Eye elliptical in form. Its vertical diameter two-thirds of its horizontal, the latter being

equal to the distance from the tip of the snout to the posterior nostril, and contained 5J
times in the length of the head. The distance of the eye from the dorsal outline is equal
to half its horizontal diameter, and to one-fifth of the height of the head in a perpendicular

through the center of the eye. luterorbital space rounded; its width equal to the horizon-

tal diameter of the eye.

Dorsal fin inserted in the vertical above the insertion of the pectoral, at a distance

from the end of the snout equal to that of the insertion of the pectoral.

Anal inserted under the twenty-first to twenty-third dorsal ray, and at a distance from

the snout about equal to one-third the body length. The height of the dorsal and anal flus

is about equal to half the height of the body at the insertion of the anal. Their bases ex-

tend almost to the insertion of the caudal.

The caudal is composed of 9 rays, the 5 medial ones almost equal in length, though the

tip of the tail is slightly rounded, about equal to the height of the body midway between

the branchial opening and the base of the tail.

The ventrals are inserted almost under the middle of tlie operculum; in length about

equal to half the length of the head.

The pectorals are inserteil under the origin of the dorsal, and at a distance behind the

branchial opening equal to two-thirds the vertical diameter of the eye. The length is equal
to the greatest height of the body.

Radial formula: D. 100; A. 8(5; C. li-|-5+2; V. lS-20; V. \.

Scales in lateral line about 175.

Color, grayish brown, abdominal region black.

The types of this s|>ecies, G.^ inches in length, were obtained by the lilakr at station

CCCXXV, in 3.V> :W 20" N. lat., 7()0 W. Ion., at a depth of (i47 fathoms. Tlie Albatross also

secured exauii)les from station 2105, in ;57o 50' N. lat., 73^ 03' 50" W. Ion., at a depth of

1395 fathoms; aud from station 2116, in 35° 45' 23" N, lat., 74° 31' 25" W. Ion., at a depth
of 888 fathoms.
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PYCNOCRASPEDUM, Alcock.

Tycnocraspedum, Axcock, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., Nov., 1889, 386.

Head large, body compressed, both covered entirely with small, thin, smooth, rather

deciduous scales. Head-bones and opercles spineless. Snout short, broad, and not over-

hanging the jaws, which are equal in front. Eye of moderate size. Moutb very large; teeth

in villiform bands in the jaws, palatines, and vomer. No barbel. Gill-openings wide, gill-

membranes entirely separate; 4 gills; 8 branchiostegals; no pseudobranchiic. Lateral line

incomplete on the tail. Vertical tins invested with thick, scaly skin. Caudal free, united with

the vertical tins at its extreme base only. Pectoral fins entire. Ventral fins in the form of

bitid lilameuts.

The type and only species is P. squamipinne, Alcock (loc. cif.), taken in 193 fathoms in the

Bay of Bengal, in lat. 20° 17' 30" N., Ion. 88° 50' E.

NEMATONUS, Gunther.

Nematonus, Gunther, Challenger Report, xxir, 1887, 114 (tj-pe, Bathijonus pcctoralxs, Gonde and Bean).

Body compressed, with long, tapering tail. Bones of head soft, muciferous channels

moderately developed, and with integument very thin or absent on the upper portion and
snout. Operculum cartilaginous and flat; a broad process near its upper angle correspond-

ing to the opercular spine in some of the related genera; the head otherwise unarmed,
though irregular by reason of the bareness of the cranial bones. Snout much depressed,

broad, rounded. .Taws equal in front; mouth very wide
;
bands of villiform teeth in jaws,

on vomer and palatines. Barbel none. Eyes small. Vertical fins confluent; ventrals a

pair of bitid filaments close together, on the isthmus, close to the humeral symphysis. Gills

four, with very short lamina' and rather short, incurved, acicular gill-rakers on the first

arch, and nuich shortei', less numerous, spatulate ones upon tlie three other arches. Pseu-

dobranchiai rudimentary. No traces of a lateral line, though the bodyis covered with scales

of considerable size, almost as large as the eye, and the cheek with others still larger.
Nematonus dift'ers from Ponxjadus not only in the absence of spines ui)on the head, as

Giinther has indicated, but in themucli less ossified opercular apparatus, in the shorter and
thicker head, in the absence of the three series of pores simulating lateral lines, and in the

tendency to prolongation in the lower rays of the pectoral, which increase from the upjier-
most to the lowermost in Nematonus, while Porogadus has a lanceolate fin, and also in the

extreme exsertiou of its caudal rays.

NEMATONUS PECTOEALIS, (Goode and Bean), Gunther. (Figure 295.)

liathi/onus pectoralis, GooDE and Bean, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1885, viii, 604.

Nematonus pectoralis, Guntheu, Challengor Report, xxir, 1887, 114.

Body moderately elongate, much compressed, the tail much shorter and more robust
than in Basso.zetus catena. Its height (20 millimeters) equals 1| times the length of the

head and one-seventh that of the body.
Head stoutish, not much compres.sed, lower than body, its length (31 millimeters) con-

tained 5i times in the body length. Snout compressed, broad at its tip, its length (0 milli-

meters) exceeding the diameter of the circular eye (.5 millimeters). Interorbital area

slightly convex, its width (11 millimeters) slightly exceeding twice the diameter of the eye,
3 times in length of head.

Maxilla extending iar behind the eye, its length (19 millimeters) less than that of prc-
orbital portion of head. Mandible as long as postorbital portion of head (22 millimeters).

Jaws, vomer, and palatines, with narrow bands of villiform teeth, normally arranged.

Branchiostegals 8. Gill-lamella- very short. Gill rakers long and numerous, 18 on first

arch below the angle, 5 above, 1 of which are rudimentary. Pscudobranchi* present, but

very rudimentary.
Anterior nostrils on the top of the snout and near the median line of the head, near

its tip, separated by a s^iace about equal to the diameter of the eye. Posterior nostrils in

ftout of the eye.
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Miiclferous pores large, arranged mncli as in B. catena.

Dorsal origin in the same vertical with that of the pectorals, its distance from the tip

of the suout (3S millimeters) contained 5 times in total and equaling twice the length of

the maxilla. Itays well developed in the anterior third, the longest two-thirds of head's

length.

The anal origin is under the twentieth dorsal ray; its rays are nearly as long as those

of the dorsal. The pectoral has its penultimate ray produced, extending to the thirteenth

ray of the anal; it is nearly twice as long as the head. Veutrals originating in advance
of the vertical through the pectorals, and each a bitid filament. Distance of the ventral

origin from tip of suout (-<> millimeters) equaling length of ventral and about three fourths

as long as the head. Distance of origin of ventral from vent {i2 millimeters) considerably

greater than length of head. Distance from tip of ventral to vent equal to half the length
of the head.

Nuaiber of scales in transverse series from vent to dorsal about L'3; from the upper

angle of the gill-opening to the vertical through origin of anal, 32.

Color, brownish yellow. Head and abdomen blackish.

Eadial formula: D. 93; A. 73; 1M7; V. 2.

The type (37342, U. S. K M.) was taken at Albatross station 2380, K lat. 28° 02' 30",
W. Ion. 87° 43' 45", 1,430 fathoms. It is 183 millimeters long to caudal base, 21.5 with

caudal. Another young specimen 70 millimeters long was taken at Blake station, xcv, off

Dominica, 330 fathoms.

POROGADUS, Goode and Bean.

Porogadus, Goode and Bean, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1880, viii, 602.—GCnther, Challenger Kejmrt, xxii,

1887, III.

Body brotuliform, much compressed. Head with numerousspiueson iuterorbital space,
two pairs on the shoulders, one at angle of operculum, and a double series on angle of pre-

operculum. Head with numerous nuicous pores, as in Bassozetus. Mouth large. Snout

moderate, not projecting much beyond upper jaw.
Jaws nearly equal in front. Teeth iu villiforra bands in jaws and on vomer and pala-

tines. Barbel none.

Gill-openings wide, membranes narrowly united, not attached to the isthnuis. Gills 4.

GiU-laminse short. Gill- rakers moderate, numerous. Pseudobranchia; absent. Caudal fin

of few rays, on a very narrow base, not prolonged, scarcely differentiated from the vertical

fins. D orssal and anal fins well developed. Pectorals simple, moderate. Each ventral a

single bifid ray, close to the humeral symphysis. Branchiostegals 8. Scales small. Lateral

line apparently triple, or replaced by three series of pores, one close to ventral outline,

one median, and another along base of dorsal.

Type, Porogadus miles, Goode and Bean.

POROGADUS MILES, Goode and Bean. (Figure 292.)

Porogadus miles, Goode and Bean, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1885, viii, ()02.—GCnther, Challenger Report,
XXII, 1887, 113.

Body much compressed, elongate, tapering to a very slender tail, its height (15 milli-

meters) nearly 10 times in total length.
Head long, moderately compres.sed, subconical; the profile gradually ascending in

nearly a straight line from the tip of the snout to the origin of the dorsal. Its length (23

millimeters) CJ times in that of body. Iuterorbital space slightly convex, spinj^, its width

(15 millimeters) 4f times in length of head, and slightly greater than diameter of eye.

Eye oval, its greatest diameter (4 millimeters) 53 times in length of head. Opercles
and head generally covered with numerous and strong spines, as described in the generic

diagnosis.

Mou th very large and wide. The maxilla extending far behind the eye and much ex-
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panded at its tip; its length (13 millimeters) more tbaii half that of head. Length of man-

dible (15 millimeters) equal to greatest height of body. Jaws, vomer, and palatines with

narrow bands of vlUiform teeth, none of which are enlarged. Gillrakers, 15 on anterior

arch below the angle, 3 rudiineutary ones above.

The anterior pair of nostrils are nearly on top of the snout, and somewhat nearer to

its tip than to the eye, separated by a very narrow space, and placed immediately in front

of the middle of the eye. Behind each posterior nostril is a strong spine projecting out-

ward and backward. Pores of the head arranged nmch as in Ba.ssozeti(s.

Scales minute. Lateral line not clearly to be made out. Three rows of minute pores

on each side dorsal, median, and ventral, beginning near the head and extending well to-

ward the extremity of the tail.

Dorsal origin slightly behind vertical through pectoral base; its distance from the

snout (125 millimeters) nearly 6 times in length of body. Its rays are moderately long, the

longest about as long as the snout (one-fourth of head), and very numerous.

Anal origin in vertical from twenty-second or twenty-third dorsal ray; its distance

from the snout (14 millimeters) 3J times in length of body. Its rays about as long as those

of the din-sal.

Tectoral imperfect, its length in the type equals one-half that of the head.

Ventral a bihd filament, placed close to the humeral symphysis, well in advance of the

pectoral; its length (15 millimeters) equal to height of body. Distance from origin of ven-

trals to vent (22 millimeters) nearly ciiual to length of head, The ventral does not reach to

the vent by a distance equal to length of snout.

Color, blackish brown.

The type (No. 35G25, U. S. N. M.) is 153 millimeters in length; it is from Albatross

station 2230, N. lat. 38° 27', W. Ion. 73° 02', at a depth of 1,1G8 fathoms.

PENOPUS, Goode and Bean, n. g.

Body sfeout in front, tapering behind. Tail not greatly exceeding the length of the

rest of the fish. Head scaly, thick, its top surface flat, with depressed and moderately

projecting snout. A pair of minute postnasal spines; a strong and much curved spine on

the operculum; several weak spines at the angle of the preoperculum, and several at the

posterior angle of the suboperculum. Mouth moderately large, the lower jaw included.

Several narrow slit-like pores along the margin of the preorbital and suborbital.

Two minute pores on the under surface of the mandible near its symphysis, and not far

behind them two long slitlilce pores.

The anterior nostril is in a long slit, the posterior is larger, oblong in shape, and half

concealed by a fold of skin. Eye small. The teeth appear only as minute asperities; the

intermaxillary band nnxch wider in front than behind. Mandibulary band narrow through-

out. Vomerine band very narrow V-shaped, ralatiues in a long broad band. Gill-open-

ings wide, deeply rleit in front, narrowly joined to the isthmus. Branchiostegals 8. No

pscudobranchi*.. The gill-rakers are long and slender; not numerous. Gill-laminai moder-

ately long. A long slit behind the fourth gill. Scales very small. Lateral lines, three.

Caudal tin consisting of few rays, well differentiated from the dorsal and anal. Dorsal

beginning not far behind the head. Ventrals slightly in advance of the pectorals and

composed of two rays, united by membrane, which forms a margin around them.

Pectoral normal; several of its upper rays simple. The vent is not much in advance

of the middle of the total length.

This genus agrees with Forogadus in nearly every respect except in the scarcity of spines

on the head and in the structure of the ventrals. Forogndiis has the ventrals composed of

two distinct rays which are separated throughout their entire lengtb, but in Pcnopus the

two rays are inclosed in a membrane which connects them and forms a margin around

them. In Porof/ailus, also, the suboperculum has a smooth margin and the opercular spine

is weaker than in Fchoj)us, and it is not ciuved.
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PENOPUS MACDONALDI, Goode and Bean, n. s. (Figure 293.)

The greatest height of the body (3.") milliineters) equal.s tlie leugth of tlie post orbital

part of the head and about oiieiiiiith of the total without the caudal. The gieatcst wi<lth

of the body auteriorly is about two-thirds of its greatest height. The head is stout, its

greatest width equaling three-fourths of its greatest depth and more than one thiid of

its length. The width of the interorbital space [li millimeters) is about one-fifth the length
of the head. The eye is very small, its length (0 millimeters) less than one-half the widtli

of the interorbital space. The distance from the eye to the tip of the snout (24 millimeters)

equals the length of the intermaxilla. The distance of the anterior nostril from the tip of

the snout equals the length of the eye. The distance of tlic posterior nostril from the eye
is slightly less than its distance from the tip of the .snout. The maxilla is expanded behind
and reaches somewhat behind the eye; its length (25 millimeters) equals the length of the

snout. The mandible extends much behind the eye, its length (30 millimeters) ecpial to

postorbital part of head. The dorsal begins over the middle of the pectoral; its rays are

well developed, those in the middle of the fin longer than the anterior ones. It contains

137 rays. The anal begins under the twenty-seventh ray of the dorsal; it contains 102

rays, those about the middle of the flu longest. The length of the pectoral (32 millime-

ters) is nearly one-half the length of the head and about equal to the distance of its tip

from the vent. The length of the ventral (27 millimeters) is about one-third of the distance

of its origin from the origin of the anal.

Lateral lines, three
;
the uppermost beginning at the upper angle of the gill-opening

quicky approaching the toi» of the body near the base of the dorsal and merging into the

dorsal base about the middle of the tail; the median lateral line begins a little behind the

head and extends almost to the root of the caudal, becoming very faint posteriorly. The
lowermost lateral line has its origin under and not far from the base of the jiectoral. It

extends "along the lower side of the tail and merges into the base of the anal tin somewhat

beyond the middle of the length of the tail.

Color, yellowish brown; operculum, opercular flap and branchiostegal membrane, pec-

toral, and ventral dusky.
The single specimen obtained is 315 millimeters long, catalogue number 39433. It was

obtained by the steamer Albatross, September 18, 18SG, at station 271G, N. lat. 38° 29' 30",
W. Ion. 70° 67', in 1,031 fathoms.

ACANTHONUS, Gunther. (Fifjure 296, A.)

Acaiithonus, Gunther, Aim. and Mag., Nat. Hist., 1878, ii, 22; Challeuger Report, xxii, 116.

Head excessively large and thick, armed in front and on the opercles with strong

spines; trunk very short, the vent being below the pectoral, tail thin, strongly compressed,

tapering, with the caudal distinct. Eye small. Mouth very wide, with the teeth in villi-

form bands in the jaws, on the vomer, and palatine bones, and along the hyoid. Barbel

none. Ventrals each reduced to a bifld Aliment, placed close together on the humeral

symphysis. Gill-membranes not united. The gill-laminae are remarkably short; the gill-

rakers long, lanceolate, stift'. Scales extremely small. Bones of the head soft, the super-
flcial ones supporting large cavities. (GUntker.)

The genus is represented by a single species found by the ChaUenger in 1,0.50-1,070

fathoms in the Middle Pacific, station 205, oft' the Philippines, and station 218, north of New
Guinea. The tyi^e species is ^. armatus, Gunther, Challenger Eeport, xxii, 117, j)!. xxiv,

Fig. A.

TAUREDOPHIDIUM, Alcock. (Figure 296, B.)

TauredojMdium, Alcock, Aun. and Mag. Nat. Hist. (0), vi., 1890, 212. (Type, T. IIextii,Ior.,cit.,Yi\.viu, fig. 1.)

Head large and thick, armed on the opercles with strong spines ; body compressed.
Snout broad, not overhanging the large month. Eyes, none. No barbel. Villiform teeth

in the jaws, vomer, and palate. Gill membranes rather broadly united; 4 gills; 8 branch-
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iostes'als; no psevidobranchi.'c. Small, deciduous scales on body and head; lateral lines

indistiiiguisliablc. Vertical Has coutluciit; i)ectorals entire; ventrals widely separated,

each (consisting of two tilaments.

This genus is kuown from a single species taken iu the Bay of Bengal, off th(5 Madras

coast ill 1,310 fathoms,— T. Hcxtii, Alcock (Ann. aud Mag. Nat. Hist., 1890, vi, lil3., pi, viii,

fig. 1) from Investigator station 97.

PTEROIDONUS, Gunther.

rteroidonus, Gunther, Challenger Report, xxii, 1887, 106.

The lower pectoral rays arc incompletely united with the upper part of the fln and are

prolonged. Body elongate, compressed, covered with small .scales; lateral line incom-

plete, close to the dorsal profile. Head oblong, thick, covered with scales. Eye small.

Vertical fins united, but the narrow caudal projecting beyond the short anal and dorsal

rays. Ventrals reduced ti) a simple filament, inserted behind the humeral symphysis, and

somewhat distant from each other. Snout broad with rounded profile, including the lower

jaw, without barbel. Mouth wide; bands of villiforni teeth in the jaws, on the vomer, and

palatine bones. Operculum with a straight spine; preoperculum armed. Eight branch-

iostegals. Gill-laminai rather short; gill-vakers rather long, lanceolate and widely set;

pseudobranchife none. {Giinther.)

PTEROIDONUS QUINQUARIUS.

This genus is represented by a single specimen, of a species called by Giinther, Pteroi-

doniis quhKiaiirlus {loc. cit), PL xxii. Fig. B, l-li inches long, obtained by the Challenger
off the coast of Japan (station 235), at the depth of 5G5 fathoms.

DICROLENE, Goode aud Bkan.

Dicrolene, Goodr and Beax, Bull Mas. Comi). Zoijl., X, 202.—GOntuer, Challenger Report, xxii, 1887, 107

Brotulids with body moderately compressed; head somewhat compressed, witli mouth

large (in the type species extending nearly to tlie posterior margin of the eye). Tiie tip of

the maxillary much dilated. Eye large, x)laced close to the dorsal profile. Head with supra-
orl)ital spines; several strong spines on the preoperculum, and one long spine at the upper

angle of (lie operculum. Snout short, not projecting beyond the upper jaw. Jaws nearly

equal in front. Teeth in narrow villiform bauds in the jaws, on the head of the vomer, and

on the palatines. Barbel none. Gill-openings wide; membranes not united. Gills four;

gill laminie of moderate length. Gill-rakers rather long, not numerous. PscudobranchiiB

absent. Caudal not confluent, but without a distinct peduncle. Dorsal and anal fins long.

Pectoral rays arranged in two groups, several of the lower ones being separate and

much produced. Ventral fins close together on the isthmus, a pair of bifid rays. Branch-

iostegals eight. Body and head cov'ered with small scales. Lateral line close to the base

of the dorsal fln, apparently becoming obsolete on the posterior third of the body. Stomach

siphoual. Pyloric cseca few, rudimentary. Intestine shorter than body.

FaradicroleHc, Alcock (Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., 1889, 387), is so close to Dicrolene that

we are unable to distinguish it. It is represented by a single species, J), multijilin (Alcock),

loc. cit., from the Bay of Bengal, 193 fathoms, lat. 20° 17' 30" N., Ion. 88° 50' E., and from

the Andaman Sea, east of Port Blaii-, 271 fathoms, and off the Coromandcl coast.

198(58—No. 2 22
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Alcock states that iu youug individuals the lower (free) rays are very imuli less clearly

separated from the rest of the flu and from each othcu- than in the adults. (Ann. and Mag.
Nat. Hist., 1S7U, 348.)

Another species, D. nigricaudis, was obtained from the Andaman Sea, Investigator

station 115, in 188 and 120 fathoms. (Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., 18!H, July 31.)

Alcock luxs also identified a third species, taken in the Laccadive 8ca, with the form

described and figured by Vaillant as Dioroleiie intronigra, Goode and Bean, proposing for

it the name Paradicrolcue VaiUantli. (Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., 1890 (Oct.), 2'J7). We are

of the opinion that V'aillant's fish and ours are conspecific.

The erroneous printing of "
/'' for "8" in our description of the branchiostegals of

I>icro?e»e has -unfortunately misled Mr. Alcock.

DICROLENE INTRONIGRA, Goode and Bean. (Figure 2'.»7, 2H7 A, B.)

Diaohnc intronigra, Goode and Bean, Bull. Miis. Couii). Zoiil., x, 188.3, 202.—Guntiier, Challenger Report,

XXII, 1887, 107.—Vaillant, Exp. Sci. Travallleur et Talisman, 1888, 258, pi. xxiii, fig. 2.

Body moderately comi)ressed, its dorsal and anal outlines approaching at an equal angle
the horizontal axis, and tapering to a narrow point, which forms the base of the caudal tin.

Scales small, about 110 rows between the branchial opening and the tail, and about L'7 trans-

verse rows counting upward and forward obliquely from the origin of the anal. The lateral

line rudimentary, ruuniug near the base of the dorsal lin at a distance from it less than the

diameter of the eye, and apparently becoming obsolete on the posterior third of the body.

Body height one-sixth of standard length.

Head somewhat compressed, with tlattish uj^per surface, which is encroached upon by
the ui>per margins of the orbit. At the posterior upper margin of each orbit is a strong

spine pointing backward and upward ;
a long sharp spine at the upper angle of the opercu-

lum, its exposed portion as long as half the diameter of the eye. Preoperculum, on its lower

jiosterior border, with three equidistant spines, much weaker than that of the operculum.

Large muciferous cavities in the bones of the head; a row of large cavities extending back-

ward from the upper angle of the orbit, and continuous with those on the lateral line. Mouth

large, its cleft considerably longer than half the length of the head, and the maxillary

extending behind the vertical from the posterior margin of the orbit. The posterior xiortion

of the maxillary much expanded, its width at the end e(iual to three-fourths the diameter

of the eye. Upon its expanded tip are scales. Eye large, one fourth as long as head, and

as wide as the interorbitul space. Length of head one-fifth standard length.

Dorsal fin inserted at a distance from the snout equal to two-ninths the length of the

body.
Anal inserted under the vertical from the twenty-fifth or twenty-sixth dorsal ray. The

height of the dorsal and anal fins is about equal to the diameter of the eye. Their bases

extend almost to the insertion of the caudal.

Tlie caudal is composed of G or 7 rays; its length equal to half the distance from the

snout to the insertion of the dorsal.

The ventrals inserted almost under, but slightly posterior to, the posterior limb of the

preoperculum, iu length about equaling the u]>per jaw.
Pectorals inserted close to the branchial aperture; the eight lower rays being free and

much prolonged, the longest and most anterior being nearly one-third as long as the body,
and more than three times as long as the contiguous posterior ray of the normally con-

structed portion of the fin, which is, however, about equal to the last of tlie free rays. The

free portion of the pectoral being longer and composed of fewer rays than the normal portion,

the fish has the appearance of bearing two pectoral fins of the same general shape, the

lower of which is the longer. The Icngtli of the normal portion of the fin is contained

about four times iu the length of the body.

Eadial formula: I). 100; A. about 85; C. (i or 7; V. i; P. 19+7 or 8. L. lat. 110-120.

The Taliiiman obtained it off the coast of Soudan, fi'om stations Lxxx, LXXix, and Lxxix,

his, at depths of 1,139, 1,232, and 1,250 meters, respectively, and on the Banc d'Arguin, from
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stations Lxxxviil, Lxxxvii, and xciii, at depths of 888, 1,113, and 1,495 meters, 28 speci-

mens Laving been taken from the last-named locality.

The Blale sc-cnied si)cciniens from station cccxxA-i, in 33° 12' 1.5" K lat., 76° 00' 50"

W. Ion., at a depth of KM fathoms; from station cccxxv, in 33° 35' 20" N. hit, 70"^ W. lou.,

at a depth of 647 fathoms; from station CLXVi, off GuadeUiiipe, at a depth of 734 fathoms;

and from station xci, off Dominica, at a depth of 982 fathoms. And the Albatross from sta-

tion 2115, in 35° 49' 30" N. lat., 74° 34' 45" W. Ion., at a dei)th of 843 fiithoms; from station

2485, in 28° 51' N. lat., 88° 18' W. Ion., at a depth of 730 fathoms
;
from station 2553, in 39°

48' N. lat., 70O 30' W. Ion., at a depth of 551 fathoms; from station 2140, in 17° 30' 10" N.

lat., 7GO 40' 05" W. Ion., at a depth of 96C fathoms; from station 2392, in 28° 47' 30" N. lat.,

870 27' W. Ion., at a depth of 724 fathoms; from .station 2393, in 28° 43' IS", lat., 87° 14' 30"

W. Ion., at a depth of 525 fathoms; Oat. No. 33447, U. S. N. M., from station 2072, in 41° 53'

N. lat., 62° 35' W. Ion., at a depth of 858 fathoms; Cat. Ko. 3558G, U. S. 1^. M., from station

2216, in 39° 47' N. lat., 70° 30' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 963 fathoms; Cat. Fo. 34906, U. S.

N. M., from station 2117, in 15° 24' 40" N. lat., 63° 31' 20" W. Ion., at a depth of 983 fathoms;

Cat. IS^o. 35657, U, S. N. M., from station 2234, in 39° 09' N. lat., 72° 03' 15" W. Ion., at a

depth of 810 fathoms; Cat. No. 3.5553, U. S. K M., from station 2210, in 39^ 47' N. lat., 70o

30' 30" W. h>n., at a depth of 963 fathoms; and Cat. No. 35555, U. S. N. M., from station

2204, in 39o 30' 30" N. lat., 71° 44' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 728 fathoms.

MIXONUS, Gunther.

Mixonus, Gunther, Challenger Report, xxii, 1887, 108.

The lower pectoral rays are free, not united by membrane with, but inserted on the

same base as the upjier part of the fin. They are butslifilitly stronger tlian the other rays

and prolonged. Body elongate, compressed, covered witli small, very tliiii and deciduous

scales. Head slightly compressed, broad and flat above, deiiressed in front, naked (with

the exception of tlie parts between the mandibles, and perhaps the cheeks). Bones thin,

with the muciferons system moderately develoj)ed, only one small spine above on the

operculum; preoperculum without spine. Eye small. Vertical fins united, but the narrow

caudal projecting beyond the short dorsal and anal rays. Ventrals each reduced to a

filament, which consists of 2 rays firmly bound together in their whole length; they are

inserted behind the humeral symphysis and close together. 8nout broad, rounded, scarcely

overlapping the lower jaw. Mouth very wide; villiform teetli hi the jaws, on the vomer

and palatme bones. Gill laminae short; gill-rakers long, not very closely set. Pseudo-

branchiiB none.
" I have long hesitated," writes Giinther,

" to describe this fish under a distinct generic

name. The specimen is small, unique, and not in the best state of i)reservation, so that

several of the characters assigned here to the genus may have to be amended when other

specimens are obtained. Its pertinence to either Ftcroidomcs or Dicrolcitc seems to be doubt-

fiil on account of the difference in the shape of the head."

MIXONUS LATICEPS, GfNTnER. (Figure 296, A.)

liaihijneetca latitrpR, GuNTUEn, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., 1878, ii, 5th sor., 20.

Mixonus Ialicq)fi, GiJNTHER, Challenger Report, xxii, 1888, 108, pi. XXV, fig. 8.

Sirembo (iiiiithcri, V.ullant, Exp. Sci. Travailleur ct Talisman, 1880, 2G8, pi. xxiv, flg. 5.

Head slightly, body and tail more strongly comxiressed, low
;
the latter produced into

a moderately long filament. Eye rather small, its diameter being one-seventh of tlie

length of the head, two-thirds of tliat of the snout, and two-fifths of the interorbital

space, which is convex. The posterior nostrils are wide; the muciferons channel of the

infraorbital ring sliows in its course 5 or 6 wide sinuses, and opens in front by a wide aper-

ture. Mouth very wide, extending far behind the eye, with tlic extremity of the maxillary

much behind the eye, and much dilated. Vomerine band of teeth V-shaped, with the two

arms of the figure straight ; palatine band narrow.
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The Challenger obtained it in the mid-Atlantic (station 101), at a dei)tli of 2,500 fath

onis. The Taliaman also secured examples from station ci, off the Cape Verde Islands, at

a deiJth of 3,200 meters.

SIREMBO, Bleeker.

Sirembo, Bleeker, Act. Soe. Sc. Ncerlaiulaisos, in; Japan, IV, 22.—Gunther, Cat. Fish Brit. Mus., iv,

373.—Gill, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sti., PbilatU-lphi.-i, 18G3, 253.

Siremio, Vaillajjt, Exp. Sci. Trav. et Talisman, 267 (in widely difterent sense).

liroteUa, Kaup, Wiegmann's Arcliiv., 1858, 92.

Brotulids, with elongate body covered with small scales. Lateral line continuous, but

more or less indistinct. Eye moderate. Vertical lins united. Veutrals close together;

each a single simple fihiment, inserted on the foremost part of the humeral symphysis.
Teeth iu villiform bands on jaw bones and palatines. Upper jaw longer. I'leoperculum

unarmed. No barbel. Branchiostegals 8. Pseudobrancliiic and air-bladder present.

Pyloric caeca 12.

The genus, as limited by Gill, includes one species, S.inermis (Schlegel) Bleeker, from

Japan and not certainly known to be bathybial.

The genus Moplobrotula Gill (Proc, Acad. !^at. Sci., 1863, 253) was established for another

Japanese form (Brotida armata, Schlegel), cited by Giinther in his catalogue under

Sirembo. It is not certainly kno\vii to be bathybial.

Vaillant enlarges the limits of Sirembo to include the forms here discussed under

Sire7)iho, Roplobrotida, Cata'tyx, Mixomis, Bathyonus, Porof/adiis, Xematonus, Diphicantho-

pomu, and Keobyihites. Vaillant's Sirembo is a congeries of heterogeneous forms, includ-

ing, probably, representatives of three subfamilies.

MONOMITOPUS, Alcoek.

MonomUopus, Alcock, Ann. and Mag. N.at. Hist., 1890, ll, 297.

This genus differs from Sirembo iu the character of its pseudobranchiii!, whicli are

rudimentary—"
really consisting of 2 small pinnules only on each side." It is represented

by a single species, obtained by the Iiwestiijntor in the Andaman Sea, in -190 fathoms.

{Sirembo nigripinniSj Alcock, op. eit., 188!) (Nov.), 384.)

TYPHLONUS, Gunther.

TyphUnui, Gunther, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., 1878, 217; Challenger Report, xxil, 118.

Head large, compressed, with most of the bones in a cartilaginous condition; tlie

superficial bones with large muciferous cavities not armed. Snout a thick protuberance

projecting beyond the mouth, which is rather small, inferior. Trunk very .shoi't, the vent

being below the i>ectoral; tail thin, strongly compressed, tapering, without separate cau-

dal. Eye externally not visible, reduced to a minute rudiment hidden below the skin.

Bands of villiform teeth in the jaws, on the vomer and palatine bones. Barbel, none.

Veutrals reduced to simple filaments, placed close together on the humeral symjihysis.

Gill openings very wide, the gill membranes being but slightly united in front. Gills 4;

gill lamin;e rather short; gill rakers of moderate length; scales thin, deciduous, small.

The only representative of this genus is TypMoHus nasits, Giinther, (Challenger Bepoit,

XXII, 119, PI. XXT, A.) obtained by the ChaUentjer at station 181, northeast of Aus-

tralia, in 2,440 fathoms, and at station 198, north of Celebes, at the depth of 2,150 fathoms.

BARATHRONUS, Goode and Bean.

Baraihronus, Goode and Bean, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., xii, 164.

Brotulids having the head stout, body and tail compressed, covered closely by skin,

scaleless. Vent far behind pectoral, included in a cleft. Mouth wide, oblique, the lower
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jaw i^rojcctiiig. Intermaxillary teeth i-iidimentary; several laiig-like teeth on the head of

the vomer, none on palatines. A few rather large, recurved, sejjarated teeth in the mandi-

ble. Nostrils close together and small. Eye visible through tlie skin, partly upon the top
of the head, with or without dark pigment in the iris. Barbel, none. Gill-rakers very
numerous and slender, and rather long. Gill-laminte well developed on all the arches. No

pseudobranchia\ Head full of muciferous channels. Gill membranes not united, but

covered by a fold of skin. Ventrals reduced to single simple rays, placed in advance of the

pectorals and close to the humeral symjjhysis. Dorsal and anal placed far back.

Caudal scarcely differentiated, composed of rather numerous very slender rays upon a

somewhat narrow base.

BAEATHEONUS BICOLOE, Goodk and Bean. (Figure 298.)

Barathromis Ucolor, GooDE and Bean, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., xii, No. 5, 164, 7.

Body much compressed, its greatest height (19 millimeters) contained 6J times in the

total length. Head much thicker than body, its greatest width equal to § of its length (23

millimeters), which is contained Si times in the total length. Eye concealed by the skin;
diameter of orbit about equal to width of iiiterorl)ital area, and contained 4f times

in length of the head. Maxilla extends slightly beyond tlie perpendi(!ular through pos-
terior margin of orbit; it is almost entirely concealed under tlie preorbital, and is much

expanded at the tip, where its width is rather greater than that of the eye. Intermaxilla

very thin, broad, and slightly proti-actile.

Vomer very close to intermaxillary symphysis, its head somewhat raised and bearing 3

fang-like teeth (2 of which are off one side and 1 on the other in the type, separated by a

moderately wide interspace). The mandible has five enlarged, separate, recurved teeth

iil)on each side, which increase in size posteriori}-; its upper edge, posteriorly, is produced
above the level of the tooth-bearing surface, and is received under the expanded maxilla.

The longest gill-raker is about as long as the eye. The dorsal origin is distant from the

snout (54 millimeters), which is contained slightly less than twice in tlie total length. . Tlie

rays are well developed, numerous, long and slender, about 70 in number; the longest con-

tained about 3 times in the length ol' head.

The anal originates in vertical from fourteenth dorsal ray, equidistant from ej'e and

base of caudal. It contains 57 rays, about as long as those in the dorsal.

The pectoral with a fleshy base, its length (18 millimeters) a little less than height of

body.
The ventral well in advance of pectoral, close to humeral symphysis, the rays being

placed very close together at their origin, the length of the fin (13 millimeters) (contained

about 9 times in the total length, about 3 times in distance from its origin to the vent.

Tlie caudal has about 10 rays; its length is contained about S timers in the total length.

Color, yellowisli white, with a broad vertical baud of black from the origin of ventral

nearly to the vent; another similar and narrower band above it upon each side.

The type is an individual, 120 millimeters long, from Blake station Lxxi, off Guada-

loupe, at a depth of 709 fathoms.

APHYONUS, Gunther.

Apkyomts, Gi'NTiraR, Ann. anil Mag. Nat. Hist., 1878, il, 22; Challenger Report, xxii, 1887, 120.

ITead, body, and tapering tail strongly compressed, enveloped in a thin, scaleless, loose

skin. Vent far behind the pectoral in nearly the middle of the total lengtli. Snout swollen,

projecting beyond the mouth, which is wide. No teeth in the upper jaw; small conical

teeth in the lower, jiiuriserial in front and uniserial on the side. Vomer with a few rudi-

mentary teeth; palatine teeth none. Nostrils close together, small. No externally visible

eye. Barbel none. Ventrals reduced to simple filamcuts, placed close together and near

to the humeral symphy.sis. Gill-membranes not united. Four branchial arches, the i>os-

terior without gill-lamina^; the anterior with very short gill-rakers and witli rather short
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•jill-laminjE. Head covered with a system of wide iinicifcrons clianiicls and sinuses, the

dciinal bones beiiiy almost membiaiiai'eons, whilst the others are in a semicartilaji'inous

condition. Notochord persistent, but with a superficial indication of the vertebral segments

(as in some Leptoccphaline forms). {Giinther.)

This genus is known froi;; two s])ecies
—A. mollis, (ioode and IJean, and the type, A.

gelattnosus, Giinther (Challenger ReiJort, xxii, 1887, 120, i)l. xxvi, Fig. A) from station 184,

between northeast Australia and New Guinea, at a depth of 1,100 fathoms.

APHYONUS MOLLIS, Coonn iiiul Beax. (Figurn 2'J'J.)

Aphyoniis mollis, Goode and Bean, Bull. Mn.s. Comp. Zoijl., xii, IC?.

The body is much compressed, its greatest height (14 millimeters), G in its total length.

Head thicker than body, its height (1-^) millimeters) slightly greater. Length of head L'O

millimeters) about 4J in total; width (11 millimeters) over half its length. Snout, 3J in

length of head. Eye not externally visible. Diameter of orbit, as seen through the skin,

about one-fourth length of head. Maxilla extends to vertical through posterior margin of

orbit, the mandible somewhat farther back, its length (13 millimeters) nearly equal to height
of body. A few weak teeth on vomei", palatines and mandible, and very rudimentary ones

in maxillary; not visible to the eye, but appreciable to the touch. Gill-lamina- on the fourth

and rudimentary gill-rakers, 8 rudiments and 4 developed below the angle. Dorsal origin

almost over posterior edge of operculum, its distance from the snout J of total length; tin-

rays, more than 110 well developed, the longest 3 in bead. Anal origin slightly neaier base

of caudal than to tip of snout, its rays shorter than those in the dorsal, l^ectoral with a

tleshy base; its origin somewhat behind that of the dorsal, its length equal to widtli of head.

Ventral origin in advance of that of pectoral, close to humeral symphysis; the fin is a sin-

gle simple ray, whose length (11 millimeters) equals that of the pectoral; its tip does not

reach the vent by a space equal to height of head.

Skin not loose. Texture of body rather firm, not tran.sparent, whitish.

The type is a specimen obtained at Blake station ccxxi, lat.24o 3C' N., Ion. 84° 5' W.,
at a depth of 955 fathoms.

This species is closely allied to Aphyonus gelatinosus, Gthr.

RHODICHTHYS, Collett.

Rhodichikys, Collett, NorskeNordhavs Exped., Fiske, 1880, 153.—6t)NTHER, Challenger Report, xxil, 1887, 121.

Head thick, body and taU strongly compressed, the latter tapering behind, enveloped in a

thin, transparent, scaleless skin. Vent immediately behind the humeral synqdiysis. Snout

swollen, overlapping the wide mouth. A few series of weak teeth in the jaws, none on the

vomer or palate. Eye of moderate size. Ventrals reduced to two filaments, each bifid, and

inserted on the hyoid. Vertical fins continuous, but wnth caudal rays difterentiatcd. Gill-

opeuiugs verjr wide. Pyloric appendages 10. (G ihither aftftr Colh-tf.)

RHODICHTHYS REGINA, Collett. (Figure 303.)

ShodicliUnis rcgina, Collett, Forb. Selsk., 1878, 99; Norske Nordhavs Exped., Fiske, 1880, 1.54.

The length of the head is to the total length nearly as 1 to 4, the extreme depth of the

body as 1 to 4|. Anterior part of the body deep, in the posterior region rapidly ta])ering;

tail at base long and .slender. Upper jaw longer than lower. The dorsal fin originating

immediately above the branchial aperture; the <'au(lal projecting to the extent of tliree-

fifths of its length beyond the dorsal and anal. Eyes small, their diameter being to the

length of the head as 1 to 7; interorbital sjiace wide. The teeth exceedingly minute,

arranged in several series. Nostrils double. Pyloric appendages 10.

Radial formula: D. CO; A. 57; P. 11-12.

Ooh)r a uniform bright red. (Collett.)

A single specimen, 297 millimeters in length, was obtained by the North Atlantic

Expedition in the open sea between Beeren Eiland, Jan Mayeu, and Finniark.
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ALEXETERION, Vaillant.

Alexeterion, Vaillaxt, Exp. Sci. Trayaillewr et Talisman, Poissous, 282.

Brotulids liaviuji' a sfalele.ss body, head short; lower jaw curved np in front of tlie

upper one so that the mouth opens vertically; very fine teeth on the jaws, vomer and pala-

tines toothless. Eye rudimentary. No barbel. Gill-opening very wide. Branchiostegal
membrane free. Vent very fixr from the throat and nearly in the middle of the length of

the flsh. Vertical fins beginning far back, the dorsal origin being over the veut and con-

fluent at the tail. Pectorals broad, fan-shaped; ventrals absent.

ALEXETERION PA.RFAITI, Vaii.i.ant. (Figure 300.)

Alexeterion ParfaUi, Vaili.an'T, Exp. Sci. Travaillcnr et T.Tlisman, 283, pi. xxv, Figs. 2, 2a, 26.

Body elongate, compressed (especially posteriorly), its greatest height being scarcely

one sixth of the thickness above the pectorals, and one-eighth of the total length.

Length of head one-sixth of total length; its globular form gives it a very singular ap-

pearance, suggestive of Uranoseopus and Synnnceia. The head appears as if it were truncated

iufi'ont; the snout occupies the upper portion of the truncation. The mouth is shaped
like a horseshoe and is placed vertically, the lower jaw being entirely outside of the oijeu-

ing, while the two niandiltles are strongly (uirvc^d. The intermaxillary is narrow, nearly
as long as the inaxillary, which is expanded at its posterior extremity.

Teeth fine, uniform in size, upon the mandible aud on the anterior portion of the inter-

maxillary. No teeth visible upon the vomer or palatines. The eye is rudimentary, very

small, its diameter about oue-fifth of the length of the head, so that it looks like a black

pigmentary spot, and is scarcely vi.sible iu the fresh specimen, liranchial opening broad.

Vent near the middle of the body. No trace of scales iu the lateral Hue visible.

Vertical fins confiuent, the dorsal beginning in the vertical from the vent and nearly

opposite the origin of the ventral, the rays being excessively delicate. Pectorals extending
to the vertical from the origin of the dorsal. No ventrals.

Color, roseate white.

Meaaufenwnts.

Length ,

Height ,

Tliicknoas ,

Lfugtli of head

Lengtii of ciudal fin

Length <tf snout

Diameter of eye

Width of interorbital space

Milli-
meters.
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liELLOTTIA APODA, Giguoli.

Belloflia apoda, OlOLiOLi, Zoologiseher Anzeigcr, vi, 399.

The vent eiiuidistaiit from the tip of tlie .snout and root of the tail. Dorsal origin in

the vertical from the middle of the pectorals, contluent with the caudal and the anal. Pec-

torals normal and small. liody covered with mucous pores jiarticularly conspicuous upon
the head. Anal iJapilla sometimes pieseut. Lateral line simjilc, slightly arched over the

l)ectorals, straight and median posteriorly. Two cutaneous folds parallel to the base of

the dorsal. The central rays of the caudal arc the longest.

Kadial formula (estimated): D. <.I0; A. 75; C. 12.

Color, olive gray, with minute dots of black; fins black at the base, colorless and

transparent elsewhere.

The two types measure 28 to 30 millimeters. Five specimens of this form were taken

in the net in the Gulf of Naples in December, 1882, at the depth of 30 meters. Two of

them (the types of this description) are in the Italian collection of the Koyal Zoological

]\[uscum at Florence; two more in the Museo Civico at Milan; the flfth in the Zoological

Station in Naples.

Although not yet found at considerable depths, its affinities, in the opinion of Giglioli

and Vinciguerra, appear to be with the family Brotulida', and the genus is admitted to this

work not only for the purpose of comparison, but in the belief that it will eventually be

found in deep water.

HEPHTHOCARA, Alcock. (Figure 301.)

Hephthocara, Alcock, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., 1892, 349. (Tjrpe, H. aimum, loc. cit., pi. xviii, fig. 1.)

Head large, with thin, smooth, uncrested bones, scaleless. No armatuic but a weak

opercular spine. Body compressed, tapering, covered with deciduous cycloid scales. Eye
moderate. Snout not overhanging the jaws. Mouth with obliquely ascending cleft, and

with the lower jaw prominent. Villiform teeth in the jaws, palatines, and vomer. No
barbel or hyoid filaments. Gill-opeuings wide; gill membranes separate, 4 gills; no pseudo-

branchia-; 8 branchiostegals. Lateral line indistinguishable. Vertical tins contluent;

pectoral fins entire; no ventral fins.

The type, H. simum, was described from an immature specimen, 8 inches long, taken

by the Investigator ofl' the Coromandel coast, in 002 fathoms.

LAMPROGRAMMUS, Alcock. (Figure 302.)

Lamprogrammus, Alcock, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., viii, 1891, 32.

Head large, body compressed, both entirely covered with thin, smooth, deciduous

scales of moderate size. Head bones with prominent crest and wide, muciferous cavities,

unarmed except for a weak opercular spine. Snout not overhanging the jaws. Eye of

moderate size. Mouth large; teeth in villiform bands in the jaws, palatines, and vomer.

No barbel or hyoid filaments. Gill-opening wide; gill membranes separate; 4 gills, 8

branchiostegals, no pseudobranchiie. Lateral line very conspicuous, with much enlarged

scales, each of which bears a glandular (luminous) organ. Vertical fins confluent; jiectoral

fins entire; no ventral tins. (Alcocl-.)

This genus is represented by the single species, Lamprogrammus niger, Alcock {loc. cit.,

fig. 2), described from two .specimens, llf and l.T inches in length, obtained by the rnvcsti-

galor in the Andaman Sea, at a depth of 501 fathoms, and another from 404 fathoms in

the .same region. Alcock says of it: "This extraordinary form seems almost entitled to

rank by itself in a separate subfamily of the Ophidiida: In general appearance and in

most of its structural details it has the closest resemblance to the typical />*«0(//»rt'; but

it (litters from them all in its remarkable Halosaunis-like lateral line aud in the entire

absence of ventral fins."
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Family OPHIDIID.^.

Gli Ofidini, Rafinesqiie, Indico d Ittiologia Siciliaua, 1810, 34.

Ophiiliida; Bonapakti;, S.a;jt;io, etc., 1832, 38; Cat. Met., 41.—GlNTiTER, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., iv, 370 (part).—

Gii.L, Arr. Faui. Fisli., 1872, 3 (No. 19); Pioc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1887, 177.

OpMdio)iiii(r, Swainson, Nat. Hist. Fish., etc., 1839, II, 179.

Opliulhii, Mi'LLHU, Berl. Abhandl., 1840.

OphUlioidei, Blehkeu, Tentaineu, x.w (i)art).

Opliidioi(leii,with cliiu ventrals, reiiresented by bifid, biubel-like iilameuts, aud theauus

iu the auterior half of the length. {Ulll.)

KEY TO THE GENERA OF OPHIDIID^.

A. Outer teeth in jaws fixed.

1. Operculum unarmed [Ophipium]

2. A sharp concealed .spine on the operculum Otophidium

B. Outer teeth in .jaws movable. Topof head scaly Leptophiuu'M

OTOPHIDIUM, Gill.

Geviji>ierus, PiiiLLiPi, WicjLjm. Archiv., 1857, 2G8.

Otophidium, Gill,, iu Jordan, Cat. Fish, N. A., 188.5, 12G.

A genus with characters of Ophidium, and also provided witli ;i short concealed s])ine

on the opercle.

OTOPHIDIUM OMOSTIGMA, (.JounAN and Gilhert), ,Joiii>ax. (Figure 30.5.)

dcniiptcrus omiistigma, .Iokdan and Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1882, 301
;
Bull, xvi, If. S. Nat. Mus

,

963.

Otopliidium omostigmo, .Iordan, Cat. Fish, N. A., 1885, 126.

Body comparatively short, highest at occiput; thence tapering rapidly to tip of tail;

npper pi'oflle of head very convex; snout blunt; mouth horizontal, the lower Jaw included;

maxillary not quite reaching posterior border of orbit; teeth in jaws uniform, strongly in-

curved, in rather broad bands; a single series of small teeth in vomer; those on palatines

minute; maxillary 1 J in head; eye large, 3 in head, much larger than snout, equaling twice

interorbital width; opercle terminating in a strong, compressed spine, the length of which

is about two-thirds diameter of pupil; gill-rakers very small, 4 below on anterior arch.

Longest ventral filament half length of head; the shorter three-quarters length of longer.

Distance from origin of dorsal to tip of snout 3;^ in total length; distance from origin of

anal to snout 2i in total length. Scales minute, imbedded. Pseudobranchife not evident.

Air blnddor short, thick, with a large posterior foramen. Head 4.\ in length ; depth about C.

Color light olive-green, silvery on belly, cheeks, and lower .side of head; sides above

with a few irregular, large, scattered, dark blotches; about 9 of these along base of dorsal

fin; an intensely black, round blotch on scapular region, rather larger than pupil; dor.sal

with black blotches; anal largely black
; upper half of eye black, lower half bright silvery.

A single specimen, 3J inches long (No. 29670,C. S. Nat. Mus.), taken from the stomach

of a red snapper, at Pensacola.

LEPTOPHIDIUM, Gill.

Leptophidium, Gill, Proc. Phil. Acad. Niit. Sci., 1863, 210.

Body much elongated, moderately compressed, and with the back and abdominal regions

arched, more compressed and slowly decreasing in height backward to an abruptly rounded

lioiiit.

Anus toward the end of the first third of the length.

Scales regularly imbricated in ([uincunx, oval, with the nucleus in front of the center,

and with striw radiating backward.

Lateral line concurrent with and near the back for about half the length, obsolescent

behind.
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Head with imbricated scales extending to forehead; oporcnhx and cheeks moderately

compressed, oblong-ovate in profile, with the snout high, projecting forward and obtusely

rounded, armed above with a short, nearly concealed spine, directed forward and somewhat

downward. Cheeks somewhat inflated. Eyes large, subcircnlar, with comparatively small

pupils. Nostrils double; the anterior aperture a short tube directed lorward and next to

the groove separating the preorbital from the nostril region; the posterior a longitudinal

groove. Opercula unarmed.

Mouth broader, with the cleft little oblique and moderate; the supermaxillary bones are

slender, terminate under the hinder part of the eye, and are almost wholly retractile under

the suborbitals.

Teeth of the jaws villiform, immersed in a mucous membrane, separated by an interval

from the longer ones in the outer row, which are pointed and movable.

Vomer not prominent, armed, as well as the palatine bones, with teeth.

Branchial aperture ample, arched above by the membrane, which is attached in front

of the axil of the pectoral fin.

Branchiostegal rays seven, the internal two small.

Dorsal flu commencing less than a head's distance from the nape, rather low and with

its rays simply articulated, blending behind, like the anal, with the caudal fin, whos(^ rays

are longer than those of the dorsal and anal, and whose margin is ])roduced.

Pectoral fins small or moderate, obliquely rounded behind.

Ventral fins bifid and articulated, and much abbreviated.

This genus is exceedingly distinct from Ophidium, having very few characters in com-

mon, excejit such as would be found in the genera of the same subfamily. Its form at once

distinguishes it, its comparatively low and moderately compressed body and smaller head

contrasting strongly with the much compressed body and head of the true Ophidiida: The
imbricated scales and i)eculiar dentition observed on closer examination corroborate the

generic distinction indicated by difference of form.'

KEY TO THE SPECIES OF LEPTOPHIDIUM.

A. Body elongate.
1. Snout very short, sharp, armed with a spine.

a. Color brown, with wliito spots I>. CER^^>^UM

2. Snout shorter than eye.

a. Color light rufous, the vertical iius margined with hlaek L. i'i!i)FrND0HUM

B. Body stoutish, anteriorly tapering.
1. Snout blunt, spineless.

a. Color yellowish, marbled with brown L. marmouatum

LEPTOPHIDIUM CERVINUM, Uoodk and I!kan. (Figure SOC;

Leptophidium cervinum, Goode and Bean, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mils., viii, 1885, 422.

Body elongate, slender, its greatest height (25 millimeters in specimen examined) lOJ
in its total length.

Head slender, somewhat compressed, its length (40 nullimeters) (ii in total length.

Jnterorbital area broad, convex, its width equal to the length of the snout and 5^ in head's

length. Snout sharp, conical, armed with a short but sharp spine, and somewhat over-

hanging the mouth. Eye circular, its diameter (H) millimeters) 4 in head's length, and

much exceeding the length of the snout. Maxilla extending nearly to the vertical through
the posterior margin of the orbit, its length (1.5 millimeters) three eighths of head's length.

Mandible extending behind the same vertical, its length (IS millimeters) equal to that of

head without its postorbital portion. Jaws, vomer, ami i)alatines with narrow bands of vil-

liform teeth, sonie of which are noticeably enlarged {not movable). Pseudobranchiie present.

' It is probable that the Ophidium Vi-ciiharbe, briefly indicated by Cuvicr .and Kanp, belongs to tins

genus; by Cuvior it was sim])ly alluded to in a foot-note of tlie Rogue Animal, while by Kanp a short

diagnosis was given in tlie "Catalogue of the Apodal Fish." As the notice of ttie species l>y Kanp, like

nu)st of the diagnoses bj' that gentleman, is (mly sullieient to distinguish it from species known to him, no

clear idea can bo obtained regarding its affinities. Cill.
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Gill rakers short, 8 below angle of first arch, 4 of which are rudimentary, the longest (2

millimeters) 5 in diameter of eye. (In L. profimdorum the gill-rakers are slenderer and

longer, though abont eqnally nnmerons on the first arch.)

Scales in about 11 rows from the origin of the dorsal to the median line of the body.
Ventrals with length (13 niillinieters) 3 in that of head.

Dorsal origin far back, at a distance from the snout (55 millimeters) 4f in total length;
at a distance from the eye equal to head's length. (In L. profundorum this distance is two-

thirds of the head's length and the first ray of the dorsal is nearly over the middle of the

extended pectoral; in L. cervhium, over its tip, or nearly so.)

Anal origin with distance from snout (84 millimeters) 3 in total length. Length of pec-

toral (10 millimeters) 3 in head's length and 13 to 14 in that of body (10 in L. marmoratum,
11 in L. pyofiiiKlorum).

Scales ornamented with radiating striie, cover ing densely all parts of the fish except
the snout and under surface of the head and the fins. Lateral line continued almost to the

end of the tail.

Color brownish-yellow, with numerous subcirc ular spots of white, with diameter half

that of eye along the upper half of the body. Vertical fins with narrow black margin.
The type (Cat. No. 28704, IT. S. KM.) 2(53 millimeters in length, was taken by the

Fish Rmrk from station Oil, in 40o 01'* N. lat., 69° 50' W. Ion., at a depth of 70 fathoms.

A single specimen (Cat. No. 38955, U. S. N. M.) was obtained by the same vessel from sta-

tion 1030, in 390 58' N. lat., 09° 30' W. Ion., at a depth of 01 fothoms. The A Ihatross also

secured examples (Cat. No. 37330, U. S. N. M.) from statiim 2309, in .35o 43' 30" N. lat., 74° 52'

W. Ion., at a depth of 50 fathoms; (Cat. No. 33053, U. S. N. M.) from station 2004, in 37° 19'

45" N. lat., 74030'OG" W. Ion., at a depth of 102 fathoms; and (Cat. No. 37235, U. S. N. M.)
from station 2298, in 35° 39' N. lat., 74° 52' W. Ion., at a depth of 80 fathoms.

LEPTOPHIDIUM PROFUNDORUM, Gill. (Figure 307.)

Lejytophidium 2>rofiin(1oriim, Gill, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Pliila., 18G3, 211.—Jordan, Cat. Pish. N. America,
1885, 126.

Ophidium profundorum, .Jordan and Gilhert, Bull., xvi, U. S. Nat. Mus., 793.

The greatest height equals about a tenth of the extreme length, and is developed at

the pectoral region; it thence almost uniformly decreases to the end, and at the anus equals
one-eleventh of the same; the thickness behind the pectoral fins equals seven-tenths of the

height, and almost uniformly decreases to the end like the height. The anus is at the end

of the first third of the length.
The head forms rather less than a sixth of the length, and is transversely convex above

•and moderately inflated on the sides; the greatest width equals half its length. Tlic eye is

rather longer than the snout, subcircular, and its diameter slightly exceeds two-sevenths

of the head's length; its pupil is small, the diameter equaling only a third of tliat of the

eye. The width of tiie interoeular region rather exceeds two-ninths of the hi'ad's h'ugtli.

The supramaxillary ends behind under the liinder margin of the pupil.

The dorsal fin commences nearly over the middle of the pectoral fin, and with tlie sec-

ond fifth of the length and is moderately liigli; the anal coiumences immediately behind the

anus, and is about as liigh as the dorsal; the caudal rays of the fiu are the longest. The

pectoral fin little exceeds half the head's length, and the longest branch of the ventral is

less than a thii-d of tlie head's length, and three-fifths greater than the shorter.

The color is a light rufous; the vertical fins margined with black.

The following notes show the relative proijortions:
Extreme length (7 inches), 100; length to eiul of middle caudal rays.

Bodif.—Greatest height, 10; greatest width, 7; iicight at anus, 9; width at anus, 7;

lieight between anus and caudal, OA.

Head.—Greatest length, 10; distance from snout to nape, 11
; greatest width, S; witlth

of interoeular area, 3.J; height of .jireoihital, l/, ; length of snout, 4; length of supra-

maxillary, 0.
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Hyc.—Iliameter, 4J; diameter of pnpil, li.

Dorsal (spinous).
—Distaiico IVom snout, 21 ; lipi'slit over aims, 4; heiplifc near caudal, 5.

Anul.—Distance from snout, 3.'?; height at michlli', 4i; height near caudal, 4.

Caudal.—Length of middle rays, 5J.

Pectoral.—Length, 8^.

Ventral.—Length of longer branch, 5; length of inner branch, 3.

A single specimen of tiiis species, 7 inches in length, was obtained by Commodore

Eodgers, at the depth of 30 fathoms, off the coast of Florida.

LEPTOPHIDIUM MARMORATUM, Goodf, and IJean. (Figure 308.)

Leptophidinm marmoratum, Goode and Bean, Proc. IT. S. Nat. Mus., vii, 188.'), 423.

Body somewhat elongate, stoiitish anteriorly, gradually tapering, its greatest height

(27 millimeters) 7^ in total length.

Head thickish, its length (39 millimeters) 5 in total length. Interorbital area broad,

convex, its width nearly equal to length of snout, which is very slightly less than 5 in

head's length. Snout blunt, spineless. Eye circular, tJic diameter (10 millimeters) 4 in

head's length and somewhat exceeding the length of the snout. Maxilla extends to the

vertical through the posterior margin of the orbit, the mandible far beyond, its length

equal to that of postorbital jwrtion of head. Teeth on vomer and in the Jaws in villiform

l)ands, the outer series in the latter slightly enlarged. Pseudobranchire present. Gill-

vakers short, 8 below angle of first arch, the longest less than one-half diameter of eye.

Branchiostegals 7. Ventrals with length (22 millimeters) as long as iiostorbital part of head.

Dorsal origin at distance from snout (44 millimeters) contained 4.J in total length, with

28 rays in a .space equal to length of head, counting from the origin of the fin.

Anal oi'igin sev>arated from snout by distance (70 millimeters) 2!; in total length.

Length of pectoral (10 millimeters) 2 in head's length, or 10 in total.

Scales closely imbricated, ornamented with delicate conccTitric striie. Lateral line

apparently complete, located about one-fourth distance from dorsal to ventral outline.

Color, yellowish gray, marbled along the entire upper half of head and body with olive

brown. Dorsal and anal tins with black margins.

The type (Cat. No. 37237, TJ. S. N. M.), an individual 198 millimeters in length, was taken

by the Albatross from station 2350, in 23° 10' 39" IST. lat., 82° 20' 21" W. Ion., a( a depth of

213 fathoms.

Family ATELEOPODIDyE.

AUhupodoidei, Bleeker, Tentanicii, 185!!, 139.

Ateleopodida; GOnther, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., IV, 1862, 398.—Ciii.L, Arr. Fam. Fisli., 1872. :! (No. 27) ; Century

l>ii-tioiiary, 361.

Ophidioids with elongate compressed, tapering tail, vent antemedian, suborbitals

moderate, mouth inferior. One .short anterior dorsal and no other; anal fin very long, con-

tiuent with caudal. Ventrals reduced to simple fdaments, each of 2 rays, the inner of

which is rudimentary, iu.serted behind the symphysis of the clavicle.

ATELEOPUS. Sclilegel.

AleUopuK, SciILEGEL, Fanna .Tapimira, I'oissoiis, 2."i5.—(IrNTiiEU. tur. <ii.; CIimIIi njjiT l.'cport, XXII, \~<\K

Head with the snout much i)rotrn(ling and obtusely rounded, the. cleft of the mouth

being at the lower side of the head
;
maxillaries protractile in a downward direction. Body

and tail coniiiressed, e]oiig;ite, naked. One slioit dorsal, the riniimeiitary second dorsal ot

the. Macrurida' lia\iiig eiitireiy disappeared; one long anal, continued on to the caudal.

Ventral reduced to a fdament which is composed internally of two rays, intimately con-

nected by a common iiiembiane; (his fin is inserted attlie syiniihysis of tlie humeri. Teeth

in the jaws \illil'oiiii,
in l)aiids; vomer and palatine bones smooth. (Giiuther.l
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The typical spec-ies, Ateleopun jajtonicHs, Selilegel, is known from two speciiueus. One 9

inches loug, taken at Ooniiua, to Japan, and another sent to the British Museum by the

ATELEOPCS JAPOXICUS.

Tokio Museum. The Japanese call this fish SJats/uri, and consider it extremely rare.

They believe it to bo venomous, and to have electric powers. A iiuticus, Alcock, Ann. &

Mag. Nat. Hist., 1891, 123, was obtained by the Investigator in the Indian Ocean, iu 188 to

220 fathoms.

Family LOPHOTID^-E.

Lophoteoidei, Bleeker, Syst. Nat. Pise. Tentamen, 3859, xxvi.

Lophotido-, GUNTHER, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., iii, 1861,312; Challeuger Report, xxii, 70.

Body elongate, compressed, blade-like, -without scales, and with vent near the tip of

the tail. Head elevated in a high triangular crest upon which is a very long and strong

spine, followed by a series of flexible rays, supporting the dorsal fm, which extends the

entire length of the back to the base of the caudal. Anal very short and very far back.

Veutrals thoracic. Caudal minute. Snout short. Feeble teeth, iu jaws, on vomer, and pala-

tines. Gill openings wide. Branchiostegals G. rseudobranchia^ prescTit.

Giinther is of the opinion that the "Lophotas" are deep-sea tishes like the Eibbon

fishes, but that they do not descend to the greatest depths, their bony and soft parts being
firm and coherent.

LOPHOTES, Giorna.

Lophotes, Giorna, Mom. Acead. Torino, ix, 1803. 17.—Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., x, 405.—

GuNTUER, Cat. Fisli. Brit. Mus., iii, 312.

Loi)hotids with the head elevated in a high crest, surmounted with a long spine, which

is followed by a very elongate dorsal fin. Vent near the extremity of the tail, with a small

anal fin behind it; pectorals moderate; veutrals thoracic, very small, with 1 or 5 rays;

caudal very small. Mouth not protractile, subvertical
;
with teeth pointed and feeble in

the jaws, on vomer and palatines. Eye very large. The abdominal cavity extends nearly

the whole length of the body. Air bladder present. Gills 4. Pscudobrauchi;c present.

LOPHOTES CEPEDIANUS, Giorna. (Figure 389.)

Lophotes CepedkniKS, Giorna, Mem. Poiss. Esp. Nav., ete. (Read Sept. 20, 1803).
—Mem. Accad. Imp. Sei.

Torino, xvi (1809), 19, pi. II, ilg. 1.—Cuvier and Valencienne.s, Hist. Nat. I'oiss, x, 405, pi. ccci.—
Bonaparte, Catalogo Metodico,71(i.—Gunther, Cat. Fisli. Brit. Mus., iii, 312; Challenger Report, xxil,

76.—Canestrini, Fauna Italica, Pescl. 195.—Giglioli, Elenco, 32.—Moreau, Hist., Nat. Poias., France,

II, 250.

La Lophote Laciprdc, Cuvier, Ann. Mus(5e, xx, 1813, 393, pi. xvil; Rogue Animal,ed. 1, 1817, II, 2433.

Lopkoius Lac^pcde, Risso, Hist. Nat. Europe Mra-idionale, 1829, 293.

A Lophotes with the height of the body contained 7 times in its total length: its thick-

ness 21 times. The skin, which is naked, is roughened by very minute furrows. The
vent is very far back, near the extremity of the body. The head is very singular in its form,

being elevated in front in a triangular crest, exceedingly sharp, and .surmounted by a long,

compressed spine, which corresponds to the first ray of the dorsal. Snout short; mouth

small, not protractile, subvertical. Teeth cardiform upon the jaws, tlie vomer and pala-

tines being also dentigerous. Eyes very large, their diameter about one-third of the length
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of the head. The opercular bones are somewhat striated. Tlie hiteral line extends from
the crest to the caudal, describing' a downward curve in trout of tlie gill opening. The
dt>rsal begius upon the top of the head and iu advance of the eye.s, and terminates near the

caudal, and contains more than 200 rays; the fins are very short and very far back. The
caudal is very small. The pectorals are moderate, jilaced near the lower outline of tlic

body. Ventrals minute.

IJadial formula: U, 230; A. 17; C. 17; P. 15; V. i, 5.

Color silvery gray, with rounded sjwts of silver,which arc brighter than the body itself;

fins a brilliant rose color.

This species was first described by Prof. Giorna, who brought it before the Acad-

emy of Turin in 1803. His description was not comi)lete, but Cuvier iu 1S13 received one

from the Gulf of Genoa, and published a most exact description of it in the Annals of the

Paris Academy of Sciences, accompanied by a drawing by Laurillard, of which a facsimile

is here presented. Tlie measurements of this specimen were as follows :

Motors.

Total length 1. 34

Height (if liody 18

Length of head 17

Height of body at branchial opening 185

Height of body at base of nuchal spine 205

Specimens have since been taken in various parts of the Mediterranean. The Florence

Museum has a beautiful specimen, taken at or near Elba Island iu 1818. Prof. Giglioli has

also seen individuals from Nice, Genoa, and Palermo.

LOPHOTES CEISTATUS, Johnson.

Lophotes cHslatus, Johnson, Proc. Zool. Soc., 1863, 38.

A Lophotes with elongate, compressed, blade-like body, its height contained
5:J^

times

in its length, its thickness over 30 times. The line of the unarmed belly is nearly straight.

The back curves upwards slightly for the first third of the length of tlie fish and then slopes

gently to the tail. The body clothed with small scales, which are buried iu the skin and

set obliquely so as to give a reticulate appearance. Scales large and very delicate.

liadial formula: D. ca. 255; A. 19; P. 13; C. 15; V. 5.

Color, uuiform silvery gray, without spots.

This species was obtained by Mr. J. Y. Johnson in Madeira, and described by him in

1863. The characters i>ointed out by him seem to indicate that it is specifically distin-

guished from L. Cepedianns, but the material available for study has beeu so slight that no

definite conclusion can now be reached. Since no figure of this species has beeu i)ublished,

tlie complete descrijitiou is here iududed :

The head is short and unarmed
;
it bears a high fleshy crest, the horizontal line of which

is straight with the back. This crest carries the anterior portion of the dtusal tin, and it

projects at an acute angle beyond the vertical of tlie snout. At the angle rises a single
bony ray, which is equal in length to one-fourth of the total length of the fish. A fringe
of red membrane connects it with the dorsal fin, of which it ajipears to be the first ray.
The edges of the gill covers are simple, the bones radiate-striate. The rmind eye is large,
its diameter being contained 3 times in the head; the iris is silvery wliite, the pnyiW oval.

Tlie s])ace intervening between it and the front of the head above the jaw is nmcli less than
a. diameter; Init the space between the edge of the capital crest and the sni>eii<n- part of
the head is consideral)ly more than a diameter. The space between tlic eye and tlie snout
is reddish and scaleless. The iinrnth is (ibli(]ue and rather small; tlu' rictus alxnit two-
tliiids the diameter of the eye, and its width almost equal to a diameter. There arc about
I rows of small, conical-pointed teeth, which curve backwards at the front of the premax-
iilary; and about 2 rows of similar teeth at the sides of the lower jaw, whilst in Iroiit they
are crowded 4 or 5 deej). Small teeth, very few in number, arc planted on the vomer and
on the anterior extremities of the palatine hones; but there are noue on the tongue. Inside
the mouth, above and below, there is stretched a black membrane from side to side. The
maxillary is toothless and is much dilated below. It covers the premaxillary at the sides,
and reaches back to the vertical througli the middle of the eye.
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The single dorsal fin extends from the capital crest to the caudal fin, from which it

is not easily distinguished. Behind the long, bony ray already mentioned it is low, the

middle portion heing higher than the rest. The base is sheathed in transparent membrane,
an extension of the skin. The jjcctoral fins are of moderate size, placed low down, and at

a distance from the tip of the lower jaw equal to about an eighth of the total length of the

fish. The first ray is bony and very strong, but not longer than the rest, which are

branched. The ventral fi:is are very short, and are inserted a little behind the pectoral

fins, and oidy slightly below them. Only five slender, simple rays were counted in the

specimen. The anal fin is low, it is placed far behind, near the caudal flu, and its first

three or four rays are short. The vent is placed just before the fin. The tail behind the

anal fin has parallel margins, and is much compressed. It is low, and its lower edge is

finless, whilst its upper edge carries the posterior pcn-tion of the dorsal fin. The caudal

fin is short, and is not well distinguished from the dorsal fin; but there seem to be fifteen

rays, viz, 10 below the lateral line and 5 above. The lower angle only projects. This fin

is not set on obliquely, as in some of the genera of the family.
The unarmed lateral line descends at an angle of 45'= from the angle of the capital

crest to behind the eye; it is then straight along the body to the base of the caudal fin.

The stomach is ciccal, narrow, and tapers downwards. Numerous cii'ca are attached to

the intestine. The intestinal canal is long and straight; the egg-sac long and forked; the

liver of moderate size.

TABLE OF MEASUREMENTS.

Inches. Inches

Pectorals :

Lcugtli 3,'

Distance from tip of liiwor jaw 6J

Distance from lower edfje of body tj

Width of base ,'„

Ventrals:

Lcngtb i

Distance from root of pectorals /o

Anal :

Hciglit i"o

Distance from caudal 1 J

Tail, hciglit .'r,

Caudal, length at lower angle I ^

Total length 50

Height (1-t inches from snoutj 01

Height of head through the eye 7f

Thickness for the greater ])art of body 1+

Head 6i

Eye:
Diameter 2i

Distance from front of head li

Distance from edge of crest 3,-,,

Mouth :

Eictus 1?

Width 2

Teeth, length I'o

Maxillary, width below f

Dorsal :

Length of lirst ray 12 J

Height of middle portion 2

LOPHOTES CAPELLEI, Temmixck and Sculkckl. (Figure 390.)

Lophotes CapeUei, Temminck and Sciilegel, Fauna Japonica, Poissons, l.'il', ))I. lxxi.—(GCnther, Cat. Fish.

Brit. Mus., 111,312.)

A Lophotcs haviug the length of the head equal to the height of the body, and con-

tained about 7 times in total length. The eyes very large, their diameter contained 3.V

times in the length of the head; the eye nearer to the throat than to the back. The angle

of the head in front somewhat less acute than in L. Cepediaiius. The length of the snout

slightly less than the diameter of the eye. Mouth moderate, the tip of the maxillary

reaching to the vertical from the anterior margin of the orbit. Teeth similar to those of

the European species. Edge of preoperculum rounded, with a somewhat acute angle.

The operculum rounded, its upjxu' edge a little emarginate. Opercular bones finely striate.

Body absolutely naked. The lateral line is straight, but in front of the eye ascends in a

gentle curve to the tip of the crest and the base of the first dorsal ray. Vent at the be-

ginning of the last eighth of the total length of the body; the anal flu, placed behind it,

is rounded, and the length of its l)ase twice as great as its hciglit, the height being not

more than half the vertical diameter of the orbit. The caudal is small, its length being

one-third of the height of the body, it being considerably larger in proportion than in L.

Cepediunus. Dorsal confluent with the caudal (not confluent in L. Cepnlifinus); its height

in the midtUe is equal to one-fourth of the height of the body, bat it decreases in height

couyiderably posteriorly and anteriorly, so that over the eye the rays arc scarcely percepti-
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ble above the skin. The seven anterior rays arc loiigfor, however, forming a siekle-shapod
lin ahuost separate from the main (h)rsal tin in advance; tlie tirst ray is nearly 1 times as

liigh as the second, its height nearly cf^nal to that of the body; this ray is spinous, and

thicker than the others, but smaller than in L. Ccpediamis, and very sharj). The pectorals

are placed very low down, close to the gill-opening. The veiitrals, as in the J'^uropeaii

species, are very minute, and placed directly' under the posterior edge of the pectoral.

Radial formula: D. 9, 212; A. 3+18; C. 17; P. 10; V. 5.

Color, pale blue, becoming white on the lower parts and blackish blue upon the head;
the fins are pale blood red; the iris of the eye is silvery white, shaded with bluish.

This species seems to be well distinguished from those of the Atlantic and Mediterra-

nean, having a lower frontal crest; the lirst dorsal fin almost comi)letely ditfereutiuted; the

dorsal confluent with the anal; the mouth much less vertical, and with very ditlerent

coloration. The species was obtained by Mr. Biirger in Japan, and by him a figure and

certain notes appear to have been made. The figure has the appearance of being an exact

one, and it would seem impossible to reconcile it with the Atlantic; fornjs.

The fish must be exceedingly rare in Japanese waters. We have been unable to find

any traces of it in the numerous drawings of Japanese fishes by native artists which we
have examined.

Suborder ANACANTHINI.
Teleostean fishes characterized by spineless vertical and ventral fins, the latter jugular

or thoracic when present, and the air bladder, if developed, with mi |)n('nmatic duct.

The hypercoracoid imperforate. A foramen between the hypercoracoid antl the hy2)ocora-

coid. [Gill)

Family GADID.<<E.

I Gadini, R.vfinesque;, Indice d'lttiologia Siciliana, 1810, 11.

Des Gaiks, Cuvier, Riigiie Animal, ed. I, 1817, n, 211.

Des Gadoidcs, CuviEn, Koguo Auimal, ed. ii, 1829, II, 330.

Gadidtv, Bonaparte, Saggio, 1832, 37.— Swain.son, Nat. Hist. Fish., etc., 1837, ii, 183.—Bonaparte, Catologo

Metodico, 1846, 42.—Owen, Lect. Comp. Anat.—GCntiier, Cat. Fish, 15iit. Mas. iv, 320.—Cope, 1870.—

Gill, Arr. Fam. Fish, 1872, 3 (No. 27).

Gadoidci, MOller, Berl. Abhandl, 1870.—Bleekkr, Tentameii, 1859, xxvi.

Anacanthine fislies, with elongate, posteriorly concoidal body; isocercal tail; scales

cycloid and small, sometimes wanting. Head large, with terminal mouth. Gill-openiugs

wide; gill membranes usually free from isthmus. Vertical fins well separated. Dorsal

fin in one, two, or three sections, the latter—as well as the anal, which is also sometimes

divided into two—sometimes united with the caudal. Ventrals subjugular. Gills 4, a slit

behind the fourth. No pseudobranchiaj. Pyloric c;Bca usually numerous, but sometimes

few in number or absent.

There is a general resemblance between this family and the BrotuUdcc. Indeed Jordan

and Gilbert make the Brotulids a subfamily of Oadidm. We follow Gill for the present.

The Brotulids may be most readily distinguished by the ventrals which are always

narrow ami jugular, and usually filamentous [in those Gadoids, which have narrow,

filamentous ventrals, there are always two dorsals] and by the almost universal confluence

of the dorsal and anal with the caudal. [In the Gadoids which have the vertical fins con-

fluent, there is always a separate first division of the dorsal.]

KEY TO THE DEEP-SEA GENERA OF GADIDiE.

I. Three dors.als and two anal fins.

A. Ventrals normal, with 5-7 rays (.ladinw

1. Lower jaw shortest.

(I. Vomerine teeth present. Barbel well developed.

Lateral line pale. Maxillary reaching past front line of eye. Mouth Large, llypociiracoid

normal Gadu.s

Lateral line black. Maxillary not reaching eye. Mouth small. Ilypocoraooid swollen.

MEI.ANOCltAMMUS

b. Vomerine teeth absent or exceedingly minute. No barbel GAUicui.ilt
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I. Thioo, (lorsiils unil two anal fins—Continued.

2. Lower jaw longest. Barbel absent or rudimentary.
a. Veut in vertical from space between first and second dorsal.

Teeth of njiper jaw equal Pollachius
Outer row of teeth in upper jaw largest Boreogadus

b. Veut iu ailvauce of vertical from origin of first dorsal.

First anal very long. Second dorsal small Micromesistius
II. Dorsal fins two, anal one.

A. Veiitrals narrow, filamentous, bi- or tri-radiate. I'hycinn-

1. First dorsal with 8-10 rays Phycis
2. First dorsal of 5 rays L.EMONEMA

B. Vcutrals broad, with 5-8 rays.

1. Anal fin entire. Mouth terminal Lotincc

a. Vomer with teeth
; palatines toothless. A barbel.

All teeth villiform.

Head not compressed. Vcutrals narrow [Lota.]
Head somewhat compressed. Veutrals broad [Salilota]

Vomer and mandibles witli enlarged teeth MoLV a

6. Vomer and palatines toothless.

Teeth in jaws villiform, equal. Barbel PiiYsicuLUS

An outer series of strong curved teeth in each jaw. No barbel Uralkptus
An outer series of strong teeth in lower jaw. Barbel Lotella

2. Anal deeply notched or in two parts. Mouth inferior or subinferior ilorinw

a. Anal in two parts.
Teeth cardiform, iu band in upper jaw Mora

b. Anal more or less deeply notched.

Teeth on vomer. Barbel.

Snout obtuse. Bones of head firm Lepidion
Snout produced. Bones of head cavernous, with large mueiforous cavities..Antimoka

No teeth on vomer. No barbel. Anal iu two connected divisions.

Snout obtusely conical. Mouth wide, nearly terminal IIalargyreus

C. Ventral rays 5 or more, elongate, exserted.

1. Ventral rays 5, very elongate, the three median ones with lanceolate tips.

a. A larger abdominal cone ERETMOPnoRCS
2. Ventral rays 7, some of them slightly prolonged and with rounded heads.

b. No abdominal cone Hypsiruynciius

III. Second dorsal and anal continuous with caudal. No barbel Melanoninw

A. No teeth on vomer and palatines.

1. Jaws with bands of small teeth, with an outer row of larger oues Stkinsia

B. Teeth on vomer and palatines in narrow strips.

1. Jaws with teeth in villiform bands.

a. Tail long and tapering Mel.vnoxus
IV. First dorsal composed of a single ray and a band of fringes. Second dorsal and anal distinct Oninm

A. Barbels three.

1. Snout without cirrus Onos
B. Barbels four.

1. Snout with cirrus Rhinonemus
V. Dorsal and aunal Jins single.

A. Veutrals well developed Brosmiinw

1. Teeth on vomer aud palatines.

a. Teeth in upper jaw in narrow band. A barbel Brosmius
2. No teeth on vomer and palatines.

a. Teeth in jaws biserial. No barbel Brosmiculus

GAD US, Artedi.

Gadits, Artedi, Genera Piscium, 1788, xi.x.—Linnjeus, Syst. Nat., ed. x, 1758, 252.—Bonaparte, Fauna Italic.a,

fasc. 23, 1838.

Gadoid fishes with 3 dorsal and two anal fins, tho anterior dorsal being but sliglitly

elevated. Head large, oblong, conic, and pointed; the snout at least twice as long as tho

eye, the maxillary reaching past the front Hue of the eye. Mouth large. Barbel well de-

veloped. Veutrals normal. Lateral line pale.

19868—No. 2 23
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Gadiis morrliKa, Linnjsus, Systema Natunp, ed. x, 1758,252; ed. xii, ITOli, 430—GCntuer, Cat. Fish, lirit.

Mus. IV, 328.

Gadus cdllaiins, LiNN.-EUS, loc. (it.—GuNTHER, loc. cit.—Jordan, Bull, xvi, U. S, Nat. Mus., 804.

A Gadus with larfj^e bead, and maxillary which extends nearly to the middle of the

orbit; with strong teeth in narrow, cardiform bands, the outer row of the upper jaw and
the inner row of the lower jaw slightly enlarged. Snout more than twice as long as the

eye; obtuse. Height of the body less than the length of the head, which is two-sevenths

of the total (without caudal). Vent in vertical from anterior rays of second dorsal. The
two anal fins separated. Barbel as long <is, or longer than, the eye, the diameter of which

is contained 7 times in the length of the bead and twice or less in the interorbital space.

Color, greenish, brownish, or reddish olive, with numerous spots on the back and sides;

lateral line iiale; fins dark.

Eadial formula: D. 14-21-19; A. 20-18.

The species is subject to considerable modifications in form and color.

The time-honored name Gadus morrhua is retained. We can not assent to the sub-

stitution of the name G. callarias, which was based upon young specimens, and which,

having been printed upon the same page, is in no real sense a prior name.

The cod occurs in great luimbers below the lOOfathom limit on both sides of the North

Atlantic, and has been reported by the New England fishermen on the oft'-shore banks at

a depth of 250 fathoms. The Albatross obtained it from station 2082, in il° 9' 50" N. lat.,

660 31/ 50" w. Ion., at a depth of 49 fathoms.

MELANOGRAMMUS, Gill.

Melaiwgratnmiis, Gill, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1862, 280; 1863, 237.

Gadoid fishes with 3 dorsal and 2 anal fins, the anterior dorsal elevated at an angle.
Head large, oblong, conic, and pointed; the snout at least twice as long as the eye, the

maxillary not reaching the eye. Mouth small. Barbel well developed. Veutrals normal.

Lateral line black.

MELANOGRAMMUS ^GLEFINUS, (Linn^us), Gill.

Gadus (rghfniis, L1NN.EUS, Systema Natura;, ed. x, 1758, 251, xii, 1766, 435, 435.—Gunther, Cat. Fish Brit.

Mus., IV, 332.

Morrlnia n-ijicfinus, Flemino. British Animals, 191.

Melanoijraiiimus a'yUfinus, Gill, loc. cit.

A Gadoid with compressed conical head and a long and narrow, somewhat compressed,
snout. Mouth small, maxillary scarcely reaching to the line from the anterior margin of

orbit. Length of head equal to or greater than the height of body, and contained three

and four-fifths times in the total length Teeth large, nearly equal in size, in a cardiform

band in upper jaw, in a single series in lower jaw and on vomer. Eye very large, its di-

ameter one-fourth the length of the head. Vent in vertical form oriein of second dorsal fin.

First dorsal fin triangular, its anterior portion much elevated, its length three-foiu'ths that

of the head. The two anal fins separated by an interspace. Color, gray above, whitish

below, lateral line black; a large dark blotch above the pectorals; vertical fins dark.

A specimen of this species was obtained by the Albatross, from station 2078, in 41° 11'

30" N. lat., 66^12' 20" W. Ion., at a depth of 499 fathoms—or, at all events, the specimen
examined by us bears that inscription. It is almost incredible however. Another (Cat.
No. 28743, U. S. N. M.) is said to have come from station 918 of the Fish Hatck, in 40° 20'

24" N. lat., 700 ^y 30" w. Ion., at a depth of 46 fathoms.

GADICULUS, Guichenot.

Gadiciihts, Guichexot, Explor. Alger. Poiss., 101.—Gunther, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., iv, 1862, 371.

Gadoids with body moderately elongate, covered with moderate scales. Cleft of

the mouth oblique, with the lower jaw rather longer than the upper. Jaws with a narrow
band of small teeth; vomerine teeth absent or very minute; no palatine teeth. Eye large.
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Caudal separate; three cloi'sal aucl two anal fins; ventralsof seven rays. Brancliiostegals,

seven. No barbel.

This genus has the general appearance of Gadus, but is distinguished by the absence of

teeth ou the vomer.

GADICULUS ARGENTEUS, Guichenot.

Gttdicidus argenteus, GuiciiENOf, Exploration Soientifiqiie de I'Algerie, Poissons, 1851, 102, pi. vi, fig. 2.—GiJN-

THER, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., IV, 18ti2, 341.

Gttdns argentcm, Guntiier, Aim. and Mag. Nat. Hist., xiil, 1874, 138; Challenger Report, xxil, 1887, 83.

Merlnnrjus argenteus, Vaillant, Exp. Sci., TravaiUeur et Talisman, 1888, 302, pi. xxv, fig. 7; pi. xxvi, fig. 5

(tail).

A Gadoid, having a body similar in form to that of Gadus; its height one-fourth of its

length, and its thickness one-seventh.

Length of head one-third of total length; snout short, its length less than one-fourth

that of the head. Mouth moderate, oblique; the maxillary exteuding a little beyond the

vertical from the anterior limb of the eye. The lower jaw is longest. Teeth in jaws in vil-

liform bands; jjalatiues and tongue without teeth. Vomer unarmed, except occasionally in

individuals which have two or three minute asperities upon its angles. Diameter of the

eye one-third that of the head; width of interorbital space one-seventh.

This species was taken by IT. M. S. rorcupine off the west coast of Ireland (lat. SJr'^lO

K, Ion. 10° 59' W.), at the depth of 183 fathoms. It had previously been found in tbe Med-

iterranean, but the TravaiUeur obtained it again in 1882 in the Gulf of Gascony (station

Viii^ at 411 meters in great abundance, 50 specimens being brought in at one haul. The
Talisman got it oif Morocco at 510-5.50 meters (stations viii and xvii) and off Soudan iu

410 meters (station lxix). It is yet to bo found in the Western Atlantic.

iVIICROMESISTIUS, Gill.

Mieromesistius, Gill, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 18G3, 248.

Gadoid fishes with three dorsal and two anal fins, the dorsal fin separated by consid-

erable interspaces. Second dorsal short, anal long. Head much as in Gadus, but with

lower jaw longest and projecting beyond the upper. Teeth in outer scries strongest.

Vomerine teeth. No barbel. Vent in or near the vertical from the anterior margin of

dorsal.

MICEOMESISTIUS POUTASSOU, (Risso), Gill.

Gadtis merlangns, Eisso, Ichth. Nice, 115.

Merlangm pontassou, Risso, Hist, Nat. Eur. M^ric., 1826, iii, 287.—Collett, Norges Fiske, 1875, 111.—
Gunther, Challenger Report, xxu, 1887, 82.

Gadus 2}outassoii, DiiBEN and Koren, Vet. Akad. Handl., 1844, 88.

Gadus melanostomus, Njlsson, Skand. Fauna, iv, 1855, 556.

Mieroiiiesistius poutassou, Gill, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1863, 248.

A Gadoid with body rather slender. Lower jaw longest and teeth in the outer series

strongest. The vent in vertical from origin of first dorsal. Dorsal fins separated by great

interspaces, the two anterior short. Anal fins Aery long. No barbel. A black spot iu

axil of pectoral.

Radial formula: D. 12-13+13-11+21; A. 36-38+24-25.
This codfish occurs on the west coast of Norway up to the Polar Circle and beyond,

and as deep as 100 fathoms. It is numerous in October and November in the Christiania

Fiord (lat. 00°), according to Collett. It has been found as far north as Bodoe (67°).

Strangely enough, itbas not yet been distinguished on the New England coast. It is more
than probable that it will yet be found among the captuies of the cod schooners of the ofl'-

shore banks.
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PHYCIS, Schneider.

Phyeis, Schnkidf.r, Bloch's Systema IchthyologiiP, 1801, 56 (type, I'hycis tinea, Schn.).—Civier, R.~^gne

Anim.al, cil. 1, 1817, ii, 216.—Gunt/IER, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., iv, 351.—Jokdan aud Gilbeut, Hull. ,\vi,

U. S. Nat. Mus., 7;t8.

Gadoids with rather elongate body, and with two dorsal fins, the first sometinios ])ro-

duced at the tip, and the second long, similar to tlic single anal. Head soiii('\\ii;it com-

pressed; mouth rather large, the maxillary extending beyond vertical liom liont ot orbit;
lower jaw iiiclnded; broad bands'of subequal, pointed teeth on.jaws and vomer, palatines
toothless. Ventrals narrow, filamentous, each of 3 rays and widely separated. Gill mem-
branes slightly coiinected, narrowly joined to the isthmus.

KEY TO THE SPECIES OF PHYCIS.

I. No filamentous ray iu first dorsal.

A. First dor8.al triangular.
1. Second dorsalUiearly .as higli as first, 130 scales iu lat. line P. .mediterraneus
2. Second dorsal much lower than first, 100 scales iu lat. line P. blennioides

B. First dorsal falcate.

1. Lateral line geutly arched, with wliite spots. Pectorals passing veutrals. About 90 scales in

lat. line P. regius
2. Lateral line strongly arched, broad over pectoral. Ventrals passing pectorals. About 155 scales

in lat. line [P. Earlii]
C. First dorsal rouuded, not higher than second.

1. Lateral line gently arched in front.

o. Vent very far back. Ventrals attenuate, surpassing origin of anal. About 90 scales in lat.

liue P. CIRRATUS
II. A prolonged filamentous ray in first dorsal.

A. Ventr.als less than half as long as body.
1. Lateral line gently arched. Ventrals surpassing pectorals.

a. Scales moderate, about 110 in lat. line P. CHl'S.s

b. Scales small, about 138 in lat. line P. tenuis
B. Ventrals more than half as long as body.

1. Lateral lino strongly bowed anteriorly. Ventrals very elongate.
o. Scales large, about 90 iu lat. lino P. Chesteri

PHYCIS MEDITERRANEUS, De La Roche.

Blennius phyeis, LINN.EUS, Systema Naturse, ed. xii, 1766, 442.—Brunnich, Ichthyologia Massiliensis, 28.—
De la Roche, Ann. Mus., xiv, 1809, 280.—Eisso, Ichth., Nice, 125.

Phyeis mediterraneus, De la Roche, Ann. Mus., xiii, 1808, 332; Mcmoires, 46.—Risso, Hist. Nat. Eur. Mdrid.,
222.—Guichenot, Explor. Alger., 103.—Costa, Fauna Napol.—Lowe, Fishes of Madeira, 191, pi. xxvii.—

GOnther, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., i v, 354.—Canestrini, Archiv. Zool., ii, 364 ;
F.auna Italica, 157.—Giglioli,

Elenco, 336.—Vaillant, Exp. Sci. Travailleur et Talisman, 1888, 289.—Moreau, Hist. Nat. Poiss., France,
III. 266.

Phyeis Umbatua, Valenciennes, iu Webb and Berthelot, Hist. Nat. Ilea., Canar., 78, xiv, fig. 2.

A Phyeis with its body 4 times the length of the head, which is slightly longer tlian its

greatest height. Suont obtuse, projecting, longer than the diameter of the eye. Origin of

first dorsal somewhat behind that of pectoral ;
its rays are not produced and it is scai'cely

higher than the .second. Ventrals .somewhat prolonged, but their tijts not passing the origin
of the anal. Scales small, about 130 in the lateral line, aud 11 or 12 series above the lateral

line below the first dorsal.

Radial formula: D. 9-11 + 57-63. A. 52-00.

Color brownish; dark upon the back, lighter upon the belly. Vertical fins with a black

margin and a narrow, white edge.
This .southern European Hake is known from the Canaries and Madeira; at moderate

depths in the Mediterranean at Nice, Naples, aud Sicily, and the coast of Algiers ;
and also

in the Adriatic at Trieste and Venice; and is rare everywhere. It was takeii by the

Travailleur iu 1882 in the Gulf of Gascony (station i) at a depth of Oil meters.
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I'HYCIS BLENNIOIDES, (Brunnich), Schneider.

Gadua hhnnioides, BRiJNNlCH, Iclithyologia Massilieiisis, 1768, 24.

Fhycis hhnmokleii, .Sc[lNi:ii)KK, Bloch's Systeiua Iclithyologiio, 1801, 50, pi. XI.—Risso, Hist. Nat. Eur. M^rid.,

222.—GuiciiEvoT, Explor. Alger., 103.—Gunthkk, Cat. Fisb. Brit. Miis., iv, 18lJ2, 352 (ilescriiition);

Ch.allenger Report, XXII, 1887, 'Sy.^CANESTUiNi, Fauua Italica, lolj; G:uliili,pls.xiii-xiv, tig 1.—GuiLioi.i,

Eleneo, 30.-MoREAU, Hist. Nat. Poiss., France, ill, 264.—Strom, Norsk. Vid. Selsk. Skrift, 1X81, 76;

1887, 35.—CoLLUTT, Nyt. Mag. f. Naturvid., 1887.

Gmlun albUlas, G.MKMN, Liuu. Syst. Nat., 1788, i, 1171.

t'hi/cis atbidas, Vaii-lant, Exp. Sci. Travailleur et Talisman, 1888, 288, pi. xxvi, figs. 4 and 4", 83.

Phycia tinea, Schneider, loo. cit.

ISlennius gadoidea, LACi;pi:DE, Hist. Nat. Poiss., vii, 334.—Rissfo, Icbth. Nice, 136.

Batrachoides Gmclini., Risso, Iclith. Nice, 143, pi. vi, fig. 6.

Phycis Gmelini, Risso, op. cit., 223.

PItycis furcatus, Fleming, Britisli Animals, 193, et ul.

A Phycis with its body 4 times as long as its head, which is slightly longer than the

greatest height of the body. Snout obtuse, slightly projecting, nearly as long as the diame-

ter of the eye. Teeth iti villiforui bands on Jaws and vomer. Origin of first dorsal directly

above that of i>ectoral, its second and third rays prolonged in a filament shorter than the

head. Ventrals filamentous, their tips passing the origin of the anal. Scales in lateral

line about 100, and in a to G rows above lateral line under tlie first dorsal.

Radial formula: D. 9-11 -f 57-0:3. A. 52-^5.

Color, silvery-gray, the pectorals and ventrals with brown dots; the .second dorsal, the

anal, and the caudal edged with black; the first dorsal black in its anterior portion.

This, the "greater fork beard'' of tiie English books, clo.sely related to the hakes of

New England, is identified by Vaillant with various fishes found off Portugal at depths of

from 370 to 460 meters (stations xxv, xxvi, xxvii, LViii), and at Penon de Velez (Station

xxviii) at 370 meters. It has been recorded also from Nice, Naples, Corsica, and Sicily,

but never fi-om deep water in tlie Mediterranean. Giinther admits it to the deep-sea fauna

on the testimony of Strom and CoUett, who report it from 70 to 200 fathoms off the west

coast of Scandinavia.

PHYCIS REGIUS, (Wai.hattm), Jordan .and Gilbert. (Figure 309.)

Bteimius regiiis, Walbaum, Artedi, 1792, 186.

Vi-oiihycis regiiis, Gn.L., Pvoc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila , 1863, 240.

Phycis reijiiiH, Jordan and (Jiluert, I'loc U. S. Nat. Mas., i, 1878, 371.—Goode and Bean, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.

111,1880, ].p. 70,476; Bull. Mns. Comp. Zool., xi, 1883, 204; Cat. Fish. Essex Co. .and Mass. Bay, 1879,

8.—Bean, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., in, 1880, 70.—Jordan and (Jilbekt, Bull, xvi, U. S. Nat. Mas., 798.

Jiiiohelyojjits rcyalis, Schneider, Block. Syst. IcUth., i (cloth), 1801,33.

Phycis regalis, Kaup, Archiv. fiir Naturg. 1858, 89.—Gill, Cat. Fish. E. Coast N. A., 1861, 49.—GOnther, Cat.

Fish. Brit. Mus., iv, 1862, 354; Challenger Report, xxil, 1887, 89.

" Gadus hlennioidcs, Mitchill, Medical Register, 1814."

Gadiis punvtatus, Mitchill, ihid.

Phycis punctatiis, DeKay, Zool.N. V., Fish., 1842, p. 292, PI. XLVI, lig. 149.

A Phycis with its body 4J times as long as the head, which is but very slightly shorter

than the greatest height of the body. Snout obtuse and but slightly projecting, much

longer thau the diameter of the rather small, low-set eye. Origin of the first dorsal above

or even slightly iu advance of the vertical from that of pectoral; its rays are not prolonged
and it is no higher than the second dorsal. Ventrals prolonged, their tip reaching to the

vent, but not to the origin of the anal. Scales rather large, about DO in the lateral line and
about 5 above it under the first dorsal.

liadial formula: 1). 8 -f 43; A. 44-47.

Color, pale-brownish, tinged with yellowish, the lateral line dark brown, interrupted

by white spots; insider of mouth white; first dorsal largely black, tliis color surrounded by
white; second dorsal olivaceous, with irregular round dark spots; caudal, anal and pecto-

rals dusky; ventrals and lower edge of pectorals white; two vertical series of round dark

spots on the sides of the head.
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The distribution of tliis species is very puzzling. It has been found at Haliftix, Nova

Scotia, and south as far the Cape Fear River, where specimens were taken in shallow water

in March, ISSO, by Col. Marshall McDonald. It has been found also in the York River,

Virginia, a tributary of Chesapeake Bay, but is nowhere abundant except about Long Isl-

and. It has also been found at considerable depths, as is shown in the following list: By
the BlaJce at station cccxxxiii, in 35° 45' 25" N. lat, 74° 50' 30" W, Ion., at depth of 05

fothoms; at station cccxiv, in 32° 24' N. lat., 78° 44' W. Ion., at a depth of 142 fathoms;
and at station cccxsi, in 32° 43' 25" N. lat., 77° 20' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 233 fathoms;

by the Albatross at station 2418, in 33° 20' K lat., 77° 5' W. Ion., at a dejjth of 90 fathoms;
at station 2417, in 33° 18' 30" N. lat., 77° 7' W. Ion., at a depth of 05 lathonis; at station

2309, in 35° 43' 30" N. lat., 74° 52' W. Ion., at a depth of 56 fathoms; at station 2312, in

320 54' K lat., 77° 53' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 88 fiithoms; at station 2204, in 37° 7' 50"

N. lat., 740 34' 20" W.lon., at a depth of 1G7 fathoms; at station 2421, in 37° 7' N. lat.,

74034' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 04 fathoms; at station 2205, in 37° 7' 40" N. lat., 74°

35' 40" W.lon., at a depth of 70 fathoms; at station 2311, in 32° 55' N. lat., 77° 54' W.
Ion., at a depth of 79 fathoms; and at station 2307, in 35° 42' N. lat., 74° 34' 30" W. Ion., at

a depth of 43 fathoms.

Mr. A. Agassiz and the oflicers of the Blake had their attention forcibly attracted to a

singular power possessed by this fish of emitting electric shocks. This peculiarity has

never been noticed in this species save in deep water. The attention of observers is called

to this interesting point.

PHYCIS CIRRATUS, Goode aud Bean, n. s. (Figure 310.)

The body is moderately stout; its gi'eatest height equals the length of the head without

the snout and is contained 5 times in the length to base of caudal. The lengtli of the head

is one-fourth of the standard length. The eye is large, its length in the largest specimen
examined slightly more, and in the smallest individual slightly less, than one-fourth that of

the head. The width of the interorbital space is about one-half the length of the eye in large

examjdes. The maxilla does not reacb to the iiosterior margin of the orbit in large speci-

mens, but ill the smallest one it extends fully to that vertical. The mandible extends far

beyond the posterior margin of the eye, and its length is aboutequal to the postorbital ]t;irt

of the head. The barbel is minute in all the examples examined; its length usually about

one-fifth that of the eye. Teeth in villiform bands in both jaws, the intermaxillary bands

being wider than those on the mandible. Vomerines in a narrow, villiform band, fi ill-

rakers 2-^-12. The largest ones club-shaped at the end; the longest one-fourth as long as

the eye. Gill membranes attached to the isthmus, but with a narrow, free posterior border.

The length of the pectoral equals about one-half the distance from the ventral to the

anal origin. It reaches to about the twenty-sixth row of scales. The ventral reaches in

some specimens slightly beyond the origin of the anal. In one individual it reaches almost

to the middle of the anal fin. None of the dorsal rays are filamentous, the longest rays being
contained from 2^ to 3 times in the length of the head. The length of the base of the first

dorsal is about equal to the length of the eye in most specimens; in smaller examples it is

somewhat greater, about one-third the length of the head. The vent is under the sixteenth

ray of the second dorsal.

Radial formula: D. 10-f 66; A. 57; Scales 6-93-20.

Color liglit brown; lower i)arts minutely dotted. Dorsals with narrow dark margins;
caudal with a broad dark margin; anal with a narrow dark margin in its i)()sterior tliird.

Roof of mouth and interior of gill-cavity dark-brown.

Tlietype of the present description is Cat. No. 39059oftheD". S. National Museum. Itwas

taken by the t^tenuwi AlbaU-oss from station 2370, in 2',P 03' 1.5" N. lat., 88° 10' W. Ion., at a

depth of 324 fathoms. The additional specimens employed in the description are Cat. No.

39294, U. S. N. M., from station 2377, in 29^ 7' 30" N. lat., 8S0 8' VV. Ion., at a depth of 21(1

fathoms; and Cat. No. ;;9295, U. S. N. M., from station 2397, in 28^ 42' N. lat., 86^ 30' \V. Ion.,

at a deptli of 280 fathoms. All the known examples are from the Gulf of Mexico.
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PHYCIS CHUSS, (Wai,baitm), Gim.. (Figure 811.)

JSIciiiiius cliKss, Wai-baitm, Arteili, 1792, 18(5.

Phycii) chusR, Gill, Proc. AcmI. Niit. Sri. Phila., 1862, 2,37.—Goode and Beax, Proo. IT. R. Nat. Miis.,x, 188.3,

203.—Jordan aud Gilbert, Bull, xvi, U. S. Nat. Mus., 798.

PAi/eis amen'caH«s,STORER, Hist. Fish. Mass., 38.—Gunther, Cat. I'isli. Brit. .\Ius., iv,353; Cliallengpr Rejxnt

XXII, 1887, 89.

limhelyopiis americanus, Schneider, Bloch's, Syst. Ichtli., 1801,53.

A Phycis with the length of its body 4 times the length of its head, and 5 times its own

height. Snout obtuse, slightly ])r(>jecting. Origin of first dorsal in vertical above the root

of pectoral, its first ray prolonged, its length about two-sevenths that of body. Ventrals

filamentous, their tii)s quite beyond the origin of the anal. Scales in lateral line about 110,

and with about 9 rows above the lateral line under the first dorsal.

Radial formula: D. 9+57; A. 50.

Many specimens apparently of this species were obtained outside of the hundred-

fathom curve. The Blalce secured examples from station cocxi, in 39^ 59' 30" K. lat., 70°

12' W. Ion., at a depth of 143 f;ithoms, and from station CCCXLVI, in 40° 25' 35" K. lat., 71°

10' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 44 fathoms. The Albatross obtained specimens from station

2420, in 37° 3' 20" K lat., 74° 31' 40" W. Ion., at a depth of 104 fiithoms; from station

2539, in 39o 59' 45" N. lat., 70° 53' W. Ion., at a depth of 133 fathoms; from station 2537, in

390 56' 45" K lat., 70° 5O' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 134 fathoms; and from station 2540,

in 390 58' 20" N. lat., 70° 52' W. Ion., at a depth of 144 fiithoms.

This is a common species along the coast of the New England States from the shoals

south of Cape Cod to the Gulf of St. Lawrence. It appears to be a bottom-living fish, rarely

changing locality. It is believed that they .spawn throughout the summer, for the young
fish are found through all the summer months. Specimens taken at a depth of 37 fathoms

in a temperature of 41oF. contained well-developed ova and were apparently ready to spawn.

The young are frequently taken swimming on the surface on the southern coast of JSTew

England in the summer, and numerous individuals have been found off Block Island and

Watch Hill, seeking shelter between the valves of a large species of scallop {recten tenxi-

costatus) at a depth of 20 to 40 fathoms. An extensive fishery is (tarried on in winter from

Cape Ann, in which sometimes as many as fifty vessels are engaged. In 1S7S, at Glou-

cester alone 5,000,000 pounds at least of this aud the related species, P. tenuis, were

lauded. Fishing is carried on at night with trawls in 10 to 50 fathoms. The species has

been found off the coast of Virginia at a depth of 300 fathoms.

PHYCIS TENUIS, (Mitchill), De Kay. (Figiiro 312.)

Gadus lenttis, Mitchill, Trans. Lit. and Phil. Sue. N. Y., 1811, 372.

Phycis lenuis, De Kay, ZooK New York, Fishes, 1842, 293.—Gill, Pror. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1863, 232.—

Goode and Bean, Bull. Mas. Corap. Zoiil., x, 1883, 203.—GOntuer, CliallcuKer Report, xxii, 1887, 89.

Phycis DeKayi, Kaup, Archiv. fiir Natiirgesehiehte, i, 18,58, 89.

Phycis furcatua, Storer, Bosti)n .Tourn. Nat. Hist., i, 418.

A Phycis with its body about 5J times as long as its own height, and 4^ times as long

as the head. SiKmt obtuse, slightly projecting, considerably longer than the diameter of

the eye. Origin of first dorsal somewhat further behind that (jf pectoral than in P. cIikss;

its second ray somewhat prolonged, about two-thu-ds as long as the head. Ventrals .some

what prolonged, their tips not passing, and sometimes not reaching, the origin of the anal.

Pectorals more slender than in P. tenuis, and scales smaller, there being about 140 in the

lateral line, and about 12 rows between the origin of the first dorsal and the lateral line.

Specimens of this species were obtained by the Blale at station cccix, in 40° 11' 40"

N. lat., 68° 22' W. Ion., at a depth of 304 fathoms; by the Albatross, from station 2513, in

4.'P 34' N. lat., 03° 5(i' 30" W. Ion., at a dejjth of 134 fathoms; and from station 2."'>40, in

390 58' 20" N. lat., 70° 52' \V. lou., at a depth of 144 fathoms; and a single specimen

(Gloucester Donation, No. 422) by the Gloucester fishermen off the fishing banks.
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PHYCIS CHESTER:, Goode and Bean. (Figure 313.)

Phycis Chesteri, Goode and Bean, Proc. IJ. S. Nat. Mus., i, 1878, 256; Cat. Fish. Essex Co. and Mass. Bay
1879, 8; Amer. Jour. Sci. and Arts, xvii, Jan., 1879, 40.—Goode, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., in, 337, 476.—
.Jordan and Gilbekt, Bull, xvi, U. S. Nat. Mus., 799.

Head coutaiiied iu body (without caudal) 4J times, height of body 5 times. Diameter
of orbit in length of head 3.^ times, maxillary twice. Barbel about oiif-third of diameter of

orbit. Veut situated under llith ray of second dorsal, and ecjuidistaiit from tip of snout

and end of second dorsal. Distance of dorsal fin from snout erjual to twice the length of

the mandible; the third ray of the first dorsal is extremely elongate, extending to a point

(33d ray of second dorsal) two-thirds of the distance from snout to tip of caudal, its length
more than twice that of the head, and more than four times as long as the rays imme-

diately preceding and following it. Anal fin inserted immediately behind the vent, its dis-

tance from the root of the ventrals equal to that of the dorsal from the snout. As in the

other species of the genus,' the ventral is composed of 3 rays, the first two much pro-

longed. The first is contained three times in the length of the body, the second is almost

three times as long as the head, reaching to the 40th anal ray or | of the distance from

snout to tip of caudal; the third is shorter than the diameter of the orbit.

The pectoral is four times as long as the operculum. Scales large and thin, e;isily

wrinkling with the folding of the thick, loose skin, particularly in the medi;in line of the

sides of the body. Lateral line much broken on the posterior half of the body.
Scales 7, 90-91, 28.

Kadial formula: D. 9 or 10, 55 to 57; A. 50; C. 5, 18 to 21, 5; V. 17-lS; Y. 3,

table of measukements.

Current number of specimen .

Locality .

21, 840.

Trawl 174.

42 miles E. } S.,

Cape Ann, 140

liitljonis, Aug.
27, 1878.

Milli-
meters.

100th a (if

length.

21,841.

Trawl 194.

21, 842.

Trawl 194.

33 miles E. hv S., Cape Ann, E. Pt.,
IIU fathoms, Au''. 31, 1878.

Milli-
meters.

lOOths of

length.

Milli-

meters.
lOOtha of

length.

Extreme length (exclusive of caudal)

Length to end of middle caudal raya
Body :

Greatest height
Greatest width
Height at ventrals
Least height of tail

Head :

Greatest lergth
Length of barbel
Greatest width
Width of iuterorbital area

Length of snout
Length of operenlum
Length of maxillary
Len;;tli of mandible
Distaneo from snout to center of orbit.

Diameter of orbit
Dorsal (first) :

Distance from snont
Length of base
Length of first ray
Lengtli of second ray
Length of third ray
Length of fourth ray
Length of last ray

Dorsal (second) :

Length of base
Length of (irst ray
Length of hmgest ray (40th)

Length of last ray

242
280

49
28
39

50
li

2!1

10

143
106

128
148

20

llj
16
4

23

25
lis
4i

15
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Cnrri'iit mniiber ut' s\*fc

Locality .

Aliul:
Distance from snout
Lena;th of base

Lengtli of tirst ray
Leniitli of longest ray (37Ili)

Length of last ray
Caudal :

Length of middle rays
Length of external rays

Pectoral :

Distance from snout

Length
Ventral:

Distance from snout
Length of rirst ray
Length of tilaineiits

Length of second ray
Branchiostegals
Dorsal
Anal
Caudal
Pectoral
Ventral
Numlicr of scales in lateral line
Nuuilicr of transverse rows above lateral line

Number of transverse rows below lateral line

21,840.

Travl 174.

42 miles E. } S.,

Cape Ann, 14U

fathoms, Aug.
27, 1878.

Milli-
meters.

lOOths of

length.

121
lOH

i)

20

38
30

GO
52

54
9lj

105
15

vir
9-55

47
^18-5

17

3
90
7

28

50
44
4

8J

15i
14i

12J
21J

22i
39
U8

GJ

21,841.

Trawl lilt.

21,842.

Trawl 194.

33 miles E. by S., Cape Ann, E. Pt.,
no fathoms, Aug. 31, 1878.

Milli- lOOtbsof Milli- lOOths of
meters. length. meters, length.

23
20

34
32

30
47
81
10
7

9-57
47

5-21-5
17
3

e.a. 91
7
28

20
17

30
29

28
42
70
8
7

10-56
47

5-21-5
18
3

ca. 90

ca. 28

Numerous specimens of this lisU were talcen at various depths. These colleetious con-

firm the view expressed after a study of the collections iiiadt! by the Fish Commission in

the same year; namely, that Phycis Ghesteri and Macrurm Bairdii appear to be the most

abundant fishes on the continental .slope from 140 to 500 fathoms, occurring- in immense

numbers and breeding copiously.

The Bl(d-e obtained examples from station cccxxxvi, in 38o 21' 50" N. lat., 7.3o 32' W.

Ion., at a depth of 107 fathoms, and from station ccciii, in 41° 34' 30" N. lat., G.5o 54' 30"

W. Ion., at a depth of 306 fathoms. Tlie Albatross from station 2,'iOr),
in 44° 26' N". lat.,

620 10' W. loa., at a depth of 127 fathoms; Cat. No. 33400, U. S. N. M., from station 20.53, in

42° 2' N. lat. 680 27' W. Ion., at a depth of 105 fathoms; (lat. No. ;?5655, from station 2232,

in 38° 37' 30" N. lat., 73° 11' W. Ion., at a depth of 243 fathoms
;
Cat. No. 35424, U. S. N. M.,

from station 2175, in 39° 33' N. lat., 72° 18' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 452 fathoms
;
Cat. No.

35150, U. S. N. M., from station 2183, iu 39° 57' 45" N. lat., 70^ 5(i' 30" W. Ion., at a depth
of 195 fiithoms; Cat. No. 33388, XT. S. N. M., from station 2061, in 42° 10' N. lat., 66° 47' 45"

W. Ion., at a depth of 115 fathoms; Cat. No. 33576, U. S. N. M., from station 2091, in 40° 01'

50" N. lat., 70= .59' W. Ion., at a depth of 117 fathoms; from station 2109, in 35° 14' 20" N.

lat., 74° 59' 10" W. Ion., at a depth of 142 fathoms
;
from station 2426, in 36° 1' .30" N. lat.,

74° 47' 30" W. Ion., at a di'pth of 93 fathoms; from station 2469, in 44° 58' 37" N. lat., 56°

20' 45" W. Ion., at a, depth of 201 fathoms; from station 2470, iu 44° 47' N. lat., r>(\o 33' 4.5"

W. Ion., at a depth of 224 fathoms; from station 2605, iu 34° 35' 30" N, lat., 75° 45' .30" W.

Ion., at a depth of 32 fathoms; from station 2546, in 39^ .53' 30" N. lat., 70° 17' 30" W. Ion.,

at a dei)th of 538 fathoms; from station 207S, iu 41'= 11' 30" N. lat., 66° 12' 20" W. Ion., at a

(h'pth of 499 fathoms; from station 2548, in 39o 56' N. lat., 70-^ 14' .30" W. Ion., at a depth of

200 fathoms; from station 2547, in 39° 54' 30" N. lat., 70° 20' W. Ion., at a depth of .390 fath-

oms; from station 22,53, in 40o 34' 30" N. lat., 69° .50' 45" W. Ion., at a depth of .32 fathoms;
and from station 2027, iu 39° 58' 25" N. lat., 70o 37' W. Ion., at a depth of 198 fathoms. The

Fish llawh also secured specimens as follows : Cat. No. 31870, U. S. N. M., from station 1152,

in 390 58' N. lat., 70o 35' W. Ion., at a depth of 115 fathoms
;
Cat. No. 2.5902, U. S. N. M., from

station 869, in 40^ 2' IS" N. lat., 70^ 23' 6" W. Ion., at a depth or 192 fathoms; Cat. No.

26204, U. 8, N. M., from station 895, iu;?9o T^iS' 30" N. lat, 70^ 59' 45" W. Ion., at a depth of

238 fathoms; Cat, No. 28721, U, S. N. M., from station 925, in 39° 55' N. lat., 70^ 47' W. Ion.,

at a depth of 229 fathoms.
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L^MONEMA, Gunther,

L(emonema, GxJnther, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., iv, 1862, 356.

Body of moderate length, covered with small scales. Fins naked. A separate caudal
;

2 dorsal fins and 1 anal, the anterior dorsal composed of 5 rays; veutrals reduced to a

single long- ray, bifid at its end. Bauds of villiform teeth in tlie jaAvs; a small grouj) of

vomerine teetli; none on the palatine bones. Chin with a barbel. Branchiostegals 7.

{(Jimtlter.)

L^MONEMA YAKEKLLII, (Lowk), GOnthkr.

Phycis TarreUii, LoWE, Syn. Fish. Mad. (Traus. Zoiil. Soc, ii, 190); Fi-shos of Madoir.a, 4,'}, pi. vil.

Lwmonema YaiTellii, GOnther, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., iv, 356 (with a full iloscriptiDii).

A Lwrnoncma with slender body, and with the anterior rays of the first dorsal pro-

longed as long as the head. Veutrals prolonged, but not reaching- to origin of anal. Anal

emarginate, angular behind. Scalessmall, about 110 in the lateral line and 8 series above it.

Radial formula, D. 5, 59-60; A. 59-60.

Color, reddish-gray. Vertical fins black with white blotches.

This form is known only from Madeira, where it lives at great depths far from the shore,
and is exceedingly rare.

LWMONEMA ROBUSTUM, GOnthek.

Lwmonema robustitm, Gunther, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., iv, 1862, p. 3.57.—Vaillant, Exp. Sci. Travnilleur et

Talisman, 1888, 286.

A Lwmonema having the anterior rays of the first dorsal iirolonged; ventral extending
to the eleventh anal ray. About 130 scales in the lateral line, and 13 series between tlie

anterior dorsal and the lateral line.

Eadial formula, D. 5,53; A. 47.

This form, first obtained at Madeira, and described by Giintlier in 1SG2, was found by
the Fi-ench Expedition at considerable depths oft' Morocco and the Cape Verde by the Tra-

vuilleur, Station xxsvni, 1882 in C36 meters and the Talisman, Station ex, cxi, cxiii, in 460

to 760 meters.

LiEMONEMA BARBATULA, Goode and Bean. (Figures 315-315, A. Young.)

Lmmonema barhitula, Goode and Bean, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., x, 1883, 204.

A Lwmonema having head contained in body (without caudal) 4§ times; height of body
4.J times. Diameter of orbit in length of head 3 times, upper jaw a little more than twice.

Barbel half as long as the diameter of the eye. Vent situated under the sixth or seventh

ray of second dorsal. Distance of first dorsal from snout equal to one-fourth standard leng t li

of body. The base of the first dorsal is half as long as the middle caudal rays; that of the

second, slightly more than 3 times the length of the head. The first dorsal is composd of 5

rays, the first of which is elongate, 3 times as long as the middle caudal rays; it extends to

the base of the twenty-fourth ray of the second dorsal. Anal fin iusertc^d at a distance from

the tip of the snout equal to twice the length of the head, its distance from the insertion of

tlie veutrals being equal to the length of tlie head. The length of the veutrals is equal to

that of the pectorals, their tii)S not extending to the vent.

Scales small, very thin, deciduous, crowded anteriorly. Lateral line not well defined

on the posterior part of the body.
Itadial formula: B. VTI; I). 5-03; A. 59; P. 19; V. 2. Scales 13-140-31.

Color similar to that of the various species of P/zf/m'; the dorsal and anal tins iiave nar-

row black margins.
The length of the first dorsal ray is very variable in Individuals, being shorter in younger

specimens.
This species differs from L. YarrcUil by its much smaller scales, and Irom //. rdlnistnm

by the greater number of rays in the dorsal and anal tins and its much shorter veutrals.
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MEASUREMENTS.

MiUimetera.

Extirme length l'?8

Length to base of midilkt caudal rays 160

Hody :

Greatest height 36

Greatest wiiltli

Height at ventrals
Least height of tail

Head:
Greatest length
Greatest width
Width of interorbital area...

Length of snout

Length of upper jaw
Length of mandible
Distance from snout to orbit.

Diameter of orbit

Dorsal (first) :

Distance from snout

Length of base

Length of longest ray
Dorsal (second) :

Length of base

Length of first ray
Length of longest ray

18

32
4

33
20
7

7
15
17
9
11

40
9

54

105
14
17

Millimeters.

Anal:
Distance from snout (S

Length of liase 86

Length of lirst ray 7

Length of longest ray 16

Length of last ray 3
Caudal: Length of middle rays 18

Pectoral :

Distance from snout 36

Length - - - 25

Ventrals :

Distance from snout 30

Length 25

Branch! ostegals VII
Dorsal 5-(;3

Anal 59

Caudal
Pectoral 19

Ventral 2

Number of scales in hit. ral line ca. 140

Number of transverse rows above lateral line.. 13

Number of transverse rows below lateral line . . 31

The Bhde obtained examples of tbi.s species from .station rccxxi, in 32° 43' 25" K lat.,

77° 20' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 2.33 fathoms; from station cocxv, in 32° IS' 20" N. hit.,

78° 43' W. Ion., at a depth of 225 fathoms; and from station cccxvi, in 32° 7' N. hit., 78°

.')7' .30" W. h)n., at a depth of 229 fathoms. A single specimen was also obtained by the

Fi.sh Hnich on October 10, ISSl (Cat. No. 2904G, U. S. N. M.), at station 104.5, in 38^ 35' N.

lat., 730 13' W. Ion., at a depth of 312 fathoms.

L^MONEMA MELANURUM, Goode and Bean, n. s. (Figure 316.)

The specimen described, catalogue number 38270, is 330 millimeters in length; it was

obtained by the steamer Albatross in N. lat. 30° 44', W. Ion., 79° 26', station 2415, in 440

fathoms.

The greatest depth of the body (105 millimeters) is contained 4§ times in the length

without caudal. The length of the head (08 millimeters) is slightly more than the greatest

height of the body. The eye is very large, its length (25 millimeters) about one-third the

length of the head and equal to twice the width of the interorbital space. The length of

the snout (18 millimeters) is about one-fourth the length of the head. The maxilla ex-

tends to below the middle of the eye. The length of the intermaxilla (30 miUimeters) is

nearly one-half the length of the head. The length of the mandible (38 millimeters) is slightly

more than t\vice the length of the snout. Teeth in the Intermaxilla and mandible in villi-

form bands. Vomerine teeth in a small circular patch on the middle of the head of the

bone. The barUel (17 niilliiiu'ters) is about as long as the snout. The distance of the first

dorsal from the tip of the snout is about 4 times the length of the snout. The length of

the first ray of the dorsal (54 millimeters) equals that of the head without the snout; the

last ray is scarcely more than one-fourth as loug as the first.

The ventral consists of a single bifid ray; its distance from the tip of the snout is

equal to the length of the head; its length (52 millimeters) is nearly equal to that of the

doisiil and the pectoral when extended. It does not reach the vent by a distance equal to

the length of the snout. The length of the pectoral (54 millimeters) equals that of tht;

longest dorsal ray, and also equals the head without the snout. The second dorsal is higher

anteriorly, and posteriorly much higher, than it is in the middle; the longest anterior ray

(2(; millimeters) is one-half the length of the ventral, the longest posterior ray (.30

millimeters) being one-half the length of the head. The vent is under the eighth ray of

the second dorsal. Gill-rakers 5+15; the longest (4 millimeters) one-fourth as loug as the

snout.

Radial f..iimtla: 1). 0,57; A. 55; P. 25; V. 2; Br. 7; Sc. 10-100-38.
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Color, very light brown, the dorsals and anal with a narrow dark margin. A conspicu-
ous large, triangular, dark blotch on the last rays of the dorsal and anal, and a dark blotch

occupyiug almost the whole of the caudal, leaving a margiu of whitish around it.

In addition to the tyi^e, specimens of this species were obtained by the Albatrosn as

follows: Cat. No. 39200, U. S. N. M., fiom station 2416, in 31° 20' N. lat, 79° 7' W. Ion., at

a- depth of 270 fathoms; ft-om statiou 2370, iu 29^ 3' la" N. lat., 88° IC \V. Ion., at a depth
of 324 fathoms; from statiou 2:579, in 28° 15" K lat., 87° 42' W. Ion., at a depth of 1,467

fiithoms; from statiou 2390, in 28° 34' IST. lat., 80° 48' W. Ion., at a depth of 335 fathoms;
from station 2397, in 28° 42' N. lat., 86° 30' W. Ion., at a depth of 280 fathoms; from station

2125, in 11° 43' N. lat., 69° 9' 30" W. lou., at a depth of 208 fathoms, and from station

2219, iu 390 46' 22" N. lat., 69° 29' W. lou., at a depth of 948 fathoms.

MOLVA, Nilsson.

Molva, Nilsson, Skamlinav. Fauna, 1832, iv, 573 (type, Gadtis molva L.).
—Gunther, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus.

IV, 361.—Jordan and Gilbert, Bull, xvi, U. S. Nat. Mus., 801.—Day, Fishes of Great Britain and Ireland,

30.5.

Gadoids having the body elongate, nearly cylindrical. Bauds of cardiform teeth iujaws
and on vomer, the lower jaw having some large cmes, as also has the vomer; the palatine
and tongue toothless. Two dorsal fins, both well developed, the lirst with 10 to 10 rays;
and one anal, Ventrals narrow, composed of rays. A barbel present. Scales very small.

Branchiostegals seven. Pseudobrauchia; absent.

MOLVA VULGARIS, Fleming. (Figure 317.)

GatliiK molva, Linn.-eus, Syst. N.it., ed. x, 1758, 2.")4; od. xii, 1766, 439.

EiivhcUjopHs molva, Schneider, Bloch, Syst. Ichth., 1801, 51.

Lola molva, Bonaparte, Catalogue, No. 367.—Moreait, Hist. Nat Poiss. France, III, 258.

Molva vulgaris, Fleming, British Animals, 192.—Guntiier, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mu.s., iv, 361.—Collett, Nyt
M.ag. f. Naturvid., 1884, 84.—Lill.ieborg, Sverig. och Norg. Fiak., 131.—Day, op. cit., 305.

Gadits raptor, Nilsson, Prodromus, 46.

A Molva ha\aug a body 7 or 8 times as long as its own greatest height, and 5 times as

long as the head. Upper jaw the longer, the maxillary reaching to below the middle of the

orl)it. Teeth cardiform iu the jaws, with an inner row of rather widely separated and larger

ones in the mandible; iu a semicircular baud ou the vomer, among which a few larger (Uies

are interspersed. The first dorsal inserted over the latter half of the pectoral, its greatest

height two-fifths of that of tlie body below it. Pectoral about half as long as the head.

Anal insertion iu vertical over seventh or eighth ray of second dorsal. Barbel longer
than eye, the diameter of the eye being about equal to the width of the iuterorbital space.

Scales small, covering tlie head, body, and fins.

Radial formula: D. 1:5-10+03-70. A. 57-()0.

Color, back gray, lighter on the sides and beneath; vertical fins edged with white.

A dark blotch at the posterior end of the first dorsal, and a more distinct one ou the end

of the second dorsal.

This fish, the "Ling" of Europe, is found from Spitzbergen to the Gulf of Gascony,
where specimens have been taken very exceptionally at Arcachou and San Juan de Luz.

It is very rare, however, south of the British Channel, and most abundant along the coast

of Northern Europe and about Icclanil, especially in the German Ocean and off Norway.
It is rare about Iceland, Greenland, and the Faroe Islands, and has never beeu found iu the

Baltic. It is said to have beeu found in the deep water oft" Newfoundland, but we have
been unable to find the specific r(V!ord. Collett states that on tlie Norwegian coast young
examples rarely oc(;ur at less depth than 100 fathoms, and according to Lilljeborg the

largest are caught iu from 80 to 150 fathoms.
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MOLA^A BYKKELANCa:, Waluaum.

Mnhfi hjirkdaiir/r, Wai.baim Artcdi's Genera risciiim, 1792, iii, 135.—STltiiM. Norsk. Vid. .Silsk. Skr., 1884,

35.—Coi.LETT Norgcs Fiske, 1875, 11(5; Nyt Mag. f. Naturvid., 1884, 81.—Lilukuokg, 8verig. och Norg.

Fisk., 139.

Molra abyssorum, NiLSSON, Prodrouius, 46; Skand. Fauu., iv, 577.—GCntiiki:, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., iv, 362.

A Molva which differs from M. rnUjaris in having the lower jaw the longer, as well as in

longer second dorsal and anal flns. Strong inandibulary and vonieriue teeth. Ventral tip

not extending beyond tliat of pectoral. The anal and dorsal terminate in the same vertical.

Radial formula: I). 14+ 7G-78; A. 74-75.

"This species," says Giinther, "descends to a still greater depth than the common 'ling,'

and is abuudaut between 100 and 300 fathoms on the coast of Scandinavia,"

MOLVA ELONGATA, (Otto) GCNinEii.

Gatlus elongntiis, Otto, "('onspectus."
Lota elongata, Risso, Hist. Nat. Eiir. M6rid., 217, fig. XLVii.—BoNArAHTE, Catalogue, No. 366.—Canes-

TRINI, Archive Zooh)gi<iue, ii, 367.^MorkaU, Hist. Nat. Poias., France, iii, 260, fig. 179.

jUolva elongata, GOnthek, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., iv, 362.—C'anestrini, Fauu. Italica, 1.57.—Gioi.kpi.i,

Elenco, 37.

A Molra characterized by the length of the pectoral tin, which extends further back-

ward than the ventral, while the anal extends fiirther backward than the dorsal; also by
the comparative shortness of the lirst dorsal fin. The lower Jaw is lunger than the upper
one. The length of the barbel is not quite half the width of the inteiorbital space. The

anal is inserted behind the vertical from the origin of the second dorsal. The first three

rays of the ventral are elongated.

Eadial formula: D. 10-11+ 77-81: A. 73-78.

Color above, ashy; below, silvery white. The dorsal and caudal are margined with

black; white at the edge. The second dorsal has on its posterior rays a very black spot.

The caudal is black at its lower ])osterior angle.

This form is found only in the JVIediterranean, and is very common at Nice. It occurs

off the west coast of Italy, though it is not abundant, (riglioli also records it from Mes-

sina, where it is rare.

PHYSICULUS, Kaup.

rhijxicuJm, Kajp, Wieginaiin's Archiv., 18.58, 88.—GfNTiiER, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., iv, 348; Challenger Re

port, x.\ii, 1887, 87.

rseiidophych, Guntuer, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., iv, 350.

Gadoids having an elongate body, 2 dorsals and 1 anal fin, and a separate caudal.

Snout broad, obtusely rounded, projecting beyond the mouth, which is of moderate size.

Teeth small, villiform, of eipial size, in bands in the jaws; vomerines and palatines tooth-

less. Scales very small, covering body and entire head. Ventrals narrow, witli 5 rays, the

outer ones filamentous. Anal not notched. Caudal rounded, slender, free. A barbel upon
the chin. Branchiostegals 7. Gillrakers of the outer branchial arch short.

Giinther, in his report on the deep-sea fishes of the ChcllciKjcr, combines his genus, the

Pscudophycis, with rhyKumhis, stating that in consequence of the discovery of several in-

termediate forms, a generic distinction between them can not be maintained; and fiu'thet

tliat most probably tlie transition from the perfectly developed many-rayed fin to the single

filament of Phycis, will be found to be so gradual as to diminish tlie value of the structure

of this fin as a taxonomic character in this group.
In addition to the four species described below, two other species have been described—

P. breviiiticnhts of Richardson
{
= P. hacchits, Forster), and /*. hnrJxttus of Giinther (=P.

palmatus, Kliinzinger), but their bathic range has not been determined.
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PHYSICULUS DALWIGKII, Kaup.

Phi/sieiihis Dalwigkii, Kadp, loo, cit.—Gunther, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., iv, 348 (full description) ;
Chal-

lenger Koport, XXII, 1887, 88.—Vaillant, Exp. Sci., Travailleur ot Talisman, 1888, 290, pi. xxv, tigs. 3-3c.

" Eleven series of scales between the anterior dorsal and the lateral line. Axil of the

pectoral black. D. 7/67: A. 69: V, 5." {Glinther.)

Giiuther has studied 3 specimens fi'om Madeira, the largest 10 inches long, and notes

that all have an exceedingly narrow base to the ventral fin.

The species is only known from Madeira and from off Soudan, where the Talisman ob-

tained it at two stations, Lxxi, 782 meters, and Lxxi, 640 meters.

PHYSICULUS KAUPI, Poey. (Figure 318.)

Physicitlus Kaup'i, Poey, Report. Fis. Nat. Cuba, 1865, 180, pi. iv, iig. 1.—Gunther, ChaUonger Report,

XXII, 1887, 88, pi. XVII, tig. A.

f Physioulusjaponicus, Hilgendokf, SB. Naturf. Freunde, Berlin, 1879, 80.—(./jde Giinthor).

"This species," writes Giinther, "has constantly (as far as is shown by our specimens)
a broader base to the ventral tins than Phi/siculus dahcijikii, and they are formed of 7 rays, of

which the longest may or may not reach the anal tin. The tin rays vary within propt)rtiou-

ate limits; they are: D. !)-10
| CO-GO; A. 60-70. There are 13 series of scales between the

anterior dorsal and the lateral line. The peduncle of the tail is shorter and less slender than

in the Madeiran form, but otherwise the two species are so similar as to scarcely deserve

.specitic separation."

Poey obtained a specimen at Cuba, and Melliss two at St. Helena. These are pro-

nounced by Giinther to differ in no respect from five exami)les found by the Challenger off

luosima in 3io fathoms, and 11 to 16 inches long.

PHYSICULUS PEREGEINUS, GiJNTiiER.

Pscudo2}hycis pcrcgrinus, GiJnther, Proc. Zool. See. London, 1871, 669.

PhysicHlus pcregrinus, GiJNTHER, Challenger Report, xxii, 1887, 88.

The height of the body is less than the length of tlie head, which is two-ninths of thc!

total (without caudal). Vent at only a short distance behind the base of the pectoral ;
tail

tapering into a very narrow band, the extremity of which is surrounded by the caudal tin
;

however, the vertical tins I'cmain separate fiom one another. Head rather broader than

deep, its greatest width being two-thirds of its length, luterorbital space concave, its width

being less than the diameter of the eye, which is one-fourth of the length of the head, and

equals that of the snout. Snout broad, obtuse, rounded, with the upper jaw overlapping
the lower; the maxillary extends to below the middle of the eye. Barbel shorter than the

eye. Vertical tins of moderate depth, with very fine tin-rays; the first dorsal commences

opposite to the base of the pectoral. Pectoral as long as the head without snout. The
ventral filament is jugular, extending beyond the origin of the anal, and composed of one

longer and two shorter rays. Scales minute and deciduous.

Eadial formula: D. 7+63 (ca.); A. 66 (ca.); V. 3.

Color reddish olive (in spirits), abdomen black.

The British Museum has several examples of this species from Manado, one of which

measiu'es 5 inches in length.
Another species, P. jialmatus, Kliinzinger, is from Port Philip, llobson Bay—probably

not a deep-sea form.

PHYSICULUS FULVUS, Bean. (Figure 319.)

Physiculnf> fiilru.t, Bean, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1881, vii, 210.

A PhysiculuH with head broad and depressed, with a short snout; the length of the

liead contained in the total length to the caudal base nearly 4 times. The height of the

body is about eiiualto the length of the head without the snout, and is contained Ij times

in the total length without caudal. The eye is about two-sevenths as long as the head.
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The length of the uppei-Jawis about equal to the. space between the ventrals and the aual

origin, and is contained 2J times in that of the head. The maxilla does not quite reach the

vertical through the hind margin of the eye. The barbel is one-sixth as long as the head.
The teeth are in narrow bands in the jaws; there is no outer series of enlarged teeth, but a
few in the middle of the bauds in both jaws are slightly larger than the others; all of the

teeth, however, are inconspicuous; the vomer and palate are smooth. The vent is situated

about under the third ray of the first dorsal. The distance of the first dorsal from the tip of

the suout equals 3 times the length of its base; its longest ray equals twice the length of

the snout, and slightly exceeds the length of the longest of the second dorsal; the length of

the second dorsal base equals 3 times the length of the pectoral, which is contained nearly

5J times in the total without caudal. The origin of the anal is about in a vertical let fall

from the base of the fifth ray of the first dorsal. The distance of the ventral from the tip
of the snout is contained about ij'i times in the standard body-length. When the ventral is

extended backward its tip will reach the base of the fourth anal ray. The length of the

middle caudal ray is one-third of the length of the head. The lateral line is very indis-

tinct, but it is situated rather high, and follows pretty closely the contour of the back.

The gill-rakers are moderately short and not numerous.

Eadial formula: D. 10-f49; A. 54; V. 7; scales 0-01 to 02-10.

The general color is a light yellowish-brown with the under surftice of the head, the

abdomen, the margins of the dorsal and anal fins, the lips, and the axil of the pectoral

very dark brown. There is, also, a dark brown blotch on the suboperculum. The inside

of the mouth and of the gill-membranes is white.

The type of this species (Cat. No. 28700, U. S. N. M.) was taken by the Fish Hawk
from station 941, in 40° 1' N. lat., O'jo 50' W. Ion., at a depth of 7!) tathoms. Specimens
were also obtained by the Blali-e at station ccxxxviii, in 24° 30' N. lat., 84° 5' W. Ion., at

a depth of 955 fathoms; and by the Albatross from station 2358, in 20° 19' N. lat., 87° 3' 30"

W. Ion., atadepth of 222 fathoms; from station 2312, in 32° 54' N. lat., 77° 53' 30" W. Ion.,

at a depth of 88 fathoms; from station 2298, in 35° 39' K hit., 74^ 52' W. Ion., at a depth of

80 fathoms; and from station 2402, in 28° 30' N. lat., 85° 33' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 111

fathoms.

URALEPTUS, Costa.

UraUptus, CosTA,Wiegmann'a Archiv., 1858, 87.—Guntiier, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., iv, 349.

Body elongate, compressed and tapering ijosteriorly, covered with small scales. A sep-

arate caudal; 2 dorsal fins and 1 anal; ventral fins narrow, with flat base, composed of

rays. Upper and lower jaw with an outer series of strong curved teeth. Vomerine and

palatine teeth none. Chin without barbel. Branchiostegals seven. {Qlinther.)

URALEPTUS MARALDI, (Risso), Costa. (Figure 320.)

GadUH MaraUi, Eisso.-Ichth. Nice, 1810, 123, pi. vi, fig. 13.

MerUicius Maraldi, Risso, Hist. Nat. Eur. Mdrid., 220.

l7ro/e/)/«8il/araWi, Costa, Fauna Najiol., pi. xxxvii, A.—Bonaparte, Cat. Metoilico, No. 375.—Canestrini,
Arch. Zool.,i, 357; Pesci tVUalia, 156.—GCnthek, loe. cit.; Challenger Report, xxii, 1887, 87.—MoREAu,
Hist. Nat. Poiss. France, in, 253.

Gadus gracilis, Lowe, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1813, 91 (type in University of Cambridge).

The head is rather thick, its greatest width being equal to its height, which is somewhat
more than one-half of its length; its length is one-fourth of the total (without caudal). The
cleft of the mouth is oblique, wide, the maxillary extending to below the jiosterior margin
of the orbit. The lowerjaw is received within the upper, but both are nearlj' equal in length

anteriorly; they are armed with a series of rather large, curved, widely set t«eth, and there

is another series of small teetli within the outer in the npi)er jaw. Snout rather broad,

obtusely rounded, scarcely longer than the eye, the diameter of which is two-ninths of the

length of the head. The interorbital space is emarginate on each side by the upper i)art of

the orbit, and its width is somewhat more than the diameter of the eye. Nape of the neck
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broad, scarcely elevated, with a spine on each side pointings outwards and covered by skin.

Opcrcuhini small, with a slender horizontal spine posteriorly, the part below the spine being

emargiiiate. Ciillmembranes united below the throat by a rather narrow eutaneous Ijridge,

not attached to the isthmus. Gill-opening wide; gills 4, a slit behind the fourth; pseudo-

branchia' glandular. Tlie trunk is rather low, its greatest depth being one-sixth of the total

(without caudal). Tail tapering into a very narrow band. The Hrst dorsal tin commences

behind the vertical from the base of the pectoral, is somewhat higher than long, and not

higher than the second. The second dorsal coniinences immediately beliind the first; its

rays increase somewhat in length posteriorly, one of the longest being half as long as the

head. The whole fin is naked. Caudal fln slender, slightly rounded, entirely free from

dorsal and anal, and nearly half as long as the head. The anal fin commences at some

distance behind the vent, which is situated vertically below the origin of the first dorsal;

itisvery similar to the second dorsal. The pectoral is inserted somewhat below the middle

of the body, and its length equals the distance between the front margin of the eye and

the end of the operculum. Ventrals narrow, slender, with the outer ray produced into a

filament shorter than the pectoral.

The scales extend over the whole head, the chin and the thin lips being naked. (Giinthcr.)

This form, originally described from Nice, has since been found at Madeira by John-

son, and at Naples and Catania by Giglioli.

The Blake obtained a poor specimen, apparently of this form, at station lxxxi, olf the

Island of Nevis, in the West Indies.

LOTELLA, Kaup.

Lotella, Kaup, in Wicgm. Arch., 1858, p. 88.—GijNTHER, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., iv, 34r>; Ch:ill(iigor Koiiort,

XXII, 1S87, 80, pi. XIV, fig. A. {LotcUa marginala.)

Body of moderate length, covered with small scales. A separate caudal; 2 dorsal fins

and 1 anal; ventral fins with a flat base and composed of several rays. Teeth in the up|ier

jaw in a band,with an outer series of larger ones. "N^omerine or palatine teeth, none. Cliiu

with a barbel. Branchiostegals 7 (6!). {Giinthcr.)

Five species of this genus are known: L. pliycis (Schlegel), Giinthcr, from Japan; L.

rhachinus (Forster) Gunther, from Queen Charlottes Sound; L. fuligi)w.sa, described by
Giinthcr from a specimen without locality in the British Museum; L. majriUaris, Bean,

doubtfully referred to this genus, and L. maryinatu, Gunther, from liO-Slo fathoms, off

the Pacific Coast of southwestern South America.

LOTELLA MAXILLARIS, Bean. (Figure 321.)

Lotella vMxillaris, Bean, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vii, 1889, 241.—Gijnther, Challenger Kopoit, xxii, 18S7, 86.

—Jordan, Cat. Fish. N. America, 1885, 130.

A Lotella having the length of its moderately compressed head contained about 4^ times

in the total length without caudal; the height of the body 5 times. Snout short. The eye

is one-third as long as the head. The maxilla reaches to the vertical through the anterior

margin of the pupil; its length equals that of the postorbital i)art of the head. The teeth

are in narrow bands in the jaws, the outer series being enlarged. The vomer aiul palate

seem to be without teeth. The vent is situated about under the eighth ray of the second

dorsal. The distance of the first dorsal from the tip of the snout is contained 4 times in the

total length, including caudal. The ventrals extend to about the vertical from the origin

of the second dorsal, and do not reach nearly to the vent. The longest ray of the first

dorsal is a little more than one-half as long as the head. None of the rays of the second or

of the anal are as long as the first ray of the first dorsal. The longest ray of the second

dorsal does not nuu;h exceed one half the height of the body. The longest ray of the anal

is about one-half the length of the ventral. The origin of the anal is about under the tenth

ray of the second dorsal. The ventrals are sitnated about under the beginning of the pos-

terior third of the head; their length eipials one fourth of the length of the second dorsal

base. The origin of the pectoral is somewhat in advance of that of the first dorsal. The
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fin is imperfet't, but its length probably slightly exceeds that of the ventral. The caudal
is rounded.

Kadial formula: D. 5, 55; A. ii; V. 10.

Owing to the condition of the specimen it is very difficult to count the small scales, but
there are about 7 or 8 rows between the origin of tlie first dorsal and the lateral line, and
about li or 15 rows between the anal and the lateral line. The number in the lateral line

is at least 115 to the origin of the caudal.

The color of the type at present is a very light brown. The margins of the dorsal and

anal, in their posterior portions, are blackish.

A single individual was taken by the Fish HatcJc, August 23, 1881, at station 952, in

N. lat. 39° 55' and W. Ion. 7()o 28', in 390 fathoms. The specimen is only 2? inches in length.
The catalogue number of the type is 29832. It is No. 14 of tlie list of lishes iniblished by
Prof. VerriU (Amer, Jour. Sci. and Arts, Vol. xxii, 1881, p. 290).

MORA, Risso.

Mora, Eisso, Hist. Nat. Eur. Mdrid., lf<2G, iii, 224.—Gunthek, Cat. Fish. lirit. Mim., iv, 341.—Moreau,
Hist. Nut. Puiss., France, iii, 248,

AscUus, VALENC1E^•^•E^^, Nat. Hist. Ilus Canaricnnes, Poissous, 76.

Vharoptcrijx, KurrELL, Verzeichu. Mus. Senckenb., Fiscbe, 16.

Gadoids having moderately elongate, Phycis-like body. Dorsals separate, prominent;
a short anterior and a long posterior dorsal, and the anal in two i)arts, widely separated.
Veutrals composed of rays. Scales moderate, covering body and head. Mouth large,

subinferior; teeth on jaws, vomer, and palatines cardiform, equal, those in the upper jaw
in a band. Gill-openings large. Branchiostegals 7.

MORA MEDITEERANEA, Ris.so. (Figure 322.)

Gadus morn, RiSSO, Iclitli. Nice, ISIO, 116.

Mora mcditerranea, Ei.s.so, Hist. Nat. Europ. Mdridionale, in, 224.—Bonaparte, Catalogue, No. 37G; Fauna

Italica, figure.
—Lowe, Proc. Zoiil. Soc. Loudou, 1843, 91.—Ca>;estuini. Arch. Zoiil., ii, 359, pis. xi-xii,

fig. 1; Pesci d'ltalia, 155.—Giglioli, Elenco, 36.—Guntuer, Cat. Fisli. Brit. Mus., iv, 1862, 342; Chal-

lenger Report, XXII, 83.—Capello, Cat. Poixes de Portugal, 1880, 30, No. 141.—Mokeau, Hist. Nat. Poiss.,

France, lii, 248, fig. 177.—Vaillant, Exp. Sci. Travailleur et Talisman, 1888, 298, pi. xxv, figs. 6, 6a.

AsvUits canaricnsis, Valen'CIENNES, loc. cit., 76, pi. xiv, fig, 3.

A Mora having the upper jaw longer than the lower, and a slender barbel, whose

length is less than that of the diameter of the eye. Caudal forked. First ventral ray pro-

longed in a slender thread, which reaches behind the tip of the pectoral. Scales small, 95

in the lateral line.

Eadial formula: 1), 7-8+12-45; A. 17-19+15-22; V. 6.

Color chestnut-brown upon tlie back, dark ash color on the belly, a blue spot upon the

tii> oftbe operculum. The palate and tongue are dark blue, tlie latter with black spots.

Dorsal and anal light blue at the base, darker at the tip. Pectorals light blue with black

spots.

This species, the Mora of Nice and the Verdone of Eome, was first found in the Med-

iterranean, where it has been recorded from Nice, Genoa and Legliorn. liis.so said of it in

1810 that it was very common in great depths of the sea oft' Nice, where it is taken in the

mouth of August. Giglioli, fishing at Genoa, July 20, 1879, at a depth of 800 to 1,000

meters, captured ninety-seven. It has not been found in the Adriatic, but Brito Capello
records it from off the coast of Portugal, and Lowe, also from 300 to 400 fathoms off 31ag-

dalena, 5 leagues to the west of Fnnchal, while Webb and Berthelot obtained it at the Ca-

naries. The Talisman took it at the same region (station l) at 975 meters, as well as off

Morocco (stations ix, xi, xxxiv, xlvii, xlviii) at depths of from 022 to 1,180 meters. The
Travailleur obtained it at Setubal (stations xxxiv and xxxv) in 1,307 meters, and in the

Gulf of Gascony in 014 meters. The ChaUoujer obtained specimens also, but they were

destroyed on shipboard and the record of locality lost. It has never been found in the

Western Atlantic.

19808—No. 2 24
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LEPIDION, Swainson.

Lepidion, Swainson, Nat. Hist. Fishe.s, etc., i, 1838, 318; ii, 1839, 188, 300.

Haloporphijrus, Guntuku, Cat. FLsh. Brit. Mus., iv, 1862,358.
—JonuAX aud Gilbekt, Hull, xvi, V. S. Nat.

Mus., 800.

(liidoids having an elongate, compressed, liakelikc body. Scales very small, covering
not only the body but the entire head, even to the gill-membranes. 8nout produced, de-

pressed. Mouth rather large, subinferior. Jaws with bands of villiform teeth; vomerine

teeth in a small roundish patch; palatines toothless. Dor.sal composed of a very short and

a very long division. The anterior ray of tlie first dorsal lilamentous and prodiu'cd. Anal

deeply notched. \'entrals narrow, composed of 6 rays, cue of them tilameutous. Caudal

truucate. A barbel upou the chin. Branchiostegals 7.*

LEPIDION KISSOI, Swainson. (Figure 323.)

Gadiis lepUUon, Risso, Ichth. Nice, 1810, 118, pi. xi, lig. 40.

Lota hpidiou, Eisso, Hist. Nat. Eur. Muriel., iii, 1826, 218.—Bonatakte, Catiilogo Metodico, 44.

Lcjndion Hissoi, Swainson, op. ciL, i, 1838, 319.

Ltpidion riibescens, Swainson, oji. cit., ii, 1889, 307.

Haloporphynis Upidion, Giglioli, Nature, January 1, 1880.—Vincigcerra, Ann. Mus. Civ. Genoa, xviii, .'558,

taf. III.—GuNTiiER, Challenger Report, xxii, 91.—Canesthini, Pesci d'ltalia, 157.

A Lepidion having a broad, thick, tlat head, covered with scales, and witli an

occipital keel. The length of the head contained 4.i times in the total length of the Ksli.

Snout deiiressed, short, obtuse. Mouth broad, its angle under the anterior jiortiou of the

orbit. Upper jaw broad, longer than the mandible. Teeth small, cardiform, on the jaws
and vomer. Eye large, round, its diameter contained .3.J times in the length of the head,
and nearly equal to the length of the snout. Tip of maxillary extending beyond vertical

from the middle of the orbit. Scales veiy small, from 155 to 160 in the lateral line, and
about 11 longitudinal rows between the flr.st dorsal and the lateral line, which is a little curved

anteriorly, but straight after it passes the vertical from the oi'igin of the anal. The tirst

dorsal placed far forward, in vertical from the in.sertion of the pectorals; it is composed of

only 4 rays, the first of which is much prolonged; its length two-fifths the total length of

the fish. The second dorsal with a very long base. The median rays of the anal are much
shorter than the others, giving it a cresceutic cinarginate outline. Caudal long, roniuled.

Ventrals very long, their tips reaching the anus, but rarely extending beyond those of the

pectoral rays.

Eadial formula : D. 1+52; A. 40-18; V. (1.

Color, grayish-brown with a reddish tint. Tiie second dorsal blue, edged witli black;
the other fins more or less brown in alcoholic sxjecimeus. The caudal and anal blackish,
as are the opercles.

This species, originally described from Nice in 1810, was said by Kisso to be very rare,

and only taken at considerable depths in the inontli of August. It has never been seen

elsewhere than at Nice, where Giglioli obtained specimens in September, 1879.

The Madeiran form identified with this by Giinther before he had liad the opportunity
of examining a specimen, has since been determined to be distinct, and was renamed by
Giglioli, Haloporphyrus Giintheri.

LEPIDION Gi'NTHEEI, (Giglioli), Goode .aiul Bkan.

Haloporphyrua Ivpidiun, Gi'-nther, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., iv, 358.—Johnson, Ann. aud Mag. Nat. Hist., 1862,

X, 166.

Haloporphyrus GUnlhcri, Giglioli, Nature, January 1, 1880.—Vinciguerra, Ann. Mus. Civ. Genoa, xviii,
558.—GcNTiiER, Challenger Report, xxil, 90, pi. xviii, fig. A.

'According to Dr. Giinther (v. 4, p. 3.58), "the generic name Lepidion is ])rc(iccupicd," but it is not stated

in what way. Wheu it isremenibered that Dariijiopus was said to )»• preoccnpiid because Meyer had named
a group of extinct reptiles Daili/Iojxxhi. It will be understood why as no record of an earlier use of L( iiidiun

than 1X3S appears in the nouieuclators, we must a(loi)t it till further information i.s given as to the natnre of

the supposed preoccupation. Savigny had given tlu^ name Lepidin to a genus of worms in 1817, and Lepellctier
had uamcd ic^jisia a genus of beetles in 1825, but those are suflicieiitly distinct from the Swainsouiau name.
—Gill.
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The diairieter of the eye is one-sixth the length of the head (in specimens 20 to 24 inches

long). Caudal pedimclc rather slender, its depth being two-thirds of tlie distance between

dorsal and caudal fins. Fifteen or 16 longitudinal series of scales between the anterior dor-

sal fin and the lateral line, and 210 in the lateral line. The dorsal filament very thin, thread-

like. (Giinther.)

Kadial formula: D. 4+52-56; A. 49-52; P. 21; V. 5.

This species has, according to Giinther, been obtained off the coasts of Madeira and

Portugal, and also in tlie Mediterranean. One of the specimens in the British Museum,
that figured by Giinther in the Challenger report, was 2 feet long.

LEPIDION EQUES, (Gunthek), Goode and Bean.

Baloporphyrus eques, Guntuer, Challenger Report, xxii, 91, pi. 18. fig. B.

The length of the head equals the distance between the root of the ventral fin and the

anal, and is ratlier less than one-fourth of the total (without caudal). The eye is very large,

one-third of the length of the head, longer than the snout, and nearly twice the width of the

interorbital space. Snout of moderate length, obtuse, with an undulated series of pores in

the preoi'bital region running toward the extremity of the snout. The mouth extends

nearly to below the middle of the eye. Barbel half the length of the eye. The caudal

peduncle very slender, its depth being two-fifth s of the distance between dorsal and caudal

fins. Fifteen or 16 longitudinal series of scales between the anterior dorsal fin and the lat-

eral line and 180 in the lateral line. The first long dorsal ray is compressed, moderately

strong, extending backward to tlie posterior fourth of the length of the dorsal fin. The
middle of the anal fin very conspicuously depressed. Caiulal fin rcmnded, with its basal

rays extending for some distance along tlic peduncle. Pectoral fin as long as the head with-

out snout. The filamentous ventral ray, which, in fact, consists of two rays, free along their

distal half, does not exceed in length the pectoral fin. Ca-c. pyl. 10-11.

Kadial formula: D. 4 -f- 56-02; A. 49-54; V. 7; L. lat. 180.

Color, brownish with blackish fins; orbit with a black ring; the cavities of the mouth,

gills, and abdomen black. Specimens of a much lighter color (probably albinos) are not

scarce. {Gihither.)

Young specimens (6 inches in length), says Giinther, do not differ essentially from older

ones of twice the lengtii, but their eye is relatively still larger and the dorsal filament some-

what smaller. Numerous specimens were obtained by the KiiUjht Errant, in the Faroe

Channel, in 530 fathoms, the largest being 12 or 13 inches long, at station 6, in August,

1880, and station 2, in August, 1882.

Giinther formerly believed that tliese specimens represented the younger stage of

the large specimen from Madeira (the only one known to him at the time) which he referred

in 1862 to liisso'sflsh; but examples received at a later pei'iod convinced liim that the

present species may be constantly, at all ages, distinguished by a comparatively larger eye
and shorter head. However, the three European species, viz, Lepidion Giientheri, Lepi-

dion Rissoi, and Leptdion eques are most closely allied to each other.

LEPIDION ENSIFERUS, (Gunther), Goode and Bean.

Halojporphynts cnsiferun, Ginther, Challenger Report, xxii, 1887, 92, pi. xix, fig. A.

Distinguished by the very broad and compressed dorsal ray. The length of the head

equals the distance between the root of the ventrals and the vent. Eye rather large, two-

sevenths of the length of the head, a little longer than the snout, and in width much ex-

ceeding the interorbital space; pores of the preorbital region very small. Month compara-

tively narrow, only reaching beyond the anterior margin of the eye; barbel much shorter

than the eye. Caudal peduncle rather slender, its depth being rather more than one-half

the distance between dorsal and caudal fins. Scales very small, ratlier irregularly arranged ;

about 18 longitudinal series between the first dorsal fin and the lateral line. The long dor-

sal ray is strongly compressed, broad, shaped like a bhide of grass, and extending backward

to the iiostcrior third of the dorsal fin. It is so in 3 male specimens, but in a female the
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ray is much less developed, scarcely extending beyond the anterior third of the dorsal fin.

Middle of the anal fin strongly depressed; caudal fin subtniiu-ated
; pectoral as long as the

head ^vithout snout, unich shorter than the filamentous ventral fin, which, however, does

not reach the vent. (Giiitthcr.)

Eadial ftmnula : B. 7; D. 5, 52; A. 4(1; V. 8; Ca-c. pyl. 10.

Color, brownish, fins blackish, the posterior dorsal and anal rays whitish; cavities of

the mouth, gills, and abdomen black. (Oiinther.)

Tills species was obtained by the ChoUoKjcr, at station 3L'0, otlthe month of the La Plata,

and is described and figured by Giinther (Challenger IJcport, xxii, 1887, 'J'2, pi. xix, fig. A).

ANTIMORA, Gunther.

Antimora, GCnthek, Ann. ami Maj;. Nat. Hist., 1878, ii, 18; Challenger Report, xxn, 93.

Body elongate, covered with small scales. Upper part of the snout jiroduced into a

pointed projection. A separate caudal; 2 dorsal fins, the first with 4 or 5 rays; one anal,

with a deep depression along the middle. Ventrals narrow, composed of 6 rays. Jaws with

bands of villiform teeth; vomerine teeth in a small roundish patch; none on the palatine

bones. Muciferous channels on the side of the head well developed; bones of the eraniiim

wanting in solidity. Ventat the end of the abdominal cavity. Chin with a barbel. Brauchi-

ostegals 7; pseudobrauchiie none. Pyloric appendages long, in moderate number.

ANTIMORA VIOLA, (Goode and 15ean), Jordan. (Figure 324.)

Haloporphijrus viola, GoODE ami Bean, Proc. U. S. Nat. Miis., I, slg. 17, Dec. 17,1878, 257; Cat. Fish. Essex

Co. auil Mass. Bay, 1879, 8; Bull. Mus. Comp. Zoiil., x, 1883, 206; Anier. Jour. Sci. and Arts, xvii, 1879,

41.—Jordan and Gilbert, Bull, xvi, U. S. N. M., 800.—Goode, Proo. U. S. Nat. Mus., in, 476.

Antimora viola, Jordan, Cat. Fish. N. Anier., 129.—GCinther, Challenger Report, xxn, 1887, 94, pL XV.

An Antimora Vfiih body resembling that of P/jycis, though somewhat shorter, higher,

and more compressed, its greatest height contained about five times in its length (without

caudal), its height at the ventrals slightly exceeding one-eighth of its total length, its height
at the middle of the caudal i)ednncle one twenty-ninth of the same.

Scales arranged in about 115 vertical rows and about 38 horizontal ones, about 11 being
between the origin of the dorsal and the lateral line and about 27 below the lateral line.

Lateral line .slightly curved upward in the anterior fourth of its length.

Length of head contained more than four and one-quarter times in that of the body;
its width half its length and less than double that of interorbltal area.

The barbel is .short, its length being scarcely equal to half the diameter of the orbit and

about one-tenth the length of the head. The width of interorbltal area is about e(jual to

the longitudinal diameter of the orbit. In the larger s])ecimeu .slightly greater. The diameter

of the orbit is equal to or slightly greater than one-fourth the length of the head. The length
of the snout is equal to that of the operculum and less than width of interorbltal area.

The maxillary extends to vertical from iwsterior margin of the orbit, its length about

equal to the greatest width of the head. Mandible equals one eighth of total length with-

out candal.

Snout equal to operculum in length, obtusely pointed, much depressed, its lateral out-

line subconlcal, a conspicuous keel extending backward along the lower line of the orbit to

its posterior nuirgln. The head and mouth clo.sely resemble those of some species of Macru-

riis, except that the keel is covered with small, smooth .scales and is not overhanging. Ijips

sealeless.

Teeth in the jaws imperfectly serial, villiform, recurved; a small oblong patch of similar

teeth on the head of the vomer; none on the palatines.

First dorsal fin inserted at a distance fi'om the snout somewhat greater than twice the

height of the body at the ventrals; its first ray is much prolonged, its length greater than

that of the head, and nearly as long as or longer (in the larger specimen) than the distance

from the snout to the beginning of the dorsal. The second ray is contained less than four

times, the third six times or less In the first, the fourth about ten times. The length of the

base of second dorsal is somew hat more than twice the distance of its insertion from the
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snout; its greatest lieiglit, which is in the posterior fourth of its length (near the 40th ray),

is contained about six or seven times in the length of its base.

The vent is situated at a point equidistant from snout and tip of caudal, under the 19th

ray of second dorsal fin. The anal fin is inserted at a distance behind it equal to length of

second anal ray. Its length of base is slightly more than half that of second dorsal. It

has a considerable depression in its middle outline. The last rays of dorsal and anal are of

equal length and are directly opposite each other.

The caudal seems to be somewhat rounded. The length of the middle rays contained

more than 9 times in total length without caudal, and more than 10 times in length includ-

ing caudal.

Pectorals narrow, inserted under the base of first dorsal. In the smaller siiecimen they
reach to the perpendicular from the ninth ray of the second dorsal, in length equaling the

greatest height of the body.
Ventrals inserted at a distance from tip of snout equal to half the length of anal base;

the second ray nearly twice as long as the first, and in the smaller specimen, in which it is

unmutilated, nearly as long as the head.

Kadial formula: D. 4, 53; A. 40; C.
r,,

20 or 21, 5; P. 1, 19; V. 0.

Color, deep violet or blue.

Table of Measueements.

Current number of specimen.

Locality

21,837 21,838

Edge of Le Have Bank.

Milli-
meters .

lOOths of

length.

Milli-
meters.

lOOths of

length.

Rxtrcnio length (without caudal)
Length to end of middle caudal I'tlys

IJody :

Greatest height
Greatest width
Height of ventrals
Least height of tail

Length ofcaudal peduncle
Head :

Greatest length
Length of l>arbel

Greatest width
Width of interorbital area

Length of snout

Length of operculum
Length of maxillary
Length of mandible'
l>istance from snout to center of orbit.
Diameter of orbit (longitudinal)

Dorsal (tirst) :

Distance from snout
Length of base

Length of tirst ray
Length of second ray
Length of third ray
Lt-ngth of fourth ray

Dorsal (second) ;

Length of base .\

Distance from snout

Length of tirst ray
Length of longest ray (41st)

Length of l.ast ray
Anal :

Distance from snout

Lengt Ii of base

Ijcngth of tirst ray
Length of longest ray (26th)

Length of last ray
Cau<lal:

Length of middle rays
Pectoral ;

Distance from snout
Length

Ventral :

Distance from snout
Length of tirst ray
Length of second ray

Branchiostegals
Dorsal
Anal.
(•.indal...

Pectoral..
Ventnil.
Number of scales in lateral line

Number of transverse rows above lateral line. .

Number of transverse rows below lateral line. .

435
480

,. 83
44
5.')

15

19

100
10
50
27
25
25
4!)

55
44
27

113
16

107
25
19

10

273
133

27
32
8

2f)0

142
10
35
8

104

83

71

48
92

19
10

lUi
34

H
23

2i
nj

6
6
n
12S
10

«J

26
4

24i
6

*i
2i

62i
30i
6i
74

61

32J
2*
8
2

lOi

23»
19

10
11

21
VII
4,53

40

5,20or21,5
1.19

6
, 115
. n
. 27

545
003

125
13
63
35

136
25
140
33
22
14

340
ICO
33

53

137
105

2i

64
5
5

114
13

04
6

25

»!
254

i;

44

62
29
«

9}

104

25
19

VII
4, -f-

40

1,19
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The tjqies of this species were brought into Gloucester August 24, 1878, by Capt. Joseph
W. Collins, the skipper of the schooner Marion of (iloucester, having been taken on a

halibut trawl on the outer edge of Le Have Bank at a (le])th of 400 or 500 fathoms.'

Other si)eciiuens were taken by the Fixh Ilatrl: on October 2, 1880, at statiou 893, in 39°

52' 20" N. lat., 70° 58' W. Ion., at a depth of 372 fathoms.

Other specimens were obtained by the Blake from station cccv, in 41° 33' 15" I^. hit.,

65° 51' 25" W. Ion., at a depth of 810 tathoms; from station cccviii, in 41° 24' 25" N. lat.,

G50 35' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 1,242 fathoms; from station CCCVI, in 41° 32' 50" N. lat.,

05° 55' W, Ion., at a depth of 524 fathoms; from station cccxxv, in 33° 35' 20" N. lat., 76°

W. Ion., at a depth of 347 fathoms; from station cccxii, iu 39* 50' 45" N lat., 70° 11' W.
Ion., at a depth of 406 fathoms; from station cccxxxvii, iu 38° 20' 8" N. lat., 73° 23' 20"

W. Ion., at a depth of 740 t\ithonis, and from station CCCiii, in 41° 34' 30" N. lat., 65° 54'

30" W. Ion., at a depth of 30G fathoms; by the Albatross from statiou 2571, in 40° 9' 30"

N. lat., 67° 9' W. Ion., at a depth of 1,350 fathoms; Cat. No. 35433, U. S. N. M., from sta-

tion 2181, iu 39° 29' N. lat., 71° 40' W. Lou., at a depth of 093 fathoms; Cat. No. .33373, U.

S. N. M., from statiou 2075, in 41° 40' 30" N. lat., 65° 35' W. Ion., at a depth of 855 fathoms;
Cat. No. 33275, U. S. N. M., from station 2035, in 39© 20' 10" N. lat., 70° 2' 37" W. Ion., at

a depth of 1,362 fathoms; Cat. No. 33446, U. S. N. M., from station 2072, iu 41° 53' N. lat.,

G50 35' W. Ion., at a depth of 858 fathoms; Cat. No. 33412, U. S. N. M., from statiou 2074, iu 41°

43' N. lat., 65° 21' 50" W. Ion., at a depth of 1,309 fathoms; Cat. No. 35425, U. S. N. M.,
from statiou 2179, iu 39° 30' 10" N. lat., 71° 50' W. Ion., at a depth of 510 fathoms; C;it.

No. 33375, U. S. N. M., from statiou 2072, in 41° 53' N, lat., 05° 35' W. Ion., at a depth of

858 fathoms; Cat. No. 35431, U. S. N. M., from statiou 2171, in 37° 59' 30" N. lat., 73° 48'

40" W. Ion., at a depth of 444 fathoms; Cat. No. 35543, U. S. N. M., from statiou 2202, iu

390 38' N. lat., 71° 39' 45" W. Ion., at a depth of 515 fathoms; Cat. No. .33014, U. S. N. M.,
froui station 2030, iu 39° 29' 45" N. lat., 71° 43' W. Ion., at a depth of 588 fathoms; from

station 2529, in 41° 3' 30" N. lat., 66° 14' W. Ion., at a depth of 062 fathoms; from station

2083, in 40° 26' 40" N. lat., 67° 5' 15" W. Ion., at a depth of 959 fathoms; from station

2180, in 390 29' 50" N. lat, 71° 49' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 523 fathoms; from statiou 2111,
iu 350 9' 50" N. lat., 74° 57' 40" W. Ion., at a depth of 938 fathoms; fi-om statiou 2563, in

390 18' 30" N. lat., 71° 23' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 1,422 fathoms; from station 2.534, in

40° 1' N. lat., 07° 29' 15" W. Ion., at a depth of 1,234 fathoms; from statiou 2528, iu 41°

47' N. lat., 65° 37' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 667 fathoms; from station 2429, in 42° 55' 30"

N. lat., .50° 51' VV. Ion., at a depth of 471 fiithoms; from statiou 2530, iu 40° 53' 30" N. lat.,

60° 24' W. Ion., at a depth of 956 fathoms; from station 2562, iu 39° 15' 30" N. lat., 71° 25'

W. Ion., at a depth of 1,434 fathoms; from statiou 2564, in 39° 22' N. lat., 71° 23' 30" W.
Ion., at a depth of 1,390 fathoms; from station 2550, iu 39° 44' 30" N. lat., 70° 30' 45" W.
Ion., at a depth of 1,081 fathoms; from station 2549, in 39° 51' 30" N. lat., 70° 17' W. Ion., at

a depth of 571 tathoms; from statiou 2546, iu 39° 53' 30" N. lat., 70° 17' 30" W. Ion., at a

depth of 538 fathoms; from station 2115, in 35° 49' 30" N. lat., 74° 34' 45" W. Ion., at a

depth of 843 fathoms; from station 2553, iu 39° 48' N. lat., 70° 36' W. Ion., at a deplli of

551 tathoms; from statiou 2552, iu 39° 47' 7" N. lat., 70° 35' W. Ion., at a dejitli of 721

tathoms; from statiou 2533, in 40° 16' 30" N. lat., 67° 26' 15" W. Ion., at a depth of 828

fathoms; from station 2531, in 40° 42' N. lat., 66° 33' W. Ion., at a depth of 852 fathoms;
from statiou 2532, in 40° 34' 30" N. lat., 66° 48' W. Ion., at a depth of 705 fathoms; from

statiou 2554, iu 39° 48' 30" N. lat., 70° 40' 30" W. Ion., at a di^ptli of 445 fathoms; by the

Fish Uaiclc from statiou 1029, iu 39° 57' 6" N. lat., 69° 16' W. Ion., at a depth of 458 fath-

oms (Cat. No. 28947, U. S. N. M.); Cat. No. 26164, U. S. N.M., from station 893. in 39° 52'

20" N. lat., 70° 58' W. Ion., at a depth of 372 fathoms; Cat. No. 31 865, U. S. N. M., from

station 1155, in 39° 52' N. lat., 70° 30' W. Ion., at a depth of 554 fathoms, and Cat. No,

' It was at this time, 011 the deck of Capt. Collins' schooner, that the authors made the acquaintance of

tins most aecdiiiplislicd cxj)(;i't in the iisherics, who had never liefore had his attention called to the

opportuuitiea lor iuvcstigution with which he was surronndcdj and which he has since so fully utilized.
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'2&J-M, U. S. N. M., from station S!»l, in 39° 40' N. lat., 71o 10' W. Ion., at a, depth of 480(?)
fathoms. A single specimen, taken from tlie stomach of a Chiasmodon niger,was received

from Gloucester in 18.80.

ANTIMORA EOSTRATA, Gunther.

Antimoi-a rontrala, Gi'NTltEK, Ann. iiiid Mas;. N:it. Hist., ii, 1878, 18; CUallpiiger Rejiort. xxii, ^.887, 92, pi.

XVI, fig. A.

This species is readily distinguished by the peculiarly i>roduce(l snout, which forms a

short, triangular, pointed lamina, .sharply keeled on the sides, and overhanging the cleft

of the mouth. *

The head is rather short, broad posteriorly, half as long as the distance between ventral

and anal fins. Eye round, rather large, its diameter one-fourth of the length of the head,
less than that of the snout, and nearly equal to the width of the Hat intenn-bital space.
Month wide, the maxillary extending nearly to below tlie hind margin of the eye. Teeth

in both jaws in narrow villiform bands; a small group of teeth on the vomer. Posterior

extremity of the maxillary not much dilated. Nostrils close together; the posterior are

wide, semicircular ojieiiings, the anterior narrower and round. The vent is rather nearer

to the end of the o])erculum than to the root of the caudal.

The entire head (even the gill membrane and the foremost part of the snout) and the

body are covered Mith small cycloid scales, of which only a few have been preserved; there

are about 10 in a transverse line between llie first dorsal fin and the hiteral line and 1-40 in

the lateral line.

The greater part of the dorsal and anal fins are covered with scales. The first dorsal

is subcontinuous with the second, and the first ray is produced into a filiiment about as

long as the head. The second dorsal and anal fins are rather low; the latter so much

depressed in the middle as to present the appearance of a double anal. The fiee portion
of the tail is narrow, terminating in a comparatively small caudal fin, which is truncated

behind. Pectoral pointed, the upper rays being the longest; it is as long as or longer than

the head exclusive of the snout. The two outer ventral rays prolonged as two filaments;

the second being twice as long as the first, and not extending as far back as the pectoral.

Radial formula: D. 4, 51-50; A. 38-39; Y. 0.

Color, black; the cavity of the mouth, gills and abdomen deep black.

This form occurs midway between the Cape of Good Hope and Kerguelen Island, and
also east of the mouth of the Rio de la Plata. The ChaUeiH/er obtained a specimen, 12i

inches long, at station 14(J, near Marion Island in 1,375 tathoms; and a specimen 24 inches

long, at station 320, ott' Montevideo, in 600 fathoms.

HALARGYREUS, Gunther.

HularinjrniK, GdNTnER, Cat. Fish. Brit. Miis., iv, 1802, 312. (type, H. Joknsonii, Giintlior.)

Body elongate,- covered with small scales (a separate caudal); 2 dorsal and 2 anal

fins, the latter subcontinuous; veiitrals composed of several rays. Jaws with a band of

minute villifi)rm teeth of efpial size; no teeth on the vomer or palatine bones. No barbel.

Branchiostegals 7. Pseudobranchiic glanduliir, rndimentary, covered by the membrane;
gill rakers of the outer branchial arch long. (Gilntlicr.)

HALARGYREUS BREVIPES, A'aillant. (Fig. 325.)

EaXargijreus brevipin, VaillaNT, Exp. Sci. TiMvailleur ct Talisman, xxil, 1888, 295, pi. XXV, fig. 5.

A Ualarfiyrens having (accordiiig to Yaillant), a general resemblance to Merluvius smi-

ridus, body being nearly cylindrical anteriorly, and its thickness nearly equal to its

greatest height, which is one eighth of its length. The length of the head is one-fourth the

length of the bodj^, and its width is a little less than its height. Snout moderate, its length
about one-third that of the head. Mouth rather large, although the maxillary does not

extend beyond the vertical from the center of the orbit. Lower jaw slightly longer than
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the upper one. Jaws covered with Hue teeth in Imiids; vomer niid i)alatines toothless.

Diameter of the eye one-fourth the kMigth of the lu-ad; iuterorbital space miieh less, ahout

two-elevenths of the lengtli of the head. No barbel. Vent neaily median. Scales small,

about 122 (as nearly as could be ascertained by Vaillant) in the lateral line; seven above and

thirty below. The lateral Ihie is near the dorsal outline.

First dorsal inserted behind the vertical I'rom the base of the pectorals and short; the

second placed close to the first, and extending almost to the base of the foremost rays of

the caudal. First anal under the vertical from the fourteenth to the sixteenth ray of the

second dorsal, terminating nearly under the tenth from the last ray of the same fin. The
anal is deeply notched, its twenty-seventh ray being longer than any of the preceding ones,
while the twenty-sixth is very short. The form of these two fins is best expressed by the

accompanying illustration. Pectorals moderate, ventrals exceedingly short.

Eadial forinula: 1). 8 + 50; A. 20+22; V. 6.

Color reddish-brown; silvery upon the cheeks and below. Pectorals dark. Jlouth
and branchial cavity intense black.

A single specimen was obtained by the French explorers at station xxi, off tlie (toast of

Morocco, at a depth of 1,319 meters. It was in very bad condition, and the di'scription of

Vaillant is confessedly imperfect.

No figure of the other species, Halargyrrns J<>h»sonii, has ever been published. Vail-

lant distinguishes his species from that of Giinther by the following characteristics: First,

by the shape of the head, which in H. hrevipes is broader than high, in II. Johnsonii higher
than broad; by the longer maxillary in the latter, in which also the lower jaw does not pass

the upper one; by the more advanced position of the dorsal in the latter, which begins in

the vertical from the root of the pectorals; and also by the prolongation of the first ventral

ray. The head of H. Johnsonii would appear, from the figure of Vaillant, to be shorter than

that of H. brcvipes.

It is very desirable that more material should be studied before two species of Ualar-

gyreus are fully accepted.

HALARGYREUS JOHNSONII, GiJNTnEH.

Halargyreus Johyisonii, GOntiier, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., iv, 18, 342 (Madeira, from stomacli ot Saccopliariinx) ;

Challenger Report, xxii, 1887, 83.

Head rather elongate and compressed, its length being equal to the distance between

the A-ent and the root of the ventrals; it is much higher than broad, its greatest heiglit

being more than one-half of its length. The snout is obtusely conical, a little longer than

the diameter of the eye, which is one-fourth of the length of the head. Cleft of the mouth

wide, the maxillary extending beyond the vertical from the middle of the eye. Upper jaw

withoutlip, that of the lower very thin; the lower is received within the upper, both being

equal in length anteriorly. A small bony tubercle, pointing obliquely forwards and down-

wards, occupies the lower part of the symphysis of the mandibles. The upper and lower

jaws are armed with a narrow band of minute teeth of equal size. The iuterorbital s])ace

is tlattish, and its width rather less than the vertical diameter of the orbit. Preoper-
culum rounded; opercidum and suboperculum each terminating in a very small spine, both

spines close together. The caudal fin is separated from the other vertical fins by a free

peduncle.
B ranchiostegals 7; gill openings very wide, the gill membranes scarcely united below

the anterior third of the orbit; gills 4, a clift behind the fourth; the first branchial arcli

is provided anteriorly with long gill rakers, longer tiian the lamelhe of the gills.

The greatest depth of the trunk is equal to the distance between the anterior margin
of the orbit and the end of the operculum. The anterior dorsal commences immediately
behind the vertical from the root of the pectoral, and is conq)i)S('d of very slender, simide,

and ai'ticulated rays, the anterior of which is the longest, half as long as the head. Tiie

second dorsal commences immediately behind the first, and is not much lower, its base being
covered by a thin scaly membrane. The vent is situated in the vertical from the ninth ray
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of the second dorsal, and tlie anal commences immediately behind it. TLe fourtli to seventh

rays are the longest, the posterior decreasing in length to the seventeenth, after ^rhich ff)ur

or five short rays follow, preceding the stronger rays of the second anal. Base of the pec-

torals imrrow, its length being more than one-half of the length of the head; ventrals very

narrow, with flat base, the outer ray being produced into a very line filament of moderate

length. Tlie scales extend forward on the snout.

liadial formula: I). 7+47—.07: A. 41—4G.

The color appears to have been a delicate red on silvery ground; pectoral and anal

transparent. Mouth and gill cavity black. {Giinther.)

Inches. Lines.

Distance of the end of the snout from tlie extremity of tlie opercuhtra 2 T)

Distance of the end of tlie snout from the origin of the first dorsal 2 8

Distance of the end of the snout from tin; origin of the second dorsal 3 6

Distance of the end of the snout from the vent 4 4

Distance of tlie end of the snout frimi the orij^iu of the second anal C 8

This species, of which a figure has never been published, was first described by Dr.

Giinther ft-om a specimen collected by J. T. Johnson, at Madeira, from the stomach of a

SiiiTophdrynx. lie informs us that several specimens have since been sent to the British

Museum from N"ew Zealand, where it is at times abundant.

ERETMOPHORUS, Giglioli.

Eretmophorus, GiGLTOl.l, Proc. Znol. Soc, Loudon, 1889, 328 (ty)pe, E. JHeincnhergii, loc. cit., PI. xxxiv.)

A genus of Gadoidca having two dorsal fins and one anal, with 5 elongate, ex.serted,

ventral rays, the median ones with lanceolate tips; a large abdominal cone.

ERETMOPHORUS KLEINENBERGI, Giglioli.

Eretmnphorim Kleinenbergii, Giglioli, Proc. Zool. Soc, London, 1889, 328, PI. xxxiv.

Body compressed, tapering toward the tail, but less so in the younger specimen, in

which the huge and singular abdominal cone is also less developed. The height of the

body behind the abdominal cone is contained between 5i and 6 times in the total length
exclusive of the caudal flu. The lateral line extends nearly in a straight line from the

branchial cleft to the end of the root of the tail; it is merely marked as a furrow with

indistinct pits along its course; in the larger specimen at its cei)halic end two slight fur-

rows run parallel with it above and beneath. The head is moderate, rather large; its

length is contained about 5 times in the total exclusive of the caudal fin : the snout is

short, nearly equal to the transverse diameter of the eye; its anterior contour is rounded;
there is a slight median gibbosity in front over the mouth. This is moderate, its aperture

hardly reaching the vertical from the anterior margin of the eye. Nostrils in front and a

little above the eye, the posterior aperture largest and oval. Eye moderate; behind it,

and extending toward the nape and downwards along the preopcrculum, are two series of

conspicuous pores. The space between the eyes is nearly llat and ratlicr broader than the

diameter of the eye; behind, the nape rises convex, presenting a median furrow in front of

the first dorsal in the older specimen. On the nape in the larger specimen are a number
of very distinct hyaline cylindrical warts, just like those of BeUnttia except in shai)e; the

latter have been described by Prof. Emery' and are nearly hemispherical. In Eretmo-

pitorus they begin just behind the interocular space and appear to form a double series; in

the older specimen I counted eight, but a few more extend toward the head of the lateral

line; they are evidently sense-organs allied to those of the lateral Hue. In conclinling 1

I must state that these warts are not to be .seen on the two younger specimens, in wiiich

they appear to be represented by pores, more numerous and more distinct than in the older

and larger specimen.

'C. Emery, "Contribuzioni ull' Ittiulogiu," iu Mittlieil. a. d. Zool. Stiitioii zii Neaiii-I, vi,)). 157 tav. 10,

ff. 18, 19. Naples, 1885.
•
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The glll-openiugs are rather wide, the branch iostegal membranes arc largely developed,
with robust rays; the opercular bones are smooth and very thin; the branchial cavities

contain four complete arches. The sjjecimens are so very fragile that 1 did not dare to pursue

my investigations further.

The fins are those of an Anacanthine fish, but I could not see any transverse articula-

tions in the first ray of the first dorsal; they are not very distinct on the otlicr median fins

except on the caudal, the oidy fin with slightly bifid rays; in the other fins the rays are

simple; at the base of the long dorsal and anal fins the projecting heads of the intersjjinous

bones give I'ise to a serrated appearaiuie. Tlie first dorsal is sniidl, but quite detachcMl from

the second one in the two larger s]>ecimens; it rises just above the insertion of tlu^ i>eeto-

rals; its second ray is the longest and equals in height the commencement of the second

dorsal fin. This is greatly develoi)e(l and maintains a nearly equal line throughout, but as

the body tapers toward the tail the fin increases in height in equal ratio. In size, shajjc,

and development the anal is the exact counteri)art of the second dorsal fin. The caudal

fin is quite distinct, its contour is lanceolate in the smaller specimen, nearly oval in the

older one, subtruncate with rounded edges in the oldest or biggest sjiecimen. The pectorals
are distinctly lobate, which character is more marked in the smaller specimens; they arc

of moderate size and broadly oval in contour. The ventrals certainly give the most striking

feature to this singular fish; they are inserted below and in front of the pectorals, at the

base, and on each side of the great abdominal cone. They are of great size, and the very
robust rays, 5 in number, are all elongated and considerably exceed the intervening mem-

br.ane, which only unites their basal portions; the internal and external rays are consider-

ably less developed than tlie three median ones, the internal one is the shoitest; both are

simple and without any trace of terminal dilatations. The three median rays all terminate

in a large beaiitiful lanceolate leaf like blade, through winch, however, the ray continues

to the pointed extremity; they are all prolonged beyond the two first-mentioned rays, but

the outer one is considerably shorter than the other two; it is smooth and its terminal blade

is smaller. The third and fourth rays, counting from the outer one, are siibequal, and bent
backwards extend very nearly to the root of the tail; at about the basal third of their

length they both present a singular angular dilatation, whicli looks like a thickened articula-

tion, but which is merely, so far as I can make out, a membranous dilatation. The great lan-

ceolate terminal blades are very large, being little less than one-fourth of the total length
of the ray which supi)orts them; their edges are sinuous and they terminate in a fine ])oint.

Judging from their length, strength, and development, these ventral paddles must be most
eflicieut for swimming; I know of no other fish possessing anything like them, and have,

therefore, thought pioper to derive from so peculiar a character the generic name which I

have proposed for this singular fish.

The next remarkable feature of my Uretmophorus is the huge abdominal cone, the base
of which occupies the entire space between the insertions of the ventrals and that of the

anal fin. This cone appears to deyeloi) with age. and it is certainly largei- and more prom-
inent in my oldest and biggest specimen, equaling in height that of the body just behind
the pectorals, where it is greatest. This abdominal cone is quite smooth; its skin, devoid
of scales, is silvery. 1 have not ventured to open it in any of the three specimens yet dis-

covered, for fear of damaging to a certainty these rare and very delicate creatures; but
the supposition that it contains most of the alimentary canal can not be far from the trutli

;

atits apex, which becomes cylindrical, is an aperture, evidently the vent, and behind this

a slender conical pajnlla (Ui which I could not distinguish anything like aiio])cning.
The scales cover the whole body except the head and abdoujinal cone, which are, as I

have said before, naked. They are small, very adherent, cycloid, and maiked with (!on-

centric lines. 1 have figured a few magnified (pi. xxxiv, fig. 1), to give an exact idea of

their charactei's
; they are very similar to those oi Hmmrhiinclius hcpaticiis, Facciola. A

thin pellucid epidermal layer covers them.

Only three S])ecimens of Erelmiiphiriai Klrhienbeij/i have, so far as I know, yet been cap-
tured and preserved; they were cauglit alive with a hand-net along with other jK-lagic an-

imals ou the surface at the mouth of the harbor of Messina as the current was flowing in.
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I owe tlieui to tlie kindness of my friend, Prof. Nicolaiis Kleinenherg, director of the

Zoological Institute of the Messina University, to whom I owe many other ichthyological

rarities; and as a mark of my gratitude and esteem I have tliought proper to give his name
to so singular a species, wliich is evidently as yet undescribed. These si)ecimens are now
in the central collection of Italian vertebrata in the Eoyal Zoological Museum at Florence.

As they present differences in size and in other respects, I shall j)roceed to describe them

briefly.

My smallest specimen (pi. xxxiv, tig. 2) measui-es 28^ millimeters in total length; it

was caught on the 10th of May, 1887. It is evidently much younger than the other two;
the two dorsals are yet united and the larval median fin extends as a crest to the head.

The caudal is, however, quite distinct and remarkable for its lanceolate form. The abdom-

inal cone is comparati\ely smaller than in the two older specimens, and a membrane unites

its hinder portion to the aual flu. The lobe of the pectorals is very distinct, and the rays
look thickened at their distal ends. The veiitrals have the characteristic form and develop-
ment. The color of the body is yellowish white (in alcohol); 8 very distinct broad black

bands cross the body transversely, being slightly obli(iue: the first occupies the base of the

abdominal cone, the last the root of the tail; the fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh are con-

tinued as a black blotch on the base of the anal fln; the ventral paddles are tijiped and

edged with black ; the ray is, however, white; otherwise the fins are colorless. Looking
with a lens, these black bands and blotches result in au accumulation of dark points or

chromatophores ;
this is the case also in the other specimens.

The second specimen, according to size and age, measures C8 millimeters in total

length; it is figured slightly enlarged (pl.xxxiv, fig.3). It was captured alive near the sur-

face in the harbor of Messina on the 2d of June, 1888. It bears considerable resemblance

to the first specimen described, but has lost some of tlie larval characters above noted
;

all

the median fins are well distinct; the caudal has an oval contour, but the abdominal cone,

covered with a slightly silvery skin, shows still a posterior membranous fringe which par-

tially unites it with the anal fin. The pores on the head and nape are very di.stinct. In

color this specimen is also very similar to the first one; the black transverse bands are

very well marked, but they are slightly fainter and the first one does not extend to the

abdominal cone, which is well developed. Ten very distinct black blotches extend along
the base of the anal fin and three along the caudal end of the second dorsal; three addi-

tional blotches are on the back between the third and fourth, fifth and sixth, and sixth and
seventh transverse bands.

The third specimen has the aspect of an adult. It was caught also near the surface

at the entrance to the harbor of Messina at the end of April, 1884. It measures 78 milli-

meters in total length; head, IG millimeters; from najie to apex of abdominal cone, 27 milli-

7neters; height of body immediately behind the abdominal cone, 12 millimeters. I have

figured it once and a half the natural size (PI. xxxiv. Fig. 4). It differs especially in color

from the two y(ranger and smaller specimens; the transverse dark bands on the body and

blotches along the median fins are faintly marked. The paddles of the ventral fins are

tipped with blackish brown, and were edged with violet in the fresh specimen, the general
color of which was a faint pink, with yellowish tinge along the basal half of the dorsal and
anal fins. The abdoininal cone is bright silvery; it has no trace of a hind marginal mem-
brane. The caudal is subtruncate; and, lastly, the cylindrical hyaline warts on the najje

are very prominent and distinct. {GigUoli.)

HYPSIRHYNCHUS, Facciola.

Hypsirhjjm-hiis, Faccioi.a, NatiiTiilistii Siciliauo, iii, pi. ii.

A genus of Gadoidea related to Erctmoiihorus, but having sevcTi ventral rays, slightly

prolonged, and with rounded, rather than lanceolate, tips. No abdominal cone.
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HYPSIRHYNCHUS HEPATICUS, Facciola.

Hypftirhipichus hfjititirtis, Facciola^ Ioc. cit.

This species was obtained at Messina by Dr. L. Faccii)la, aTid is also represented by a

Naples speeiinen in the Florence INlnsenm. It has not been I'lilly described, nor have we
seen even the partial description in the Natnralista SicUiano.

STRINSIA, Rafinesque. (Figure n2fi.)

Strinsia, Rafinesque, Indice d' Ittiologia Siciliann, 1880, 51.—GiNTHEU, Cat. Fi.sh. P>rit. Mus., IV, 1862, 344.

This genns was bi'iefly characterized by Rafinesque in the following terms:

"Gen. Striiisid. Due ale dorsali, una ala anale rinnita all' ala caudale."

Giinther's fuller diagnosis would apjjcar to have been drawn from a study of the

descrijition and figure in the "IconogTafia" of Prince Bonaparte, who seems to have bad a

sight of Kafinesque's type.

Strinsia is known only from this one specimen, careles.sly described, and probably care-

lessly preserved nearly a century ago. The careful work of later Italian and French ex-

plorers has not brought the form again to notice. Conservative and careful writers like

Giglioli, who has systematically reviewed all of Raflnesque's collecting fields about Sicily,

are beginning to omit it from their faunal lists. Something must be wrong.

What, then, is /Strinsia, or rather, what was it? This is a (juestion which we shall not

attemiit to answer, except by a suggestion. May not Raflnesque's type have been a fish

belonging to some closely related genus, whoi^e tail hud been deformed or partially restored

after mutilations; or, indeed, may not Bonaparte's figure, as well as Uafinesque's diagnosis,

have been drawn from a badly preserved specimen, with the caudal rays and those of the

posterior parts of the dorsal and anal frayed out and imperfect!

The tail of Bonaparte's figure does not look natural. The figiu'e, except for the tail,

answers very well to the description of Balargyreiis.

The only sjiecies named under Strinsia is S. tinea, Rafinesque {oj>. cit., 12, 52).

MELANONUS, Gunther.

Melanonus, Gunther, Ann. and M.ag. Nat. Hist., ii, 1878, 19.—Chal longer Report, xxii, l.'<87, 8,'?, Fig. (.V.

gracilis) jjl. xiv, fig. 13.

This genus is represented by one species, obtained by the Challenger in the Antarctic

Ocean, at 1,975 fathoms, and thus characteiized:

MELANONUS GUACILIS.

Head and body rather compressed, covered with cyciloid scales of moderate size, and

terminating in a hmg, tapering tail. Eye of moderate size; mouth wide, anterior and lat-

eral; both Jaws with narrow bands of \iliiform teetli; vomer and palatines with veiy nar-

row bands of minute teeth. Barbel none. Dorsal fin with a short anterior and a i)osterior

division; tlic middle portion conmicnces immediately behind the anterior, and hast lie ante-

rior rays well developed; the jjosterior (livision is couMuent \\ ith tlie extreme caudal rays

and the posterior anal division. Anal like the dorsal, minus its anterior division. The

outer gill rakers of the first branchial arch strong and h)ng, longer than the gill laminse.
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Ventrals composed of several rays, slightly io advance of the pectorals, which are narrow.
Bones flexible; mucous cavities of the head of moderate capacity. Pseudobranchiaj none.

{Gihtthcr.)

ONOS, Risso.

Onos, Eisso, Hist. N.at. Eur. Mdrid., 1826, ill, 214 (type, G. )H«s(eH({ L.).—Gill, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Pliila.,

1S63, 240.—JoitDAN & CiLBERT, Bull., XVI, U. S. Nat. Mus., 796.—Collett, Vid. J5elsk. Forhaudl.,
Cliristiania, 18U1, No. 11.

Motclla, CuviER, Kigue Auimal, ed. 2, ii, 1829, 334.—Guntiier, Cat. FisL. Brit. Mus., iv, 364.

Molvella and Motdla, Kali', Wiegui. Archiv., 1859, 90.

Gadoids with body rather elongate, covered with minute scales; head not compressed;
upper jaw lunger; snout with 2 barbels and chin with 1; teeth on jaws and vomer in

bands; palatines toothless
;
dorsal fins

'2,
the anterior composed of small fringe-like rays

concealed in a groove, preceded by a single hjng ray; second dorsal and anal long and

similar; caudal rounded or lanceolate; tail isocercal; ventral tins with liom 5 to 7 rays;
chin with a barbel.

KEY TO THE SI'ECIES 01' ONOS.

[From Collett.)

I. First ray <>f first dorsal short (erjual to or slightly longor thau snout).

A. Pectoral rays about 14 [O. pacificcs]
1. Pectoral rays about 17.

a. Lougitiidiual diameter of eyes equal to or less thnn width of iuterorlntal space.
*
Height of body 7 J iu total length, v. 6 O. meditekranevs

••Height of body 6 J in total leugth, v. 7 O. guttatus
h. Lougitudiual diameter of eyes greater thau width of interorbital space.

* Head large, its length about 4A iu total [O. m.\cropthalmu.s]
**HeaiV small, its leugth about 5.i in total O. lilSUAYEXSIS

2. Pectoral rays 22 or more.

a. Lougitudiual diameter of eye eijual to or less tliau iuterorl)ital space.

First ray of first (bursal eciual to diameter of eye O. vulgahis
First ray of first dorsal greater than diameter of eye O. keinhakdtii

h. Longitudinal diameter of eye great, larger thau interorbital .space O. carpenterii
II. First ray of first dorsal loug (equal to head), color uniform salmou or brick red O. ENSls.

ONOS ENSIS, (Reixiiardt), Gill. (Figure 327.)

Motellaensis, Reixhardt, Kon. Ved. Selsk. Math. Natura, Copenhagen, vi, 1837; ex. vii, 1838; 116, 128.—Col-

lett, Forh. Vid. Selsk. Christiania, 1878, No. 17; Norske Nordhavs Exp., 1890, Fish, 134.—LCtken, Vid.

Medd. Naturh. Foren. Copenhagen, 1881, 236.

Onoa eiisis, Gill, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Phila. 1863, 241.—Jordan and Giliiert, Ikill. xvi, U. S. Nat. Mus-

797.—GiJXTnER, Challenger Report, xxii, 98.—Collett, Forh. Vid. Selsk, 1891, No. 11.

Onos rufiis, Gill, Pr,oc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vi, 1883, 259.—Jordan, Cat. Fish. N. A., 128.

Head small, its length 5i^6 in total. Eye small, its diameter one-half the length of

the snout. Vent nearly median. First dorsal rays prolonged, as long as head. Teeth in

villiforni bands, small and uniform.

Eadial formula: D. 59; A. 44-40; P. 22-27; V. 8.

This form is known from (xreciiland, whence the museum at Copenhagen obtained 2

specimens, taken in lS3(i from the stomach of a seal (('i/stophoni) at Oinenak (lat. 70^ N).

Another was found iu 1882 by the U. S. Fish Commission steamer Fish Hawk in lat. 40°, off

the coast of New Jer.scy, in 1,10G fathoms.

The body is unusually high, the greatest height at anus contained 4i times in length ex-

clusive of caudal. The head enters 5.J times iu the length to end of caudal peduncle and
C times iu total length; its width at cheeks equals two-thirds of the head's leugth.

The eyes are rather large, nearly as long as snout and the interorbital area, and are

entirely in tlie anterior half of head, the ]»osterior margin of the orbit nearly ecpiidistant

between the tip of the snout and the posterior margin of the operculum. The moutli is
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normal; tlic supniinaxillary ends uiidor the posterior margin of tlie pupil. The tcctli are

ill a narrow band in Itoth jaws and some of those at least in the outer row of npjxT Jaw arc

slightly enlaryod and l)rownisli colored. The teeth of the vomer form a short eur\ed band in

two rows. The nasal barbel about equals the diameter of the eye. The chin barbel is

small and does not much exceed one-half the diameter of the eye.

The forenu)st ray of the first dorsal springs from the back above opercular margin.
The second dorsal tin is low in front but rises rapidly to the seventh or eighth rays behind

which it is nearly uniform for a long distance and the highest at posterior portion.
The anal tin is much lower than the second dorsal. The caudal is slightly emarginate,

almost truncate behind, and its median rays are about two-thirds as long as the head.

The pectorals are nearly three-fourths as long as head and are produced toward the

upner angles, the third ray being longest.

The ventral tins have their basis mostly in advance of the pectorals, and tlie longest

ray is tilamentous and nearly equals the iiectoral.

Tlie lateral line is obsolescent.

The ^^fta^rosA' obtained specimens of this species from the following localities: Cat.

No. 33430, U. S. K M., from station 2072, in 41° 53' N. lat., G5^ 3.3' \V. Ion., at a depth of

8o8 fathoms; Cat. No. 35G00, U. S. N. M., from station 2206, in 39° 35' N. lat., 71° 24' 30"

W. Ion., at a depth of 1,043 fathoms; Cat. No. 33207, U. S. N. :\I., from station 20.-)l, in 39°

41' N. lat., 69^ 20' W. Ion., at a depth of 1,100 fathoms, and from station 2550, in 39= 44' 30"

N. lat., 70° 30' 45" W. Ion., at a depth of 1,081 fathoms.

ONOS MACROPHTHALMUS, GCntuer.

MotcUa macropthalma, Guntheu, Ann. iniil Mas- Nat. Hist., 1867, xx, 280, pi. v., ii};. I?.

Onus macrophthdlmiis. Oi'NTiiicR, CIiallcnKor Report, xxii, 96.—C'ollett, Unll. Soc Zoiil. Fr.ancc, xv, 1800,

108; Via. Selsk. Foihandl., 1891, No. U.

"Barbels, three. The length of the head is one-fourth of the total (without caudal).

The diameter of the eye is one-fourth of the length of the head, as long as the snout, and

much longer than the interorbital space is wide. The maxillary reaches the hind mar-

gin of the orbit. Both jaws with teeth unequal in size, some being enlarged and canine-

like. Vent nearer to the snout than to the end of the anal. The anterior ray of the tirst

dorsal about as long as the eye."

Radial formula: D. 55; A. 55; P. 17; V. 5. Back with narrow brownish crossbars.

This species is known oidy from ai single example, 3 inches long, obtained in 80 or 90

fathoms, near the Hebrides. Dr. Liitken gives it as his opinion that this represents the

young oi Motella meditcrranca, but this view is disproved essentially by Collett.

ONOS BISCAYENSIS, Collett.

Onus biscayensis, Collett, Bull. Soc. Zoijl. France, xv, 1890, 107.—Vid. Solsk. Forhaudl., Chri-stiania, 1891,

No. 11.

Body elongate, its height 9 times or a little more in its length; head small, 5J in total,

4f in total without caudal. Height of caudal ])eduncle 4 times in le:igth of head. Eye
large, its diameter 3^ in length of head, exceeding in length the width of the interorbital

space, the length of the snout, and that of the tirst dorsal. Barbels, 3 (two nasal, one man-

dibular).

Vent nearer to the tip of the snout than to the extremity of the anal by a space equal
to the length of the snout.

Base of tirst dorsal twice in length of head and a little longer tlniii distance of its origin

from snout. Pectoral reaches nearly to origin of second doisal.

Intermaxillary teeth in bands, a single jironuiRMit canine on each side.

Color, brownish; second dorsal and caudal with brown bands.

Radial formula: D. .54; A. 44; P. 17; 15.0.
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Two young specimens (133 iiiilliineters) were taken by the ITirondellc, one iu the gulf

of Gascouy at a depth of 77 fathoms, the other off Gape Finisterre in 200 fathoms. This

species resembles most closely 0. macroplithalimis, but has a smaller head, and differs iu

color aud dentition.

ONOS REINHARDTII, (Kroyer), Collett.

MoteUa arijcnlata, Ui:iN'ir.vi'.i>r, Ivsl. D. Vid. Selsk. Math. Nat. Copenhagen, 1837, c\.

Motella lU-inhardIi, KuiiYEK, MS. of a))Oiit 1852.—Collett, ForhaniU. Vidensk. Selsk. f'Iiii,st., 1878, 83.

—LiJTKEN, Vid. Meddel. uat. Foren. Kj0beuhavu, 1882, 236.

Onus Heinhardti, Coli.ett, Norsk. Noidh. Exjicd., Fisk., p. 131, pi. IV. lig. 34; Viil. Selsk. Forli., 18111, No. 11,

Christiania.—GCntiieu, Challenger Kopoit, xxii, v. 97, pi. xix, lig. B.

Barbels, 3. The length of the head is contained 4^ times in tlie total (without caudal),

the diameter of the eye 4| or 5 times in the length of the head
;

it is shorter than the siujut,

equal to, or less in length than the interorbital space. The ma.xillary scarcely extends to

the hind margin of the eye. Both jaws and the vomer with an outer series of larger teetli.

Vent nearer to the root of the caudal than to the snout. The anterior ray of the first dorsal

fin rather longer than the eye.

Radial formula: 1). 53-.'>!); A. 43-48; P. 22-24; Y. 8. Coloration uniform. (Gimthcr.)

Several specimens were obtained in the Faroe Channel by the Knight Errant in .j40,

60S, and 040 fathoms, and by the North Atlantic expedition in the open sea west of Bear

Island at a depth of 058 fathoms. Other specimens are known from Greenland.

ONOS CARPENTERI, Gunther.

Motella mncioplithalnm, OiNTliKU, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., 1871, xili, 139 (not 1867).

Onus Carjiciitcri, GiNTHER, Challenger Kejiort, x.\ii, 87, pi. XLii, D.—Collett, Vid. Selsk. Forhandl.,

Christiania, 1891, No. 11.

Barbels, 3. The length of the head is two-ninths of the total (without caudal); the

diameter of the eye two-ninths of the length of the head, as long as the snout, and longer than

interorbital space is wide. The inaxillaiy reaches to a. little behind the himl margin of the

orbit. Both jaws with teeth unecpial in size, some being enlarged and cauinclike. Vent

much nearer to the snout than to the end of the anal. The anterior ray of the first dorsal

fin about as long as the eye.

liadial formula: D. 41); A. 45; P. 23; V. 0. Coloration uniform. {Giinthcr.)

One specimen only is known, 4i inches long, obtained during the cruise of H. M. S.

Porcupine, in ISO fathoms, between Shetland and Faroe. Collett writes that he formerly

regarded this specimen as representing a more advanced stage of growth of Onos macro-

phthalmus.

ONOS TRICIRRATUS, (Blocii), Gooue and Bean.

Gadiis tricirratiis, Blocji, IchthyoIogi<', pi. CLXV.

Motella trtcirra(rt, NiLSSON, Prod. 48; Skaud. Fauna, iv, 586.—Vau.lant, Travaillenr et Talisman, 1888, 285.

Snout obtuse, broad, rather depressed, with 3 barbels, one at each of the anterior nos-

trils, the third at the chin. Teeth villiform and of eipial size in the upper jaw. A series

of white dots along the lateral line (generally). ((Jiintltcr.)

The "Three-bearde<l roi'kling,
" which occurs along the coast of Europe from Scandi-

navia to the Mediterranean, was found by the TaU.sinan off Soudan at the depth of 640

meters (station LXXi), as well as by the Travailleur along the coast of JMorocco at 112

meters (station xxxiv).

RHINONEMUS, Gill.

RhiiifiKiiKix, Gill, Proe. IT. S. Nat. Mus., 1863, 230.—Jordax and Gilueut, Bnll., .\v, IT. S. Nat. Mns., 7J7.

Oniiie gadoids ha\ing a barbel at the snout as well as one at each nostril and one at

the chin. Head high anteriorly and compressed. No large canines.
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RHINONEMUS CIMBKIUS, (Linn.kus), Goode and Beax. (Figure 328.)

Gadiis cimhriuK, LiNN^rs, Syst. Nat., ed. xii, 17G6, 410.—Lackpf.uk, Hist. Nat. Poieis., ii, 1801, 442.

Motclhi cimhria. Bell, Canadian Naturalist aiul Geologist, i\', 1859, 20i).—Glntuer, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., iv,

1862, 367.—Gill, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Tliila., 1863, 241.

Onos {Jtliinunemiis} cimhriits, Goode and Bean, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., i, 1878, 349 (with full synonymy); Cat.

Fish. Essex Co. and Mass. Bay, 1879, 8.

Enclielyopus cimbnus, Jordan, ms., in Goodk, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., Ill, 476.

Enchvhjopus cimhrhns, Schneider, Bloch's Systema Ichthyolugia", 1801, 50, pi. l.x.

Motel la cimhrh-(i, Nilsson, Piodr. Ichth. Siaud.,48; Skaud. Fauna, iv, 1855, 587.—Yarkell, Hist. Brit. Fishes,

2d cd., 1841, II, 274.

Molellii caiiducuta, StoRER, Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., Ill, 1848, 5; Mem. Amer. Acad. Sci., 1867, 411; Hist.

Fishes Mass., 1867, 183.

likinoncmus caudaciita, Gill, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1863, 241; Cat. Fishes E. Coast N. Am., 1873, 18.—
Goode and Beas, Am. Jonrn. Sci. and Arts, xiv, Dec, 1877, 476.

Head oblong;, compressed; tlie snout bigli, its anterior profile blunt; mouth large,

inferior; a barbel at cliiu, oue at cud of snout, and one on each anterior nostril; maxillary

reaching much beyond eye. Teeth in narrow bands, some of them considerably enlarged.

Lateral line stitch like, developed at intervals. First (free) ray of dorsal as long as headj
veutrals about half length of head; caudal somewhat acute.

Eadial formula: D. 50; A. 43; V. 5.

Color brownish; posterior part of dorsal and anal and lower margin of caudal abruptly

black; inside of mouth black.

This species is a resident of the deep waters of Massachusetts Bay, and has frequently

been found outside the 100 fathom curve at the bottom. Its young swim at the surface in

the latter part of summer and fall, and have hitherto been identified with the little

Mackerel Midge, Ciliata argcntata. We have examined numerous specimens which pur-

ported to be Ciliata, and have found them in every case to be the young of this species.

English ichthyologists, indeed, I'ecord Ciliata as the larval form of Motclla, and if this be

not the case we doubt if the genus Ciliata has ever been observed in the ^N'estern Atlantic.

A single specimen of Rhinoncmtis, api^arently R. cimbri'us, was taken by the Blahe at

station cccxxvii, in M° 00' 30" N. lat., 70° 10' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 178 fathoms. The

specimen was in poor condition.

The Albatross obtained examples from the following localities: Cat. No. 35680, TJ. S. N.

M., from station 2240, in 40° 27' 30" N. lat., 70° 29' W. Ion., at a depth of 44 fathoms; Cat.

No. 35G81, U. S. N. M., from station 2241, in 40° 21' N. lat., 70° 29' 15" W. Ion., at a depth of

50 fathoms; Cat. No. 35682, U. S. N. M., from station 2239, in 40° 38' N. lat., 70° 29' 45" W.
Ion., at a depth of 32 fathoms; from station 2420, in 36° 01' 30" N. lat., 74° 47' 30" W. Ion.,

at a dept h of 93 fathoms
;
from station 2513, in 43° 34' N. lat., 63° 50' 30" W. Ion., at a depth

of 134 fathoms; from station 2505, in 44° 23' 30" N. lat., 60° 44' 15" W. Ion., at a depth of

93 fathoms; from station 2545, in 40° 01' N. lat., 70° 23' 45" W. Ion., at a depth of 142

fathoms; from station 2559, in 39° 48' N. lat., 71° 48' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 120 fathoms;
from station 2506, in 44° 26' N. lat., 62^ 10' W. Ion., at a depth of 127 tiithouis; and from

station 2299, in 35° 40' N. lat., 74° 51' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 296 fiithoms.

The Fish Maiclc obtained specimens, Cat. No. 28862, U. S. N. M., from station 953, in 39°

52' 30" N. lat., 70° 17' 30" AY. Ion., at a depth of 724 fothoms; Cat. No. 28917, U. S. N. M.,
from station 998, in 39° 43' N. lat., 71° 32' W. Ion., at a depth of 302 fathoms; Cat. No. 28843,
TJ. S. N. M., from station 951, in 39° 57' N. lat., 70° 31' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 225 fathoms;
Cat. No. 28890, D". S. N. M., from station 993, in 40° 28' N. lat., 70° 44' W. Ion., at a dei)tli of 39

fathoms; Cat. No. 2G107, TJ. S. N. M., from station 877, in 39° 56' N. lat., 70° 54' 18" A\'. Ion.,

at a depth of 126 fathoms; Cat. No. 31878, TJ. S. N. M., from station 1153, in 39° 34' N. lat.,

70° 37' W. Ion., at a depth of 225 fathoms; Cat. No. 28815, U. S. N. M., from station 940, in

390 55' 30" N. lat., 71° 14' AV. Ion., at a- depth of 247 fathoms; Cat. No. 33351. U. S. N. M.,
from station 1161, in 40° 28' N. lat., 70° 37' W. Ion., at a depth of 45 fathoms; Cat. No.

33353, TJ. S. N. M., from station 1162, in 40° 32' N. lat., 70° 39' W. Ion., at a depth of 45

fathoms; Cat. No. 33362, U. S. N. M., from station 1160, in 40° 24' N. lat., 70° 35' W. Ion.,
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at a depth of 41 fathoms; Cat. 33352, U. S. N. M., from station 1159, in 40° 20' N. lat., 70-3

35' W. Ion., at a depth of 55 fathoms; (Jat. No. 28994, U. S. N. M., from station 1043, in 38o

39' N. lat., 730 11' W. Ion., at a depth of 130 fathoms; Cat. No. 28760, U. S. N. M., from

station 937, in 39° 49' 25" N. hit, 09° 49' W. Ion., at a depth of 616 fathoms; Cat. No. 28823,

U. S. N. M., from station 948, in Buzzards Bay, Penikese Ishmd, at a depth of 7 fathoms;
and Cat. No. 25857, U. S. N. M., from station 802, in Narragansett Bay, at a depth of 12i

fathoms. The Bluelight captured three young individuals at stations 163 and 156, in Blue

Light Cove, at a depth of 2 fathoms, and station 182, in 15 to 23 fathoms.

BROSMIUS, Cuvier.

Broamius, Cuvier, Rtgne Animal, cd. 2, 1827, iii, 334 (type, Gadus brosme, Miiller).—Gunther, Cat. Fish.

Brit. Mus., IV, 369.—Gill, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1863, 241.—Jordan and Gilbert, BuU. xvi, U. S.

Nat. Mus., 802.

Gadoids having the body moderately elongate and a single dorsal fin, and a separate
caudal. Mouth moderately large. Teeth on jaws, vomer, and palatines; some of those on

the vomer and palatines enlarged; chin with a barbel
;
scales very small; branchiostegala

7. Ventral fins several rayed.

BROSMIUS BROSME, (Mlller), Gijnther. (Figure 329.)

Gadus hrosme, Mijller, Prodromus Zoologi» Danicae, 41.

Brosmius brosme, Gunther, Cat Fish. Brit. Mus., iv, 1862, 369; Proc. Royal Soc. Edinburgh, 1882,
680.—GooDE and Bean, Bull. Essex Inst.—Lilljeborg, Sverige och Norg. Fiske, 11, 202.

BrosmiHS /ai^isccH.s, Hist. Storer, Fish Mass., 1867, 190. (A deformed specimen?)

Head flattened above; its length 4J times in that of body; upper jaw slightly longer
than lower; mouth large, oblique; maxillary reaching beyond orbit. Height of body 5J
times in its length.

Eadial formula: D. 98; A. 71.

Color, brownish, mottled
; young uniform dark slate-color or with transverse yellow

bands; vertical fins bordered with blackish, and with a white edge.

The Cusk or Torsk lives on the offshore banks of northern New England. In Europe,

according to Giinther, its range is from 30 to 120 fathoms, and an adult was obtained by
the KnUjht Errant, in 1880, in the Faroe channel, at the depth of 530 fathoms. On the

New England coast it is a common resident of the inshore fishing grounds, where it occurs

in great abundance, lurking among the stones, but is soou caught up by the fishermen after

the discovery of a new bank. It occurs as far out as the 250 or 300 fathoms line.

BROSMICULUS, Vaillant.

Brosmiculiis, Vaillant, Esp. Sci. Tavailleur et Talisman, Poissons, 1888, 292 (typo, Brosmiculus unberbia,

Vaillant).

A gadoid, with ,elongated body, a single dorsal and anal; caudal distinct; veutrals

slender, 5-rayed. Teeth moderate, biserial in the jaws, none on the vomerines or palatines.

No barbel. No pseudobranchiie.
This form is said by Vaillant to be near to Brosmius.

BROSMICULUS IMBERBIS, Vaillant.

Brosmiculue imberUa, Vaillant, Exp. Sci. Travailleur et Talisman, Poiss., 1888, 293.

A Brosmicidus having its body elongate, slender, its height one-fourtli of its length.

Its head is twice as long as the height of the body, a little higher than broad, with an ob-

tuse, truncated muzzle, whose length is one-fourth that of the head. Mouth moderate,
the maxillary reaching to the vertical from the center of the eye; the lower jaw slightly

the longer. Teeth in both jaws small, conical, in 2 rows; vomer and palatine without

teeth. Diameter of the eye one-fourth the length of the head
;
interorbital space three-

tenths. No barbel. Scales simple, 81 in the lateral line, 7 above and 23 below it. Head

completely scaly to the very extremity of the snout.

19S68—No. 2 25
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Insertion of the dorsal fin behind the vertical from the base of the pectoral, and termi-

nating a slight distance from the caudal. Tlie anal begins almost in the same vertical, and

is almost equal in length. Caudal rounded; caudal peduncle slender, somewhat elongate.
Pectorals placed rather high, their length less than that of the head. Ventrals jugular,
shorter than the pectorals, with slender base; second ray elongate and extending beyond
the origin of the anal.

UROSMIOULUS IMBEUBIS.

Radial formula: D. 58; A. 58; V. 5.

Color dull gray; light behind the head, posterior part of the back, and caudal peduncle.
Cheeks silvery. Vertical fins deep brown; pectorals and ventrals blackish.

Two specimens were obtained by the French explorers at station ex, ofl' the Cape Verde

Islands, at a depth of IGO meters.

Family MERLUCIID^E.

Merludida;, Adams, Manual Nat. Hist., 1S61, 101.—Gill, Arr. Fam. Fish., 1872, 3. (No. 25); Century Dictiou-

ary, 3719; Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. I'liila., 18S1, 172.

A family of Gadoidca, ha\ing the caudal region moderate and coniform behind. Caudal

rays procurrent forward. Vent submedian. Frontal bones paired and excavated, with

divergent crests, continuous from the forked occipital crest. No barbels. Suborbital bones

moderate. Mouth terminal. Dorsal fin double, divided into a short anterior and a long pos-

terior portion ;
anal fin corresponding in shape and position to the second dorsal. Ver-

tebrjE peculiarly modified, with well-developed and closely packed neural spines. Ventrals

subjugular. Kibs wide, approximated and channeled below, or with inflated sides.

MERLUCIUS, Rafinesque.

Merluccius, Eafinesque, Caratteri di aleuui iiuovi geueri, etc., 1810, 26 (type Mcrliicciiis smiridua^Gadua

vierhicciiis, L.).—GtJNTHER, Cat. Fish. But. Mus., iv, 344.—Jordan aud Gilbert, Bull, xvi, U. S. Nat.

Mus., 808.

Slomudon, Mitchill, Rep. Fish. N. Y., 7.

Body elongate, covered with small deciduous scales. Head conical. Snout long, de-

pressed. Mouth large, oblique; maxillaries extending to opposite the eyes; lower jaw
longest. Teeth slender, in about 2 series on jaws, those of the inner row longer and

movable; vomer with five teeth; palatines toothless. Eye rather large; edge of preopercle

free; preopercle with channel behind crest, crossed by short radiating ridges. Branchioste-

gals 7. GiU rakers long; gill membranes not united. Ventrals well developed.

MERLUCIUS BILINEAEIS, (MrrciuLL), Gill. (Figure 330.)

Stomndon bilinearia, Mitchill, Rep. Fishes New York, 1814, 7.

MerliicUia hUiticdrii, Gill, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., I'hila., 1863,247.

Gadtis aWidiin, Mitchill, Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philu., l, 409.

Merluciua albidus, Storer, Hist. Fish. Mass., 363.

A Merliicius, distinguished from the common hake of Europe, M. smiridtis, L., chiefly

by the larger scales, of which there are 100 to 110 in the lateral line (about 150 in M. smi-

ridus), aud by the smaller size of its teeth. The pectorals and ventrals are long, the
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latter reacliiiig tliree-foiuths of tlio distauce to tlie vent, their length about thi'ee-fifths

that of head (a little more than half head in M. smiridus).

Eadial formula: I). 1.S+-11; A. 4(».

Color dark gray, dull silvery below; upper edge of i)ectoral blackish.

The whiting, or silver hake of the eastern United States ranges from New York to

the Gulf of St. Lawrence, where it is common, especially in the Bay of Chaleur, although
it has been rarely observed as far north as the Strait of Belleisle. It has been found at

considerable depths as far south as lat. 36° and 37°, as is shown in the following list of

stations. It appears to spawn in the fall, at a depth of 80-150 fathoms, off the mouth of

Narragansett Bay, and there is no evidence that it ever breeds except at considerable

depths.

Specimens were taken by the AUxifross from station 2543, in 39° 58' 15" N. hit., 70° 42'

30" W. Ion., at a depth of IGG tathoms; from station 2500, in 30° 48' 10" K lat., 71° 48' 40"

W, Ion., at a depth of 114 fathoms; from station 2540, in 39° 58' 20" N. lat., 70° 52' W. Ion.,

at a depth of 144 fathoms; from station 2544, in 40° 01' 45" N. lat., 70° 24' W. Ion., at a

depth of 131 fathoms; from station 2452, in 47° 04' N. lat., 50° 48' W. Ion., at a depth of 89

fathoms; from station 2422, in 37° 08' 30" N. lat., 74° 33' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 85

fathoms; from station 2425, in 36° 20' 24" N. lat., 74° 4G' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 119

fathoms; from station 2260, in 40° 13' 15" N. lat., 69° 29' 15" W. Ion., at a depth of 46

fathoms; from station 2249, in 40° 11' N. lat., 69° 52' W. Ion., at a depth of 53 fathoms;

from station 2538, in 39° 57' 30" N. lat., 70° 51' 15" W. Ion., at a depth of 150 fathoms; from

station 2248, in 40° 07' N. lat., 69° 57' W. Ion., at a depth of 67 fathoms; from station 2242,

in 40° 15' 30" K lat., 70° 27' W. Ion., at a depth of 58 fathoms; from station 2537, in 39°

56' 45" X. lat., 70° 50' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 156 fathoms; from station 2536, in 39° 56'

15" K. lat., 70° 47' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 157 fathoms; from station 2426, in 36° 01' 30"

i^^, hit., 74° 47' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 93 fathoms; from station 2544, in 40° 01' 45" N.

lat., 70° 24' W. Ion., at a depth of 131 ftithoms; from station 2420, in 37° 03' 20" N. lat., 74°

31' 40" W. Ion., at a depth of 104 fathoms; from station 2423, in 37° 10' 15" N. lat., 74° 32'

W. Ion., at a depth of 143 fathoms; from station 2424, in 36° 41' 37" IST. lat., 74° 42' 15" W.

Ion., at a depth of 85 fathoms; from station 2501, in 44° 27' Jf. lat., 60° 20' 15" W, Ion., at

a depth of 26 fathoms; from station 2542, in 40° 00' 15" N. lat., 70° 42' 20" W. Ion., at a

depth of 129 fathoms; Cat. No. 33398, U. S. JST. M., from station 2053, in 42° 02' N. lat., 68°

27' W. Ion., at a depth of 105 fathoms; Cat. No. 33407, U. S. N. M., from station 2057, in 42°

01' N. lat., 68° 00' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 86 fixthoms; Cat. No. 33415, U. S. K. M., from

station 2058, in 41° 57' 30" N". lat., 67° 58' W. Ion., at a depth of 35 fathoms; from station

2299, in 35° 40' N. lat, 74° 51' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 296 fathoms, and Cat. No. 32678,

U. S. N. M.. from station 2004, in 37° 19' 45" N. lat., 74° 26' 06" W. Ion., at a depth of 102

fathoms.

The Blake obtained it from station cccxiii, in 32° 31' 50" N. lat., 78° 45' W. Ion., at a

depth of 75 fathoms
;
from station cccxi, in 39° 59' 30" N. lat., 70° 12' W. Ion., at a depth

of 143 fathoms; from station CCCXXI, in 32° 43' 25" N. hit., 77° 20' 30" W. Ion., at a depth
of 233 fathoms; and from station cccxLiv. in 40° 01' N. lat., 70° 58' W. Ion., at a depth of

129 fathoms.

Additional examples were secured by the Fish HaicTc from station 945, Gat. N"o. 28809,

U. S. N. M., in 39° 68' N. lat., 71° 13' W. Ion., at a depth of 207 fathoms; Gat. N"o. 25790,

U. S. N. M., from station 792, off Newport, K. I., in IS fathoms; Cat No. 29061, IT. S. N. M.,
from station 1047, in 38° 31' N. lat., 73° 21' W. Ion., at a depth of 156 fathoms; Cat. No.

26182, U. S. N. M., from station 895, in 39° 56' 30" N. lat., 70° 59' 45" W. Ion., at a depth of

238 fathoms; Cat. No. 28826, U. S. N. M., from station 944, in 40° 01' N. lat., 71° 14' 30" W.

Ion., at a depth of 128 fathoms; Gat. No. 33344, U. S. N. M., from station 1157, in 40° 14' N.

lat., 70° 29' 15" W. Ion., at a depth of 62 fathoms; Cat. No. 28974, U. S. N. ]M., from station

1038, in 39° 58' N. hit., 70° 06' W. Ion., at a depth of 146 fathoms; Gat. No. 28825, U. S. N.

M., from station 927, in Vineyard Sound, at a depth of 11 fathoms; Cat. N. 26728, U. S. N.

M., from station 897, in 37° 25' N. lat., 74° 18' W. Ion., at a depth of 157J fathoms; and Cat.
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No. 28857, U. S. N. M., lioin station 949, in 40° 03' N. lat., 70^ 31' W. Ion., at a <lei)tli ol" 100

fathoms; also by the Speedwell from station 238, in 42° 30' 30" N.lat., 70'= 3S' W. Ion., at a

depth of 43 fathoms; and from station 214, ofl'Cape Ann, Mass., in 57 fathoms.

MEKLUCTUS SMIKIDUS, (Kafinks^ue), (iooDH :uid JIican.

Gadits merhicciits, Linn.eus, Syst. Nat., i, 439.

Merlticriua smiridns, Kafine.sque, loc. cit.

MerlucciKs ruJgaris, Flk.ming, et al.—Gi'NTIIER, Cat. Fish. Krit. Miia., iv, 1862,311.—Vaillant, Exp. Soi.

Travaillcur et Talisman, 300.

As mijjht have been predicted from the discovery among the American si>ccies, tliat

of Europe lias been found to occur at considerable depths southward. The Travailleur took

it at 306 meters in the Gulf of Gascony in 1880 (station xvii), and the Talhrnun off the

coast of Soudan in 640 meters (station Lxiii), as well as in 99-118 meters, along the coast

of Spain, and by Vincigueri-a, at 600 fathoms in the Gulf of Genoa.

Family BREGMACEROTID^^.
Bregmacerotidv, Gili,, Arr. Faiu. Fish., 1872, 3, (No. 22); Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Phila., 1881, 173; Century

Dictionary, I, 1889, 675.

Gadoids having a robust caudal portion, truncate or convex behind, almost without pro-
current caudal rays above or below; an antemedian anus; moderate suborbitals; terminal

mouth; jugular ventrals abnormally developed; an occipital ray; a continuous dorsal tin,

mostly confined to the caudal portion, and an anal nearly similar to the long dorsal. {Gill).

BREGMACEROS, Thompson.

Bregmaceros, Thompson, in Charlesworth's Mag. Nat. Hist. 1840, iv, 184.—GiJnther, Cat. Fish. Brit. JIus., iv,

368.

CalloptiJum, RiCHAKDSON, Voyage of the Sulphur, Fishes, 94.

Body fusiform, compressed posteriorly, covered with cycloid scales of moderate size.

Two dorsal tins; the anterior reduced to a single long ray on the occiput; the second and
the anal much depressed in the middle, nearly divided into two; ventrals very long, com-

posed of 5 rays, the outer of which are very elongate. Minute movable teeth round the

margin of the mouth and on the vomer; none on the ijalatines. No air bladder; no pyloric

appendages. Gill openings very wide, the gill membranes being united below the throat,
not attacliedto the isthmus. Pseudobranchiic none; 7 branchiostegals. {Gihither.)

The type species, B. MacelcUandii, Thompson, is known from the China seas, the Pacific

near the Philipiiines, and the Indian Ocean. This genus has recently been added to the

Atlantic fauna in the form of a well-marked species.

Alcock obtained numerous young specimens of a species of Bregmaceros in the Lacca-

dive Sea, in 95 fathoms (Alcock, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., July, 1891, 29).

BREGMACEROS ATLANTICUS, Goodb .and Bban. (Figure 331).

Sregmaceros atlaniicus, Goode and Bean, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., xil, 165.

The species agree very closely with B. Macclellandii, Thompson, from which, however,
it differs in the lesser number of rays in the first anal, and in the greater height of the

vertical fins (judging from figures).

The type (cv) is 46 millimeters long to base of caudal. Form compressed, moderately
elongate. Body height (6 millimeters) 7g in its length. Interorbital area conve.v-, its widt h

(2i nullimeters) greater than diameter of eye (2 millimeters), which is 4 in length of head

(8 millimeters). Length of head 5} in total. Jaws even in front.

Maxilla reaches to vertical through middle of eye; the mandible to vertical through

Ijostcrior margin of eye.

Teeth on intermaxillary minute, apparently in a single series; mandibulary teeth

biserial, the inner teeth enlarged.
Scales large, about 10 in a transverse series, about 65 in a longitudinal series.
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Cephalic appendage reaches nearly to base of first dorsal, its length (10 millimeters)
4i in total.

Distance of dorsal from snout (17 millimeters) 2J in total; that of anal the same.
The dorsal and anal fins received in a groove formed by tlie scales along their bases.

Anterior portion of second dorsal and second anal less elevated than in B. Macclellnndii.

The dift'erentiations between the developed and undeveloped rays of the anal are so slight
that the limits of the so-called anterior and posterior sections of the fin can not be
determined.

Length of the longest anal ray (22 millimeters) about 2 in body length.
Radial formula: 1). 1 + 15-10; A. 15-10 + x {1 or S) + 21-22.

Specimens were obtained by the BlaJce at the following stations: XCIX, off Granada,
90 fathoms; cxiir, oft' Neris, 305 fathoms; clxxxv, lat. 25° 33' N., Ion. 84° 21' W., 101

fathoms.

Family MACRURID^E.
iA(icr«ii(Zfc, Bonaparte, Niiovi AniiaU Sci. Nat. (857), 1838, 13J; Catologo Metodico, 1876, 41.—Gunther,

Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., iv, 390.—Gill, Arr. Earn. Fish., 1872, 3 (No. 16); .lolmsou's Cyclopiedia, II, 1614;
Proc. Acad. Nat. .Sci. Pliila., 1804, 174.—Jorda>j and Gilbert, Bull, xvi, U. S. Nat. Mus., 811.

Lepidoleprida; .Swainson, Hist. Nat. Fisli., 1839, ii. 179.

Lepidosomatida; Ada.ms, Man. Nat. Ilist., 1864, 101.

Gadoidea with body terminating in a tapering, long, and compressed tail, and covered

by keeled or ornamented scales. Teeth villiforin or cardiform, in bands in jaws. Premax-

illary ijrotiactile. First dorsal near the head, distinct and short; second of feeble ray.s,

similar to the anal, the two encompassing the tail. No difierentiated caudal. Ventrals

thoracic or jugular and of several rays. Pseud obranchiie none. Air-bladder present.

SYSTEMATIC KEY TO THE SUBFAMILIES AND GENERA.

(After Giinther, modified and extended.)

I. A fold of membrauo of gill-cavity across terminal portion of first branchial arch. Barbel present. 4

gills. No pseudobranchia; MuouritKe
A. Teeth in villiform bands above and below, th.itof the lower jaw always broadest near the symphysis,

and sometimes tapering into a scries on the side of the jaw.
1. Scales distinctly imbricate, without enlarged dorsal scales.

a. Scales spinigerous.
Mouth iuferior; infraorljitiil ridge more or less distinct. Dorsal spine serrated...Macruri's
Mouth entirely at the lower side of the head, a longitudinal ridge dividing the infraorbital

region into a vertical .and subhorizontal portion. Dorsal spine smootli.

CCELORHYNCHUS
Mouth wide and lateral.

Dorsal spine finely barbed Coryph^NOIDES
Dorsal spine smooth Uymknocephalus (=Mystaconurus)

h. Scales snu)oth Lionurus
2. Scales indistinct, the whole skin covered with villi isities Trachonurus
3. A series of enlarged sc-iles along the base of the dorsal and anal fins Cetonurus

B. Internuaxillary het(irodont, with an outer series of strong, widely-set teetb, aud an inner villiform

band; mandibulary teeth Jiniserial.

1. Dorsal sjiine serrated Chalinura
2. Dorsal spine smooth Optonurus

C. Intermaxillary teeth uni- or biserial; mandibulary teeth uuiserial.

1. Dorsal origin over origin of pector.al.

a. Ventrals short and weak, pectorals i)la<ed very liigh, ojiposite U|)per angle of gill-cleft; lat-

eral line originating at upper angle of gill-cleft. Muciferous cavities wide. Dorsal

spine smooth. Scales small, bristly Malacocephalus
2. First dorsal behiiul origin of pectorals. Muciferous c^avities small.

a. Dorsals se])arated by a lonsidi lable space. Dorsal and anal similar in height and appear-
ance Ne.matonuri'S

6. Dorsals subcontnnous. Anal nuicii higher than second dorsal Mosf.lkya
D. Intermaxillary teeth villiform; mandibulary teetb uniserial.

1. Dorsal, ventral and pectoral origins nearly in the same vortical. Pectorals very long, spatu-
late Abyssicola
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II. First braiifliial arch fi-oe Tracliin-hyiichiiHr

A. Snout L'li)iii;ate, iiniiited.

1. A scalelcss fossa on each sidi^ of the nape. Teeth in villifonn liauils in jaws. A row of arnuil

scales at base of vertical iius anteriorly. Operculum very small. Barbel present.

Ti;ACiiYi;iiv.Ncinis

2. No scalelcss fossa. Teeth biserial in upjier jaw, with outer series enlarged; uniserial in lower jaw.
No barbel.

a. No vomerine teeth. Bones of head firm, with narrow cavities. Mouth wiib;, lateral. Tail

not very elongate MACitunoxis
h. Vomerine teeth. Bones of head soft and cavernous. Tail very long and flagelliform. ^'ent

very far forward. Anal fin with a distinct elevated portion .Stuindaciineuia

B. Snout short and blunt; jaws even in front. Teeth in jaws in villiform bands. Bones of head soft

and cavernous. 3i gills Batuygauus

MACRURUS, Bloch.

Macrourus, Bloch, Syst. Ichth., V, 1787, 152 (type, M. riipesiris, Bloch and Fabricius= J/, ierglax, Laci^pi'^do).

MacruruH, Giintuer, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., iv, 3!)().—Jordan and Gilbkrt, Bull, xvi, U. S. Nat. Mus., 811.

Macrurnplus, Bleeker, Versl. Med. K. Akad. Wcteusch., Amsterdam, vili, 309 (type, M. nenatuii, Lowe).

Suoiit more or less produced, and couical or triangular; mouth inferior, rather small,

infraorbital ridge more or less distinct; teeth in villiform ban^s in jaws, palate toothless.

Barbel present. Scales spinigerous, imbricated, lateral line slightly arched anteriorly. No
scalelcss fossa on side of nape. Dorsal sjiiue serrated. Other characters in common with

the other genera of Macrurince.

In addition to the Atlantic forms the following have been noted elsewhere:

Macrurns inresliyatoris, Alcock (Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., 1889 (Nov.), 391, 111. Zoiil.

Investigator, i, pi. iii, fig. 4) from Andaman Sea, 265-490 fathoms; Bay of Bengal, 193-405

fathoms; Laccadive Sea, 188-276 fathoms. This is the common species of the Indian Ocean,

occux)ying the same place which M. Bairdii fills in the Western Atlantic.

M, semiquincunciatus, Alcock {loo. cit. 392), from the Bay of Bengal, near the Auda-

mans, in 130-250 fixthoms, and from the Laccadive Sea, 240-270 fathoms (Alcock, Ann. and

Mag. Nat. Hist., viii, 1891, 121).

Macrurus Hosl;ynii, Alcock (Ann. and Mag. Nat. Ilist., 1890, ii, 214), from the Bay of

Bengal, off Madras, Investigator station 97, in 1,310 fathoms. This is the deepest locality

for Macrurus yet found in the Bay of Bengal.
Macrurus Hextii, Alcock (Ann. and Mag.Nat, Hist., 1890, ii, 299), from the Arabian Sea,

Invcstij/alor station 104, 1,000 fathoms.

Macrurus Wood-Masoni, Alcock {loe. cit., 301). From same locality as last and in the

Laccadive Sea, 738 fathoms.

Macrurus Fetersomi, Alcock (Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., A^ii, 1891, 121, 111. Zool.

Investigator, i, in, fig. 5), from the Laccadive Sea, in 188 to 220 fathoms.

Macrurus hrevirostris, Alcock (Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., 1889, 393), from the Anda-

man Sea, 7i miles east of North Cinque Island, in 490 fathoms.

Macrurus macrolophus, Alcock [loc. cit.), from the Andaman Sea, southeast by south

of Ross Island, in 265 fathoms, and from the Laccadive Sea, 230 to 270 fathoms.

Macrurus lophotcs, Alcock {loc. cit., 111. Zoiil. lurcstigator, i, i>\. Ill, fig. 2), from the

"Swatch" in the Bay of Bengal, 285 to 405 fathoms.

Macrurus j'oJi/Jcpis, Alcock {loc. cit.), from the Bay of Bengal, 193 and 272 fathoms.

Macrurus ruilis, Giiuther (Challenger Eeport, XXII, 131, pi. xxvil), from the I'acific,

north of the Kermadecs, in 520 to 630 fathoms.

Macrurus nasutus, Giinther {loc. cit., pi. xxx. Fig. B), from off Japan, 345 to 505 fathom.s,

and from the Laccadive Sea, Inrcstigator station 107, in 738 fathoms (Alcock, Ann. and ]\Iag.

Nat. Hist., VIII, 1891, 121).

Macrurus scrrulatus, Giinther (Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., 1878, ii, 20^, from northeast

of New Zealand, in 700 fathoms.

Macrurus asper, Giinther (Challenger Keport, xxil, 137, pi. xxxvi, fig. A), from south

of Jai>an, 1,875 fathoms.
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Macrurus carinatus, Giiuther {lor. cit., pi. xxxiii, Fig. A), from near Priuce Edward

Islaud, iu 310 fathoms.

ilacrurus stelgidoJcjjiii, Gilbert (Proc. U. S. l!Tat. Mus., xiii, 18'JO, 110), was takeu by the

Albntross off the coast of ('alifornia i7i liOT fathoms.

MACEURUS BERGLAX, LacepJide. (Figure 334.)

Macrurus lerglax, Lac^pJide, Hist. Nat. Poiss.—Jordan, Cat. Fish. N. Amer., 1887, 131.

Macrurus Fabricii, SuNDEVAL, Vet. Akad. Handl., 1840, 6. —Collett, Norges Fiske, 1875, 128—Lilljeborq,

Sverig. og. Norges Fiske, 242.—Goode and Bean, Cat. Fish. Essex Co. aud Mass. Bay, 1879, 7.—GuN-

THER, Challenger Report, xxil, 130.

Macrurus rupestris, GuNTHER, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., IV, 1862, 390.

Short snout, suV)trihedral, pointed in front, much shorter than the large eye, which is

one-third or two-fifths the length of the head in adult specimens. Interma.xillary very short,

one-half length of maxillary, aud not continued beyond it.s expanded vertical process. The

eye is oblong. The whole under-surface of the head below the suborbital and nasal ridge is

naked. Axil ofpectoral naked. Space between the ventrals scaled. Body scales each with a

single strong median keel, made up of 5 or 8 spines directed backwards. Some scales, par-

ticularly of the head, have also 2 lateral keels. There are <i longitudinal series of scales

between the flr.st dorsal fin and the lateral line. The first dorsal spine indistinctly denticu-

lated towards the point. The length of the pectoral is nearly or quite one-half the length

of the head. The longest .spine of the dorsal is very finely serrated along its anterior

margin, the serrations becoming obsolete near its base. Vent situated behind the origin

of the second dorsal fin. Gill-rakers very small, tubercular; 9 to 11 on the first arch. The

gill-membranes broadly joined, free from the isthmus behind.

Radial formula: D.'l2+124; A. 148; P. 18-19; V. 8.

This form, originally discovered on the coast of Norway, has been found abundantly as

far .south as Georges I>ank, where the halibut fishermen catch it, or somj closely allied

form, on their trawls. The first specimen .seen by American naturalists was picked up

floating at the surface, oft' the mouth of New York Harbor. The Albatross obtained it from

station 2528, in 41° 47' N. lat., 65° 37' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 677 fathoms. Giinther

knew it from Finmark and Greenland, as well as from New England. He calls attention to

remarkable individual variations in the specimens examined by him. His critical remarks

in this connection are of great importance. (Challenger lieport, xxii, l.'iO.)

MACRURUS SCLERORHYNCHUS, Valenciennes.

Lepidoleprus sclerorhynchus, Valenciennes, in Webb and Bertlielot, Ichthyologie des lies Canaries, 1836-14,

80, pi. xiv, lig. 1.

Macrurus scUrorhynchus, Valenciennes, Ioc. ci(.—Guntuer, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., iv, 394
; Challenger Report,

XXII, 1887, 133, pi. xxxii, fig. A.—ViNCiGUERRA, Ann. Mus. Geuova, xiv, 1879, 622, pi. 11.—Vaillant,

Exp. Sci. Travoilleur ct Talisnian, 237, ]i\. xxii, fig. 3.

Snout conically projecting beyond the mouth, with sharp and smooth canthus ro.stralis;

a rough protuberance in front, and one on each side of the canthus. Mouth rather small,

situated at the lower side of the snout; infraorbital ridge sharp, ])rominent in its whole

length. The cleft of the mouth does not extend to below the center of the eye. Teeth in

villiform bands, in both jaws; those of the outer series of the upper jaw scarcely stronger

than the others. Barbel short and slender. Interorbital space fiat, its width being equal

to the vertical diameter of the eye. The horizontal diameter of the eye; e(inals the length

of the snout, and is two-sevenths of that of the head.

The scales are covered with very small spinelets, which are arranged in about nine series,

the middle series being sometimes more prcuninent than the otheis; only the terminal spine-

lets of the central series projects sometimes 1)eyoiid the margin of the scale. There are

6 scales in a transver.se series between the first dorsal spine and the lateral line. Second

dorsal spine somewhat iiroduced, armed in front with rather closely set barbs. The tlis-

tauce between the 2 dorsal fins equals the length of the head, the snout not included.

The outer ventral ray i)roduced into a lihiment. Color, brown.

Kadial formula: D. 11; A. 9.5; V. 17: V. 7. {(fiinfker.)
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Tbo form identified Tiy GiiTitlier with the Caiiarian species of Webb and Berthelot was
obtained 90 miles southeast of Cape St. Vinceut, at a depth of 1,090 fathoms, lie

believes it to be the same as the Mediterranean species placed under the name by Vincigu-
erra. The French explorers obtained 141 specimens off Morocco, Soudan, and the Canaries,
at 500 to 2,G00 fathoms.

Maerurus smiliophorus, Vaillant (242, PI. xxii, Fig. 1), is very close to M. sclerorhytichus,
as may be seen by comparison of his figure with that of Viiiciguerra. The differences in

the squamation and in the form of tlie sagitta do not appear to be sufficiently demonstrated
to warrant the acceptance of his species. AH his specimens were obtained from the region

region inhabited by 31. sclerorhynchun, IST. Atlantic, 4G0-1319 meters.

MACRURUS ^QUALIS, (.GCnthkr), Goodf. and Bkan.

Coryphanoides (pqualia, OfiNinER, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., 1878, ii, 25; Cballnnger Report, xxii, 1887, 134,
PI. XXXII, fig. C.

Cori/pha'tioidis serratus, AVyvili.e Thomson, The Atlantic, i, 118, fig. S.

Coryphamoides (vr/iialis, Vaillant, Exp. Sei. TravaillRur et Talisman, 1888, p. 228—"certains individns."

[Desc. and fig. lielong to C. suldavis, V.aillant, op. fit., p. 386.]

Snout conical, projecting beyond the mouth, witli rather obtuse and rough upper

edge; the left of the mouth extends nearly to below the center of the eye. The teeth of

the outer series are visibly stronger than the remainder. Barbel slender, but not so long as

the eye. The upper profile rises rather .suddenly towards the anterior dorsal spine. The
interorbital space is flat, its width being considerably less than the diameter of tlie eye,
which conspicuously exceeds the length of the snout, and is one-third or rather more
than one-third the length of the head. The scales are equally rough over the whole
of their surface, the spiuelets being .subequal in size, densely packed, but arranged in

from 8 to 12 series, the middle series not being more prominent than the others (as is

the case in Maerurus .iclerorhynchus). The entire margin of the scale is spinous. There
are 8 .scales in a transverse series between the first dorsal and the lateral line. Second
dorsal spine somewhat produced, armed along its anterior edge with barbs pointing

upwards and rather closely set. The second dorsal fin commences at a distance from the

first which is less than the length of tlie head. Tlie outer ventral ray not, or but slightly,

produced. Lower part of the head and aiitero-superior portion of the first dorsal black.

1 D. 12; A. 90-118; P. 17; V. 9. {Gimfher.)
The Challenger obtained 2 specimens, 8 to 9 inches long, Giinther's types, from 600

fathoms south of the coast of Portugal. The .species is very close to M. rudis, Giinther,
from the Kermadec Islands in the Pacific.

MACRURUS SERR.A.TUS, Lowe. (DonUtful species.)

Macrnrua serratus, Lowe, Proc. Zool. Soc, London, 1843, '91 ("a single specimen, which was not seen until

it bad been partly dried.")

Maerurus pallide cinereo-fuscu.s, .scaber, squamis rectinato-striatis, inei-mibus ecari-

natis: capite rostroque brevibus, simplicibus (nee crelatis nee carinatis); oculis rotundatis;
dentibus scobinatis; pinnjc dorsalis prim;e altaj radio primo valido spinoso-serrato; veu-

tralium in filamentum iiroducto.

I-'' D. 1-9; 2^^ I). 100 fere; A. 80-90; V. l-7v8; P. 19; M. B. 7. [Lou-c. he. cit.)

The description quoted above is very indefinite: Giintlier places the name ofLowe doubt-

fully in the synonymy of M. a'qnalis. It is closer, however, to M. sclerorln/nchus, having a

filament at the tip of the ventral ray. Giinther states that the form of which Wyville
Thomson gave a figure under the name of C'oryplKvnohles serratus was M. (cquaUs.^

' Voyage of the Challmger. The Atlantic, i, 118, fig. 3. "
Pelagos, 18«9, 228.
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MACRURUS BAIRDII, Gooi>E ami Bean. (Figure 335.)

Macrurus liairclii, (iooDE .and Bean, Amer. Journ. Sci. ami Arts, xiv, 1877, 471-473 (MassacUusetts Bay) ;
Cat.

Fish. Essex Co. ami Mass. Bay, 1870, 7 ;
Bull. Mas. Comp. Zool. xix, p. 195.—Goode, Proc. U. S. N. M., hi,

337, 47.3.—GuNTHER, Challeuger Kejiort, xxii, 1887, 135, PI. xxxii, lig. B.

Body tapering from first dor.siil to tip of tail, much compressed posteriorly, itvS greatest

height over origin of pectorals (0.037 meter) contained S times in length; its greatest width

at the same point (0.022 meter, contained 13 times in length.

Scales irregularly polygonal, the free portions covered with transparent, vitreous spines,

arranged in from 10 to 12 irregular longitudinal rows. On head and upper part of body,

in advance of first dorsal, the median row of spines is the most prominent, and presents

the appearance of a low median keel.

Lateral line nearly straight, formed by a smooth groove, which replaces two or three

median rows of spines of each scale. Number of scales in lateral line, 152; 6 transverse

rows above it and 19 or 20 rows below it, counting from vent obliquely backward.

Greatest length of head (0.045 meter) equals distance between first and twenty-third

anal rays, and is contained Oi times in extreme length. Greatest height at posterior mar-

gin of orbit (0.028 meter), greater than width at same point (0.023 meter), 1^ times in

length of head. Width of interorbital area (0.012 meter) equal to length of snout (0.013

meter) and length of maxillary (0.013 meter). Length of postorbital region (0.017 meter),

about equal to horizontal diameter of orbit (O.OIG meter). Length of operculum (0.007

meter) about half the length of mandible (0.015 meter).

Snout sharp, a front view presenting four ridges radiating from the tip at right angles

to each other, the lower one being merely a fold in the skin of the under surface of the

head. The horizontal ridges are continued into the ridges upon the suborbitals. Ridge

extending backward from tip of snout upon top of head is lost in the interorbital space.

Branches of the horizontal ridges are continued upon the upper margins of orbits, and

there disappear. Nostrils imuu^diately in front of orbit, the posterior jiair much the longer.

Mouth situated entirely on lower side of head; symphysis of lower jaw in vertical from

anterior margin of orbit, and articulations of mandibles in vertical from posterior margin
of orbit; width of cleft of mouth (0.012 meter) equal to distance between symphysis of

maxillaries and line connecting their articulations. Upperjaw protractile vertically. Barbel

0.005 meter in length.

Teeth conical, somewhat recurved, of nearly uniform size, arranged in villiform bands.

Palate smooth.

Distance of first dorsal from snout (1.057 meters) about 4 times the length of its base

(0.014 meter), and from anterior margin of orbit equal to length of head. First spine very

short (0.002 meter,) not much longer than the teeth of the second spine. Second spine in

length (0.032 meter) twice horizontal diameter of orbit, stout, its anterior margin armed

from base to tip with 15 teeth pointing upward, the uppermost slender; its length to

tip of filament (0.03 meter) is almost equal to distance from origin of second dorsal (0.038

meter), this tip when laid back reaching almost to second dorsal. Rays decreasing regu-

larly in length, so that, whei) the fin is upright, its shape approximates that of a right-

angled triangle, the; liypothenuse of which is the second dorsal spine and its perpendicular

side a line touching the tips of the rays.

Length of base of second dorsal (0.204 meter) less than that of the anal, its origin

over the thirtieth scale of lateral line. Length of longest ray (in postcrioi' tliird) 0.004

meter, which is less than length of barbel. All rays very feeble. Membrane scarcely

perceptible.

Distance of anal from siujut (0.070 meter) 3i times in its length oC base, its origin under

18th scale of lateral line. Length of first ray (0.00(5 meter) one half the length of tenth

ray (0.012 meter), and 3 times the length of last ray (0.002 meter), the length of rays increas-

ing to a point beneath antericn- i)art of first dorsal, and thence gradualy decreasing to tip

of tail.

' Cat. No., U. S. National Museum, 21014.
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Distance of pectoral from snout (0.048 meter) 4 times width of interorbital area; its

length (0.029 meter) twice the lengtli of mandible. Insertion above the middle of the depth
of the body, on a level with center of orbit, its third ray loiigest, its tip reaching to vertical

from base of fourth anal ray.

Insertion of ventral bchiiul pectoral and almost under tliat of first dorsal; its distance

from snout (0.053 meter) slightly exceeding twice its length (0.025 meter). Tip of ventral

filament reaches to base of tliird anal ray.

Radial formula: D. ii, 11, 137; A. 120; P. 15; V. 7.

Color: Ground color, light brownish gray; under parts, silvery; belly, darker, bluish.

Under surface of snout, pinlv, as is also the first dorsal except spines. Spines of dorsal,
ventral and anterior anal rays, blackish. Throat, branchiostegal membrane and isthmus,
rich deep violet. Sclerotic coat, green. Eyes, very dark blue.

Spermaries well developed, but milt not mature. Individual apparently adult.

The species was dedicated to Prof. Spencer F. Baird, and was tlie first deep-sea fish

obtained by the Fish Commissiou or described by an American ichthyologist. It ranges
from 150 to 1,255 ftithoms.

This species is distinguished by Giinther from his Macrnrus wqualis, which it closely

resembles, (1) by its longer snout, which is nearly equal to the diameter of the eye; and (2)

the smaller number of the ventral rays (7).

Numerous specimens were obtained by the BlaJce from station ccciii, in 41° 34' 30" N.

lat., 650 54' 30" "w. Ion., at a depth of 300 fathoms; from station cccvi, in 41° 32' 50" N.

lat., 650 55' \v. Ion., at a depth of 524 fathoms; fiom station cccix, in 40° 11' 40" N. lat.,

G80 22' W. Ion., at a depth of 304 fathoms; from station cccxii, in 39° 50' 45" N. lat., 70° 11'

W. Ion., at a depth of 466 fathoms; from station cccxvi, in 32° 07' N. lat., 78° 37' 30" W. Ion.,

at a depth of 220 fatlioms; from station cccxvii, in 31° 57' N. lat., 78<^ 18' 35" W. Ion., at a

depth of 333 fathoms; from station cccxxv, in 33° 35' 20" N. lat., 76° W. Ion., at a depth
of 647 fixthoms; from station CCCXXVI, in 33° 42' 15" N. lat., 76° 00' 50" W. lo7i., at a depth
of 464 fathoms; from station cccxxix, in 34° 39' 40" N. lat., 75° 14' 40" \V. Ion., at a depth
of 603 fathoms; from station cccxxxil, In 35° 45' 30" N. lat., 74° 48' W. Ion., at a depth of

263 fathoms; from station CCCXXXIV, in 38° 20' 30" N. lat., 73° 26' 40" W. Ion., at a depth
of 395 fathoms; from station cccxxxvi, in 38° 21' .50" :N". lat., 73° 32' W. Ion., at a depth of

197 fothoms; from station cccxxxvii, in 38° 20' 08" N. lat., 73° 23' 20" W. Ion., at a depth
of 740 fathoms; from station CCCXLIII, in 39° 45' 40" N. lat., 70° 55' W. Ion., at a depth of

732 fathoms; from station LXXVii, off Keris; from station rCLXXii, and from station

cccxxxii in 350 45' 30" N. lat., 74° 48' W. Ion., at a depth of 263 fathoms.

The Albatross secured examples from station 2396, in 28^ 34' N. lat., 860 48' W. Ion., at a

depth of 335 fathoms; Cat. No. 35506, U. S. N. M., from station 2178, in 39° 29' N. lat., 72° 05'

15" W. Ion., at a depth of 229 fathoms; Cat. No. 35685, U. S. N. M., from station 2262, in 39°

.54' 45" N. lat., 62° 29' 45" W. Ion., at a deptli of 250 fathoms; Cat. No. 32656, U. S. N. M.,
from 370 16' 30" N. lat., 74° 26' 36" W. Ion.; Cat. No. 32808, U. S. N. M., from station 2014,

in 3GO 41' 05" N. lat., 74" 38' 55" W. Ion., at a depth of 373 fathoms; Cat. No. 33326, U. S.

N. M., from station 2048, in 400 02' 68" N. lat., 50° 30' W. Ion., at a depth of 547 fathoms;
Cat. No. 333S7, U. S. N. M., from station 2061, in 42° 10' N. lat., 60° 47' 45" W. Ion., at a

depth f)f 115 fathoms; Cat. No. 33.;97, U. S. N. M., from station 2053, in 42° 02' N. lat.,

68° 27' W. Ion., at a depth of 105 fathoms; Cat. No. 3340(J, U. S. N. X., from station 2064,

in 420 25' 40" N. lat., 66^ 08' 35" W. Ion., at a depth of 122 fathoms; Cat. No. 33410, U. S.

N. M., from station 2063, in 42° 23' N. lat., C,C,o 23' W. Ion., at a depth of 141 fathoms;

Cat. No. 33418, ir. S. N. M., from station 20(i2, in 42° 17' N. lat., 66° 37' 15" W. Ion., at a

depth of 150 fathoms; Cat. No. 33450, U. S. N. M., from station 2072, in 41° 53' N. lat.,

65° 35' W. Ion., at a depth of 8.58 fathoms; Cat. No. 3345(;, U. S. N. M., from station 2077,

in 41° 09' 40" N. lat., 66^ 02' 20" W. Ion., at a de])th of 1,2.55 fathoms; Cat. No. 3.3513,

U. S. K M., from station 2092, in 39° .58' 35" N. lat, 71° 00' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 197

fathoms; Cat. No. 35427, U. S. X. M., from station 2180, in 39° 29' 50" N. lat., 71° 49' 30"

W. Ion., at a depth of 523 fiithoms; Cat. No. 35428, U. S. N. M., from .station 2179, in 39°
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30' 10" X. lat., 71° 50' W. Ion., at a depth of 510 fathoms; Cat. Ko. 35430, TJ. S. N. M., from
station 2171, in 37° 59' 30" K lat., 73^ 48' 40" W. Ion., at a depth of 444 fathoms; Cat. Ko.

35432, U. S. N. M., from station 2172, in 38o 01' 15" N. lat., 73° 44' W. Ion., at a depth of

568 fethoms; Cat. Xo. 35434, U. S. K M., from station 2181, in 39° 29' N. lat., 71= 40' \V. Ion.,

at a depth of 093 fathoms; Cat. No. 35487, U. S. N. M., from station 2189, in 39° 49' 30"
N. lat., 702 20' W. Ion., at a depth of GOO fathoms; Cat. Ko. 35503, U. S. K M., from station

2176, in 39a 32' 30" N. lat., 72° 21' .30" W. Ion., at a depth of 302 fathoms; from .station

2125, in 110 43' N. lat., 09^ 09' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 208 fathoms; from station 2397,
in 28° 42' N. lat., 80° 30' W. Ion., at a depth of 280 fathoms; from station 2540, in 39^ 53'

30" N. lat., 700 17' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 538 tathoms; from station 2415, in 30° 44'

N. lat., 790 26' W. Ion., at a deptli of 440 fathoms; from station 2522, in 42° 20' N. lat.,

C50 07' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 104 fathoms; from station 2537, in 39° 50' 45" N. lat.,

70° 50' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 156 fathoms; from station 2470, in 44° 47' K lat., 56° 33'

45" W. Ion., at a depth of 224 fathoms; from station 2471, in 44° 34' K lat., 56^ 41' 45"

W. Ion., at a depth of 218 fathoms; from station 2540, in 39° .53' .30" N. lat., 70° 17' 30"

W. Ion., at a depth of 538 fathoms; from station 2552, in 39° 47' 07"K lat., 70° 35' W. Ion.,

at a depth of 721 fathoms; from station 2479, in 44° 05' 45" N. lat., 57'^ 16' 45" W. Ion., at

a depth of 129 ftithoms; from station 2513, in 43° 34' Jf. lat., 05-3 50' 30" W. Ion., at a depth
of 134 fathoms; from station 2397, in 28° 42' ^T. lat., 86° 36' W. Ion., at a depth of 280

fathoms; from station 2547, in 39'= 54' 30" N. lat., 70° 20' W. Ion., at a depth of 390 fathoms;
from station 2532, in 40^ 34' 3(t" K lat., 00° 48' W. Ion., at a depth of 705 fathoms; from

station 2395, in 28° 36' 15" IST. lat., 86° 50' W. Ion., at a depth of 347 fathoms; from station

2025, in 40^ 02' N. lat., 70° 27' W. Ion., at a depth of 239 fathoms; from station 2394, in

28^ 38' 30" N. lat., 87° 02' W. Ion., at a depth of 420 fathoms; from station 2430, in 42^ 58'

30" N. lat., 50^ 50' W. Ion., at a depth of 179 fathoms; from station 2533, in 40° 10' 30"

N. lat., 67° 20' 15" W. Ion., at a depth of 828 fathoms; from station 2530, in 40° 53' 30"

N. lat., 66° 24' W. Ion., at a depth of 950 fathoms; from station 2392, in 28° 47' 30" N. lat.,

87° 27' W. Ion., at a depth of 724 fatlioms; from station 2553, in 39° 48' N. lat., 70° 36'

W. Ion., at a depth of 551 fathoms; from station 2027, in 39° 58' 25" N. lat., 70° 37' W. Ion.,

at a depth of 198 fathoms; Cat. No. 33007, TJ. S. N. M., from station 2030, in 39° 29' 45"

N. lat., 71° 43' W. Ion., at a depth of 588 fathoms; Cat. Nos. 33000 and 33537, U. S. N. M.,
from station 2028, in 39° 57' 50" N. lat., 70° 32' W. Ion., at a depth of 209 fathoms; Cat.

No. 33008, U. S. N. M., from station 2025, in 40° 02' N. lat., 70° 37' W. Ion., at a depth of

239 fixthoms; from station 2528, in 41° 47' N. lat., 05° 37' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of

077 fathoms; from station 2186, in 39° 52' 15" N. lat., 70° 55' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of

353 fathoms; from station 2532, in 40° 34' 30" N. lat., 60° 48' W. Ion., at a depth of 705

fathoms; from station 2395, in 28° 36' 15" N. lat., 86° 50' W. Ion., at a depth of .347 fathoms;
from station 2552, in 39° 47' 07" N. lat, 70° 35' W. Ion., at a depth of 721 fathoms; from

station 2072, in 41° 53' N. lat., 65° .35' W. Ion., at a depth of 858 fathoms; from station 2299,
in 35° 40' N. lat., 74° 51' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 290 fathoms; from station 2470, in 44°

28' 50" N. lat., 57° 10' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 200 fathoms; from station 2175, in 39° 33'

N. lat., 72° 18' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 452 fathoms; from station 2549, in 39° 51' ^0"

N. Jat., 70° 17' W. Ion., at a depth of 571 fathoms; from station 25.54, in 39° 48' 30" N. lat.,

70° 40' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 445 fathoms; from station 2410, in 31° 26' N. lat., 79° 07'

W. Ion., at a depth of 276 fatlioms; from station 2202, in 39° 54' 45" N. lat., 69° 29' 45"

W. Ion., at a depth of 250 fathoms; from station 2415, in 30° 44' N. lat., 79° 26' W. Ion.,

at a depth of 440 fathoms; from station 2110, in 35° 12' 10" N. lat., 74° 57' 15" W. Ion., at

a depth of 516 fathoms; from station 2429, in 42° 55' 30" N. lat., .50° 51' W. Ion., at a dei)th
of 471 fatlioms; from station 2202, in 30° ;58' N. lat., 71° 39' 45" W. Ion., at a depth of 515

fathoms; from station 2180, in 39° 29' 50" N. lat., 71° 49' 30 W. Ion., at a depth of 523

fathoms; from station 2409. in 44° 58' 37" N. lat., .56° 20' 45" W. Ion., at a depth of 201

fathoms; from .station 2461, in 45° 47' N. lat., ,54° 13' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of .59 fathoms;
and IVum station 2202, in 39° 54' 45" N. lat., 69° 29' 45" W. Ion., at a depth of 250 lathoms.
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The Fish Rawlc secured speciuieus from the foUowuig localities: Cat. No. 26062, U. S.

K M., from statious 879-880, between 39° 40' 30" I^. lat., TO© 54' W. loii., and 39° 48' 30" N.

lat., 70° 54' W.loii., at a depth of from 225 to 252J fathoms; Cat. Nos. 20163, 2Glfi(i, 26187,
and 26194, U. S. N. M., from station 893, in 39° 52' 20" N. lat., 70° .58' W. Ion., at a depth of 272

fathoms; Cat. ISTos. 261GS, 20194, 20217, and 20218, IT. S. N. M., from station 894, in 39° 53' N.

lat., 70O 58' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 30.") fathoms; Cat. Xos. 2(J191, 20195, and 26210, U. S.

N. M., from station 895, in 39° 50' 30" N. lat., 70° 59' 45" W. Ion., at a depth of 238 fathoms
;

Cat. No. 20193, U. S. N. M., from station 892, iu 39° 40' K lat., 71o 05' W. Ion., at a depth of

487 fathoms; Cat. Nos. 26212, 26217, and 26218, TJ. S. N, M., from station 891, in 39° 46' N.

lat., 710 10' W. Ion., at a depth of 480 (?) fathoms; Cat. Nos. 25924 and 20005, U. S. K
]\I.,

from station 870, iu 40° 02' 30" N. lat., 70o 22' 58" W. Ion., at a depth of 155 fathoms; Cat.

No. 20000, U. S. N. M., from station 879, in 39° 49' 30" N. lat., 70° 54' W. Ion., at a depth of

225 fathoms; Cat. No. 20103, U. S. N. INF., from station 881, in 39° 46' 30" N. lat., 70° 54' W.
Ion., at a depth of 325 fatlioms; Cat. No. 2011O, U, S.N.M., from station 879, in 39° 49' 30"

N. lat., 70° 54' W. Ion., at a depth of 225 fathoms; Cat, No, 26126, U. S. N. M., from station

880, iu 390 48' 30" N. lat., 70° 54' W. Ion., at a depth of 352J fathoms; Cat. No. 20198, U. S.

N. M., from station 894, iu 39° 53' N. lat., 70° 58' 30" W. Ion., at a deptli of 305 fiithoms;
Cat. No. 20734, U. S. N, M., from station 898, iu 37° 24' N. lat., 74° 17' W. Ion., at a depth
of 300 fathoms; Cat. No. 2S722, IT. S. N. M., from station 925, in 39° 55' N. lat., 70'^ 47' W.
Ion., at a depth of 229 fathoms; Cat. No. 28739, U. S. N. M., from station 924, iu 39° 57' 30"

N. lat., 70° 46' W. Ion., at a depth of 164 fathoms; Cat. No. 28773, U. S. N. M., from station

938, in 390 51' N. lat., 69° 49' 15" W. Ion., at a depth of 317 fathoms; Cat, No. 28787, U. S.

N. M., from station 937, iu 39^ 49' 25" N. lat., 69^ 49' W. Ion., at a depth of 610 fathoms;
Cat. No. 28852, U. S. N. M., from station 952, in 39° 55' N, lat., 70° 28' W. Ion., at a depth
of 396 fathoms; Cat. No. 28892, U. S. N. M., from station 1026, in 39° 50' 30" N. lat., 71° 23'

W. Ion., at a depth of 182 fathoms; Cat. No. 28896, U. S. N. M., from station 997, iu 39° 42' N.

lat., 710 32' W. Ion., at a depth of 335 fathoms; Cat. No. 2S903, U. S. N. M., from station 999,
in 390 45' 13" N. lat,, 71° 30' W.lon., at a depth of 200 fathoms; Cat, No. 28909, U. S. N. M.,
from station 1025, in 39° 49' N. lat,, 71° 25' W. Ion., at a depth of 216 fathoms; Cat. No.

28913, IT. S. N. M., from station 994, in 39° 40' N. lat., 71° 30' W. Ion., at a depth of 368

fathoms; Cat. No. 28931, U. S. N. M., from station 1028, in 39° 57' N. lat,, 69° 17' W, Ion., at

a depth of 410 fathoms; Cat. No. 29049, U. S. N. M., from station 1045 iu 38° 35' N. lat.,

730 13 W. Ion., at a depth of 312 fathoms; Cat. No. 29078, U. S. N. JF., from station 1049,

from 380 28' N. lat,, 73° 22' W. Ion., at a depth of 435 fathoms; Cat, No. 31740, U. S. N. M.,
fi-om station 1128, in Vineyard Sound, at a depth of 9 fathoms; Cat. No. 31770, U. S. N. M.,
from station 1143, in 39° 29' N. lat., 72° 01' W. Ion., at a depth of 452 fathoms; Cat, No.

31855, IT. S. N. M., from station 11.53, in 39° 54' N. lat., 70° 37' W. Ion., at a depth of 225

fathoms; and Cat. No. 31880, IT. S. N. M., from station 1154, in 39° 65' 31" N. lat., 70° 39'

W. Ion., at a depth of 193 fathoms.

MACEURUS HOLOTRACHYS, GOnther.

MacrnruH hoJotrachyi, GtiNTliER, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist,, 1878, II, 24.; Challenger Report, xxil, 00, PI.

XXVIII, fig. B.—Vaili.ant, Exp. Sii. Tiav. ctTal., 241, pi. xxii, lig. ,S.

Snout moderately produced, as long as the eye, which is large, one-third of the length of
the head, its vertical diameter beiui;- considerably more tlian (he widtli (iniie intcrorhital

space. Anterior edge of the snout with three rough promiuences, one iu the middle and
one on each side. Mouth inferior, lower side of the head naked. Each scale with a median
series of spinelets, and with two or more isolated si)inel("ts besides; the nu'dians are the

strongest, forming with their follows c(nitinu(ms longitudinal lines on the body. Upper
and lateral portions of the head covered with irregular, rough scales; lower naked. There
are five scales iu a transverse .series between the first dorsal spine and lateral line. Teeth
of the lower jaw in a very uarrow band. Distance between the two <lorsal fins scarcely

equal to the length of the base of the first. Second dorsal spine with small barbs anteriorly ;
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outer ventral ray produced into a short filament. Distance of the veut from the isthmuKS

equal to tlie length of the liead without snout. Barbel very small. No bands or spots.

Radial formula: D. 11; A. 115; P. 21; V. 9.

This species is known from a single specimen from oil' the mouth of the Eio de la Plata

at a depth of GOO fathoms. VaiHant identifies 4 individuals, taken off Morocco in 2,115-

2,200 meters, with this form.

M. zania2)hurus, Vaillant (p. 245), is said by its author to resemble 31. holotrachys and
also M. sclerorhynchm. The types were iu bad condition, and Vaillant seems to depend
u])on the scales for his chief diagnostic character. In the absence of a figure we hesitate to

admit the species.

CCELORHYNCHUS, Giorna.

Ccelorhynchus, Giorna, Mem. Acad. Sci. Turin, xvi, 1803, 178, pi. i, (igs. 3, 4 (type, Coelorhinque La Ville, L.

calorhijiidiiis, Risso).

Ccelorhiiiichua (subgenus), GOnther, CUallonger Report, xxii, 124.

Paramacrurus, Bi.eekbk, Versl. Med. K. Ak. Wetensch. Amsterdam, 1874, 103 (type, LepidoUprus australis,

Rich).

Oxymacrurus, Bleeker, loc. cit. (type, M. japonicus, Schl.).

A genus with characters of Macrurus, with teeth in villiform bands above and below,
imbricate and spinigerous scales, mouth completely inferior and a longitudinal ridge divid-

ing the interior region into vertical and subhorizontal portions. Dorsal spine smooth.

Ccelorhynclius panillelKSjGuuther (Challenger Report, xxii, 125, pi. xxix, Fig. A) was
taken off New Zealand, station 109, 700 fathoms; off the Kermadecs, station 170A, 630

fathoms, and station 171, 600 fathoms; and oft" Japan, station 232, 345 fathoms; south of

Japan, station 235,565 fathoms; and also by the Investigator in the Gulf of Manaar, iu 697

fathoms.

Coelorhynchus quadricristatus, Alcock (Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., 1891, viii, 119, 111.

Zofil. Inrcstigntor, i, pi. Ill, tig. 1) from the Indian Ocean, station 118, 405 fathoms.

CalorhyncliKS .st-o/j/^o^^s/.v, Gilbert (Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. XIII, 1890, 115,) was taken by
the Albatross off the coast of California in 145 fathoms.

CCELORHYNCHUS ATLANTICUS, (Lowe), Gooue and Bean.

Cwlorhynchun {Coclorhiitqiie La Ville) GiORNA, Mem. Accad. Imp. Turin, ,xvi, 1803, 178, pi. i, figs. 3-4.

LepidolepruD cte/oi/ii/iic/iMs, Risso, Ichth. Nice, 1810, 200, pi. vii, fig. 22; Poissous Europe Meridionale, iii,

1825, 244.

Macroiinm aiiorhiiiichiis, Costa, Fauna Nap., 1829-'34, pi. xxxix.—Bonaparte, Fauna Italica, Pesci, ]832-'41

(with figure under name M. mysticetus) ;
Cat. Metod., 1844, 41.—Canestrini, Arch. Zool. Anat., ii, 1862,

373; Fauna Italica, Pesci, 159.—Gunther, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., iv, 392.—Vinciguerra, Ann. Mu8.

Curco, Genoa, xiv, 1879, 619 (n).
—Vaillant, Exp. Sclent. Travailleur ct. Talisman, 247, jjI, xxi, fig. 3

(scales).— CoLLETT, Bull. Soc. ZoiJl. France, .xv, 1890, 223.

Macrurus (Coelorhynchus) calorhi/nchus, GiJNTUER, Challenger Report, xxii, 1887, 128.

Oxycephas cwlorhynchiis^iiyvAinsoa, op. cit., 261.

Mavninis allaiilicits, LowE, Proc. Zoiil. Soc. London, 1839, 88.—Gunther, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., iv, 392.

Macrurus rupcstris, Lowe, Synopsis Mad. Fish., 190.

Krohnius Jilamenlosus, Cocco.—Emeky, Atti. Soc. Ital. Scienze Nat., xxi, 37 (larval form).

Giintlier's revised description is as follows :

Snout moderately produced, angular iu front, a little shorter than or equal to the eye,
the diameter of which is one-third of the length of the liead. IScales of moderate size,
covered with minute spines, giving a granular api)earance to their surface. There are five

or six scales iu a transverse series, between the first dorsal fiu and the lateral line. (A
naked space between the ventrals.) Dorsal spine smooth. Abdomen, that is, distance of
tlic vent from the isthmus, equal to the length of the liead without snout in specimens
about 12 inches long. Outer ventral ray produced into a short fihiment.

Kadialfonnula: D. 10; A. 7.^-SG; P. 20; V. 7.

This species is very closely related to Macrurus carminatus, Goode. It was originally
described from a specimen in the Turin Museum, probably collected by Donati on Lis

i"Praya"oT Lagarlxxa do mar."—M. fusco-vinercus, dorso vinoso, gatturis rimbilico pinnigque ventralibua

atris: squamis-scaherrimus, cchinalatis, ecarinatis, i)icrmibus; oculis maximis. {Lotcc.)
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expedition to Egypt and Arabia. It is known from tlie Gnlf of Genoa, the sea of Nice

(Risso), and about Sicily (Bonaparte and Doderlein); and Gasco observed two from the

Gulf of Naples. Vaillaiit records it in 411-5(i0 meters, from the Azores, and Cape Yerdes,
from ofl' Soudan, the Banc d'Arguin, and the Gnlf of Gascony. Collett obtained it from off

Bergen, in the stomach of a codfish, and numerous specimens have been taken ott'the coast

of Ireland in 250 fathoms. (Guuther, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., Dec, 1S89, ilT.) Vin-

ciguerra {lot: cit., G19) thoroughly reviews its history.

CCELORHYNCHUS CARMINATUS, Goode. (Figure 336.)

Macrurua curmhiatiis, Goode, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., iii, 1880, 346, 475.—Goodk and ISkan, ISull. Mus. t'oiup.

ZoiJl., X, 196.

Alacrunts (C(elorh>jnchuii) carminatus, Guntuer, Challenger Report, xxil, 129, pi. v, tig. 13.

The body is less elongate and stouter than in M. Bairdii, Goode and Bean, though its

greatest height (12..')) Is, as in M. Bairdii, one-eighth of total length. The difference in

general appearance is the ventral contour retreats less rapidly in M. carminatus.

The scales are large, heavy, the free portions covered with long vitreous spines

arranged in 9 or 10 rows. These .scales resemble the old-fashioned wool cards. Hence
the specific name, from carmen, a wool card. The spines are thicker and more closely set

than in M. Bairdii, and there is no specialization of the central row. The number of scales

in the lateral line can not be determined, though it probably does not exceed 100, but there

are about 5 transverse rows above it and 15 or 16 below it, counting from the vent obliquely

backward. In M. Bairdii there are 152 in the lateral line, 6 above and 19 or 20 below.

Length of head contained a little less than 5 times in total length. Width of interor-

bital area about equal to vertical diameter of orbit, and about one-fifth of the length of the

head. Length of snout, horizontal diameter of eye, length of postorbital portion of he.ad

about e(iual. Length of operculum half that of snout.

Snout long, sharp, depressed, triangular, the lower surface more nearly parallel with

the axis of the body than in M. Bairdii. The lateral ridges are pronounced and are con-

tained in a straight line under the eyes and upon the i)reopercula. Strong horizontal

ridges continue from the supraorbital margins to the gill openings, parallel with the

subocular ridges. Nostrils immediately in front of the orbit. Barbel very short.

Teeth small, conical, somewhat recurved, arranged in villiform bands.

Distance of first dorsal from snout (23.5) about -ih times the length of its base (5), its

distance from anterior margin of orbit much less than the length of the head. First spine

very short, hardly perceptible above the skin. Second spine about half as long (11) as the

head, slender, unarmed. When laid back, its tip reaches the origin of the second dorsal or

beyond. The decrease in the length of the spines is very gradual, the sixth being nearly as

long as the second, so that the fin is not so triangular in shape as in M. Bairdii.

The second dorsal begins in the peri)endicular from the seventh ray of the anal. The
anal is mucli higher than in M. Bairdii, nearly equal to half the width of the interorbital

area.

Anal fin inserted under the eighteenth scale of the lateral line (as nearly as can be

judged from the distorted specimen). It longest rays are as long as the width of the

interorbital area.

Distance of pectoral from snout equal to twice its own length (11), which is about

equal to the length of the dorsal spine. Its insertion is below the middle of the dei)th of

the body and below the level of the center of the orbit. Its tip does not reach to the

perpendicular from the origin of the anal.

Insertion of ventral behind jtectoral and slightly in advance of the insertion of the dor-

sal. Its distance from the snout (22) is greater than twice its length (9). Its long filament

does not reach to the origin of the anal fin.

Radial formula: D. 11, SO -f ;
A. 76 + ;

P. 13; V.7.

Color, silvery gray. The thick, closely-set spines are matted with oozy mud which can
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not be removed. This is doubtless the result of the hard usage experieuced iu the trawl

net.

Current number of specimen .

Locality

26, 007.

871.

MUli-
moterg.

Extreme length
Body: Greatest height under dorsal.

Head:
Greatest length
Width of interorbital area

Length of snout

Length of operculum
Length of mandible
Biitmeter of orbit

Dorsal (spinous) :

Itistallie from snout
LiuKth of base

Height at tirst spine..
Dorsal (soft) : Distance from snout. . .

Anal : Distance from snout
Pectoral :

Distance from snout

Length
Ventral :

Dist.ince from snout

Length
Dorsal
Anal-
Pectoral  

Ventral
Number of scales in lateral line

Number of transverse rows above lateral line .

Number of transverse rows below lateral lino .

lOOtbs of

length.

100
12.5

21
4
7

3.5
7.25

11
35

21
11

10

I. IX, 80+
7U+
13
7

[100]
(6)

(18)

The type specimen (Cat. ISTo. 26007, U. S. j^. M.), 248 millimeters in length, was taken liy

the Fish Hawl- September 4, at station 871, in 4()o 02' .'54" K. lat., 70^ 23' 40" W. Ion., at a

depth of 115 fathoms. It is very similar to Lowe's Macrurun atlanticitHj and but for Giinthei's

opinion that they are distinct, on account of the larger spines on the scales, we should

have placed our specimens in tliat species.

iSTumerous specimens have been obtained by the American vessels Troin 115 to 464

fathoms, and the Challenger also collected it from the depths near the Bahamas. The
Blale secured examples from station cccsxi, in 32° 43' 25" N. lat, 77° 20' 30" W. Ion., at

a depth of 233 fathoms; from station CCCXXTI, in 33° 42' 15" N.lat., 70° 00' 50" W. Ion.,

at a depth of 464 fathoms: from station ccv, in 24° 08' N. lat., 82° 51' W. Ion., at a depth
of 339 fathoms; from station Lxxv off Barbados, at a depth of ISO fathoms; ti-om stations

CCLXIX and CCLXXlii; and from station LXXIV, off Barbados, at a depth of 180 fathoms.

Specimens were taken by the Albatross as follows: Cat. No. 32807, U. S. N. M., from

station 2014, in 36° 41' 05" N. lat., 74° 38' 55" W. Ion., at a depth of 373 fathoms; Cat. No.

35476, TJ. S. N. M., Ixom station 2183, in 39-3 57' 45" N. lat., 70o 56' 30" W. Ion., at a depth
of 195 fathoms ; Cut. No. 3.5478, U. S. N. M., from station 2200, in 39^ .",3' 30" N. lat., 69^ 43' 20"

W. Ion., at a depth of 148 fathoms
;
Cat. No. 35686, U. S. N. M., from station 2262, in 39° 54' 45"

N. lat., 690 29' 45" W. Ion., at a depth of 250 fathoms; Cat. No. 33543, U. S. N. M., from

station 2089, in 39° 58' 50" N. lat., 70^ 39' 40" W. Ion., at a depth of 168 fathoms; Cat. No.

33512, U. S. N. M., from station 2092, in 39° 58' 35" N. hit., 71° 00' 30" W. Ion., at a depth
of 197 fathoms; from station 2548, in 39° 56' N. lat., 70° 14' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 200

fathoms; from station 2020, iu 37° 37' 50" N. lat., 74° 15' .30" \V. Ion., at a depth of 143

tathoms; from station 2377, iu 29^ 07' 30" N. lat., 88^ 08' W. Ion., at a depth of 210 fathoms;
from station 2402, in 28° 36' N. lat., 85° 33' 30" W. Ion., at a- depth of 111 tathoms; from

station 2397, in 28° 42' N. lat., 86° 36' W. Ion., at a depth of 280 fathoms; from station

2426, in 30° 01' 30" N. lat, 74^^ 47' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 93 fathoms; from station 2396,
iu 28° 34' N. lat., 86° 48' W. Ion., at a depth of 335 fathoms; from station 2545, in 40°

01' N. lat., 70° 23' 45" W. Ion., at a depth of 142 fathoms; from station 2308, in 28° 45' N.

lat., 860 20' W. Ion., at a depth of 227 fathoms; from station 2546, in 39^ .56' N. lat., 70'' 14'

30" W. Ion., at a depth of 200 fathoms; from station 2310, in 35° 44' N. lat., 74° 51' W. Ion.,
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at a depth of 132 fathoms; from station 2426, in 36 oQl' 30" N. lat., 74° 47' 30" "\A'. Ion., at

a depth of 03 fathoms; from station 2424, in 30^ 41' 37" N. lat., 74° 42' 15" W. Ion., at a

depth of 85 fatlioms; from station 2297, in 35° 38' N. hit., 74° .53' W. Ion., at a depth of 49

fathoms; from station 2125, In 11° 43' N. lat., 69° 09' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 208 fathoms;
from station 2395, in 28° 30' 15" F. lat., 86° 50' W. Ion., at a depth of 347 fathoms; and

from station 2264, in 37° 07' 50" K lat., 74° 34' 20" W. Ion., at a depth of 107 fathoms.

Examples were also taken by the i^'M i/«M'A- from the following localities: Cat. Nos.

26188 and 20197, U. S. N. M., from station 895, iu 39° 56' 30" N. lat., 70° 59' 45" W. Ion.,

at a depth of 238 fathoms; Cat. No. 26001, U. S. N. M., from station 870, in 40^ 02' 36" N.

lat., 70O 22' 58" W. Ion., at a depth of 155 fathoms; C;it. No. 28753, IT. S. N. M., from station

937, in 39° 49' 25" N. lat., 69° 49' W. Ion., at a depth of 616 fathoms; Cat. No. 28807, U. S.

N. M., from station 945, in 39° 58' N. lat., 71° 13' W. Ion., at a depth of 207 fathoms; Cat.

No. 31775, IT. S. N. M., from station 1138, in 39^ 39' N. lat., 71° 54' W. Ion., at a depth of 168

fathoms; Cat. No. 26192, IT. S. N. M., from station 875, in 39o 57' N. lat., 70'= 57' 30" W. Ion.,

at a depth of 126 fathoms; Cat. No. 29054, U. S. N, M., from station 1040, in 38° 33' N. lat.,

730 18' W. Ion., at a depth of 104 fathoms; Cat. No. 26718, U. S. N. M., from station 807, in

in 370 25' N. lat., 74° 18' W. Ion., at a depth of 157.i fathoms; Cat. No. 20048, U. S. N. M.,

from station 1045, in 38° 35' N. lat., 73° 13' W. Ion., at a depth of 312 fathoms; Cat. 31875,

TT. S. N. M., from station 1151, in 3Q° 58' 30" N. lat, 70° 37' W. Ion., at a depth of 125

fathoms; Cat. No. 28958, U. S. N. U., from station 1032, in 39° 56' N. lat., 69^ 22' W. Ion.,

at a depth of 208 fathoms
;
Cat. No. 28891, U. S. N. M., from station 1026, in 39^ ,50' 30" N.

lat., 71° 23' W. Ion., at a depth of 182 fathoms; and from station 879 in 39^ 49' 30" N. lat.,

700 54// w. Ion., at a depth of 225 fathoms.

CCELORHYNCHUS OCCA, Goodk and I!ean. (Fif;iiros 332, 333, 337.)

Macrnnts occa, Goode and Beax, Proc. IT. S. Nat. Mus., viii, 1885, 595.—Gi'-NTnEU, Cliulleu;j;u.r Export, xxii,

124 note 5.

A species with an exceedingly elongate snont, nearly twice as long as the eye, witli a

black Hap between the nostrils
;
with the angle of the mouth nearly reaching to the vertical

from the posterior margin of the orbit; the head contained 3.^ times iu total length and

equaling twice the greatest height of body. The ridge of the head is very strong and
continuous from the snout to the angle of the preopercle, having, also, strong supraocular
and occipital ridges.

Eye nearly round, its horizontal diameter ^ length of the head and ucjual to interor-

bital space.

The ventral originates under the middle of the first dorsal, and extends to the fourth

ray of the anal. Tlie distance from ventral origin to vent is contained 3^ times in length
of head.

The second spine of the dorsal is weak and smooth, its length equal to postorbital jiart

of head, its base slightly less than the distance between first and second dorsals.

Squamation excessively rough, each scale bearing about 5 large spines besides many
smaller ones, the median sitinc of the large series being much the largest. Five rows of

scales between origin of dorsal and lateral line, 19 from vent forward to lateral line and 12

backward.

Barbel one-fourtli as long as snout.

M. occa appears to be a near relative of ('. aflanticKs, and is very close also to M.

japoiiicioi of \'aillant (Exp. Sci. Travaillcur et Talisman, Poissons, 254, j)!. xxi, lig. I),

identified by him, without adcfiuato grounds, with M. japonic uh, Schlegel.

This species has scales similar to tho.se of Macnirus Fabricii, there being a strong
median Keel formed by a series of 3 to 5 si)ines, of which the last is flic largest. The surface

of each scale also contains about 4 or more lateral ridges formetl by series of short spines.

In a much larger example. No. 37334, measuring 18 inches in length, the lateral series of

keels have greatly increased in nunilx-r, tlie individual si»ines have become more ]irominent,
so that the median keel has become less conspicuous than in tlie type. In the larger spec-
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iuien rcferrt'il to tlic luikciliicss of the under surface of the head is eveu more pronounced
than ill the smaller, in which the under surface of the head beneath the suborbital and nasal

ridjje is almost entirely naked. The iutermaxilla has a very short bone similar in structure

and dentition to that of Macrurus Fabricii, that is to say, the intermaxillary teeth are in a

rather broad villiforni band, and the outer teeth are not enlarged. The maudibulary teeth

are in a similar broad villiform band. The mouth is entirely inferior and small. The gill

membranes are attached across the isthmus and are very little emarginate and not deeply

cleft. In the large example the gill membrane is attached to the isthmus and not deeply

cleft, but there is a very narrow free margin behind.

The gill rakers are very short, tubercular, and few in number, certainly not more

numerous than in Fahricii. In the large example only 8 little tubercles can be seen on the

first gill arch.

Second spine of the dorsal in the type specimen is smooth, with the exception of two

weak spiues near its tip, but in the large example there is no trace of serrations on the

dorsal spine.

The type specimen (Cat. No. 37334, U. S. N. M.), 450 millimeters in length, was taken

by the Albatross from station 239G, in 28° 34' N. lat., 86° 48' W. Ion., at a depth of 335

fathoms.
CCELORHYNCHUS CARIBB^US, Goodb ami Bea:^ (Figure 338).

Maa-urus caribbaim, Goode and Bhan, Proc. IJ. S. Nat. Mus., viii, 1885, 594.—Gunther, Challenger Report,

XXII, 124, note 3.

A Cwlorhynchus, in general appearance resembling M. carminatus, from which it may
be quickly distinguished by its sharper and longer snout, smaller scales, more advanced

second dorsal, and many less prominent characters. The body is normal in shape, its greatest

height (44 millimeters in the type specimen) contained 6i times in its total length. iScales

moderate, strong, densely covered with minute spines, without enlarged median keel, as in

Macrurus fahricii ; 124 in the lateral line, 6 series between origin of dorsal and lateral line,

and 15 or IG series from vent forward to lateral line. The length of the head (07 milli-

meters) is contained nearly 4i times in the total length; interorbital area flat, its greatest

width (13 millimeters) about 5 times in the length of the head. Postorbital portion of Lead

(21 millimeters) contained about 3 times in its own length, and just as long as the eye,

which is oval (its horizontal diameter 21 millimeters), and If as long as its vertical diam-

eter (15 millimeters). Snout long, thin, diaphanous, with acuminate point, its general form

resembling that of M. carminatus. The nostrils are close to the orbit, the posterior ones

much the largest. Teeth in both jaws in villiform bands, minute. Barbel slender and

short, its length (7 millimeters) one-third that of the eye. The maxillary extends to the ver-

tical through the middle of the pupil. Length of upper jaw (19 millimeters) slightly more
than 3 times in length of head. Length of mandible (20 millimeters) contained 2i times in

length of liead. The intermaxillary is a short bone as compared with the maxillary. The
outer series of teeth ii,i this bone and the mandible not enlarged, and the teeth not becoming
uniserial. The gill-membrane is narrowly attached to the isthmus. Gill-rakers minute,

tubercular, about 10 on the first arch. The suborbital ridge is very strong, and is contin-

ued almost in a straight line by the lateral ridge of the snout. The under surface of the

head, except the chin and branchiostegal region, is densely covered with small, spiny tuber-

cles. There is a naked space on the under surface of the snout; it occupies almost the entire

distance from the front of the mouth to the tip of the snout; the space is widest anteriorly,

but its greatest width is only about one-fifth the length of the snout. The intermaxillary
is protractile in a nearly vertical direction, and the mouth is distinctly inferior and not

lateral.

First dorsal with 2 spines—the first minute, the second smooth, elongate—and 8

rays, the last double, inserted at a distance from the snout (72 millimeters) equal to one-

fourth of the total length; the second spine (3!) millimeters long) reaching the fifth ray of

the second dorsal. The length of its base (15 nullimeters) ecpial to three-ciuarters of the

si)ace between the two dorsals. The se(-onil dorsal begins in the perpendicular fiom the

19808—No. 2 26
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seventh lay of the anal, and at a distance from the first dorsal (20 millimeters) about equal
to the diameter of the eye. The longest rays ai'e not as long as the barbel. It contains at

least 110 rays. The anal is inserted under the interspace between the two dorsals; its

height is equal to one-fourth tlie length of the head. It contains at least 110 i-ays. The

pectoral is inserted in advance of the origin of the first dorsal, its length (33 millimeters)

half that of the head. Its tip extends to the vertical from the fiftli anal ray, and to about

the seventeenth scale of the lateral line. The ventral originates under the second spine of

the dorsal, its outer ray somewliat produced, extending slightly beyond the origin of the

anal. The distance of the veut from the origin of the ventral eiiuals the length of the eye.

Color, silvery gray, with yellowish and lavender tints.

Many specimens were obtained by the Albatross. The type is selected from a number

obtained at station 2377, in the northern part of the Gulf of Mexico, 29^ 07' 30" N. hit., 88°

08' W. Ion., at a depth of 210 fathoms. Its length is 290 millimeters. Others were obtained

from station 2143, in 9° 30' 45" N. lat., 70° 25' 30" W., Ion., at a depth of 155 fathoms; from

station 2400, in 28'^ 41' N. lat., 80^ 07' W. Ion., at a depth of 169 fathoms; and from station

2401, in 28° 38' 30" N. lat., 85° 52' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 142 fathoms.

CCELORHYNCHUS FASCIATUS, (Gunther), Goode and Bran.

Macrurusfascial us, Guntiikr, Aun. ;iml Mag. Nat. Hist., 1878, ii, 24; Challenger Report, xxii, 12'J, pi. xxvil,

Fig. A.

Snout not much produced, shorter than the eye, which is very large, two-fifths of the

length of the head, its vertical diameter being considerably more than the width of the in-

terorbital space. Scales with from 8 to 10 subparallel keels. Upper and lateral ])ortions

of the head covered with small rough scales, lower naked. There are four scales in a trans-

verse series between the first dorsal spine and lateral line; distance betwee:i the two dor-

sal fins equal to the length of the base of the first. Anterior dorsal spine smooth. Outer

ventral ray produced into a filament. Distance between the vent and isthmus shorter than

the head without snout. Barbel small. Whitish, with broad, irregular, blackish bands

across the back.

Radial formula: D. 12; A. 62; P. 15; V. 7. (Giinthcr.)

The Challenger obtained it from stations 305A, 309, 309A, and 311, on the east coast of

the southern extremity of South America, at depths of 125, 40, 140, and 245 fathoms, respec-

tively.

The species is closely allied to Macrurus australis, but has (1) a narrower forehead,

(2) a larger eye, and (3) fewer keels on the scales. In the smaller and younger specimens

the keels are fewer in number (5 to 6) and have a more divergent direction than in the larg-

est example,

CORYPH.«NOIDES, Gunner.

Coryphainoides, Gunner, Trondhj. Selsk. Skrift., iii, 50, i>l. iii, fig. 1 (typo, C. rupestris, Gunner).

Coryphamoides (as subgenus), Guntiier, Challenger Repcjrt, xxii, 1887, 124.

A genus with general characters of Macrurus, but with teeth in villiform bands above

and below, imbricate and spinigerous scales, mouth wide and lateral; snout short, obliiiue,

truncated
;
barbel very small

;
anterior dorsal spine finely barbed ;

outer ventral ray filamen-

tous.

In addition to the Atlantic forms, C. altipinnis, Giiuther (Challenger Eeport, xxii, 138,

pi. XXXIX), was taken off Japan at depths of from 505 to 1,875 fathoms.

CORYPHiENOIDES RUPESTRIS, Gunner.

Cori/phanoides rupestris, Gu.n'NERUS, Trondli. Selsk. Skrift., in, 176.5, 50, PI. iii, fig 1.—Collett, Norges

Fiskc, 131.—Goode and Bean, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., 1883, x. No. 5, 197.

Macrurus (Cori/ji/ionoirfes) rupestris, Gunther, Cliallengor Report, xxii, 1887, 138.

Macrurus norwcriicus, Nilsson, Skand. Fauna, Fisk., fiOO.

Macrurus Striimii, Reiniiardt, K. Dausk. Videusk. Silsk. Afliandl., vii, 129.—Gaimard, Voyage Skand.

Poissons, pi. XI (magnificent figure).

Head short, rather comi)ressed; snout short, obliquely truncated in front; cleft of the
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mouth wide, lateral, extondiug to beyond the center ot tlic eye; intermaxillary not much
shorter than the maxillary. Teeth in villiforui bands iu both jaws; barbel very small. lu-

terorbital space convex, its width being considerably more than the diameter of the eye,
which in a specimen 3 feet loiij;- is equal to the length of the snout and one-fourth of that

of the head. The scales are e(iually rough over the whole of their surface, all the spinelets

being directed backwards; there are 7 or 8 scales in a transverse series between the dorsal

fin and the lateral line. Head entirely covered with small scales. Anterior dorsal spine
armed with numerous small closely-set barbs; outer ventral ray produced into a long
filament. Distance between the vent and isthmus two-thirds of the length of the head.

Eadial formula: D. 10; P. 19; V. 7. [Giinther.)

Gorypha'iwiiles rupestris has i + 15 gill-rakers (
= 19). The gill membrane is entirely free

from the isthmus behind. The intermaxilla is continued beyond its vertical process and
extends almost as far back as the maxilla, these two bones being about equal in length.
The last third of the intermaxilla is toothless. The intermaxillary teeth are in a very nar-

row band, which is uniform in width, and the outer teeth are only slightly enlarged. The
mandible has villiform teeth in a broad bunch-like baud at the symphysis and becoming
uniserial behind. The eye is nearly circular. The snout projects slightly. Gill-rakers

longer and less tubercular in character than in M. herglax and M. acrolepis. The sub-

orbital ridge is feebly developed and is very abruptly curved ujjward and narrowed in

fi'ont of the eye where it joins the nasal ridge. In M. herglax and M. acroleins the sub-

orbital ridge is very strong and is continued almost in a straight line towards the nasal ridge.

Specimens of this fish were taken by the Poyciipinc and Knight Errant between Shet-

land and the Faroes iu 200-500 fathoms. A single specimeir was secured by the Blahe from

station cccvi, in 41^ .32' 50" N. lat., 65° 55' W. Ion., at a depth of 524 fathoms. The
Albatross obtained examples from station 2532, in 40° 34' 30" N. lat., 00° 48' W. Ion., at

a depth of 705 fathoms; Cat. No. 35661, U. S. N. M., from station 2238, in 39° 06' N. lat.,

720 10' W. Ion., at a depth of 904 fathoms; Cat. No. 32C57, U. S. N. M., from station 2003,
in 370 16' 30" N. lat., 74^ 20' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of G41 fathoms; from station 254(>,

in 390 53' 30" N. lat., 70° 17' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 538 fiithoms; from station 2549,
in 39^ 51' 30" N. lat., 70° 17' W. Ion., at a depth of 571 fethoms; from station 2429, in

42° 55' 30" N. lat., 50° 51' W. Ion., at a depth of 471 fathoms; from station 2078, in 41°

11' 30" N. lat., 66° 12' 20" W. Ion., at a depth of 499 fathoms; Cat. No. 35568, U. S. N.

M., from station 2202, in 39° 38' N. lat., 71° 39' 45" W. Ion., at a depth of 515 fathoms;
from station 2528, in 41° 47' N. lat., 65° 37' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 077 fathoms; and
from station 2554, in 39'= 48' 30" N. lat., 70'' 40' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 445 tathoms;
The Fish Haiclc from station 1155, in 39° 52' N. lat., 70 30' W. Ion., at a depth of 554

fathoms; and Cat. No. 28943, U. S. N. M., from station 1029, in 39° 57' 05" N. lat., 69° 16'

W. Ion., at a depth of 458 fathoms. A single individual (Cat. 2G347, U. S. N. M.) was

captured by the schooner G. 1'. ^yhifmaH off the southern i)art of Banquereau.

CORYPH^NOIDES SULCATUS, Goode and Bean.

Coryphwnoides aulcatus, Goode and Bean, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1888, .596.

Trachonurus siiJcaliis, GooDE and Bean, Oceanic Ichthyology, 1893, 410.

The body is elongate, rapidly contracted behind the abdomen, the tail long and whip-

like; greatest liight of body (25 millimeters) 9i times in total length.
Scales moderate, strongly armed, each with 8-10 spinelets irregularly placed, the spine-

lets less numerous in the young, which feel bristly to the touch, separated by wide deep
furrows (hence the specific name). More than 175 in the lateral line. Between origin of

dorsal fin and lateral line 7; counting from the origin of the lateral line the number of scales

iu a distance equal to length of head is 33.

Armature of head similar to that of body, but the scales upon the snout, cheeks, and
chin have very feeble spines. Length of head (32 millimeters) 7^ times in total length.

Interorbital area nearly flat, its length (10 millimeters) equal to <liameter of eye, and a

little less than one-third length of head. Postorbital portion of head (15 millimeters) li
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times as loug as diameter of eye. Eye circular, in larger individual its diameter less than

width of interorbital space, 3§ times in length of head. Snout short, obtuse, scarcely over-

hanging the mouth, its length (7 millimeters) 4i times in that of head; in the larger indi-

vidual it is ij times in length of head.

Nostrils somewhat above level of middle of eye, the anterior one nearly upon the dorsal

outline.

Teeth in upper jaw in two series, the outer series somewhat enlarged; in lower Jaw in

a single series.

The end of the maxilla reaches to the vertical through the hind margin of pupil in the

large specimen, to that through the front margin of the same in the type. Length of

upper jaw, including maxilla (11 millimeters), about 3 times in length of head. Length
of mandible (13 millimeters) equal to one-half the height of the body. Barbel (4 millime-

ters) 2i times in diameter of eye; in the large specimen it is half as long as the eye.

Gillrakers rudimentary; the attachment of the membrane to the first arch is very
extensive. Pseudobranchite absent.

First dorsal comparatively low, com^iosed of 2 spines, the first rudimentary, the second

elongate, smooth, and with S-9 rays. Its insertion is immediately over that of the jjectoral ;

its distance from the snout (36 millimeters) equals IJ times the length of the head; its length
of base (7 millimeters) equal to length of snout. Its longest spine, when laid backward,
reaches beyond origin of second dorsal, its length (15 millimeters) one-half to two-thirds

that of the head.

Second dorsal very low
;
its distance from first dorsal equal to one-third length of head

;

in the type about one-fourth.

Anal much higher than second dorsal, yet very low, its longest ray equal in length to

diameter of eye; its distance from snout (51 millimeters) 4§ times in total length, its origin

being nearly under that of the second dorsal.

Pectoral inserted under origin of first dorsal, its length about one-half that of head.

Ventral inserted beliind the vertical from the end of the base of the first dorsal in the

type. In the mutilated larger specimen it appears to be under the posterior ray of the first

dorsal. The ventral extends to the origin of the anal, its length (10 millimeters) equaling
diameter of eye ;

in large specimen 1| diameter of eye. Vent about midway between origin

of ventrals iind anal.

Eadial formula: D. ii, 8-9; A. 120; V. 7; P. 13,

In a distance equal to length of head 32 rays were counted in the dorsal fin; in the

anal fin 22.

Color brown, abdomen and lower part of head in young blackish.

The type of this species, 37335, is an individual 238 millimeters long, taken at Albatross

station 2394, with a large specimen (about 350 millimeters) badly mutilated, from Blake

station Lxxiii, oft' Martinique, 472 fathoms, as a collateral type. (See page 409, below.)

COEYPH^NOIDES CARAPINUS, Goode and Bean. (Figure 339.)

Coryphwnoidrs carapinus, Goode and Bean, Bull. Mus. Coiuxi. Zool., 1883, x. No. 5, 195-198.—GCnther,
Challenger Report, xxii, 1887, 139.

The snout is acute, projecting beyond the mouth, its tip at a distance from the mouth

equal to or greater than the diameter of the eye. The bones of the head are very soft and

flexible, and its surface is very irregular, there being a very prominent subocular ridge, a

prominent ridge extending Irom the tip of the snout to the middle of the interorbital space,

and a curved ridge extending from the upper anterior margin of the orbit over the cavity

containing the nostrils to a prominent point at the side of and slightly iiosterior to the tip

of the snout. The barbel is two-thirds as long as the eye. The eye is contained in the head

4 times, and the length of the head in the total length 6 times.

The interorbital space is almost twice the diameter of the eye, and is equal to the length
of the upper jaw. The preoperculuni is crenulate.

The upper jaw extends to the vertical through the posterior margin of the pupil; its
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length equals half that of the head without the snout. The niaiulible extends behind the

vertical through the posterior margin of the orbit; its length is contained .3 times in

the distance from the tip of the snout to the origin of the first dorsal. The teeth are in

villiform bands in intermaxillary and mandible; the mandibulary series uuiserial in about

the second half of its length.

The first ray of the dorsal is Aery short; the second comi)ressed anteriorly and ser-

rated, with slender teeth closely appressed and bent upwards. Its length is equal to the

length of the head and is greater than the height of the body. This fin is seated upon a

hunqilike elevation of the back, and its base is as long as the snout. The second doisal

begins over the tenth or twelfth anal ray, and at a distance from the end of the first dorsal

equal to the length of the head without the snout. The vent is located not far behind the

vertical from the end of the first dorsal.

Scales 22 to 24 in a transverse series (the position of the lateral line can not be deter-

mined, but there appear to be 4 above it) ;
the scales are oval, membranaceous, showing

several parallel ridges composed of small spines and rather large. Gill membrane very

deeply cleft and attached to the isthmus. Gill-rakers short and stout, about 11 below

the angle on the first arch.

Radial formula: 1). li, 8-f 100; A. 117; Y. 10.

The Blake secured specimens from station cccviii, in 41° 24' 45" N. lat., 65° 35' 30" W.
Ion., at a depth of 1,242 fiithoms; from station CCCXLI, in 39^ 38' 20" N. lat., 70o 50' W. Ion.,

at a depth of 1,241 fathoms
;
from station cccxxxviii, in 3S^ 18' 40" N. lat., 73° IS' 10" W.

Ion., at a depth of 922 fathoms; and from station cccxLii, in 39^ 43' N. lat., 70° 55' 25" W.
Ion., at a depth of 1,002 fathoms. Most of these had their tails broken off, and all of

them were completely denuded of scales; a natural consequence of their passage in the nets

from the ocean dei^ths. By a happy chance two scales were found attached to the base of

the dorsal fin of one of the larger individuals, thus enabling us to determine the general
character of the covering of the body.

The Albatross obtained examples from the following localities: Cat. No. 33273, U. S.

N. M., from station 2035, in 39^ 26' IG" N. lat., 70^ 02' 37" W. Ion., at a depth of 1,362

fathoms; Oat. No. 33314, U. S. N. M., from statioii 2052, in 39° 40' 05" N. lat., 69° 21' 25" W.

Ion., at a depth of 1,098 fathoms; Cat. No. 33566, IT. S. N. M., from station 209<i, in 39° 22'

20" N. lat., 70^ 52' 20" W. Ion., at a depth of 1,451 fathoms; Cat. Nos. 33307 and 33315, U.

S. N. M., from station 2051
,
in 39^ 41' N. lat., 69° 20' 20" W. Ion., at a depth of 1,100 fathoms;

Cat. Nos. 33395 and 33413, U. S. N. M., fi>om station 2074, in 41° 43' N. lat., 05= 21' 50" W.
long., at a depth of 1,309 fathoms; Cat. No. 33308, U. S. N. M., from station 2052, in 39° 40'

05" N. lat., 690 21' 25" W. Ion., at a depth of 1,098 fathoms; Cat. No. 35480, U. S. N. M.,
from station 2190, in 39^ 35" N. lat., 09^ 44" W. Ion., at a depth of 1,230 fathoms; Cat. No.

33583, U. S. N. M., from station 2095, in 39^ 29" N. lat., 70° 58' 40" W. Ion., at a depth of

1,342 fathoms; Cat. No. 35516, U. S. N. M., from station 2205, in 39° 35' N. lat., 71° 18' 45"

W. Ion., at a depth^of 1,073 fathoms; Cat. No. 45413, U. S. N. M., from station 2182, in 39°

25' 30" N. lat., 71° 44" W. Ion., at a depth of 801 fathoms; Cat. No. 33437, U. S. N. M., from

station 2084, in 40° 16' 50" N. lat., 67° 05' 15" W. Ion., at a depth of 1,290 fathoms; Cat. No.

3337(), F. S. N. M., from station 2072, in 41° 53' N. lat., 05-= 35' W. Ion., at a depth of 858

fathoms; Cat. No. 33505, U. S. N. M., from station 2194, in 39^ 44' 30" N. lat., 71° 04' W. Ion.,

at a depth of 1,022 fathoms; Cat. No. 35466, U. S. N. M., from station 2195, in 39° 44' N, lat.,

70° 03' W. Ion., at a depth of 1,058 fathoms; Cat. No. 35470, U. S. N. M., from station 2562,

in 390 15' 30" N. lat., 71° 25' W. h)n., at a depth of 1,434 fathoms; Cat. No. 33518, U, S. N.

M., from station 2094, in 39° 44' 30" N. lat., 71° 04' W. Ion., at a depth of 1,022 fathoms; Cat.

No. 35532, U. S. N. M., from station 2008, in 39° 33' N. lat., 71° 16' 15" W. Ion., at a depth
of 1178 fathoms; from station 2504, in 29^ 22' N- lat., 71° 23' 30" W. Ion., at a dei)th of 1,390

fivthoms; from station 2550, in 39^ 44' 30" N. lat., 70° 30' 45" W. Ion., at a depth of 1,081

fathoms; from station 2533, in 40° 16' 30" N. lat., G7o 20' 15" W. Ion., at a depth of 828

fathoms; from station 2.532, in 40° 34' 30" N. lat., 60° 48' W. Ion., at a depth of 705 fathoms;
from station 2530, in 40^ 53' 30" N. lat., OOo 24' W. Ion., at a depth of 950 fathoms; from
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Station 2103, in 38° 47' 20" X. lat., 72° 37' W. Ion., at a depth of 1,091 fathoms; from station

2102, in 38-3 -41" N. hit., 720 38' AV. h)n., at a depth of 1,200 fathoms; from station 2110, in 35°

45' 23" N. hit., 740 31' 25" W. Ion., at a dcptli of 88S fatlioms; from station 2520, in 41o 03'

30" N. hit., 06° 14' W. Ion., at a depth of 0<i2 fatlioms; and from station 2115, iu 35° 49' 30"

N. hit., 740 34' 45" AV. Ion., at a depth of 843 fathoms.

HYMENOCEPHALUS, GiglioH.

Hymenocephalus, Giglioli, Pelagos, Genoa, 1884, 228 (type, //. italicus, with recognizable figure.)— A'aii.lant,

Exp. Sci. Travailleur et Talisman, 210.

Mystaconurus (as subgenus), Gunther, Challenger Report, xxii, 1887, 121.

Allied to CorypJurnoidcs, with smooth dorsal spine, -with first dorsal broad, i)laced

far forward over base of pectoral; with second dorsal and anal origins nearly opposite, and

separated by a considerable space from the vertical from the end of first dorsal ; with vent

ftir from ventral origin. Head large, naked, soft, and cavernons; snout abrupt, jieipendic-

nlar or parabolic; mouth lateral, wide. Eye very large, orbital margin forming j)art of

profile of head. Barbel long. Pectoral rather narrow (10-16 rays). Scales thin, decidu-

ous, with fine short spines. Under parts in advance of ventral wholly or i)artly naked.

Hymcnocei^hulus hctcrolepis (Alcock), occurs in the Andaman Sea, off Koss Island, in

205 to 271 fathoms, and iu the Bay of Bengal, between Watts and South Sentinel Islands in

220 to 240 fathoms (Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist. 1889, Nov., 39G.), and in the Laccadive Sea,

188-220 fathoms. [111. Zoiil. Investigator, I, pi. Ill, fig. 30.]

H. longiharhis (Giinther), was taken by the Challenger at Station 173. ort' Matuku, Fiji

Islands, at the depth of 315 fathoms.

HYMENOCEPHALUS ITALICUS, Giglioli.

Malarocrplialiis Imns, Morrau (not Lowe), Hist. Nat. Poiss. France, 1881, iii, 284, fig. 183.

Hymeiwcephalus ildlicun, Gir,i.ioiA,Pi'>\agos, 228, 1884 (without description, but with fair woodcut).—Vail-

LANT, Exp. Scient. Travailleur et Talisman, 127, pi. xix, fig. 1.

Macruiun (Mjislaconurus) ilalicii.i, GCnthkr, Challenger Report, xxii, 1887, 141.

Head deeper than broad, with vertical sides and wide muciferous cavities; snout

obtuse, short, slightly projecting beyond the mouth, the cleft of which is oblique, anterior

and lateral, and extending to behind the middle of the eye. Teeth in both jaws minute,

of equal size, villiform, in narrow bands. Barbel small. Interorbital space as wide as the

eye, the diameter of which is one-third of the length of the head, and exceeding the snout

in length. Scales extremely thin, deciduous, spiny, of comparatively large size. Preoper-

cular margin not serrated. Anterior dorsal spine smooth, filamentous; the distance

between the two dorsal fins is Init little more than the length of the base of the former.

Pectoral fin about half as long as the head. Vent far behind first dorsal but close to the

root of the ventral fins which reach it, and the outer ray of which is produced into a fila-

ment. Anal far back. A triangular scaleless space between the ventral fins, nearly

extending to the vent; a small round naked space, surrounded by sjjiuy scales, in the

middle of the preveutral region. Distance between the vent and the isthmus three-fourths

of the length of the head. Body and tail colorless; sides of thi^ head and abdomen sil-

very; lower parts to the vent black. (Giinther.)

Eadial formula: D. 12; P. 10; V. 10.

Giinthei', who examined a young specimen from Nice, 5i inches long, says tliat there

can be no doubt that this is a juvenile form, and that if it were not for the dentitio)i he

should not hesitate to refer it to Macrurm lewis, with which it agrees in several important

characters. Moreau and Yaillant had no opportunity to examine larger specimens. The
French expedition obtained 118 specimens at depths of 205 and 1,042 fathoms oif the coast

of Morocco.
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HYMENOCEPHAXUS GOODEI, (Gunther), Bean. (Figure 340.)

Maerurus asper, Goode and Bean, Bull. Mus. Comji. Zoiil., x, 1883, 196-7 (uame preoccupied).—Jordan, Cat.

Fish. N. Amer., 1885, 131.

Maerurus Goodii, Gunther, Challenger Report, xxii, 1887, 136.

Hymenocephalus Goodei, Bean, MS.

The relations of this species appear to be with M. Boirdii, from which it differs in (1)

its longer snout, (2) tlie location of the vent, whicli is much farther bacli, and (3) the absence

of keels upon any of its scales.

The length of the specimen described is 322 millimeters. The body is much stouter

than in M. Bairdii, its greatest height being contained Ci times in its length. The scales

are small, strong, the free portions covered by series of small vitreous sjiines arranged in

about six rows; there is no specialization of the central row, as in M. Bairdii, though the

median spine at the margin of the scale projects most strongly and is longest, consisting of

7 or 8 spines. The number of scales in the lateral line is about the same, there being about

150; there are 7 above and 18 below the line.

Length of head contained 5| times in total length. Width of interorbital area a little

greater than horizontal diameter of orbit and length of operculum, and contained 4^ times

in the length of the head. Length of snout about equal to width of interorbital space and

about one-half the postorbital portion of the head. Snout triangular, depressed, its tip in

the axis of the body, and nearly on a level with the lower margin of the eye; its lower sur-

face forming an angle with the body axis, about equal to that formed with same by its

upper profile. The supei-ior ridge is pronounced anteriorly, but ends in advance of the con-

cavity in the interorbital space. Tlie lateral ridges are prominent, and continue posteriorly

to the eye, with stron g angular projections in front of the nostrils. No ridges continued from

supraorbital region. ISTostrils rather close to the eye. Barbel shorter than the eye. Tip
of lower jaw under anterior nostril

;
cleft of mouth under posterior margin of orbit. The

under surface of the head is naked, with the exception of a few minute, spiny tubercles on

the under surface of the mandible. The suborbital ridge is very slightly developed. The

intermaxillary is a long bone, nearly as long as the maxillary, and the mouth is large. The

teeth on the intermaxillary are in a double series, of which the outer contains much larger

teeth than the inner. The teeth in the mandible are uniserial
;
the dorsal spine is strongly

serrated.

Distance of first dorsal from snout equal to nearly 4 times the length of its base, its

distance from the anterior margin of the orbit equal to the length of the head. First spine

minute; second spine strongly serrated as in M. Bairdii, nearly two-thirds the length of

the head, and when laid down is f^ir from reaching to the origia of the second dorsal.

When the fin is erect, its superior margin is nearly at right angles to the plane of the back,

and slightly convex. The distance between the two dorsals is twice the length of the base

of the first, the second beginning in the perpendicular from the fifth ray of the anal.

The anal is about 3 times as higli as the secojul dorsal. The vent is under the thirtieth

scale of the lateral line directly in advance of the anal, and at a distance from the ventral

considerably greater than the length of that fin, in this respect diflering widely from M.

Bairdii.

Distance of pectoral from snout slightly more than the length of the head. Its length

is less than that of the dorsal spine, and slightly more than half its distance from the snout.

Its insertion (upper axil) is in the middle line of the body.
Insertion of ventral under that of pectoral, and slightly in advance of that of dorsal.

Its first ray is not greatly prolonged, and is about half as long as the distance of the fin

from the snout.

The branchiostegal membrane is narrowly attached to the isthnuis, leaving no free

margin behind. The gill-rakers are very small tubercles, and there are only ten below the

angle on the first arch.

Eadial formula: 1st D. il, S-9; 2nd D. 105; A. 110; P. 20; V. 10; scales 7/150/18.

Color dark reddisli brown, the spines upon the scales with a metallic luster. The young
have 3 stellate bosses ui)on the snout, one at its tij), one at some distance upon each side.
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Tliis species belongs in the siiboeniis KcmntonKrus ofdiiiither. It resembles Macrurus
a finis, from wliicli it differs in its smaller eye (one-flftli as long as the head), and in having
the head contained 5'§ times in the total length, instead of 5 times as in affinis.

The Blale secnred specimens from stati<m cccviii, in 41° 25' 45" N. lat., 05° 35 30" W.
Ion., at a depth of 1,L'42 fathoms; from station cccix, in 40^ 11' 40 " K lat., 08° 23' W. Ion.,

at a depth of 304 fathoms; and from station Lxxvi, oft" Havana, at a depth of 154 fathoms.

The Alhafross also obtained examples from station 2564, in 39° 22' N. lat., 71° 23' 30" W.
Ion., at a depth 1,390 fathoms; from station 25G3, iu aO'^ 18' 30" ]S^. lat., 71° 23' 30" W. Ion.,

at a depth of 1,422 fathoms; from station 2534, in 40° 01' N. lat., 07° 29' 15" W. Ion., at a

depth of 1,234 fathoms; from station 2502, in 39^ 15' 30" N. lat., 71° 25' W. Ion., at a (lej)tli

of 1,434 fathoms; Cat. No. 33392, U. S. N. M., from station 2074, in 41° 43' N. lat., 05^ 21'

50" W. Ion., at a depth of 1,309 fathoms; Cat. Nos. 33274 and 33276, U. S. N. M., from sta-

tion 2035, in 39° 20' 16" N. lat., 70'^ 02' 37" W. Ion., at a depth of 1,309 fathoms; Cat. :No.

33302, U. S. N. M., from station 2041, in 39° 22' 50" N. lat., 68° 25' W. Ion., at a depth of

1,608 fathoms.

HYMENOCEPHALt'S CAVERNOSUS, Goodk aii.l Bf.an. (Figure 341.)

Balhygadiis carernosus, Goodk au<I Bean, Proc. II. .S. Nat. Miis., 188.5, .5!)8.—(fi'NTiiKn, ('hallenger Report,

XXII, 1887, 156.

Body stoutish, its greatest height (23 millimeters) contained 7 times in total length.
The scales are moderate, deciduons, cycloid, with no visible armature, about 8 rows

under the base of the first dorsal.

Length of head (28 millimeters) about 6 in total length. The bones of the head are

very soft and cavernous, in many i>laces without muscular covering, spongy. Interorbital

area doubly concave with a spinous medial ridge; its greatest width (10 millinieteis) about

24 in the length of the head.

Postorbital i)ortion of head (!') millimeters) about half its length, 1=^ as long as eye,
which is circular, its diameter (10 millimeters) contained 2f times in the length of the head.

Snout broad, very obtuse, its width at nostril nearly equal to interorbital width, its

length (6 millimeters) 4g times iu that of the head. Nostrils normal.

Teeth in both jaws in villiform bands, very small; a naked space at the symphysis of

of the intermaxillary'; vomer and palatine toothless. Gill-rakers very short, minute, and
rather numerous; about 18 below the angle of the anterior arch. Pseudobranchiie absent.

Barbel two fifths as long as the eye.

First dorsal composed of 2 spines, the first of which is minute, inserted at a distance

from the snout (28 millimeters) equal to the length of the head; the second as long as the

head without the snout, and 10 branched rays; its base (10 niillinieters) ecjual to diameter

of eye. Second dorsal almost rudimentary, its rays remarkably short, abont 133 in num-

ber; its distance from the first dorsal half the length of head.

Anal much higher than second dorsal, its distance from the snout (40 millimeters) con-

tained about 3i times in the total length. About 27 Bays in a space equal to lengtli of

head. Anterior rays longest, in length about three-fourths of the diameter of the eye.

Pectoral inserted under the first bram^hed ray of the first dorsal, its length (20 inilli

meters) equal to twice that of the eye and abont two-thirds length of head.

Ventral slightly behind the pectoral, its first ray filamentous, reaching to the base of

the tenth anal ray; it consists of 11 rays.

Color, gray, with silvery tints on sides; the abdomen and lips dark.

Dr. Bean has reexamined the types of Bnthyjiatlufi caveruosiis, and is convinced that

Dr. (liinther is probably right in his statement that it belongs to the subgenus M>/st<i-

comiriis, but since the specimens are all young and have mori^ rays in the ventral tin

than the described species, it can not be referred to ^1/. lonyifills, and nnist be called r()r the

present HtimeHovephnlus vavcrnosus.

The following revised data are presented: D. ii, 10, 133; A. 27 rays in space equal to
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leiigtU ofhead; V. H; IMS; height 7 in total; liead (i. Iiiterorbital area 24 iuhead, wiual
to eye. Snoiit 4| in head. Teeth iu villiform bauds. Gill-rakers very short, minute, about
18 below the angle. No pseudobranclii;e. Barbel 2i in <'ye.

The type, nuiuber 37.'?37, is a young specimen, 1G2 millimeters long, obtained by the

AllMtfoss at station 2398, N. lat. 28° 45', W. long. 8Go 20', at a depth of 227 fathoms.

LIONURUS, Gunther.

Lioiiurus (as subgenus), GfNTllER, Challenger Repurt, xxii, 12t.

A genus resembling il/((crH/v/.'(, but with imbricated, smooth, and tlaceid scales; soft,

cavernous bones; small eye; filamentous ventral ray; minute barbel, and projecting, pointed
snout. A characteristic bathybial type.

Giiuther's Macninis microlcpis, [loc. cit.) from off Matuku, Fiji Islands, 315 fathoms, is

provisionally referred by him to this division, though based upon immature specimens.
Lionnrnfi Uolepis, Gilbert (Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., xiii, 1890, 117), was taken by the

Albatross, off the coast of California, in G93 fathoms.

LIONURUS FILICAUDA, Gunther. (Figure .Si2. )

Coryphmioides (Lionunt») Jilicaiida, Gunther, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., 1878; Challenger Report, xxii, 27,

pi. xxxiv, fig. B.

Snout considerably projecting beyond the mouth, iiointed in the middle; it is twice as

long as the eye, which is unu.sually small, only half as wide as the interorbital space.
Mouth rather wide, extending beyond the center of the eye. Upper teeth villiform, in a

very narrow band, those of the mandible very small, biserial. Barbel minute. Pr.x'oper-

culum with the angle produced backwards, broadly rounded and creniilated on the margin.
Tlie terminal portion of the tail is prolonged into a long filament, more slender than in

any of the other species. Bones of the head soft.

Scales of moderate size, thin, cycloid, and deciduous; six or seven in a transverse

series between the first dorsal spine and the lateral line; snout and inferior half of the

infraorbital region naked. The second dorsal spine slender, with the barbs in front very

inconspicuous and sometimes entirely absent. The distance between the two dorsal fius is

less than the length of the head. The outer ventral ray produced into a short filament.

Distance between vent and isthmus less than the length of the head.

Uead and trunk whitish, tail brownish, lower part of the head and gill-opening black.

{(iiinthcr.)

Kadial formula: 1). 11; P. 20; V. 9; C^c. pyl. 7.

The Challenger obtained this species from the Antarctic Ocean and from the deep sea

on both sides of the South American Continent: from station 325, at a depth of 2,050

fathoms; from station 323, at a depth of 1,900 fathoms; from station 299, at a depth of 2,160

fiithoms; from station 158, at a depth of 1,800 fathoms; front station 157, at a depth of 1,950

fathoms, and from station lJ(i, at a dei)th of 1,375 fathoms.

Dr. Gunther holds that this species is clearly one of those of the family which extend to

the greatest depths, since the small eye, the soft bones, the lack of firmness in the scales,

and the filamentous tail iinlicatc its abyssal abode.

TRACHONURUS, Gunther.

TriicliDiiuriis (as subgenus), GiJNTnF.n, Challenger Report, xxii, 1887, 124.

A genus resembling Macrurus in form and dentition, but witli incomplete squamation,
the skin being densely studded with erect spines, strongest at the bases of the vertical

fins, space between the vent and ventral scaleless; snout short, conjpressed : interorbital

ridge obsolete; mouth small, lateral.

In addition to the tyi)e species, M. rillosxs, Giinther (Challenger Kejujrt, xxii, 142, pi.

XXXVI, fig. B) from Japan, 345 fathoms, and the Philippines, 500 fathoms, our Malacocephaliis
srdcatiis appears to belong to this group.
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TRACHONURUS SULCATTTS, Goode and Bean. (Figure 343.)

Coryphwnoidca aulcatus, Goode and Bean, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mas., viii, 1885, 596; Oceanic Ichthyology, 403.

Macrurus (MalacocrphaUts) siilcalus, GOnther, Challenger Report, xxii, 1887, 1G9.

The type of this species, Cat. No. 37335, is an individual 238 milHnieters long, talven at

Albatross station 2394, in 420 fathoms, with a large specimen (about 350 millimeters) badly

mutilated, from Blal-e station Lxxiii, off Martinique, 472 fathoms, as a collateral typ(>.

Body is elongate, rapidly contracted behind the abdomen, the tail long and whip-like;

greatest height of body (25 millimeters) 9^ times in total length.

Scales moderate, strongly armed, each with 8-10 spinelcts, irregularly placed, the

spinelets less numerous in the young, which feel bristly to the touch, se|)arated by wide,

deep furrows (hence the specific name) ;
more than 175 in the lateral line. Between origin

of dorsal fin and lateral line 7; counting from the origin of the lateral line t\w. number of

scales in a distance equal to length of head is 33. Between the anal and vent 21-22

(counting forward from vent, 10 counting backward).
Armature of head similar to that of body, but the scales upon the snout, cheeks, and

chin have very feeble spines.

Length of head (32 millimeters) 7i times in total length.

Interorbital area nearly flat, its length (10 millimeters) etinal to diameter of eye, and a

little less than one-third length of head. Postorbital portion of head (15 millimeters) 1^

times as long as diameter of eye. Eye circular, in larger individual its diameter less than

width of interorbital space, 3§ times in length of head. Snout short, obtuse, scarcely over-

hanging the mouth, its length (7 millimeters) 4J times in that of head; in the larger indi-

vidual it is 4^ times in length of head.

Nostrils somewhat above level of middle of eye, the anterior one nearly upon the

dorsal outline.

Teeth, two series in upper jaw in villiform bands, in the outer series slightly enlarged;
in lower jaw in a single series.

The end of the maxilla reaches to the vertical through the hind margin of im\n\ in the

large specimen, to that through the front margin of the same in the type. Length of upper

jaw, including maxilla (11 millimeters), about 3 times in length of head. Length of man-

dible (13 millimeters) equal to one-half the height of the body. Barbel (4 millimeters) 2^
times in <liameter of eye; in the large specimen it is half as long as the eye.

Gill-rakers very small, tubercular, almost rudimentary, about 10 below angle of first

arch; the attachment of the membrane to the first arch is very extensive, but the mem-

branes are free from the isthmus. Pseudobranchia' absent.

First dorsal comparatively low, composed of 2 spines, the first rudimentary, the second

elongate and smooth, and 8-9 rays. Its insertion is immediately over that of the pect(n'al;

its distance from the snout (30 millimeters) equals IJ times the length of the head; its length

of base (7 millimeters) equal to length of snout. Its longest spine, when laid backward

reaches beyond origin of .second dorsal, its length (15 millimeters) one-half to two-thii'ds

that of the head.

Second dorsal very low; its distance from first dorsal equal to one-thii'd length of

head; in the type about one-fourth.

Anal much higher than second dorsal, yet very low, its longest ray equal in length to

diameter of eye; its distance from snout (51 miUimeters) 4§ times in total length, its origin

being nearly under that of the second doisal.

Pectoral inserted under oiigin of first dorsal, its length about i that of head.

Ventral inserted behind the vertical from the end of the base of the first <h)rsal in the

type. In the mutilated larger si)ecimen it appears to be under the pofterior ray of the first

dorsal. The ventral extends to the origin of the anal, its length (Id millimeters) ecpialing

diameter of eye; in large specimen 1^ diameter of eye. Vent about midway between origin

of ventrals and anal.

Kadial fornuda: D. II, 8-9; A. 120; V. 7; P. 13.
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In ;i distance equal to length of bead 32 rays were counted in tiie dorsal lin; in the

anal fln, 22.

Color, lirown; abdomeii and lower part of head in young blackish.

CETONURUS, Guntlier.

Celonurua (as subgenus), OCntiier, Challenger Report, xxii, 1887, 124, 143.

A Macrurus-liko form, with immense, thick, angular head, with cavernous bones; with

quadrate massive snout, and with trunk exceedingly short, running into a short, much

compressed, aud low tail immediately behind the vent. First dorsal with about 10 spines,

inserted over or in advance of the origin of the pectorals; the second and longest spine

slender, obscurely serrated. Ventrals moderate, inserted under or in advance of insertion

of pectorals. Head with dense, flaccid skin, thickly covered with small villous scales;

scales of body with a few long, slender, curved spines. No lateral line. A series of larger

scales along base of second dorsal, which is weak and low. Bones thin and flexible.

The tyi)e of this genus or subgenus is Cetonurics crassicepj, Giinther (Challenger Report,

XXII, 143, pi. xxxvii; Ann. and Mag. Kat. Hist., ii, 1878, 25), taken by the Challenger north

of the Kermadec Islands, iu 520 fathoms.

CETONURUS GLOBICEPS, Vaillant. (Fig. 344.)

Marninifi glohiceps, Vaillant, La Nature. 1884, No. 560.

Ilijtmnoceplialns glohiceps, Vaillant, Expcd. Scieut. Travailleur et Talisman, 214, 38G.

Uijmenocephnhis crassiceps, Vaillant, oj). cil., 214, pi. xx, tig. 1.

Head and anterior part of body very large; the greatest height two-elevenths, its

greatest thickness one-twelfth of total length. Head globular in form, its length one-fifth

that of the body. Snout turgid, obtuse. Mouth moderate, inferior. Body greatly con-

tracted behind the vent, which is in vertical from posterior end of first dorsal.

Diameter of eye about one-fourth the length of the head. Width of the iuterorbital

space two-fifths the length of the head. Barbel small and slender.

Opercula covered by thick skin, only visible upon dissection. Small rough scales cov-

ering entire head; those upon body also small, very rough; a row of much stronger ones

along the base of the second dorsal. Lateral line not perceptible. About 200 scales in

longitudinal row, 51 in vertical row.

First dorsal small, its second spine slender, covered with weak serrations. Second

dorsal low and with feeble spines, its origin separated from the end of the first dorsal by a

space equal to twice the length of the base of the latter. Anal much higher than tlie second

dorsal, its anterior rays much the longest; its origin ueai'ly under that of the second dorsal.

I'ectorals moderate, falciform, reaching beyond origin of anal. Ventrals small, in advance

of the pectorals.

Kadial formula: D. Ii, 9+ ?; A. 103?; V. 10.

The French expedition obtained 17 examples in the Gulf of Gascony at 1,000 meters,
on the coast of Soudan at 1,13!) to 1,435 meters, and off the Azores at 2,01)5 meters. It

has not yet been found in the Western Atlantic.

CHALINURA, Goode and Bean.

ChaVutura, GooDE and Bean, Bull. ilus. Comp. Zoiil., x, 199.

Clialiniiriis (subgenus), Gintiier, Challenger Report, xxil, 144.

Scales cycloid, fluted longitudinally with slightly radiating stria\ Snout long, broad,

truncate, not much produced. Mouth lateral, subterminal, very large. Head without

prominent ridges, save the subocular ones aud those upon the snout; the suborbital ridge
is not joined to the angle of tlie preoperculum. Teeth in the upjx'r jawiu avilliform baud,
with those in the outer series much enlarged ;

those in lower jaw uniserial, large. No teeth

on vomer or palatines. Dorsal spine serrated. Pseudobranchia' present, but small. Gill

rakers spiny, depressible, stout, in double series on the anterior arch. Braiichiostegal
membrane apparently free from the isthmus. Ventrals below the pectorals. Barbel present.
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We protest against the action of Englisli ichthyologists in changing the form of the

generic name. It is properly and legitimately formed from .V-l/t/"? (a thong), and uofid (tail).

CliaUnura /crndndcsianvs, (Jiinther (Challenger Kei)ort, xxii, 14.5, \)\. xxxvill, lig. B)

was obtained by the Challenger at station 300, sonth of Juan Fernandez, in 1,375 fathoms.

Chilbun-a liocephnht, Giinthcr {hx: rit.. 145, i)l. xxxviii. lig. A) was taken by the

Challenger olf Japan, in ],S7."> fathoms, and in mid Pacitic in 2,0.'»0 fathoms.

ChaUmira Miirrayi, Giintlier (loc. cit., 146, pi. xxxiv, fig. A) was taken by the Challenger

oft' Xew Zealand in 1,100 fathoms.

ChuUnuru scrruhi, Bean (Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., xiii (No. 7!»5), 37) was taken by the

Albatross east of Prince of Wales Island, in 1,5G9 tathoms.

Chalimira hispida, Alcock, from the Bay of Bengal, 220-240 fathoms (Ann. ]Mag. Nat.

Hist., 1889, Nov., 397).

CHALINURA SIMULA, Goode and Bean. (Figure 345 )

Chalinura simulu, Goode aud Heax, Bull. Mus. Comji. Zool., x, 199.

ilacnirus shuiiliis, GOnther, Challenger Report, xxii, 1887, 143.

The most salient characters are (1) the very large mouth, (2) the long obtuse snout, and

(3) the very elongate first ventral ray.

The body is shaped much as in Goryphwnoides, but is rather stout, its greatest height

being contained 6 times in its total length. The back is somewhat gibbous in profile, the

dorsal outline rising quite rapidly from the iuterorbital region to the origin of the first

dorsal, whence it descends almost iu a straight line to the end of the tail.

The scales are rather small, but with indications, particularly on the head, of radiating

stria-. The number of scales in the lateral line is about 150; about 8 rows between the origin

of the dorsal and the lateral line, and 17 to 19 between that line and the origin of the anal.

The length of the head is contained about 5 times in the total length of the body. The

width of the iuterorbital area is much greater than the long diameter of the orbit, which is

nearly twice that of the snout. The postorbital portion of the head is about three times as

long as the diameter of the eye. The length of the opercidum is equal to half that of the

ui)per jaw. The preoperculuni is emarginate on its posterior limb. The orbit is nearly

round, its diameter contained 6 times in the length of the head. The snout is broad, obtuse,

scarcely projecting beyond the mouth; its width nearly as great at the tij) as that of the

iuterorbital space or as its own length. The median ridge is very prominent, gibbous in

outline when observed laterally; the lateral ridges start out almost at a right angle with

the median ridge, aud are not continued upon the sides of the head. The sul)orbitals prom-

inent, forming broad subocular ridges. No supraorbital ridges. Nostrils in front of the

middle of the eye, and nearer to its anterior margin than to the tip of the snout. Barbel

longer than the diameter of the eye.

Teeth in the upper jaw in a broad villiform liaud, with the outer series very much

enlarged. The lower jaw with the teeth in a single series.

Distance of first dorsal from snout 4i times the length of its base, its distance from the

anterior margin of the orbit about equal to the length of the head. First si)ine very short,

second rather stout and with a simple serration anteriorly, the serra- closely appressed
to the spine; its length two-thirds that of head.

The second dorsal begins at a di.stance from the first about equal to the lengtli of the

upper jaw.
The anal is high, its average rays being about three times as long as those in the

dorsal. It is inserted slightly behind the perpendicidar from the last ray of the first

dorsal. The pectoral is inserted over the base of the ventral (its rays are mutilated). The

ventral is inserted almost uiuler the pectoral, but very slightly in advance; its distance

from the snout is less than the length of its longest ray, which is jiroloiiged in a filament

which extends to the base of the eighteenth ray of the anal fin.
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Radial lurinula: D. ii, 9, 113; A. 118; V. '20; V. 9; B. VI.

The type specimeu, 458 milliineters in length, was taken by the Blake from station

occvili, iu 41'5 L>5' -1.5" ]Sr lat., OrjO sry 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 1,242 fathoms. The BInl-e

also secured specimens, apparently belon<;in<;- to this si^ecics, from station cccxvii, in

31° 57' jST. lat., 78° 18' 35" W. Ion., at a depth of 333 fivthoms; and from station cccxxv, in

33035' 20" ISr.lat., 760 W. Ion., at a depth of G47 fathoms.

The AlhatrosH obtained examples from station 2095, iu 39° 29' N.lat., 70° 58' 40" W. Ion.,

at a depth of 1,342 fathoms; from station 2105, in 37° 50' N. lat., 73° 03' W. Ion., at a depth
of 1,.395 fathoms; and Cat. Xo. 332S0, U. S. N. M., from station 2037, in 38o 53' N. lat.,

G90 23' 30" W. lou., at a depth of 1,731 fathoms.

CIIALINURA BREVIBAEBIS, Goode and Bean, n. s.

The length of the specimeu described is 345 millimeters. It is almost entirely denuded
of scales; those that remain have about six longitudinal ridges composed of small spines as

in the species of il/'((THrHS. The first gill opening also is restricted as iu Marrurus. The
teeth of the upper jaw are in a villiform baud with the outer series enlarged. Mandibulary
teeth uniserial.

The greatest height of the body (54 millimeters) equals the length of the head without

the snout. The length of the iutermaxilla is one-third the length of the head. The maxilla

extends to below the hind margin of the orbit. The length of the mandible is nearly one-

half that of the head, which is 68 millimeters long, being about one-fifth of the the total

length. The barbel (8 millimeters) is two-thirds as long as the eye and one-half as long as

the snout. The length of the eye (11 millimeters) is one-sixth the length of the head, and
one-half the width of the interorbital space.

The second spine of the dorsal (42 millimeters) eqixals tlie length of the postorbital

part of the head. The ventral when extended reaches to the sixth ray of the anal. The
distance from the ventral to the vent equals one-half the length of the head. The length of

the pectoral equals the postorbital part of the head.

D. II, 8; the first 31 rays of the second dorsal occupy a space equal to the length of the

head. Anal: the first 25 rays occupy a space equal to the length of the head. The longest
anal rays are nearly half as long as the pectoral.

The interspace between the first and second dorsals is one-half of the interorbital i)art

of the head. Ventral 9. Scales 8—140.

The type of the species, Cat. No. 33453, TJ. S. N. M., was taken by the Albatross on

September 4, 1883, at station 2077, in 41"^ 09' 40" N. lat., 66° 02' 20" W. Ion., at a depth of

1,255 fathoms. Examples were also obtained by the Albatronn from station 2530, iu 40^

53' 40" K". lat, 660 24' W. Ion., at a depth of 956 fathoms; Cat. No. 33269, U. S. N. M., from

station 2037, iu 38^ 53' N. lat., 69^ 23' 30" W. h)ii., at a depth 1,731 fathoms; Cat. No. 35560,
U. S. N. M., from station 2210, in 39^ 37' 45" N. lat., 71° 18' 45" W. Ion., at a depth of 991

fathoms; Cat. No. 33396, U. S. N. M., from station 2077, iu 41° 09' 40" N. lat., 60° 02' 20"

W. Ion., at a depth of 1,255 fathoms; Cat. No. 33272, U. S. N. M., from station 2035, in 39°

26' 16" N. lat., 70'^ 20' 37" W. Ion., at a depth of 1,362 fathoms.

CHALINURA OCCIDENTALIS, Goode and Beax.

Malacocephalue occidentalU, Goode and Bean, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., viii, 1885, 597.—Guntheu, Challenger

Report, XXII, 1887, 134, note.

A species which iu general appearan(-c and proportions resembles Malacoceplialus

Icevis, Giinther. Anal fin commencing at a distance behind the vent equal to the length

of the snout, its distance from the origin of the ventrals being less than the distance from

the origin of the anal, which is distinctly behind the vertical through the posterior end of

the first dorsal. The ventrals originate under the middle of the first dorsal, and the pec-

torals under its origin. The ventral extends to, or slightly beyond, the anal origin. The

pectoral is as long as the head without its postorbital i)art. The diameter of the eye is
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coutaiued 2^ times in the length of the head. The barbel is slightly longer than the eye.

The snout is onc-iiuarter as long as the head and equal to the interorbital space.

It ditl'ers also in the serrature of tlic second dorsal spine, and its length, which is

nearly equal to, if not longer than the head. In our mutilated specimens the first branched

ray is nearly as long as the head. The gill rakers are rudimentary, there being 11 below

the angle of the lirst arch.

The types of this species are small and in very bad condition, uiakiug it difficult to

determine the dentition with certainty, but the intermaxilla has an outer series of enlarged

teeth and behind a villiforni band of smaller teeth. The mandibulary teeth are uniserial,

all small and uiieqiial in size. The gill membrane is attached to the isthmus, but has a

narrow, free margin behind. The scales are studded with minute spines, but have no

median keel. The intermaxilla is protractile almost in a vertical direction; it is a 'oug

bone, being continued beyond the vertical exi)ansiou.

D. I, 10; the long second ray coarsely serrated.

A single specimen, 141 millimeters in length, was obtained by the Blake from station

LXXXiii, off Granada, at a depth of 164 fathoms. The Albatross secured an individual

from station 2474, in 44° 28' 30" N. hit., 57° 10' 45" W. Ion., at a depth of 133 fathoms;
and two small specimens, 154 and 203 millimeters in length, respectively, from .station 2310,

in 350 44' N. lat., 74° 51' W. Ion., at a depth of 132 fiithoms.

CHALINURA LEPTOLEPIS, GtJNTUER.

Corypluvnoides Icplolepls, Gunthf.r, Anu. .and Mag. Nat. Hist., 1877, xx, 441.

Alacriirus {Chalinurus) lej)1olcpis, GCnther, Challenger Eeportj xxii, 144, \)\. xxxi.

Head compressed. The snout is rather long, but its front projects but slightly beyond
the mouth, which is almost anterior. The eye is comparatively small, rather more than

one-half the length of the snout, or one-seventh the length of the head and three-fifths the

width of the interorbital space. Mouth wide, lateral, exteiuling to below the hind margin
of the eye. The teeth of the outer series of the upper jaw are widely set and much stronger
than those of the villiform band. Mandibulary teeth in a single series. Barbel as long as

the eye. The preopercnlum with the hind margin excised, and with the angle rounded

and i)roduced backwards, naked
;

its lower margin is not toothed.

Scales thin and deciduous
;
most with 5 or 7 radiating keels, some, especially on the back,

nearly or (juite smooth. There are 7 scales in a transverse series between the first dorsal

and the lateral line. Those on the gill-cover and in front of the ventral fins are quite

smooth; the front part of the snout and the lower half of the infraorbital region scaleless.

Second dorsal spine slightly produced, with barbs in front, which are rather distantly

arranged. The second dorsal fin commences at a short distance behind the first. Tlie outer

ventral ray produced into a long filament. Distance between vent and isthmus equal to

the length of the head.

Kadial formula: D. 19; IMS; V. 9.

A single specimen was obtained by the Challenger off the coast of Brazil in 350 fathoms,

OPTONURUS, GuNTUER.

Optonurua (as subgenus), GtJNTHEB, Challenger Report, xxii, 147.

A genus or subgenus ot'Macrurirla', distinguished from Chalinura chiefly by the absence

of denticulations from the first dorsal si)ine. The only species assigned by GUnthir to this

group is 0. denticulatufi (Eicliardson), which occurs in moderately deep water off the coasts

of South Australia and New Zealand. The ChaJJcnycr obtained it off Mew Zealand at a

depth of 275 fathoms, and off the Kermadecs, in 520 lathoms.

MALACOCEPHALUS, Gunther.

Malacocephalua, Gfnther, Cat. Fish, lirit. Mils., iv, 1862, 396; llnillcngcr Report, xxii, 124, 148 (type, M.

lavis, Lowe).

Intermaxillaiy teeth biserial, mandibulary teeth uniserial. Mouth lateral; snout short,
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obtuse. Head without prominent lidges, with wide muciferous cavities. Dorsal fiu phmted
over origin of iiectorals, its longest spine smooth. Pectorals placed high, opposite upper
angle of gill cleft. Scales small, bristly. Lateral line originating at upper angle of gill

cleft.

Malacocfphalus occurs in the northeastern, southeastern, and southwestern Atlantic,
the Mediterranean and the Bay of Bengal.

The Mm-furuK macrochir assigned here by Dr. Gunther does not appear to us to be con-

generic with MaJamcephalus Iwriti. We have therefore jiroposed for it a new genus under
the name Abyssicola, the diagnostic characters of which are given on page 417.

MALACOCEPHALUS L^VIS, (Lowe), Guntuer.

Macrurus Iwvia, Lowe, Proc. ZoiJl. Soc, London, 1843, 92. '

Macrurus {MalacocephaJus) Uvvis, Gunther, Challenger Report, xxil, 1887, 148, pi. xxxix, lig. B; Ann. and

Mag. Nat. Hist., Deo., 1889, 418.—Alcock, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., 1889, 398.

Malacocephalns Iwvis, Gunther. Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus.. iv. 397.—Lutken, Vid. Mcddel. Nat. Foreii., Kjobenhavn,
1872, 1.—MouE.iU, Hist. Nat. Poiss., Fr.am.-c, iii, 284.

Head comiiressed, with vertical sides; muciferous cavities wide. Snout obtusely coni-

cal, slightly projecting beyond the mouth, the cleft of which is oblique, anterior and lateral,

and extending somewhat behind the middle of the eye. Teeth of the upper jaw biserial,

those of the outer series much stronger than the inner; mandibulary teeth uniserial. Bar-

bel shorter than the eye. The interorbital space fiat, its width being equal to or less than

the diameter of the eye, which is large, longer than the snout, and one-third or two-sevenths

of the length of tlie head. Scales very small, much deeper than long, covered with short

minute bristles. PraeoiDerculum with the posterior margin slightly excised above the angle,
and with the lower margin not serrated. The entire head is covered with minute, rough
scales. Anterior dorsal spine smooth. Pectoral flu about two-thirds of the length of th(!

bead. The vent (Fig. b) is close to the root of the ventrals, which reach beyond it; it lies

at the end of an oval scaleless depression, and there is another triangular scaleless space
between the roots of the ventrals. Distance between the vent and the isthmus two-thirds

of the length of the head.

Brownish above, sides silveiy; axil, ventrals and the region in front of them black;
branchial cavity partly black, inside of the mouth white. {Oiinther.)

Itadial formula: D. 13-14; P. 17; V. 9.

The type, 10 inches long, obtained by Lowe at Madeira, is in the British Museum, where

it was examined by us in 18S;5. Liitken has found the species on the coast of Denmark,
and Giinther records its capture southwest of Ireland in 250 fathoms and in the Medi-

terranean. The Challenger obtained a single specimen off the coast of Pernambuco (station

122) in 350 fathoms. The Investigator obtained a form supposed by Alcock to be identical

with this ill the Andaman Sea in 205 fathoms, and in the Laccadive Sea in 188-220 fathoms.

It has not yet been observed in the northwestern Atlantic.

Giinther's revised diagnosis is given above.

MALACOCEPHALUS OCCIDENTALIS, Goodo and Bean. (Doubtful species).

Malacooeplialm occidentalis, GooDE and Bean, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1885, 598.

Small specimens, 37330, in imperfect condition were obtained from J //'rtYro.s.s station

2310, north latitude 350 44', west longitude 74° 51' (length 154 millimeters and 203 milli-

meters), at a depth of 132 fathoms, and from Blake station lxxxiii, off Granada, at a

depth of 104 fathoms (length 141 millimeters). They correspond in the main with Giin-

ther's full description of Malacocci)halus Iwvis, but differ in the position of the vent, the

ventrals, and the anal iin
;
the latter commencing at a distance behind the vent equal to

^Macrurus Iccvis. M. palUdus, griseus, lucidus, L-evigatus llssinis areolato-scaber, inermis; squamis

inconspicuis niinutis; capite rostroc|ne acuto abbroviatis, simplicibus (nee cnslatis ncc carinatis); oculia

rotundatis; doutibus in maxilla inlerioro validis, uniseriatis; pinntu dorsalxs primw radio primo iuormi.

1 D. 1-1-9; 2. D. ot. A. 8; P. 15; V. 1+7.
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the length of the snout, its distance from the origin of the ventrals being less than the

distance from the origin of the anal, which is distinctly behind the vertical Ihrongii the

posterior end of the first dorsal.

The ventrals originate under the udddle of the first dorsal, and the pectorals under

its origin. The ventral extends to, or slightly beyond, the anal origin. The pectoral is as

long as the head without its postorbital part. The diiimetcr of the eye is contained 2\
times in the length of the head. The barbel is slightly longer than the eye. The suout is

^ as long as the head and equal to the interorbital space.

It differs also in the serratiue of the second dorsal spine, and its length, which is

nearly equal to, if not longer than, the head. In our mutilated specimens the tirst

branched ray is nearly as long as the head. The gill-rakers are rudimentary, there being
11 below the angle of the arch.

NEMATONURUS, Gunther. (Figure 346.)

Ntmaionurus (subgenus), Gunther^ Challeuger Report, xxil, 124, 150.

Macrurid fishes, with comparatively short, thick, fusiform body; short, globular head;

very obtusely rounded suout, and with eye close to profile. Moutli entirely inferior, but
not far from tip of suout. Teeth uniserial in the jaws. Branchial opening very wide, the

branchiostegal membrane adhering slightly (in N. gigas) to the isthmus. Head entirely
covered with large spinigerous scales, like those upon the body. Muciferous cavities not

greatly enlarged. Lateral line originating at a distance from gill-opening, usually above
it. Pectorals placed medially, below upper angle of gill-cleft. Ventrals stout, with outer

ray filamentous. Dorsal origin behind that of pectoral, its longest spine serrated (though
but slightly in N. gigas). A considerable space between the two dorsals. iSecond dorsal

and anal not very unlike in height, the anal being somewhat farther forward.

Three species appear to belong cleai'ly to this group; N. armatus (Hector), from the

South and Middle Pacific, 400-2,425 fathoms (Challeuger Report, xxii, 1.50, pi. XL,flg. A);
N. affini.s ((riiuther), from the east coast of South America, 1,900 fathoms; and N'. gigas

(Vaillant), from the North Atlantic, 2,082-2,128 fathoms.

Nematonurns is a thoroughly characteristic bathybial genus.

NEMATONURUS GIGAS, (Vaillant), Goode and Bean.

Corijphcenoides gigas, Vaillant, Exp. Sci. Travailleur et Talisman, 1888, 232, pi. xx, fig. 2.

Height of body one-sixth of its length; its thickness one-eighth, being stout, com-

paratively short, and, like the head and snout, inflated. Length of head about equal to

height of body. Mouth large, inferior, under the eye. Teeth in jaws in a single row,

simple, conical, about 20 to 25 on each side of either jaw. Eye close to profile, its diameter

yne-fifth the length of the head, and a little less than width of interorbital space, which is

one-fourth of head. Length of barbel equal to diameter of eye, which is about equal to the

length of the suout. Scales strongly spinigerous, with spines arranged in radiating rows.

Nine above and thirty-four rows below lateral line, which ccmtaius 1.38 scales. Head
covered with rough scales like those on the body. Limb of preopercnlum concav^e.

First dorsal placed comparatively far ba(;k, without elevation of the dorsal outline at

its base; its second spine almost smooth, but with a few rugosities near its tip; its height

equal to about half that of the body. Distance of second dorsal from first equal to 2A times

the leugtli of the base of the latter and a little less than the length of the head. Origin of

anal nearly under middle of interspace between dorsals. Its height similar to that of

second dorsal. Pectorals rather strong, with outer ray somewhat produced. Ventrals

slightly behind root of pectoral, far in front of origin of dorsal, rather strong, with outer

ray produced.
Color gray; branchiostegal membrane and fins brownish.

D. 10 + 87; A. 107; V. 1(1.

Two specimens were obtained by the Frencli expedition between tlie Azores and tlio

French coast in 4, 1(55 and 4,255 meters.
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MOSELEYA, Goode and. Bean, n. g. (Figure 347.)

Macrurids, Laving the dorsal sub-coutiuuous
;
the anal much higher than the second

dorsal. Head and snout long, (rrtrfws-like; mouth large, lateral, subterminal. Scales small,
not spinigerous, but with about Ave feeble radiating keels. Ventrals in advance of pecto-

rals. Vent far forward, almost under last rays of first dorsal. Pectorals and ventrals

strong, tiilciform, the outer ray of each prolonged, that of the ventral exceedingly. Dorsal

spine feebly serrate. Barbel minute.

This genus is proposed for the reception of Macrurus longifilis, Griinther (Ann. and

Mag. Nat. Hist., 1877, xx, 439; Challenger Keport, xxii, 1887, 151, pi. xxxv), a species
obtained by the Challenger at station 235, south of Yeddo, Japan, at a depth of 565 fathoms.

The type is US inches long, and is admirably figured in the Challenger Iteport.

The genus is named in honor of Professor Henry N. Moseley, F. li. S., of Oxford

University, whose contributions to natural history while naturalist of H. M. S. Challenger,
we desire to commemorate.

ABYSSICOLA, Goode and Bean, n. g.

Macrurids with villiform intermaxillaryteeth, uniserial mandibulary teeth. Dorsal, ven-

tral, and pectoral origins nearly in the same vertical; pectoral very long, spatulate. Dorsal
tins separated by a considerable interval. Snout produced, tetrahedral. Interorbital space

flat, wide. Mouth wide, lateral; the intermaxillary shorter than maxillary.
This genus is based upon Maerunis macrochir, Giinther, obtained by the Challenger at

station 232, on the Hyalonema ground ofl' Inosima, Japan, at a depth of 345 fathoms (Giin-

ther, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., 1877, xx, 438; Challenger Eeport, xxii, 1887, 148, pi. xxix,

fig. B). The type, which was 27i inches long, is admirably figured in the Challenger
lleport (Figui-e 348).

TRACHYRHYNCHUS, Giorna.

Trachyrincua, GlORNA, Mem. Accad. Imp. Turin, xvi, 178, 1803.

Track iirhi/iuhus, Gunther, Challenger Keport, xxii, 1887, 152.

Lepidulvpnis, Rlsso, Ichtb. Nice, 1810, 197 (type, L. trachyrincus, Risso).

Oxycephus, Rafi>'ESQUE, Indice d'lttiol. Siciliana, 1810 (tyije, O. scabrus, Raf.=L. trachyrhincm, Risso).

Lepidoaoma, Swainson, Nat. Hist, and Class. Fish., 1838, ii, 261.

Snout produced into a long depressed process, sharply pointed in front, and with a
rather sharp lateral edge, which is continued in a straight line across the infi-aorbital region.
Mouth horseshoe-shaped, situated at the lower side of the head. Teeth in both jaws in

villiform bands. A barbel. A scaleless fossa on each side of the nape. The second dorsal

fin well developed from its beginning. Scales of moderate size, more or less spinigerous;
a series of larger scales, each armed with a projecting ridge along each side of the base of

the anterior portions of the dorsal and anal tins. Of the gill-covers the operculum is par-

ticularly small. Gill membranes scarcely united in front. Four gills with well-developed

gill lamime. The first branchial arch is free and provided with short styliform gill-rakers.

{Giinther.)

Trachijrhynchus longlrostris, Giinther, (Challenger Eeport, xxii, 153, pi. XLi, fig. B), was
taken by the Challenger Northeast of New Zealand, in 1,700 fathoms.

TRACHYRHYNCHUS SCABRUS, (Ratinesque), Goode & Bean. (Figure 349.)

Mysticetua aucioris, Aldkovandus, De Piscibus, 1638, 342.

TrachyrinciiH (no specific name), Giokna, Mem. Accad. Sci., Turin, xvi, 1805, 178, pi. i, tigs. 1, 2.

Oxycephua acabrtia, Rafinesque, Indice d'lttiologia Siciliana, 1810, pi. i, figs. 1, 2.

Lvpidoleprus tracliyrinchua, Rlsso, Iclith., Nice, 1810, 197, pi. vii, fig. 21.—Bonaparte, Catologo Metodico,

1846, 42.—Cane.stkini, Arch, per la Zoiil., 1864, 371, pi. xii, fig. 2.

Lepidoaoma trachyrkyiichwi, Swainson, Nat. Hist, .and Class. Fish., 1838, II, 261.

Macrurua truchyrhynchua, GuNTllEli, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., iv, 1862, 315.—Canestrini, Fauna Italica, Pesci,

315.—A^INCICUEKRA, Ann. Mus. Geuov., xiv, 617; xviii, 564; Crociere del Violaute, 100.—Vaillant,

Exp. Sci. Travaillcur ct Talisman, 250, pi. xxi (scale.).
—Capello, Peixes do Portugal, 1880, 32.

Trachyrhynehus Irachtjrhynchiia, GlNTilEU, Challenger Report, XXIl, 152, pi. XLI, fig. c.

Snout not iiuite twice as long as the eye, the horizontal diameter of which is much
19808—No. 2 27
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greater than the vertical, about oue-fourth of the length of the head, and equal to the

width of the Interorbital space above the center of the orbit. Scales very rough, each

with 3 or 4 acute and jtromineut spines; 4 series between the first dorsal fin and the lateral

line; the crests of many of the enlarged dorsal scales are coarsely denticulated. The
entire abdomen covered with scales. Distance of vent from the isthmus eipial to that of

the hind margin of the eye from the extremity of the snout. Barbel very snudl. Ventrals

small, inserted in front of the pectoral fin, with the outer ray produced into a short filament.

Anterior branchial arch with 22 very shoit, styliform gill-rakers. (Ounther.)

This form, the I'lzzune or Fcsci sorici of the Sicilian fisherman, the Eulto of Cornigli-

ano, has been found in the vicinity of Nice and Genoa, as well as about Sicily, but not as

yet in the Adriatic. Vinciguerra states that in the Gulf of Genoa it is more abundant

than Gcelorhyndms. With the long line at 000 fathoms, off Genoa, he obtained IG speci-

mens of this form and none of the other. Both are taken at sea, some miles out from

Genoa, by the fishermen of Cornigliano, at depths of 300 fathoms or more. The French

ships took Gl specimens off the South European aiul African coast in 400 to 1,400 fathoms.

Canestrini gives a fair figure and Vinciguerra a better one.

TRACHYRHYNCHUS MURRAYI, GtJNTHER.

Trachyrhynchua Murrayi, Guntiier, Challenger Report, xxii, 1887, 153, pi. xli. Fig. A.

The large orbit is oval in shape, nearly one-fourth of the length of the head, contained

once and two-thirds in the length of the snout, and c(|ual to the width of the interorbital

space above the middle of the orbit. Scales almost smooth, having 1, 2, or 3 small spines

developed on their hind margin ; they are rather irregularly arranged, in 4 series, between the

dorsal fin and the lateral line; crests of the dorsal scales simjile, triaugidar, spines directed

backwards, without denticulation. The abdomen between the vent and the roots of the

ventral fins scaleless. The distance of the vent from the isthmus nearly equal to that of

the hind margin of the eye from the extremity of the snout. Barbel minute. Ventral flu

very small, scar(;ely in front of the pectoral, with the outer ray produced into a filament,

which does not reach the vent. Pectoral as long as the postorbital portion of the head.

Anterior branchial arch with 22 very short styliform gill-rakers.

Light yellowish (in spirits): vertical fins, ventral filament, interior of the month and

branchial cavity black. D. 9; P. 23; V. 7. (Giiiithvr.)

This species was discovered by the Knight Ernuit in the Faroe channel, station 4, at a

depth of 555 fathoms.

MACRURONUS, Gunlher.

Macruromis, GOnther, Zool. Record, viii, 1873, 103; Cballeuger Report, xxii, 1887, 157.

Head and body compressed, coA'ered Avith cycloid scales; trunk not abbreviated. Bones

of the head rather firm, with narrow cavities. Eye large; snout rather jtointed ;
mouth wide,

lateral. Teeth in the upper jaw biserial, those of the outer series and those of the single

mandibulary series strong. Gill-membrane slightly united in front; 7 branchiostegals; 4

gills with the gill-lamiuiii well developed; the first branchial arch free, Mith long lanceolate

gill-rakers. Bays of the second dorsal well developed throughout its length. Barbel none.

This genus includes a single sjiecies, Macruromis Novw-zclandia; (Hector), Gunther.

(Figure 350.) (Hector, Trans. New Zealand Inst., Iii, 130, pi. xvixi, fig. 1.—Hutton, Fish.

New Zealand, 40.—Giintlier, Challenger Eeport, xxii, 1887, 157.)

Of this fish Dr. Gunther examined specimens from New Zealand, Tasinania, and the

Messier Channel, the largest being nearly 2 feet long. "All of them," ho writes, "seem to

have been caught near the surface and at no great distance from the shore, and it is not

probable that it descends to the same great depth as the other Macruri. Like Lepidopus,

it seems to live for the greater part of the year at a small depth, and to periodically

approach the shore at certain seasons. Hutton says that it is thrown up in large quanti-

ties on the shores of Uook Straits after heavy gales."
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STEINDACHNERIA, Goode & Bean, n. g.

meiiutaclineria, GoouE & Bean, iu Agassiz, Three Cruises of the Blake, ii, p. 26, 1888.

A genus of Macruridm, with large terminal mouth, compressed body, and tapering tail
;
a

short spinous dorsal and a long, sott dorsal fin, the two contiguous. Both dorsals elevated

anteriorly; anal tin consisting of a diti'erentiated elevated anterior portion and a very long
low portion. Vent iu the anterior third of the length. The intermaxillary and mandibular
teeth biserial, the outer series much enlarged. Vomerine teeth present. Head of moderate

size, its bones soft and cavernous. Eye large. Gill openings wide, the membranes con-

nected anteriorly, but not attached to the isthmus; gill rakers slender, moderately numer-
ous. No pseudobranchiic. Branchiostegals, 7. Pectorals and ventrals both immediately
under the spinous dorsal. Scales thin, cycloid, and deciduous.

Similar iu appearance to Macruronus novcezelandice, from which it differs in several impor-
tant particulars : (1) The tail is much more tapering in Stcinduchncria; (2) the vent is in

advance of the end of the anterior third of the body; (3) the anal fin has a distinct elevated

portion; (4) vomerine teeth are present; (5) the bones of the head are soft and cavernous.
This remarkable genus is named in honor of Dr. Franz Steindachner, Gustos of the

Imperial Zoological Museum of Vienna.

STEINDACHNERIA ARGENTEA, Goode and Bean, n. b. (Figure 351.)

The head and body are compressed and the tail tapers to a very fine point. Greatest

height of the body at the origin of the ventral (30 millimeters in the type specimen) is

contained 7J times in the total length. The height at the anal origin (28 millimeters) is

contained about 8 times in the total length.

Scales are small, deciduous, cycloid, 6 rows between the lateral line and theori/^in of the

soft dorsal. The origin of the anal is about under the seventeenth row of scales. The

length of the head (42 millimeters) is contained 5J times iu the total length. The inter-

orbital area equals the length of the snout and nearly one-fifth the length of the head.

The postorbital part of the head (22 millimeters) is nearly twice as long as the eye, which

is (12 millimeters) slightly more than one-fourth the length of the head. The snout is ob-

tuse, its length about three-fourths that of the eye. The nostrils are placed nearer to the

eye than to the end of the snout; the anterior nostril is nearly circular, the posterior much

longer and slightly concave. No barbel. The maxilla is dilated at the extremity and is

somewhat i)roduced downward into an obtuse i^oint. It extends nearly to the vertical

through the posterior margin of the orbit, and can be concealed under the preorbital. Its

length (20 millimeters) is nearly one-half that of the head. The intermaxilla is slightly

protractile, much attenuated posteriorly, its length about equal to that of the maxilla.

The mandible extends slightly behind the posterior margin of the eye, its length (24 milli-

meters) equaling twice the length of the eye. Intermaxillary and mandibular teeth

biserial, the outer series enlarged and rather widely set. Some of the enlarged teeth are

slightly sagittate at the tip. Vomerine teeth well developed. Upper pharyngeals in two

broad, well-developed jiatches. Gill-rakers slender, about 19 on the first arch, 4 or 5 of

which are above the angle. The longest gill-raker is nearly one-half as long as the eye.

The distance of the first dorsal from the snout (44 millimeters) is nearly one-fifth of

the total length. The first spine is elongate, filiform, and when laid backward reaches the

fourteenth ray of the second dorsal. The base of the fin about e(iuals the length of the

eye. The longest ray of the second dorsal (the second) is about two-fifths the length of the

head. The rays diminish in size very rapidly, becoming minute at tlie extremity of the

tail. The anal originates under the sixth ray of the second dorsal, not far behind the

vent. The anterior elevated portion consists of 10 rays, all of which except the first are

divided. The second ray is the longest, its length (24 millimeters) being twice the length

of the eye. The last ray is only about one-seventh as long as the second. It is separated by
a small membrane from the remaining portion of the fin, which consists of very minute

rays, the longest of them scarcely more than 2 millimeters in length. The vent is under
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the fourth ray of the second dorsal Tlie ventral is placed under the base of the pec-

toral an d about under the third spine of the first dorsal. Its first ray is filamentous, reach-

ing, when extended, to the anal origin. The pectoral when extended reaches to below the

fifteenth ray of the second dorsal, its length (-12 millimeters) equalling the length of the

head.

lladial formula: D. VIII, 123+ ;
A. 10+113; P. 15; V. S. Color, silvery; upper i)arts

light brown; belly purplish; inside of mouth dark.

The type specimen. Cat. Xo. 37350, U. S. N. M., 233 millimeters in lengtli, was obtained

by the Albatrof;ii from station 2378, ofl" the delta of the Mississix)pi liiver, in 3'jo li' 30" N.

lat., 88° 09' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 68 fathoms.

BATHYGADUS. Gunther.

Bathygadus, GOnther, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., ii, 1878, 23; Challenger Eeport, x.vii, 1S87, 151.

Eadial formula: A genus of il/acr«nV7f{' with large terminal mouth, ])rominent nape, no

teeth, lanceolate gill rakers; free, notched branchiostegal membrane; high vertical fins;

first dorsal composed largely of branched rays; anal fin set far back.

Head large, fleshy, without prominent ridges, spiny armature or external depressions;

nape elevated, hump-like. Snout broad, obtuse, not produced. ]\Iouth terminal, very

large; suborbital ridge very low, not joined to the angle of the preoperculum. The max-

illary may be entirely received within a groove under the prefrontal and suborbital bones;
its tip narrowed and blade-like; intermaxillaries protractile downwards, .sei)arated ante-

riorly, rib-shaped, compressed vertically, very broad and without true teeth; provided pos-

teriorly with a short flange, which is received underneath the maxillary. Mandible received

within the intermaxillary bones, without true teeth, but with minute asperities, similar to

those in the intermaxillaries. Vomer and palatines toothless.

Barbel sometimes present. No pseudobrauchiie. Gill-rakers numerous, moderate,

lanceolate, with minute denticulations along their inner edge. Branchiostegal membrane
free from the isthmus, deeply cleft. Branchiostegals 7, very stiff. Gill-opening very wide.

Operculum with a blunt, siiine-like prominence at its angle. Ventrals below the pectorals,

many-rayed, the anterior rays produced. Dorsal consisting for the most part of branched

rays. Scales cycloid, x)lain; lateral line strongly arched over the pectoral.

Bathygadus cottoidcs, Giluther, (Challenger Eepoit, xxii, 154:, pi. XLii, fig. A) was taken

by the Ghalhnger between the Kermadecs and New Zealand in 520 to 700 fothoms.

Bathygadus multlfilis, Gunther, {loc. cit., 155, pi. XLil, fig. B) a form near to B. longifilis,

is known only from south of the Philippine Islands in 500 fathoms.

BATHYGADUS FAVOSUS, Goode and Bean. (Figure 352.)

Bathygadita favoaus, Goode and Be^vn, Bull. Mus. Conip. Zool., xii, No. 5,160.

The body is heavy, stout; its greatest height, at origin of first dorsal (57 millimeters in

tyjie specimen), is contained a little more than G times iu the total lengtli. 'J'he profile of

the body descends gradually and iu a slight curve from the first dorsal to the snout.

The scales are small, deciduous, cycloid, without armature, about 135 iu the lateral

line, about 10 above and 16 below the lateral line, the latter series counted from the vent.

The length of the head (65 millimeters) is contained about 5A times in total length.

The interorbital area is slightly convex; its greatest width (22 millimeters) equals about

one-third of the length of the head. The postorbital part of the head is 25 times as long as

the eye, which is nearly round, its diameter equal to one-fifth the length of the head. The

snout is broad, oblique, its width at the nostrils (23 millimeters) a little more than the

width of interorbital area; its length (17 millimeters) slightly more than one-cpiarter that

of the head. The nostrils are close to and iu front of the middle of the eye, the posterior

one somewhat the larger. No barbel.

The teeth in both jaws in villiform bands
;
a naked space at the symphysis of the inter-

maxillaries. The intermaxillary bauds are more than twice as wide as those on the man-

dible. Vomer and iialatiue toothless. The longest gillraker on the anterior arch is slightly
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more than half as long as the eye. The number of gill rakers on this arch is 25, 20 being
below the angle.

Pseudobranchia' present, very rudimentary in some individuals, in others wanting or

present only upon one si<le.

The first dorsal is distant from snout (58 millimeters, which is slightly more than

length of the head; the length of its base (24 millimeters) is about equal to width of the

snout at the nostrils. The lin consists of 2 spines, the first of which is minute, and 9

branched rays. The length of the longest spine, which is armed, is contained twice in that

of the head (specimens examined imperfect). The second dorsal begins immediately behind

the first, the membrane being continuous. The anterior rays are longest (apiwrently about

one-fourth the length of the head).

The anal is lower than the second dorsal; its distance from the snout (112 millimeters)

is about equal to one-third of the total length.

The pectoral is inserted under the anterior rays of the first dorsal and very slightly in

advance of the origin of the ventral. Its length is more than half that of the head.

The distance of the ventral from the snont (C9 millimeters) is contained 5 times in the

total. This fin is inserted nearly under the base of the pectoral; the first ray is somewhat

produced; its tip reaches to the fourth ray of the anal fin.

Eadial formula: D. ii, 9, 125; A. 110; V. 9; P. 14; B. 7.

Color, bluish-brown, darkest upon head and abdomen, especially in Museum specimens.
The type specimen, 350 millimeters in length, was obtained by the Blale from station

Lxxx, off Martinique, at a depth of 472 fathoms.

Collateral types were secured by the Alhafross from station 2392, in 28° 47' 30" N. lat.,

87° 27' W. Ion., at a depth of 724 fathoms; from station 2;594, in 28° 38' 30" N. lat., 87

02' W. Ion., at a depth of 420 fathoms; and Cat. Nos. 34910, 34911, 34918, and 34920, U.

S. N. M., from station 2117, in 15° 24' 40" N. lat., 63° 31' 40" W. Ion., at a depth of 083

fathoms. The Illake also ca])tured an individual at station LXXXii, in 23° 48' N. lat., 80°

10' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 1,501 fathoms.

HATUYOADUS ARCUATUS, Goode and Bean.

Batliygarlus aroinfiis, Ooode niid Bean, Bull. Miis. Comp. Zonl., xii, No. 5, 158.

The body is shajx'd much as in (Vialinura ftinnda, but the nape is still more convex. Its

greatest height (57 millimeters in the type specimen) is 5^ in its total length. The back is

gibbous, the dorsal outline rising rapidly from the interorbital region to the origin of the

first dorsal, whence it descends gradually to the end of the tail.

The scales are moderate, cycloid, subovate, without armature; those of the abdominal

region and those above the pectorals the largest. The lateral line is strongly arched over

the pectorals; the length of the arched portion contained about 3j times in the straight

portion; the greatest height of the arch is about one-fourth of tiie length of its chord.

The number of scales in the lateral line is about 140, eight rows of scales between the

origin of the dorsal and the arch of the lateral line, 13 or 14 rows of scales between the

vent and the lateral line counting backwards, 22 counting forwards. Scales cover all parts
of the head except the jaws and chin.

The length of the head is contained 5 times in total. Interorbital area flat, its width

(11 millimeters) equal to one-sixth length of head. Postorbital ])(irtinn of head about 2i

times diameter of eye. The operculum terminates in a flat obtuse spine, its length, includ-

ing the flap, about equal to diameter of eye. Preoperculum entire, with a prominent ridge

in advance of its jiosterior edge. The orbit is rounded, the least diameter of the eye equal

to the length of the snout, and contained 4i times in length of head (slightly less in the

larger specimen).
Snout very broad, obtuse, the intermaxillaries extending beyond it, its width at the nos-

trils equal to abcmt twice the length of the eye. Posterior extremities of the intermaxil-

lary processes elevated, producing a decided hump upon the top of the snout. The ridge
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formed by tlie prefrontal and snljorbital boues terminates very sliglitly behind the posterior

margin of the orbit, and is not connected witli tlie angle of the prcopercnhim.
Nostrils immediately in front of tlie lower jiart of the eye, not tubnhir, the anterior one

very small, pore like, only about one-fourth as large as the posterior one. Distance of

anterior nostril from ti]i of snout about three-fourths length of eye. Length of barbel (51

millimeters) G| in length of l)i)dy, and equal to length of bead without snout (in the larger

specimen the barbel is as long as the mandible), more than 3 times as long as the eye.

There are no true teeth, the intermaxillaries and mandible being l)roail plates, covered

with minute asperities. A naked s]>ace at the symphysis of the intermaxillaries.

Distance of first dorsal from snout (77 millimeters) nearly .1:\ times length of its base; the

fin contains 2 spinous and 10 or 11 branched rays; the first spine is minute, the second (in

the types) somewhat mutilated, its length nearly 3 in length of head.' It is not stouter

than the branched rays, and is entirely smooth.

The second dorsal is separated from the first by a very short interspace, equal to about

one-third of the length of the eye. Its rays are long, subequal, the first slightly the

longest, its length equal to that of the base of tlio first dorsal.

The anal is much lower than the dorsal, the longest rays being in front, its third ray

about half as long as the first ray of the second dorsal; this fin is inserted umler the

seventh ray of the second dorsal. About three of the terminal rays might be considered

caudal rays.

Pectoral inserted slightly in advance of the ventral, which is in about the same vertical

with the origin of the first dorsal. The second ray of the pectoral is sliglitly produced.
The length of the fin equal to that of the head without the snout.

Ventral insertion distant from the tip of the snout a distance equal to that of first

dorsal from snout. The first and second rays are filamentous, the latter slightly the longer,

and extending to the fifteenth (or eighteenth in larger specimen) ray of the anal fin.

Eadial f.n^ula: D. ii, 9-10 (135); A. (120); T. 25; V. 8.

Color, brown; vertical fins, bluish or black; peritoneum, black; inside of gill covers

and roof of mouth, bluish.

The tyiie is a specimen, 325 millimeters in length, obtained by the 7>?r(/,B fnnn station

Lxxxix, off Martinique, at a depth of 334 fathoms. A much larger specimen, 5S0 milliuie

ters in length, which is referred to as a collateral type, was taken by the Albatross from

station 2304, iu 28° 38' 30" N. lat., 87° 02' W. Ion., at a depth of 420 fathoms. The Bl<ike

also secured a single specimen from station Lxxxviii, off Martinique, iu 47G fathoms,

BATHYGADUS LONGIFILIS, Goode and Bean.

Bathygadus longifiUs, Goode and Beax, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mns., viii, 1885, 599.—Gi-nther, Challenger Report,

XXII, 1887, 157.—Alcock, Ann. and Maj;. Nat. Hist., 1890, 302; 1891, 123.

HymenocepkuTus longifilis, Vaillant, Exp. Sci. Travaillenr et Talisman, 218, jil. xxiii, fig. 1.

The body is more compressed than in B. mnrrops. Its greatest height (.'U millimeters

in the largest specimen examined) contained 7J times in total length.

Scales small, cycloid, deciduous, about 142 in the lateral line, about 25 rows from the

vent upward and forward to the dorsal fin.

Length of head (40 millimeters) contained about 5f times in total length. Interoi-bital

area flattened, its greatest width contained 3g times in the total length of the head. Post-

orbital portion of the head (20 millimeters) twice as long as the eye, which is oval, its long

diameter (10 millimeters) contained four times iu the length of the bead, and equal to length
of snout.

Snout and nostrils normal.

The maxilla reaches somewhat beyond the posterior margin of orbit, its length (21 mil-

limeters) twice in distance irom snout to origin of first dorsal. Length of mandible (26

'

.Tndging fidiii tlie larger specimen, this spine in a nsual state wimld be ei)nsider:iJ)ly longer.
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millimeters) is coutaiued 2J times in lenfjth of the snout. Barbel slender, long, its length

(l") millimeters) equal to H times orbitMl diameter.

Teeth in iiarrowvilliform bands in l)iith jaws. None on vomer or palatine bones. Gill

rakers very long and slender, numerous, 35 on first arch (7 above angle), the largest (7 mil-

limeters) contained nearly G times in the length of the head.

Pseudobranchiie absent.

P^irst dorsal of 2 stout spines, the first minute, the second elongate, and 8-9 branched

rays. Its distance from snout (42 millimeters) 5i in total. The second or longest simple

ray (77 millimeters) is nearly S times the length of the snout, and reaches to or beyond the

thirtieth ray of the second dorsal. The second dorsal contains about 140 rays; it is almost

continuous with the first, its anterior rays longest and not diminishing rapidly in size

toward the tail.

The anal is inserted under the ninth ray of the second dorsal, its rays much shorter than

those in the dorsal, and situated about tlie same distance apart.

The pectorals are inserted under the anterior portion of the first dorsal, the first ray
much produced, extending more than half-way fi'om its insertion to the tip of the tail.

Rays 13.

The ventral origin is slightly behind the origin of the pectoral, under t lie third branched

ray of the dorsal, its first ray much eidarged, extending more than halfway I'rom its inser-

tion to tip of caudal. Its length (100 millimeters) is contained 2J times in the total length.

Rays 8. Branchiostegals 7.

Color, yellowish-gray, abdomen liluish.

This form is closely allied to B. multifiJis, describedbyGiinther from off the Philippines

(Challenger Report, xxii, 1887, 155, pi. xlii, fig. B). which, however, appears to have a
smaller eye, less elongate filaments, and ventral inserted in advance of the first dorsal,
while the anal appears to be further back, under the twelfth or thirteenth ray of the

second dorsal. Both species are provided with long, slender barbels. In other respects

they are closer to B. coffoides, the typical species, than to B. macrops.
The type specimen.'i (Cat. No. 3733S,U. 8. N. M.), 225 and 233 millimeters in length, were

taken by the Albatross at station 2392, in 28° 47' 30" N. lat., 87° 27' W. Ion., at a depth of

724 fathoms. The Albatross also secured examples from station 2393, in 28° 43' 00" N. lat,

870 14' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 525 fathoms; and from station 2385, in 28° 51' K lat., 88°

18' W. Ion., at a depth of 739 fathoms.

Alcock identifies with it a specimen, 8 incheslong, taken in the Arabian Seas at Investi-

gator station 65, in 740 fathoms and in the Laccadive Sea, in G83 fathoms.

BATHYGADUS DISPAR, (Vaillant), Goode and Bean.

Eymenncephnhin (Ihpar, Vaillant, Exp. Sclent. Travailleur et Talisman, 221, pi. xxiv, fig. 1.

This form, obtained by the French explorers off the coast of IVIorocco at a depth of 1,105

fathoms, closely resembles the two preceding, but according to Vaillant its body is thicker,

its interorbital si)ace comparatively narrower, the ventral filament shorter, and the barbel

stronger and longer. Since only one specimen was studied there is scarcely sufficient evi-

dence that this is a well-marked species.

Vaillant's characters upon which liathi/fiarhis is .separated from theheterogeneous assem-

blage formed by him in his supposed geiuis Hymenoccphalus are entirely superficial. The

presence of a barbel led him to separate this form from its near ally Bathygadus melano-

branehus.

BATHYGADUS MACROPS, Goode .ami Bean.

Bathygadus macrops, Goode and Bean, Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., viii, 1885, 598.—GCnther, Challenger Report,

XXII, 1887, 156.

The body is somewhat compressed; its greatest height (46 millimeters in the specimen

examined) is contained 6A times in the total length.
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Scales small, (Iccidiious,' as nearly as can be counted 25 rows in an o1)li(iue line from

the veut to the dorsal lin, 24 from the upper angle of operculum to tlie \ertical tlirougli the

origin of the anal.

Length of head (.")5 millimeters) contained 5| times in total length. Interorbital area

nearly flat, its width contained 4 times in length of head. Postorbital part of head (20 milli-

meters) somewhat longer than diameter of eye, which is nearly round, its length (20 milli-

meters) contained 2.3 times in lengtli of head. Snout broad, obtuse, its length (11 millimeters)

contained 5 times in that of the head. Nostrils close to the eye, tlie posterior nearly twice

as large as the anterior one. The maxilla extends to the vertical through posterior margin

of orbit, its lengtli (30 millimeters) equal to that of head without its postorbital portion.

Length of mandible (34 millimeters) equals 3 times that of the snout. Intermaxillaries and

mandible provided with narrow bands of villiform teeth, those in the mandible much

shorter.

A minute barbel, about one-third as long as snout. Vomer and palate toothless.

Gill-rakers lanceolate, elongate, 26 on first arch, 7 above the angle, the longest one-

seventh as long as the head. Pseudobranchi;e absent. The first dorsal consists of 2 short

spines and 8 branched rays, its distance from snout ((i2 millimeters) contained nearly H times

in the total length. The second or longest ray in the typical specimen twice the length of

snout. The second dorsal, which contains about 125 rays, is almost continuous with the

first, its anterior rays the longest, about 4 times in length of head.

The anal is inserted under the fourteenth ray of second dorsal. Its rays are all very

short. In a distance equal to length of head, counting back from insertion, there are 33 rays.

The pectoral is inserted under the first branched ray of the first dorsal; its length in

the most nearly perfect specimens equals the length of the head without the snout.

The ventral origin very slightly behind origin of pectoral under the third branched ray of

the dorsal, reaching nearly to the vent when laid back. Its length (35 millimeters) equaling

three times that of snout. Rays S. Branchiostegals 7.

(Joloi', yellowish gray, lighter below.

The type specimen (Cat. No. 37339, U. S. N. M.), 305 millimeters in length, was taken

by the .4 Ibatrosti from station 23!)fl, in 28° 34' N. lat., 80° 48' W. Ion., at a depth of 335 fathoms.

The Albatross also obtained exam])les from station 2395, in 28'^ 3G' 15" N. lat., 8(;o r,0' W.

Ion., at a depth of 347 fathoms
;
and from station 2376, in 29° 03' 1 5" N. lat., 88° 16' W. Ion.,

at a depth of 324 fathoms. The Blair captured a single individual at station cclvi, in 28°

42' N. lat., 88° 40' W. lon.^ at a depth of 321 fathoms.

BATHYGADUS MELANOBRANCHUS, Vaili.ant.

Bathygadus melanohranchus, Vaillant, Exp. Sci. Travaillenr et Talisman, 1888, 20G, pi. xviii, fig. 1.

Body compressed, its greatest height (at ventrals) one-seventh of its lengtli; its thick-

ness one-eleventh of same. Length of head one-flftli of total. Snout blunt, its length one-

fourth that of head. Mouth large, the maxillary extending to or beyond vertical from

center of eye. Eye large, as long as snout
;
interorbital space very slightly less. No barbel.

Scales cycloid, unarmed, in about 24 horizontal and 140 transverse rows.

Distance of first dorsal from snout less than five times in the length of the specimen.

Length of its second ray nearly twice that of snout. Second dorsal with 102 rays, nearly

continuous with the first.

Anal inserted under the nintli ray of second dorsal (in 7>. macyops under the fourteenth).

Its rays are short (one-half diameter of eye), rather far apart; in a space equal to the length

of the head, counting backward from the insertion, there are 26 (33 in P>. ntacmps).

Pectoral inserted under the first branched ray of the dorsal; its length (-(jual to dis-

tance from center of eye to gill cleft.

Ventral base entirely in advance ofvertical from origin of dorsal, and so far in advance

' Not one of our specimens has scales, so their character can not bo made imt, nor can the lateral line be

described.
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of tbe pectoral that a vertical from the axil of the latter would touch the inner ventral ray

about at its middle (as shown in Vaillant's figure). In B. macrops the ventral is behind the

vertical from base of pectoral ;
its length is 1^ times that of the snout (in B. macrops 3 times.)

Eadial formula: D. ix+102; A. 97; V, 8.

Color, ruddy, silvery gray, with reflections; interior ofmouth and branchial cavityblack.

Ninety-six specimens of this form were obtained by the French vessels, off the coast of

Morocco and Soudan and off the Canaries, in 834 to 1,590 meters.

It is similar to B. macrops, which, however, has a small barbel, more rays in its vertical

fins, longer veutrals—set behind pectorals, instead of in advance of them—and aual set

further back.

Family LYCONID^^.

Lyconidm, GOnther, Challenger Report, xxii, 1887, 158.

Body terminating in a long compressed tapering tail, covered with small scales. A
continuous dorsal fin occupies the back to the extremity of the tail, but a division into two

portions may be considered to be indicated by the prolongation of some of the anterior dor-

sal rays; anal long, extending from the vent to the end of the tail; no caudal; ventrals

thoracic, composed of several rays. Pseudobranchia^ present; 4 gills; 7 branchiostegals.

Kelated ta the Macruridw, but to be considered as a more generalized tj'pe. {G-iinther.}

LYCONUS, Gunther.

Lyconus, Gi NxnER, Challenfcor Roiiort, xxii, 1887, 158 (type, L.pinnahta, he. cil., pi. xlii, fig. C).

Head and body compressed, the former composed of thin bones, but with narrow mucif-

erous channels, except on the toj) between the eyes; trunk as long as or longer than the

head; eye large; snout short; cleft of the mouth wide, terminal, both jaws armed with a

series of widely set teeth, unequal in size; two in front of the upper jaw being canine-like

but not so large as those of the lower jaw; vomer with a single canine-like tooth on each

side. Scales very small, cycloid, deciduous. Gill-membranes not united. Barbel none.

{Gunther.)
This unifpie type of fishes is represented by a single specimen of the single species,

Lyconus pinnatus.

LYCONUS PINNATUS, Gunther.

Lyconus pinnatus, Gunthkr, Challenger Report, xxii, 1887, 158, pi. 42, fig. C.

Head compressed, as deep as it is long, without snout. The interorbital space is rather

flat, narrower than tlie round eye, whicli lies immediately below the upper profile; its

diameter is one-third of the length of the head and rather longer than the snout. The

mouth ascends obliquely forw.ard, and extends behind the middle of the orbit; the jaws

are even in front. Tlie teeth are but few in number, and besides the two long lateral fangs

there are only three shorter ones developed in the lower jaw. Opercular bones very thin,

and tlie infraorbitals narrow, separating the maxilla from the eye by a narrow space only.

The distance of the vent from the root of the ventrals is rather more than the length

of the head. The tail tapers into an exceedingly fine filament.

The dorsal fin commences above the base of the pectoral, and is composed of very

delicate simple rays; there is no break in its continuity, but some of its anterior rays,

perhaps 3 or 4, are much prolonged, but as this portion is injured, no more precise informa-

tion can be given. The anal fin connneuces immediately behind the vent, and its rays are

considerably shorter than those of the dorsal. The pectoral has a narrow base, and is

directed obliquely upward; it consists of thirteen rays, and is exceedingly elongate, the

middle rays extending far beyond the vent.

The ventral fins are mutilated; they are composed of 10 rays and situated below the

base of the pectoral.

Scales very small, thin, and deciduous.
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TLe total length of the specimen is 59 lines, of which the head makes 7, and the head
and trunk together 17.

This species was picked up in mid-ocean in the South Atlantic, and was purchased by
the British Museum from the Godeflfroy Collection.

Order HETEROSOMATA.
Cranium posteriorly normal; anteriorly with twisted vertex, to allow two orbits on tlie

same side, or one vertical and one lateral; basis cranii not quite simple. Dorsal fin long,

ofjointed rays. Superior pharyngeals 4, the third longest, much extended forward, the

inferior separate. (Cope.)

Family PLEURONECTID^E.
/ PhroneHi, Ratinesque, IntTico <1' Ittiologia Siciliana, 1810, It.

riiiironcctid(r, Fleming, British Animals, 1828, 178.—Bonaparte, Catalogo Metodico dei Pesci Europei,

1846, 47.—SWAINSON, Nat. Hist. Fishes, etc., 1839, li, 187.—Gi'NTnER, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., iv, 399.—

Gii.L, Arr. Fam. Fish., 1872, 2, (No. 15).—Jordan and Gilbert, Bull, xvi, U. S. Nat. Mus., 813.

Pleuronecteoidei, Bleeker, Tentamen, 1859, XV.

Body strongly compressed, more or less oval or rhomboid, and with one of its sides

(which is upward when the animal is reclining on its side) colored, and the other (wliich is

downward) generally colorless; the scales are variously developed (sometimes ctenoid,

sometime.^ cycloid, and sometimes wanting) ;
the lateral line is continuous behind; the Iiea<l

compressed, more or less rhomboid, and with the snout pointed; both eyes are on the same

side, one being on or near the forehead, the other comparatively low down; opercula

normal, unarmed, not concealed by skin; mouth terminal, and with an oblique lateral cleft and
ofi various extent; branchial apertures continuous below; brancliiostegal rays 5 to 8; dorsal

elongated, extending generally from about the rostral region to near the caudal fin; anal fin

also elongated, and extending- about as far back as the dorsal; both are composed almost

solely of articulated rays ;
caudal fin distinct from the dorsal and anal; pectorals on both

sides; ventrals jugular. The skeleton has numerous vertebrse; pyloric caeca are generally

developed, but in small number.

KEY TO THE SUBFAMILIES AND DEEP-SEA GENERA OP PLEURONECTID.fi.

(From Gill & Jordan, modified.)

I. Mouth small; supramaxillary endiug before or under front of eye; teeth largest on blind side.

rieuronectin(B

A. Teeth in one series.

1. Teeth rather large, bluutisb or trenchant: eyes dextral (sometimes sinistral in one species);
ventrals (usually) both lateral.

a. Dorsal fin with less than 80 rays; anal with less than 60. Eyes dextral.

Lateral line not arched. Scales not imbricated, usually ctenoid in male, cycloid in female.

Pleuronectes
Lateral line arched anteriorly. Scales ctenoid Limanda

b. Dorsal fin with more than 95 rays; an.il with more than 80; body tmusnally elongate.
Left side of skull with strong mucous cavities. Lateral line nearly .straight. An.al spine

present. Eyes dextral Glyptocei'IIalus
Mucous cavities not present. Caudal subsessile; left pectoral only present; lateral line

present, arched on eyed side, straight on blind side. Eyes sinistral.

Monolene
II. Moutli large, supra niiixillaries end under eye; ventrals lateral; vomer ami jjalatiues toothless.

Uipjtogloasina;

A. Caudal fin lunate.

1. Lateral line arched in front; scales cycloid IIipi-oglossus

2. Lateral line not .arched.

a. Teeth not arrow-sliapcd; gill-rakers few, short PLATY-soMATicmnvs
B. Caudal fin not lunate, the middle rays produced.

1. Later.al line arched in front; body usually sinistral.

a. Dorsal fin single Paralicutiivs
b. Dorsal in two parts, its anterior rays, as well as sinistral ventral, nnich prolonged. Scales

ctenoid ; Notcskma
2. Lateral line not arched. Body dextral IIlPFUGLOSSOlDES
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III. Mouth large; teeth nearly equally developed on both sides of the mouth. Ventral fin of the left side

inserted nearly on the ridge of the abdomen. Body sinistral.

Psctthia;

A. Septum of gill cavity between gill arches and the termination of tlic shmililiT-girdle with a large

foramen
;
the emargination below the shouldcr-girdh; near the isthmus not

deep; lateral line with a strong arch in front; last rays of dorsal and anal

inserted more or less on the right side of the median line; teeth subequal in

bands.

1. Vomer with teeth.

«. Ventral of eyed side united to the anal; scales sm.all, very rough; body ovate. [Zeugopterus]
6. Ventral fins free from the anal ;

scales ciliated, deciduous
; body oblong, much compressed.

LEPIDORHOMBU8

B. Septum of gill cavity below gill arches, without foramen; a deep emargination nearer the isthmus;
ventral fins free from anal.

1. Pectoral fin of both sides present; dorsal rays less than 100.

a. Vomer toothless; ventral fins free from anal; caudal fin subscssile.

». Lateral line with a distinct arch in front; teeth small, uniserial, or imperfectly biserial.

* Interorbital area a narrow ridge, sometimes with a median groove.

t Scales weakly ciliated or cycloid, deciduous
;
vertebriB 10+ 28=38; supramaxil-

laries with a posterior process from the lower angle [Arnoolossus]
tt Scales strongly ctenoid, adherent; supramaxillaries obliquely truncated behind.

Trichopsetta
* • Interorbital space more or less broad, deeply concave

;
scales small, ctenoid, adherent

;

body ovate (pectoral of left side usually filamentous in the male) ; vertebrm

9 + 30=39 PLAT0PHRY8

it. Lateral line without arch in front; scales ciliated. Teeth in both jaws uniserial; inter-

orbital space very narrow, the ridges coalescing between the eyes.
" Mouth not very small, the maxillary more than one-third length of head.

t Gill-rakers slender, of moderate length; scales thin, deciduous, ciliated; vertebriB

34 to 40.

a. Head much compressed, with the interorbital region flat and level with the

eye Citharichthys
** Month very small, the maxillary less than one-third length of head Etropus

Hi. Lateral line without arcli iu front; scales cycloid. Teeth in both jaws uniserial, of

lower enlarged and largest on sides Cyclopsetta

2. Pectoral fin of blind side wanting.

A. Teeth small, uniserial
;
mouth moderate.

1. Lateral lineof eye<l side arched, that of right side less so or nearly straight.

a. Dorsal fin beginning on snout, its anterior rays not exserted, its rays all simple and very
numerous

;
scales small

; body thin, very elongate Monolene

LIMANDA, Gottsche.

Limanda, Gottsche, Wiegmann's Archiv., 1825, 100.—Jordan and Gilbert (as subgenus), Bull, xv^, U. S.

Nat. Mus., 834.

Xematops, GCnther, Challenger Report, vi, 57; xxii, IGG (type, N. microstoma, loc. cit., \i, 57, pi. xxiv,

fig. C).

A group of plenroiieotoid fishes closely related to, if not a stibdivisioii of, tlie genus

Pleuronectes ; having (ctenoid scales, a lateral Hue strougly arched iu frout, and without an

accessory lirauch.

The ty i^e,
Plcuronrcics Umnixla, Linua'us {^Limanda rnlgoyis, Gottsche) is found along

the coasts of Europe from Iceland to the Gulf of Gascony. The British lishermen take it

on their deep-sea lines, and it no doubt descends below the hundred-fathom line, especially

in sununer.

Limanda microstoma, (Giinther), is from the Admiralty Islands, at a depth of 152

fathoms.

LIMANDA FERRUGINEA, (Storer), Goode and Bkan.

Plafeasa ferruginea, Storer, Hist. Fish. Mass. 1867, p. 198, pi. xxx, fig. 4.

ifyzopsctta ferruifmea, Gii.L, Cat. Fish. E. Coast N. A. 1801, .51 (genus not defined); Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci.

Phil. 18G4, 217 (genus defined), et alihi.

I'letironecies ftrriiginea, GCntiieh, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., iv, 1802, 447.—Jordan i Gilbert, Bull. XVI, U.

tj. Nat. Mus, 831.
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Limanda ferruginea, (iooi)K * Bean, Cat. Ymh. Essex Co. and Mass. Bay, 1879, 6.—Goode, Proc. IJ. S. Nat.

Mas., in, p. 473.

Platessa rostrala, H. R. Storer, Bostou .lourn. Nat. Hist., v, 18.57, 208, pi. viii, fig. 2.

Myzopselta rostrata, Gill, loc. cit.

Body strongly compressed, its height 2^^ times in its leiigtli. Length of head one-

fourth that of body; snout projecting, forming a strong an gh- above upper eye with the

descending profile. Teeth conical, closely set, in a single series, on Jaws. Gili-rakers mod-

erate, weak, not toothed. Diameter of eye two-thirds of length uf head; the lower ej-e

slightly in advance of upper; separated from it by a high, narrow ridge, scaled posteriorly

and continuing backward to beginning of lateral line. Scales imbricated: tho.se on right

ctenoid, on left, nearly smooth. Lateral line simple, with low arch, whose deptli is less

than two-fifths its length, containing about 100 scales.

Caudal peduncle short, higher than long. Dorsal origin over middle of eye, its middle

rays longest; pectoral less than two-fifths as long as head; caudal fin rounded; a strong

anal spine. Concealed spine behind ventrals; ventrals of colored side partly lateral, that

of white side wholly so.

Radial formula: D. 80-85; A. 58-62.

Color, body and fins of right side brownish olive, with irregular, rusty spots; caudal

fin, caudal peduncle, and margins of dorsal and anal fins lemon yellow on the left side.

Specimens from the far North, as described by Storer (P. rostrata), are rounder in out-

line, have fewer rays in the vertical fins and a blunter, more prominent snout, and may
perhaps sometime be recognized as belonging to a distinct subspecies.

This species is found inshore on the New England coast in winter, but in summer
retreats to deep, cold water. Numerous specimens were taken by the Fish Hairk in 1874,

1875, and 1880, south of Cape Cod, in deep water. The most southern locality at that tinu'

found was the Pecten ground off Watch Hill, Rhode Island. Examples were obtained

from station 984, in 41° 31' N. lat., 00° 28' ^Y.lon., at a depth of 33 fathoms; Cat. No. 28821,

U. S. N. M., from station 948, off Penikese Island, Buzzard's Bay, in 7 fathoms; and Cat.

No. 28818, U. S. N. M., from station 927, in Vineyard Sound, at a depth of 11 fVithoms. The
Albatross secured specimens from station 2440, in 43° 38' N. lat., 49° 49' 30" W. Ion., at a

depth of 3;{ fathoms; Cat. No. 33425, U. S. N. M., from station 2082, in 41° 09' 50" N. lat.,

66° 31' 50" W. Ion., at a depth of 49 fathoms; and Cat. No. 33416, U. S. N. M., from station

20.58, in il° 57' 30" N. lat., 67° 58' VV. Ion., at a depth of 35 fathoms; and the Speedwell,

from station 57, in Halifax Harbor, at a depth of 16 fathoms; from station 75 in Halifax

Harbor, and Cat. No. 24G26, U. S. N. M., from station 196, off Thatcher's Island, in 29

fathoms. A single individual (Cat. No. 23767, U. S. N. M.) was also taken at Provincetown,

Mass., on July 29, 1879.

LIMANDA BEANII, Goode. (Figures 35.';, A, B, adult; C, D, young.)

Limanda Beanii, OooDE, Proc. U. S. N. M., in, sig. 30, 473, Feb. 16, 1881.

rieiirnnecteH lieanii, .JORDAN & Gilbert, Bull, xvi, U. S. N. M., 835.—Jordan, Cat. Fish. N. Amor., 1885,

136.—GOnther, Challenger Report, xxil, 166.

Body elliptical, with angular outlines. Its height is three-eighths of its length, and

slightly more than twice length of head. Its height at the ventrals (25) is one-fourth of its

length and less than distance from snout to origin of anal. Its least height, at base of

tail (12), is half its height at ventrals. The body is thin, its greatest width (7) not exceed-

ing the diameter of the orbit.

Scales subcircular, small, strongly pectinate on the colored side, cycloid on the blind

side, where they are also larger, there being about fifty in the lateral line (behind the curve),

while on the colored side there are probably sixty. The lateral line on the colored side

makes a very abrupt, conspicuous, angular, high curve over the pectoral fin. Thc^ chord

of this arc is nearly as long as the head of the fish, its height half as great. The scales

in the lateral line are highly specialized, jiarticularly along the (uirve, which ai)pears to

contain about twenty-seven of them, while posterior to this, in the straight portion, there
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lire about sixty. The specialized scales of the lateral line extend far out upon the caudal

fill. Ou the bliud side the lateral Hue is little couspicuous, the scales very slightly special-

ized, aud it becomes obsolete in the region where, upon the colored side, the curve is located.

The scales extcud far out upon the caudal fin, but are not preseut upon the other fius.

Head very short, its length (18) contained about five times and one-half in the total.

The snout is very short (2), one-flftieth of the total, and the mouth is small, its cleft sub-

vertical, and the maxillary exteudiug very slightly behiud the anterior margin of the orbit.

The teeth are inconspicuous, apparently in two rows, stronger and more numerous on the

bliud side, barely discernable iu upper jaw, absent elsewhere iu the mouth.

Eyes large, prominent; their diameters (7) greater than the length of the maxillary (6)

and e(iual to tliat of the mandible (6). They are very closely set, the interorbital space
marked by a knife-like edge of bone. The upper eye, in its outliue trenching upon the

dorsal outliue of the head, is almost directly above its mate. Together they occupy nearly
three-fourths of the width of the head at the perpeudicular passing through their centers.

The dorsal tin begins over the posterior part of the pupil of the upijer eye. Its rays
are long, widely separated, and with their tips protruding beyond the membrane, giving to

this, as also to the anal, a ragged, irregular appearance. Its greatest height (S) is equal to

half the length of the head. The anal is inserted uudcr the axil of the jjectoral, and its

height is about the same as that of the dorsal.

The length of the caudal (liO) is equal to one-fifth of that of the body, without including
caudal. It is broad, fan-shaped, acutely convex iu outline. The distance of the ventral

from the snout (28) is about one third the length of the base of the dorsal. The arrange-
ment of these fins upon the ventral keel is much as in Limanda fcrnajinea, the right fin

being almost upon the median line. The pectorals are normal.

The color is grayish brown, mottled with darker jjatches. There is a conspicuous black

blotch upon the outer rays of the caudal on either side.

Radial formula: D. 63-GS; A. 54-56; C. 18; P. 7; V. 6; lateralline about 88; 27 in curve.

The extreme brevity of the snout aud the elongate-elliptical form of the body render its

shape very unlike that oi Limanda ferruginea of our own coast and Limanda plutessoides of

the Eastern Atlantic. Iu its general appearance, however, except that the ventrals are not

both lateral, it resembles considerably the species mentioned above.

MEASUREMENTS.

Current number of specimen .

Locality

Extreme length
Lenf^th to base of middle caudnl ravs  

Body:
(Jreatost height
Greatest width ^

Height at ventrals
Least height of tail

Head:
Greatest length
Width of iulerorbitul area
Length of snout
Postorbital portion of head
Length of maxillary
Length of mandible
Di.ameter of orbit

Dorsal :

Distance from snout
Length of base
Grefttest height

Anal:
Distance from snout
Length of base

Caudal : Length of miildlu rays
Pectoral :

Distance from snout
Length

26102.
Stations 875-876.

llilli-

nieters.
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The type specimens (Cat. No. 2C102, U. S. N. M.) were taken by the Fish Hawk from

station 875, in 39° 57' N. hit., 70° 57' 30" W. hm., at a ilcpth of 120 fathoms, and from

station 8711, iu 39° 57' N. kit., 70° 5(5' \V. Ion., at a depth of 120 fathoms. The Albatross

secured examples from station 2398, iu 28° 45' N. lat., 80° 26' W, lou., at a depth of 227

fathoms; from station 2399, in 28° 44' N. lat., 86° 18' W. Ion., at a depth of 19(5 fathoms;
from station 2143, in 9'=> 30' N. lat., 70° 25' W. lou., at a depth of 890 fathoms; from

station 2400, in 28'^ 41' N. lat., SCo 07' W. Ion., at a depth of 109 fatlioms; from station

2401, in28o 38' 30" N. lat., 85° 52' 30" W. lou., at a (h-pth of 142 fathoms; and from station

24(t2, iu 28° 30' N. lat., 85° 33' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 111 fathoms. The JJUde obtained

individuals from statiou xv, off St. Kitt's, iu 208 fathoms, and station xxii, oft" St. Kitt's,

in 250 fathoms.

GLYPTOCEPHALUS, Gottsche.

Glijptoceplialiis, Gottsche, Arcliiv fiir Naturg., l, 1835, 156.—Bleeker, Comp. Rend. Acad. .Sci. Amsterdam,
xin.—Gill, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1873, 360.—Goodb aud Bean, Proc. U. S.Nat. Mu.s., i, 19.—Jor-

dan and Gilbert, Bull, xvi, U. S. Nat. Mas., 837.

Dextral pleiuouectoids with body elongate, greatly comi^ressed. Head small aud short,
with many sinuses aud mucous cavities iu skull, as well as ou mandible and preopercle on

blind side. Mouth very small; teeth in single series, moderate, incisor-like, equal, dose

set; vomer and palatines toothless. (Jill rakers short, weak. Lower pharyngeals narrow,
with 1 or 2 rows of conical teeth. Lateral line simple, uearly straight; scales smooth,
small. Dorsal and anal Bus elongate, with more than 90 rays in the dorsal and more than

80 iu the anal; caudal rounded; an anal spine.

GLYPTOCEPHALUS CYNOGLOSSUS, (Lixnjeus), Gill. (Figures 356 A, B.)

Pleuronectes oculis a dextrin tottis ylahcr, Aktedi, Geu. 11, N. 3; Mas. IchtU. No. 39; Synon. 31, No. 3.

Pleuronccies cynoijloa^us, Linnjeus, Syst. Nat., ed. x, i, 1758, 269; ed. xii, 1766, i, 456.—Guntiier, Cat. Fish.

Brit. Mas.. IV, 1862, 449; Challenger Report, x.\[i, 1887, 166.—Day, Fishes of Great Britain aud Ireland,

II, 30, pi. cm.

Glyptocejihalus cynoglossua, Gill, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1873, 61.—Goode and Bean, Proc. U. S.

Nat. Mus., I, 19; Bull. Essex lust., xi, 1879, 6; Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., x, 1883, 195.—Jordan and Gil-

bert, loc. clt.—Goode, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., in. 475.—Collett, Norske Nord-Havs Exped., Fiske, 150;

Forhandl. Vidcusk. Selsk. Christiania, 1880, 82.—StrOm, Norsk. Vidensk. Selsk. Skril't., 1881, 39.

Plaiessa cynoglossus, Moreau, Hist. Nat. Poiss. France, in, 296.

Pleuroiiectts pola, hxcApknn, Hist. Nat. Poiss. (Suites il Butfon), 1819, iv, 401.

Platessa pola, Cuviek.—Parnell, Nat. Hist. Fish. Frith of Forth, 1838, 210, pi. xxxviii.—Yaurell, Hist.

Brit. Fish., 1841, li, 315.—Couch, Fishes British Islands, in, 1864, 190.

Pleuronectes saxicola, Faber, Isis, 1828, 877.

Glyptocephahia saxicola, Gottsche, loc. cit.

Pleuronectes nigromanus, Nilsson, Prodr. Ichth. Scand., 1832, 55.

Plaiessa elongata, Yarrell, op. cit. 318.—Gunther, op. cit. 450.—Couch, op. cit. 193.

OlyptocephaUis elonijatus, Gill, op. cit. 362.

Glyploeephalus acadianus, Gill, oj). cit. 361, aud iu B.vird'.s Report ou Fisheries of South Coast of New Eng-
land, 1873, 794.

A Olyptoceiyhnlus, having the height of body 3 times (moreor less) iu itsowu length; the

length of the head about 5.V times. Scales small; head scaly, except on snout aud ridge
between the eyes. Lateral line straight. Snout shorter than diameter of orbit, which is

one-fourth of length of head. Jaws subequal iu front, the maxillary shorter than the eye.

Uj^per jaw with truncated incisor-like teeth on the blind side, iu a close-set series of about

20. Eyes separated by a sharp ridge, the lower somewhat iu advance. Origin of dorsal

flu about middle of eye, its distance from caudal somewhat less than half dei)th of caudal

peduncle. Middle dorsal rays longest, more than half as long as head; pectoral half as

long as head.

Eadial formula: 1). 102—120; A. 87—102; L. lat. 125; Vert. 58.

Color, grayish-brown; nicmbrunes of the fins with dark spots; pectoral of the colored

side dark.

The pole-flounder is a well-known cold-water flsh of Europe. It was obtained by Strom
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iu t he Troudhjem Fiord at 200 fathoms, aud by the Norwegian Expedition at 125-250 fathoms

off Fiuniark and the Lofoten Ishmds.

It occnrs also in the North Sea and aionnd the British Islands, and Fiance where,

however, it is rare, esiieeially on the west coast, though it has been found as far south as

Arcachon.

On our own coast, though never found near the shore, it is one of the juost abundant

of the deeii-water pleuronectoids.

The following statistics are the result of a careful study of numerous specimens
trawled in the deep water oft' Salem, Mass., on La Have Bank, and on tlie coast of Nova

Scotia, oft' Ilalifax, in Halifax Harbor, and in Bedford Basin, Halifax. They are the

result of detailed measurements of 22 individuals, including authentically named European

specimens from the University of Christiauia, and the Bonaparte Collection, the type of

O. acadianns, 3 specimens from Massachusetts Bay, 5 from La Have Bank, aud 11 from the

vicinity of Halifax.

(1) Ueiyht of body.
—This is stated to be about 2i of length exclusive of caudal, and 3:^

in total length. In the series studied, the jiroportions of this element varied, stated iu units

of hundredtlis of total length (including caudal), from 0.245 to 0.375, No. 12685 having it

30. An equally wide variation in the European hsh is recorded by Parnell. ^

The rieuronectes elongatus of Yarrell is not nearly so elongated as No. 21061rt (the

figure of Couch has height about 0.275) ;
and since no other diagnostic characters have been

described, Ave place it without hesitation in the synonymy of G. cynoijlossus.

(2) Height of caudal peduncle.—This element is subject to very slight variation, meas-

uring usually 0.07 of total in both European and American specimens. The most elongate

slender forms have it slightly narrower. In No. 12GS5 it measiu-es O.OG, and O.OtJo in No.

21001&.

(3) ieH!7</( o/7(rar7.—This varies from 0.15 to 0.175. In No. 12685 the length is 0.15,

and in the European specimens 0.15 and 0.1575 (Christiauia specimen). The smallest pro-

portion is reiH'esented by specimens from Massachusetts Bay and Halifax.

(4) Teeth.—In number these are extremely variable. No. 12G85, according to Gill, had

on the blind side 17 above aud 20 below, on the eyed side 6 above and 7 below. A Salem

specimen, larger aud older, had on the blind side above 26, below 28, on the eyed side above

13, below 14. In yonug individuals the teeth present the characters described by Gill, hav-

ing the teeth on the eyed side conical aud separated. This peculiarity disappears with age,

all large specimens showing closely set incisorial teeth upon both sides of each jaw.

(5) Length of2)cctoml.
—This is extremely variable within limits of 0.09 and 0.11. This

measurement refers to the fin upon the colored side. Its shape is also variable; it is some-

times pointed, sometimes obtuse, owing to difference iu comparative length of the upper

rays. It is usually black, with a narrow whitish tip. The number of rays varies from 9

to 14.

(6) Length of vontrals.—This is also extremely variable on both sides. The range on

the bUnd side is 0.0475 to 0.07, and on the eyed side 0.056 to 0.0775. The difiereuce be-

tween the length of the two fins upon the same individual varies from 0.0025 to 0.0155.

(7) Contour of lateral line.—In some individuals this is essentially straight, in others

considerably arcuated above the pectoral. This appears to be an individual variation.

The two European specimens show a perceptible difference in this respect. In his diag-

nosis of Pleuroneetes eynogloxsus, Dr. Giiuther states that the lateral line is straight with-

out curve.

(8) Position of the eyes.
—Dr. Giiuther states that in P. elongatus the upi>er eye is in

advance of the lower. This is doubtless quoted from Yarrell. Neither the figure of Yar-

rell nor that of Couch indicates any such character.

(9) Scales in lateral line.—The number on the blind side ranges from 109 to 150, on the

eyed side from 110 to 140, there being no relation between the difterent sides of the same fish.

'Fislies of the Firth of Forth, x>. 210, pi. xxxni, and ia Memoirs of the Werneriaa Society, vil, p. 370.
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(10) Radialformula.—In the dorsal this ranges from 102 to 120; iu the anal from 87 to

100. There is iio apparent rehition between the immber of rays and the relative ])ropor-
tions of height and length of body. A large number of rays iu the dorsal is usually accom-

panied by a relatively large number in the anal.

(11) Transverse rows of scales.—Their number above and below the lateral line is nearly

ecpial. The range is about from 40 to 50. There appears to be no relation of number of

transverse rows to comparative height of body.
The thermal range of the species appears to be defined nearly by the limits 31- and

450 F.

Dr. Giinther suggests that the fish first cited by Fabricius {Fauna Orwulandlca, p.

163), under the name of Pleuroncctes cynoglossits, and subsequently named by him Flcuro-

nectes pin;/ Ills (Afhandling, Kongel. Danske Videnskabernes Selskabs, Naturvid. og Math.,

Copenhagen, vol. i, 1824, j). 45), is probably identical with this species. The true relations

of the Greenland fish have already been pointed out by Professor (iill (Proc. Acad. Nat.

Sci. Phila., 1SG4, p. 218), as well as the curious misapprehension by which the synonymy of

P.pinguis and the halibut has been confounded.

The following tables give detailed measurements of 23 specimens:

MEASUREMENTS.

Curroutniimborof Specimen
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740 20' 36" W. Ion., at a depth of 641 fathoms; Cat. No. 33554, U. S. K M., from station

2092, in 39° 58' 35" N. hit., 71 -^ 00' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 197 fathoms; Cat. No. 32054,

U. S. N. M., from station 2003, in 37° l(i' 30" N. lat., 74^ 20' 36" W. Ion., at a depth of

641 fathoms; Cat. No. 33475, U. S. N. M., from station 2064, in 42° 25' 40" N. lat, 66° 08'

35" ^y. Ion., at a depth of 122 fathoms; Cat. No. 35410, U. S. N. M., from station 2179, in

390 30' 10" N. hit., 71° 50' W. h)n., at a depth of 510 fathoms; Cat. No. 35097, U. S. N. M.,

from station 2262, in 39° 54' 45" N. lat., 69^ 29' 45" W. h)n., at a depth of 250 fathoms;
Cat. No. 35400, U. S. N. M., from station 2187, in 39° 49' 30 ' N. lat., 71 ° 10' W. Ion., at a

depth of 420 fathoms.

Speeimens were also obtained by the F/.s// 7frt»-A' from the following localities: From
station 1154, in 39° 53' 31" N. lat., 70'^ 39' W. Ion., at a depth of 193 fathoms; Cat. No.

28915, U. S. N. M., from station 994, in 39° 40' N. lat., 71° 30' W. Ion., at a depth of 368

fathoms: Cat. No. 28785, U. S. N. M., from station 937, in 39'= 49' 25" N. lat., 69-= 49' W.

Ion., at a depth of 616 ftithoms; Cat. No. 26725, U. S. N. M., from station 898, in 37^24' N,

lat., 740 17' W. Ion., at a depth of 300 fathoms; Cat. No. 28845, U. S. N. M., from station

951^ in 39'' 57' N. lat., 70'= 31' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 225 fathoms; Cat. No. 31869, U. S.

N. M., from stati.>ii 1155, in 39o 52' N. lat., 70^30' W. Ion., at a depth of 554 fathoms; Cat.

No. 26729, U. S. N. M., from station 897, in 37° 25' N. lat., 74° 18' W. Ion., at a depth of

157i fathoms: Cat. No. 2617S, U. S. N. M., from station 895, in 39° 56' 30" N. lat., 70° 59' 45"

W.lon., at a depth of 238 fathoms; Cat. No. 31772, U. S. N. M., frOm station 1140, in 39°

34' N. lat., 71° 56' W. Ion., at a depth of 374 fathoms; Cat. No. 28349, U. S. N. M., from

station 1029, in 39° 57' 06" N. hit., 69° 16' W. Ion., at a depth of 458 fathoms; Cat. No.

28810, U. S. N. M., from station 945, in 390 rjs' N. lat., 71° 13' W. Ion., at a depth of 207

fathoms; Cat. No. 28735, U. S. N. M., from station 925, in 39° 55' N. lat., 70° 47' W. Ion., at

a depth of 229 fathoms; Cat. No. 28932, U. S. N. M., from station 1028, in 39o 57' N. lat.,

69° 17' W. Ion., at a depth of 410 fathoms; Cat. No. 28916, U. S. N. M., from station 1025,

in 390 49' N. lat., 71° 25' W. Ion., at a depth of 216 fathoms; Cat. No. 28918, U. S. N. M.,

from station 998, in 39° 41' N. lat., 71° 32' W. Ion., at a depth of 302 fathoms; Cat. No.

28161, U. S. N. M., from station 894, in 39° 53' N. lat., 70° 58' 30" W.lon., at a depth of 365

fathoms; Cat. No. 26113, U. S. N. M., from station 869, in 40'3 02' 18" N. lat., 70'= 23' 06" W,

Ion., at a depth of 192 fathoms; and Cat. No. 26018, U. S. N. M., from station 870, in 40°

03' 36" N. lat., 70° 22' 58" W. Ion., at a depth of 155 fathoms.

HIPPOGLOSSUS, Cuvier.

Hippogloasue, Cuvier, Efegne Aiiim.al, ed. i, 1817, 11, 221; eil 11, 1829, 340.—Gunther, Cat. Fish. Brit. MuB.,

IV, 403.—Jordan and Gilbert, Bull, xvi, U. S. N. M., 818.

Dextral plenronectoids, having an oblong body, not strongly compressed. Month wide,

obliqne. Teeth in two series on the upper jaw, one on lower; the anterior ones above and

the lateral teeth below, strong; vomer and palatines toothless; lower pharyngeal teeth in

two rows. Dorsal origin above eye, its middle rays longest, its posterior rays, like those of

anal, bifid; caudal crescentic; ventrals lateral. Scales small, cycloid ; lateral line strongly

curved in front. GiU rakers short, compressed, wide-set, and few iu number. Vertebrae

16-34.

HIPPOGLOSSUS VULGAEIS, Fleming. (Fig. 363.)

Phuronecies hippoglossus, LlNNJ£rs, Systema Naturip, cd. x, 1, 26S).

HippoijTossus vulgaris, Fleming, British Animals, 109.—GCnther, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., iv, 1862, 403.

Hippoglossus americanus, Gill, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1864, 220.

Body comparatively elongate, not strongly compressed, deep mesially, its height one-

third of its length. Uead broad, its length 35 in that of body. Eyes large, separated by
a very broad, flatfish area; lower eye in advance of upper. Mouth large, the maxillary

reaching vertical from middle of orbit.

Radial formula : D. 105; A. 78.

Color, ilark brown; bUud side, white.
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The halibut were once very abundant iu Massaehusetts Bay, but are now found chiefly at

a depth of 100-300 fathoms on the slopes of the outer banks, where they are sought by a

hirge fleet of Gloucester fishing schooners. Individuals are occasionally taken near the

shore. In 1875 one weigliiug about 200 pounds was caught by a dory lisherman off Half-

way Kock, Salem Harbor, and one still larger in Gloucester Harbor, in August, 1878.

The New Loudon halibut smacks obtain many halibut on the south part of Georges
Banks and the ncigliboring shoals. An individual was taken, years ago, on the outei side

of Fishers Island, Connecticut. The halibut may, iu all probability, be found to be abun-

dant on the edge of the continental slope south of Cape Cod, since here have been recently

obtained nearly all the species most constantly associated on the northern halibut grounds
on the outer edges of La Have, Browns, Sable Island, and other banks off the coast of

Nova Scotia and Newfoundland.

PLATYSOMATICHTHYS, Bleeker.

Heiiihardtiiis, Gill, Cat. Fish. E. Cuast N. Amer. 1861, 50 (name only).

PlatiisoiiKitichthjis, Bleeker, Comptes Rendus, Acad. Sci. Amsterdam, xiii, 1862.

Dextral pleuronectoids, having the body somewhat elongate. Head and mouth large;

maxillary reaching beyond vertical fi-om anterior margin of eye. Jaws with strong, un-

equal teeth; the upper with two series iu front, which converge posteriorly, the lower with

a series of strong, distant teeth ; vomer and palatines toothless. Gill lakers few in num-

ber, short and rough. Fins low, the caudal flu crescentic. Lower pharyngeal teeth in a

single row. Scales small, cycloid, the lateral line straight. [Joidnn.)

PLATYSOMATICHTHYS HIFPOGLOSSOIDES, (Walbaum), GoODii and Bean. (Figure 364.)

rieiironectea cijnoglossua, Fabricius, 1780 (not Gronovius).

Pleuroiiecles liippoiilossoiden, Walbai'M, Artedi, Pise, 1792, 151.

lieiiiluirdliKs hipiioglomvidea, Gill, C.it. Fish. E. Coast N. Am., 1861, .50; Prov. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1864, 218.

Plalysomalichihiis hippoglosaoides, Goode and Bean, Cat. Fish. Essex Co., 1879, 7.—Jordan and Gilbert,
Bull. XVI, U. S. Nat. Mus., 819.—Collett, Norsk. Nordhavs. Exp. Fisk., 142.

PUuronevtea piuguia, Fabricius, K. Vid. Selsk. Nat. och Math. Afh., 1824, 43.

HippogJossus pinguh, Gaimard. Voy. Skand. et Lap. Poiss.,. pi. xxii.'

Platiisnnixlirhlhiis phigids, Bi.EEKER, Vernl. Medelel. K. Akad. AVetensch. Amsterdam, xiii, 1862, 426.

ffippogliissiis phigids, CoLLETT, Norgcs Fiske, 187.5, 135.—Gunther, Challenger Report, xxil, 1887, 161.

Hippoglossua grtrnlandicus, Gi'NTHER, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., IV, 1862, 404.

Body elongate, its height one-third of its length, that of the head one-fourth. Eyes
parallel: the diameter of the orbit is one-eighth the length of the head, and one-half that

of the snout
;
interorbital space flat, wider than the orbit. Lower Jaw prominent, the length

of the maxillary two-fifths of head. Teeth conical, pointed, in two series, convergent pos-

teriorly on the upper jaw, those of the outer series decreasing in size; a pair of strong

canines in the inner series in front, the others very small; a series of strong, distant tcetli

on lower jaw. GUI rakers short, thick, and strongly dentate. Fins naked. Dorsal and
anal rays simple, the dorsal beginning over posterior third of the eye, its hmgest rays one-

third length of head. Scales small, not ciliated.

Eadial formula: I). 100; A. 75.

Color, brownish, or yellowish gray.
An Arctic species frequently brought in by the halibut fishing schooners of Glouceoter.

Its range extends as far soutli as the gully between Le Have and Browns Banks and

Georges Banks. A young specimen, 165 mm. in length (D. 91
;
A. 72), was trawled by the

Albatross at station 2431, in 43° N. lat., 57° 40' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 129 fathoms. The

species also occurs in deei> water oft" Norway, and a young one was taken by the Norwegian
North Atlantic Expedition, southwest of Bear Island, in 447 fathoms. Unlike adult indi-

viduals, the young have the blind side colorless.
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PARALICHTHYS, Girard.

Paralichthj/8, Girard, Pacific Railroad Survey Report, Fishes, 1858, 146.—Gunther, Cat. Fi.sli. Ifrit. Mus.,

IV, 431.—Jordan and Gilbert, Bull, xvi, U. S. Nat. Mus., 821.

Chwnopsetta, Gill, Cat. Fisli. E. Coast N. Aiiier., 1861, 50.

Paeiidiirhombiia, Bleeker, Conijit. Rtndus. Acad. 8ci. Am.sterdam, xiii, 186i'. I'leuniuectida), 5.—GiJNTHEB,

op. cil., 123.

Xysireunjs, Jordan aud Gilbert, I'roc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1880, 34.

Sinistral pleuronectoid.s, with Ixxly obloiiii;; mouth large, oblicjue; each j.iw with a

aiugle row of u.sually slender and sharp teeth, wliieii are more or le.ss enlarged anteriorly;

no teeth on vomer or palatines. Gill rakers various. Scales small, ctenoid or cycloid; lat-

eral line simple, with a strong curve anteri(nly. Dorsal flu single, beginning above or

before the eye; both ventrals lateral; caudal fin double truncate, or double concave, its

middle rays produced. No anal spine. (Jbr^o* and Gnhcrt.)

PARALICHTHYS ()BL()NGU8, (Mitchill), Joimia.v.

Pleuronecteg oblonga, Mitchill, Trans. Lit. and Phil. Soc. N. Y. i, 1814 (1815), 391.

Paralichthys ohlontjus, Jordan and Gilbert, Bull, xvi, U. S. Nat. Mus., 824—Goode, Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus.,

Ill, 472.

Platessa quadroceUnla. .SronEii, I'lor. Host. Soc. Nat. Hist., ii, 1847, 242; Hist. Fish. Mass., 1867, 203, pi. xxxi,

fig. 3.

Plateasa qiKidiociilaris, (iiLi,, Cat. fish. K. Coast N. A., 1861,51.

Body much compressed, elongate, its greatest height less than two-fifths of its length.

Head rather short, its length one fourth that of body. Eyes separated by a prominent,

narrow, sharp ridge, the diameter of the orbit nearly one-fourth of the length of the head.

Upper jaw with very numerous, small, close set teeth laterally, and 4 or 5 canines in front;

the lateral teeth abruptly smaller tha;i the anteiior; lower jaw with 7 to 10 teeth on either

side. Maxillary narrow, reaching past vertical from middle of pupil, its length two and

one-fourth times in that of head. Scales weakly ctenoid or cycloid, over 90 in lateral line.

Gill rakers thick and rather long, about 8 below angle. Dorsal low, beginning over front

of eye, some of the anterior rays exserted, the longest rays behind middle of fin, their

length not quite half that of head. No anal spine.

Eadial fornnda: D. 72-80; A. .59-76.

Color, brownish gray, mottled; 4 large black ocelliP-, each surrounded by a lighter mar-

gin; 2 behind middle of body, 1 below dorsal, and 1 above anal; 2 smaller spots near hist

rays of dorsal and anal.

This is a well marked species, known for many years as an inhabitant of moderate

depths along the coast from Florida north to JNIassachusetts. The northern limit of its range

is marked by the capture of a single small individual in 1877, off the mouth of Salem Harbor.

It is not properly a deep sea species, but is included in the list on account of its occiir

sional capture at the hundred fathom line.

The Fish Hawk obtained a single individual (Cat. No. 26078, U. S. N. M.) from station

873, in 40° 02' N. hit., 70° 57' W. loi:., at a depth of 100 fathoms; and the Alhotross took it

from station 2307, in 35° 42' N. lat., 74° 54' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 43 fathomsj from

station 2313, in 32° 53' N. lat., 77° 53' W. Ion., at a depth of 99 fathoms; from station 2421,

in 370 07' N. Lit., 74° 34' 30" W. Ion., at a. depth of 04 fathoms; Cat. No. 2S8G1, U. S. N. M.,

from Buzzards Bay; aud 11 single specimen fiom station 2297, in 35° 58' N. lat., 74° 53' W.

Ion., at a depth of 49 fathoms.

Giinther enumerates other species of raraJichthyn from deep waters, namely, Para-

lichthys Ilectorin, (Giinther,) from 150 fathoms, off New Zealand; P. bijops, (Uector,) off

Cape Farewell, 400 fathoms; and P. ocellatus, (Gthr.,) Admiialty Islands, 152 fathoms.
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NOTOSEMA, Goode and Bean.

Notosema, Ooodk and Rean, Mull. Miis. Coiiip. Zool., x. 18S;l

Sinistral pleniouectoids with elliptical body and pedunculate eainlal fin. MoutU mod-

erate la size, and beueath the central axis of tlie body. Eyes large upon left side, close

togetlier, the upper one nearly encroaching upon the ])rofile, the lower slightly in advance

of the upper. Teeth in single series in the jaws, about eiiually developed upon each side,

much largest in front; absent on vomer and palatines. Pectoral fins somewhat unequal,

that upon the blind side about three fourths as large as its mate. The dorsal fin com-

mences slightly behind the anterior margin of the upper eye, and the first eight rays are

separated into a distinct subdivision of the flu, several of them being much prolonged.

Caudal fin pedunculate, rounded posteriorly. Sinistral ventral much elongated. Scales

small, strongly ctenoid on colored side of body. Lateral line prominent, strongly arched

over the pectoral, alike on both sides. Gill rakers moderately numerous, rather stout, sub-

triangular, pectinate jjosteriorly. Pseudobranchi;e well developed. Yertebraj 35.

NOTOSEMA DILECTA, Goode aud Bean. (Figures 365 A, B,362, young.)

Notosema dilerta. CoonR and Ukan, Bull. Mus. Couiji. Zool., x, 193.

Ancytopsetta dilecla. .Tiiudan, Cat. Fish. N. America, 1885, 134.

The height of the body is contained twice in its total Jeiigtli, without caudal, and is

equal to twice the distance of the origin of the ventral from the snout. The height of the

caudal peduncle is one-ninth of the standard body length.

The length of the head is two sevenths of tlie standard length, and three times the

diameter of the eye. Width of interorbital area almost imperceptible. Mandible reaching

to middle of pupil of lower eye, its length equal to half that of the head. Upper jaw con-

tained 2J times in length of head.

The dorsal fin, beginning almost over the anterior margin of tlie eye, is composed of

about 68 rays, the longest of which are the second and third, which are contained twice in

the greatest height of the body, and which are almost twice as long as the length of the

base of the triangular division of the fin to which they belong.

The anal fin is made up of 54-50 simple rays, of which the posterior ones are largest,

as they are also in the main portion of the dorsal. It begins close to the vent, at a dis-

tance from the snout equal to the length of the elongated .sinistral ventral.

The caudal is pednnculate, its middle rays s(unewhat elongate, giving it a wedge-.shaped

outline.

The pectoral of the culored side is subtriangnlar, its lengtli contained five and one-

half times in the standard h-nglh.

The ventrals are composed of six rays, that upon the colored side nmcli ]>rodiHed in

its anterior portion, its length more than three times that of its mate.

Radial formula: D. (ill; A. 5(;; P. 11; V. G; B. 7. Lateral line 4.S (in straight portion).

Color on the left side purplish brown, speckled with dark brown, and with three large

ocellated subcircular spots, nearly as large as the eye, with white center, dark iris, narrow

light margin, and a brown encircling outline. They are airanged in the form of an isosceles

triangle, the spot marking the apex being upon the lateral line, near the base of the can

dal peduncle, the others distant from the lateral line, on either side, a space equal to their

own diameters, the lower one nearly reached by the tip of the elongatt; ventral. On the

blind side white. Fins blotched witli dark brown.

The U/flAe obtained 4 specimens from station cccxiii, off Charleston, S. C, in .32^ 31'

50" N. lat., 78° 45' W. Ion., at a depth of 75 fathoms, and a single individual from station

CLXViii, in 23° 13' N. lat., Sit 10' W. Ion., at a dei)th of 84 fathoms. Examples were also

secured by the AlbatronH from station 2311, in 32° .55' N. lat., 77^ .54' W. Ion., at a depth of

79 fathoms; from station 2313, in 32° 53' N. lat., 77° 53' \\ . Ion., at a depth of 99 fath-
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onis; from station 2378, in 29° 14' 30" N. lat., 88° 09' 30" W.lon., at a dpptli of GS fathoms;
from station 2403, in 28° 42' 30" N. hit., 85° 29' W. Ion., at a depth of 88 fathoms; and
from station 2312, in 32° 54' N. lat., 77° 53' 30" W. h)u., at a depth of 88 fatlioms.

HIPPOGLOSSOIDES, Gottsche.

HippoiiJomotdes, Gottsche, Wiegmaiin's Archiv., 1835, 168.—(ii'iNTHKR, Oat. Fish. Brit, Mus., iv,40.5.—.TOR-

II.4N aud Gilbert, Bull, xvi, U. S. Nat. Mus., iv, 405.

Paettkhtln/s, Giuahd, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Phila., 1854, 140.

Pomutopselta, Gill, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Phila., 1864, 217.

Dextral' pleuronectoids liaving tlie body oblong and somewhat compressed; nioutli

rather large, having a single row of sharjt teeth on each jaw, and sometimes an inner row

of small ones in the ui)per jaw; vomer and palatines toothless; gill rakers long and slender.

Scales ctenoid
;
lateral line nearly straight, simple, or with accessory branch. Dorsal tin

low in front, beginning over or before the eye. Ventrals both lateral. Caudal double

truncate, produced.

HIPPOGLOSSOIDES PLATESSOIDES, (Fabriciu.s), Gill. (Figure 367.)

I'leiironecles pJalesKoielea, Fabricius, Fauna Grcenlaudica, 1780, 164 (excellent description).
— "Vidensk.

Selsk. Naturv. och Mathem. Afbaudl., i, 50, pi. ii, tig. '2."

Vitharue platessoictes, Reinhardt, ibid, vii, 1838, p. 130.—Kkoyek, in Gairaard, Voyage en Scandinavie, etc.

pis. XXI (excellent figure).

Drepano (p) aiHu pUiiesaoides, Gill, Cat. Fish. E. Coast N. America, 1861,50.

Hippoglossoides phitensoides, Gill, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila.. 1864, 217.—Godde and Bran, Cat. Fish. Fuses

Co.,Mas8., 1879,7.—COLLETT,Norsk.Nordh.Exii.Fiske, 187,5, 145.—GooDK, Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., iii,471.—

GOnther, Challenger Report, xxii, 1887, 161.—Jordan and Gilbert, Bull, xvi, U. S. N. M,.826.

Platessa lU.tilaia (not Pleuronecles deniattis, Mitchill), Storer, Rep. Fish. Mass. 1839, p. 143; Hist. Fish. Mass.

1867, 197. pi. XXX, fig. 3.

Uippnglossoides dvntulux, GiLL, Cat. Fish. E. Coast N. A., 18(il,50.
—Gi'nthkk, Cat. Fisli. Urit. Mus., i\, 1862.

406.

Pomatopsetia dentaia, Gill, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. 1864, 217 (with def. ui PomaiopKeHa, 216).

Hippoglossoides limandoides, GooDE and Bean, Amer. .lourn. Sci. and Arts, xvii, 1876, 39.
•

Body moderately elongate, its height two-fifths of its length. Head short, its length

3| in that of body. Mouth moderate, oblique; maxillary narrow, reaching to vertical fiom

middle of orbit, its length 2§ times in that of head. Teeth moderate, conical; in one row
in each jaw, those in the lower jaw largest. Eyes moderate, the upper one largest and

longer than snout. Lower jaw included. Lateral line nearly straight, simple, containing
about 90 pierced scales. Interorbital space narrow, with a raised, obtuse ridge, entirely

covered with rough scales; mandible scaly. Gill rakers short and lobust, smooth, about 10

below angle; the length of the longest less than one-third diameter of orbit. Fins covered

with small, rough scales. A strong pre-anal spine. Pectoral notipiite half as long as the

head.

Radial fornmla : 1). 80-93; A. (i4-75.

Color, ferruginous.

This species is not unusual in deej) water off southern Massachusetts and Rhode

Island, approaching the coasts in winter. South of Spitzbergen and Bear Island it occurs at

depths of 120-220 fat lioins. The A Ibairos.s took it from station 2453, in 47° 10' N. lat., 51° 02'

W. Ion., at a depth of 82 fathoms; from station 2499, in 44° 46' 30" N. lat., 59° 65' 45"

W. Ion., at a depth of l.'^O fathoms; from station 2430, in 42° 58' 30" K. lat., 50^ 50' W. Ion.,

at a depth of 179 tathoms; from station 2498, in 44° 54' N. lat., 59° 40' 45" W. Ion., at a

depth of C5 ftithoms; from station 2431, in 43° N. lat., 50° 47' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 129

fathoms; from station 24.'52, in 47° 04' N. lat., 50° 48' W. Ion., at a depth of 89 fathoms;
from station 2461, in 45° 47' N. lat., 54° 13' 30" W. Ion., at a de|.th of .")9 fathoms; from

station 2455, in 47° 21' N. lat., 51° 38' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 81 fathoms; from station

'lu H. ehtssodon reversed imiividuals Hoiuetinies are t'ouud.
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2435, in 43° 12' K lat., 50° 38' 45" W. Ion., at a depth of 47 fathoms; from station 2457, in

47° 13' N". lat., 520 24' W. Ion., at a depth of 80 fathoms; Cat. No. 33424, U. S. N. M., from

station 2080, in 41° 13' N. hit., CG^ 21' 50" W. Ion., at a depth of 55 fathoms; from station

2437, in 43° 3(!' N. lat., 50° 05' W. lou., at a depth of 37 fathoms; from station 2.505, in 44°

23' 30" N. lat., Cfo 44' 15" W. Ion., at a depth of 03 fathoms; Cat. No. 33423, U. S. N. M.,
from station 2079, in 41° 13' N. lat., 66° 21' 50" W. Ion., at a depth of 55 fathoms; and Cat.

No. 33408, U. S. N. M., from station 2057, in 42° 01' N. lat., 68° 00' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of

86 fathoms. The Fish Hairk obtained the following speciTnens: Cat. No. 28911, U. S. N. M.,
from station 992, in 40° 33' N. lat., 70° 15' W. Ion., at a depth of 30 fathoms; Cat. No. 28979,

U. S. N. M., from station 1038, in 39° 48' N. lat., 70o 06' W. Ion., at a depth of 146 fathoms;
Cat. No. 28726, U. S. N. M., from station 917, in 40° 22' N. lat., 70-= 42' W. Ion., at a depth
of 44 fathoms; Cat. No. 28744 U. S. N. M., from station 918, in 40o 20' 24" N. lat., 70° 41' 30"

W. Ion., at a depth of 46 fathoms; and from station 989, in 40° 49' N. lat., 70° 47' W. Ion.,

at a depth of 30 fathoms. The National Mnseum possesses an additional specimen (Glou-
cester Donation No. 234).

LEPIDORHOMBUS, Gunther.

Lepichn-homhus, (sul)g. of Hhornhns), Gi'NTHER, Cat. Fish. Rrit. Mas., IV, 1862, 407, 411.

Sinistral pleuroneetoids with mouth wide, the length of the maxillary being more than

one-third of that of the head. Each jaw with a narrow band of villiform teeth, withont

canines; vomerine teeth; none on the palatines. The dorsal tin commences on the snout;

nearly all the dorsal and the anal rays branched. Ventral free from anal; scales small and
ciliated. Gill membranes scarcely united at the throat; gill rakers well developed, lance-

olate. Branchiostegals 7. {Giinther.)

LEPIDORHOMBUS MEGASTOMA, (Donovan), Gunther.

Pleiiroitectes meijastDma, Donovan. British Fishes, in, 51.—Vaillant. Exp. .Sci. Travailleiir et Talisman,
ISSS, 188.

Rhomhiis (Lepklorhnmbiis) ineyxsloma, Gunthkr, Cut. Fisli. ISiit. Mas., iv, 1862, 411.

The height of the body is contained 2§ in the total length (without caudal), the length
of the head 3i. Scales rather small, with the posterior margin ciliated and rounded, cover-

ing nearly the whole head (the interorbital si>aL'e and the maxilhiry included); interorbital

space very narrow; the diameter of the eye is two-ninths the length <>f the head. Each
fin ray is accompanied by a series of minute rough scales. Lateral line with a sub-semi-

circular curve above the pectoral. Lower Jaw prominent; the length of the maxillary is

contained 2J^ in that of the head. Teeth in thojaws in a very narrow band, widening an-

teriorly. The h)wer eye is somewhat in advance of the upper. Tlie dorsal fin termi-

nates at a distance from the caudal which e(iuals the depth of the free portion of the tail;

its longest rays al-e at the commencement of the posterior third of the fin, where they are

two-fifths of the length of the head, and somewhat shorter than the pectoral. No spine
before the anal.

Radial formula: B. 7; D. 85—87; A. 67—(ilt; L. lat. 12(<. Vert. 11-30.

Color, yellowish brown. {Gnnthcr.)
This form, occasioually found on the coasts of Great Britain and Scandinavia, was

taken by the French deep-sea explorers at various points ofi" the coasts of Spain : iid

Morocco and the Azores, at depths of 60 to 560 meters (stations XVii (1880); viii (ls82);

II; IV; V; vi; xvii; cxxili). Out of 29 specimens, 24 were from inside the 100-fathom

line—those from the Azores (560 meters) and off Morocco (550 meters). the deepest.
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SCIANECTES, Alcock. (Figmr 371.)

Scianectes, Alcock, Journal Asiatic Society of Bengal, l.viii (ii), 1889, 284; .\iiii. and Mai;. Nat. Ilist., 1800

(Nov.), 398, 1890 (ii), 216; Bathybial Fisbea, Bay of Bengal, 27.

Cleft of mouth narrow, the maxillary less than a third the length of the head, denti-

tion more developed on blind side. Dor.sal lin commencing before the eye, on the snout.

Body pyriform and delicate. Vomerine teeth. Eyes on tlie left side and dose tDgetlicr.

All the rays of the vertical fins simple, elongated, wejik, and hlamciitous. Scales minute,

membranous, and very decidous. Lateral line with a curve above the pecttoral. Gill mem-
branes united at the throat. Gill i;ikeis distant and sliort.

Represented by two species, S. lophoptera, Alcock, month of Devi River, 68 fathoms

{loc. cit), and >S. macropththahnus, Alcock, from Bay of Bengal, 40 miles south west of

Akyab, in about 100 fathoms of water [loc. cit., Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., 1890, ii, 21G),

and from station, 90, 98-102 fathoms.

TRICHOPSETTA, Gill.

IVichopsetta, Gill, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1888, 603.

Psettinea with the body oblong, rhombo-oval, covered \yitli udlierent ctenoid scales;
lateral line with an arch differentiated in front on eyed side, obscure but rectilinear on
blind side; ])iotile incurved or rectilinear; moiitli large; snprninaxillaiy bones oblifpiely

trnucnted l)eliin(]; teeth small, somewhat enlarged and hooked in front, niiiserial; dorsal

and anal .symmetrical behind, dorsal commencing on snont and deflected towards right

no.stril; caudal snbsessile and convex; pectorals very nncf|n;d. the left obtuse, the right
with the second and tiiird rays extended and tilif'oiin; veiitrals both free, very unecpuil; the
left flu on the abdominal ridge with a moderately broad base and 6 rays, the last of which
is attached by membrane to the ridge; tlie right fin with a narrower base (and in the males
with the inner 4 rays setifonn, but in the female nearly similar to the left lin); inter-

branchial membrane imperforate; gill rakers slender and unarmed.

TRICHOPSETTA VENTRALIS, (CiooDE and Bkan), Gill. (Figure 372.)

Citharirhlhyn renlnilis, GoooR and Bean, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., viii, 1885, .592.

Trichopsetta ventrnlis, Gill, loc. cit.

Extreme length of specimen described, 117 millimeters. No. 37343, Gulf of Mexico,
Albatross station 2386, 60 fathoms.

The height of the body (.^0 inillim<'ters) is about 2!^ times in its total length (without

caudal), and is equal to about 4i times the height of the tail (11) and aliont 9 times its

thickness (5i).

The scales are ovate, strongly ctenoid, the largest about 3 millimeters in diameter; the

diameter less than half that of the eye. The scales are fiindy fixed
;

tliere are 66 scales in

the lateral line (on the colored side), 19-21 ol these in the curved portion, which is bold and

sharj)ly defined; and 19 above and 23 below the lateral line at broadest part of body.
The length of the head (29 millimeters) is one-fourth that of the body, and 3f, times the

diameter of the eye (8); the interorbital space is very narrow, scaleless, its width equal to

one-eighth diameter of eye. The length of mandible (16 millimeters) is twice tlie diameter

of the eye; the length of maxillary (1.'5 millimeters) less than half that of head.

The dorsal fin begins upon the .snout, u])on tlie blind side, and in advance of the eyes;
its greatest height about equal to length of ma.idible. It is composed of 93 simple rays.
The anal begins under the axil of the pectoral, its longest ray (equal to longest in dorsal)

equals or slightly exceeds half the distance of its anterior ray from the snont. It is c(uu-

posed of 73 simple rays.

The caudal is subsessile, compo.sed of 17 rays, itslengtli (24 inillimeteis) a little less

than half the height of liody, and equal to lengtli of bead witliont snont.

The pectorals are inserted considerably below the oiigin of the lateral line, close to the
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gill Oldening. That on the colored side is composed of 11 rays, its length (19 millimeters)

nearly one-sixth of the total length; that of the blind side composed of 7 or S rays, the

largest (28 millimeters), almost as long as head.

Kadial formula: D. 93; A. 73; 1'. 11, 7 ov S; V. G; L. lat. (i(!.

Color, light brownish gray, a dark blotch as long as the eye on the anterior rays of the

anal; a few obscure ones on diftereut parts of lighter hue at the junction of the curved and

straight portions of the lateral line.

PLATOPHRYS, Swainson.

riatophnjs, Swainson., Nat. Hist. Fishes, etc., 18:i9, ii, 302.

RhomboidicklhiiK, Bleeker, Act. Soc. Sc. lado-Nedere. i Mauad. and Makass., 67.—GiiNTHER, Cat. Fish Brit.

Mus., IV, 431.

Moutii of moderate width, or simdl, the length of the maxillary being one-third, or less

than one third, of that of tiie head. Teeth minute, of etpial size, in a single or doui)hi se-

ries; vomerine and palatine teeth none. Eyes separated by a concave more or less broad

space. The dorsal commences on the snout; dorsal and iinal rays sim]de. Scales ciliiited,

of moderate size (L. lat. 40) and decidmms; lateral line with a strong curve anteriorly.

Byes on the left side. (Gimfhcr.)

PLATOPHRYS NEBULARIS, .Iordan and fiiLBEUx.

f'hilnphri/K iirliiihii-ia, Jordan and Gilbert, Proc. IT. S. Nat. Mns., vii, 31, Jnnn 3, 1S81.

Body ovate, deep anteriorly, the profile descending steeply, rendered abruptly concave

in front of interorbital sjiace by the conspicuously ])rqjccting, short snout. Mouth very
small and oldinue, the ma.xillary reaching vertical from front of lower eye, 3a in head; tip

of lower jaw entering the profile. Teeth fine, conical, in two series in the upper jaw, one

in the lower; those of the outer row in a])i)er jaw larger and more widely separated than

those of the inner series.

Snout very .short, about one-fifth head, equaling interorbital widtii. Interorbital space

narrow, deei)ly concave, <'losely scaled. Eyes large, the lower in advance of upper, its

diameter S?^ in head, ttill rakers obsolete, 7 rudiments on horizontal branch of anterior

arch.

Scales moderate, not extending on tlie lins, those on colored side ctenoid, those on

blind side smooth. Arch of lateral line short and high, its base ccmtained 4J to 5 times in

the straight porti(m.

Dorsal i)eginning opposite anterior nostril, the rays nearly uniform in length, the long-

est about half head. Pectoral of colored side 4| in length. Ventral of colored side

beginning under middle of lower eye, with rays; the right vential witli ti rays.

Head 4 in length; depth l.J.

Radial formula: D. 85; A. G4; L. lat. 75 (pores).

Color, in life, light grayish with reddi.sh tinge, covered with small round spots of darker

gray and with lighter rings inclosing spaces of the ground color. Verti<'al tins sirnihirly

colored, with a small black spot near base of each ninth or tenth ray. Two black spots on

median line of body divide the length into nearly e(iual thirds; some other small black

si>ots scattered over colored side, [./orilan and Gilbrrf.)

The specimens before us agree in all jiarticulars with Jordan and Gilbert's (lescrii)tion,

save in trifling variations in number of fin rays and in the fact that in large specimens the

ciliations of the scales are absent. In three specimens of medium size, the first ray of the

pectoral of the colored side is elongated, in one considerably so.

Specinu^ns were taken by the Jilahe from station ccxLiii, in 24° 43' N. lat., 83° 25' W.

Ion., at a depth of 37 fathoms; also by the AlhatroHn from station 2318, in 24° 25' 48" N.

lat., 81° 40' W. Ion., at a deiith of 4.") fathoms; from station 24(r), in 28"^ 45' N^. lat., 85° 02'

W. Ion., at a depth of 30 fathoms; from station 2400, in 28° 40' :N'. lat., 84° 49' W. Ion., at
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a depth of 26 fathoms; from station 2414, in 25° 04' 30" N. lat., 82° 59' 15" W. Ion., at a

depth of 26 fathoms; from station 2407, in 28° 47' 30" N. lat., 84° 37' W. Ion., at a depth of

24 fathoms.

A closely related species, P. cornutu.i, was obtained by tlie Chnlleiu/er from stations 122

and 122 B, off the coast of Brazil, at depths between 32 and 350 fathoms. (Giinther, Chal-

lenger lieport VI, 7, pi. II, fig. B; xxii, 165.)

CITHARICHTHYS, Bleeker.

Citharichlhjis, Blkeker, in GOnther. Cat. Fish. Brit. Mas., iv, 420, 1862; and in Compt. Rend. Acad. Sci.

Amsterdam, xm, 1862 (type, Citharichthys cayentiensis, Bleeker.)—Goode, I'roc. U. S. Nat. Mus., Ill,

1880, ;U0.—JORDAX and Gilbert, Bull, xvi, U. S. Nat. Mus., 816 (part).

Sinistral pleurouectoids with ovate body. Mouth large, the maxillary nearly half as

long as the head. Eyes sinistral, large, the uppermost not close to dorsal outline. Teeth

feeble, in single series, nearly equally developed on each side. Pectoral upon blind side

fewer-rayed, much longer than its counterpart. Ventrals asymmetrically placed, the sini-

stral one upon the median ventral line, that upon the blind side produced in the males.

Dorsal fin commencing in advance of the ey^s upon the snout, and upon the blind side of

the dorsal line. Dorsal and anal rays simple.

Scales moderate, ovate, strongly pectinate, firmly attached. Lateral line of colored side

strongly arched over pectoral as in Limanda. Gill rakers short, rather sfcmt, tiexible,

Vertebrse 34 (in G. arctifrons). Gill membranes broadly united below the throat; gill rakers

lanceolate. Branchiostegals 5.

CITHARICHTHYS ARCTIFRONS, (Joode. (Figures 366, A, B.)

Cithariclilhys arctifrons, GooDE, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., iii, 1880, 341, 472.—Goode and Bean, Bull. Mus. Comp.
Zool., X, 194.—GOnther, Challenger Report, xxii, 1887, 165.

The height of the body (37) is about three-eighths of its total length (without caudal),

and is equal to about 4 times the height of the tail (0) and about 5 times its thickness (7).

The scales are irregularly polygonal, cycloid; the largest about 6 millimeters in diam-

eter; the diameter (5) nearly equal to that of the eye. The scales are flexible, loosely

arranged, and very easily detached, so that it is difficult to secure a specimen in good order.

Small scales on the rays of the ventral fins. There are 40 scales in the lateral line (on the

colored side), which is sharply defined and straight, and 7 or 8 above and the same number

below the lateral line at the broadest part of the body.

The length of the head (24-24J) is about one-fourth that of the body, iiiid 1 times the

diameter of the eye (6). The interorbital space (1) is very narrow, ecpial to the difference

in the distances from snout to lower eye (4) and snout to upper eye (5). The length of man
dible (10-10^) is about double the latter distance; the length of the maxillary (7-7J) slightly

more than the greatest width of the body.
The dorsal flu begins npon the snout, above the anterior margin of the upper eye. Its

greatest height (13-15) is about three times the distance of its anterior ray from the snout.

It is compo.sed of 82 to 83 simple rays. Tiie anal begins under the axil of the pectoral, its

greatest height (14-15) equal to or slightly exceeding half the distance of its anterior ray
from the snout. It is composed of 67 simple rays.

The caudal is subsessile, triangular, of 16 rays; its length about etjual to that of the

he:id. In dorsal, anal, and caudal the rays appear to ])roJect beyond the connecting mem-

brane half or two-thirds of their own length.

The pectorals are inserted far below the lateral line and close to the gill opening. The

pectoral on the colored side is <'omposed of more rays (0-10) than that of the blind side (7),

its length (17-19) being about double that of its mate (7-9). The ventrals are composed of

4 rays.

Color dirty light brown.

Radial formula: D. 82-83; A. 67; C. 16; P. 9-10, 7; Y. 5; L. lat. 40.
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Current number of specimen.
Locality

25, 91)8.

871.

MilU.
meters.

lOOtlis of

length.

Milli-

meters.
lOOtbs of

length.

Extreme length
Lengtli to end of middle caudal ravs - - -

Body :

Greatest height of middle dorsal..
Greatest width
I^east height of tail

Head:
(Jreate.st length
Width nfiutei-orbital area
Length Dl'suimt to iipi>er eye
Leagth of maxillary
Leugtii of mandible
Distance from snout to lower eye. .

Diameter of orbit, longitudinal
Dorsal (8i>inous) ;

Distance froiu snout
Length of ba.se

Greatest height, posterior ^
.Anal:

Distance from snout
Length of base
Height at longest ray, posterior^.

Caudal : Length of middle rays
Pectoral :

Distance from snout
Lengtli

Ventral:
Distance from snout
Length

Doi-sal
An.al
Caudal
Pectoral ,

137
111

122
102

Ventral.
Number of scales in lateral line, from root of ventral obli<[ueI,\' back.
Number of transverse rows above lateral line

38.5
7
9

24.25
1

5
7.25
10.25
4

4.75
96
15

28,75
71

14
25.50

25
19-7

11

l(i

111-7

24
1

5

7

10

4

15
23

25
17-9

21
10
82
67

9-7
5

40
1

•

The type (Cat. No. 25908, U. S. N. M.) aud another specimen (Cat, No. 26130, TJ. S. N.

M.) were taken by the Fish Hawk from .station 871, in 40'^ 02' 51" N. hit., 10° 2;i' 40" W.

h)n., at a depth of 115 fathoms. Example.? were also obtained by the same vessel from

station 897, in 37° 25' K lat., 74° 18' W. Ion., at a depth of 157J fathoms; from station 941,

in 40^ 01' N. lat., 09° 56' W. Ion., at a depth of 79 fathoms; from statiun 92;^., in 40° 01' 24"

N. lat., 70° 40' W. hm., at a dcptli of 9S fathoms; from station 922, in 4(»^ 03' 48" N. lat.,

70° 45' 54" "W. Ion., at a depth of 51 fathoms; Cat. No. 28729, U. S. N. M., from station

920, in 40O 13' N. hit., 70^ 41' 54" W. Ion., at a depth of 03 fathoms; ("at. No. 33349, U. S. N.

M., from station 1150, in 40= 13' N. lat., 70^ 29' W. Ion., at a deptli of 00 fatlioms; Cat. No.

26744, U. S. N. M., from station 890, in 37° 26' N. lat., 74° 19' W. Ion., at a depth of 5(i

fathoms; Cat. No. 2C721, TT. S. N. M., from station 901, in 37° 10' N. lat., 75o 08' W. Ion., at

a depth of 18 fathoms; Cat. No. 28977, IT. S. N. M., from station 1038, in 39^ 58' N. lat., 70°

06' W. Ion., at a depth of 146 fathoms; Cat. No. 28731, U. S. N. M., from station 921, in 40°

07' 48" N. lat., 70^ 43' 51" W. Ion., at a depth of 07 fathoms; Cat. No. 28779, TT. S. N. M.,
from station 941, in 40° 01' N. lat., 69° 56' W. Ion., at a depth of 79 fatlioms; Cat. No.

333.58, U. S. N. Ms, from station 1158, in 40° 10' N. lat., 70'= 31' W. Ion., at a depth of 62

fathoms; Cat. No. 31872, U. S. N. M., from station 1151, in 39^ 58' 30" N. lat., 70° 37' W.
Ion., at a depth of 125 fathoms; Cat. No. 28724, 11. S. N. M., from station 919, in 40o 16' 18"

N. hit., 70^ 41' 18" W. Ion., at a depth of 53 fathoms; Cat. No. 28770, H. S. N. M., from

station 940, in 39^ 54' N. hit., 09' 51' 30" W. Ion., at a deptli of 134 fathoms; Cat. No. 28939,

U. S. N. M., from station 1035, in 39° 57' N. lat., 09° 28' W. Ion., at a depth of 120 fathoms;
C:it. N().2S97I, IT. S. N. :\r., from station l(t39, in 39^ .59' N. lat., 70° 00' W. Ion., at a depth
of 130 fathoms; Cat. No. 29tl64, V. S. N. i\[.,

from station 1047, in .38° 31' N. lat., 73° 21' W.

Ion., at a depth of 150 fathoms; Cat. No. 20722, U. S. N. M., from station 899, in 37° 22' N.

lat., 74^ 29' W. Ion., at a, depth of 57* fathoms; Cat. No. 28741, IT. S. N. M., from station

923, in 403 01' 2i" N. hit., 70^ 46' W. l.m., at a dei)th of 98 fathoms; Cat. No. 28,S40, TJ. S.

N. M., from station 9.50, in 40° 07' N. lat., 70° 32' W. Ion., at a depth of 71 fathoms; Cat.

No. 20129, LT. S. N. M., from station 870, in 40^ 02' 30" N. lat., 70° 22' .58" W. Ion., at a

depth of 155 fathoms; Cat. Nos. 201(1(1, 20101, 26117, and 20119, TJ. S. N. M., from station

870, in 390 57' N. hit., 70o 50' W. Ion., at a depth of 120 fathoms; Cat. Nos. 26118 and 26124,
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U. S. N. M., from station 878, in 39° 55' N. lat., 70° 54' 15" W. Ion., at a depth of 142J
fothoms; Cat. No. 26127, U. S, N. M., from station S73, in 40° 02' N. lat., 70^ 57' W. Ion., at

a depth of 100 fathoms, and Cat. No. 2CI21, U. S. N. M., from station 877, in .39^ 5f)' N. lat.

70° 54' 18" W. Ion., at a depth of 126 fathoms. Numerous specimens taken bj' the Fish

ifa;('i- on September 4, 18S0, ranged in length from 00 to 140 meters The females were
full of ripe spawn. It is not probable, thcrelbie, tliaf the average size of the species is

mucli greater than that of the specimens described.

The Blake secured examples as follows: Eight young individuals, the longest measuring
2 inches, from station cccxiii, ott' Charleston, S. C, in 75 fathoms; 3 s])ecimens, badly nni-

tilated, from station cccxxxvi, in 38° 21' N. lat., 73° 32' W. Ion., at a depth of 197 fathoms;
a large one from station cccxi, iu 39° 59' 30" N. lat., 70° 12' W. Ion., at a depth of 143

fathoms; and others from station CCCXiv, iu 32'= 24' N. lat.. 78° 44' W. Ion., at a depth of

142 fathoms, and from station CCfxxxv, in 38° 22' 05" N. lat., 73^ 3:5' 40" W. Ion., at a deptii

of 89 fathoms. The peculiar elongated snout, similar to that of Macrurus, is characteristic

of the larger individuals.

The Albatross took it from station 200, 4in 37° 19' 45" N. lat., 74° 24' 06" W. Ion., at a

depth of 102 fathoms; from station 2421, in 37° 07' N. lat., 74° 34' 30" W. Ion., at a depth
of 64 fathoms

;
Cat. No. 2261, in 40° 04' N. hit., 69° 29' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 58 fathoms

;

Cat. No. 33500, TJ. S. N. M., fnmi station 20.S7, in 40'= 06' .50" N. lat., 70° 34' 15" W. Ion., at

a depth of 65 lathoms; from station 22(!4, in 37° 07' .50" N. lat., 74° 34' 20" W. Ion., at a

depth of 167 tathoms; from station 2309, in 35'= 43' 30" N. lat., 74° 52' W. Ion., at a depth
of 56 iathonis; from station 2420, in 37° 03' 20" N. lat., 74° 31' 40" W. hm., at a depth of

104 fathoms; from station 2177, in SO-^ 33' 40" N. hit., 72° 08' 45" W. Ion., at a depth of 87

fathoms; from station 2021, in 37° 36' N. lat., 74° 15' W. Ion., at a depth of 179 fathoms;
from station 2243, in 40'3 10' 15" N. lat., 70° 26' W. Ion., at a depth of 63 fathoms; from

station 2425, in 36'= 20' 24" N. lat., 74° 46' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 119 fathoms; from

station 2031, in 39'= 29' N. lat., 72° 19' 40" W. Ion., at a depth of 74 fathoms; from station

2032, in 39'= 29' N. lat., 72° 19' 55" W. Ion., at a depth of 74 fathoms; from station 2298,

in 35° 39' N. lat., 74° 52' W. Ion., at a depth of 80 fathoms; from station 2405, in 28° 45' N.

lat., 85'= 02' W. Ion., at a depth of 30 fathoms; from station 2420, in 37° 03' 20" N. lat., 74°

31' 40" W. Ion., at a depth of 104 fathoms; from station 2423, in 37° 10' 15" N. lat., 74° 32'

W. Ion., at a deptli of 103 fVithoms; from station 2.559, iu 39° 48' N. lat., 71° 48' .30" W. Ion.,

at a depth of 120 iathonis; from station 2542, iu 40^ 00' 15" N. hit., 70° 42' 20" W. Ion., at

a depth 129 fathoms; from station 2560, iu 39^ 48' 10" N. lat., 71° 48' 40" W. Ion., at a

depth of 114 fathoms; Cat. No. 35675, U. S. N. M., from station 2249, iu40o 11' N. lat.,

69'= 52' W. Ion., at a deptli of 53 fathoms; Cat. No. .35678, U. S. N. M., from station 2248, iu

40^ 05' 15" N. lat., 70° 23' AV. Ion., at a depth of 67 fathoms; Cat. No. 35679, U. S. N. M.,

from station 2241, in 40° 21' N. lat. 70° 29' 15" W. Ion., at a depth of 50 fathoms; Cat, No.

35676, U. S. N. M., from station 2248, iu 40° 07' N. lat., 69° 57' W. Ion., at a depth of 67

fathoms; Cat. No. 35677, U. S. N. M., from station 2242, in 40'= 15' 30" N. lat., 70° 27' W.

Ion., at a depth of .58 fathoms; Cat. No. 32809, U. S. N. M., from station 2014, iu 36° 41' 05"

N. lat., 74^ 38' 55" W. Ion., at a- dejith of .373 lathoms; Cat. No. .32652, U. S. N. M., from

station 2004, in 37'= 19' 45" N. hit., 74= 26' 06" W. ion., at a depth of 102 fiithoins; Cat. No,

35674, U. S. N. M., from station 2247, iu 40° 03' N. lat., 69° 57' W. Ion., at a depth of 78

fathoms; Cat. No. 35474, U. S. N. M., from station 2199, in 39° 57' 30" N. lat., 69° 41' 10"

W. lou., at a deptli of 78 fiithoms; Cat. No. 33541, U. S. N. M., from station 2086, in 40<= 05'

05" N. lat., 700 35' w. Ion., at a depth of 69 fathoms; and Cat No. 32818, U. S. N. M., from

station 2016, in 37'= 31' N. lat., 74'= .52' 36" W. Ion., at a deptli of 19 fatlKuns.

CITHAKICHT11Y8 UNICORNIS, Goodk. (Figun- 369, A, U.)

Cilharichthys unicorniii, Ooor>K,PTOc. U. S. Nat. Miis., in, 1880, .'542; ifciii, 472.—Jokdav ami Uii.hfrt, Hull.

XVI, U. S. Nat. Mas., 818.—GUnthbu, Challeiig»r R<^)oit, xxii, 1887, 166.

The greatest height of the body (47) is slightly less than its length, and is about 4J

times its least height at the tail (11). The body is much higher tVian in C. arcfifro>is, its
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greatest height over the pectorals, the contours then descending in almost straight lines to

the base of the tail. Tlie thickness of the body (6) is less than in C arctifrons, being con-

tained nearly 17 times in the standard length.

The scales are thin, decidnous, smaller than in C. ((ret iftons. There are about 40

scales in the lateral line, which is sligiitly curved over tlie pectoi-al, and, as nearly as can

be determined in the denuded specimens before mc, about V2 rows above and lU below the

lateral line at the broadest part of the body.
The length of the head (25) is one-fourth of the standard length and about ,'5 times

tlie diameter of the eye (9), or the distance from the snout to the upper eye (9). Tlie inter-

orbital space is wide (4), equal to the length of the snout, and diagonally crossed by a strong

ridge, a continuation of two ridges which form the upper boundary of the lower and the

lower boundary of the upper orbit.

The length of the maxillary (11) is less than half, that of the mandible (13) more than

half, that of the head. The teeth are minute, in single rows, closely set in the jaws, some-

what stronger upon the blind side. A strong short spine above the snout, at the anterior

termination of the ridge at the lower margin of tlie upijer eye. Hence the specific name
unicornis.

The dorsal fin begins at the side of the preorbital spine, its anterior rays being slightly
crowded over ujioii the blind side. It is composed of I'.i to 75 simple rays. Its greatest

height (13) is half the length of the head.

The distance of the anal from the snout (33) Is one-third of the standard length. The
number of rays is 00; their longest (1.'5) equal in length to the longest dorsal rays.

The caudal is pointed, triangular, subsessile; its length (22) twice that of the maxillary

(1 1
)
and two-thirds the distance from the snout to the anal (33). The pectorals are inserted

far below the lateral line. The pectoral of the colored side is twice as long (18) as the

diameter of the eye, that of the blind .^ide as long (13) as the longest dorsal lays. The for-

mer is composed of 10 rays, the latter of 4.

The length of the ventrals (11) is half that of the caudal. They are asymmetrically

placed, asis described under the generic diagnosis.

Radial formula: D. 73-75; A. CO; P. 4, right, 10, left; L. hit. 40.

Color, ashy gray, with dark lateral line. Eyes black.

Current niiuiber of specimeua .

Locality
26, 003.

R70 and 871.

Extreino leuetli
Leni;th tonriiiin of iiutkile cdurlal rays..
Body :

Greatest height
l^east height of tail

Head:
Greatest length -^

Distance from sncmt to uppei* e.ye . . .

Bistanee from snoiil to lower eye. ..

Width of interorbital area
Lenjrth of snout
l.enjitii of ni;ixillary
LiHi^tliof Minuililili)

DiaiufttT ol orbit, longitudinal
Dorsal .'spiiinus) ;

Distauif lr<tm snout
C.ri-iitc-Bt heiiibt

Anal;
instance from snout

Height at longest ray
Caudal: Length of miildle rays
Pectoral :

Distance from sinmt
Length

Ventral:
Distance front snout on colored aide.

Length
Dorsal
Anal
Pectoral
Number of scales in lateral line

Milli-

meteis.
lOOths of

length.

47
11

25
9
5
4
4
11
13
9

5
13

33
13
22

28
18-13

26
11

75-73
60

, 10 L.
40
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The type specimen (Cat. No. 26003, U. S. N. M.), 69 iiiilliiiicters iu leugtb, was taken

by tbe Fish Hawk from station 870, in 40° 02' 36" N. lat., 70° 22' 58' W. U)n., at a dei)Mi

of 155 fatboms, and from station 871, in 40o 02' 54" N. lat., 70° 23' 40" W. Ion., at a deptb
of 115 fathoms. Tlie Albatross obtained exampb's from station 2318, in 24'= 25' 45" N. lat.

81° 46' W. loii., at a depth of 45 fatboms; from station 2401, in 28'= 38' 30" N. lat., 85° 52'

30" W. long., at a depth of 142 fathoms; from station 2402, in 28° 36' N. lat., 85° 33' 30"

W. Ion., at a depth of HI fatboms; from station 2404, in 28^ 44' N. lat., 85o Ki' W. Jon.,

at a depth of 60 fatlioms; and from station 2417, in 33° 18' 30" N. lat., 77° 07' W, Ion., at

a depth of 95 fathoms.

CITHARICHTHYS MICROSTOMUS, Gill.

Citharichthi/s microsiomuK, Gill, Proe. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1864, 223.

CUharichthys spilopteriis, Jokdan aud Gilbkht, Hull, xvi, IT. S. Nat. Mas., 817 (uot Giinther.)

The height of the body enters about 2g times (.36-.37) in the extreme length; that of

tbe candal x)edunc]e about 11 times. Tbe head forms a tilth of tbe length, is rather

abbreviated, scarcely sinuous above the eyes, blunt at tbe snout, which scarcely exceeds a

seventh of the head's length, and the rostral area is rlionibic and not higher than long.

The eyes are even; the longitudinal diameter contained about 3* times (.05A) in the head's

length. The mouth is rather small, the length of tbe upper jaw only equaling one-fourth

of tbe length, and that of the lower two fifths of the head's length. The teeth are very
small and ck)se together, larger in front. The dorsal commences above tbe front of the

orbit and is highest and convergent near the fortieth ray, which equals about one tenth of

the total length; the anal is highest at about the twenty fifth ray, and is as high or even

higher than the dorsal. The caudal is rounded behind and forms about one-sixth of the

length. The pectoral tins are uneipially developed, that of the dark side being prolonged
and contained only 6§ times in the total length, while that of the white side only equals
one-tenth of the same; the rays are also simple. The ventral fins are also une(iually

developed, tlie riglit lieing on the abdominal ridge at its origin, rather in advance of the

oijercular margin, and with its longest rays contained about 14 times in the total lengtli;

stretched backwards it extends to the second anal ray; the fin on the white side is more

advanced, wider, and its rays longer, contained less than 12 times in the length, and

extends backward to nearly the third anal ray.

Eadial formula: D. 81; A. .58; C. 4, 6, 5, 3; P. 10; V. 6.

The scales are large, angular behind, covered with smaller ones, especially near tbe

point of conjunction of contiguous ones, where alone they are developed on the blind side;

the scales of tbe eyed side are mostly minutely ciliated behind, unarmed, however, near

the lateral line, the scales of which last are quadrate and mostly covered
;
the scales of

the blind side are less angular behind and unarmed. The lateral line runs through about

42 scales, while of longitudinal rows there are 10 above and 14 below the lateral line.

The color is uniform reddish brown. A single specimen, little more than 3 inches

long, Avas first obtained by Prof. Baird at Heeseley's Point. It is especially distinguished
from its California relative, 0. sordida, by the shorter snout, small mouth, and large scales,

0. sordida having about 58 scales pierced by the lateral line and 18 rows above the lateral

line. Notwithstanding this great disparity in the size of tbe scales and mouth C. mkro-

stomits appears to agree in most respects with the California fish, as well as generically

with Cithariehfhi/s spUoptcrm of Giinther, a species inhabiting the Gulf of INIexico.

As the name Citharichtln/s was probably introduced a short time before Orthopsettn, pro-

posed for the I'sctlichflii/s sordid kk, and was framed for a species related to that type, that

name must be adopted if the 0. sordida is not regarded as generically distinct.

We may here remark that, although I have referred the Platessn qnadrocularis of Storer

to the genus Cha'nopsctta (('. obJonfja), it is jjossibk' that it may not truly belong to tiiat

genus, as the dorsal and anal tins are represented as increasing backwards till near their

ends, and the anterior dorsal rays are free at their ends; but as the species agrees so
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closely in other exteri)al characters we feel compelled to retain it in that genus for the pres-

ent at least.

A specimen (D. 77; A. 61; V. (3; L. lat. 40) was takeu by the Albatrof:s from station

2-417, in 33° 18' 30" N. lat., 77° 07' W. Iod., off Cape Fear, at a depth of 95 fathoms.

CITHARICHTHYS SPILOPTERUS, Gi'NTiiER. (Tigiire 370.)

Citkarichlhys spilopterus, GiJi'lTnBR, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., iv, 421.

The height of the body is two-flfths of the total length (without caudal), the length of

the head two-sevenths. Scales of the lateral line subquadrangular; lateral liuu nearly

straight, gently descending anteriorly. Snout with the jaws equal in front, rather longer
than the eye, tlie diameter of which is one-sixth of the length of the head. The niaxillaiy,

the length of which is contained twice and two-thirds in that of the head, extends beyond
the middle of the orbit. Anterior teeth in the upper jaw widely set, much larger than the

po.sterior, which are close together and very small
;
the lower jaw with seven or eight dis-

tant teeth of moderate size on each side. Eyes separated by a very narrow scalelcss ridge,
their front margins being nearly on the same level. Fin-rays scaly. The dorsal commences
a little before the ui)i)er eye, and terminates close by the caudal; its longest rays are be-

hind the middle, andone-half of thelength of the head. Anal spine none. Caudal rounded;
its length is one-sixtli of the total. The pectoral is rather longer than lialf the length of

the head; ventral nuich shorter, extending beyond the origin of the anal. Gill rakers

lanceolate, pointed, one;third as long as the eye.

Radial formula: D. 7U-7S; A. 60-63; L. lat. -17-50.

Color, grayish olive (in spirits); a series ol distant blackisb spots along the basal

portions of the anal and dorsal tins.

The species has been taken on tlie Atlantic coast of tropical America and on the west
coast of Africa. A single specimen was taken by the Blake from station ccxliv, in 23° 13'

N. lat., 89° 10' \V. Ion., at a depth of 84 fathoms.

CITHARICHTHYS DINOCEROS, Goode and Bean.

Citharichthys dinoceron, (Joode and Bkan, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zoiil., xii, No. .5, 157.

(jrreatest height of the body (40 millimeters) is contained 2.3 times in the total length,
and equals about 4 times the least height of the tail.

Scales thin, deciduous, cycloid, large, 48 in the lateral line, which is slightly curved
over the pectoral; 14 above and 16 below the lateral line.

The length of the head (27 millimeters) is contained 3;^ times in the total length, and

equals about 3;^ times the diameter of the eye (8 millimeters). The iuterorbital space is very
narrow, its width less than one-fifth diameter of eye; ridge rather prominent, narrow, sharp.

The upper eye distant from profile by a space (2 millimeters) about one-fourth of the
orbital diameter.

The length of the maxillary (12 millimeters) is less than half the length of the head; that
of the mandible (16 milliiin^ers) more than half, and twice the diameter of the eye.

The teeth uniserial in both jaws, those in the front much the largest. A strong spine

upon the snout overhanging the upper lip (much lower than in C. unicornis). Above this

there is a second, shorter spine.

The dorsal fin begins upon the snout in advance of eye upon blind side. It is composed
of 91 rays, the longest somewhat behind the middle of the fin; its height (13 millimeters),
about equal to half the length of the head.

The anal fin origiiuites about under the origin of the pectoral; its distance from the
snout (30 millimeters) equals one-third of tlie total length. It is composed of 73 rays, and
is as high as the dorsal.

Caudal sub.sessile, pointed, its length (17 millimeters) contained about 5^ times in total

length, and equaling twice the diameter of the orbit.
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The pectorals orij;iiiate immediately behind the branchial openiii};, fai- below the lateral

line. The third and Iburtli rays of tiie fin upou the eyed side elonji'ated. Its leiigtb (3S

Tnilliuieteis) is contaiucd 2i times in total length. This tin has 10 rays; that of the blind

side contains (! rays; its length (12 millimeters) is less than one-third tliat of its mate, and
is less than half the length of the head.

The ventral on the eyed side originates npun the ventral ridge at a distanei' IVoin the

snout (27 millimeters) e(iual to the icngtli of tiic liead; it contains .J rays, the length <if tlic

tirst (tii millimeters) contained 4 times in length of the; head. The veutral of the blind side

has 6 rays; its length is contained 2if times in length of the head.

Kadial formula: D. 91
;
A. 73; \\ lO/G; V. 5. L. hit. 4S; L. transv. 14/10.

Color, grayish browu above, white below.

The tjqje specimen, 92 millimeters long to base of caudal, was taken by the l>l((hf from

station xxi, off Guadaloupe, in 175 fathoms. Additional e.\am])les were obtained by the

same vessel from station xxvi, otl Ste. liUcie, in 110 fathoms; and from stations xix, xxvili

and XXIX, oft' Barbados, in 310, SOo, and 9o5 fathoms resi)ectively.

ClTHAl.'KIITIIVS IVETULUS, ((ioODK and Hean). .JhUDAn ami Gii.unUT. (Fiyun- TOi.)

Remirhombus pwtulus, GooDE and Bkan, Proc. U. S. Nat. Miis., v, Sig. 26, Sept. 12, 1882, 414 (speiMineii from

Pensaeola, Florida).—Jokdan, op. cit., 304, quoting
" Bean MSS." (from stoniacli ofrcdsuapper, Pcnsacola. )

Citharichlhys pivtiilim, Johuan and GiLBEliT, Bull. XVI, U. S. Nat. Mu.s., !H)4.

Citharifhlhijs (Aramaca) paliiliis, JonUAN and Goss, Cat. Fish. N. Amur., 1885, V.i'^.

Cithnriclitliiia aramaco, Jokdan and (jilkkkt, Bull, xvi, U. S. Nat. Mus., 816 (not Iltiitiihuinhns unuiKicn,

Aurtoruin).

Body sinistral; general form that of an clli])se, the caudal extremity being considerably

produceil. Its height is contained 2;^ times in its length, 2:5 times in its length to the end of

the caudal fin, and is 4 times the height of the tail at its lowest portion. Its height at the

ventrals is 3 times as great as at the tail. Its greatest width is eijual to the diameter of the

upper orbit.

The scales on the cheek of the blind side are arranged in 13 series; tho.se npon the

nape and interorbital space of the eyed side are smaller than upon the body. The scales on

the body are large, thin, deciduous, and cycloid. There are 57 scales in the latcnal line,

54 of which are tube-bearing. Lateral line straight, and over the axis of the body, save in

its anterior fourth, within which it slightly aseCTids with a very gentle curve, to the upper

angle of the gill opening. Above the lateral line are 13 scales; below, 22. The vertical

fins are scaly two-thirds of the distance to their tips.

The head is short, its length being contained 3^ times in the standard body length, 4J

times in the total length, and li; times in the greatest height of body. The snout is short;

its length, slightly less than the diameter of the lower eye, is contained 5 times in the length

of the head. Mouth rather large, the upper edge somewhat curved, its cleft very obli(pie,

the maxillary extending to below the middle of the lower eye. The lower jaw extends to the

vertical from the anterior margin of the upper eye. Length of the upper jaw equals one-

third the distance from the snout to the insertion of the anal. The lower jaw equals the

distance from the Tip of the snout to the posterior margin of the lower eye and is contained

2J times in the length of the head. Teeth moderate, ecpuilly developed on both sides, in two

rows in the upper jaw, those of the outer row upon the blind side of the upper jaw and tlie

anterior portion of the eyed side considerably larger than those in the inner row. The teeth

of the lower jaw uni.serial, almost as large as in the outer row of the uii])ej- jaw.

The eyes are large, prominent, and far apart. Their longitudinal diameter e()uals the

length of the snout, and is contained 5 times in the length of the head. Their vertical

diameter is about three-fourths as great as their longitudinal diameter. The lower eye is

far in advance of the upper, the veitical from the anterior margin ot the upper orbit cutting

the lower orbit at a point about two thirds the distance from its anterior to its posterior

margin. The n])])er eye is close to the dorsal ])rolile, separated from it by a distance equal

ing about one-half its longitudinal diameter. The interorbital space is tiattish and uneven,
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its width being contaiiieil 1 times in the length of the head. A [notiiincnt ridge extends

from the uppei- posterior margin of the lower eye to the lower ])osteri()r margin of the upper

eye, thence widening and cnrving downward to the nppcr angle of the branchial aperture.

The margin of the preopercnlum is also somewhat elevated. The length of the operculum
is very slightly greater than the width of the interorbital space.

There are 11 short and thick gill rakers on the anterior arch, the, longest equal in length

to one-third the diameter of the eye.

The dorsal fin begins on the blind side of the body in advance of the anterior margin of

the lower eye; its anterior rays are almost free, the longest rays behind its middle, its

greatest height equal to the length of the n])per Jaw.

The anal is inserted under the anterior angle of the ])ectoral axilla. Its anterior rays

are less free than are those of the dorsal, about two-thirds of their length being extruded

from their membrane. Its outline similar to that of the dorsal, but greatest height some-

what less, being one-third the length of the head.

The greatest length of the caudal equals the length of tiic head without the snout, and

one fifth of the body length. Its middle rays are somewhat longer than the outer rays, giv-

ing to the posterior margin the outline of an obtuse angle.

The pectoral is inserted at the tip of the opercular Hap; its second and third rays nuich

produced in a filamentous extension. Its greatest length slightly exeeeds IJ times that of

the head. The [yectoral on the blind side has no prolonged rays; its greatest length equal-

ing that of the upper jaw.
The ventral on the eyed side is inserted on the ridge of the abdomen slightly behind its

mate, which is a little removed from the medial line.

Distance between insertion of the ventral and the snout equals one-fourth the length

of the body. The length of the ventral equals one third that of the head. Vent close to

the origin of anal, and slightly removed from the medial point of the body on the blind

side; beliind it a small jiajiilla, one-fourth as long as the eye.

liadial fornuila: D. 87: A. 07; (l. S+7: P. 11 sinistral and !• dextral; V. 5; scales

13-57-22.

Color, eyed side, grayish brown; blind side, somewhat clouded with darker shade.

The width of the interorbital space in the tyjie exceeded the diameter of the eye. In

some smaller ones the space is about equal to the length of the eye. while in still younger
ones it is less than the diameter of the eye.

The type (Cat. No. .'JO ISO, U. S. N.M.) was obtained by Silas Stearns, at Tensacola,

Fla. Specimens were taken by the Blake from station CCIX, in 21" 13' N. lat., 83° 25' W.

Ion., at a depth of 37 fathoms; from station clxvii, in 24° 46' N. lat., 83° 16' W. Ion., at a

depth of 30 fathoms; from station xx, off Flannegan's Passage, in 27 fathoms; from station

CXCii, in 23° 13' N. lat., 81'' 16' W. Ion., at a depth of 84 fathoms; from station ccLii,'on

the Alacran Shoals, in 35 fatlioms; also by the Albatross from station 2387, in 29° 24' N.

lat., SB'S 04' W. Ion., at a depth of 32 fathoms; from station 2388, in 29° 24' 30" N. lat., SSo

01' W. Ion., at a depth of 35 fatln)ms; from station 2403, in 28° 42' 30" N. lat., 85° 29' W.

Ion., at a depth of 88 fathoms; from station 2411, in 26° 33' 30" N. hit., 83° 15' 30" W. Ion.,

at a, depth of 27 fathoms; from station 2413, in 26° 00' N. lat., 82° 57' 30" W. Ion., at a

depth of 24 fathoms; from station 2405, in 28° 45' N. lat., 85° 02' W. Ion., at a depth of 30

fathoms; from station 2414, in 25° 04' 30" N. lat., 82° 59' 15" W. Ion., at a depth of 26

fathoms; from station 2400, in 28-^ 40' N. lat., 84° 49' W. Ion., at a depth of 20 fathoms;
and from station 2408, in 28° 28' N. lat., 84° 25' W. Ion., at a depth of 21 fathoms.

ETROPUS, Jordan and Gilbert.

KIropiis, .ToKiiAX and (iir.BKRT, I'roc. U. S. Nat. Miis.. 1881, 364; Bull, xvi, U. S. N. M., 188,'?, 839.

Eyes and color on the left side. Body regularly oval, deep, and compressed. Head

small; mouth very small, the teeth close-set, slender and pointed, somewhat incurved,

mostly on the blind side; no teeth on vomer. Eyes small, separated by a narrow, scaleless

ridge; m.argin of preopercle free. Vcntrals free from anal, that of colored side inserted on

19808—Xo. 2 29
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ridge of abdomeu, its base rather long. Dorsal flu beginning above eye; caudal double

truncate; anal without si)inc. Scales thin, deciduous, ctenoid on left side, cycloid on blind

side. Lateral line simple, nearly straight. Si/,(^ small, (ienus aijparently allied to Vitha-

richthys, althougii the mouth is very sniidl. {lonhtn :ind Gilhcrt.)

ETROPUS KIMOSUS, (iooi.i; :iiiil Hkan. ( Kigurt'H 3I)0, 361).

Etropua rimosus, Goode .uiil Hkan, Proc. U. S. Nat. Miis., viii, 1885, 593.

Body pear-shaped, its height (.51 millimeters) slightly exce(Mling h;ilf its length.

Scales large, strongly pectinated on both sides, about 41 in tlu', longitudinal series, 12

above and 14 below the lateral line. Lateral line equally developed on both sides, very

slightly curved above the pectoral. Head entirely covered with scales. Numerous small

supernumerary scales between the normal scales covering their surface.

Length of head (21 millimeters) slightly less than one-fourth of tlie total length.

Snout very short, its length (3 millimeters) S times in that of head. Mouth very snuill, its

cleft less than diameter of orbit, its angle reaching about to verti(;al through anterior mar-

gin of lower eye.

The length of this maxilla (5 millimeters) somewhat less tlian one fourth that of head.

Length of numdible considerably more than one-third of the same length.

Teeth well developed on blind side in botli Jaws, also on the colored side of lower Jaw
in front.

Eyes moderate (7 millimeters), their diameter contained nearly 3^ times in length of

head, placed in the same vertical, the upper eye close to the dorsal profile, and separated
from its mate by a space less than one-third of its own diameter. Interorbital ridge low.

Nostrils in line with the interorbital ridge, each in a short tube, the posterior being the

larger. The anterior lutstril is ecjuidistant from the tip of the snout and the lower oi-bit.

Dorsal flu commencing at a point upon tlie blind side of the snout in the vertical through
the anterior margin of the eye, containing 77-78 rays, the longest somewhat behind the

middle of the fin, its length alxjut 7 times in.total length.

Anal tin comnieucing under the base of the pectoral, composed of (il rays, the longest

post-medial as long as the longest in the dorsal. Anal papilla prominent.
Caudal fin rounded, the middle rays about as long as the head.

Pectorals normally jilaced, that upon the colored side longest, equal in length to that

of the head without the snout.

Venti-al of eyed side on ridge of abdomen, its base rather long but not reaching anal

origin; that of blind side farther forward, its length equal to that of its mate, and i\ little

more tliau one-tenth of the total. Vent at the anal origin slightly lateral.

Color, gray, hoary above, with a few irregularly placed indistinct brownish blotches,

none of which are larger than the eye. White below.

Eadial formula: D. 77-78; A. 01; V.d; P. I»-ll; C. 17; scales, 41.

The type is Cat. No. 37332, 100 millimeters long; it is from station 2408, Albatross, N.

lat. 280 28', W. lou. 84° 25', depth 21 fathoms.

CYCLOPSETTA, Gill.

Cyclopsetta, Gill, Proc. II. S. Nat. Miis., 1888, 601.

Psettines with the body oblong rhombo-ovate, covered with regularly imbricated mod-

erate cycloid scales; lateral line nearly rectilinear on both sides; snoutconvex; mouth very

large; Jaws .squarely truncated behind; teeth nniserial, those of upper jiiws moderate, of

h)wer jaw enlarged and largest at sides; dorsal and anal almost symmetrical, dorsal com-

mencing in front of eye on snout, scarcely deflected on blind side; caudal slightly ])ediin

culate and convex; pectorals subequal and with a subtruncate free margin; ventnils nearly

equal, the left on the preanal ridge, the riglit lateral, both with the inner rays connected by
membiane to the body; interl)ranchiid meniluaiie imperforate; gill rakers tubercular and

surmounted by blunt denticles.
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The scales on tlie eyed side are regularly cycloid with the nucleus some distance from

the iiosterior margin and with numerous radiating striie. The gill rakers are quite charac-

teristic.

CYCLOPSETTA FIMBRIATA, Goode and Bean. (Figure 3G8.)

HemirhomhiisJimhriatuK, Goode and Bean, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mu8., viii, 1885, 591.

Body elliptical; its height (102 millimeters) nearly half the body length.

Scales cycloid, about 70 in the longitudinal series, 25 or 26 in the vertical series above

the lateral line, 31 below. The lateral line is slightly curved over the pectoral, the length

of the arc of the curve contained 3,^ times in its straight portion. Vertical fins not scaly.

Length of head ((il millimeters) about 3J times in standard length. Length of snout

(Hi millimeters) 5.^ times in that of head.

Mouth very large, with upper jaw strongly curved, lower jaw included. The length of

the maxillary (30 millimeters) equals half the lengtli of the head. The lower jaw extends

behind the vertical through the posterior margin of the eyes; its length (36 millimeters,

equal to that of postorbital part of the head, and contained 6 times in the total length)

Edge of mandible and margin of sul)operculum provided witli a pointed flap of thin integu-

mentary tissue. Gill rakers very short, tubercular; about t) on the anterior arch below the

angle. The upper eye is placed at a distance from the dorsal i)roflle equal to half its own

diameter, which is a little more tiian onefifth the length of the head, and is equal to that

of its mate. Eyes in the same vertical and separated by an interspace equal to oue-foui'th

the orbital diameter. luterorbital ridge low.

Nostrils on the line of the interorbital ridge; the anterior is equidistant from the tip

of the snout and the margin of the upper eye; it is in a very inconspicuous tube, provided

with a slender filament about one-third the length of the snout. The posterior nostril is

separated from the anterior one by a space equal to onelifth the length of the snout.

Teeth uniserial in both jaws, some of the anterior ones in the upper jaw being much

larger than those following, while those in the lower jaw are still larger than these. Some

of the teeth in each jaw are depressiblc.

The dorsal tin begins on the snout, in advance of the nostrils; the first ray longer than

the second. The longest rays are behind the middle of tlie fin, tlieir length (26 millimeters)

one-fourth the height of the body. Eighty rays compose the fin.

The anal tin begins nn<ler the axil of the pectoral. Its longest rays behind its middle,

their length (30 millimeters) greater than that of longest dorsal rays. It contains 60-61 rays.

Caudal with middle rays produced, the length of the median rays (15 millimeters)

contained 4i in total length.

The greatest length of the pectorals (39 millimeters) is contained 5i times in total

length.

The ventral of the colored side is on the ridge of the abdomen, on a line with its mate,

which is slightly,removed from the median line. Its distance from snout (56 millimeters) a

little more than one-quarter the length of the body. Its length (23 millimeters) equal to

half the length of median caudal rays. The ventral of the blind side is continued by
a tliin membrane to the vent, which is slia;htly distant from the edge of the abdomen, and

behind tlie origin of the anal.

Color, grayish-brown; the dorsal and anal fins each with two roundish dark blotches

niion their posterior halves, which are slightly larger than the eye. A similar dark blotch

upon the middle of the caudal, sometimes with smaller blotches irregularly placed near its

outer margin.

Pectoral, with a very narrow dark band near its base; the whole of its outer half is

marked by a dark blotch, reticulated and mottled with lighter; the intervening portion is

pearly-white, with duik specks upon the rays. Blind side cream colored.

D. 80; A. 60-61; P. 10; V. 6; C. 16.

The type specimen (Cat. No. 37330, U. S. N. M., 213 millimeters long to origin of mid-

dle caudal lays), was taken by the Albatross from station 2403, in 28° 42' 30" N. lat., 85°
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29' W. Ion., at a depth of 88 fathoms. Two additional specimens (Cat. No. 37831 U. S. Nat.

Mils.) were seeured by the same vessel liDni station 2407, in 28'^ 47' 30" N. Lit., 84^ 37' W.
Ion., at a depth ot 24 fathoms. The examples obtained are all from the Gulf of Me.xico,

between the delta of the Mississippi River iind Cidar Keys, Florida.

MONOLENE, Goode.

Monoleiie, Goode, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mns., iii, sig. 22, Nov. 23, 1880, 3.S8.—Goode and Bean, Bull. Mus. Conip.

Zool., X, 194.—Jordan and (in iii:i:r, Hull., xvi, U. S. Nat. Mns., 840.—GrNTHEK, Challenger Rejiort,

XXII, 1887, 165.

Thyris, Goode, I'roc. U. S. Nat. Mus., in, 344, Nov. 23, 1880 (lia.sed on young).

Delothyris, GuODE, Proc. II. S. Nat. Mus., vii, 1884, 143.—GI'ntiieu, Challengrr Rojiort, wii, 1SS7, ItiO, note.

Plenronectoids with thin elongate body and sessile caiubil fin. Eyes up(ni left side very
close together, and near to profile. Mouth moderate; the length of the maxillary less than

one-third that of the head. Teeth minute in the Jaws, in single series, nearly ecpial ou

both sides, though perhaps a tiitie stronger on the blind side; absent on vomer and pala-

tines. Pectoral tin upon blind side totally absent. Dorsal fin commences in advance of

the eye upon the snout. Dorsal and anal I'ays simple, t'audal (in sessile, almost continent

with dorsal and anal. Ventrals normal. Scales rather large, ctenoid upon colored side^

cycloid upon blind side. Lateral line marked; on colored side strongly and angularly
curved above the anterior two-thirds of the pectoral; on the blind side straigiit, rising

slightly as it approaches the region of the gill opening. Gill rakers few, feeble. Ver-

tebra} 43.

MONOLKNE SE.SSILICAIJDA, (ioODE. (Figures 357, A and K.)

MonoUne sessilicaiida, Goode, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., in, sig. 22, Nov. 23, 1880, 33S; i/iid, 472.—Jordan and

Gilbert, Bull, xvi, U. S. Nat, Mus., 841.—Gunther, Challenger Report, xxii, 1887, 165.

Thi/ris pelliHidiis, Goode, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus
, iii, 1880, 344 (young specimen).

Delothyris pelliicidiis, Goode, ibid, vii, 1884, 143.

The height of the body (38) is about three-eighths of the total length (without caudal),
and is equal to twice the distance of the origin of the ventral from the snout (10) ; its height
over the ventrals (25) is about ti\c times the longitudinal diameter of the lower eye (5), the

least height (8.5), at the base of the tail, slightly greater than the length of tlie lower jaw

(8). Body thin, its greatest width (5) not exceeding the longitudinal diameter of the orbit.

Scales subcircular, with irrcguliir outline, aliout 2 millimeters in dianiiiter, or about

one-fourth (1.25) the diameter of the eye. The jjosterior edge of each of the scales upon
the colored side is pectinate with about fifteen denticulations. The scales of the blind side

are oval, nonpectinate, about as large as those of the colored side. The head is everywhere

do.sely thatched with scales, even to the edges of the lips, and small scales occur on the

bases of the caudal, pectoral, and ventral fins, and u])on the rays of the vertical fins nearly
ont to their tips. There are about 23 rows above and 25 below the lateral line on the col-

ored side, behind the curve of tiie line.

Lateral line of colored side strongly bent in its anterior part over the base and anterior

two-thirds of the pectoral tin. There are about 92 scales in the lateral line, 72 of them in

its straight portion. The arc of the curved i>ortion of the lateral line (12) is slightly more

than double the distance of its highest portion above the line of the sti'aight poition of the

liue were it continued (5). The curve of the line is very peculiar, having two angles, that

nearest the head being more obtuse. The lateral line on the blind side is nearly straight,

slightly ascending above the abdominal (iavity.

The length of the head (20) equals one-fifth of the standard length, and four times

diameter of eye, or length of o]>eiculum (5). Distance from snout to m;ugin of upper eye (5)

much greater than distance to lower eye (3), and less than length of tlie maxillary (5.5), the

I)osterior margin of which passes the perpendiculsir from the anterior margin of the lower

eye. The width of the interorbital area is very small, less than one-sixth of the diameter of

the eye. The length of the mandible (8) is two-tiflhs of the head.
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Tlie dorsal fin begins ni)on the snout in the perpendicular from the anterior margin of

the lower eye. It is composed of from !t9 to 104 simple rays (in 5 specimens), the longest
of whicli in the posterior fourth of the fin; their length (9) nearly half tlint of tlie head.
The anal fin begins between the tips of the ventral, close to the vent, and under tlie inser-

tion of the pectoral. It is composed of 70 to 84 simple rays, the hmgest in tlie posterior

fourth; their lengtli (7) slightly more than one-third the length of the head.

The caudal is sessile, rounded, the middle rays in length (17) nearly double tlie longest
dorsal rays.

The pectoral, present only on the colored side, is inserte<l close to the branched open-

ing, its length (15) three-fourths that of the head.

The ventrals are upon the median ventral line, even in length (6), slightly shorter or

nearly eipial to the longest rays of the anal.

Color on the left side ashy brown, -with numerous more or less distinct darker brown

spots. On tlic blind side white. Pectoral blackish, with traces of ligliter transverse bands.
Eadial formula: D. 9!t-103; A. 79-84. Lateral line, 92.

Current utimber of specimen
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total length of the body. The eyes are small, protruding, the npper almost ])erpeiulicularly

above, though perhaps slightly posterior to the lower. The diameter of the eye (2) equals
the width of the interorbital sjiace (2) and is double the distance (4) from tlie snout to the

upper eye, tluit from the snout to the lower eye (I?) being intermediate. The mouth is

small, the shape of the opening being somewhat like that in Solva, the upper jaw being
somewhat hook-shaped. The length of tlu^ upper jaw (4) is two-thirds that of the

mandible ((>).

The dorsal commences ou tlie snout in advance of the eye, and is composed of 1»<> to

102 long, flexible, simple rays, their tips apparently extending far beyond the connecting
nieud)rane. The length of the longest rays (14) is double the least height of the body at

the base of the tail (7).

The anal fin originates at a distance (22) from the snout contained four tinio and one-

half in the length of the body. It is composed of 70 to 81 rays, tlu^ longest of wliich are as

long as the head.

The pectoral is inserted close to the gill opening and far below the lateral liiu^ (midway
from the black stripe n])on the lateral line to the black stripe at tlie base of the interspin-

ous processes of the aniil lin). The pectoral upon tlie blind side is short, its length (2)

equal to the diameter of the orbit, composed of about four or five rays; that uijon the col-

ored side longer, its length (3) eipial to that of the snout, and composed of about twelve

rays. The veiitrals are both crowded upon the ventral keel, tlieir bases prolonged upon
the keel, their tips embracing the origin of the anal.

Radial formula: D. 90-102; A. 70-81; V. 12 left, 4-5 right.

(Jolor: In life colorless, translucent. In alcohol yellowish white. Three prominent
blackish longitudinal stripes or lines upon the left side. The stripe running from the

branchial cleft to the base of the tail is less prominent than the two at the bases of the in-

terspinous processes. On the lateral line of the right side there is no stripe, though the

two lateral stripes are as prominent as lapon the other side. Eyes black.

Cnrrent number of specimen .

Locality
20, 005.

870, 87], aull 872.

Milli-
meters.

Extreme length
Length to end of middle eaudal rays . .

Body :

Greatest height
Least height of tail

Head :

Greatest height
Distance from snout to upper eye .

Distance from snout to lower eye. .

Width of interorbital area

Length of maxillary
Length of mandible
Diameter of orbit

Dorsal (spinous) :

Distance from snout
Greatest height

Anal:
Distance from snout
Height .at longest ray

Caudal length of middle'rays
Pectoral:

Distance from snout
Length

Ventral distance from snont
Dorsal
Anal
Pectoral
Number of scales in lateral line

lOOths of

length.

32
7

18
4
:i

2

4

2

2.5
14

22
18
19

18
3-2

Ifi

110-102

70-81
! L.,4-5K.

120

* Estimated from partial count.

The type specimen of Monolene aessilicaudu (Cat. No. 20004, IT. S. N. M.), .150 meter

long, was taken by the Fifth IJoirk, together with 10 oth(;r specimens, from station S70, in

40C 02' :iO" N. hit., 70° 22' 58" W. ion., at a depth of 155 fathoms, and from stati<m 871, in

40O 02' 54" N. lat., 70° 23' 40" W. Ion., at a depth of 115 fathoms. Examples were also
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obtained by tlie same vessel as follows: Cat. No. 2C099, U. S. N. M., from station 876, in

390 57' N. lat., 70° 50' W. Ion., at a (lei)tli of 120 fathoms; Cat. No. 2()l()9, U. S. N. M.,
from station 877, in 38° .10' N. lat., 70° 54' IS" W. Ion., at a depth of 120 lathoms; Cat.

No. 20005, U. S. N. M., from station 871, in 40° 20' 54" N. lat., 70° 23' 40" W. Ion., at a

deptli of 115 fathoms; Cat. No. 20000, U. S. N. JF., from station 872, in 40° 05' 39" N. lat.,

70° 23' 52" W. Ion., at a depth (.f SO lath s; Cat. No. 28981, U. S. N. M., from station

1038, in 39° 58' N. lat., 70° 00' W. Ion., at a dei)th of 140 fathoms; and Cat. No. 28740, IT.

S. N. M., from station 923, in 40° 01' N. lat., 70° 40' W. Ion., at a depth of 98 fathoms.

The Blahf took it from station xviii, off Barbadoes, at a depth of 209 fathoms; from

station CLXXV, off Allig^ator Keys, at a depth of 85 fathoms; and from station cccxiv, in

32° 24' N. lat., 78° 44' W. Ion., at a depth of 142 fathoms. Additional speennens were
secnred by the AUmtrons from station 2402, in 28° 30' N. lat., 85° 33' 30" W. Ion., at a depth
of 111 fathoms; from station 2091, in 40° 01' 50" N. lat., 70° 59' W. Ion., at a depth of 117

fivthoms; from station 2378, in 29° 14' 30" N. lat., 88° 09' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 68

fathoms; from station 2314, in 32° 43' N. lat., 77° 51' W. Ion., at a depth of 159 fathoms;
from station 2423, in 37° 10' 15" N. lat., 74° 32' W. Ion., at a depth of 143 fathoms; from

station 2552, in 39° 47' 07" N. lat., 70° 35' W. Ion., at a depth of 721 fathoms; from station

2537, in 39° 50' 45" N. lat., 70° 50' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 150 fathoms; and from station

2545, in 40° 01' N. lat., 70° 23' 45" W. Ion., at a depth of 142 fathom.s.

MONOLENE ATRIMANA, Goode and Bean. (Figure 358.)

Muiiiiliiic ntriiiiiniti, (iooDE and Bean, Bull. Mus. Conip. Zi)ii!., xii, 155.

Ueight of the body (37) is one-third ()f the total leno'th without the snont, and equals
4 times the long diameter of the eye; it also equals I'rJ

times the distance of the ventral

origin from the snout. The height at the origin of the ventrals (29) equals about 3 times

the length of the lower eye (9). The least height at the base of the tail (8) equals four-

fifths of the length of the mandible (10). The body is thin, its greatest width (4i) equal-

ing one-half the length of the eye.

Scales ovate or oblong, smaller than in M. scsnilicauda, and without evident pectina-
tions. The head is everywhere scaly except on the lips and the anterior half of the snout.

The scaling of the fins is essentially the same as in 71/. s-essiiicauda. There are 30 rows of

scales above, and 32 below the lateral line on the colored side.

The lateral line of the colored side is strongly arched in its anterior part over the base

and anterior third of tiie pectoral fin. Tlie arc of the curved jiovtion of the lateral line

(10) eipxals 2J times the height of the cuivc (4). The curve is entirely similar to that in

M. sessilicauda. The lateral line of the blind side is nearly straight, very slightly ascend-

ing anteriorly. There are 105 scales in flic Intcial lino to caudal base, 18 of these in the

curved portion.

The length of the head (24) equals two-ninths of the standard length, and 2§ times the

diameter of the eye. The distance from the snont to the front of the upper eye (0) is much

greater than the distance to the lower eye (3). The interorbital area is a mere narrow

ridge, whose width (1) equals only one ninth of the length of the eye. The length of the

maxilla (8) equals one-third the length of (he head, and on account of its oblique position
its hind margin does not extenil much beyond the vertical through the front margin of the

lower eye. The length of the mandible (10) equals five-twelfths of the head's length. The
teeth are uniserial and well develojied on both sides. The nostrils are in very short tubes,
in the same line with the interorbital ridge, the jtosterior one being slightly less distant

from the lower eye than the anterior is ti'om th(^ tip of tlr(> snout. A concavity above the

snout.

The dorsal fin begins upon the snout on the blind side in the ])crpendicular through
the front of tlie lower eye. It contains 124 simple rays, the longest rays being in the pos-

terior fourth of the fin, and one-half as long as the head. The anal tin begins between the

tips of the ventrals and under the origin of the pectoral. The vent is not on the ventral

outline, but on theblindsideand clo.se to the beginningoftheanal tin. The anal is composed
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of 100 simple rays, the longest (14) being beliiiid flie middle of tlie fin and sliglitly longer

than the longest of the dorsal (13). The caudal is sessile, ronnded, the middle rays (liO)

about one-sixth of standard length of body. The pectoral is present only on the colored

side, is inserted close to the edge of the operculum, its length (27) exceeding that of the

head, and contained 4^ times in the standard length. The ventral of the colored side is

nearly on the ridge of the abdomen, while that on the blind side is mostly lateral, and

slightly larger than its fellow. The length of the left ventral (7) is about .'M times in length

of head.

The color on the left side is light brownish gray; the fins are mostly dusky except the

right ventral, which is pale; the pectoral aiul the eyelids arc l)lack.

I). 124; A. 100; V. G; P. 12; scales 30-105-32 (IS in curved portion of lateral line).

A single specimen, the type (XVi), 114 millimeters long, was taken by the Bhil:e off

Barbados in 288 fathoms, and another one (xvii) in the same locality at a depth of 218

fathoms.

Family SOLEIDyE,

Solekla; (jII.l, Arr. Faiiiilirs of Fishes, 1872, 2 (fi. imliide (iiiuthcr, i\ , 1(12-5(14, iiaino only); Century Dic-

tionary, 5755.

Heterosomata with body oval or elliptical, and nearly equally developed above and

below the lateral line. Scales small (ctenoid or cycloid), or absent; the lateral line usually

straight (sometimes double or trii)le). The head small, with ronnded, projecting snout, and

upper jaw more or less hooked. Opercular bones concealed by the integument. Eyes

approximated, the upper more or less advanced; the opercula concealed by the scales.

Mouth unsymmetrical and rather small and curved; teeth some times wanting, generally

confined to the blind side of the jaws, and villiform. Branchiostegal rays usually 7.

Dorsal, anal, and caudal fins usually separate, sometimes confluent. The dorsal arigin

is on the snout, the anal under the pectoral; pectorals small or absent: ventrals small and

variously develojied. Vertebra^, very numerous, but un('(]ually distributed, in the typical

forms the abdominal or rib-bearing ones being only 8 or in number, and the caudal

about 40.

The fixmily is well distinguished from the rienroneclUlfv, es|)ecially so far as the Euro-

pean and American sjiecies are concerned, though some Australian forms are intermediate.

{Gill.)

KEY TO DEEP-WATER GENERA OF SOLEID^.

I. Month email, twisted.

A. Body dextral. Lateral line straight Sohinw

1. Pectorals well developed Soi-ka

2. Pectorals minute MicKociiints

B. Body sinistral. No pectorals Ciinof/loHnirKV

1. No lateral line Aphoristi A

2. One lateral line AMMOPi-Etuoes

3. Three lateral lines Aueua

SOLEA, Cuvier.

Solea, (Quensel), GCinther, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mns., iv. 462.

Dextral pleuronectoids, having a narrow, twisted mouth, and teeth in villiform bands,

on blind side only; palatines aud vomerines toothless. Origin of dorsal on snout. Scales

ctenoid; lateral line straight. Nostrils of blind side not dilated.

This genus, or group of genera, is of world-wide distribution, except in very cold water

It is almost restricted to sandy bottoms at moderate depths.
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SOLEA VULGARIS, Quensel.

rieuronectes solen, Linn.eus, Systcma Natune, ed. x, 1758, i, 270; ed. xii, 1766, 157.

Solea vulgaris, QUBNSEL, Vet. AUad. Haudl., 1800, 230.—Risso, Hist. Nat. Eur. M.-rid., rir, 247.—Boxaparte,
Fauna Italica, Pesci, fasc. v.—Gunther, Cat. FisU. Brit. Mus., iv, 4G3.—Vaill.\nt, Exp. Sci. Travailleur

et Talisman, Poisson.s, 180.

Body eloagate-ovate, its height little more thiiu one-third of its length. Well-de-

veloped pectorals on both sides. Interorbital space two-thirds of length of snout. Lateral

line straight, containing about IGO scales.

Ra<lial formula: D. 73-84; A. Ul-73.

Color greenish or brownish-gray, spotted with brown; pi-ctnral of right side with a

black or blackish blotch; left side white.

This species, the common sole, is found from Trondhjems Fjord, 05 N. lat., to Gibraltar,

and through the Mediterranean, at least to the head of the Adriatic. Like many shoal

water forms of the north, it occurs in the cooler depths near its so)ithern limit, and the

French Expedition found it on the Banc d'Arguin in 235 meters (station xci).

MICROCHIRUS, Bonaparte.

Microchirus, Bonaparte, Cat. Med. Pesei d'Euroiie, No. 429.

Bugloasm, (subgenus), Gunther, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., iv, 462.

A genus closely related to Solea, but perhaps separated by its very minute pectorals.

MICROCHIRUS VARIEGATUS, (Donovan), Moreau.

Pleuronecten variegalim, Donovan, Nat. Hi.st. I5rit. Fisli., 1808, pi. cxvii.

fSolea (liiuilomus) variefiatiix, Giinther, Cat. Fisli. Brit. Mus., IV, 1862, 469.—Day, Fishes of (Jreat Britain

and Ireland, II. 43, pi. cvni, (ig. 1.—Vaillant, Exp. Sci. Travailleur et Talisman, 1888, 190.

ilicrochinit rariegalii'i, MoitEALi, Hist. Nat. Poiss. France, 181, m, 317.

Plciironectcs microchinm, De La Roche, Ann. Mus.. xm, 356, lii;. 2.

Pteurmtectes Man'jili, Ri.sso, Iclith. Nice, 1810, 310.

Solea STanijilU, Bonapakte, Fauna Italica, Pesci, Fasc. v.—Canestrini, Arch. Zool., i, 29, \>\. iii, tig. 3;

Pesci d'It.alia, 166.

Pleiiroiiecli'S liiigula, Pennant, British Zoology, 1812, ni, 313, pi. xi.viii.

MonorhiriiK lingitla, CosTA, Fauna Nap(ditana, ii, 50.

Microchirus liiu/ula, Bonaparte, loc. cit.

Sole-like fishes, having body somewhat elongate, its height 2J to 2| in total length;

the length of head 5.J. Width of interorbital space equal to length of snout and

diameter of orbit, and 4-4i times in length of head. Pectoral of lilind side minute, the

other very small, its length 4.J in that of head. Scales in lateral line 85.

Radial formula: D. 63-73; A. 53-57.

Color, brownish-gray, with brown transverse bands; much darker on the vertical fins.

This form occurs as far north as Scotland and England, where it is caught in trawl nets,

and has been taken south of Ireland in 150 fathoms; it also occurs along the west coast of

France, and in the ^Icditerranean, as far as to the Gulf of Genoa, and the head of the

Adriatic. The French vessels found it oft' Spain in (!0 to 120 meters; oft" Scmdan, in 130

meters; and at 300 meters in the Gulf of Gascouy (Travailleur, 1880, .station XVII).

MICROCHIRUS PROFUNDICOLUS, (Vaill^vnt), Gooue and Bean.

Solea profumlicola, Vaillant, Exp. Sci. Travailleur et Talisman, 1888, 190.

.V MicrocliiruH, having the height of the body one-third of its length; the head one-

fiftli. Snout round, iiu'onspicncms. Mouth small, extending scarcely to the vertical from

the middle of the lower eye, with teeth only on the blind .side. Upper eye in advance of

the lower one and well opened, while the latter is curtained by an eye lid whi<-h hides it

to a large extent. Tiie <liameter of the orbits is about two-fifths the length of tin; hea<l;

width of the interorbital space about one-third less. Lateral lines extending without per-

ceptible curvature from the upper eye to the middle of the caudal. Scales small, ctenoid
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upon both sides of tlie body; about 127 iu the lateral line, 31 above and 49 below. Dorsal

beginning almost over the middle of the upper eye, and extending almost to the base of

the candal rays. Caudal rounded, composed of about 10 rays. Pectoral very small, tili-

form, with 1 to 3 rays. Ventrals with 4 rays, but slightly developed.
Radial formula: D. 84; A. (i'J; V. 4.

Color, reddisii, gray above; dorsal and anal fms black, excepting the lays, which,

being covered with scales, are of the same color as the body. The black tint is especially

noticeable on the blind side. Extremities of the rays milky white.

Specimens of this species were obtained by the French explorers at station xxvi, 370

meters; LXI, 1,290 meters—both on the coast of Portugal; station xxxii, in the Gulf of

Cadiz, 440 meters, and station Lxv, off the coast of Soudan, 250 meters.

APHORISTIA, Kaup.

Jphorhtia, Kaup, 'Wiogmann's Archiv. 1858, 106 (type, Achirus ornatus, I^acppfede).
—GiiNTJiKR, Oaf. Fish. Brit.

Mus., IV, 490.—JoHDAN and Gilbert, Bull, xvi, U. S. Nat. Miis., 842.

Sinistral jjleuronectoids, having body elongate, lanceolate, rounded forward, tapering

behind, much compressed. Mouth small, twisted sinistrally. Teeth minute, dextral only.

Snout short, with a hook. One nostril present, before lower eye, with slight barbel. Scales

ctenoid, moderate; no lateral line. Vertical fins confluent; pectorals obsolete; ventral only
on colored side. Gill openings narrow.

This genus, hitherto known only from the western Atlantic, has been reported from

deep water in the Bay of Bengal, where Alcock recognizes three species: Ajihoristia Wood-

]\[((noni, Alcock, 475-490 fathoms; A. Gilesii, Alcock, 193 fathoms; and A. srptcmntriat(i,

Alcock, 188-220 fathoms.

Aphorktiafdxduta, a shallow water form, is illustrated in pi. OX. (fig. 374) for com])arison

with the allied species.

KEY TO THE SPECIES OF APHORISTIA.

I. AVntral ponnato with anal.

Ventral rays 5.

Scales moderate, 85-90 rows. 1 ). 95 A. fasciata

II. Ventral separated from anal.

A. A^entral rays 5.

Scales small. 120/50 rows, a single row between the eyes, liody elongate, height 4j ; Head 5J;

D. 119 A. NEBULOSA
B. Ventral rays 4.

1. Scales moderate 80-90/34. Norn- between eyes. Ifody elongate, height 4i ;
Head 54; D. 96-100.

A. MARGINATA
2. Scales large, rough, 65/:i4. Body short, height 3}; Head4J; D. 90 A. pigra

3. Scales moderate. SO '35. Candal 1/10 of total. Eye in the same vertical. Body3i; head, 5|.

A. DIOMEDEANA
4. Scales modern ti:. 85-90/38, D. 78; .V. 70 A. PUSILLA

APHOKISTIA NEBULOSA, Goooic and Bea.x. (Figure Tto.)

Apliorisiia xebtdoso, Goode and Bean, Bull. Mas. Comp. Zoill., x, 1883, 192.—GCnther, Cliailenger Report,

XXII, 1887, 167.

Body is rather slenderer than in other species of the genus; its greatest height (18

millimeters) is contained 4§ times in the extreme length. Scales small, rough, about 120

in a longitudinal series; about 50 in a transverse serie.s. Jaws and snout scaleless. Length
of the bead (15 millimeters) contained 5f times in total length. The length of Ihe snout (3

millimeters) is 4^ that of the head. Eyes small and close together, being separated by only
a single row of scales; upper eye very slightly in advance of the lower. The tubular nos-

tril is directly in front of the lower eye, and a little nearer to it than to the tii) of the snout.

The length of the eye (2 millimeters) is contained 7i times in length of head. The angle of

the mouth is about in a vertical through the anterior margin of the lower jiupil. Teeth

feeble, very slender, and rather closely i)laced, apparently etjually developed on the two sides.
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Dorsal fin begins at a point slightly behind the eyes; it is connate with the caudal, and
contains 110 rays to the middle of the base of the eandal

;
the rays about the middle of the

tin are the longest, their height being a little more than one-third that of the body.
Distance of anal from snout (20 millimeters) contained 4J times in extreme length ;

longest rays about the middle of the tin, their length {G millimeters) equaling twice that of

the snout. Anal connate with caudal, and contains 107 rays, counting to the middle of the

base of the latter fin.

Median caudal rjiys longest, their length (0 millimeters) equaling twice that of the

snout.

Pectorals none.

Distance of ventral from snout (15 millimeters) contained 5'^ times in extreme length.

The ventral is separated from the anal by an interspace twice as long as the eye. The
number of ventral rays is 5, the longest of them being one-third as long as the head.

Vent near origin of the anal.

Color, grayish, everywher*; mottled with brown. Median keel on the scales dark and

prominent.
Kadial tbrnnila: D. 119; A. 107; V. 5; T. none.

A single type specimen, 85 millimeters in length, was obtained by the Blale from sta-

tion CCCXVI, in 320 07' N. lat., 78° 37' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 229 fathoms.

APHORISTIA MARGINATA, Goode and Bean. (Figure 376.)

Jphoristia marginata, Goode and Bean, Bull. Mus. Conij). Zoiil., xii, 153.

Bo<ly, slender, lanceolate in form, its greatest height contained 4i times in the extreme

length. Scales, moderate, strongly and sharply denticulate, the surface ornamented with

many lines and striations, which are so arranged as to form a semblance of median furrows;
88 to 90 scales in a longitudinal series, 34 in a transverse series.

.laws and snout covered with scales.

Length of the head contained 5i times in total length. Length of the snout in that of

liead 4i times, and equal to diameter of upper eye.

Eyes, moderate, close together, the upper very slightly in advance. Nostril, in a long
slender tube, nearly midway between lower eye and tip of snout.

Mouth, moderate, oblique, curved, its posterior angle beneath the anterior margin of

the pupil of the upper eye; its lengthof gape in that of head 4:^ times, and 5 times in

greatest height of body. Dentition feeble.

The dorsal tin begins at a point over the posterior margin of the ui)per pupil. It is

composed of 9C to 100 rays, those about the middle of the body the longest, and ccmtained

about 2^ times in the height of the body.
The anal origin is separated from the snout by a distance equal to 4 times the length of

the snout. It lias SC-87 rays, and its height is slightly less than that of the dorsal.

Th(^ median coiidal rays are short, contained 8'^ times in total length.
The distance of the ventral from the .snout is contained 5| times in the total length;

its distance from the anal 1 J times the diameter of the eye; its rays, four in mimber, the

longest contained
2';^

times in head.

Color in life, reddish gray, much speckled with brown. Belly, bluish gray. Bases and
membrane covering fin-rays, dark brown. Dorsal and anal tins very dark on their last tenth.

Caudal, jiale, in marked contrast with the dark area of dorsal and anal. Tips of dor.sal

and anal rays, and some of the membrane covering caudal rays, vermilion.

Color in alcohol, unilbrm grayish brown, lighter below, with a dark brown line marking

margin between the VxkIv and the base of the vertical tins, with a lighter line or stripe, as

wide as eye, inside.

Radial formula: D. 90-100; A. 80-87; V. 4; P. none. Scales, 88 to 90-34.

The species is described from a specimen, 102 millimeters in length, collected by the

steamer Blake, at station CLXXXI, in 28^ 42' N. hit., 88^ 40' W. Ion., at a depth of 321 foth-

oms; with a specimen from Albatross station 2376, in 29° 03' N. lat., 88° 16' W. Ion., at a
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depth of 324 fatlioins, as a collateral type. The Jihikc also obtiiiiieil 13 specimens from

station XXVII, off St. Vincent, at a depth of O-t fathoms, and the Fish Hawk caittured a

single specimen fiom station 1154, iu 39° 55' 31" N. lat., 70° 39' W. lou., at a depth of 193

fathoms.

APHORISTIA PIGRA, Goodi: :iu(l Bean. (Figure 377.)

Aphoristia pif/rn, Goodf, anil Bkax, Bull. Sfiis. (10111)1. ZdoI., (lainliridKe, xii, ir>i.

It isdistingnished by its abhrevMated form, and its large, rcjngh, strongly i)ectinate scales.

The extreme length of the type is 98 millimeters.

Tiie l)ody is shorter than in the congeneric Atlantic species; its greatest height is con-

tained 3i times in its total Icngtii, or three times in total without snout.

The scales are large, very rough, with strong horizontal striaj and strongly denticulated

margins, and rather loosely fixed to the skin; about C.j in a horizontal series, 34 in a trans-

verse series. The jaws and snout are covered with small scales. Tiie length of the head

is contained A^ in total length. The length of the snout is contained 4i times in that of

the head. The eyes are moderate in size, very close togeth<>r, with no scales between; the

upper is very slightly in advance, and is distant from the dorsal outline a space equal to

its own short diameter. The greatest diameter of the eye is contained six times in the

length of the head. The mouth is oblicjue, curved, its posterior angle directly beneath tlie

middle of the lower eye. Length of gai)e in that of head four tinu's. The teeth are feeble,

closely placed, a little stronger on the colored side.

The nostril tubular, a little nearer to the lower eye than to the tip of the snout.

The dorsal fin begins at a point overthemiddleof the upper eye, and contains about 90

rays to the middle of the base of the caudal. The rays about the middle of the lin are the

longest, their height being a little more than
!^
that of the body. The distance of the anal

fin from the snout is contained 3.^ times iu total length. The longest anal rays are about

the middle of the body; their Icngtli is equal to tliat of the longest iu the dorsal. The
anal is connate with thti caiulal, and consists of G9-75 rays.

The length of the median caudal rays is contained nearly seven times in the total

length. The distance f>f the ventral from the snout is contained 4"^ times in the total length.

It is separated from the anal by a distance e(|ual to the long diameter of the eye. The num-

ber of ventral rays is four; the longest ray is 3i times as long as head.

Color grayish or brownish, with a subnietallic lustre upon the scales when examined

separately. Tlie denticulations of the scales are dark and prominent, giving a clouded

genei'al aspect. Some of the smaller specimens (from station 2318) have a few large irreg-

ular brownish blotches above and a dark subcircular blotch near the i-oot of the tail, its

diameter twice that of the eye. Colorless below.

Eadial fornuila: D. 90; A. 69-75; V. 4; P. none. L. lat. 65.

The species is described from a specimen obtained by the Blake from station XXIIT, off

St. Kitt's, West Indies, at a depth of 2."i0 fathoms
;
with specimens obtained by tlie .1 lliatross

from station 231S, in 24° 25' 45" N. lat., 81° 46' 45" W. Ion., at a dei>tli of 45 fathoms, and

from station 2405, in 28° 45' N. lat., 85° 02' W. Ion., at a depth of 30 fathoms as collateral

types. The Alhatros.i also secured examples from station 2425, in 36° 20' 24" N. lat., 74°

46' 3" W. Ion., at a depth of 119 fathoms; and from station 2374, in 29° 11' 30" N. lat.,

85° 29' W. Ion., at a depth of 26 flithoms.

APHORISTIA DIOMEDEANA, Goode and Bean. (Figure 378.)

Alihiirlstia dirimedeaiia, Goode anil Bean, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mu8., viii, 1885,589.

Scales moderate, somewhat loosely fixed, pectinated; about 85 in a longitudinal, 35 in

a transverse, series. Jaws and snout covered with small thin scales.

Length of head contained 53 times in the standard length. Length of snout 5 times in

that of head. Eyes moderate, equal, very close together, without intervening scales; the

upper eye is (Jircctli/ aharc the loircr one, and is distant from the dorsal outline an interval

equal to its own least diameter; diameter of eye in length of head C times.
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Month oblique, curved, its augle iu the vertical through the frout margin of tin. eyes;

length of gape equal to that of snout, ami contained 5 times in tiiat of head. Teetn very
feeble. Nostrils tubular, nearer to eye than to tip of snout.

Dorsal origin in the vertical through middle of eyes; the fin contains 90 I'ays, includ-

ing half of caudal, the length of the longest 3i times in gieatest height of body.
Distance of anal origin from snout i^ times iu total length; the anal contains 7'J rays,

and its greatest height is equal to that of the dorsal.

Length of median caudal rays contained 10 times in total length.

Distance of ventral origin from snout times in total length; the ventral is separated
from the anal by a distance equal to one-third the length of head; its length is contained

t-'g
times in tliat of head; it consists of 4 rays.

Color uniform gray, lighter below, the scales above-somewhat metallic in luster. The
last fourth of the dorsal has three oblong black blotches somewhat larger than the eye;
the anal with four similarly placed. In the young theie is a slight brownish marginal line

upon each scale, and an api)earauce of indistinct cloudings of brown n^Jon the colored side.

Radial formula: D. !)6; A. 79; Y. 4; scales 85-35.

The species is described from a specimen obtained by the Albatross from station 2414,

(lat. 25^ 04' 30" N., Ion. 82^ 59' 15" W.
; depth, 2(j fathoms). Its length is 140 millimeters

to base of caudal. The body is somewhat slender, its greatest height (43 millimeters) con-

tained 3;\ times in its length without caudal.

Specimens were also taken by the Albatross from station 2362, in 22° 08' 30" N. lat.,

86° 53' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 25 fathoms; from stations 2121, 2122, between lO-^ 37' 40"

N. lat., 61'3 42' 40" W. Ion., and 10^ 37' N. lat., 61° 44' 22" W. Ion., at a depth of from 31

to 34 fathoms. The Blake also secured examples from station xxiv, off Dominica, and

station xxv.

APHORISTIA PUSILLA, Goode antl Bean. (Figure 379.)

Aphorislia pvsilla, Goode and Bean, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., viii, 1885, 590.

The body is .slender, lanceolate, its greatest height contained 3J times in its total

length. The scales are small, strongly and sharply denticnlated, 85 to 90' in a longitudinal

and 38 in a. transverse series. Jaws and snout entirely covered with scales.

The length of the head is contained 5 times in total length; the length of the snout in

that of the head 5.i times, and equals the diameter of the eye.

Eyes small, very closely apjiroximated in the same vertical line. The nostril is tubu-

lar, placed midway between the lower eye and the tip of the snout.

Mouth small, obliqne, curved, its posterior angle under the anterior margin of the

]iupil of the lower eye, the h-ngthof its gape iu that of the head 4§ times, in greatest height

of body (i'i times. Dentition feeble.

The dorsal fin begins iu the vertical through the ])U[)ils and is composed of 7S rays;

its greatest height is contained 2?^ times in that of body.

The anal is separateil from the snout by a distance about eqnal to the height of the

body, and 7| times the length of the snout. It has 70 rays; its greatest height equals one-

third that of body.
The median caudal rays are .short, their length contained eleven times in total.

The distance of the ventral from the snout is contained about 4J times in total length

of body; its length equals twice the diameter of the eye. Its distance from the anal equals

twice the diameter of the eye.

Color, light brown, with (i or 7 crossbars of slightly darker hue. Blind side light.

The species is described from a specimen (Cat. No. 28730, U. S. N. M.), 55 millimeters

long, taken by the Fish Hawk in 40° 07' 48" N. lat., 70° 45' 54" W. Ion., about 80 fathoms,

and a specimen (Cat. No. 28778 TT. S. N. M.), taken by the same vessel in 40° 01' N. lat.,

09° 50' W. Ion., from oil' Marthas Vineyard, 170 fathoms.
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AMMOPLEUROPS, Gunther.

Ammophm-ops. Gi'NTllER, Cat. Fish. Rrit. Mus., II, 1862, 490.

Eyes on the left .side; ]ic<'toi;il.s none; vertical fms conflnent. Scales ctenoid, decidn

ous, of moderate size; one lateral line. Snout sliort, witii tlie iqiper portion not produced
into a hook; moutli unsymmetrical, rather narrow; teeth minute, on both sides.

AMMOPLEUROPS LACTEUS, (Honapauti:), GiNnir.it.

1'liiiju.iiii lavtea, Bonapartk, Fauna Italica, Pesci, Fasc. v, plate—Costa, Fauna Napn]itan:i. ii, fiO, j)l. 1.—
Cane.strini, Arch. Zool., i, 43, pi. iv, fig. 3; Pcsci (Tltalia, 168.

AmmopUurops lactcus, GCnther, Cat. Fi.sh. Brit. Mus., iv, 490.—Vaii.lant, Exp. Sri. Travailliur i-t Talisman,

1888, 192.

AmmnpUuropt;^ with body 3.^ and head nearly 4 times in total lensth (without caudal).

Width of interorbital sjiace about onefourtli len^sitli of head. Two nostrils in front of lower

eye. Lips not fringed.

Radial formula: D. 90; A. 72 (D.+ A.+ C. I(i2—178); 1>. none; V. 1.

Color, rosy white, the white side a little brighter. Vertical tins spotteil witli brown near

base.

The French ships obtained it on the coast of Spain in (iO meters (station V) ;
off Soudan,

250 meters (station LXV); on the Biiucd'Arguin, 14:0-2:).') nirters (stations xci-xcii); in the

Gulf of Gascony, 400 meters {Travailleur, 1882, viii), and off Penon de Yelez in 370-420

Mieters.

ARELIA, Kaup.

Arelia, Kaup, Wieguiaun's Archiv, 1858, 106.—Uleeker, Enumeratio, 1S4.—tJiNi mkr, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus.,

IV, 493 (as subgenus).

Sinistral pleuronectoids, having no pectorals and confluent vertical tins. Scales

ctenoid and lateral line triple. Snout hooked and moutli twisted; two nostrils on left side.

Teeth dextral, minute.

This, like the related genera or subgenera grouped by Giinther under Ci/nor/Jossus, is

strictly East Indian. It is found in deep water in the Bay of Bengal, Inrcstigator station

9(5, 98-102 fathoms, where it is represented by Gynoglmsm Garpenteri, Alcock. (Journal of

Asiatic Society of Bengal, LViii, ii, 287, pi. XVili, fig. 1; Ann. ami Mag. Nat. Hist., 1890, ii,

217.) Dr. Alcock is of the opinion that "the general fades of this tish is certainly bathybial."

Order CRANIOMI.

Crrtiiiomi, Gill, Vrm: U. S.Nat. Mus., ISSS, .">89.

Teleocephali with the scapular arch abnormal, the post-temporal forming an integral

l)art of the cranium and the postero-temporal crowded out of jjlace by the side of the pro-

scapula above or at the edge of the post-temporal. (Gill.)

Family TRIGLID^^.

Lea Triglides, Risso, Hist. Nat. Eur. Mrrid., 1826, iv, 39: .

TrUjVidd-, Bonaparte, Saggio, etc., 1831; Catalogo Metoilico, 1846,60.—SW/UNSON, Hist. Nat. Fish., etc.,

1X39, II, 179.—Kaup, Wiogmaun's Archiv, 1858, 329.—Giintiiek, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., ii, 86.—Gill, Arr.

Eaiii. Fish., 1872, 6 (Xo. 53).—.Jordan ami Giliieut, Hull, xvi, U. S. Nat. Mus., 731.

Body elongate, usually more or less fusiform. Head externally bony, usually entirely

cuirassed with rough, bony plates, some of which arc armed with spines; eyes high ;
mouth

terminal (u- subinferior; preiuaxillaries protractile; maxillary without supplemental bone,

slipping under the preorbital; teeth very small, in bands in the Jaws, anil usually on

the vomer and palatines; gills 4, a large slit behind the fourth; pseudobranchiiB present;

gill-rakers various; gill-membranes free or variously attached to the isthmus. Yentral

fins thoracic, wide apart, separated by a flat area, I, 4 or
I,

5. Spinous dorsal present,
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short; soft dorsal similar to the aual, which is without spiues; caudal narrow, few-rayed.
Pectorals large, with broad base, sometimes divided, with the three lowermost rays
detached. Aii-bhiddcr ineseut; pyloric cu:;ca usually jneseiit, few iu numbev. Jordan aud
Gilbert.

KEY TO THE AMERICAN GENERA

(After Jordan and Gilbert.)

I. Pectoral fin with two or three detached appendages below
;
veutrals I, 5, wide apart.

T. Body scaly ;
teeth present; pectoral appendages 3 Triglin(e

A. 1 Palatines toothless Trigla
B. 2 Palatines with teeth Prionotus

TRIGLA, Artedi.

Trigla, Artebi, Genera Piscium, 178S, 42.—Cuvier, Regne Animal, ed. i, 1817, ir, 301; ed. 2, 1829, ii, 158.—
CuviKi: and Vai.kncienxes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iv, 9,

—Gunther, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mns., n, 198.—Jordan
and Gilbert, Bull, xvi, U. S. Nat. Mus., 733.

Head angular, with bouy upper surface aud sides. Two dorsals, the first much tbe

shorter. Three free filameuts at base of pectoral. Villiforiu teeth on jaws and usually on

vomer. Palatines toothless. Pectoral tins moderate; a series of bony, spinous plates

along baseof doisal tins, a pair to each ray, forming a shallow groove, in which the tins are

received. Caudal usually emarginate. Scales minute. Lateral liue usually forking at

base of caudal, with branches running to its tip. Brauchiostegals, 7. Pseudobranchiaj

present.
Three European species of Trigla were fouud by the French explorers below 100

fathoms.

(1.) Trigla euculus, Linn.
{
= Triglapim, Bloch), taken in the Gulf of Gascony in 306

meters (Travnillcur station xvii). It is a well-known inshore form, from the British Islands

to the Mediterranean, where, however, it is not especially abundant. There is no satisfac-

tory evidence that it has ever been found in the western Atlantic.

(2.) Trigla lyra, Linn., fouud in the Gulf of Gascony in 411 fathoms {Travailleur sta-

tion VIII).

(.3.) Trigla carillone, Lacepede [=Lepi(lotrigla aspera (C. & V.) Giinther], taken off

Soudan, in 130-35.5 meters; on the Banc d'Arguin, in 140-175; otf Morocco, in lUO; off

Spain, in 99, and near the Cai)e Verdes, in 90. For notes on these three species see Vail-

lant, p. 359.

The GhuUengcr took Trigla lrj>(acanfha, Giinther, and Trigla spiloptera, Giinther, off

the Ki Islands, in 1-tO fathoms (station 192).

Trigla hemisticta, Schlegel, has been found below the hundred fathom line in the Bay
of Bengal, about 10 individuals, many of them females with mature ovaries, having been

taken at Incentigator station No. 90. (Alcock, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., 18S9, ii, 207.)

PRIONOTUS, Lacepede.

Prionotus, Lac^^p^de, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iii, 337, 1802 (type, Trigla evolans, L.).

Body subfusiform; profile of head desceuding to the broad, depressed snout, which is

much longer than the small eye; eyes close together, high up; surface of head entirely

bony, the bones rough with ridges and granulations; scales on head few or none; pre-

opercle with one or two sharp sjjines at its angle; operde with a sharp spine; nape with

two strong spines; a spine on shoulder girdle. Mouth rather broad; bands of small, almost

granular, teeth on jaws, vomer, and palatines; gillmembranes nearly separate, free from

isthmus; gill-rakers rather long. Body covered with small, rougli scales, which are not

keeled; lateral line continuous; scales of breast very small. Dorsal fins distinct, the first

of 8 to 10 rather stout spines; anal tin similar to soft dorsal; pectoral tin with the three
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lower anterior rays thickened, entirely free from each other and from the fin
;
ventrals i,

5, wide npiut, with a flat space between them, the inner rays longest. Pyloric C(Pca in

moderate nnniber; air-bladder generally with lateriil mnscles and div'ided into two lateral

parts; vertebrpe 10 or 11 + 15. (Jordan and Gilbert.)

PRIONOTUS MILITAKIS. Goonic an.l Rban, n. n. (Figures 380, 384.)

The type of the description is a specimen measuring 123 millimeters with the caudal.

The length without the caudal, which is the standard of comi)arison, is {>5 millimeters.

The body is short and stout, its greatest lieight (30 millimeters) nearly one-third of the

standard length; its greatest width at the base of the pectorals (23 millimeters) is nearly
one fourth of the standard length. The least height of the tail (9 millimeters) is <'qual to

the long diameter of the eye. The head is short, the suont abruptly descending and with

two rather long diverging sjiinous ])rocesses at its tip. The orbits are much elevated, the

spines very large, and the jaws are small. The greatest length of tlie head, measured

horizontally (33 nullimeters), is about one-third of the standard length. The distance

measured obliquely from the tip of the rostral spine to the edge of the opercular tl;ip (39

millimeters) is two-tifths of the standard length. liearly all the spines of the head and

the exposed edges of the preorbital, mandible, and opercles are minutely serrate. The

diverging spines upon the snout are themselves armed along the margin by numerous

spinules. The length of the eye (9 millimeters) equals the width of the interorbital area.

The snout (14 millimeters) is more than one-third the length of the head. A strong spine
on the preopercle, with a secondary spine at its base. The spine on the preopercle is as

long as the snout. A stout spine on the operculum, another in the liunun-al region, another

on the nape extending backward to the base of the fourth dorsal spine. Teeth in the jaws
and on the vomer and palate very small, in villiform bands. The length of the maxilla

(10 millimeters) is a little greater than that of the eye. The length of the mandible (12

millimeters) is a little less than that of the snout—it reaches about to the vertical from

the front of the eye. There is a furrow across the nape immediately behind the eyes.

Nine developed gill rakers on the anterior arch, besides several rudiments; all of the gill

rakers very short. Pseudobranchiie present. Branchiostcgals 7. The distance of the

dorsal from the tip of the snout (39 millimeters) is two-fifths of the standard length.

The first two spines are very much i)rodnced; the length of the first (85 millimeters) is

almost equal to the standard length; the length of the second (87 millimeters) is slightly

greater than that of the first. The short spine (23 millimeters) is about twice as long as

the mandible. When the dorsal spines are fully extended they reach nearly to the tip of the

caudal. The anterior margins of the first three spines are minutely serrated, the serrations

being in several rows. The longest ray of the soft dorsal (17 millimeters) is about one-half

as long as the head. The length of the middle caudal rays (25 millimeters) equals the

length of the anal base. The caudal is slightly emarginate. The length of the pectoral

(51 millimeters) is a little more than one- half of the standard length. The longest sepa-

rate ray of the pectoral is about IJ times as long as the shortest; its length equal to that

of the middle caudal rays. The length of the ventral spine (14 millimeters) is one half

the length of the longest ventral ray (2S millimeters). The ventral when extended

reaches to the third ray of the anal. The longest anal ray (IG millimeters) is about one-

half as long as the lu^ad. The scales are very rough; they are in about 7 rows between the

origin of the second dorsal and the lateral line, and 19 rows below the lateral line. The

lateral line contains about 40 tubes, and the number of rows of scales counted obliquely is

about 55.

D. X, 11; A. I, 9; P. 12+3; V. I, 5.

Color in life, rosy; head and pectoral, speckled with dark brown; C or 7 small dark

blotches on the upper edge of the pectoral. Some specimens have the inner surface of the

pectoral dark on its lower half In one sjiecimen the dark blotches on the pectoral are

grouped into four half bands, of which the middle two are very small.

This species is represented by (i individuals from station 23G2 of the steamer Albatross;
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5 from .statiou L'388, Alhatronn; 13 young examples from Albatross station li404; 1 young
from statiou 2400, and 2 youug ones from station 240? .

The types of the ilescri))tion are the specimens from statiou 2302, N. lat. 22^ 08' 30",

W. Ion. 80'^ 53' 30", from 25 lathonis, oft Cape Catoche, Yucatan. The other localities are

as follows : station 2388, N. lat. 29° 24' 30", W. Ion. 88° 01', from 35 fathoms. Gulf of Mexico;

station 2404, N. lat. 28° 44', W. Ion. 85° 10', from 00 fathoms, Gulf of Mexico
;
station 2406,

N. lat. 280 40', W. Ion. 84'= 49', from 26 fathoms, Gulf of Mexico; station 2407, N. lat. 28'^

47' 30", W. Ion. 84^ 37', from 24 fathoms. Gulf of Mexico.

PRIONOTUS EGRETTA, Goode and Bean, n. s. (Figure 381.)

The standard length, which is the total length without the caudal, is 106 millimeters.

The body is rather slender, rapidly tapering posteriorly. The greatest height, which is at

the ventrals (23 millimeters), is contained 4i times in the standard length. The least height

of the tail (7 millimeters) etiu;ds half the length of the intermaxillary. The head is moder-

ately long, its greatest length (40 millimeters) contained 2g times in the standard length.

The snout does not-descend so abruptly as in P. militarius and is without projections from

the front. Its length (17 millimeters) is half the length of the ventral. The width of the

interorbital space (0 millimeters) equals half the long diameter of the eye (12 millimeters).

The length of the eye is contained 3J times in that of the head. The spines of the head are

moderately strong and are without subsidiary basal spines. The length of the spine at the

angle of the preoperculum is nearly ecpial to that of the opercular spine, and is nearly half

thelength ofthe snout. The exposed edges of the bones ofthe head are minutely serrated, but

the teeth at the end of the snout are slightly enlarged. Humeral spine small, nuchal spines

not well developed. One or two spines at the front of the supraorbital and two or three at its

posterior portion. About 9 developed gill rakers on the anterior arch; the longest of them

about 2 millimeters in length. Teeth in villiform bauds in the jaws and on the vomer and

palate. The vomerine band very narrow. The length of the maxilla (14 millimeters) nearly

one-third the length of the head. The length of the mandible (17 millimeters) equals

the length of the snout. The mandible reaches nearly to the vertical from the front of the

eye. A very slight groove across the nape immediately behind the eyes continued down-

ward by an interspace between the preoperde and opercle. The distance of the dorsal

from the tip of the snout (39 millimeters) is about equal to the length of the head. The

base of the spinous dorsal (24 millimeters) equals the length of the head without the snout;

the first spine is coarsely serrated for the first sixth of its length, and is produced into a

filament, which extends beyond the end of the caudal when laid back, making the length

of the first spine (117 millimeteEs) greater than the standard length of the fish; several of

the succeeding spines are also weakly serrated on their anterior margin. The length of

the second spine (22 millimeters) nearly ecpial to that of the base of the tin. The last three

spines are very small. The first ray of the second dorsal is also serrated on its anterior

margin ; the rays greatly increase in size posteriorly to the ninth, which is nearly one-half as

long as the head. ^The base of the second dorsal (28 millimeters) is twice as long as the

maxilla. The caudal is somewhat emarginate, the length of the middle rays (26 millimeters)

a trifle longer than the base of the spinous dorsal. The anal origin is almost directly under

that of the second dorsal. The length of the spine (7 millimeters) is about two-thirds that

of the first ray. The anal rays increase in length posteriorly, the length of the ninth (14

millimeters) being one-half of the base of the second dorsal. The length of the pectoral

(34 millimeters) is less than the length of the head
;
the fin when extended reaches to the

vertical from the fourth ray of the second dorsal. The longest separate ray of the pectoral

(28 millimeters) is as long as the base of the second dorsal. The shortest separate ray (20

millimeters) is one half the length of the head. Ventral when extended reaches to the

origin of the anal. The scales are very small, about 9 rows between the origin of the sec-

ond dorsal and the hiteial line, and about 32 rows between the lateral line and the vent.

About 60 tubes in the lateral line; nearly 100 oblique rows can be counted between the head

and the caudal fin.

1980S-No. 2 30
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D. XI, 11; A. I, 10; P. 12 + 3; V. I, 5.

Color, lifvlit biowiiish-yellow on the back, paler beneath; the fi as, except the i)ectoral

and veutral, pale. The pectoral has five dark bauds, of wliicli the tliird extends entirely

across the fin.

The type of the description is a^ sins>']e individual VM niilliuK^ters long, taken by the

U. S. steamer Blake, at station LXiv.off Barbados, at an uncertain depth, somewhere between

100 and 200 fathoms.

PRIONOTUS STEARNSII, Jordan aud Swain.

Prionotim SIcanisii, .Jordan aud Swain, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1884 (vii), 541.

A Frio)iofns allied to Frionotus cvolniis, having head 2| in length (.3|^ including caudal);

depth. 4 (5);U. viii-12; A. 12. Scales, (transverse series), 77; pores in lateral line about

48. Length, 3f inches.

Body not very slender; narrowed but compressed above, the width of the nape between

the occipital spines being about one-fifth the head. Head depressed auij long, its upper

profile being a little concave before eye, thence slightly convex or almost straight to front

of dorsal. Snout 2J in head, not very broad, rather more than usually rounded anteriorly
and scarcely emarginate at tip. Edges of snout without spine and without distinct serra>,

the margin merely granular. Surfaces of b(jnes of head comparatively smooth, but rough-
ened with small granules, which are arranged in radiating stri;e, much as in P. eruhiHS, but

more regularly than in that species.

Mouth rather wide, tlie maxillary reaching to oi)posite front of the eye, the mandible

about to center of eye; maxillary two in head. Bands of palatine teeth narrow.

Eye smaU, its diameter (in young specimen) 4§ in head. A very small cirrus formed of

two or three thickish filaments from a common base on upper part of eye; its length little

more than half the pupil. Interorbital area of moderate width, rather deeply concave, its

least width 6J in head. Orbital rim not at all elevated, its bones with entire or granulated

edges. No trace of spine or groove behind eye. Occipital spines very weak, the outer pair

inconspicuous, not reaching nearly to front of dorsal, the inner pair altogether wanting, no

trace of them being seen. No spines, ridges, or evident roughness on temporal region.

Preopercle with a single small sjiine, without smaller one at its base. Lower opercular

sijine small; upper opercular spine reduced to a blunt point. Humeral spine inconspicu-

ous, not extending beyond opercular spine. The head is tHus much less completely armed
than in any other of our species of rrionotu.s, the only spinous projections present being
the occipital, humeral, opercular and i)re()percular spines, four pairs. These spines may
perhaps become more jirominent with age. Membranaceous tlai) of opercle scaly.

Gill rakers long and very slender, about thirteen developed, the length of the longest
about half eye.

Scales rather large, those on the nai)e and breast little reduced in size; about 10

between dorsal and occiiiut.

Fins all low and small. First dorsal spine rather the highest, its length 2J in head,
its anterior margin serrulate. Longest ray of soft dorsal, 2 in head. Caudal, 1;^ in head.

Longest anal ray 2 in head. Pectorals very short (perhaps longer in the adult), reaching

only to front of second dorsal, IJ in head. Detached rays slender, the uppermost IJ in

head. Veutrals, Ij in head.

Color, in spirits, brown, paler below; scales everywhere, with dark punctulations, these

forming a darker shade on the lateral line near the middle of the body; the head plain
brown. Spinous dorsal dusky posteriorly. Soft dorsal with two duskj- longitudinal shades.

Caudal blackish at tip. Anal witli a black stripe toward the margin. Pectorals black, the

detached rays and ventral fins jilain whitish.

The type of this species (No. .36943, U. S. N. M.),3f inches long, in good conditicm, was
taken from the stomach of a Red Snap])e,r, Lutjnnm Blarkfordii, at Pensacohi.

The Blake secured a specimen at station ccLi, on the Alacrau Shoals, Yucatan, at a

depth of 35 fathoms.
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The Albatross obtained specimeus from the following localities: Station 2405, in 28°

45' N. lat., 850 02' W. Ion., at a depth of 30 fathoms; station 2400, in 28° 41' IST. lat., 8(5° 07'

W. Ion., at a depth of 169 fathoms; and station 23SS, in 29° 24' 30" K lat., 88° 01' W. Ion.,

at a depth of 35 fathoms.

PRIONOTUS ALATUS, Goode and Bean. (Figure 382.)

Prioiiotiis alaliis, Goode and Bean, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., x, 1883, 210.

A Prionotus vfith the body normal in form, rather robnst; its greatest height ecinal

to one-fourth its length without caudal, and nearly equal to one-fifth of tiie total leiigtli;

its greatest width one-fifth of its greatest length without caudal; the least height of tail

contained 12 times, or nearly so, in the standard body length, and 3 times iu the height of
the body.

Scales small and much pectinate, there being in the lateral line about one hundred

vertical rows of scales, about 50 of which are tube-bearing and specialized. The number
of rows, counting diagonally around the body from the origin of the anal, is 21 l)elow

and 7 above the lateral line. The length of the head to the tip of the preopercular

spine is contained 2.^ times in the standard body length, and very little more than 3

times in the total length. The width of the head is equal to its height. The upper limb of

the orbit encroaches upon the upper profile of the head, and the center of the ijupil is equi-

distant from the til) of the snout and tlic tip of the prolonged preopercular spine. The

length of the snout measured obliquely from the anterior margin of the orbit, is equal to

that of the postorbital portion of the head to the end of the opercular spine. At the lower

angle of the preoperculum is a robust spine, curving slightly u])wards, the length of which

is equal to that of the first dorsal ray. This spine is serrated upon its outer edge, and has

a small spine at its base, which is also serrated. The tip of the spine extends to the per-

pendicular from the center of the intersjiace between the third and fourth dorsal spines;
while that of the humeral spine extends to the perpendicular from the interspace between

the fourth and fifth, and that of the opercular to the perpendicular from the center of the

base of the third. There is a strong scapular spine, which extends back to the posterior

edge of the second dorsal spine.

The leng th of the upper jaw is equal to one-third that of the head. The palatine teeth

are iu short feeble bands, hardly perceptible even with a strong magnifying glass. Gill

rakers, 6 in number, besides several rudimentary ones, 5 being below the angle, and the

longest equal in length to one-third the diameter of the eye.

The first dorsal fin is inserted above the tip of the upper opercular si^iue, and at a dis-

tance from the snout equal to twice the length of the fourth dorsal spine. The height of

the first dorsal spine, which is equal to that of the third, and slightly less than that of the

second, equals half the length of the head. Its anterior margin is strongly serrated, while

those of the second and third spines are less markedly so. The length of base of first dor-

sal equals the grei,itest height of body; the distance between its insertion and that of the

second dorsal fin is equal to the length of the longest and superior detached pectoral ray.

The second dorsal fin is inserted in the perpendicular over the interspace between the sec-

ond and third anal rays; the length of its longest ray equals twice the least height of tail,

and the length of its base equals the greatest length of the ventral rays. Its first ray is

conspicuously serrated on its anterior edge.
The in.sertion of the anal fin is in the perpendicular below the end of the first dorsal

flu: the length of its longest ray is equal to half that of the middle caudal rays.

The caudal is truncated, very slightly emarginate.
The pectoral is very peculiar in structure, its longest ray, the nintli, reaching to the

base of the caudal rays, and cipial in length to four times that of the fourth dorsal spine.

The tenth ray is a little bit shorter, extending nearly to the end of the soft dorsal. The

eleventh, twelfth, and thirteenth rays are graduated, decreasing in regular iiroportion, the

thirteenth being less than one fourth as long as the tenth. The eighth is about midway
between the tenth and eleventh; the first is slightly longer than the twelfth and those inter-
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mediate between the first aud the eighth are graduated iu length, so as to form a rounded

ontline for the anterior, or n])i)er, portion of the fin. Tlie pectoral apiiendages are slender,

the third being slightly greater in length than the thirteenth ray, being two-tliirds as long

as the first, while the second is intermediate between the other two.

The ventral is insci-ted directly nnder the base of flie pectoral appendages; its first

spine about etjual in length to the prcoi)crcular spine from the base of the supplemental

spines; its longest, the third and tburth, e.xactly eiiual in length to the base of the second

dorsal.

Radial formula: 1). x, 12; A. 11; 0. 3—7+5—4; T. 13+3; Y.
I,

5.

L. lilt, about 100. Tube bearing scales, about 50.

Color, brownish above, with about four indistinct transverse band-like blotches, one of

which is on the base of the caudal; whitish beneath. Vertical fins uniform, the tips of

the caudal rays blackish, with two indistinct cloud like bands in advance of the terminal

bands thus formed. A black blotch, with whitish i'nterior margin on the membrane be-

tween the fourth aud fifth dorsal S[)ines; a very inconspicuous blackish spot on the mem-
brane between the fifth and sixth; others still less conspicin)us (»ii the succeeding inter-

spaces. The pectoral blotched and clouded with bhudcish brown and white.

A single specimen of this species of Prionotus was obtained off Charleston, S. C, in

the same haul with the itleuronectoid described above under the name Notoscmn dilrctit.

This species belongs to the group referred by Jordan to the subgenus Ornichthys of

Swainson.

A single specimen of this species was secured by the Blalce at station cocxiii, in 32°

31' 50" N. lat., 78° 45' W. Ion., at a depth of 75 fathoms.

Specimens were obtained by the Albatross from the following localities: Station 2403,

in 28° 42' 30" N. hit., 85° 29' W. Ion., at a depth of 88 fathoms; station 2404, in 28° 44' N.

lat. 850 W W. Ion., at a depth of GO fiithoms; station 2313, in 32^ 53' N. lat., 77° 53' W.

Ion., at a depth of 99 fathoms; and station 2417, in 33° 18' 30" N. lat., 77° 07' W. Ion., at a

depth of 95 fathoms.

PRIONOTUS PALMIPES, (Mitchill), Storer.

Trigla palmipes, Mitchill, Traus. Lit. and Phil. Soc, N. Y., i, 181."), 431.

Prionoliis palmipfs, Storkk, Fishes of Mass.—Jori>an & Gilbert, ]?u11. xvi, V. S. N. M., p. 735.

A Prionotus with head comparatively smooth above. Preopercular spine strong ; opercle

scaleless; band of palatine teeth short and broad, shorter than eye. Pectorals short, not

reaching middle of second dorsal, 2^ iu length; pectoral appendages strong, more or less

dilated at their tips; ventrals long, reaching anal; gill rakers rather short, about 10 below

^ngle; maxillary 3.^ in head. Head, 3; depth, 5.

Radial formula: 1). x, 13; A. 12; Lat. 1. 58.

Color, brownish above, clouded with darker
;
throat and branchiostegals dark

;
a distinct

black blotch above on membrane between fourth and fifth dorsal spines, this 0(;ellated

below; 2 longitudinal light streaks below dorsal blotch; second dor.sal with ol)li(|ue whitish

streaks.

This familiar species was obtained at station 2313 of the Albdiross, N. lat. 32° 53', W,
Ion. 77° 53', at the depth of 99 fathoms.

PRIONOTITS HEANII, (iooi)E, n. s. (Figure 383.)

A species o{ Prionotus having the greatest height of the body (29 millimeters) nearly

one-fourth of the standard length. Its greatest width (27 millimeters) is slightly less

than its height. The least height of the tail (8 millimeters) is nearly one-fifth of the

length of the head, and is ('(pial to the shoit diameter of the eye. The head is moderately

long, its length (39 ndllimetei's) being one third of the standard length. The width of the

interorbital space on the bone (0 millimeters) is about one-third the length of the snout.

There is a furrow behind the eyes which is interrupted on the nape. The snout is ]>roduce(l

into two short obtuse serrated jxjints fiauked behind on each side by a short but stout com-
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pressed spiue; bebiud this on the snout another short spine. A short spine on the cheek
bone. Anterior nostril in a tnbe which is produced posteriorly into a little flap; posterior
nostril in a large shorter tube. The preopercular spine, also, has a short spine at its Ijase.

Preocular and supraocular spines present. A pair of postocular spines on each side, one in

front of the other. A pair of blunt spines on the occiput and another pair on the nape.

Length of opercular spine, measured back to the edge of the preopercle, equals the length
of the jtostorbital part of the head. Humeral spine well developed, its length nearly equal
to that of the i)reocular. The maxilla does not reach to the front of the eye, its length (14

millimeters) being equal to the postorbital part of the head. The mandible reaches about to

the vertical from the front of the eye; its length (IS millimeters) nearly one-half the length
of the head. Teeth in nairow villiforni bands in the jaws and on the vomer and palate.

Eight developed gill rakers on the anterior arch. The longest about one-third as long as the

eye; five rudiments below and two above the developed rakers of the anterior arch; these

are mere tubercles scarcely raised above the general surface. The length of the eye (9 milli-

meters) is one-half the length of the snout and nearly one-fourth the length of the head.

The snout (18 niillinieters) is equal to twice the length of the eye and equals the length of

the mandible. The distance of the dorsal from the ti'i) of the snont (4L' milliineters) is a little

greater than the length of tiie head. The length of the base of the spinous dorsal (26

millimeters) nearly three times the length ot the eye. The first spine is serrated on its

anterior margin for the greater portion of its height; it is nearly as long as the second, its

length (10 millimeters) is two-fifths the length of the head; the third spiue is the longest, Its

length (20 millimeters) is one-half the length of the head. The last two spines are very
small. Tlie third spine, also, is serrated along its anterior margin for the greater portion of

its height. There is a very slight interspace between the two dorsals. The length of the

first ray of the soft dorsal (IC millimeters) etpials that of the second spine of the dorsal; the

length of the last ray (13 millimeters) equals one-half of the length of the spinous dorsal

base. The length of the middle caudal rays (27 inillinieters) equals three times the length of

the eye. The caudal is slightly euiarginate. The origin of the anal is immediately under

the origin of the .soft dorsal. The length of the anal base (32 nnllimeters) is one-half the

distance of the anal from the tip of the snout. The spine is only about two-thirds as long
as the first ray ;

its length (7 millimeters) is one-half the length of the maxilla. The length
of the longest anal ray (12 millimeters) is one-half the length of the spinous dorsal base.

The ventral extends to the Origin of the anal; its length {'V^ millimeters) e(|ual to the anal

base. The pectoral when extended reaches to the line connecting the fifth ray of the dorsal

with the sixth ray of the anal. This fin is emarginate behind; its longest ray is slightly

longer than the head and more than twice as long as th(^ longest dorsal spine.

Radial formula: D. x, 12; A. I, 10; P. 13 -f 3; V. 1,5.

The type of the description is a specimen 112 inillimeters long to base of caudal. Its

catalogue number is 39318, from statiiui 2120, steamer ^?t((0-«s.s-, N. lat., 11° 07' W. Ion.,

02° 14' 30", from 73 fathoms, otf Trinidad.

Seven rows of scales between the lateral line and origin of the second dorsal; 19 rows

between latvral line and origin of anal
;
50 pores m the lattMal line, and about 93 oblique rows

of scales can be counted. Scales on the breast conspicuously smaller than the others.

Colors of the alcoholic si)eciuien, light yellowish brown above, lighter below. The spi-

nous doisal has a black blotch between the. fourth and fifth spines, its length about two-

thirds that of the eye. The membrane connecting the spines of the dorsal with faint

dusky shades in several jtlaces. Membrane connecting the last three or four rays of the

second dorsal slightly dusky. The pectoral with two broad dark areas, sei)arated and

surrounded by lighter. The dark markings on the pectoral do not take the form of bands,

and have their greatest length nearly parallel with the axis of the fish.
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Family PERISTEDIID.^.

Penstediin(e, Jordan and Gilbkrt, Bull, xvi, U. S. Nat. Mus., 731.

Peristediida; Gill, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., xi, 1888, 590.

Trigloids, closely allied to Tr'ujUda', from wbicli they are rtistiiigulslied by liaviiig tlie

body mailed instead of scaly, by the absence of teeth, and the separation of the opercnlnm
and suboperculum from the interoperculum; and the lesser number of pectoral append-

ages, which aj^e two rather than three.

PERISTEDION. LAc^pfeDE.

Periatedion, Lac^p^de, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iii, 1802, p. 368.

Body elongate, fnsiform, covered with bony plates, each of which is armed with a

strong spine; head bony; each preorbital produced into a long flat process, whicli projects

more or less beyond the mouth; mouth small; teeth none; lower jaw included, provided
with barbels; gill membranes separate, narrowly joined to the isthimis anteriorly; gill

rakers slender. Dorsal (in continuous or divided. Pectoral tin short, with the two lower-

most rays detached. Ventrals i, 5, separated by a broad flat area. Air-bladder simide.

Pyloric ca?ca about 10. Warm seas. Color, generally red.

In addition to the Atlantic species named below the ChaUenger took P. mollticcense,

Blkr., off the Ki Islands (station 192), 140 fathoms; P. Murrayi, Giinther, from the Sea of

Banda, 200 fathoms; and P. liorhynchum, from the Admiralty Island, 152 fathoms.

PERISTEDION MINIATUM, Godde. (Figures38.5, 385 A, B.)

Peristedlum miniatum, Goode, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., in, 1880, 349, 480.—Goode auil Bean, Bull. Mus. C'omp.

ZoiJl., X, 1883, 212.—JoKDAN aud Gilbert, Bull., xvi, U. S. Nat. Mus., 732.—Gi'NTHER, Clialleuger Keport,

XXII, 64.

The greatest width of the body (20) is equal to its greatest height (10..">) being one-fifth

of its total length without caudal. The general armature of the body is much like that

described by Giinther under Peristethus hrenrostre? The number of plates between the

gill openings and the base of the tail is from 27 to 29. There are -4 series of spiny ])lates

on each side, the spines of the abdominal series becoming very weak and obsolete towards

the tip of the tail.

The length of the head (10.15) is two-fifths of the total length without caudal. The

length of the j^reorbital processes (7) is contained about 3i times in the distance from their

extremities to the anterior margin of the orbit. The interorbital space is dcejily concave;
its width (0.75) contained between G and 7 times in the length of the head. Protuberance on

the forehead very slight. The length of the snout (22.5) is more than half that of the head

(in young less). The diameter of the eye (05) is contained between (! and 7 times in the

length of the head. There is one pair of spines upon the upper surface of the snout behind

the base of the preorbital processes, and another larger pair upon the preorbital processes,
one upon each. The ridge of the preoperculuiii terminates in a depressed short, sharp-

pointed sijiue. The number of small tentacles upon either side of the lower jaw is about

10, the smallest nearest to the symphysis. The long tentacles at the angles of the mouth
are fringed, and extend to the base of the pectorals. In other respects Giiuther's descrip-
tion of P. brevirostre is ami)le for this species.

Color, bright crimson.

Eadial formula: D. vii, IS; A. 17; C. 10; P. 2 + 10; Y. 0. T.. lat., 27 on one side, 28

on the other

Three other specimens liad the following: 1). Viii, IS; A. 17. 1). vii, IS; A. IS. D.

VII, 18; A. 18.

Total length of type (No. 26023) 300 millimeters.

' Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., u, 1860, p. 218.
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Young specimens of this species were secured by the Blake from station cccxxvii, in

340 00' 30" N. lat., IGo 10' 30" W. Ion., at a depth fif 178 fathoms
;
and from station cccxiv,

in 32° 24' N. lat., 78° 44' W. Ion., at a depth of 142 fathoms.

The Fish Haick ohiaiuad specimens as follows : No. 29055, U. S. N. M., from station

1040, ill 38° 33' N. hit., 73° 18' W. Ion., at a depth of 104 fathoms; No. 29038, F. S. N. M.,

from station 1047, in 38° 31' N. lat., 73° 21' W. long., at a depth of 156 fathoms; No. 28789,

IT. S. N. M., from station 940, in 39° 54' N. lat., 69° 51' 30" W. Ion., ..t a depth of 93

fathoms; No. 26023, U. S. N. M., from station 869, in 40° 02' 18" N. lat., .0° ^3' 06" W. Ion.,

at a depth of 192 fathoms; No. 26030, from station 871, in 40° 02' 54" N. .at., 70° 23' 40 W.

Ion., at a depth of 115 tathoms.

The Albatross obtained specimens from station 2264, in 37° 07' 50" N. lat., 74° 34' 20"

W. Ion., at a depth of 167 fathoms; station 2425, in :HJO 20' 24 N. lat., 74° 46' 30" W. Ion.,

at a depth of 119 fathoms; and station 2426, in 36° 01' 30" N. lat., 74° 47' 30" W. Ion., at a

depth of 93 fathoms.

TABLE OF MEASUREMENTS.

Currt'Tit nomber of specimen ,

Locality

Extreme length
Length to end of middle caudal rays
Body :

Greatest height at origin of dorsal
Greatest width under pectorals
Heiglit at ventrals
Least height of tail

Head :

Greatest length
Distance from snout to nape
Greatest width
Width of interorbital area

Length of snout
Length of operculum
Length of maxillary
Length of mandible
Distance from snout to orl)it

Diameter of orbit, longitudinal
Width of mouth opening

End of frontal spine to sympbysiH of maxillaries .

Length of barbels
'

Dorsal (spinous) :

Distance from snout
Length of base
Greatest height, second spine
Height at first spine
Height at last spine
Width of up]»er surface of occijiital phite
Length of nppi r surface of nciipital phito . . ..

Width of upper surface of nuchal j)late

Length of upper surface of nuchal plate
Anal ;

Distance from snout

Length of base

Height at first spine
Height at second spine
Height at third spine
Height at last spine

Caudal :

Lengt h of midde rays
Length of external "rays :

Pectoral;
Distance from snout

Length
Teutral :

Distance from snout
Distance from symphysis of mandibles

Length
Isthmus
Dorsal
Anal .

raiidal
Pectoral
Ventral
Number of plates in lateral line
From anterior edge of frontal plate to end of frontal spine .

26,023.
869.

Milli-

meters.

300
272

lOOths of

length.

26,030,
871 (young).

Milli. lOOths of
meters, length.

100

19.50
20
19.50
2.75

40.50
32. 75
29
6.75

22. 50 :

10

12. 50 I

21 I

6.50
12

7

29

38.25
53.50
10.75
10
3

7
4.75
6. .50

5

53. 50
36
3.50
6.50

9.50
5

33
18.25

31
37.25
17.50
15.50

VII, 18
18

16

2-f-lO
6

28
9.50

100

19
15
18
3

39
36
30
12
18
7
14.50
13

19
10
13
6
10

40
53.50
10.75
10
6
12.50
8
6.25
3

51
40
3
7
8
4

34
14

30
40
20
15

VII, 18

18
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PERISTEDION LONGISPATHA, GooDE and Bean. (Figure 386.)

Peristediiim longinpafha, GooiH': and Bean, Bull. Mas. C'oiiii). ZiiiU., xii. No.
.'>,

166.

Body liigb aiitedoiiy, its greatest lieigbt (39 iiiilliineters) coutained 4i times in total

length. The length of the head, without prolongations, is contained 2^ times in the total

length; with prolongation.s, 2 times. The crown of the head is flat, .separated fi-om the

nuchal plate hy a deep furrow, whic^h is convex forward. The interorbital si)acc is deeply

concave, the supraorbital margins being swollen; its widtli (IG millimeters) equal to the

long diameter of the orbit. No i)rotuberance on the forehead, which is much depressed, its

outline descending abruptly and rapidly in front of the eyes. A ridge, but no spine,

beneath the eye. Tlie length of the snout (49 millimeters), ineliiding the preorbital exten-

sion, is more than half the length of the head; the preorbital extension equals about half

the length of the snout. Tlie processes are Hat, rounded anteriorly, and covered with

minute granulations; they diverge considerably, the distance of the tips apart (30 millime-

ters), being nearly twice that at their bases (19 millimeters). A ridge arises at the base of

the ]n-eorbital process and extends to the angle of the preoperculum, and its width at the

angle (8 millimeters) is contained twice in the diameter of the orbit. A narrow inconspicu-

ous and interrupted ridge below. A ridge on the operculum, ending in a sharp spine at

the angle; its length is equal to the diameter of the eye.

The jaws are feeble, toothless; the lower jaw with 2 long, much fringed Itarbels and

14 shorter ones. The length of the long barbels (32 millimeters), twice the diameter of the

eye.

The maxilla does not quite reach the vertical through the anterior margin of the eye.

The diameter of the eye (10 millimeters) is contained 4 times in the length of the head

without its prolongations. The greatest width of the head over the preopercular ridge (61

millimeters) is <'ontained three times in the total length.

The dorsal origin is directly in a line with the upi)er angle of the gill opening. The

longest spine (IS millimeters), slightly longer than the widtii of interorbital space. The

fin has 8+19 rays.

The anal origin is under that of the second dorsal. Tlie fin has 19 rays. Caudal

small, slightly emarginate; the length of its middle rays (23 millimeters) equals 1^ times

the diameter of the eye.

Ventrals slightly in advance of the pectorals and extending farther back, reaching

slightly beyond vent and to vertical througli seventh row of scales.

Pectoral short, extending to vertical from fifth scale of the lateral line, the longest

detached ray to the sixth. Twenty-nine rows of scales.

Color in life, bright roseate; a black blotch near the tip of the pectoral. Dorsal with

narrow dark margin; tip of caudal black.

The elongation of the preorbital extension is noticeable in the smallest examples.
This form was taken by the Blal-e, at stations LViii, off Havana, 242 fathoms (type);

LXII, off Barbados 209 fathoms; LXiii, otf Barbados, 209 fathoms; and by the Allmiroits,

at stations in the Gulf of Mexico as follows: 2397,280 fathoms; 2376, 324 fathoms ; 2358,222
fathoms.

PERISTEDION IMBERBE, PoEY.

J'cihledion imberhc, PoEY, Rep. Fis. Nat. Cuba, ll, 1866,158; 1868, 462; Mem. Hist. Nat. Cuba, ii, 367, 389.

I'eristedion micronermis, Poey, Ann. Lye Nat. Hist. New York, ix, 321.

Feristelhiis micronema. GuNTllEit, Challenger Report, XXII, 1887, 05.

Body somewhat slender, its greatest height contained 4.J times in the distance between

the tip of the snout and the base of the caudal. Length of head, without prolongations,
contained 2i times in total length; with ])rolongati(nis, twice. Crown of the head fl:it;

interorbital space concave, with a depressed groove in its middle, branching iiosteriorly

along the base of the supraorbital crests; its width somewhat greater than the horizontal

diameter of the orbit. No protuberanc(^s on the forehead or on the snout above, and no

ridges or spines beneath the eye. The length of the snout, including the preorbital exten-
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sion, is equal to the leugtli of the head; the preoiliital extension about two-fifths of the

length of the snout. The prcoibitnl jiiocesses are Hat, uuaiincd, and somewhat divergent;
a ridge arises at the base of the pi-eorbital jirocess and extends to the angle of the preoper-

culuin, where it terminates in a blunt spine; a low ritlge on the operculum, ending in a

rather inconspicnons spine; another above, and close to it, i)ointing upward. The length
of the oj)crcular ridge of spines is nearly equal to the horizontal diameter of tlie eye.

Jaws feeble and apparently toothless; barbels on the lower jaw so inconspicuous at

present as to be scarcely visible.

The maxillary extends almost to the vertical through the anterior margin of the eye;
the diameter of the eye is contained 4 times in tiie length of the head without its pro-

longations.

The dorsal origin is over the tip of the opercular spine ;
the origin of the anal apparently

behind that of the second dorsal; ventrals slightly in advance of the pectorals, and not so

far back, tliough their tips reach somewhat beyond the vent; pectorals rather long; about

twenty-five rows of scales.

Tlie type, about 2 inches in length, is in the Museum of Comparative Zoology at

Cambridge, and has been studied in the preparation of this description, but the example
being unique and very small, we have not ventured to examine it so closely as would have
been practicable with more mateiial. It is, however, ai)parently a well marked specie.s,

resembling in a general way 1\ lonyispatha. It was obtained by Poey from the stomach
of Poli/mixia nobilis, taken near Cuba in deep water.

PERISTEDION GKACILE, Goode ami Bean, ii. s. (Figure 387).

Body very slender; its greatest height (18 millimeters) is nearly one-sixth of its length.
The length of the head to the tip of the prolongated rostral spine is 48 millimeters

;
without

the jtrolongatioiis its length is ."^C millimeters or twice the greatest height of the body. The
interorbital space is deejjly concave. The interorbital width (10 millimeters) equals one-half

the length of the snout including the rostral spine. The forehead descends gently towards
the snout and the supraorbital crests are very little elevated. The rostral spine on each
side is continued backwai'd by a slight bony ridge ending in a blunt spine at the angle of

the preopercuhim. Thc^ opercular spine is small, the length of the oiieiculum with the

spine being about equal to the length of the eye. The length of the snout with preorbital
extension (29 millimeters) is a little more than one-fourth of the standard length ;

the length
of the spine alone (1.3 millimeters) is nearly equal to the length of the mandible. The jaws
are feeble and toothless. The length of the maxilla (12 millimeters) is one fourth the length
of the head. The length of tln^ mandible (15 millimeters) is one half the length of the

snout with the pn^orbital extension. Tlic^ mandible has two groups of barbels, one on each

side of its lower edge. The length of the longest barbel
(!) millimeters) equals that of tlie

eye. The barbels are subdivided into several fringes; the number of barbels on each side

of the mandible may be divided up into 8 or 9 clusters. The mandible extends to the ver-

tical through the front of the eye. Twenty six gill-rakers on thi^ first aicli, the longest one-

half as long as the eye. The longitudinal diameter of the eye (9 millinu'ters) is nearly

equal to the width of the interorbital space. Greatest width of the head over the preorbi
tal ridge (15 millimeters) is one-half the length of the snout iiudiuling the ])reorbital exten

sion. The spinous dorsal originates directly above the end of the opercular tlap; the first

si)ine is slightly the longest, its length (15 millimeters) equals the length of the snout and
its projecting spine; it also ('([uals the short diameter of the eye. The longest ray of the

second dorsal (II millimeteis) is nearly one fourth the length of the head. The least height
of the tail

('> millimeters) is one-third the length of the eye. The anal origin is under the

second ray of the soft dorsal; the fin extends as far back as the dorsal, the length of its

base (41 7iiillimeters) being 4 times the width of the interorbital area, the rays
about as long as those of the second dorsal. The length of the middle caudal rays (12

niillinjeters) is four-thirds the length of the eye, the tin being emargiuate. The ventral

base is under the pecti)ral base, the fin reaching to tlie vent, its length (18 millimeters) twice
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that of the eye. The pectoral is short, reaching to below the eighth scute of the lateral

line; tlie longest detached ray reaches to below the ninth scnte of the lateral line; its leugtli

(24: millimeters) equals one-half the length of the head. Thirty scutes in the lateral line.

Eadial formula: B. 7-8; D. vill, 20; A. I, IS; P. 11 + 2; V. I, 5.

Color (of alcoholic specimen) very light yellow, a broad jwarly band along the sides,

back stippled with light brownish; pectorals with dark mottlings.

The type of the species is a specimin 5 inches long, taken at station 2401, steamer

Alhatroiin, N. hit. 28° 38' 30," AV. Ion. 85° 52' 30", from 142 fathoms. This locality is in

the Gulf of Mexico.

PERISTEDION PLATYCEPHALUM, Goodk and Bean. (Figure .388, A, B.)

Periatedium platycephaliim, Goode and Bean, Bull. Mus. Couij). Zoiil., xii, No. 5. ji. KiT.

A Pt'ristedion with body much depressed, its greatest height (23 millimeters), OJ in

body length, G'^ in total.

Length of head without prolongations (47 millimeters), twice the height of body, 3J
in its length ;

with prolongations, 2i in body length. Interorbital space deeply <-oncave, the

supraorbital margin being swollen, its width (14 millimeters) equal to the long diameter of

the eye. No protuberance on the forehead, which is much depressed, its outline descend-

ing abruptly and rapidly in front of the eyes. A ridge below tlie eye, 7iot armed; a small

vertical spine behind each nostril. Stout spines upon operculum and several ui)on the

vertex. The length of snout with its extensions (29 millimeters) is half the length of the

head, its processes (10 millimeters) about 3 in its own length. The jjrocesses are flat,

triangular, diverging slightly, the distance apart of their tips 2-2i that at their bases. A
ridge extends backwards from the base of each process along the lower edge of the preo-

perculum, ending behind in a sharp, flat spine; the greatest width of the expanded jiortion,

on the preoperculum, only one-fourth as wide as the eye. Beneath this is another Icsscon-

spicuous ridge with minutely serrated edge, which is doable in front and single behind, the

two portions separated by a slight notch.

Jaws normal, the two tentacles much fringed, their length (16 millimeters) not mucli

exceeding the diameter of the eye; between them, and placed about e(iuidistant from each

other, are two bunches of short tentacles, about 4 in each. Chin with numerous short ten-

tacles, some of them as long as the eye, arranged for the most part in bunches of 4. The
maxilla does not reach to the anterior margin of orbit. Diameter of eye (13 millimeters)

nearly 4 in greatest length of head, and exactly half total length of snout. Greatest width

of head, over the preopercular ridges (43 millime ters), nearly equal to its own length with-

out the processes.

Dorsal origin over the upper angle of gill-opening. The length of the longest spine

(18 millimeters) is equal to that of postorbital portion of head.

Anal origin slightly behind origin of second dorsal and vertical through seventh lateral

scute.

Caudal small, slightly emarginate, with tips slightly produced, the length <>1' the mid-

dle rays (18 millimeters) equal to that of the dorsal.

Ventral origin in advance of the axil of the pectorals; the fin extends slightly beyond
the vent, but not quite to the origin of the anal; its length (3r) millimeters) about twice

the length of the dorsal.

Pectoral rather long, extending to tln^ ninth scute of the lateral line and past the

vertical through the origin of the anal.

Radial formula: D. viii, 17; A. i,,17; V. i, 5; L. lat. 2!t.

Color, red; body and lins mottled and blotched with darker.

Types from Blalie, stations lx, off Barbados, 123 fathoms; Lix, off" Barbados, 288

fathoms.
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PERISTEDION TKUNCATUM, Gi ntiiek.

I'erislelhiis truncal iim. (ii'NTJiEK, Challenger Rejuiit 1, I'art (!, 1880, 7, )il. II, fig. A.

The leii.ytli of the pieoibititl processes is eoiitaiued twice aud tliiee-fonrtlis in the dis-

tance between their extremities and tlie anterior margin of the orbit. Iiiterorbital s])a(!e

deeply eoucave, with a depressed smooth groove aloug the middle; a minute spine on the

base of each preorbital jirocess, but no other ou the upper surface of the snout; lower jaw
with enormous barbels, the longest being fringed. The i)reoperc,ular ridge does not extend

beyond the liind margin of the bone, and is not produced into a spine; also the opercular

ridge terminates in a short and truncated projection. Each scute of the body with a

hooked xpinc. Each of the bony plates between the ventral tins is not <iuite twice as long
as broad. Kose-colored, with small, iri'egular brownish spots on tlic up])er i)arts.

Radial formula: D. vii, 19; A. 20; L. hit. 32.

The type of this species, a specimen (ii inches long, was taken by the Cknllenger at

station 122, off the coast of Pernambuco, in 30 or S.^O fathoms or in some intermediate depth.
Dr. Giinther, thcmgh, unwilling to commit himself as to the bathybial habitat of any of

the forms collected by the Cludhnycr at station 122, ]>referring to include them all in his

report upon the shore-lishes, has nevertheless described one of the fishes there taken, under

the very signilicant name ot Bathi/anthias.

Suborder T^ENIOSOMI.
Taniosomi, Gii.i., Americau Naturalist, XXI, 1887, 86; xxiv, 1890, 481.

Teleocephals with the scajmlar arch subnormal, ]»isttem])oral undivided and closely

applied to the back of the cranium, between the eiiiotic and ptcrotic, or upon the i)arietal;

hyijercoracoid perforate at or near the margin; cranium with the epiotics enlarged, (!n-

croaching bat^kward and juxtaposed behind, intervening between the exoccipitals and

supraoccipatal; prootic and the opisthotic represented chiefly by the enlarged prootic;

suborbital chain imperfect; the scapular bones separated by intervening cartilaginous ele-

ments; the hypo]iharvngeals styliform and ])arallel with the l)rauchial arches; epipharyu-

geals in full number (4 i)airs), and mostly coni|)ressed; the dorsal lin composed of inarticu-

late rays or spines, separable into lateral li:d\es, and the ventrals (when present) sub-

brachial.

A myodome may be luesent or absent, none being developed in the Itegalecidas but

one being distinct and supi>Iemented by a dichost in the Trachypterida'. ((lill.)

"The ribbon tishes," says (iiinther,
'• arc true deep-sea fishes, met with in all parts of

the oceans, gcnei'ally found when floating dead on the surface, or thrown ashore by the

waves. Their body is like a band, specimens of from l.T to 20 feet long being from 10 to

12 inches deep and about an inch or two broad at their thickest part. The eye is large
and lateral; the mouth small, armed with very feeble teeth; the head deep and short. A
high dorsal lin runs along the whole length of tlu^ back, and is supported by extremely
numerous rays; its foremost portion, on the head, is detached from the rest of the tin, and

coini)t)sed of very elongate flexible spines. The anal lin is absent. The caudal tin (if pre-

ser\ed, which is rarely the case, in adult specimens) has an extra-axial jiosition, l)eiug

directed nxtwards like a fan. The ventrals are thoracic, either comj)osed of several rays or

reduced to a single long filament. The coloration is generally silvery, with losy tins.

"When these tishes reach the surface of the water the ex])ansion of the gases within

their l)o(!ies has so loosened all the parts of their muscidar and bony system (hat they can

be lifted out of the water with difficulty only, and nearly always poilious of the body and
tins aie broker, and lost. The bones contain very little bony malter, are very ])orous, thin,

and light. At what dejitli ribbon tishes live is not known; jirobably the depths vary for

different species; but altliougii none have been yet obtained by means of the deep-sea

dredge, they nnist be abundant at the bottom of all oceans, as dead fishes or ft-agments of

them are frequently obtained. Some writers have supposed from the great length and
narrow shape of these fishes that they have been mistaken for 'sea serpents,' but as these
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monsters of the sea are always represented by those who have had the good fortuue of

uieetiug with them as remarkably aetive, it is not likely that harndess ril)bon fishes, which

are either dying or dead, have been the objects described as 'sea serpents.'"

KEY TO THE FAMILIES.

I. Ventrals well ileveloiieil <ir abseut TRACHYi'TK.Rin.E

II. Veutrals reilmed to a single loiiij tilaiuiiit Regai.ecid.e

Family TRACHYPTERID^E.

Trachiiplerid(r, Swainson. Nat. Hist. Fish., 1839, 47.—Gii.L. .\niericau Naturalist, xxiv, 1890, 482.

Ta'niosomes with the body moderately elongated and very compressed, the head short,

the opercnlar apparatus abbreviated (the operculum extended downwards, the suboper-

culuui below it, and the interoperculum contractetl backwards and bounded behind by the

operculum and suboperculuiu), ventrals pauciradiatc in young, atrophied or lost in adult,

the cranium with a myodome and dichost, the supraoccipital continued behind into a |)roiui-

nence, the epiotics confined to the sides and back of the cranium, and without ribs.

The ril)bon-fishes are well known in the Eastern Atlantic and the Mediterranean, and

have even been found as far west as Madeira. Truchypttriis has never been found in the

Western Atlantic. Some few representatives have been found on the west coast of South

America, and one or two examples have been taken in New Zealand. They aie generally

admitted to be true deep-sea fishes, which live at very great depth.s, and are only found

when floating dead on the surface or washed ashore by the waves. Almost nothing is known
of their habits except through Nilsson's observations in the far noith. Tiiis naturalist, as

well as Oliii'sen, appears to have iuid the opiKirtunity of observing them in life. They say
that they approach the shore at flood tide on sandy .shelving bottoms, and are often left by
the retreating waves. Nilsson's opinion is that their habits resemble thos<^ of the "flat-

fishes,"' and that they move with one side turned ol)li(iuely upward, the other toward the

ground; and he says that they have been seen on the bottom in 2 or 3 fathoms of water,
where the flshermen hook them up with the implements employed t^) raise dead seals, and

that they are slow swimmers. This is not necessarily the case, however, for the removal

of pressure and the rough treatment by which they were probably washed upon the shore

would be demoralizing, to say the least. Trichiiirns Icpfurns, a fish very similar in form,

is a very strong, swift swimmer.

Whether or not the habits of Trachyptenix aicticus, on whi(;h thes»^ obscu'vations were

made, are a safe guide in regard to the other forms is a matter of .some doubt, but it is

certain that they live far from the surface, excei)t near the Arctic Circle, and that they

only come ashore accidentally. They have never been taken by the deep-sea dredge or

trawl-net, and indeed perfect .specimens are very rare, the bodies being very soft and bi'it-

tle, the bones and fin rays exceedingly fragile.

A considerable number of species have been described, but these are, in most instances,

based upon one or two sjjecimens. It is probable that future studies may be as fruitful as

that of Emery, who, by means of a series of 23 specimens, succeeded in uniting at least

three of the Mediterranean .species, which for half a century or more had been regarded as

distinct. As has been lemarked, not a single individual of Tnn-hiiiitrnis iias ever been

found in the Western Atlantic, although the common sjjecies (jf the Eastern Atlantic, T.

atlanticiift, is not unusually taken, one or more si)eciiin'ns, accoiding to (^liinther, being
secured along tlu! coast of Northern Europe after almost every severe gale. We havjb

deemed it desirable to include in this paper partial diagnoses and refereiu'es to the litera-

ture concerning each of the sj)ecies at present recognized in the Atlantic Basin, in oider

that American naturalists may have at hand a convenient nu-ans of identifying material

which is almost certain, sooner or later, to fall into their hands.

We desire to quote the recommendation of Dr. Giinther, and to strongly urge upon

anyone who may be so fortunate as to secure one of these fishes that no attempt should
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be made to keep it entire, but that it should be cut into short lengths and preserved iii the

strongest spirits, each piece wrapped separately in musliTi.

Giiiither (Challenger Report, xxii, 72) gives a very satisfactmy summary of the present

state of knowledge in regard to the variations of Trachyincrus at tliffereut periods of

growth.

TRACHYPTERUS, Gouan.

Trachi/pterus, GoUAN, Hist. Poiss., 104, 153.—Cuvier, Ri'gnt* Animal, ed. 2, 1829, il, 245.—CuviER and Valen-

ciENNE.s, Hist. Nat. Poiss., x, 313.—Gunthbk, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., Ill, 300; Challenger Eeiiort, xxii, 72.

Bogmarm, Schneider, Bloch, Syst. Ichth., 1801, 518.

Trachypterids having the body elongate, compressed, riband-shaped, the dorsal fin

extending the entire length of the back. Anal absent
;
each ventral well developed, if pres-

ent, but sometimes absent. Caudal present and placed for the most part above the longi-

tudinal axis of the body. No air bladder. Pyloric appendages numerous.

The ventrals appear to be absent in .some individuals, but Day calls attention to the

fact that most of the specimens of T. nrcticiis taken along the coa.st of Great Britain have

had no ventrals. In the very young, as has been shown by Emery, the tin rays commence

to grow when it is about (i millimeters long, and continue to lengthen until it is about 24

millimeters long, after which a partial shortening takes place. The ventrals are very elon-

gate in the young, aud the caudal rays much longer than in the grown fish.

Young individuals (from 2 to 4 inches) are not rarely met with near the surface; they

possess tlie most extraordinary development of flu rays observed in the whole class of

tishes, some of them being several times larger than the body, and provided with lappet-

like dilatations. There is no doubt that tislies with such delicate appendages are bred and

live in depths where the water is absolutely quiet, as a sojourn in the disturbed water of

the surtace would deprive them at once of organs which must be of some utility for their

preservation.

PKOVISIONAL KEY TO THE ATLANTIC AND MEDITERRANEAN SPECIES.

(Adapted from Moreau.)

I. Lower line of body straij^lit.

A. Dorsal rays 160.

1. Dorsal rays smooth.

n. Height of body 5i in length T. arcticus

6. Height of body 8+ iu length T. RiPPELll

<: Height of body 9-10 in length T. mopterus
2. Dorsal rays rough.

a. Lateral line siiinons.

-Height of l)Ocly 4-10 in length T. nus
b. Lateral line smooth.

"
Height of body 5i In length T. gryphurus

II. Lower line of boilv irregular, sinuous.

A. Dorsal rays less than 130.

1. Lateral line spiny T. cristatus

III. Auterior dorsal and ventral rays much prolonged T. REPANDUS

TRACHYPTERUS IRIS, (Walb.), Cuv. and Val. (Figure 391.)

Fair Veneiorum, Belon.

Cepola trachyplera, GjrELiN, Linn. Syst. Nat., ITS.**, 1187.

Cepohi iris, Walbaum, Artedi, in, 617.

Traclnjplenis iris, CuviER and Valenciennes, op. cif.,x,3il,pl. ccxcvil.—GxJnther, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus.,

Ill, 303.—Moreau, Hist. Nat. Poiss., France, ii, .560.—Gigliou, Elenco, 32.

Trachjipterits ta'nia, Schneider, Bloch, Syst. Ichth., 1801, 480.—Costa, Fauna Napolitaiia, ]>I. ix.—Bona-

parte, Catalogo Metodico, No. 711.—Gi'NTHER, loc. cit.—Canestkini, Fauna Italica, I'esci., 113.—Gl-

GLIOLI, Elenco, loc. cit.

Giimnetrits ccpeclianiis, Risso, Ichth. Nice, ISIO. 116. pi. v, Fig. 17.—Hist. Nat. Eur. Mcrid., Iii, 1826, 235.

Epidcsmiis macitlatua, Kajszani, Opusc. Sci. d'ltalia, ii, 133.
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Jierjaleciis macuMus, NaRDO, Giom. di Fisica (sec. ii), vii, 116, pi. I, fig. 1.

'•

Trachypterus Costa; Cocco."

Trachi/pteiiis Sinnolw, (JuviER and Valenciennes, loc. dt., 328, pi. ccxcvi.—Bonaparte, Catalogo, No.

712.—GiiNTHER, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., ui, 300.—Canestrini, op. cU., 193.

Irachypterus falx, Cuvikr and Valenciennes, op. cit., x, 333.—Co.sta, Fauna Nwpolitana, Pesci, pi. ix, fei.f.

A Trachyptcrti.s Inwing the lower line of the body straight ;
dorsal rays 137-170, these

rays being rough; the lateral line spinous; and the height of the body coutaiued from i to

10 times in the total length of the hsh (excluding the caudal).

lladial formula: D. 4-8+ 120-170; P. 10.

Color, silvery white, with a few round, black spots or blotches.

Three species, for a long time considered distinct by European ichthyologists, and

recoguized by them under the names of T. sjyhioliF, T. Uniia and T.iris, have been shown

by Emery to be identical, being successive stages of one and the same species, lu a very

importaut paper published by him in the "Acts" of the Academy of Lincei, Eome (in,

187!>, 390-395, tigs, l-fi), and in the "Mittheilungen aus dcr Z()()logis<-hen Station zu Neapel"

(1879, 1581) he has given full particulars of his examinations of 1!.'J specimens.

This species is known only from the Mediterranean. The largest individuals under the

name of Irachi/iifoKs iris have been recorded from Nice, Banynl, Sicily, Coi'sica, Leghorn,

and Elba. The specimen discussed by Moreaii was 1.5 meters in length. A smaller size,

described as T. spinohe, has been identitied from Nice, Cette, Elba, Naples, and Sicily. The

specimen obtained by Moreau from Gette was 0.95 meter long. A smaller form, as identi-

fied by Moreau under the name of T. fulv (T. tanda), has been obtained from Nice, Cette,

Messina, and Algiers. Moreau's specimen was 0.53 meter in length.

Among the common names are Pcsce hannera (Naples), FlnmJnt (Cette), Hquaglia .sole

(Naples), liondeletius and Gesuer called it FaU- Ycmtorum—the Venetian blade.

TRACHYPTEEUS GRYPHUEUS, Lowe.

Trachypterus gryphurus, Lowe, Proc. Zoiil. Soc, 1850, 248.—Gi'NTHEI!, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., iii, 301.

Intermediate between T. tania and T. iris, approaching perhaps nearest to the latter,

but differing in its deeper shape, its depth being two-elevenths of the total length, and in the

more backward position of the third dark side spot. The ventral fins are short, only equal-

ing one-twelfth of the body without the caudal fin, and the first four produced rays of the

first dorsal are equal in length to the ventral tins. The lateral line ends as in Cuvier and

Valenciennes's figure (t. 297) of T. iris, but is quite unarnuid. The ventral line is serrulate,

and the whole surface, particularly towards the ventral Hue, is finely shagreeued or granu-

late, the granulations becoming stronger toward the ventral line, as in the same figure. In

sliape and proportions it agrees better with T. Uvnia, but differs in several important par-

ticulars from Cuvier and Valenciennes's description of that fi.sh. The only individual exam-

ined occurred in .Tune, 1845, and has been added by me to the collection of the Cambridge

rhilosophical Society. It was scarcely quite dead when I first saw it,
and was in the most

l>erfect state of i)reservation. Another Trachypterus had occurred in June, 1844, and was

probably the same species; but the example was unfortunately thrown away by the person

to whom it had been missent without my seeing it. It was said to have been about 3

feet long. The whole body is pure bright silver, appearing as if frosted, froiu tlie fine

granulations of the surface. The fins are of a delicate scarlet or vermilion, the lower

point or angle of the caudal being tipped, and the hinder end of the dorsal edged, with

black. On the sides are 3 l)lackish oval or elliptic spots. This exam])le was 25 inches

long exclusive of the caudal lin, wliich resembles a bat's or griflbn's wing, and is erected in

a t\uilike manner, the lower lobe or portion being suppressed or undeveloped, and only

indicated by the picsence of 5 short spinules or abortive rays. {Loire.)

This species is known from a single specimen obtained l)y Lowe at Aladcira in 1849, and

is distinguished from T. trachypterus chiefly by the fact that its lateral line is smooth, as well

as by minor characteristics.
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TRACHYPTERUS AECTICUS, (Brunnichj, Nilsson. (Figure 392.)

Gymnngnatfr arcticiiJt, BRi'NNiCH, Nye Samniluu!>; Dausk. Vid. Selsk. 8kr., iii, p. 408, pi. B, tigs. 1-3.

GyniKflnig nrclicus, .Jenyn.s, British Animals.

Trachi/jilerus aicticiis, NiLssox, Skaud. Fauna, Fisk., 162.—DUGiiD, Proi'. Zwil.. Soc, 1851, 116.—GrxiHER,
Cat. Fish. Brit. Miis.. iii, 305.—Coi-lett, Norges Fiske, 78; Vid. .Selsk. Forli., Christiania, 1879, 1, .59.—
Day, Irishes Great Britain and Ireland, i, 216, pi. LXiii.

liogmuriis islniidicKs, SCHNEII>ER, Bloi-h, .Systema Ichthyologiie, 1801, 518, pi. ci.

Trachi/plenia hogmariis, CrviEK and V.^lenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss.. x, 346, el al.

Traych!;i>tcriin rofimnnts, Reinhardt, Vid. Selsk. Skr., vii, D. 65, it al.

A Trochi/pfenis Laving tbe dorsal rays smooth, and the height of the body foiitaiiied

5 times, or a little more, in its length.

An elaborate description taken from specimens studied at Norwich, Newcastle, and

Montrose, will be found in Day's Fishes of Great Britain. This species occurs from Tee-

land to the Orkneys and the shores of the British i.sles. The largest Britisli example is 7^
feet long, but Day is of the opinion that it grows to a much larger size.

It would seem jnobable that studies similar to that made by Emery upon the Italian

forms will result in uniting with this species al.sn T. Riippellii and T. Uopterus.

TRACHYPTERUS RliPPELLII, Gi sther.

TraclujpleruK JUippellii, Gi'NTHEH, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., iii, 307.

A Trdchypterus having height of body contained about S times in its total length;
smooth dorsal rays and spinous lateral line.

Eadial formula: D. 6/1.35; A. none; C. 8; P. 10.

Color, silvery, a very distinct black spot at the commencement of the second tifth of

the total length ; another, sometimes present, farther back on the body.
Tliis species was described by Giinther from a specimen 51 inches in length obtained

somewhere in the Mediterranean, and now preserved in the British Mu.seum.

TRACHYPTERUS LIOPTERUS, Cuvier and VALE^cl£^-NES.

,' Bogmarus JristoteVts, Risso, Hist. Nat. Eur. Merid., Ill, 1829, 297.

Travhjipterus lioplenis, Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., x, 312.—Moreau, Hist. Nat. Poiss.,

France, ii, 562.—Gunther, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., in, 307.

A Truchyptertts having the height of the body contained fi-om 9 to 10 times iu its total

length. Smooth dorsal rays. Spiny lateral line.

Radial formula: D. 6-7+ 109-174; C. 8-6; P. 12; A. none; V. i, 7.

Color, silvery white, with a blackish spot in the first fifth of its length, and sometimes,

according to Valenciennes and Giinther, a second spot behind it.

This species, according to Giinther, closely resembles T. frachi/ptn-ns, but in tlie smooth-

ness of the dorsal rays is more nearly related to T. nrcficus.

Specimens have been obtained at Nice, Naples, Toulon, Genoa, and Messina. In the

opinion of Giglioli it is very distinct from the other Mediterranean forms.

TRACHYPTERUS CRISTATUS, Bonelli.

Traclnjplcru/t crhlaiun, BONELLI. Mem. Accad. Sci. Tnrin, xxiv, 1819, 487, pi. ix.—GfNTHER, Cat. Fish. Brit.

Mus., Ill, 301.—MoREAU, Hist. Nat. Poiss. I'rance, ii, 567.

Trachijplcrits BonelUi, CuviER and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., x, 331.

A Trachyptcriis characterized by having the lower profile of the trunk mu('h more

prominent than that of the tail, Mhich is narrow and slender, and by an unusually small

nund)er of rays in the dorsal fin. It has ii spiny lateral line.

Color, silvery, with the fins red, and usually two blackish spots on the dorsal crest and
five others upon the posterior half of the dorsal.

The type specimen in the museum at Genoa has, according to Giinther, miu'li the aji-

pearance of a deformed fish. Giinther calls attention to the fact that Kisso described a
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similarly grotesquely shaped fish iiDcler the name of Gymtu-tnis Miillerianiis (Wiegmann's
Areliiv, 1S40, 13), and Moi-caii, iu his Fishes of France (p. ^>(u), devotes three pages to an

argumeut for the specitic distiiietness of T. cristatus.

TRACHYl'TEIUrs KlU'ANDUS, (Mkiaxa), Costa.

"
Gymiulriis rcpandiin, Metaxa."

Trachijiitrrus repaniliis, Costa, F;mna Napolitunn, Pesci, |)1. ix.

A Tmvhyptvrus with the greatest height of the body cctutained about 3i times iu its

total length (without caudal). The belly is sharp and rough, the caudal peduncle very
slender. The anterior dorsal is composed of 8 rays, the length of which is more than li

times the distance between the tip of the snout and the margin of the caudal; these rays
have here and there upon them membranous expansions. The ventrals are about as long
as the fish, and the first ray at its extremity becomes divided into 4 membranous filaments.

Eadial formula: D. S+ 152; A. none; P. 10; V. 7; (J. 10.

Color : The entire body is silvery, with numerous bluish-black dots, which, being jdaced
more closely together in the region of the bacls, form interrupted transverse bands; these,

ill the caudal region comi)letely surround the body. There are certain reddish spots which

miugle with the blue ones, giving a rosy tint to the spots uijou the back. The fins are

rosy; oidy the membranous expansions of the anterior dorsal are black. The caudal is of

the same color, except the ujjper and lower margins, which are somewhat clouded.

This form has been taken at Civita Vecchia and Naples, and has been seen also in the

Adriatic. A figure of it is given in Giinther's article "Ichthyology" iu the Cyclopanlia

Britanuica, and also in the Study of Fishes (p. r)21). It is undoubtedly a. young of some

other form, but possibly not of T. travhyptcrus, since the small form described by Costa

under the name T. filicaiula has been identified by Emery with that siiecies. T. filimmla
has a very long filament at the tip of the next to the last caudal ray, counting from above.

Its dorsal crest is very long, but lacks the membranous expansion noted iu T. rei)andii8.

The ventrals are also very long.

Family REGALECID.^.
/ Ginnetridi. RafinesquE, ludice d'lttiologia Siciliim;i, 1810, 31.

(lymiiehidw, SWAINSON, Nat. Hi.st. Fishes, 1839, n, 47,49.

Eegatecid<e, Gilt,, Standard Nat. Hist., iii 183.^; American Naturalist, xxi, 1887, 86; xxiv, 1890, 482.

Tfpniosomes with the body very elongated and compressed, the head oblong, the

opercular appai'atus well developed (the operculum extended backwards, the suboi)erculum

obliquely behind it, and the iiiteroperculum extended upwards below the two), the preor-

bital chaiu oblique and widest at the second bone, ventrals represented by single elongate

rays, the cranium with the myodome atrophied and the dichost suppressed, the supraoc-

cij)ital pushed forward by the extensive development of the epiotics which encroach for-

wards on the roof as well as back and sides of the cranium, and with short ribs. (Gill.)

REGALECUS, Brunnich.

Begalfcus, BrOnnich, Nya Sammluug, in, 178S, 414. — Gunthek, Cat. Fish. IJrit. Mus., iii, 307; Challenger

Eeport, XXII, 73.

(Jymnel)iis, ScHNElDEK, Rloch Syst. Ichth., 1801, 487.—CuviER and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. I'oiss, x, 3.52.

r>ody very elongate, compressed. Head oblong.
'

Teeth al)sent. Ventrals each a pro-

longed filament, sometimes with a dilated tij). Caudal rudimentary (not so in R. liussclii,

from Asia). No air bladder. Pyloric appendages in considerable numbers.

REGALECUS GLESNE, Ascanius. (Figure 395.)

Spada iiKir'niii, iMri.KAio.

Ophidium glenne, A.sCANIU.S, Nya Saininl. Vid. Sclsk. Skr. m, 419.

RegaUcus gleanc, AsCANius, leones Kerum Naturalinm, ISOii, ])1. xi.—LACicriiDE, <ip. <-it., n, 214.—CiiiA^ ,
I'loc.

Zool. Soc, 18-19, 81.—Gi-NTilEH, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., in, 310.

Gymnctniii glcmie, CcviEU and Valenciennes, op. cit., x, 3(j6.
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Eeijuh'cus rcm'qtrs, Bri'NNICII, loc. cit., 1788, 4U, jil. B, figs. 4-5.

Oi/miictnis remipis, .SciineidkI!, loc. cit., 482, }>}. SH.

Gymiictriis Grillii, LiNUitoru, K. Vet. .\k. Hand., 179S, 2ill, jil. viii.—.Schnkidk.r, op. cit., 482.

Ileyahciis (h-illii, Gi NTIIKR, op. cil., oil.

Cipohigladiiix, W.\LliAU.M, Artedi, HI, 617.

Gymnelnm ijladius, CuviEU and Valencienni;s, Hist. Nat. Poiss., x, 32.5, ]d. tcxtviii.

EeyaUvus ghidias, Gunthei!, Cat. Fisb. Brit. Mus., in, 308.—Canestkim, Fauna Italica, Pi-sci, 195.—Morf.ai;

loo. cit., 555.—GiGLiOLi, Elenco, 32.

Ci/miietnis Hawkcnii, Blocii, Ichtli., xii, 1792, 88, 425.—LACKPicDE, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iii, 380.—Shaw, Zool.,

n-, 197.

(liimnclnis IJuwldnnii, Sciineidkr, Blorli Syst. Ichth., 1801, 197.

tliimiietriis .Iscaiiii, SiiAW, Ziini., IV, 197.

(iijmnclnis tonijcrudiiitiix, K'lsso, Hist. Nat., HI, 1820, 29t>.

Gijmnctrus tclum, (.'uviKR aud Valenciennes, op. cil., x, 361, pi. cc.xcix.

Jieijalcciis tetuin, Moreau, Hist. Nat. Poiss. Franre, 5.57.—(Iiglioli, loc. cit.

Reyalccus Baiilcsii, CuviKii and Valenciennes, op. cil., x, 365.—Day, Fishes Great Britain and Ireland, i,

220, pi. Lxiv.

Gymiiclnis Hiiuhsii, Tristram, I'roc Zool. Soc, 1866, 147.

Gymnetrus capcnuis, Cuvikk and Valenciennes, op. cit., x, 376.—Ginther, loc cil.—Layard, Proc. Zool.

Soc, 1868, 319 (figure).

Body very elongate, its lieight from oiie-twelftli to oue twenty-foiutli of its leiiiitli.

Length of tlie liead confained from 10 to 20 times in the h'ligth of the Iwdy. Snoiifc

short, truncated; eleft of mouth vertical, the upper jaw very protractile. Jaws minute

or absent. Diameter of eye 4 to 6 times in length of head. The anterior rays, 8 to 15

in number, turm an elevated crest, sometimes in two jiarts, the posterior rays of this cre.st

Avith membranous tips. Each ventral ray with a lobate membranous tip. Skin with

numerous bony tubercles. Lateral line placed low.

Radial formula,: 1). 275-400; P. 11-14; V. I.

Color, silver gray, with a iew spots or streaks of darker hue, most numerous anteriorly.

It is not certain that there is more than one species of Re(/tileci(.'<, although, as the syn-

onymy which precedes clearly shows, various names have been suggested in connection

with the comparatively few individuals which, during tlie past century and a half, have

been captured in the North Atlantic. There appears to be considerable possibility of indi-

vidual variation in proportions of height to lengtli, and in the number of rays in the dorsal

tin, but it is a fai-t well known to iclithyologists tliat constancy is not to be exi)ecteil in

forms in which tlie number of vertebrte and flu rays has been extended iar beyond the nor-

mal average.
It should also be said that most of the individuals studied have been in very imperfect

condition, and also that in many instances the observations have been made by untrained

observers, so that it seems doubtful whether there is really more than one species to be

assigned to the Atlantic fauna. At all events, Giinther, Oollett, Liitken, and Day agree in

the idea that it is impossible to discriminate between the forms already described, and we
follow their lead in considering them all, for the present, as a single species. It is not

impossible, of course, that, should better material be obtained, it may be desirable to sepa-

rate the group into more snlis|iecies, but until this shall be done discrimination leatls to

confusion rather than to deliuite knowledge.
The iishes belonging to the genus Bcgalecus are very remarkable, not only on account

of their peculiar appearance and structure, but because of their enormous size. They
have been known to attain the length of 20 feet, and it is more than i)robable that they

grow very much longer, and that many of the creatures popularly identified with the "sea

serpent" are only large individuals of this type. Indeed, it seems quite safe to assign to

this group all the so-called "sea serpents'' which have been described as swimming rapidly
near the surface, with a horse-like head raised above the water, surmounted by a mane-like

crest of red or brown.

The iudividiml which came ashore at Hungry Bay in Bermuda in ISCO, and which was
about 17 feet long, was described by the people who saw it before its capture as being

very much larger, aud as having a head of an immense horse with a flaming red mane. Giiu-

19808—No. 2 31
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ther (Challenger Report, xxii, 7o-7(>) has in the most painstaking manner Itrought together
a list of the specimens taken in the Xorth Atlantic, as far as they are known to science.

He mentions 14 known upon the Scandinavian coasts from 1740 to 18.513; 1!) on the British

coasts from 17.50 to 1881; 1 in the Mediterranean (lie states, however, tliat ahont half a

dozen specimens have been observed in the Mediterranean); 1 in the Bermudas
;

;> at the

Cape of Good Hope; 1 in the Indian Ocean, and 5 oft" the coast of New Zealand.

He calls attention to the fact that of those obsc^rved on tlu^ I'>ritisli and Scandinavian

coasts 4 were observed in the month of January, ~> in l'\'l»ruary, S in March, 2 in ^Vpril, 1

in May, 1 in June, 1 in July, - in August, 1 in September, and 1 in October. Ho also calls

attention to the fact that l)y far the greater proi)oition of their ca|)tnre, in the Nortliern

Hemisphere, at least, is in the stormy season.

This agrees with what we know of the cai)ture of Trachyiitcrus, w hich likewise seems

to be bi'ought to the snrface only by great commotions of the ocean.

The popular name oi' Regahritit is "oarflsli," in allusion to the blade-like expansion of

the extremities of the two ventral fins. Megalecun is also called in the books the "
king of

the herrings." Strangely enough, no representative of this genns has been found along the

coast of North America, except once at the Bermudas.

Giinther is of the opinion tlutt the distribution of this tish in the depths of tlie sea is

the same as that of Travhi/iiferii.s. The similarity in their geograpWcal distribution is quite

remarkable.

Family STYLOPHORID.^.
(iiiiliiial rulalious doubtl'ul.)

Sti/lephoiitiii, SwAlNSoN, Nat. Ili.->t. fishes, IS'3'J, il, 17.

STYLEPHORUS, Shaw.

StiihphoniK, Sil.vw, Tniiis. Linn. Sor. LoniiDii, i, ITlU.iKI. ]>l:ite.

Ribband-shaiJed tish, having the body elongate, and compressed; the doi'sals extending
from the head nearly to the end of the tail; the tail terminating in an exceedingly long,

cord-like appendage, abont twice as long as the head. Anal absent. Ventrals absent.

Caudal erected upwards, liaving its rays connected by a rather firm membrane. Snout

produced; mouth small, toothless; maxillary bones small, short, hidden behind interniax

illaries. Mandible long, extending far behind the eye. Eyes large, turned forward;
suborbital very large, covering nearly the whole of the cheek and extending backward
behind the eye. Opercles small. Gill openings wide; gills 4. Yeiit premedian. Brau-

chiostegals 4.

STYLEPHORUS CHORDATUS, Shaw. ( Figures 393, .39 i . )

Sli/lejjkorus ckordatm, Shaw, he. til.; Zoiilogist, iv, S7; Naturalists' Misoollany, viii, pi. cci.xxiv.—Blain-

viLLE, Journ. Phys., i.xxxvii, 60 pi. i, fig. 1.—CuviER and Vaij;nciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., x, 381.—
GtNTRKK, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., iii, 306.

Height of body one-lifth of total length (without caudal); length of head one-sixth

Eyes large, ch)se together. Pectorals pointed, erected upwards, abont half as long as

Lead. Dorsal extending nearly to the eud of the tail.

Radial formula: D. 110; C. 0; P. 13.

This remarkable form is known from only a single specimen, 11 inches long, with the

caudal apiicndage 22 inches in length, which was taken in the Atlantic, between ('iil)a

and Martini((ue, about the year 1700, and is now in the British Museum. It is imdoubtedly
an inhabitant of great dejiths.
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Order HEMIBRANCHII.
Hemibranchii, Cope, Proc. Ainer. Assoc. Adv. Science., xx, 1872, a:W.—(Jii.r., Arr. Fain. Pish., 872, xxxix;

Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Pliila., 1884, 1.51.

Physoclystous, t*^liM)ci^i)liiilou.s fishes, haviug' the pharyiiji'eal hones and hranchial arches

in some respects reduced or deficient, and ouly one hone connecting the shoukler girdle

with the skull.

Family MACRORHAMPHOSIDyE.
I Cenlrischin'i, Rafinksque, Indice d' Ittiologia Siciliaiia, 1810, 33-34.

Ceittrixcoidci, Bleekeu, Enuni. S|i. Piscinm, Archipel, Iiidico, 18.59, xxiir.

CcuMsvidw, SwAiN.soN, Nat. Hist. Fisli. i^tc, 1839, ir, 31.—Giixtuek, C;it. Fisli Brit. Mus., iii, 1861, 518.—
GiLi,, Arr. Pam. Fislus, 1872, 25.—Juuuan and Oilbekt, Bull. XVI, U. S. Nat. Mus., 1882, 387.

Miiiioiliiimphosidw, GiLL, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Phila., 1884, 163; Century Dictionary, 3565.

Heiiubiaiichiates with compressed body, armed with bony plates on belly and anterior

parts of body. Snout long, tubiforin. Yentrals abdominal, with one si)ine aud seven

rays. Dorsal spinous, distinct, median or post median. The four anterior vertebras much

lengthened. The branchihyals and pharyngeals mostly present, the fourth .superior

branchihyal and the first and fourth superior pharyngeal wanting.

MACRORHAMPHOSUS, Lacepede.

Macrorhampliosiis, hxctvknF., Hist. Nat. Poisa., v, 136.

f'cB/cisciw, CuviER, Ri»gne Animal, ed. i, 1817, li, 350.—Guntheu, Cat. Pish Brit. Mus., iii, 518.—Jordan
.and Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., v, 1883, 575.

< Irthk'hihijs, GiLL, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci.. Phila., 1862, 234.

Centriscids, having the Ixxly oblong, slowly merging into a caudal peduncle. Back

straight; dorsal spines about 7. Three longitudinal rows of plates on tlu; breast.

MAC:R0RIIAMPH0SUS SCOLOPAX, (Linn.eus). (Figure 396).

Centrhcus scolopaj-, Linn.eus, Syst. Nat., ed. xil, 1766, i, 415.—GC'NTIier, loc. cit.—Vaillant, Exp. Sci.

Travaifleur ct Talisman, 338, pi. xxvn, Fig. 3.

A MacrorhaiiipliosuK, with very strong second dorsal spine, whicli is .serrated posteriorly,

whose length is threehfths to three-eighths of the distance from the opercle to the caudal;
the height of its body is four-sevenths to three-fifths of the distance from the operculum to

the base of the caudal. Lateral line 57
;
transverse line 37.

Eadial formula: D. V+IU; A. 20.

Color, rose or reddish oli\'e on the back, silvery on the sides and on the belly.

This species is not uimsuid in the Mediterranean, lias been found on the .south coast of

England, and in Jlassachusetts Bay. As many as 10 individuals were caught by the

French exploring Vessels at considerable depths:—off the coast of Morocco, station xxiii,

at 120 meters; off that of Souda-n, station Lxvii, at 130 meters; and on the Banc d'Arguin,
stations xc, xci, and xcii, at 110 to 235 meters.

Family AULOSTOMID^^.
Lea Jiilosfomides (part) Latreti.i.e, Fain. Nat. Rcgne Animal, 1825, 19.

AiiltMloiiKdidd- (jiart) Cantok, Cat. Malayan Fishes, 18.50, 211.

AiilustuiiKiloidci, Bleeker, Enuiii. Sji. I'isc. Arch, lud., 18.59, xxiii.

Aulviilomidir, (JiLL, Arr. Fam. Fisli., 1872, 14; Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci.. Phila., 1884, 160.

Hemibranchiate fishes, with compressed, elongate body, small ctenoid scales, and

continuous lateral line. Head long; mouth .small; with snout elongate, comjiressed, tubi-

forin; lower jaw prominent, with barbel at symphysis. I'remaxillary notiirotractile; max-

illary broad, triangular, with a supplemental bone. Teeth minute, in bands on lower jaw
and vomer. Spinous dorsal present, of .S to 12 feeble, isolated spines. Soft dorsal and
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anal elongate, similar posteriorly. Caudal rhombic, witliout filiform rays. Veutrals

subabdominal, coiiiiHi.sed of articulated rays. First four veitebia- elougntcd. (lil! iiiuiii

branes separate, free froiu tlie isthmus.

AULOSTOMA, Lacepede.

Julonlomu, Lackpkde, Hist. Nat. Poiss., v, 1803, 537.—Gunther, {'at. Fish. Brit. Miis., in, 535.—.I(iui>an
and (iiLRiCRT, Bull. XVI, IT. S. Nat. Mus., 3M0.—(iii.r,, Pio(\ Ac^ad. Nat. .Sci., Phila., ISSl, ItU.

Volypterkhthjin, Blekkeh, Natiirk. Tijrtschr. Ne(lerlainls<-li-IiHlie, l\', 608.

Aulostomids with body much compressed, teeth riidinientary, and with S to V2 dorsal

spines. The dorsal and aual oblong, oj)posite and similar; ea('h witli lioiu 23 to 28 rays.
Caudal cuneiform.

AULOSTOMA LONGIPES, Vaili-ant. (Figure :!!t7.)

Aulostnma lonyipis, Vaii.lant, Exp. Sci. Travallleur et T.ilisnian, 340, jil. xxvii, fig. 4.

This species is described by Vaillant from a very small si)ecimen, five millimeters in

length, in a bad state of i)reservation from off Morocco in 1,10;? meters. It is referred by
him provisionally to tlie genus Ah/o.s'^o(»((, and the figure would seeiu to indicate that his

identiticatiou is correct. It may possibly be found to be a young of J., mloratum.

Body elongate, nearly cylindrical; its height about one-ninth, its thickness one-eleventh

of its length. Length of the head a little more than one-third of total length; snout con-

taiued two and one-fourtli times in the leugtli of the head. Diameter of the eye apparently
about one-eighth of the length of the head; the interorbital space almost nothing. No
trace of sc;dcs is visible upon the specimen, and the lateral line is only indicated by a

series of pigmentary sjwts.

In the place of the dorsal, Vaillant found oidy a very short lin, placed far back; and
an an.al exactly similar to it in shape and size. Tlie caudal was mutilated, l)ut ajipeared
to Yaillaut to have had no prolonged median rays. Pectorals moderately long. Veutrals

comi^osed (as nearly as it is possible to determine) of 6 rays, inserted far back and extend-

ing to the base of the caiidal, which is hmg, being more than one-third of the entire length
of the body.

Radial formula: D. 5; A. 9+ ;
V. 0.

As Vaillant indicates, the only obstacle in the way of considering this the young of A.

colorotum is the x>osition and length (»f the veutrals, and the fact that A. colvrutum has

not been found in the eastern Atlantic.

Order PEDICULATI.

Carpal bones notably elongate, forming a sort of aim, which supports tiie broad

pectorals. Gill openings reduced to a large or small foramen, situated in or near tlie axils,

more or less posterior to the pectorals. No scales. Ventral fins jugular, if present; first

vertebra united to the cranium by a sucure; epiotics united behind supra-occii)ital; elon-

gate basal pectoral radii reduced in number; no interclavicles; post-temporal broad, fiat,

simple; superior pharyngeals two, similar, spatulate, with anterior stem and transvci.st!

blade; basis of cranium simple. No air duct to the swim bhulder. Anterior dorsal reduced

to a few tentacle-like, mostly isolated, spines. {Jordan and Gilbert.)

ANALYSI.S OF FAMILIES OE PEDICUI.ATI.

I. Gill openings in, behind, nr lielow the lower axils of the pectorals; mouth large, tt'rniiiial.

A. Pseudohranchi:o present ; pseudohrachia with two iictiuosts; head l)road, de pressed Loimiiid.e

B. Pseudohranchiai none; pseudohrachia with throe aetinosts.

1. Ventral iiiis developed; pectoral members geuiculated, with elongate pseud-
obrachia Antennauiid.e

2. Ventral fins obsolete; pectoral nieinbers not geniculate, with moderate pseudohrachia. Cei! ATI ii>.E

U. Gill openings in or behind the upper axils
;
mouth small, usually inferior Oncuocephalid.k
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Family LOPHIIDyE.
/ Lofidi, RafinESQUE, Indicp d'ltHologia Siciliaiia, 1810. 42.

Lophikhr, SWAIN-.SOX, Nat. Hist. Kisli., 18,39, ii, 19.5.

Lophiuhr, BuNAPARTK, Catalojjo Metodico, 184(5-70.

Lophikln; Gill, Proc. Acail. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1863, 89; Arr. Faiiiilins n( Fishes, 1872. 2.—Jordan & Gilbert,

Bull. XVI, U. S. N. M., 844 (full description).

Lopliioidei. Bleekkr, Tentainen, 1859, xvi.

Head wide, depressed, very large. Body contracted, conical, tapering rapidly back-

ward from the shoulders. Mouth exceedingly large, terminal, opening into an enormous

.stomach; upper jaw protractile; maxillary without supplementary bone; lower jaw pro-

jecting; both jaws with very strong, unequal, cardiform teeth, some of the teeth canine-

like, most of them depressible; vomer and palatines usually with strong teeth. Gill

openings comparatively large, in the lower axil of the pectorals, rseudobranchite present.

Gill rakers none. Skin mostly smooth, naked, with many dermal flaps about the head.

Spinous dorsal of •> isolated tentacle-like spines on the head and 3 smaller ones behind,

which form a continuous hn; second dorsal moderate, similar to the anal; i)ectoral mem-

bers scarcely geniculated, each with two actinosts and with elimgate pseudobrachia ;

ventrals jugular, i, .5, widely separated. Pyloric cteca present. (Jonhni and Githert.)

The family Lophlidw has two genera, Lophim and Lophiomiis, Gill. The latter is

distinguished by the diminished number of vertebrse (about 19), and has for its type Lophi-

omiix setujenis, (Wahl), Gill, fruiii the coasts of China and Japan.'

LOPHIUS, Artedi.

LophiuK, Artepi, Genera Piscium, 62.—Linnaeus, Syst. Nat., ed. x. ll'M, i. 236—Cuvier, Regne Animal, ed. I,

1817, 308.—GiiNTHER, Cat Fi.sli, Brit. Mus., ii, 178.

LniiJiioptsiK, GuiCHENOT.

Loi>hiid flslies, with head large, subcircular in front, cranial i)orfion somewhat elevated,

lower jaw much projecting. .laws with stout carditVu-m teeth in L' or .i alternate series:

vomer dentigerous.

Branchiai 3, the lirst bratu'hial aicli without lamelhe.

Anterior cephalic spine elongated, tentacular, with fleshy tip. Ventral fins very large,

winglike in young, decreasing with maturity, but always large.

Body naked, head always s]»inigerous, especially in the yonng, and with .strong com-

posite .spines at angles of cejihalic disc.

Vertebra^, in considerable number (27-31). Lophius has three niwcios: L. jiisadoriiis,

described below, and L. hiiih'finsxa, Spinola, confined to the Mediterranean, ami distinguished

from all other Lophiids by its shorter second dorsal and its sim|)lc lanceolate humeral spine,

and Lophius Narexii, Giinther, found at a depth of 15(» fathoms north of N^ew Guinea, 115

fathoms, Philippines, and at the Admiralty Islands.

The Mediterrtincan L. I)i((lr;/(iss(i, iSpinola, and the form from tlieOliina Sea, Lophiomiis

S(;f)7/^'r((s,
will doubtless also be found to have an abyssal range, since they, like the Atlantic

form, are well adapted to life at great depths.

I.OPHIUS PISCATORIUS, Linx.ems. (Figuns 400, 400 .\. B.)

Lophius phcatorlits, LiNN/EUS, Systoma Naturse, ed. X, 17.58, I, p. 236.—Gill, Proe. U. S. N. M., i, 1878. 219

(.selected synonymy, 17.")8-1872).—Goode, Proc. IT. S. N. M., iii, p. 469.—GCntiiei!, Challenger Re-

port, XXII, 49.—Vaillant, Exp. Sci. Travailleur et Talisman, 1888, 348.

LopliiiiH amnicaiiiin, Storer., Hist. Fish. Mass., 1807, 101, |)1. xviii, fig. 2.

This well-known form, which is found throughout the North Atlantic Basin and on the

east ranges south to the Cape of Good Hope, needs no description here, except the very

brief diagnosis, given by Gill as follows: A Lophius \vith a tridcutate humeral spine, 11-12

rays in the dorsal fin, and the mouth behind the liyoid l)oiie imniaculatc. It occurs on the

west coast of Scandinavia noith to latitude 69'3-71°, and in America as far north as

1
Gill, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., i, p. 552.
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Newfoundland. The museum of the Essex Institute has a specimen about 4 inches in Iciiul li.

taken on the Banks of Newfoundland iu ISoG, by L. J.Johnson. This is jiiobably the most

northern recoided occurrence of the species in the western Atlantic, except an iinconlirnied

statement by Pennant of its appearance in Hudson's Bay.
It fre(iuents the moderate depths along the coast from Nova Scotia to Virginia and at

greater depth as far south as the Antilles. I'he Hhdr obtained it oil' r)arl)ados atr a ilijith

of 209 fathoms (station iv), and at 84 fathoms in latitude 23° 13', longitude 8!)o 10' (station

CCLVII).
The Fifih Hairk tr.iwlcd it at station 826. Another specimen (No. 2(;i70), 2(1 ('(Miti

meters long, containing immature ova, was taken at station S04, at a depth of .Wia fathoms;

also a large specimen with immature ova (No. 2G()t(8), from station STG, 120 fathoms; and a-

smaller one, perhajjs two years old (No. 26070), from station S7S, 142.] fathoms.

The Alhnfrnss obtaini'd young Individuals at station 2025 and station 2121.

( Jiinther has admitted it to the list of abyssal forms on the authority of the observations

of American naturalists. It has .since been announced that the Talinman obtained it at

400 to 760 meters (stations ex, oxi, cxiii a, cxxui) about the Azores and Cape Verdes.

Family ANTENNARI ID.^.

Anteiniariitln; (iiix, I'roc. Acnd. N.at. tSci., I'liil.a., IStlS, ]i. S!l.— .\riaiij;eiiioiit, F.imilies of Fislios, 2 (No. IHI);

I'roi-. U. S. N. M., 1, 1S7S, pp. 215, 223.—.loKDAN & Gii.bkut, liull. xvi, IT. S. N. M., SI."..

Pediculates with head and body more or less compressed. Mouth dpi ning ui)\vards,

vertical or very oblique; Jaws with canlifoiia teeth. (!ill openings in or behind tlie lower

axils of the pectorals small and poi'clike. No pscudobranchia-. Skin naked, smooth, oi'

prickly. Pectoral members distinctly geniculated. I'sendobrachia long, with 3 actinosts.

Ventral fins well developed, jugular, approximated. Spinous dorsal of 1 to 3 separated
tentacle-like spines; soft dorsal, larger than ainil. Pyloric cieca none.

PTEROPHRYNE, Gill.

rtiro^thrijuf, Cii.i., rnic. Aiail. Nat. Sci. Phila., xv, IStK. !10; I'roc. U. S. Nat. Mas., I, 1S7S. 2lfi.

riirojiliriixoides, (ilLI,, Proi'. II. S. Nat. Miis., I, 1S7S, 21li (name pi'ojiosBd as an altiTnali' lor I'terophrtinc, if

the latter is too near to J'terojihriiiiiis).

Antennariids with skin naked and smooth; (laudal peduncle free; month oblique;
dorsal spines completely exserted; soft dorsal and anal exiKinded vertically; pectorals and
wrists slender, and ventrals elongated.

PTEROPHRYNE HISTRIo. ( I.inn.eus), Giix.

hophbin hislrio, LiXN.KUS Syst. Nat., ed. xii, 1766, i, 493.

ritrophriine hislrio, (ili.L, I'roc. Acad. N.it. Sci. Phila., 1S63, !l(); I'roc. V. S. N.at. Mn.s.. i, 187S, 216 (with full

synonymy).
Anteiinariiis mnrmnraliis.—CvrsTtiKR, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., m, 1S7.

A description of this species in its i)rotean manifestations of form and color seems

scarcely necessary here, since its characters are well known to every tyro in ichthycdogy.
The specimens before us are all apparently of the type referred to by (iUNTHEK under

the variety E. (Cat. Fi.sh. Brit. Mus., iii, p. 187), the Aiiteiitutrins marmoratiis of Cuvier

and Valenciennes.

A specimen was obtained by the U. S. Coast Survey steamer Jildlc olf St. Ninccnt, in

the West Indies (station iii), at a depth of 464 fathoms, and another by the U. S. Fish Com-
mission steamer Alhatrosx, at the suifaee, near station 21(IS. There is, ofcour.se, noi)ositive

evidence that the Bl<ikc''ii specimen actually came from the bottom.

ANTENNARIUS, Cuvier.

Antrnvariiis, CfviER, RejinB .\nii'i.'il, cil. T. 1S17, ll, iUO (wrongly (•rcditc<l to roinmcrsnn, 'wlin Avasnot hino-

iiiial).—fii NTHER, Cat. Fish. Urit. Mns., in, 1S3.—Gill, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Phila., xv, 1863, !tO.

Cheironicles, CuviKR, Hegne Animal, ed. 2, 1829, II, 2.52, note (Prcoccnjiied in Mammalogy, Illiger, 1811).

Antennariids having body covered with si)ines generally forked
;
caudal iicduncle free

;

mouth moderiite, oblique ; pectorals and wrists widened; ventrals short
;
anal oblong.
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ANTENNARIUS PLEUKorilTIIALMUS, (iii.i,.

Antennariiix jilci(i-nphlli(tlmii.i, lUi.t.. Pine. Acad. Nat. Sc.i. Phil:i., ISfiS. !)2: Proc. II. S.Nat. Mu.s., v, 1883i

556.—JoKUAN Mild (iii.i!Ki;r. P.iill., xvi. V. S. N. M., SIG.

"The aiitorior doisnl ('(|u:ils about ;i tliird (if the leiigtb of tli(> ('and;!! fin and has at- its

end iilaciuiatt'cl oi- friiig('(l lol)f cxtt'iidiim' ui)ward; the second is moderate, sli}>htly curved,

iiul rather loujj;er than the tirst, and with a meiiilirane extending nearly to the ba.se of the

third spine; the hitter is free, extends backward nearly to the fin, and almost connected

with it by the membrane. Tlic skin is covered witli minute bifurcated s])ines.

"Tlie color is brown, marbled witli lighter, especially before and behind the dorsals

ami above the pectorals; distant black dots are also scattered over the body. Three large

ocelli or black spots, margined with light brown, are on each side: one at the middle of the

basal half of the dorsal, a second below, intermediate between it and the anus, and a- third

in the middle of the caudal ftn. The tloor ol' the mouth behind the tongue is black, with

whitish-yellow radiating lines, while the tongue itself is light brown, with darker radiating

bands or spots." (dill.)

Tills species is probably pelagic and not abyssal.

Specimens were obtaineil by the Blnl;e from station ccxlti, in 23° 1.3' X. lat., Sif^ lO' W.

Ion., at a dei)th of S4 fatiioms, and from station orxxvri, in 'J4"' .'U' K lat., 83'^ 16' W. h)n.,

at a depth of 36 fathoms. .\.lso by the Albatross from station L'4(U, in 28° 44' N. lat.,

850 16' W. Ion., at a depth of (i(» fathoms; from station 2403, in 28° 45' N. lat., 85° 02' W.
Ion., at a depth of .30 fathoms; and from station 2318, in 24'^ 2.5' 45" N. lat., 81'^ 46' 45" W.

Ion., at a depth of 45 fathoms.

CHAUNAX, Lowe.

CIkiiiiiiix, Lowe, Trails. Zoiil. Soc, Linuloii, in, 1816, 339.—(ii'NTHEH, Cat. Fisli. Brit. Mus.. iii. 200.—Giu,,
Proo. IT. S. Nat. Mus., i, 1878, 222.

Antennariids witli head v(M-y large, depress(>(l, cuboid; moutli deft, wide, subvertical.

Jaws and palate with l)ands of small teeth. Spinous diu'sal represented by a small rostral

tentacle receivable into groove behind it. Soft dorsal moderate, low. Anal short. Veu-

trals present. Erauchia'. 2.i. Pseudolnanchite absent.

CHAUNAX PK'TUS, Lcwk. (Kijiuro 398.)

Cliainiar piciiiUf'linwK. Trans. Zoiil. Sor. Tiond., ui, 1816.339. PI. LI (speciiupii from ort" Madeira).—Gi'tNTUER,
Cat. Fish, lirit. Mas., in, ISlil, 209.—(tII.i,. I'roc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Phila., 1863, 9(1 (sji'ueric diagnosis in

synopsis of family); I'roo. IJ. S. Nat. Miis., i. 1878, 222.—Goodk, Proc. V. S. Nat. Mus., in, 170.^

.loRDAN and (iiLHERT, Bull. 16, U. S. Nat. Mus., 816.—Gii.vniER, Challenger K'eport, xxii, 1887, '>S. PI.

X, Fig. A.—Vaillant, E.xp. Sci. Travailleiir et Talisman, 1888, 313, PI. xxviii. Figs. I-Ii.—Ai.coCK.

Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., 1889, 381.

Vhaunux, fimhnatuH, lliUiENUORF, .Sitzungslier. Gesellscli. Naturf. Fre.unde, 1879, 80 {fide Giintlier) [specimens
from the Sea of .Tapani.

—Stbindachxkk and DOdbri.kin, Deukselir. K. Akad. Wiss. Wien, .xi,ix, 1887,

194.

Rostral tenta('l(% short, jiedicelhite; mnciferous channels, a]ipeaiiiig as chainlil<e rows

of pits. Head, 1;^; dejith, 5.^. Color, orange; sides, roseatt^; tins, scarlet.

Radial formula: D. i-ll'; A. 5; 1'. 11; V. 4; C. 7.

Numerous specimens have b(^en oldaiiied by the Blulc, the Fish Ilinck, and the .Mhn-

tross, ;it depths of l.'JO to 428 fathoms, from the following stations: lUakc, ix, (tfC IJarbados,

288 fathoms. Fish Hairh; ms) (No. 26021, Nat. Mus.), 192 fathoms: Alhatross, 2359,130
fathoms; 2305, 347 fathoms; 2.3'.t6, .335 fathoms; 2212, 428 fathoms.

Lowe and .lohnson both got it olV ^Madeira, (riinther found it in the CIuiUiiiijit collec-

tion taken near the Fiji Islands (station 173), 315 fathoms.

The Tnlismnn obtained it at station i.xxv, off Soudan, Africa, 830 nu;ters, and at sta-

tion (!Xiri, A, near the Oai)e N'erdes, 7(iO meters. Tlu^ /h ««////(( ^»r dredged it in the Hay
of Bengal, lat. 20° 17' .30" N.. lou. 88^ 51' K., at a depth of 272 fathoms.

(iiinther has identified the German species described from the Sea of Jajian as G.

Jimbriatits as being the same.
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Descriptions and nieasnrements of No. 20021 may be fonnd in (Joode, loc. cit. Altlionjili

there is aiuplo material and some of the specimens in the National Museum arc? vei'y hirge,

fuHer study seems unnecessary, since they are un(h)ubtedly Lowe's G. pictim.

Tlie following color notes were tak(Mi by Di-. Bean from afresli specimen taken in ti-awl.

station 2357, January 22, 1885.

Back greenish gray, mottled with brown and tinged with rosy, suinaorular region willi

golden retlectious. Pectorals lemon yellow mingled with rosy; caudal like pecbirals.

8ides rosy. Under surface whitish and rosy intermingled. Pu|>ii intense blue. Back with

fine reticulations. Rostral tentacle greenish gold at base, the fimbriated ])ortion lavender.

Lines of nnicous ])orcs with reddisli l)ro\vn, well distiiiguislied from the remaining colors.

Labial fringes lemon yellow. Iris golden or rather lemon yellow.

The species inflates its abdomen like Te.traodon and has some difficulty in expelling the

air so as to sink ra|)idly. The small gill-o])enings are closed very tightly during inhalation

and a strong current of water is expelled in expiration.

Family CERATIID^E.

CeralUiU; Gill, Proc. Acad. N;it. Sci. I'hihi... isr,3, sit; Arr. Fam. I'isli., 1872, 2 (No. 12) ; Proc. ir. S. Nat. Mu.s.,

I, 187S, lip. 21(i. 227.

Pediculates with head and body compressed. JVIouth terminal, more or less obliipu".

Gill-opeuings small, in the lower part of the axils. No pseudobranchia'. !S|)iuons dorsal

represented by at lesist a frontal and superior rostral spine. Pectoral members not genicii

lated, with short pseudobrachia. and three actinosts. No ventral tins. All known forms

are uniform blackish in color.

"The 'bathybial sea devils,'" writes (iiintlier, "are degraded forms ol' Lophim ; they
descend to the greatest dei)ths of the ocean. Their bones are of an extremely light and

thin texture, and frequently other parts of their organization, their integuments, nniscles,

and intestines are equally loose in texture when the specimens are brought to the surface.

In their habits they probably do not differ in any degree from their surface representative,

LophiuH.
"When the first individuals of this group were, discovered they seemed to be sudi-

ciently distinct from one another to justify generic se|)aratiou. However, the additions of

recent years exhibit that variation in the shape of the body, head, and mouth, in the

specialized dorsal spines, and in the development of dermal scutes, which may be expected
in such grotesquely formed creatures.

"The number of the dorsal sjjines is always reduced, and at the end of the series of

these species only one spine remains, with a simple, very small lamella at the extremity

(Melniiocctus Johnmnii, Mdanoectus Murray!). In other forms sometimes a second cei)halic

spine, sometimes a spine on the back of the trunk is preserved. The first cejthalic spine

always retains the original function of a, lure for other marine creatures, but to render it

more ett'ectivc a special luminous organ is sometimes developed in connection with the

filaments with which its extremity is provided (Cerafian hi.sphio.sm, Oncirodca E.schrichfii).

iSo far as it is known at jiresent these complicated tentacles attain to the highest ilegi-eo

of developnu!nt in Himantnloplni.s and ^I'Jgaonichtlij/.s. In other species very i)eculiar dermal

apiiendages are developed, either accompanying the spine on the back or replacing it.

They may be ]>aired or form a group of three; are ])ear shaped, covered with tin- common

skin, and perforated at the top, a delicate tentacle sometimes issuing from the foramen.''

KEY TO THE (iEXERA OF C'EKATlIDJi.

I. Mouth moderate.

A. Brancllia' iu 2J pair.?.

1. Moutli-idef't nearly vertical; skin prickly ('naiiinn-

a. Two cephalic spines, no dorsal spine, no carancles; vomerine teeth Dicri!.\tias

}>. One cephalic and one dor.sal spine, witli lateral eamneli's; no vomerine teeth Cp.ii.M'iA.s

c. One cephalic spine, no dorsal spine; e.arnncles present.

i. Caruncles remote from sott (Uirsal Maxcai.ia.s

ii. Caruncles close to solt dorsal C'ryptopsakas
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2. Mimdi-clel't iif;irly h(iri/,i)iit:il; skin .siiinoth
;

oii<>, ceplialic, iind one postccpbalic spine.. Oneirodes
',i. Moiitli-ck'ft oblique; two ceiihalic aud no postceplialic. spines Paroneirodes

B. Uramliiai in + 2 J pairs; body with scattered tubercular scutelhe; no second dorsal spine.

Uimaiitolophina;
1 . Body and bead compressed, nioutli witli cleft obli(|nc ; niaiidibnlai' aiticulatiou under or beliind eye.s

a. Eyes rudiineutary.

i. liody obl(Uin-oF«l; dorsal rays about 'J, pectoral about 12 Himanthlophus
ii. Hody sbort-oval; dorsal iin with 4 rays, aud pectoral with about 17..CoKYNOLOPHi;s.

2. Body and bead depressed, nu>utli with cleft vertical or inclined forward; mandibular articulation

under or in advance of snout.

<i. Eyes small .(Eckoxichthvs
II. Mouth immense.

A. Mouth with cleft siibvertieal. Pectoral small, premedian, in advance of dorsal and of gill opening.
No second dorsalspine deveh>ped.

1. Brauchia' in 2h pairs Melaiiocetiiia!

II. (jular tentacle not developed.
i. Vomerine teeth present Mei.anocetus

ii. Vomerine teeth absent Etocetu.s
I). Oular tentacle present.

i. A single vomerine tooth LiMuriitYXK

B. Mouth with cleft nearly horizontal. Pectorals l)road, postmiMlian, unili-r dorsal, and lieliind gill

opening. P.ranchiie in | 2 i pairs (
'iinliiphripuiiii-

1. Dorsal aud anal greatly produced.
o. Skin nakeil; nunuM-ous luminous Ii laments on bead and body Caulophryne

CERATIAS, Kpoyer.

Ceratiiis, KrOvek, Naturhist. TidsskriHt., 1.184-4, 039 [tyi)e. ''. i/o/6677i].—Gii.L. Proc. 11. S. Nat. Mus., i,

1878, 217 (limited).

Ceratiids with head ami body ninch (•< impressed and elevated, oblong, with prickly skin.

Month iiiodfrate, witli its cleft nearly vertical; teeth in jaw.s of moderate size, conical, mov-

able; no teeth on vomer or palatines. Braiiehi:e 2i pairs; arches unarmed. Spinous dorsal

reduced to two spines, the cephalic one elongate, with simjjle capitate extremity, the dorsal

one with its basal eJement exserted; soft dorsal and anal short; pectorals very short, broad,
mnltiradiate (with about 2(1 rays). Pyloric c(eca 2, small. Skeleton soft, fibrous.

CERATIAS HOLBOLLI. Kroyer. (Figure 3911.)

Ceriitim thtlhdili, KRi)YK.R, loi\ cit.—Gai.mari>, Voy. Skand.. Poissons, PI. ix.

This grotesque and remarkable fish is only known tlirongli three specimens, uom IS tt.

28 inches long, taken off (Jreenland, and another oft'^N'ova Scotia.

Giinthcr, in the Study of Fishes (p. 472), erroneously stated that it had been found at

the depth of 2,400 fathoms in mid-Atlantic, and corrected his identifications in the Chal-

lenijer Report (XXII, p. 53); the form to wliiih lie referred was Ciraiiiix or Mancalias vrttniis-

copux. The l)rief diagnosis in Jordan's Synopsis is incorrect, and since the original Latin

description of Kroyer is not easily accessible, we quote it in full below. CcrnUas Holbolli

may confidently be expected to be found in the a1)yssal waters sontli of Greenland, and

inobaljly occurs in the Great Atlantic I'latean.'

KIn'iVEH's DE-SCRIPTION OF ( IMiATlAS HOLIXiLLI.

Totus ater. Alfitudo piscis quartam longitndinis partem ferme a-qnans. Cajmt altins

(|iiaiii loMgnm, '(, loiigitudinis jiiscis ;c(|uans. Oculi minimi, vicesimam loiigifudinis c!ii)itis

partem non superantes. liadius capitis liber longitudine piscis ad basin pinna; caudalis

'The form described by Giinther under the name CitoHiis hixpiiinnHn, from off Banda Islands, in the

Molucca \rehipelago, .at a depth of 3tiO fathoms, resembles in general Mihiiioretii,i Jiihiisnnii. thongli strnc-

turally closer to C. Holhiillii. It is much shorter and chunkier, and has two d<irsal spines, the ])osterior of

which is rudimentary, (iilnther has used in connection with it (in bis key to the species) the term Diceralitm,

no doubt mor(^ with the purpose of preventing others from making his species the basis of a new geuik.-i or

subgenus than of himself advocating so limited a generic group. (Giinther, Vhallciiijer Report, XXII, 53,

PI. XI, Fig. H.)
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|(;iiilli> iiiodo liri-vior. Ldiiyitudo pinna' candalisLinccolata' dhniilia totiuspiscisloiig-itiidme

panim brevior; lonuitndo jiiima' jx'ctoralis vicesiniani ft'iinc a'(|iians loiniitudinis totiiis

piscis partem. Mcnibiana coniiingcns ])iniia' (l(»isalis inisti'iiuris pinnaMjuc analis ad basin

pinuse caudalis I'eie extensa. Nnmt'ius lad. pin. dors. 1 + 1 -(--I : pcct. 10; anal. 4; caud. >>.

MANCALIAS, Gill.

Mancaliax, Gll.l-, Proc. U. S. Nat. Miis., i, 1878, 227 [type, Ceratiux Hranoneopun, Mitruav].—.loini.w ;iinl (iii.-

ni-.l-.T, Bull. XVI, IT. S. Nat. Mils., 848.—GfXTiiKR, Chullcnigcr Kcj)., .\.\ii, .52.

TiiiililiipsariiK, Gii.i,, Forest and Stieaiii, 1883, 284 (Nov. 8).
—Jordan, Cat. Fish. Norlli Anicriia. iss.l. 138.

Ceratiids with cloiijijated trunk and rectilinear back; mnntli niodcrale; ceplialic .•<])in<'

with l)asal element exserted and continuous with the distal; jivloiic r(i'ca develojx'd (U);

month with cleft siiljvcitical; (irst dorsal with few rays; braiichiu' in U.i i)aiis; brancliial

arches nnai'nied ; skin with scattered sjiinigerous s(!utelbc; uo second dorsal spine devel-

oped (as in Gcratia.s), but with two lieshy clavifonn tubercles existing, a.s in Ceratvtx;

pectorals with about 10-15 slender rays instead of nearly 20, as in Ceraiins. {(I ill.)

MANCALIAS ITKANOSCOPUS, (Mtirkay). (Jill.

Cvralins iirnniisrnjniit. Ml r.i;AV. in 'riioinson's Voyage of the Challeui;ei'. 1878, ii. (i7, i'iiijuri' 20.—GCnther,
Challeiii;er Keport, x.vii, .")4, pi. xi, Fig. <:.

Maiuiiliaii uraiKiMoiiiis, (iiLl., lor. cil.—GooDE, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mns., in, 188(1, Ill9.

Ceratias HiilhiilHi Giintiieu in Hratlys Report In Challenger Copepoda. 1883, 137.

MaucdHan was first taken by H. M. S. Challenf/fr, at a de])th of t!,4(HI fathoms, in the

Middle Atlantic, between the Canary and Cape Verde Islands. The specimen, .">| inches

long, and indifferently i>reserved, is in the British Mnsenm.

The sjiecimen is 90 millimeters in length from the snout to the end of the tail, com-

pressed laterally, and of a uniform black color. The anttu'ior si)ine of the first doi'sal tin is

produced into a long filament, ending in a pear-shaped bidb, terminating in a very distinct,

.semitransparent, whitish spot. This spine ha.s it.s origin on the posterior portion of the

head, and when laid back it reaches nearly to the tip of tlie tail. The second part of the

first dorsal is placed far l)a<'k on tlie body, and consists of '2 short, tieshy tubercles, which

lie in a depression in front of the second dorsal fin. The second dorsal has .'5 rays; the anal

is opjiosite the second dorsal and has 4 rays; the caudal has 8 rays, the 4 central rays being
much larger than the others, and bifid. The pectorals are small and liave 10 very delicate

rays. The gill opening is a slit situated behiw the pectoral fin. The upper Jaw is formed

by the intermaxillaries, and is armed, together with the lower jaw, with a series of teeth of

modciate size, which can be depressed inward as in Lophhis. Tlie skin is thickly covered

with minute, embedded, conical sjiines. Tiie eyes are very small and arc placerl high upon
the middle of the head.

The presence of a fish of this giou)) at so great a de])th is of special interest. From
its .structure, and from tlie analogy of its nearest allies, there .seems to be no reasonable

doubt that it lives on the bottom. It is the habit of many of the family to \'h\ hidden in the

mud, with the long dorsal filament and its terminal soft expansion ex]>osed. It has been

iiiiagincd that the expansion is u.sed as a l>ait to allure its prey, but it seems more likely

that it is a sense organ, intended to give notice of their ap]uoacli.

MANCALIAS SllUFELDTII, Gill. (Figure 401.)

Tjiphlopsaras Sliiifildii, Gii.L, Forest and Stream, New York, Nov. 8, 1883, 281.—.loitUAX. Cat. Fisli. North

Aiiierii'a, 1885, 138.

Ceratias Shiifeldti, GCntiikr, Cli.allenger Report, xxii, .54.

The specimens of Miintahnx ol>tained in the Western Atlantii- are two in numi)er.

A single six-cimen, No. 2015!t, <S.") millimeters long, was taken October 2, ISiStf, at sta-

tion No. 893, at a depth of 372 fathoms. (Goode, Proc. U. S. Nat. ]\Ius., in, 419.)

The type of Tiiiililopsnrns Shi(/rli1tii (No. .T.5.-.2. U. S. Nat. Mns.), has the maxilla one-

third the length from the gill opening to the caudal base; the intermaxilla is contained 13^
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times ill Mils Icnjjtb. This form is more slender than that figured by Giintber, and has five

rays In the dorsal, and apparently fifteen in the ]>ectoral.

There are no vomerines. The intermaxillary and mandible are armed with a narrow

hand of depressible teeth of various lengths. The skin has a fine granidar appearance
and is everywhere eovered with minute ])rickles. The median dermal caruncle referred to

in the description of this species has been torn off. The caruncles are only 1! in number
and situated as in Mancalias uranoscopn^. as figured in the Cballeuger Fishes. The length
of the dorsal si)ine, without the joint bearing the pear-shaped api>endag(^, equals the dis-

tance from the gill opening to tlic root of the tail; the joint bearing the appendage is

two-fifths of this distance. The length of the specimen at jwesent is about 2| inches. lu

31((nr<tli<in in-((ii(>.sropn>! (lifil:")!!)
the first dorsal, without the joint bearing the appendage,

contains the distance IVom the gill opening to the root of the tail 1^ times. The joint con-

taining the appendage is one-half as long as the distance from the gill opening to the root

of the tail. The dermal caruncles are distant from the dorsal a space equal to one-sixth of

the distance from the gill opening to the root of the tail. In Tyiililnjisanis Shiifeldtil the

caruucles are placed at a distance from the dorsal a space contained 4i times in the dis-

tance from the gill opening to the root of the tail.

In the specimens described by (xoode and I>eau as Mancdliitu urdno^copnft (No. 26159),

the length 'V\ inches, the length of the maxilla is one-third the length from the gill ojtening

to the root of the tail, and the iutermaxilla 3.J times in the same distance. The teeth in the

iaws are depressible, in narrow bands, and of unequal size. The vomer is toothless.

There are two small caruncles not far from the front of the dorsal fin, and instead of

being placed opposite each other, according to the usual arrangement, one is placed
behind the other. The skin is covered with minute granules or papilliie, each one sur-

mounted by a slender ]»rickle, as in Ti/])]i1oj»<(ira,s.

Th(^ l)ectoral of (ids indi\idnal contains 15 rays. The pectorals of 7'. Shitffhitii are

imjterfect.

In the note jiublished by Dr. Goode in Proceedings IT. S. Nat. Mas., vol. in, 1881,

40!t, the length of this specimen is stated to be 185 millimeters, which is a uusprint for 85

nullimeters.

CRYPTOPSARAS, Gill.

CrijplnpsariiK, OiLl., Forest, anil Stream, Nov. 8, 1883, 284.

Ceratiines with shortened trunk, longitudinally convex? back, small but conspicuous

eyes, concealed basal joint of the anterior spine and elongated ternunal joint, a large inter-

mediate globular, and a pair of subi)edunculated lateral dorsal api)endages near the front

of the dorsal fin, and well developed pectorals of about 15 rays, {(rill.)

Giiuther's Cciatius carKueiihtfiis was obtained by the VhaUcnffcr froju a depth of 345

fathoms, at station 232, south of Yeddo, in Japan, the single specimen being IJ inches

long.

CRYPTOPSARAS COUESII, Glix. (Fig. 402.)

Crypiopmrm Cnursii, GiLl,, Forest aud Stroaiii, Nov. 8,188.3, 281.—.Jordan, Cat. Fish. N. A. 1885, 1.39.—

[(ii'NTHFi!, CliallenjiiT Report, XXII, 55.]

Ciraliaa ciiruiiciildliis, GOntiiei!, op. cH., 55, pi. XI, lig. J).

The basal joint of the rodlike spine is almost entirely concealed and procumbent, and

th(^ distal joint alone free, reaching backward to the dorsal tubercle; the bulb is pyriform,
and surmounted by a long whitish filament; the dorsal and aiial have each 4 S])iues, the

caudal 8 (the 4 middle dichotomous), and the pectorals each about 15 rays. The species

was named after the eminent ornithologist Dr. Elliott Coues. {Gill.)

A si>ecinien of Cri/pfoii.siiroK (flat. No. .3.3558, IT. S. Nat. JIus.) was obtained, by the

Alhiitross, from station 2101, iu 38° 18' 30" N. lat., 08° 24' W. Ion., at a depth of 1C8G

fathoms.
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NOTES ON TUE TYPE SPECIMEN.

The type of Crypioitsnrax CloiiesU, ;\t present is only ."..") millimeters long, the caiulal beinj;:

imperfect. The lengtli without canclal is .'$0 millimeters iuid contains tlie greatest height

'2i times. The bnlb on the dorsal spine when laid backward can be made to reach the

dermal caruncles on the back. The length of the upper jaw is abont one-fonrth of the

length without caudal. The gill oi>ening is nearly midway between the front of the head

and the root of the tail. The moutli is placed vertically. The intermaxillary teeth occupy

about the entire length of the bone. The mandibulary teeth are very unequal in size. At

the symphysis of the mandible there is a i)air of minute spines closely connected at tlie

base and slightly separated at the extrenuty.

Specimen No. 39483 is n.S millimeters long; 47 millimeters to base of caudal. The

greatest height is contained iu the length without cauihd
2'r;

times. The gill opening is a

little nearer to the end of the candal than to the front of the head. The distal jiortion of

the dorsal spine is about one-half the length without caudal. The median dermal caruncle

is very much larger than the two lateral ones.

The skin is (;overed with minute granules of uniform size. The pectoral contains 16

rays; its length is about- onelifth tlie length of the head. The length of the upper jaw is

about one-fifth of the total without caudal. The i>air of spines at the symphysis of the

mandible is replaced by a very small knob. Tlie teetli in tlie intermaxillary are all very

small, diminishing in nnnd)er towards the symphysis; they are apparently uuiserial.

On each side of the head of the vomer there are two or three depressible teeth
;
the

palatines seem to be wanting.
We have seen something like traces of similar teeth on the vomer otMancalias SlnifeldtU,

but owing to the condition of the specimen can not be certain about this character.

ONEIRODES, Lutken.

OneiroiJea, LfJTKEN, Overs, over d. K. Danske Vid. SiOsk. Furliaiidl, 1871, Hfi-Tl (type, O. Jischriclilii,

Liitkeu).—Gill, Proc. tl. S. N. M., i, 22S.—Gunther, Challenger Keport, xxii, p. 55.

Oninxhn, Jordan and Gilbicht, Bull, xvi, II. S. N. M., p. 848.

Geratiids with very large head and body, compressed, oval, short, and naked: mouth

moderate, with cleft nearly horizontal and mandibular articulation behind eyes; teeth

depressible, unequal in size iu the jaws, vomer dentigenous, luanchial arches unarmed;
branchiie in 2i pairs; pyloric ca>ca none; first dorsal spine cephalic, with a procumbent,
subcutaneous basal element and a bulbous termination, surmounted by slender filaments

in several transverse rows; second about midway from rostral spine to the soft dorsal fin;

soft dorsal and anal fins short; ventrals none.

ONEIRODES ESCHRICHTII, LCtken.

Dnriroihs EnchrickiU, LijTKEX, Overs, over d. K. Danske, Vid. Selsk. Forhandl., 1871, pp. 5G-74, vos. fr.9-18,

pi. II.—Guntheu, Challenger Keport, xxii. 56.—Gill, luc. i-it.

Oniroden Eichrirhti, J(>1!1>an, loc.ril.

The only representative of this species is a sjiecimen 8 inches long, taken off

Greenland before 1871.

The original descrijjtion by Liitken is appended:
Oneirodes EHchrichtii.—Genus et species nova e farnilia Lopliioidenrum (ffalibnirachnrum) ;

nee non e tribu Lophioidcornm apoilum nudorum corjius breve, crassuni, mediocritcr com-

]iressum. Caput maxiuuim, tetragonuni, fronte declivi, profunde excavato; rictus oris

mediocris, horizontalis; oculi minuti, absconditi; dentes mediocres, graciles, elongati,

conici, subiiicurvi, mohilis in maxillis, in vomere et in ]>harynge su)ira; in jiallato iinlli.

Ai)ertura branchialis sat magna, infra inscrtionem pinnarum pectoialium; iiscudobranchiie

operculares nulla?; arcus branchialis primus branchiis destitutus; branchiorum paria 2J,

cute arcum branchiale qnartnm cum osse liyito])haryngeaIi conjngcnte; radii branchiostigi

utrinque sex. Pinnte ventrales nulhu (pei^torales ignota-,). iiadius frontalis cum osse
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interspinali horizontali subcutaneo articulatus, liaiul proi'ul ab apice rostri insertus, siniim

ft'ontaliMii loug'itiidine baud superaiis, flavtulbniiis; caput clavii:^ coinpressum, tentacula

pluia iiiiuuta gcreiis; radius dorsalis (secuudus) suuimo dorso inipositus, couicus, depre.ssus,

tiaccidus, Iroutaleju lougitudiiie supeiat. Pinna dorsalis vera et analis bieves, caudali

appi'oximativ, sed distiuctii-; cau(bilis niediocris, liaud elongata. Pinnaiiuu foiinula radio-

rum: 1). 1 + 1 + 6, P. V. o, A. 4, C. 8; radii nujlles, cartilayinci, baud articulati, caudale.s

lucdiauiE quatuor soli fissi. SipiamsK niilbu; cutis iiudis, mollis, iiiger totum corpus oblcgit.

\'i'sica uotatoria ct a]>peiidicis pylorica' nulla'; ossa st-dite .iioUia, siMiiispougiosa ut iu

piscibus alttuibus, spiius biuis liontalibus et uiaudibularibus exceplis uuUibi iu tubercula

vel spiuas prodeuutia.
DIMENSIONES SPECIMINIfS DESCHIPTI.

Mm.

LoiiKitutlo corporis to tins ab apioe rostri usque ad est remit a tern pinna' caudalis 205

Longituilo corporis totius al> apice rostri usc|ue ad origineui pinna' caudalis 160

Altitudo maxima 105

Longitudo capitis inter spinas frontales 45

sinus oris 55

Longitudo maxillarum 54

Spinse froutalcs ab apice rostri distant 55

a sinnbns oris 52

Apertnra' branchialis altitudo 30

Kadii frontalis longitudo 38

dorsalis 50

Pluu* caudalis 45

PARONEIRODES, Aleock. (Figure 404.)

Paroneirodes, Alcock, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., 1890, ii, 20(j.

Ccratiids closely allied to Oneirodes, witb ovoid, flaccid body. Mouth moderately

large, witb clt'tt obliquely ascending. A narrow band (!) of small teeth in each jaw and

on vomer. Branchiae iu 2i pairs. Eye rudiineutary, buried deeply beneath a patch oC

traiis])arent skin. Dorsal spines 2, davate, close together, and uear interorbital area.

No postcepbalic dorsal spine. Soft dorsal and anal short and very far back, almost confluent

with caudal. Peduncles short and ]H)intcd. Ventrals none.

A single specimen, I'nvoneirodes glomcrosus, Aleock (lor.cit., pi. ix, tig. <>), represented

by a specimen 1,V inches long taken by the Incvstiyator iu the Bay of Bengal, station 103,

1,260 fathoms, on a soft bottom of blue mud.

HIMANTOLOPHUS, Reinhardt.

Himanlolophus, Reinhaudt, K. Danske Vidensk. Selsk., Nat. og Matli. Afh., 4, ra-kke, v, vii, 1837, 74.—
LuTKKN, K. Danske Vidcusk, Selsk. Skrift., 1880, 320.—Gill, Troc. U. 8. N. M., i, 1878, 227, 228.—

Jordan and Gilufrt, Hull, xvi, U. S. Nat. Mus., 849.

Ceratiids with oblong-oval body, somewhat compressed, and large head, likewise com-

pressed; mouth moderate, with obli(iue cleft and projecting mandible; mandibular artic-

ulation under or behind eye; teeth in several series in thejaws, unequal, rasp-like, depressi-

ble; palate tootidess; branchial arches with dentigerous tubercles; gills in i-2J i>airs;

spinous dorsal a single tentacle, with numerous long fllaments at its extremity, and with a

procumbent, subcutaneous basal element; soft dorsal moderately short (with about 9

rays); anal short. Ventrals none. Pectoral iiiodeiatcly broad (withaboutl2 rays). Skin

thick with round prickly scutes, sparsely distributed.

HIM.VNTOLOPHUS GRCENLANDICUS, Keinilvkut. (Fig. 405.)

I!iiiiiiultili)phii.i grwnlandicm, Reinhardt, K. Danske vid. Selsk. Nat. og. Math. Afh. 4, ra'kko v, 7. 74,

1837.—Li'TKEN, lor. elf., 1880, 320, pi. ii, fig. 5.—Gill, loc. cit., Jordan, loc. <-it.

The body is oblong oval; its height about twolifths of its total length. The dorsal

flu has about!) rays and the pectoral about 12. The single cephalic ray representing the

first dorsal tin is provided with about eleven tentacles.
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This species lias never been lully described, the only existing example being an imper-

fect one, 23 inches long, obtained off the coast of Greenland about 1837.

CORYNOLOPHUS, Gill.

Corijiiolophus, Gill, I'roc U. S. Nat Mus., i, 1878, 227; v, X883, 5D1.—(Li tkkn, Nidc-iisk. Me.ld Ira dou Natiu-

hist. Foren., I'openbagen, 1879-'80, 67, 08.)

Ceratiids resembling Himantolophux but having (lu' body shortoval; dorsal with ."> rays;

pectoral with about 7.

J)r. Gill, replying to certahi strictures as to the validity of tins genus, made by Liitkeu,

states that the distinction alleged to exist between Hhunntnloiihus and Coti/iioloithiisuw.

very marked, and (juite sulUcient to justify two genera. He forcibly remarks that there is

no reason except the niiujuUirlty and t/rmtnes.s, of the differences si)ecified, for doubting the

correctness of Eeinhardt's observations.

CORYNOLOPHUS KEINHARDTII, (LOtken), Gill.

Hima)itoJ<iphii» Itimhiirdtii, LUTKliN, K. Dau.sk. Vidi-usk. Sclsk., 1880, :«•, iils. I, ii, lif;«. 1-1.—Gt'NTHEU,

Jordan, lov. cit.

Coriinoliiphiis lUiiihunllli, Gill, I'roc. U. S. Nat. Mus., i, 1878, 227; v, 1883, .5.51.

The body is .short oval, its height threefonrths its length. The dor.sal tin has 5 rays,

the ijectoral 17. Tlie cephalic ray is provided with about 8 tentacles. The body armed

with prickly scales, s[)aringly distributed.

A single .specimen. It inches long, is known from the coast of Greenland.

/EGEONICHTHYS, Clarke.

^geonichlhijs, Clarke, Trans. New Zialaiul Institute, x, 1878, 24.").—Gill, Prop,. IT. S. Nat. Mus., i, l.'i78, 227.

Ceratiids with body and lieail depressed, mouth with the cleft vertical, or inclined for-

ward, and mandibular articulation under, or in advance of snout. {Gill.)

This is a form clo.sely allied to Ilimnntolophiis, and excelling it in grotes(|ueness. It

is represented by a single si)ecics, ^1. ^jjja///, Clarke {tor. cit., p. -'!•">, pi. vi), obtained in

the deep sea off New Zealand. Giinther gives interesting details about the head of the

cephalic sjiine, whicli is phospliorescent and a lure for other abyssal animals. (See Chal-

lenger lieport, XXII, pp. 51, 'I'J.)

MELANOCETUS, Giinther.

Melanoeetus, GiJNTHER, Proc. Zool. Soi:. Loudon 1864,301 (type, .V. JoliHuoiiii, (il'NTnKi;) ('liallin;;er IJiiiort,

XXII, 56.—Gill, lor. cU.

Ceratiids with naked skin; willi very large moiitii, Iniving a siib\i'iti<al cleft; witii no

second dorsal spine ;
with liranchial arches unarmed and Inaiicliial in 'ZK [lairs.

MELANOCETUS JOHNSONII, Giinther. (Figure 406.)

Mclanocrlut .Minsoiiii, GiiNTIlER, Proc. Zool. Soc. Loudon. 1.S61, 301, pi. 2.").—Study ol' Fishes, 1880, 473, fig.

211; Challenger Report, xxii, .57.—Gill, toe. cit.

A single specimen, 3.8 iiuihes long, is known. It was obtained by Jlr. Johnson at

IMadeira, and had, it is said, a tScopeliis 7.J inches long and 1 inch high, rolled up in a ball

in its stomach.
" This singular tish," says Giinther, "is distinguished by a greater disproj)orti(Ui of the

various parts of its body than is found in the other genera, of the family to which it belongs.

The head is of tetrahedral form and is the most extensive part of tlie wliole animal. The

gape is enormous, and, although tlie lower Jaw is vertical when the mouth is closed, it can

be moved downwards at more than a riglit angle. The lateral extensibility of the mcmth

is not less than the vertical, so that the prey which can be received within the cavity of

the mouth actually may exceed the size of the tish itself. This einumous head is followed

by a very small trunk and tail, the length of both being less than the deiitli of the head.

As the trunk would not offer sullicient room for an tuldominal cavity corresiiondiug in size
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til the i)iey swallowed, this cavity is suspended as a large sac, from the lower part of the

luxly, and tloats in the water. The upper and lower jaws are armed with a series of teeth,

wliich art! very unequal in lenj;th, some being- very long, others small, all are very slendei-,

aud can be depressed toward the inside of the uiouth. This peculiarity of the teeth may
be observed in the Lojili iux, in the pike, and numerous other rapacious fish with long slender

teeth. The vomer is armed with a. transverse series of single teeth, aud extends across the

whole width of the roof of the mouth
;
the palatines aud pterygoid teeth are situated at

some distance behind the vomer, aud form two buiulles irregular in form. The pharynx
and (esophagus are, as might be expected, very wide. The eye is situated high up on the

side of the head; it is very small, covered by, but aiipearing tiirough, the skin. There are

uo nasal openings. The opercular lueces are leduced to styliform ludiments; there are 5

branchiostegals. Only the three inner brancliial arches bear short branchial iamellai,

which are disposed in a double series on the two middle ones, and in a single one on the

innermost arch. The gill opening itself is a slit of moderate widtli, beloW and behind the

pectoral fin. The ui)per surface of the head is concave, and in the middle of its anterior

portion there is situated the single filament to wiiich tiie anterior dorsal fin is reduced;
this filament is more than half as high as the head, aud dilated into a small lamella at its

extremity. The second dorsal flu occupies the back of the tail, and is comijosed of 14

simple rays, none of which are as high as the fin is long. The caudal fin is quite free from

the dorsal and anal, and composed of S very soft rays, which are, bifid at the, end, ami
form a convex posteiior margin. Anal fin very short, composed of 4 rays only, which are

opposed to the posterior dorsal rays. Tiie base of the pectoral fin is fieshy and enveloped
in skin, as in other rcdhuJiiti. It is composed of IS simple and feeble rays. Ventral fius

none. Vent situated immediately behind the abdominal sac. The whole fish, even the

inside of the mouth of the abdominal sac and of the stomach, is of a uniform black.

Total length (mouth closed), '.'>.6 inches; length of intermaxillary and of mandible, 1.4

inches.'

LIOCETUS, Giinther.

Lwciliia [subgenus], Gunthek, C^halleiiger Report, xxii, 1887, 57. [Type, MelanoceUia Murrayi, Giinther.]

Tlie subgenus i/t»cc^«.v of (iiinther differs from McJanuvilus cliiefly in the absence of

vomerine teeth.

LIOCETUS MURKAYI, Gl-ntukk. (Figun<407.)

ilclanocciiix hinjihtosiiK, Gunthek., Study of Fishes, 1880, 473. (Name only.)

MiJaiiDcetiis (Lhicctus) Minraiji, GtiNTnKR Challenger Report, xxn, 1887, pi. XI, fig. A.

Extremely similar to Mvkmocetus Johnsunii, but, singularly, there is no trace of vo-

merine teeth, whilst there is no distiuctiou between the two species as regards the den-

tition of the iaws. The posterior angle of tiie mandible projects more and forms a

salient point. The mouth is comiiarati vcly less wide, and the maxillary considerably shorter,

being about two-fifths of the total length, without caudal, whilst it is rather more than one-

half in the Madciran species. Eye rudimentary. One cephalii^ spine, which is shorter than

the maxillary. The last dorsal ray is connected by a sliort and delicate membrane witii

the caudal fin; nuistof tlu'caudal rays are bifid, the longest shorter than the maxillary.
Pectoral fin as nuich developed as in MvlaiKxrfus Johiixoiiii.

Entirely black.

r.iuea.

Total length 44

J^< ugth of mantlihle 14

Length of maxillary 12

Length of caudal fin lOi

Radial formula: 1>. 1-13; A. 4; CD; F. U.— Giinther.

A young specimen, 14 lines in length, was taken by H. M. S. ChaUcngtr in the niid-

» GCntuer, Proc. Zoiil. See, 1861.
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Atlantic, at tbe clc'])tL of 1,850 fathoms (.station 106) j
another of l'.> liiu-s at the? dei)th of

2,450 fathoms (station 318).

LINOPHRYNE, Collett.

LinopUnjnc, COLI.ETT, I'roc. Zoiil. Snv. Loiidnii, ISSO, 138.—GiJNTIIKK, Challenger Report, xxii, 57.

'^Linophryite," says Giiiitlicr, •'diticrs from Mrhtiiocetiis in ])ossessiug a long tentacle

at the throat." (3olIett's original descrijition is as follows:

Head cnoniions; the body slender, (•oni])ressed, mouth oblique. S])innns dorsal
reduced to a single fei)halic tentacle, the basal part of which is erect, not procumbent.
Teeth in the jaws on the vomer and the ni>per pharyngeals. Gill openings exceedingly
narrow, situated a little belo'v the root of the pectoral. Soft dorsal and anal very short;
ventrals none. Abdominal cavity forming a sac, suspended from the trunk. Skin smooth;
a long tentacle on the throat.-&

LINOPHRYNE LUCIFEE, Collett. (Figure 408.)

Linophii/ne liivi/cr, Collett, Proc. Zoiil. Soc. London, 1886, 138, jil. xv.—GfiNTHEn, C'liallpngor Report
XXII, 57.

A spinous ])rojection above each orbit. Cephalic tentacle black, with a large ovato

bulb, the upper half of Avhich is white; gular tentacle much larger, terminating in two

tongue-like ai)pendages, which are furnished on the upper edge with a row of round, white

papillie.

Radial formula: D. 1/3; A. 2; C. 9; P. 11-15.

Collett tells the history of its capture as follows :

A single specimen, with a total length of 4!> millimeters, was caught by Capt. P.
Andresen in INhiy, 1877,11oating in tin-, sea (about 30^ N. Lit., 20° W. Ion.), 3 degrees north-
west of INIadeira, and was ])resented to the museum of the Ohristiania University. During
several years it remained unnoticed in the private house of the late director of the Christi-
ania museum, Prof. Esmaik, but after his death it was returned to the museum (December,
1885).

i\[r. Andresen, who is now residing in Christiania, reports to me that on the day men-
tioned he was ou a voyage to the West Indies. He was capturing turtle in his boat; there
was a heavy swell, but the water was smooth. After a time he caught sight of this little

black tish, which lay on the surface quite alive, but almost motionless, which was not sur-

prising when it w;is discovered tliat it liad just swallowed a tish lunger than itself. It did
not lie on its side, but was appaieutly unable to swim away. i>y getting the bailer under
it he lifted it out with ease, and in order to keep it fresh he gave up his search fur turtle
and rowed to the ship, where it was i)laced in sjiirits for i)reservatiou.

CAULOPHRYNE, Goode and Bean, n. g.

Head large, compressed. Mouth with the cleft nearly horizontal. Body short, much

compressed. Spinous dorsal reduced to a single cephalic tentacle, which is sujiportcd on a
short procumbent base. Teetli of unequal size in the intermaxillary and tlie mandible.

Vomer, palatines, and upper pharyngeals toothed. Gill openings narrow, horizontal slits

]>laced below and in frontof the root of the pectorals. P>ian<'hia' iu i-2-^ i)airs. Ilranchial

arches armed with dentigerous tubercles. Skin naked. Numerous hunnious tilaments ou

head and body. Soft dorsal and anal many rayed; the rays greatly produced. Caudal

long, tapering. Ventrals none. Pectorals very broad, sessile, postmedian, under dorsal (in,

witli numerous rays. Pyloric ai)pendages reduced to one small rudiment. Air bladder

absent.

CAULOPHRYNE JORDANI, Goode and Bean, n. s. (Figure 409.)

The height of the body is nearly one-half of the total length without caudal, the greatest

height occurring just liehind the; head. Tlie cei)lialic apix-ndagc^ has a jtale tnt't at its tiit.

The length of the distal i)ortion of the appendage ccpials one tliiid of tlic lotal length witli-

out the caudal. The tuft is somewhat mutilated, but it shows no evidence of a laminated
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structure. Tlio basal portiou of the cephalic appendage is about twice as long as the very-

small eye. The maxillary is a very slender, narrow bone, extending about as far backward

as the intermaxillary. The intermaxillary is slightly protractile and has about 10 teeth

ou each side, several of which are nearly twice as large as the rest; its length is two-fifths

of the total without caudal. The mandible is as long as the head without the snout; it has

.S teeth on each side, the anterior i)air and several other pairs along the shaft of the

bone being greatly enlarged. A pair of enlarged teeth on the head of the vomer; several

similar teeth on the palatines. Upper pharyngeals armed with several strong teeth. The

eye very small, inconspicuous ;
its distance from the tip of the snout equals nearly one-third

its distance from the origin of the soft dorsal. Intestine shorter than length without caudal.

The soft dorsal has IG rays, all of which, except the last four, are greatly produced;

the second, tliird, and fourtli rays, are the longest; they are nearly twice as long as the

body. The anal consists of l-l rays, all of which, except the last three, are much produced.

The fin is not quite perfect, yet its anterior rays are longer than the body. The caudal

contains 8 rays, of which the four inner ones are divided, while the rest are simple. The

middle rays are as long as the distance from the tip of the lower jaw to the base of the

pectoral. The pectoral is comparatively short and contain s 16 simple articulated rays,

the longest of which is about one-half as long as the head.

About 9 luminous filaments on each side of the head, 7 more between the nape and

the dorsal, and about 12 on the sides. The filaments are nearly twice as long as the eye.

Head and body black
;
caudal cephalic tuft, and most of the fin-rays pale.

The type of the species is number 39265, taken by the steamer Albatross, September

19, 1887, in N. lat. 39° 27', W. Ion. 71° 15', 1276 fathoms.

Family ONCHOCEPHALID^E.
MdUha'oidci, GiLL, Trnc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1863, 89 (diagnosis).

Mallhwoidw, Gill, Arrangemoiit Families of Fishes, 1872, 2 (No. 10); Proc. U. S. N. M., I, 1878, 215-219 (diag-

nosis) p. 231 (key to subfamilies and genera); v, 1883, 555 (with elaborate synonymy).

Malthida;, Jordan and Gilbert, Bull. 16, U. S. Nat. Mus.. 849 (diagnosis and key).

OnckocepMlidcv, Gill, MS.

Tediculates with very broad and depressed head, with snout more or less elevated,

with trunk short and slender. JNIouth not large, subterminal or inferior, the lower jaw

included; teeth villiform or cardiform. Gill openings very small above and behind the

axils of the pectoral fins. Body and head covered with bony tubercles or spines. Spinous
dorsal reduced to a small rostral tentacle, which is retractile into a cavity under a promi-

nent process on forehead; in one genus the rostral tentacle is obsolete; soft dorsal and anal

small and short; ventrals well developed; pectoral well developed, its base strongly angled,

with long pseudobrachia and 3 actinosts. Branchiostegals 5; no i)seudobrauchiie.

KEY TO THE SUBFAMILIES AND 6ENEEA.

I. Body with disk cordiform .and caudal portion stout.

A. Frontal region elevated, and snout more or less produced or .attenuated forwards OnchocephaVinw

1. Orbits lateral, teeth ou vomer and palatines.

0. (iills 2i ONCirOCEPHALUS

h. Gills 2 Malthopsis (See Appendix.)

II. Body with disk subcinular or expanded backwards and caudal portiou slender; froutiil region depressed,

and snout rounded and obtuse in front Halieutaina;

A. Palato edentulous; rostral tentacle develoi)ed; carpus exserted from common membrane.

1. Disk subcinular; gills 2i pairs.

a. Mouth cleft wide, subvertical. Prickles strong HaLIEUTJEA

ft. Mouth small, terminal. Prickles feeble Halieutella

2. Disk subtriaugular; mouth small; gills 2 pairs DlBRANxnus
B. Palate deutigerous; dorsal (in obsolete; rostral tentacle present H.vlicmetus

C. Palate and vomer dcutigcrous ;
dorsal present ;

no rostral tentacle HAtiEUTICHTHYS

11)868—No. 2 32
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ONCHOCEPHALUS, (Fischer), Gill.

Ogcocephahis, Fisciiek, Zouyiiosia, 1!S13, 7S.

OiiclioccpJialns, Gill, MS.

Malthe, CrviEU, Rigne Animal, 1st eil., 1817, ii. :^11.—(ii'NTiiER, (!iit. Fisli lirit. Mus., in, 200.—.Iokdan ;iiul

GiLBEiiT, Bull. XVI, 1'. S. N. M., 850.

Maltheids witli head very large, much deprcs.scd, subtiiangular; cranial portions ele-

vated, with orbits lateral. Mouth protractile, subrostral, horizontal; jaws convex; villiform

teeth on jaws, vomer, and palatines. Branchiic 2i, the anterior arch without lamella;. iSoft

dorsal flu very low. Pectorals large, placed horizontally. Ectoderm armed with osseous

tubercles. Air bladder and pyloric ca^ca wanting. Habitat: Western Atlantic from Brazil

to Cape Cod and eastward to Bermudas.

This genus includes two species; one, M. r<((li(if<i, occuring in deep waters oft' the coast

of North America; the other, the polymorphic M. vespertilio, from Brazil to Cape Cod,

and perhaps still farther northward. It has been found at 95 fathoms.

ONCHOCEPHALUS RADIATUS,( Mitciull), Goode and Be.vn.

Lophim radiatus, Mitciiii.l, Aiiht. Monthly Magazine, ii. 1818,326. (Specimen from tlio Straits of Bahama)

Maltheradiata, .Ioudan, I'roc. U. S. Nat. Mils., vii. 141. (Eol grass about Key West).

Malthc cubifroiix, RiciiaI!I>sox, Fauna Boreali-Amerioana, Fishes, 103, pi. 96.—GC'NTUEU, Cat. Fish. Brit.

Mus., Ill, 203.—GooDK, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., n, 109 (St. Augustinef).

Malthea iiii^iila, Auctouum.

This species, first described by Mitchill from the straits of Bahama, was also described

by Eichardson from a specimen presented to him by Audubon, xirofessedly from Labrador,
but more probably belonging to the South Carolina collection transmitted at the same time.

Eichardson's type, now in the British Museum, was carefully studied by Dr. Bean, whose

measurements ari; appended.
Jordan is of the opinion that this species is a form of ilf. vespertilio, a conc'lusion which

does not seem untenable when we consider the immense variation of indiNdduals which has

forced even the conservative Giinther to bring together as identical the forms described by
Cuvier and Valenciennes as Malthea loiiyirostris, M. nanKta, M. notata, M. angusta, and M,

truncata.

Giinther was doubtless influenced by the supposed difference of locality to leave M.

radiata in a separate si^ecies.

Appended are measurements of the typical example and of an individual of nearly

equal size from Pensacola, Florida. The species is not uncommon on the east coast of Flor-

ida, but has only once been recoi'ded from Labrador. The type was presented to Sir John

Eichardson by Audubon, who may have been misinformed as to its origin.

In the Pensacola example, No. 3I90S, the dorsal surface of the body is dark gray, with

numerous small, roundish black spots having a whitish origin. The under suriace is light

gray. The largest body spots are one-fourth as long as the eye. The upper side of the

pectorals have spots similar to those of the body, but more elongate and irregular. The

cheeks are spotted like the sides of the body. The tubercles are largest and most numerous

along the dorsal surface of the body. The caudal peduncle is thick and heavy. The nasal

tentacle is trilobate at the tip. The posterior nostril is more than twice as large as the

anterior, which has a rudimentary tube. The teeth are iu villiform bands on the vomer,

palatines, and in the jaws. The vent is behind the middle of the length to caudal base.

Upon examination of the measurement tabic it will be apparent that the actual ditl'er-

ences between the two examples are so slight as to remove all doubt concerning their

specific identity.
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MEASUREMENTS.

Current number of speoinien. .

Locality Labrador.
31908.

I Pensacola, Fla.
I

Milli
meters.

Lenjjth
to origin of middle cau-

dal rays
Body:

Heigbt at ventrals
Least height of tail

Length ot caudal peduncle
Head:

Greatest length
Height of rostral groove . . .

"Width of rostral groove. . .

Greatest width
Width of iiiterorbital area

Length of snout, including
tubercle-

Len;.'th of nasal tultercle..
AVidth of uas;d tubercle...

Leui;tli ot ina\illiiry
Leni,'tli ot mainlibli-

Distance between anterior
orbital angles

Diameter ot eye
Dorsal :

Distance from snout

5
4^
U
15'

*17
14

lOOtha
of

length.

40
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HALIEUTELLA, Goodeand Bean.

Ilalieuiella, Goodk and Bean, I'roc. Biol. ,Soc. ^Vashingt(m, ii, 1882, 88.

Body maltlieiform, subcircular, depressed, its width equal to its length; covered witli

tlaccid, inflatable skin. Spines feeble and less numerous than iu Halieuta'a. Head merged
iu body; forehead with a transverse bony ridge; no perceptible supraoral cavity; no ten-

tacle. Mouth small, terminal; lower jaw slightly curved forward. Teeth iu the jaws

minute, cardiform; not discernible on palate, though possibly present. Carpus broad,

slightly exserted. Pectoral fins remote from tail, obliquely placed, with membranes sub-

vertical. Branchial aperture posterior to carpus, upon the disk, and not remote from its

margin. Gills 2 J. Teeth on palate. Dorsal fin 5-rayed, inserted at junction of disk with

caudal peduncle. Anal fin 4-rayed, originating at root of caudal peduncle.

HALIEUTELLA LAPPA, Goode aud Bkax. (Figures 412, A, B.)

Halicutella lappa, Goode aud Bean, loc. cit.

Disk subcircular, more than two-thirds as long as the body. Body covered with a

loose, flaccid, inflatable skin, which so obscures its proportions that it is impossible to de-

termine its exact height, but it is not nearly so much depressed as in the related genera.

When the body is inflated tln^ height and length of the disk are nearly equal.

Sjunes rather feeble
;
about 10 between snout and dorsal flu. About (> strong spines, with

conicalbases and stellular tips on the outer margin of the disk on each side, the anterior

of them being opposite the eye. Iu front of these spines on the discal margin, and between

them and the snout, are several small, simple spines, pointing backward. Bellj^ armed

with spines similar to those on the back, but weaker. A stellate spine upon the tip of the

snout, with two weaker, simple spines on each side. Nasal openings midway between eye

and tip of snout. Mouth small, upon the margin of the disk. The upper jaw is shorter than

the diameter of the eye. Teeth as described in the generic diagnosis. Dorsal fin inserted

at posterior limit of disk, with five simple, articulated rays, its longest ray one-fifth as long

as the disk. Anal flu with four simple, articulated rays, inserted directly beneath the

fourth ray of the doi-sal; its second, aud longest, ray one-fourth as long as the disk. Caudal

twice as long as anal, and slightly longer than caudal peduncle, with nine simple, articu-

lated rays. Carpus inserted at a distance from the snout equal to twice the length of the

longest pectoral ray, whi<!h is slightly greater than the distance of posterior margin of

carpus, at its junction with disk, from vent. Number of pectoral rays, 15. Ventral in-

serted at a point equidistant from the snout and the origin of the anal
; length of its longest

ray (the fourth) equal to one-half the distance of the anal flu from the snout.

Eadial formula: D. 5; A. 4; C. 9; P. 15; V. 5.

Color,-yellowish white.

A single specimen, 1J inches long, was dredged by the TJ. S. Fish Commission steamer

Fish Hawk at station 1151, N. lat. 39o 58' 30", W. Ion. 70° 37', iu a depth of 125 fathoms.

DIBRANCHUS, Peters.

Viiranchite, Peters, Mouatsbericlite, Koiiig. Akad. "Wiss., Berlin, 1875-'76, 736, (tj^ie, D. (it!a»licus, Peters).—
GiLU Pioc. U. S. Nat. Mus., i, 231.

Haliciifaa, (part) Goode, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., iii, 467.—Jordan aud Gilhekt, Bull, xvi, U. S. Nat. Mus., 851.

Maltheids with head merged in body, very large, much depressed, forming a broadly
ovate disk, with margin prolonged laterally to a greater extent than in the allied genera.

Cranial portion of disk not elevated. Interorbital area low, narrow, with orbits partly

superior. Supra-oial cavity large, protected above by transverse bony ridge.

Mouth terminai, horizontal, wide; lower jaw convex, teeth in cardiform bands upon

jaws; vomer and palatines edentulous.

Branchite 2, the first and fourth arches without lamellte, the fourth arch inconspicu-

ous. Branchial apertures small, anterior to pectoral and upon disk.
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Tentacle represeiitinj;- first dorsal liii retractile, with dilated trilobate tip. Soft dorsal

flu seven-rayed, inserted ijosterior to discal margin.

Anal fin behind dorsal. Pectorals median, carpus narrow, slightly exserted, horizon-

tally placed.

Ectoderm covered with numerous and strong stellular spines, above and below; the

spines being particularly strong and three-pointed at the margins of the disk. Tongue, air

bladder, and pyloric appendages wanting.

DIBRANCHUS ATLANTICUS, Peters. (Figure 413.)

Dihrancluis aUanlicus, Peters, Monatsberichte, Koniglich Preussisclien Akademio, Wissenschaften, Berlin,

1875 (76) 736), Coll. of H. M. S. GazelU, coast of W. Africa, lat. 10^ 12' 9" N; Ion. 17^ 25' 5" W; dei.tli,

360 fuis.); plato with 5 figs.—GOnther, Challenger Rep., xxii, 59.—Vaillant, Travailleur, 1888, 313.

SalieitUea seuticosa, Goodk, Proceedings U. S. Nat. Mus., ill (sig. 29, Jan. 31, 1881), 67. (Coll. of U. S. F.

C, 1880, oft" Newport, R. I., depths 225 and 238 fius.),—Jordan and Gilbert, Bull, xvi, U. S. Nat.

Mus., 851.

A species of Bibranchns with orbicular disk, nearly as wide as long; its length about

half that of the body ;
its lateral outline prolonged on each side, and terminating in a strong

spine, armed at the tip with a group of irregularly arranged acicular spinelets. Body cov-

ered above with numerous stout, conical spines with stellular ba.ses. These are largest

upon the trunk, where they are approximately arranged in about four irregular longitudinal

rows upon each side of the dorsal fin. Closely set rows ofthese stout spines mark the outer

margin of the disk, and there is also a cluster of five to seven upon each carpal peduncle.

Outside of these marginal spines, upon each side, is an irregular marginal row of five de-

pressed, knife-like spines, each tipped with a crown of three acircular spinelets. On the

anterior margin of the disk the two rows coalesce to a greater or less extent and form a

bristling array of closely set .spines, some pointing dorsally, sonic laterally, some ventrally.

There are two kinds of spines upon the dorsal surface, in addition to the large ones already

described
;
some large,somewhat remote from each other, conical, stellular

; others, muchmore

numerous and filling the interspaces, prickle-like, stellular. Belly armed with numerous

closely set spines of a similar kind. Snout somewhat projecting, armed with three many-

tipped spines. A spine-arnicd ridge in front of the eyes, over the top of the snout. In this

4 spines are conspicuous, one in front of each eye, and between these a larger pair, in front

of the, supraorbital ridges. From these last-mentioned spines extend spine-armed ridges

. ah)ng the upper margins of each orbit. Under the snout is a cavity (horizontal diameter

i that of orbit) containing a barbel, pedicelled, with thick, club-shaped, trilobate tip. On
each side of this cavity are the nasal openings, which are as in Ralieutichtliys.

< The width of the mouth is equal to the distance between the centers of the pupils of

the eyes.

The diameter of the orbit is contained as follows in other dimensions of the body : In

total length, 9J; in distance from snout to dorsal, 6; same to anal, 7; the base of ventrals,

3; to angle between pectorals and trunk, 5i; to gill opening, 5; in greatest width of disk,

5i; of ti-unk, i. Width of interorbital ;irea in diameter of orbit, |.

Dorsal flu with G or 7 rays, the longest (3d) IJ times diameter of orbit, and G times in

total length. Anal fin inserted entirely behind dorsal, with i rays, the longest (3d) about

as long as longest in dorsal fin. Ventral fliis inserted nearly under middle of disk, a little

nearer to vent than to mandibular symphysis, with one rudimentaryandflve well developed

rays, increasing in length i>osterioily, the last and longest Gi times in total. Distance

between ventral origins, 7.J in total length.

Pectorals with peduncles slightly exserted, bases included in common membrane, com-

posed of 13 to 15 rays, the longest (3d or -Ith) -ij in total.

Caudal flu rounded, consisting of 9 rays, all bifid or trifid except the two external

ones; length of middle ray, about half that of trunk and exceeding that of the pectoral,

being contained i!^ times in total length.
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Stomach egg-sliapeil, intestines somewhat k)uger than body. Liver very wide and large.

Color, uniform reddish, gray ab(n'e, .slightly lighter below.

liadial formula: D. G-7; A. 4j 0. 9; P. 13-15; Y. I, 5; B. «. trills 2.

MEASUREMENTS.

Current jmiuber (»f specimi-u .

Locality

2G175.
Station 895.

Extreme length
Lengtti to base of middle caudal rays
Body:

(Ireateat width nf disk
Li-nuth of disk (snout to lateral spine)
Lfiijifh of disk (snout to an;^le of pectoral)
Li;ist heijrUt

of tail

Length ol body (outside of disk)
Head :

Greatest length (to branchial opening)
Width of inlerorl)ital area

Li'n;;t h ot'suout
Width of mouth
Length of maxillary
Length of mandible
Diameter of orbit

Dorsal :

Distance from snout
Length of base
Greatest height
Length of rostral barbel

Anal:
l)ist;ince from snout

 

r ^th of base
lie i Li lit at longest ray

Caudal: Length of middle raya
Pectoral ;

Distance of elbow from snout
Length

Ventral:
Distance of free portion from suout
Length

Dorsal
Anal
Caudal
Pectoral
Ventral

Milli-

meters.
lOUths of

length.

140
118

50
47
47
S
40

»9
S
4
16
9
10
8

8
14
2

05
6
14
13

62
24

36
12
6
4
8

13-15
5

The Challenger obtained 4 specimens off the west coast of Africa (Lat. 10^ 12' N., Ion.

17° 25' W.) at a depth of 300 fathoms. The Talisman dredged it off the Cape Verdes

(station oxii) in iOS meters. The American specimens were obtained from the following
localities :

The Blake secured specimens of this species from the following localities: Off Barba-

dos at a depth of 73 fathoms; off the Grenadines at a depth of IGJ: fathoms and at station

CLXSIX, in -JSo 42' N. lat., SSo 40' W. Ion., at a depth of 321 fathoms. Also the Albatross

fi'om station 2(308, in 34° 32' N. lat., 70° 12' W. Ion., at a depth of 22 fathoms; Cat. No. 3544S,
U. S. N. M., from station 2183, in 39° 57' 45" K lat., 70° 56' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 195

fathoms; Cat. No. 3.10S3, TT. S. N. M., from station 2246, in 39° 56' 45" N. lat., 70° 20' 30"

W. lou., at a depth of 122 fathoms; Cat. No. 35403, U. S. N. 31., from station 2180, in 39° 29'

50" N. lat., 71° 49' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 523 fathoms; Cat. No. 32810, U. S. N. M., from

station 2014, in 36^ 41' 05" N. lat., 74'^ 38' 55" W. Ion., at a depth of 373 fathoms; Cat. No.

3.5564, U. S. N. M., from station 2212, 39=" 59' 30" N. lat., 70^ 30' 45" W. Ion., at a depth of

428 fathoms; Cat. No. 35698, U. S. N. M., from station 2262, in 39^54' 45" N. lat., 69° 29' 45"

W. Ion., at a depth of 2.50 f^ithoms; Cat. No. 35482, U. S. N. M., from station 2186, in 39o .52'

15" N., lat., 70^ 55' 30" W. hni., at a depth of 353 fathoms; Cat. No. 35684, TJ. S. N. M., from

station 2202, in 39^ 54' 45" N. lat., 69^ 29' 45" W. Ion., at a depth of 250 fathoms; Cat. No.

33515, U. S. N. M., from station 2092, in 39° 58' 25" N. lat., 71° 00' 30" W. Ion., at a depth
of 197 fathoms; from station 237(5, in 29'= 03' 15" N. lat., 88'^ 10' W. Ion., at a depth of 324

fathoms; from station 2396, in 28^ ;?4' N. lat., 8(P 48' W. Ion., at a depth of 335 fathoms;
from station 2232, in 38° 37' 30" N. lat., 73° 11' W. Ion., at a depth of 243 fathoms; from
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Station 2530, in 39° 50' 15" N. lat., 70o 47' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 157 fathoms; from

station 2028, in 3!)° 57' 50" N. hit., 70° 32' W. Ion., at a depth of 209 fathoms; from station

2025, in 40° 02' jST. hit., 70° 27' W. h)n., at a depth of 239 f;i thorns; from station 2027, in 39°

58' 25" N. lat., 70° 37' W. Ion., at a depth of 19S fathoms; from station 2125, in 11° 43' N.

hxt., 69° 09' 30" W. Ion., at a deptli of 208 fathoms; from station 2204, in 37° 07' 50" IST. hxt.,

74° 34' 20" W. Ion., at a depth of 107 ftitlioms; from station 2395, in 28° 30' 15" N. hit., 86°

50' W. Ion., at a depth of 347 fathoms; from station 2398, in 28° 45' K, hit. 80° 20' W. Ion.,

at a depth of 227 fathoms; from station 2394, in 28^ 38' 30" N., lat. 87^ 02' W. Ion., at a

depth of 420 fathoms; from station 2025, in 40° 02' N. lat., 70-2 27' W. Ion., at a depth of

239 fatlioms; from station 2397, in 28^ 42' N. lat., 86o .30' "W. loii., at adepth of 280 fathoms;
and from station 2390, in 28^ 34' N. lat., 80^ 48' W. Ion., at a deptli of 335 tVithoms.

Specimens were also obtained by the Fish Hawk from the following localities: Cat.

No. 20733, U. S. N. M., from station 898, in 37° 24' N. hit., 74° 17' W. h)n., at a depth of 300

fathoms; Cat. No. 28784, U. S. N. M., from station 939, in 39° 53' N. hit., 69a 50' 3O", W. Ion.,

at a depth of 264 fathoms; Cat. No. 26088, CT. S. N. M., from station 879, in 39° 49' 30" N.

lat., 70° 54' W. hm., at a depth of 225 fathoms
;
Cat. No. 28727, U. S. N. M., from station 925,

in 390 55' N. lat., 70^ 47' W. Ion., at a depth of 229 fathoms
;
Cat. No. 28830, U. S. N. 31., from

station 951, in 39^ 57' N. hit., 70° 31' 30" W.lon., ata depth of 225 fathoms
;
Cat. No. 28795,

TJ. S. N. M., from station 945, in 39° 58' N. hit., 71° 13' W. Ion., at a depth of 207 fathoms;

Cat. No. 29051, U. S. N. M., fr-om station 1045, in 38o 35' N. lat., 73^ 13' W. Ion., at a depth
of 312 fathoms; Cat. No. 20175, U. S. N. M., from station 895, in 39° 56' 30" N. hit., 70° 59'

45" W. Ion., at a depth of 238 fathoms
;
Cat. No. 29071, U. S. N. M., from station 10 19, in 38°

28' N. lat., 730 22' W. Ion., at a depth of 435 fathoms; Cat. No. 28907, F. S. N. M., from

station 1025, in 39° 49' N. lat., 71° 25' W. Ion., at a depth of 216 tathoms; Cat. No.

31881, U. S. N. M., from station 1154, in 39° 55' 31" N. hit., 70© 39' W. Ion., at a depth of 193

fathoms; Cat. No. 31705, U. S. N. M., from station 1140, in 39° 34' N. lat., 71° 56' "W. Ion., at

a depth of 374 fathoms
;
Cat. No. 31761, U. S. N. M., from station 1142, in 39° 32' N. hit., 72°

00' W. Ion., at a depth of 322 fathoms; Cat. No. 28898, \J. S. N. M., from station 997, in 39°

42' N. lat., 71° 32' W. Ion., at a depth of 335 fathoms; Cat. No. 28801, U. S. N. M., from

station 946, in 39° 55' 30" N. hit., 71° 14' W. Ion., at a depth of 247 fathoms
;
Cat. No. 28737,

TJ. S. N. M., from station 924, in 39^ 57' 30" N. hit., 70^ 40' W. Ion., at a depth of 164 fath-

oms; Cat. No. 31744, U. S. N. M., from station 1138, in 39° 39' N. hit., 71° 54' W. Ion., at a

depth of 168 fathoms; and live specimens from station 894, in 39^ 53' N. hit., 70^ 58' 30"

"VV. Ion., at a depth of 305 fathoms. A single specimen was also captured oft' Block Island

in 1880.

HALICMETUS, Alcock.

Balicmetiifi, Alcock, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., July, 1891, 27.

Head and anterior ^lart of body very broad and depressed. Front with a transverse

bony bridge and a subrostral cavity lodging a fleshy tentacle. Cleft of mouth horizontal.

Yilliform teeth in jaws and palatines. Gill-openings small, foramina situated superiorly in

the axilhe; two gills; no psendobrauchiic. Head and body with close-set graniform asper-

ities and large granular tubercles. No dorsal tin whatever. Anal tin very short. Pyloric

appendages and air-bladder absent. Alcock.

This genus is represented by the single species, Ifal iniicfiis rnhcr, Alcock (1. c.,pl. viii.

Figs. 1, Irt, lb), obtained by the "
Investigator," in the Bay of Bengal, at Station 115, in

188-220 fathoms. Two specimens.

HALIEUTICHTHYS, Poey.

HaUeiitichthi/n (Poky), Gill., Proe. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1803, S9 (type, ITaUeuiirlMiis reticiiUilus, Pocy).—

Gill., Proc. U. S. Nat. Miis., 232.—.Jordan aud Gilbert, Bull. 16, U. S. Nat. Miis., 851.

Maltheids with head merged in body, very large, much depressed, anteriorly corditbrm
;

cranial portion not elevated; inteiorbital area low and very narrow, orbits partly superior.

]\Ioutli terminal, horizontal, protractile jaws ecpial, lower jaw nearly semicircular; vil-

liforni teeth upon jaws, vomer, and palatines.
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BraucliiiB two and oiic-half, tlie first arcli witliont laiiiolla'. Branchial aitcrtures

anterior to xjectoral, upon disk.

Superoral cavity small, containing a tentacle (representing aborteil first dorsal), wliicli

is very retractile.'

Soft dorsal flu, few rayed, inserted at junction of disk -with trunk. Anal fin few rayed.

Pectorals large, carpus slender, not cxserted, horizontally placed. Caudal rounded.

Ectoderm sparingly armed above with stellate tubercles, the posterior of \\ hich upon
the disk mark the contour of the skeleton. Under surface smooth.

Air bladder and pyl<)ri(! cieca absent, intestine short, stx)mach siphon-shaped,

spermaries bilobate, liver ou left side of body.

HALIEUTICHTHYS ACULEATUS, (Mitchili,), Goode. (Figures 114 A, B.)

Lophius aciilcatiin, JIiTCHiLi., American Monthly Magaziup, ii, 1818, 325 (sj)ccinien from Straits of lialiama).

UalieiMchthijs lu-uleatiis, GoODK, I'roc. U. S. Nat. Mus., ii, 1879, 109 (calliui; attention to llitohiirs deserip-

tion). III, 467.—.Jf>Ri)AN and Gilbert, Bull, xvi, U. S. Nat. Mus., 8.51.—Godde and Bean, ibid., 'XV.i

(specimen from Key West).—Gill, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., v, 556.

H(iTiei(lichtliiisretieulatus, PoEY, MS.—Gill, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1X63, 91 (specimen from C'nba).

A species of ITalievHchthyx, with cordiforni disc, which is about as wide as lonj;-, its

length more than two-thirds that of the body. Body covered above with stout conical

spines witk stellular bases, largest upon the trunk, upon which they are arranged in about

two irregular longitudinal rows on eack side of the dorsal; upon the disc they are placed

above the principal bones of the .skeleton, most abundant ux)oii its cranial portion. A single

row of stout spines, usually three-pointed, marks the outer margin of the disc, a particularly

large one at each outer angle. Body entirely smooth below. Snout very .short, obtuse.

Bridge over the rostral cavity covered in front with a three-pointed spine, having on each

side a simple spine. Short, stout, simple spines, upon'each supraorbital margin, the front of

which is immediately above and behind the cavity containing the nostrils. The vertex

bears several similar sjjines. Many spines closely placed upon the humeral area. Numer-

ous short tentacles ui)on the margin of the disc and ou the sides of the trunk. The supra-

oral cavity is elliptical, small (horizontal diameter two-sevenths diameter of orbit), contain-

ing a well-developed, club-shaped, very perceptible tentacle. The width of the opening of

the anterior uo.stril, wliich is in a short tube, is one-half that of the posterior nostril, which

is not tubular. The width of the mouth is much less than the distance between the pupils

and is equal to the diameter of the orbit.

The diameter of the orbit is contained SJ times in distance from snout to base of caudal,

6 times in distance from snout to origin of soft dorsal, (i.J
times in distance to origin of anal,

3 times in distance to base of ventrals, and times in distance to angle between pectorals

and trunk, 4"5 times in distance- from snout to gill opening, G in greatest width of disc, and

nearly 2 in that of trunk. Width of iuterorbital area two-fifths diameter of orbit.

Dorsal fin with 4 or .5 rays, the longest (1st) equal to diameter of orbit. Anal fin in-

serted under third ray of the dorsal, with 4 rays, the third or longest, very slightly longer

than the longest dorsal ray.

Ventral fins inserted nearly under the middle of the disc, with one rudimentary and

5 dorsal rays, increasing in length posteriorly, the last and longest contained 5 times in

total length; distances betweou origins of ventrals (!i in total length.

Pectorals with peduncles entirely included in common membrane, with blades far

back, horizontal, Ijnng close to trunk, composed of 16 rays, the middle or longest 3g in total

length.
Caudal fin, rounded, coinpo.sed of 9 rays, the external rays, one above and two below,

simple, the others bifid; length of middle ray equal to that of trunk (measured tiom junc-

tion of pectorals to base of caudal rays) and slightly exceeding the longest pectoral ray.

Length of intestine contained If times in total length.

' The rostral tentacle in SaUeutichthtjs is by no means obsolete, though it is said to be by all who liavo

discusaed the genus.
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Radial formnla: B. 4-5; A. 4; 0. 9; P. IG; V. i, 5; B. 6; Gills 2i.

Color: Body covered above with reticulations of browu, tlie general hue varying- from

light yellowish gray to grayish brown, the markings being darker upon darker specimens.
Pectorals and caudal fins with about three dark bars; the terminal bars in young very
black. Body beneath, milky white.

Specimens of this species were obtained by the Blake from station cCLix, in 24° 43' N.

lat., 8.3° 25' W. Ion., at a depth of 37 fathoms; and from station (viii), off Granada, West

Indies, at a depth of 92 fathoms. Also by the Albatross from station 2290, in 3o° 23' N. lat.,

750 24' 30" W. Ion., at a depth of 9ji fathoms; from stations 2121-2, between 10° 37' 40" K.

lat., (iio 42' 40" W. Ion., and 10° 37' N. lat., 61° 44' 22" W. Ion., at a depth of from 31 to

34 fathoms; from station 2311, in 32° 55' N. lat., 77° 54' W. Ion., at adeptliof 79fathoms;
from station 2318, in 24° 25' 45" N. lat., 81° 46' 45" W. lou., ata depth of 45 fiithoms; from

station 23S8, in 2'.)^ 24' 30" N. lat., 88° 01' W. Ion., at a depth of 35 fathoms; from station

2302, iu 220 08' 30" N.lat., 86° 53' 30" W. Ion., ata deptli of 25 fathoms; from station 2404,
in 28^ 44' N. lat., 85° W W. Ion., at a depth of GO fathoms; from station 2405, in 28° 45' N.

lat., 85° 02' VV. Ion., at a depth of 30 fathoms; from station 2407, in 28° 47' 30" K lat., 84°

37' W. Ion., at a deptli of 24 fathoms; from station 2409, in 27° 04' N. lat., 83° 21' 15" "W.

Ion., at a depth of 26 fathoms; from station 2411, in 26° 33' 30" N. lat., 83° 15' 30" W. Ion.,

at a depth of 30 fathoms; from station 2417, iu 33'^ 18' 30" N. lat., 77° 07' W. Ion., at a

depth of 95 fathoms.
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ADDITIONS AND CORRECTIONS.

Page 3: JJudev Myxine a ustralis. Add to syuouymy:

Myxine niiatralis, Gunther, Challeugcr Reiiort, vi, 1880, 23.

Page 6: For tlie Key to tbe Squali, substitute tlie following, by Dr. Gill:

KEY TO THE DEEP-SEA FAMILIES OF ANARTHROUS SQUALL

I. Auiil lin lacking; vertelir:L> tcctospondylic.
A . No siJiucs in front of dorsal fins ScYMNORHiNiDiE
B. Each dorsal fiu preceded by a Bpine Si>inacii>.e

II. Anal lin present; vertebra- asterosiiondylic.

A. Dorsal fins -two, without antecedent spines, tbe first above or behind the ventrals.. .Scyllioriiixid^

B. Dorsal fins two, without spines, the first in advance of ventrals; caudal crescentic, with a keel on

each side of its stem ; gill openings enormous Cetorhinid^

Page 7: Sci/mnns lichia. Vinciguerra obtained three examples in tbe Gulf of Genoa,

July 20, 1879, at a depth of about GOO meters (Crociere delle Violante, 21).

I'ageS: Somuiusus microcephahis. According to Giiuther, Striim and (Jollett, Somniosiis

microcephalus is found oft" the coasts of Norway at depths of 150 to .'>00 fathoms.

Page 9: Paracentroscylliitm ornatum, Alcock, 111. Zool. Investigator, Fishes, PI. viii,

fig. 2.

Page 10: Etmoytcrus spinnx. Add to synonymy:

Spinax Gunneri, Reinhardt, Kou. Dausk. Vid. Selsk. Forh., 1824-27 (1828), p. xvi.

According to Strom, this form occurs off Norway at depths of from 70 to 300 fathoms

[Kon. Norsk. Vid. Selsk. Skr., 18S3, 45].

Viuciguerra obtained twenty-two specimens in the (iulf of Genoa, at about (500 meters,

July 20, 1879 (Crociere delle Violaute, 20).

Striim reports it from 70 to 300 fathoms in Trondhjems Fiord [Norsk. Vid. Selsk. Skrift.,

1884, 44.]

Page 11: After GentroscylUuiu add:

PARACENTROSCYLLIUM, Alcock.

ParacintroacyUimn, Alcock, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Ilist., 1889, November, 379; Bathybial Fishes of the Bay of

r.engal, 1890, 5.

Two dorsal tins, each with a strong spine. No anal tin. Mouth crescentic, with a

direct obliciue groove at each angle. Teeth equal in both jaws, minute, simple, monocuspid,

straight. No membraua nictitans. Gill openings rather wide. Integument smooth.—Alcocl:

Three specimens of tlie single species, P. ornatum, Alcock, loc. cit., were found iu the

Bay of Bengal, "Swatch of No ground," 283 to 405 fathoms, by the Inecstigator.

Page 12: Ceittrophonis. For Cenfrophorus granulosus read C. ui/atus (Eaflnesque).

Bellotti demonstrates that Acanthias i(y((tus (Raf ), M. & H. is the young of Centrophiriia

granulosus, and states the young and old are abundant about Nice.
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The tSqnaliis iiyatus of Kafiuesque was described from Sicily, wliere the fishermen of

Palermo call it the IJyatu; Gentrophorus uyatus should then be the name of this species.

A specimen was taken by Vinciguerra in the triilf of Genoa, July, 1879, at a depth of

GOO meters {(Jrociere delle Violante, 1883, 18).

Gentrophorus foliaceus, Giinther (Challenger Eeport, xxii, 5, PI. ii, fig. a) was from

station 232, oft" Iiiosima, Japan, at a depth of 245 fathoms.

G. .squamulmus, Giinther {lot: cit., PI. ii, fig. b) was from the same locality as the

preceding.

Page 14: Genfroscymnus ccclolepis. A female containing five foetuses was taken at Nice

in 1883 by the Gal Brothers, and is now in the museum at I'Uorence (Bellotti, Appunti all'

Opera del Dottor Emilio Moreau, Milan, 1891, 113; Moreau, Hist. Nat. Poiss., France,

Suppl. 9). Another was taken a few days before.

These captures show that this shark is an inhabitant of the Mediterranean. It will

probably be found abundant in 200 to 600 fathoms, especially in the western part of this sea.

Page 10: Seylliorhinus retifer. Add to synonymy:

ScijlUorhinus retifer, .Jordan aud Gilbert, Bull, xvi, U. S. Nat. Mus., SOD.

Seylliorhinus hispidus (Alcock) [Ann, and Mag. Nat. Hist., August, 1891, 21] was obtained

by the Investigator in the Andaman Sea, station 115, 188 to 222 fathoms.

Seylliorhinus canescens (Giinther) [Challenger Report, xxii, PI. i, tig. a] was obtained

by the Challen(jer at station 310, oft' the southwest coast of South America in 100 iathonis.

Seylliorhinus hispidus (Scyllium hispidum) Alcock, 111. Zool. Investigator, Fishes, PL

VIII, fig. 3.

Page 18 : Pseudotriacis microdon. This species was first made known by Capello from

a single specimen obtained at Setubal in 1867. None have since been recorded from

Portugal (Peixesde Portugal, 1880, 41).

Page 20: Pristiurus melanostomus. Vinciguerra obtained sixty-six specimens, nearly

all females, in the Gulf of Genoa, July 26, 1879, at a depth of about 600 meters (Crociere

delle Violante, IS). The Rev. W. Spottswood Green obtained a young specimen at a depth
of 150 fathoms off the southwest coast of Ireland in July, 1889 (Giinther, Ann. and Mag.
Nat. Hist., Dec, 1889, 415).

Page 24: Ghlamydoselaehus nnguineus. Collett has recently announced the very sur-

prising fact of the occurrence of this form at Madeira, where the Prince of Monaco obtained

a young female, 610 millimeters long, in March, 1880, thus bringing this strange family and

genus into the Atlantic (Collett, Bull. Soc. Zool. France, 1890, 219).

Raia isotraehys (Challenger Report, xxii, 7, PI. in) was from Challenger station 235,

south of Japan, in 365 fathoms.

Page 25: Raia lintea, Fries. Collett reports that several individuals were taken at

JaHlereu's Rev, at about 100 fathoms depth, and that its northern limit is about N. lat. 59°

(Christ. Vid. Selsk. Forh., 1882, No. 29, 4).

Raia niamiUidcns, Alcock (Ann. aud Mag. Nat. Hist., November, 1889, 380; 111. Zool.

Investigator, Fishes, PI. viii, fig. 1). was taken by the Investigator in the Gulf of Mauaar,
N. lat. 6o 29', E. Ion. 79° 34', at a depth of 597 fathoms.

Raia radiata. Collett reports this species along tlic entire length of the Norwegian
coast to the Russian boundary, and that it is numerous in the fiords of Finmark. Its

northern limit is the northwest coast of Spitzbergen, N. lat. 80°. The greatest depth at

which it has been fouiul is 450 fathoms (Collett, Christ. Vid. Selsk. Forh., 1882, No. 29, 3).

Page 27: Raia cireularis. Collett reports that this species is found on the coast of

Norsvay at depths of 100 to 300 fathoms, and that its northern limit is about N. lat. 59°

(Christ. Vid. Selsk. Forh., 1882, No. 29, 4).

Raia senta, Garman, (Proc. IT. S. Nat. Mus., vill, 1885, p. 43), was taken on Le Have

Banks, and is doubtless hemibathybial in its distribution.

Raia aleutica, Gilbert and Thoburn (Bull. U. S. Fish Com., 1894), was taken in 81

fathoms, south of Unalaska, and is also doubtless hemibathybial.
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Eaia trachura, Gilbert (Proc. U. S. Xat. Mus., 1891, p. 53!»), wii« taken in tlic Suuta

Barbara Channel in S22 fatbf)ins.

Bai(i, ((byxsicola, Gilbert and Tboburn (Uull. U. S. Fish Ooni., 18'J4), Mas taken ull Queen
Charlotte Islands, British Colnmbia, at a depth of 1,588 fathoms.

Page 28: Bnia Jn/prrhorcn. The Norwegian North Sea Expedition of 1878 look a s|)ee,i-

men 15 miles northwest of Spitzbergen in 459 fathoms (Collett, Christ. Vid. Selsk., iv,

1878, 8).

Page 29: R<iht fiillnnUa. Collett reports this species from numerous localities between

Ja^dereu's Ifev and Troiidhjem's I'iord, at adepth of SO to J 50 fathoms. Its nortliern limit

is K lat. 630 45' (Christ. Vid. Selsk. Forh., 1882, No. 29, 4).

Page 30: Bala niflrosiensis. Collett re]>orts that since the discovery of this species at

Troiidhjem's Fiord, in ISSO-'Sl, it lias been fre(]uently observed in the same locality at

depths of 100 to 300 fathoms. Its northern limit is N. lat. 63° 45' (Christ. Vid. Selsk. Forh.,

1882, No. 29, 4).

Page 30 : Raia hafis. Collett reports that this species is common along the entire coast

of Norway and the fiords of Fiiimark, and that it descends to a depth of 200 fathoms. Its

northern limit is N. lat. 71° (Christ. Vid. Selsk. Forh., 1882, No. 29, 4).

Page 30: Raia vomer. Collett reports that many examples were taken at Ja'deren's

Eev, Bergen and Trondhjem Fiord, and that it is rare elsewhere in Norwegian waters. It

is found in depths of 100 to 150 fathoms, and deeper. Its northern limit is N. lat. 03^45'

(Christ. Vid. Selsk. Forh., 1882, No. 29, 4).

Family TRYGONID.^.

UROLOPHUS, M. & II.

UrolnpliHfi l-aianiis, Giinther (Challenger Report, vi, 37; xxii, 12), was from Challenger

station 192, oft' the Ki Islands, in 140 fathoms.

Urolophus Goodei, Jordan and Bollman (Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1889, p. 151), taken in

IVIagdalen Bay at a. depth of 33 fathoms, is probably hemibathybial.

Page 31 : Chimara monslrosa. Add to synonymy:

Vailhiut, Exp. Sci. Trav. et Tal., 80, PI. iv, fig. 2.

Chimara mediterraneus, Kisso, Hist. Nat. Eur. Merit!., iii, 1826, p. 08.

Specimens of this species were also taken by the TravaiUeur at station lxxxvi, oft' the

coast of Soudan, in 800 meters; station XCV, on the Banc d'Arguin, in 1,230 meters; and

station cxxvii, oft' the Azores, in 1,257 meters.

Viuciguerra obtained a specimen, July 2G, 1879, in the Gulf of Genoa, at a depth of

GOO meters (Crociere delle Violante, 1883, 23).

Capello has obtained several specimens in the markets of Lisbon (Peixes de Portugal,

1880, 43).

The Rev. Mr. Green obtained an egg capsule off the southwest coast of Ireland at a

depth of 315 fathoms (Giinther, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., Dec, 1889, 415).

The discovery of this capsule coiiflriiisDr. Giinther in his opinion that those previously

figured did not belong to CMmcera, but to Callorhynchus. It is to be hoped that Dr. Vail-

lant will publish a statement of the character of the fragments found by him in the Gulf

of Gascoiiy and their likeness to the one so well figured by Dr. Giinther.

GMmwra affinis. A single specimen has been taken by the fishermen of Setubal,

Portugal (Peixes de Portugal, 1880, 43).

Page 30: Ahpocephalus /x'cofor, Alcock. A good figure is given in "Illu.stratioiis of

the Zoology of H. M. S. Investigator;' Part i, PI. IV, fig. 2, Calcutta, 1892.

Alepocephahis BIa)ifonlii,A\coek (Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., November, 1892, 357), is a

species described from a single male specimen, about 14 inches long, obtained by the

Investigator at station 128, in the Gulf of Manaar, at a depth of 902 fathoms.
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Alepoccpholm cdeiititlHs, Alcock {loc. eit., 358, PI. xvm, ii,s,^ ii), was desciilxnl from a

siugle specimen, an inimatme male, nearly 3 inclies long, obtained by the In n'stiijator at

statiou 132, iu the Bay of Bengal, at a depth of 475 fathoms.

For the second sectiou of the genus, including Aleiyocepludm Bdirdii, Jordan and

Evermaun propose the generic name MitchilUna.

Page 37: Alepocephalns tenebrosus, Gilbert (Proc. U. S. Nat. Mas., 1891, p. 546), was

taken by the Albatross in .S.59 to Si'2 fathoms, in the Santa Barbara Channel, California.

Page4(»: Batlnjiroctcs s(p(itmosti.s, Alcock. A good figure is given in " Illustrations of

the Zoology of H. M. S. Investigator,''^ Part i, PI. V, flg. 1, Calcutta, 1892.

Page 41 : liathytrocfes.

Page 43 : ISatlnjtroctes mkrolepis, described by Gunther from the Atlantic, was reported

by Alcock from the Indian Ocean. It should be noted, however, that the specimen studied

by him was, as he himself says, "very badly mutilated and not une(iuivocally identitiable"

(Ann. and ]\Iag. Nat. Hist., December, 1889, 453).

Page 45: N'arcetes erimelas, Alcock. A good figure is given in "Illustrations of the

Zoology of II. M. S. Investigator,^^ Part i, PI. iv, fig. 1, Calcutta, 1892.

Page 4(!: Xenodermiehthys noduloms. Add to synonymy:

Giinther, Clialleuger Report, \t, Shore Fishes, 1880, 63.

Page 50: Ai(hi,sfoni(itomori>ha 2>Jiospliorops, Alcock. A good ligure is given in "Illus-

trations of the Zoology of II. M. S. Investigator,''' Part i, I'l. v, tig. 2, Calcutta, 1892.

Page 52 : Argentina sialis Gilbert, (Proc. U. S. N. M., 1890, p. 50) was obtained by the

Albatross at station 3077, coast of California, in 58 fathoms.

After Argentina add:

LEUROGLOSSUS, Gilbert.

Leuroglossufi, Gilbekt, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1890, xiii, 57.

Yentrals nearly under middle of dorsal. Mandible with a few weak teeth or none.

Preuiaxillaries toothless. A row of stronger teeth on vomer and front of palatines.

Tongue toothless. Pyloric coeca 9.

Appearance of Argentina, but the snout shorter, the maxillary reaching front of eye,

and the tongue toothless.

This genus is represented by the single species, L. stilbius, of which two specimens

were obtained at Alhatross stations 2997 and 2998, ofl' Lower California, in 221 and 40

fathoms.

Page 53: JS'ansenia is a generic name proposed by Jordan and Evermann for J/, groen-

landicum.

Bathylagus paeificus, Gilbert. Two specimens were taken by the xillmtross off the

coast of Washington, at stations 3071 and 3074, in 085 and 877 fathoms (Proc. IJ. S. N. M.,

XIII, 1890, 55).

Page 58: liathysaurus fero.r. To the synonymy add:

Bathijaaurm ofttusiroshi's,Vaiixant, Exp. Sci. Trav. et Tal., i:'.6. 38(), PI. x, lig. 2, PI. xiv, fig. S.

Page 59: Ilarpodon s<iuaniosus, Alcock, is fully described in the "Annals and Magazine

of Natural History," August, 1891, p. 128.

Bathysaurus obtiisirostris, Yaillant (Exp. Sci. TravaiUeiir and Talisman), is supposed

by him to be closely allied to B. mollis described by (Jiinthcr, from the Pacific, basing his

opinion upon the presence of an adipose dorsal fin in B. mollis and its absence in B.ferox.

It is not inij)Ossible, however, that the supposed absence of this fin in the latter may be

due to the nmtilation of the few specimens m existence.

Page 00: ChlorophtUalmus chalybcins. Examples of this species were obtained by the

Fish Ilaa-l- iu the following localities: Cat. No. 20092, U. S. N. M., from stations S7G, 877,

and 878, off Block Island, at a depth of 120 fathoms; Cat. No. 2S995, U. S. N. :Sl.,
from

station 1043, in N. hit. 38° 39', W. Ion. 73° 11', at a depth of 130 fathoms; Cat. No. 28970,

U. S. N. M., from station 10:!S, in N. lat. 39^ ."iS', W. Ion. 70^ 00', at a dejith of 140 fathoms;

and Cat. No. 31044, U. S. N. M., from station 1108, iu X. lat. 40° 02', W. Ion. 70° 37' 30", at a
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depth of 101 fathoms. The Albatross also obtained specimens as follows: Cat. Xo. 438129,

U. S. N. M., from station 2420, in Iv\ hit. 37-3 03' 20", W. Ion. 74° 31' 40", at a depth of 104

fathoms; Cat. No. 43S30, II. S. N. M., from station 2424, in N. lat. 30^ 41' 37", AV. Ion.

74° 42' 15", at a depth of 85 fathoms; Cat. No. 43831, U. S. N. M., from station 2425, in X.

lat. Se-^ 20' 24", W. Ion. 74° 4G' 30", at a depth of 119 fathoms; Cat. Nos. 43833 and 43834,

U. S. N. M., from station 2530, in N. lat. 39^ 50' 15", W. Ion. 70^ 47' 30", at a depth of 157

fathoms; and Cat. No. 43835, U. S. N. M., from station 25;!7, in N. lat. 39° 50' 45", W. Ion.

70° 50' 30", a depth of 156 fathoms.

Page Gl: Glilorophthalmiis gracilis, Giiuther (Ann. and Mag. Nat. Ilist., 1878, ii, 182;

Challenger Iteport, xxii, 194). Three specimens, 9A inches long, were obtained by the

Challenger at station 300, in the middle of the South Atlantic, in 1,375 fathoms ;
and a single

specimen, 4 inches long, at station 335, ofi' Juan Fernandez, in 1,425 fathoms.
( Giinthcr, I. c.)

Chlorophthalmus corniger, Alcoek (Journ. Asiatic Society of Bengal, LXiir, Part ir. No. 2,

p. 19, PL VI, fig. 5), near (J. productus, was found in the Bay of Bengal, station 152, 145 to

250 fathoms.

Page 04: Bathypferois Giintherii, Alcoek (Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., December, 1889,

450), was taken by the Investigator in the Andaman Sea, 7i miles east of North Cinque

Island, at a depth of 490 fathoms. Another specimen was obtained in the Bay of Bengal,

Investigator station 112, in 5(11 fathoms (Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., August, 1891, 129).

A good figure is given in '• Illustrations of the Zoology of II. M. S. Investigator," Part
i,

PI. VII, fig. 0, Calcutta, 1892.

Bathi/ptcrois iiistilanim, Alcoek (Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., November, 1892, .'i.")(i), is a

species described by Alcoek from two adult females, 5A inches long, with graviil ovaries,

obtained by the Investigator, at station 121, in the Laccadive Sea, at a depth of 1,140

fathoms.

Page 66: Additional localities of Bathypterois longipes. U. S. N. ]M. No. 31804, lat.

N. 39° 29', Ion. W. 72° 01', Fish Haiclc, taken September 8, 1882, in 291 fathoms; station

1143. U. S. N. M. No. 35635, 36° 05' 30" N., GQ'^ 51' 45" W., station 2225, steamer Albatross,

September 9, 1884, in 2,512 fatlioms.

Page 71 : Myctophum pterotus, Alcoek (Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., September, 1890,

217; 111. Zool. Investigator, Fishes, PI. ix, fig. 3). This species, from the Bay of Bengal, is

represented by about sixty specimens taken by the Investigator at station 96 off the Madras

coast, at a depth of 98 to l02 fathoms. It is apjiareutly somewhat similar to M. remiger,
but has a longer anal fiu and a smaller eye.

Page 72 : Myctoph urn opa linum was obtained from the following localities : Station 2585,
U. S. N. M. No. 43798, 39° 08' 30" N., 72° 17' W., 542 fathoms, Albatross, September 19,

1885; station 2731, No. 43799, 36° 45' N., 74° 28' 30" W., 781 fathoms, October 25, 1886;

Station 2719, No. 43800, 38° 29' N., 71° 58' W., 1,530 fathoms, September 19, 1886; station

2564, No. 43803,390 22' N., 71° 23' 30" W., 1,390 fathoms, August 11, 1885; station 2()85, No.

43804, 390 3a' N., 71° 02' 30" W., July 17, 1886, 1,137 fathoms; station 2585, No. 43805, 39°

08' 30" N., 72° 17' W., September 19, 1885, 542 fathoms; station 2727, No. 43807, 36° 35' N.,

740 03' 30" W., October 24, 1886, 1,239 fathoms, 20 specimens; station 2742, No. 43808, 37^

46' 30" N., 730 56' 30" W., September 17, 1887, 865 fatlioms, 10 specimens (types); station

2522, No. 43809, 42° 20' N., 65° 07' 30" W., July 12, 1885, 104 fathoms; station 2660, No.

44503, 280 40' N., 78° 46' W., May 3, 1886, .-)04 fathoms, 9 very fine examples ;
station 2679,

No. 44504, 32° 40' N., 76° 40' 30" W., May 6, 1886, 782 fathoms (11 fine specimens, taken at

surface by use of electric light).

A few other specimens were obtained by the steamer Albatross, in the same general

locality and by the use of electric lights at stations 2655 and 2678.

Page 78: Myctophum californiense, Eigenmann (West American Scientist, November,

1889, p. 124), is thought by -lordan andEvernumn to resemble the Myctophum boops of Rich-

ardson {Scopclus boops, Giintlier).

Scopelus areticus, Liitkeu, spolia atlantica, scopeluii, 29, from Davis Straits, is placed by
them iu this genus.
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Page "!): Mi/ctophitm Toirnsoidi, Eigeiimaiiii, is proiuiiiiicotl by Jordau and Evermaim

to be closely allied to Lampunyctu.s alattis, tliougli a distinct species.

Page 80: LamimnyvUin Warmingii was found by Professor Warming in lat. 32^ C N.,

Ion. 39= 28' W.

I'age 82: Kotoscopt'lus. This genus was first described by IJis.so under tlie name

macrostoma, which being virtually preoccupied in entomology in the form MacrostoniKs. we

unhesitatingly reject.

Page 83: The Macrostoma aiujuHtidens of Risso (Hist. Nat. Eur. Merit., ii, 448), although

doubtless of this genus, can not, in our judgment, be identified at present with any species.

JS'otmcopihis qucrcinufi. This species is very close^to the Scopclus- clongatus of Giglioli

and Uafaelle, which can not be far away from that of Costa. We are disposed to believe

with Bellotti (Atti See. Ital. Soc. Nat., Milan, 1892, 32; Note al Mannale.d' Ittiologia.Francese

del Dott. Eniillo Moreau, 10) that the Scopelns psenilocroeodiliis of Jloreau (Hist. Nat. Poiss.

France, Supp., 1891, 84; Manuel d'lchthyologieFrancaise, 1895, aK!) is identical.with Costa's

S. eloiu/atus.

Page 88: CoUcttia nocturna. Jordan and Evermann decide that Myctophum iiovlunitun,

Poey (Memorias, Hist. Nat. Cuba, ii, 426), probably belongs to the genus CoUettia.

Page 89: Bli/ctophnm crcnuUire. Jordan and Evermann (Proc. U. S. N. M., 1880, 274),

from ofl' Santa L>arbara, is now placed by Jordan in the genus Tarhioubeania.

Biaphus engrauUs, Gi'.nther. Two specimens, identified by Alcock with this species,

were taken by the Invesfigator in the Bay of Bengal at station 115, in 188 to 220 fatlioms

(Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., August, 1891, 129). Jordan and Evermann refer Scopelns

cwruleus, Klunzinger, to the genus Diaphus, and make Myctophum protoculus, Gilbert

(Proc. U. S. X. M., 1899, 52), from Albatross, station 3072, 584 fathoms, off Washington, a

synonym of Diaphus Iheta.

Page 91: Bhinoscopclus rams was found byLiitken's correspondents in the Atlantic in

the following localities: (1) Lat. 20'= N., Ion. 480-50° W.; (2) lat. 34° 50' S., Ion., 4° 30' W.
;

(3) lat. 37° 40' S
,
Ion. 12° E.; (4) lat. 33° N.

( ?)

Scopelns antarcticus, Giinthcsr, i"s figured in Challenger Beport, xxii, PI. li. Fig. D. It

is perhaps a lihinoscopelns.

Page 92: Scopelns pyrsobolus, Alcock (Scopelus pyrsobolus, Alcock, Ann. and Mag.

Nat. Hist., September, 1890, 218, PI. viii, fig. 3, outline). This form was obtained by the

Investif/ator oft' the Madras coast at a depth of 690-920 fathoms. It is impossible to tell to

what generic or subgeneric group it belongs, the most important characters having been

obliterated before it was studied, but it would seem to resemble in a general way Lampadena.

Page 93: Neoscopelus macrolepulotiis. Add to .synonymy:

Vaillant, Exp. Sci. Trav. et T;.l., lli», PI. ix, figs. 2, 2a, 2b.

According to President Jordan, Stexobrachiiis of Eigenmann is a synonym of Namn-

brachi urn, though having the dorsal ending over the third or fourtli aual ray, and S. leucop-

sarum is a Nannobrachium as well as N. mexicanum, Gilbert (Proc. IT. S. Nat. Mus., 1890,

51), from off the coast of southern California, and X. regale, Gilbert (Proc. U. S. Nat.

Mus., 1891, 541), from the Santa Barbara Channel, California.

Scopelengys fm<»s, Alcock (111. Zool. Investigator, Fishes, Pl.Vii, fig. 7, Calcutta, 1892)

is not a member of the Myeti>phida\ but apparently has allinities with the Aulopida:

Page 94: Myctophum Icuropsarum, Eigenmann (Proc. Cat. Acad. Sci., 1890, 5), taken off

Point Loma, Lower California, in stomachs of Sebastodes, is pronounced by Jordan, who has

seen this type, to belong to Xaunobrachinm. Other species of this genus are that described

by Gilbert under the name Myctophum naiinockir, from Albatross station 3072, off the coast

of Washington, and since found at various points, from the Santa Barbara Islands to Alaska,

Myctophum me.ricanum, Gilbert (Proc. U. S. N. M., 1890, 51), from Albatross stations .3008,

3009, off' Lower California, and M. regale, Gilbert, from the Albatross (-ollections in Santa

Barbara Channel in COO to 820 ftithoms.

Page 95: The following new arrangement of Maurolocida wiU hv proposed by Jordan

and Evermann in their new Manual of the Fishes of North America.
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a. Gill rakers very short; dorsal fin on hinder half of body.
h. Dorsal fin well forward, its last ray inserted nearly over the first of anal; luminous spots over and

behind anal forming a nearly continuous series,

c. Luminous spots appearing as impressions on the skin, not placed on black globular bodies; anal

rays 25 to 30; double row of spots behind pectorals ceasing at ventrals Mauuoucu.s.
cc. Luminous spots occurring as "convex pearls, each sitting on a black globular body;'' anal rays

about 14
;
double row of spots behind pectorals reaching anal Vinciguerri a, new genus.

bh. Dorsal fin farther back, nearly opposite anal, its first ray nearly over the front of anal; luminous

spots over and behind anal gathered in 5 clusters of 2 to 4 each, the spots on a black back-

ground; star-shaped pigment spots along lateral line; anal rays about 24.

Valenciennellus, new genus.

VINCIGUERRIA, Jordan & Evermann.

Tliis genus is close to Maurolicus, from which it diflers, according to Liitken, chiefly

in the character of its luminous spots which are pearl-like and placed on black globular
bodies. Anal short, of 14 rays. (Named for Dr. Decio Vinciguerra, director of the Acquario

Eomauo, and one of the most active and scholarly of the naturalists of Italy.)

VINCIGUERRIA ATTENUATA (Cocco) Jordan & Evermann.

Maurolicus attennatus, Cocco, Lett. su. Salmon., 33, 1838, coast of Italy; GOnther, Cat., v, 390, 1864;

LiJTKEN, Spolia Atlantica, 271, 1892.

Seoj)elu« Unorei, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xxii, 440, 1849; after Cocco.

Head 3^; depth 6. D. 12; A. 14. Last ray of dorsal just behind vertical from oiigin

of anal. Luminous spots slightly prominent, "appearing as convex pearls, each sitting on

a black globular body;" 12 to 14 pairs of spots between front of anal and base of caudal;

upper row from gill opening to ventrals with 12, 11 between ventrals and anal; from tip of

isthmus to anal, 7+16+10=33 spots. Length 2 inches. Open Atlantic, west to the

Bahamas; in deep water. (Liitken, etc.)

VALENCIENNELLUS, Jordan & Evermann.

This genus is close to Maurolicus but with the dorsal flu farther back, opposite anal, its

first ray nearly over front of anal. Photophores above anal gathered in about five clusters,

each on a black background ;
anal fin long. Deep sea. (Named for Achille Valenciennes,

the associate of Cuvier, author of the greater part of the " Histoire Naturelle des Poissous,"
a noble work which is the foundation of modern ichthyology.)

VALENCIENNELLUS TRIPUNCTULATUS (Esmark) Jordan & Evermann.

Maurolicus tripunctulatus, Esmark, Christiania Vid. Selsk., Forh., 488, 1870, Madagascar; LCtken, Spolia

Atlantica, Scopelini, 49, 1892.

HeadSf; depth 3^. D. 9 or 10; A. about 24. Luminous spots arranged in and placed
on black bodies, 16 pairs in the lower row from pectorals to ventrals; ~> between ventrals

and anal; 5 black areas between vent and caudal about equidistant, and each one with 2 or

4 small luminous spots set close together (the first 3 with 3 each, the fourth with 2, and the

last with 4); 1 spot on preopercle, 4 near shoulder girdle; •") in an upper row behind pecto-

ral; head and region along lateral line with a row of about 16 black pigment spots, some of

them star-shaped, with many ra<liations, these largest posteriorly ; large and small ones

interspersed. First ray of dorsal slightly before first of anal. Two specimens known, one

from Madagascar and one from Denmark Straits, between Greenland and Iceland.

For Opisthoproctus soleatus see figures and description in Vaillant. We have seen the

specimen, but it is incomprehensible to us.

Page 96: Chauliodus. Insert G. Macouni, Bean (Proc. U. S. N. M., xiii, 1890, 44),

described from a single specimen, obtained at Albatross station 2860, off Cape St, James,
Queen Charlotte Islands, at a depth of 876 fathoms.

C. Schneider i (= (J. Sloani) was said by Kisso to have been taken in moyennesprofondeurs
off Nice, but its Mediterranean habitat is probably in not less than 300 fathoms. The ty])e

of the species, originally described by Mark Catesby, the Virginia natui'alist, under the

name of Vipera marina, was obtained at Gibraltar.

19868—No. 2 33
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fageyO: Gydothonv microdon. Examples of this species were takeu by tlie litak.- i

tiie lollo\viii,s> localities: Station oxxxix, olfCaya de Moa, in 1,554 fathoms; station cxLiv,

ort' Baibadoes, in 1.'37 fathoms; station OL, ottMartini(]ue, in 470 fathoms; station CLiv, ott'

Santa Cruz, in 5.S0 fatlioms; stall )n CLVI, off Montserrat, in S8 fathoms; station CLViii, ott"

Maitini(ine, in 5{J5 fathoms; station ci.ix, off Dominica, in 333 fathoms; station CLXXXix,
in X. lat. 24° 30', W. Ion. 84° 05', in 0">5 fatlioms; stations ccxx and CCLXV in the same

locality; station ccxir, oft' Coiysfort Reef, iu 320 fathoms; and station ccxix, in N. lat. 24°

33', W. Ion. 84° 05', at a dei)th of !)08 fathoms.

The Fish lliiirl; obtained s|)eeimcns as follows: l-'roni station 053, in N. lat. 3;P 51" -iO",

W. Ion. TOO 17/ 30", ;it a depth of 724 fathoms; station 054, in X. lat. 30° .5;5' 00", W. Ion.

70° 18' 30", at a deptli of 651 fathoms; station 9!)4, iii N. lat. 39° 40', W. Ion. 71 "^

30', at a

depth of 3(!S fatlioms: station 907, in X. lat. 39° 42', W. Ion. 7P 32', at a dei)th of 335

fathoms; station 998, in N. lat. 39° 43', W. Ion. 71° 32', at a. depth of 302 fathoms; and

station 1096, off M;wtha's Vineyard.

Specimens were secured hy Ww Albatrons iu the following- localities: Station 2001, iu

N. lat. 370 4G' 30", W. Ion. 74° 00' 00", at a depth of 519 fathonis; station 2034, in N. lat.

390 27' 10", W. Ion. G90 56' 20", at a dei)tli of 1,346 fathoms; station 2035, in N. lat. 39° 26'

16", W. Ion. 70° 02' 37", at a depth of 1,362 fathomii; station 2036, in N. lat. 38° 52' 40",

W. Ion. 69° 24' 40", at a depth of 1,735 fathoms; station 2040, in N. lat. 38° 35' 13", W. Ion.

68° 16' 00", at a depth of 2,226 fathoms
;
station 2044, in N. lat. 40° 00' 30", W. lou. 68° 37' 20",

at a deptli of 1,067 fathoms; station 2045, in N. lat. 40° 04' 20", \V. Ion. 68° 43' 50", at a depth
of 373 fathoms; station 2047, in N. lat. 40° 02' 30", W. lou. 68° 48' 40", at a depth of 389

fathoms; station 20S3, in N. lat. 40° 26' 40", W. Ion. 67° 05' 15", at a depth of 9.59 fathoms;
station 2095, iu N. lat. 39° 29' 00", W. Ion. 70° 58' 40", at a depth of 1,342 fathoms; station

2097, iu N. lat. 37° 50' 20", W. Ion. 70° 57' 30", at a depth of 1,917 fathoms; station 2098, in

N. lat. 37° 40' 30", W. h.n. 70- 37' 30", at a depth of 2,221 fathoms; station 2103, in N. lat.

38° 47' 20", W. Ion. 72° 37' 00", at a depth of 1,091 fathoms; station 2106, in N. lat. 37° 41'

20", W. lou. 73° 03' 20", at a depth of 1,497 fathoms; station 2116, in.N. lat. 35° 45' 23",

W. lou. 740 31' 25", at a depth of 888 fathoms; station 2117, in N. lat. 15° 24' 40", W. Ion.

63° 31' 30", at a depth of 683 fathoms; station 2118, in N. lat. 13° 32' 40", W. lou. 62° .54'

00", at a depth of 690 fathoms: station 2190, in N. lat. 39° 40' 00", \V. Ion. 70° 20' 15", at a

depth of 1,180 fathoms; station 2209, in X. lat. 39° 34' 45", W, Ion. 71° 31' .30", at a depth
of 1,080 fathoms; station 2223, in N. lat. 37° 48' oJ", W. lou. (i9° 43' 30", at a depth of 2,516

fiithoms; station 2226, in X. lat. 37° 00' 00", W. Ion. 71° 54' 00", at a depth of 2,045 fathoms;
station 2352, in N. lat. 22° 35' 00", W. lou. 84° 23' 00", at a deptli of 463 fathoms: station

2382, iu N. lat. 28° 19' 45", W. lou. 88° 01' 30", at a depth of 1,255 fathoms; station 2427, in

N. lat. 42° 46' 00", W. Ion. 51' 00' 00", at a depth of 523 fathoms; station 2534, iu N. lat. 40°

01' 00", W. Ion. 67° 29' 15", at a depth of 1,234 fathoms; station 2550, iu N. lat. 39° 44' 30",

W. Ion. 70° 30' 45", at a depth of 1,081 fathoms; station 2553, iu X. lat. 39° 48' 00", W. Ion.

70° .36' 00", at a depth of 551 fathoms; station 2562, iu N. lat. 39° 15' 30", W. lou. 71°

25' 00", at a depth of 1,434 fathoms; station 2565, iu N. lat. 38° 19' 20", W. Ion. 69° 02'

30", at a depth of 2,069 fathoms; station 2568, in X. lat. 39° 15' 00", W. lou. 68° 08' 00", at

a depth of 1,781 fathoms; and station 2571, iu N. lat. 40° 09' 30", W. Ion. 67° 09' 00", at a

depth of 1,356 fathoms.

MANDUCUS, Goode and Bean, 11. g.

Page 104: After i'/(o<ic/i//<//.s- add : The species described by Johnsou under the name
Gonostoma maderense (Pi'oc. Zool. Soc, 1890, 458) does not belong to the genus Gonostoma as

limited by us, although apparently a member of the family G<)noxti>mid(v. Its relations are

most nearly with I'hotichthy.s, having as it does the dorsal tin placed iu the middle of the

back ovtu' the space between the ventral and the anal. It is, however, distinguished from

Photichthi/n by the absence of tlie adipose tin and scales upon the back, :ind by the pres-

ence of scales upon the cheek and also by the abseuc-e of fangs upon the vomer, and the

presence of a double row of teeth iu the anterior iiortiou of the lower jaw.
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Tiatber than assign an Atlantic species to a genns only known from tlie .South Pacific

it seems Jiistiliable to provisionally form a new genus for its reception, it being in our Jnilg-
nieut safer to overestimate diagnostic characters which are sui)i)()se(l to exist ratlier than
to undervalue them and withdraw attention from them uy the o[)[)osite course.

We therefore propose for this form the generic name ManiliicKs. characterized as fol-

lows: Body oblong, compressed, covered witii scales except u[)on the (op of the. head and
upon the ridge of the back, which is rugosely warted; two rows of spots ou each side of
the belly close to the ventral line. Head elongate, conical, much comi)ressed, with thin

bones; the cheeks covered with large scales. Opercular bones thin, the mouth and gill

o|>enings very wide Under jaw for the most part incduded, armed with a single row of

sharp conical teeth with small ones between them and a double i"ow of eight smaller, but
similar ones in front. Upper jaw with a single row of teeth in front similar to those in the

lower jaw, followed on either side by a few very long teeth with others smaller behind.

Vomer with a^ few teeth; a row of minute sharp teeth on the palatines, and a row of teeth

on the en topterygolds as well as a small similar patch on the upper side of the tongue. Eye
moderate. Dorsal in the ndddle of the back over the si)ace between the \cntral and the

anal. Pectoral and ventral well dcvelo|icd, the latter narrow and siiorter than the pec-
toral. Anal lower than dorsal with longer base. Lateral line much as in Honoxtmiiu,

ilANin.'Crs MADEKENSIS (Johnson).

Diagnosis: A rtsli having tiic body elongate, compressed; its iieight is included (ii

tiines in its length without the caudal; the length of the head T)\- times in the same distaiuie.

The top of the head is scaleless, armed witii two low converging ridgi's which meet in front

of the orbits Cheeks with large scales; |)rolile rather steep and snout short. The eye,
which is round, does not reach the proi'ile: its diameter is included about ."> times in the

length of the head, its distance from the snout is rather more than its own diameter, and
from the jaw rather less.

The lateral line begins near tiie edge of the opercle, :',
of the height from the outline of

the back, and following gently until it reaches the middle of the height under the dorsal,
it then runs straight to the base of the caudal. Two rows of photophores, which are silvery
or pale steel blue in color, are closely set low down on each side of the belly. The up])er

row, on whi(di between 60 and 70 spots may be counted, begins at the throat and is con-

tinued to the base of the caudal, and the lower row runs along tiie isthmus b(!tween the gill

openings and likewise extends to the caudal.

Eadial formula: D. 11; P. 10; V. 8; A. 3.3: (J. 111+10+ 111.

Scales undetermined.

This spei-ies is known from a single specimen obtained by .loimson in the market at

Funchal and is now at the British Museum.
Color blackish, with two rows of silvery or [lale blue sjwts along eacii side of the belly.

Page 10") : Axtronenthcs nUjer. Add to synonymy:
GiNTincii, Challenger-Report, xx.\i. Pt. ii, 38.

Page 108: Sfoniiits hcI/uIos-ks, Alcock. A good figure is given in '• Illustrations of the

Zoology of H. M. 8. Invoitujatot-;' Part i, PI. va. fig. 1, Calcutta, 1892.

Page 118: Caulopus borealis, Gill (I'roc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1802, 128), occurs in the

Northeast Pacific.

Cunlopun xi'i-nt, (Mil (/. <•.),
is known only from a single specimen taken off Monterey,

Lower California.

Parah'pis. In the study of this geiiii.s, special attention should be given to the impor-
tant paper by Cristoforo Bellotti, entitled "I Paralepidini del INFcditerraneo," in the Atti

della Societa Italiaini di Sci. Nat., xx, fasc. 1, 1877; and his remarks in the same journal,

xxxiv, 1802, 34.
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KEY TO THE MEDITERRANEAN SPECIES oF PAKALEPIS.

(After Bullotti.)

Ruys ill front dorsal, 10.

Anal rays, 30.

Ventrals in advance of dorsal. Caudal peduncle rather long P. spiiyk/Knoidhs, Risso.

Veutrals inserted behind middle of front dorsal. Caudal peduncle very short.

P. CuviKUi, Bonaparte= (P. coregonoides, C. A. V.).
Anal rays, 22-3.

Ventrals slightly in advance of dorsal P. speciosus, Bellotti.

Ventrals inserted under third ray of frout dorsal P. couegonoidks, Risso.

Rays in front dorsal, 13.

Aual rays, 22.

Ventrals in advance of dorsal P. iiyalinvs, Raf.

(See Bellotti, Atti Soc. It. Sci. Nat., Milan, April 20, 1877, May 30, 1891, May 22, 1892.)

Tlio following account of the genus Arctozenus, Gill, will occur iu Joidau autl Ever-

mauu's new manual.

ARCTOZENUS, Gill.

Arctuzcnits, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1864, 188.

Head elongate, conical, the .snout attenuate, the jaws straight, the lower mostly cov-
"

ered by the upper; teeth of lower jaw anteriorly slender, recurved, and distant; posteriorly

small, acute, and close together. This genus is closely related to Sudis, from which it ditt'ers

mainly iu the absence of fang-like teeth. From Paralepis it differs in the position of the

ventral fins, which are entirely behind the dorsal. The known species belong to the deep
waters of Arctic America

; long, slender flsUes suggesting the Barracuda in outline, (apxru^,

northern; f^vo?, strange.)

a. Teeth comparatively strong; Atlantic species A. isorkalis.

aa. Teeth comparatively weak; Pacific species A. coruscans.

A. coruscans was described by Jordan and Gilbert, in 1880 (Proc. U. S. N. M., 411), from

off Port Townsend, Washington.

Pago 120 : Paralepis intermedius, Poey, is referred to Sudis.

Odontostomus atratus, Alcock (Journ. Asiatic Soc. of Bengal, LXii, Part ii. No. 4, 1883,

p. 14, PI. IX, fig. 4), was obtained from 128 fathoms in the Bay of Bengal.

Page 128: Polyipnits splnosiis. The locality of tbe specimen assigned by Alcock to this

species was Investigator station 115, and the range of depth was 108 to 220 fathoms—not

240, as stated in the text.

Idiacanthus antrostomus, Gilbert, was obtained by the Albatross in 603 fathoms at

station 2980, off the coast of southern California (Proc. V. S. N. M., xiii, 1890, 54),

Page 129: Halosanrus parvipinnis, Alcock (Ralosauriis parviphmis, Alcock, Ann. and

Mag. Nat. Hist., November, 1892, 302).

This species, represented by a single female, about 15 inches long, with gravid ovaries,

taken by the Investigator at station 122, Laccadive Sea, 805 to 880 fathoms, has the scales

of the lateral line but little larger than those of the rest of the body, and probably belongs
to the restricted genus Halosaurus.

Page 134: Aldrovandia mediorostris (Giinther) [Challenger Eeiiort, xxii, 239, PI. lix,

flg. C]. A single specimen, 17i inches long, was obtained by the Challenger at station 207,

west of the Philippine Islands, at a depth of 700 fathoms.

Page 132: Aldrovandia rt^('« is (Giinther, Ann. and Mag. Xat. Hist., 1877, 444; ('hal-

lenger lleport, xxii, 241, PI. Lix, fig. b: Alcock, op. cit., October, 1890, 309) is recorded from

south of Japan, 50.") fathoms, and the Arabian Sea, 1,000 fathoms.

A. Hoslcynii, Alcock, loc. cit., is closely allied to, if not identical with, the preceding,

and was obtained from 1,000 fathoms in the Arabian Sea. A good figure is given in "Illus-

trations of the Zoology of H. M. S. Investigator;^ Pait I, PI. VII, fig. 3, Calcutta, 1892.

Aldrovandia anguiUiformis [Holosaurus angnilli/orniis, Alcock, Ann. and Mag. Nat.

Hist., December, 1889, 453) was obtained by the Investigator in tbe Gulf of Manaar at a

depth of 675 fathoms,
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Page 134:: Aldrovandia mediorostris (Giinther) was obtained iu 1894 by the Inresligaior

at station 150 in the Laccaclive Sea, iu 719 fathoms (Alcock, Jouru. Asiatic Society of Bengal,

LXiir, Part ii, No. 2, p. 22).

Page 136: Halosaurichfhy.'i earinicauda, Alcock. A good figure is given iu '• llliistra

tions of the Zoology of H. M. S. Investifjator;' Part i, PI. vii, figs. 2, 2a, Calcutta, 1892.

Page 138: Congermiirwiia longicauda. Iu addition to the locality cited, the Investigator

obtained this form at station 120, in the Bay of Bengal, at a depth of 240 to 276 fathoms.

Alcock states that Coiigcniiura-na longicauda "seems to be characteristic of the Bay of

BcTigal between 200 and 300 fathoms" (Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., November, 1892, 362).

A good figure is given in "Illustrations of the Zoology of*H. M. S. Investigator,'^ Vart

I, IM. VII, fig. 5, Calcutta, 1892.

Congermiifwna nasica, Alcock (Journ. Asiatic Soc. of Bengal, Lxiii, Part ii, 18!»;J, p. 15;
111. Zool. Investigator, Fishes, PI. ix, fig. 2, 1894).

Gongermurwna musteliceps {Gongermura'na mustcliccps, Alcock, .lourn. Asiatic Soc. of

Bengal, lxiii. Part ii. No. 2, 1894, p. 19, PI. vii, fig. 5) occurs in the Bay of lieugal,
station 112, in 165 to 250 fathoms.

Gongermurwna sqiialiceps, Alcock (Journ. Asiatic Soc. of Bengal, Part il, No. 4, 1883),

a species allied to G. megastoma, was obtained in the Bay of Bengal in 128 fathoms, as was

also G. nasica, Alcock.

Jjeptocephalus vulgaris. Many individuals were taken by Vinciguerra in the Gulf of

Genoa, July 26, 1879, at a depth of about 600 meters (Crociere delle Violante, 120).

Uroconger vicinus, Alcock. Alcock identifies with this species a large female, 25

inches long, with gravid ovaries, taken by the Investigator at station 132, in the Bay of

Bengal, at a depth of 475 fathoms (Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., November, 1892, 363).

Page 139: Goloconger ran icips, A\cock. Alcock states that this si^ecies seems to be

characteristic of the Bay of Bengal betweeu 200 and 400 fathoms, occurring in almost every
haul (Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., November, 1892, 364).

A good figure is given in "Illustrations of the Zoology of II. M. S. Investigator,^ Part

I, PI. VII, fig. 4, Calcutta, 1892.

Promyllantor ptirpureus, Alcock. A good figure is given in "Illustrations of the

Zoology of H. M. S. Investigator;'' Part I, PI. vi, fig. 2, Calcutta, 1892.

Page 143: Synapliobranchus pinnatus. Add to synonymy:

GCnthek, Challenger Report, vi, Shore Fishes, 1880, 63.

Page 145: Size oi Histiohranchus infcrnalis. Tyjie, 33279. 18i inches or 470 millimeters

long; 44324, station 2669, Albatross, 11^ inches or 286 millimeters; 38205, station 2727,

Albatross, 31^ inches or 800 millimeters.

Page 146: Sauromura'ncsox vorax. Alcock. A good figure is given in " Illustrations of

the Zoology of H. M. S. Investigator;' Part i, PI. VI, fig. 3, Calcutta, 1892.

Xenomystax trucidens, Alcock (Journ. Asiatic Society of Bengal, lxiii, Part ii.. No. 2,

p. 20), found by tlie Investigator in the Laccadive Sea, station 150, 719 fathoms, is closely

allied to A', atrarius, Gilbert.

Page 149: Nettastoma melanurmn. A single individual was taken by Vinciguerra with

long lines in the Gulf of Genoa, July 26, 1879, at a depth of about 600 meters (Crociere
delle Violante, 121).

Page 156 : Gavialiceps microps, Alcock (Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., November 1892, 364),

gives additional notes upon two specimens, 13 and 15 inches long, obtained by the Investi-

gator in the Laccadive Sea, station 126, 1,370 fathoms, and in the Gulf of Manaar, station

128, 102 fathoms. He suggests that this species is perhaps identical with that descrilieil

by Vaillant under the name Nemichthys infans; in other words, the species discussetl by
us under the name of Serrivomer Richardii (.see ]>. 1.55). This opinion is, ofcour.se, simply

by way of suggestion.
The form referred by Wood-Mason to the genus Gavialiceps, under the name G. taniiola,

is referred by Alcock to the genus Nettastoma. After a study of numerous sexually imma-
ture males and females, nearly 2 feet in length, and several youug ones, from Turestigator
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station 120, Bay of IJciigal, 120 to 70 fatbouis, Alcock states that the species was originally
described from iiiiuiature iiidividnals, and was included with (Inrialici'ps micropa in a new
genus. The investigation of full-grown individuals shows that tliis species has no ])lace in

tlie genus Garialiripx, which is a true Neniichtliyine form without tins, but that it ought to

be ranked with Xetlmtoma (Alcock, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., 1891, lo(J).

Page 158: Iiiresfii/ator, Goode, new genus. A genus of Nemiclitlti/iihr api>arently
allied to the Sj)inironu'ri)i:r and to the genus Srrriri)mrr, the jaws being moderate and
the length of the suout little more than half th.it of the heail. '-The gill openings, which
are wide, are separated from one another only by a thiu fold of the skin," as in Spinivom-
erinw. "Small recurved asjierities in crowded bands form the dentitions of the jaws and
vomer." A long series of stout, sharp, close-set siunes like those of XolnrantlniH occupying
the middle third of the dorsal liu. I'ores of lateral line arranged in i|uinrunces. Type,
Invisti<i«tor (icniiflioiiolus (Alcock). (Journ. Asiatic Society of" Bengal, i.xiii.Part ii, No.

2, p. 22), which was found by the Invcfiiujator in the Bay of Bengal, station l(>r»,.in 47")

fathoms.

Page l.">!»: Euryphafynv /tclccnnohlfs. Three specimens were taken by the French

Expedition off the coast of Morocco, iu depths of 1,0.")0, 1,400, and 2,.>00 ujcters.

Page IGO: Dyxomiii(( /*»cey<//«/«.s, Alcock. A good figure is given in "Illustrations of

the Zoology of H. M. S. lufcstif/nloi-;' Part i, Tl. Vi, tig. 1, Calcutta, 1892,

Page 167: Second paragraph. Risso said " neuf rayons,'' which makes the whole

occurrence still more incomprehensible.

Page 176: Bcryx .splciidvnx. Add to synonymy:

Gf'NTHER, C'liallenger Keport,, vi, Shore Fishes, 3.

Bcry-v dcmdacti/hix. A stray si»ecinien was taken at Nice in July, 1885, and is now
in (Jiglioli's collection in Florence. This would indicate that this si)ecies is becoming a

membei' of the deei>-sea fauna of the Mediterranean.

Page 178: I'lcctroiiiH.s (/) iiiirrop.s {Mel((mph((l-.s vikroihs, Giinther, Challenger Keport,

XXII, 20) was obtained by the ('liallciH/rr at station 140, between the Cajjc of Good Hope
and Kerguelen Island, at a depth of 1,.'573 fathoms.

I'age 179: Plcctromiiti crislicejjn {= Melamphai's crixtiveps, Gilbert). A specimen, ^T

iuclies long, was obtained from Alhatrofis station 3075, off the coast of Oregon and Wash-

ington, at a depth of 8."')9 fathoms (Proc. U. S. N. M., xiii, 1890, 60).

Plectroiiiiis luguhrix (= Mi'lumplmrx hiyitbris, Gilbert) was obtained by the Albutruss at

station 292.'{, off southern California, at a depth of 8.'52 fathoms. It is evidently a Ptectro-

mus rather than Milam fihal's, having the dorsal overlapping the anal, and having three

spines in the dorsal (Gilbert, Proc. I". S. N. M., Xiii, 1890, 00).

Page 189: Trachichthyx TfaiUu, Hutton (Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., 1875, xvi, 315;
Trans. New Zeal. Inst., Vill, 212.—Arthur, Trans. New Zeal. Inst., 1885, XVII, 102, PI. XIV,

tig. 2.—(iiiiither. Challenger l\ei)ort, XXII, 23). A specimen, 7A inches long, was found

dead and Hoating on the surface of the water near Stewart Island; a second of the same

length was caught in Otago Harbor, September 6, 1884; and a third smaller one since that

date.

Trachichihys Jernandezitiiui.s, (iiinther (Challenger Keport, xxii, 23). Two specimens,

preserNcd in a dry state, were contaiued in the series of Chilean fish presented by the

Chilean Government to the ]5ritish Museum. They were stated to ha\c been (•a]>tured at

Juan I'crnandcz, and arc 5 inches long.

Trachiclithys ckxonienxis (Castelnau), Macleay ( Trachichthyx australix, Casteluau, Proc.

Linn. Soc. N. S. AV., 1879, iii, 304. Trachichthyx jacksonieusix, Macleay. op. cit. v, 511.—
Giiuther, Challenger Keport, xxii, 22). \ single si)ecimen, '>h inches long, was found in

Port Jackson on the 19th of Septemb(^r, 1877.

Trachichthyx auxtralix, Shaw (Nat. Misc., 378.—(iiinther. Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., i, 10;

Challenger Report, xxii, 22). '-Besides the dry typical specimen," says Giiuther, "I have

seen only one other, 2 inches long, which also is stated to ha\e come from Australia."
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Trachichthyn iiiteniicdiu.s, Hector ('riaiis. Xew Zeal, lust., VII, 1!4.">, I'l. \i, l\^. 18A.—
(Jiiiither, Cliiilleiiger Jieport, xxii, 1.'4). Two six-cimeiis were collected hy the Glialleiiger

Expedition—one SJ, inclies lony, on tiie east coast of Xew Zealand, at station lIKi. in L'75

fatlionis.

Tlie specimen described by Dr. Hector was only I'.T inches loiij;', and was ol)taincd oft

("ape Farewell in -400 fathoms.

Hoplosfethus mediterrancus. The ranj^e of this spin/ies, not hitlierto Icnown north of

jMadeira, has been extended to the coast of Great lUitain by the Kev. Mr. Green, who
obtained a specimeu in the summer of 188! I off the southwest coast of Ireland ((Jiinther,

Auu. and Mag. Xat. Hist., December, 188i), 417).

Tlie range of this form in the ^Mediterranean seems to be limited on the east by .Malta

((iulia, Tentani., Iclitli. Melitcns., l.S(Jl, 2l!). It was recorded by (Jiiichenot and lionrgcot

from Algeria, and is also known from the Gnll' of Xa]iles (Costa) and the Gulf of Palermo

(Dtederlein), who r(;cords it aLso from .Messina, where it is called "Bulicaru."

Its range in the western Atlantic is from 11^43' to 3!)^ .")()' X. lat.; in the eastern

Atlantic from 36° to ."Jflo.

A specimen was taken in the Bay of Bengal at Inresiigator station KiH, at a depth of

145 to 250 fathoms.—Alcock, .Tourn. Asiatic Soc. of liengal, Lxiii, Part ii, No. 2, 1894, p. 2.

We are disposed to recoguize the Hoplostctlius j((poHicus of Hilgendorf as a distinct

species, uutil the differences recorded by Hilgendorf and Giinther can be studied from a

larger series of specimens.

Page 1U5: Jordan and Evermann i)roi)ose the new generic name Escolar for Tln/rsi-

tops violocens, Beau. They also are of the opinion that Thymiten niger, Poey (enumerated

Pise, Oubens, 1875, p. 74), is of the same species. Since this was described from a fragment,

we have not taken it into consideration in our studies.

Page 1!01: Jordan and Evermann refer our IHcrolns iinrriiiinitix to I'ioiik /liiditlii/Sj

though with some doubt as to the propriety of so doing.

Pfoiiu'thichfln/s hengalensis (Alcock, Tliyrsilis bcngalcnuis, .lonru. Asiatic Soc. of Bengal,

LXlii, Part II, Xo. 2, 1894, p. 3), a species allied to /'. pnimcthcoidcs. lileekcr, was olitained by
the Investigator at station 1(52, in the Bay of Bengal, 145 to 250 fathoms.

Page 203: Lepidopus liisituuieiis, Shaw (L.cui((l((tas), occurs, says Cai)ello, in gieat

abundance off the coast of Portugal, where it is takcMi in the open sea in .March and April

(Peixes de Portugal, 1880, 10).

The specific identity of the fish found at St. Lucas by Xaiitns is so doubtful that we

prefer to refer to it as L. Xaiitusi^ new specific name.

Page 208: Tiichiurus lepiurHS, the T'cin' c-spada lomo, is very abundant off the coast of

Portugal, where it is taken with the deei)-sea lines used for sharks (Capcllo, Peixes de

Portugal, 1880, Ki).

Page 221: lUrcimus (irgcnlcii.t is referred to by Vaillant, pp. 18 aiul 45, under the imme

Gyriitomenc nummularis, he having at first sup|)osed his spi^cies to belong to a new genus
and species.

After Brama add:

STEINEGERIA, Jordan and Everniann.

Sleinegeria, ,U>RDAS ;iuil Kvi'.kma.nn. I'ruc. IJ. S. X:it. .\Iiis.. lS8t), IliT. (Typo, .S. CHfccNirH.v,')

A genus allied to, and possibly belonging to, the family Bramido', liaving the body

ovate, considerably compres.sed, closely covered with membranous scales, which are closely

imbricated, and with a distinct median keel. Cleft of mouth very oblicjue, the lower Jaw

strongly projecting. No distinct lateral line. Dorsal and anal fins somewhat elongate, the

former with eleven, the latter with two spines. Caudal luiuite, with short and slender

peduncle. Ventrals thoracic, not depressible, with one si^ine and five rays.

Jaws with siugle bands of small cardiform teeth, those in front largest, especially

in the lower Jaw. Teeth in viliiform bands on the palatines, but absent from the vomer.

Premaxillaries jtrotractile; preopercle without angle, with ascending limb finely serrulate,

and with a few coar.ser teeth about the angle. \'ent well behiiul ventrals.
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This genus, dedicated by Jordan and Evermann to Dr. Leonhard Stejneger, curator of

reptiles in the U. S. National Museum, is, according to Jordan and Evermann, closely

allied to Orammicolepls and Pnenes, and is placed by them provisionally in the family

Bramidre, although its relations are not definitely determined.

Having been found in the stomach of a Red Snapper, which inhabits considerable

depths, it is provisionally placed among deep-sea fishes. The fact of its never having been

found in the surface faunas of the Gulf of Mexico gives additional reason for supposing

that it is an inhabitant of the deep regions.

STEINEGERIA RUBESCENS, Jordan and Evcrmrinii.

Slcincgeria ritbescciiK. .Iohdax ;ind Evermann. Proc. U. S. Xat. Mus., 1880, 4G7.

Body ovate, considerably compressed, the greatest thickness a little less than half length

of head. Anterior of profile from tip of snout to base of dorsal nearly straight. Outline

of belly prominent, the axis of body being rather nearer dorsal than ventral outline. Breast

and belly not carinate.

The head is but little longer than deep, its upper surface flatfish, the bones not very

firm; its length contained 2^ times iu the total length (3 A with caudal); the depth twice

(2.^ with caudal). Interorbital space nearly flat, with two ridges, about as broad as eye,

which is 3J in head. Preorbital very narrow, somewhat cavernous, its edge sharply den-

tate; snout short, o iu head.

Mouth very oblicjue, the lower jaw strongly projecting, the broad maxillary reaching

to below middle of eye, its length half that of the head. Each jaw with a band of small

cardiform teeth, those in front largest, especially in the lower jaw, but all of them small.

A band of villiform teeth on each iialatine bone, but none on the vomer; premaxillaries

protractile. Lower jaw with conspicuous pores

Preopercle forming a nearly even curve, without distinct angle. Ascending limb of

preopercle very finely serrulate, with some four or five coarser teeth about the angle. Other

opercular bones very thin, with entire edges. Cheeks, opercles, maxillary, and top of head

closely covered with scales similar to those on rest of body, but a little smaller.

Gill-rakers rather short and wide apart, 8 or 9 developed on the lower part of the an^h,

the longest about one-third length of eye.

Body closely covered with membranous scales which are closely imbricated, deeper than

long, each with a distinct median keel besides which are some smaller radiating ridges,

especially on the scales of the sides of the body. These ridges on the scales give the body
a rough appearance, although they are not spingerous. The keels on the scales form con-

tinuous ridges, giving the whole body a striated api)earance. Scales largest on middle of

sides, becoming smaller on back and on belly. IS"o distinct lateral line. Fins with few

scales or none.

Dorsal spines very slender and flexible, some of them ending in filaments (all more or

less mutilated in typical example). Soft rays separated from spines by a deep notch

extending nearly to base of flu. Soft dorsal elevated, the longest rays about IJ in head.

Caudal lunate, its peduncle very short and slender. Anal fln high, its spines short and

slender, the longest ray IJ in head. No free anal sjiines. Ventrals inserted before pec

torals, their length 1^ in head. Ventrals not depressible into a fissure of the abdomen.

Pectorals li in head. Vent well behind ventrals.

Color in life salmon red, rather bright aiul nearly uniform, darker on back, silvery

under the chin. Fins all salmon, with black areas toward base on both dorsals and anal.

Ventrals largely black. Lining of opercles pale.

Eadial formula: D. XI-I, 18; A^ II, 20; V. 1, 5. Scales ca. .50-2().

A single specimen (Cat. No/37991, U. S. N. M.), 5 inches in length, iu fair condition,

was found by Dr. Jordan in the stomach of a Bed Snapper at Pensacola, Fla.

Page 220: Nomeiig (jronovii. Add to synonymy:

GCnthek, Challenger Report, vi, Shore FisheB, 1880, 9.
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Bathyseriola cyanca. This form, (!liariicteiize<l by Alcock as a Garangld with the general

aspect of Cubiceps, was taken at station 120 of tlie Investigator, in the Bay of Bengal, at a

depth of 240 to 276 fathoms (Alcock, Ann. and JMag. Nat. Hist., .Tnly, 1891, 23).

I'age 222: Lurarm inipcrialh. See the remarks of Bellotti on Astrodcrmun elegans

{Cat. Soc. Nat. Sci. Nap., May 30, 1891).

Page 229: Gapros aper, Linna'us. The fact tliat the habitat of this specues is constantly
in rather deep water is made more evident by the capture of a specimen off the southwest

coast of Ireland at a depth of ISO fathoms, coufirmini;- the observations of the French

explorers, who found it at from 30 to 175 fathoms ofl' the coasts of France, Spain, and
Morocco. Giinther is of the o])inion that the stragglers which have been found from time

to time in considerable numbeis along the coast of England came from dee]) water in the

adjoining region (Giinther, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., November, 1889, 417).

Page 230: Under GhilodipterIda; add:

MELANOSTOMA, Doderlein.

Mclanostoma, DudekleiiV, Denksclirift k. Akad. Wiss. Wien, XLViii, 1883, .5.

Body elongate, oval in cross section. Seven gill-rakers. A small row of fine, closely-

set villiform teeth in the jaws, on the vomer and palatines; on either side, in advance, a

canine tooth in the intermaxillary; a row of canines in the upper jaw, along the inner side

of the dentary. Preoperculum finely toothed, operculum with two spines. Two dorsal fins,

the first with nine flexible rays, the second not so high. Scales large, thin, and cycloid;
head covered with scales, which are almost entirely hidden under the skin.

A single species, M. japnnlcum, Dtrderlein [loc. cit., PI. i, fig. 2), was obtained at consid-

erable depths ofi' Tokio, Japan. This species is generally included in tlie list of deep-sea

forms, and is provisionally assigned to the family Chilodipterida'.

Page 230: Cancel the reference to Parascombrops in the key to the Chilodipteridw.

Page 232; F/piijoniin felcscopus occurs at great depths along the coast of Portugal, where
it is rare (Oapello, Peixes de Portugal, 1880, 5).

Page 235 : Acropoma. Add to its sjnonyray Parascombrops, Alcock (see Goodeand Bean,
Oceanic Ichthyology, p. 231).

Parascombrops is a synonym of Acropoma, and Parascombrops pell itcidus identical with

Acropoma philippincnse (see p. 235). Alcock, Journal Asiatic Society of Bengal, lxiii.
Part 11, No. 2, 1894, p. 2.

Acropoma philippincnse [= Parascombrops pcllucidus, Alcock) is found in the Bay of

Bengal in 75 to 150 fathoms.

Page.237: Centropristis investUjatoris, Alcock, 111. /ool. Invest if/ator, Fishes, PI. x, figs.

Prionodcs a'quidens (Gilbert). This species was obtained by the Albatross oft' southern

California, at station.2996, in 112 fathoms (Gilbert, Proc. U. S. N. M., xiii, 1890, 61).

AntMas cos (Gilbert). The Albatross obtained numerous specimens of this species from
station 2996, oft' southern Califor.uia, at a depth of 112 fathoms (Gilbert, Proc. U. S. N. M.,

XIII, 1890, 02).

Page 237: Under Centropristis, add:

CENTROPRISTIS ANNULARIS, GiJXTUKn.

Ccntrnprklis aniiiilaris, GiJNTiiEl:. Cli:illenger Report, i, Part, vi, Sboio Fishes, 6, I'l. i, fig. C.

Margin of the preoperculum rounded, witliont stronger spines at the angle; opercuhm,
with 3 spines. Reddisli, with two incomplete black rings beliind tbe eye, with a large

saddle-shaped spot on the back of the trunk, and with some small black dots on the dorsal flu.

Radial formula: I). 10/12; A. 3/7: L. lat. 60.

A specimen. 2 inches in length, was taken by the Challenger nt station 122, offPernam-

buco, in 30 to 350 fathoms (Giinther).
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After Autliias, add:

BATHYANTHIAS, Gunther.

Bath jianth ins, (U'NTiiEU, ('h;iUeii^rer Rei)ort, \i, ti

"Form of tlie body similar to t\\&toi Anthiax. One dorsal tin with !) spines; atial with

3; caudal truncated. Teeth iu villiform bauds, iu the jaws, on the vomer and palatine bones,
without canines. Tongue smooth, rreoperculum tiuelyserrated, without projection. Scales

of moderate size, very tinely ciliated. Brancliiostegals seven" (Giintlicr, lor. cit.).

A single species, BaihyanthiaH roscus (Giinther, loc. cit., I'l. i, tig. b), was obtained by
the ('li<(ll<u<iir at station IL'2, oft' Pernambuco, in 30 to 350 fathoms.

SYNAGROPS, Guntlier.

Melasluma, DiiUEKi.KiN, Denlvsclir. it. 1<. Alcad. d. Wiss. Wioii. xi.viii, WKi, .5.

Si/nai/rops, CJi'NTHKU, CtuiUeiigcr Ueport, xxii, 162.

Shape of tlie body rather elongate. Upper side of the head with muciferous cavities.

Preoperculum finely denticulated, operculum with two points. Two dorsal tins, the lirst

with 9 slender spines, the second rather short. A narrow band of villiform teeth in the

jaws, on the vomer and palatine bones, with the addition of a pair of canine teetli in the

upper jaw, and a series of similar teeth in the lower. Scales large, thin, and cycloid. Air

bladder preseut. Pyloric appendages iu small number (six to seven ). Pharynx and

peritoneal cavity black (Giinther, lac. cit.}.

The type of this genus, t^lt/naijrops japoniciifi (l)odcrlein), (iiinthcr, was taken off Tokio

from "
very great depths."

Page 230 : Under Pri.iiipomatid(v add :

PROPOMA, Giinther.

Propoma, Gi'NniKi:, Cliallciigcr Report, vi, 39; xxil, 15.

"This genus is closely allied to Heterognathodon, but differs friim it in having dorsal

spines only, in lacking the canine teeth in the upper jaw. and in iiaviiig considerably smaller

scales ou the back" {Giintlier, loc. cit.).

Propoma ro.senm, Giinther {loc. cit.}. This species was obtained by the ClKillciu/er off the

Ki Islands, at station 1!).!, at a depth of 129 fathoms.

Polyirrion, according to ('apello, is found along the entire coast of Portugal, and belongs
to the open deep sea (Peixes de Portugal, Lisbon, 1880, 5).

PagiiB 241: Priacanthus catahifa. Add to synonymy:
Priacanthns macrophlhahnns, GlNTHEH, Challenger Report, VI, Shore Fishes, 1X^0, !1.

Under synonymy of Poly mi,via, insert Diuemus, Poey.

Polymixia nobili.s was taken by the Investiyator at station 115 in the Araftira Sea, 188

to 220 fathoms (Alcock, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., 1891, 223).

Page 215:

Scorjxnia pvrvoidcx, Solander
(
= (S'. barathii, Hector, Trans. N. Z. Inst., Vii, 1875,

215, PI. X; Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., xv, 1875, SO —iS. percoides, Guntheb, Challenger

Report, XXII, 17).

Has been found off Soutli Australia, Tasmania, and New Zealand (Hector)down to the

depth of ()0(t fathoms; at Twofold I>ay, 120 fatlioms, and oft' the I'ijis, Cliallenger station

117, iu 215 fathoms {Giinther).

Page 210: Scorpfrna scrofn ohcsa. Viuciguerra obtained a spccinu'ii in 1879. 20 miles

northeast of Malta, at a depth of 170 meters, and others nearer the slioie at SO meters. The
individual taken at the greatest de[)tli differed from the others, resembling Hisso's Scorpana

luted, which he suggested was i)robal)ly an inhabitant of considerable dcpt lis (Crociere delle

Violaute, 1883,50).

Steiiidachner suggests that the Scorptena ocellxtK of Lowe, described from ^ladeira, is

the young of Seorpo'tta lutca.

Page 248: IlelieolenuH. The range of tiiis genus should be stated as .Mediterranean

and North Atlantic.
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Page 249: Helicolenus dactylopterus. (Jollett records the preseuce of this species

along the entire coast of Norway as far north as Tromsoe and Finmark, and states that

off Stavauger and Bergen it is found at depths of 100 to 200 fathoms. An individual of

220 luillimeters I'roni Trondhjeni's Fiord is in the museum at Trondhjem (Christiania
Videiisk. Selsk. Forhandl., 1S70, No. 1, 9; Norges Fiske, 19, 226).

It was added to the British fauna in 1889 by the Rev. Mr. Green, who took several

specimens from the southwest coast of England in 250 fathoms ((iiinther, Ann. and Mag.
Nat. Hist., Dec, 18S9, 417). This completes the chain of localities from the Mediterranean,
lat. 3GO N. to hit. G5-()!)^ N.

The disposition of the Mediterranean zoologists seems to be to rcg:ird this form as

identical witii the Sebdstes imperiaUs of C'livier and Valenciennes: ISee the admirable com-

pilation of Dijderlein (Manuale Ittiologica del Mediterraueo, 1889-1891, p. 272).

The localities of specimens obtained by the American exploring vessels were not

mentioned in the text. They are as follows: Two specimens (Cat. No. 32ICS, IT. S. N. M.)
obtained by Capt. J. W. Collins from 40^ 02' X. lat., 71° 02' W. Ion., and an individual

(Cat. No. 32167, U. S. N. M.) also secured by Capt. Collins from the same locality. The Fisk

Haivl- obtained examples (Cat. No. 31602, F. S. N. M.) from station 1098, in 39^ 53' N. lat.,

09° 43' W. Ion., at a depth of 156 fathoms; Cat. No. 31603, U. S. N. M., fi-om station 1097,
in 390 54' N. lat., 69^ 44' W. Ion., at a depth of 158 fathoms, and Cat. No. 31607, U. S. N. M.,

from station 1092, in 39° 58' N. lat., 69^ 42' W. Ion., at a depth of 202 fathoms.

Page 252: Fontinns sierra
{
= Scbastophis .sierra, Gilbert, Proc. U. S. N. M., xiii, 1890,

82). Four specimens were obtained from Alhatros'. stations 2996 and .3011, off southern

California, in 112 and 71 fathoms.

Sebastes hcxanema ((iiinther. Challenger Report, Vi, 40, Pi. xvii, tig. b; xxii, 18).

described from off the Ki Islands, Challenger station 192, at a depth of 140 fathoms, and

subsequently rejiorted by Alcock fiom the Arafura Sea, Inrentigutor station 118, at a depth
of 108 to 220 fathoms (Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., July, 1891, 23), appears to belong more

nearly to the genus Poitfiii us than to any other, having, as it does, 12 dorsal spines, anal III,

5, head scaly above as well as on cheeks and opercles, pectorals not procurreut, pectoral

rays simple, suborbital keel with a few strong spines.

Page 253: Pont inun Kultlii: Add to synonymy:
SciaKtca kuhlii, GOntiiek, Challenger ReiJort, vi, Shore Fishes, 3.

Page 2.59: TJudev tSebnstex:

A', hexanema, Giinther (Ohallenger Report, vi. 40; xxit, 18), was taken off tlic Ki

Islands, ClutUenyer station 192, in KiO fatiioms.

Sebastolobus macrockir, Giinther (Challenger Report, loe. eit.), was taken by the Chal-

lewjer off Nisliima, Japan, in 3.55 fatlionis, as well as in shallower water.

Page 262: Sebastivhtlit/.s (:'}
oeidatus (G. & V.). Tliis species, the .S'c^ff.s/e.s oculatuis of

Giinther, the Sebastes ocellatiis of Cuvier in the illustrated edition of tlie Regne Animal,
was obtained by the ChaUenffer at stations 3()(i and 307, near Magellan Strait, in 147 and
345 fathoms. Giintlicr states that the species lives at certain times or localities nun-h

nearer the surface, and is not uncommon along the Antarctic coasts of Soutii America

(Challenger Report, xxii, 18).

The following S])ecies of 8ebasticlillii/s iiavc been found off rlie I'acitic coast of Nortli

America beyond the 5(IO-foot line:

S. Goodei, I'^igenmann (Proc. Acad. Sci. Cal., ill. Mar. 21, 1890; Notes from tiie San

Diego Biological Laboratory, in, 12; Gilbert, Proc. U. S. N. M., xiii, 1890, 75). Three

specimens obtained byflie Allxitros.snt station 2949, off soutliern California, in 155 fathoms.

<s'. aintiix. (iilhert (loc. eit., 76). A specimen from Alhatms.s station 29Ki. at a depth of

150 fathoms, off southern Calilbrnia.

S. rupestris, Gilbert {loc. cit., 75). Five specimens from Albatross .stalion 294(i, oH'

southern Calilbrnia, in 1.50 fathoms.

(V. zaeeutrns, Gilbert (loc. cit., 77). Three specimens were taken from .Mlmtruss stations

2S9;'> and 2946, ott southern California, in 1 15 and 150 fathoms.
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S. saxicola, Gilbert (loc. cit., 78). Numerous specimeus, iu deep water, 44 to 155

fathoms, off the coast of southern Califoruia.

*S'. Mploproa, Gilbert [loc. cit., 79). Numerous specimens from Albatross station 2935,
off the coast of southern California, in 124 fathoms.

S. nurora, Gilbert {loc. cit., 80). Several specimens from off the coast of southern

California, stations 2948 and 2960 of the Albatross, in 200 and 207 fathoms.

S. introniger, Gilbert {loc. cit., 81). Two specimens fi'om Albatross station 2948, off the

coast of southern California, in 200 fathoms.

S. sinensis, Gilbert {loc. cit., 81). Two specimens from Albatross station 3015, off

southern California, in 145 fathoms.

Page 205: Lioscorpius lonyiceps, Giinther (see 111. Zool. Tnrestif/ator, Fishes, PI. ix, fig.

3), was first described from the Ki Islands, Cliallcnijcr station 192, at a depth of 129 fathoms,
and was subsequently identified by Alcock (Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., August, 1891, 23) from

a specimen taken at Investiyator station 115, iu the Andaman Sea, at a depth of 188 to 220

fathoms. After Lioscorpius insert :

Family SYNANCEID^E.

MINOUS, Cuv. and Val.

Minoiis, CrviER and Valencienxes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iv, 420; Giinther, Cat. Fish. ISiit. Mus., ii, 148.

Cori/thohatus, Cantor, Cat. Malay.an Fishes, 45.

A genus found in the Eastern seas and represented by four species; mie from the

Indian Ocean, Borneo, and China, one from .Japan, and one from Celebes, besides the

hemibathybial forms from the Bay of Bengal mentioned below.

Minous incrmis, Alcock (Journ. Asiatic Soc. of Bengal, 1889, lviii. Part ii, p. 299, PI.

XXII, fig. 4.—Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hi-st., 6th ser., x, pp. 207-214, Sept., 1892; lxiii. Part ii,

No. 2, 1894, p. 2), has been found in the Bay of Bengal in depths of from 70 to 150 fathoms.

Its curious symbiosis with a species of hydroid polyp, Stylactis minoi, has been described

by Alcock, and is referred to in another part of this work.

Page 266: Gottus bathyhii, Giinther, Challenger Eeport, xxii, 62, PI. x. Fig. C. A sin-

gle specimen, 2i inches long, was obtained by the Challenger at station 235, south of Yeddo,
Japan, in 565 fathoms.

"It may appear matter for surprise," says Giinther, "to find a species of Coitus at so

great a depth as 500 fathoms, and at first sight it did not seem to me improbable that

the specimen accidentally entered the mouth of the dredge whilst it was near the surface.

However, on further consideration these doubts disappeared, as it is not very likely that a

fi.sh living habitually at the bottom, as a Cottus must do, should be found lloating far from

land
;
moreover the muciferous system is developed to an extraordinary degree, much more

so than in the littoral species of the genus."
A species very nearly related to C. hathybii was obtained by the Albatross in the depths

off the Alaskan coast. It has not yet been described.

Page 200: Icelns. Two species of this genus were added to the deep-sea fauna by
Bean, from the explorations of the Albatross in the waters of Alaska, both from off Trinity

Islands, as follows :

I. scutiger. Beau (Proc. U. S. N. M., xiii, 1890, 41
). Three specimens from station 2853.

I. euryops. Bean {loc. cit., 41). Three specimens from the same locality.

Page 208: Arteilielhts micinatus. Collett gives a general discus.sion of the distribution

of this species on the coast of Norway, showing its range to be from 20 to 200 fathoms

(Medd. om Norges Fiske, 1879-1883, 55).

Under Iceliiius:

Icelinus filamentOS us, Gilbert (Proc. U. S. N. ]\[., xiii, 1890, 85). Several specimens
were obtained from Albatross stations 2893 and 2959, off' southern California, iu 145 and
55 fathoms.
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I. tenuis, Gilbert {loc. cit., 86). Numerous specimens were taken off the coast of

southern California, at Albatross stations 2893, 2'Ji6, 2959, 2977, and 2983, in 45 to 150

fathoms.

I. Jimbriatus, Gilbert {Inc. cit., 87). Several specimens from Albatross stations 2893

and 2975, off southern California, in 145 and 36 fathoms.

I. oc!(7ff^«s, Gilbert {loc. cit., 87). One specimen from Albatross station 2935, off the

coast of southern California, in 121 fathoms.

Page 269: Triglops Pingelii. Collett reports this species from the Xorwegian coast

from Varanger Fiord to Christiansand, at depths of 20 to 150 fathoms (Christ. Vid. Selsk.

Forh. 187S, No. 4, 7). Liitken has reported it from the Faroe Islands.

Frionistius macellus, Bean (Proc. U. S. N. M., VI, p. 355. Jan. 12, 1884) described from

Carter Bay, British Columbia, is near to Triglops, and may possibly enter the deeper zones.

Page 270: Cottunculns mierops. Add to the synonymy:
Cottunculus iiiei'inis, Vaillant, Exp. Sci. Tr.availlciir ct Talisman, Poissons, 1888, p. f!l!r>, PI. xxviii, fig. 2.

Collett records a considerable number of specimens. off the Norwegian coast at depths
of 100 to 200 fathoms (Mcdd. om Norges Fiske, 1879-1883, 53).

Page 270: Cottunculus Thomsonii. The type si)ecimen was obtained by the Knight
Errant in the Faroe Channel, station 4, August 10, 1880, at a depth of 335 fathoms.

Page 271: After Cottunculus iusert:

PSYCHROLUTES, Gunther.

PsychroJutes, GvNTHF.R, Cat. Fish. Brit. JIus., iii, 1861, 516 (type, Psychrolutes paradoxus, Giiiitlier).

Body tadpole-shaped, tapering, with loose, naked, mov.able skin. Bead large,

depressed, snout obtuse, interorbital space broad, concave, smooth. Jaws with villiform

teetli in bands on vomer, palatines toothless. Gill-membranes united to isthmus. Gills in

3i pairs, with no slit behind the fourth. Branchiostegals 7. Fins couHuent, the spinous
dorsal composed of short, flexible spines, embedded in the skin

;
soft dorsal short, with its

rays close together; anal low; caudal distinct; pectorals long, with broad, procurreut bases.

Ventrals I, 3, rather long, approximate, distinct, with base adnate to body.

Psychrolutes zebra, Beau (Proc. U. S. N. M., xiii, 1890, 43). Many individuals

obtained by the Albatross at station 2848, between Unga and Nagai islands, at a depth of

110 fathoms.

P. paradoxus, the type of this genus, a member of the Alaskan fauna, doubtless also

secured below the hundred-fathom line.

Malacocottus zoiuirus, Bean, is described in Proc. XJ. S. N". M., xiii, 1890, 43.

Page 279: Paruliparis rosaceus, Gilbert (Proc. TJ. S. N. M., xiii, 1890-1893). A
specimen was taken from Albatross station 2919, off the coast of southern California, in 984

fathoms.

Page 283: Bafhgagonus nigripinnis, Gilbert (Proc. U. S. N. j\I., xiii, 1890, 89). Many
specimens were obtained from Albatross station 3073, off the coast of Oregon and AVash-

ington, in 477 fathoms.

Xenochirus /cwcrtH^/ow, Gilbert (Proc. IT. S. N. M., xiir, 1889-1891). Several specimens
were obtained at Albatross stations .2893, 2973, and 3059, off the coast of California, Wash-

ington, and Oregon, in 145, 08, and 77 fathoms,

X. pentacanthus, Gilbert (loc. c/V., 91). Several specimens from Albatross station 3076,
off the coast of Oregon and Washington, in 178 fiithoms.

X. latifrons, Gilbert {loc. cit., 92). Numerous specimens were taken at Albatross sta-

tions 2898, 2935, 2948, 2972, 2973, and 3059, iilong the coasts of California, Oregon, and

Washington, in 61 to 158 fathoms.

Page 289: Family Nototheniida;.—Nofothenia mizops, Giinther (Challenger Keport, vi,

16, PI. VIII, Pig. D.
; xxii, 268). Several specimens of this species, from Ih to inches in

length, were taken by the Challenger off Iverguelen Island, in 120 fathoms.

Noiothcniu longipes, Steindachuer (Sitzungsber. Akad. VViss. ^Vicn, Lxxii, 70, fig. 7.—
Giinther, Challenger lieport, vi, 21). Specimens Ideutilicd by Giinther with this species
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were obtaiiieci by the Chdllciigcr at station 300, in the Messier Channel, at a depth of ;545

fathoms; also at station 312, in Tort Famine, at a depth of 10 to 15 fathoms, and at station

313, off Cape Virgins, in 55 fathoms.

Pag-e 2iJ0: HiipsU'omctes (johioldei. The fish described under the name Bathi/pvrvis

l)hittjrh}jnvhas by Dr. Alcock, in the Journal of the AsiaCic Soeiety of Bengal, Lxri, Part il,

No. 4, 1893, p. 11, PI. IX, fig. 1, resembles Eypsicomrtcs, (xoode. It is from 12S fathoms in

the Bay of Bengal. Dr. Alcock states that Baihypercis is identical with licmhropn of

Steindachiier(Sitzuugsber. Akad. Wiss. Wien, Lxxiv, Part i, p. 211).

Page 201: ClKimjtsixhiii rora.r. A specimen of this S])ecies was also taken by the

Chnlkiujvr outside Nares Uarbor, Admiralty Islands, in 152 fathoms (Giinther, Chal

leuger Beport, vi, Shore.Fishes, 50).

Page 292: Chiosmodoit nlijer. Capello records the caiiture of a single individual at

great depth off the coasfof Portugal in ISTS. (Peixes de Portugal, ISSO. ;!2.)

The only known specimen of Pseudiscopelus scriptnti was taken by Capt. A. F. Andrea
at the entrance to the Old Bahama Channel.

Page 294: Urdiio.scupKs Kaianus, Giinther (Cliallenger Report, VI, Shore P'ishes, 43, PI.

XIX, Fig. A; XXII, 49). Specimens, from 7 to 10 inches long, were obtained by the Challcnyer

at station 192, oft' the Ki Islands, in 129 fathoms, and at station ISS, in the Arafura Sea, in

28 fathoms.

Uranoscopiis vramiveps. III. /ool. InvestiguUir, Fishes, .PI. x, fig. 4.

Page 295: Gti6»«s cowetes, Alcock. The depth at which this si)ecies is found is 98 to

102 fathoms.

Page 290: CaUionymns. Vinciguerra obtained two small examples of the specimen
identified by him with C. maculatits, Eafinesque, 20 miles northeast of Malta, at a deiitli of

170 meters (Crociere delle Violaute, 1883, 69).

Page 303: Lyccxhs- hrcfipes, Bean (Proc. TJ. S. N. M. xiii, 1S90, 38). Many specimens

were obtained by the Albatross at station 2848, between Unga and Nagai islands, at a depth
of 110 fathoms.

LYCODES MACROPS, Giinther.

Lycoden macrops, Gcnthkr, Clialleutter Keport, i, Part vi, Shore Fishes, 21, PI. xi, Fif;. H.—Vaillant, Exp.
Sci. Trav. et Tal., 306, PL xxvi, figs. 2, 2a, 2b, 2c, 2d.

The length of the head is a little more than that of the trunk and a little less than one-

fifth of the total. Eyes large, two-sevenths of the length of the head, and longer than the

snout, which is broad, with the upper Jaw overlapping the lower; teeth in bands of moderate

width, subequal in size; a small patch of teeth on the vomer, and a few teeth anteriorly on

the palatine bones. More or less shallow grooves along the infraorbital and the mandible.

rTill-opening of moderate width. The dorsal commences above the posterior portion of the

pectoral; length of the pectoral one half of that of the head; each ventral reduced to a short

simple filament. Yellowish, with nine broad, dark brown bands across the upper half of the

fish, separated from one another by very narrow interspaces of the ground color. The cross

bars are lighter in the center, subocellated, and extend on to tin; dorsal fin. A brown band

runs from the snout through tlie eye to the end of the operculum: throat and abdomen

blackish {Oihithcr).

A single specimen, 5 inches long, was taken by the GhaUeiuier At station 309, Straits of

Magellan, in 40 to 140 fathoms [Giinther).

Page 309: To the synonymy of Lycenchelys add :

LtjtoAophis, Vaillant, Exp. Sci. Trav. et. Tal., 311. (Type, /.. albiis, \aillaxt.)

Lyi-enchehjs albus (Vaillant), Goode and Beau [Lycodes alhiis, Vaillant, Kxp. Sci. Trav.

et. Tal., 309, PI. XXVI, fig. 1). This species is, as suggested by Vaillant, evidently ch)sely

allied to Lycodes miirwiiti, hut it appears to be somewhat thicker, and is, furtheiniorc, found

at a much greater depth and much farther to the southward. The description of Vaillant

is as follows:
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Body very clonsati', its licigiit nearly eijual to its tliickness, and scarcely one seventeenth

of its length; length of head one-eighth length of the body. Head Hattened, enveloped
in mucous skin; snout rounded; its length one-third that of the head. Jloutli small, lips

thick, iringed: the ui)i)er jaw fastened far beyond the lower one, though the tliickness of

the integument does not allow us to determine the point where the maxillary terminates.

Teeth very nearly couical, pointing backward, in both jaw.s; teeth also upon the vomer and

palatines. A single nostril is distinguishable, tubular, and placed far forward on the

border of the lip, so that at tiist sight it might be mistaken for one of the mucous openings,
of which there are about six on the upper jaw, and four or five iu each branch of the lower

jaw. Eye superior, scarcely visible even in the fre.sh specimen, being hidden under the

skin; diameter scarcely one ninth of the length of the head and one-third thatof the nuizzle

e(iualing the width of the interorbital space. The branchial opening is very large, though
the brauchiostegal membrane does not adhere to the isthnuis but by a very slight attach-

ment. The skin of the head is naked.

The vent is fouiul a little in advance of a ])oint which is two-.sevenths of the distance

from the tip of the snout to the tip of the tail. Scales, resembling pale spots, are very dis-

tinct on the posterior part of the body, and in the forward part of the body they may be

seen clearly on the ventral jjortion of the animal after it has been kept in alcohol. A lateral

line, scarcely distiuguishable, is anteriorly nearly iu the middle of the height, but poste-

riorly descends clo.se to the ventral line.

Dorsals placed far back, commencing at the eud of the anterior fourth of the length ;
the

origin of the anal still farther back. These tins are low, exactly similar, coalescing with

the caudal. Pectoral large, enveloped in a thick integument; its extremity does not reach

to the"vertical from the (uigiu of the dorsal. The ventrals are represented each by a single

ray apparently, although it is probable that, in reality, there are several united in the same

cutaneous envelope.

Color, in fresh condition, white, slightly blni.sh; with the head, and the dorsal and

ventral lines close to the base of the corresponding iins, a clear blue indigo; abdomen,
dark: pectorals, veutrals, and the margin of the vertical tins, sepia brown; iris, bluish.

Two sitecimeus were obtained by the French explorers iu the North Atlantic at station

133, in 3,975 meters.

Li/coichchis porifcr, Gilbert (Proc. (J. S. N. M., xiii, 1890, 104). A single specimen, 12

inches long, was«obtained from Albatross station 3009, oft" the coast of southern California,

in 857 fathoms.

Page 313: Before Lycodopsis insert:

APRODON, Gilbert.

Aprodon, Gilbert, Proc. I'. S. N. M., xiii. 1890, lOCi.

Difleriug from lAjcodes only in dentition, the teeth beuig present in a single strong

series on. the iialatiues, but none on the vomer. The genus is thus intermediate between

Lycodes and Lycodopsis.

Ee]ireseuted by a single species, A. Corteziana {loc. cit., 107), described from six speci-

mens obtained from Albatross stations 2925 and 2918, oft" the coast of southern California,

in 339 and 266 fathoms.

Lycodopsis paxillm, Gilbert (Proc. \J. S. N. 51., xiii, 1890, 105). A single specimen was

taken from Albatross station 2980, oft" the coast of southern California, in 603 fathoms.

Lycodopsis pacificus, Collett, was described from a specimen in the Berlin Museum, said

to have come.from Ja])an. There is no evidence that it was from deep water.

After Lycodopsis iusert:

BOTHROCARA, Bean.

liothrocaru, Bkan, Proc. U. 8. N. P,I., xiii, 1890, 3«.

This genus resembles Maynea, but the vomer and palate are toothless. Weak teeth in

the jaws iu narrow bands. The lower jaw is barely included. Pscudobranchia^ l»resent.

Brauchiostegals, six. Gill-membranes narrowly attached to the isthmus. Large i)ores
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along the jaws and extending back to tbe opercle. Scales about as in Maynea, not evident

on anterior part of the body in my specimens. Ventrals wanting. No pyloric ca^ca. Intes-

tine short. Vent at the end of the first third of length. Dorsal beginning over base of

pectoral, continuous with anal, the rays high [Bean).

This genus is represented by a single species, B. mollis, obtained at Albatross station

2860, off Cape St. James, Quecu Charlotte Islands, at a depth of 870 fathoms.

MAYNEA.

Two species of this genus were described by Bean from the explorations of the Alba-

tross in the Pacilic, as follows:

M. pusilla, Bean (Proc. U. S. N. M., xiii, 1890, 39), obtained at station 2818, in 110

fathoms.

M. brunnea, Bean (/oc. ci^, 39), obtained at station 2839, off San Clemeute Island, south-

ern California, at a depth of 411 fathoms.

Before Melanostigma insert :

LYCODAPUS, Gilbert.

Lycodapus, Gilbekt, I'loc. U. S. N. M., xiii, 1890, 107.

Body naked. Ventrals wanting. Vertical fins united around the tail. Gill-openings

wide, continued forward under the throat; the gill-membranes anteriorly narrowly united,

loosely joined to the isthmus by a fold of lax skin. Branchiostegals, six. No pseudo-
branchite. Gills, four; a wide slit behind inner arch. Gill-rakers developed. Teeth pres-

ent in jaws and on vomer and palatines, none of them enlarged. Vent remote from the

throat.

Eepresented by several specimens from Albatross stations 2980, 3010, and 3072, off the

coast of southern California, Washington, and Oregon, 010 to l,OO.j fathoms.

Page 317: Gramnwnus. Tiie genus appears to have two opercular spines rather than

one, the lower being almost rudimentary in 0. ater but more continuous in 0. armatiis.

Ollgopus ater. See notes by Bellotti on dentition, habits, etc., of Pteridium atrum
(
Atti.

Soc. Ital. Sci. Nat., April 29, 1888, May 30, 1891. OlUjopHS armatiis
[
= rteridium armatiim,

Doderlein) is a name based upon a single specimen in the Palermo Museum. The distinc-

tive characters proposed by Doderlein for this form are the presence of two distinct opercu-

lar spines (the lower one being almost rudimentary in P. atrum) ;
the disposition of teeth

upon the palatines; the difierent form of the anterior appendix of the swimming badder,

and the dark spots on the body, which are more conspicuous than in P. atrum (Doderlein,

Descriz. zoolog.-zootom, di una novella specie di pesci dei mari di Siciha. Palermo, ISSG,

con fig.).

Page.318: Saccogastcr maonlatus, Alcock. In addition to the specimens mentioned in

the text, an adult male over 3.^ inches long was obtained by the Investigator in the Bay of

Bengal, station 120, at a depth of 240 to 270 fathoms. It was upon this specimen that

Alcock made the important studies described by him in the "Proceedings of the Zoological

Society," April 7, 1891, entitled "On a Viviparous Bathybial Fish from the Bay of Bengal."

The species is figured by Alcock (Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., July, 1891, PI. vii, fig. 3).

Cata'tyx riihrirostris, Gilbert (Proc. U, S. N. M., xiii, 1890, 111). Four specimens were

obtained from Albatross stations 2909, 2936, and 2925, off the southern coast of California,

in 205 to 359 fathoms.

Page 319: Dqilacanthopoma brachysoma. Add to synonymy:
Sirembo murwnolepis, Vaillant, Exped. .Sci. Trav. et Tul., 273, PI. xxiii, figs. 4, la. Many speciiiieus were

obtained off Soudan.

The name I). Alcockii is proposed for the Andaman form, identified by Alcock with D.

brachysoma.

Page 322: Bassozctus glutinosus. A good figure is given in "Illustrations of the Zoology

of H. M. S. Investigator," Part i, PI. i, fig. 3, Calcutta, 1892. An examination of the figure

confirms the opinion that this species belongs to the genus Bassozctus, as understood by us.
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Page 323: Bassozetiis tcenia was obtained by the Challenger in the mid-Atlantic

(station 104), lat. 2° 25' N., Ion. 20° 1' W., at the depth of 2,500 fathoms.

Page 324: Glyptophidium aryenteum, Aloock. A good flgnie is given in "Illustrations

of the Zoology of H. M. S. Investigator,^' Part I, PI. ii, fig. 3, Calcutta, 1892.

Glyptophidium macropus, Alcock (Jourii. Asiatic Society of Bengal, LXiii. Part ii, No.

2, p. 8, PI. VI, tig. 3), closely allied to G. macropuH, was taken by the Investigator at station

162, in the Bay of Bengal, 145 to 250 fathoms.

Page 325: Bermatonis trichiurm, Alcock. A good figure is given in '' Illustrations of

tiie Zoology of H. M. S. Investigator,^^ Part i, PI. T, Fig. i, Calcutta, 1892.

To the synonymy of Xeohi/thites add Pycnocranpedum, Alcock.

Neohythites sqiKonipinni.s, Alcock {—Pycnovraspedum squamipinnis), occurs in the Bay of

Bengal, in 145 to 250 fathoms.

Keohythitrs pterotus, Alcock, 111. Zool. Inrestigator, Fishes, I'l. xi, fig. 4.

KeohythitvH stcatiticm, Alcock (Journ. Asiatic >Soc. of Bengal, LXir, Part ii, No. 4, 1893,

p. 12, PI. IX, fig. 3), was obtained from 128 fathoms in the Bay of Bengal.

Page 326 : Xeohythites maerops, Giinther, is reported by Alcock from the P>ay of Bengal,
Investigator station 115, 180 to 220 fathoms, twenty specimens varying in length from 4 to

8i inches having been taken in this locality in 1889 (Alcock, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist.,

1891, July 30). The Inrestigator also obtained it in the Andaman Sea in 265 to 271 (not 71

as stated in text) fathoms.

Page 328: Bassogigas Gillii. The type specimen is 18J inches long.

Bassogigas grandis, Giinther, is represented by a single specimen obtained by the Chal-

lenger at station 237, south of Yeddo, near Yokohama, Japan, at a depth of 1,875 fathoms.

Bassogigas pterotns, Alcock, was obtained by the Inrestigator at a depth of 1,000

fathoms, at station 104, in the Laccadive Sea (Alcock, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., October,

1800, 297), also at station 117, in the Andaman Sea, 1,748 fathoms (Alcock, Ann. and Mag.
Nat. Ilist., July, 1891, 30). The specimen obtained at the last station was noteworthy from
the fact that its pectoral fin-rays wei"e very prolonged, reaching to the tenth anal ray, while

in the female the pectoral fin-rays reached to the first anal ray.

Bassogigas stclliferoides (= Neobythites stelliferoides, Gilbert, Proc. IT. S. N. M., xiii,

1890, 112). Many specimens were obtained from Albatross station 2996, off the coast of

southern California, in 112 fathoms.

Page 333: Cancel Pycnocraspeditm, which, according to Alcock, is synonymous Avith

Neobythites, Goode and Bean.—Journ. Asiatic Society of Bengal, Lxiii, Part ii. No. 2, p. 9.

Page 337 : Several small specimens of Dierolene multifilis, Alcock, were obtained by the

Investigator at station 120 in the Bay of Bengal, at a depth of 240 to 276 fathoms; also

others of both sexes at station 130 of the same vessel in the Bay of Bengal, in 281 to 258

fathoms (Alcock, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., November, 1892, 348).

A good figure is given in "Illustrations of the Zoology of H. M. S. Investigator,'' Part

I, PI. II, fig. 4, Calcutta, 1892. An examination of this figure confirms our opinion that the

genus Paradicrolenc of Alcock is precisely equivalent to our I>icrolene.

Page 338: Dierolene nigricaudis. This species is described by Alcock in the "Annals
and Magazine of Natural History," sixth series, Vol. viii, p. 30.

Dierolene nigricaudis
—not multifilis—(Alcock), Paradicrolene, 111. Zool. Investigator,

Fishes, PI. ii, fig. 4.

Dierolene multifilis, Alcock, Paradicrolene, 111. Zool. Investigator, Fishes, PI. xi, fig. 1.

Dierolene Vaillanti, Alcock, was taken by the Investigator in the Laccadive Sea, station

105, 740 fathoms.

Page 340 : Monomitopus, Alcock. To synonymy add :

'•Alcock, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., October, 1890, 297," this beinj; a corrected description of the

type species.

In addition to the specimen recorded, the Inrestigator obtained another, 6^ inches in

length, in the Bay of Bengal, at station 112, in 561 fathoms (Alcock, Ann. and 3Iag. Nat.

Hist., July, 1891," 29).
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Tiige .'MO: Moitomitoini.i Hii/ripiDni.s, Alcock, III. Zool. Inrrstiijutor, Fi.slics, J'l. xi, lig. 3.

Page .'iJ;-! : Under Lampionrammus add:

LAMPROGRAMMUS FRAGILIS, Ai.cock.

Liimproiiiiimmiix iraijUia, AlcOCK, .\iim, and Ma;;. Nat. Hist., Nov., 1892, 348.

A new species, represented by a single male specimen. 10 inclies long, obtained l>y the

In ri'stif/dtor at station 133, in the Bay of Bengal, at a depth of 678 fathoms. Alcock suggests

that it is possible that this specimen may be the male of L. niger, described from three

female specimens jjreviously studied, although data ar<' not sutTicient to determine the fact.

Lamprogrammiis niger, Alcock. A good figure is given in " Illustratious of the Zoology

of H. M. S. Investigator,''^ Part i, PI. i, lig. 1, Calcutta, 18i)2.

Page 345: Ophidiitm vnira'noh'pis. (Hinther (Challenger Ileport, vi, 4(>, PI. xx, Fig. A;

XXII, 208). Specimens were obtained by the Challenger off the Ki Islands, at station 192,

in 129 or 140 fathoms.

Lepiophidium. Four species of this genus were described by Gilbert from the Albatross

explorations on the coast of southern California, as follows:

L. pardale, Gilbert (Proc. U. S. N. M., xili, 1890, 108). A single sjiecimeu, station 3014,

in 29 fathoms.

L. microhpis, Gilbert (loc. cit., 109). yeveral specimens from AUxdross stations .3015

and ,3016, in 145 and 70 fathoms.

L. stigmatistinm, Gilbert {loc. vit., 109). A single specimen from Albatross station

2996, in 112 fathoms.

L. emmelas, Gilbert {loc. ait., 110). Many specimens from Albatross stations .3007 and

3008, in 302 and 300 fathoms.

Page 349: Ateleopus indkus, Alcock. A good figure is given in "Illustrations of the

Zoology of H. M. S. Inrestigator,'" Part I, PI. ii, tig. 2, Calcutta, 1892.

Page 354: Merlangus vulgaris occurs in 90 fathoms in the Clyde Sea area (Linn. Soc.

Journ. Zool., xx, 446).

Melanogrammus a'glefinns is found at 90 fathoms in the same region.

Page 355: Gadiciiliis argentens. Note the extended discussions by Bellotti in the Atti

Soc. Ital. Sci. Nat., Milan, January 26, 1879. He identifies specimens obtained by him from

the Gulf of Naples with the types of G. argenteus, collected by Guichenot in Algiers.

Micromesistlus poutassou. Vinciguerra obtained two specimens in the Gulf of Genoa,

July 26, 1879, at a depth of about 600 meters (Crociere delle Violante, 86).

Page 357 : Pliycis hlenn ioides (Briinnich ),
Schneider. A specimen was taken by the Rev.

Mr. Green off the southwest coast of Ireland at a depth of 150 fathoms (Giinther, Ann.

and Mag. Nat. Hist., November, 1889, 417). This ob.servation connects similar ones on the

coast'of Scandinavia and ott' Spain and Portugal. Vinciguerra obtained about thirty exam-

ples of this species in the Gulf of Genoa, July 10, 1879, at a depth of about 000 meters, and

in June of the same year a considerable number of others, at a depth of 90 meters in the

.same region.

Page 365: Physiculus. Gilbert has described two species of this genus from the Alba-

tross explorations off the southern coast of California, as follows:

r. rastrelliger, Gilbert (Proc. U. S. N. M., xiii, 1890, 113). Many specimens from sta-

tions 3045 and 2987, in 184 and 171 fathoms.

P. nematopus, Gilbert [loc cit., 114). Many specimens from stations 2997,3011, 3015,

and 3016, in 71 to 221 fathoms.

P. roseus, Alcock (Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., July, 1891, 28), is represented by a single

specimen, 7 inches in length, obtained by the Inrestigator in the Bay of Bengal, at station

115, in 188 to 220 fathoms. It has the short dorsal nearest to that of P. peregrinus, and the

short anal nearest to that of P.fulvus.

Page 365: Physiculus argyropastus, Alcock (Journ. A.siatic Society of Bengal, 1893,

LXii, PI. II, 180, PI. IX, fig. 2; 1894, Lxiii, Part ii. No. 2, p. 7), was obtained by the Investi-

gator in the Bay of Bengal at 162 and 170 fathoms. Alcock, at the reference last cited,

gives a table of characters separating the two Indian Ocean species.
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Page 366 : Physiculus DalwigMi. Add to synonymy :

(GiJNTHEK, Challenger Report, vi, Shore Fishes, 63.)

The species was obtained by tlie Challenger oft' luosiina, Japan, in .345 tatlionis.

Giglioli added this species to the fauna of the Mediterranean, August 4, 1S7!), a speci-

men having- then been taken at Nice (Nature, January 1, 1880, 202). It is probably more or

less abundant below the thousand-foot line.

Page 369: Mora mediterranea. Vinciguerra obtained about one hundred specimens
in the Gulf of Genoa, July 16, 1870. at a depth of about 600 meters (Grociere delle Vio-

lante, 88).

Page 370: Lepidion Inosima', Giinther {Haloporphyrus lepldion. Glinther, Chall, Kep.,

VI, 63, HaloporphyruH inoslmw, Giinther, op. cif., xxii, 92).

This species was found by the Challenger oft'* Inosima, Japan, in 345 fathoms.

Lepidion Blssoi. A single specimen of this species was obtained by Vinciguerra, July

16, 1879, in the Gulf of Geuoa, at a depth of 600 meters (Grociere delle Violante, 90).

Page 372: Depth of Lepldion ensiferus, 600 fathoms.

i^aUlofa ait.strali.s, Giinther [Haloporphyrus australi.s, Giinther, Ann, and Mag. Nat.

Hist., 1878, Ti, 19.— !Salilota aiistralis, Giinther, Challenger Eeport, xxii, 95, PL xyii,

Fig. B). Two sxiecimens of this species were obtained at Puerto Bueno, on January 9,

1876. Specimens were also secured by the Ctfallenger Expedition at station 316, off Capo
Vii'gins, Patagonia, in 55 fathoms; and at station 314, between Cape Virgins and Falkland

Islands, in 70 fathoms. It is included by Dr. Palacky in his lists of deep-sea fishes, and

judging from its appearance is likely to be found at greater depths than 70 fathoms.

Aniimora microlejns, Beau (Proc. U. S. N. M., xiii, 1890, 38), Two siiecimeus were
taken by the Albatross from station 2860, off Cape St. James, Queen Charlotte Islands, iu

876 fathoms.

Page 376: Halargyreus Johnsonii. Add to synonymy:

GCnther, Challenger Report, vi, Shore Fishes, 1880, 26.

Page 383: Onos Eeinhardtii. Add to synonymy:

GuNTHER, Challenger Report, xxxi, 20, PI. ill, Fig. F.

BhinonemuH cimbrius occurs in 30 to 100 fathoms in the Clyde Sea area (Linn. Soc.

Journal, xx, 446).

Page 388: Brcgmaceros McClcllaiulii, Thompson, was obtained by Alcock in 1893 in 128

fathoms in the Bay of Bengal, and is believed by him to be identical with the immature

specimens previously obtained (Journ. Asiatic Society of Bengal, lxii, Part ii, 1883, p. 12).

Page 390: 2[acrurtis semiquiiicanciatus is referred to by Palatky (Die Verbreitung der

Fische, Prag, 1891, 24) under the name sesqulcunciatus.
Macrurus lophotes, Alcock, 111. Zool. Investigator, Fishes, PI. in, tig. 1.

Maerurits Tm^esfigatoris, Alcock, 111. Zool. Turestigator, Fishes, PI. in, tig. 4.

Macrurus Patersoni, Alcock, 111. Zool. Investigator, Fishes, PI. in, fig. 5.

Macrurus HosJcynii, Alcock, 111. Zool. Investigator, Fishes, PI. ix, fig. 4.

Macrurus macrolophus, Alcock, 111. Zool. Investigator, Fishes, I'l. xii, fig. 1.

Macrurus semiquincundatus, Alcock, III. Zool. Investigator, Pishes, PI. xii, fig. 2.

Macrurus He.vtii, Alcock, 111. Zool. Investigator, Fishes, PI. xii, fig. 3.

Macrurus Wood-Masoni, Alcock, 111. Zool. Investigator, Fishes, PI. xiii, tig. 1.

Macrurus hispidus, Alcock, 111. Zool. Investigator, Fishes, PI. xiii, tig. 2.

Macrurus brevirostris, Alcock, 111. Zool. Investigator, Fishes, PI. xiii, tig. 3.
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THE INDIAN SPECIES OF CCELORIIYNCIIUS AM) MACRURUS.

1. Kky to thu Indian Spkcibs ok thk Si'buknus Ciki.okhynchus.

1. Scales of the body with not more than five spniy
ridges; six rows of scales between the after
limit of the first dorsal fin and tiie lateral line;
body with numerous cross-bauds Alacrunia

(Cwlorhjinchiis) qiuulricrisfatus.
Scales of the body with usually eight spiny ridges ;

four rows of scales betweeu the after limit of
the first dorsal fin and the lateral line; color
uniform dark stone-gray ilucrurnn

{Ccttorhi/iichiiH) Jliibellisj)iniii.

Scales of the body with parallel spiny ridges, the spinature of the middle one of whiih is by far the

strongest; pyloric caca twelve iu number 3. Miwriirua {Cwlorhunchiis) parulleltts, Gthr.

1. Scales of the body with distinctly radiating spiny
ridges, all of which are uuiforui iu size ami spina-
ture; pyloric cicca about forty in number.

II.

Key to the Indian Species of the Subgenus Macruuus.

S i X branchiostegals
[seven to niue rays
in the ventral tin].

Second spine of the first

dorsal fin remarkably
prolonged, more than
twice the length of the
head

; eight rays in the
ventral tin.

No greatly prolonged
spine in the dorsal tin

;

8c\eu to niue rays in

the ventral fiu.

Scales small, with five or six well-spaced parallel
rows of spiuelets.jl/acrMnis (MacruruK) lophotcs.

. Scales large, with about seventeen obliijue
crowded rows of spinelets Ilacriints

(Maorurua) maciolo2>liiis.

Scales with rows of

spinelets all of which
are of uniform small

size; greatest height
of the body much
exceeding that of the
tail.

'

1. Usually eight rays in the
ventral fin; scales with

s])iuelets which may be
in rows or not, but are
never densely packed.

11. Seven branchioste-

gals [eight to twelve

rays in the ventral

fin].

a. Seven rays in the ven-
tral fin; snout blunt,
not louger than the

eye Macninis
{Macvurus) Hcxlii.

b. Eight rays in the ven-
tral fin; snout sharp,
longer than the eye.
Macruius (Macrurua)

Wood-Maaoni.
Scales with rows of spinelets of which those in
the middle row are conspicuously larger than
the others; body not al)ruptly delimited from
the tail; niue rays in the ventral ^n.-Macrunia

(Alacruriia) Hoskijiiii.
Mouth very large; snout remarkably shallow;
barbel considerably louger than the eye ; spine-
lets of the scales without any arrangement; a
patch of eularged cycloid scales behind the first

dorsal fin; cheeks, opercles, and belly burnished
silver; ventrals eight-rayed Macrurua

{Mavninis) I'etcisoni.
Mouth very small

;
snout deep; barliel not half

as long as the eye; spinelets of the scales

arranged iu definite rows; opercles and belly
black

;
ventrals eight-rayed Macrurua

(Macrurua) Inreatigaforia.
2. Ten rays in the ventral tin; scales with densely packed spinelets which show

no arrangement in rows; snout quite peculiar in being vertically truncated
with an al)ruptly prominent median tubercle, its length without the tubercle

being not much more than half that of the eye Macrurua
(Macrurua) hreriroalria.

f a. Head large, its length
about one-fifth of the
total

; gill-openings
extremely wide, the
memlirau<>8 being
united only quite in

front; ventrals
(eleven or) twelve
rayed Mncru rua

( Macrurua) jioltfJcpia.
Head singularly
small, its length
about one-eighth the

total; gill-opeuiugs
of the usual width,
the memluauos being
broadly uuited; ven-
trals with twelve
rays Macrurua

(Macrurua) pumiliccpa.

Body of the usual tapering form ; spinelets of the

scales iu densely crowded rows, fifteen in num-

ber, besides short rows in between; ventrals

(eleven or) twelve rayed Macrurua

(Macrurua) eemi(iuhicuiwiutus.

Usually twelve rays in

the ventral fin
;
scales

with rows of spinelets
which may be either
close-set or open.

Tail lash-like and fili-

form ; spinelets ofthe
scales iu de ti n i t e {

short rows, eight or
nine in number.
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Page 391: Coclorhynchus pumiliceps, Alcock (Jourii. Asiatic Society of Bengal, LXiii,

Part II, 'No. 2, 1894, p. 11), a form evidently close to M. sclerorhi/nchus, was found by the

Investigator at station 150 in the Laccadive Sea at 719 fathoms depth.

Page 397: Ctelorhijiichns quadricrixtatus (Alcock), 111. Zool. Incesttr/ato); Fishes. PI. ill,

fig. 1.

CnlorhynrhHSJidlx-Hltplnif;. Alcock (Journ. Asiatic Society of P.engal, LXiii, Part II, No.

2, p. 9), was found by tlie Iiin-stigator at station 159, Laccadive Sea, 719 fathoms.

Cwlorhynchus atlanticns. The Prince of Monaco obtained a specimen at Fnnchal,

Madeira, in 1889.

Page 400: Ccelorhynchiis Joponicus, Schlegel. This species was taken by the Challenger

off Inosima, Japan, in 345 fathoms (Giinther, Challenger Report, VI, Shore Fishes, 1880, 63).

If the species called M. japoiticus by Vaillant should prove to be distinct from our

M. oeca, it should be remembered that Vaillant has mentioned it under the name 2f. affini.s

(Exp. Sci. Travailleur et Talisman, Poissons, 1888, p. 51.)

Macrurus lophotes, Alcock. An examination of this figure .suggests the idea that this

species belongs to the genus Coryplucnoides, rather than to Macrurm, the mouth being

terminal rather than inferior.

Page 403: Corypluvnoldes sulcatus. Cancel the description. This species is fully

described on page 41(» in connection with the genus Trachomtrus.

Page 40G: Mystaconunts lieterohpis, Alcock, 111. Zool. Investigator, Fishes, PI. ill, fig. 3.

Page 414: Add the following new species described in a paper entitled "Di una uuova

specie di Macruride appartenente alia fauna abissale del Mediterraneo," Zoologischer Anzei-

ger, xvi, No. 428, 11 Sept., 1893, p 342.

CHALINURA MEDITERRANEA, Giglioli. (Figure 345A.)

Only two specimens known, i)reserved in the central collection of Italian vertebrata in

the Eoyal Zoological Museum, Florence; ichthyological catalogues Nos. 2010, 2017. They
were both collected by me during the first deep-sea exploration of the Mediterranean by
the Italian man-of-war steamer Washington off the west coast of the island of Sardinia with

the trawl, at station x (lat. 41° 23' 48" N., Ion. 7° 8' 54" E., depth 2,904 meters) and station

XI (lat. 410 18' 42" N., Ion. CP 54' 2" E., depth 2,805 meters), on the 10th of August, 1881.

They have hitherto been mentioned with doubt as referable to Coryphwnoides serratm

(Lowe), a species iiisufticiently described, of which the type specimen is lost, none having

been found since to fit the incomplete diagnosis given by Lowe (Proc. Zool. Soc. London,

1843, 91).

These two specimens are very similar and apparently adult; both appear to be males,

but the genital organs are immature. They are both almost denuded of scales. These are

evidently very deciduous, smooth, very slightly fluted longitudinally, cycloid; rather large;

some show slightly fine radiating striiv. When fresh the color of these two specimens was

a light pink or flesh color, the head and belly strongly tinted with violaceous black
;
the latter

on account of the intense black peritoneal lining of the visceral cavity, the former owing to

the deep black of the inside of the mouth and branchial chambers; the brauchiostegal mem-

branes are also deep black. Fins colorless. Length of the first specimen, 215 millimeters;

of the second, 235 millimeters. The greatest height of the body is from the ventrals to the

first dorsal; it is less than the length of the head, and contained about 5.J times in the

total length. That of the head being contained about 4| in the total. The eye is small, its

transverse diameter being contained about li in the length of the snout; the width of the

iuterorbital area above is equal to the length of the snout. The fore part of the body
between the eyes and the first dorsal is remarkably gibbous.

The snout is broad, truncate, not much produced, tricusi)idate: three ridges running

along its wide upper surface, median one gibbous; the subocular ridges are less marked,

and the suborbital one is not joined to the angle of the preopenaihim.

Mouth large, lateral, subterniinal: intermaxillary heterodont witli outer series of

strong widely set teeth and an inner villi form band; mandibulary teeth uniserial, large.
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Lower jaw slightly shorter. No teeth on vomer and palatiues. Tongue voluniinous,

smooth, with a band of singular spheroidal papilla^ down its nii<ldle. Cleft of the mouth

<^xtending to vertical of hind margin of eye. No pores. Branchial apertures wide; small

])seudobranchia'. Gill-rakers spiny, stout, in double .series on the anterior arch. Braiichi-

ostegal menibraues free from the isthmus.

Barbel slender, longer than the transverse diameter of the eye. Preoperculum with

hinder margin nearly straight, rounded behiw and very slightly crenulated.

The Urst dorsal tin commences exactly above the insertion of the pectorals; its lirst

spine is very short, the second ray very robust, longest, regularly serrated in its front up
to its extremity, which is prolonged in a filament; its length is equal to the distance of

the dorsal fi'om the eye. Tlie second dorsal commences above the sixth anal ray; its rays
are very low, especially in the tirst third of its length. The anal commences immediately
behind the anal aperture, it is at least live times as high as the second dorsal, it gradually
becomes lower toward the end of the caudal region, where it is nearly subequal to the end
of the second dorsal, but always higher. I can make out in my specimens a caudal, con-

tinuous with the dorsal and anal, but distinguished by its longer rays. The pectorals are

in a bad condition in both specimens, but the upi>er ray appears to be slightly elongated.
The ventrals are inserted below the pectorals, but distinctly in advance; their outer ray
is filamentous, stouter, and greatly prolonged, reaching to the twentieth anal ray.

Kadial formula: I D.
^;

II D. 110 circa; A. 120 circa; C. 3; P. 20; V.
| ;

Br. VI.

1 may add that I have taken extra care in making out the radial formula, which is not

an easy undertaking in fishes of this sort. Except the secimd dorsal and anal in which

the given number of the rays is approximated, I am quite certain about the rest.

Vlidliinna medUerraned is evidently allied to C. simiila, Goode and Bean, and to G.

Jeptolepis (Giinth.), but has a shorter and more cariuate snout than cither. In this it

aijproaches more C. fernandeziana {Gvmth.), whilst its ventrals with a larger number of rays

bring it near C. Murrai/i (Giinth.). But it is withal sufficiently different to warrant its

specific distinction. I have to thank my friend, Prof. G. Brown Goode, for having specially

called my attention as to the better determination of these two specimens, which I had left

up to the present under the name (with query) of Gorypluvnoidcx scrrofiis (Lowe),* a species

which must be canceled from the "Systema Pisciuin."

I had been hitherto under the impression that Krohnius Jilamentosus, Oocco, might be

the larval form of the fish I have now named Chalinnrn mediterranea; but a careful exam-

ination has now shown me that that vsingular larval form, evidently a Macrurid, although

possessing the shape and some of the indications of characters pertaining to Chulinura,\vAii

a smooth second ray in its first dorsal. The doubt must yet remain, for I do not think it

likely that it should prove to be the larva of my Hymenoccphalus italicus.

Heney H. Giglioli.

Royal Zoological Museum, Florence, June 20, 1893.

Page 417: Truchyrhynchus lonyirnstris, Gi'.nther {Marrurus longirostris, Giinther, Ann.

and Mag. Nat. Ilist., 1878, ii, 23; Tiachyrhynch us longirostris, Giinther, Challenger llcport,

XXII, 153, PL XLi, Fig. B). Two specimens, 20 inches long, were obtained by the Challenger
at station 1G9, northeast of New Zealand, in 700 fathoms.

Truchyrhynchus scnbrus. Capello has observed several specimens in the markets of

Lisbon and at Setubal (Peixes de Portugal, 1880, 32).

Page 418: Macruromis Novcc-zelandim. Add to synonymy:

Gi'NTHER, Challenger Keport, vi, Shore Fishes, 1880, 22.

' Note.—Eurico H. Giglioli, La scoperta di una fauna abissale nel Mediterraneo. Kelazione prelii.iinare

(Atti del III, Congresso Geografico internazionale, Vol. I, p. 36G, estr. p. 39). Koma, 1881. Id. ibid., Vol. ii,

p. litu (estr., p. 33). Koma, 1883.—Id. Reclierches relatives a la Faune sous-marine de la MdditerrauefS

(Ann. .Sc. Nat. Zool., xiil, 20", art. 9). Paris, 18S2.— Id. in ''Nature" xxiv, ]>. 381, London, 18X1.—K. H.

tiiglioli, and A. Issel, I'elagos, j). 227. Geuova, 1884.
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MALACOCEPHALUS SUBL^VIS, (Vaillaut.)

CurypkuHoiUiii ayualin, Vaillant, Ilxp. Sci. Tiavailleur i^t Talisman, 1888, }>. 225 (part), PI. xix, ligs. 2,

2a-c.

Coriiplia'noidex stibhtwis, Vaillant, op. cit.. p. 38(i.

Vaillaut (p. 225) describes at length, under the uame Corypluenoides mqualis, ti.slies

taken off the coast of Morocco and the (Jape Verdes, which he subsequently (p. 38G) says
are more closely allied to Mxlacocephaliis Iwvis, (ithr., and for which he propo.ses tlie name

Goryph (cnoides s tibln'v in.

Page J:20: Bathjifiad un fi( r I't'sceiix, Alcock (Journ. Asiatic Society of Bengal, Lxiii, Part

II, No. 2, 1894, p. 14), was obtained by the Invcstk/ator at station 150, off the INIaldives, in

719 fathoms.

l'age42C: Lepidopnettd y;(rtc»/«^(, ( iiinther, was taken by the 67(rt//e»_(/e*' in the Autarctic

station 145A, off Prince Edward Island, 310 fathoms (Ohalleuger lleport, vi, IS, PI. xxx,

lig. 0).

CHASCANOPSETTA, Alcock.

ChascanopseUa, Alcock, Journ. Asiatic Society of Bengal, LXiii, Part ir, No. 2, \>. 14, 1894.

C. lugubris, Alcock (/. c, PI. Vi, fig. 4), was obtained by the Inreatindfor in the Bay of

Bengal, station 162, 145 to 250 fathoms.

PCECILOPSETTA, Gthr.

F. maculosa, Alcock (Jouru. Asiatic Society of Bengal, LXiii, Part il, No. 2, p. 16, PI.

VII, fig. 1), was obtained by the Iiirrstif/itfor in the Bay of Bengal, station 162, 14.") to 250

fathoms, and ]'. prwloiu/a (I. v., p. 17, PI. Vii, tig. 3) at station 151, off Colombo, in 142 to 400

fathoms.

Page 439: After Lepidorhomhus megastoma add:

LEPIDORHOMBUS BOSCH (Ris.so).

rieuronecles Boscli, Risso, Ichth. Nice, 319, Pi. \'II, tig. 33.—Bonapaute, Faun. Ital. Pesce.—Canestrinm,
Arch. Zoiil., I, 19, tav. ii, tig. 2.

Mipjioglossiis lioscii, CuviEi!, Rfegne Animal.—Risso, Eur. Mi^rid., iii, 246.

lihomhus liuscii, CuviEK, Rt'gue Animal, 2(1 ed., 341.—GuNTHKR, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., Dec, 1889, 419.

The height of the body is two-fifths of the total length (without caudal), the length of

the head nearly one-third; .s<;alcs rather small, with the posterior margin ciliated, truncatt'(l

or rounded, covering nearly the whole head, the interorbital space and maxillary included;

iuterorbital space extremely narrow ;
the diameter of the eye is oue-third the length of the

head. Lateral line with a sub-semicircular curve above the pectoral fin. Lower jaw prom-

inent; maxillary nearly one-half the length of the head. The teeth in the jaws form nar-

row bands; vomerine teeth in small number (two or three), implanted somewhat behind tiie

frout margin of the vomer. Tiie lower eye a little in advance of the upper. The dorsal

tin terminates at a distance from the caudal, which is somewhat less than the depth of the

free portion of the tail; its longest rays are at the commencement of tlie posterior third of

the fin, where they are two fifths of the length of the head, and rather shorter than the

pectoral. No spine before the anal. Body very light colored, without spots; two large

rounded deep black spots occupy the posterior portion of the dorsal and anal tins (Giinther).

Kadial formula: D. 80-81; A. 63-65; L. lat. So.

This species was added to the British fauna by the discovery in 1889 of several speci-

mens off the southwest coast of Ireland at 150 to 315 fathoms, the lai'gest being 14 inclies

jn length, the smallest about half that size.

"This species," writes Dr. Giinther, "originally discovered in the Mediterranean, was,

probablj' owing to the small size or condition of the specimens, inaccuiately described and

figured by Risso, Bonaparte, and Canestrini. The scales were represented much too large,

and the notes on the dentition were vague. Hence it was referred by myself to the genus

ArnoglosxHS at a time when no specimens were available for examination (Fish, iv,416), but
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there was sufficient evidence of its being a very distinct species from any of tin- flat tislics

known to inhabit the British Seas. Nevertheless, we find it in tlie ' Fishes of Great liritaiti

by P. Day (who seems to have followed Giglioli) relegated to the synonymy of RIkdiiIiks"

viegastoma, an error which, in 1883, was corrected by Vinciguerra, and in 1887 by Kolamba-

tovic, both of whom clearly pointed out the distinctive characters of theses two speciies."
" Rhombus Bnscii may be recognized at the first glance by its enormous ej-es, which are

much larger than in Rhombus megastoma, as maybe seen from the following raeasuremeuts:

Total li-ngth

Length of ]u*ad

Lciijith of osseous orbit

Lcniith of snout

R. megastouia. ! K. Bosuii.

Lines.

198

50

11

15

Lines.

170

46

15

11

"Rhombus megastoma never has the large black spots on the dorsal and anal fins which

are so conspicuons a feature in R. Bo.scii, although they may also disappear in specimens of

the latter species if they have been allowed to get stale before they are placed iu spirits"

{GUnther).
This species was added to the British fauna by the discovery in 1889 by the Eev. Mr.

Green, of several specimens off" the southwest coast of Ireland, at 150 and 313 fathoms

(Giinther, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., December, 1889, 418).

Arnoglossus Grohmanni, Bonaparte (Pleuronectes Grohmanni, Vaillant, Exp. Sci. Trav.

et Tal., 188). The French explorers obtained specimens of this well-known Mediterranean

form off the coast of Morocco in 112 and 120 metei'S, off" Spain in 10(5 meters, off Soudan

in 102 to 175 meters, and about the Cape Verde Islands in 75 to 90 meters.

Page 457 : After Microchirus variegatus add :

SOLEA GREENI, Giinther.

Solea Ch-eeni, GDnther, Aun. and Mag. Nat. Hist., December, 1889, 419.

This species is very elongate, its greatest width being one-third of the total length

(without caudal); the length of the head is contained five and a half times in the total

length. The shape of the head resembles very much that of the common sole. The eyes

are of medium size, about as long as the snout and one-fifth of the length of the head; the

width of the interorbital space equals the vertical diameter of the eye. None of the nos-

trils dilated, that in front of the lower eye being prolonged into a short tube; the vertical

fins are rather low and covered with scales. The right pectoral very small, about as long

as the eye; the left pectoral is reduced to a minute ray. The vcntrals, also, are small, but

the extremities of their middle rays extend backwards to the anal fin. The dorsal and

anal terminate immediately iu front of the caudal. Scales of both sides ctenoid, more so

on the colored than on tlie l>lind side. (Joloratiou uniform gray (Giinther).

Eadial formula: 1). SI
;
A. 05; P. dextr. 5; P. sin. 1; L. hit. 144.

This species is distinguished by characters which bring it near to ISolcd vulgaris as well

as to Solea variegata. From the former it is separated by the rudimentary structure of its

pectoral fins, from the latter by the number of its fin rays, by its much smaller scales, and

by its coloration. Unfortunately only one specimen was obtained, olf the southwest coast

of Ireland, nearly inches long, at a depth of 150 fathoms. It is in a perfect state of

preservation (Giinfher.)

Solea umbraUtes, Alcock (Journ. Asiatic Soc. of Bengal, LXiii, Part ii. No. 2, p. 17,

PI. VII, fig. 3), was obtained by the InvestUjator in the Bay of Bengal, stations 169 and 170,

91 to 107 fathoms.

Page 458: Aphoristia septemstriata, Alcock. A good figure is given in "Illustrations

of the Zoology of H. M. S. Investigator;^ Part i, PI. ii, fig. 1, Calcutta, 1892.
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Aphoristia trifanciata, Alcock I. c, p. 18, PI. vii, lig. 4), was found at station 162, 145 to

250 fathoms, and station 104, 195 to 210 fathoms, in the Bay of Bengal.

Page 402: Trigla (/urnardus occurs in 80 to 90 fathoms in the Clyde Sea area (Linn.

Soc. Jour. Zool., XX, 446).

Page 403: Trigla cariUone. Vinciguerra identified with Lepidotrigla aspera specimens
obtained by him in the Gulf of Genoa at a depth of 90 meters.

Page 470: Peristedion Murrayi, Giinther. Alcock records the capture of a single spec-

imen identified by him with this species, obtained by the Investigator at station 115, iu the

liay of Bengal, at a depth of 188 to ;i20 fathoms.

P. cataphractus (L.) Cuv., is said by Risso to occur in deep water off Nice.

Page 471: Ferisfcilion Rivers-Andersoni, Alcock {=PerisiethuH TUvcrs-Andemoni,

Alcock, Journ. Asiatic Soc. of Bengal, lxiii, Part ii, No. 2, 1894, p. 7, PI. vi, figs. 2, 2a, 2b)

was taken by the Investigator at station 151, off Colombo, in 142 to 150 fathoms.

Page 485: Lophius miitihis, Alcock (Journ. Asiatic Soc. of Bengal, LXii, Part ii, No. 4,

1883, p. 11; 111. Zool. Investigator, Fishes, PL ix, fig. 2), is from 128 fathoms in the Bay of

Bengal. We propose the generic name LopModes for this type of Lophiida>, having the

second ])ortion of the spinous dorsal obsolescent.

Lophius luguhris, Alcock (op. cit., LXiii, Part ii, No. 2, 1894, p. 4), closely alHed to the

pieceding, was found by the Investigator at station 151, off Colombo, in 142 to 400 fathoms.

It likewise is a Lophindes.

Page 499: Onchoeephalus'vespertilio. Add to synonymy:
Malthe vesperliUo, Gunthek, Challenger Report, vi. Shore Fishes, 1880, 7.

MALTHOPSIS, Alcock. (Figure 411.)

MdWiopxiit, Ai.coCK, Ann. and MaR. Nat. Hist., July, 1891, 26.

A genus resembling Onchoeephalus {=Malt.he), but having only two gills on each side

instead of two and a half, represented by the single species, Malthopsis lutcus (Alcock, lac.

cit., PI. VIII, fig. 2), of which ten specimens were taken by the Investigator at station 115, in

the A7ulauian Sea, at a depth of 188 to 220 fathoms.

Page 499: Hulieuliva nigra, Alcock (Ann. and ]\lag. Nat. Hist., July, 1891, 24), was taken

by the Investigator at station 115, in the Andaman Sea, at a depth of 188 to 220 fathoms,

and is so close to H. coccinea that Alcock considers it possible, though hardly probable, that

it may be its young.
Halicutwa spongiosa, Gilbert (Proc. U. S. N. M., xiii, 1890, 124). Numerous specimens

were obtained from Albatross station 2992, off the California islands, at a depth of 460

fathoms.

Page 499: Halicutwa fumosa, Alcock (Journ. Asiatic Soc. of Bengal, LXiix, Part ii,

No. 2, 1894, p. 5), is a new species found by the Inrestiyator in the Bay of Bengal, station

102, 145 to 250 fathoms. It would appear to belong to a distinct sul)genus or genus.

Page 501: Dibronchus nasutus, Alcock (Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., July, 1891, 24, PI.

VII, fig. 1), was obtained by the Investigator in the Andaman Sea, at station 115, in 188 to

220 fatlioms.

hihrancliHS micropus, Alcock (loc. cit., 25, PI. vii, tig. 2), was obtained by the Investigator

at station 120, in the Bay of Bengal, at a depth of 240 to 276 fathoms. Another specimen
was obtained from Inrestigator station 128, in the Gulf of Manaar, at a depth of 902

fathoms (Alcock, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., November, 1892, 348).
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[Note.—Til*'' itiost impur tant releifiK-t'rt an' in heavy-Ian- tyi»'. |
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Acauthoderma Temminckii

Acanthidium
calceus

pusillura

Acantholepis eilna

Acaiitbouotum {Scyllium)

Acantbonotus uaaus

Acantlionu8
armatus (fig. 236 A)

Acautborhinus centnna

Acentrolophus
*

Acropoma
pfUucida

pbilippinense

Acropomida^
Acrotidii)

Acrotus

-WiUougbbyi (fig- 225)

Actinocbir

major
tonicata

,^geonicbtby9
Appellii

.T-'lhtiprm-a

eflulgens (fig. 103)

lucida (fig. 102)

metupoclanipa (fig. 101)

AgonidJT

Agouinje

Agonus
decagonus

monopterygius

.spinoaissimus

Alcockia
rostrata

Aldrovandia
aftinis

anguilliformis

Goodei

gracilis (fig. 15F)

Hoskynii
luacrocbira (figs. 155, 155A)

mediorostris

pallida (fig. 158)
-

pbalacnis (fig. 156)

rostrata (fig. 154)

Alepidosaurus
"""

Al.-piHimrulii! jjg
AU'pisaurus

irsf uhipiiis

altivi-Iis

Al»']>"''(*pli;il"3 .

5U7

196

10

14

10

51

20

104

3S«

336

13

213

.235,521
521

. 235,521

234

21G

217

217

277

.!77

277

494

494

86

.. 87.88

87

.. 86.88

282

282

282

282

283

282

329

329

132

516

516

133

134

516

133

... 516,517

13.5

134

132

116

Agassiiii (tig. •') .

Bairdii (flg.47)....

bicolor  

Blaufonlii

edentiilus

uiger (fig.42)

pruductus (fig. 46).

rostratns (tig. 41)..

tenebrosus

All

Page.
35

37

3S

36, ri09

36, 509

36.510

38

37

36

510

47

47

4S

343

343
Sil

11(1

Copei (fig. 51)

socialis (fig. 58)

Alexelerion

Ptufaiti (fig. 300)

Al.vsia

loricata

Amitra

liparina (fig. 252)

Amuiopleurops
lactens

Anacantlilni

Anarrbicliadid®

Anarrliicbas

denticulatus

faaciatws

karrak

latifrons (tig. 271)

U'opardns .-
- - •

leptunis

lupus (fig. 269)

minor (fig. 270)

orientalis

pantheriiui-s

Ancylopsetta dilecta

Anomalopida" . „,.

Anomalops .„,

palpebralus

Anomalopterua ,g

278

462

462

3S2

298

299

301

299

301

301

301

299

299

301

299

301

437

190

piuguis (fig. 54;.
283

Anoplagonus jgg
Auoplogaater .

g^
comutus (fig. 203)

Antennariidas , ^^
Auti'iinarius ^g-

plourophthalmus

Anthia.s j^g
aiiuilonaris 238 "52I

117

lis

117

117

117

3.'>

e08
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Pagp.

Aphanopus carbo (fig. 216) 207

minor 207

Aphoristia 458

fasciata (fig. 374) 468

Diomedeaua ( fig. 378) 460

Gileaii 458

margioata (fig. 376) 459

nel.ulosa (fig. 375) 458

pigi-a(fig.377) 4(i0

puailla {fig. 379) 461

septemstriata 458, 536

trifasniata 537

Wood-Masoni 458

Aphritis 288

gobio 289

Aphyonus 341

gelatinosus 342

mollift (fig. 299) 342

Aplurus simplex 196

Aprion 239

Corteziana 527

raacrophthalmna (fig. 314) 239

Aprodon 52 «

Arcbagonua decagonus 282

Arctozenus 119' 51®

borealis 516

coruacans 516

Arelia 402

Carpeuteri '162

Argentina 51

acaothurua 127

aculeatua 127

Alcocki 126

Cuvieri 52

decagon 52

elongata 52

hebridica 52

leuroglossus 509

lioglosaa 52

sialis 510

8ilu8(fig. 61) 52

spbyrtena 61

striata (fig- 02) 52

ayrtenaium 52

TarrelUi 52

Argent iuidffi 51

Argyropelecua 125

DUrvillii 127

heniigymnua (fig. 147) 126

Olfersii (fig. 148) 126

Amogloasua 527

Grohmanni 536

Artedi*Uu8 267

uncinatus (fig. 255) 267,524

Asellua 369

canarienaia 369

Aspidophoroidea 283

monopterygiiia (fig. 260) 283

Aapidopborua 283

malarmoidos "82

monoptcrygiua 283

Astroderma plumbeum 222

Aatrodernma 222

coryphainoides 222

elegans 222,521

Valencienneai 222

Astronesthea - 105

gemmifer (fig. 124) 105

niger(fig. 123) 105,515

Richardsoni (fig. 125) 106

Astronesthid^ l'*5

Ateleopodidfe 348

Ateleopiis 348

indicua :m.530

japonicua 349

Atimostoma 220

Anlastomatoraorpha 50

Page.

Aulastoinatoniorplia ]iliospIior(»ps (fig. 55) 50,510

Aulopua 60

v\gas8izii 60

AiilopidBB 60

Auloatoma 4H4

(•((loratum 484

loiigipea (fig. 397) 484

A iilostomatida) 483

Aulnst<iinid:p 483

Aiisonia 22

Cockaii 222

Cuvieri 222

Avocettina 153

infans 153

Kichardii 155

Aylopon 237

Baratb rodemus 331

manatinua (fig. 297) 332

Barathronuy 340

bicolor(fig. 298) 341

Baaaogigna '. 328

Gillii (fig. 291) 828,529

grandia. 529

pt«rntu8 529

atelliferoides 529

Bassozetus 321

catena (fig. 286) 323

compresaua 322

glutiuosiia 322.528

normalis (fig. 287) 322

t^nia 323,529

Batbopbilua ^ Ill

nigerrimns (fig. 136) 11

Batbyagonus 283

nigripinnia 283, 525

Bathyantbiaa 522

roseua 522

Batbyclupea 190

argentea(fig. 415) 190

Hoskynii 190

Batbyclupeida- 190

Batbydraco 289

antarcticua (fig. in text) 289

Bathygadne 420

arcaatua 421

cavernoaus 408

cottoidea 420

dispar 423

favosua (fig. 352) 420

furvescena 535

longifilia
422

matrops 423

multifilia 420

melanobraucbus 424

Batbylaco 57

nigricans (fig. 69) 57

Bathylagida! 53

Batbylagiis 58

antarcticus 53

atlanlicua 64

Benedicti (fig. 64) 53

euryops (fig. 03) 56

I)acificU3 53,510

Batbymyzon, subgenus 5

Batbynectea 321

compressua 322

laticeps
339

Batliyonns 321

catena 323

iompressna 322

glutinosiia -. -. 322

mura-noleitis 328

peetoralis 333

ta-uia 322

Batbyophia 128

feror 129

Batbypercis 526
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Page
526

Kiithyperi-is platyrhylichus '^

Hathypteroidas

Batbvpterois
ilubius (flg. 74)

Guntberi

insularnm

longicauda

longifilis

longipos (tig- 76)

qiiadrifilis (fig. 75) ..

liatliysaiuus

Agasaizii
ferux (figs. 65, 66). ..

mull is

obtusiroatris

liatbyseba.stes
albescens

Batby seiiola

c.yauca

Bat liy t lirissa

(lorsalis

liatbytbrissidjB

Batbytioctes
asquatoris (fig. 50) .

attritus

antillarum (fig. 49)

hoiiioptenis

macrolepis (fig. 44)

loelauocepbalus...

microlepis

rostratus

64

61

64.511

64, 511

64

64

66, 511

65

58

.)8

. 58,510

69, 510

510

248

248

220

. 220,521

51

Brama Sausaurii

Bramid*

Bregmaceroa
atlanticus (fig. 331).

Macclellandii

Bregmacerotidie

Brephostoma
Carpenter!

Brosmiculus
imberbis

Brosmius
brosme (fig. 320)

fiavesceus

Brotulida?

Buglossus.

541

Page.
211

210

S88

888.531

388

S88

231

234

885

885

885

885

385

3U
457

457
variegatus ^^^

Bytbites »|-

295
fuscus.

Callionyiiiida< ^9(5

51

50

10

11

15

11

41

11

" '.
IS

42,510
<1

10,510
squamosus

-••-••
^^^..^^^

stomias .

Batrachidic.

291

294

811

151

151

526

327

328

327

201

205

206

62

62

62

Batrarh\i3 porosissimus ^^^
Bellottia """

upoda

Belouopsis
Lencbtenbergii

Beinlropa

Bentlmcinnetes
liiunpnolepia

robiistus (fig. 288)

Benthodesmus
atlanticus (flg. 215)

elougatus (fig. in test)

Benthosaui-ida)

Benthesaurus

grallator (fig. 73)
^^

Benthosema jg
arcticum .„

CoUetti
Jg

glacialis „g
Giiutberi ,„

Miineri(fig.85)
^'_^

Beiyiidaj jj5
Beryx I75

^™«''"'-;
-"

175,518
decadactylus..

___ ^.
splendens (flg. 197) ^^

Blenuiops
Ascauii

Calliunyiuns
earebares

calauropomus
I'estivus

himautopborus (figs. 268, 268A. B)

kaianus

lyra
nvaeulatus

pbaton

Calloptilum

Oallorbynthus
anlarcticus (fig. 36)

Caiupylodon Fabricii
•

^jj
Caproida; 228

Capros 229,521
aper(fig.515)

•

',,,g

Capropbonus
aurora

Carangida;

Carcbarias • •

Carcbarodon Rondeletii

Careliparis

Carelopbus
Ascauii

Careproctus
gelatinosiis

ranula, (figs. 231, 251A, B)

Eeinhardti

spectrum
"

_

296

296

296

296

296

296

526

296
388

32

32

164

229

191

7

6

274

298

298

275

275

275

275

Bogmarus
Aristotelis

islandicas

Bonapartia

pedaliota (fig. 120) .

Botbrocara
mollis

298

477

479

479

102

102

528

528

282

Bracbyopsisdecagouus ^^^^
Braiaa .

Agaasizil.

Brovoortii

japonica.

211

311

211

211
lougipinnis ^n
pnnceim .

Rascbi.
211

major

micropus

Catableniella

bracbychir °j

Catajtyx
Messier! (fig. iu text)

rubrirostris

Caulolepis iq=

longidens (figs. 204, 204A)
*»»

Caulophryne
8eto8ns(fig.409)

Canlopbrynina)

Caulopus J J.

borealis

serra

Celema
nuda
flubarmata

Ceutridermiobtbys
'

bicornis

uucinatus

Ceutriscida;

Centrisous

Bcolopax

Centriua

oxyuotas
Salviani

vulpecula

CentrolopUus

277

82

82

318

528

181

496

496

489

117

.515

515

329

330

330

267

267

267

483

483

483

9

15

15

15

213
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rage.

Ceiitrolo]ibii8 britaiiuicus 213

iiiger 214

Iiompiliis (fig. 222) 214

Cfiitrniihoriid 9, 12

ciilceua 14

ca'lolepis 14

cn'pidatfr 13

crepidalbus 14

DiiiiRTilii 13

fidijut'iis 508

Uraimlosus {fig. 11) 13,507
lu.sitanicus 12

aq uainosuB 12

8qiiaiuulo8US 508

iiyatns 507

Ceiitro]iristi8 237

annularis 621

luvesUgaturis 237,521

ruatTOphthalnuis 239

]>lonro3pilu8 237

CeutroBcylliiiui 9, 11

Fabricii (fig. 7) II

granulatum 11

Cenlroscyinnus 9, 14

coeloltpis (fig. 13) 14,508
obsourua 15

Ceratiiihe 488

Ceratoscopelus 81

maderensis (fig. 91) 82

Ceraiias 489

bispiuosns 489

fanmculatus 491

Holbiilli (fig. 399) 489

Shufeldtii 490

uranoscopus 490

Cetomimidfe 68

Cetominius 68

Gillii (fig. 78) 69

Storeri (fig. 79) 69

CtiUnmrus 411

craasiceps 411

globicfps {fig. 344) 411

Cetorbinidse 21,507

Cetorhinus— •. 21

IJlainvillei 22

Gunneri 22

niaximus {fig. 17) 21

Cbainiclitbyida- 289

Chienopsetta 436

Chalinura 411

brevibarbia 413

fernaudeziauus 412, 526

bispida 412

liocepbala 412

leptolepis 414, 526

meditt-rranea 533

M un-ayi 412, 526

o^cidontalis 413

serrula 412

simu la { fig. 345) 412, 526

Cbampsodon 291

Yorax 291, 526

Cha3caniii>8t^tta 535

liigubris 535

Cbauliodoiitida! 96

Chauliodus 96
Fieldii 105

Maconnii 513

Kichardaonii 106

Schneider! 97, 513

actinotus 97

Sloauii (fig. 115) 96,513
Cbaunax 487

finibriatus 487

pictu3{fig8. 398A,B) 487

'^'liiasniodnn 291

niger (figs. 264, 264A) 292,526

Vagi-.

Chiasuiodontida' 291

Chiasmodus 291

niger 292

Cbibjdipterida' 230
Cbimtcra SO

abbreviata 31

aflinis (figs. 32-35) 31,509
Ci)lUfi :j2

innnstrosa (fig. 31) 31.509
(^biniaTida- 31

C'hirolopli us 298

Aflcanii 298

Chlamydoaelacbidte 23

Chlamydoselacbus 22

anguineua (fig. 22) 22,508

Cblopsis 1 50

bicolor 150

I'ljuatorialia 150

Chlornpht balmua 60

Agasaizii (fig. 70) 60

chalybeiua (fig. 71) 60, 510

corniger r>ll

gracilis 511

itigripiuuis 61

truculentus (fig. 72) 61

pnnluctus 6!, 511

Clironiis 244

roseviM 244

Cliryaotosus 223

Citharicbthys 442
nramaca 448

arctifrons (fig.366A,B) 442

dinoteroa 447

microstouius 446

pajtuliis (fig. 373) 448

spilopterus (fig. 370) 447

unicorDia (fig. 369A, B) 444

ventral is 440

Cuccia 95

ovat a 95

Cocciina 95

Coelorbyuchua 397,531
aflinis 533

atlantieus 397,533
anstralis 402

(arihb;eu8 (fig. 338) 401

carminatus (figs. 336, 353, 354) 398

cttlorbynchiis 397

fascial us 402

flabellispinis 532, 533

japunicus 400, 533

occa (figs. 332, 333, 337) 400, 533

parallelus 532

purailiceps 533

riuadricristatua 532, 533

Collettia 83

uocturna 512

Rafineaquei (fig. 100) 88

Coloconger 139

raDiceps 139,517

Coucboguatbus - 140

Grimaldii 140

Couccocia 76

borealis 76

Congennura'na 138

Hava (fig. 159) 138

guttulata 138

longicauda 138, 517

raegastoma 517

muateliceps 517

nasii-a 517

aqualiceps 517

Cougridu' 137

Couocara 39

macroptera (fig. 43) 39

McDonaldi (fig. 48) 39

C'orynoloplius 494
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Coryimluphiis Ki'iiilmrdlii {ag.4M;j) 494

Coryphifuida; 30H

Coryphji'na 209

luppunis (figs. 219. 220, 220A,B) 209. 210

Coryphamuides 402, 525

iLMlufilia 392,535

raiapinuB (fig. 339) 404

filicauda 409

Sigas
 41G

leptoU'pis '14

iiasiitus 't90

rupestris 402

sernitus 392,534

aiiblitvis 535

sulcatns (wrungly included, see %mder

TntL-bonunis). 533

viUosus 409

Cot t id:f 205

Cottuiiculus 209

tiiicropa (figs. 257, 261A,1{) 260,525

Thonisouii (tigs. 258, 262A, C) 270,525

tnrvua 270

Ci)t t us batbybii 524

biconiis 267

unciiiatus 267

Crauioiiii 462

Ciius 214

Cubiccps 220

Cryptopsaras 491

Conesii (fig.402.) 491

Cyclopsetta 450

fimbriata (fig, 368) 457

Cyc.b.ptrnc.btbys 272

Cyclopteridiu 272

Cyclopterus 272

^elatiuusus 275

1 i puria 277

dpinosus 272

Cyclotbone 09

Cy clothone batby pbila (fig. 118) 100

elongata (fig. 119) 101

gracilis 101

liisca 99

microdon (fig. 114) 99, 514

(juadrioculatum 100

Cypina 154
atruiri (fig. 176) .' 154

Cy nogb>Hsu8 Carpenteri 402

Cy ttopsis 226
roseus 227

Cyttiis 225
abbreviatus 225

australis 225

bololepis (tig. 233) 225
roseus 227

Dasyscopelus 91

asper (fig. 106) 91,92

spinoBus. . .^ 92

aubasper 92

Dtdothyris 452

pellucidus 452

l)t ricblby idiC 161

Dt^ricbtbys 161

serpentinua (figs. 169, 169A, B) 161

Dentex 240

niacTOphtbalmus 240
DiTiuatorus 324

nielanocephalus 325

tricbiurus 325, 529

Dialithura 78

opaliiia (tig. 88) 78
Diana 222

eeniihmata 222

Diaiiidtc 221

Biapbns S9

coeruleiis 5 12

engrauUs 89. 512

Pagr.

l>iaplius protoculus 512

tbcta(fig.93) 89,512

Dibiancbua 500
atlanticus (figa.413A, B) 500
inicropus 537

iiaautus 537

Diteiatiaa 488,489
bispinoaua 439

Dicrob'ue U!{7,.'»23

iiitrimigra (figs. 29, 297A, B) 33H
multifilis 337^ 529

nigricaudia 338^ 529
Vaillantii 33^. .v_>a

Bicromita 319

Agasaizii (fig. 285) 319
nietriostonia 320

micropli tbalina 320
onc^rwephala 32 1

Dicrotns
^(if)

annatus 20O

parvipinnis (tig. 212) 201
Dinenius 522

veuustua 243

Diplacantbopoma 3ja

AlcOfkii 52K

brachyaonia 319,528
Diplopbo.^ 104

paciticua - 104

tiPnia (fig. 126) 104
Diretmida; .>11

Direlraus 2n
argent«U8 (fig. 237) 211,519
aureus 212

Discus 211

Dysomma jgQ

bucephalus 160,518

Dysommopsia iqq
muciparus igo

Ecbebis 147

pacbyrhyuchus 147

Ecbinorbinid:e g
Ecbinorhinus ^

obt'sus 9

spinosaa (fig. 9) g
Echiostonia log

barbatom (fig. 130) 109

margarita (fig. 131) loO

Elasmobrauirhii, class 5
Elaatonia macropbthalma 239

Electroua gj

Rissoi (fig. 107) 91

Encbelyopua cimbrius 339
cimbricua 389

Epideamua maculatus 477

Kpigouua 282

telesoopaa 232, 521

occidentalia (fig. 236) 238

Epinnula 198

magistralis (tig. 211) 198

Eretuiopborus 377

Kleinonbergi 377

Eacolar 519

violaceus 510

Etraopterua 10

Fabricii 11

grauuluaus 10

Hilliauus 10

iiigcu- (fig. 10) , G, 10,507

puailbis (figs. 5, 6) 10

spinas 7, 10,507

Etropua 449

rimosua (figs. 360, 361) 45i>

Eumicrotremus 272

spinosns (fig. 250) 272

Euprotoniirrua 6

Eurypharyngidif 158

Eurypbaryns 158
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Page.

Earypbaryux pelccanoides (fig. 176) 159, 518

Euatoiuias H'
obscunis (fig. 135) Ill

Evoxynietopon -**3

taiDintna (fig. 214) 204

Gai1iculu3 354

argenteus 355, 5,10

Gudopsis ater 31"

Gadus argentfua '*55

I)Outa8sou 530

Gall- lis melastomus 20

Gaateropelecus acanthums ^8

crocodilus "9

Humbuldtii 73

mirrostoma 53

Gastrostomus 1^9

Bairdii (figs. 181, 182) 159

Gavialiceps 156

microps 156,517

tjeniola 156, 517

Gempylue 202

coluber 202

serpens (fig in text) 202

Genypterus 345

omostigma 345

Gigliolia
169

Moseleyi (figs. 187,193) 169

Glossamia 231

pandionis (fig. 231) 231

Glyptocephalus 430

acadiauus 430

cynoglossus (fig. 356A, B) 430

clongatus 430

saxicola 430

Glyptopbidium 824

argenteum 324, 529

micropus 529

Gnathopbis 133

Gobiidiu 295

Gobius 295

cometes 295, 526

Lesueui-ii - 295

Gouiodus 8

spinosus 8

Gonioaonia argentinum 51

Gonostumo 97

acantburus 98

brevidens (fig. 117) 9.S

dcDudatiira {fig. 116) 98

elongatuiu 101

maderense 510, 515

microdon 99

ovatus 95

Gonoetomid;e 97

Grammatostoiniat* 110

dentatus (fig. 133) 110

GraniraicoIt'pidid0B 218

Granimicolepia 218

brachiasciilus (fig. 221) 218

Graramonus 317,528
ater 317,528

Gymnelis 313

pictu.s 313

viridis 313

flymnetrida?
'

480

Gymnetrus 480

arctirus 479

Cepedianus 477

gladius 481

glesue 480

Grillii 481

Hawkcusii 481

repandua 480

Gymnogaster arrticus 479

Gymuolycodes 281

Edwardsii (fig. 254) 281

Gyrinouiene 211

Page.

Gyrinomene numimularis 519

Halargyreus 375

brevipes (fig. 325) 375
.lohnsonii 375,531

Halicuietus 60S
ruber 503

Jobnsonii 525

Halieuta'a 499, 537

Locciuea (fig. 410) 500, 537

fumoaa 537

nigra 537

sent'icosa 501

spongiosa 537

8t*lluta(fig.403) 499
llalieutella 500

lappa (fig. 412A,B) 600
Halieuticbthys 503

aculeatus (fig.414A,B) 504
reticulatus 504

Haloirorphyrus 370

anstralis 531

ensilerua 371

equea 371

Giintberi 370

inosimfc 531

lupidion 370, 531

ro-stratua 375

viola 327

Halosaurichtbys igg
carinicauda 136, 517

Haloaauridie 1 30
Haloaaurua (v. Aldrovandia) 129

affinis 130

aiiguilliformia 516

Goodei 133

Guutberi igj

gracilis 134

Johnsonianus (fig. 15!J) 131
Oweni (fig. 152) 130
macrocbira 133

pallida 135

parvipinnia -, 516

pbalacnis 134

rostratiis j^o

Harpodou 59
macrochir (fig. 60) 5y

microdon 59

squamoaus 59,510
Harriotta 32

Raleighana (figs. 37-40) 32
Hertoria 238

Heliastea roseus 244

Helicolenua 248,522
dactyloptf-rua (fig. 244) 249,523
madereuaia (fig. 244) 250

Hemibrancbii, order 4S3
Hemirhorabus fiiubriatua 451

pa'tiilus 448

Hephthocara 344
simum (fig. 301) 344.

Heptancbus ciuereus 6

Heptatremacirrhatum 3

Heterognatbodon 517

Heterosoiiiata 426

Hilgendorfia 280
raembranacea 280

Himantolopbus 493

groeulandicua 493

Hippogloasoides 438
dentatnK 438

liiiiaiidiiidea 438

platessoides (tig. 367) 438

Hippogloasna 434
americanus 434

Boscii 527

pinguia 435

vulgaris (fig. 363) 434
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Ilistiobtuiuluis 146

IiatbybiuH 145

infomalis (tig. 165) 145,517

Iluplulnntiiht 34U

arinata WO

lloplu^tethus 1**®

atlautieuB 189

japouicus 519

mi.-diterranens{fig. 208) 189,519

Ilophiiinis 146

diomediauus (fig. 163) 146

Ilydiolagus 32

Colliei 32

llyiueuocephalus 406

cavcraosus (fig. 341) 408

crasaiceps 411

dispar 42;i

globiceps 411

Goodei(fig. 340) 407

heterolepis 406

italicus 406,534

lougibarbis 406

.ongifilis 422

Ilyfipronis 148

messineusis 149

Hyporchori.stiusTauneri 109

H3'peroartia 3

Hyperotreta 2

Hyphaloucdrus 60

chalybeius 60

lly pDclydouia 236

bella(tig. 237) 236

Hypsicometes 290

gobioides (figs. 263, 263A , B) 290, 526

HypsiiJotus labesti'iirt -29

llypsirliynclius
379

hepaticUH 380

Icelinua 268

filauientosuB 524

limbriatus 525

iteulatu8 525

«|uadriaeriatH8 268

tennis 525

Icelus 266

bicornia 267

euryops 524

furciger 267

liamatii.s 267

imciuatxis 267

acutiger 524

Ichthyococcus 96

ovatus (tig. 113} 95

Icichlbys 216

Lockingtonii (fig. 226) 216

Icosteua 215

eni;^uat iriis (tig. 227) 216

lUiai-aiithidie -• 128

Idiacauthus 128

antrostomtis 516

fasciola 128

ferox (fig. 151) -' 129

Ilyophidae 141

llyopMs .* 141

brunueu8(fig. 162) 141

Investigator 618

acanthonotua 518

Ipnopid;e 66

Ipuops 66

Murray i (figs. 67,68) 67

Isietius 6

Krohnius filamentosus 397,534

L:ibiclithy8 153

carinatus (fig. 171) 153

elougatus (fig. 172) 153

iiifans (tigs. 173,174) 15:J

La-margus 7

borealis 8

19868—No. 2 35

Page.

Lsemargus bi-evipinua 7

rostratuH 6

LBemonema 362

barbatuhi (fig. 3 1 5) 362

melauunmi (tig. 316) 36:t

robustum 36'J

Yarreim 362

Lampadena 85

pyrsobola 512

speculigera (fig. 99) 85

Lampanyctns 78

alatus 79,92,512

Bouapartii 80

cfluruleus 81

crocodilus 79, 86

Gemmellarii 80, 87

Gemmifer 80,88
Giintheri 79,90
lacerta 81,89

resplendens 82, 83

Warmingii 80,512

Lamprididfe 222

Lampris 223

luna 22:;

lanta 223

regius 223

Lamprogrammns 344 , 530

fragilis 530

niger (fig. 302) 344,530

Lampugus 209

Latebrua 235

oculatus 235

Latilidae 284

Leiodon echinatiim 8

Lemnisoina thyrsitoides 202

Lepidjou 870

eUBifenis 371,531

tquea 371

tiavescens 370

Giintlieri 370

inuHiiua> 531

Rissoi (fig. 323) 370,531

Lepidolepridie 389

Lepidoleprus 417

c(clorhyncbu3 397

8cierorhyii<bus 392

trachyrbyncliua 417

Lepidopida^ 202

Lepidopus 203

.audatii.s (fig. 213) 203,519

lusitaniciis 519

tenuis 514

Xantusi 619

Lepidosoma 417

trachyrhyuchus 417

Lcpidosomida- 389

Lepidopnttta maculata 535

Lepidotrigia aspera 537

Lepidorhombus 439

Boscii 535

megastoma 439,535

Lepidotrigia aapera 463

Leptagonus decagonus 282

Lcptocephalida> 137

Leptocepbalua 512

vulgaris 517

Leptoderina 48

macropa (fig. 56) 49

Leptopbidium 345, 534

cervinnm (fig. 306) 346

emmelas 530

marnioratuin (fig. 308) 347

inicrolepis 5;t0

panlale 530

profundorum 347

atigmatistium (fig. ISOTf 530

Lept<jrhyu(.'hue
151
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l.iliU]rli\ ucbus Li'Utbleuliel{!ii 15'i

Lepturus
'-"*

arj;euteu8 -08

I.i'urogloasus
J^O

stilbins 509

Lciiryuuis
^^'^

Liiuniiila - "•-^

Beaiiii (Bg.355A.,D) 428

ferrugiuea -^SV

niicrostoma 427

vulgaris 427

Linophryne *98

lucifer (flg.408)
496

Liocetns *^5

Murray! (fig. 407) 495

Lionurus 409

iilicanda (fig.342)
409

liolepis
409

Diicrolepis
409

I.ioHcttrpius
265

longiceps 265,524

I,ipancli(U'
>

Liparis 274

liarbat us 274

bathybii 279

EkstrKmi 274

Fabricii 276,277

gelatiooaus 275

lineatua 274

liparis 274

major - 277

micropus 277

ranula 275

Eeinhardti 275

stellatus 274

tunicata 277

vulgaris 274

Lipogenyidae 172

Lipogenya 172

Gillii (figs. 190, 196A, B) 173

LopbiidiB 485

Lophiodes 537

mutilns 537

lugubris 537

LopUiomus 485

setigeruH 485

Lophiopsis 485

Lophias 485

americanus 485

bndegassa 485

mutilua * 537

Nareaii 485

piscatoriua (figs. 400, 400A
, li) 485

Lopbolatilns 284

chanitcleonticeps (fig. 2(55) 284

Lophotea 349

Capelld (fig. 390) 851

Cepedianu-s (fig. .189) 349

cristatus 350

Lophotida; 349

Lotella 368

maxillari.s (fig. 321) 368

Lucifer 112

albipiunis 112

Lumpus spinosua 272

Lnt.iauida! 239

Luvaridae 221

Luvarus 222

imperialis (fig. 230) 222,521

l.yconehelys 309

albus 527

murjena 309,527

paxiUus (figs. 279, 279A, 282) 311

porifer 527

Verrillii (figs. 277, 277A) 309

Lyoodapus 628
fier asfcr 328

I-agc.

l,yi:odc« 308,522

Lycodos albus 521

brevijiefl 526

EsHiarliii (Hg. 272) 808

frigidns («g. 274) 805

gracilis 305

niaerops 520

muiosus (figs. 275, 283A, B) 806

iiiunina 309

pallidus 306

paxillus 311

paxiUoides 311

perspicilliis (figs. 278.278A) 30.';, 307

reticulatus (figs. 273,281A.B) 805

Rossi 305

Sarsii 807

seminudns 307

Vablii 808

Verrillii 304

zoarcbus (figs. 276, 276A, 283C) .'. 308

Lycodoniis 312

Liirabilis (fig. 280) 312

Lycodopbis 521

albna 521

Lycodopsis 813

pacificua 528

paxiUua 527

Lyconid» 425

Lycouus 425

pinnatus 425

Macdoualdia 171

rostrata (figs. 189,195A,B) 171

MacrorbamphosidlB 483

Macrorliamphosus '.. 488

scolopax (fig. 396) 488

Macrostoma (= Notoscopelua) 512

angustidens 512

Macruridffi 889

MacruronuB 418

uovfe-zelandiaj (fig. 350) 418,534

Macruroplus 390

Macrurus (all specific names in the family are included). 890

lequalis 392

atfinis 416,533

altipinnis 402

ariMifitus 421

argentea - 419

armatns 416

aaper 300,407

atlanticua 397

aust ralis 402

Bairdii (fig. 335) 393

berglax (fig. 334) 891

brovibarbis 413

breviro.stris 390,531,532

carapinua 404

carinatua 391

cai-minatitB 398

carribba.'«a 401

cavcmosua 408

ctelorbynr.hus '. 397

cottoides 420

crassiceps
*

411

denticulatns 414

dispar 423

Fabricii .)91,399

fasciatus 402

favosus 420

fernandezianus 412

llabcUiapinis 532

fllioauda 409

furveacous 535

gigaa 416

globicopa 411

Goodei 407

hoterolepis 406,533

Hextii 390,531
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Page.
Macriinia liispiiliis 412, 531, 532

holotriiehy 8 396

Hoskyiiii 390, 531, 532

Investigatoris 390. 531. 532

italicus 406

japoniciis 400,525

hfvis 406,415

leptolcpis 412,414

liucephala 412

liolepis 409

longibarbis 406

loDgifilis (fig. 349 A) 417.422

longirostris 534

lophotes 390, 532, 538

macrochir 417

inacrolophus 390, 531, 532

zuacroi)S 423

luediterraneus 533

melanobrancbus 424

iiiicrolepis 409

multifilia 420

Murrayi 412, 418

myaticetua 397

uasutus 390

norvegicus 402

DoviB-zealandi;u 4i8

occa 400

occidentalis 413

paralleliis 397, 532

Peterson! 390,531,532

polylepis 390,532

pumilicepa 532

quadricriatatus 397, 532

rudis 390

rupeatria 391,397,402

acabrus 417,434

scaphopsia 397

aclerorhynchus 391,392

semiquincunciatua 390, 531, 532

aeiratua 391, 534

serrula 412

serralatua 390

aesqnicnnciatna 531

aim ula 412

amiliophorus : 392

atelgidolopis 391

Stromii 402

subUevia 535

sulcatua 403, 410, 533

trachyrhyuchua 417

villoaua 409

Wood-Maaoni 391,531,532

zaniapborus 397

Malacicbtbya 282

griaeua 232

Malarorepbalua 414

liBvis ? 415,535

occiden talis 41 5

aublsevia 535

Malacocottu3 271

zoQuraa 272,525

Malacoaarcua 182

macrostoma (fig. 200B) 1S2

Malacosteidie 113

Malacosteua 113

choristodactylua (fig. 139) 114

iiiger (fig. 138) 114

indicus 114

Malaoicht by a 232

Malthe 498, 529

ciibifrona 498

naaiittia 498

vespertilio 499,537

^Nlalthopaia 537

luteu8 (fig. 41 1) 557

Xanial iaa 4ftO

Shufeldti (fig. 401) 4«0

I 'ago.

!Mancaliaa uranoscopns 490
Manductia 514

maderen sis 5U
Maraipobrancbii 1

Maurolicidie 9.1,512

Maurolicua 95,512
attenuatus 99,512

borealis (fig. Ill) <»«

Poweria; 99

tripunctulatna 513

Mayura 521,522
brnnin-a 52G

puailla 526

Melanipfass 177,510

cristicepa 518

lugubris 518

megalopa 181

microps 518

myzolepis 178

robuatus 180

typhlops (fig. 198) 177

craaaicepa 180

Melanocetns 494

bispinosna 495

Jobnaonil (fig. 606) 494

Mturayi 495

Melanogrammus 354

EDglefinua 354, '•.'to

Melanonua 3S0

gracilia (fig. in text) 380

Melanostigma 313

gelatinoaum (fig. 289) 314

Melanostoma 521

japonicam 521

Melastoma 521

Merlangua vulgaria 530

Merluciidse 3Stt

Merlucius 3Sfi

tilbid us 38G

bilincaria (fig. 330) 380
amiridna 388

Tiilgaris : 388

Meaoprion vorax 239

Metopias 177

typhlops 177

Miorochorua J57

profiindicohia 457

variegatus 457. 528

Microichthya 234
Coccoi 234

Micronieaistiua 355

pontasaou 355
Microstoma 53

argenteum 53

grocnlandicura 53

microstomnm .53

rotundatiim (fig. 59) 53
MicrostomidiB 53
Minous 524

inermia 524

Mitchillina 510

Bairdii 38,510
Mixonus 339

laticepa (fig. 296A) 339

Mcebia 331

gracilis 331

Molva 867

abyssorum 365

byrkelange 305

clongafa 305

vulgaris (fig. 317) 307

Molvolla 381

jVIouolone 452

atrimana (figs. 358, 359) 455

seasilicanda (figs. 357A B) 452

M.Mioiiiitopna 340,529

nigripinnia 340.530
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Mononiit ra 277

liparina {fig. 252) 277

Mora 869

uiediterraDea (ag.322) 369,531

Moseleya 417

longitili8{fig.347) 417

Motella 381

argentata 383

caudacuta 384

cimbrica 384

iiimbricus 384

eusis 381

macrophthalma 382

niediterranea 382

Reinhardtii 383

tricirra ta 383

Mura'iiesocida' 146

Mnra'Dophis saga 149

MyctophidEB 70

Myctophum 70

aflini 72

arcticum 511

aspenim 92

Benoitiifig. 83) 74

boopa 73,511
californienae 511

Goruscans 89, 511

orenuJare 512

gemellarii (fig. 87) 80

glaciale 7 4, 76

Eumboldti (tig. 82) 73

Hygomii 75

leucopsanim 89

Docturnum 512

opaliuum 72, 81,511

pbeuj^odes 73

protociilus 512

pt«rotus 88, 90, 511

pnnctatiim (fig.80) 71,88,90

remiger (tig. 84) 75

Reinhardtii 74

Towneendi 512

Myrua 147

pachyrhyncbuB (fig. 167) 148

Myataconurus 406

het«rolepia 406, 533

italicus 40G

lougibarbis 40(J

Myxiue 2

australis (fig. 2) S, 508

glutinosa (fig. 1) 3

MyxinidsB 2

Nannobracfainm 98

leucopsarum 512

MacDonaldi (fig. 110) 94

mexicanum 512

nigrum 94

regale 512

Narcetea 45
eremilas 45, 510

Ifausenia 510

groenlardicnra 510

NavarchuB 220

^ealotas 198

tripes 199
Nematonurus 410

affinis 416

armatus 416

gigas (fig.346) 416
Nematouus , 333

pectoralia (fig. 295) 333

Nematops 41i7

Nemichthyida) 151

Kemicbthys 151

infans 153, 155, 517

Richardi 155

scolopaceua (fig. 170) 152

Page.
Nemobrama 243

Webbii 243

Neobytbites 325,529
crassus 327
CHllii (fig. 289) 325

grandis 329

macrops ^26, 529

marginatua (fig. 290) 326
ocellatus 325

pterotus 328, 529

robuatus 327

aiiiiamipiuDia 529

steatiticua 529

stelliferoiiU's 328, 529

Xeoliparia 274

Neoscopolua 92

macrolepidotus (tigs. 108, 109) 03, 512

Neostoma 99

bathyphilum loO

qnadrioculatum 100

Nediarcbus 197

naautiis (fig. in text) 197

Nettaatomida) |48
Nettaatoma 148

brevirostria 149

melanunim 149,517

parvicepa 148

proboacidemu 150

procerum > 149

tieniola 517

Nomt;ida> 219

Nomeus 219
Gronovii (figs. 227, 515) 220, 520

Mauritii 220

Notacautbidae 162
Notacanthna 163

analia (figa. 184, 191A, B) 165

Bonapartii (fig. 185) 166
Chemnitzii 164

mediterraneua 166

nasus (fig. 183) 164

phasganorua (fig. 188) 107

Riaaoanus 170

sexapinis (figa. 192A, B) 163

lacenta 170

Notidaiiua griseua 6

Notoscopelua 82, 512

brachychir 82

castaneua (fig. 95) 84

caudispiiiosus (fig. 96) 84

margantiferus(fig. 98) 84

quercinua (fig. 97) 83,512

resplendena (fig. 94) 82,83

"Notosema 437

dilecta (figa. 362, 365A, B) 437

Notothenia 520

longipea 525

mizopa 525

NototbeniidfB 525

Nyctophua 71

Bonapartii 86

Gemellarii 80, 86

metopoclampus 86

Rafineaqiiii 88

OdontostomidiB 121

Odontostomus 121

atratna 516

byaliiias (fig. 145) 121

Oligopna 317,522

armatus 528

ater 528

niger 317

Omoandis 122

Lowii (fig. 150) 122

Oncbocepbalidai 497

Oucborephalns 498, 529

radiatus 498
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Ouchocephalua vespertilio 499, 537

Oneirodea 492

Eschrichtii (fig. 403) 492

Onos or Onus 381

biscayensls 382

Carpenteri 383

r.irabrius 384

ensis (fig. 327) 881

giittatus 381

maorophtbalnms 382

niediterranoua 381

pat-ificus 381

Reinliardtii :(81,531

nifus 38 1

tricirratiis 383

Ophichthyid{P 146

OphitlUait' 345

Opliidium 345

murfenolepia 530

profnndorum 347

Ophiognathus 157

ampuilacens 157

Opisthoproctna 95

soleatua (fig. 112) 95

Opostoraias 110

micripnus (fig. 132) 110

Optonurns 414

denticnlatiia 414

Oreosoma 227

atlanticum(fig. in test) 228

Ortbichthys 483

Otophiditim 345

omo8tigma (fig. 305) 345

Osyic]ibas 417

ctelorbyncbus 397

scabriis 417

Osymacrunis 397

Oxynotus 9, 15

centrina (fig. 21) 15

Pachystomiaa Ill

microdon (fig. 134) Ill

Paracentroscyllium 9. 507

ornatum 507

Paradicrolene 337, 529

miiltifilia 337

uigricaudis .- 338

Vaillantii 338

Paradoxicbthys 170

Garibaldianufl 170

Paralepidi<la; 118

Paralepis IIS, 515

borealis (fig. 143) 119

coregonoides (fig.l43A) 119,516

cornscans 118

Cnrieri 118.516

byalinus 516

intennedius 120, 51G

sppciosua ^. 118, 516

spbynenoides 119.516

ParaliiUthyt* 43(i

btiops 436

Hectoris 436

oblongus 436

(icellatus 436

Paraliparia 279

batbybii _ 279

Copei (fig. 2.53) 279

liparinus 278

inembranaceiis 280

roaateua 525

Parainacruriis 397

I'aroncirodes 493

glomerosiis (fig.404) 493

Parasrombrops 231,521

pellucidus 231,521

Pt'iKipu.s 335
McUoualdi (fig. 293) :(30

Page.

Percophidin 288
Peristediida* 470
Perist«dion cataphractna 537

gracilo (fig. 387) 478
imberbe 472

longiapatha (fig. 386) 472
micrunema J72

miniatum (figs. 385, 385A, B) 470

Murray i 537

platycephalum (figs. 388A, B) 474
Rivers-Andersoni 537

truucatum 475
Peristothua 462

liorfaynchns 470

molluccense 470

Marrayi 470

Rivers- Andersoni 537

Petromyzon americanus 4

Bairdii 4

niarinns (fig. 4) 4

PetromyzontidtB 4

Pba^nodus 105

Pharopteryx 369

Pbotichthys 104,510

argonteus (fig. 122) 104

Pbotonectes 112

gracilis (fig. 137) 112

Photostomias 114

Guernei(fig. 140) 115

Phycia 356

albidus 357

americanus 359

blennioidea 357, 530

Cbesteri (fig. 313) 360

c-husa (fig. 311) 359

Cirratns (fig. 310) 358

De Kay i 359

farcatns 357

gadoides 357

Gmelini 357

limbatua 356

mediterraueus 356

pbycis 356

punctatus 357

regalis 357

regius (fig. 309) 357

tenuia (fig. 312) 359

tinea 3,j7

Yarrellii 362

Pbyaiculua 365,524

argyropastus 530

baccbus 365

barbatus 365

breviusculus 365

Dalwigkii 366,531

fiilvus (fig. 319) 366,524

japonicns 366

Kaupi(fig.318) 366

iieinatopua 530

palmatas 365

peregriuus 366, 524

roeeus 531

Piaoodonophis 147

cruentifer (fig. 166) 147

rastrelliger 530

Plagusia lactea 462

Plagyodus - 116

ierox 117

Platopbrys 441

nubularis 441

Platyiniua vorax 239

Platyaomatiebthys 435

bippogloasoides (fig. 364) 485

piuguis 435

Pbitytroct«8 45

apus (fig. 53) 46

Fleet roiiuia 178
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l'lcctrom\is Boanii (fig. 202)

orassiccps (fig. 200A) .

cristiceps

lagubris

megalops

Hjicrops

myzolepis

robustus

Page.
179

180

518

518

181

518

178

ISO

suborhitalij (fig. 201) 179

Pleuronectes mcgastoma 439

Plenronectidae *2G

Beanii 428

Boacii ^27

cynoglo.ssus
435

("Jroliinanui 528

l*leurotliyria
1^5

I'odothccus ^^-

decagonus (fig. 259) 282

Pttcilopsetta
535

maculosa 535

prolonga 535

PolyacaiithouotliKo
Ifi2

Polyacanthonotns 170

Kissoanus (figs. 188, 197A, B) 170

Polyipnua 128

spinosus (fig. 149) 128,516

Polymixia 243,522

J.aponica 243

Lowei 243

iiobilis (fig. 241) 2*3,517

PolvmixiidiE 242

Polyprion 238,522

americanum(fig. 238) 238

ceraium 238

osygeneio3 238

prognatliua 238

Polypterichtbys. 484

Polyprosopus - 21

Pomacentridaj 243

Pomatomicbtliys 234

constancia) 234

Pomatomus 232

Cuvieri 232

telescopus 232

telescopinus 232

Pomatopsetta 438

Pompilus 213

Ponerodon 293

vastator 293

Pontimia 252,518
Bibronii 253

canariensls 255

Eathbuni (fig. 245) 552

fliifer 254

hexanema 518

Kublii 253,523

loDgispini.s (fig.247) 258

macrolepis (fig.246) 257

sierra 252,523

Poriclitbys 294

porosissimns (fig.267) 294

Porogadus 334

gracilis 331

miles (fig. 292) 884

nudiis 330

rostratus - 329

subarmatiiB 330

Poromitra 182

capita (fig. 200) 183

PrincauthidjB 241

l*riacanthu9 241

arenatus 241

catalufa 241,522

macropbllialmus 241

Prioiiistiiia macelltia 525

l*riont)dea 521

n^qiiideiis 521

alatus (fig. 382)

egretta(flg. 381)

militaris (tigs. 380, 384) ...

palmipes
Stearnsii

trinilatis (figs. 383, 383B) .

Pngo.

Prionotiis 41)3

407

465

464

468

466

468

Pristiunis 20

artcdi 20

atlantiona (fig. 20) 21

melanostomus 20

mulastomus (fig. 19) 20,508

Proctostegua 222

proctosteguB 222

Promethens 200

paradoxus 197

Promethichthys 200

ailauticns (fig. in text) 200

bengalensis 519

dicrotns (?) 519

prometheoides 2U0,5U1

proraetbeus 200

Promyllantor 189

purpureus 139,517

Pronotogrammus eos 238

Propoma 622

roseum 522

Psenes 220

maculatus (fig. 229) 221

pellufidna (fig. 228) 220

Psettichtliys 438

Pseudopbycis 365

Pseudopriacanthus 242

altus (figs. 239, 240) 242

Pseudorhombus 436

biiopa 436

Hcctoris 436

ocellatus 430

Pseudoseopelus 292

scriptns(flg. 266) 292,.526

Pseudotriacis 17

microdon (fig. 18) 18, 508

Paeudotriakia 17

Paychrolutes 625

paradoxus 525

zebra 525

PteraclididiB 212

PteracUs 212

carolinus(flg.218) 212

Pteridium 317

anuatum 528

atmni 317, 528

Pteroidonus 337

quinquariua (fig. in text) 337

Pteropbryue ^®6

bistrio 486

Pterophrynoides 480

Pterotbrisaida!, family
Pterotbrisaua

gissn (fig. 52) .

Pterycombus.

60
61

51

210

PtUichthyida) 802

Plilichthys
802

Goodei (flg.304)
302

Pycnocraspedum 883, 6-9

squamipinne 333, 529

Eaia -*

abyssicola
^^

Ackleyi(fig.23)
26

aleutica 5"*

americana 25

batia 29,509

circularia •*' '*'

eglan teria
'^**

fuUonica (fig. 25) 2«,!;08

granulata(Hg. 30)
29

byperborea (fig. 28) SS.iiOS
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Raia inotracbya (fig. 29) 508

la; vis :!S

lintea 508

inaniiUidens 508

nidrosiensis 29, 509

occllata "28

(irnata (fig. 24) 3fi

l)lnttinia(fig.26) l!7

radiata (fig. 27) 25,50K

.seiita 508

tnu-lmra 509

vomer 29. .509

Raia?, order '^4

Raiidaj, family "24

Regalecidu" 4su

liegalecus 4S0

Bauksii 481

gladiufl 481

glesne (fig. 395) 480

Grillii 481

niaculatu.s 478

reraipea 481

telum 481

ReiDhardtiufl 435

Rhinoiiemiis 383

caiidaeuta 384

cimbrius (fig. 328) 384, 5S1

Kliiuoscopelus 89

Andrea? 90

antarcticus 512

Coccoi (fig. 104) 90

rarn3 91, 512

Rhinosrymnna 7

ilhodii'hthys 342

regina(fig. 303) 342

Rhomboidichthya 441

Rhombus 527

Boacii 527. 528

megastoma 527, 528

Rondt'letia 07

bicolor (fig. 77) 6S

Roudeletiidaj 68

Ruvettus 196

pretiosua (fig. 210) 196

Saccogaater 318

maculatus - 318, 528

Saccopbaryiigidre 157

Saccopbarynx 1.57

aiupuUaceus 157

flagelhim (fig.s.178,179, 180) 157

Salilota 353

australia 531

Saurenchelys 150

cancrivora 150

Sauromur;«nesox 146

Torax 146,517

Sanrna kaiann.^ 57

Schedopbilopsia r 216

spinosua (fig. 416) 216

Schedopbilna 214

meduaophagus (fig, 223) 214

Scianectea 440

lopboptera 440

macroptbalmus (fig. 371) 440

SroinbridiB 192

Si'onibropida' 235

Scombrops 235

cliilodipteroides 235

ociilatna 235

Scopelengeuya 93

tristis 93. 512

Scopelogadus 182

coclea (fig. 199) 182

Sfopelosaurua 94

Scopelna 7

.atliiiia 72

alat U8 79

Page.
Sc-<(pfl us Andreie 90

iintaroticus 512

arct icua 76, 78

aapcr 91, 92

asptTum 92

balbo 121

IJenoiti 74

Benoi-stii 74

Bonapartii 80, 82

l»oops 73,511
borealia 98

brachycbir 82

californienao 511

caninianus 71,72

castaneus 84

caudiapinoans 64

Cocco 90

Coccoi 90

cffimleua 81, 512

Collettii 76, 78

coruscana. 89

crenulare 89,512

crocodihis 79, 83

eflulgens 87

elongatus 82, 83, 512

engranlis 89, 512

frontelmnda 87

Gemellarii 80

gemmifer 80

glaciitlia 76

gracilia 74

Giintheri 76, 79

Heideri 77

Hoedti 94

Humboldti 73, 74, 96

Hygomii 75

Kriiyer 88

lacerta 81

leucopaanim 512

loricata 90

lucida 87

Macdonaldi 94

marrolepidotus 93, 512

madcrensis 82

margaritiferua 84

luetopoclampum 86

metopoclampua 86

niesicauna 512

Mulleri 71,76

nannocbir 512

negrum 94

nocturna 512

opalinns 72, 51 1

ovatua 95

pbeugodea 73

protoculis 512

ptorotus 511

lumctatna 71,73,74

psi'udocrocodilua 512

p\T.>*obolu3 512

quiTcinaa 83, 512

Rafineaqaeii 88

rarua 91, 512

regale 512

Keinbardtii 74

remiger 75

resplendeiia 83

Risftoi 91

speculigera 85

spinosua 92

snbasper 91 , 92

Tenorei 513

tenua 89

tbeta
 

, 89, .512

Townsendi 512

uraioclampufl 80

A'eraiivi 77
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Scopflus AVarmingii 80,512

Sr.oriwna 245

Agassizii (fig, 243) 247

cri9tnlata(fig.242) 246

dactyloptera 249

lutea 522

ocellata 522

percoides 522

scrofaol>esa 245.522

ScorpcDDidi© ^44

ScylliorhinidiB 15, 507

SoyUiorliiniis 16

acanthonotum 20

Artedi 20

anmilalum 20

canescena 508

hispidus 508

melastoinus 20

profuudoruni (fig. 16) 17

retifer(figs. 14,15) 16,508

Scyllium 16

Seynmodon 11

ringens ( fig. 12) 11

Scynlnorhi^ida^ family 6,507

Scynnn"rliiiui-s» (•» *

burealis 8

hreripinua 7

glacialis 8

Gunneri 8

liohia{fig.4) 6,7,507

micropterua 8

Sobastos 260

dactylopteras 249

hesanema 249, 523

imperialis 523

macrocliir 523

marinus (fig. 248) 260

inarinus viviparus 261

Korregiciis 260

Sel.asticlithys 262,518
alutus 523

aurora 524

diploproa 524

Goodei 523

introniger 524

ocellatus 523

oculatus 523

rapestria 523

saxicola 524

HinensiB 524

zacentrus 523

SehiiMtoilea 1, 262

ocelatas 518

occulatus 518

pancispinis 262

Sebnstolobus 261

macrochir 262,518

S.-bastnb>plus 252

dactyloptenis 249

Kuhlii 253

sierra 523

Selache 21

maxima 6, 22

rostrata 22

Selachii, subclass 5

Solachus maximns 22

.Serranidje 237

Serrivomer 155

Beanii (fig. 175) 155

Richardii 165, 517

Setarches 262

Giintheri 263

fidjiensis 263

parmatua (fig. 249) 264

Slgmops stigmaticns 101

Siliij* vVscauii ''2

Simuucbelvidn: 139

I 'ago.

Simeiirhely 8 139

parasiticus (fig. 161) 139

Sirembo 340

Giiutberi 339

metriostoina 320

luicropbthalma 320

murainolepis 528

iiigripiimis 340

oncerocepbaliis 321

Solea 456

Greeni 536

Maiigelii 457

])rofiiiidicola 457

iimbraliteH 536

variegata 457, 527

rnlgaris 457,527

Soleidfp. 456

Somniosns 7

liorealis 7

brevipiiina 7

niicroce]ihalus (fig. 8) 7,507

rostratus 8

Spinacidai 6. 9, 507

Spinivomer 165

Goodei 1 55

Squall

Squalida? 9

Sqiialus 9

anathrons 508

annulatus 20

borealis 7

brucus 9

carcharias 7

centrina 15

elepbas 21

lichia 7

niaxiiuus 21

norvogicus 8

norvegianuB 8

spinosus '. 8

uyatiis 507

Steindachneria 419

argentea(fig. 351) 419

Steinegeria 519

Tubescens 519

Stenobrachiua 512

leucopaarum 512

Stephanoberycida) 186

Stephanoberyx 1 86

Gillii(tig. 206) 187

Mona) (fig. 205) 186

Sternoptychidje 123

Stemoptychides 127

amabiliB 128

Stemoptyx 123

diapbana(fig. 146, 146A, B) 124

Hennauui 124

SticbtEidrt? 298

.Stomias 107

affiiii8(fig.l29) 108

barbatua 108

boa (fig. 128) 108

elongatua 108

ferox(fig. 127) 107

Fioldii 105

nebulosus 108. 515

Stoiiiodt'U 386

bilinearia 386

Strinsia ^'***

tinea (fig. 326) 380

Stromateidffi 213

StylephoridiC 482

Stylephorua 482

chordatua (figa. 393, 394) 4R2

Sudis 120

borealis 119

hy.ilina (fig. 144) 121
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Sndis ringens 118, 121

Synagrops 522

japonicus 522

Synaphobranciiidje 142

Synapliobram^hns . 142

affinia 143

liathybius 145

lirevidorsalis 144

iiifiTnalis 145

KaupiJ 143

pinnatua (fig. 1G4) 143,517

Synapteretmiia 64

SyiioclontidiP 56

Synodus 50

saiirua 5 <

Ta'iiinsomi, order 475

Talisniaiiia 41

ipiiuatoris (fig. 50) 44

antillarum <fig. 49) 44

Taraoles 210

TarietonbcaDia 89

crenulare 89, 512

tenua (fig. 105) 89

Tauredophidium 3!J6

Hextii (fig. 296B) 337

Teraticbthys I'O

Tetragonnrida? 229

Teiragoniirus 229

Cuvieri (fig. 417) 230

Tetraneiiiatopus 325

Tliimiiiastotomias. 115

atrox (fig. 141) 115

Thyris 452

pellucidus 452

Tliyrsitea 194

atnn 194

bengalensjg 519

niger 519

Thyrsi tops 194

lepidopoidea 194

violaceus (fig. 209) 196,519

Tracbelocirrus 220

Tracbichthyida; 187

Tracbicht by s 187

auatralis 518

Darwiiiii (fig. 207) 188

Femandezianua 518

iiiteriuedius 519

Jacksoniensia 518

japonicua 1 88

speciosna 189

Traillii 518

Tracboniiruft 40fl,5'J5

aulcatua (fig. 343) 4(»n.410,5:j:t

villoaaa -iOd

Tracb3pterida^ 476

Trachypteriis 477

arcticus (tig. 392) 479

boginarus 479

Bonellii 479

Costie 478

criatatua 479

falx 478

grypburiia 47.S

iris (fig. 391) 477

lioptonia 479

rt'pandua 480

Rui)polii 479

Spinolc6 478

ta;nia 477

tracby pteru.s 477

voginarna 479

Tracliyrliyiicluis 417

bingirostrifl 534

Page.

'rra<:hyrhyiii-hus Murray! 4 IS

scabrus (figa. 349, 527) 417. .'534

trachyrhynchiis 417

TricbiuridiP 208

Trichiurua 208

argenteua 208

lepturna(fig.217) 208,519

Tricbopsetta 440

ventralis (fig. 372) 440

Trigla 463

aspera 463

ravilloue 463, 537

cnculns 463

gwrnardus 537

bemiaticta 463

leptacantha 464

lyra 463

pini 463

apiloptera 463

Triglidai 462

Trigb>ps 268

Pingelii (fig. 256) 269, 525

ideurostictus 269

Triloburus 237

Trygonidai .509

Typhlonua 340

naatis 3tt

Typblopaaraa 490

Uraleptua 367

Maraldi (fig. 320) 367

Uranoscopida^ 293

Uranoscopns 294

crasaiceps -94, 526

kaianna 52G

Urocongfr 138

leptiirus 138

vicinua(fig.l60) 138,517

Urolopbua 509

- kaianua 509

Goodc i 509

Valencienellua 613

tripunctuIatuN 513

Tandelliua 203

Venefica 149

proboacidea 1 50

procera (fig. 168) 149

Verilus 289

sordidua(fig.232) 240

Vincigiierrja 513

att«niiata 513

Xenotdiirus 283, 525

latifrone 525

pen tacantbus 283, 525

triacantbua 283.525

Senodermichtbys 46

nodiilosus (fig. 57) 46, .'ilO

Xenomyatax 148

atrariua 146

trueideua 517

Xystreurya 436

T^rrolla.! 103

Blarkfordi (fig. 121) 103

Zanotarant hua 170

Zeida- 224

Zcnopais 224

roncbifer 225

i.rellatna (fig.intoxtl 224

ZeiiH aprr 229

gu ttulatua 223

Inna 223

roseua 227

Zipbotheca 203

Zoarcida? *02
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